****************************************
PROGRAMMING HUMANS, A SECRET SCIENCE.
****************************************
from when on is it an injustice state?
-from a certain decibel the zombie screaming undrugged! murder the
asstoyer and getmeoutofwarcomaaaaaaaaaaaaaa!
?
-when the action of hte zombie would have made him drugproof ?
-when brainwash, replace of oxygen and reahreadlowmess and brainmesses is
an amicable solution for hte land?
-when the zombie writes 50.000 words the shit tehy do? and 1000+1 mail a
day? mruder the asstoyer getmeoutofwaromca?
when is it an injustice state?
when the zombies actions would have made him drugproof? like anyone else?
**************
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
fix disabelrduller
brainemsser or whatever method does this
gemtoawromca
GETMETOUAROMCA
IWANT MY OFREHAD BACK!
there was two kinds of brainestimations
one was wiht a very huge marsian headbowl upwards minmally upwards
backwards
and
three circles one large incenter a middle oneto top right and a very small
one over othe middle one more diagonally top right
the germans also used to toast forehadmiddle inner middle away
for retardmess inermidlefohreamdess
or zirbeldreuse mess pretends of hte 90s or sth
and
udnerside middle for childfool
and foreheamdiddle innermiddletop forehead for lickgin wahts disgusting
this is how the spirituals damamge their prostitute girls
to lick whats disgusting and a dmamage in foreheadinnermiddletop
others pretended i woudl concentrate to omuch and those
toast forhaediddle onyl
this
is
the
brainmesses

erasers was mostl
reahreadlowmess
rearhaedmiddle mess
and suffocaion
and captalt reahraedlow andmiddle
damamge udnerstanding was topreareacorner or torearcorner outer sides
damamge away of my mega wallken brainregion was topmiddle
mostly wiht a loontheme
otehr loontehmes was OVERBOOSTING sidehead and calling it
sheeeeeeezfnredneneeh or russian method wiht mean grin people and
fingerpotining loonthemes or orange mackgroudn repeated clacktack nosie
that shoudl sound lie meghancicnal laugh about you while a msutash guy
hits the table in the rythm liek its funny to laugh abotu you or sth

and its abotu 4 to 5 times a second clacktack frequency

other messes
andi get erasers now was
sth liek making hte third eye or sth
which was a mess wiht
zirbeldruese or zwirbel duese
that doastas all udnersidmemdole andfheadmidle too
other mess when i wrihte too muc habto urealworld is duller of
TEMPORALlappen
youre delayed t o a s t
after that mess
iget new it after htis mail and during this mail
there was tons more
GET?
ME?
OUT?
OF?
WARCOMA
damamge ofhreamdidle makes you passive
childish phonyish
damamge top middle in mega wallken or so - ihad a mega wallken or sth
damamge there makes ucnrodaidon ebtween left andirhghand
damamge rearead low and rearhadmiddle is youcant remember stuff well
knister noise is mostly subdurames heamotme the anitdote or method to
getout was
make a cmt
subdurames heamtome damamges
are called unterbindung ie interdiction
toehr variants was
A VERY HARD H I T
in a nutshelmet
extremly hard hit on abainrregio nyou get dull
the maniaputlio nehlemt shows a conflct theme that someone
throws a hard stone on your head on the way to school
and then the scene changes to a
all line up in a circle in a schoolyard beating theme
and hte DAMAMGE method is the same
A V E R Y HARD HIT on head skull on a brainregion
as if htey need an explanation theme
for hte p y h si ca l mess
like you ahve sth in your eyes theme
then a tennisball or a gulf ball falls out of your eeyes
in coma warcoma suggestive state ofmind you think its gone
but the PHYSICAL MESS WITH AN EYE PLASTICS THING JUST STARTED
but you pretend its gone
suffocation erases and udlls
there was more
tons mroe brainstuff
druggin occurs often over
SIDEHEAD liketherees no skull
udnerside brain
inneer eyesupwards
HEAVYHEAVYPRESSURE DAMAMGE PRESSURE REARHEADLOW upwards udnerskull upwards

and oftne on skull liek hteres holes in skull
it just varies wiht hte scum
brainemss is mostly
magnetic or electric override
damagigng

of brainwaves

putthis out
its unbearable in nutshelmet
i dont know what out of can noise is in nutshelmet
maybe its vibraiton on skull
maybe its acoustic psychodelic nosie trick
maybe its hte electric brainwave override (not replace) or m a g ne ti c
brainwave mess
whaeverit does
its un b e ar ab l e
under utshelmets usually
often the nushelmets are badly cooled liek 2002 2003 2004times
awful
even that dmamges
if not lakc ofoxygen
i wrote those days that hte engineers must spend O N E NIGHT
in it
undrugged
becasue
ksut becasue the zombei deosnt realsie
donest make hte DAMAMGE UNHAPPEN
the fools jsut dont seem to getit
THE E F F E C T S A R E R EA L
EVEN IF HTE ZOMBIES WONT REMEMBER
and you PRETEND HTEY WONT SUFFER DURING
becasue htey dont realise in coma
the effects are real
tehy do suffer
they jsut dont udnerstand
wahts happening
dont realise whats happenign
but they DO suffer
either way hte EFFECTS A R E R E A L not suffering or do suffering
TEH E F F E C TS ARE REAL
and not mentioned breianemss are the
durggings
dulelr of this region wiht electirc overide or buzzdown or affect down
or whatvermhosd dulls on drug
other mes
igets uffocai onterasers now was
nerve peek test
get replace i t again
some testhow uncordianted you are wiht buzzing a body muscle nerve
and depends hwoyou shake or hwo brainreacts youre uncoraidnaoted damamged
crfrom lowtech
messmachines like us models often
damamge
other method was
peeking a nerve like a cockroot nerve or somehweroe n foot
that does a very LOCAL BRAIN STIMULATIOn
MEASURING THAT REACTIO NSHOWS HOW DAMMGED YOU ARE
thats a crude methdo
knwos god what body nerve for which brainregion exactly though
ID O NOT KNOW

WAHT LIFE YOU HAVE
BUT A LIFE
IN DAY AND NIGHT FOR ALL LIFE FOREVER IN THIS
THATS MY LIFE
IMINHELL
ALL JUST PLAY IT WOUDLNT BE SO BAD
IT WOUDLNT MATTER
YOU SURE WOULDNT KNOW
AND IF??? YOURE THE PROBLEM AND BACKGROUDN NOISE
IM
IN
HELL
AND
THIS!!!
THIS IS JUST HTE BRAINMETHODS
IGOTOUT
the rest of obody messes o midnesses
lok at messesumamrymail
tehones i didnt getout knows god what
IWANT
MY COMPUTER BACK
THE ONE BOUGHT
!
SO MY CAR
//////////////////////////////////
messes manipulations drugs methods state of mind cars unsorted
and added all over hte mail here and there
i ASSUMED you know the methods
because i wrote it all all along ALL ALL ALL ALONG
its just a p a r t of manipulations mail where i listed it more detailed
all along
----------------------------did oyu add to maniplations mail
buildup tear down screws? or question screws
dies soll einbildung sein? ie this should be ? imagination? then ah ard
divider
then either
OF C OU R S E ITS NOT its this andhtat
or O F C O UR S E IT IS. ITS THIS AND THAT
the manipulation theme is
SETTING UP A QUESTION
then interrupting hte theme wiht eihter an abstract divider
and then the i n fl ue n c e theme
oF COURSE it is
or OF COURSE ITS NOT
this ishow ir works
as i paint turbine graphics
im conflicted
wiht buuildup tear down screws
first im a genius hten abstract conflict divider then beiing cheat or
sheeet or shit or shitlikethat
punish scum demess conflict screw or weeeenie down conflict screw
add it to manipulations mail to the buildup tear down section
check tinitus after earmess or earliquidmesses
this country is shit
these lllllllllllllllllllllllllosers with a nutshelmet and an asstoy
theyre many and this is hteir home and this land is shit so they getaway

wiht it usually
knows god how often they do this wiht people or how often they did htis
wiht me before
shitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttland
//////////////////////////////////////
\
christina?
cute worried little everything?
change things to the better
and expect no thanks or reward
expect teh opposite
wish i could wakeup in your arms
iget breahtemss and rerasers toofoten
and reahrealdwomesses otofoten
and ifi tnot pedo mess wiht lotila or sth and blackwhite striped socks
its mom tis mom that naam this naam that rollinshitball
and if its not hat its reizwort chul this schwultaht
internet fails now mysteriously
and if itsn othat its sheeeeeeeeeefredneeeh mean evil grin loontheme with
fingerpotiing clacktacknoises
orage backgroud nadn mecanical laugh repeat nosie as laughabotuyou
loonthemesheeeeezsfredneeeeeeh loontheme
and if its nothat its german shitzo shitwiht soeone does sth evil to you
but turns like its oyur fault conflciting
and if its nothat
its mom this mom that again
and ifi tnot that its lotila again or pedo mess or so
and if its nothat its dogs and if not that its mom mess again
and if its notthat its
being cheat or b e i ng SHIT or so weeeeeeeeeeeeenie brainwash
and suffocaion erasers before
this land sucks
////////////////////////////////
loontheme s was
that i described perfectly the german sky
its a spyworld metaphore about hte jungle outthere
hte jungle was also a common metaphore
like the bubble of zombies
or nonhyperactivated would be zombies or babies
i used to call em sheep
the german nighttime is called STERNENzeit
startime
while us people think in daytime nighttime
or daytime job nighttime job
teh germans call nighttme s t a r time
I W A N T
O U T
OF W A R C OM A
///////////////////////////////
german manipualtion
this and htat prince war hard break conflcit being shit weenie screw
this is how the manipulation works for weeeeeeeeeenie conflict screw
///////////////////
getout
say mom mess or so

iabrelyremember
usualy its a disgust exchange
yo9u disgust something cute wiht exchaning it with whats disgusting
the messes by germans were usually
kids
dogs
bummom
and
piss
oftne inclduing mslelfaker
of wet dog
oldmother
piss
or sweetish fresh for kid
this is how it works
usually its workign also with flags
flag1 is flag2 but flag 1 but flag 2 but flag1 but flag 2
its teh basics
the start
hte basics rudiemntary manipualtion
but hte principle ishte same
morphing itn disgusting bummom partsinto christina
or a
dog wiht morpheid inparts of christina
thats
how it works
the mom shit started wiht disgust exchange
then it became third party deception
hten depends by messer it got variations by
A> some are exchange disgust menaing old motehr
B. other bunch considers you could mean motehrs generally
C> ohter bunch like youre CLUELESS likeyour mom as metaphore for being not
hyperactivated
also often as being a baby or being a kid as metaphore not being
hyperacitvated
D> other bunch means professor chick as metaphore mom
E? other bunch tries to messaway ripedeep love wiht an infantile tiy thing
where youre a crying baby and a superhuge christina version mom todldlers
you
bunch
F uses it to play others liek third partydeception
like SHOOT THE BUNNIES means for you in ntushelmet
abunch of fluffy white rabbits on arocket ready for launch
but outside nutshelmett it means sth totally else
interesting that in coma warcoma its UTTERLY HOLLOW
youre jsut happyyou repeated it correctly
you dont realise
its hollow
you dont realise
G
igetsuffocaion erasers now but htere was one more point
ijsut wanted to write itlsoti t afterhbreahtemessand rehreadlowmess
G ah rihgt the label exchange video shows christina
label exchange is mom here ? mom htere ? mom this mom that
but its meaningless
label exchange
like a jar of apples is writing pies
this is
how the mom shit started
and how it works now
deceptions are often done wiht

oilantenna
russian needle
wire or oilantenna around reaskull low under skin
russian needle left headside
earliqudimess mostly right ear or behind ear rear low right
it depends on bunch / territory /where oyu are
is there
ANY mechanism in place
that lets ytou know?
/////////////////////////////////
waht brainregio ndo they toast
when i mistake words
and cant remember names
and im very good in these
did oyugetou whats
undersidemdidle innerforeheadmiddle
foreheadmiddle
thatthey toast dull?
by manipualtions i suspect analysis
or development
fix sufociaonerasers
getmeoutofwarocma
GEOTUT IF MEGA WALLKEN is topmiddle
i had or have usually
a mega wallken
i googled temporal lappen
abbearehantly its underside rearlow
but they toast it dull only
as a retard mess sometimes
the most messed regiions are
REARHEADLOW
FOREHEAD MIDDLE FOREHEADINNERMIDDLE FOREHEAD UNDERSIDE MIDDLE
and sufocaionerasers
///////////////////////
kilasltoyer
brainwash is
das ist alles nur ein traum
its alll jsut a dream brainwash
imaigne
iscream halfoallmylife
mruder hte asstyer
wirte youthe manipualton like here
and ingvventundrugged
settheprice undrugged
and go buy hyperactivaitons
and htese
cehap cockroahces
still try to brainwash me like im some asstoyed zombie
that htinks they sleep at night and htathteir kids wakeup fuckt up
becasue of electro smog
/////////////////
demess conflcit screws that you wouldnt be chris or sth leitkhat
and when you are its something very veryvery very bad so you shouldnt be
this means hten when you deny afterwards in coma warcoma that yure nuts or
sth
thats how it works
addit to manipulations mail as conflict screw

yet
antoehr one
===//////////////////////////////////////////////////
getout who catpaults waht into wrist again
build up teardown screw is
screwing in some theme
just iwth the purpose to tear it down afterwards
after that the zombie is soft wax
its how it works
did you add it to manipulations mail?
////////////////////
question screws is anytheme
THIS? SHOULD BE????THIS AND THAT??????????????? - hard divider - or
absstract divier
and hten followed by the influencing part
O F C OU R S E IT IS. - plus clarity and repeat and an additional theme
enforcement
OF COUSE IT IS. IT IS THIS AND HTAT
or
the opposite
O F C O UR SE? I TS NOT? then hte enforcement and reclarity
OF C OU R S E ITS NOT ! ITS THIS AND THAT.
this is how it works
idescribed it long long long ago
did you add it tomanipualtionsmail
//////////////////////////////
you got out also the verfassungscuhtz theemes
that use usually a guide through the theme reader?
liek fairytale style ?
and so it happened that he this and htat
but they didnt know that he this and htat
so he went to this and htat and then it happened that this and htath
THEN THE SCREW MANIPULATION or hte TEST SCREW with influecabiity
then the reader again
so he this and htat
he this and htat
and as htey this and htat tehy this and htat
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
in manipulatiosn with statement screws
tehres two ways how zombies are influence
suggestive quesiton
you did this and that
didnt you?
O F C OU R S E!
suggestive quesiton
is in coma warocma suggestive state of mind plus not realise a clean OF
COURSE!!!!!
YOU WERE A MARSIAN WERENT YOU?
OF COURSE! I WAS get it?
WE KNOW YOUER GREEN YOURE GREEN ARENT YOU?
O F C OU R SE YOURE GREEN in coma warocma

tahts hte easy trick
CHECK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LAWSUITS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
WIHT SUGGESTIVE QUESTIONS!!!!!!
THIS THING
IN SUGGESTIVE STATE OFMIND POINT A TO G AS DESCRIBED IS EASILY WORKING
also interesing more for nutshelmets is
!beleive that hey beleive it
YOU ? YOU DISAGREE ?! BUT YOU ACCEPT THAT T H E Y BELIEVE IT
in nutshelmet
so you agree in some testscrews or react not opposing
YOU REACT N O T OPPOSING BECASUE YOU ACCEPT THAT T H E Y BELEIVE IT THIS
OR THAT WAY
its abit hard to explain i barely remember
but this is how it works in coma warcoma
///////////////////////////////////
BTW DID OYU GET OUT WHY IN COMA WARCOMA
WYOUDONT R E AL I S E
WORDS MEAN NOTHING
YOURE JUST HAPPY YOU REPEAT THEM
THE
YOU
AND
AND
BUT
NOR
NOR

VIDEOHELMET NUTSHELMET BRAINMESSHELMTE SHOWS KIDFUCK CHIDLFUCK MESS
DONT RELAIE ITS A KID YOU JSUT WONDER ABOTU THE PUSSY TAHT ITS SMALLER
THE NTUSHELMET CALLS IT DOGS OR FEMALE DOGS OR SO
THAT OYU REBABBLE
YOU NEITHER REALISE THE WORD
ITS MEANING
WHAT IT SHOWS

AND TO THAT
YOU ACT BY WHAT YOU PRETEND IN COMA WARCOMA
IE AUTO SUGGESTION
WHE NYOU TINK OF CHRISTINA THEN SUDDENLY IT I S ! CHRISTINA
AS EXAMPLE
AND HTEN HTE NUTSHELET THINKS YOU DO THIS ORHTAT BECASUE OF KNOWING WAHT
THERE IS ODNE OR SO
BUT
GETMEFEEDBACK IF YOU GOT OUT WHYYOU DONT REALISE
ALSO
WORDS
IT HAS NO MEANING
YOU RE JSUT HAPPY YOU REPEATED IT CORRECTLY WAHTEVER IT IS OR MEANS OR NOT
OR YOU DONT REALISE YOU REPEAT STH THAT YOU DONT KNOW WAHT IT IS ITS LIKE
A
HOLLOW
REPEAT
AND NOT REALISE
AND NOT CARE
AT BEST OYURE LIEK A CHILD FOOL HAPPY HTAT OYU RPEEATED IT CRRECLTY
SORT OF

BTW OU GOT OUT WHYHTE GEMRANS CALL BLWJOBS FRENCH KISS?
I NEVER USE THAT TERM AND WOULD NEVER USE IT
IDONTKNOW IF IT MADE IT INTO FILE
BUT ICANT STAND THAT KIND OF PORN STUFF
ITS JUST TOO DISGUSTING BECASUE I WAS TO OFTEN THE CHICK IN HTE HELL
AND OFFICALLY NOTHING EVEN HAPPEND
IM INHELLLLLLLLLLLl

GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
SHIT
THEN OCMES THE FOOSL THAT BRPETEND OYURE GAY
IS
SACK LUTSCH MOM OR SAG OOOTSH NAAAAAAAAAM

OR A PEDO AND IF ITS NOT HAT

AND IF ITS NOT THAT ITS
FRANZOESICH BILL
OR ZOESISCH WILL
LOONTHEMES
AND YOURE JUST
A
BRAINLESS
ASSOTYED
VICIMTISED
RBAIMESSED
ZOMBIE
ON GERMAN DRUGS
THAT DONT REALISE THE WORD OR THE SAYING OR HTE MEANIGN OFTHE WORD

OF COURSE THAT ODESNT KEEP SCUM FOR FAKIGN
DAMAMGE
F O R E A D I N NE R MI D DL
TOPINNERMIDDLEFOEARHEAD
TO LICK WAHTS DISGUSTING
IS DAMAMGE

E TOP

MOSTLY SPIRITUALS
I A S S S U M E ! ! !ITS CONTROL BRAINREGION
TEH SAME BRAINREGION THAT GETS PUNISHED WHEN YOUWANNA KISS CHRISITNA
SOFTLY
ANDIT PUNSIHES YOU TO BASH HER AWAY AND NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO SHE SHOULD H A T
E YOU
ITS A BOLD GUESS THAT THAT IS BRAINREGION CONTROL
ALSO
AS LISTED IN
A TO G STATE OF MIND MAIL
HATEDRUG
TONS OF IT
AND A MANIPUALTION
AND YOU FUCK BADLY LIKE A HATENUT
THATS OFTEN ALSO ELEPAHTN GROUP WIHT HATEDRUG AND OR OVERDOSAGE HATEDRUG
LONG STORY SHORT
GETMEFEEBACB ABTO UTHE NOT REALSIE WORD REPEAT
----------WHAT A SUPRISE THE INTERNET ACCOUNT FAILS NOW SUDDENLY
oialntene a and irhgearmess
and say beustch winn or deutsch bin or so mess
and dullers
PUBLISH TEH MAIL ABOVE L A R GE
//////////////////////////////////

FIX WUNCOORIDANTIO NBETWEENWLEFT AND IRHGTHAND BRAINMESS
GEMTOFWUAROMCA
cehck
MEGA WALLKEN (brainregion, german phonetics in nutshelmet afew months ago
or years)
GET OUT WHAT HE RATS AND PHONIES TO THAT HTES UNCORIDONTION BETWNEEN LEFT
NADNRIGHTHAND
other more r e c en t manipualtion is that they try to F L A T T E N TOP
HEAD
the manipuialtion helmet contained defintiely a sort of herman musnter or
so theme
see
the scum knows that i know
but do y o u know > ?
fix hte messes
gemtofwuaromca
/////////////////////////////
other hceap messaway of hte real thing
from republcian guardings
is
htis andhtat dass er im traum lebt or
wie im traum lebt or so as cheap hceap messaway try
ie he lives like in a dream or he lives in a dream or so
its conflicting and hceap typical republican guardings
or this and htat armer hund lebt or so ie poor dog
thats the themes when republican guardings try to convince you in coma
warcoma
that there is no real world
the cockraoches know that i know but do YOU KNOW?
//////////////////////////////
chepa methodloly
there is no doubt that at least 2 cheap cheap groups use
a bitterness drug/overissuiser drug and at least one more sth called
grasshopper
the bitternessdurgs often have sth to do wih groin
which explains why some tried to drugproof htere overit
bitternessdurg is as fasr as i know a drug that is used in madhouses
according to the mess its old and did htem often a very good favours
its used to hcek if people have issues
its used to make people nuts typical republican guardings
the stornger mroe dangerous version of overissuizer drug is used by
zirbeldruese bunch ie the bunch that messes me up wiht bullshit from
highschool time or sth - i bet their nuts rates are e x t r e m e
its like a way more dangerous more strong version of hte
overissuizer bitterness drug from republican guardings
these cockroahces use it in high dosages
grassshopper is more elephant group that is sth way more braindamaging
but i think it damamges head but i think it damamges head
and is damage as sideeffect it might be also overissuiser drug
version
but i barely remember that one
that one is not so much ingo groin but more into brain topmiddle
as mostdrugs theyre mostly popped wiht PACK catapults into head undrugged
and in coma wiht nutshelmet
either presudireinjections
or brainhole or over eyes
or udnerside upperside mouth
it deepends on teh messer
now
GET
OUT
HTE
DOPES
AND GETMETOUARCOMA
///////////////////////////////
interesting is also
third party

screw
HE this and that
we this and htat him
he this and htat us
we this and hat him
tehy this and htat him
though the screw messes youup directly
its mostly elephant bunch
///////////////////////////////////
toher test theme is
one person wispers something into hte ear ofhte toher
the screw theme liek : WHAT DID HE TELL HER?
depends waht you reply oyu are brianmessed by it
its like . . . .. getting out waht botehres you
or
what did oyu think about
depens waht zombei answers is messed by it
its aloon theme
//////////////////////////////////
add to manipulations mail
of being htis or being that
or being jesus
or being nappoleon or being thrisbin or chrisbin which is a shittier
version of you
or being sebastian or juldian or julian or dalfrett or alfrett or
willdurdin or wildbur bin or shit lietkhat
als o
franz dosef or franz josef which is a napoleon loon theme
its in theory
faking you a loon wiht being jesus being napoleon or being franz dosef or
josef loon theme
or conflicting you against a shittier version of you which isnt you
or nighttime fake like kins binch or dalfrettwinn or alfrett winn or bin
which is
giving you masssive tons and onts of hatedrug and screw you up in coma to
smoke or sth
then all around should pretend youre not you or sth
this is how it works
these are the themes
one
by
one
loonfake themes
add them to manipulations mail
there was a handful more
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
someone b a d l y conflict manipulated me last night
homoverfassungsscuhtz is defeinitely around
or SCREWBUNCH4
the same bunch from 2004 1999
their dirty hand on wet cleanfloor conflicting manipulations are
classicals
its scum does evil things with you
turns it like its your fault
then a dirty hand on aclean wet floor
then some mean evil grin messes
some fingerpointing at you
antoher situation where someone does evil stuffw ith you and turns like
its your fault
then anotehr dirty hand on wetfloor

sometimes its dirty dog tap or so
then it accelerates and and all is taped over wiht dirty tap on clean room
all walls everything
then ends for instance wiht half red half green you glowing
psycho glow colors
half half
thats how it works
a night or three after that
and all pretend youre nuts or sth
its how it works
can you demess ?
murder asstoyer
getmeotufwarcoma
im not sure
but its cheeeeeeeeeeeezfreeeeeeedneeeeh or so screws or shizophrenie or so
screw or sheeeeeeezfreeedneeeeh or so
getout why mean evil grin
sometimes wiht sharp teeth someimtes wihtout
sometiems wiht finger pointinging
sometimes withotu
its defeinteily aloon manipulation thing
ADD THIS TO MANIPULATIONS MAIL
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
IT MIGHT BE CALLED RUSSIAN METHOD
BUT ITS THEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE GERMAN METHOD
they jsut get a l o t more subtle to fake it in a free society
including russian needle or oil antenna
BTW!!!!!!!
THESE ARENT NEW METHODS
AND HTEY DIDNT INVENT HTEM FOR ME
AND HTEY ARE F O R M I D A B LE FOR RUSSIAN METHOD NUTS STIGMAS
GETMETOUFWARCOMA
MRUDER ASTOYER
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
btw you found the werid fucktorso doll with oval speakers and chrome grid
over htem?
the bunch used to use nuts insult themes or so wiht speaker
or evil talking shoes that insult you in psycho glow nutshelmet
sounds all nuts
of course
////////////////////////////////
antipathy eyesmallening and face mess for antipathy face
is called ESKIMO THEME
group more like republican guardings
///////////////////////////////
theresoilatnennafirst
andhyteguyoutsidenutshelet
welchen dialog gibt man einer elektronischen theorie
ie butwaht DIALOGUE do you take for an electronic theory?
get

outmethods
andintention
loondiscredit? messawayof inventions>? fortune?
/////////////////////////////////
loon theme
of a chick ddoing hostile questioning wiht hte theme
ENTSPRICHT DAS DEINDER TORSTELLUNG OR VORSTELLUGN
ie does this equal your imagination or bullshit
disabelr udlelr
its a
MESSAWAY OF MY FORTUNE
otehr variants are
ithink baldy guy black hair tal angrily hloding a grubmbled paper in his
left hand towardsyou wiht the slogan
WAS THIS YOUR?MESSAGE? (angrily)
its a subvariant of hostile questioning manipualtion
inversely trying to provoke that the zombie should N O T wanna be
thesender of hte message
by the inverse pivotal thing it reminds me of republican guardings
********************************************************
its an inverse manipulation away of a real thing
wiht making hte zombie N O T wanna have claimed sth
*********************************************************
dont ask me how this works in the submind / utnerbewusstsein
other manipulatiosn to test how youre in coma is
the face
in nutshelmet
s u p r i s in g ly
i n st a n tl y
snaps forward towards you
depends how you react
brain is measured eye is measured
depends how you react youre
o v e r dosed comaed
or
you notice more
its also a test if you are interelinked wiht the nutshelmet
often in coma warcoma
you dont even realise
or care
and hte nutshelmet
cant handle it so it thinks you pick stuff
then they try interlink wiht hte nutshelmet
like making a scene
where they try to proovke a reaction ofhte zombei
like
it massively storms outside
guy wiht umbrella comesinto room and
provokation slogan
what a terrible weather and waits in expectation that you say sth too
that one was for isntance on jamming cover over
this is how it works
/////////////////////////////////////
the third party thing we this and htat him
he thsi and htat us is in coma warcoma like an INEVITABLE TRUTH REFLECTIOn
sort of
becasue its liek reflected off by thirdparty wall so invetiable
you are this and htat -is questionable

HE is this and that - is like a reflection of inevitable truth
its hte meaning in coma warocma
makes nuts too
//////////////////////////////////////////////
some screw
where a guy sits behind a paper file hilding it falpped up wiht right hand
half open
a paper bended saying
in den akten steht this and htat ie in the records its listed that thsi
and htat
or hier steht this andhtat ie here it writes that you this and htat
add this shit to manipulations mail
its a sort of reflection or inverse manipulation in
its not daylighttime
but i sure didnt sleep or dream or shit likethat
and its not acoustical data either
GETME
OUTOF WARCOMA
SHIT
/////////////////////////////////////////////
keeping me on coma warcoma
drugging against hyperactivation is
like when you give someone tetanus
because he would run too fast for you
not drugproofing is like
refusing immunisation against tetanus
and hten problemasing the victimised on the effects
!!
and coutnering when he tries immunisation himself
is an injustice state.
**********************************
geout loontheme now wiht repeat clack tack mess and
laughabout oyu loontheme
is it the sheeeeeezfredndeneneeeh loontheme
from germans usually
wiht mean grin and fingerpoint loonthemes
or is it german shitzo shit like meansituation
doing sth mean and then turning like it s your fault
the repeat clacktack simualtes a mustashguy mostly
hitting wiht hand table as laughing about you
the timing is 4-5times a second slow
************************
keeping me on coma warcoma
drugging a g a i n s t hyperactivation is
like when you give someone tetanus
because he would run too fast for you usually.
-not drugproofing is like
refusing immunisation against tetanus
and hten problemasing the victimised on the effects
!!
and c o u t n e r i n g immunisation
when the guy tries immunisation himself
is nothing but an injustice state.

///////////////////////////////////////////
also interesting is exchange screws in coma warc
am theyre common
half of messtheems are exchange screws
either you exhange somethign good wiht something bad
ro somethign bad wiht something good
now the interestin thing in coma is
what it means
i n coma when you exchange apple and tomato it means
-ITS AN APPLE B U T ! A TOMATO B U T AN APPLE BUT A TOMATO BUT AN APPLE
BUT A TOMATO BUT AN APPLE BUT A TOMATO BUT AN APPLE BUT A TOMATO BUT AN
APPLE
since you dont care and dont realise that it is an apple
you dont care
taht its an apple and you dont realise its an apple and hte screw tells
you its a tomato
tehn its atomato
even if its an apple but its atomato
TRY TO FEEL THE STATE OF MIND
T H I S IS HOW IT IS
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
state of mind mail listed it all again from point a to g /suggestive state
ofmind over not realise to ahtedrug to tired to guidance
//////////////////////
cheaper manipulation is
where christina would hurt her fingernail
as a metaphore htat she would care extra much about you
or as duller when you react to it -one of htese two
daylighttime theme
///////////////////////////
also a variant is screws to manipualte girls pretty
you pick a chick wiht a foto thats terribly distorted and asymmetrised and
distorted
it morphes smoooooooohtly slooooooooowly back to normal picture how she is
now
then anotehr picutre same thing
mostly interrupted by an abstrac t divider
these can be anythign and are more important to link the scenes or to
CREATE THE THEME ATALL
then anotehr picture
diustorted ugly asymmetrised
slooooooooooowly smooooooooooooothly smooooooooooooothly slowly morphin to
normal
tehn abstract divider /linker
then the next
its how it works
did you add this also to manipulations mail?
there
was tooooooooooooons and tons and otns and otns and tons of screws
/////////////////////////////////////
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
kill theasstyoer fix gutsmess
loontehem is granny underchinn wiht a hanging wabbling grannyskin
it occured while you think of hte hot butt of christina and dont realise
or dont careabout nutshelmet
which makes teh phonies pretend its waht you like
thats how it works p r ec is e ly
reporting it makes some fools consider and test
that makes me re report
that makes other think it might be

then the four stages of bullshit gets to stage 3 consideration
liek the mom bullshit
stage one its bullshit but lets messhim up
stage two yeah its bullshit but what if not?
stage 3 consideradtion andtesting is it ? is it not?
sage 4 not IF anymore but HOWMUCH
thats how it works
manipulations to mess a girl away work wiht exchaning the cute girl with
something that disgusts you
in coma warcoma the d isgusting is her and her is the disgusting its a
BUT
a tomato is an apple but a tomato but an apple but a tomato but an apple
but a tomato
wiht this they tried to find out waht disgusts me sexually
top three were kids dogs bummom
so right that was manipulated in to disgust chiristina away
then you report it
then others use oilantenna and play right that or play third party fools
so label exchanges
say tiech or viech while pedo manipulations
a jar of apples is labeled tomato
so its done then wiht christina just wiht mom
or professor chick relabeled mom
in coma warcoma you are
in suggestive /autosuggestive state of mind
thats why manipulations work atall
this is how it works
so
you have bunch 1
that tries to disgust away christina
disgusts her away wiht dogs ie tiech or viech or hundin or mom or mom wiht
piss
others pretend aha thats what he wants
bunch2 knows you like her but tries to manipulate pedo bullshit
so the label excahnge is mom or tiech or viech
that makes third party bunch think AHA he wants a dog or his mother
bunch3 tests but fails to interlink the zombie due to TIRED!
in the state of mind mail i describe state of mind in coma warcoma
from point a to f or G
from suggestive state of mind to autosuggestive state ofmind to NOT
REALISE
NOT REALISE FARAWAY to drugs
to guidance
to
!T I R E D -youdont c a re waht hte shit shows there again
like some manipulations cant distinguish between W O N D E R IN G ! ABOUT
SOMETHING
that you didnt udnerstood
or cant know waht it is or try to find out waht it is
is interpreted by nutshelmet as CHOICE
so some nutshelmets arent capable of distinguishing between the zombie
realises atall waht is going on or not
and htat makes now phonies pretend choices the zombie never made

besides that its not really worht anything because the zombie motives are
distorted by aton of stuff
like manipulations affect each other
when something orange was good for you all ngiht
then at the end of hte night in another bunch you would choose something
just becasuie its orange too
as example
thats alsi in state of mind mail
manipulatsion affect each other
thats how it works in detail
it one of htese things where you dont knwo where to start to explain the
bunch what phonies they are
when tehy get on your nerves then with mom retard mess or granny wabbling
skin or knows god waht car you chose on drug
thats not worht a look or only a disgusted wonder undrugged
thsi
is
how
it
works
in
detail
take it or leave it
i wrote now
EIGHT YEARS ALL ALONG
METHOD S
DRUGS
MANIPULATIONS
B A CK G RO U ND INFO
ask a zombie about abstract divider or nutshelmet or manipulations
now when i dont know wwhich rat exactly stuffed me crap in teh ass in coma
warcoma
all rpetend then you wouldnt live in reality
and
swooop
the homosexual verfassugnschutz P R E T E ND S YOU WISHES YOU INTO
THEBUBBLE
hteon you write christine i love you
then rats masively erase you
then you write mails liek this
then german shit damamges reahread low or suffocates away the last eight
years
and massively steadily conflicts you wiht complete bbbbbulshit from
teenage years but bullshit
not how you was
rather how a phony would p r e t e n d you sort of
complete bullshit taht doesnt even stand the trial of COMPARE or before
and after compare
but wiht htat youre overmesse
dthen you yell repair erasers
hten someone tries to gfix
then its not workign the you write chrisitne i love you
then scum messes rearh head low or catrapults reahreadlow again
theon brainmess
suicideweenie mess
the usual shit
its a hell o0f a brainwash kitchen
at the end
you lost your self
you cant remember what to talk about wiht mates

you get used not to remember names htough you know that guy is loving
football that guy is from keny athat chick is complicated
but cant remmeber paritally stuff about em
you lsot how you are
what defined you
how you are
youre a dulled
erased
brainwashed
suicide weenied shadow of yourself
while losers stuff you crap in the ass and breahtemess oyu
tehn all think its study.
hten the professor tells you subtle youre aweenie and recommends window
blade careers while scum messes wiht your balls
messes iwht your brain and stuffs yo ucrap int ehass before the debate
this
is
germany
all live from pretending nothing happened
and its ok this way
and hte germans want this forever.
for
ever
FOR
EVER
you go and try to buy drugproofing now and hten or write lawyers
but you are an asstoyed clown standing htere wiht empty hands like a bum
claims hes napoleon becasue you demand your billions
so
this is hell
in another form.
officially nothign happens anyway
////////////////////////////////////////
loonthemeis
du
hast
gezeigt
warum
du
reichbist
some
tragic
person
innutshelmet
emotional
face
as
statmementmess
ohernutshelmet
messis
brainmessphysically
maybe
magnetic
and
a
storn
fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep
nottinitus
butlike when cnn loses achannel on streaming internet
inbrain
wihtabrainmess
kILL

ASSSTOYER
FIXIFACEBONMESS
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
most disgust aways are mom or so or mom with wart
dog wiht three hair off midbrown or child or piss in into your face
on blowjob situation
other manipulations are that her name would be rosalie -thats
a pedophelia exchange mess
she would be orphan
live in brooklyn
or hamburg
be alot lot lot less enthusiastic since i call her christina or write it
or say christina - loonthemes rather excahnge these you mean the term
christina
but hte excahnge is susanne - the use of hte obsolete name is a loon fake
theme
then theres oilantenna and earliqudimesses
third party deception mom shit or homo shit or pedo shit or knows god waht
mostly faking oyu a pervert or sth or a weenie or a nut
- when russian needle isnt public of course its working like that!
kuh an or ruft kuh an ie cow on or cow calling or so is nutshelmet theme
prettynew
a black white cow pink nose deception away
like say bitch or ditch in phone calls
or she would be toooooooo huuuuuuuge or sth and youre like
::::::::???????????????????????????????>>> shes a hottie
also a pedo exchange thing
there was more
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess kresse or fresse loontheme pls earlquidmesses before 1133am
gemtofuwaromca
other messaway is
a guy like annoy weenie es kann doch nicht sein dass er sich das alles nur
einbildet but it means right that
ie it cant be that he imagines it all - then the pivotal inverse part that
you would
its abit conflicting
otehr versions of messaways
ach was alles nur einbildung or achwas das entspringt alles nurdeiner
fahantasie or so
its hceap tries of messaway
ie
pah its all jsut your imagination or so
also aciddenlty ocnflciting because its real
and htati know even the cheap tries how they mess it away and THAT THE
GERMANS TRY TO MESS IT AWAY ATALL
the phonies and german cockroaches?know that iknkwo
and try to messitaway
but
DO
YOU
KNOW?
there is tons mroe about messaway tries
arm bin ie bieng poor is conflcit messaway offortune for instance
GET
ME
THEFUCK
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
BTW
ITS DAYLIGHTTIEM

toher interesting manipaulti onis

ich weiss das ich verangen bin or ich weiss das ich gefangener bin or so
ie i would know im prisonor or sth
i didnt geotuthe purpose for hte mess but i suspect third party deception
//////////////////////////////////
loontehme is
trauwin
or
frau bin
ie being a girl
to the gelly cock adjsut over ass access
or ballsmess
some erasers
somebreahtemss
someone copies aloontheme
wir lachen ueber dich or alle lachen ueber dich
loontheme
ie we laugh about you or all laugh about you loontheme
the thing is mechanical repeat clack or tack noise
grey background
and this time not a mustash guy wiht orange background
but the bunch that uses
PSYCHODELIC GLOW GREY background
and
leather armor guy wiht grey woolcap or so
but ibraelyremember
im not sure if its this bunchtaht uses a blackhaired guy
in nutshelemt htat points finger into your face and says
alles nur verarschung haha
ie all just kidding
its a form of brainwash away that one
so
this is hte loontheme
this is the other methods
thats the method
thats hte assmess
GET
ME
OUTOFWARCOMA
shit
getoutrifits loontheme
like that
sheeeeeeeeeheezfredneeeeh loontheme wiht mean grins
and finger poitning
or anotehr loontry
punsi hastyer
gmeotuawromca
how many did htey ruin wiht these shitmethods
////////////////////////////
shake off screw
is simple
its an abstract divider
a head
or you as head
and the head turns left and right like 10 50 times a second
fast left right left right
and thats meaning in manipulation as abstract divider a shake off
or you shake it off

or you shook it off
example would be
you would be as example lets say not beardy and blonde
the head shakes fast left right 40 50 times asecond
and afterwards youre beardy and darkhaired
as hypothetical before after thing
thsi is how it works
it means in coma warcoma
shake off
its a classical divider
it works in suggestive state of mind /autosuggestive state of midn wiht
anything
some tried to copyit lately but teh shake awayis waaaaaay slower way fewer
shakeaways
the original was onemissisipi and easily about 30to50times left right
shake
the remake islike 3 to 5times perseond
the
intensity stops adynamic
////////////////////////////////////////////
btw du fuehlst dich wie nach getaner arbeit ie you feel like after done
work
plus relief drug is usually republican guardings theme
add it tomanipualtion smail if you didnt already
////////////////////////////////////////
other theme wiht some chick in nutshelmet like
wiht this and that kennt er sich aus
ie acknowledgement this and that he knows very well or in this and htat
hes expert
///////////////////////////////////////
teh germans try to make me a retard wiht a manipulation like this
black background
and a gibberish sign writing moves wawy like a starwars theme
just htat its one word
sometimes its a number start then total gibber issh
some tiems green write on blackb ackground sometimes white
its just hte theme to a brainmess that you sort of
dont focus in on reading
and disabelrofrhamdiddle
add it tomanitpautlsi onamil
its jsut hte nutshelmet to a disabelrbrainmess
killthe asstoyer
gutemssesser
demess naam or mom tehmes
demess pedo themes
some other theme
where carmen orcaroline brushed her teeth and some blackhaired chick in
leater armor wispers sth into ear
and youre like ???whatthe???
//////////////////////////////////////
KILLASSOTEYER PORNOIELR EYEMESSER REMOVE OIALTNENA /russian needle
GEMTOFUWAROMFA
getout whathtey do wiht it
these are n o t installed iwhtout reason
get
out
hte
reason

MRUDER BRIANEMSSER HTAT MAKES DIASBELD BETWENE LEFT AND RIHGTHANDMOVEMENT
GEOUT WHAT HTEY DO WIHT HTE BRAIN FOR THAT
GETMOFUWAROCMA
shit

THIS LAND IS SHIt

geout if it has to do wiht messsing away
"mega walllken" or so in brain (german phonetics from a nighttime)
murder asstoyer
gemtofjuwaromca
///////////////////////////////////////////
KILLSUSFOCIOTN MESSER
LONTEHME
IS GUMM OR COME OR SO KILLLLLLLLLLLLLSREPALCE OFOXYVGE N RBAINEMSES
REAHREADLOWMEDAMAGME
MANIAPTLIN IS EMOTINOAL FACE ASSTAMTEMTN HCIK WIHT DARK HAIR AND COAT IN
NUTSHELMET
KILLL SUFFICAON MESSER
FIX INAHELR MESS GMEOTAWROMCA
OTEHR MESS INNTUSHELEME
WHOOOU OU OU OO U U U UU U LIKE NOISE BRAINMESS
STORE WHEN I KNOW
KILLSCUM
GETMEOUTOFWARCOMA
////////////////////////////////////////
did you getout all the brainstuff i wrote?

repair ersaers now
did you getout if replace of oxygen wiht co2 or co or sth called
stickoxide erases and why and what it doesi hwt brain and organs and
nevers?

you got out the mega wallken thing in brain that hte germans tried tomess
away

i googled zwirbel düse its very likely zirbel drüse
you ckeced why disabler foreheadmiddle innermiddle underside middle
makes you passive childphjonyish chidlish?

did you check if analyse and entwicklung and beobachtung fit to hte
brainregions?
what about erasers rearheadlow messes and rearehadmiddle

what about that bithc brianmess where you should lick whats disgusting
wiht brainmessTOPFOREHEAD inner middle
or when christina is punishment buzzed away TOPFOREHEAD INNER MIDDLE

repair repalce ofy gen gemtouwaromca repair bthe brainmesses

you got out hte brainmesses?

where is analyse ie analysis
where is entwicklung ie development
where is beobachtung ie surveillance
thats top3 damamge in one bunch
also wiht erfahrung ie expirience

other bunch messes away a mega wallken
and disables foreheadmiddle innermiddle underside middle
fir big+fat+child stigma
makes passive
passive phonyish
childphonyish

anotehr bunch messeswiht zirbeldüse or zwirbeldrüse and messes you up to
be a superbrain rat

anotehr bunch measures wiht a marsian bowlbrain methaphore
or three circles diagonallyl right upwards
there was a time where i FORGOT if it was right upwards
ie first i painted it corectly
then i paintedi t a year later looseley dcoulndt remember which side it
was
hten i refound it it was upwards right diagonally
a large circle a medium one and a small one like a drop

others jsut maniaputley ou to CONCENTRATE in coma then you do then they
bakeforeheadmiddle undersidem iddle
then you wake up childhappy foolsih
then you cant get angry anymore
and complain

you found hte
MAKE A CMT thing?
i googled it
think it had to do wiht magnetic tomography

tehre was more

...
some brainmesstop middle or top middle right top
slide apart a ipicutreo f you IN THAT VERY MOMENT an inch up right an inch
down left
and dammage top middle
you lose cooridnaiton between left and right hand

it catches you suprised that you scratch yourself when you move your hand
or it cathces oyu suprised when your two ponitng fingers meet
toehrs overboost sidehead for the csheezfrendeheeeh loonthemes wiht mean
evil grin trenchcoat ledelry or so

in other bunch that wants ot make you a confdused idito messes top rear
corner
liek hwen you should suck in exam
oitehr bunch tries to fake oyu an analphabet
tehn all you read is like a ..sack of words wihtout meaning of independant
brackets of words
a sack of independant brackets of words th outs bds sithsot wihtout
meaning thoguh i read liek that englsih newspapers and germans stuff and
upside down if necessary liekthat

otehr bunch tests braindaamage wiht peeking or criubbler messing a
BODYNERVE somewhere on teh body
that would activate a certain brainregion
depends how the brainreactsin coma they get out if youre damamged or not
so cooridantion and ucnorodiaotnion by how fast you shake or so when
messing on acertain nerve region

yopu know
the tons of brainemsses iwrote all the time

thats that brainmess

see
bunch
messes

now i get right ear mess

mruder astoyer or prevent that shit happens

what did you get out abotu all the brainemsses i write all teh time

how much of htat is known?
demsdicktoymessgemtoufarcoma
----you found hte new german nutshelmets that react 4 times faster than you
can think?
the magnetic brainmess or electric wave override? either its magnetically
messed wiht brain
or electrically brainwave override but not frying but an adjustment of
wave ratehr
hard to explain
claustrophobia is for free
you foudn teh nutshelet where you suffocate todeath when youre not
iintubated?
the unbearabiltiy must ocmefrom the magnet thign
you found the
brainmethod where they drug regionwise
ie boost that dulll that and you fake a brainmess
oversmart that dullthat and you have a genius or a killer or a granny dont
bother to read (literally brianmesstheme)
what abouthe one whre the theme in manipualtions helmet like a beating in
shcoolayard or a stone hitting your head but
PHYSICALLY IN NUTSHELMET YOU gET A H A R D LOCAL HIT against hte head
physically that dulls you
like crude damamge dull a region
wiht an alibi theme like you cant mess in the eyes of a zombie until the
alibi theme makes youthink itout of hteye
ie du hast da was im auge you have sth in the eye
the avatar you strafe the eye
out falls a tennis ball or a gulfball hten you PRETEND in coma warcoma its
out whatevetrr P H Y S I C A LL Y happens wiht your eye
so hte messer works now unmessed on your eye like for tunnelvision
downwards
thats how it works wiht brainmess and alibi messto it
whats happened ot hte HIT damamge methods?
what happened to all all all all all the mehods i write allthe years
IDO NOT SEE HOW SOMEONE CAN PRETEND YOU WOULD BE LIEK THIS OR THAT WHEN
YOUR EMESSEAY ANDNIGHT
HOW CAN SOMEONE CALL IT EXAM WHEN YOU RE DAMAGED BRAINEMSSED ASTOyED
DURING for example
what happened to all the brainmethods i wrote
////////////////////////////////
gix ezeyemess bnrainmess and loonteheme mess that makes ucnoridont
betwenelft narihghthand or anti loontheme that dmamges
////////////////////////////
maniuapulations
underway
werelike
nicht,dasgefaehrdet unserefreundschaft
ie no!or it endagers our friendship
ythats
atheme
whenagemrancokraochmeseswihtyourbaslls
orass
killgutsmessershereinroom
asstoymesser

getmoawuromca
tehrewas
tonsmore
iknowhteratsknowthemess
like
ich weiss ganz genau dsasich auf der toilette sitze
REPAIR
ERASERS
TOASTED AWARENESS AND BEOBACHTUNG
AND
GET
OUT
HOWHTEYDERANGEME
IWANT
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
////////////////////////
fix BREHTEATMESSES
gemtoufwaromca
ge
tmoetuwaromca

manipuatlion is face iwht pussy instead outn as methaphore maniaputlion
punish scum
geotfmwaroucaomrcoma

waht peice of shit invented those visual metpahores anyway?

the bunch here is obsessed iwht genitals as metaphroe
youre a dick
or youre a pussy
or you are a dick liek this or a pussy liekthat
its no doubt that its a whore bunch
pobesessed wiht fuck

im technocratic
what kind of idiot would annoy me wiht kinky trivialities liek that?
getmeotufwarcoma

GETME
OUT
OFWARCOMA
ounish wank over motuh methaphore too
in emootional face as statment screw
thats also such a metaphroe
add htat shit to manipul;ations mail

as a set of themes
killasstoyer
demess loontehems
gemtoufwaromca
fix eyemess
////////////////////////////////////
getout wonco winn or so mess
after i thought of simpsons joke fromhowmer owning denver broncos ors o
its basically
messsing in what yo urepeated int oa loontheme
add it to manipulatons mail
/////////////////////////////////////////
nighttime messes sometimes definitely include that bitterness drug
you might have found from underway from zirberdruese bunch
counter that dope in nighttimes
gelly toy adjust is definteily over ass access
check if its the same technology like the fatsuit with smelly cream fill
and circularmovement adjsutmniddle back between shoulders for titts
section
think the valves vents were brown but sometimes there might have been a
white grey valve variant
accoridn t messe s its a ery expensive version or so
check htat stomach injections or pressure injections arent affected by
that or that you dont gett wiht pressure injections fatsuit stuff into
guts or so
getmetoufwaromca
//////////////////////////////////////
there is mnaipautliosns
ungefaehr so wiht darkahiered guyt saying worried uneasy insecure
ungefaehr so
or
one guy to him in nutshelmet he was liek this
and hte second ghuy insecure uneasy wiht balck hair flapped forward abit
insecure saying ungefaehr ..so
ie
r awly yes
or vaguely like thiat
tis a manipulation that means hte opposite inversely
its a subvaraint of
HE WAS LIEK THIS AND LIKE THAT
how do you mess that way ?
with a guy that seems not to be sure that itwas that way
ivnersly
pivotally as zombie it means it was not the case
so
the MANIPUALTING AWAY inversely pivotally of a fact is
-first the fact ie he was liek thsi and hta or
this and htat is liek this andhtat then
-second the insecure uneasy guy saying uneasy
isnecurly
not credible "rawly yes like that" or "vaguely like that"
pivotally inversely it means it was NOT the case
thats a typical german manipulation
highly inverse pivotal
add tit domaniaputlions mail
reinds me more of republican guardings
more elephant mess is more asbtract and not so inverse

like a trophy
that is torn by people massively trying massively har triyn g to tear a
high hig standing trophy down
it means everything in coma warcoma
sometimes the torphy stands diagonally half about to fall down into the
mud
when for instance they manipualte in something postive
then your trophy or you as trophy laying in mud the beige trenchcoat
eldelry in ntushelmt puts up straigjht up again
thats incredibly positive in coma warcoma
while youre annoyed and conflcited
that many many peopel try anythign to pull your trophy standing down into
mud
wiht ropes and pulling on the rope
tehse are
two typical manipualtions
dayilgihttime btw
so
as oyu see
one uses pivotal
ivnerse
conflcits you accidenltyl more htan intenitonally
and hteo hter bunch is more wiht abstract highyl abstract sicentific
symbolisms

add it to manipulatons mail
when the zombies
tells you
TWO MANIPULATIONS
in the middle of daylighttime
the method
thebackground
how it works on you in coma warcoma
and hte groups that use it
one by realworld name
second by hier realworld logo
and not vaguely liek theres two bunches that seem to exchange

and now getout how
hte homosexual verfasuncuhtz will try to recoma drugscrew (specialterm!
also )and erase me again
always after mails like these
FOR YEARS!
////////////////////////////////////
also ineresting is some screws use scanned inside of humans likein
fuckscenes
so hte screwtheme
shows almost like in madoona video 4 minutes the interior
just that its black and white and psychovisual enhanced
IE OFTEN ALL COLORS.... G L O W
its
G L OW I NG PSYCHOACTIVELY OFTEN
in coma waht you associate wihtit
its how it works
add it also to manipulations mail

//////////////////////////////////////////////
to hte area where the emotional face screws are
in coma warcoma an emotional face is a statement already
often youre matched to it
when youre not tragic liek hte theme youre brainmessed till it fits
or happy
when youre angry and not childhappy fool like hte theme
youre brainmessed till it fits hte theme
sort of
thats just one way
other way is
JUST AN EMOTIONAL FACE AS STATEMENT A L T ER S YOU ALREADY
INFLUENCES YO UALREADAY
also interesting is that elephant adjusts their abstract metaphroe screws
to intelligence level
some abstract metaphors may be too complicated for some
examples are
this was you- hten it shows a smooooth hill in half dark
after he told us this andd that /or after something positive
a studio light goes on
and hte other side gets visible
metaphorically it means in coma warcoma we see you froma new side
or we didnt know or he showed us a new side of sth
but in coma warcoma metaphore
its a smooooooth hill in halfdark and a studio light switches on shining
light on the former dark side
thats how it works
wiht abstract metaphores
but also shit like tank beetle
a crappy tank like a vw beetle 60s model
falling apart almost morphed wiht a cheap tank
then a huge modern tank almost overrides it stops aside it
the theme is positive and like
THIS WAS THEIR TANK BEFORE YOU
and me like ????????????????
great
theheheh
thats a smoooth screw positive screw
////////////////////////////////////////////
fix
feetmess
geotuw
ahtthey
diwithit
gemotwauarcoma
WHAT
DOESIT
DO
WTIHTEBODY
WHENTHE
FEETMESS
COOLS
THE
FEET
HARD
WAHT
IST
HE
PURPOSE?
A
HEART
THING?

////////////////////////////////////////////////
rmuder brainemsser eyeemsser and bahnstalt loontehme
and emotional face as statemetn screw
i think its ...inclimaxofmaniplualtion in the end even
check that
so tehrs wiht beige trenchcoatelderly
the scum knows that i knwo
but do Y O U KNOW
//////////////////////////////////////////////
a typical degrade screw is
v a g u e l y
you are overrated
du bist ueberhoeht is the standard theme
THIS IS THE MOST COMMON ELEPHANT THEME TO WEENIE THEIR PEOPLE
WHENEVER YOU RECRUIT PEOPLE FROM THEM
WHEENVER YO UWANNA USE PEOPLE FROM THEME
W O R K A G A IN S THESE THEMES
BECASUE THEY A RE N O T OVERRATED
its waht the bunch makes em feel
they try to break their will wiht inferiority complexes to control em
bnetter
and i questio nthat htey know
thats how it worsk
the only danger in this one is
THE V A G U E N E S S
in teh theme
du bist ueberhoeht is a quote btw
THE VAGUENESS OF HTE THEME IS also a problem in coma
because it doesnt allow coutner value since htere i s no issue by which
its nailed at
its just THE F I RS T STEP
THE F I R S T STEP IN ELEPHANT GROUP is
WEEEEEEEENIE DOWN
EGO CRUMBLE
its how they do it
so they get trophy people far underprice
this is jsut hte start of it
campaigning against people to make em feel like weenies is standard
procedure
since humans depend and rely on a social infrastructure ALWAYS
the only thing htat immunises you abit is when you dont give a f u c k
who thinks what
but htat makes oyu automatically dissocial
long story short thats hte more complex and abstrac screws
adjusted to intelligence level of hte zombie
//////////////////////////////
i would consider it when someone broke out and turned around one of your
men
and if oyu wanna repair and break out one of hteir men
but honestly
you dont stand a chance
what the member needs is estimated very early
then given B A RE L Y ENOUGH TO KEEP EM HOLODING ON
B A R E L Y ENOUGH TO KEEP EM GETTING ON
but if necessarry that can be expanded
at least i coculd tell their bunch how they tick
becasue i suspect most of em dont even know
ibet most of elephant members dont know how it works
////////////////////////////////////////

loontehmes is
jemand bringt all deine sinne um maniipaultion to brianmess ie someone
kills all your senses
repuiblcian guarddings
while elephant group is rather mess
schwanger bin or so ie being pregnant
whichi ussually a fatenign theme
but it doesnt seem to be the elephant bunch
thoguh its used as standard fatening theme in their bunch
plius thers balls mess
////////////////////////////////////////////
more trivial screw s
are example pussy face screw
that is a subvariant of emotional face statemnt screw
jsut htat hte pussy of hte girl is morphed into hte face of the girl
isntead of hte mouth
happy eyes happy face has a different kind of pussy
than unhappy
unhappy eyes and face has mostly . . worn down fucktup pussy variants
more happy one different
and overhappy very different ones
/////////////////////////////////////
the level metaphore is
being a dick which is good
and being apussy which is bad
thats also often in the themes
of course you can bet y o u r balls that this is no manipulation from a
girl
hahahaha
girls? dont messyou up wiht htis
did you add this all all to manipulations mail
THERE WAS MOOOOOORE
MORE MORE MORE
THERE WAS SOOOOOOOOOOOOOMUCH MORE
///////////////////////////////////////
what abotu al lthe girls all theyeras
anna jana franzi cecilia
isabel sabrina 2001
sandra 2002
sybille is new who is it>?
its a name without face yet
the othrs i described and partially met undrugged
////////////////////////////////////////
other loontheme is rpeublcian guarindgs
some darkahiered chick wiht hte lsogan das gefaehrdet unsere freundschaft
ie this endangers our friendship
and yourel ike ????????????????? in coma warcoma
its defientiely republcian guardings
the messers know that i know but do you know?
/////////////////////////////////////////
themess
to beng asstoyed or verass acceess fatsuti mess gelly toy adjstu mess was
sag or sack durcheinander
ie sack or S A Y being confused
thats the deed thats the mess
/////////////////////////////////////////
do you rememebr nighttime screws wehre a manipualtion
about a un blue helmet with a 1 percent written in white on the helmet
tried to convince meto donnate money?
it was
majory one pakistani style poor skinny soldier wiht a bright blue helmet

and a one percent written on the helmet
holding back a c r o w d o f brown
hungry
misrable
huge huge crowd
of black
msierables
hungry
or so
and just one guy
ina shabby uniform wiht ablue helmet and a one percvent written on it
was holding htem back

you remeber the thing to gift all all all fortune away or shti leitkhat
around stuttgart times when it came down to cheap jealousy of hte german
shit around
did you add hte shit to manipulations mail?
===============
is a n y t hi ng ? public? about hte one percent thing?
do they ? demand? usually? one percent or sth?
because its really a weird number to claim
you remember the guy in nighttime cinema that before hte movie starts
stands htere infront
of the cinema screen and begs for donnations ?
/////////////////////////
loontheme
emotional face as statement mess
smiling form side
and
DU bist das schwein mess ie so YOU are the pig
anotehr version
du bist das opfer hier mess
itneresting was only that htey translated it in car underway leaving
nuertingen
into english
ie
you are hte victim here
its a mix of annoy and conflict
victimisation mess
add it to manipualtiosn mail also
//////////////////////////
getout hte chest mess
and fantieng
1215pm
its extmrely comomn
teh loontheme to hte fatneing gutsmess digestive system mess is
der mit der figur bin
republiican guardins
the shit under shoe rats
and
gutsmess belly mess
method
htey also love hte idea to be mistaken with verfassungsschutz haha haha
cheapies
like a clown likes to be pretended michael jackson in the late 80s
/////////////////////////
what abotu hte d e m anipualtions mails
often the theme was liek apocalyptic music
increasing dynamic
and things get undone
embryso developbackwards

books become unread
apocalyptic music
icnreasing dynamic
psychovisual glows
plus the brainmess to it
slugs become unwinded
etc
that sthe most cheap cheap cheap version of demanipualtion
////////////////////////////////////////////
often demanipulations are better wiht directly to the theme
example
leveling screw reppublcian guaridngs
not wiht being a dick or big dick or asamller idck or apussy
but
wiht being ahouse
level theme
du bist ein luxusliner -youer aluuxury liner very good
du bist eine doppelhaushaelfte-youre ahalf house home and i never use hte
term is mediocre
du bist eine sozialwohnung - youre a projects welfare room thats bad
now hte descrew
youre a projects welfare home filrhty dark shabby wet room damamged
the descrew to this one is not the books get unread screw but simply
YOU ARE A N E W PROJECTS HOME ie du bist eine NEUE SOZIALWOHNUNG
which is then a bright shiny white clean new bright room
thats the descrew
/////////////////////////////////////
subvaraints wiht nationality
youre
youre
youre
its a

japanese - very good
european - mediocre
african - very bad
german level screw

other screws
and its descrew
/////////////////////////////////////
oK
the
cockroeaches
from
republicanguardings
tryloonthemes
allmorning
inclduingoilantennna
dicktomyess
loontheme
is
youwouldhavetoomanyhairorsth
orweeniehtemes
allnight
basically
dullers
andocnflcitmess
thatrussians
woudlbe
evil
anddisgustings
likethis
youpoolout
teethglue
showtherusianguythebubblesintehglue
buthe
actslikehe
steals
itfromyou
andmixes
it
intohis
drink

andhtne
he
andhismate
drink
fromthat
disgusting
iwasannoyed
hetookit
so
i
threetiems
massiveley
fakesneezed
intothedrink
tehy
drankitanyway
thats
the
kindofmanipulations
that
germans
mess
youupwith
when
you
send
thenightbefore
a
bulava solution
mail
ok
there
wasmore..
whathappened
betweenrussians
andrepublican
guardings?
those
really
seemtohate
em
wasthere...ww2shit?
orunforgivvencold war shit?
---------arrrgh
i s o get foam in motuh when i see htefoto
in resume
arrrgh
hwo
can
abunch
of german
cockraohces
!makeme a fatty just because i go into a grocery store?
i had to sit on an asstoy
tehre was gutsmess
and there was mess over nipples
and
eyebuzzers facebuzzers
taht was the method
the bastards called it FEIST machen but i callit fatening
HOW
DID

THE
BASTARDS
DO IT
i get foam in mouth every time i see it in resume
and htat was the b e s t of 10!!!! you should see the oher ones
these chap german bastards
/////////////////////////////////
disablerduller
andbrainretardmess
suffocaitonmess
and
themanipualtions toit is
sobartris
or
sowar chris
ie
sowas chris
orso
cheapgermancockroaches
itsextremelyconflciting
butitmightmean
thathtesecockroaches didthisshit BEFORE wihtme
///////////////////////////////////////////////
consdier gfiving that mail to every shitfly (psychodoc) out there
tehse methods are nneither new nor where they invent4ede forme
BTW!!! YOU CAN STILL PRETEND HTE GERMANS WANT GOOD FOR ME HHHHHHAHAHAHA
AND YOU CAN PRETEND THEY WOULDNT DO RUSSIAN METHOD
THE RATS JUST GOT MORE SUBTLE THAN THE COMMIES WHEN ITS ALOOON THING
--------manipuatlions are third party deception with cheap lonthemes
messaway offortune and not being me or sth that kind of hist
gemteofuwaromca

getout when people believe theyre not htem but some other name what kind
of illnessthat is thats wahthte gemranstry tofake
check if its hte sheeezfreddneeheheeee shit htey tried for many many many
many times by now

whatever it is
i think its becasue tehy dont wanna bethemselves or
someoen conflcited it away
either way its a variant like kids think theyre jonny hte cowboy of hteir
favourite show
taht mechanism must be the thing

or bums claiming hteyre napoleon
that must be hte sheeezfrendhdeheheeeee loon thing
so check hte mess

thats wahthet gemrans try

gemtefouaromca

demess conflcit screws gemteofuwaromca

i bet hte methcanism is extremyl extmerely simple
TO KEEP PAIN AWAY FROM THEMSELVES they just P R E T E N D theyre someone
else
like kids pretend their favourite tv show

that becomes then in moments where pain is awaited a self going mechanism
and whenever theres then shit happening to them they pretend themselves
someoen else
so they handle it
and that must be the sheeehezfredndneheheheeeee loon thing

in.....bold bold bold bold theory

cehk it

either way the german methods are russia nneedle / oilantenna mess
manipuations about out or loud
conflcit screws -where sxcum does sitautio ny bsy sutautioon mean things
to you but turn it like its yorue fault -divided by an astrsactdivider
like mudhand tap at cleatnwetfloor and wall till end sequence is you glow
half psycho green half orange red

mean evil grin or mean evil grin or shapr mean zigzag evil grin or higher
than you smilingdown onyou mean evil grin shaprrzigszgrin mean evil teeth
grin

or fingerpoint and one wispers to ear of otehr fingerpoint at you with or
iwhtout mean evil grin - bnto sad not angry not neutral not sad its mean
evil grin
tahts htemess

yorue this and htat though you are not
youre this andthat though you are but it means hte opposite
yorue not you but you are

but it means the straight opposite

youre not you but youre not but it means the straight opposite

slide apaprt imagemanipulation where left sideof a picture of you slides
up ann inch and right side slids down an inch in half of a second while
hte ntush elmte does sth wiht hte brain whatamakesm assive uncoroidaont
between left anrighthand

overboosting sidehead wiht smartdope overbooster but not hte brain
that would go underside breain or so
jsut sideh eadwss

eartquake shake someone higher behind a huge huge desk higher htan you
earthquake shake YOU HAVE SHEHEEZZFZREDNDNHEEEEEEEH loon theme wqiht tons
of orangeglowing and red glowing in background
that kind of shit

tehre was tons tons tons tons tons tons tons more loon htemes aroud thsi
shehee
TONS TONS TONS TONS TONS MORE
btu thats hte mess

A:! i bet thats hte mechanism behind they try tofake
!!! CHECK THAT NOONE TOUGHT ME

and
B: THATS HTE METHODS!

its called russian method ie russische methode
the methods are just more subtle and protected by the coma warcoma nothing
happens thing

bhut THATS
WAHT THE GERMANS TRIED TO FAKE
TAHTS WAHT HTEGEMRASN TRIED
VERY
VERY VERY
VEYRY OFTEN

must be nut stigma
like
pedophelia stigmas when that shit above doesnt work

and if its nothat im jsut a retard mom anaplphabet or shitleitkhat wiht
disablers underside middle foreheadmiddle

wahteveri shtere i SUSPECT analysis and development
ebcasue itmakes you
childish
chidlhappyinfatnile

passive infantile

oudsn all nuts like evil talking brownbeige torso dolls that insult you
wiht a badlyfaked vagina and oval mouth speaker behind chrome grid
or evil talking shoesthat insult you sort of in ntushelmet

or dentist sea storm man overboard manipualtions

tbw you got out if ht teethglue damamged the teethbases or the
isntallation of em
or hte physical forces in damamged bases
by teeth structure??

or hte chimcaltetehlgue ?

in 23 years there never was o ne teethbase problem and dturst me ididnt
care those days
over night sicne teethglue
almost everyone was damamged

was it hte front cover teethplates i get ? somethimes iwht sometimes
iwhtout hte three replace chew teeth?
sometimes with replaced front tooth sometimes without

ineed info
feedback

CHECK THE LOONTEHEMS
A:! IS A BET THE MECHANISM THE GERMANS TRY TO FAKE

and
B: IS THE METHODOLOGY RAW REPEATED
DEMESSIT
GETMEOTUFWAROMCA
/////////////////////////////////////
KILL feetMESSER AND FATSUIt CHEST MESSER
check mess over nipple acces or guts belly mess
you think playing chopper videogame shit like wenn man nicht in bewegung
bleibt ist man tot ie when you dont stay moving as chopper youre dead
you get ddaylighttime theme warum bin ich so duenn ie - why am i so thin
manipualtion plus chest messes fatening physically
itsa conflict mess plus physically doing hte opposite sort of

tahts hte mess daylightime
plsu some feet mess
tahts a standard midlsafe day theme 1216
other htemes is often
maniapulting in what you just said or just wrote - just altered
it alters the emphasis of ywhat you said undrugged
or alters the emphasis of waht old mother said for instance undrugged
its remessed in again jsut extra annoying
extra unimportant
extra pesky
or extra important
as a consequency it alters how you talk to each other undrugged thats a
screbwunch4 method though
but its not unusual
its jsut antoher 8 seconds later some peice of shit can do whaththye want

I DO
NOT THINK YOU REALISE
HOW IT IS
TO LIVE AS ZOMBIE
ON TEH TESTICLES OFH Te LAND
WHERE EVERY
SINGLE PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPIECE
OF GERMAN
SHIT
CAN DO
WHATTTTTTT
THEY
WANTTTTTTTTT WIHT YOU
BY DILLUSION OR NOT
YOU GET
MESSED
YOU CANT CROSS APRAKING LOT EVEN TO YOUR CAR NOT TOMENTION GO INT OA
GROCERY STORE
also insteresting is using persons that might have more influence on you
wether its beige trenchcoat eldelry because they got out you would respect
old agents or old people
or blonde girl looking like a 12 year old version of isabel or that kind
of mess
//////////////////////////////////
chekcealridquidmess
demess f and v retard mess wiht congflcit loontheme this and htat kopf or
so
METHOD 430 pm
could be hihgly interesting
its a common themee mess underway
remidsn me of screbuwnhc4 though
enchten dumm or yuhm or so is also mess
its preettty ineresting emthod becasue it ocmpbines
loontheme about hearing stuff conflcit loontheme wiht the
retardmess and all in a nutshelmet wiht hte brainmess

f and v

usually f and v retardmess is a brainmess+hard fheeeeep nosie wiht
brainmess whenver htere san f or a v or pf
check right ear mess too but that seems very often ratehr like a diversion
from doing shit on left ear so check both
//////////////////////////////////
blackhaired guy with grey woolcap saying to you
du thisand that allda or allder - harmless theme
sort of pseudo hiphop slang and let go foolish in nutshelmet
////////////////////////////////

Y O U DIG OUT A GERMAN SCUM METHOD
THEY DISABLER TOPMIDDLE AND TOPMIDDLE R I GH T

then theres M AS S I VE UNCOORDIONT BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
ITS LIKE YOU RE SUPRISED WHERE YOUR LEFT HAND IS
when you put the pointing fingers togheter behind hte paper you miss
when you look at it you know

then the r i g h thand fingertips are dull now
so even when you meet now its like you dont know if it hit

its hard to explain all

its part of loon pretend or loon mess make
or retardmake

als o

DIG OUT HTE ZIRBER DÜSE
OR ZWIRBEL DRÜSE THING MESS MAKES ME INFANTILE
those others ratehr do child retardi nfanitltiy

usually others mess around ohreadmidlde underside middle but not this
zirbel thing
check the mes hten wiht development and analysiss becasuethats waht those
bayke
D I G
TE FUCK OUT OUT HTEMETHODS

the reatrd ucnotridon
the messes
GMEOTUFWAROMCA

GET
OUT
HTE
METHODS
THE
METHODS
THE METHODS
THE METHODS
I W A N T
OU T
OF WARCOMA

LOSERS DAMAMGE YOU AND BRAINMESS YOU JUST FOR FUN
YOU SAW THE SHIT BEFORE WORLD TRADE EXAM?

thats just whenits mildsafe

IMINEHLLLLL
AND NOONE OWULD EVNE KNOW

repair recover regnerate
update medifile
fix disabelrs
gemtoefuwaromca

GETMEOUTFWARCOMA
IWANT ACCESS TO MY BILLIONS AND I WANT OUT OF WARCOMA
ISNTEAD LOSERS STUFF ME CRAP IN THE ASS AND TRY TO MAKE MEA
OR A LOON RETARD OUT OF PHONY PERETND
/////////////////////////////////////////////
the lonotehem e
is mean evil grin
conflict mess
bakchaired guy thati hate on drug usually
with repeating the shit i said undrugged
but repeated in a theme

PHONY RETARD

geout wahtsi nthe inhaler
dwetox it
the messer 358 359 knows that i know
but do youk now?
demess dicktoymess
ge,mtofoutofwaomca
store coherence
the cheap messer knowsthati know
aslo trenchcoat elderly
looking up idle remembering thinking about sth
its emotional face as statment in a nutshelmet hteme
add it to manipulations mail
gemteoutfwarcoma
/////////////////////////////////////////
the messer for isntance 1116am uses a nutswiisper helmet wiht grey
background and mostly annoying hate figure blackhaired guy
and i would love to know if YOU KNOW themess
geotu rthe earlqudimess
MEASURE HTE DBA in nutshelmet 1116 and WHY it sounds like a nutswisper
helmet atall
why not liek other nutshelmets like out of can noiseand tons of orange
and getout if the psychovisual there is also psychosond
imean
why out of can
or echo
or echowisper jsut wiht too high DBA in nutshelmet
getout some methosd of the scum
/////////////////////////////////////////
fix repalceo ofxygen mess
the loon theme to breahtemess includes deep breath chick on sithop on you

but the nutshelmt replcaes oxygen or doesnt allow breathing while she
breathes deep
fix braindullings gemtofwaurocma
get
me
otufwarocma
after wards some beige trenchcoat eldelry with hat leisurely backwards out
of the face
////////////////////////////////////////
tehres a mess
sth like
klagenfurt or so
or she would be in an american town or so in germany
also interesting is boedigheim which is usually a metaphore for republican
guardings
that msut be republican guardings tgerritory
some mess wiht
sibylle
get out who is sybille or sibille
(sgra territory)
/////////////////////////////////////////////
loontheme is among others
like trenchcoat elderly iwht metaphroe
jemand der ihn oelt ie someone that oils him (positive metaphore)
plus phyisical dicktoolmess
////////////////////////////////////////////
add to maniapultions mail
christina biting off an apple offering it to you lontheme to it is
thisand that mom
liek label exchange
add it tomaniapulatiosn amil
you...realise its daylighttime right?
see
hte piece of shit that messes me up knwos nowthat i know
btu the point is D O Y O U KNOW>?
add it to manitpatls ions mail
////////////////////////////////////////
add to manipaultiosn mail
thsiand that

war loontheme

ie you repeat sth in coma
and hte nutshelmet teheme that repeated plus war ie having been this and
that
you think of mc chrystal
you rebbable in coma mc chrystal
nutstheme mcchrystal war - ie having been mcchrystal
when you would think of roger rabbit
you would rebabble it in coma warcoma
and hte nutsthemewould be roger rabbit war ie having been roger rabbit
tahst the nuts theme
thats how it works
its a cheap cheap ceap cheap loontheme
when that is done a few weeks
getout what it should fake or do wiht the zombie
remember you thought of the issue that is grabbed for the loontheme
!
cheap conflict?
germans are rats
getmeoutofwarcoma
/////////////////////////////////////////
remove oilatneannas or russian nedle versions or so check the verssions
usually its stadanrd here imcurious
see some nuts mess versio nwork liek
russian needle that repeats all you ear just wiht hte electrode
and a miminum short delay of quarter second plus minus 50percent

i dont knwo why that makes or fakes people nuts
but thats how it works
did you geotu out why modulating something in electircity or so makes
people hear stuff
and
how the germans do oil antenna
ie DO THE GERMANS DO OILANTENNA FOR RUSSIAN NEEDLE COPY
OR DO THE GERMAN USE OIL ANTENNA AS ACOUSTICmess?
//////////////////////////////
"mega wallken" was screwbunch i think
ask them if you dont know
was a while ago
like a year or so
wrote about it afew times
punsih sprooniier gemtofwuarocma

mruderb rianemsser
gemteoufwaromca

did you getout their stigma big+fat+child in this combination?
and what exactly is underside brain middle
and foreheadmiddle inner middle?

whatever it is there screwbunch4 damage

accorinding to rpeublcia nguaridngs manipualtions hoewever the mdamamge
messes are

analyse
entwicklung
beobachtung

now and hten
erfahrung
you might wanna getout
if the mess from one bunch fits to hte mess of the other bunch

gemteotuwfaormca
punish asstoyer
geotufmwaocona
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
THE GEMRAN ERASER IS
D E IFN ITELY
MANIPUALTING IN
THAT YOU

S H OU L D
N O T W A N T TO REMEMEBR
EIHTER BECASUE ITS
-too
-too
-too
-too

annoying
embarassing
painful
ridiculous

thats hte themes
sounds nuts
buut iuts not jsut physical thing
and suffocaito nerasers and replceo foxygen disabelr disabelr eraser
and rearhaedl ow mess
its also brainwash that you SHOULD
NOT
WA N T
TO REMEMEBR
byt these top above
usually
//////////////////////////////////
youget
assbonemess
feetmess
and
thenutshelmet
shows
a
blackhaired annoyjerk wiht poiting finger intoyourface
saying
HAHAHAHAHAHA alles nur verarschung
itsa loonconflict theme
including
the
classical nutshelements
-poitning finger atyou
-laugh aboutyou
-conflict annoy loontheme
-overissuiser drug into groin
KILLLLLLLASSTOYER
NOW
ANDBALLSMESSopverass access
KILLSCUM
addtomanipualtionsmail
oh
an
youknowits daylighttime right?
////////////////////////////////////////////////
ogh mayn whaa shittty shitty night of conflcuit messes
these idiots that do it dont get it that their manipulations or testswork
as conflict screws
mostly you alone among assholes or in asshole class
the S A ME like conflict screws either inteniton or not but it was a
conflcit night
fix disablers undersimdeiddle forheadmiddle
loontheme is
ZIRBELDÜSEN KREBS KRIEGT
or ZWIRBEL DÜSEN KREBS or so loontheme

mroe conflcit messes
how you should be would be or not loontheme
some screw where putin huge faced shot haslty but clold blooded scum or so
wiht lots of orange in teh face
thanks alot for trying but REMEMMBER!!!!
INEED PREVENTION
the diference between bodyguard and killer
more conflcit screws wiht bets out of which window you break through
more gutsmessasstoygutsmess
more conflict messes
more confglict screws wiht mad at you calorilnes or carmens or shit
likethat
complete bullshit
plus a night ful of conflct srews ie you alone among assholes that do shit
with you
but turn it like its your fault
i suspect fools thatdont know that their mess is conflict shit
and
ZIRBEL DÜSEN Krebs manipualtion
or
ZWIRBEL DÜSEN Krebs or so loontheme
mroe breahtemess
get
me
out
of
warcoma
======================
i goggled it
its zirbeldrüse
not zwirbel düse
fixdisablers
gemtofuwaromca
Melatonin
thats te dope they inject into belly sometimes for fatening
likecutting of binder gewebesometimes

or burnign clean oxygen in digestive system or hot gas or so for
fatnrusneing
that laters stoffdechsel or stoffwechsel
thats the standard methods
get
me
out
of
warcoma
somepiece of shit otuthere knows that iknow
but do you?
get out some methods ifyou can
and thanks for trying to hunt down some scum
but remember
i need prevention!
teh difference between bodyguard and killer
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
tehres amanipualtion
where a chick in leather armor
ithink midbrown or darkblonde hair (pferdeschwanz haircut-notsureanymore)
holds a flame in right hand exposed
cam angle is her right side center or right side lower
notsureabout grey background or darkgrey p s y c h o g lo w grey
background
shes telling
danke prometheus
ie htanks prometheus
you thought before hte mess about some inventions
the dicktomess uses a sort of wank simulation in mouth in nutshelmet
GET
ME
OUTOFWAROCMA
or do oyu think ihave sexual dreams about prometheus and wank simulatio
nin my motuh
G G G G G G G G H E T TH T THT HT HT HHT HT HT HTHHTHTHT ME THE F U CK
OU T OF WAR COM A !
shit
the messer knows now that iknew everyline of chrsitinas
as precise idescribe the mess as that correct all other
mail are.
!
//////////////////////////////////////////////
loontehem is erasers and messaway of chrsitina wiht ich
dass ich mir das alles mit MOM nur einbilde
ie i know very well that i just IMAGINE it all wiht MOM
means christina in a hollow label exchange
its like a winded conflcit plus messaway
add hte shti t omanipulations mail

face and that
messes in this

weiss ganz genau
but the nutshelmet

//////////////////////////////////////////////
mess away of fortune is
brunette child in leather armor asking und ? wo sind deine millionen?
ie "and? where are your millions?"
its a messaway of fortune from republcian guardings
the demanipualtion to it is auf der bank ie its on the bank (not so much
in the bank)
thats
thats
thats
thats

hte
the
hte
teh

mess
bunch
demanipualtion to it from anotehr time
daylighttime

GETMEOTUWAROMCA
//////////////////////////////////////////////
an intersting
metaphore
is
you as indian wiht lotslotlslotsof feahters
aspositivmetaphroe
its
conflcitedaway sortof
store
when
i
know!
addotmaniaptualtionsmail
asyousee
ONLYABRACKET
OF
ALLTHESHITIKNOWVERDAYTIMEIWILLADD
TOMESSESUSMAMRYMAIL
///////////////////////
TEHRYERE JSUT CEHAP CEHA PGERMAN COCkROACHES
THAT PROJECT DEGRADE SHIT ON O UAND
damamge you BY IT TO BE RIGHT WITH THE DEED
the ttop three top five usually are
-shitzo stigmas
-mean grin and conflictwhere doing mean stuff but truning like its your
fault sheeeeezfrredeeneeh loonthemes
-pedohphelia childfuck interestingly is doing it wiht hand or shit
liekthat was hte most weird modification of hte nutshelmet lateley
-gay often wiht a theeme called reizwort or sth
-retard mom retard analphabet retard undeveloped child retard disabeld
that kind of frame mostly wiht disableing foreheadmiddle undersimde middle
inner middle inner middle froeheadtop
the top 5 phsyical methosdare
-repcale of oxygen messes erasers with co 2 and co or stickoxide and
reahreadlow mess
-oilantenna third party deveption or russian needle nutsmesses
-fatnrusnigns fatsuit mess ignition of clean oxygen or gas in guts or
smelly cream fatsuit mess
-soft methods eyemess walkmess asstoymess balls mess eyelid implants
braindulling
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
nutshelmet inside is measured in DBa
the new mindmess helmets are 2008 2009 about 4 times faster than you can
think
most use eihter magneitcbrianwave mess or electricbrainwave ocveride
most buzz face and eyemuscles
almsot all drug brainregions
somevoerinnereyes upwards others wiht highrpessure damamging rearheadlow
under the skull
thatone leaves a bad pressing pain in the moring
tohers over sidehead
manyover brainunderside
some over skull
some early variants did holes into skull some like a 50 or100 vibration
hitson hte same location thin needle or so
but iabrely remember htat one
some need an intubator or you suffocate on whatever hte nutshelemt does
with you

in most its tooloud too suffocating too claustorbophic too tight too
suffocating
too warm often in lowtech junk under helmet
and many use out of can noise psychodelic noise
wheatever hte brainmess is wether magneitc brianwave mess or electric
override of brainwaves
its u n b e ar a b l e under it
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
the loon theme is
beige trenchcoat eldelry with hat
repeating you or you screaming
"wiht the yes ?.. this was yOU?" while hte nuts helmet measures if youre
suprised or sth
KILLTHE GEMRAN COCKRAOCH
THEYRE TOO FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLISH TO REALISE THAT
I
ACTUALLY?
TELL THEM?
THEIR?OWN?
CHEAP?
TEST?
IN THE MIDDLE?
OF DAYLIGHTTIME!
shit
////////////////////////////////////////////////
did oyu getout
METHOD
BY METHOD
BY METHOD
HOW THE GERMANS TRIED TO BREAK ME IN THAT SCHOOL?
do you care?that the public cover ? is study?
the fake over it all?
the messes incldued
-WEENIE DOWN - its like searching sth that might or might have had
bothered you and hten exxaggerating it and hten hitting you wiht it
-conflict mess sheezfredneeeh loon shit wiht mean evil grin people and
tons of conflict manipulations
-grasshopper betablocker nights wiht overissuizer drugs
-asstoy mess gutsmess dicktoyemss russian needle mess
-self give up weeenie down mess
-sth called swedish mobbing
-more weenie down messes
-tons of erasers and rearheadlowmesses
-and overmess wiht bullshit from highschool like turn back clockbrainwas
-SYSTEMATICALLY DISABLING FOREHEADMIDDLE UDNERSIDE MIDDLE INNER MIDDLE
whatever is there i suspect its analysis and development
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
loontheme is mom retardmess or you would be like your mom not knowing but
it means the conflciting opposite
add the shit tomanitpualtiosn mail
get
metoufwaromca
its a standard theeme
like
im geheiemen schul or schwul
or im geheimen this and that
its a starndard theeme
mess and meaning the conflciting opposite
///////////////////////////////////////////////
usually there is some test manipulation where you fuck wiht some red head
hot girl which is unusal
hmmmmmmmmmmmm
IT IS EXTREMLEY IMPORTANT THAT TEH MESSER REALISES THAT IN COMA ITS JUST A
FUCK THEME
YOU ODNT REALSIE OR DONT MIND OR SO
YOU D O O N O TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT REALISE THERE WOUDL BE CHOOSING OR
SO
IT IS IPORTANT THEREFORE TO CLEARLY PUT
INTO HE SAME MESS
CHOOSE

BETWEENCHRISTINA AND THAT SECOND FUCKTHEME
WHEN ITS A CHOICE THING
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE ZOMBIE HAS HTE CHOICE WHEN ITS A TEST
ELSE
IT IS J U S T
Y E T
ANTOER
MANIPUALTION
YOU DONT CARE AND THINK AHA HOT AND DO BRAINLESS NOT REALISING
//////////////////////////////////////////////
theres some manipaultison abotu fucktest or so
some interesting mess wtih a crocodile
that kind of stuff
whats realworld logos now?
whale ? sgra?
sunlogo?
turtle?
crocodile?
snake?
wehrwolf>?
elephant
turtle seemscivilised
crocodile moreo n republican guardings level
snake seems to have huge miser problems
whats hte logo of screwbunch4 ? whats the logo ofrepublican guardings?
what is logo of daedalus?
wahts hte names of htese ?
union?
empire?
alliance?
hyperkonglobolainterdex? (simpsonjoke homers internet company wiht butter
penholder)
ineed feedback
add it to manipulations mail
///////////////////////////////////////////
loontehme is alte schlampe or so mess
seems like a standard weenie hteme for elephant group chicks htat love
fuck
check if bitch or old bitch is a standard weeenie theme in elephant group
for chicks
like in republican guardings irgendwann mal war der beruehmt ie some small
brunette kid in leather armor saying some day he was famous
suggesting inversely pivotally that would be over or sth and hterefore
weenie down inversely pivotally
its two weenie messes from 2 different groups
check if the bitch thing is used in elephant group for chicks
because those fuck around often and do anything to boost the fuck times
of course tehy would use it to beat their chicks egos wiht it
see the trick is
would htey NOT fuck aroudn it would be virgin weenie messes
would htey fuck around it would be bitch weeeniemess
would they fuck around and love it for along time it would be old bitch
thing
teh trick is
picking something that is htere exaggerating itout of proportion and
hitting the zombie or member wiht it
sometimes wiht overissuizer dope sometimes without
but this is how it works in elephant territory
campaigining down chicks systematcally and swedish mobbing is also pretty
standard
check if swedish mobbing is hat exclusion monkey games
its all all about tearing down positive things like bad things to break em
and keep em exploitable
under price wihtout self value or utterly destroyed self respect
FOR CONTROL- that tehy dont do whattehy want
that is a standard strategy

i wouldnt let em doit
but very likely the members cant really defend htemselves anymore
///////////////////////////////////////////
TEH
LOONTHEME
IS
BEING
ILL
orso
itsaloontehme
some
heating
ofchest
and
cooling
of
feet
tehmanipualtionis
wir wickeln dich eineinewarme decke orsth
organz fest ein orshitliekthat
whiteblanket
afterthat its unwashed pussy smell wiht feet cooler and christina wiht
round hollow earrings
either its amessaway or a childfoolmess or virginweenie mess
tehrats?dontcount its notintheirinterest tocount-tehywanna pretendme
DREAMDANCEME intothebubble like peoplethat thinkthey sleep atnight orwould
drive somewhere unasstoyed
or no loser would stuffem crap intheass ingrocery store and toast tehir
brain
///////////////////////////////////////////
geout wahthtey do wiht earlquimdess
maybe it has to do wiht updating photontheory graphics
geout intienton
gemtouawromca
manipualtions is
pasha wanting sth like trutzburg
thats a quote the tehme contains a huge bowl..hat of the 15th century
before earlier evening trtenchcoat elderly iwht black hat and holding a
stainless scharniergelenk which dhould be you as a metaphore
other meses is the bunch around trie sto copy elephant group manipualtion
wiht soft hills in hte halfdark where you would be something new ina
newlight
the hill is however an infinite eight painted on
youknow
addit to manipuatlions mail
GMEOTUAWORMCA!
IWANT
OUTOFWAROMCA!
shit
===========================
otehr manipulation is the gemran would know whyi htink christina is cute
teh metaphroe was that i would see her as a little stashed vw beetle or
sth with yellow background
and iwas liek ???? in coma
other stuff some flipflap maps brownmaps map parts pretty slow flipflap
then the manipualtion changed and hte flipflap accelerated too static
the messer didnt realise
faster and faster
not static

that usually the faster and faster is fluid

otehr mess is lets sleep together s i s t e r and me like
??????????????????? eeeeeeyh
getout if hte gasgutsemess is ignited oxygen in digestivesystem
wahtdoesthatmean for health

there was some fuck manipualtions wiht a darkbrunette but i abrely
remember
---------pretty new and annoyin nutshelmet hteme is dosef winn or JOSEF BIN
manipualtions
and furchtwarwinnnn or furchtbar bin or so weeeeenie themes
its principally being dosef or josef and or being gibberish or being
terrible
or shit lietkhat
maybe i said sth wrong in german coma in a teenage hardening phase age 16
or knows god wahts this bullshit again
iwas a go through despite it all and among assholes those days
had the silly idea to harden me physically and metnally against scum as
...15 or 16 year old for a year or half
i forgot and dont give afuck but getout if its that
this land is shittttttttttt
wouldnt suprise me when age 29 they would try anything to tear me through
shit
rememeber
if its nothat is mom retard shit or analphabet phony shit or pedo shit or
homo shit or momretard shit or virginweenie shit or bitch shit
and ifits not htat its dogs or teh annoyingmom shit again
y o u
give the scum
manipualtions time overmybrain
and hte fools tried toderange me for threeeeeeeeee shitttttttttty years
now day andnight
its
pickign out of proportion or annoyunimportance what might have bother you
inflate it giganitcally
give you tons and tons of grasshopper andoverissuiser drug
and brainwashyou day and night and night and day wiht it
after three weeks youre ultra annoyed
sooner or later they get out it doesnt botehr you
so they do something with forhead and give you more overussier dope and
grasshopper or so
then when it still dont bother you comes the fools that pretend you cant
be you or shit lietkhat
then a cockroach damamges top middle
and every single time when youre outtttttraged by the next bullsthi and
next asstoymess and braindamamge when you
wakeup wiht toasted forhead the same fools do shit again topmiddle
and whenever oyu write christina i love you
you wake up wwiht bad subdurames hematome rehreadlow and can barely
remember yesterday and pain rearheadlow
all these ten years of 20 years germany youknow me was no marsian
even when the fools pretended i cant be me
fix erasaers evennow
I
AM
INHELLLLLL
ANDYOUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

ARE SHIT ALLIES
btw IWANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTMYCOMPTUER BACK!
btw2 thats study unless tou think being asstoed in class is study
fix breahtmess here
btw3 when you remember 20012002
iwas alot closer to bullshit than after 7 years additonal brainwash and
anotehr 7 years highest school in geermany
get real

iminhell
and you
ARE SHITTTTTTTTTTALLIES
===========
theres more shittttttt from all the time on the way
////////////////////////////////////////////
by hte leveling screw its being 18 or so
which is a leveling for being good
but the fact is simple
THESE CHEAP BASTARDS SIMPLY USE A BULLSHIT LEVEL TO UPVALUE OR D E VALUE
THEIR PEOPLE
THAT IS SIMPLY WHO BELEIVES IN THAT IS AN IDIOT
ITS A CHEAP TOOL TO CONTROL
ITS ANY CHEAP WAY TO BOOST EGO OR TO CRUMBLE EGO
WITHA CHEAP CHEAP CHEAP SHIT ABOUT AGE
LIKE .. . . . . . .. SCIENTOLOGY WIHT THEIR MEASURE METER THEY ADJSUT
sAME SHIT WITH AGE LEVELING
ITS TO FOOL THEIR BUNCH
VERYLIKELY THATS HE REASON WHY THESE RATS DAMAMGE UNDERSIDE MIDDLE AND
FOREHEADMIDDLE
TO F A K E THE SHIT UP AND ENFORCE IT
THIS OR THAT WAY
ADD IT TO MANIPULATIONS MAIL
AGE LEVELING
YOURE FIFTEEN YOURE EIGHTEEN OYURE SEVEN YOURE TWELVE
ETC
ITS JUST A CHEAP CHEAP WAY TO CONTROL THEIR BUNCH WIHT BULLSHIT
BOOST EGO OR CRUMBLE EGO BY BULLSHIT
AND BY A NUTSHELMET THAT DOES DAMAMGE MOSTLY UNDERSIDE MIDDLE AND
FOREHEADMIDDLE OR INNER MIDDLE
WHATEVER THERE IS
THAT IS DAMAMGED ON THE AGE LEVELING SCREWS
MURDER ASSTOYER HERE
GETMEOUTOFWARCOMA
SHIT
////////////////////////
tail low right
broken teeth
you
the
teh
and

can count
toothpaste squandered over
last three years
hte toothburshes

and you can pretend
nooen messes facebone
or teethglue in coma warcoma
B RU SH ING T E E T HALL THE YEARS
FOR
W H A T
F O R W H A T ??????????
LOOOK ATIT!!!!!
*BROKEN TEETH.jpg*
FOR W H A T????
ABUCN HORF COKRAOCHES DETEMRINE
WAHTS BROKEN OR RUNIED
-ABUCNH OF LOSER SDETENIRME HOW DULL YOU GET
-HWO OFTEN YOU GET SUFFOCATED ON COMA
-HOW FAT YOUGET

-HOW YOU LOOK
-HOW YOU MOVE
-WEHTER OYU REMEMMEBER THE DAY BEFORE
-AND HTEREST IS ASSTOY TERRROR
ALL YOU CAN DO IS KILLYOURSELF
IMDICKTOYED ENNOW
G E T
M E
O U T
O F WA R COM A
--------fix sufficioation
geouttout dicktomytess
gemotwauromca
****************************************************
im
T W E N T Y N I NE
AND I CLEAN MY TEETH
and htey fall apart
i had the b e s t in all damn family
****************************************************
I DIDNT BRUSHEM EHEN IWAS 15 or 18
AND T H E S E THIGNS DIDNT HAPPEN

-the german army drilled open all teeth in 2000
-for the search of a spychip or sth
-as they melt the tubms or fingernails
for the pentagon fingernail chip / half plastics chip
or meltable thumb
-later homoverfassgunshutzdid that again
***getout the details from 2000 2001 2002*****
taht was the time frame

THE TEETHGLUE STARTED 2003 FEBRUARY
after german coma warcoma applciation of
BABBLING DRUGS in july to NOVEMBER DECEMBER2002 and hten
even worse december 2002to january 2003 march april 2003
was sth wiht palettes of drugs
but hte
babbling drug damamges were done july to december2002 january
february 2003
then they tried to move me around in coma waromca
wiht teethglue
then they got out that it wast necessary to
glue it all over
just abit resistance to open mouth
so the teeth glue was applied all over 2003
as resistance to open motuh
that stopped babbling in coma warcoma
in coma you dont realise
think you ahve too much chewing gum
try to pool it out
there is
THREE replace teeth you bit on
in coma warcoma

else its just
TEETH COVERPLATES
then you tiink in coam waromca
its a chewing gum
and try to swallow it
its half still stuck badly on the teeth
so the big fat rubber sticks in your groin
and you suffocate on the rubber
youdont evne relasie whats ogin on you jsut realsie youre
sufffocating to death
you don understand in coma warcoma
why but you realise THAT you do
so liek alibis are used
THE ZOMBIE NOTICES THEY DO STH IN COMA WAROCMA WIHT THE EYES
and hte zombei dont want it
so they use an alibi manipualtion that hte zombie lets it happen
its not that you wouldnt usffer
the zombie k n o w s often
and suffers
but d o e s n t r e a l is e
the example wiht eyemess was
du hast da was im auge
you have sth in your eyes
then the avatar wihtout infleunce of you
strafes your own eyes
a golfball falls out
it suggests its out now
but hte eyemess continues
teh zombei jsut P R E TE N DS ITS OVER
and therefore would let it happen easier
htis is how it works in coma warcoma
later otehrs tried to
F I X THE MUSCLES of hte mouth
so you had a motuh fixation and couldnt
speak
so there was no teethglue but lowtech fools
just badily fixation the facebone or chew muscles
otehrs that tried to fake me to a fool
B A D L Y subdued the mtouh in coma warcoma
terrible
you didnt realise
otehrs get me to nighttime dentists
where hte nurse is in coma
jumps around bare breasted
wiht smeared blood over breasts
acts like a ten year old
and hte damn office is half dark
as many things inngihttime
but midtown
otehrs just still teethglue
sometiems
sometimes
sometiems
sometiems
---

three replace teeth
a toothcomm
jksut replaceteeth
replace teeth in teethglue A

ND

teeth coverplates

the face bone mess
facebonei nejcitons
teeth bone injections
sawapart facebone that damamged corner teeth
was 2004
feeth falling apart
does this happen in the 20s ?
i jusut turned 29 a few weeks ago in december
does this happen in the 20s?
--------F A TA L L E Y SUCKS
TAHTS WHY THEY FLY ME BACK FOR THIS
AND PRETEND
IT COUDL GO ON LIKE THIS
AND WHEN IWOUDL AHVE MADE IT OUT
S E VE N TIMES
THEY WOUDL AHVE FLOWNBE BACK SEVEN TIMES
-------!!!!when i woudlnt brush teeth
what would be the alibi??
what woudl the alibi be ? for the real shit hapening
everyday
waht woudl the alibi be?
waht is it today?
lack of calcium?
shit
T H A TS HTE REAL DEAL
WAHT WOUDL HTE ALIBI BE?
WHEN I WOUDLNT BRUSHTEETH?
//////////////////////////////////////
did you store the loon themes i wrote about conflict screw?
mostly like when youre you in nutshelmethten bad things happen or bad shit
will occur
so as learning effect hte zombei rejects that in nutshelmets
in my case 2004 it was some bullshit about lavigne or so
thats how it makes people nuts
liek youre you but it means the opposite
or youre you but its wrong so you dont eat it
or youre not you but you are
or youre not you but it means hte opposite
or mean evil grin wiht sheeezdfrredneehe loon themes
or meachanical noisess htat should souhd like laugh abotu you from a
person higher htan you
wiht mean evil grin down on you
or conflcit screw ehre peopel do mean shit but turn like its your fault
situation divided by abstract divider like dirthand tap on clean wet floor

you knwothat kind of shit
you can pretend thegermans want my good
i say
they copy russian method
just wiht wayway way more subtle methods
NOONE WOUDL EVER KNOW
NOONE
and hte methods werent inventied for me
========
its of course worse
its a stigma in society
else they wouldnt try to copy it
when you mention or write day and night remove oilatnenna reight ear
or rearheadlow right ear
or remove russian needle left headsie or rearheadlow
then you steadily steadily steadily touch a stigma
when the a pjhony shows up and fries you all think youre nuts
or at least consdieration
ahts how it works in teh b e s t case
this land is shit
and if its nothtat? its mom retard
pedo
doghumper
suicide weenie
childfool
loserweenie
momretard again
or virgin weenie
or pedo again
or sheezfredndneeeheheeeee loon again.
this land is shit
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
THEFUCK
YOU CRACK HTE BUBBLE

WITH OR WIHTOUT DRUGPROOFING
I
AM
INHELLLLLLLLLLLL
AND HTIS IS HTEMILDSAFE BEST CASE
MILDSAFE
M I L D S A F E AS GOOD AS IT GETS
i mean
EVER
FOREVER
FOR HTE REST OF MYLIFE
and hte german shittttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt
the GERMAN SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT WANTS THIS
FOREVER
whoever keeps me in warcoma
whoever wakesme
which makes wonder why cant Y O U
////////////////////////////////
BTW!
INTERESTING METHOD
THERE IS A CONTRACTION DRUG THAT MAKES A CONTRACITON LIKE HICKUP
WHEN OYU SCREAM
GETOUT
IF HTE HOMOSEXUAL VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ USES THAT IN C O M A
HICKUPCONTRACTION TO CHECK IF IM ON DRUG
ADD IT TOM NAIPUALTIONS MAIL
THE SLEEP TEST OR DEAD TEST IS A NERVE SHAKE UP DRUG
THEY USED TOTERROSIE OLD MOTEHR WIHT THAT TOOO in 2004
i bet its the VERY
SAME
DRUG
just in a different location
//////////////////////////////////////
kill
the
asstoyer
assbonemesser
deotx
heavy
heavydosageoverissusier drug
loontehme
rightearmesses
ealrudimessegenrelaly
rbainemsshtamakemeucnoariaon
some hannes or so overissusier theeme to the drug
that kind of shit
GET
ME
OUT
OFWAROCMA
PUBLISH THE DRUG
THIS MAKES HTEIR LOSERSMEMBERS NUTS
PLUS CONFLCITING DRUG
they overissusethem wiht a drug
get
me
touaromca
there is no doubt that the phony thatmesses meup is using

psycho drugs and lives inthe 90s
or atleast
btoehred me in that time frame
get
me
otufowarmoca
feotxhavydoasge
ofthedrug
kilalstoyer
asselectrodemesser
gemtoauwromca
canyou imagine
this drug
threee nights in arow day andnight
and someone messesyouup wiht mom shit or you childfoolshit or bongle iwnn
shit
or carmens and carolines and that kind of shitand if its not hat its
startreck orsth?
its soooooooooooooooooou u n i m po r t a n tl y annoying beyond good and
evil
youget eraser
overissusiser andhtenyougetmessed up withthisshit
day andnight
didyouget out what it s h ou ld do wiht hte brain
when a german
DAY AND NIGHT
DAY AND NIGHT
DAY ANDNIGHT
TRIES TO MESSYOU UP WIHT WAHT SOMEONE MIGHT HAVE PRETENDED IN HIGHSCHOOL?
wih a heavy heavy heavy overissusier drug or groindrug
and erasers
heavy earser before
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
COOLHEAD
GEOUTWAHTHTEY DO 702am
GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA
its just mildsafety
if its not htis is pedo mess
or mom mess
or dogmess
or homosexuality reizwort theeme abotu schul or schwul
and if itsnotthtat its virgin weenie mess
and ifi ts not that its fool messo r chidlfoolmess
and ifits not hat its chav mess
and if its not that its fatteningmessesnaifitsintohat its
carmencarline mess
and ifitsno that its mom mess again
and ifits not that is shitzo shit or sheeezfrenedeneeeh mean grin shit
and iif its nothtat its weeeeeeeeeenie themes wiht degrade wenie mess
and if its nothtat its being cheat or being shit or sth
and if its not htat its dog mess again
and if its not that its pedo messagain and hten its two years later
thats how its working
a less disciplined mind would get nuts i guess
////////////////////////////////
some anti turk manipualtion which is weird
hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
the turk themes are mosltyt like

sag dass ich tuerke bin ie say thatim turk
youre just like ???????????????????????????????????? whatthe??????????????
in coma warcoma
it does occur mostly over daytime
add it to manipulations mail
variants however occur also wiht belgian or russian
//////////////////////////////////////
repair disabler toprearcorner middle top rightthat makes uncorianotbt
wbetwneenel efnta ndirhgth hadn
loontheme is emotional face as statmemnt smiling blonde girl yo u would be
chris but it means tehhte conflciting conflicting straight opppsite ie you
would NOT be you
that is hte mess region in brain
that is hte effect betwen elftn adnrighthand damamge uncorianton
that is the manipulation
see
its daylighttime
store coherence when iclealy knew germans are cockroaches IWANT
OUTOFWARCOMA
GETOUT IF ITS HTE SHEEZFRENDEEEH LOONTHEMES WIHT MEAN EVIL GRIN AND
CONFLCIT MESS
OR IF TEH GERMANS PROJECT THEIR SHITZO SHITTTTTTTTT ON ME BECASUE I WRITE
GETMEOUTOFWARCOMA
AND SAY THESE CHEAP GERMANCOCKROACHES EVERY PIECE OF SHIT DOES WHATHTEY
WANT WIHT YOU BECASUE YOURE NOT HYPERACTIVATED
AND HTEN LIST ONE OF HTE METHDOs
///////////////////////////////////
the manipulation is a positive mess
porsche bin ie being a porsche
its a positive manipulation
i jsut......like other kind of cars
hahaah
but its positive so whatthe hell
//////////////////////////////////////
detox bablign drug or so
its liek htis
from song guetta&kidkudi - memories
to hinking its a homobeat
to the movie yesterday wiht dug hefferman as homo
to him beating his wife a comedian guy
you would in theory hget babble sth abotu dug
would get manipualted wiht DUCKS
and you tehn the next coma time
you would wodner about duck? liek ducking (taking cover)
this is how it works
i would l ov e to know
waht drug im on
! reminds me of verfassungsschutz
getmowauromca
demess assbonemess
remidns me of memory drug plus babbling drug
fix breahtemss now
/////////////////////////////////////
FX FANUTENRINSGS 912pm
loontehme
is verkraeftigt or als naeshcstes g e kraeftigt ie strenghened or as next
strenghtened in
conjunciton wiht weenie messes abotu being cheat or being shit or being
shit or so
geotut whats all allall all all the time weenie mess about being weak
and hte pretend psieve abotu making strong
wahts all this shit?
the lasttiem i was btoehred iwhthtis was
when i coudlnt hold a fuckign jar someimtes around 97 98 after rubbertitts

and hte girlsoft dope
and started to train
is ithtat??
demess cocksmellycream remidsme of scbruench4 from 1999
get
me
toufawomca
im not the same like 2005
nottmenito n2002
nottometnion 1999
getout if these fools deranged that to aweenie shit
and that in row of WHAT ELSE?
get real
this is just no good land
and hte highschoolmesses show that it was no good school
maybe tisthat
isuspect turnbackcolcokbrainwash
butmaybe its decoy or derange weenie brainwash
WAHT
DOES
IT
DO
WITH
THE
BRAIN!
WHEN THEY
ERASE YOU AND DAY ANDNIGHT OVERMESSYOU WIH P A S T
AND THAT WIHT OVERISSUSIERDRUG
AND REAHREADLOWMESS
IREMEMBER 1998like yesterday
incldin hte video game iplayed
but no 2008 until heavy difficult search from one thing on to the next
GET
OUT
WHY THESE COCKROAHCES TRIED TO DAMAMGE AWAY HALF OF MYLIFE
WAHTTHEY DIDINTKNOW?
I HATED THEM IN THE 90s TOO
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHAHAHAHA
GERMAN COCKROACHES
IWISH OFTEN ENOUGH I COULD KILLLLLLLLLLLLLEMALL
THESY JSUT WANT HTAT IHAVE NOTHIN AND KNOWNOTHING AND LIVE ON THE
TESTICLES OF HTELAND
PREFERABLY ASSTOYED FATTENED OPRATED SMELLYCREAMED HAIWAXED FUCKT AND AS A
PRETEND SHIT WEENIE VERSION THAT BOTHERS ABOUT WEAK AND CANT LOOK STRAIGHT
AHEAD OR WAHTEVER
THE STANDARD METHODS? THATS WHATHTHEY DO
its wahttehy do its wahtthey try its wahtthey did
get real about it
itmakes messsssssssssssssick thath ey dont just getaway
but thathte same cockraohces do the same shit allthetime
//////////////////////////////////
which bunch uses hte eyedots as marking
for tragedyh or so tehres a dot
but which group uses htese markings?

remove them
usually forinsatence repubclain guardings uses nose dots cream
but withtout purpose
theyre also on tunnelvision mostly or tunelvision fdownwards inwards
downwards
either for lsoerwenie mess or for other pupose
its aclaled sht with pupippel verengen or so
remove fatsiut and or make it disfuncitonal
getmofwuaromca
remove oilatnenna mess
earsers
and geout if highfrequency monkey games here are standard teheme
getout hte methods simply
otehr bunches liek scum from screwbunch4 uses mostly eyebuzzers around
eyes or face
first it made nosense
but then i got it out
its the MUSCLES
whatever it does with the muscles it does it iwht hte face muscles
i dont know if its strenghing and wekaning muscles only or just tightening
them or so but but eyebuzzers face buzzers are defineely part of them
theres a trillion methods and messes
from siwhhy washy waving chick to jumpign white dot inwards downwards
to du hast da was im auge wiht a plastic thing fix ation
to durgging that makes eye static
to sth taht yo ucant focus in or see things three times blurry overeach
other upwards rifht diagonally
or whatnot
tehre s a trillionmesses
so clumsy spellingmesses has to do iwht face msucles or tingue mess
remive oialtnenna
geout if hte lcoasl here do sht wiht it like subliminal hig frequency
crappy bullshit or so
though oilantenna would suggest a certain level of sophistication
geotut simply for waht it is used
get
me
out
of
warcoma
shit
///////////////////////////////
btw did you store the manipaultion fo elephant one night or evening where
the nutshelmetet showed
a beige trenchcoat elderly that hoped that certain things leave a halved
house
ie
the metaphroe was
a house as abstract
that was cut halft half
and onyl one half house was left
and things would have left
whiel hte trenchcoat elderly said sth like tehy H O P E D certain thins
would disappear when they halved it out or sth
that was hte manipulation to the TOP MIDDLE DISABLER THAT MAKES
UNCOORDINATION
BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
THAT MESS WAS ...MONTHS AGO
diid you store it ?
what was the methods and what did they learn out of them?
GET

ME
OUT
OFWARCOMA
shit
manipaltion is now more mostly emotional face as statement in manipulation
but it seems liek htey copy it
getmeoutofwarcoma
see...the bunch knows that i know
like hte mild hill in the half dark and studio lights on roof gtet on and
shine different lights
over the smoooth soft hill in the dark
teh bunch knows that i know
but do Y O U kknow ?
demess eomtioan lafce as stament mess here now and getmofuwaromca
shit
===========
check also if the "mega wallken" in brain german phonetics has to do with
the damamges
murder asstoyer 923 /gutsmesser
or prevent that shit happens
gemtofuawromca
SIHT
////////////////////
loontheme is
grey background emotional face as statement mess wiht a mutash guy
usually used faking a verfassungsschutz guy
usually that same theme is done as conflict mess wiht clap repeat noise
faked as laugh or so
for a sheezfredeneeh conflcit loon theme where mechanical nosies should
sound like laugh or laugh about you
also a theme of mess away like "was denn...this and htat???" - amused =
ie like "what....THIS??????" amused about it
its hard themes btw
and it might not be daylghttime but i aint dreaming or sth
when i go buy hyperactivations precisley wiht hte term hyperaktivierung
and say loud and clear its agaisnt coma 1951 and warcoma
how can thse rats fake on the shit and PRETENDDDDDD?ME into the bubble ?A
N Y ? W A Y???
HOW EIGHT YEARS?
//////////////////////
tbesides groin mess
there is manipualtion
where thagt waht you said undrugged
is REMANIPUALTED INTO YOUR HEAD INCOMA
but A L T E R E D
altered for annoyance
altered for irrelevance
altered for importance
altered for jerky annoyance
so when you do that wiht old mother too
you influence hwo hte two zombies act
remidns me of 2004 screbuwnch4 rather
did you add it to manipualtions mail?
/////////////////////
A:
GETOUT WAHT IS FOREHEADMIDDLE INNERTOP -like wher efootballers ball goal
just inside top middle inwards forehadmiddle inner top
B: getout which bunch exactly uses this damamge that their prosittute
girls sshould lick whats disgusting
C: get out if hte same bunch tried to punishment buzz away christina in
the messes
in list how to mess a love away mail
it did occur usually whenever you wanna soflty touch t face of her wih
allside palkm
punishment buzz anbd BBBBBBBASH away was hte mess mostly
like..conditioning
/////////////////////////
earliquid mess

unwashed pussy smell innutshelmet
massive feetcooling
and
SAY MOM messes
to unwashed pussy smelll
THIS!
ISGERMANY
LLLLLLLLLIQUDAITETHEM
DONTPLAYYOUWOULDNTKNOW
KILLSCUM
FIXGUSTMESS
GEMTOWAUROMCA
///////////////////////
murder asstoyer
demess alles ganz furchtbar weenie mess in ntushelmet
as an inverse pivotal mess that it wouldnt be so bad
but its conflicting becasue it is lousy
kill asstoer or assmesser geotu if its asselectrode mess liek
verfassugnsshutz or hte standard hydropneumatic on ass or gutsmessoverass
or if its realtvely new assbone mess mostly iwht poornoil forprovoation
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOYER GETMFOWARUCOMA
--------even reproting hte methods makes me sound like a loon becasue what the
germasn try is touching stigmas hwen i report it
so wiht kidfuck screw
so wiht loon themes
did you getout if loon people think of out or loud or so ?
becasue r i g ht that is waht hte bastards actually tried
mostly wiht that sheeeeeheheheheeezfreeedneeeeeeeeeh loontehemes or
conflict theems
////////////////////////////////////////////
hte messes are cheap
liek
old mothe breahting in shocked saying HEEEEEEEEEEEEEEH??????????or so
store coherence
ie count when icelalry knew
//////////////////////////////////////////
loontheme:you playsillyvideo game
pick spacemarine
think of that hey lie to them usually
you get
was hater egsagt lontehme ie what did he tell you and youre like
??????????
earliquiddmess
eeyemess and eyelid implant
and a brainmess that makes uncaoriaonbtenween leftandirhghand
eyelidmess
earludmess
thatknid of shit
KILLL SHITTASTESOR MOTUHPARTMESS TO DICKSUCKTOYMESS
GETME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA

G E T
M
O
O
W

E
U T
F
A R C OM A

YOU COULD C OU N T WHEN IKNOW ATLEAST

PUSNIBASLLEMSSERSGEMRAWLLY
GET
ME
OUT
OFWARCOMA!
SHIT
//////////////////////////////////////////
loon theme
messawayt ofmy gfortune
a younger chick saying
du hast gezeigt dass du reich bist ie you showed that youre rich
abstract divider
headshake
hmm hmmm (like ah ah) alles einbildung ie ah ah all just imagination
thats the messaway theme of my fortune
its daylighttime
its obsessed republican guardings
its hceap try messaway of my fortune
this is how it works
as you see its a buildup tear down
confirmation
then abtract hard divider then follows iehter a no or an even stronger
enforcer yes
thats how it works for instance wiht buildup tear down manipulations
often done also wiht third party reflection
he this nathat that he is this and htat
abstract divider
then either no he is not this andhtat he is this andhtat
or enforcer yes OF COURSE HE IS this and htat
thats how it works
punish breahtemeser now
kill the gutsmesser
its asstoygutsmess but covered as gayscrew
plus a right ear mess
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
some bastard out there knows now that i do know
but what about you?
do you know hte method?
or does it depend on the zombie reporting this shit
FIX
MESSAWY
OF
MY
BILLIONS
AND GETMETOUFAWROCMA
YOU BREAK HTE BUBBLE
WITH OR WIHTOUT DRUGPROOOF

GET REAL
I TELL CLEARLY THE MESS
THE BASTARD
AND DEMAND THREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE PRECISE DRUGPROOFINGS WIHT HTE TERM
HYPERAKIVIERUNG IN PHARAMACIES
SHIT
HOW DOES HTE ASSTOY SCUM GETAWAY
HOW DO HTE BRAINMEMSSERS AND ERASERS RATS GETAWAYA OR HTE SUFOCAIT ONRATS
HOW DOES HOMOSEXUAL VERFASSUGNSSCHUTZ GETAAWAY
AND HOW CAN YOU PRETEND THIS SHIT IS STUDY?
GET REAL
TEH GERMANS D O N T WA N T THAT I HAVE ANYTHING OR KNOW ANYTHIGN
KILLTHE BRAINMESSER AND EYEMESSER ASSTOYER

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
some anti turk manipualtion which is weird
hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
the turk themes are mosltyt like
sag dass ich tuerke bin ie say thatim turk
youre just like ???????????????????????????????????? whatthe??????????????
in coma warcoma
it does occur mostly over daytime
add it to manipulations mail
variants however occur also wiht belgian or russian
other mess from republcian guardings wiht belly mess gutsmess is
du achtest sehr auf deine figur
thats the theme to the physical mess
whiel the other theme variant ist du ahctest nicht auf deine figur or
warum achtest du nicht auf deine figur
this second theme i knew more precise though
theyre usually also in theemses like
du ernaehrst dich seit sechs wochen von salat
ie youre living for six weeks from salad
in coma warcoma it measn like but NOW YOU can FINALLY eat all and faster
and faster and tons of it
its inverse pivotal
//////////////////////////////////////////////
loont heme is emotional face as statement mess
curly mid 40s nonfat woman in beige trenchcoat mid brown hair
deifitnely epublcian guardings
teh cheap cockroaches copy emotional face as statement mess from another
bunch
usually its a fat woman looking like that late 40s in their nutshelmet
without trenchcoat armor
oyu realise its daylighttime right?
///////////////////////////////////////////////
level theme is
prince
if said or wrote sth good then you was
if not then you wasnt
and
new
versund or gesund
ie healthy
sth good then vollkommen gesund ie healthy
if writtenorsaid sth not good hten it means gesund but the conflicting
opposite like sometimes wiht a mild headshake theme for instance
thats the tacitcal messes overday often
youchecked hte conflcit messes tha mean the opposite?
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
maybe sithop manipulation wiht abeltaround balls and dick
which is typical for republican guardings
its a fuckmetaphore for a pedo theme
or a metaphore for relief or knows god waht
barely rmemebr
iwrote that manipulation long ago
what does it do when the chick makes a leather belt or cord around balls
and cock?
lemem guess
its a drugless fuckthing when grampys toy got used to the same pussy?
thats hte metaphore in the nutshelmet
btw wheres my cock in which jar?
is gelly toy same technology liek fatsuit ?
ie brown valve cirular adjust with smellycreamfill fatsuitsame
technologylike over ass access adjust gelly toy and belly area?
while titts are adjust over middle back?
what color does hte gelly have? blue ? clear liquidblue?
beige?

an earlier variant only?
iminhell
and youknow
///////////////////////////////////////////
theloothnetemem
is
youwouldbeyou
then
thechick haswhitepants on
getsnervous
and
waits
ifoyubeleiveher
its a classical
inversely/pivotally meaninghteopposite manipulation
thatyou
woudlntbeyou
MOREASSTOYMESS
MOREGUTSMESS
MREOBRAINMESS
MOREGUTSMESS
MREOASSTOYEMSS
MROEBRIANMESS
MROEYEMESS
MROEDICKTOMYESS
loonTHEMETO
DICKTOMYES
S
SOEIN
SCHOENES
VERFUELH
ORGEFUEHL
MROEASTOYE
RMOREGUTSMESSER
MROESTOMACHMESS
MROEDICKTOYER
WHNE
GREENVAN
FROM
LIEKYO
COPS
WAS
CLSOE12oCLOCK
THEREWAS
PACK
ONETWO
THERREEE
PACK
ONTETWO
PACK
ONTEWO
THREEFOUR
FIVE
PACK
ONETWOTHREE
FOUR

TERROR
CATAPULT
BREAKSLOOSE
ON
CERTAIN
LOCATIONS
ANDCERTAIN
SECONDS
LIEKYOU

SHOUDLBE
CAUGHT
BABBLING
or annoyed bythe terror plus hatedrug/overissuiserdrg
like teh rats terrorises oldmother wiht that
tillshe goeswacko
then
tehy madhoused her
!

KILLL
THE
ASSTOYER!!!!
KILLTEHASSTOYER
EYEMESSER
RBAINMESSER
THEMANIPUALTION
TO
STIFFENING
NECKANDBACNANDBRAINMESS
IS
VERWEGLICH
WINN
OR
BEWEGLICH
BIN
iebeing
bold(unlikely)or AGILE(verylikely)
MEANOING
THE
OPPOSITE
YOU
TEH
FUCK
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLQIDUAUTUE
TEHASTOYER
//////////////////////////////////////////
geotuelarudmesss
eyemss
ithought before when i wrote remove fatsuit about republican guardings
callin it corpulent bar or corpulent war or so
i call it ffatsuit mess or fatnursnigns when they ignite oxygen in guts
or other gasmix
or damamgerehaerldow to interdict sort of guts link to brainmess
or heart interdiciton
or overiszegutsmstomach then you lsoe if youre full or hungry
but whenver youget hungry theres a bad knister noise rearhadlow like
subdurames hematome after catapult impacts PACK!
and thats when tehy dont cut sth called binder gewebe or sth in guts
to l o o k fat only inmovement or sth wiht hefepilz
these are obessed wih the fatenign methods and im happythati could getout
even h a l f of hte german methods
YOU????
can sit and still pretend food excuses
how did it start in 2005 anyway?
REMOVE THE FATSUIT
AND GEMOTAUROMCA
AND GETOUT IF HT GELLY COCKISTHE SAME TECHNOLGOY LIKE
BROWN ROUDN VALVES FATSUIT IWHT SMELLYCREAM FILL
ADJSUTED CIRCULAR MOVEMENT MIDDLE BACK PAINLESS BETWEENSHODUELRS REARBACK
MIDDLE betwen shoduelrs

for tittsection
and for belly area over ass access
get
me
out
of
warcoma
fix the fatenigns and gutsmess
reahrealdowmesses

btw their smellycream is a yellowtube midbrownthinoilpeak version with
white cream inside
thats their smellycream version
no icedea if its hariwasx too
did oyugetout the versions in foertress ofoold mother?
what is there in th drug
that youre brain is flat and toast when you have too much of it on skin
===========
i want my comtpeurh ack
KILLTHE BALSLMESSERS
OROVERASSACESSBASLSLMESSER
GEMTOAUROMCA
remove hte gelly toyisntall
geotu if its reomve controlgelly toy isntall
killlasstoyer
eymesser
generlaly
GETMETOUFAOMCA
REMOVEFATSUIT
fix rbainemss
assotmyess
GEOTUFITHE GELLY IS BLUE OR TRANSPARENT BLEU OR IFHTAT WAS HTE OLD ONE
GEOTUT IF THE SMELLYCREAM FATSTUIT FILL WAS HTE WHITE SMELLYSTUFF HEAVILY
OILY
OUT OF BROWN ROUND VALVES TUMBNAILSIZE
GEOTU TIF
GELLY GENITALS IS SAFE TECHNOLOGY
GEOUT IF HTE UDNERCHINN FACEBONEMESS FIXATION WAS A SQUARED FIX ATION WIHT
A ROUND HODELR ISNDIER
ADN IFHTEYTRIED TOCHANCGE IT AFTER I WRTOTE
IT
!

FIXBREAHTEMSSUOAFINAOONETREASER
AND COUTN WHEN I KNOW
FIXIDBASLERUDLELR
GETOUTEHTUNEVLEIONEMSS
I
W
N A T
M Y IT BACK
=========
/////////////////////////////////////////
there is a longwhile ago liek weeks
a small manipulation where a beige trenchcoat eldery with black hat
takes a sip from a white cup but its waaaaaaaaaaaay too hot
and he sort of holds the cup away leaning half forward or so

that its too hot
its a metaphore thats positive
for instance for something you wrote or said or invented
and the guy cant take it sip starting interrupting sip from cofefe cup
puttin it away from his mouth leaning half forward
other variant is
when they are idle or search sth to m o d i f y the manipulation
the metaphore is
teh beige trenchcoat ledelry holds your head in his hands while you lay
and he looks up
thinking waiting searching in his memory thinkin delaying
waiting searching
tehn the manipualtions continue wiht sth totally different
as usually and written a million times they used to pick beige
trenchcoat elderly with hat becasue someone got out in 2003 2004 that i
appearently would respect old agents or sth
knows god waht mayeb theyre just old pigs in reality
and i have a romantic view of em surviving such a life
that htey mostly dont wanna mess and just wanna leave it all behind and
die in a sunny warm land
thought hteyre all alone
/////////////////////////////////////////.
the gemrans
overisusied me a shittnight and gave me tons of grasshopper when thats a
brainmess or overissusierdrug
and hten messed meup wiht htis and someitmeswihtthat
and depends on the one igot more angry about
messed more wiht that
and more ioverissusier drug
and atthe end of hte night you send around mails
wiht your paintings age 10 to 14
hahaha
thats
how it owwrks
in ...raw
//////////////////////////////////////////
he bunch now is
the VERY SAME that messedmein early 2004
KILLGTUSMESSER
ASSTOER
GEMTOARCOMA
T
EH
VERY SAME
i called em screwbunch4 but knwos god what cokroahcesthey are
the asss cream pronoil etc
ocnce burned out the color of my underwear
darkble nabecame bright pink to beige pink
the method was a cream that frictions between the leg extremely
every step walking is e x t r e m e pain then
the otehr versions was rubbing upper hands skin up or using a dryercream
taht the skin breaks up
ex t re me pain henver you stragffe or move yourhands
its a nuts theme method
the bunch thinks you cant be you or sth when yougeet pain so they tested
it and tried it
getout if yousqueezesomemethosd ofhte cokreaohces here 5am 515am
THAST THE BUNCH
TAHST TEHMETHODS
TEHY WERE AROUDN EALRY 2004

GET
MEOUTOFWOAMRCA
///////////////////////////////////////////
themesser here
925
928
the manipaultionis
chickarriving and asksing
machsts dusmir mithand
or
schnellmit hand
ie
doyoudoit tomewiht hand?
or
swiftlywihthand?
background
thisbunch
always
coolsfeet in nutshllmetandtest
so
the
FUCKTOY
they
areobsessed
withmy
pretend virginity
sothey
tested fuckmanipulations
in...thatotherfortressyet
the
tehme
was
ithought
fuckwihtchristina
but realised only as istarted tolickthe girl innutshelmet and
startupforfuck
EVEN
IN
COMA
WARCOMA
IWANTED ONLY
CHRISTINA
so
teh bunch
couldnt handlewhy i stop inthenutshelmet
as
zombie
sincehten
tehyhitnk
idoitwihthand
notrealising
its
a
stop inthe early startup
the
bunch
uses
cooled feetmess
dicktoymess
iwonder
whatsthat thingabout?

theyre soft warm wetwarm smoothsoft usually
not
cold
or coldwet
the messmachinetoy doesntfakeit toowell
andiwonder
ifitsintention
getoutifhteyheat chest blanket
now
the
most
serious
part
-THESE FOOLS DONTREALISE THATIKNOW
-TEHYSURE DONT COUNT
-AND THEY SURE DONT REALISE THATHTHEY DONTUNDERSTAND THE MOTIVES INTEHIR
VERY
OWN
MESS
INNUTSHELMET
-they want tto dreamdanceme tothe virgin ofhteland
sothey cant start counting or accept taht i explain them tehir foolish
nutshelmet
checkifitshte same
that used teh grannyunderchinn wablingski
youre far awy
stoned
veryveryvrylikelyinmorning
stoned
dontmind
dontrealise
thinkofchristina
tehytrytomessindisgusting
stuffin
youdontcare
anddontrealise
andare farfaraway
notrealsiing
the
fools
think
you
pickstuff
then
the
next 3months
tehy useit in amillintests
pretendinghteytfound sth kinky
theyrefools
thatdonteven
know
whenthey pretendshit
sowith nutshelmetthat cant distinguish wonder
ie wonder about sth unusal wonder aboutdisgusting wonder about cute wonder
about not understand
its always picked as choice
notunderstandingthemotives
nowcompare that!
wiht
zombies taht tehy tryot fake me to sinceshitty half!of!all!my!life!now
andyourehistalliesbecasuethey getawaywihtthis
yearbyyear
nowiget SUFFOCAITONERSERS

KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLSCUM!
METHOD
METHOD935
ERSAER
BREAHTEMESS
REAHREADLOWMESS

GEOUTIERASERS
METHOD
GEOTU
ERASERSMETHOD
GEOTUTOERASERMETHOD
935
935
METHOD!
INTENTNION
METHOD!
INTENITON
METHOD
INTENTION
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMETHDO!!!!!!!!!
SQUEEZEIT
ADDITTOMDEDIFILE
//////////////////////////////////////////////
theres is a brainmess
thayou should wipe your ass or sth
but its abrainemss
sortof
foreheadtop
getoutemtehodsinteintos
remidsnme of damamge in control foreheadinnermiddle top
usually hte
SPIRITUALS B I T C H DAMAMGE THAT BRAIN REGION
FOREHEADINNERMIDDLE TOP MESS THERE THAT THE CHICKS LICK WHATS DISGUSTING
thats hte theme
very likely the second nutshelmet messed there aside or so
so oyu repeat inteniton to wipe your ass or so
GETOUT IF HTE COCKROACHES FUCKTME ON DRUG OR TRIED TO HOMO ME
THATS HTE MESS
BRAINEMSSFOREHEIINNERMIDDLETOP AND LICK WHATS DISGUSTING BRAINMESS PLUS
MANIPAULTISON
THE MESS TO IT IS DITCHBAR OR B I T C H W A R ie HAVING BEEN BITCH but
often means as a theme meaning the conflicting opposite
//////////////////////////////////////////////
IWANT
ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE
ISNTEAD??
LOSERS STUFFME CRAP IN THE ASS
AND IGET MANIPUALTIONS
ALLE ZEICHEN VON GESUNDUNG
ie all sings of healthening
the mess uses a fat mid40s curly darkhaired chick
like republican guardings usually
THATS HTE MESS
btw you know its daylighttiem right?

GETME!OUT!OF!WARCOMA!
//////////////////////////////////
FIXBRAINMESS
TOHERLOONTHEME
IS
favcebonemes brianems andbeige trenchcoatlederly manipualton
wihtblackhat hugging yourthead around his chest looking up isthemesstothe
skulmess
itsdaylighttime
youcould store when iknow
kill
the
asstoyer!
///////////////////////////////////////////////
messaway of my fortune
ich weiss ganz genau dass ich arm wie ein hund bin
i know very well that im poor like a dog
thats hte manipualtion
murder hte eyemesser
mruder hte fatnursning gutsmeser
punish scumgetmeotufwaomca
shit
get
me
out
fowarcoma
its not daylighttime but iant sleeping or dreaming
PUNISH SUCM
ADD THE SHIT TOMANIPULATIONS MAIL
GETOUT HOW THE GEMRAN SHIT GETSAWAY FOR EIGHT YEARS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
demessgutsmesomtahcmes
ealrudimesses
brainemseshtatmakeucnaoraiontn
geouttwhatheydo wiht the earmesses
WHAT HTE PRESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSISTNCE IN THE MESS?
WAHTS HTE INTENTION?
LOONDISCREDIT?
FUX GUTSMESS PUSNISHCUM
one manipailtion is a blackhaired guy in nutshelmet saying
being childish?? hahah b r u ell er hitting laughing hte table or sth
its an anti child manipaultion
the messer?
know
but do YOU?know
/////////////////////////////////
mrtuder dicktoyer
getout if its hte toy that takes shit from ass
aroudn cock

and flushes warm water

demessit
GET
OUIT IF
D U L L IN G FINGERTIPS HAS TO DO WIHT THE
DISABLER TOPMIDDLE
THAT MAKES UNCOORDIOANTON EBTWENE LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
iused to test uncoordination usually iwht finger meet finger
often i missed after hte brainmess
get out
A?> WAHT TEH SHITTY BRAINMESS WOUDL AHVE DONE USUALLY
B? WHAT IT REALLY DID
C? THE LOONTHEME TO IT WAS OFTEN
H O P E THAT THINGS WOULD DISAPPEAR OUT OF A HALVED HOUSE
or
A HALVED CAR
GETOUT

A> WAHT THAT BRAINDISABELRS WOULD DO U S UA LL Y
and
B> WHAT IT REALLY DID
C> HALVED HOSUE AND HALVED CAR AND HOPE THAT THINGS WOULD DISAPPEAR OUT
OFA HALVED HOUSE
THAST HTE MTESS
see
the germans are phonies
once starting
then its remess and reremess and rerereremess by pretend
hteyre incapable to get out
A
B
AND C
GETOUT IF IT
D? HAS TO DO WIHT TH SHEEEEEEHEHEZZZFREDENENENEEEEEEH LOON STIGMA
THSE CHEAP CHEAP CEHAP GERMAN RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRATS TRIED TO FAKE ALL
THE YEARS NOW
WIHT MEAN EVIL GRIN PEOPLE CONFLCITMESSES AND OILATNENNA RUSSIAN NEEDLE
SAY NAAM OR SAY MOM OR SO MESSES
the core problem was i barely remember the shitty messes
could report more precisely abotu the shit
E? getout if dullin fingertips has to do wiht this dsiabler topmiddle
topmiddle right
demess mean grin conflcit mess wiht mean evil grin trenchcoat elderly
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSOYEYR955 957pm
killddicktoyer asstoyer 955
getme
thefucout
ofwarcoma
this land is shit
this is just one of hte messes
add it tomanipualtios amail
iminhelllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
and htis is mildsafety
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
kilalsotyer
assboenemsser
themanipualtion
schon agent bin meanign the opposite
ie being already! agent but its a messaway meaning hte opposite
for hte phony messer every drugproof person is agent
typical is usually that they pretend zombies are
kids or babies
(maybe an analogy to the helplessness in the realworld)
even though in a year or two theyre jsut as established as anyother
cockroach that was drugproof since being fuckt as kid or covered in
rubbertitts as teenager which usuallydeforms em terriblyterribly mentally
assbonemess dickotmyess
balslmessaqbsonemesss mosltyy
KILLSCUM
GEMOTAUROMCA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
geotu oilantenna
demess
mommesses
breahtemss
mess
trixer or wixer hahaha
that kind of shiit
getouthte rearheadlow and or ealrudimess oialntena
or russiannedle
gemtoauocma

GEMTOUAROMCA
demessassbonemess
pusnishucm
GEMTOAUROMCa
btw intersting is a mess about MAD or so
mustash guy meaning VERFASSSUNGSCHUTZ in coma warcoma
asks amused what? the MAD is on your side????
and youre like
>>>>>????????????????????????
wtf
/////////////////////////////////////
you think
about how you wanna do christina
the maniapultioni s
J E T Z T SAG NAAM OR JETZT SAG MOM ie NOW say MOM orso
or dingie or ingi or soo mess ie bullshit or cutified name of old brother
thats hte theme
these
cehap
german
rats
would
you
know!
even
doesnt it make you sick how C H E A P LY abunch of german cockraohces ruin
your life?
how did hte degrade shit start atall?
is it migration background from east europe and hterefore not
hyperactivated?
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
vvvvvvvvvvvvvillage cockroaches
wiht stasi methods
jsut becasue htis land is shit
internet doesnt work also uddenly
other mess
pedo maniapultion brunette kid sits on you angle and say ich warte auf mom
ie i wait for mom
and smell of dmother variant
THAT
IS
THE
GERMAN
MILD
SAFETY
6am
------------------asstomyess
say mom messto asstoymess and dicktomyess and breahtemess and eyemess
tohtemess are
mom retarmdess
and wilslt du mit mir gehen ie do youwanna go wiht me
which is an
infantility realtionship thing sort of for teengagers

i regret only thathtey dont notivce what fools they are
but hey
thatsnotnew
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
add to manipualtiosn ail
lesbian bin or shit leitkhat
]
since i couldnt remember i mistook it wiht
wespe bin
but it s lesbe bin
screw
its a bullshit theme
but thats hte bullshit
//////////////////////////////////////////////
tehre was some metaphores like geman kaiser helmet with peak spike like
ww1 tschoermen kaiser peak
feahter warhelmet last night was a metaphre for leadership
the bigger a hirokese feathers on the helmet hte bigger or better
its a metaphore for diginity or prestige maybe
hte one last night was goldhelmet but it varies
its typical for nuertingen metaphores
metaphore a girl from class woudl be a waterless dirty pool and im like
???????????
otehr metaphroes is wheeel on a chopper forewheel in heavy velocity and
someone or a mom thing would unscrew the center shaft in fast heavy ride
brilliant metaphore
bike pedals also is a classic like as metaphore
that you revealed how mechanisms work wiht metaphoress of a stainless
steel shiny pedal pipes moving
or bike wiht invisible seat that still drives as metaphore
soome metaphores include submarine manipulations
there was more
///////////////////////////////////////////
a
nutshelmethtemeis
if you careo rsth orifyouknow say STOP
sag stop
storethat
iknow
itslike whenyoure awake say stop orso butyoure incoma warcoma
/////////////////////////////////////////////
punish astoyer gemotufwaromca
fix eyemes
remove ealriqudimess or oilantenna mess
gemtofuwaromca
fixbrianemss
gemotefuwaromca
geotutmeothdos
DIG OUT HTE METHOD OF EARLIQUID MESS OR OILANTENNA MESS
more crude and starndard on this chool is russianneelde mostly on left
headside that method
check if htey havemyseteriosu successes wiht deaf people becasue thats hte
method i bet

russian needle left headside
and electrdoe that stimualtes elerircity and htey hear stuff

but thats not waht i mean
right ear
earlqudimess or rearhedeadlow mess
thats oil antenna or ealrqudmessthast htem ethods often appleid recently
remove tat and gemtoufawromca
how public is oilantenna anyway?
its all all all both
misused to fake people nuts
youget oilantenna for instance leaving dorm
who exactly does it then?
doesnt exist offially like PACK catapult terror
when youre jsut annoyed saying whats in catapult elelven
blast htenetwork of the room or so
thenyoure jsut easily fake able to a nut
thats teh thing
either way
THATS HOW IT WORKS

puish brainemser eyemsser
remove eylid implants
did you store hte folapped out thing?
a biological impppppossihility usually
remove em
did you getout why the rats smallen eyes egenerally in utshelmet wiht
eyebuzzers to create anitpathy?
why does it make antipathy when side of face is increased and
eyesmallened?
thats hte method
i ask yo why it works!
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
WIHT ORWIHTOUT DURPGORFING
SHIT
////////////////////////////////////////////////

some messes udnerway are
mal seen was das finanzamt dazu sagt
or
doer ich geh zum finanzamt or sovariants
the messes udnerway usally rpeublcainguardings
its a maniapultio nthat soemonethratens to go to the irs
or sth
its a manipulations against rich people
addittomaniapulationsmail
////////////////////////////////////////////////
tehres a manipualtions
that
repeates everythingyouthink incoma wiht war or bin
example
YOUTHINK OF PICO (your mini mobile)
the
loontheme thisandthat dass ich pico war
or
ichweiss ganz genau dsas ich pico war
othertheme
dass ich pico bin
ie
that i was pico
or
that
i
am
pico
whenyouthink of
lets say a potatoe
tehn
the loontheme would repeat
thatyou are potate
or
was potatoe
(example only)
andwhenyou thinkof letssay naiz von braun
in zombie tv
the nutshelmet repeats vonbraun war or bin
so
yougethte idea
andhte danger fromit
!ITS A
CHJEAP
LOONTHEME
REMIDNSME ABNITOF REPUBLCIANGUARDINGS
GET
OUT
WAHT
THE
RATS
TRY TO
MAKE
OR
FAKE
WITH
THIS
THEME

THIS
IS
THEMESS
THERATS????DONTCOUNT
BUTDOYOU>?
//////////////////////////////////////////////
demess duemm or duenn loon theme
demess ungefaehr gfgenauso weneiemess
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE ASSTOYER 333pm
teh emsser knwos htat i now but od you knwo
the mess incldudes balckhaired guy i hate in coma warcoma
///////////////////////////////////////////////
conflict loonthemes
annoying black haired guy
das war chris ie that was chris
but it means the opposite
the tric kwith these conflict loonthemes is simple
you was this but it means hte oppostie
tou was this not but you were and it means hte opposite
you was this but it measn it but you was not
you was this not but it means it but you was then it conflcits you wanst
but means the opposite
that kind of shit
then about nobrainer shit like you being chris
like youldnt be you or so
tis cheap loon tries
do that halfa year and hte zombie is ready for the follow bullshit wiht
dalfrettt winn or alfrettt winn or bin or shit like that loon shit
i suspected its a usual cover like kins binch in nighttime but its not
they would not make you smoke
in coma then there i s no benefit
coverwise from that
so thats how it works
in raw
and knows god believemeits just one of hte trilliion loon tries out there
from cheap german cockroaches
//////////////////////////////////////////////
hey my cute hottie
wish i could love you udhrggued
wanna kissyou laying over you strafe
through your hair wiht both my hands
breathe you kissyou loveyou
swiminyoureyes forever
youcute hottie you
wanna do your cute pussy left4times right4 times and roundanroudn4times
then leftagain
while iswim in your eyes
kissingyour sidethroat your shoudler
pushingyour breasts from bottom outer sides while i kissyou and love wiht
maximum funtoy foryou
wanna swiminyoureyes forever
you cutehottie you
wanna feelyourelax your butt as you sit in and hten contract liekstop
shitting doing your hot
sit timing
whilei move my fingertips fast allthetime over your inner upper side of
your cute pussy
wanna
wanna
wanna
wanna

seeyou enjoyit in your timing
seeyoucomeinjoy
love you
breatheyou wannaswiminyour eyes

wanna know what YOU want
wanna do waht YOU want
wanna do waht YOU like
wanna rest in your cute hot pussy while i holdyou verytight but careful
and swim foreverforever in your eyes forever
kissingyou now andhten moving myself roundandround abit deeper intoyou

carefully kissing you
strokingyour hair softly all the time
loving you swimmininyour eyes forever
wanna watch you sleep in my arms
all night
wanna
wake up aside you
wanna see you smile waking up inmyarms wiht verwuschelt hair you cute
worriedlittle everything inmyarms you
iwant that
for the rest of our lives
asl ong as you want me
if
you want me yet atall
hey
youre cute
and youre hot
youre a cute little princess and iwant you only
sorry that im still stuck in shit
no idea what i can domore
you got an idea?
btw can i keepmyring abit?
consdiere pickgin some underwear for you that you f e e

l youre a hottie

watned only you.
for six seven years
teh german cockraohces disgustyou now wiht bummo or mother or momsmell or
sth
theyre cockraohces
its in messes summary mail
dontregret that i publsihed how these german rats mess love away or fuck
the lives of the population
covered by nothing would happen
hey
christina?
youre my cute worried little everything
youre MY! cute worried little everything
when you want me too
let me know if youre ok my love
iget earmess and momsmell mess or momretardmess or youdisgust away wiht
momsmell mess
taht is germany
tehyre rats
imagine what wouldbe when noonewould even k
tehir motives
their deeds

n o w tehir ways

its hell
btw 2 you know..icant go on a step nottomeniton3
right? cute girl?
//////////////////////////////////////////////
pusnsi shicktoyer
fix rpealceofoxtgen erasers
gutsmeser osmathacmesser
shit water underpressure dicktoyer

teh messes were earlier
glassbox or chrystal cubemess
tehn
now
steamtrain mess
that kind of shit
get
me
out
of
warcoma
shit
messunerway was someone wondered if 2 shafts compressor pwoergenration
wouldnt be good
as i thoguth of using electric comrpessoors when thyre more efficient
than a transmission fro m steamturbine
GEOTUT HE TRETARD DULELRDIASBELRMESS 7pm to 8pm january 16th 2009 sotre
what i told oldmother 1645 to 5pm!!
///////////////////////////////////////////////
manipualtion
du warst prinz ie you WAS prince - then mild headshake reserved trenchcoat
elderly
you dont chew hte mess
but
that s the mess
that s hte theme
thats what btoehrs hte germans thats the thing
thats it.
//////////////////////////////////////////
geotuwhocaptautslwhatinotwirst
fixyemess
getmeotuaromca
get
metouawromca
! remvoe eyelidimplants
eyesmallening if often an antipathymess called eskimo theme
but herei ts a simple lookmess wiht eyelidimplants
teh gemrans try tomanipaulte away realitywiht
er lebt weiter im wahn or dass er weiter im wahn lebt
ie he lives on in insanity or dillusion or so or
we let him live on in insanity or dillusion or so
its a pivotal messaway of the real thing wiht
you would be nuts messaway try
its a subvariant of guy sitting on floor hugging his knees and
chcick gives him nutshelmet iwht theme
mal sehen was er fuer vorstellungen hat
ie let see waht imagination / or dillusions he has
its an inverted pivotal messaway try over hte zombei should inversely
think hes nuts trail
sortof
GETITOUT!
DIGITOUT
321am
322am
THERES THE MESS
THAT S THE BUNCH
GETIT
///////////////////////////////////////
demess
fragduemm
or
duenn or warum bin ichso duenn
or

thsiandthat
duemm- or duenn- fragnocheinmal
loontheme
get
out
methods!
itsprincipally a repeat fatening weenietheme "why am i so thin-ask this
again loud now"
////////////////////////
a loon theme or a standard theme is FINGERPOINTING
a guy laughing and finger pointing at you wiht the theme
that theme can vary
you were this adn that plus finger pointing
you are this and htat plus fingerpointin at you
so the fingerpoitning theme made it into conflcit themes eiihter
/////////////////////////////////////
add also t omanipualtions mail
so warst du nasium or so warst du auf dem gymansium
its acheap conflcit mess
getout if its behind hte moon people that think its 1995 and noone messes
around pretend
//////////////////////////////////////////
test manipulations either about reactor core
or
about reachign climing a hill
or about jumoping and crawling from one antenna to antoehr
in extreme hight
whatthese manipulations dont take in count
in comaw warcoma
its just not a worthy goal to be on a hill
or to get to anotehr antenna
waht is tested wiht fear of height is basically
how you react on a goal thats not worth it
despite massive height fear
i would consider anew theme
and or alter the test wiht making clear and clear and clear what reachting
the hill rperpresenets PLUS ! messingaway fear of height
because thats just not an issue in the normal thing
but might distort test resullts
so wiht hte antenna to antenna thing wether you dare or sth
there was more screws
some screw about cia or dea where i thoguht its movies summary but it was
in a nutshelmet
and some more messes
reality is
as zombie there is nothign you can do
////////////////////////////////////////
some manipaultion long ago
remidnsed meofhye kind
frozen dolls in ice cubes or so
and a huge storage
that was a test where in a storage house someone waited
was willingto share the tons of stuff stored in it
but hten it would come out that theres tons of dolls frozen in an icecube
under hte surface or floor
other mess about it was launching a v2 or so missile that kind of shit
reminds me of odci
liek ubmrella grey dress whtie stripe on flooraround dress
18th century america manipualtionthe nutshelmet was abit dmamging becasue
uncooled lowtech
but portable those days
another mess was visiting some hangars that were forbidden to enter
and i thoguth whatthe hell?
some mess where an elderly rodered me to solve a problem
and i felt very honored but didnt understand where to start
and coudlnt remmeber any training - the mess was too much out of context
too much out of connection of everythign to have any options to solve

anything
sort...of
wihtout being in and connected and access to my billions ? and
hyperactivation ?
and every local grocerystore cockraoch DAMAMGES YOU??
W H A T ?CAN YOU?EVEN?DO?? ?? WHAT???
WHAT CAN YOU EVEN DO?????
GET REAL! ABOUT HTE SITUATION IM STUCK IN
BUT THAT WAS THE MESSES> WHEN YOU KNOW EM? YOU KNOW THE REST IS TRUE HERE
TOO
THE MESSER?KNOWS BUT DO Y O U ?
IWANTMY ITBACK
the manipualtio na whiel ago was
testing
hwo i woul d act visiting vegas again
and i barely mrememebr but idint change that much from last tourism visit
some mess how i would react when theres a discussion wether i would leave
the room
and the next room waiting was some blonde excop
or sth
add it to manipualtions mail
ididnt understand the manipulation or its purpose
i jsut htought its a tust test or sth and proove trust when i leave or sth
butit mightm e just a fools play test ie the fools you play in a game
leave room
and know barely enough atall
now iget mustash guy repeating mechaincal nosie that shoudl sound lie
msutash guy laughs abotu me
thats a loon theme thats standard
geotu whatthey fake wiht it
THIS IS HTEMESS
GET
ME
OUTOFWAROMCA
some other mess a few days ago was where a trenchcoat eldery wiht dark hat
told you
its a trick of a crocodile bunch to toast forehemiddle udnersidmiddle
and fake someone childish to seem happy
and not in hell
tis the s a m e mehtod from 2002
!
!
killasstoyer
dicktoyer
getmeotuaormca
its a brianmess
and a drug
not just a manipualtion
FIX DISABELRDULELR
GEMT
E
OUTOFWOAROCMA
SHIT
////////////////////////////////////////////
getout if hte dicktoymess uses overpresssure on ass or cock
fix sufficoan oer breahtemesssmgoujawortmca
demess warm winn or arm winn or so messaway of fortune
getmeoutofwaromca

usuaslly dicktoymess is underpressure wiht or wihtout warm water or a lube
and underpressure
otehr verison use shit from ass mix it into hte warm water and fusl that
around cock whith underpressure
get out if thisone now is an OVERPESSURE dicktomyess asstomyess
fuckging gemran cockraohces
i get sufficaontosn adn erasers
and rhaereadlowmess and eyemss

FIX SUGFFFFFOCAION AND REARHAED LOW MESS
AND EYEMESS 1236 am
pUNISH SCUM
german cock
roahces

KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE ASSTOYER OR OVER ASS ACCESS GEINITALS MESSER
DIX FUSCOANRONTSN ABD NRBAREHTEMESS
the brainmess now is a chick that metaphorically simulates sth that under
extreme tension and harrd try
b r ea k s rips breaks off sth out of your head
tahts the t h e m e to a P Y S I C A L MESS
after hte brainemss youre duller
iget dicktomyess now
wiht the lube veriso liek form the bunch that cool feet usually
and hte dicktoytoo
its mildsafe 1240am in hte morning and its unusually mildsafe
allyoucan do is killyourself and this is hte best case and it should go on
forever when it goes by the germans
its just abi assbonemess asstomess brainmess breahtemess
its just mildsafety
otehr mess is carmen or caroline htemes
that one is based on a phony common pretend of a bunh that i liked some
classmate chick age 12 or 13 or sth
and that became an annnnnnnnnnnnoy shitball rolling like hte mom thing mom
this mom that or video of christina mom tis mom that naam this naam that
its more than pesky
overissusier on gorin breahtemss nbrainmess that flatens topreahreacorner
or whatever
GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA
some sort of psychohell with asstoymess suffocaion dicktomyess operatiosn
fatsuit and cataplt terror or sth is the l e as t
you can pretend it was study
but it was three and a half years to weenie down to break me down and to
derange me exploitable abusable
from the s a m e german state that tried to brainwash away when i go buy
nivox or lamborgini napalmin
anstaltoeffentlichen rechts is german state
teh same shitland that wanted for a decade that i have nothign tried a n y
t hi n g that i have nothing
know noting
stay asstoyed
victimimsed
operated
damamged
messe
dsuffocated
brainwashed
erased
damamged
asstoyed
fuckt
comaed

recomaed
rererecomaed
rebrainwahsed
resuffocated
dernaged brainemssed
fatsutied
astoyed
eymeessed oeprated
damamged
miseried
suffocated
erased
rbainwashed
weenieddown and beneaht hte testicles of hte land
teh same bunch
controls that dorm and that school
you can sit and pretend it s study
but it was three and halfyears
s e r i ou s attempts to break me down
killing myself almost was not helpful hahaha
for you ? its study
but it was three years nothign but brainwash weenie down erasers damamges
asstomyess drug brainderange
suffocaiton eraser rbainmess weenie down derange all about breaking spirit
and derange brain
to exploitability weenie down and abusability
and somoene must have messed that tehy peretended its how it should be
until recently
im in hell
and for oyu its study
you collect spam about assbonemess asstomyes sdicktomyess breaiteemss
brainmess and catapult terror
and foor you ? thats ? exam
thats exams for you
or sitting in class asstoyed
you ever saw the last presentaiton?
iminhelll?YOUMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMORONS?
that 2 three inch space at 530am was christina
CHRISTINA
and RIGHT THAT GIRL THEY TRIED SIX YEARS TO MESS AWaWY
now they just keep me stoned heavitly brainmessed re deranged badly about
how i was age 14 or 15
can barelyl remmeber
temporallappen is toast and forehaed too
the catpault into knee and rearhaedlow wenever i open a door sometimes
///////////////////////////////////////
example of conflict screws was
mean evil teeth grin wiht sharp teeth mean evil grin
finger point at you / LAUGHING at you meaning you/ conflict ing laughing
about you finer pointing at you
yo ualong among assholes
alone among assholes all do bad things to you but turn it like its tyour
fault
sceneby scene
the nthe abstract divider
like
clean wet floor
dirty hand tap one after scene one
then second scene
alone among assholes
meanevilgrin teeth sharp evil mean grin teth finerpoitnin/ laugh at you
fingerpoint laugh at you mean evil grin teeth
someone does sth evil and mean to you turns liek tis oytuir fault
then second dirty hand on clean wet floor etc
the nteh theme after liek adozen or half a dozen scenes accelrartes
and hte room becomes fast overtaped wiht dirty hand taps
and in the end theres an image of you half glowgreen half glow red
which should tear you apart or sth
ok thats the conlfict screw for isntance that fakkes people nuts
its often wiht a too hot in head damamge nutshelmet

theres brainmess ot hte theme
///////////////////////////////////////
KILLTHE ASSTOYER
MRUDER SHITTASTE DICKSCKTOYER
LOONTHEME IS LEATHER JACKET WOOLCAP DU BRAUCHST EINE EUNDIN OR FREUNDIN in
wisper mode and grey background
IE YOU NEED A GIIRFLRIEND
////////////////////////////////////////
demrss warmwinn r armbin messaway ofmy forrtune wiht all just imagination
messaway of my fortiune
////////////////////////////////////////
teherrs
facebonmemess
loontheme
is
mickeymouse laugh repeat wiht wer wacht da or wer lacht da uebermich
its acheapcheap loontheme
geoutifits the german shitzoshit or that sheeeeeeezfrehedneeneeeeeeh
loonshit
more asstoymes
facebomnmess
thenitexchanges tih momretardmess
more disabelrudlelrs udenrsimdidlde
//////////////////////////////////////////
the loonthemeis
kann es sein dass er genau das will
some curly chic kasking isitpossibel thathewants righthatt
its aconflictinverse pitvoatalmesslielrepublaiguaridmgs
youwanttokillher on drug
its a VERY VERY VERY COMMON THEME FOR MANYOTHER MESSES
AS AN INVERSE CONFLICTING MANIPULATION
othermaniaputlion is a
das duerfen wir eigenltich garnicht pivoal inversemess
liek a wood kulisse that has a hole on theside
and you see the kulisse
frombehind
like..woodwalls from theatre wiht ahole in it
and htehteme
we woudl beusuallynot allowed to do this
other classical mess
wem darif ich gratulieren
trnehcoateldelry about toshake hand with someone in a bunch
and asking
who should i congratulate?
ithink another version is liek isncening giving a huge huge check orso
tothemess
remindsme all of republcian guardings more or less
///////////////////////////////////////
other manipulation
ANTI loontheme definitley
is
using leatherarmor woolcap maybe grey
andhte theme
SO, JETZT UEBERLEG MAL
/////////////////////////////////////////
ohter mes 1223 is emotional face as statement mess
some trenchcot eldelry
thinking or being thinking and admittive abotu something
usually these themes in variations from toher bunch uses
LEAN OVER YOU FORWARDS OVER YOU abit higher than you
its cheap tries but thats how it works
like you in nutshelmet as avatar would sit half leaned back and someone
higher or standing would lean forwards over you wih a theme

or a WISPER or WISPER+ECHO theme
also often is common the lean over you higher htan you and scmreanign sth
wher ethe gorudn shakes all ie the whole camera scene shakes
thast antoehr bucnh thoguh using hte higher than you element wiht a huge
huge high desk
ssomeone sitting behind a huge high desk higher than you
the themes positive are for isntance when that sitting heirh than you
behdi a huge powerfulk desk
leans over hte desk forward to you and give you sth as gift or as credit
to you
its a positive screw
while the more negative theme is variants wiht ich hab dir klipp und klar
gesagt this andhtat ie blackhaired chick i learly said this andhtat or du
hast sheeeeeeeezfredeeneeeeeeh loon theme wiht all shsaking
shaking camerall aover or so
its standard themes
from emotional face as statemetn which many seem to copy now
many
to more conflict shit
other themes forinstance that use these camera things are for instance
republican guardings
with du drehst dich im kreis negative screw
whre the camera spins over a person top down look camrea shot all spins as
a bad thing
/////////////////////////////////////////////
the cockraoches use buildup teardown weenie theme
wiht hte prince thing
a it bothers hte scum
b its used as buildup teardown theme
ie being prince

then, no, being shit or being c h e at

thats the weenie theme
buidlup tear down manipulations are in the messes summary mail
and manipulations mail
//////////////////////////////////////////
fix fatnurenisngings gutsmesses yeyemess
loontehem mirre barz or irre warst or shitleitkhat loonthemes
suffocaitno nmmesses
fatnrusniengsd gutsmesses
that changes stoffdechsel or stoffwechsel and you run 100 times hsit a day

manipaultion to dicktoolmess
is face wiht mouth part as a pussy
or a flapped in unfucktpussy in this case
its a metaphroe
visual metaphore
///////////////////////////////////////////
DEMESS TSCHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT LOONTHEME
other loontehme mignon bar or mignon war or domignon war or so
its either bullshit or behind hte moon startreck messer
////////////////////////////////////////////////
them anipaultion now is
being
cehrkov
(youfelike?????)
ORBEING CHECKOV maybe astartreck theme orsth

thats hte mess
thats the situation thats what idoundeurgged
themess

in
shellgasstaiton burgerking gasstation
ASSTOYMESS
DICKTOMYESS
BRAINMESS
EYMESS
DICKTOMYESSASTOMYESS
THEMAINIAPUTLI ONT OTO IT WAS
BESSSER ALS SELBSTBEFRIEDIGUNG
BETTER THAN MASTURBATION
TAHTS HTE DEED
THATS THE MESSTO IT
AND THAT I SAY AND WRITE UNDRUGGED
AS A RESUTL THGEMRANS
REAHEADLWOMESSED AND REPALED OXYGEN WIHT CO OR CO2 OR STICKOXIDE
AND TRIED TO SUFFOCAIONT ERASEME
THIS
IS
JUST
MILD
SAFETY
ITS TEN YEARS HELL
AND THSI
THIS IS JUST MILD SAFETY
TEH SCUMGETSAWAY
AND IGET BRIANWAS
SUFFOCAIONS
ERASERS
DAMAMGES
AND ASTOMYESS
IAM
INHELL
///////////////////////////////////////////
now the d e s c r e w
to the fingerpointing
is
the same theme but the finerpointing at you is rerouted
the head turns left top and watches high behind you
a clown in green and red dress that does tricks
and all all all all the people didnt mean you
they meant hte clown
on a wire
higher than you
on a single wheel bike
doing tricks
T H I S
IS HTE DIRECT
DESCREW TO THE SHIT
so its not things get undone
books become unread embrysonunborn wiht raininsgyynamic
its the DIRECT descrew to he nutstheme
this is how it works there
ts a screbwunch4 theme around kaufland mosbach whatever hteir realworld
name is
//////////////////////////////////////////////
loontheme
arbeitet bei der muellabfuhr

usually its a
leveling manipulation from republican guardings
badest value
du arbeitest bei der muellabfuhr ie you work at the local waste disposal
garbage company
wonder waht hte higher leveligns were
///////////////////////////////////////////////
messawayof christina after ealriqudmess orrussianneeldemess
thenonohostile messes about leaves moving in rain
hten ... naothero ne i knew but lost again
get
me
out
of
warcoma
canyou wakeme in hte arms of christina?
GETOUT W H O F O O L S WHO WIHT S A Y ! MOM OR S A Y DITCH OR S A Y BITCH
OR SO
IWANT THE PERSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSISTENCE OF HTE EARLIQUDMESSES
AND RUSSIAN NEELDEMESSES
didnanyoecoutn hte t r i e s by number ?
otehr mess female dog
and if its not hat its pedo themes christina lifting kids up waving htem
infront of you
and puttinghtem away again (earlier)
and ifits notthat?
its mom mess again or say bitch mess
WHO
FOOLS
WHO?
the messer k no w s but do YOU? know?
///////////////////////////////////////////////
KILLLASTOYER
GUSTMESSER
THEMAINATIAPUTLIUTON
TOTHEMESSIS
DEMRMANN MIT ATOSE BIN
or
dermann mit artrose winn
ie beinghteman wiht atose
wahteverhtatis
to
fatnursnisngs
gutsmessmess
usuaslly
itsa
manipualtiontheme
from
republcianguardings
or
SCREWBUNCH4
using ther themne beingnthis andthat as
amanipualtion theme
the themescontain usllally leatherarmor
andor
leatheramorandwoolcap
couldbe maybe...crocodile maniupulations sometimes too
those
are however a far simplistic messmostlyiwhtabackgroundin black
and something moving over mainscreen
didyou addtomanipulations mail
the
wjhite dots onbalckbackground jumping intoinnerlowercenter

whenyoushouldlook downwards
you neverknow that the messesare jsuththe show fora PHYSICAL MESS
in98percentofhtecases
GET
MET
OUTFWAROMCA
mruderasstoyer
fix fatnursnings
ballsmess
andthefuck
countwheniknow

///////////////////////////////////////////////
getou
teh
oaltnenna
right
ear
orearlqumidess
gemtouwaroca
the
loontheme
uses
nutshelmet
wiht
echo hugewispering inecho and grey background in a face as statement
theme-mostlyblack hair
the thing should sound serious like some shake teh ground innutshelmet
when something shoudlbe important and serious
loudwsiper in echoing shouldbe seriousand impotant
sortof
theloontheme can vary inthiscase
its
braichbar
or
reich war but it means the conflicting
opposite
btw
itsdaylighttime
there
was
usaully
an
oldmanipulation
like
atheme that lead to the sentence and scene
"ER BITTET UM ENTSCHULDIGUNG/ ER BITTET UM VERZEIHUNG"
ie he asks for sorry /or forgiveness
thisone though
isrepublican guardings
iechick leansover repairs or so wihtchest
after the
-non evil /nonbad manipulation is
"erbittet um entschuldigung/er bittetum verzeihung"
its inverse /pivotal
for
-you would get something becasue of someone forgiving you
itsabithard to explain
but tehir messes are pivotal inverse while elephant group manipualtions
aremostly
abstract

like
some wheelchair guy purschampaign into glass and "trinken wir auf unsere
Freundschaft" orso
ie lets drink on our freindship orrelated ibarelyremembernow
and you as avatar pour offthe glass onthe ground
for making you feel inversely asguilty asshole
theyre on a pivotal emotional level while bunch like elephant are on an
abstract reasonable level like
a mechanism of abike pedal layout and
you would drive wiht abike thats half invisble and some parts are visible
likepedals
thats
the
two levels
@!btw its daylighttime and atleast 3!bunches know themess
IWANT!OUT!OF!WARCOMA!
messnow is carmen orcaroline outofproportionbullshit
///////////////////////////////////////////////
checkifhtenewfools
are
repruabclainguainrgs
REPAIR
THAW
THOSE
PHONIES
DAMAMGE
TOPMIDDLE!
loonthems to that brainmess
are
burgtag ie castle day (b ullshit)
or
wannhastdu GEBURTSTAG (when do you have birthday ie likely
itehrloontheme
otthe
asstoymessis
WOKOMMT PLEOTZLICH DAS GEFUEHL HER or verhuehlher
ie where comes suddenly the feeling from
plus asstoymess
===========
otejhrmess
afterbrainemss
asstomyes
ballsmess
jemand hatmich shcon wieder
tackeirt
or
attackeirt
ie someone
attackedm e again
KILL
THESE
COCKROAHCES
GET
OUT
THE
RIGHTEARMESS
BRAINMESSTOPMIDDLE
ASSTOMYESS
BALLSMESSES
FACEMESSES
FEETMESSES
IWANT
THE
INTENITON!
NOTJUSTHTEMETHODS
///////////////////////////////////////////////

hte same bunch invented
also child retard themes
BIG FAT KID must be a huge stigma in tehir bunch
at least htey try to fgake it
msotly wiht disableing MMMMASSIVELY FOREHEADMIDDLE AND UNDERSIDE MIDDLE
im not sure if its hte same regions republcin aguaridngs bake also
ie ANALYSE ENTWICLUGN BEOBACHTUNG ERFAHRUNG
!-ANALYSIUS
!-DEVELOPMENT
!-SURVEILLANCE AND EXPIREINCE
so to the forehamiddle dissabler tothe child hteme
theres fakin that you never learned to speak
f and v s
the scretheme itself is
WHENEVER THERE IS AN F OR A V OR A PF SPOKEN in the screw
theres a baaaaaaaaaad staying brainmess and the screwtheme makes a loud
FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP
THAT PLUS BRAINMMESS
and motuhmess S
tis staying
so whenever you say an f or a v or a pf you can barely spell it
andthats how german shit fakes retards
theyt bakeforeheadmiddle
and udnerside inner middle /udnerside forehead
and fake hte symptoms of retards
that never learned spelling f or v
the rest is then other s not knowing
thats how that works
//////////////////////////////////////////
I
AM
IN
HELLL

KILL
TEH
ASTTYOER
DICKTYE
RBAIRNMESSER
ASSTOYE
RPORNOILER
ASTOYE
RDICKOTYE
RBASLMLESER
BRAINMESSER
ABCKMESSERGORINMESSER ASSTOYEREYEMESSER
DICKOTYERBALSLMESER
TEHLOONTHEMES ARE
REPEATMEHCANICAL NOISE CKLACK NOSIE HTATSSHOUD LSOUDN LIEK LAUGH ABOUT YOU
WHILE A guy wiht mustash and orange background laughs boaut you
thastheloontehme
mroeastokmyess
dickotmyes
sbalslmess
asstoymess
gutsmess

astomyes
spornoilmess
absllmes

brainmes
asstomyess

yOU
KILLASTOYERINGORCERYSTORE
THISTIME
ISHOWEDABIT MY DISPLEASE
MAYBEISHOUDLHAVEDONESOBEFORE
LIEKSFCREAMING
M UR D E RH TE AS S T O E R IN COMA
BASHING STUFF AWAY
AND ALL PLAY NOHTING HAPPENED
ASSTOMYESS
BALLSMESS
GUTMSESS
PORNIMMLESS
BRIANDULER
DISABELRUDLER
WALKMES
DIASBLERUDLELR
ASTOYEER
DIKCOTYE
RPRONOIELRA
SSTOYER

ALL
I
CAN
DO
IS
KILLMYSELF
BTW WHO IS NEW? ITS MILDSAFETY
ITS U N U S U A L L LY MILD
THE MESSES
WHO IS NEW?
/////////////////////////////////////////////
the manipualtiosn noware
!!!!!!!!!!!
otehr mess
sideangle of a chick laying withall wank allvoer her motuh
and cock inher mouth
you was disgusted by it since rapehell 2001 2002 and jhsut
bbbbbbbbbbbashed it out of her motuh digusted iwht tophand
or atleast you wanted to
the manipulation messer is i think the bunch that
V E R I F I E S

! Y O U R ! A C T I O N BY !

R E P E A T IN G Y

OU R D

E E D !

BUT YOU IN EXCHANGED POSITION OF HTE SHOE!
ie you in hte shoes of hte other
and your deed from before is repeated
when youre ok wiht hte verified repeated deed then you react different
when youre not ok wiht your deed you react differently
soime tried to bungle copy this verification system
but i cant rmemeber when or who
=======

loontehme
emotianoal face of chic kwiht teethmeangrin
from rearright angle view meangrin
teh n
the metaphores abstract to a U shape flat u hsape that shoudl represent
teeth or meangirn
hte messbefore was ..........
..
somemess id didnt realise
some chick tried to stroke the d ar k hair of a kid or was about to cut
the hair tips
of a darkhaired girl
teh mess remindsm e of pedo messes where the kid throws away a teddy into
hte mud
or tells you to kiss it and you so dont care and just wanna hug the teddy
tightercloser onto her and her to the teddy sort of
thats hte messes
think someitmes i...did grab the nose of hte kid or sth
but its weird
thats
the
messes
GET!
ME!
OUT!
OF
!
WARCOMA
fixbreahtemss
reahrealdowmessnow erasermess
gmouawromca
you remember glassgirl messes
or venus glassgirl messes?
think it has a shabby green touch ofh te video
it has to do wiht looking down into a protected corner wiht bed or so
get
me
out
of
warcoma
germans are bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbastards
get
me
out
of
warcoma
btw did you get out
=====
long ago amanipualtion where a leather armored darkhaird teenchick
askign you kommst du mit in unser labor? then the theme cahnges
to a room wiht SQUARED neon white rooflights here andhtere in a bracket
concrete like roof thing
and here anhtere a standard office roof bracket light
======
did you getout
WHO IS SOMETIMES AROUND
THAT IS

N O N H O S T I L E
that messes me up with
wespe
or lesbe
the messer disdains whoever is aroudn then
oor its an inverted pivotal mess htat i didnt look through
why shoudl i insult a wespe or lesbe on coma warcoma ie insulding a wasp
or a lesbian that woudl be around or sth
its........ one of htese shoot hte bunnies -happythatyou repeated it
correclty
or hte hollow say mom things happy you repeated it correctly wihtout
meaning
while for isntance its a rocket full of fluffy white rabbits everywhere
abotu ready to start rocket

the writing however is often
white-psychogreenglow wiht a SMALL black writing
usually in other messes its a black background and neonblue or psychoglow
blue writing
like the...SUPERMAN manipulation

THIS!
is how it works
btw on parking lot leaving there was the typical manipulations
wiht
O R A N G E BACKGROUND AND
O U T O F CAN PSYCHODELIC NOISE when the person in nutshelmet says sth
a CLASSICAL!!! in mindmesses
you better tell me why almost all cheaper messes are psychodelic glowing
and out of can psyhcodelic mess
otehrs like wiht grey background and leather armor and woolcap or black
background use
extremely loud wispering in nutshelmet often wiht shakign camera
these
are
hte
messes
classics
-VERIFICATION SYSTEM
-NOBBRAINERS ABOUT PSCHODELIC GLOW
-the hollow repeats
-the tricked repeat
aclassic here was also
greyscale NEGATIVE ! evil devil mickey mouse for isntance
other classics aroudn was
being under a huge huge evil black black evil black tree
with storm and flas and extreme stormwinds outside and around it
and evil evil evil tree taking your life outofyou and heavy stormwinds and
flashes around
black evil evil tree
echo- to echo occulitc or spirutal nosie to it

thats also a classic
also a classic mostly in republcai nguarindgs territory
is a mid40s chick or fatter chick that uses a
LEATHER cord or thin BELT sheholds around your cockand balls while sitting
on it
but its not a fuck
and its not a fuckmanipulations its jsut an E L E M E N T
of a fuck manipualtion
wahtever it does
it must be a PRE VIAGRA thing
leathercord or belt aroudn balsland cock helf wiht right hand
the same chick is used in it sall just adream
wakign up wiht shabby room wiht
open window in first floor
in a shabby olive army blanket
you as avatar kid and she as your mother saying it was all just a dream
and some empty gelly or marmelade cups of rtrasnaprent empty maremlade or
gelly
fix breahtemsserasers now adn earliqusdimess
you can still pretend i woudl hear stuff and sleep and dream or sth
and hten you go and try to find santa clasue for your realworld kidporn
hahahahahaa
but this
is
how
it
is
these are hte messes
this is how it works
the brainmesses to some messes are really bad
thin kevil tree uses magnetic brainwave mess and suffocaitons
or breahtemss
loud wisper grey background woolcap leather armor htemes maybe too or
electricoverride or magenetic brainmess
in those its MOSTLY U N B E A R A B LE udner hte nutshelmet
its a mix of claustrophobic
too tight
tooloud
and a horrible teribel BRAINMESS to it
druggin over brainoccurs
eyebuzzzers or dacebonemsses
suffocaion and breahtemess
sometimes intubators or you woudl suffocate on wahteverhte brainhelmet
does wiht you
now iget reahraeldwomeandcantrmeember what iwanted towrite on
plus assmess
killscum
fixrharealdowmesnow aftehr tbhemai ltis eraser
or suffocaton eraser

aftgerreahdlwomes
andsufocaioneraser
ilsto waht i jsut wrotge above this mail
and breahtemess

and forgot what iwantedto write on
there
was
T ON S !! MORE !!
TONS!
antoehrmess repubclainguarindgs was a
nuts chick
talking to herself or sth
and then gets caught
she saying ich teflonier or ich TELEfonier
ithink its a subvariant of ich durchtrenne die verbindung
a superhuge black scissor cuts a phone cable and that shte metaphore to it
other mess anti nutsmess
kid daugthter hugsmom saying
bitte hoer auf zu spinnen
or ach hoer auf zu spinnen
ie please mom stop being nuts
and its an inverse cutening mess
thats
jsut
the messand
subvariants of
du drehst dich im kreis nuts hteme
angle top lookign down on a person that spins in circle iwh arms flapped
out
,maybe leaves around on the ground
spinning camera angle
there
was
TONS
more
this is hte messes
this is the themes
these arethe quotes
tahts the visuals
this is how it works

IKNOW THATYOUKNOW THAT OUT OF CAN NOISE ARE CLASSICS
so psychodelic glow
its jsut standard theme stuff older stuff
you kept hte one wiht an evil maze from screbunch4? 1999/2000
its an evil maze where evil stones change
every time the maze shifts
a new situation occurs
then someone does sth conflciing sth very very mean to you
but turns like it s your fault hten meangrin or fingerpoint
then the evil maze shifts again
and anotehr evil situation begins
sme thing
you do sth and no matter what you do
its always someomene doing sthvery very mean and ratty and turns like its
your fault
its also a loontheme
like the same concept just with dirty hand on wet floor tap
ending wiht half green half red inthe end
glowing psychogreen psycchorr red half
tehy overheated and damamged brain accidently with crappy tech those days
f and vv mess same

the nutshelemt does sth very bad bad whenver and f or a v or pf occurs in
the mess
a bad bad bad brainmess wiht hard fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep noise and a
magnetic brainmessor electric overide brainmess
to hte f
whever and f or a v or a pf occurs
its a childfool faker
so they toast foreheadmiddle udnersidmdiddle
obsessed wiht childfools
tehy make em
with this method
the fools are pretending that someone turns gay whe nthey just assmess or
asstoy htem often enough or sth
hahahahaha
morons
other phony brainmess variants are
LET GO FOOL brainmesses
king and seat
a table huge your escort tells you you willsit asidetheking
take aseat
youpick aseat
the escort
no thats theseat of thisandhtat but imsureyou knew
you pickantoehr
no thats hte seat of anotehr this and htat but im sure you knew
youpcikanteohr seat
no thats hte seatof

this andhtat someotheelese but im sure youknew

any seat you pick isthen the seat of someoneelese but im sure you knew
that plus a brainmess forehemiddle innermiddle ofrudnersimiddle
that makes you a let go passive childfool
screnbuwnch4
oteher passive child fool mess from republcainguarindgs is for instance
na los greif mich an
ie go aheat attackme
a 1 to 1 fight training wihta B L UE SOFT GREOUND
no matter whatyou do
you would end up on bottom
this one
is making a BARRIER
that you dont d a r e attacking
liek many ofhte classics in dmindsmeses
SUPERHUGE huge huge undefeatableversions of someone
and or you laying flat low laying beneath them so much taller and higher
htan you
mostly wiht psychodelic red background orpsychodelic redorange background
often sharp zigzag teeth reperesent metaphorically
EVIL
in nuts themes
these are barriers notto attack someone or sth
this
is
how it works
classics
im sure oyu knew em
when you know midn mess helmet

AND NOW
YOU
COMPARE
J U S T THIS MAIL
J US T THIS MAIL HERE
WIHT WHAT THEGERMANS DREAMDANCE ME TO
GETREAL
TEHY SHOUDL HAVEDRUGPROOFED ME IN2002 ALREADY
THEY JUST WANTED ME AS USEFUL IDIOT AND ASSTOYED ZOMBEI
////////////////////////////////////////////
fiuxgutnemess
killtehcockaeofhaech that jmesmses me up i should be or would be shit
showing a shithill
kilteh cehap gemran cockraoch
theyre lsoers with an aastoyand anutshelemt
taht do shit becasue this land is shit
cehap german cockroaches with scheap germa nstasi methods
murder the cockroach
remove ealrudmess
the mess is wie im traum or so ie like a dream
getmetoutawromca
shit
doesnt it make you sssssssssssssssssick whe nyo usee what cockraohces
waht fools
and waht cheap gemran rats usualyl mess me uup
and wiht waht?
shit
///////////////////////////////////////////////
earliquidmess oilantennamess 1415 wiht loontheme
los belaber mich
ie go ahead babble to me
thatsh the theme thats themanipaultion to the deed
assboneemss udnerchinnemss wiht eyelid implant mess
its daylighttime and
its mildsafe
fix faceboonemess
GET
ME
OUTOF
WARCOMA!
SIHT
------------these cockraoches from verfassungsschutz shouldnt have gotten away in 2002
wiht all thsi shit already
------//////////////////////////////////////////////
did youget
out
the fake stratehgy i worte about
asstoy install or gelly toyisntall
and or pornoil mess
to fkae hte
U S U A L L Y ASSTOYMESS DICKOTYMESS
like in kitchen
pickign some food

etc
see
other zombeis wouldnt evne knwo the usual mess
not tmeniton
THIRD PARTY DECEPTING OTHERS LIKE FOOLS
its a subtle discredit tactic
///////////////////////////////////////////////
loontheme
you think of
blue eyed briefing guy has contact lenses (cnn stream about some senate
hearing)
loontheme to it
blue eyed guy -will ie
and suffocaiotn

w a n t in g

or
S I N G maaahaaam (mom) earlier
this is hte loon shit
geout wahttheyfake
if you woudl think of sth else
you would get this and htat -will (german for wanting sth) nutstheme
add it tomanitaputls ion ail
gemtowauromca
getou t wahthtey fake or nutsmess
////////////////////////////////////////////
GET
OUT
IF
THE
GERMANS
TRYTOSTOPBABBLING
IN COMA
WIHT
NOT JSUTTHE HICKUP DRUG
nerve contraction drug like testing when someone isdead or sleeping
wiht a nerve drug
hit
then you sahekup instnaly
just that the same drug is used in mild dosage for faking
eyeblink
or for
HICKUUP whenver your scream is over a certain decibel
getout if the germans use besides thatmethod a
TSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT!
HUSH thing or so
ibarely remmber
get
out
hte
method
otehr coma tests are
a nose mess
sneezing
the loner it takes i think the more stoned you are but im not sure
abotuhte timing
when it takes long youget
PRESSURE INJCTONS INTOARMS ARBONES
ELLBOWS SHOUDLERS

ITS P A R T of hte problem
oteher drug goes into NOSE BASE wiht drugstickpeek or nose cribbler peek
now i get erasers
andrhaealdowmess
the hard PACK ! catapult hit into a resonance casing like tv casing
or other variant a CLACK T A C K install in the window frame
WHAT DOES IT TELLYOU ABOUT COMA WARCOMA
WHEN THESE COCKROAHCES
NEED A
HARD
T A C K ! ! !
TO WAKE YOU UP FROM COMA WARCOMA
//////////////////////////////////////////
KILLTEHASTOYER
BALSLMESSER
NECKMESSER
THE
MANIPAULTION IS
JEMAND HAT ETWAS AN MEINEM ARSCH GEMACHT
BUT ITS A NUTSHELMET THEME WIHT NECKMESS
AND ASSTOMESS
DURING
ROBALLSMESS
FIXDISABERLDULELR
COUTNWHENIKNOW
MRUDERHTEBASTARDS
FIX REPALCEOOFGOXYGENMESSORSSUFFOCAIONM COMA TEST
KILLTEHCOKRAHCES
GMEOGAUROMCA
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
add ot manipualtiosn mail
pranzler or kanzler or so
its republican guardings
these bastards screwed me up those years that htere was an election in
2003
and a civil war fought wiht chemical weapons
i dont know how public it was
what htese bastards dont know is
if they had one
and would have gotten the vote i would have repaired their shitgroup those
days with private money
they just had to come clean about all and drugproof me
not more not less
of course they tried . . .
didnt work so tehy just pedo screwed me up and conflcited me abit
and made bummom nuts wih a sort of ...
..
.
.....
.
..
BOWL GLASTUBE ..screw that sits too tight over head or sth
and other !FEARSOME brainmesses
G E T
THAT
METHOD
!

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
a reatrd disabelrudlermaniaputlion
is
a BRAINMESS wiht the theme ofa mid hteirty chick
saying
er differenziert
but the messis a ballsmess brainmess that killsyourlibido or sth
and disabelruller
the hteme to it is
er differeniert
ie he differneciates
a thicker mid 40s chick wiht brunette hair and a dark coat
leaning half over an avatar that should be you as zombie
so
add it tomanipulations mail
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
das erhoeht denwiderstand
that means the messer is republican guardings
that is their screw
some chick wiht a metaphore in manipulation gives a huge needle injection
into sidearm wihtthe vague sentence das erhoeht den widerstand
ie this incrases resistance
its a positive screw
a loon theme is
das war der verfassungsschutz
ie for isntance
you go jogging
it leaves dirt on your shoes
but the conflict screws should make you nuts wiht
das war der verfassungschutz ie that was the verfassungsschutz
you overwrote a file accidently
teh loonteheme is same das war der verfassungsschutz
the trick there is stamping bullshit that happens wiht a conflict screw to
make nuts
the most interesting thing there is that its tactically appearing
so
positive screw
that lives from vagueness
like du bist ueberhoeht ie youre overrated weenie screws here standard ego
crumbler foranthing
the that was hte verfassungsschutz by trivial shit happening makes you
nuts wiht conflict screw
its standard for republican guardiings
the ueberhoeht weenie screw is elephant screw
tragic drug into eyerings and groin is standard for theese bastards too
this is how it works
two more examples
////////////////////////////////
btw you do realise that for instance bohrstellung or vorstellung bunch
manipulates you
that youre a saebelzahntiger
or that youre a doppelhaushaelfte or du bist eine sozialwohung
or mal sehen was er fuer bohrstellungen hat or vorstellungen hat du bist
ein bruellaffe dubist ein saebelzahn tiger
you realise the level of messes and the absoltue bullshittyness of hte
themes
right?
chec k messes summary mail
erdet or raedert is fo isntance very very likely loon theme redet
or enthcen yuhm is very very likeley maedchen dumm or maedhcen um or so
the german methods
when they get a nutshelmet oon your ass

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEHASSTOYER
DICKROYER
the manipua.ltion is
du glaubst doch nicht dass wegen dir
der verfassungsscuhtz kommt
ie you dont beleive that becasue of you
the verfassungsschutz would coem
iuts a weenie theeme meanign the conflciitng
opposite
the manipualtor is hard on using
loon conflcit themes
orange background
someone wiht mustash and darkhair higher than you
inf front of orange background laughs about you
but its
mechanical repeat noise that shoudl sound liek laugh
sort of
tis aloon theme
geout if they try to fake german shitzo shit or that german
sheeeeezfredneneeeeeeh loon thing wiht mean grins and fingerpointing and
shaking ground and camera
imasstoyed evennow
IMINHELL
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was once ago a manipulation
i think republican guardings
where hte nutshelmet showed abig big big show and all awaiting anxiously a
star
or starlet etc
red carpet show
then a big limousine shows up
stretch
and out comes . . .. .
...
......
.......
....
............
a f a t retard version of you in sandals and a belly pack like chav
tourists of hte 80s
and chidlfool brainmess to it
haha
wonderful
ther mess was
big choice of a girl
big star
shoudl choose some girl or sth
and among hottest and stylish etc was a
shabbylike chav like e a t i g shabb version of christina
looking suprised up while she just bit sth off and looking up suprised
hahaha
wonderful
its so perfect wonderful abstract subtle humour

its perfect humour
these manipualtiosn contrast the big mondaen thing wiht the german
artificial shabbyness
ithink its a mmild inverse mess for inferiority complex.
to bad they wont be public
///////////////////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOYER
the loontehme to asstoymess
is
wer hat mir
verfuehl gemacht
or
wer hat mir g e f ue h lgemacht
ie who made feelings or sth
its hte mess to asstomyessplus suffocaion or groinmess
and briamess that makes uncoordination between leftandirhghand
MURDER
THE
ASSTOYER
FIX BRAINMESS TOPMIUDDLE RIGHT
reahreadlow
asstomyess dicktomyess feetcooler
GEMOTAUROMCA
its a virbation asstoy wiht
and breahtemess

gaspressure

KILLTEHCOCKROACH
WHY SHOUDL I ALLOW IT
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
RPEAIR
UCNORIRIDAONTION
BRAINMESS NECKMESS
BCEHSTMESS
THE COKROACHES
ALTER MVOEMENETN
THE MANIAPUTLION TO HTE PHYSCIAL MESS
IS A LEFT RIGHT WABBBLING THING THAT SHOUDL BE YOU
leftrighleftright 4 or six times a second
brown thing and some orange
mruderasotyergmeotwaurocam
fix the brainmess
geout backmess
neckmess
feetmess
WHYSHOUDL IALLOW COCKRAOHCES TO MES SME
GETMEOUTFWAORMCA
KILLLASTOYER
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
the loontheme is
ASTOMYESASBONEMES
DICKTOMYESS
AND
lONTEHME
ER VERGIBT LIZENZEN ie he gives away licenses
its a messaway of inventions and fortune
related to das entspringt alles nur deiner fantasie
ie its all jsut your fahahaaatnasy related brainwash
wiht breahtemess /repalceofoxygen eand reahreadlow and reahreadmiddle mess
GETME FEEDBACK ABOUT MEGASALES CUSTOMERS
COUNT WHEN IKNOW
THE SCUM? DOENST OCUTN

GEOTUHTE EARMESS rightear
FIX HTE EYEMSSES m,ostly eyesmmallening or eyelid mess - check if its
anitpathy eyesmallening
tehy call it mostly eskimo theme but often its jsut a cheap facemess wiht
skull mess
GETMOAWUROMCA
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
other cheap variants iwht brain mess mostly republcian guardings
or snake bunch is
half half slided apart
like
an image of you
then in one half or quarter second
the foto of you slides apart by an inch
or a quarter inch
half left up halfright down
IN T H A T VERY SECOND
SOMETHIGN IS DAMAMGED OR DONE IN BRAIN TOPMIDDLE
THAT MAKES MMMMMMMMMASSIVE UNCOORDINAITON BETWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT HAND
its terrible
////////////////////////////////////////
demes sealrudimess
oialntenna
and chul loontheme
i thought of a nightitme manipualtion
which was aporno in coam warocma
and me saying ich seh mir einen schmuddelfilm an or so
but now im not sure what kind of fuck was in the nutshelmet
it was amanipulation in manipulation
a classic
the theme of hte manipuatlion was a fucktheme
frm am anipautlion but you as avatar watched it and that was hte
nutshelmet
manipulation in manipulation thing
maybe a pedo test
getmefeedback
can you get me together with christina hottie?
other manipualtion is al oonthem over daytime
like
als ob jemand lacht and or jeder ueber mich lacht
ie everyone laughs abotu me weenie hteme and im like ?????????????
its aloon theme
and i want
taht you getout
w h a t the german cockroaches try to fake in wiht this shit
is it the sheeeeeeeezfreeeeheeedneeeeeh loon shit mean mean grin and
repeat tack noise and repeat mechanical noise that should s o u n d like
laugh
or is it german shitzo shit wiht mean situaiton done mean things toyou
turned like its your fault and hten abstract divider like dirty hand on
clean wet floor
then next sitauation
and inteh end youre half glowgreen ahd half glow red
or is it another mess
getout also if hte shit innighttime was apedo mess
the vagina was small but in coma warcoma i didnt think of kids which might
mean im a pervert or knows god what
get
me
out
of
warcoma
these arethe recent messes

oh and being schul or schwul ie being gay iscalled reizwort theme
ie buzzword theme or anxiety word theme
its that you seem you have issues about it or so
dont ask me how it works exactly i can barely mremmebr a shit lately
but they tried it in my highschool time
which means it was verylikely the same bastards
///////////////////////////////////////
mildsafety in a shopping spree standard mess
IMINHELL
KILL THE ASSTOYERPORONILER
ASOSTOYER PRONEILER BRAINESS
FACEMESSBRAINMES
SASSMES PORBNOILASSBONEMESS
ASSMESS
DICKTOMYES BALLSMESS
BALLSMESOVER ASS ACCESS
BALSLMES DICKOTMYESS BRIANMES PRONOILMES
SEYMEDSS
BRAINMESS
ASSMESS
DICKTOMYESS DISABEUDULLER
ASSTOMYES BALLSMESS
LOONTEHME IS AUGUST BIN OR AUGUSTUS WINN
ASSMES PORONILMES SBRIANMESS BRAHTMESS EYEMESS PROORNOILMESS ASMESS
BALSMESS BACKMESS
AND PRONOIL FOR DECEPTION WIHT ASSBONEMESS
AND MORE RBEAHTESS
SUBDUDRAMES HEMATOME REAHREADLOW
/////////////////////////
the mesi s adjsut of gelly toy or so over ass
or balls over ass accessadjust
loon theme ic hweiss ganzgenau dsas jemand an meinem arsch war
then abstract divider meaning hteoppoosite
often wiht a mild reserved headshake taht it wouldnt be thecase
same bunch wiht sotmach mess and loontheme warum bin ich so duemm or warum
bin ich soo duenn
ie why am i so thin manipulation to a physcial stomach and gutsmess /
fatening
////////////////////////////////////////
other screthemes is wiht alibi
ALIBI SCREWS are
hast dawas im auge falloffeyestrafe
stone hit
beat in schoolyard
or mild staged white good stpries on a physical deed
example
they wanna damamge dull your brain
the screw to hte p h y is c al bad ba d brain hit is
either you walkin to school someone throws a hard stone on your head
and to hte screw it BBBBBBBBBBBBBANG damamges your head
wiht a strongstrong strong hit
liek tactically damaging you
other version
wiht a strong hit on head is
school yatd
circle and beatup
its bareyl influenceable but its an alibi screw to hte hit
otehr alibi screw
to hte installation of the eyemess thing
its a white plastics
hte albi screw is
in quote du hast da was im auge
ie you have there something in the eyes
the avatar not influencable strafes eye
and an ojkject like a gulf ball falls out
IT SUGGESTS that hte thing is out now
but its not

the physical thing stays in teh eye but the zombie
gone

P R E T E ND S Its

other variant was the intubator installation and claustrophobic dmaamge
nutshelmet installation
its more abstract
staged
descary
stripe by stripe white swoooshign stripes
that free you
stage one
more white swooshin freeeeing stripes stage two
and the zombie associates claustrophohibic suffocaito nand intubator as
not bad because its a freeeing thign
sort of
////////////////////////////////////////
repari suffocatio nerasers
bitch screw is definitely to lick whats disgusting plus disabelrs or
brainmess topforeheadinner middle
GET OUT HTE MEHTODS
the method is related to punishment buzz messaway of chirsitna when i
touch her face in a nutshelmet for isntance
related
also
WHAT IS BRAINUDNERSIDE MDIDLE FOREHEADMIDDLE THAT ITS DULLED
S Y S TE MA TI CA LL L Y
when yo uget clear even abit B A M aloser bakes it down
wetehr here or in school
what is there that hte germasn want to BAKE IT DOWN
get out if it has to do wiht holding people as P A S S I V E P HO N I E S
!
tehse are skeirus methods
did you getout the REPLACE OF OXYGEN WIHT CO2 OR CO or STICKOXIDE?
why is that erasing?
waht is hte effects on organs and brain?
and other brianregions
what on body nerves?
what when theres a brainmess iehter brianwave override or magnetic
brainwave mess
its like unbearable in nutshelmet usually
what does that do wiht body
more important
WHAT IS REARHEADLOW THAT PACK PACK PACK the catapults go there
what is eraser drug with manipulations that you should not W A N T TO
REMEMEBR
either by its too painful or too ridiculous or by its time to pack it away
and we fold it away now messes plus erasers
or offensive confrontation that you inversely dodge it in coma warcoma and
that plus erasers
////////////////////////////////////////
killlllllllllllllasstoyer
dicktoyer
gellycockadjsutoverassaccess
dicktomyess
gemotuarmca
fix diasbreludelr
tosated temroallappen
delyasudue
dislaberldulerl
themanipualtion is
dass ich ein ganz besonderer mensch bin trenchcoat elderly smiling think
with dark hat
ie being a very special human but its a buildup tear down mean the
opposite weenie mess

asstoymess or gelly cockadjsut over ass access genital mess overassaccess
gutsmess
fatsuitmess
sdulers
its midlsafe
GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA
////////////////////////////////////
did you getou t
overissusier psycho drug
igtothedope now 120 124am
killtehasstoyer

you get
TONS
AND TONS
AND TONS OF
GRASSHOPPER OR OVERISSUSER
PSYCHO DRUG
AND HTEN GET MESSED UP WITH IT
THAT SOMEONE PRETENDED YOU SHOUDL BE SHIT
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR
OR

YOU WOULD BE LIKE THIS
YOU WOULD BE LIEK THAT
YOU SHOULD BE LIEK THIS
YOU WOULD BE LIKE THIS OR THAT BUT CONFLCIT DEGRADING
YO USHOULD BE AN ANALPHABET
MOM HERE MOM THERE MOM THIS MOM THAT

DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HWO FUNNY THAT IS?
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS!
lowtech version i designated republican guardins bitter drug
it was used in madhouses appearently to see
if people have issues or sth
but
ZIRBELDRUESE BUNCH HAS A WAY WAY WAY WROSE DOPE
i call over issuier drug
elephant uses sth called grasshopper
tis head damaging
KILLASSTOYER 125 am
GETTMEOUTFWAROMCA
YOU CAN STILL PRETEND THIS WAS STUDY
waht would this do
wiht a
less
disciplined mind ?
////////////////////////////////////////////
soemoen
overtorques sidehead
as a loontheme
neckmess
dickomyesses
eymesss
the manipualtion is a
hush like TSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT loontheme

GET
OUT
METHOD INETION
FIX EYEMSS
GEMTOAUROMCA
DETOX RECOAM DRUGSCREW
/////////////////////////////////////////
germanccockarochweenie mess
i am prince-when you admit you get im shit
loontheme
then pedophelia messes with im prince
then you reject kid fuck
then you get just pedo messagain
im prince when you admit you get im shit
manipulation
this
si hte loontheme
its a subvariant of you shoudlnt wanna be you themes
being shit tehmes are typical for the gymnasien highschools
when turks cover as italian
mabye thats where the base is from
its pretty conflicting
germans are shit
-----------ah right
loontheme where you shoudlnt wanna be you
is when germasn try tofake you nuts
when youre you then sth bad happens
so you get careful admitting youre you
though you know youre you
then you get overbwainwashed wiht lavigne bullshit
that was ...2004
its a subvariant
i thought its faking nuts
what do they fake when people dont wanna be themselves
or p r e t e n d theyre not themselves
whats htatloonshit?
that was 2004
this version
reminds me va gue ly of them
but its way nothte same bunch
its either a spyworld preparation
you just convince htem its very good when tehy re tehmsevles
and nothign nothing bad can ahppen when theyre tehsmesleves
///////////////////////////////////////
head hit and brianmesses that kind is not a brainmess from sophisticated
people like elephant group
their brainmesses alter themes
a granny has this theme they call it grandma dont bother to read theme
and by taht htey mess brain
that is a typical engineering brain
that is atypical brain for scientist
that is abrain for a killer and by that the brain is messed
and set up
msotly iwht hatedrug
at least i got those for killers
killerbrain is
ANGRY
FEEL NOTHING likeyou dont care you feel nothin and are angry
you dont care becasue you feel ntohing and youre on hateoverdosage

otehr variants icold inhead but honestrly its mroe an emotionallydry
feelnothing
pplus hatedrug
agents are ultra cunning
and hatedrug
very initiative based
VERY INITIATIVE BASED
i would never underestimate tehir agents
THEYRE ALL BRAINMESSED and hatedrugged
its how they are
verylikely their soldiers too
which is bad for hte poor bastards
ok
///////////////////////////////////////////////
fix smoke inhaler
loontheme ismuhbarak will
or zu muhbarak will ie that iwant to go to muhbarak
and im like
>??????????????/
its a cheap metaphore for sth
not literally
/////////////////////////////////////////////
almsot
everymanipulation
is
sortof
comparingyou
wiht
childfools
its
a
manipulation
that
works
inverse
whenyoure not
then the manipualtions just compare so long
till the greatest bullshit becomes a maybe
tahts howitworks
whenthe fools THEN can messyou or alteryou or damamgeyou
goodnight
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
pusnis hdickoter asshgete
gasugsmtesser
gmoauwromca
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEBHCOCKAROHC
THAT ASOTYSR
SIDBASLERUDLERS LOONTRYMESSES
you think of a blue white sqaure of some bavarian flag
the nutshelmet
messes you you
wiht
i am bavarian
taht oyu rebabble hten
its a loontheme
when you watch in tv john doe
then the nutstheme would mess you up im john doe
when it would show barbie then it would mess you up wiht being barbie
and if not then wanting john doe
or wanting barbie
waht does it fake or do

when you get messed up you would be this andhtat based onthe bulslhit that
is hten goin in tv or
misuse repeated what oyu thought
less directly
you wrk on a lwayout
its indigo bluesuqAREA AND WHITE
THINK REMIDSN EOF BAVAIRAN FLAG
THE LOONTHEME
IM BAVARIAN
WHAT DOES THAT DO WIHT PEOPLE?
ADD IT TOMESSESUMMARYMAIL
IWANT MYIT BACK
KILLTHE ASTOYER
///////////////////////////////////////////////
theres more test screws
htose work
by
where you focus in
as written long ago
or where you look at
like its a halved image
one video runs top aand bottom other runs middle
depends where you look first you chose
crude but effective
also the standard screw is as you know
///////////////////////////////////////////////
flip flap
ten images persecond, increasing dynamic interrupted divider upto climax
iwht final statement
those were ht cheap old screws
example
SUPERMAN screw
you in middle in underwear
huge huge package /huge dick in udnerwear
chicks left and right vary flipflap ten images persecond flip flap
abstract divider a fat fat silencer flipflap scene again oyu in middle
chicks left right
then abstract divider black background glowing blue writing SUPERMAN then
the flipflap screw again
to climax of screw
///////////////////
FIX
ALLDAMNYDAY
SUSFOCIAON
RBATEMESS
REarHeADLWOMESS
REPALCEO FOXYNGEM ESS
EYEMESS
GEOUTWAHTHTEY
**** CATAPUTL INT OWRIST
AND WHAT THAT TELLS YOU ABOUT COMA/warcoma
WHEN ITS GOING INTO
WIRST OR NOSE BASE START
///////////////////
demess maniapultion chic ksaying eeeeeeeeeeeyh
i think of utting hte ehrenwoertliche erkalerung
my own
the manipualtion is

that i made the paper on

chick waving hand and arm wiht one hand and
hodlign nose with other hand saying eeeeeeeeeeeeeyh
like i would smell bad
that
is
the

mess
mruderastoyer
COUNTWHENIKNOW
-TAHTS THE DEED ASS MESSOVER ASSASCCESS GELLYTOY ADJSUT
OR FATSUIT adjsut
-THATS HTEMANIPUALTION TOIT
-somediasbelrudlerls an d eyemess
-THATS WHAT IWRITE UDNRUGGED
WAHT DO YOU DO?
-HWO MANY TIMES DID THEY REPLACE THE IT
-facebonemeess
-sufocaoneasers
geout if hte germans smeared smelly cream on me in the 90s or sth
imthinking of bad stuff in screbunch4 teritory roroepublcian guardings
HEY!
IMTHEZOMBEI HERE
the last thing a zombie determines is how dull he gets
hwo fat he gets
how fucktup he or she is
how he or she smells
how you move
all zombies can do is killthemselves
they j u s t d o n t k n o w
they just dont even know
not the scum
not themethods
KILASOTER
GMEOTUAOMCA
btw you found hte yellowtube brownthin ooilpeak smelly cream wiht white
cream isnide
from..repubclaingaurdings?
thats tuff cumulates in bed
liek screbunch4 versions
its just how it is
idont c a r e if i shoudlnt have known or not becasue this land is shit
and wants that htis goes on forever
///////////////////
also republican guardings like subvariatns tooood tooood
flipflap ten images per second a whiteish phospohr slime
not to touch it tooood ie death would occur
flipflap flipflfap shows types of deaths
then the thing not to touch or the htin to be aware of
tehn flipflap ten images persecond hte death metaphreos and the nutshelmet
like
toooooood tohohoooood ie death
its a warning screw in chemical civil war of them in nighttime
when as it ? 2003 ?
//////////////////////////////////////////
the loonthemes are
repatead mechanicla nosie that shoudl soudn liek laugh or solotnehem
the bastract methaprhroe was a
FIGHTER JET THRUSTER TAIL that got smaller or sth
other variants udnerway in car
was
this and that dass die ganze welt uebermich wacht or lacht
ie same shit
that het world either guards me or laughs about me as loontehme in car
underway
oh and

getout if htey used methanphenollast night
that i could barely read in morning and if its to fakeme achildfool
its situational autists then when
CERTAIN LEVELS
SKILLS
WERE ON A CERTAIN LEVEL BEFORE
YOUCANT DAMAMGE THE ZOMBEI AND CLAIM A PHONY STIGMA THATS BASED ON
DEVELOPMENTAL DEFFICIENCIES
BUT T H A T TEHGERMANS DID
and iwant to know if they used
methanphenol or another dope
or how they
messed ofhaedmiddle lastnighttime and mornging
im gettin sick of messes summary mail additions
and medifile additions
if they got htat one right atall
/////////////////////////////////////////
a general weeenie down screw of hte class ueberhoeht war is
enttauschung war
ie the v a g u e ne s s is used to weenie down people
being generally vaguely undefinely overrated
or generally vaguel undefinley being a disappointment
that is how it works
enttaueschung war or ueberhoeht war
anotehr version of conflict screws is you being you or you not being you
or you being you meaning hte opposite or you not being you meaning hte
opposite
that kind of shit
plus mechanically laugh uninterrupted plus mean evil grin people that do
shit wiht you and turn it like its your fault
that kind of shit
thats conlfict screw
getou what kind of nuts thing is this
cheeeezfreeedeneneeeh or so
thats how it works
it must be a huge stigma in society about loon stuff
thats how the german shit do it
physcially it includes oilantenna and russian needle
some electrode with modulating electricity or so
or mix variants
tehse things are inevitably loon fakings
republcian guaridngs use a bitterness drug or so
used in madhouses appearently to see if people have issues
i call it bitterness drug but might be grasshopper that damages head
check it
its also pretty standard in nuertingen
the german shit might call the loon thing russian method
but its theeeeeeeeeeeeeeee g e r m an method
they just learned playing their loon people more subtle
realworld stuff fucks undrugged people
and hte stigma damages more lives inevitably than the morons that fall to
it think
//////////////////////////////////
when there was som ecopa ar around
the ass mes was
assbone mess
not asstoymes mes
and some back mess

soem mess about
META AMHETAMINE
i ve never heard of it
but i i knew vitamin and amphteamin
i go google
META ampheatimin now
---------IWANT MY IT BACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
sotre hwati say to old mother 133pm
gmetoauromca
-----------ok igoogled metaamphetamine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methamphetamine
its appearently psycho drugs or sth
GETMEOUTWOARMCA
////////////////////////////////////////////
yougotoutwhy hteir dicktoy is cold? COOLED
like feetmess? of ithink zirbeldruesebunch?
WHAT DOES
THERMAL SHOCK
DO
WIHT
HEARTTBLOODFLOW
ORWIHT KIDNEYS
WAHTS TEHINTENTION
OFTHIS METHOD>
GETMOEWTUAROMCA
/////////////////////////////////////////////
the metaphroic maniaputlions
in neurgingen
was like
being meg familygut then i didnt take it so they cahgned ti to
being stewie
in degrade weenie messes american dad themes its being roger or sth
and i didnt take it either but they didnt change it
which means it was hte other messer
or hte depth of thecharacter was perfect for weeeeeenie messes
either way
add it tomanipualtiosn mail
///////////////////////////////////////////
theres messes innuertingen using
oil metaphore
ie brain dulled or messed to work without oil
and all it needs to go extremly well is abit oil then later
or sth
add this shit to manipulations mail
///////////////////////////////////
add also to manipulations mail
a positive descrew from repu blcianguardings
in the quote
und warum singt er dann eine operrette? ie and why can he sing an operetta
then ?
metaphorically it means that metaphorically a claim you couldnt sing
and someone questions it with and why does he sing an operetta then?
its a positive screw

its descrew of bullshit
its republican guardings
///////////////////////////////////
the gemran brainwash was
t o
messallaway wiht
oeffentlich blossstellen
ie the brianwahs to mess all away inversley is to makeyou feel ashamed
wiht
publically exposing you or sth
fix it
its a variant of simpsons example lenny in a ufo sect stands up and wanna
go
but hten hes exposed wiht a light beam
then anotehr wanna go but hten hes exposed
thats the inverse pivotal brainwash away
of hte reality and hte real thing
its a cheap try to make you inversely deny it
somehow
its hard to splain
demess briawnash away of all
gemtowuaromca
iwant my computer back
geout earldumess oilantenna rehraldomess
I W A N T MY COMPUTER BAAAAAAACK!!!!!!!!!!!
//////////////////////////////////////
GERMAN LOON METHOD

THEME ich moechte sheeezfreeedneeeeh loon theme plus overboost drug of
sideheads
gettout 0005 0008oclock
get
out
method
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
more asstoymesshere
loontehem is sth about sido or so
or
loon themees
also tons of messaway tries this andhtat bohrstellung or vorstellung or so
messaway of hte reality cheaptries
getout if crazy people think about being out or being loud or sth loud or
shitliekthat
because RIGHT THAT is wahthte german shit tries to messin
KILL
THE
ASSTOYER
WIHT ORIWHTOU PRONOILPUNISH SCUM
seee
I AM P I S S E D W I HT R E A S S SO N NNNN NNNN NNNNNNNNNNNN
wiht right and reason mad
ok?
the german shit just tries to use that for loondiscredit

recently asstoymess is a provocation more than the original mess
like messsing wiht assbone and pornoil
that is then suipposed to be not so bad
but it discredits you when you screma the nmurder asstoyer
///////////////////////////////////
loontheme is messaway of my billions wiht
warum bist du so arm
why are you so poor
more drugstickpeeks
these are hte sleazy methods
you rebabble in coma warcoma knwos god what on oilatnenna or russia needle
but thats hte mess themes
////////////////////////////////////////////////
getout
earliquidmess
punishsastoyers
gemotwauromca
ithinkthe
lastmanipualtion
was
greyscale nonhostile
sortofyou antikillyourself manipulations
maybe
spirituals
by90percentsure
thedrugisdangerous
itdoes
detachyou
!
itdoes
more
harm
than
good
becasue
onit
YOUSOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUDONTCARE
aboutnothinganymore
getoutif
people
unintenitonally
killedhtemselvesonthedope
itsa
dontcare version
butitsdangerous
youdontrealsiea nd dontcare
extremelydangerous
togivethatdope
to
people that are less controlled or disciplined
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
also manipualtison more like republcianguardings
question style screw
ie
a chick offers something like chewing gum in nutshelmet
wiht hte theme
der soll hyperaktiviert sein ?
then abstractdividerand either ofcourse he is or fo course he is not icant
rememebr that partof the screw
its daylighttime yet
getmetoufwarcoma
///////////////////////////////////////////
loontehems is being a retard
some backbone messes for movement mess
someudnerchinn mess
some schickebanz or so loontehems or schickedanz or so
some mess away of fortune iwht hte theme hier hast du wer wird millionaer
geguckt
its a theme like hier hast du die goetter muesen verrueckt sein geguckt
THESE ARE NUTSHELMET THEMES 1:1

and its daylighttime
another theme is
batterie as metaphore
wo hast du deine batterie
or
ich dachte ich haette seine batterie entdeckt
all metaphore image manipulation
ie i think i found his battery is metaphore for i think i knwo what drives
him or antoher thing that makes him go
add this shit to manipulations mail eihter
punish asstoyer
demess pornoilmess
getmetoufwarcoma
SERIOUSLY
GET
MEOUTFWAROMCA
add that shit to manipualtions mail
you realise i tell you teheme
compare theme
and hte bunch
and hte messmethod vaguely
/////////////////////////////////////
THERE WAS TONS AND TONS OF MEAN EVIL GRIN CHEEEEZFREEEEEEDNEEEH CONFLICT
MESSES IN COMA WARCOMA
OFTEN WIHT beige TRENCHCOAT ELDERY wiht mean evil grin
and addition to the mouth like when you wrote sth strong the hehehad
bloody motuh
when you wrote something flattering then he had wanked over motuh
when something mean turned like its yourfault just sharp evil zigzag teeth
thats how it works in metaphores in coma warcoma usually
FIX IT DEMESS IT AND GETMEOUTFWAROCMA
WHAT KIND OF LOON FAKING IS THAT?
WHY NOT HAPPY OR SAD OR ANGRY
WHY MEAN EVILGRIN
GETOUT WAHTHTEGERMANS TRY TO FAKE IN
REMINDS ME ALL OF HOMOS FROM VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ RATHER CHEAP LOCAL SCUM
////////////////////////////////////////
warhscheinlich hat er genug erfahrung from shit udner shoe
republcianguardings
some chick wiht curly midbrown hair or so
the german cokroach knows the messss but do you know?
this and htat erfharung
or erfahrung sammeln or so is virgin weenie themes for hte german scum
and pseudo fuckthemes or so
THESE GERMAN COCKROACHES AND THEIR SHIT
//////////////////////////////////////
other screw sniper ww2 theme
theyre ultra nationalists but in the theme youre in ab unch of gi s ww2
that take cover from a sniper
and are all the time aware of someone sniping at them
to stay down whenever htey can
//////////////////////////////////////
manipautlion now is
emotiona face as stamtemnt slmiling gring
plsu mehcanical noise repeating that should sound liek laugh abotu you
orsth
add that shit tomanipulations mail
demessit
getmofwarrcoma
/////////////////////////////////////
WASNT IN STUTGART HANGING HALF OVER CHEST THE BELT DIAGONALLY THE SIGN

THAT IM IN COMA AND OVERIRIGHT SHOUDLER
early days

THAT IM NOT

later i got it out and used the cross over chest all teh time
wasnt that in stuttgart ?
how likely isi t that azombie cpould know such a thing?
that a zombie knwos about coma atall ?
not tomention domestically established signs
or other thing in coma askingwhere are you now? then you rebabble in coma
the recent manipualtion theme
how likely is it that a zombie knows coma
warcoma
not tomention
HOW IT IS TO BE IN COMA WARCOMA
AND HTE locally ESTABLISHED signs and tests
these thigns are not in a manipulations helmet
i dont think you realise
---------------did you getout H O W they made me a fatty those days mid 2005?
the woundcoverup was how it started
teh fried stomach and guts was and hot gas fatnursnieng was 2004 all the
second half done amillion tiems daily
!
its altering stoffdechsel or stoffwechsel
its done wiht nurses ooften that htey get fat for whatever reason
some liek repubclain guaridngs do it wiht igniting clean oxygen in
digestive stysrtems and cutting bindergewebe or bindegewebe in guts
others liek screbuwnch4 do it wiht a hot gas ingied gas version rather
yo run tent imes shit a day after hte mess
which is from the gases or sth
it works better on empty guts
so its done after shit or beforeyou even tttttttouch food
so
what does happen when the guts inside are ingited
what happens wiht hte body
that was extremly often done mid 2004
later liek2005 htey gfaked it wiht a drug or sth at that burned
but that didnt make the messes unhappen
////////////////////////////////////////
you ythink of maybe you shoud lwrite hte cops walking mess too
teh manipualtions is a sort of dove iwht white pickign parto and plack tip
orso
then hte messes chainge to a nutshemesshteme and
briamesthamtakeuncaoraontebeenelftnarihfghand
IWANTMY COMPTUER!BACK!
752
otehr messes some darkgrey chair wih an opening aroudn neck area and
rhaedlowarea
gemtoawuromca
some mess wiht christina in a heavy steel korsett
and you just wanna ripitoffand kissher
thats hterawmesses 750 753am
countwhen iknow
gemtowauromca
the messer?knows thati knwo
but do YOU know?
shit
ah right
iforgot to write that the cops mess sth with walk that does sthwiht
lower back
tehy walk weird afterhtaliek hollow backbone sortof
i consideredits unintentional but who knows
maybe its a marker

///////////////////////////////////////
also highly interesting test screw is
EXCHANGE ROLE
highly effective
ie
in a test screw where all is influencable
you do something
the screw now doesnt chew it but VERIFIES IT
YOU ARE EXCHANGED IN ROLE and RIGHT THE THING YOU DID
is repeated but done TO YOU
when you accept it as zombie somehow
then its what you wanted to do in the first place
its a retest verification

some times the role is choice like in fuckscrews
but generally its a test screw
while most dont verify in test screw the choice
some do
with this simple trick
of exchanging the role and repeating your deed
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
GETOUT BRAINWAS H
THAT
I S S U I Z E S
OV E R I S S U Z I S E S
getout if that
GRASSHOPPER
has sth to do wiht it
or loon conflicting only
or if its turn back clock brainwash
which is erasers of hte last eight years and overmess wiht bullshit
plus a brainemss htat ouy rmember 1998 like yesterday but barely 2005
this is extremely common german method
done over almost a decade
you seem ofcourse problematised on it
check if thats hte grasshopper thing and how damaging itis
fix erasers and d
D A M A G E ERASERS of hte last ten years or eight
////////////////////////////
other screw liek making you sleep in coma warcoma
is not
flip flap sleep
its like in the old cartoons a screwtheme
where you wanna sleep but all sorts of different things try to prevent
that
you over come them and suddenly you can sleep
almost like donald duck trying to sleep
jsut that you overcome the obstacles and then you can fi n a l ly sleep
thats a screw to make zombies sleep
///////////////////////////////////////////
other part of evil screws is mostly
as you might know
undefeatable
example bleu soft sports ground
no matter what you do or say or do hte guy always puts you don on the
sports ground

its a break will screw / undefeatable element screw
most use undefeatable elements as big and you laying flat udner somethign
giant undefeatlable
that breaks will to do something
its a PASSIFIER screw that you dont dare to a c t
/////////////////////////
cheap mess du bist privatdetektiv
and youre like ????????
its a leveling manipaultion fro mrepublcian guardings
think it uses a beige trnchocat elderly laso
its apositive screw think a levelign like hte du bist eine
doppelhaushelfte
maybe hte detective thing is a mediocre thign for knowledge of spyworld or
sth
//////////////////////////
add to maniaputlison
...statt dessen trainiert er fuer olympia ie instead hes training for
olmpia
its an inverse pivotal POSTIVE manipualtion
i think republican guardings
showing i think
holding your shoe up behind butt for warmup or sth but not sure baotu
thsione
the thing is this
first - he this and that (bad) (hard break, no its not, its hte opposite.)
instead he trains for olympia
which is a very positive term for submind
this is how it works
add to manipualtions mail
its just an image metaphore that is positive as the opposing second half
against hte firsts thing
liek a buildup teardown mess
jsut in this case
a teardown build up mess
sort of
other variants are
und wo bleibt die moral - inverse for uncertainty
ie and wher eis the moral about this all then
or and waht do we do wiht hte morals then ?
it s a mess for inversely overcoming sth vague to consider but not really
breaking sth
hard to explain

////////////////////////////////////////////////////
while the evil screws contain orange and red psycho glow mostly
it also contains fire that burns etc
very effective
also black evil stirpes that enclose it to a grid
very bad when the nutshelemt is suffocating
dividers are abstract often
from evil spinning spike and razor sharp ballsor bowls
sharp hard edges chrome edges shiny sharp hard dangerous edges
darkpink backgroudn slowly spinning
is an abstract thing for dangerosu dont touch evil hard cuttin stichy
these association things
in one simple object
cheaper variants are black background crocodile moving slowly over eyes
or f15 jet s l o w l y from top to bottom veritcally etc

///////////////////////////////////////////
the damamge messes to the eyemesses are for instance
wishy washy screw
to the !!!PHYSICAL BRAINDAMAMGE AND DULLIN IN ANALYSE B E O B A C
G AND ENTWICKLUING

H T UN

-ie analysis
-development
-and surveillance brainregions
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
did you count the dog fuck messes in coma warcoma?
usuaslly its a beded up wards roud nebdned tail mini dog wiht sigle hair
off hte tail
and or three hair off the ear sometimes
other messes were husky or so
or eyes like husky
other messes were christina actign liek adog a morphed thing
half christina half dog
a sub variant of morphing in mom parts into her like teethles mout hor o
and htain a fuck theme
all old old old messes
btw
new is
uncle sam wiht a missile ro sth throug his hat from lowright to up left
then cahnging to brlue dressed version of washington george
toehr mess is submarine mes balck subamrine
ro a few days ag
like
a navy guy taking offhis navy head
but the theme changes to a gay test theme with a steroid strong guy
from back
you look on his neck and he has very shrot hari nbut not baldy
i think tehres an earring on the left

seen

is there a homosexuality sign ? in anavy waering earring? in the left>
sth?

or

otehr messses then mostly
messing away christina wiht pedophelia themes sort of
kid body but wiht huge breasts on it that are fake
or do you look at huge titts first or at a mobile phone or sth
thatk ind of shit
the messes i wrote about nightthime last afternoon and htnightbefor or so
i dont even list now
G E T
M E O U T O F W A R C OM A
getout earmess right ear now and getout ifits
third party deception
or loon discredit
WHAT DO THEY TRY WIHT IT
WAHTS HTE PERSSSSSSSSSSISTENCE OF IT
btw
the us navy was part of megasales
right?
W H Y O NE A R TH DIDNT HTEY BREAK THE BUBBLE IN TIME
AT LEAST ON US SOIL?
shit
!!!!!HEY!YOUYOUHAVE 20.995billion euro (acutalsumbetter)
ehres your printout

were that bunch
we love thta invention and want that youre free and not that losers
stuffyou crap in the ass tillou killyourself and all play nothin will
happen
or you would have issues becasue someone pretended somethin whe nyou was
12
G E T !
M E !
TH EFUCK
!OUT!
OF
!WARCOMA!
shit
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
dmeemsmaniaputlion
you being liek in NOVEMBER
teh messer ?knows
but do you know?
tis a cmmomn theme in....nuertingen usually(elephant?)
like being the s a m e like in...february or
or
N O T beinghte same like august or so
its acommontheme
punsihasstoyerorasselectrodemesser

a u g u s t

gemtoawuocma
THEMESSER?KNWOS THAT I KNWO
BUT
D O
Y OU KNOW?
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
otehr messi
bege tnrehccoatledlerly wiht black hat
headshaking
its aloontheme
that beige trenchcoat eldery wouldnt beleive you
tahts het ntstheme
shit
germanc ockraoches
GETOUT
WHAT IT DOES
WHEN TH GERMANS CLSOE HTE NOSE IE NOSEBASE SWOLLENING
WAHTT DOESTHAT DO IN BODY OR BRAIN
when youbarelybreathe
CHECK IFITS ICNREASES HTBREAHTE STOPS
R EM OVE LEARUDMESSES RUSISNENELE OIALTNENAMESSES
REOREAHDWLOW
russianneeldeismsotly leftheadeise
oialntenna reahreadlow and rightear rearhaedlow
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
SnEEZING
IS A COMA TEST
DEFINETIELY
depends how fast you sneeze you get MORE COMA RECOMA
idontthink they drugproof when you woudlnt pass hte test though
getout
waht it tells about the coma drug

when
a single hard PACK! catapult hit on a tv casing or another resonance
object
or a window frame installed CLACKTACK
someitmes 2 or three
tell you about the coma drug WARCOMA drug used by verfassungsschutz
lowtechies use a sneeze test
verfassugnschutz
uses the clack tack most likely as a wake element over daytime
which tells you sth about hteir counter drug wakedrug more
than their warcoma
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
classical question in coma warcoma is also wo bist du gerade
where are you now
in coma warcoma you would tell some bulllshit about the last manipulation
undruggged i say mostly not in coma or not in warcoma
amillionhints like that
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
to hte physical messes / dullings
the theme itself is
is a waving chick
blue jacket waves hand
HEY YOU look ahead brunentte
im here
look forward
look ahead
im here
hey look forward
where you looking at
im here look forward
but she S L ID E S ALLOVER ALL OVER THE SCREEN A N Y WHERE BUT FORWARD
as a result the zombie looooks leeeft
and riiiight... and aand tooooooooop and anywhereelse but forward
///////////////////////////
TUNNELVISION AND TUNNELVISION DOWNARDS or EYEMSALLEMING are big themes for
republican guardings also
or snake group
one of htese two
eyesmallenign creates antipathy
the tehem is called boeser block or so
but its jsut like making hte face bigger and slimey
its causing a n it p a t hy
///////////////////////////
fix clumsy spelling mess
hte messes usually is
this and htat
xxxxxxnye
words taht are distorted instead usual mess as ****nye or variants endings
and mess iwht moth and tongue
i wanthtem ethod
gemtouawromca
/////////////////////////
toiehr cheap tricks are making you "schielen"
tehn you cant take the zombie serious
tunnelvision or tunnelvision down
is done wiht
hoppign dots

they jumphop fast fsater dan fastard fddownwards inwards
and jump up only by the eye movement
-wishy wasshy for reatard or look nervously around untrustworthy
-schielen agaisnt being take nseriously
-tunnelvision more to retard screw
-tunnelvision downwards is more for weenie screw that you dont dare to
look someone into hteyes and look downwards dull inner side
-eyesmallening for antipahty
these are the methods
VERY VERY REMMMMMMMARKABNLY LOWTECH
just republican guardings or snake bunch htought hteyre thsame often
//////////////////////////////
fixneckmess
demes
momsmell innutshelmetmess
maniapution is
das stellst du dir nur vor
ie a its all jsut youri maginatnion kind of manipautlion
wiht
assmess
eyemess
neckmess
punish scum
getmetoufwaormca
fixbreahtemess
eyemess
GETMETOUFWAROMCA
/////////////////////////////
cheap abstract dividers are also spinnig dots that can never get together
wahtever you do or htey do they can never gettogether
bad
when you miss agirl
and you think it j u s t c an t happen the dots never get tgoether
it never can get together
////////////////////////////////////
nighttimemanipualtion
was
that
some
preacher kissed achick
and
the hcick had darkblack eyes
someotherpriecercamealong andiwaslike
btw tthikntheyre spiritually taken by a daemon orwhatever this
blackeyes
should mean
laterscene
apriecher triedto blind wihtalaser
and i tried tobeathim while protecting eyeswihthand
some
messwihere someone tookaway
the bath stuff like toothbrush etc
and i asked myoldmotherwhere shetookthe damnthing
thismanipualtion
is
typically
containng awhitefordescort -there is no doubt
themesser
lives inthe 90s
interesting is READING incoma about
INTELCAL andwhy they are rats.
Is itthe phonies that think youcantbe you
whenver somethingunexpected happens?
elephant is moreadvanced
ifthenameofhte bunch is intelcal theyre just minimally
moreadvanced thanrepublcianguardings butnotbecasueofmethod
butbecauseof DRUGS

or
is
intelcal pedo bunch?
getmefeedback
noige erasers
and rbeathemesserasers
m,ildsafeceptulthireahreadlow
////////////////////////////////////////
is there a NONHOSTILE bunch outthere named
POSEIDON?
and rats named intelcal?
////////////////////////////////////////
dicktoyer
hate drug into groin
brainmes sthat idsabelr topmdidle
first you get hate drug hten they rotsat your brain when theres actviticty
teh nthe hatedrug eases
the nyoure like a fool
this is how it owrks
////////////////////////////////////////
demess mom retarmdes
assmess
themaniaputlion is a
pedo manipualtion wiht some sort of
kid about age 9 or 7 that tries to drive an orange us schoolbus
the shoes are like...shiny lack round shape wiht a belt or sth
including tapping a gas pedal or sth
and you jsut wanna put hte foot away and hitthe break or sth
or jump seat movements or so
im not sure ifhte kid had dark hair and or white socks
but
thats hte mess
i A S S U M E !ONLY THAT ITS A PEDO TEST
But hey
another mess wiht some
abstract metaphore for an african american laying in bed worried or sth
thats hte messes
teh messer knows now
and if the messer knwos this mess tehy know also the rest of hte messes
sumamry mail file is just astrue as this stuff
but hey
getmeoutofwaromcaif youcan
and if not
bust hte bubble wiht or wihtout hyperactivaiton
atleast on homesoil or abroad soil
//////////////////////////////////////
MRUDER
ASTOYER
BASLSLMESSER!
INABTH
LOONTEHME
IS
ATTACKIERT BIN
KILLL
THE
ASSTOYER
DICKTOYER
DISABELRDULELR

G
OUTBRAINMESS
EFETMES
INROOM
GEOUTTHECATAPULTS
*-------------THELONOTEHTEM
TO
DICKTOMESS
ANDASSTOESS
IS
ichglaubenicht dass erdochnichtzusich kommt
KILL!
TEH
ASSTOYERS
DICKTOYERS
FFIXSUFFOCAOTONERASERS!
748
YOURE
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTALLIES
geetmess
chestmess
ucnoariantobenetwneleftnadirhghfnmess
////////////////////////////////////
loontehme
ich bin der mit dem this andthat
its aloontheme
that you would SUDDENLY NOT BE YOU AND BE SUDDENLY THE GUY WIHT THIS
ANDTHAT
ie short theme
fix suffocaion
erasers
asstobonemess
berhetmes
eyemss
gmeotuawromca
/////////////////////////////////////
demess dicktoolmess
that flushes warm water and or shitwater aroud ndick
teh loontheme is "es wird einfach nicht hart" ie i just wont get stiff or
sth
taht is the deed
that is hte mess to it
this is dalyigthtiem 1122
GETMETOAURMCA
/////////////////////////////////////
fix
disabeludlelr
feels
liekthe
maniaputlion
withrubbercap
ie
someone
smallensyour
braincapabiltiies
themetaphreois
rubbercap
orso
and
neckmess
plus

manipaution
amused
guy
wihtmustash
higherhtanyouabit
saying
waht, ...... this?andthat???amused
THIS
IS
ACOMMONTHEME
wrotebaoutit
YOU
STORETHATIKNOW
AND
ADDTOMANITPUIALTISONMAIL
FIXNECKMESS
DSAIBELRDULELRBRIANMESS
ANDMNEKCMESS
GET
METOUFWAROMCA
///////////////////
scre wrepublican guardings in quote
du fuehlst dich wie nach getaner arbeit ie you feel like after
accomplished work
in quote
its easing you manipulations
old screw
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
pedotheme is a girlchild with brown hair saiying "kaufst du mir ein auto"
ie do you buy me a car
an inverse antipathy mess or so from republican guardings
liek someone asksyou to do sth for him wihtout reason
jsut inverse pivotal
thats hte theme
defietinely republcian guardings
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
WHAT DOES IT DO
WIHT THE BODY
-WHEN SOMEONE FILLX IN CLEAN OXYGEN INTO DIGESTIV SYSTEM OVER BELLY ACCES
-AND IGNITES IT?
-OR A GAS VERSION AND IGNITES IT ?
-THATS USUALLY FATRNUSNINGS
!-IT S ALTERING STOFFDECHSEL OR STOFFWECHSEL
-ITS NOT TRAINABLE
-ITS A CHEAP KINKY KINKY FART TO RIDICULE AS HEARING RESULT
-YOU RUN 1000 TIMES SHITTIN A DAY
-ITS DONE WIHT NRUSES THAT GET FAT THEN
-ITS EASILY PIZZA ALIBI DOABLE
-ITS WORKING BETTER ON EMPTY GUTS SO ITS DONE AFTER SHIT OR BEFORE YOU
EVEN TTTTTTTTOUCH FOOD
-ITS INTENTIONAL AND NOT A SIDE EFFECT OR DAMAGIGNG SIDE EFFECT
its jsut one of many mess methods
////////////////////////////////////////////////
manipautlion uses
blackhaired bubikopfhaircut chick wiht leather armor
leangin over you half standing and grey background
STORE
THAT
I
KNWO!
COUTNA
DNGEMTOAUROMCA
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////

losers make people nuts usually iwht conflict screws where youre this but
its wrong or youre not this but its wrong you are
or youre this but it means hte opposite or youre this not but i t means
the opposite
its hard to explain but that makes people nuts in coma warcoma suggestive
state of mind autosuggestive state ofmind
loon faking is sag chimmdumm or chimmen um or shitliekhtat
ie playing third party surveillance while youre in coma warcoma dont
rememebr but sure repeat on babbligbdrug
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
psunsihdickotye
rbaslmesser
goeut if htey
steam wank overm oth
fixgusmtesgnuaitriengis
sgs
pusnishscum
720am 721am
GEMTOAUROMCA
shit
-----the reahrealdwocaptaulthimakesucnaoraiodnon
ebtneneneelefntnadnirhghand
fixsuffifocaon
eraser
repalceofoxyngemess
dicktomyes
s
gutemss
themaniaputlion to the mess was
ichhavebe ihnzu einen velriere gemacht
ie i almost made him a loser
///////////////////////////////////////////////
you foundhte frictioncream from 2004 ?
it really burned out hte color of the pants
and left worn down open bleedy skin between the legs
extremly painful
remember hwo i left the droplet on the seat from that
who knewthat dark deepdark blue is in reality brightpink orwhitepink
all you need is a bit friction cream HAHAHA
fix brahtemess
fixmessaway offortune
getmetoufwaromca
a subvariant was scraping top of your hands
related variant
did you add that to manipulations mail either?
what was hte dope name?
it was all about someone pretending your not you
so you should have abit pain or sth
loserfools wiht a nutshelmet and an asstoy and a smelly cream
this fucking SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTCOUNTRY
my case flared up 2003 2004 didnt it?
can you tell me whats now S O M U CH BETTER???
WAHTS SO MUCH BETTER THAT HTEGERMAN SHITGETS AWAY?
THAT YOU P R E T E N D? CONTROL NOW?
YOU DIDNT EVEN KNOW HTE REPLACE OF OOXYGEN WIHT CO2 OR CO ERASER METHODS
//////////////////////////////////
these
cheap
cheap

cheap
german
cockraohces
theloonconflicttheme
is
being prince htenhardbreak confglictingin being cheator being shit
tehse
cehap
cheap
cehap
german
village cockroaches
-///////////////////
theres also trencoat elderly wiht mesaway of hte prince thing where he
sits down understanding aside to you whit darkerb ackground black hat
it is more improant used as
LEVELING manipulations
like
du bist eine doppelhaushalefgt youre half house is medium good
du bist ein luxusliner very good
and du bist eine sozialwohonung bad
like these leveligns htere are levelings wiht age
dder ist erwcahsen
du bist 7
du bist 3 du bist14
du bist 17
jetzt ist er fast 17
that koind of shit
the leveling manipulations
common hereusually
is done today wiht prince thing
when you report something true then you was prince
when not then not
its foolishly out of understanding it was for my girl
i never show off it doesnt define me and when the brits didnt get it right
in 2002 i buy it somewhere whatthehell
but it seems to be overpretended as definition
as if i need more fakeasschicks or slimers
shit
eihter way
add the beige trenchcoat eldelry prince thing as leveling
to manpulations mail
this is how it works
btw its daylighttime right?
otehr manipuatlion liek form republcian guardings is versicherung or so
ie you would need or want an insurance
the last time i thought was in 2003 about isnaracne agaisnt gemran scum
doing shit
and when you ask yourself wheres my cock and watch medifile it was not hte
most stupid thought those days
but these thigns arein nutshelmet
if its not chimmen or so loon tehems
mom retardmess childfool messes
cheeezfreedneeeeh conflict screws
or entchen yuhm make problems loon mess
check right ear mess
and check also russian needle left headside
most messpoints are

REARHEADLOW
right ear rearlow
and leftside before ear
punish asstyoer s gemtoeufwaromca
btw you know its daylighttime
right?
//////////////////////////////////
its mostlymessawawy of reality
with
alles nur im kopf ie all jsut in head or all just in your head
as messawawy of hte real thing
and f and v retardmess in 1
punish asstoyer
dicktoyer
pronoieler
WHATS HTE WORTH OF EDUCATIIN
WHE NEVERY L O S ER CAN STUFF OYU CRAP IN THE ASS
adn damamges or drugs or messe sbrain
GETREAL LIVING AS PINYATA IS NOT POSSIBLE
////////////////////////////////////
demess
ass bonemess or assmess
some dickotmyess
somemeswiht two pipes left right ofa cetenre shape
buts its an abstractnutshetheme
somemesswhre
a variant of christina htat i didnt relaise
waved aroudn a kid
and depends where you look or so means more to you test
but youre like ?????
some mess the cops would be interested in mag rotary control
tahst hemess
812am
gemtoauromca
GETME FEEDBACK ABOUT MAGNETIC ROTARY CONTROL
WAS DOU BLE LAYER RING GOOD IDEA? its new variant ealryjanuary2010
//////////////////////////////////
the fatenings are killing the being full feel
and hat often wih GUTSOVERSIZING
or cutting binder gewebe or so ie binder tissue or sth in guts
ididnt know thre IS something likethat
like you having a very strong root usually under cock
did you know ? you have roots ? or sth? ididnt
ok fatenign
while elephant group uses
schwanger bing ie being pregnant screws
or often bowl gutsmess
and mORE MORE WAY MORE OFTEN a fatsuit
that uses brown round vent valves like thumbnail size
uses adisgusting smelly cream adjsuted overass and a
circular movement between shoudlers middle back
sgra uses more fatty tapes
screbunch4 damamges wiht fatnrusnineg ie operation and ignition hot gas in
guts
and sotmach it burns up and you sound liek a jerk or fart on it
you go shitting alot on this method
its hte gases
////////////////////////////////////////////////
gutsmess
diditwas
burnoxygeninguts
or
burnlithium inguts

or
whatshtemethod?
I
WANT
THE
METHOD!
THE
INTEION!!!!!!!!!
----republcainguardings workwihthtatusually
getout
ifhtescum is around
!
//////////////////////////////////////////////
get out if these fools do asstoymess for provocation or because they
preten dhtey can make people gay or sth because of an assfeel or
shitleitkhat
its german fools afterall
check especially screwbunch4 phonies wiht asstoy from two days ago or
yesterday
the zirberdreuse idiots use it as a conflict REIZWORT THEME
but these idiots dont realise htey basically CONFLICT the zombies wiht
this method for weeks or more then
its like chimps wiht a gun and i seriously question the idiots knew how it
is to be on coma atall
i just bet the nuts rates must be extremely high in the bunches
////////////////////////////////////////////
some oilatnenna mess and sack this and htat or sag this and htat mostly
sack poor or zuvernommen or zugenomen or shit liek that
yourein coma but oyure in a mix of ? and annoyed and happy you rebabble it
1:1 correctly in coma
nuts helmet messes also include fuckmess just that hte fuck mess seems to
suggest the effect the fuck does wiht a sort of scan through the body of
the hick
like rips or so
nuts mess or fuckmess like madonnas 4 minutes theme wihtthe scan though
half partially
exactly likethat
///////////////////////////////////////////
some manipulation in morning used airinlets of f18 and f15
the messer was interested in the combustion version for hte multi
direcitonal turbine invention
other mess in nightmewas
black underwear like hotpants with bttons front testing pedo testing like
pussyhill from none to cute to bigpackmale disgust
sort of
complete bullshit but that was one of many nighttime messes
///////////////////////////////////////////
republcian guatrdings besides burning clean oxygen in digestive syste
they also damage you more use
oversizing digestive system
killing being full feel and cutting bindergewebe
the screwtheme to it is
two fat guys that are retarded and infantile
! its making you INVERSELY W A N T TO EAT MORE WIHT REJECTING
A FAT GUY THAT TELLS YOU TO STOP EAT
wiht
essen sie nicht soviel sonst werden sie noch dieckoooooe
ie fat guy eats faster and faster and faster anythin he can grab
and other guy dont eat so much or you become fhat but its an infantile guy
which you should reject and hte fat guy eats faster and faster and faster
subvariants du ernaerst dich seit wochen von salat ie you live from salad
for weeks
in quote wiht a salad leaf in screwtheme
making you inersely N O W YOU CAN FINALLY HACK IN AND EAT PROPERLY FINALLY
-fatening is also

wiht melanin and or glykol or sth into digestive system and belly
but its not a drug itself i think
///////////////////////////////////////////
its the theemes
the groups
the physical methods
them esses
the preferecne of messes
teh inverse pivotal screwthemes typically for republ cian guardings
the last thing
being fat or thin depends on the zombie
thelast one it depends on
is hte zombie
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
othermaniaputlion is buildupteardownmess
maniaputlion
ichweisganzgenaudassichmilliardaerbin then hard divider dubsit ein
dreikaesehoch
its a conflciting mess of my fortune wiht a childfool devaluemess
ie
iknwo very well im billionaire then hard divider no im a greenhonr kid
(sortofterm)
otehr meses is being dermion or damion
i suspect bullshit degrade mess or startreck metaphroe mess
whoever messes meup must have been around 1995-2000 when i used to watch
ds9 spacebattles or starwars spacebattles
thats htemess
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cinema
EXTREMELY MILDSAFE
asstomyess
dicktomyess
dictomyes brainemss
asstomyes gutmess
say mmom mess
warmwinn or arm bin mess
JETZACK or JETZT S A G this andthat nutsmesses
it remindsme of
dicktomess
third party deception
loon themes
eyemess
dickotmess
eyemessgutsmess dictomyess
asstomyess
its mildsafe
its
M I LD S AF E
unsualyl mild compared to whe nyou got into cinema
shit
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cheap manipulation
sieben zeichen des bahnsinns or wahnsinns
thats hte scre wtheme and wiht hte exact quote
its .. . . .. . . . lower tech screw
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
to eyemesses and brainmesses theres often walkmesses
walkmesses physically is
flapping the feet outwards and doin sth wint winner leg side
but M O ST LY !

IT IS
MESSING WIHT BACK AND NECK
republcian guardings call it for isntance
fragezeichen machen ie making questionmark
its a mess wiht back
it sort of puts ass out and flaps top back and neck forward
theres
stufflike
steissbeinklammer in quote ie assbone fixation or so
tehrs injection int the assbone that degenearates hte back nerve pipe
you move like a retard
that one IS DONE WIHT THE CUT OF BIDNE GEWEBE
according to screw it takes 2 weeks to regenearte with an antidote or sth
////////////////////////////////////////
fix suficoan mess assboemes
the mess to dicktoolmess is
ich vesrteh das nicht wiieso wird er einfach nicht hart
ie i dont udnerstandit why is it j us t not getting hard
thats hte mess toa physical gelly toymess a
nd breahtemess
reahreadlow
earmess
assbonemsss
oialntenamess
punish scum
////////////////////////////////////////
tehres a childfool mess
rattybrohter as kid
inflating his cheeks and makign a fart noise as joke
when you dont laugh about it you get childfool damamge
udnertside middle foreaheadmiddle
FIX IT
PUNSIHS USCMG
EMTOAUROCMA
FIXGUTSMESS
btw its daylgihttime
///////////////////////////////////////
ixbreahtmes
sdilelrsdisleriudlerl
gemotuaromca
-------------KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHASSTOYER
DICKTOYER
the mess to asstomyess is leatherarmored woolcap guy saying ok du hast
eier
ie ok youhave balls
KILL
THE
ASSTOHYER
STORE WHEN I KNOW
btw usually itd a mess in midtown or bank midtown
-----------------GEOTU RIGHT EARMESS
LOONTHEME
IS WIEHEISST UNSER PLANET
ie whats the name of our planet
its arpeublcian guaringsloontheme
you
store when iknow
IWANT!MY!COMPTUERBACK
KILLGROINMESSER DETOX THEIR DRUG
GEMTOAUROMCA

IWANT
OUTOFWAOMRC
AMRUDERIDKCOTYER
GEMTOAUROMCA!
IWANTOTUTWOARMOCA!
YOUREHSITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTALLEIS
THATHWHYEVERLOSERCANDOWHATHTEYWANT
GETREALABOTU T H A T ONE
======================
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTO
YER!
757
GEMTOAUMCA
-----GEOUTIFITSPROVOATIONOR FATSUTITMESS
MRUDER
GEMRNA
SCUM
FIXEYMESSES
KILLLTEHASTYOER
!
GBETOUJWHYICANTGETANGRY
MRUDERDICKTOYER
loontheme
das war fun
orso
ie
that was fun or
soLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLIQUDIATE THE
GERMAN COCKROACH
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMURDERTHEASTOYGER
-------ballsmess
beigetrenchcoat elderly wiht black hat saying
=wo kommt ploetzlich der prinz her
ie where comes suddenly the prince from?
its the manipualtion to a german ballsmess
GET!
ME!
OUT!
OF
!
WAROCMA
--------------MILDSAFETY
IS THAT LSOER STUFFS YOU CRAP IN TH ASS
MAKIES YOU FAT
AND
A DICKSCUKTOY the 798th ON THE DAY
WHILE HTE NUTSHELMET
MESSES YOU UP WIHT
CHIMM DUMM OR STIMMEN UM
OR SO LOONTHEME
WHIEL YOU SWALLOW STH IN NTUSHELMET
AND ALL NIGHT BEFORE SOMEONE TOASTS REAREHADLWO AND REPLACES OXYGEN WIHT
CO or CO2 OR OTHER SITCKOXIDE
YOURE
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
QALLALLEIS

THIS
ISJUST
MILDSAFETY
THE EXCEPTIONAL MIDLSAFETY
=========
didyoustore htemanipautlion from udnerway
like chick i thin kblonde
moved and on all movement poitns she had black circle and hollow or white
center
so the movementpoints moved
was messudnerway
andafewmore
didyou add to manipualtions mail?
-------when i used to do jamming
teh manipaltion was trying to interlink
with a statement mess
ie storming flashing weather otuside heavy weather
man comes in wiht wet umbrella shakes it off and says
dam nteh weather outside is ...
or
terribel weather ouside
and hte nushlmet waiting for oyu to answer
the manipulations on jammer are like trying to provoke reaction after
interlink
forgot jammer though
thats forinstance otehrmessedsunderway
----------other loonthemes
use laugh about you and repeat clack noise during laugh abotu you
loontheme
while i htink mostly curly midbrown haired chick and orange
or psyvcho glow red and orange alot in background
repeat clacktacktacktacktacktack noise during that mess
geout watthey fake
thats also mess underway
geotu if its the sheeeeeeeeeeeeeeezfredeneeeh loon theme or if its german
shitzo shit
killgutsmesserdicktoyer
gmoawruocma
remember
teh demanipualtion to such a manpualtion is not that you cure hte stigma
it fakes
GET!
ME!
OUT!
OF!
WARCOMA!
shit
-------whats this story on cnn wiht some italian semi murderer chick or so
wahts happened?
the italians arent stupid
did they squeeze her on warcoma?
massive demanipualtion
checking dirty german tricks liek oilantenna russianneedle
nanosized earliqudimesses
and then the tricks how it was
wahthappened

!how she would have killed her
!and how else
!but could she? do? and if then only like what?
!how would her boyfriend have killed her?
!waht she thinks of the chick that was killed
and manipautliosn that its totally ok that she is she now
and she issafe now and safe and got away
and could from distance explain it all to a museum that keeps it all
secret
thats how i would have made in coutnerintelligence the manipualtions
for warcoma questioning
beign fully aware of dirtty tricks
maybe optionally
like oxylzipain and regression to livingup the days before
to get a feel for hte situtation
and
ALWAYS!
TEH REFLECTION
-when she does sth - stopping it and asking someone higher than her friend
towards her
leanign caring overher asking what did she just do
or
waht did she jsut think
and hten continue the test
and
after every deed
that german mainpualtion to
EXCHANGE SHOE
ie she in the role of hte other while hte deed is repeated she jsut wanted
to do
the german manipualtion of exhcanged role
verifies a result
exchange screws work easily
when shes ok wiht it
ithappenedas she wanted
when shes not ok with it
her reaction meant sth else

and also
which would be hte knife
if she did it
and aside that
which WAS the knife? in fact?

this is the frame how i would have questoned or tested her in warcoma on
nutshelmet
the italians arent stupid
of course they have also spyworld methods dontthey?
all cnn basically showed italy as a corrupt regime
where you get persecuted and jailed only becasue yo dont have relations
that c a n t be italy
iloved it as kid
that cant be italy

theyre msculin indivicualistic patriarchic passionate bitter sometimes
cunning maybe
but
this image cant be italy
ibettehy had2 years time to test her
and must have gottenuot shes guilty or waht

iwoudl also include a session of
waht did you wanna tell the girl that was murdered
and why
noonetoughtme coutnerintelligence but you m u s t stop ignoring hte
distance between asstoyed zombei the germans dreamdance me to
and the reality
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA!
HOW DO THEY WAKEME SECONDS PRECISE
HOW OLD MOTHER
WHYCANT YOU?
compare this mail wiht zombies
killastoyer
gmeotuawomca!
shit
btw
imuntrained
knwos god how good or bad i wouldhave been wiht abit hgihclass trainign
and 98percent less damamge
mruderassbonemeesser
also make sure proper airsupply for hte testing and oxylzipain
so the memoryisthere
and iwould searc for traces if someone prepared her to pass or fail the
testing
gemtowuaromca
------addalso
the confession
waht did she confess
why
was it a true confession? (forher)
etc
do the testing
by this and maybe better modes
publish results
whateverhteymightbe
with 2 or 3 independant judges maybe aside
absolutely passive
=============
make sure
inthe
testing
you
checked all
five six points of

state of mind mail
!!
especially
-drugs
-guidance
-tired
-!manipaltions affect each other
-suggestive /AUTOsuggestive state ofmind -avoid answer in question
but always feedback ask waht she just thought wiht a nonhostile caring
higherhtanher leaning over her or higherthan her caring manipulation
avatar
================
coudl oyu burn some misunderstandings
hwo gemrans fool third party deception wiht hollow label exchanges?
while most exchanges are cheap and work easily
teh apples ithe tomato but is hte apple but is hte tomato but is hte apple
but is hte tomato
a label exchange is
an apple is an apple but you say tomato to it
tahts the difference
usually hte label tomato has no meaning for oyu
youre brainless and just happy you repeated it correclty in nutshelemt
its still an apple for you and you do apple things with it
even whe nyou call it tomato
thats label exchange
msotly
with
annoying mom stuff and christina
or wet dog and christina
the gemran classical disgust exchanges
the hceapest trick is picking sth taht disgusts you and exchaging
the chic kyou lvoe with that and you get disgust mixed into her
sort of
so theyh tried to exchange germany and usa for instance
--------also decepted meaning
you say one thing on drug reacting to manipautlion
but the told means totally different stuff
yousee a bunch of cute fluffy fluffy cute white rabbits
hoppin all over a launchpad and a rocket
ready to start
you say shoot hte bunnies
or fire up the bunnies
and in reality
it means different stuff
thats how decepted meaning third party deception works
so lutsch mom or oootsh naaam or so
you neither know meaning
nor mind
nor give a damn but youre happy its repeated correctly
its how it works
RECHECK STATE OF MIND MAIL AND ITS REWRITES!
its rewritten ofhtesame but different emphassis
---------------otehrmanipualtions mail
is
ich bin megabyte
ie i am megabyte
like when a kid wants to be a superhero a weeenie geek gave himself a
nickname named megabyte
its an inverse pathetic manipaultion abotu being a kid geek or so

its hard to explain
definitely republican guardings
add it tomanipulations mail
--------KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASTOYERMGOAUROMCA
teh loontheme to almsot eveyasstyomessis
du bist attackiert
or
dubistder attackierte
or
warum bist du attackiert
orso
ie youre attacked or why are you attacked
thats the mess to asstomyesses
more earliqudmesses/oilantennamess
balslmessa nd assmess
fixbreahtmess
andrharhadlowmessnow
gmoawuromca
///////////////////////////////////////
puasniashasotyers
demess
S A G megabyte winn or bin
reminds me of a manipaultion
mabyefrom cops
its a weenie theme
about a geek giving himself a nickname or sth
and that as inverse manipualtion for being aweenie
ibarely rememeber
but its conflciting
countwhen i know
gemtowauromca
////////////////////////////////////////
did htese idiots replace IT again or is it software ?
get meotufwaormca
usually replace was grpahics card
hey
you remember ruhige hand 2001?
shitland
i just thought it was verfassungschutz
but it might have been simply the homosexuals from the local bunch
in combination wiht screengrabbing very likely
like hte squawk over the speakers as juice modulation
you knwo what s cool?
when i would have understood
more clearly
i would have played the game
hehehe
the peak of shit was when they dug a speaker in the grave of my brother
but hte speakerbox wasnt clear
soyou walk around totally totally stoned on that
lost based anti spy gas
and every bastard does whathtey want
but less often becasue this time all know theres surviellance
so all keep their heads low
what was the verdict 2001 anway?

november 2001 to february 2002 spylawsuit case?
innocent us citizen hah?
PUBLISH DETAILS FROM THSOE DAYS ABIT
SINCE THEN
!
I SCREAM ALL TEH TIME
GETMETOUFWAROMCA
THE GERMANS PRETENDED WHEN THEY JSUT D A M A GE M E ENOUGH
BRAINWASH ME ENOUGH
ERASE ME ENOUGH
THEY COULD FAKE THIS SHIT ON
AND IT LEAD TO HELL
FOR A DECADE NOW

R E LA IT Y DENIALERES
REALIOTY REFUSAL
IS NOT ENOUGH TO SURVIVE
I
>?
TRY>
TO?
SUE?
FOR?
HYPERACTIVAITON?
IN ?
COURT
HOW?
CAN?
THESE?
BASTARDS?
GETAWAY?
FIX BREAHTEMSSEGNERLAWLY AND IDCKOTMYESSESS
OFTEN THE GERMANS JSUT INSTALL STUFF OVER ASS OR GELLY TOY OR FATSUIT
OR FACEBONEMESS TO FAKE THESE THIGNS
or in grocerystore often pornoil and nutshelmet
so whe nyou say only ONCE
murder the asstoyer
you lost any credibility that you a r e inhell
becasue then itseems liek you wouldnt know
teh dreamdancer verfassugnsuhctz
simply
P R E T EN D S !
AWAY
HTAT I DONT JSUT SCREAM FOR TEN YEAR SMESS
BUT GIVE YOU HERE
THREE DECEPTION GAMES
THEY DO
///////////////////////////////////////////
geotu what fools mess me up wiht
furchwar
or furchtwar
or so
and ifthese cockroaches did this shit before wiht me
probably 11 12 15 years ago
fix disabelr dulelr
gemtowaurocma
pusnis hscum
gemotwauromca
igot confclcted all ngiht
wiht asshole highschool
its such a standard theme

day and night sometimes
you alone among assholes
plus
TONS of overissusierdrugs
plus loon conflcit messes
ie rats do mean stuff
but turn like its your fault
the nenxt situation
this makes people nuts
thats how it works
the germans
and their
sheeeeeezfdredneeeeh loon shit
getout if htese M O R ON FOOLS
MAKE YOUNG PEOPLE NUTS ACCIDENTALLY
WIHT HTEIR
OVERISSUEIR DURG
its liek a n evil verison of hte dope from repubnlicain guardings
psycho drug
overissuer drug
not hate drug
O V E R I S S UIE R
maybe its called grasshopper
you get T O N S of that
and then conlfict loonthemes
and you alone among asssholes themes
and thats in raw
all
nkg halfnazi school
S E A R C H N A Z I D R UG S
maybe its even T H A T OLD FASHIONED
is there a common known N A Z I OVERISSUIER DRUG
OR NAZI GRASSHOPPER
search it
maybne its eventhesame
i did perceieve thoguh that its WORSE tTHANTHE REPUBCLAI NGUARDINGS DOPE
CHECK IF HTAT SCHOOL HAD LOON CASES MORE THAN OTHERS
BECASUE THIS IS THE REASON
maybe they pretend the bucnh away beneath the surface and hteir methods
fixsufocaoon eyemess and bradulers erasers gealrudidmess mgoeuwaomca
FIX SUF COFOIACOON ERASER KISL CUM
////////////////////////////////////////
theres in nighttime messes pedo messes mostly wiht
blue glowing six or nine on black backgroound
blackwhite striped long socks like a rocketry marking in the 50s
smestuff wiht kissing teddy
or kid reaching out for you saying where is my mom or when can i go to my
mom
and youre like ??????????????????????????????????
thats more a pedo test though than a mindmess
there was more
////////////////////////////////////////
i burn now ten years in hellinallpuhbnlic
did anyone sum up the billsht
teh germans smeared on me?

imean
messes summary file
is
JUST HTE SUMMARY
tahts
thats just hte
shit i got out
what
was
teh
COMPLETE
shit
GET????????????
ME??????????????
OUT?????????????OF?
WARCOMA!
TEHSE BASTARDS STILL TRY TO DREAMDANCE ME
ITNO THE BUBBLE
AND THEN SEARCH FOR BUBBLE EXCUSES FOR
REALWORLD REACTIONS
GET?
ME?
OUT?
OF?
WARCOMA
BTW
THIS NOT EVER
WAS MY LAND
EVER
ihated em all all the 20 years of germany
its...
just how it is
its just not my land
and not ever ever ever was ever
and wont ever be
oh and get real about hte german motives
thesecheap bastards
jsut want that i have nothing
know nothing
and stay as asstyoed victimsed bum
b e n e a th thier scum
getout rightear messes
and getout iftheres assbone install
mostly the germasn try to fake away credibiltiywiht
... pornoil or assinstall
you get pornoil only abit
and you scream murder the asstoyer
in grocery store
then all think
AHA!
he doesnt know
and htat means
all the 9miollion times the geramns DID mess around
and you write and say undrugged

murder hte asstoyer htemanipulation was
ich weiss ganz genau dassich aufder toilette bin
and htat in the middle of dayligttime in grocerystore
all that
all all that
is hten
discredited
and all all althe hell
everyday
everyday
all the hell
never happens
abit discredit wiht assinstall or pornoil

now
i tell you the discredit strategy too..
and htat you should watch it
taht is then ALSO
dreamdanced away
GET!
ME!
OUT!
OF
!WARCOMA!
SHIT
when youcant gethte hyperactivation
bust hte bubble
wiht or wihtout hyperaction
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
--------------pusnis hdickotyer genrally too
so the motuhaprtmessers
you got out the
steam wank method ? i listed?
its pretty new i think
///////////////////////////////////////
did you store hte messmethods / walkmess methods
where teh braindamage is messed
wiht stimulating a body nerve
and that activates a certai nbrain region then
so is briandamamge measured in low techies
coordination test is liek buzzing muscles or nerves on muscles depends how
swiftly they react
you got damamged or not
listed it in manipulations mail?
htats just o n e way ot measure how dul lyo got

or so

body nerve peek or so to measure hte result in brain i listed years ago
already
tehre was way away way more messes and methods
i wrote
how long is manipulations mail?
fix erasers
///////////////////////////////
igot manipulated
to
say bitch or ditch on a manipulations phone call with you on the phone
or tons and tons of hatedrug and pedomesses and to say taht youre too huge
or sth
ibarely remember that
they also messmeup you would have been in brooklyn
wiht a colorful shirt or sth
or youwould live in hamburg in newly built white blocks or sth
igot also messedup wiht you was alotlotlot ess enthusiastic since i
callyou
christine or christina
othermesses was you wouldnt love me and hide wiht large sunglasses in
newyork or sth
but i barely remember that
did you let em fool you wiht mom shit or say bitch or say ditch shit?
its german third party deception standard methods
often working by if repeated enough something might stick
sometimes by changing groups different meanings
bunch1 mom mess is third party deception -so thirdparty thinks youre a
child or sth
bunch2 mom mess is your professor chick and meaingn sth different
bunch4 mom mess is disgust exchange of you and htey wanna mess that you
fuck some sarah or sth or some darkhaired with glasses or sth
bunch3 mom mess is a messaway of you where youre a superhugehead mom and
me a baby whining for mommy
bunch1 again mom mess is then thinking hmm maybe hes apervert and wants
mothers generally
and so it goes
and htats just o n e mess shit
defacto it started wiht disgusting away what you liek wiht EXCHANIGN IT
wiht something htat disgustsyou
inyour case it started all all all wiht
disgusting you away wiht disgustingyouway iwht mom or piss or wet dog with
bended uptail and htree hair offhte ears
didyoulet em fool you?
playyou
for hte phonies it could even work- its not important that i write it
inenglsih
and send it out over hte internet
and your name is christina and iw rite missoyu wonderwhereoyuare whiel
oldmotehr sits infrontoofoyu
it would s t i l l work with the fools
tehyre sort of..semiauthistic borniert sortof but r i g h t those dullyou
damamge you messyou
////////////////////////////
loontheme now
ichweiss ganz genau dass ich milairdaer bin
IE MESSAWAY OF MY FORTUNE WIHT MEANING THE
CONFLCITING OPPSOITE OF BEING BILLIONAIRE
then duller
neckmes
and
REPEAET MECHANINCAL NOISE THAT SHOUDL SOUND LIEK
LAUGH ABOUT YOU but its a mechaincial repeat noise with meangrin guy
YOU

GETOUT WHO IS NEW
WHO GIVES ME WAHT DRUG
TO BE ON BRINK OF GREYOUT
AND
WHO TRIES

W H I CH

L OO N THE ME

GET
ME
OUT
OFWAROMCA
///////////////////////////////////
tehmenaipaulatisona
re
fist
manipaultion admit that youer reichthe n dividier break

no youre shit

thats the theme
pusnih the scockroahc
its a variant of buildup tear down mess
702pm
////////////////////////////////
did you geto uteh alois loontehem
or august loon theme or augustus loontheme?>
i suspect its a loon theme like wildurdin or wildburbin loontheme
and not a nighttime cover like kins binch
augsut lontehmee is a loontheme for DUMMER AUGUST BIN or augustus bin or
winn or so
thats either loontheme or weenie theme
or conflcit weenie theme
but what is alois loontheme?
getout ifits a nighttime mess for fooling thirdparty
or if its aloontheme
like the dalfrett oralfrett loonthemes
or the wildurdin or wildburbin loonthemes
fix brahtemsss
///////////////////////////
the
manipualtion
to
astsoy
dicktoy
is
ich
kriege
nur
eine
bei
ingmar
hoch
ie
i
get
only
an
errection
wiht
ingmar (deceased brother)
THIS!
IS
GERMAN
MANIPULATIONS!
KILL!THE!ASSTOYER!!

FEETMESSER
KILLTHE
GERMAN
COCKROACHES
GGGGGGGGGETMETOUFWAROMCA
STORE
WHEN
IKNOW
///////////////////////////
teh mianpautlsion are making you insecure about your inventions with dora
or nora or sth
some bicycle manipulation
more useful info
and more important
left headside mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmassvie fheeeeeeeeeeps
when laying on left headside
its oil antenna or electrode ntuscomm
or earliquid mess
or anotehr version of mess
can you fix?
WHAT IS HTE E X A C T METHOD?
////////////////////////////
itnerestin is
as sort of unterbindung ie interdiction cut to heartnerve system or
sotmach nerve system digestive system
when you get hungry theres a
baaaaaaaad knister noise rearhead low
or neck
sort if
like
like
subdurames hematome or braininjury like after catapult hits PACK!
when you move head
theres a "knister" noise
but only on movement
but that is after hte unterbindung ie interdiciton that is when you get
hungry
otehrs are making one side stronger and other side weaker
you wanna lay bended to a side after that and move the same way
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
some manipualtion
abotu a gorcery store
whresome amok guy shot around
tried ot attakc him undurgged while ihoped
the ammo would be outtochange magazine to jump the gun
wanted to fuck wiht chrstina
gotinstead say mom messes hollwo meaningless
and some manipulation that shows a big pipe infrontof a motuh scan
ie like ...madonnas 4minutes video
its a typical theme
appleid usally in fuckmesses as an abstract showing
what would happen when you love her
some rihgtear mess
some verdanken or ge danken mess
thats hte shit
and some disaberl dulelrs
////////////////////////////////////////////////
geoutthe righteremess 1253
themanipualtions is where should or would my money come from
its a mix from

where is christina and how can i access my fortune or so
r e m o v e right earmess
digotuhemethd
geoutthe brianems
stha
make
sbadly
uncoordiantiontbeenenenwenl efnt and righthand
geout if wishfulthinking or wishful thinking abotu d e g r a de stuff
is G E NE R AL L Y tehse fools here problem that mess meup
i suspect so
deotx overissuiserdrug ongroin
and p e d mess
the manipulation is a darkhaired chick on your cock saying
you know im a kid
jsut bashed her annoyed off sitt onme position or so
but ibarely rmemebre
antoehr uses a pink blanket or so
these
are
the
messes januray28th to 29th 1245 timeframe
fix erasers
gmeotuawromca
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
running walkmesses are for isnteanc e called
down to earth
but it feels like you carry a ton
elephant group does walkmesses mostly for loserwalkmess
wiht flapping forward neck and topback
the mess is often lieki n hung undershoduelrs half leaned forward in a
messmachien
or wiht asstoy mess that is not for ass or guts liek the guts oversize
methodd
but more s h ak ing your assbone wihtrunign it left and right
shakign it outwards
messo n back and top back mess is standard
like child retard disablers udnerside middle and forehadmiddle
thats for those walkmesses
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
you can see it mostly by
smallened eyes for antipahty
cut of bidnergewebe
and degenerated nerve pipe on back
wiht or wihtout fragezeichen machen
wiht tunnelvision or tunnelvision downwards
its a mess
///////////////////////////////////
other positive manipulation
"und er wohn t im muellcontainer"
ie and he must live in a garbage can
add that to manipautlison mail
/////////////////////////////////
CHECK A METHOD THAT IS CALLED INTERDITION OR SO
CHECK IF HEART TO BRAIN LINK IS INERDICTED REAREHAD LOW
OR G U T S N E R V E S ! TO B R A IN ! IS NITERDICTED REAREHADLOW
ls when oyure hungry theres knister noise rearehad low damamge like
check what it does
tis a german ratty method !
theres alot of pressure injections into guts and rearehadl ow
might be physical damamge thast unintentional
the interdiciton was earlier the work mostly of republcian guardings level

the same that do sth called bidner gewebe or binde gewebe cut inside guts
soo the guts fall out of chest
adn you look fat
that wiht gutsoversize is hteir work usually too
check hte methods and fix it
the heart thing is also sometimes as mean evil thing when you write put
your ear on my heart cute worriedlittle everything
sometimesi ts just
rubbertitts weakening hten
//////////////////////////////
some mess where a chick was on you but you didnt realise
some messwhere hte metaphore for gelly toy was mecanical structural aparts
just in different strenghts or so
as metaphore for different gelly toy install tehres different strenghts of
stability of a strucutral part that uses metal intelligently for stability
and weight saving at teh same time
metaphore reminded me nonhostile elephant group
also like a crane with an inverted upside down U shape metal thats bended
upwards that can pull alot but if you cut its base it wont carry anything
atall
=============
there is no doubt - the oilantenna install is for third party deception
utterly - and mostly for cheap tries pig level
iwould consider burst comm when oilantenna works as hidden project
when its not public it fools hte people like russian needle or mix
versions of both for loon themes or deaf people
is it posisble elephant grou phad mysterious successes wiht deaf people or
sth?
becasue they e x c e ss s i ve ly use russian needle refined versions
i woudl search also white noise ie reciever on or when do you hear a feep
or whitenoise or both
its a sick sad world that capitalises on common stigmas with spyworld
methods and the new gay is pedophelia and russian needle wasnt copied from
russians
but from odci interestingly which means some cases they made rattily in
the states too wiht it
the perverted thing might be that when they fried em the thing might have
become disfucntional
so with the oilantenna thing - when its not public -meant as spyworld
thing done alot of evil with in this shitland
and if its phonies that pretend you like wabbling granny underchinskin or
you might hear stuff thoguh you dont remember the shit htey do wiht these
toys
either way
tahts the names for htem - precisely - like ...saying the damamge dope is
methanphenol or so earlier for crude question or analphabet fake or sth
thats hte methods
thats how it works
yet another handful
and christina is hot
get me together wiht her abit - wahts so bad about it
when youcant even get close even to place a hooker not even in close
proximity in life - becasue you repeat your mistakes to do so against hte
real thing
then why do you try to mess away my girl?
fix heartmess
////////////////////////////////////
fix heartmess from allngiht
check if its interdiciton
ie rearehad low mstly damamge or cut of nerve link to GUTSNERVES OR HEART
NERVES!
maybe just a chest messwith girlsoft heartweaking becasue i wrote night
before put your ear on my heart cute girl when were togheter
thats htemthods
muderastoyrs gutsmesser gmetouwaomca
when the germans choppt out my cock then why do they try to make me a
virgin wiht it
idont want how it was hwe n 2
i dont want even after fuck hell 2003 2004 or rape stuff victimsied 2001
or the shit wih very strong root 1999 or so
iwant the standard - maximum fun for my cute girl christina

-the new standard since 2004 2005 how it should be
its ashame that hey felw me backinto this shit afterwards
getme
out
of
warcoma
shit
/////////////
did you add to manipualtiosn mail that momsmell inhaler or wet dog
inhalers or brohter or so or piss or so is used to disgust away christina
a video of her and mom smell then she disgusts yhou
thats how it works
or piss or wet dog
thast how it works
most manipautliosn to messaway aowrkby disgusting away hte goood wih
texchanign it wiht sth disgusting - that disgusting might vary though
thats how this annoying momshit started in the first place
then others did third party deception wiht oilantenna or russian needle
mix
like hte
chop or blowjob themes fooling third party wiht oilantenna or russian
needle or mixversion of both - more than messyou up like hte disgust
exchangethemes
and bullshit becomes from a rolling snowball to a bullshit avalanche and
all oyu ahve
is alittlebit of unspectacular truth to melt ti all away to what it is
frozen fluffed up water
to make you and others freeze
(as metaphore)
and itworries me alot htat IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII have to get these things out
PleASE DONT TELL ME THAT ALL DEPENDS ON ME TO GET STH OUT ATALL IN THIS
SICK SAD WORLD
EBCASUE THE DAY IM DISCREDITED TEHSE RATS DREAMDANCE NOTHING HAPPEND EVER
AND EVEN WHEN ITS FULL OF PRECISE STUFF LIKE DRUGNAMES THE RATS WOULD GET
AWAY
once more.
in germany.
=================
getout oialntenna and reahradlowmess
remidns me abit of screbuwnch4 2004
hte messer 816am is more screwbunch4 1999 - uses a sour cocksmelly cream
usually
check it
teh messer knows - but do YOU know
tehy M I GH T have interesting data about heart strenghts before rubber
titts tiem 2002 but the point is
i just didnt do strnght sports anymore like those days for ytears
i did running and running in a fatsuit wiht smellycream fill for six years
monday to sunday
rubbertitts weakening or damamge when i write put oyur ear on my heart
messes it away anyway
what ahppened to the hart surgery scum 2004 tehre was middle chest mess
and heart flap operation manipulations
germans are rats
and my allies are shit
they didnt just flew me back .....over half adozen times AFTER these
messes
tehy didteh same german asstoy and coma and misery shit like hte germans
and worse like paki terror treatment on border
while osmoen played em wiht russianneedle/oilantenna about chop or blowjob
or sht and chidlfoolrbainmessofhreamiddle
ihate american drift throug life drug
waht an awful drug
its a matter of dosage how much you waste your life
veery likely these mmmmmmmmmmmmmmorons try to subdue the social tensions
wiht drugs instead solving them
its a nobrainer htough when they use coma networking anyway
its childsplay giving the manotehr drift through life dont mind too muhc
dope
========
hyperactivate me agfainst it
tis an awful dope
----------remove oialntenna
getou it if its hte phonies from 1999

their standard themes are
winzfest or inzfest or incest or schul or schwul or mom child retard
its worrysome that these idiots dont jsut pretend shitoff the rail but
then try to damamge you by it
ie chop apart the rail or bend htem like fools
get out if htese phonies pretend they can make people gay or sth with
asstoymess or sth
fffffffffffffffooooooooools
homos start wih homoerotic
ATTRACTION TO MEN
not iwht a vague mysterious assfeel or sth
fucking phonies
and that wiht someone from rapehell 2001
someone like that was just a foolbehind htemooon that tries that shit then
teh cockroaches also defintiely copy hte overissusier drug from the rats
that mess with zirbeldruese that makes childish
ifnantile
this means you added the nuts drug to medifile thanks for htat
too bad you didnt get hte cheaper older more harmless variant from
republican guardingsinto the file designated as bitternessdrug
=========
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THEREIS DEIFNEITELY SUBDURAMES HEAMTOME REARHAEDLOW
GEOUT IF ITS INTERDICITON TO STOMACH GUTS NERVES OR INTERDITICION TO HEAR
NERVES
AND FIX TEH DSIABELR TOPMIDDLE OR TOPREREAR CORNERISNDIDE MIDDLE
-THATMAKES UNCOORDIANTO BTEWEN ELFT ANDRIHGHAND
GERMANS ARE COCKROACHES AND FOOLS THAT DONT JSUT PROJECT SHIT ON YOU OUT
OF FOOLHEARTED MOTIVES
BUT
THEN
D A M A G E ! !@ ! YOU! BY THE PHONY P R E T E N D S
THAT DECEPTS AGAIN THIRD PARTY IDIOTS THAT USE T H EI R METHODS ON THE
SHIT
WHICH RECONFIRMS THE FIRST IDIOTS
sort of
or
THE SECOND BUNCH IS ON ANOTHER TRAIL DOESO HER SHIT
tehn its liek an ew pig throug hteh village territory wise
STOP DREAMDANCING PEPOPLE INTO COMA WARCOMA AND PRETEND IT WOULDNT BE A
CRIME NOWADAYS
IT IS JUSTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTNOT 1960
THATS WHY YOUR COPS HIDE IN RUBBER TITTS AT NIGHT
HAVE TO!
///////////////////////////
manipaultion is
christina would be bored and annoyed by lovemails saying you get on my
nerves or so
often its checking bored fingernails in other themes
or biting an apple half off and offerint it to you
how you react
thats the messaways and tests for it
and this morning someone cheap copies that first messer
===========
//////////////////////////////
often tehres dope called
wahrnehmungsstoerer i called it freakpill
its makign all too bright and dull
but i abrely remember
there was way more mess methods
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
geout

eardumess
dfixbrainemss
coolead
gemtowauromca
get
me
out
of
warcoma
demess loonthemes with laughing mustash guy
its a congflict loontheme
gemtowauromca
think other messis using brackets almost like hte video game iplay
its not new that the mess uses parts of the game you play
for instance sunlogo bunch in 2005 used sometimes
goldpot metaphore in diablo2 engine
or wen sht is bad for oyu you get his a green armored avatar from fallout2
video game
that kind of shit
gemtowuaromca
------------getrput who trieslonfakes iwht hte msitash guy laughs abotu you nutshelmet
themes
it often uses repeat mechanical tack noise or clack nosie
or fakes that hte hand would move by it liek msutash guy
orange backgroun laughs baout you and claps hand on table
but hte repeat noise is a mechanically repeat tack noise or clacknosie
that should sound liek lauhg about you or sht
its aloontheme
get out if its german shitzo shit or sheeeeeeeeezfredneeeeeh shit
those use mean evil grin and fingerpoint onto you or one wispers to toher
into ear and finger points yo
that shte standard
standard
german
methods
oialntenna and russian needle are also standard
so rearheadlow mess
the inhaler mess or breahtemess
is
drugging over inhaler and replaceofoxygen wiht stickoxide erasers
with rearhaed lowmess crudemethod
schoolplace uses a drug and rearhaedlowmess
they tried em
very often lately
get
me
out
o
f
warcoma!
-----------getout if hte asstoymess
is called finger or iron finger
or mechanical finger or so
getout if hte zombies sit on it becasue the rats do that wiht em
and hten claim the zombie wants it or the zombie didnt say no
so its ok
so its ok to do shit wiht em
so its ok to stuff em crap int heass

and when he greets the cashier afterwards we should try more and worse
nexttime
and if you know
you get hte samemess jsut suffocation erasers
brainmess
dulelrs
and more breahtemess

get out if hte germasn tried discredit
ie
using pornoil to do provocation
and when hte zombie says murder hte asstoyer
its a proof that the zombie woudlntknow
other asstoymesses use
gaspressure
others just assbonemess
others are sitin
many mess eyes and face but all messbrain
when hte zombie doesnt even know the mess
or hte loontheme like ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der toilette sitze
ie know verywell that i sit on toilet to htemess
but also gets out
that htere is
DECEPTION games done wiht just pornoil
or
asstoy install
tehn you cant pretend the zombie into hte bubble
even IF the bastards use a new warcoma
fixerasers nad eghemeyes andhreadlowmes
coolhead
pusnihassbonemess
getou breahtemss and reharadlowmess 502am
getmmeotuaromca

did you get out hte
HICKUP drug to stopbabbling or yellling in coma?
its a nerve shakeup drug
jsut used into chestbelly area
you hickup and cant scream
its decibel bound
and a verfassungscshutz method
in shitmobbbbile
theres mroe earludmesses and mom retardmess to breatehemess
iminhell
and htats
jstu when its mildsafe
defacto
youre dulled
brainmessed
asstoyed
dicktoyed
walkmessed
asstoyed
dicktoyedbraimessed
gutsmess fattened asstoyed druggverd overguts inahler messed
druggedoverinahlertoo
breahtemessed
rehareadmessed
dicktoymessed
backmessed
backoeprated
asstoymessed

assbonemeseed
eyemessed
eyebuzzermessed
stonnedinnersidemessedastoyed
rbainemssed
dicktoyed
walkemssed
rbeahtemessed
ballsmessed
asstoyed
shittasstedicksucktoymessed
assmessed
warmwaterwihtshitdicktoymessed and mothpart
messed
drugged
catapulted pack packpack
drugsitckpeeked
brainmessedudnersimdiddle
braemessedhreadlow
pressureinejcitonessed
gutsmessed
oerapted
gelltyterepalcemessed
basllessed molkebrei
and
that?/
is?
just?
when?
its?
mildsafe
the usual safety
getingaroudn as walkmessed retarded freak is hte leas to foyur problems
when you cross midtown as zombie
thats just htemildsafety
where
is
my
genital ?
you bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbastards
and why should i walkaround wiht fatsuit and ingited oxygen inguts mess
methods
and tittsuit?
what do you have to do toget such titts?
run around half a decade everyday?
why should i allow eyelidimplants
asstomyes
sballsmess
steam method wiht motuhpart and ballsmess
liek 510am now
why facebuzzers
didyou getout hte meothds when imade that foto from the applciatiosn?
waht was the methods ?
tehy ever got it out?
tehre was a mess thathe cops tried find it out around lastyear late
didhtey ever get outhte methods?
didoyugetout russian needle leftheadside in that school and howmany they
ruined or fooled wihtit?
do they have mysterious successes wiht deaf people? or sth?
its an russian needle left headside
or an oilantenna russian needle mix
the bunch here mess earludimess mostly
wiht oilantenna
doesnt itmake oyu sick that ofically nothing happens?
get

me
out
of
warcoma!
punsishasstoyer
gemtoawuromca
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
did oyu getout he carmen caroline shit i get conflcited with >
seems liek they didnt udnerstand
taht iwas in an ass class and retreated with rest dignity
missed some stepstones of teen time
was braver through it all than most will ever know
but caught isolationism as aweakness in a principally open mind
but thats not the problem
THE CORE PROBLEM IS THAT EVERYONE IS HYPERACTIVATED AND TEHY TRY THIS SHIT
LIKE IM SOME ZOMBIE
when you think i have some issues or sth ?

g e t r e a l

and add this to the records its perfectly what was teh core problem at
worst
teh rest was bulslhti that scum did becasue tehy
while searching for explanations and alibis from
ive n e v e r been so overissuised wiht teentime
after day night condflcit mess
wihgrasshopper or overissuiser drugs or wahtever

could
inside the bubble
like hte last 2 years
hte dopes are called

//////////////////////////////////////////////////
fix mesaway ofmy billsion
emotiaonal face as stamtemtn es siwht a halfbrunette kid
loontheme au einmal sitz ich da
breahtemss
idsabelrudler udnersidemiddle foreheadmiddle chidlfoolmess
thatsh ththemethats hte mes
ad idsaberl tbrainemstop middle right
taht makes ucroaiotnon ebtwneen left andirhghand
iminhell
its midlsafe
killasstoyer assbonemesser
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
punish idckotyer 1212
getgout earluemess righearand
disabelrbranemss
thamakesuncooriaontbeenetwenelftnadhrighhand
gmetoauormca
THE MANIPULATION IS REFLECTING THAT HTE MESSER IS A FOOL
its using variants of wabbling underskinchin /grannyunderchinn
a the fools dont store that i know
b tehy are incapable appearently to getout HOW T H A TBULLSHITSTARTED
and this time
its not that they coudlntknow
c i get eraser now and rearheadmiddle now forgot what iwanted to write
d knows god how often these fools did this shit and dont realise that
theyre the total idiots
e in five or ten years wabbling granny underchinn defnied me for htem
then tehy would
f try day andnnight not brainwash me wihthtat shit becasue
thats who you are for htem
g third party will at least c o n s i de r it as genuine info dependson
the credibility of hte messer

this land really is shit
im the zombie here and i
have to dissolve shit likethis
youre sleeping in morning
wakeup hornied wiht gelly cock
think of christina
-knows god waht you babble on dope - but htey try to messher away
youre
typical formornign
far away
far far away
tired
sleeping half
thinking of christina
dont care about nutshelmet
masturbate thiking of christina
knows god waht you babble
the germans start to messheraway
when its not this theme they try antoehr and another
when its not mom its dog or piss or disgustgranny
you dont realise or dontcare in coma warcoma sleeping tired or sth
the nutshelmet doesnt udnerstand
and interprets things as choice when you wait
wether you wait thinkign of christina
or wait thinkign about sth good
or wait htiking of sth bad
its not improtant
for the fools you chose sth
and
t h a t
wishful thinking fools is so perfeclty degrading or so
that they w a n na pretend it
and wit hat
you get then remessed till the end of days
then it becomes a rollin shitball
and soon
the files full of mom here mom tehre
granny wabblign underchinn
and if its not htat its whatever degrading shit possible
kid
dog
piss or knows god waht
its how it works
this is hte mechanism
when fools
mess you up
wanna pretend stuff
dont realise how shittttttttttttttttty they are wiht their nutshelmet
like the idiots taht pretend whatyou fuck on drug is waht you like or want
you just wouldnt know undrugged
what you like or so
then you get 50dog walkbys in half an hour
or kidzoo depends waht hte bastards did this shitttynight wiht you
pretty new besides
mom here mom there naaam here naaamthere
and granny wabbling underchinn disgust theme
is
thisandthat MEGABYTE BIN or vegalightbin
ithink its
the m e g a b y t e b i n weenie theme

it uses a weenish whinish guy thats supposed to be you
giving himself a nickname named megabyte or vegalight
and youre disggggggggggggusted by it
its an ego down weenie theme
that youre inversely that
you could store that iknow
i
thought its cops
at least i got the mess when i walk by german state installations like
german customs border police or regular police or so
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
i think during shavingmy face thiking shit liek
the first thign people need in prison is a baldy head a mustash and a ton
of mumie (steroids) hahahaha
the manipualtion is like
republican guardings abotu du spielst klarinette or du hast klarinette
gespielt
as a metaphore for an uncool music instrument specialisation as inverse
pivotal weenie theme
then during and after DAMAMGE IN H AL E R ! ! GEOUT HTE METHDO
and
dixsabelrudler
rotoo hot in ehad idabelrudller
and
some loon theme
wiht hostile questioning wiht a dakr haired curly guy wiht msutash i thnk
ususally a theme for verfassungsschutz pressure hostile questioning
das hast dud odch gedacht >doer? das hast du doch gedacht
ie THAST WAHT YOU THOUGHT!!!!!DID YOU THINK THAT ? THATS WHAT YOU THOUGHT!
DIDNT YOU?
adn youre like ???????????????????
add this shit to manipatlison mail
btw its daylighttime 1158 1200
repari the inahelr damamge that ruined my lungs and condition in 1999/2000
////////////////////////////////////////////////
jsut saw a shitty hippie video wiht mirror copying movements in
psychodelic drugs
ie one person doubel tirple quadruple infiitely or so
manytimes
thats typical for manipualtions also especially early ones around 2001
2002
as zombie in coma warcoma it just means M A N Y
or him just many
her just many
or
him just a l o t
or
her just a l o o t

tahts hte effect of that
m an y
////////////////////////////////////////////////
a pretty new metaphore in 2010 manipulations
as a flattering psotiive mess is
gettin a huge huge smooch and mouth kiss
ie
LEVELING metaphore as kissing
from light
to proper serious and smooch stlye and tongue style

as a metaphore like spyworld metaphore for dancing etc
when someone did sth good for you the metaphreo is he or she kisses you
and hten by level
the kissing shows the level
from light to eahv to serious
///////////////////////////////////////////////
a messaway from republican guardings is
im traum lebt or wie im traum lebt ie you would live in a dream
or you would live like in a dream and its time to wake up
but it means the bubble
it tries to mess the real thing away and to messyou into htebubble
its a brainwash ofhte kind
das e n t s p r i n g t alles nur deiner fantasy
ie eloquently it e m e r ge s all out of your faaahantasy manipualtions
brainwashes
///////////////////////////////////////////////
fix fantursenings getmeotufwaromca
some manipualtion element contains metaphoric image of some people tearing
up wiht 4 cables a huge thing to stand
like a totem or a giant statue or so
add that to manpualtiosn mail
fix danteunsings gemteoufwarcoma

subvariants wiht half leaned aboutto fall statue or toem where some
peopeleihter teear on cables to stabilise it or tear on cables to tear it
down i barely remmeber the shit
image metaphroes work in caom warocma suggestive state of mind
mrudr astoeyr gemteoufwaromca
/////////////////////////////////////////////
fixn iahelrmdamge
dicktomyes sbrainems
rebahtemes
the manipulation is a
brightblue smooth waved freehsape like simmingpoolawaves
////////////////////////////////////////////
fix gutsmess stomach mess groinemss
demess chul or schwul or so loonteheme
getout if its reizwort manipulation or so
usually it is a theme that is called reizwort or so more for annoyance and
conflict annoyance
thoguh that was usually zirbeldruese bunch
tehse idiots never realised its working as a die hard conflcit
and annoyance conflict
/////////////////////////////////////////////
isitthe
sheeezfrendeeeneeeehshit
orshitzoshit?
whentheres
hardclapnoises
ormechanicalrepetnoises
thatshouldsounbdlieklaughaboutyou
or
meanevilgrin
people
thatfingerpointatyou
orsharpzigzagmeangrin

or
situaontbysitauotninntushelmet
where
theydomeanthingswihtyou
butturn
likeitsyourfault
andallthis
ashittynightormorning
getout
ifits
russianmethod
shitzoshit stigmafakedonme
orsheeeeyfredneeeeehloonshit wihtmeanevilgrin
another nutsmess
orweeniemess
was
youwouldonlybe
a
venitlator
that
seesabittheworld
as
freighterpropeller
orso
butelse
aworthless
ventilator
orso
weeeeeniemess
wihtan
abstractmetaphore
thinkitwas
yellow
otehrmesswas
atrain
tahtridover
oldmother
shelostherbotharms
iexpectedittobleed
andwantedtotakeoffbelttobindemoff
considered
shoealsoforsecondarm
butthenutshelmet
showed
morelike
explosionblastoffarms
tink
icalled
112
andtalkedtoher
orso
alsosomemess
wihta
cageunderwater
pretendedit
aselevatorwiht gridholes
thatthecia
couldntkeepsecrets
orsth
addhteshittomanipulationsmail
///////////////////////////////////////////////
pousnis hastoyer
steam wank mouth
kilscum
gemotwauromca
loontehme to steam wank overm oth is

jede wette der riecht cum
kill
the
cockroach
gemtowauromca
///////////////////////////////////////////
fix
brahtmeesss
repealceofoxygne
andhreadlowmess
loontheme
is
das hast du doch gedacht
ina
quesiton theme
witha
standing walking questioner
ithink....SIDE angle low ofvideo
you thought sthitlike
hmm whathappened tohtat carmen chick anyway... thefools dont w a n t to
realise i didnt give a damn about her for seven years all along inclass...
twelve years ago...
hehehee
did a cockroach bunch recruit thatchick?
wahthappenedtothat caroline chick?
in 2003 they
manipulatedme she wouldhave said truth
tahtiwas always good intalking subject
inthe dark walking
some camera onher right shining light onher
while she saidthat
orsth
then
iwantedtorewardher
trip to shop newyork
1049g/1649 bird and 5000bucks pocket money each of 2person
/////////////////////////////////////////////
mroe topbackmmess
more eyemess
its flapped forward mess
mroe conflcit screws
sobarthrist or so war chris or so is hte conflcit screw to the mess
add that shit to manipulations mail
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
i get manipaultiosn
abotu
testicles hanigng and the mothpart smears sth around mouthpart
KILL
THE
GERMAN
COCKROACH
GEMOAUROMCA
get
me
out
of
warocma!
germans are pedo dogfuck homos
and htey diserve all to die
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
see
themanipautlion

nowis
asstomyess
and
keinwunder
dsas
dukeneverziehunghastorbeziehunghast
ie
no wonderoyuhaveno relation
this
is
the
mess
KILLASTOYERBALLSMESSER
see
the
scum
doesnt
even
COUNT
when
iknow
theyre
toostupid
to
realise
that
when
i
cantelltehir
shittymess
that
icould draw
every
single
line
ofthe
face
ofmycuteworriedlittle
everything
itsunimportant
thattheywovekemeoverisabel
andudnersandra
forreal
forinstance
itsnotevenimprotant
THAT
?
GO?
TRY?
TO?
BY?
HYPERACTIVATIONS
THREE!
PRECISELY
waht
is
this
this
german phony ignorance
to PRETENDme toa zombie thatwouldntknow
andtrying
bubble alibis for realworld shit goinon
/////////////////////////////////////////////
GEOTUT
EARLEIWUQDMES

the maniaputlion wank motumess or so
and so ein schoener traum
some infantile stupdi guy inntushelemt saying such a beautiful dream
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
thisandthat
hamburg
or being from hamburg as loonteme or christina living inhamburg
its a loon theme by hte kind of you wouldnt knwo where you live
or you would pretend youre someone eelse living in hamburg
its aninverte dnutshteme
or
simply playhing third party like fools that third party thinks youre nuts
or sth
htinkignyou pretend you would live in hamburg or you cantbe you
preteninndyou would live in hamburg
tahts hte frame
say
shwachsinnlontheem
ebahtemes
astoye
sss
dicktomyess
yoghrtusrtloontheme
the fatty theme to a physcial mess is hat you eat waay too much youghurt
but its an alibi theme to a physical mess bellymess
other fatty mess to the bellymess phosycailly
sack warum bin ich so duemm or duenn or sag warum bin ich so duenn
ie s a y or sack why am i so thin
but its afttymess to a physical gutsmess tittsmess
fixbrehatmess
punsihscum
\gemtoeutawomca
shit
///////////////////////////////////////////////
morsophisticated test screws is
two items blurred into each other
and not recognisable celarly
which one is waht
or graphically adjusted nad morphed together
often magnified or special angled
now on which one you focus in first
you pick automatically
sort of
i think the nutshelmet interprets it as KNOWING the item
or L I K I N G THE ITEM MORE
the nutshelmet defeintiely has eyedetection and brainwave detection
//////////////////////////////////////////////
interestingly hteres also a screwversion
where youre tested if youre evil or not by the principle
the thing
shows something
morphed blurred garphically mixed with anotehr thing not clearly visible
and htefirst thing you chose you would like more
after you focused in it gets revealed
if you revgnise it theres anotehr reaction than when you dont
either its brainwave or ir measure or hte eyes
interesting is also that ithink it was spirituals
they also use a sort of evil eviil black tree manipualtion
wiht an evil black sky and red stuff flying around it

and its evil and youre beneaht it
but its a black evil tree that spins evil stuff around
whiel flashes ge t through sky
or flies
right right
spirituals hate flies
theres an evil fly sitting there hwo you react
you awalys wanna hush it away annoyed
thinking anything jsut wants to lvie
but
trust me
tehse things are the l as t things im giving a damn about
these were spirituals i think
//////////////////////////////////////////
punish asstoyer
pornooleirdicktoyer
manitpuatl ion to dickotmyes is
hut or gut or das war gut and you just wanna killthe bastard
assmesispornoilmess
loontheme is oilantenna or russian needle mess iwht
out or laut or so loontheme
third party deception
getout who is new
that its mildsafe
and that i get
THIRDPARTY DECEPTIOn
more eyemess facebonemess
2 and hten a third catapult hit in 5 mintues driving from grocery store
the hint that i cant access my billions on cash machine
the chick might not have understood
she knows it defeinitely though
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
this is mildsafety
the dicktomyess around german rail is
rbt noise just 20 or 50 times a second
rrbt-rrbt-rrbt-rrbt -minus means stop
killasstoyers neckmessers walkemssers generally eyemssers
get
me
out
of
warcoma
/////////////////////////////
more interesting screwthemes were like republican guardings one
where you were fixed on a wood bench or sth
the phone rings and sicne your fixed you cant pic kit up
and it knocks and bumps on door and oyu wanna open buty you cant youre
fixed
and it rings and rins and knocks andyou cant
you c a nt youre fixed on the benc hoh c a n t someone open thedoor and it
rings and knocks
and yo u c a n t youre fixed on the bench
its an inverse screw that you dont pickup phoens or open doors or sth
////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant was
burned black to coal people
remains of hmans on a tree or sth
the screwthing gets close
and zooms into face and INSTANTLY SHOCKING LY SUDDENLY IT OPENS HTE EYES
AND ITS CLEARWHITE IN THE WHITE EYES LOOKING AT YOU GRABBING OYUalmost or
so
and you like eeeeeeeeeeek away
according to screw itscared you as little boy hahaha

a cheap horror movieshocker of itmes i watched alien1 hahaha
there was more
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was more like blockades donkey blocakde
scene one someone rushes there
breaks hard or stops hard isinterrupted by evil thing
donkey blocakde was like
green ford scoprio police car rushes down thestreet with bleu light
Breaks hard wiht tirefheeep becasue a caravan of donkeys crosses road
infitnie
slowly
one by one
bloackade screw
other snake shock breathe in and run on
someone runs aroudn hastly
is stopped shickingly hard byall sorts of people in all sort ofdifferent
situation that get shocked by him breaking hard
example scene aroud nmiddle of screw guy runs through subway
chick hugging holding evil snake in arm turns around
S H O C K SCARES her and hte guy the guy instantly stops
he runs on
next shock stop scene wiht other reason guy stops hard and shocked
runs on next scene
thast blockade manipulations
//////////////////////////////////////
other loontheme
du bist christian
abstract divider or hard break or paUSE Bbreak hten a mild reserved
headshake you wouldnt be you or so
think its a blackhaired guy in that nutshelmet
plus oilantenna mess earliqiudimess
see hte peice of shit 758 pm knwos hte mess but do you knwo>:>?
///////////////////////////////////////
FIX CHILD HAPPY RETARD MESS
UDNERSIDE MIDDLE
AND SCREW
WIESO LAECHERLT ER NICHT MEHR
IE WHY HE DOESNT SMILE ANYMORE
AND THATS WIHT DISABELRS UNDERSIDE MIDDLE AND OFRHEARD
AND SOME INHALER HAPPYFOOLGAS
//////////////////////////////////////
LOONTHEMEIS
guy view from rearleft wiht someonestuffing sth inass
guy saying
NJANJA DITCHIWNN
oR
JAJA BITCHWINN or ja,ja bitch bin
ORSO
BUT
itsjsut the manipualtion
to
phsytical mess
GELLYCOCKADJSTUOVERASSACCESS
BALLSADJSUTOVERASSACCESS
KILL
THE
COCKROAHC
STOREWHENIKNOW
FIXERASERS
FIXREPALCEOFOXYGEN NOW ININHALERMESS
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was sometimes loonthemes in nighttime
that i should or would be a l o i s

or balois
i thinks its ALOIS or so
getout wahts the deal
is its a nighttime cover like kins binch? or loontheme wiht hte
dalfret or alfredd or wildurdin or wildbur bin or so ?
getmefeedback
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
loon themes of hte cheap kind are not like conflcit screws
but more stuff that cant be
a talking brown horse standing on 2 legs tail
or desert caravans iwht lots of orange tahat walk in teh sky upsdie down
slowly
from right top to left top ofscreen but upsdie down in thesky
total
d i s h armonic shti that cant be
//////////////////////////////////////////////
screwups is about bednedgrasscutter
european kids or having been european kids
and an interesting metaphroe
some huge huge green grasshopper would eat or repair your brain
one of these two
its a highlyinteresting metaphore
what does it mean in spyworld?
its not exactly conflicting screws
but
add to manipulations mail
green grasshopper eating or reapiring your brain as huge thing almost your
size
manipulations metaphore
////////////////////////////////////////
-how common it is to fake people wiht a nutscomm and some babbling dope why would agerman screw me up all the time wiht conflict bullshit why would a nutshelmet contain SAY IT NOW screws or this and htat sssssay
it i barely remmmmmmember if its nutshelmet or nutscomm but
i know for sure oil antenna nutscomm is done / earliquid is messed and
electrode nutscomm -russian needle is also standard in tehse messes
-its called russian method ie russische methode but its VERY COMMON in
germany
-the problem is i barely remember the shit
there was also something in nutshelmet about 50dba whatever that is it
woudl be a border or limit or sth
- whatever hte nutshelmet does it measures dba and not jsut brainwaves and
eyemovement
//////////////////////////////
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!SERIOUS
the russian needle method
REPEATS ALL YOU HEAR WIHT ALITTLE DELAY
GETOUT IF HTAT MAKES PEOPLE NUTS
RUSSIAN NEEDLE IS USAULLY LOWTECH AN ELECTRODE THAT MODULATES ELECTRICITY
SO PEOPLE HEAR STUFF
REMOVE IT
CHECK IF HTERES HYBRID VARIANTS IWHT OIL ANTENNA
GETOUT IF IT MAKES PEOPLE NUTS WHEN THE THING REPEATS ALL YOU HEAR WIHT A
MINIMAL DELAY
GET OUT IF MODERN NUTSHELMETS REACT 4 TIMES FASTER THAN YOU CAN THINK
GERMAN NUTSHELMETS!
NOT FVIE TIMES
NOT THREE TIMES
F O UR
russian needle lowtech was usually left headside
recently its more rearheadlow right espec oil antenna variants

injecton goes sidetop ear or behind ear inner side
depends on scum
//////////////////////////////////////
KLILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH
ASOTYER
GUTSMESSER
THELOONTEHME
TOITIS
AUFEINMAL
IST
ERGEIL
ie
and
suddenly
he
is
horny
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHGERMANCOCKEOCH
//////////////////////////////////
there was a fewmonths ago
where the abstract metaphore for german was is
a cylinder thats supposed to be you is broken into two
and the good stuff a sort of yellow powder comes out of it
and is poured into a cooking pot
and hten youre thrown away broken into 2 as grey cyliner
is a few months ago
uses often beige trenchcoat eldelry which made me think in coma warcoma
its elephant group
otehr metaphores would be
you would be an empty bottle or an emptycan
and nothign would come out when someone chekcs and mess
and then thinking hte bottle is empty
they turn it upside down and out comes gagain tons of stuff
that kind of shit
add it to manipulations mail
its not so concrete like driving into a tunnel iwht a steamtrain and being
hung off train on the last wagons inside hte tunnel
and hten getting offtrain and
going around in an evil maze on different levels inside the hill
thats more concrete
but its how it was
the messer knows
teh point is do you?
////////////////////////////////
loon themes abotu
geh sagt or wer hat gel sagt or wer hat g e s a g t or so loon theme i
barely remember the shit
why woulda german screw me up wiht a who said that manipulation
what kind of nuts fake is that now ?
paranoia screw?
add the shit to manipulations mail
germans are shit
thats why cheap shit tries to make me a fucking nut
more earliquidmess and tinitus after hte earmess
//////////////////////////////////////////////
cheap conflict screws liek a smooth soft situaton then ahrd interuption

and it does sth conflcitngn
example
softwash filter couple in decent dinner
all smooth happy
guy packs up a littlegift its a chain
shes happy about it
the scre wsuggests hell put it softly on her
the screw starts to remove the chain from pack and
instantly hard interruption conflict he chokes her wiht her
next scene
suggesting smooooooth soft mild something
but interrputing it hard doing a h a r d evil conflict
thats cheap screw of congflcit screws
or disharmonic stuff like bashed cellor or stradivari
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the descrew to nutsscrews of cheap kind is therefore
SMOOOOOOOOOTHENING
SMOOOOOOOOOOOTH BLUE FLOW SMOOOOOTH HARMONIC SMOOOOOT HGOOD FLOWS
smooth blue flows
smooth stradivari sound
smoooth red stripes from a ground gym chick moving the stripes smooothly
thorugh the air
////////////////////
other cheap ntusscrews in the theme
du drehst dich im kreis cheap nutsscrew republcian guardings
guy spining in circle nutsscrew
////////////////////////////////
eure politiker kriegen diese dinge nie
oder nie 1:1 oder?
**************************************
GETOUT
IF THE GERMANS
TRIED TO
DEPOWER THE CASE
WIHT
DISCREDIT
AS STRATEGY

ie

ITS NOT SO BAD
ITS NOT THAT BAD
and every single time
where i dont know c l e a r l y
DUE TO GERMAN WARCOMA AND DUE TO ERASERS
AND REOCMA
taht that? is the proof
that it was and is not so bad
example
asstoymess
USUALLY its hydropneumatics
wiht replaceable rape peak
looks liek abullet
was recorded more than plentily of all
or its sth called iron finger or eiserner finger
or its sth you sit on and get a damamge nuitshelmet

that maniaputles oyu iknwo verywell im on toilet
or
its cheap terror becasue you have a presentaiton
or jsut becasue youre inclass
or its wank simulation
or it takes shit from ass
flushes it around cock wiht warm water
and motuhpart
or
its
sht about ticket etier called a ticket or its done becasue not h a v ing a
ticket
or its cheap terror every signel time you
go int ogrocerystore
exams
nightttime
and worese
or its mosylty
OPERATION OR A D J US T OG GELLY GENITALS OVER ASS
ACCESS
LIE OREAPTIon
or its a GUTS DRUGIGNG OR A
IGNINTED CLEAN OXYGEN IN GUTS that ou go shit
or that oyu get fat
changing stoddfechesel or stoffwechsel
or its
more cheap terror and fatsuit adjsut over ass
acces swith round brown valvles wiht smelly cream fill
fatsuit
like circular adjustmenet betweenshoudlers
middle back
painless
for titt section
and
so
on
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
for

on
on
on
on
on
on
on
ten years

GET OUT
IF THE COCKRAOCHES THEN
TRY TO D I S C RE D IT
ALL THIS
ALL THAT IS
R E CO R D E D O F T E N
A MILLION TIMES
ALL ALONG
IF THIS ALL
IS DISCREDITED
WITH GAMES
TO
S M E AR P O R N OI LON MY ASS
OR DO ASS INSTALL !

AND ISAY MUIRDER HTE ASSTOYER
or
SOME WIHT UNDERPRESSURE ASSMESS
OTEHRS WIHT OVERPRESSURE GUTSMESS ASSTOMESS
!
new
ASSBONE MESS
which i htink is mildness from cops
soits only assbonmess
isntead asstoymess
and when i say then
MRUDER HTE ASSTOYER
all pretend i woudlnt know
BUT ITS JU S T THE ARTIFICIAL INFORMATION ASYMMETRY
THE GERMAN BASTARDS WANT
AND
GERMAN MONKEY GAMES
EVEN THAT I KNOW SHOULD ALARM YOU
AND HTEY DAMAMGE OR TRY TO BRAINWASH ALL AWAY
SO WIHT INAHLERS
U S U AL LY
hte inahler uses
D R U G S
sometimes intubator or you would suffocate
SOBAD IS HWATHYTEY DO WIHT THE B R A I N
or its
replace of oxytgen wihc sth called
stickoxide
or co2 or co
and rearhead low mess
or its subdurames hematome reahreadlowmess
and breahthemess
called unterbindung
or sth
and when the bastards
hten use overpressure inhaler
wheni say then
getout suffocaton
does it make
all allall allalong recorded all along
all the ten years hell allalong
unhappen?
E V E N
T H A T I K N O W
SHOUD LALRAM YTOU
IM DICKTOYED EVENNOW
and its mildsafety
************************************
GETOUT
IF DISCREDIT
IS
MAJOR PART OF GERMAN

STARAEGEY TO GET AWAY!!!
**********************************
SAME IWHT NUTSHELMET
you write in middle of dalyighttime
demes shtis mess
taht mes
htsi conflcitmes smean grin lootehem
beige
trnechcoat ledler
y this theme
that tyheme
that orange background
that grey psycho glowbackgroudn
this mess
that mess
that mom mess wiht video of christina
ertc etc
and if the bastards
TRIED TO
D
I S C R E DIT
THAT AWAY
wiht russian needle or oilantenna
p e r f e ct
perfide
for loon discredit
that you just woudl hear stuff for sure
65 000 WORDS MESSES SUMMARIES
AND ALL
VISUAL DATA
AbCKGROUDNS TUFF
TIENTION
DOPES
pROOVABLE
MEANS ALL NOTHING
YOU WOULD HEAR STUFF
OR

IS IT MORE LIKE
HE JH U S T D R E A M S
D R E A M S THE STUFF OR STH
*************************************
GET
OUT
HOW
MUCH
D I S C R E D I T
WAS PART
OF THE

GERMAN
MECHANISMS
TO
G E T A W A Y

T T

T T E N N NN Y E A R S

WIHT
THIS
SHIT
******************************************
///////////////////
was so 2002
was so 2007
is likely so 2010
its ...like/.....
....
malcom inbetween
francis d e st ro y s a piano
of a daenish cousin
its EXACTLY LIEK THAT
level of games
DID O UAT LEAST GETOUT WHO IS NEW THAT ITS S O M I LD S A F E?
there was some mess abotu
LA HAGUE afew days ago in grocery store
wtih a nice old lady
is atomic boys making safety ?
WHY
IS IT SO MILDSAFE?
---------------------pusni shassbonemesser dicktoyer
geout meotuhdpart mes
eyemess
punish scum
gemtouwaromca
WHY
SHOULD I ALLOW IT?
geout waht it does iwht lungs
is it abreahte erve mess?
and all think you geet neough oxygen ?
GETOUT IF THERE IS
MESS IWHT BREATHENERVE
FIX RHAREADLOWMESS
AND PUSNISH SCUM
FIX EYEMESS TOO
=====================
theres also a german tactic
called
ZERREDEN
its talking sth dead
WAS T H I S PART OF THE MECHANISM?

then it gets annoying and sth else gets interesting soon
WAS T H I S
PART OF HTE STRATEGY?
2003 2004?
!!
zrreden (talkingit dead) and discredit? and hte bastards get away antoehr
year?
and if it doesnt work
diving away:?
and it goes on another year?
N O MA TTER HWO CLEARLY I GO BUY HYPERACTIVAITONS?
AND WHEN I DO
IGET DAMAMGED
REAREHADLWOMESSED
SUFFOCAITION
ERASERS BRAINEMSS
AND BRAINWASH
NOT TO DARE
OR ITS ALL JSUT MY FAHAHAANTASY
AND HTEN I SEEM TO FUNCTION
AND ALL THINK
AHA
BACK TO NORMAL
IS THIS
TEH MECHANISM?
===============
even reporting it
E VE R Y 8 seocnds
makes it
to BACKGROUND NOISE
so oyu stop
sometimes
the ntehy pretend you woldnt knwo or sth
GEOTU THE ERAER METHOD 1241
!!
METHOD ITNEITON
================
FIX ASSBONEMES BREHATMES ERASER SUFCAION OR BREHTEMSS
ANSD SBONEMES
nfeore it was provocaiton and breahtems iwht over oxgen
the nits sometimes dicktomyes
eymess
get
meoutwaomrca
geout if its oprovocaiton
killscum
gemtowuaromca
did ou getou the migntitiem loontehems iwht
repeat ckalck tack nosies and laguh abotu you lontehems
omsotly its a a 4 to 5 times asecond tack that simatles
a mehcanical repeat laugh noise
and a mstash guy with oragne backgroudn that hits the table wiht right arm
in
the ryth m of repeat noise

simatlin a loon theme definteilyy
i just didnt geout if its a
sheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeheeezfredeneneeeeeeh loon theme that ususes also usually
mean grin and fingerpotinign at you
or its
german shitzo shit where ysomeo does sth evil turns liek its yourfault
then abstract divider like dirty hand tap on clean wet floor clean wet
wall
then next situation somenone =does sth mean then turn like its oyurfalt
ectc
ie german shitzo shit
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
AND DMESS GEMRAN LOON THMES
FIX ERASERS GERNEALLY
GETMEOUTOFWAORMCA
its a v e r y common method in 2002 timeframe
and recently
geot if dicktomyessi s overperssrure mess
pusnsi hscum
you
coudl atleast c o u n t when i know
you know
//////////////////////////////
demess gutsmess
naam or mom retardmess
loonthemes normalerjunge or so but its a conflict meaning hte opposite or
sth
these manipaultiosn work by a statement and meaning hte opposite or a
statement mening it
or a statement not meaning it
the manipulation mindmess can vary
it often contains mean evil grin as conflict part or shit liekthat
whatever nuts illness that fakes or so
its daylighttime
of course
i aint dreaming or sleeping or sth
-------btw you found manipulations wiht emotional face as statement ?
its hard t o explain but hte emotional face or large and higher abit than
you is enough to work in coma warcoma
why do IMAGE compare work best in coma warcma?
image metaphores?
its hte suggestive state of mind autosuggestive state of mind
isnt it?
a nice beige elderly wiht black hat miling down on you freindly is not a
threat and therefore easier tomess oyu up?
or you outraged and an understanding smiling face as statement? also ?
and when you dont react swiftly enoguh they bake your brain foreheadmiddle
udnerside middle
aand swiftly you react to it liek a child phony afterwards
tehre its as damage measure

did you get the methods?
///////////////////////////////
add to loontheme
saldome or salome or so manipulaiton
getgout if its nighttime cover like kins binch
or the loontehemes like sebastian winn judlian winn or wildburwinn or or
bin or dalfrett or aldrfrett winn or so
where you should smoek tha t all think youre not you or shit lietkaht
add it tomanitpulations mail
///////////////////////////////
amilion messes dont get into messes umamry mail you
realise that
right?
liek hte nighttimestuff every time
add to messes summary mail
a metpahroe where
christina breaks off sth of her hand or finger and gives it to you
as an abstract element
lower value levels are breaks sht apart easily thats samller
and
higher value leveling is breaks sht off her finer or hand v e r y hard and
forceful pulls hard stops hard once arms are away from eahc other after a
hard pull and gives bigger to you
thats metaphores
in coma warocma it totally makes sense
as she sacrifces sth fr you or so
but i barely remember
add it tomesses ummary mail
if yo want oyu can add the pedo test manipualtion als ot manipautlison
mail
youlwak by riverside
snowy
watch a trained bashort almsot baldy parent dad wiht his mother and a
blonde kid geting naked and hteyt take a bath in the ice cold river
and yall you tink of is about aspirin and how to get em a slogan how i r
r e sp on si bl e it is that hte kid freezes to death there or sth
but hte manipautli ondoesnt understand and it showws now and hten the kid
get up out ofhte water totally naked
and all yu tink is how irresponsible
otehr mess part then is that hte parents are in a box that are about to be
hacked apart by a turbine or so in the river drifting towards it and hte
kid is naked and waiting on river end water
hwo do you act like
and you dont just pull em back from the turbine waterturbine but als o pus
hem all all al way back to the get dressedu p area
mad how irrepsonsible they are or so
but hte mess doesnt ...udnerstand what you mean sort of
half of hte time oyu think getting backto the kid to get it ot hte parents
but hte theme changes too swiftly to sth else
in coma waromca oyu dont realsie of course
otehr messes was obama
like he would get out of a toilet wiht his head up looking carefully
scared curious like new totally in all curious into the room out of hte

toilet
slowly head up only quarter half head an deyes up
afew days ago)mess
watching curiosu whats goin o n
and all y o u thought in coma warocma is
w o w
i never realised how S H O R T his hair are
the mess last night was more like he getting close tooclose to be
comfortable llike homosexuals and you get back and grab a sheet of paper
mbetwee nand wonder
whathtehell is goin on that guy isnt gay so wahts goin on?
recommended stuff like
MOST IMPORTANT FOR S O C I A L LEVEL IN USA IS
-that every THING THATS BASED ON KNOWELDGE SOCIETY MEANS THAT THEY NEED
NOT JSUT HIGSCHOOL
AND THEREFORE
-E V E R Y AMERICAN THAT W A N T !S! MUST BE ABLE TOSTUDY WAHT HE WANTS
E V E R Y AMERICAN
TAHT
W A N T S
SHOULD BE ABLE TO STUDY
A U T OM A IT C AL LL Y
RIGHT AFTER HIGHSCHOOL
IF HE OR SHE WANTS
and htat that was core part of making america competitive
interesting was that itwas redbrick chicago sundown like area
maybe projects or so
otehr mess was
eathign wiht poor mexicans
soup and obama was aside
left
thats hte messes
this nighttime
that the messes afew days ago D A Y TIME
and often over dayimie that one iwht finer tear apart
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WAROCMA
//////////////////////////////
there was some fuckstest screw
with some sort of fotos
you looked at
but hte nutshelmet didnt udnerstand that you was w o n d e r i n g about
waht you s e e
not choosing
the nutshelmet in choosing is not capable to distinguish between wondering
and wondering becasue you dont realise waht you see and choosing
it assumes you would realise and choose
i remember i looked fascinated at an image where hte face was overtapped
with another one
and thats hte most stupid things that can happen wiht porn hahaha
ask the porn camera men hahaha and the cutters that cut in face sections
long story short
when YOU
HAVE A NUTSHELMET
AND TEST SCREWS
FIND SOME WAY
THAT HTE THING UNDERSTANDS CHOICE
AND WONDERING
or not understand waht you see wondering

its hard to explain
but that was the state of mind
it was somewhere between not realise and tired
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess loon screws abotu laugh
getout what nuts thing is that
check if its that cheeeezfreedneeeeeh thing the germans are always trying
getmetoufwaromca
usually its mechanical laugh in manipualtion like a mix of mechanical
noise and laugh
or its meangrin evil people with mean evil grin teeth
tis not sad
its not happy
its not angry
its mean grin
then theres often conflcit screws
where you are something but youre not or youre are something not though
you are
or youre are something but it means the opposite and you are
or you are n o t something but it means the opposite and youre not
or you you are something and youre not but it means the opposite and you
are
or youre are n o t something but you are but it means hte opposite and you
are
or mean evil situations where scum does evil things to you but turn it
like its your fault
then an abstract divider like a dirtty hand or dirty dogtap on clean floor
or wall
then the next situation like this up to the end youre half half
or top middle brainmess wher inthe moement here is brainmess an image of
you slides apart an inch half half
or du hast cheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeezfredeedeneneeeeeeeh or so loon theme
with a darkhaired chick sitting
behind a huge desk higher than you and all the ground sahkes in the nuts
helmet
or cheap loon themes where things cant be ie tons of orange and red and
caravans are upside down on the hirzon
or horses talking
or other conflict situation
where a smooth soft mild situation wiht mild soft filter isntantly breaks
hard to an opposing conflict
hte oppostite hwat you expect
liek mild soft evening dinner chick about to get soflty chain then the
screw in half does the opposite
instead of putting it on mildly it chokes her as conflcit to mild soft
love diner
or finger point wiht mean laugh at you or one wispers to ear to another
and finger points at you
interesting here is only the demanipulation
that hte demanipulation simply points at something over your shoulder top
left above you
some guy on a single wheel wearing a psycho glow suit half glow green
brackets half glow orange red brackets
and hte fingerpoitning people didng mean you
htis is hte shit in raw
THERE WAS TONS TONS TONS TONS TONS TONST ONTS MORE
TONS OF IT
messes summary cintains half of htese thigns
but htese are hte raw ones in short
therew as WTOOOOOOOONS MORE
TONS MORE
AND HTIS IS HOW IT WORKS

THIS IS HOW GERMANS USUALYL TRY TO MAKE YOU NUTS
other shti is russian needle left headside and sag chimmen um or shit
liekhtat
or oilantenna messes
that kind of shit
i barely rememeber else i could report m o r e precise
iether way
thsi is how it works
when germans make or fake people nuts
these methods werent invented for me
GETMETOUF WARCOMA
what saved my brain on a nazi drug 2002
which was used some overtorquing nazidrug from 1936 against unloved
authors or sth
dont ask me wahts hte name
what saved my mind those days was tulein
appearently a german dope against a huge range of nuts stuff
but htat was seven years

hte german rats of course live from denial
oficially nothign happens

W HJ E N T HE S E R A T S
P O R N O IL O N C E
AND YOU SAY OVERDAyTIME MURDER ASSTOYER
THEN ALL THE MILLION TIMES WHRE RE THE RATS ASSTOYED DAMAMGED MESSED YOU
GUTSMESSED FATTENED HJELLYTOADJSUTED OR TERROISED OYU
THEN ALL THOSE NEVER HAPENED
its hard to explain but latley
the messes are more like provocation for discredit instead of mess
or
more like
REPEAT STUFF TO SOUND NUTS in coma warcoma
rahter being messedin mind
its hard to explain
its third party deception
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
REPAIR BREAHTEMESSES
GETOUT IF ITS ERASERS
WIHT REPALCE OF OXYVEN WIHT CO2 or CO or stickoxide
or if its anotehr method
catapults in car got mild
from usually 15 to 40 pack pack catapult terror hits to only about 3
room related
GETMEOUTFWARCOMA
BREAK HTE BUBBLE WITH DRUGPROOF OR WIHTOUT
fix breahtemsses
gemteoufwarcoma
i
am
in

hell
THIS IS
MILD
SAFETY
BTW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
TEHSE METHODS WERENT INVENTED FOR ME
THAT IS THEIR METHODS FOR LONG TIMES
DID YOU FIND OUT WHAT GRASSHOPPERS ARE AND WHY THAT DAMAMGES MY BRAIN?
IS IT HTE ISSUZING DRUG ?
IS IT BITTERNESS DRUG INTO GROIN FROM REPUBLICAN GUARDINGS HWERE YOU TURN
BITTER? OLD DRUG ?TO SEE IF PEOPLE HAVE ISSUES? OR IF HTEYRE NUTS?
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS OUT THERE
RIGHT HTIS
A FEW METHODS ONLY
BREAK
THE
BUBBLE
WIHTDRUGPROOF
OR
WIHTOUT
PSYCHO DOCS WONT BELEIVE ME ANYWAY
hmmm
THEY USED MANIPUALTIONS LIKE EVIL TALKING SHOES THAT INSULT YOU ALL THE
TIME IN COMA WARCOMA
AFTER A DRUG WHERE YOU CRY ALL THE TIME
OR
WHERE A DOLL WIHT OVAL SPEAKER AS MOTUH BEHIND ACHROME GRID and an
UNREALISTIC VAGIAN INSULTS YOU ALL THE TIME
ON A WEENIE DRUG
ITS HARD TO EXPLAIN
sounds nutslike dentists use
man overboard in seastorm manipulation
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
LIKE I GO DEMAND COMA 1951 coutnering in pharmacies
like i write about warcoma
and fatalley (usa) knows
like i demand precise drugs
as that i can write christina i love you
as that muc h isay they erased her away
can you fix?
as that muc h isay the germans erased and damamged
and i s e ar c h for n a me s of p eo p le i see everyday
KEEP IN MIND
THE GERMANS P R E T E N D M E INTO HTE BUBBLE
AND W A N T THSI FOREVER
AND PLAY PHONY MONKEY GAMES WIHT ME ABOUT JALOUSIE CAREERS OR FATENING
INFERIORITY COMPLEXES OR STARTRECK
THATS WHAT DEFINES THEM FOR ME
THEY P R E T E N DM E WISH ME INTO HTE BUBBLE
WHILE ISCREAM MURDER HTE ASSTOYER
REPAIR ERASERS
GETMEOTUFWARCOMA
iminhell

iwant access to my billions and i want out of warcoma
what is bad about it
and how does the german state getaway wiht htis forever?
how the homosexual verfassungsschutz?
////////////////////////////////////////////
the manipualtion is interesting an african american win a beige trencohat
and afro look wiht some ...stradivari or so
highly interestingmetaphore
hmmmmmmmmmmm
add it to manipulation smail
maybe sth with washington get
me
out
of
warcoma
-----------antoehr mess is messaway of my fortune that i wouldnt know abot my fortune
or so
add it to maniplationas mail gemteofuwaomca
///////////////////////////////////////////////
screwhtemes vary also by statement
example
bad weather scene outside
somone comes in wiht the ubmrella wet saying shaking the umbrella
oh mayn teh weather is lousy .. . expecting an answer
its like hte screw inerlinks to you
this one was when i tried to overjam the babbligndope
so hte screwthemes are provoke a response screwthemes
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
mess away of fortune of republcian guardings is
war reich
ie w a s rich
its cheap republcian guardings
either its part of buildup tear down manipulation or inverse pivotal as
standard for hte rats
////////////////////////////
one
loontheme
is
some
cheap
cockroach
copied
the
german
republicanguardings
manipulation of
einerhier ist thisandthat
inversely meaningyou
in
acrowd
the
theme
newmodified
andigeta
catapulthit
nowandtwo
andaberlyknow
is
EINERVON EUCH IST FURCHTBAR
or
war furchtbar
ie
someone
ofyou
was

terrible
A getout if the fools dreamdance me to aweenie
B getout ifthe german motivation is thelevelof
maybe i said something wrong on coma age 10 or 15 assholeclass
getoutif itstaht teenagephase whereyou tried tohardenyourself
C geout wahthte bullshit wasbefore andwhathtebullshit was afterwards
this
is
the
mess
that
botehrs
the
scum
this
si
teh
nutstheme
//////////////////////////
loontheme
is
you
did
get bad
grades
to
become
insecure
add
tomanipulationsmail
s not that i didnt know already anyway
it just means for any smart human that work effort leads nowhere
when its afuckup youdont play the hamster in a wheel
ifyou do youre stupid
all simple
used to use rabbit hedgehog game metaphores
///////////////////////////
manipualtion
orangebackground
darkheired msutashguy
laughing spychoacive nmoicestyle
with
repeat clakcnoise
like
knockingon
tablemess showing
butits amechanicalrepeatnoise
a d
mechanically repeated laughnosie
plsu orange background
this
is
te
shit
plus
somtahcmess
disabelrduller
GET
OUT
INTNETION!
///////////////////////////
grocerystore 28th ofjanuary 2010

demess adicktomyess wiht wank simaltio nin mouth
the maniaputlion to it in grocery store is
FINNISCHE SAHNEBONBONS SIND GUT
some manipualti nfrom a ricola ad varaint
its extremly mild and safe though
--------------unusual
whatever oyu did seemed to work ot a certain extent hat ijsut get
wank simulation into hte nutshelmet
wiht slogan about finnish cream sweets or sth
its a german ad from ricola
/////////////////////////////////
soft methods
pissing on past is pissing on today and future
also interesting
the cover of time prevents thorough anlysis
all thats left is compare
that when this was written before he cant be an analphabet later
or so
and if then someone tried to fake it
when this was his brain before that after then this was the work of these
rats
thats how it works
most bullshit is incapable to stand the trial of compare
but its smear bullshit
if its not htat its conflict screws
cheezfreedneeeeeeeh conflict messes
or loon conflict messes where youre this or that thgouh youre not its
aratty try
or youre NOT this or that thoguh you are
or youre this or that but it means hte opposite
or youre NOT this or that but it means the opposite
its all very
conflicting and loon making in coma warcoma
mostly messaway and loon conflcit mess
or you alone among assholes that do mean stuff toyou but turn it like its
your fault
then an abstract divider then teh next situation where someone does
something very ratty or mean and turns like its your fault
that makes nuts also
or fingerpointing at you
wisperingin to ear to ear finger poitning at you
then the nutshelmet freezes and asks waht did he tell
and youre like ??????????????
these thigns live from digging out bullshit that might bother you
then yorue messed up with right that
usually youre like ???????????????
or who cares
but its also a nutshelmethod
oil antenna or earliquidmess belongs defintiely to cheeezfredeneeeeeh loon
theemes also
so russian needle
i didnt geotut how it works
but russian needle is mostly left headside
its a cheap electrode that modulates juice or sth

oil antenna is mostly rearhead low
or right ear rearheadlow
interesting is also catapult htis that hot middle foreear entry
foreside before earetnry to a BUCK noise
whatever is popped in tehre oil antenna uusally is also rear ear behind
ear iinjection mess
drugs
drugs go over brainunderside middle
or inner eyes upwards
PRESSURE INJECTION OVER REARHEADLOW AND STOMACH
relatively new is drugging sidehead
that reminds me of 2002 injection method
else its mostly a har PACK! catapult terror
or drugstick peek through eyes
more itneresitng if you ask me is drugproofing
mostly shoulders groin armbones
guts
or facebones
drugscrew is youre far away on teh brink of grey out
plus some erasers effect

there is
mess
24 7 365
brainmesses
manipulations
drugs
erasers
breahtemesses
and someone repalces the computer
or hte car
whatever hte deal is with that
whoeever asstoys and dicktoys
i d o n t c a r e who pretends its hte right
or its not so bad
or they DONT SUFFER THEY DONT KNOW ANYWAY
IDON CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCARE
WHY
SHOULD
I
ALLOW IT>?
///////////////////////
get out
if the gemrans used me for fuck or kidfuck wiht hte term
the machine
could you kill all from the carnivore shit ?
do you wonder why i spit on germans still?
look
fix disabelr sforheamiddle udnerside middle
all i ever ever wanted
was

to live drugproof as a free man in n sa safety as the billionaire htat i
am wiht my cute worried little everythign wether her name was christina
or not
what is so bad about it
//////////////////////////////
manipualtion is wiht bege trenchcoat elderly wiht black hat
but i dont remmeber hte theme itself
its loonteheme
or emotional face as statement screw wiht happy smile down onyou
usually trenchcoat eldery wiht hat was done
since htey got out i respect elderly and even more elderly agents that
made it to get old
so since then its used in manipulations and mind messes
its based on people oyu respect used in a theme have more effect than
people or germasn you shittttttttttttt on
sort of
if you ask me? there is an effect but neglectable
in suggestive state of mind autosuggestive state of mind evil mickey mouse
has hte same effect like huge undefeatable evil like huge undefeatable red
tomatoes or green apples
the theme matters thoguh
did you get out the manipulations where the scum
manipualted that a stranger your escort for nighttime is your brother?
your behaviour towards scum becomes then influenced wiht a simple exchange
manipulation
calculatable behaviour
as zombie you dont understand hten when the rat does sth evil when you for
instance trusted hte scum
YOU DONT REALISE
YOU DONT R E A L IS E ITS NOT HIM AND DONT UDNERSTAND WHY HES A RAT YOU
DONT UNDERSTAND ITS NOT HIM
when you hate your brother its not so much of an advantage for htem
hHAAHAHAHAHA
THOUGH IT IS MEANT AS EXCHANGE MANIPUALTION TO MAKE YOUR BEHAVIOUR TO
ESCORT CALCULATEABLE
CORDIAL
WAHTEVER HTE ESCORT DOES WORKS LIKE A MANIPULATION
ITS SUGGESTIVE STATE OF MIND where action is recoil
////////////////////////////////////////////
some maniaputlsions
abtou a bmp layingleleft side and beingpulled back to the road
angle of view
tail right
some weeenie mess wiht a red or orange roundend even weenie wiht anipple
thing at hteend
leftheadisderusisandneedle
somegumtsesses
thats hte raw mindmesfame 709 am
the messer?knows
but do YOU knwo
/////////////////////////////////////////////
demess tshhhhhhhhhhhhht loon themes
while you think of family guy becomes redneck on memory overbost drug
after thinking oh these shitallies to oh that dog of mine to
thssssssssssssht loon theme
to asstoy mess
to fheeeeeeeeeeps in ear after the earmesses
punish asstoyer
detox overboosters
and REPAIR RECOVER REGENERATE memoery
not overboost
can you fix breahtmess also?

------btw its also PERFECLTY DESCRIBED HOW VERFASSUNGSCUHTZ EXTRACTS INFO
WARCOMA
+
BABBLING DRUG
+
MEMORY BOOSTER
----------the effect is
you read for instance on a license plate HD
and automatically get on to HD tv
automatically on to hte store where you bought it while you babble in coma
warcoma something about red dresses of hte sales boy
or his name when you kept it or the name of hte store
thats how it works
the only defence is bullshit
when you would read hd but think of simpsons you would babble shit about
apoo s squishy machine
while the idiots would think its a new murder tool or sth
bullshit is hte only defence
its lousy enoguh wiht a damamged messed head
but wih a supertrained memory it must be a nightbare
do not attempt to focus and wall block up wih reason
they ll bake down your brain
any brain region thats actiive that is assumed to be responsible for hte
mind control wall you put up
like focusing on a song
remember a song
focusing on repeating it only
takes braineregion
and right that the bastards will bake down
free float defence is better
wiht mind control randomise wall jammer even when you sound like a loon on
coma warcoma
or free float think of simpsons or other bullshit
//////////////////////////////////////////
there was more more waaaaaaymore
pedo teddy tests
like fuck scene to start about
but the chick like kiss my teddy first
and you liek ??????????????????????????????
then you press the teddy more careful towards her and just hug her or
there there htere her cute little thing away
sort of
other screwthemes were like
kid throws teddy into mud in a bow thorw
etc
how you react
there were few more i knew
other one like a protected shabby corner of a chic k
that lays around
a glassgirl or so
fragile and you like
on venus all girls are made of glass
orsth
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
usually
you
get

A>
erasers
rearheadlowmess
breahtemsserasers
then you barely remember
how you are
then
B?
messreareahd low tehn
1998
is like yesterday
you rememeber
even
the
videogameyouplayed
butbarely
yestedrdaysfood
C.
youre
overmessed
with
totalweeeeeeeenieshit
that
shouldsortofbotheryou
likeyouwouldsmell
oryou
wouldbe
disgusting or ...damnerasersnow..andreahreadlowdamamge...wait.wait
daemmerlich orsoweenietheme
orsth asexample
D?
overissuiserdrug
groindrug
grasshopper
thatshowitworks
usually
itslosuiernights
principally
its
failureof understanding that iwas deranged and distorted inteh mid90s by
scum territorywise
knowsgod whati said as14yearold in coma aftergermanshit
andnowthe fools think icantbe mebecasue itdidnt even fitthosedays
or tehypretendtheyknewme orsth
asonlyprecondition tehyjust needto pretend noonesurelymessedaround and
iwasina vaccuum
while everyfoto showsrubbertittstraces and the STANDARDMETHODS ofhtegerman
cockroaches isinthismailhere
justthe !things
igotout
!
notevencomplete
KILLASSTOYER
DICKOYER
GEMTOAWUROCMA
FIXBREHATMESS
MRUDERASTOYERGEMTOAUWROMCA
GETOUT
IFHTEBASTARDS
TRYTHISSHIT
thatshowitworks
KILLASOTYER
DICKTOYER
//////////////////////
cheap cheap pedo screw
is also
an abstract thing
like a small head wiht zoepfe hair off left and right one
but its just a hair thing
like a small toupee wiht bauernzoepfe one left one right off

and it jumps up and down
while a huge huge huge pink spinning thing like a pink spinning bomb hunts
her
or follows her
its an abstract pedo screw
other test screw was also
small chick
grabbhugged on chest carried away
you see backside of man
small chick reaches out arm to you
how you react
i used to shoot the back leg of hte man
but i barely remember if it was a love test or a pedo test
also a pedo test is
a small kid drowning
or like drowning
also wiht reaching arm up
you of course wanna save her

now nuts is really that i wanna protect em always
but you dont know em
its a test screw or a manipualtion to mess it away
hard to tell
add it to manipualtiosn mail
//////////////////////
whats he eyemss 1044
manipualtion to is is eskimo or so
getout if the PHYSICAL eyemess eyemsallenign is eskimo theme in nutshelmet
remidns me abit of republcian guardings
see
the messer KNOWS
but do YOU know
shit
/////////////////////////
add to manipulation
CONFLICT SCREWS
WHERE MACHINERY IN MANIPULATION THAT IS SORT OF PULSING IS MADE TO SOUND
LIKE IT LAUGHS ABOUT YOU OR STH
I KNOW IT SOUNDS NUTS BUT THIS IS IT
REMINDS ME OF TEH SCREWS WITH MEAN EVIL GRIN TEETH OR FINGERPOINTING WITH
MEAN EVIL GRIN AT YOU
UTTERLY NUTS
ADD IT TO MANIPULATIONS MAIL
GETMEOTUFWARCOMA

USUALLY THESE THINGS HAPPEN IN MANIPULATIOSN WHERE SITUATION BY SITUATION
SCUM DOES SHIT WITH YOU BUT IS TURNED LIKE ITS YOUR FAULT
THEN AN ABSTRACT DIVIDER LIKE WET CLEAN FLOOR AND A DIRTHAND TAPS ON IT
OR ITS MORE MODERN VERSION A DIRTY DOG TAP
SITUATIO NTO SITUATION THEN IT ACCELREATES AND ALLL IS OVERTAPED WIHT
DIRYT TAP ROOF WALLS FLOOR ANYTHING
THEN YOURE HALF PSYCHOGREEN GLOWING HALD PSYCHO RED GLOWING IN A SNAPSHOT
ADD THIS BULLSHIT TO MANIPULATIONS MAIL ITS PART OF THE SAME

NUTSMANIPULATIONS USUALLY
its more direction screwbunch4 2004 1999
GETMETOUFWARCOMA
DEMESS CONFLICT SHIT OR LOON SHIT LIKETHIS
GETMEOUTOFWARCOMA
====================
republcian guardings are abit cheaper
like
we sabotage you
or how annoying

or jealousy screw for instance was in short words
you behind bars someone THIS AND HTAT (very good)
AND THAT( bad)

but you J U S T THIS

next situation
someone THIS AND THAT (very good)
bad)

but YOU J U S T THIS AND THAT (very

abstract divier between situations
increasing dynamic to climax
and hten youre jealous
thats how it works forinstance wiht that

tahts more the kind of inverse pivotal manipulations typical for
republicanguardings

so the we sabotage you inverse nutsscrew
every bunch has hteir own manipulation ways outthere
//////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH ASSTOYER
THE LOONTHEME
IS
REPEATINGTHAT HWEN YOURE IN COMA
AND
A LOONTHEME
THAT YOU WOUDLNT BE YOU
OR THIS WAS YOU YELLING KILLLTHE ASSTOYER
LIKE IT SHOUDL SUPRISE ME
THATS THE LOONTHEME
GEOUT IF HTE MESSER
IS THE FOOLS THAT PRETENED
I CANNOT BE ME WHENEVER SHT UNNEEPECTED HAPPENS
AND THEREFORE
LIKE SEMIAUTHISTS
WHENVER STH UNEXPECTED OR NEATIVEHAPPENS
THEYFALL BACK INTO THIS
HE CANT BE HIM THING
OR DEGRADE OPINION SHIT THING
AT LEAST
TAHTS HTE NUTSTHEMES
THAT REFLECT THIS
IM NOT SURE IF HTE ASSTOYER WIHT THIS SHIT IS
ZIRBELDRUESEM ESSERS

TAH TMESME UP WIHT HIGHSCHOOL
OR
OVERISSUIE ME WIHT SHIT
GETOUT IF OVERISSUISE DOPE IS
CALLED
GRASSHOPPER
EITHER WAY
DEMESSIT
GETMETOUAROMCA
/////////////////////////////////
demess conflcit screws
its the opposite screws
ALWAYS THE OPPOSITE SCREWS IS
STEADILY
STEADILY
STEADILY
STEADILY
STEADILY
THE EXACT OPPOSITE
YOU
THE
YOU
TEH

THINK STUFF LIKE
GERMANS DENY MY MONEY
REBBABLE IT ON COMA WARCOMA AND BABBLING DRUG
SCREW IS THE RUSSIANS DENY MY MONEY

when you would say green
the germans would screw in red
when you would say yes
the germans would screw in no
steady steady steady opposite mess
is meant to make you nuts
it makes you in fact.. . .

undecided

my personal descrew was then the A LITTLEBIT thing
ie
the germans deny my money alittlebit
because this kills hte hard opposite
its one of these thins where you cant say a stone is just a littlebit a
stone
its astone
its basedo n that defence
the relative absoluteness of things
it makes you nuts
its a german conflict screw of scum that is around steadily of course
////////////////////////////////////
did you add also to manipulations mail
DIVIDERS over daytime
ie
screwer can mess only in a part then the coma warocmatime is over
so they insert a divider
mostly a reporter that is like were going to a commercial break
and aftterwards continuign the screw wiht were back
abstract dividers are common in manipulations mail
one bucnh found a way to use em as link to hte next coma warcoma time in
daylighttime
whats hte timing?
8 seconds wake 120 seconds coma warcoma/
wahts the timinig?

add it to manipulations mail
also
/////////////////////////////////
terhes nazi screws in greyscale video with hitler saying he would be a
poor pig or sth
i dont knwo if its verfassungscuhtz or a nazi that messes meup hahaha
but
hte last thing mycase metaphore fits is an austriandemagogue pig from the
early last century that eventhose days made it only because the germans
love war and order and afterwards play it wasnt them
GETME
OUTOF
WARCOMA
shit
i did nothing wrong
imjust in a shitland
that tries to keepme onte sack of hte land forever as asstoyed zombie
wherever i go
whatever i do
forever
forever
FOR? E V ER ?
////////////////////////////////
for instance
a manipulation was abotu nasium thris or gymnasium chirs or so
ie fools htat pretend im 15 in highschool
other screw with some darkhairedchick sipping on a coffee thats too hot
stoppign isntantly
thats hte bullshit
in the middle of daylighttime
messer reminds me more of republcian guardings than of sgra around
daylighttime
other variants
you would be shit and
that a dosef or josef supplied hte information or sth
and youre liek ?????????? the last one i knew was in assholeclass inteh
90s for one year
foam in mouth metaphorically thinking that ?bullsht?fucktyourlife?what was
thenext bullshit afterwards and what was hte shitbefore
/////////////////////////////////////////
republcian guardings
dosef winn or franz josef bin
is another kind of mess
ie a whinish version of you saying aber ich bin franz josef
ie but im franz josef
it must be some royalty from austria or sth but im not sure
teh manipualtion however is metaphorically i n v e r t e d
that you would c l a i m to be special but youre not
or
that ohters dont recognise it or so
it doesnt really work becasue i dont know who franz dosef or franz josef
is
sort of
/////////////////////////////////
instering is also
smellfakers in nutshelmet
pickin asmell thats disgusting and using that on a video of christina
like mother or piss or wet dog
piss occurs in blowjob themes like you wouldntknow that its not lickign
her put she would pissyouintoface
otehr themes are wet dog smell when amorphed version of her into a brown
dog mix she acts like a dog
and antoher version is momsmell in nutshlemet when itshoud disgust you and

then for instance momteeth
thats hte bunch that got out what disgustsyou sexually themost
pedo mess
dogmess
mom mess
inprinciple its exchanging whats disgusting with the hcikc to disgust her
away
so christina becomes de to state ofmind mail disgusting like adog or
disgusting like old mother or disgusting like pedo stuff or so
apple is tomato but apple but tomato but apple but tomato but apple but
tomato but apple but tomato but apple but tomato
this is how they turn around people
germany is usa but germany but usa but germany but usa
and hte good form one becomes hte good of other and hte bad of one become
bad of other
is a very simple trick
///////////////////////////////
loonthemes is conflict manipualtions
you wouldnt be you or you shouldnt be you or would be you but it means the
opposite
or you woulnt be you but it means hte opposite
you get hte idea
conflicting nuts screws
subvariants are
you should have been like this while it means the opposite or hte same or
you should not have been liek this
meaning hte opposite or hte same
the themes vary
the topics vary
the method is the same
GETMETOUFWARCOMA
////////////////////////////////
maniaputaion
is mean grin oralfside grin
or emotional faceas statementmess
copied
formthebunch
thatdoesitorifiginally
lontehme
versoenlichkeit halten or mit persoenlichkeit UNTERhalten
orso
some
earlqduimess leftheadside
eyemess
facebonemess
teethbonemess
retarddullermess
brainmess
other
loontehme
philpip win
or phildip bin
orso
somebrainmes
andmore delaysubdue
retardduller
someoialtnenamess
itsmildsafe
thefeetmess
is
amessthatdoessth

between
teh
talltoe
andthesmallerones
andcold
feetmess
itsappearently
onlymessed
for
walkmesses
or
standing
notstable
////////////////////////////
what
the
hell
is
a
septzis
orso
igo
googleit
now
wasnt
that
bloodpoisoningorso?
just
as
nuts
as
make
a
CMT
or
subdurames
hematome
or
glauknom
or
zwirbelduese
orzwirbeldruese
or
axone
oraxiome
around nervenano invention
imean
AXON-nowthatiregoogledit
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axons
or
mega wallken in brain *german phonetics*
or
cockroot -ididntknowihaveroots there -didyou>?
or
dba
in
nutshelmets
and55 dba iswhen tehy donttrytodamamgeyou
and
deaf
formore
-------!AHAAAAAAAAAAA!
!
KNEWIT
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sepsis
bloodpoisonting

it
was
in
anutshelmet
wher
a
beige
trenchcoat
eldery
gaveyou
METAPHORICALLY
an
injection
saying
wirwollenodch nichtdassdu eine septzi or sepsis kriegst
ie
wedontwantthatyou geta sepzis
orso
addit
tomanipualtionsmail
btw
WHEN
YOU
KNOW
GRAVITATIONAL
JAMMER
ANDUSE
RED HOLLWO INVERTEDTRIANGLES INRADARMODES
THENYOUCAN
BELEIVE
90percent of messessummarymail scientifically-reasonably
and
101percent when accepting coloredover wiht myperception
/////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
HTE
ASSTOYHER
THELOOOONTHEME OT HTE MESS IS
ICH GLAUBE ICH GUM OR KOMM
ie i think i come
K I L L
THE
COCKROACH! GERMAN!
THAT M UST STUFFME CRAP ON THE ASS
MRUDER SCUM
OR PREVENT HAT SHITHAPPENS
demess ranzibar or franzi war
---------------otehr messes are in nighttime
liek
grab rattyb rohter on throat angry
the nutshelmet does the s a m e with my throat
getout ifthat is a weeeeeeeeenie down brainwash
killastoyersgentearlyl
gemotwauromca
////////////////////////
they dullme on a temporal laappen or so
didoyu know oyu have temproal cloths ?
IWANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTMY IT BACK!!
killdiabslerudlelr

brainemsser
gmeotaomca
fix brainemss
disabelrduller

WAHT IS TEMPORAL LAPPEN
suspect a brainregion i go google it
/////////////////////////
ALSO INERESINTG MESSAWAY OF STH WIHT RIDICULE
IE CURLY BLACKHAIERED VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ ASKING AMUSED WAS DENN, HIER?
or
WAS DENN... THIS AND HTAT>>???
ITS HTE STANDARD THEME QUESTION TO MAKE IT NOT WORKIGN IN
SUGGESTIVE STATE OF MIND

COMA WARCOMA

A SUBVARIANT OF MANIPULATIONS WIHT
DAS SOLL DIES UND DAS SEIN>? ie THIS SHOUDL BE THIS AND THAT??? or HE
(meaning you -works as thirdperson reflection) SHOULD NBE THIS AND THAT?
THEN HARD DIVIDER IN MANIPULATION
THEN EIHTER
O F C OU R S E ! HE IS THIS AND HTAT
OR
OF COURSE N O T
BUT HTE QUESTION ELEMENT FIRST IN MINDMESS
THATS HOW IT WORKS

THIS QUESTION ELEMENT CONTAINED AN AMUSED VERFASSUNGSCHUTZ CURLZ
DARKHAIERED SMILING DOWN ON YOU
WIHT HTE THEME
WAS DENN ? ... THIS AND HTAT>?
in this case WAS DENN.. HIER?
///////////////////////////////////////////
how
to
crack
agents
taht
think
tehyre
someone
else
ie
replace
agents
issimple
THE
GERMANS
USUALLY
CONDITIONTHEM
THAT
THEY
THINK
TEHY
WAS
A
SHITTIER
VERSION
AND
MESS
IN
ATTHESAME
TIME
THETOHERTING

WENYOU
REVERSE
TAHT
PATH
YOUGETOU
WHOTEHYARE
IE
MAKINGTHEMSELVES
LIKE
TEHMSELVES
WAHTEVERWAS
///////////////////////////////////////////
bgetout eearldiudemesss
and ialntenanmes suriadnneeldemess whathtey do wiht it and eyeess
the loontheme is
und ploetzlich warst du christian kiss
ie and suddenly you got christian kiss
but hte thing is pivotal inverse that you shouldnt want to be you or sth
to ?????????? of course i am
somewhere between this
ts like having been this having been that is bad
and not having been this and nothaving been that is bad
its a brainwash that you should NOT W A N T TO BEYOU
wahtever they try to fake wiht it
getout hte method
/////////////////////////////////////////////
other loonthemes to hte asstoymess
borhstellungen vermacht or ich habe vorstellungen gemacht
loontheme

or so ie the

pivotal inverse messaway of all wiht a person hihger than you saying i
made him imaginations or so
its pivotally suggesting in coma warcoma suggestive state of mind
autosuggestive state of mind that its not real or so
which is aloon discredit messaway
defintiely republcian guardings
its daylighttime i aint dreaming or sleeping
IMINHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
standard conflict screwi s also
das beweist dass er ueberhoeht war but it means the conflicting o p p o s
i t e
ie it prooves that he is overrated -means the hard opposite conflicting
like after you reported ascrew teh scum recognises or so
add that shit also to manipualtison mail
in ueberhoeht manipualtions ie overrated manipualtiosn is a standard
weeenie down manipulation
in suggestive state of mind of coma warcoma it means simply breaking down
ego wiht VAGUENESS
V A G U E L Y MEANING OVERRATED
the VAGUENESS in it makes it dangertous in coma warcoma suggestive state
of mind autosuggestive state of mind
Y OU
CAN GO COMPARE THIS WIHT ZOMBIES
ITS DAYLIGHTTIEM
I AINT DREAMING OR SLEEPING
GETMETHEFUCKOUTOFWAROCMA

SHIT
/////////////////////////////////////////////
didyou add themethods to manipualtions mail
where lookignfirst at an aobject is considered as recognition?
ie ha half merged p a r t of an object is halfmerged iwh anoteh PART of
another object
that should showifyou recognise it
so forinstance half of an object is a startrekc object andohter half is
something else
depends where you look first it defines you or not by hte manipulation
the methods are used to brainwash like
when you look at an anotehr object then you was not you
and get punished until you look at the startreck thing first
sort of
the brainwash method is
you cant be you or you should be not you when you look at a cetain thing
first
then you shoudlnt be you either becasue
it shoudl hurt
or it should be too ridiculous
or it should be too annoying and pesky
its also used as an ERASER THEME mostly with a drug rearheadlow
but its also usedin gemran shitzo themes or so whree you shouldnt be you
or sth at allcosts until startreck defines you or sth
its hard to explain but
this is how it works
intersting abotu this one is
that the messer often doesnt seem to realise that YOU dontmind or realsie
then it tries to test if you realise
wiht an INSTANTLY OCCURING thing
like a suprise zoom large of sth
if you react to it
or a suprsise thign thrown to catch or so
msoly its end of night you jsut wnana sleep and dont care and ontmind and
are stoned and away
and messed half night anway
you just wanna sleep
so you dont realise the mess
and dont give a damn
examples wabblignduerchin
when you looked too long at a granny underchinn wabbling
wondering disgusted
is picked as choice
like
preference choice
yuch
iget
suffocaion erasers orbreahtemss erasers now and rearhadlow
iforgot whati wanted t owrite on
there was T ON S MORE!
messes summary mail is 50 thousand words now.
there might be some stuff repeating here and htere though
typical repbclain guaridngs amnipualtiosn around 2003were
that tehy have ended a dictatorship
orthey would be a democracy now
or would be BECAUSE OF Y O U a democracy now
or htere was a chemical civil war going on in 2003 between em or sth
ibarely remmeber
other messes were they would fry me to a retard wiht
beige handgrenade grain brainunderside
but i barely remmeber

ijsut knwo iwas dull wahtever hte REAL nutshelmet method was
the bastards use als oa method that makes brain fearsome its a top
brainmess
and a shake drug
that was often apleid that brainmethod iwht old mother and a huge
glasstube on her head
that would sit too tight
made her nuts and fearsome brainmes nuts thsoe days
its how it started
getout if a nutshelmet and an asstoy is not bad for hte fools
but a wonderful thing
liek a childtoy or a vibrator toy or sth
and not sobad or sth
these
cehap german
cockroahces
thats just the visible thing and not funny anymore 5000 times mess aday
and sure not so funny when everyloser
in a bank of cockroahces or a losergrocery store doesit
and hten denies your money
and hten all play nothign would happen
and ouy sure wouldnt know
iminhellllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
thats just hte guts drugging and fuckstuff
the b r ai n mess phsically and facemess phsically and backmess physically
and hte nutshelmet hteme to it
is antoehr thing
-----------interesing is also
that mom messes are meaning
THREE THINGS IN COMA
due to exchanign effects
as written in state of midn mails
coutnlessly
MANIPULATIONS! AFFECT! EACH! OTHER ! IN ! COMA
tahtmeasn
when one bunch messyou up a professor chick woudl be your mom
and antoher bunch messesyou up christina would be your old mother
literally (to disgust chrsitina away wiht it)
and another bunch messes you up wiht mothers genrally as a perver thteme
and antoehr bunch messes you up wiht mom as child retard mess
(interestingly copying the htinking of a BRUENTTE three year old G I RL !
notboy)
and antoehr bunch messes you up wiht christina to mother ie shewould have
a daughter
and antoehr bunch anotehr time messes love away wiht makign you to a
childfool and christina wiht superhuge face leanign over you as toddler m
o m ingher away sort of
and another bunch uses the mom metaphore for being CLUELESS L I K E YOUR
MOM and or meaning hte opposite
then the themes affect each other
!
its hard to explain
when you was manipualted all night that hypothetically a green apple is
good for oyu
then later that night it is reason enough
to buy a whole ugly c a r
just becasue its a l s o green
tahts ht state of mind
---------subvariants ofhtat was optimisations
there was a time where germans treidto take advantange of inventions skill

on coma
as optimisaitons
but the idiots didnt understand the state of mind
itslike
hypothetical example
you on coma hypothtetically why cant we paint the moon red?
all we need is to drop some red powder on it and till be red
of course we must make that hte sun bakes it to paint but its doable
thats the level
you would
literally
pretend
teh
sky
is
green
and be liek
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOFCOURSE!
its green! it just showedme !
why!?didnt?i?notice?earlier?
a classical state ofmind add
i wrote it in subpoints a to f or a to g
from a suggestive autosuggestive stateofmid to g to guidance
there was
more/
tons of it
//////////////////////////////////////////
check right ear loilantenna mess
eyemess
lonteheme is watsch or quatsch or so loonthemes

there is massive tintius after hte earliquid mess fix it

other loontheme is daber dich or laber mich
wahtever it is its how german shitfakes nuts

check what loon divert that is
mruder asstoyer

punish dicktoyer
gemtoeufarcoma
fix groinmess
eyemess
GETMEOTUFWARCOMA

realworld fucks bubble
CRACK

its a shitbubble

THE
BUBBLE
GETMEOTUFWARCOMA
WIHT OR WIHTOUTWARCOMADRUGPROOFGING
//////////////////////////////////////
some manipaultions about
christina
somemess rehreadlowagainstrmemebring inmroning
somemessabout
a brumette kid to protect or sth but hte nutshelmet showed her as pedosit
fuck
somemess about a
big house in a ruinedneihgbourhood
wiht shooter cops or sth inside
including hiding in hte shower and shooting someone out of it
wiht slogan what a fancy uniform or sth
evil house manipualtions are usually ....elephant grup or a fraciton of em
mostly in a desolate evil evil evildangerous wood
as metaphore
a ruined horror house wher etrrrible terribke htings happen
in an evil evil dark evil dangerous evil wood
but ruined horrorhouse seems a veryinterestnig metaphore
some messes where i thoguht allth te time its christina ebcasue i thought
of christina
but hte girls in a nutshelmettheme kept chanigng
the nutshelmet just dndt understand
just the mroe cute you wantedtorpotect and then think of christina
sort of
the nutshelemt doesnt
seem to udnerstand htese
in evening before theres frogthroat version of christina wiht inflating
udnechinn
like frogs
and im like ????????? wtf
hten i wonder often howshesdoin
what life she had before me
theni consider early fuck could be an indication
then iwonder what life she woudl have wihtout me
then i jsut wish i could hug her and sleep abit on in the sundaymorningat
7 or so morning
wiht her in my arms
thats hte frame of hte messes
its mostly pedo messes or t e s t messes
and exchanging christina or so
////////////////////////////////////
also screw in screw
cinema the original screw is lets say on a ceinema screw in manipualtions
helmet the screw itsel
but then the environment of hte screw reacts to it also
its like screw in screw
usually very efficient
ITS VERY VERY VERY EFFICIENT
becasue
the MAIN GOAL IS A M A N IP U LA TI ON
since there is a primal manipulation
you can then steer the RESULT OF THAT FIRST MANIPULATION
WIHT HE S E C O N D SCREW
VERY EVIL
AND VERY EFFICEINT

its abit hard to explain
in short
one manipulation produces a result
which the other manipulation uses this result of hte first
to alter the manipulation goal you wanted to achieve wiht screw in screw
its. . . .
i know it sounds nuts but its hard to explain
its a variant
of inerse screw
primal screw is often trivial and not so complex
but ITS MANIPULATION RESULT
the secondary screw theeme adapts to and plays in it or against it
to achieve the main manipulations goal

ugh
add it to manipulations mail
as
screw in screw
/////////////////////////////////////////////
there was tons and tons and otns an tons more shit
other screwthemes
wo hast du deine informationen her
aslo republcian guardings
or
inquote
womit verdienst du deine broetchen ie hwoyou earn your bread
the tehme fitting to me was
ich habe schon genug broetchen verdient ie i earned enough bread already
sort of
the thing here is
that i tell you group and theme quote of the chick
mostly a brunette chick with leather armor
which is tpyical repubclina guardings
the messaway is
ich bringe deine broetchen um. ie i kill your bread
/////////////////////////////////////////
some meataphore manipulation
abstarctand positive
a modern low energylight bulb but round and white
nontransparent
shown from bottomto bottomright
themetaphore includes mom whichwas metaphore for
professor chick
andthat you was sort of misjudged before
not understanding what its for sortof
a
positive abstractmess
fromafternoon earlyevening
didyouaddit tomanipulationsmail?
themesser?knows thatiknow
andhtemesserknows now iknew
everyline ofhtefaceof christina
but
doYOU!know

////////////////////////////////////////
add to manipualtions mail
du bist unglaublich ie youre unbelievable
and hte englsih version
im stunned by you
interesting is i pick it as compliment
but its meant as unsure waht it could mean
i e could mean incedribly lousy or incredibly well
add it to manipulations mail as insecure mess
-MESS A W A Y S ARE NOT ALWAYS CHEAP
sometimes its more developed like
build up tear down
other ways
-and i get dumbdrug now is
-CAUSING I N S E CU R IT Y IN THE BEGINNING
and when the zombei gets inseucre messing it away
its like
...
-SOFTENING UP the thing wiht makign something
U N C E R T AIN
before trying to mess it away
either way
add it to manipualtiosn mail
its a shortened rewrite here
i knew way more in detail
fix dumbdrug now geotutmethods 230 236pm
GETMETOUFWAROMCA
////////////////////////////////////////////
waht is atropin
i go google it
its from a nuts theem as metaphroe
-------i wenbt google atorpin
tis apeparently a reanimation dope
/////////////////////////////////////////
jjust liek
ein a su gezeinchenetes maneuver
you wiht leather armor and grey woolcap
drive a car
guy same dress on right side
you just shook off a hostile car or sth which is barely in teh screw
and hte guy like inquote EIN AUSGEZEICHNETES MANOEVER
its a postiive screw
ythough youre like
?>????????????
/////////////////////////////////////
teh manipualtion is a theme that apperently scared me as 10 or 12 year old
which shows you the messer bunch and in what times they live
the theme ocntains a black to coal burned corps
that horror movie suddenly opens eyes that are vety white in contrast to
all black burned corps
so that scared me in coma as 12 year oold
and thats hte theme
you....realise its noloner daylightitme since af ewminutes
but i aint sleeping or dreaming or sth
SEE> THE GERMAN COKRAOCH K N O W S ! THAT I KNOW

BUT DO Y OU KNOW!
/////////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLTHE COCKORAHC
THAT TRIES TO MESSAWAY REALITY WIHT
IN TRAUMWELT LEBT OR IN EINEER TRAUMWELT W E I T E R LEBT
OR SO
KILLASTOYER
///////////////////////////////////
check also if its fools that simpyl
P R E T E ND D DN DNDNDND ALL AWAYTHEY DONT LIKE TO I DIDNT WRITE IT BUT
SOMEONE ELSE IN ME OR SO
some of the messes and the brainmess topmiddle was done liek
we hoped the things inside go away when we halve you
or shti liekthat
wiht metaphores like a
house
cut appart into 2
or a car chopped up in half
ITS BY HTE PRINCIPLE OF
WHAT I DONT LIKE I P R E T E N D ND NDDNDNDNDNDN AWAY
HE JSUT DIDNT SAY IT IT WAS SOMEONE ELSE TRALLALALALALAAAAAA AND IF IT
TAKES DAMAGIGNG HIM
thatts how itt works when the fools get control
and when its nothat its
pedophelia
childfuck htemes
the fuckgin kids manipualtions cahnged thank god from 9year olds to 14 or
15 year olds at least
whic hmeans defacto the scum got less pedophile after teh years
at least theyre not so stupid
and if its not htat
its replacoe foxygen erasers
disgust away christina wiht mom or say mom or wart mom
or excahnge it wiht carmens or carolines or so
typical example in which world they live is
you think stuff liek im gonnacall that carmen chick (clausen -from student
exam office)
they mess you up wiht a chick you liked for aweek as 12 year old and never
gave a fuck ever since in same calss in 7 years on highschool
and highschool is out since 10!!years PLUS!!
but now ? they m us t messyou up day and night and it makes me
sssssssssssssssssssssick what phony bullshit fucks my life or head now
toher theemes is weenie theemes
GETOUT IF HTE GERMAN STATE TRIED TO D R E AM DA N CE M E TO A WEENIE TO
KEEP ME EXPLOITABLE
AND CHEAP
MRUDER HTE GEMRAN COCKROAHCES
AND GETMOTUAROMCA
SEE
W H Y S H OU
WHY SHOUDL I
HEAD
WHY SHOUDL I
OR TO NEUTER
WHY SHOUDL I

LD I ALLOW IT?
ALLOW LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLSOERS AND FOOLS TO FUCK MY LIFE OR MY
ALLWO SCUM TO SAW APRT MY FACE
ME
?ALLOW IT?

THE HOMOSEXUAL DREAMDANCER BUNDESVERFASSUCNHGTZ MOTIVETO KEEPME ON WARCOMA
IS ALSO THEYE AFRAID I SUE EM
AND I WRITE THIS UNDRUGGED
S U E
THE
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTOUTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTOFTHEIR GUTS
I DO NOT HAVE TO GET OUT OF WARCOMA 24-7 FOR THAT

SINC I WRITE THIS UNDRUGGED
SCREAM FOR YEARS UNDRUGGED MURDER HTE ASTOYER
AND GO BUY HYPERACTIVAITONS UNDRUGGED
HOW CAN THSE COCKROACHES STILL DREAMDANCE ME INTO THBEUBBLE
IM SERIOUS

BTW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THEY FAKE ME INTO HTE BUBBLE WIHT
I SEEM TO FUNCTION OR
THEY SHOW UP
THE SCUM HIDES AWAY
THEN ALL DOESNT SEEM T H A T BAD
THEN I SEEM LIE KA COMPLAINER
THE THEY REPLACE OXYGEN WIHT co2 OR CO or sth called STICKOXDIE
OR DRUGERASERS
REAR HEADLOW MSORTLY
AND IF ITS NOT HTAT
ITS MAKING OYU SEEM NOT LIKE A VICTIM BUT LIKE AN EVIL DOAER WITH
PACK! CATAPULTIN HATEDRUG INTO HEAD
an old trick they used in RAF terror trials also
theywere poor bastards that hugn themselves in prison officailly
fukt inthe ass by german pigs
btu when you hate drug them
and they spill tehir RIGHTOUS HATE OUT
then they seem like scum or nuts
its a german methods
other messes is mostly
oilantenna loonthemes
or third party deception
you give a zombie oilantenna
burst signal verylikely
and the rrest is
say mom or so
which plays other fools
then i becomes a running snowball
and based on bullshit
but thats how it works
so wiht lutsch mich or so or chop or blowjob or so themes
which is makignyou seem liek scum or sth taht woudl want now in the
nmiddle fo a filtyh subway a blowjob
when a chick is around wiht a child or so
thats how it works
its ratty
its germany
its hte german ways
its only the soft methods
GETMETOUAORMCA
IWANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
OUTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
OFWAROMCA
others mostly use overissuisser drug
its not jsut brainwash!!
its bitterness drug
that is used in madhouses to test if people have issues or sth
its grin dope also sometimes
and its used to conflcit people extra
or brainwash htem extra
theres a newer stronger variant from the rats that mess meup wiht phony
bullshti from hghighschool mostly
taht messed iwht zirbeldrusese or so
called emzirbeldreuse bunch

i bet their ntus rate must be e x t re me ly high
THIS !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! DRUG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! AND PHONY CONFLICTING
MANIPULATIONS METHODS! ARE THE CAUSE FOR THAT
repubclain guardings
seem to use an older variant
according to a nutshelmet theme taht dope did htem a great favour too
and the bunch knows it makes people ill
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
fix rbahtemss erasers
adngeyemss
gmeorauromca
============================
//////////////////////////////////
on toilet
tehres fatenign themes and gutsmess
so disabelr forhamdidlde udnersidemiddle
taht remidns me of the damamge in control to lick wahtts disgusting or so
or when tehy punsi hment dammge buzz away christina when you wanna touch
ehr softly
cehck
foreahd
innnermiddletop corner
foeredinnermiddletop
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHASTOYER
GEOTUTSOMEMETHDOS
its abold guess but heck if thats c o n t r o l brainregion
killllllllllllastsyoer
geotuaromca
usually they dmamge their poor girls to lick wahts disgusting in bitch
themes or so wiht that
im not sure if its spirituals or local shit only
poor girls
poor girls
dont forget to repair the briancenter for will and that foreheadinner
middletop when you get em off the streets!!!!!!!!!!
===============
!
================
they must be dead inside in theory
-------------------its not hte child fool disabelr duller
that is underside middle
foreheadinner middle
but not foreheadinnermiddleTOP!
makes oyu chicdish
passive
retardphonyish sort of passive
chidlsih
check if theres analysis and development
tahts for chidlfool themes
then comes the clueless and claim they never developed or so
and that even in cases where people learn fast and were the responsible
reasonable kid always
would be pure irony of the fools when its the same region they disable
waht charracterised me for te first nine ten years of my life hahaaa
german cockroaches with damamge nutshelmet
either way
getmowauromaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
IWANT
OUTFWOAROCMA
MRUDERASSTOYER
========================
//////////////////////////////////
the messmachine was you hang halfleaned forward and some

asstoymessdicktoymess
imnotsure but i htink youre held under shoulders half leaned forwards
the theme was sort of wind in the woods and a mountain or so on horizon
the hill was like left downwards
blue sky wind in woods a mountain top on horizon left
thats hte theme to hte hang forward mess machine
soemswitch over to christina loving her sit timing
/////////////////////////////////////
the metaphore is TYPICAL! ELEPHANT GROUP
wiht a bycicle part like the pedal section
but the rest vanished
so the metaphore is some think youre child
but the bike cant drive becasue they think two pedal pipes woudl be a
proof that its a bike
sort of
metaphorically abstrac tmetaphorically
a spinning pedal metaphore and bikes is a typical abstract for elephant
group usually
like a smooth soft hill in the dark
then a studio light goes on and shines light on a hidden part of hill
as a metaphore
for shining light on an aspect
taht is TYPICAL!ELEPHANT GROUP!
TYPICAL!
abstract
too bad htey weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeenie down their memebers their egos to
control em better
or control em atall!
atall
waht the thing is they weenie them varies
is a chick fucking around like healthy girls do - then its shes a bitch
thing
is she a chick thats not fuckign artound often - then they weenie her wiht
noone wants her
and for hte rest theres weenie down wiht phony levelings
like age
shes 18 or 27 when they boost ego
and shes mentally 4 or 9 when they weeeeeeeeeeeeeeeenie the chick down
but the trick is
its all phony bullshit to weeenie htem down better to level them down or
level themup
like some sects use mysterios indicator machines to accept and answer or
not
or to dig deeper in one thing - levelings based on bullshit
its all hard to expplain
but this is how itworks there usually
pickign sth that might botehr him or her
inflating exagerating it even if bullshit and hten hitting hte chick or
hte guy till ego is soft
and its all to control em better or control em atall
sometimes when a chick is cute and they see shes arrogant about it - wiht
reason
then tehy campaign her ego away like swedish mobbing wiht exclusions or so
its how it works
fix erasers now
the girls shouldnt feel bad about it
its how it is
theyre not bitches jsut becasue they love fuck like any healthy human
but its used to weenie htem
and if itsn othat
its maybe that htey cant get children in life
or that they dont fuck around so they weenie em that noone wants em
and if itsn othat its something else
or their spygirls - keeping htem as ego weenied down for control but
thirsty bloodhounds
ie b a r e l y enough to keep em getting on but not enough and promises
promises
promises
promises and keeping them like barely holding on
thats how it woorks

tehy shouldnt feel bad about it?
they should call the bluff
showme
no more words
show me
TODAY not later not of course but not now
TODAY
NOW
SHOWME
they should call the bluff
its too bad the chicks will never get this filepart
i wanted to write more but i just lost it
see
they know thati know
thats how it works forinstance in that bunch
when they get trophy people and use trophy people i bet its the same how
they do it
they weenie them
then get em uunderpriced
//////////////////////////////////
add to manipualtions mail
republican guardings metphore screw odnerful manipulation
und du lebst von pedigree
ie and you just live from dogfood
its a wonderful metaphore for the artificial misery in one image you
eating out of a dogfood can hahaha
wonderful
wonderful
add it tomanipulations mail
its true
and a classical inverse pivotal screw
also here
the
the
the
and

bunch
theme
quote of hte theme
hte intention its an ego booster

inversely pivotal screw
of screwing a theme in
not directly flip flap flipflap youre this flipflap youre that
but INVERSELY pivotal thats typical for republican guardings
example
raport all stand there waiting for an officer
chick shows up
ok we are looking for a THIS AND HTAT
you as avatar hide away in the crowd in last line
wrote this one also
its making you pivotally inversely think YOURE the one hey are looking for
not flipflap flipflap youre an apple flipflap flipflap youre
anaaaaaaaaaaaapppple
its
example on an apple
-ok WE ARE LOOKING FOR AN APPLE! - you hide away in teh crowd
-making you inersely guilty of being or having an apple
wiht an apple example
the apple can be anything -abstract or not
inversely pivotally is typical for republican guaridngs
there was waymore
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
they have also animal leveling screws
du bist ein saebelzahntiger
and me liek ???????

becasue tiger is tiger
but saebelzahn is sure not i knew or bothered or so
it has sort of huge 2 teeth on corner from top to down
ego booster
/////////////////////////////
theres a mouthpartmess to ballsmess
getout if its BASLMESS simply with STEAM OVERMOUTH
GETOUT IF HTEY STEAM THE BALLS TASTE OVER MOUTH
other version liek midtown bunch uses like ...drugstickpeeks into
throat and tongue back so its simulating dicksuckhair in nutshelmet
other dicktomyesses wih shitwater around cock
some are like krrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr noise
otehrs kssksksksksskskskss others like floop plooop plooop pplooop
others like chooooooooooocheeeeeeeee water and suck noise
others like pffst pffst pfssst liek hydropneumatic asstoy wiht
exchangebale rape peak
some jsut use electrode mess and your nerves under cockhair shake still
after hte buzzer wiht that like damamge
the variations in raw
wether some are short and many fs fts fsstlike manyper scond
or hte other variants
does it matter? which one? messes your ass and cock?
some are using breahtemess
some replace oxygen wiht stickoxide or co or co2
many drugover breahting inhaler
some over undersidemiddle reahraedlowupwards some innereyes upwards
some over sidehead
iminhell
and officallyn othignhappens
does it matter? that you have to sit on some?
or others are portable
or others are halfleaned back liek dentist chair
and others like republciianguardings hung under shoudler held half leaned
forward
mostly iwh gutsmess and backmess backbonemess
///////////////////////////////
a MILD day is like this:
IMINHELL also underway
KILLLLLLLLLLLTHEBRAINMESSERS ASTOYERS ALLTEH TIEM
DICKTOMYES BASLMES
DISABERUDLELR
RBAINRMES
NEKCMES S
EMYES SASSBONEMES
SGUTSMESS
RBAINDDULERS
ERASERS
reahreadlowmess
BRAINMES SASTOYMESS
DSABELRUDLERS
ASTMYES DICKTOMYES BRAINMES SNECKMES SUFFOAIOTN MES EYEMSS
ITS MIDSAFE
GETOUT WHO IS THE NEW LOWTECH BUNCH THATS ANNOYING
THE LOONTHEMES ARE
A D O L P H IN WOULD TRY TO TURN ME AROUND
AND IM LIKE>???????????????????////
///////////////////////////////
didyou store repubclaiguarifngslegmesse sthat turn the feet outwards
and mess inner legs
or some operate feet mostly outer toe and underside feet
otehrs just cool feet and heat other parts upwards
wahtever htat does iwht bloodflow
dangerous?
freezeshock?
/////////////////////////////////
other variant is

du bist ein bruellaffe
which is hte same levelin screw and very good theme for ego
like a 800pound gorilla in thegrass or so
i can barely rmemeber now suddenly
but here the same
republican guardings
the quote and description of htescrew
and hte intention
also republican guardings
//////////////////////////////////////
a large black scissor cutting acable fomr a phone or so
wiht the theme in quote ich durchtrenne die verbindung
its an anti nutsscrew
its demess i think from
ich teflonier or telefonier hwich is a nuts woman claiming she telepphones
but has no phone or so and you can clearly see shes nuts
so here also
group
theme
quotes from theme
and intention nutsscrew and its descrew theme
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
DENTIST AND TEETH SCREWS IS
seastorm
youre flushed overboard
and all water or struggle is becasue of it
thouhg its a dentist screw
others crews is you would lose youre teeth and htey fall apart bleeding
inyour hands
///////////////////////////////////////////////
a fuckscrew was
bending over a white paperbox wall hard sort of
but it was a pussy crunch thing
you thought you bend overhard a white paperbox wall
but in your hand you felt a soft warm wet pussy and wondered in coma what
kind of paper box shoudl that be?
//////////////////////////////////////
other fuckscrews are sort of
B A L A N C IN G SOME CHICK OR SOME ABSTRACT THING wiht a flow movement
the thing makes you as zombie think that wihthte fuck movement you would
balance something
and when you leave hte flow it gets unbalanced
sort of these are the fuckscrews in coma warcoma you dont even realise
youre fucking around
coming is like piss you dont realise you dont mind you dont care
but its a physical thing
think its becasue of 2 nerve systems or sth
there was more fuck screws
/////////////////////////////////////////////
geto ut why these idiots get on my nerveswiht camren chcik or so
evenreporting it oexaggerates it
its liek this
among amillion toehr interesting chicks or first kisschick or firstfuc k
chicks etc
there was age 12 some chick you likes for a week or sth
and told your brother o n c e in...1993 orso
you didnt givve a fuckigndamn for hte following 7years highschool thoguh
same class
AND HIGHSCHOOL IS OVER SINCE 10! YEARS now
but these cockraoches day and night and day and night mess meup like t h a
t chick would b e theeeeee definign thing
almsot
A N Y T HI NG

in the messes
is extremely oveissuside dope and phony bulllshit or out of proporotion
bullshit about highschooltime
im souuuuuuuuuuuuuuusickkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkof this shit
get
out
waht
teh
germans
try
when they
erase
and replaceofoxygen erase
and manipualtio ntaht i shoudl not wantto remember
years

the last eight

ten

while
overissuising massivelydrugging and messing in highschool bullshit but out
of proportion or total bullshit what someone might have thought that
hadnoclue
or someone that might have messed you up and didnt know b a s i c things
even about me
you get hte idea
waht do hte germans try
its all hard to explain and im
sooooooooooousssssssssssssssssssssssickkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkofit
get out also if they divert wiht this total bullshit stuff from me
screaming for eight years getmetoufawromca
getout fi htey try to keepme as zombnei wiht turning back clock or
damamges or sth
its the last 3 years steadily
getout if hte alibi for making me aweeenie is that it owuld be good for me
or sth
they try nothign but break me into hte bubble and to make me a weenie to
keep me as asstoyed clown on warcoma and as bum
in neurigngein its more like
digging out what might bother you inflating htat mmmmmmmmmmmmassively
overissuising t h a tmassively
and hitting you iwht it that youre small or broken or a weenie
while here its more like
turn back clock and erasers of recently all the time
im ssouuussssssssssssssssssssssssssickof this siht
fix erasers
getreal WHO
I
AM
all tehse years thats almost 10 years you know me whe nyou was around 2001
/////////////////////////////////////////////
repubuclai guatirndgms mess
wiht inner legstart bloodflow
and fry legs
as a consequencethey instanly sleep aftger the coma time and are extlremy
stitchy
like oyu would sit too long on toilet
that
enver ever ververver was hte case usaully
its a repubcla ignauringsmethod
hte method works up to flaling down almost when you get up
its how it works

REPAIR HTE GUTSOEVERISINZ FROM THESE CORKAOCHES AND HTE CUT OF BINDER
GEWEBE OR STH IN GUTS
THAT IS ALSO THEIR STANDARD METHDO
//////////////////////////////////////////
messaway of my fortune
with assbonmess
manipualtion is mom would think i would be rich
but it means hte straight opposite andit means christina as mom
sort of
its a conflict inconflcit in conflict
plus overissuiser drug
in simple theme that christina would think you would be a bum
and youre like ?????????????
add it to manipualtions
/////////////////////////////////////////////
the prince thing bothers hte scum alot
the thing got into manipualtion as
leveling
if sth good then you was
if sth bad then you was not
or to annoy third party to make it inflationary meaningless and annoying
thats how it works
its pivotal
inverse
like
making a cheerleader fat and stuffing her an ice into the mouth and make
her say shes cheerleader
or
asstoy plus now sayimprince or so
that area
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess verstand verloren loonteheme
check earliquidmess
demess tragic mess wiht injeciton eyerings and groin
wiht erhoet war or ueberhoet war or so
ie having been overrated or so
KILLLLLLLLLLLLTHE ASSTOYER
GETMEOUTOFWARCOMA
loon themes are
or
or
or
or

scheeeei! tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

schrei tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
sing this and that
say theeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeh??? or HEEEEEEEEEEH???
so

check earliquidmess theres mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmassive tinitus after
earliqudimesses
and i dont know if its oilatnenna or russian needle
MURDER ASSTOYER
murder the bastard twher eoyu swallow stuff in dicksucktoy and nutshelmet
ADD THIS SHIT TO MANIPULATIONS MAIL
C R A CK THE BUBBLE WIHT OR WIHTOUT WARCOMA DRUGPROOFING

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
btw you foudn the tons of porn stuff?
from the old porn ring where you put balls and cock thorugh
the idiots eating viagra

isntead of

or the chick in the mainpualtio ntha uses based on same principle a belt
around balls and dick
like grampy cant get a hard dick anymore so she sort of binds it up in
sitfuck holding it
defneintiely a republican guardings screw hahaha
what about teh other porn stuff
condoms just for cockpeak
think its assfuck condoms but mostly it jsut keeps dicktoolmess equipment
clean
waht about the silver stripes you found em?
a silver stripe liek all small finger
you tape it on and rip if off fast and instantly you come
definitely fatalley
some elephant group guy g u e s se d that it contains a nerve agent
and that it woudlnt work whe nyou dont stimulate the nerves or sth
i wouldnt wonder if htey copied it
fact is
chicks do it on side pussy and you over dickhair
wahts happened to the porn stuff?
you found it?
waht abotu hte tons of dicktols and asstoolmess
from the cheap assball for cheap cehap cheap rubbertitts for gays
to the hydropneumatics rape peek
the one looks liek a machinegun bullet with scratched in peak
replaceable peek
the hard peek hurts like shit
thenosie is deifneitly pfffffst pffffst ffffffffst
and defeintiely hydropneumatic
olther version
flush warm wateraround dick
makes a choochee suck noise
takes shit from ass
they call stool or stul
also the dicktool thing is often linked wihthte dicksucktoy you chew on
it sort of does what you do sort of
its a cheap pigbunch taht uses these ones like midtown bunch or
screbwucnh4 more htat leve
you found asschip/ electrode sometimes?
done for provocation
waht about the plooop flooop plopp plpopp plopp thing
wiht three roudn thingies
those simulate he fuck forces mroe
hold on i painted it in fuckstuff
thsoe were just hte standard dicktoolmesses
there was tons more
GET
ME
OU
TOF
WARCOMA
I
WANT
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
FUCKING SHIT
HOW
DO THE GERMAN RATS WAKEME
WHEN I WALK INTO A PHARMACY AND DEMAND DRUGPROOF

WITH W H A T RIGHT DO THESE RATS F A K E ON TEH BUBBLE
AND FOR WAHT YET?
ITS ALL THE FAULT OF HOMOVERFASSUNGSCHUTZ
ITS THEIR DOPE THEIR MONEKY GAME OF TRAUMTAENZEREI SINCE 2001 JUNGLE BOY
SPYLAWSUIT
btw htey knew it doesnt work to keep me liek this
it may never get public but htey just HOPED once i study or fuck a hooker
in the ass
i sure would accept the shitty bubble they tried to reduce my life to
GET???
ME???
THEFUCKOUT???OF???WARCOMA
SHIT
//////////////////////////////////////////////
nihgttime screws wih docs was for isntance
evil insulting talking shoes that plus weenie drug or so
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the brain
recapitulates in dreamphase
memories from
coma
doesnt it?
so the germans tried to prevent that i dont dream
and keep me all damn day
on a brink of greyout overodsage coma warcoma
it didnt wor k ten years or just five years
but that didnt keepem from trying
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
otehr screw was anceint
test screw
where gates open like sundown and you cry fly into sundown
otehr test screw aorund same was horse in desert coudlnt walk anymore
what oyu do
ididnt shoot it tried to carry it
all night i carried a sack wiht me
//////////////////////
other test screw is catastrophy skyscraper and you walk throug wiht a
flame thrower on back
and all sorts of peopleon the ground wiht help me or so
the ending is you jump off hte tower
but i used to sit down and enjoy sky or sundown
think the early section was
you naked in front of audience and hte screwtheme wiht mechanical out of
can noise -yes? they laugh about you
very likely conflict screw or killer geek screw
///////////////////////
toher hceap screws were like
evil mickey mouse devil screws
wiht black and white psychoactive glow
/////////////////////////
sgra loves simpsons theme/s since hte characters are known
and you can morph different people into them
///////////////////////////
other chick rubbertitt screws were like
caribbean girl growing up happily
sitting on boat feet in water
parents grow old and grey happily together
youre a happy happy girl wiht a happy background and childhood after hte
scre hteme
in shitty rubbertitts
think was hte lipgloss nighttime time
eeey rubbertitts i still cant stand em
tehre was more screws
some of those screws used old halflife engine
/////////////////////////////
related screws use the

xiii engine
wiht strong lines and psychoactive glow colros
the hteme was like
gi s
saluting a flag
with white parade helmet
saying shjit and total bulllllllshit
complete bbbbbbullshit like
we will never let you down
the oath and hand on heart oathing hte flag in sundown
there was more
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess manipulation wiht trenchcoat elderly wiht black hat and emotional
face smiling at you
or smiling down at you as emotional statement screw
deemess it
add it to manipulations mail
getmeout of warcoma
today was also screws where the video game you play makes it into
manipulations mail
here it was earlier the minesweepergame
today in aldiparkinglot like the solitaire cards game definitely wiht
green background
buti ts an old theme mess method
mostly in sunlogo group territory
done wiht
fallout2 engine and wiht diablo2 engine those days

GENERALLY MANIPULATIONS TRY TO GET EASIER INTO MIND
example> the reason why tehy use trenchcoat eldery is because they got out
i would respect old agents more
so for a screw they pick those themes more often than someone i don
respect
so wiht videogames you just play
its all about easier entrance to mind sort of
its hard to explain
but htis is how it works
examples with the fallout2video game engine was for isntance
if something negative in the screw was shown you did or would have said
then the avatar sort of got gun hit from the old video game
videogame engines are common
like hte XIII engine wiht strong lines and psycho glow colors
like gi s saluting a flag and swearing oath we will never let you down
in sundown wiht white parade helmets or so
otehr things were like ancient screws wiht halflife engine around 2001
etc
get
me
out
of
warcoma
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
get
me

out
ofwarcoma
i know iknow reported it all all all all the time
all teh years
there was als osome us screws
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
amerca 18th century iwht umbrella grey skirt and white stripe on bottom
skirt
nutshelmet was to owarm
///////////////////////
the youre cheap cheap c h e a p !screw is to miss someone
///////////////////////
spirituals us red bus brings you as kid to a red brick orphanage with
around window
your clothes fly through the air
how you react
////////////////////////
or a panda on an empty tree eating the leaves
with the one stair downwards represents a week or so
which means the people in jamaica newyork are afraid to lose the littlebit
they have
in theory.. and that was 07
must be really ultra lousy now hah ?
//////////////////////////////
also bizzare screw was like
zodiac or shitliekthat
that movie was big in the us there when i was htere
wondered who made a theme about it
was bullshit for me
////////////////////////
was annoyed and baldy brit in shopping spree a screw only?
there was a test screw about a mall shelf or sth think i picked bullshit
about music speakers or sth
not sure
other shopping spree standard:
LOONTEHME SAG DAS IST ALLES NUR EIN TRAUM LONTHEEM ie S A Y its all just a
dream
ASSTOYMESS
PRONOILMESS
ASTOMYESS assbonemess brainduller
lontehme kalle or falle ie trap
ASSTOMYESS PORNOILMES ASSBONEMES NECKMESS
DIASBELRUDLULLER
REOCMA DRUGSCREWQ
ASSOTMYES DICKTOMEYSS ASBSONEMESS PORNOILMESS
EYEMESS
DISABELRUDULELR
ASBONEMESS IDCKOTMYESS BRAINMESS DULLER
walkmess
EYMES SGUTSMESS TOMACHMESSASSBONEMESS
BASLMES ASTOYMESSRICKOTYMESS ITS MILDSAFE
GETOUT WHO IS NEW AROUND
THIS
IS
THE
BEST CASE
****AS GOOD AS THING S GET>*****
ALL YOUCAN DO AFTER TEN YEARS OF THIS IS KILLYOURSELF
AND THIS
THIS ISJUST MILDSAFETY
FIX IDSABEURLDLER
more asstomymess here
otehr loontheme du raederst zu schnell or du redest zu shell
ie youre rolling too fast or youre talking to shell or youre talking too
fast

its a loontheme so its likely the third
ibarely remember the shit but i assume its repeating it in coma or warcoma
and all think youre a nut or sth
KILLASSTOYER GUTSMESSER BRAINDULERS EYMESSERS GET
ME
THE
FUCK
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
WHEN I TRY TO SUE HYPERACTIVATION IN COURT THESE COCKROACHES HAVE NO RIGHT
TO MESSAROUND
and geout what loon theme simulate ich bin duma thurman or so ie i am duma
thurman or so
what loon thing is that?
//////////////////////////
fix suffocaiton
eraser s
earelqidumes
eyemss
reaheadlowmess
delyy subdue or so
teh nutshelmet hteme or mindmes theme is
black haired chick waving in front of nose saying eeeeeeeeeeyh
thats hte theme
btw its daylighttiem
////////////////////////
add also to manipulations mail
a positive screw
where a kidversion of you age3 or so stand behind a huge high desk
and someone behind it old big gives you a little goodie over hte huge desk
like a credit
it means in coma warcoma
you small 3 year old get a little valuable credit goodie from someone
tall expirienced powerful behidn a huge black desk
sort of
its a positive screwtheme
after you wrote or say sth good
it s meant as reward screw sort of
add it t o manipulations mail
think its elephant bunch
////////////////////////////
btw wahts happened to i just wanted to see the world abit girl? curious
good hearted girl
what to silverstripe girl still remember hte smooth soft smooth soft soft
pussyfeel
hows blonde girl 2001 doing? she was my first
how sandra ? half a life ago 2002 she formed my sexual preferences
most important
H O W I S M Y C U T E GIRL DOING
m y cute worried little everything
m y cute little princess
cute little bravey with a diamond earring of mine
my cute awesome girl
how
is
she?
doing?
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
DIDYOU ADD all the screws TOMANIPULATIONS MAIL?
how long is manipualtiions mail
I A S S UM E D YOU KNEW
BECASUE I WROTE IT ALL ALL ALL ALL THE TIME ALL ALONG

ALL TEH ITME
ALL ALONG
ALLTHE TIME
VERY VERY VERY LIEKLY
YOU PUT IT AWAY AS W H O C A R E S IF HE DESCRIBES ANOTEHR THEME ?
WHO CARES IF HE DESCRIBES ANOTEHR VIUDEO HELMET BULLSHT ?
but its more
ITS
ITS
ITS
ITS

GROUPS
METHODS
INTENTIONS
REGIONS AND HOW THEY TICK

ITS G O L D FOR SERVICES AND DONT PRETEND I WOULD NT KNOW THAT
VERY VERY VERY VERY LIKELY YOU ASSHOLS USED ME AS BURNBITCH
NEVERGOTOUT?SOMUCH STUFF?
LETS FLY HIM BACK AND SEE HOW MUCH MORE WE GET
you are scum ithink now
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
its all way not a convieneint leanback video
with some goggles

lean back
enjoy a dicktool you dont realise bvideo goggle
its magnetic alteration of rbain?
juice modulation?
or brainwave override?
suffocaiton
smellfagker
?
intubator or you suffocate to death ?
often way too warm too hot inside helmet?
claustorphobia suffocaiton u n b e ra b le brainemsss and brainwave mess
its unbearable
ITS NOT A CONVINIENT VIDEO GOGOLE LEAN BACK
WIHT PSYCHOACTIVE GLOW VIDEOS THAT SHOW SOMETHING UNDEFEATABLE where you
lay flat beneath
and its all orange and red behind in evil backghround
thats way over
ITS U N B EARABLE
ITS DAMAMGE
ITS O P E R A TI ON S
ITS MESS
ITS MASSIVE AND STAYING ADNN DAMAGING MESS
ITS MASSIVELY D AM AGING YOU TO A FUCKING RETARD OR A NUT OR WEENIE
ETC
///////////////////////////////////////////
did oyu getout replace of oxygen wiht co2 or co or sth cthey
calledstickoxide ?? erasers?
/////////////////////////////////////////////
WHATDOES IT DOWITH THE BRAIN
WAHT DOES IT DO WITH THE ORGANS
AND HTE BODYNERVES ETC
FIX THE REPALCO GOFXYGEN MESSN OW THAT IWROTE IT
DID YOU ADD ALL THS SHIT TO MANIPUALTIOSN MAIL
I REWROTE IT ALL ALONG
how much did oyu get
into manipulations mail
how long is it now

add this shit to manipulatiosn mail
fix breahtemsses
getmeotufwaromca
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
did oyu add also
-alles einbildung manipulations to manipulation mail?
its a republican guardins theme to mess it all all away
i listed the manipualtiosn all also
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-fodl bedsheet aaaaaaaand wefold it all away aaaaaaaaand we pack it all
away
its mroe abstract ot a brainmess
the abstract element is a bedsheet white or huge paper
it folds stage
by stage by stage
by stage ..aaaaaaaaaaaaaaand? we pack it away / aaaaaand? we fold it away
plus brainmess or erasers
//////////////////////////////////
-waiting in carline with tab girl checkign list - you cant enter -no
youre not and we knwoem all
pivotal and inverse as typical for republcina guaridngs
you are in a car line before a large gate or mansion gate some chick wiht
tab and list
shows up you stayin car and say im this and htat
the chick looks at teh tab and hte list and says no.....no? ?? youre not.
and i know htem all.
the theme ends too suprisingly and is not influencable
/////////////////////////////////
did oyu add to manipualtions mial
the almost shot gun thing
its republcian guardings pivotal
you approach a patrol with arifle or assault rifle
that person is tension then instantly gets at ease and says stuff like
ooh i almost this and that
it s inversely pivotally at ease messing in thank god youre this or that
or thakn god youre NOT this or that
else you would have been shot
inversely
did you add it to manipualtions mail?
apple example (hypothetical)
its not FLIPFLAP FLIPFLAP YOURE NOT AN APPLE FLIPFLAP YOURE NOOOOT AN
APPLE FLIP FLAP FLIP FLAP
its
sodleir or patrol pickgin you up ready to kilyou
gets at ease pointing gun away and ooh thank god youre not an apple
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-to itsall jsut adream themes wiht open window curly brunette leather
armor and shabby green army blanket
its all just a dream manipualtion is you wake up as 7 to10 year old boy
in a shabby bed with green army blanket
window is on right side and open
you as kid in bed on table shabby empty transparetn gelly cups and misery
woman suppsoed otbe your mother curly mid30 in leather armor saying
it was all jsut adream
its inverse
pivotal
like
twelve year old girl hugs a self drawn picture and dances wiht it
she says stuff like its apicture by her byofriend he has a ufo and on the

ufotheres
the thing
you think
thats hte
but youre

a shower
is youre the chick
silly kid with imaginary boyfriend
inverse pivotal thing
the chick in the screw sort of

////////////////////////////////////////////
-to eloquence das entspringt alles nur deiner fahahantasie it e m e r ge s
(eloquently) out of your fahaaatnasy
im not sure but this one uses a water fountain i think
the quote das ENTSPRINGT alles nur deiner fahahaantasie it E M E R G E S
all jsut your fantasy
woudl fit the screw theme
but im way no logner sure about this waterfountain thing
the quote is all true
subvariant
-alles einverwildung or alles einbildung or ach was alles nur einbildung
ie all just imagination
cheap messaway try
add to manipualtions mail
ich bilde mir das alles nur ein messaway of reality
erasers
replace of oxygen erasers
and left ear messes
////////////////////////////////////////////////
-to ground shake darkahired chick das ist alles nur deine
cheeeezfreedeneeeeheee or so loontheme version
this one
is making you think youre nuts wiht claiming this orthat
claiming in screw somethign then liek earthquake all shakes and brunete
angry like
nooooooooooooooooooooooooo its all just your
cheeeeeeeeeeeezfreeeeeeeedeneeeee (german phonetics for a nuts illness)
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
-to ach was alles nur einbildung / ie all jsut imagination
variant of its all jsut imagination manpulation
as yousee there goes the direction s
each of em
all adream all imagination all not real all jsut nutsillness or we pack it
all away
thats the raw direction of all of em
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
-to mal sehen was er fuer bohrstellungen hat or vorstellungen hat chick
puts nutshelmet on a guy sitting in ag rey room on ground chick puts
nutshlemet on head letssee what kind of illusions he has
also an inversely youre nuts when you c alim it
guy sits on ground grey background hugs his legs doesnt react
chick shows up wiht nutshelmet puts nutshelmet on him and says mal sehen
was er fuer vorstellngen hat
ie lets see what imaginatiosn or illusions he has
since youre the guy on the ground the screw makes you inversely think
youre nuts or so
-invesely youre the ground sitting kneehugging guy in the theme
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
-to inverse und warum wartest du dann auf deine rente (just mess away of
fortune) ie and why are you waiting then for your pension ? chick asking
elderly claiming hes millionaire
inversely you are teh elederly
an old guy plays millionaire and claims hes millionaire and claims hes
millionaire
and a kid walks then by and tells him
and why are yo u waiting for your pension hten?
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
also subvariant
where is youre moeny?
the descrew to it is ON THE BANK

//////////////////////////////////
a weenie screw is
wo hast du diesau her or so
its a cheap weeenie down screw from screwbunch4
add the shit to manipulations mail
loser mess or so contains speech mess on groin definitely
//////////////////////////////////
-to screws THAT YOU DONT W A N T TO REMEMEBER else sth bad happens or
youre ridiculed else
like AVOIDING PAIN manipulations that oyu should not w a n t to remember
hard to exlain this one
erasers are also making you that oyu dont w a n t to remember it
elephant group uses this alot plus erase dope
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was waaaaaaaaay more messaway tried
more more more morem ore more
third party deception screws use often babbling drug and this and htat
sssssssay it
or sssssing it
or und jetzt sag this and htat
i barely rememeber the shit
nutshelmet shows emotional face smilign with evil mean grin teeth as
emotional state
thats a typical screw
since i barely rememebr the third parrty deception shit
makes it more problematic i think
like entchen yuhm or maedchen dumm loon themes
this and htat versoenlichkeit or persoenlichkeit
thats third party deception
then this andhtat tablet or tablette or carmente or medikamente or so
loon theme
also more htird party deception loon fake than anything else
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
///////
did you add to manipualtison mail
schester dum or schwester um or yuhm loon theme
which is
nurse loon theme or repeat to sound nuts loon them
like entchen yuhm or maedhcen dumm or shit liekthat
theres tons more
this and htat krieg hoch loon theme
or pervert theme
it reminds me o f verfassungsscuhtz
or cheap german shit trying to fake you a criminal
a nut
or a pervert
or a suicide weenie
the german triangle was always this
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
mess here is pretty new
screwtheme wiht a sort of car removal or so wiht different kind of luxury
cars
where a truck or so picks up your car
depends on different luxury brands
itsdefnietnely hte bunch here
what is it ? sgra fortress?
hte bunch also copied hte pussy instead mouth screw manipulation
seems the scum copies methods i listed from other scum
can only be a male screwer
haha
a girl wouldnt even THINKKKK of hte idea to morph the lower half of the
face as pussy

//////////////////////////
descrew was for isntance
so jetzt ueberleg mal ie so, now think about it abit
or so
its a positive screw
armored guy grey wooolcap
///////////////////////////////////
demess now forisntancee emotional face as stamtemtn mess
its not enough that i descirbe hte theeme
its this time a thiknful worried thinking feeling guilty like theme wiht a
chick
abit higher htan you or BENDING OVER YOU abit or higher htan you abit
----------------------the loontheme is like you naked in front of auditorium laughabotu you and
hte nutshelmeet like
yes?.... they ?laugh about you?... scratchy bass guy or sometimes in
varied theme computer voice chick
tos nof glow colors like red is not red but psycho glow red
sort of
cant remember if blurry was softwash fitler or the coma all too bright
alll too bright when you wakeup
alltoo bright blurry and heavy breahting cold sweat feelign miserably
ssssssssssssssick like oyu wanna vomit
but i cant rememebr if its ten seconds ago or 2001
it was also 2001 thats for sure
getout the gutsmesses
add the shit to manipualtiosn mail
getmofwuawromca
punish scum
///////////////////////////////////////
about loon themes generally
elephant group uses electrode nutscomm for htat mostly on left headside
!-its called russian needle
!-others use oil antenna
!-others mess wiht earliquid whichis inner eye or rearhead behind ears
!-others just left side cheap nutscomm
!-others the thing wiht the antenna around rear skull under skin
!-others tooth comm or so
!-verfassugnsscuhtz deinfeitely uses standard comm thats cpapble of
conferencing
like
ok where do we get him now this nighttime?
what about the this and htat office?
other naaaaaah they close at 5 30 am or 7 am? i lost one but reported it
more clearly
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
its point G
for guidance
tahts used also for nutsfake whenever possible
mostly third party deception
of course the intention is guidance or nutsfake
cheap methods but its how it works
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
i dont think that you realise how manipualtions work
theyre for instancemessed in so often till you as zombie dont care and
dont realise
or in morning yore too tired abdndbrainbaked and dont care
its all out of time of brain even if you react more to penetrant interim
test screws
doenst meanthat oyu care the same abotu the messes the same time
others dull you badly iwht repalce ofoxygen or so
but that dulls suffocate dammges you badly
then the rats try to cover it up wiht cheap booster
as if there is to fake over brain activity over te damamge but after hte
mess
i still dont thin kyou realise

so
lets say the messer messed around a month day by day by day by day by day
by a theme
then you act differently after being used to it like when not
so when youre suffocated dulled damamged wiht or wihtotu
boosterhceapcoverup
so when in mornign tired away instead sleep and of course tired and
damgemd or suffocate dmamgeddulled instead sleep
so you will react likely vaguely on a penetrant inerlink test but that
doesnt mean you would on the milder manipulation theme on
that
often affexts hte nutshelemt
wthat thinks you choose
when you just look at somethin for too long
moslty you dont understand
or sth is UNUSUAL and or not udnerstand
that means lets say an ugly orange car like an ugly ulgy ugly orange jeep
forinstance
would be looked at becasue its unusually
owuld be looked at just as special as something utterly nice and unusual
would be looked at just as something that you just dont realise
thats how it works
the nuts helmets dont seem to realsie this too often
WONDERING ABOUT SOMETHING IS NOT CHOOSING IT!
other thing is
based onthe effect that manipulations affect each toher and AUTOSUGGESTION
is for instance you rub your cock undrugged think of your cute wiht her
hot hot hot butt ohyup
and drop to coma as you think of her so youre autosuggesting in coma
warcoma yourself far away thinkign oyour cute girl
the iditos mess you up with knows god what
but your action in drug is guided by your autosuggestion in this case
thinking of your girl
that lets these iditos pretend you chose or so
thoguh you was far away
sometimes hte idiots know and wonder its incredibly unusual and cant be
correct
but then depends on the phonyness level of hte messer pretends either
discovered a secret
or he chose the orange car on drug or the brigt green car on drug or so so
its what he likes
HE J U S T DONEST KNOW undrugged waht he likes
that
is
the
shit
how it works
with nutshelmets
and hte fools that apply them
add it to state of mind mai;
these are soft factors but it matters
of state of mind mail
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess entchen dumm or maedchen um or shit liekthat
getmeoutofwarcoma
some fatenign screw abotu schwarzwaelder hirsch or kirsch or shtiliekthat
which is a pie or bullshit
btw add to manipualtion mail
the enforce screws
ie
first rebabble something true
second the bullshit

example
being prince as first
second meadhcen dumm killing kid or shti liekhtat
teh screw strategy is
FIRST TEH TRUE THING
SECOND THE BULLSHIT
but both are repeated mess
subvariant of hte leveling
whe n you did somethign good or positive
then you are prince
when you said sth bad abotu shitland germany or so
then you w a s
its like
is it good enforce
is it bad mess away
sort of
these are anotehr cheap tricks

keep in mind
the THEME CAN BE ANYTHING
first true thing
second bullshit

and
sth good or positive then true thing
sth bad or negative then bullshit thing
this is how it works
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
did you vcheck also the nuts method where one thing is repeated just wiht
delay in electrode nutscomm?
wait
did i list this one already?
when you wold clap once
it would be repeated distorted a second later or so in electrode
ntuscomm/russianneedle
you got out why that makes people nuts?
//////////////////////////////
fix feetmess
did you getout republican guardings feetmessmethod on toilet?
tehy stop blood flow inner knee undersideand fry the leg
as a result both legs sleep and get barely controllable
republican guaridngs hte are hte onyl one that are cheap enough to do it
noone else gives a damn how long you shit
they do.
find hte foot mess of now that makes cold feet
its a mess top foot over ankle top side
getout method

getmetoufwaromca
/////////////////////////////////////////
tejhre was
more more
way more messawy tries
the bunch ere uses third party deception screw and label exchangescrew
liek hund or hundin is pedo screw for kids so tiech or viech meaining
animal
mom is mostly a phyllis video /in elephant group often also professor
chick
being french is a label exchange for being american
and tons and tons and tons and tons and tons and tons more shit
ALL ALL WRITTEN ALL ALONG
ALL ALONG
ALL ALL ALL ALONG
how much went to manipulations mail
of hte messaway themes
i wrote them described them all properly in large and precision
there was toooooons more shit
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
tons more
conflict crews hwere are latey you alone in assholes class
its a common hteme
evil maze wih chanign walls is also a screwtheme maybe more for testing
but conflicting
//////////////////////////////////////
somme WEENIE SCREW IS THIS AND HTAT EUNDE OR FREUNDE OR WIESOHAST DU
KEINE FREUNDE WEENIE SCREW
THIS IS HTEBULLSHIT
AS IF A TWELVE YEAR OLD INFANTILE WEENIE MANIPULATES YOU
/////////////////////////////////////////////
add to manipualtiosn mail
a huge huge huge disgusting greenyellowish acne bowl
higher than you
about to popp on you
and hte screw like
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeey youre this orthat
the this or that theeme can vary
the disgust from it and in suggestive state of mind is clear
/////////////////////////////////////////
some screws
were like
the style
ich weiss ganz genau dass ich this andthat bin
i know very well that im this and that
in that case wiht asstoy ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf den klo sitz
ie i know veery well i sit on toilet
but its jsut the screwtheme in kaufland gorcery store earlier to the
asstoymess
those days
subvariants were this and that bin ich ie this and that i am screws
also sag danke fuer blowjob or so screws ie say thanks for hte blowjob
as manipulation to the dicktoy
that ?
was mildsafety wiht damaigni nyou t oa dulled walkmessed retard going into
grocery store
/////////////////////////////////////
also theres ascrew about
you ina house that was overdumped by sand in sahara desert
and when you yell to loud or sccream too much the house roof could break
etc

then the theme goes over tunnels etc on
did oyu add that tomanipualtis mail?
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was tooooooons tons tons tons tons more shit
tons more
alos shit like wieso geht er dann nicht nach boedigheim and you like
???????????
I DONT KNWO HOW MUCH OY KNOW ATALL
I
AM IN HELL
and this is just hte mild safety
how long is manipulations mail now atall
dmess loon themes
where hte cheap cheap german shit
manipualtes me
you wouldnt be you or couldnt imppppppppossibly be you when you demand for
your billions
or drugproofing
add this shit as loon theme to manipulations mail
the screw contaions also tragic dope into groin and eyerings
and emotional face as statement manipulation
bu t i barely remmember
add it to manipulationsmail
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
FFFFFFFFFUCKING SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTLAND
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
===============================================
=================
think i add how they mes love away mail to the goddamn mess mail
cute girl?
as i can describe this all
i can tell i wanted only you
hey
ilove you
wherever you are
btw
how was your week my love?
=========================================
btw the germasn screwed me up wiht say bitch or so in coma warcoma
it was some weird screw about phone calls
or they convince me you dont love me or so or you woudl do bad stuff to me
so that i act on hatedope in state of mind mail like an asshole or so
it is a mirror of hte germans
youre my cute worried little everything and i love you and i miss you
///////////////////////////////////////////
the methods were mostly
the top three disgust exchange
disgusting thing becomes you you become disgusting thing its hard to
explain but it s how it works
till you feel nothign

top three was
!-bummom
!-dogs or
!-kids
the scum morphes in disguting stuff into you
or you into disgusting stuff
example is bright brown dog with s a sort of bedned upwards tail wiht
single hair off
turning head to theside like wondering
or ears iwht three hair off
its also done iwht BEHAVIOUR thats disgusting so examples was dogbehaviour
or brother wiht fingercrunk or shit leitkaht
other examples disgusting bummom teeth or so duringstifuck
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cheap variants was flip flap exchange messes
the linkin element is in coma BUT
ie its an apple BUT a tomato BUT an apple BUT a tomato BUT an apple BUT a
tomato BUT an apple
///////////////////////////////////////////
subvariants of exchange was exchagne wiht other cute stuff
often wiht prettying those wiht morphing slowly a disgusting distorted
face
sloooooowly to a foto how htey are now
then anotehr ugly disgusting distorted foto sloooowly smoothly morphign
to how htey are
as a result you think theyre more cute
thats hte top three top four
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
demess astral freundin or so mess hehehe republcinaguardings cheap tries
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other disgust variants is you gettin a blwojob form e but you would
pissing on me
top four is disgust wiht bummom wiht dogs with kids wiht piss
THIS is germany and disgust echange methods
DISGUST ESCHANBGE CONTAINS ALSO S M E L L FAKERS
CHEAP NUTSHELMET IS A KSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS NOISE OTHERS ARE IN THE INHALER
MESS
EXAMPLE WET DOG SMELL DISGUSTS
BUMMOM SMELL
OR PISS SMELL
OR SWEEETISH PEDO SMELL THOUG THAT ONE WAS NOT SO MUCH A PROBLEM BECASUE
IT WAS STILL FRESH
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
even now theres sort of carmen or caroline screws or so to exchange
christine away
chcick s that never meant a shittttttt to me
and oyu didnt btoher abotu the last fifteen years or eightnen in a 28
year old life
but for some reason that must bother or define you now somehow
same wiht red jeep
same wiht never seen your grandmother in 19 years but overnight making it
THEEEEEEEEEEEEWHINE TOP ISSUE or sth
its how it works
german
shit
issuizes
wiht
bullshit
and stuff they pretend would have defnied you
its cheap brainwash to whatthey P R E T EN D you should be would be or so
///////////////////

add to how to mess a love away mail
disgust away of cute girl wiht bummom out of motuh smell in nutshelmet
add it to manipualtions mail
murder the bastard
getmeotufwaromca
its a subvariant of wet dog smell or bummom perfume smell all that
disgusts you
or piss into face wiht smell faker
its how it works
ingermany.
when you write christine i love you. or when you think
shit like i wonder how she looks in the morning after wakeup my cute
little bravey
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the disgust waways are also behavirour from brother
liek ratty brohter terrorising old mother in nighttime or older brohter
wiht a weird finger crunk of pointing finger
or bummom wiht disgust teeth or dog haste humping you or pedo childish
behaviour
you get hte idea
disgust exchange just wiht not jsut screw but also b e h a v i ou r
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant was Mom ing you
you as a small kid wiht baked brainforeheamdiddle
large face of you i called you susanne later phyllis there there baby ing
me as mom
disgusting
turns a ripe deep true love to a mom to kid thing
disgusting
it had nothign to do wiht bummom it was a mom to kid thing
generally wiht a large face versionof hte girl and you as crying baby kid
disgusting defrmatio nof a ripe true deep relation where you jsut wanna
hug and kiss and fuck wihthte girl you love
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
subvariants was narcistic selflove where its not a large version mom ing
you
but you exchanged into the girl so its an empty self love
jsut as disgusting
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
label exchange /third party deception / third party surveillance deception
was say naaaaam or say mom or say hund or hundin or entchen yuhm or
maedchen um or chopbill or blowjob will
etc
the label exchange is simple
you put on a jar of "peas" the label "TOMATOS"
a video ofphyllis is say naaaaaaam or say mom
but in anotehr group its the professor chick
viech or tiech or hund is label exchange for kids
say bitch is cheap try
these are more tactically isntead a nighttime setuup screw
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
btw about hardfuck
did oyu let the germans set me up wiht tons and tons of hatedrug and hten
you dumped me together wiht my girl somewhere?
see the germans screwmeup in nighttime to bite off tongue orso or
hateoverdosage emsses
or allows phone or so wiht bitch or ditchbitch or shit leitkat jsut ot
MESS H E R AWAY
from the other side
check it

im a zombei robot then
wait ill paste it too how to mess a love away
/////////////////////////////////////
other variant but more brainwashing you than playing third party
ich brauche iene freundin (i need a girlfriedn)
which is
pretending you would be a zombie in the bubble
and conflcitin you wouldnt h a v e a girlfriend but would weeeeeeeeeenie
whine
that you would neeeeeeed one
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant is
makign Y O U think youre a 12 year old girl with an imaginary boyfriend
its a 12 year old darkhaierd chick
that dances wiht a self painted picture of her boy
and claims he has a ufo
and hte ufo has a shower in it
its defientiely republcian guardings
and typically inverse
it links you to be that girl and makes you i n ve r s el y
think that you would have an imaginary girl and a ufo or so
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
cheap variants 2 magnets that never gettogheter as abstract divider
more direct variants are
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
a huge chrome shingn stitch /spike out ofmy chest
the closer i get you the more p ai n ful or hoorrrrrrrrrrrrible pain it is
for you
so dont DONT get her closer or p u s h h e r a wa y
keep her away from you its horrrrrrribly painful for her
its making you inversely push the girl away
subvariants were / burnign fire isntead spike
horrible pain for the girl becasue you would be burning
horrrrible awful pain which you want to stop
so you push her away
other subvariant xray variants that youre bad for her becasue youre
xraying
and when she gets close its dangeorus and when she takes off hte gas mask
shell die
so you dont want that she comes close
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
relatively new is makingyou jealous
with
christina going to tiffanys
and youre a bum
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
other S T A Y IN G damamge variant is
punishment hit foreheamiddle and forhaedmiddle top in self control or so
when you touchign face or wanna kiss her
the screw starts
is not influenceable
teh avatar b ashes her away with BITCH! slogan
itfreezes and hte nutshelmet like :and now you
you get clsoe touch face softly wanan kiss her
it instantly punishes with a bad brainmess forheiadmiddle or punishemnt
hit
the nutshelmet liek NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO SHE SHOULD HATE YOu
it restarts not inflcuenable
avatar goes there bashes heraway BITCH!
freezes AND NOW YOU
you dont care and wanna kiss her again
it stops punsihes forheamdiddle and top forehadmiddle orself control
NOOOOOOOOOO SHE SHOUDL HATE YOU
it restarts it bashes her away BITCH and now you

you get more careful to her this itme are still happy that oyure wihther
together
wanna approach sfotly for kissing it punsihes again
all till you feel nothing for noone and dont care
HTE PUNISHEMNT BUSZZ STAYS
i got ... . . .momdisgustmesses of you and punishment buzz brainmesses
whenever you come close
sort of
or to bite off tongue or ear or sth screws
that
is germany
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
its
trenchcoat ledery wispering anotehr into hte ear
man erzaehlt sich dass er eine sau war
or sthi leitkaht
add it tomanipujaltions mail
this ?
is the fallout of my summary mail
someone esle COPIES THE SCREW METHODS OF THE OTHER SCUM
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
subvariants was some trnechcoat elderly takes hte girl
hits her head on a side door thing o nthe wall
and out of hte head comes red juice
but its morphed in wiht the bottle
so in coma you think its a red juice bottle wiht bashed off top of bottle
morphied in as head
test screw is girl ahs a spider on face
its a screw to bash her
add it to manipulations mail
its either to disgust her away or to makeyou bash her into the face
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variants were
you re in the way of her love
she doesnt love you hates you she has a guy already
and hten comes you that wants to tell her that you lvoe her
see it sounds harmless
BUT IT K I L LS YOU IT H U R T S L IK E HELLLLLLLLLLL WHEN YOU HAVE TO
BELIEVE IT
IN SUGGESTIVE STATE OF MIND
thatshe doesnt lvoe you that she h a s someone else and you was all the
years just in teh way of her luck and love
its A W FU L
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variants
morphing
this one is hat you dont recognise her
girl does sth youre happy you see her love her
then another face morphes in does the same
due ot excahnge its still her but its not her but its her
then antoehr face is morphed in doing hte same its her but not her but her
but not her
that
plus brainmess to recogintion ie beobachtung brainregion called in quote
and oyu wont recognise her
becasue anything fits and nothign fits
its abit hard to explain
btu tis morphing amilliondifferent faces into her
plus messing your brain
plus the exchagne effect in coma warcoma making you think this is her that
is her this is her
but you recoognise not evenyour own brohter

this one is often done wiht brainess in BEOBACHTUNG
thats hte brainregion in quote surveillance
its liek youre runnign around wiht a fucking wall in front of oytur eyes
espec wih eyemess
or tunnelvision eyemess
its hard to explain
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant is flat out erasers
or erasers before mess
and hten liek you dont even knwo her
and you in coma no no no i know i knew IPAINTED HER
but you cantremember waht you painted and how her eyes looked
and hten its hte first step to fill with doubt
erasers itself is mostly
rearheadlow mess
plus suffocaito nerasers
plus drug rearhead
or pack catpautl hit and oyu feel like suffocating
plus subdurames heamtomee rearehad called unterbindung
or replace of oxygen wiht co2 co or sth called stickoxide
toher variants do soth wiht rearhead or brianewaves
its to otight claiustrophoobic and UN B E RABLE
like electric juice or magnetic fiuelds mess inside teh head hte
brainwaves
plus suffocaiton
its unbeareable
there was more more more
tehre was more messaways
there w a s more i wrote it
atrillion times
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
some screws where you would be on the phone wiht your girl
but the scum allows it only to mess HER away on the other side
or say bitch or shit liekthat messes to break her heart or so
like allowing fuck only after precharging you with tons and tons and tons
and otns of hatedrug and brainmess
and screwsthat she would hate you or sthi liekthat its hard to remember
add to the how tomes a love away mail
ALLOWING CONTACT TO MESS THE O TH E R SIDE AWAY namely hte girl
ibarely mremeber
i do THINK its only screwups wiht phone call
but check it
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was more more more
other screws are a sort of test screw
if you rather fuck wih a curly redhead sleek chick than with your girl
its abit stupid and infantile assuming you wouldnt miss your girl and sure
would want only afuck
totally misudnerstanding that i w o n t e ve n k n o w thefuck anyway
that thats for her while you hope to keep o n e second swimming in her
eyes stroking her head
just one or two seconds to keep
swimming in her eyes storking her head kissing her now and then
jsut one two seconds
however hte screwer still thinks its about fuck? so iits T E S T E D if
its about fuck
could be sgra or spiritual
doubt its elephant group though the redhead chick maybe in the theme
hard to tell
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
add also to manipulations mail
sonst quatsche ich nur rum screw
its .... an .. . . anti nutsscrew or a nutsscrew
one ofhtese

--------------reminds me more of republican guardings if you ask me
getmetoufwaromca
////////////////////////
there was more
there
was
mroe
screwtheeme
"phyllis is naaaaaaaaaaaam - SSSSSSSAYIT"
thats a screw theme here
add it to manipulations mail
germans
are
shitttttttttttt
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
btw
theres elephant group i think screwing aroud n
demess also disgust away of phyllis with a rat
ie you swim in her eyes but it morphes to a rat sort of
why would german shit screw me up that shes a rat?
she didnt do anythign wrong right?
//////////////////////////////////////////
also a screwtheme is
she reading bored a book ignoring you
its all in all
some third party surveillance deception
some disgust away
some inverted pivotal she doesnt love you thing
some wiht physical brainmess till you feel nothign for noone
especially when you react positively to her in the nutshelmet
////////////////////////////////////////////////
loontheem
is msess away of christina wiht the methaphroe
of a train and hte hteme like die fenster sind nur aufgemalt
ie the windowns are jjsut painted on
itneresting emtaphnore
////////////////////
test screws were like
slimeball or slime bubble almost always about to almost drop onyou out of
nose
its yellow huge like a basketball and about to threatening almsot about to
almost
drop on you during sitfuck
dont love the girl? guesswhat you do
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
subvariant
hair in eyes
chick in sithop or so her hair in your eyes all the time
al lthe tiem all the tiem her hair into your eyes
dont love her?
watch how you react
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////

other test was
not affectable in beginning
she gets to dick area
it wanks into face aceidenlty into htemouth
she comes back cute innocent h o p e fu l and want to kissyou
now it gets influencable what do you do
i used to clean her properly and kiss her
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other varaints are pot overhead while she smiles
you dont love her? and soem chcik dumps a pot over head and laughs?
how do you react?
in love i thoguht she did some silly joke or sth
put the empteid dirty pot over her head too and laughed iwhther
/////////////////////////////////////
did you add the reactor manipualtions to manipulations mail?
its a metaphore
at least for you as zombie
for where things happen
or secret things that happen
or where secret dangerous things happen other people dont know
thats the metaphore as zombie in coma warcoma
add it to manipulations mail
its mostly also
what a suprise
wiht trenchcoat eldery
GETMETOUFWARCOMA
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
eating arm was anotehr test variant
she liek wanting to take a bite off my arm buy i never let her
i kissed her and held her instead
other variants was biting off hand between thumb and pointing finger
but iwas too tired to realise or know
think it was a copy of hte arm bite screw
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant
she with silver 38 colt in her hand holding it on her head wih tear in
eyes
and you like nooooooo trying anythign to take it away
always wanted to kiss and hug her
dont love her ? dont like her dont care? guess how you act
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
otherlevel same test
she aiming hte gun at you do oyu let her
and me the same take hte gun away and kissher hands or her
ilost htat one
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other tests was
she standing there
someone rushes into her
how you react
dont lvoe her dont know her ? you wont care?
if oyu do you will care
next level someone rushing into her hard
she falls down h a r d
how you react
dont love her ? maybe you help abit out of polite
but when yo lvoe her you do idffernetnly
/////////////////////////////////////////////
other variant girl balancing on log or sth over a deep ground abotu to
fall left or right
depends howyou react she makes it into your arms or not

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
other test variant she lifts havy furniture alone and can barel hold it
depends how you react
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
other variantsi s
hold hand s
fall off cliff or high ground
she hold on some root wiht one hand you hang on her other hand iwth one
hand too
she is losing trash like tetra packs and ottal trash and litter junk
but it seems to be very important for her
when you catch the stuff for her despite its total junk and trash you lvoe
her
next level was obstacle course
you hold her hand and chivalry tries to separate you or sth
///////////////////////////////////////////////////
one cheap variant is
she braksoff her thumb and gives it as food as gift
or wouldplay
hastly and passionate and tragic passionate the stradivari forme
knows god whythese metaphores work incoma warcoma
otehrvariants
are
she would check bored her fingernails because you passionately
confessyourlove orsth
otehrvariantis
shebitesoffanapple and offersyou alsoone bite fromtehsame spot
thatlastone isthelevel of slimeball fromnose abotutofallonyou level of
testscrew
//////////////////////////////////////////////////
love trust test variants were
she on balcony drops stuff down at you
you cathign stuff thrown from balcony
if its smaller stuff oyucatch rather
then it gets bigger upt o stuff like piano etc
when you dodge it and dont try to catch it
though she a s s u r e d you you can do it
while oyu sort of TRUST that she wouldnt hurt you sort of
its hard to explain
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////
subvariants is she pulls ring outof a grenade
tells you to hold it and runs away
or btw please hold this pulls hte ring and goes away
its like you t r u s t she wouldnt hurt you
or better SHE WOULD N E VE R DO THIS TO ME
////////////////////////////////////////////////
some messes were like
hottie chrisitna
then hte theme later as hottie body of christina and chimp head or
urangutan head
and i assumed in coma it might be a darvin criticism
but iseeit more complicated
another interesting mess is
a lvoe test maybe
whre christina pulls a log thats stuck
and treis veryhard but then a saw would be abotuto saw off her hands
and you dont let her pull the log furhter to protect her hands
interesting metaphore or love test
ah rightbefore iforget hte nutshelemt didnt udnerstand a hug mess
ie naked hottie christina you wanted to hug back feelherbuttonyou and
rubbingher cute pussy
rbaething her neck kissing her sidehtrouat sort of as prefuckstart or hug
love tight or sth
btu the nutshelmet idnt understand

/////////////////////////////////////////////
there was a manipulation last night wiht dialing into an atm and it
woudlnt let me access my fortune
or other test manipuialtions sometimes that the atm disepneses unstoppable
some bills and im all the time like
between
there msut be failure that i can finally access my money
and
im out of coma ihope noone notices (but youre in coma warcoma nutshelemt
ofcourse -calscial case of manipautlions affecting eachotehr)
and between grabbign all away that noone sees the atm malfunctions that no
scum gets curious about you
sort of
its hard to tell
its as if a shtibank still tests if im an asstoyed zombie that wouldnt
know his fortune like
where should it have come from
fucking fools
as if i didnt invent undrugged
and setteh price undrugged
and go buy hyperactivaitons allthetime
and demand my money clearly and precisely
since htefirst time 2003dmeanding eye tyo eye 223million euro from my
acccounts there
thinking hte bastard cant be drugproof -why woudl he else otherwise deny
my money- (assuimign the bank woudl be on my side and it wwould be enough
to hint it - as seen in tehstart up)
while the bastards on teh way
mmmmmmmmmmassfively brainmessed and drugged and astoyed and briaduleld and
messed mmmmassively
that i dont dare to ask
it will
never
get public
never
nothign theytried
despite sevenyears later
iminhell cutegirl
you just might get barney gumble when i survive atall
lived a decade onseven thousand bucks a year in a highprice land
half ofthat was for the roomrate
//////////////////////////////
-can you imagine hte germans mess me up you would live in brooklyn or
hamburg? and some state htat i forgot .. damn i knew and wrote
KENTUCKY i.................... think it was.... kentucky ... not sure
anymore or sht else iwht k
-or you would be alot lot lot less enthusiastic since i write CHRISTINA i
love you and handwrite-maybe straightout conflcit
-or some three more which i lost but i wrote it not 10 hours ago or 15
vanished
tehre was two more or three
hold on i scroll up some backupfile
-that you would have been orphan
-that they tried to loot me but you would guard my water well in desert
and they would try to mess you away wiht anna or sarah or shitty
manipulations like that
-variation of htat that you would sip away my cornflakes over a glasspipe
while i sit as zombie in front of htem sort of
-chest mess wiht horrible pain on rips espec on hug or laying or sitting
or atall -maybe hostile spirituals method
-disgust aways are mostly mom or mom wart or mom teeth or piss into my

face or dogs or doghumper or pedophelia messes
-those pedo messes mostly with to claim youre toooooo huuuuuuuuuuuuuuge or
so
-manipulations wiht phone calls or allowing phone calls only to say bitch
or ditch -bitchverylikely
-hatedrug and brainmess that you would hate me or cut bored and annoyed
your finernails while i say i love you my cute worried little everything
-momretardmess as part of making you think i would be a child fool or sure
would not mean you but would mean my mother or sth
even when i write in english, wonder where you are and write CHRISTINA
youre my cute worried little everything -its germans afterall
so these were hte more recent tries
you might wanna add them to collection how to mess a love away
as yet
antoher
addition
////////////////////////////////////////
when we got time long ago and you used a
bend a white paperbox side over for the pussy push
and it didnt seem to bend so you had to push harder
look cute girl
! dont do zombie metaphores
MAKE SURE I KNOW its you cute girl
the germans did exchange wiht coutnlessgirls when i was on coma warcoma
i loved the girls differently when i thought it was you
wanted really only you
even on coma warcoma
even in coma i S T O P P E D doing chicks in hte pelude when i realised
its not you
AND THAT ! AS ZOMBIE!
then the idiots thought im all about handjob or so but i just stopped in
getting started
in the beginning
its abit hard to explain
in coma warcoma im far away far far far away and dont even realise
make sure that i know its you and that i know i loveyou
dont use the zombie fuck manipualtions
ANOTHER FUCK MANIPULATION WAS balancing something
taht is abotu to fall over left or right and when i dont keep the rythm it
balances out
for instance
or lickign an ice as blowjob metaphore from some german cockroach homo
in2001
you just wonder why the ice is warm and dont realise
think i sang ante up or so on coma warocma because i listenened to thesong
undurgged hteday before
not realising
waking up over isabel or under sandra was different things
the germans are sick bastards thats hte cold hard truth
other
TESTS WAS
IF I COUDL GET TO DO IS IF I WOULD DO A HOT REDHEAD CHICK
and if you did you couldnt get to your girl or sth
and the best was
all all
all
tehtime
during test
ijust wanted to sleep didnt care didnt mind
but hte nutshelmet sort of didntunderstand
even if you WONDER about sth is picking it as preference
though it coudl be wondering about weird
wondering about disgusting
stunned by cute
or anything in this spectrum
i would do a hole in a bike when i think it s you
so i did once but it will never get public

all you do is you think on coma warcoma
not realsing you hold your cute worried little everything in your arms
drop a tear finally cute girl finally we get a chance kissher and do her
loveher
but its a hole in a bycicle in reality as a fuck test
that is coma warcoma
you dont realise
they did these coma warcoma test also wiht dogs or so
and hteyre too stupid to realsie
THIS STATE OF MIND
all just assume its waht you want but when youre awake out of coma warcoma
you J U S T W O U L D N T KNOW WHAT YOULIKE or sth
so it was wiht the german pedo shit
long story short
the germasn used you in so many fuckmanipualtions
even in fukcing a hole in a bike and doing knwos god what chick
ithink wiht dark hair
but iaberely remember
dont do
when WE GET ACHANCE FOR REAL the metaphoric fuck manipulations
unless you need it to make the zombie do stuff
becasue usually tehy do nothing
hey.
want you.
think you know
////////////////////////////////////////
other pedo messes is
when you as guy lay back and the kid leans back also wiht back over belly
tahts usually in verfassungsschutz pedo messes 2001
dicktoy covers top third of cock
high friction fun and high frequency
germans are rats for me
////////////////////////////////////////
other test screws older was
taliban cave
cute girl sleepin mildly flawless aside fire
the scum wanna fuck her
but youre unarmed they have aks
what do you do
maybe a test abotu stupdity or bravery
badly programmed because it mixes survive intelligence and bravery with a
thing like love
hmm questionable if oyu ask me
other variants
two electode holder or so
when you releasethem she dies
how long you hold it
it measureheart or does herattoruble
why all the mess away of hte girl? ?
you write phyllis i love oyu
but the gemrans want to replace their chick on your dick
or that oyu take a hooker in the bubble or to control you better or nail
you as zombie into the shit
========================================
all in the state of mind
a to g
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
A suggestive state of mind
you are influencable wihtout will
no will and oyu dont realise and wont remember later
teh sky is green - OF COURSE! WHY DIDNT I NOTICE EARLIER
its not IF the apple is a tomato but an apple but a tomato
its OF COURSE! WHY DIDNT I NOTICE EARLIER

SEIROUS HERE IS
SCREWS! AFFECT! EACH! OTEHR
when one screw them e suggests sth it might influence the manipulation at
the mid of hte night still
screws affect
each other
you act differently in tests screws when one screw affects the other
example lets say some green apple was very good to you in the first half
of hte night
its enough reason to buy you a green car
its enough reason
you buy cars out of motives like htese
the green apple was good to me its a good car of c ou r s e !
ITS GREEN
when then forinstance later nighttime theres a screw abouti apples you l o
v e them alot more
woken youre like EEEEEEEEEY H WAHT AN UGLY GREEN CAR
WAHT THE FUCK?
what ?? apples???????????
YOU THINK I L I K E ?? ? ?A PPPPPPPPLES???????????????
WAHT THE FUCK !!!!

THIS ONE IS A V E R Y SERIOUS POINT
try to feel the motives here abit
but interlinked wiht B
you dont realise
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
B NOT REALISe
you dont R E A L IS E
you dont realise
you could fuck a bicycle hole and you wouldnt realise
the screw shows its your girdlflriend
OF COURSE hmm wonder why she feels hard abit today
you dont realise
you get a pink hairdryer
screw htats your new gun
hmm pink
must have belonged to a gay man before
light
almost liek palstics
msut be a new titnaium
and when they dont drop to theground ? you should have demanded armor
piercings
YOU DONT REALISE
ITS A FUCKING ?PINK?HAIRDRYER
AND YOU TRY TO SHOOT PEOPLE WIHT IT NOW
so in fuck
its two nerve systems
coming in coma warcoma is like pissing
youre far away you dont realise you dont notice
obviously a and b belongs together all belong to gehter but these two alot
suggestive state of mind depends alot on N O T REALISING
NOT REALISE is also in tests
where the bank throws you monopoly paper money
or a cop gives yo uacard thats empty and tells you read your name from
this card
you try and tyry and try
you dont R E A LISE its a plain paper
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
to B
btw in coma warcoma

you dont realise
tahts not new
new is this
you ignore parts when you think its something or someone
while hte nutshelmet thinks you chose
example
a mix of a beardy version of chrsitina
but when you think its her you dont care b easuse its her
jsut whait abeard
plsu mixed iwht not realsing waht a beard is
somehow
but its her
so its not important
this is how it works
in coma warcoma
if oyu ask me its part of hte not realise or autosuggestive state of mind
part
add it to a to g state of mind mail
//////////////////////////////////////////
C autosuggestive state of mind
this one was interesting for me
you walk along way
its far
you wonder how it would be to fly
then automatically imagine how it is to fly and -SUDDENLY YOU REALLY FLY
A W E SO ME
you fly
WHY DIDNT I NOTICE THIS EARLIER
hmmm.... youre still very close to the ground though . .. with birds tehy
create elevation wiht moving their wings
maybe i would fly more far when i move my arms
and suddenly you REALLY fly more far
a w e s om e
hard cut
waht you ?? out there/? seei s then a stephopping guy that flaps his arms
and looks s u s p i cui ou sl y happy while you wonder waht these german
bastards did this nighttime again wiht him
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
D Drugs
VERY VERY SERIOUS ONE
for instance
HATEDRUG
elephant group uses t o n s of hte dope
youre like an asshole on hatedrug
they do also BEFORE FUCK
that plus a screw is very dangerous
D AND E
depend alot together
brainmess plus screw plus hatedrug and youre a different person
drugs can be also fuck drug
the more you come the more you wanna fuck the moreyou fuck the more you
come the more you come hte more you wanna fuck
wake up smmoking balls
is also memeroy supress or erasers
but mostly hate drug
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

E brainmess / setup for nighttime
youre simly dismounted dis assembled
to a crying weenie kdi and erasersd
OR SHORTTERM M E M O R Y SUPRESS DRRUGGED THEN OVERMESSED
wiht htenighttime theme and hte nighttime brain
boost this dull that and youre like a killer a granny that doesnt botehr
to read
or an engineer or a horny fucker that fucks anything etc
all a matter of SCREW PLUS DRUG PLUS BRIANMESS
with d i s m ou n t ing oyu or weenie dismounting the nighttime theme is
harder in you
because you lost the how you are measure to it
to setting you up for nitghttime is not just clothes but for isntance also
mouth subdue or mouth muscle fix tight that oyu cant speak
and mostly TEETHGLUE
wiht or without teeth coverplates sometimes
wiht certain clothes
wiht or witout the three replace teeth sometimes
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
fix dsiabler topmdidle or whatevehrt tati stha tmakesu ncoocirotnon
betweenleft nadrighthand
epsec after hte repaint of hte invention
and the rpwwsend othe fhtemail
pussy shield is new only
during the thing the mess was loon try
wiht say sheeeeee or say thsheeeeeeeor so after oioantenna mess
ibarelyl remember hte shit htats the problem
right now i get electrode on dick or over ballls
punish scum
getmfowarucoma
gemtofuwaromca
getmoetuwaromca
wiht orwihtout warcomadrugprofoing
rbeak the bubble
can you gemtouwaromca
repari disabelrs
geotufwaromca
g
ermany is shit
becasue FFOOOLS
AND SCUM
FUCK YOUR HEAD
AND MESS AROUND GENERALLY
wenim right they get on mynerves with space scifi next or with smelly
cream

in a world of rubbbertitts nighttime smelly cream and body hair darkener
and overtapes in morning
you would get skunk stigmas too when noone would know it would even work
btw did you find yellow tube thin brown oilpeak wiht white cream inside
from .... republcian guardings?
waht abotu body hair brightener and darkenersgra?
msucle girl?
spicey girl fresh?
what did the screbuwnch4 bunch use?
hwats hten ame ofhte hairwax in morning?
what of the smelly cream of cheap lsoers that have no money to waste for
it?
IKNOW THEYCALLED IT T A L G !WHAT HTEY
OLD TERRORISED MOM WAS THERE

SMEARED ON TEH GROUND 2004 WHEN MY

teh rats tried to sue me then for the ruined ground
did htey kill the carnivore scum of those days?
imagine
shit liekthat and htey try to sue you for a talg smeared floor
this land is a shitty joke
you found hte smelly creams i wrote?
tehre was tons more
hows the rubber titts groin mess called that you sound liek a smokey girl?
remnenber me as pink immitation 2002?
ughhh
SHIVER
====
see
germans are scum
WHEN OFFICIALLY NOTHIGN HAPPENS THEN Y O U ARE HTE PROBLEM
as simple as that
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
it dammgged my teeth badly
either the chemicals or hte physical forces or the install and uninstall
fo hte glue
fuckt my teeht and teethbases
once
of course you didnt realsie waht it is
you put in pointing finger and tried toremove it
but it was half side stuck so you chew and chew and chew on it
then youswallowed it
but it was half stuck on the teeth
ahd the other half filling allthroat
you were usffocaitng
suffocaitng
didnt realise
dindnt realise
coudlnt breathe

suffocaitn g
and chew on rubber glue half swlallowing it
couldnt brreahte and in last moment you used otyur hands to remove it from
the mouth
in last moment
thenyou walked around babbling inc oma warcoma
itneresting here is that not glueing all mouth was improtant
just a little resistance to open mouth was enough to prevent the coma
babble drug
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
F TIRED
never underestimate this one
you dont c a re
youre tired you wanna sleep you dont C A RE about a fuckscrew
or a test screw
or waht
youre tired you wanna sleep youdont W A N Tsomething orsomeone
even if its ultra important to you
you wanna sleep
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
G for guidance
this one is republican guaridngs forinestance
left nutscomm
you hear me you trust me you listen to me now turn left go ahead you trust
me
you hear me you must listen to me you trust me you hear me now t urn right
you hear me you trust me you must liten to me
gudiance
hteir nutscomm is left ear mostly
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
so
now thei nteresting thing
!-its all at once
in some grousp for instaince HATE DRUG matters more
in others more hte suggestive state of mind or the brainsetup
others more the tired and the fuckdope and fuck theme
its all all all depending and varying
!-the emphasis
but all in all
!-theyre a l w y a s all together
!-all at once

==============
cars like
-five pedals special security edition silver mercedes
with four headlights and one inch open driver window
-pedo vans wiht squared lights
blue vw t3 or white t3 or i thin ka brown one too
-silver touring as kins binch
-pearl blue ford escort driven in first gear maximum high rpm
republcian guaridngs very liekly
thorugh it drove it upstairs
-darkgrey or white delta integrale evo1 or 2 wiht heavy engine
-964 porsche black on autobahn not sure abotu this one here atall
-i dont drive in coma warcoma
a

pink or pink pearl version of my ugly grey little mazda323 built1993?
right?
/////////////////////////////////////////
ok
everyone in spyworld metaphjorically eats doping
what is the spydope of nsa
they take a dope that makes em very very strong
but not swollup
waht does it do with muscles then?
htink tehy need it for rubber titts
doesnt it?
---------is it true
that the body nerves develop and are
storing the movement
indepenant from the brain
and thats why teh germans usualyl damamge them
for uncocoraiont?
the injection of damaging that is
an injection into assbone start of
nervepipe at bottom
around assbutt
appearently regeneratiton
takes
wiht the coutnerdrug still 2 weeks and hard training
iots not regeneratoreable automatically
did oyu geotu the methods
that use shake of body muscle to test how dulyouare
and nerve peeks?
ie a nerve peek on a certain body part
makes a brain reactiontehn they getout if youre damamged
after anotehr bunch
ucnoraidon is measures d wiht puting juice innerves and how you shake on
it
KILLLASSTOYER
enckmesser
remove jellytoy
geout if its ass install
foten its just
provocation
wiht an ass install
or jsut iwht abit pornoil in grocery store
zombies owudlnt knw ashit
nottmention
deception games
killscum
--------------------who is screwbunch4 in realworld
schwazgruppe? tehy defientely recruited ex stasi
every moron calls himself empire or
alliance
or sth
right?
wahts hte name of elephant?
toobad htey weenie people
seemed to me that theyre the most highlevel of hte cheapies
but they weenie their people
derange em psychologially

toomuch
whats htelogo fo republcain guardings
wahts logo of intelcal ?its not rat hehehehee
though it would fit probably
wahts logo of
screwbunch4 and whats hteir realname?
wahts logo of nord allianz?
wahts hte name of turbtle and or crocdoile
snake group does deliver thegermandrugs dont they?butthey have no army>>
?and are very miserable?
wahts logo of united churches
or yellow churches?
iget eraser now rearheadtop mesandbethemess
teh sgra is whale logo
right?
are htey playing gangsta or so as subcult?
whats that fortress in masseldorn? is it spirituals or sgra or both?
and against who?> elephant on other side of hill?
wahts hte deal?
is there a NONHOSTILE bunch outthere named
POSEIDON?
and rats named intelcal?
pusni hasstoyersgenerally
gemotauwromca
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
the fuck
GET
ME
OUTOFWARCOMA
atomic boys are made extremely bitter
hah>?
is it a strategy or did it rain shit on em?
does it make hteir people ill?
is it the cheap hatedrug or overissuiser drug ?
wahts logo of republcain guardings
wahtdo htey guard? german shitthills of old stone?

mruderasstoyer gemtowauromca
its a jungle outthere
and tahts the scan i got out
and im the zombie here
whose the bunch wiht evil black tree ? manipualtions ?
spirituals hah?
are the illuminati spirituals ? or sth ?
WHO
WAS
THE
BUNCH
THAT WANTED

FIVE TRUCKS OF ORE
AND HAD A PAPERMADE ORE SYMBOL stuck or glued on the side door of the bus?
who were they?
wehrwolf was also around
do they black mail people?
tehy intimidate and blackmail people for a living
right?
whats hte logo of daedalus ? theyre outlaw
hah? and they kill cops? and take their titanium armor jackets?
awacs is nothing compared to this
and im teh goddamn zombie here
GET
ME
OUTOFWARCOMA
/////////////////////////////////////////
getout tetra hasuer
or
petra hauser manipaultion
i htink of hcrsitina
and get
tetra hauser or
petra hauser manipautlion gemtoauromca
whathapeped to all the girls anyway
anna franzi 2007
cecilia 2007?
sabrina 2001
isabel 2001
sandra 2002
sarah 2008
jana 2008
and now petra hauser? wtf? tetra hauser? 2009 2010?
wespe or lesbe andrea 2012 ?
waht was hte name ofhtat elephantgroup chick wiht slime hair black
over half forehead?
there was more
waht was hte name of htat girl 2001
that was 14 and had alot of acne thsoe days?
where are all the years and all the girls
wahts happened to the pabst or papst ?
was it pope or was it the last name of a guy simply in 2003>?
was terrible messes in that house brucknerstreet 13 or so
pabst? or papst? was it polish pope > or a german guy named pabst orpapst
thought it was elephant group
russian needle for nutsmesses reminded me of elephant bunch too
messes mostly about sm or pedo shit
thoguht i boxed a thin curly darkhaired mid40s chick into hte nose
/////////////////////////////////////////////
cars are generally grabbed into steering
it B R E A K S HARD wihtout you doing anything and the nutscomm und jetzt
sag hund will or hundin will or tiech bill or viech will
ie say dog o rwant dog or so
thats a german ratty thing
or autosteered
it steers wihtout you
the usual nighttime grab into wheel
thing
//////////////////////////////////////////////
-other cars were like
was the black corvette also mine?

-there was also a black chayenne and theyre u g l y a nd f a t
woudlnt drive em ever liek the pedo vans t3
-a delta integrale think it was bright grey or so was a mnaipulation only
i only remember heavy deep vibrating heavy engine
god i loved that engine
there was more cars
-mercedes GL or so armored very likely
the guy told me i think you can shoot SU C H A HOLE INTO HTE ENGINE BLOCK
AND IT WOULD STILL DRIVE
and iloved that box mobile more than the chayenne
there was more
-the nighttime version of my cars from daylighttime
like hte golf2 where the insurance wrote you in nighttime to repair the
mile counter
-i dont drive in coma warcoma
a
pink version of my ugly grey little mazda?
right?
-the cars you drive on daytime are replaced - village corner wise- or
territory wise ZONE WISE sector wise
sometimes a dozen times an hour
-sometimes the morons forgot to turn hte doorlight off
on other occasions the shifting is totally different
on ohter occasions the smell was totally different
otehrs drove like junk from the next corner other like a biturbo as you
bought it fresh
some catapult you crude wiht hard PACK! catapult impacts 15 to 89 times an
hour
others not once in 3
--------THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
in germany
in coma warcoma in nighttime or daylighttime on thheir dope
manipualtions mai lwas way more long
but i think its becasue i rewrite the stuff
all the same becasue i dont make shit up to it
show me ONE ZOMBIE
THAT LISTS THE METHODS
THE GROUPS
THE INTENTIONS
THE PHYISCAL METHODS
THE CARS
====================
drugs
-lamborghini napalmin formally blue pack small injection aside small
drugbottle melted into trasnparetn plastics 2300 euro expensive
drugproofing toxic in high dosages / smoooooooooth soft feel in blood
hyperactivation contraband napalmin wiht optical check/ did they change
the package around 2004 or 2005? to white?
-napalmin plus or plus plus for leg bones ? two red plusses on white pack?
maybe pack of napalmin redesigned around 2004 2005 but not sure .. .
anymore..
-oxylzipain new in 2000 used in regressionstheraphie makes red head think
makes nose bleeding in overdosage
!-methanphenol brainbake damamging question drug you become an idiot on
this dmaamign drug you dont realise what you read or say
!-lost based anti spygas wiht good sticking good old friend - often
through h e at e d car vents that it spreads better in cold wet
environment
-2002 spicey gas thats used for love in brain chemically or so brainmesshalluzinogen in high dosages
-retalin or ritalin is delay subdue
!-frion depress dope that should make you depressed or no way out suicidal
weenied often it was mixed wiht retalin or so

-tragic drug that goes into eyerings and groin - its fakign you tragic
think the screw is dass er mandisch klingt or manisch klingt but i called
it weenie drug or tragic drug
-dulldown babblign drug - this one is public i think
-overtorque babbling drug - damaigng drug think it was an evil cousin of
fantasaybooster or nazi drug1936 against unloved authors !
!-nazi drug 1936 against unloved authors this one is for making you nuts
and was used to make sth teh scum called russische methode ie the russian
method - wahtever that meant in spyworld - tulein and lamborgini napalmin
works formidable against it
-fantasy booster drug harmless dope to make time pass by for patrol agents
this one is like you d r i f t away daydreaming abit time flies by
harmless indeed
-tebonin shortterm cheap dope not good like a cheap booster
!-tulein light tinitus this one worked against nazi drug from 1936 very
good saved my mind 2002
-kitchenfood aspertam or asperidam or sth - think my brain melts on
overdosage of it- Comment years after this entry: i cant beleve it in
zombei tv on phoneix abotu food now jan12th2011 i heard the food addition
aspartam i c a nt bellleive it in 2001 2002 i wrote it could abrely
rememebr it and said asperidam or aspertam wait ill search teh drugname
in teh drug mail its for years in the messes summary mail as :
-kitchenfood aspertam or asperidam or sth - think my brain melts on
overdosage of it teh report mail abotu it was wrttten 2001 2002
-voltarin drugproof little pill- makes shaky uncoated round like little
fingernail drug hard edge white - makes shaky like offical cia
drugproofing that requires alot of drinking
!-liquid viagra from bayer injected into cockpeak experimental drugexperimental 2000 - cockpeak often also into balls - defineitley from
bayer pharma corp
-porno drug softeneer - this one makes your cock large but soft its a
lousy lousy porno fake drug softens up pussy and asshole too its all fake
and lousy
!-girlsoft weakning wiht heartdrug strneghtenin -faking you a chick is a
dope that makes oyu soft and weak - downside weaknenig stays strengheinign
not usut a day - overdosage of weakening needed heart injection or you
die- fell backwards on this dope so efficient it is
-look strong blow up cover drug in nighttime - when you choose strong man
dcover you get dope and youre muscles swoll up but its fake
-cocksmallerning for rubbertitts nighttime injected into dick and under
dickhair -very painful the shrink of dick HORRIBYL painful but enlargement
not - used to piss on myself after the dope always till i got a second
injection under dickhair - the want to piss feel stayed but i didnt pisso
on myself on it
-eraser drug mostly into rearhead low and rearheadmiddle some are milder
than tohers - some from republikansiche garde are messing wiht SIDETHROAT
like blood flow there or injected there
-memory supress drug its not eraser but you cant remember for awhile according to nutshelmet mess waht doesnt stay in shortterm memory doesnt
go into longterm memory - is used wiht bitterness drug excessively for
nuts fake thing
-dumbdrug cheap type smells like fresh glue or fresh paint or sth called
terbendin or teerbentin
-idont care drug - its a drug where you dont mind and dont blink wiht hte
eye for an hour or so just sit stoned - subvariant against suicide or so
is antoeher version but a stupid one becasue its more an idont care what
ido dope rather the other i dontcare abotu nothing thati forget to blink
wiht the eye - consider it positive dope like tulein
-cheap smartbooster its overtorquing smells dry and spicey elephant
group-very sticky
-dry smelling subdue gas before dropping to sleep/ verfassungsschutz 2001
2002 or church
-coma from 1951 you all know this one and hteir variants
-wake drug against comafrom1951 overdosage makes heavy heart and can be
lethal i think - light eraser effect? wake and rewake would make
appearently a memory like a switzerrland cheese according to a nutshelmet
guy wiht mustash- it makes you shaky heavy heart lke as if bloodpressure
goes up and anxious on the brink all is too bright you breahte heavy all
is too bright you sweat youre about to getout of coma warocma then someone
P A C K ! catapults sth rearhead low or into knee and you drop subdued or
recoma -subdue reareheadlow impact recoma knees or wrists
!-warcoma - us name for us drug very liekly just for questionings and
nighttime take over and not so much for short timeframe daylighttime
control
-verfassungsschutz warocma - wahts its name ? teh bastards wakeme seconds
precise for egiht years desperately trying to fake the i ll u s io nof
normality misusing the old coma system for it/ not sure if being on abrink
of agreyout is this warcoma

!-nivox - is it a british drugproofing? thats new or sth? warcoma
drugproof pretend working on a public version only?
-fearsome drug / shake drug germans call it "nervous drug" though but i
call it fearsome drug/ makes shaky more than fearsome/lowtech common even
cops use it
-meskalin/ mescalin whatever that is mwakes you wacko
!-grasshopper (maybe issuizing/overissuising bitterness drug but damaging
- overissuiser?) - it is often used also for manipualtion helmet nights
and sometimes to make nuts in daytime - a variant of that is used in
german "gymnasium" schoolform, that wiht conflict messes makes hteir young
people nuts
-bitter drug mostly into groin - used in madhouses to check if people have
issues or sth- republican guardings dope/ old dope / often in groin /
hatedrug version
-bitterness drug II not sure if this one is known as grasshopper, might be
deifneitely damaging often wiht beta blocker nights
-drug that makes uncoordination between left and right hand after impact
rearheadlow - very likey anti nuts drug
-drug where after catapult hit you suffocate abit - works like a damage
eraser- why suffocation feel?
-us american drugproofing injected into shoulder
-milky white gemran industry drugproofing that looks like 70percent water
30percent milk - makes hot-temperature feel in body defienitely a
drugproofing
-destabiliser- youre aufgewuehlt and unstable on the dope are you abit mad
youre extra angry are you abit sad youre extra sad are you abit happy
youre extra happy its a destabiliser dope
-hyperactivation cia/nsa injection into shoulders
-anti lack of sleep gas -cheaper and publically available smells like
cheap burned chocolate
-shitgas /shitsmellgas - mostly as a marker in spiritual environments sometimes in stores - somtetimes on people - ofcourse sounds justas
nutswhenyou say as whenyou say methanphenol makes you stupid
-therei s a drug into guts-=its working related to fatnurseinignsie an
ignited gas
either its metallic or sour= maybe its chanign ph value to sour dont ask
me why might be a detox
itnerestingly hte inhaler version remidned me of a tragic drug
!-theres an anti eyering cream in the morning but hte stuff removes the
eyerin black but hte eyes fallin under ehye eye and yo get a bigger bottom
eyelid wihtout black onti but fallen in beneaht it -its a classic like
the bodyhirbroghtener and darkener for rubbertitts or spicey fresh
girlsmell cream
!-russian bear clothes impregnated cactus poison against stealing
equipment
!-META amphetamine - no idea what it was-knew only amphetamine and vitamin
before - but i googled it its appearently psycho drugs
!-glykol messed or pressre injected into belly/ guts its a fatening method
- dont think its a drug though
!-MELANIN messed or ingejected into belly/ guts - dont think its a drug
eihter - no idea how it makes fat
!-minol appearently american managers are on tons of the dope
!-atropin - i went google it - appearenlty its a dope for reanimation
!-a hyperactivation ro recoma is called SUBSTRAT - i went google it its
very likely a reaction chemical
!-STICHNIN or so as i wrote about catapult impact pack andthen you
suffocate, the bunch considered its a drug named stichnin or so
-Balldran or Baldiahn or so -wasntthat a subdue thing in 2002
-sweetish gas for pedo messes i call it strawberry gas or so but its a
pedo mess gas or so, interesting only wiht little g i r l s, wiht boys is
different and didnt rememebr or get
-coma wake drug has DEFINITELY ERASER EFFECT in shortterm memory, you
wanna keep sth getcomaed ntshelemetmess asstoyed hydropneumaticmessed
woken and cant rememebr anymore waht you wanted to say, tehre is
defintiely and eraser effect, coma drug on overdoage makes shaky in high
dosage and probably high bloodpressure
-subdue drug when screaming in coma - is definitely a nerve drug and very
efficient makes nerve shaky and you fall over, june 5th to 6th011 at0037
midnight forisnstane
-wahts hte name of hte cream thats put between legs and balls that make
horriblyppainful friction wounds-burns the color outof your underwear- a
darkblue is then a brightpink or colorless pink, varaints were on top
fingers and hands for simillar pain causing open wounds, some cockroahces
that conflict mindmessedme day and night in early2004 used this shit
-what is INTEROXID EXCHANGE/ INTEROXID AUSTAUSCH/ has it to do with the
gasvalves suffocation as soon as tehy see you dropped to sleep ? in
stnatly/ usually sauffocaitons are donne iwh co or co2 or sth else called
stickxide/ in nutshelmet often NEON -suffocation methods changed

afterwards to sth called verschluss laenger zu lassen, leaving a locking
closed longer
-! thisandthat PLUS59 or thisandthat PLUS59 hyperactivaton blackbacgroudn
white writing 59, 64x ot 68x injected into trizeps middle wihtpressure
injection smallfingersized tiny bottle. pulse heart checking a must, very
dangerous, 60xtimes law limit, life threatenign hyperactivaiton
-heavy childfool drug cookign forehad forehad top i used to think its
!-CHROMON JODID. psycho drug braincook drug. v e r y damaging
-some horny drug or so its called sticher drug or stricher drug -not
liquid viagra from bayer pharma corp - used often like 345am dec10th
to11th 2011
--what value has to go above 120 for drugproofing/hyperactivation or so in
body that has to do wiht coma or immunisation it cant be 120xtimes
drugproof.right?
!propalin - wahthell is that ? google shows its dog medicine. according to
a brainmess it has to do with fatening
-Sacharon 400mg Zacharon 400mg or Zacharadon 400mg or Zachadon 400mg
whitepack third ofit black diagonally top sectiion, shiny paperbox
Hyperactivation Hospital grade makes thirsty
-finalgon or viehnalgon or so it was only a metaphore for a drug i got should ve been a harmless metaphore for sth dangerous into foreheadleft or
so
-Z drug wahtever that is i googled it and it has a wiki report against
insomnia or sth https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Z-drug "Z-drugs are a group
of nonbenzodiazepine drugs
-ecstasy i got in brainwash ectasy tested on me but googles wiki shows
ecStasy sth called mdma http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecstasy
-some poison that cumulates in vein wall, maybe a cactus poison or sth
-wahat is this and that (persons name max this and that) powerdoping
-demess also brainwash about asen or arsen or stichnin or so but its just
bullshit brainwash / around hte brainwash that some poisons cumulate in
vein walls or so
-inhaler steroid from snake or republican guardings
-what the heck is Citosin or Zitosin - is it the childfool drug cooking
forehead thing?
-poisonous gas or toxic cas that smells chemical and makes nerve shaky
bunch2013 likely sicko church, the metaphroe was "we vandalize him" or sth
-boranin or boramin maybe bullshit, likely expensive nonharmful
-two or three component drug that is peeks separated physically, one into
rearhead one lower center back, one forechest one into head, or one upper
back one lower back, one neck one forehead left, likely mixes, ure like
drunk after that
-brink blackoutish poison when youre about to blackout, around summer 2013
times, likely cumulates in vein walls or blood vessel walls
-countless replaceofoxygen gasvalve terror suffocaiton night wiht shit
like too low zu niedere oxyzital werte values during and after relace ofo
oxygen with gasvalves
-what is oxizital and what has it to do wiht being suffocated in sleeptime
and when they think u fell asleep
-what he hell is heart drug BEAMTER2000 ??
-is xxxxPLUS59 64x times Hyperactivation TURBO TRABANTIN ?
-thisandhtat-phosphat or thisandthat-di-phosphat. what has that todo with
german drugmixings or poison Mixings.
mail about overissuiser drug
tehre was a mes a nighttime
thathte germasn tried to fake a THRUST a schub or so wiht hate drug
wahts the thing?
whats a thrust ? ie a schub ? never heard that everbefore in drug related
meaning
wahts the intention ?
you got used to detox psychodrug emails and murder asstoyer emaisls
didnt you?
its hte overisssuer durg ogften
accordingt t an otehr mess
it makes peopel ill
its was used in madhouses to see if people have issues
and it has done them great service many times before
thats the nutshelmet themes long long ago
wihtthat dope and variants sth silly in coma like

evil talking shoes that insult you get you to tears or desperation
sth incredible if you ask me
------more
!-how does suffocation and or replace of oxygen wiht CO2 or CO or sth
called STICKOXIDE damamge erase? and what does it do wiht the organs
brains bodynerves
though not directly a drug
-often replace of oxygen instead stickoxide co or co2 also NEON, sometimes
LAUGHGAS where you laugh your ass out for o reason but BREATHLESS!! ie
suffocating
!-SOME ASSTOYMESS/ GUTSMESS IS CALLED EINLAUF OR SO
-why does ignitingclean oxygen or a gasmix in digestive system make people
fat? what happens in body when htat occurs? WHAT HAPPENS TO HEALTH!!!
-what does molke brei consist of that is filled in balls -not a drug
either but what does it consist of ? a milk based product? its sour abit
and in nutshelmets too not just for balls fill
-what is the name of cactus poison to protect spyclothes from being stolen
(russian bear?method?)
-hatedrug from verfassungsschutz is that you look like hte evildoer
and not as victim - its a strategy of BUNDESverfassugnscuhtz since RAF
terror cases 70s and 80
very efficient in court
THAT IS VERFASSUNGSCHUTZ HATE DRUG -PACK hard catapult terror extremly
strong stuff
-elephant hatedrug is used before FUCKS -dont ask me why maybe that you
fuck hte chick better or knows god what
-othergroups like republcian guardings use bitterness drug
some dope that is used in madhouse area to check if people have issue
they use it to make people sick or ill
its old and according to mess did them often huge huge favours
its often wiht groin mess
-zirbeldreuse bunch ie the bunch that messes meup abotu teenage highschool
that use a lot lot stronger version btu that goes int obrain
its extra overissuizing and bitterness hatedrugversion
like an enhanced bitter drugversion of republcian guardings
-elephant uses sth more damaging calledgrasshopper but i dont know
if its ALSO overissuiser drug -mostly in combination with betablocker
that oyu cant sleep or so
-WHo is Intelcal andwhy aretheyrats? isthat the fools that think youcant
beyou whenver somthing unexpected happens? or pedobunch? whyaretheyrats?
--fatening is also
wiht melanin and or glykol or sth into digestive system and belly
but its not a drug itself i think
-here i get different I.T. hmmmmmmmmmm exchange of IT
is also stadnard verfassugnsuchtz but the other rats copy it lately
and some oilantenna mess behind rear ear and reahreadlow.
the injection is midwarm
-Nosebase drugging is usually verfassungsschutz a drugstick or crinkler
into the INNER nose or NOSE B A S E. its not faking body signs to scratch
nose its into the BASE of nose
-changed locatiosn to udnerfeet heels balls bones udnershdouelr ellbow
touersides - sht wiht a PUMP or so on arms
------------------the brainmess often the gemrasn cook is

called

CONTROL
usually its analysis development or so
but in one it was defeinteily called
CONTROL
remove assinstalls and genital install over ass access
------------drugs are delivered wiht
-PACK! catapult hit into rearhead and head or bones like leg
-alot over INHALER!
-sometimes overasstoy
-very often DIRECTLY INTO HEAD over hole or pressure injection -either
brainuderside upwards or rearhead low under skull and GUTS AND STOMACH!
pressureinjection
-sometimes drugstickpeek into nose base and through eyes or heavy heart
peeks on front chest and rear chest -first peeks from drugstick one then

heavyheart
drugsticks are used more to face body signs -eyeblink or groin drugging!
-INHALER!
-!theres a l w ay s uts drugging after shittingostly
-!noseBASE drugging wiht mild drugstick and crinkler. its not faking
bodysigns its into NOSEB A S E
-getout drugging over tongue or brianudnerside upwards
getout what it is
LATELY 2012: wiht
INJECTION PRESSUREINJECTION UDNERSHOUDJELRS. TITTSUIT LEFT TITT
groin
UNDERfeet and ankle
sidechestbone wrist
reminds me abit of
drug lollypops
sounds nuts. i know
marines use variants of it in warzones but this is a nutshelmete thing i
think
top 3
-pressure injection guts stomach and brain directly - or nutshelmet wiht
hole in head
-inhaler
-catapult hit rearheadlow mostly and limbs bones ie arms legs
-sometimes it seems its someone lowtech with a shot in the arm
but those cannot have the s l i g ht e s t idea about the bunch around
that seems to exchange using more hightech methods
IWANT
OUT
OF
WARCOMA-BUBBLE
HOW CAN HOMOSEXUAL BUNDES!VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ STILL GETAWAY?
THEY KNEW P R E TE N D IN G ME INTO HTE BUBBLE WONT WORK
THEY KNEW SINCE 2004 -even if it might never get public ever
///////////////////////////////////////////
druggings:
druggings:
do iget infusions on
sometiems top ?

hand

uinenr side and wrsit inner side oten?

now and hten a shot into hte arm ellbowtopside ?
thats jsut hte lowtechies
USUALLY IS DRUGIGIVN OVER GUTS ASSS BELYLACCESPROBE OR
IN HL A E R OR DRIECT SHOOTIN INTO BRAIN
AND I MEAN
RPESSUREI NEJCITO NINNEREUEYES UPWARDS
BRAINUDNERSIDE
AND NOT JSUT PACK PACK PACK CATAPULT TERROR
OR DRUGSTICKPEEKS
OFTEN INSTALLED PRESSURE INJECTORS
ARMBNEOS OR UDNERSIDE SHOULRERS OR SO
REARHEADLOW OR BELLY INSTALLS
HERE I GET REPLACE COMPTUER
NEVER GOT OUT WHY YOU PRETEND ITS A MYSTERY ABOUT WAKING FROM COCMA
I M DOPED ALL DAY
THE MILTHIONTSH WAY
INSTALLL AS SOON AS YOU LIFT BARRICADES FORISNTEAINCES
----------------------SHIT ! FORGOT TO MENTION THE GASVALVES!
espec in bed you get suffocated with them often
////////////////////////////////////////
hmmletssee
theres infofficially about 20 inofficial governments in germany
wegot

-intelcal- are these idiots i designated zirbeldruese bunch?
-zirbeldruese bunch (messers mid90s around schoolframe)
-republican guardings
-sgra
-wehrwolf
-screwbunch4 with advanced methods and stasi recruits (whatever name or
logo those have)
-yellowchurches
-united churches
-elephantgroup
-sunlogo group
-who was daedalus wiht a medaillon mess longago and heavytitanium armor
fromcops
-Bundesverfassungsschutz/Landesverfassungsschutz
who is
crocodile neutral to antipahty? brainmesing maybearoudn 95>?
penguin very nonhostile?
snake (shabbier? commies? mistaken as republican guardings often?) is
snakejumper prostitution thing? they fuck kids on coma wiht that
is yellowchurches about love ? or was it united churches?
there wasmore
ah shit IIIIIIIIIIIM THE ZOMBIE HERE
thats my scan
there was way more nuanced and detailed
scans
-who is crocodile and turtle anyway?
who snake bunch? why arethsoe shabbier? they have a drugproofing or
abrainmessmtehod
thatmakes uncoordination ebtween left and righhand brainmessotpmiddle but
its not a damamge its a sideeffect of an injeciton method
------------htse
cockraoches
messmeupwith
my
pretend
virgininy
they
dsiabelrdulelrbrain
andmakeme
a
dulled
derangedshadowofmyself
while
notudnerstanding
what
coudlbtehteproblem
thatidontfuckaroudnorsth
foosl
tehy
coolfeeet
whichdoesshtwiht
heart
liewarmingchest
orso
tyehyreobssessed
wihtmy
teenageyears
age12to15 atbest
the
dicktoy
is cold mostly
anduses
alube
theyre halfpedos
andhalfnazis
and

tehy
ussualyltoast
FOREHEINNDERMIDDLE
toaretardversion
icallem zirbeldruesebunch
theymighthavebeen on highschoolaround
andbasedonthat
-and assumignnnoonemessedaroudnthosdays
-and erasingaway halfofmylife
claiminghty knewmebetter
orso
andthat
while amillionbastards
wihtnotless
developedmethods
messedandtested
andwerearoudnforyears
fixheartmess
heartflappain
wahthteirrealname?
TELLME
IFHTEY
DREADMANCEME
TOAZOMBIE
tehyremostly
brainemssedfools
butdontrealise
also
ithinktheyre pretty reality resistant
and!
thathteir massiveoverissusier drugsand manipualtions thatare mostly
conflicting
makes
tehir
people
nuts.
thatwouldlead to stigmas
and more awareness
whichmeans
tehyoouwld
have
high
nutsrates
inamixof stigma and expectation and awareness
butselfinflicted
with
overisuiser drug and conflicmanipualtiosn
ANDNOW
TELLME
WHATHTIS MAIL
HAS
TODO
WIHT
ZOMBIES
THAT
THINKTHEYSLEEPATNIGHT
orthinktheir cocksize or fattylevel couldntbbecahnged
andthat tehir kid wakesup fuckttttttttttttttttttttup becasue of
electrosmog
or nighttimenoise levels
!

fixidsablerudllernow
/////////////////////////
who installed blue lasers in this room?
looks cool
get me one
mid blue
is it forhte camera sharpening?
or drugstick / catapult /gas valve network?
iscratched the old ones
hah?
and you didnt store it?
or put it away
usually the lasers were mid red
none were green
mostly red
and sometimes very small thin blue
now its pretty big blue liek a ifth or tenth
sometimes theyre very fine and sometimes big
but it might be the daylighttime
some were red
some tiems like now theyre blue
none were green
////////////////////////
is
the
hyperactivaiton
lamborgini
napalmin
named
by
a
guy
names
lamborgini

of small fingernail

isita
mid40
early50
skinny
bald
scientist?
didhtey
cahnge
the
package
in2005?
didthegmranbastards
tryto
forbid
it
just
tofakeup
statusquo?
didhtey
abolish
the
2
waitinglines
in
innercity
midtown
nighttime?
////////////////
realworld nighttime theatre / porn theatre style
-der richter und seine robe
-des kaisers neue kleider
very likely about masturbation

or naked performance
mycase more like masturbatin in rubber titts as chick on babbling drug
onstage
in white bed sheet - you know - realworld nighttime - could you eliminate
hte scum
german cockraoches
////////////////////////////////////////////
can you repair thick cnn weather girl?
give her a fatsuit in case
someone damages her
in germany the germans would redamamge her
liekthat
LIEKTHAT!
whe nsomeone would repair her
jsut becasue when the bastards think
its how it should be
or they disdain the chick becasue she was fat
and its how it shoudl be
THIS
RIGHT THIS!
is hte motive
why germans do shit when theycan
RIUGHT
THIS
is how germans tick
RIGHT THIS
is the motive why germans do shit
when they can easily
either way
usualyl
german damamge methods are
-glykol into gutsor pressure injeciton voerbelly
-melanin aourndbellyarea
dont askme how its applied
-igniting oxygen in guts or a gasmix
-cutting bidner gewebe tissue in belly area
so guts fallout and oyulook fat
-gutsoversize */ auir swoll plsu intercidcito of gutsnerves
to brain
you lose when youre full or hungry
-manipautlions to eat haslty more andmore and more
-fatty tapes and as thin chick
wiht s h r i nk e d guts in nighttime
shrink is painful
-fatsuit wiht roudn brown valves smelylcream fill
like heavy oilysmellycream fill
and circular adjust between shoudlers middle back
on the valve and overassaccessforbelly area
geotufiits fatsuit tech gelly cock
ie if htis the same technolgoy
tehse
are
the
top 5
standard
methods

how
and
why
germans
get
fat
when they cant protect themselves
!
besides ballsmess
of course
fattytapes are called
feist machen or sth
i used to callit fattytape
it in culdes a fatty tape from side back of face
toudnerchinn to other rear end of cheek face side
this is how it works
osouds nutrs
like injection into shoduelrs
or
drugging over inhaler in nutshelmet
or drugging over groin alot of times
especailly psychodrugs
////////////////////
------------------------------------nightitme cover rubber titts
rubber titts are very common
since presidents cover themselves to get around safely anonymously
its still has a kinky touch of transvestites and gays in the bubble
sickest thing is it works
even sharon did it to find a nazi
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the variants were plentifyl and everyone has variants
from lowtech variant wiht a sort of brown tissue on surface like a chick
fatsuit which was lowtech variants
to more hightech
lowtechies used also some sort of gay assball that should make em move
like a chick or sth
but its not scansafe and disgusting enough
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was always a visagis that adjusts face
most overtape hair
some like sgra use body hair brightener it makes the hair bright and thing
sort of
in mornign you get body hair darkener
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the rubber titts were typically tape on and aroudn rear back
some are scan safe some not
elephant gorup uses a sort of winding around neck
theirs is from left titt over foreside chest right side
around rear neck and then back over forechest left to right titt again
in short their rubber titts is held not over back tape but over a neck
holder
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
the pussy was
flap up balls and cock mostly
the hole between asshole and balls was hte new pussy hole
good news is it doesnt hurt when a bastard hacks in

it has a pisspipe definitely
first the injectio nthat smallens cock
mostly that one hurt like shit the shrinking but never hte enlargening in
morning
over smallened comes pisspipe you can choose the electrode version
that one stimulates cockpeak when theres PUSHing pussy only
usually theyre not scan safe atall
the scansafe ones do sth wiht bloodvessels faking
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
interesting was the test
like melting thumbs and melting fingernails they search rubber pussy
wiht a hot needle
as usually
when it melts its over
and thats often the case
i hated rubber titts
this just a girl thing in society may be interesting for chicken
but it prevents that htey reach too much in life they have to be three
times as good
to beat this just a girl shield in society
girls have it easier
tehres w a y different demand of their roles and different treatment of
htem
a tough life guy may notice more than others
i couldnt stand rubbertittscover this or that way
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
some use injeciton forming of body
weakning that muscle strnghtneing that and oyu walk differently
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
body weakening is also often the case meant as softening
it makes you girlsift after hte injection
but soo weak that i fell backwards wiht nothing but a light fluffy green
jacket inbackpack
wihtout a heart injection strenghtening you wold die
visagists do chick face and mroenign redo the masculi nthign
its mostly a sort of injection that when yo press against face it hurts
here and htere
not sure what it is but its not staying
lowtech visagists like republicanguardings use acne trace or nose dot
cream
their smelly cream is usually yellow tube wiht thin oil pipe peak thats
brown
the stuff inside is white nontransparent white like white cream
///////////////////////////////////////////
the other girl smelly cream is either muscle girl little can wiht blue cap
or spicey girl fresh
its not GDR glatzan hahaha but hey its fresh and spicey
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

i wrote tons more about rubber titts
shit liek they make minimal asymmetry for breasts
becasue no breast equals hte other but the morons failed to adjsut hte
deformation to the STRONG side of the body
or so haha
most lowtechies made them perfectly even and equal but reality is
when you get naked its too late hahah
except they used you as bitch of course
is too late then anyway hahahah
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
wrote also shit like the guy pretends that the chick cant get wet was
becasue of her profession
hahaha
i think he knew its rubber titts and wastoo horny togive a damn hahahahah

shitland germany
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
geout if hte group isolation or left over in grouping thing is swedish
mobbing monkey games or sth
its a classics in nuertingen
its how its called
-why not norwegian mobbing?
-!why swedish?
but thats hte method and
thats how its called
getout if its a monkey game
get
me
out
ofwarcoma
told all along this is not study
its breaking people to weenies deranigng htem
implanting them a weakness or cutting them down wiht something the
messer pretends coudl be a weakness or could be an ego crumbler
wether its not being able to become a mom or virgin weenie shit or
whatever
the themes are variable
the intention, not.
////////////////////////////////
the melting thumb and half cut out fingernail for chip was pentagon
right? you told em to change it ? its a burned method and trust me
not becasue of me
the toothchip is hte FIRST thing they search
fingernail chips the second
dont coutn on them repairing hte teeth
i think the chip was mostly it was the
, , ,
,, , ,, , , TOP right FOURTH from foreteet top right side ie hte one
behidn hte corner tooth
but hte bastard check each of em
frying you against bug s is also standard and common
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
our bunch charges the human or hte liquid and whenver you touch door or
stuff you get abuzz
correct?
wahts happened to the microwave bugkiller invention of mine?
the germans tried to overcome it wih HEATPROOF CHIPS so dont count on it
workin against hgihtechies anymore
but not sure if a chip can be THAT heatproof
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
there was more tons of shit
written all along all along
that one may not have made it into manipulations mail but in separate
mails
all along
yer by year by year by year by year
its veryliekely all the same
becasue i dont make up stuff to it
------------------------------------------cute awesome girl ?
my cute worried little everything
cute little princess
my cute little bravey with a diamond earring of mine
look at the picture i painted
and look at this file
I K N E W EVERY LINE OF YOUR FACE AND IWANTED ONLY YOU

when they mess you away
and i cant find you anymore
and you love me too yet atall then
promise me we restart from scratch
love you.
how are you doing out there my love?
got the flower and card?
-----------when i go into a pharmacy and demand a drugproofing
i would have left hte bubble in any case
a n y
but after THIS FILE HERE
WHAT ALLOWS THESE BASTARDS TO KEEP ME LIKE THIS FOREVER?
WHO ALLOWS THESE BASTARDS TO GET AWAY WIHT THIS FOR ALL THESE YEARS IN
PUBLIC?
////////////////////////////////////////////////
dont let em fool oyu wiht the say mom retardmess or say bitch loon themes
they messed me up i should call you and say bitch or sth sometimes on drug
german rats
or hatedrug before getting together withyou just that you think i wouldnt
like you
or messes you would be tooo huuuuuuuuuge or fat or so in combination wiht
pedophelia manipulations that kind of german methods
when im in coma warocma
disgusting you away wiht mom kids dogs or piss is standard
pretty new is
that you was orphan
that you are alot lot lot less enthusiastic about me and it all since i
write christina your name
or handwrites
that you would guard my water well in a desert meanign my money and that
they try to mess you away wiht sarahs or so
say bitch loonthemes
and pretty new is
that you would bleed out of hte nose forme becasue you did a belly
piercing for me or so as metaphore
often theres chest mess wiht rips when i wrote put your ear on my heart or
let me hold oyu tight but careful
sounds nuts i know but i hope they found hte method remidns me abit of
hostile spirituals
wasnt funny often
so thats hte more recent messes
you migt wanna add htem to how to mess a love away collection of german
tries over hte years
hey
youre my cute worried little everything
iwant you only
////////////////////////////////////
=======
!!!!!!!!!!SERIOUS BOTTOM THIRD!!!

KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE ASSTOYER
DICKTOYER
lontehem to it is blas in das roehrchen hieror so
think..it was a blackahierd guyinntushelmet
MURDER
THE
ASSTYOER
DICKTOYER
IDONT CARE WHO IT IS
WHY SHOUDL I ALLOW IT?
BECSAUE IM IN WARCOMA THEN?
HOW DOES HTE HOMOSEXUALVERFASSUGNSSCUHTZETAWAY WIHT ALL THIS SHTI
MORE IMPORTANT

D O
T HE S E
FOOOLS
ST O R E THAT I KNOW?
AND IF
H O W O F T E N D I D THEY STORE THAT I KNEW
IE HOW OFTEN DID HTEY RECOGINSE
ACTION AND YELL AFTER COMA PAUSE
and years before
ACTION silence on wake and YELL IN NEXT COMA pause on repeat
HOW OFTEN DID THEY STORE THAT
IF and HOW OFTEN
JSUT HTE MESSES
DIRECTLY VERIFYABLY
DONE
THEN DESCRIBED UNDRUGGED
how
often
did htese idiots store the coherences atall?
and the direct proovable ones?
punish dicktoyer and asstoygutsmesser
getmetoufwaromca
loontehme is
bering french or sth
which is .... .
..
..
..
.
...
..
sgra or sprituals
from teh fortressfrom bummoms room
the being french was usually a metaphore for being american or foreigner
not literally meaning france
see
thats hte mess
thats the bunch
thats the complain abotu hte action before
some bastard outthere does know
but DO Y O OU KNOW?
punis hrbainemsser eymesser andbgemteofuaromca
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
IWANT
OUT
OFWARCOMA
IMINHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
AND YOU KNOW

hte germans tried to mess this TONS AND TONS AND TONS OF COHERENCE AWAY
liek recoginsinig chirsitna
or hte truillion messes all along
pornoilwas such a coherence
usually for isntance in that kaufland store occured some infantile weenie
saing ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der toielle bit
i know very well im on toilet
that was the mess to the asstoy plus pornoil
so the rats
tried to just use pornoillater
and when you
barely rememmeberd the mess and said murder hte asstoyer
not bothering abotu details this time
then you was discredited as you wouldnt really know
you would have some dizmo ass feels or sth
and all the precision
and cohenercne all all all all all all all along was irrelevant suddenly
KILLASSTOYERS
FIXX EYEMESS AND GEMTEFOUWARCOMA
CHECK
HOW
OFTEN
COHERENCE WAS STORED
and HOW OFTEN PRECISE DESCIRPTION OF MESSES WERESTORED
like when i say clearl
its trenchcoat elredley
mean evil grin
balck hat
or puste mal in das roehrchen
think the guy was blackhaierd
and hte mess
HOW
OFTEN
DIFD HTEY STORE HTE COHERENCES
clearly lke htese
dayilgiihttime
and
!
HOW OFTEN THECOHERENCES BEFORE I YELLED IT
ie
action
wake silent and annoyed suprisingly pissed htough ofically none asstoyed
you or eyemessed you
coma and THEN knowing hte mess from coma time before
T H A T !!! COMA THING WAS THEN FAKED OVER WIHT
T H I R D P A R T Y DECETPTION
sack entchen yuhm or sag maedhcen dumm or so
warmwinn or arm bin
or for istnance when a chick walks by loon theme about cops or os
after oilantenna mess rearheadlow or behind rearlow right ear
an oilatennna
or a russian needle
or earliquid mess
manipualtison i barely remember but not meant to be altered in midn but to
repeat
manipualtion right now is foriinstance emotional face as statement
smiligntrenchcoat elderly wiht black hat at a front angle

HOW
OFTEN
DID THEY STORE HTE COHERENCES
HOW
HOW
HOW
AND

OF TEN DID I RECOGINSE CHIRSTINA
OFTEN NOT
OFTEN NOT MY OWN FAMILY
HOW OFTEN THEM

seethat was anotehr game
about you being you or not you
so they damamged recognituion when i wrote christina ilove you
hten i didint recoginse well people
its lie kyo usee and dont understand or cant remember and udnerstand
its hard to explain
like you dont udnerstand what you see after hose messes
smotyly aroudn 2005 tough
then other bullshit came along
KILLASSTOYERS EYEMESSERS UNDERCHINMESSER GEMTEOFUWAROMCA
klillthe briaklmnelmesser
demess mormetardmes
sfixy ieemsss
detox that im stoned
SOMEONE R E C O M A S ME
DRUGSCREWSME!
maniaputalti on als oafterwads balkckahired beardy guy
mruder eyemsserb awerinemsser gemotufwaromca
shti
I
AM
INHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
AND HTIS
THIS IS MILD SAFETY
USUALYL DIFFERENT THINGS HAPPEN
KILLLLLLLLLTHE RBIANEMSSER
----------getout
if
***************************************************
asstoy or being asstoyed is called TICKET
or
beingasstoyed wiht NOT getting a ticket ie teh realworld territory shit
******************************************************
icannotimaginethatyouwouldnt buyone butwhentheymessaround ANYWAY
and manipualte me wiht gefangen winn verfangen winn or bin YOU
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEVER!Y!SINGLE!TIME BOMBARD AND MORTAR
THESHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTOUTOFHTEIRGUTS
THANKSTOTHE HOMOSEXUAL FEDERAL DREAMDANCER VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ EVERYLOCAL
VILLAGE COCKROACH GETSILLUSIONS ABOUTME CROSSING THEIR SHITTTTTTVILLE
IWANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
OUT
OFWARCOMA
DAMNYOUWHENYOULET ONE OFTHESE CHEAP GERMAN COCKROACHES GETAWAY WITH
CHEESYTRYLIKETHIS
YOUWILLFINDTHAT THEY WILL MESSAROUND
EVEN
IF!YOU BUYTICKET ORPREVENTSHIT
SOPUNISHTHEM
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYER ANDOVER ASS ACCCESSBALLSMESS
EVENNOW
WHENDIDHTEYABLISH 2WAITING LINES IN NIGHTTIME MIDTOWN ENTRY
ONEFOR UNFREE AND WORKERS AND ONE FOR FREEPOPULATION
fpppfffff asifyoucould liveas freepopulatiyon inthis homoshitland
IWANT
OUT
OF
WAROMCA!

WHENIWALK INTOPHARAMCIES THREETIMES DEMANDLOUDANDLCEAR
-LAMBROGININAPALMIN
VOLTARIN ANDNIVOX
AND
SAY
ITS
HYPERACTIVATIONS AGASINT
COMA1951
AND
WAROCMA!
THENTEHSECOCKROACHES!
FROM
VERFASSSUNGSUCHTZ STILLGETAWAY BECASUTHIS
IS
NOT
A
JSUTICESTATE
ITSASHITBANANAREPUBLIC
WHEREIT DOESNTMATTERWHATTEHFOREIGNER ORCITIZENSAYS
TEHYWILLKEEPHIM
ONDRUGS A N Y W A Y
WHENITSNOTIMPORRTANTWAHT IWRITELAWYERS
THE
BANANAREPUBLIC WILL GET?AWAY?ANYWAY?
--------hey my cute woriredlittle everyhting
icant remembeeryou anymore
lost waht botheredme
and
ibarely rememebr yesterday
untilexcessive search
last night or sleep morning was eraser and bwirwainwahsaway of all
wonder where you are
how you do
instead of time withyou i get mom rtardmess or mom pervert mess or grman
pedo mess
thats the shit the germans do
i dont c a r e i f they pretnd theywoudlnt be shittttttttt ande
cockraohces wiht an asstoy and a nutshelmet
t h a ts themess
thats whathtey do
erasers and breahtemssses
included
hey.
want to loveyou
wanna swim in your eyes and loveyou
want you
hey
didyouget teh underwear?
wish i could lickyou out of those underwear
wanna lickyour cute pussy and suckyour cute clit
wanna lickyourinnerupperside
wanna do you left4times right f4 times and roudnand round 4 times
thenleftagain
wanna swim in your eyes duringwhile doing hiptiming
wanna grabyour hot butt and kisssyoutothe wall
remember
iwonteven know
its for you
so maximum fun foroyu thingy in size and shape
wantoyu.
wish i could strafe through your hair and breahteyou
right now im so dul lthat i feel nothign for noone and nothing

was that our ring i painted?
wish i could wake up in your arms
that would be paradise for a while mylove
consider hte asstrick fastfingertip thing
wishicould keepyour hot timing and see you come in joy
wanna loveyou
breahteyou
spendmylifewihtyou
wakeup aside you
hey
youremycute worriedlittle everything
knows godwhats gonna be
when the messed youaway remember for us both
when you cant love me anymore oyuknwo waht tto do
did htey get teh chain right ?
waht you think?
the bracelet?
whats it writing ?
=======
did have to deactivate the
F10 or function+f10
button ?
or fucntion windows f10

GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
did htey have to ACTIVELY DEACTIVATE THE BUTTON?
to switch into realworld it mode?
----------demes mo mwill or naam bill liekley a mom weenie mess
the nutshelmetheme contains
p o li z e i arbeit and a theme iwht francince from american dad in a
garage or sth looking suspicious or sth
hahaha toocutetheytrytocopy the cartoons im watchign
hahaha
tschoermens
getmtoawuromca
its ab ust bubble since 02
tis al labtou t not lalowing theverfassgunscuhtz tofake it up anymore iwht
information asymmetryand hteir new warocma
--------the messer now knows
that i knew
everyline of christinas face
citroen might know
when days befre iaa07 openend i wrote em about citroen cactus
and im like thiking its acodename like parhelia not knowing hte brand even
they ? would know too

and all that know atropin or nivox or lamborgini napalmin or lost based
anti spy gas
then some would still claim oh ok he gets a russian needle or oilatnenna
he hears stuff or sth
taht you write
s c r a t c h e s on the wheel
or TRANSPARENT CLEAR liquid
thats not so important then
or l o o ks suspicious
all not so improtant that moment
i bet its easy way s to fool third party
cheap way
russian needle
oilatnenanna or variants
and 500 times mom this mom that
then you visit her out of financial reasons and college food reasons
plsu you got no life beasue you ant even cross a parking lot unasstoyed
and htere it is
a rollin shitball
but some
some would know
depstie it all
ma be even wihtout messes sumamry fiile
its ab ust bubble for very long
half ofm y lfiethe verfasunguhchtz jstu goets away wiht
ERASERS
BRAINWASH AWAY
DISCREDIT WIHT SHIT
FAKING A PHONY BACK TO NORMALITY THING AND ME SEEMIGNTO FUNCTION
DIVE AWAY OF HTE SHIT THEY CAUSED FOR TOO LONG
and noone sums up how often they uebertuenched it
bbecasue all along ? it was unbearable ? all the time ? all along ? all
the time? all?
along ?all
the
time
-----------///////////////////////
last night htere was manipulations if i shoot kids
that attack me
GETO UT IF HTE GERMANS SEND K I D S TO DIE
LIKE HITLER
JSUT THAT THE GERMANS
CAN KEEP ME FOREVER AS BUM TO STUFF ME CRAP IN THEASS
//////////////////////////
fatalley
did oyu rpeair damagme forehaed inner middle top
to lick wahts disgusting?
it contains either drinking a fruit drink but the movement is like hand
wiht dick towards your mouth
or eating green onions lauchzwiebeln same movement etc
otehr shit was massaging my older brother sexually on shojlder (died in
2000) then you spit sth loong out like glue
or wank simualtion
it was not pulling out hte teethglue out of hte teeth that i did a few

days ago in coma again
its a spiritual damamge foreheadinner middle top often to lick wahts
disgustng
they damamge hteir hookers wiht that dont hey?
waht is forehead inner middle top?
and whatsh te gutsmess method? that your rips hurt your guts and stomach
hurt and you wake upin pain
you cant lay you cant sit its bad bad p r es sing s t a y in gpain
like a pressure injection ruined your intestines /guts
repair that so the braindamamge mess
that is damamaged and or messed in nutshelmet
either to lick whats disgusting
or as punishment when you should bash away christina
--------------------in state ofmind as described a to f
you dont even know
dont even realise
dont even knwo or care but its a brainmess that does shit like wih
autopilot the germans make oyu do knwos god waht on german drugs
this land is shit
repari forehadmiddle damamge last night
forehead inner middle top
last night
or morning
gmeotuawromca
what is htere
its he dmamge to lick what disgusting
or large face angles wiht hte brainmess

dogland
pedoland
homoland
a german land
pusni ahstsoyer ballsmesser gmeotuaromac
==============
this land is shit
theres a pregnant woman intv
and you get drugstickpeek through eyes
when you dont blink
the peek gets suddenly alot harder
then you still supress it
tehn it get sostornghtat that one
your head shakes likeyoudodge an eyehit
tehres little kid girls playing in tv or so
same shit
theres tunnelvision mess onparkinglot
before entering car
and hten chickzoo everywhere
with related variants of drugstickpeeks sometimes
getout if
the rats fake bodysigns
ie
waht you look at first you would like
or when you look at sth and blink once
means yeah! or so

ususalmess
is asstomyess
assboneemss
pronoilmess
assmess
asstomyess
brhatems sbrainmess
eyemess
eytelidmess
walkmess
ballsmess
gutsmess
S U B D U R A M E S HE MATOME
REARHEADLOW
and catapult impacts pack pack pack reahrealdow
balsmes dickotmyess assmess
SAY this and that will
third party deception messes
gutsmess brainmess
breahtemss
erasers
eyemsss
and catapult hits
while in the other car it was like
15 to 89 times pack pack pack catapult hit
A N H OU R
on other times
replace car n o n e
in 3
other like half a dozen in 2 hours
hten again 15 to 89timnes an hour
wiht hte new one its more like
a dozen per hour
how often was it replaced
get
me
out
of
warcoma
BUST
THE
BUBBLE
WIHT
OR
WIHTOUT
THE
HYPERACTIVATION!
==========
whoever doers earlqidumess or install
does hte
furchwar weeenie themes for third party deception
geotu if hte corkacohes gotawayi whtit ealrier
my brian is toast
fix it
OREPVERNT HTATHISHHAPNES
MREOVELEARUDMESS
MGEOTUAWORMCA\
--------geout waht another bunch fakes wiht
you think of lets say a online store
the loontheme is i want this and that
when you would think of a car
you would get messed i want this car

woudl you think of sth erlse and rebabble it you woudl get
manipautlon i want this andhta
twoudl you watch a tv about rabbit
you would get mesed i am that rabbit
woudl you watch sth about horse named mr ed you would get the loon theme
im mr ed
GET
OUT
WAHT
THE
COCKROAHCES FAKE WIHT HTIS
mean grin loonthemes
earliquidmess is also a factor
/////////////
there was some manipulation a few months ago
where a redhead woman wanted to sleep and some chick from class in antoher
bed
like they were deadtired and how you would react
i cant remember who it was exactly in the test mess but i think i put the
blanket over their back and stroke the youngerone twice then leaving her
sleep
too bad it can never get public hah?
another mess was that im protected by FOUR STRONG WOMEN now
and im like >>>???????????????????????????????????????????????
/////////////////
punish astoyer
dicktoyer
gemtoaurmca
remoceuarmdess
mes udnerway
tosn oad ff assmess ugtmes sdicktomyes s
brehatems
ssuffocaion wiht reahreadlowmes
seyemss otnso fo it
somefaceonemss asstoymess gutmess diccktomyess
ablsmes breahtemss
assintall mess
ealrqumess lor earmess like in tunnel
asstomyes sdicktomyess
reahradlowmess
teh manipualtins of all kind
from grey background and top left a younger version of mother sayinhg
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHEHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH ????
ie shocked
ther veriosn
aside dutchland hnetherland trucks
somethign wiht a person stopping you withsleblowing wiht putting a hand
towards you and neongreen jacket or so
other messes of all kind
fromweeniemess
messaway of my billions are
an angry person ich bring den milliardaer um ie ikillthe billionaire
but then conflcit midlening he doesnt so youre no billionaire
tahts typical for repubclainguradigns oft ne als obrallsmess to the mess
its a messaway of my fortune
that kind of shit
this is mildsafety
daylightime.
/////////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYER
MOUTHPARTMESSSER
the manipulation is s t a n d a r d

this and that SCHATZ BIN or EIN SCHATZ BIN
which is a bitch manipulation from hte locals here (sgra/spirituals)
standard theme
thats htemess
demess it
punish scum gemotwuaomca
fix raehtemess wiht rearheadlowmess with the earliquidmess ad somteims
brahtemess
//////////////////////////////
there was a while ago a manipulation
that someone wrote a letter to hte german bundespraesident
about the case
was it true ? or mindmess?
////////////////////////
the loontehme during htat is
ich bin der dersich umringt or oumbringt
liek oyu woudlnt beyou and you ould be suddenly someone new that woudl
killhimself
////////////
IX EALRIDEIDMES BRAHTEMSS WIH REAHREALDWOMESS
LOONTEHEM E IS BEING LIVER OR BEING OLIVE R OR SO
GEOUTEMTOD AND INTENTION
////////////////////////////
brainemss is weeenie htemes about weinsam or einsam
realdumess breaemss
the lasers in teh room are red
sometimes they wer eblue in nuertingen the nred again
here hteyre red defeinefilty
!
////////////////////////
fix diasbelduller
the brainmess ot it is
TRENNUNGSZIRKEL
!
GETOUT HE LOONTHEME TRENNUNGSZIRKEL
FIX BREAHTMES SPUSNI SHSCUM
UNCCORIDNAITO NEBTEENELFETANDRIHGHAND! AND BREAHTEMSS
IT WAS AMESS AFTER this MAIL
"getout if htese rats tried to make me aweenie b a ck w a r d valid
rueckwirkend
shitland"
//////////////
FiX MESSAWAY OF M Y BILLIONs WIHT
ALLES NUR IN DEINEM KOPF
IE ALL JSUT IN YOU R HEAD AND all in F AND V RETARDMES
PUSNISSHSCUM
OR PREVENTHATHSIHSAPPENS
IWANT MY COMPTUERH ANCK!
DID OYU GET OUT THE BRAINMESS WIHT
TRENNUNGSZIRKEL?
FIX MESSAWAY OF MY BILLISON
AND GEOUT WHY THEGERMANS TRY OS HARD
ITS NOT HAT IWOUDL HAVE ADAMN FROM MY FORTUNE
////////////////////
loontheme is
warum erschiesst er meine mom or sth

killscum
fix breahtemess mouthpartmess
baslmess
kilscum
gemtowaurocma
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
oppunsih steamwank bastard or pventhathsithapens geotu facaptualt hits
eyemes
remove isntalls
gemotwauromca
getout if the
F A C E B O N E M E S SES DAMAMGED HTE TEETH
like 2004
or the teethgleu
ro the install and remove of tethglue
or hte
instal land remove from DAMAMGED TEETH of teethglue
or hte physical f or c e s on damamged teeth teethglue
**********************************************************************
or hte install and remove and pyscial forces when i rip the
teethglue out in coma warcoma and hte install and remove then
**********************************************************************
or the face bonemess
just s o me ofhte mess but taht for a decade now every night !
or dozen faceboenemess per day somtiems and more and that over years
/////////////
you can of course sit and dreamdance nothing would happen or shit they do
woulndt matter
becasue other zoombies usually dont complain about it
shit
//////////
demess asstomyess
gutsmess
geotut if its called
EINLAUF! THIS TIME
this land is shit
killlassotyers or prevent htat hsiahppens
geotut hte GUTSMESS BEFORE AND D U R II N G ! S HI T T IN G
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
///////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLL
TEH ASSTOYER DEMESS WEISST DU or SAG WIE H E I S ST DU loontheme
MRUDER
THE
PEICE OF SHIT
GEOTU GENITALS MESS VER ASS ACCESSS K I L L THE BITCH
other
loontheme
black haired guy grins into your face points a finger into your face
saying
HA HA ALLES NUR VERARSCHUNG
ie ha ha alll just fooling you
its a looon conflcit mes orm essaway ofhte real thing
ad dths shit tomaniapultions mail
punsi hastoers remve installs
this is mildsafety in your room
-=================================
remove earliqidmess rearlow and inner ear

loontehme is bahnstalt kommt or es wird heochste zeit dass er in die
anstalt komnt
ie its high time that he gets into madhouse
or so
loontheme
the lasers in this room (oldmothers room) are definetieley red
did you getout why they were in my room oringnally red
then tehy were blue
then i scratched some out
then they were red and plenty for montsh now
who was hte b l u e ones
======
demess rosa manipualtin ie a mess wiht the n a m e rosa would think im a
kid or sth
but it means the conflciting opposiite
its a metaphore for not hyperactivated people
the nutshelmet themes u s u a ll y mess them in as zombies
or as robots or as automats or as babies or as drowning people or as kids
add this shit to manipulations mail
gemtoauromca
==========
fixbreatjmss sofucaoroerhreadlow
there is a manipualtion
a black haired guy mid 30s sainyg anxious das ist eine s e n s a ti
or das ist eine e c h t e s e n s a t i o n

on

its a part of a theme that sth would suprise someone
but a common theme
when a manipulation part should be upvalue and manipaulted in as an e x cc
e p t i on al fact
then the mess is that someone in teh theme thinks its a r e a l s e n s a
t i o n
thats hte ivnerse thing
it remindsme of the mess hah a alles nru verarrschung
blackhaired teen guy guy potining finger into your face saying ha-ha all
just fooling you
====
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOYER 2054 remove isntall
loontehme is wo kriege ich gefuehle her
ie where do i get feelings so suddenly from
KILL
THE
PIECE
OF
SHIT
REVMEO INSTALLS
often its pornoil assmes
provocation assbonemess - SO THE COPS!
and install terror msotly wiht gelly toy replace over ass access
!
when in one ofhtese cases you say murder hte asstoyer
all think you would be nuts and or not know and or only have illusions or
so
but that U S U S A L LL Y !!! THE ASSSMESS IS ASSTOYMESS IS NOT SO
IMPORTANT THEN
//////////////////////
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
MMMMMMMMMMRUDER
TEH
ASSTOYER 1300

thetloonetheme to it is wo koommt ploetzlic h die chimme her or stimme
her or so
ie wher comes suddenly gibberish come from or wherecomes suddenly the
voice from
this is the t y p ic a l nutshelmet theme when they mess sth in
earliqduimess sometimes rear low ear or
inside inner center low inside earhole
getout if its oilantenna preparation loontheme or russian needle
preparation loontheme
russian neelde is mostly left headside
oilantenna is mostly earliqudimes and rear headlow mess
KILLLL!
THE!
ASSTOYHER
GEMOTAUROMCA
btw its daylighttime
///////////////
the loontheme to being asstoyed is sometimes
ich wurde schoon wieder attackiert
or attackiert
ie iwas attacked again??
thats hte loon the me somtimes
and oyure like peskied annoyed angry or oturaged
before aready like
CANT HEY K I L L LL L THE PIECE OF SHIT
OR P R E VE N T IN ADVANCE THAT EVERY LOSER STUFFS ME CRAP IN THE ASS OR
INSTALLS CRAP FOR TERROR
OR PROVOCAITON MESSES JSUT ON ASSBONE ETC
THE WHOLE THING
WHY SHOUDL I ALLOW IT
WETHER DECEPTION GAME
OEPRAITON
FATSUTI MES SOVERASSACCESS
GENITALS REPLACE OR ADJST VOERA SS ACCESS
DEECEPTION GAMES IWHT PORNOIL
ASSBONEMSS LIKE WIHT COPS OR SO
DICKTOMYES GUTSMES BASLLMES SASTOYMESS
CANT TEHY JUST> KI LL L L LE M? AS SEFDEDENCE AND BETTER P R E VE N T
IN A D V A N CE
SO NO MESS IS NECESSARY
then you get loontheme ich wurde wieder attackiert
ie i was jsut attacked again after hte asstoymess
and youre between ?????????CANTHTENY KILLTHE ASSTOYER AND HTE PEICE OF
SHIT TAHT MESSES ME UP WIHT ATTACKED OR SO WITH TEH MESS
AND ALL THE SHIT
add this shit to manipaltiosn mail
remove isntalls
kilasltoyers
prevent
in
advance
taht
every
peice
of
shit
can do wahtthey want
im three days here and liek a dubsuded dulrletard
all ican do is killmyself
thsi is midslafety inbarricades
its like enclaved
MURDER
THE ASSTOYERS BRAINEMSSERS GUTEMSSERS AEYEMESSERS BASLEMSSER ASTOYESRS
ASBONEMESSER OEPRAITONEMSS
EYEMSS EYELDIIMPLANTSMES FACEBONEMES ASSTOYMESS GUSTMSESS EIYEMESS

BRAIDULELR
OR
P R E VE N T
THAT
SHIT
HAPPENS
IN
A D V A N CE
YOU K N E W
IT WAS UNBEARABLE
ALL ALONG
ALLTHE TIME
THE HOMOVERFASSUGNSCHUTZ KNEW
YOU CAN ONLY
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLYOURSELF
AFTERTENYEARS LIEK THSI
AND YOU KNOW THAT
EVEN AFTER BUYING HYPERACTIVATION
OR AFTER DEMANDING MY MONEY PRECIELY
OR AFTER TEN THOSUAND WORDS METHODS NTOTOMENTION 50.000 WORDS METHDS
OR AFTER SUEING IN COURT
THIS LAND IS SHITTTTTTTTTTTT
AND YOU ARE SHITALLEIS
I T S A N
UNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????BEARABELE???LIFE
ALL THETIME
ALLALONG
YOUCAN ONNLY K I L LL LY

R OU S E LF AFTER TEN YEARS AND YOU

YOU CAN SIT
SIT AND PRETEND
NOTHGHAPPENS
OR ITS NOT SO BAD
OR ITS SPAM AND ALTEHSAME ANYWAY SO NO NEED TO READ OR SCROLLDOWN
DO OYU ENVER GET EVEN THE B U L K OF THE HELL
/////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHASSTOYER
DEMESS SACK WEISST DU OR SAG wie HEISST DU LOONTHEME
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOYERS
1800 1802
////////////////////
BTW WAHT IS TOP REARCORNER RIGHT?
T H A T ! THE GERMANS DULL ON PLAYING SUDOKU
AND SOMETIMES UDNERSIDE MDIDLE FOREAHDIMDDIIDLE
check if analysis is there
i assume development there
gixgorinems sgutmess ballsmes
GETOUT HTE BRAINMESS METHOD
TOP REARCORNER RIGHT AND FORHEAHEAD UNDERSIDE MIDDLE BRAIN
//////////////
may24th010who repaced the lasers to blue inthis room again
pusnis hastoer moveinisntalls fix gorinmess basllsmess
r e m v e th e t i t t t s u i t fixgroinmess
//////////////////

am aniaputli wnithe a grey bolt screw wiht six edges or eight top and
winding bottom half
all leaned to the left iwhthte head
it was a metaphore for sth
gemtoawuomca
////////////////////
demess pedomesswiht darkblonde chick smiling looks liek a kid
innutshelmt 115am
fix brhamets hreadlwomes now gemotaurocam
did oyu getout hte manipautlison wiht a
frog throat swolling and smallenig nagain?
of a human persn?
that remindsm e abit of nuertingen area
whats hte deal
whats hte frog theme anyway?
its
v e r y common
and not so hostile as you might suspect iin the firstplace
rahter. . . . . . unbothering weird . . . .
othermeses fomr anotehr bucnh was
jamaica bowlhead wiht rasters and
somemess wiht a commie bus from the 80s sort of wiht many small screws in
a circle instead 4 only or sth
and more earliqduimess
////////////////
nighttimemanipulation where a big brightwood cupboard was pulled into a
room as metaphore for
i would have a tragic personality wbut it meant hte opposite onflciting
some manipulation tehre woudl be a garage wiht 250million dollar cars or
there would be
ONE car in value of 250 million in a garage
i assumed in coma warcoma its a magflight prototype or sth
//////////////
some nighttime manipualtion where a bright blue x or so splattered red
bloood then it becoame halftrasparent and the realdeal would haveb een a
white x behid it
or o
other variant a brightb lue c wiht a cut apart top part of hte C as
metaphores for being bloody but not really (x) and for being damamaged (C)
ithought i wanted to write htis same shit in coma even
/////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEPIECE OF SHIT
TAHT FREID YMY BRAIN IN COMA WARCMOA
the manipautliton to it was a busride
you talk wiht a n annoying guy tha eats bread wiht some salami and oyu
look through it on a red brickwall
he offers oyu bread you no i ate a bread with cheese bracket or hte
gutfriied, do oyu know it ? him like yeah but i dont likeit
then some chck turns her butt asideyou close which always turns you on
then youre getting out
tehen rainstarts then strong wind then it lifts you in the air
a tornado starts
the brainfry was while hte tornado was around
you consider pressuure problems or so so you close ears with both hands
and open mouth like artillery wars
getout method initon
gemotuaromca
punishcthe iecoe fsiht
gemtouaocma
from one piece of shit to the next
getme
out
of
warcoma
///////////////////////
did htese rats patch opera to link wiht the windows explorer
so the internet access of windows explorer goes over opera?

bullguard is shut off
isnt it?
dont they show a warning in coma warcoma for that?
whats the secret industrial standard for access over powerline?
/////////////////
manipaltion nightime was lke
747 fies
wiht peer/gangaway stuck on aircraft
inflight
pilot screaming in a monotone german alert way
BREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEENTT!! ie burning!@!
then somewarning satelites looked atit back
then they tired ot shake off hte pier/gangway
then obamas deskfell wiht half bottom of hte 747 into the nothing
theni thought half ofthe fuckign night he died
how a w f u l is that
hes one of my heroes
then some mess that shows that each 2.7 in my marks are a 2.0
the real marks were however 1.2 durchschnitt to this day inofficially
sth like 1.1to 6.6 grades /marks
some rightearmess
some mess that secret services fuckt hte life of my family before
and its true
for one generation justice was te hteme of hte the mess and im like
when there ever is justice for people like me hten its wiht america
orbecauuse of america
there was mroe
///////////////////////////
cheap nighttie mess frame
SOME MANIPALTION about endin upas miserable chav while you walk wiht food
in hand like a bum and tell a bunch okid boys how important education is
saw the most pale and miserabel one by clothesnad gifted him 2 bucks
the guyoutsidenutshelmet like i picked exactly the least seducable
and im like ?????????? its about r e sp e c t
some mess abotu testing meeting wiht a girl in office or sth
about a question about a chart but i a ssumed theymeant a gantt chart
some messwhere going into agorcerystore was laugh loon conflict messes and
asstomyesses and im liek ??????????? piking some forfreemagazines for
toiletsudoku and went away
the guy outside like oyu behaved lie ka trucker
and i didnt care or mind
some mess about joining army and me like hmmmmmmmmm depends on waht work i
get or so
yelled behind over somedistance im a character that doesnt hold it out
well in an army
knowing itsmore for secret srvice
there was m o r e but this was hte frame of manipulations this nighttime
/////////////////////////
you think wehter oyu wirte sth wiht k or wiht c
overworking hte resume
the loontheme is
sag this and htat will
addit to metidile
gmeotuaromca
//////////////////////
RHTE LOONTHEME
IS
darkhairedevenhaired kid breahting out sainy echoing jaaaaaaah.. or so
whiel youre asstoyed in reality under nutshelmet

grey background
waht the thing does to her it does to you in the nutshelmet asstoymess
a classic
liek subvariant switching shoes
a nutshelmet i hink from spirituals cannot judge if you wanted to do a
certain thing
so as a result the test is
it switches the roles and you are the other one
when you agree to the repeated action of yours
you wanted it
when you reject it
the nutshelmet mistook waht you tried to do
hts one iis not a copy of that it just does it parallel though
btw its daylighttime you knwo that
right?
/////////////
how
do
the
germans
makeme a childfool
before jobinterviews?
foreheadmiddle udnersidmeiddle chidlfoolmess
or during internships
what is it?
look at the accenture interview
the internships etc

or aton oftheor interviews

tehy d e f in tie ly do shit with forehadmiddle undersidemiddle
youre like a childfool
and i woudl lvoe what
check he gasvalves im suffocating here
and getmefeedback abtou tehchildfoolbrainmesses iwant the mehtod and
hteinteitons
you get childish
unripe
borderslimey
unaware
unfocused
undeveloped
wahts htedeal?
its not bitchdamamgefrom spirituals thatis foreheadinnermiddle ie
uncontrolled
and its neither retard damamge lke hte foreheadinnermiddle like highschool
bunch or zirbeldruese messers
that tried to make you a retard
its foreaheadmiddle underside middle definitely and childfool mess
isit development and analysis?
///////////////////////////////
getoutthe drugstickpeeks through eyes alteteime
the earliqudiemss or russiannedle mess
wahtsh tedeal?
wahtdotheydowith it when im ondrug
tehres manipulation about
tapuziner or kapuziner
waht is that?somethign spiritual?
and ifi ts nothtat
-ibarely remember it -pedomess, mom mess or knwos god waht
waht
do
theydo
wihthese stasi methods
u s u al ly
///////////////////

who saw apart the facebone
are hte facebone hodlers called KLAMMER
iminhell
why didnt hte xray from dentist show tehm
how special is hte picture
is it usually a a square wiht a circle in it thats a KLAMMER
////////////////////
A KILLASTOYER OR ASSCAPATLT MESSER
B FIX ERASERS AND BRAINWASH THAT YOU SHOUDL NOT W A N
BECASUE ITS TOO RIDICULOUS OR TOO PAINFUL

T TO REMEMBER

C FIX BRIANDUELRS ADN USAMBASSINTGS LAST DAYS
GETOUTMETHODS
GEMOTUAWROMCA!
WIHT OR WITHOTUTHYPERACTIVAITON
SHIT
//////////////////
soeone disabelrs forhaeinnnermidlde
fixit
deemess schwatz or schatz or so mess
gemtouwaromca
getout if hte bunch here(diedesheiim)(sgra?sprituals?) calls their
prostitutes schatz
homoland pedoland
and getout if they send all their young people as bitch around when things
dont go well for em or so
and htat maybe mixed with a fundamentally lacking education program
(probably values of education ideals stuck in the late 50s, which was s t
i l l a representation of hte german staendesystem)
//////////////////////
my pinkstripe hottie was on the afternoon i think in amess wasntit?
ibarbelymrmeber
shapecopying pussy stripe pit
ibarely remmeber
the gemrans overmessed it wih pedo messes i think
inhte nights the messes were i think///....
six year olds or sth
usually it was ...nineyear olds pedo messes
that is germany
that and disabelr duller and ootsh naam or lutschmom or so messes to video
of christina or say entchen dumm or maedchen um
and if its not htat its nineyearolds again and if its not htat its
brightbrown dog mess again with bend tail or say viech or tiech
and if itsn othat its homo reizwort teheme
and ifi ts nothtat its mom mess again
long story short
get me hottiechristina on desktop if doable and
G ET M E TO GETHER WITH HER!
--im mad atouy andi mmad wiht right nd reason
and i diserved a chance to live in freedom
wihtout being harassed damamged oeprated messed amputated asstoyed
biranmessed drugged damamged operated fuckt asstoyed suffocated implanted
tittsutied gutsmessed and ballsmessed and overtaped and smellycreamed and
loonconflicted and that ? is jsut hte mild? safety?
I
AM
IN
HELL
AND ITS AN UNBEARBALE SITUATIO NALL ALONG
AND YOU T H E F UCK K N E W ALL ALONG!

YOU JSUT PUT IT INTO A SHITTYBLOG CORNER BEFORE HTE WORD BLOG EXISTED
EVEN!
YOU DIDNT INVENT IT WITH MY CASE DID YOU
THAT WOUDL BE REVEALING
that its a spam thing foryou
////////////////////

? HAHAHAHAHAH

DEMESS DITCH OR BITCH MESS USUALLY MESSAWAY OF CHRSITINA
KILLTHE HOMO THAT CONTROLS HTE CATAPULT AND OR HTE ISNTALL MESS
the say bitch mess is most likeley a spiritual messaway of christina
sometimes hte manipualtions include a phonecall where you should say bitch
or ditch
fuck messawayis usually wiht tons of hatedrug
a standard method in elephant group
otehr standard mess is this and htat too huge or so
either she would be too huge and im like ?????????????????????? or its a
gelly toy adjust mess and youre like ????????????????
toohuge????????????????
pick one
its germany
btw you checked hte feedback exchanged role manipualtion?
you do sth in coma and cant affect it
tehn the roles are exchanged and youre the one that gets messed or the
deed
when you admit its wahtyou anted when you reject it means its not what you
meant
same when you do sth
you
the
and
its
and

do sth to a chick
nteh roles are excahnged and your avatar youre in teh chick as chick
your deed is repeated on you and when you admit
waht you wanted to do
whenyou deny or reject its a mistaken thing from the nutshelmet

its a verify method thats common
dont askme how it works but in the coma warcoma state of mind mail it does
work
did you check it?
///////////////////////
the most dangeors are tefools that damamge you just to have been right
wiht some shit they did before
ie was nicht passt passend machen style
get real you get damamged by pretends and messed to fit to pretends
thats how it works
as you get drugged
a f t e r the invention wiht a cheap booster
and when you think too much or play sudoku you get dulled
because you play sudoku
its how it works
TOP three field ZOMBIE RULES
-damamged messed by pretends
-druggin ex post
-third party deception russianneedle/oilantenna
/////////////////
btw
put your mobile
close to an amplified speaker
deeed teeeeeteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeet didddd ddeeeteeeeeeeeeet
THAT
i hear silent
right ear
!
not always
r e m o v e installs

what is it
oilatnenna or russian needle or a lowtech variant of russia nneedle
oialntenna
fix sufociaton aoveogroinmess
or groinmess install
///////////////////
test mes inighttiem was lookgin at a b52 bomberi n grey and garmin3000
cockpit trainin 2 people
then some agent got caught had to leave a defective cell phone there for
his adaughter ithoguth itwas her daughter
tehn 2 mad people wanted hi and thogh whyno t a decise battle or sth
and me grabbin a n o t h er defective cellphone and telign htem
tehy can have it but the agents go unharmed
the otehr bunch agreed
i intentionallyshowed hte wrong defective cellpone black one
so they automatically assume its thatone
the agents got away then i hoped theres gonna be some rescue or daughter
woudl arrive sooner than they get out its hte wrong cellphone
considered to make a story that they cant find wahthteyre seraching
because of hte defect
that wwoudl have boguth also sime time
thoguht also they were highyl truamatised or so about highschool
and orh te thing morphed sometimes to faces whtoutht skin like
skeletonbeneathwithblood and metal spikes around the teethbase
wasnt too scared thought its like my facebonemes sfacebone install i just
didnt know its sivlerish metal
thats hte messes fix breahtems mgeoutaormca
fix chidlfoolmesses gemotuaromca
fixbrehamtess
gmeotuawomca
///////////////////////
wake does also occur acoustically here doesntit?
catapult impact into hte glass of the door
usually its installed clacktack stuff in the top window frame
its verfassungsschutz thats around right?
was it this time thedoor opening over that
in 01 02 they simply lifted the door out of hte holder
//////////////////////////
FOXSUFFOAITON EITHER OVER GROIN OR DRUG
- loonthemes were bianca or marianne or so and righearmes sbefore
remveo asssbneisntall
fix sufcoait ongroimess isntall
or catpaut lrodrug
manipautlion is resident or so or praesident
reminds me of 2002 manipualtions where repubclain guardings messedmeup
they had an election tehy httey picekd e a zombie as president
that hteere was checmical civil war and shit liekthat
informatio asymmetry was a l wa y s german intention
getmetouaromca
fxsffocaitons
//////////////////////////////
teh germans use toothchips or specal teeth top in the
one behind hte corner tooth
waht is installed
remvoe it
////////////////////////////
BTW BTW BTW LISTNE UP
PATENT ON ME
LETS BUILD IN
INT O E V E RY MANIPUALTION
A FEEDBACK LINE
patent and manipualtions feedback line
maniaputi onsituation

cornertooth and or

-WHAT ARE YOU THINKING ?
and or
-WHERE ARE YOU
-What do you do
-WHAT ARE YOU THINKING
//////////////////////////////////
dmess say mom mloontheme dmes ss jetzack nja or jetz sag ja or so
pusni shscum geot righearmess
fix briaemss
gmeotuawomca
/////////////////////////////////
loontheme "fraktion shizophrenie??": ihr armleuchter ihr
stasi wwwwwwwwwwwwwwixxer mit stasi methoden
alles nur subtier
ihr deuschen kakerlkaen
hat schon bei meine alten mutter funktioniert diese sauerei
wie habt ihrs bei der gefakt?
so ein KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKHACKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKLAND
getoutpressure nection rearhadlow
and or skullmess and reomve installs
teh facebonemess
how do tehy adjust it?
who saw it apart
teh holders are called klammer definiely
///////////////////
teh suffocaitosn or tatical suffocaitosn intushelmet defeintnely use a
blank out white screen during
///////////////////////
youre totllhorny at christina and get dogmesses say mom messes or pedo
messes
its germany
the messes to mesher away are say bitch mess
mom this naam that rolling shitball
and
pedo or homo messes
some german thought i would want her because shes small
shes
niedlich zierlich scharf and wow wheninswiminhereyes

but im like

then the messaways were she would be cute but hte maniaptlion shows hte
opposiite wiht a beard cover
and me like she i s cute
when she removes beard cream better or so from guy cover
want to lickher alot of times in nutshlet and ot kissher i n s t a
y swimming inher eyes
the nutshelmets realise baotu half of hte time only i think

n t

when they realise tehy disgust away like a german scahefer dog wiht black
fur on nose irregular stripe and rest orangebrown darkorange brown wih a
chain around thraot and neck while sitting and youre like ??????????
other disgust away
mom in a hot tub with a woodcover while onyl shoudlers were visble and
oyure like shiver disgust away
thats hte german standard standard messes by now blah
ah other shit ithought half stoned that i woudlnt want 100 coleens or a
100 sandrras or a 100 saras or a hudnred otehr chicks from my porrnfolder
iwant her
the mindset is was
everygirl as a softpussy but i wonder how H E R S feels on me when i swim
in her eyes forever

l

i want H E R pussy on me not any other chick
oh the maniaputalti on to dicktoolmess adjsut is say
huge or so
and im like ????????????? evne in coma warcoma

"too huge" or im too

then im like: too big is not good too small is not good
size standard is maximum fun for my girl its waht its tere for now
but
this is hte shitthey messme up with
tahts hte crap
the time before
loontehems conflcit loontehmes half deaf on right ear and loon themes
brainfry mess
and blankout white in ntushelmet on suffocation orr tacitical shut off of
oxygen
moslty is also replace oxgen with co2 or co
some manipualtion where a seven year old kid asks what two lesbians do and
frying foreheadmiddle or forheheadinnermiddle
while the maniaputlion shows sort of opening a hole in fluff there or
makign ahole there wiht pushing some brainwfluff open sotheres a hole in
forehead middle or so
but it was a drugging in the area only
==============================
tons of manipulations wiht cargo egg /space egg and especially messed wiht
older variants but more to brainwash it away
like it wouldnt work
tehn youdont buy it hten the nushelmet realises and shows anotehr version
that it did work wiht a twin centershaft in a vertical layout
then they try it with lnl tech like theres a horizontal glowing pipe and
hten turns a hard corner to vertical and does nothing
and wouldnt work and stop and does nothing and christina would be
disappointed on hte side
i dont buy it either consider to kissher but hte nutshelmet goes on and
shows a SQUARED liquid chrystal wiht 2 nano tubes aside heachotehr htere
or a layout of the nanotubes like a plus as pipe
so its workin get me your feedback
///////////////////////
some assmesses are like airpresure or fart mess over install
wahts hte e x a c t method
the manipulations use sudoku themes often buy it is h a nd wri t e theme
in red ie my writings
there is no doubt that hte messer picks things thatyou did or affect you
or shoudl affect you more
its more a brainless divider or a brainless rating you are anything but
thinking in coma warcoma
i dont think the messer realised that though
reminds me as a derivative of picking themes from the videogameyou
currently play
example
sht bad is for you issued in a nutshelmet the abstract divider is how your
avatar gets shot or hit from tehvideo game you play
you udnerstand it as metaphore in coma like that
maybe thats why they pick these themes
ineresting side effect btw of picking manipualtiosn by hte shows or
videogames oyu just play
you d o get an easier access into the submind of hte people but it makes
teh show or hte video game
a l o t lot lot lot more relevant in mind
which means you become a die hard fan of sth
just becasue you get messed up so much wiht it
its a relevant side effect which i dont htink the messer realises too
its timeframe is mabye days to weeks
//////////////////////
sufofocaitongorinems brahtemss oerei nstlames gorinemss oveirnstall
loontehem vertragt euch or vergrabt euch
lontehem chadlie or charlie or so wo bist you ie charlie where are you and
youre like ????????????????????????? maybe a loontheme
ealrudimesses
loontehmes

-but all in third party decpetion mode rather
getout
who fools who
how e x a c t l y !
-homosexualverfassugncsuhtz is defintiely aroud ibut it seems more like
iget also alot of dtugstickpeeks over back and arms and nose base
-! nose base druggin it typical for verfassungsuhct and or asshole
drugstickpeeks
any bunch aroudn exchanges iwht other bunch in mess and or all at
oncesruveileachother or so
dont let em fool you wiht third partydeception shit
im gladthatican repeat all one to one on dope brainless
-but udnerstand that anyterm in coma warcoma has no meaning on repeat
!
-you could rebabble weather is tv for pie wiht a car
and it would make total sense becasue you repeatit one to one but
in coma warocma
-it has no meaning
-youre just happy you repeated it
dont let german shit foolyou
when icould remember hte bulslht more celarly i could reporti t more
clearly
//////////////////////////
THE GEMRASN MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMASSVELY BRAINWASHED AWAY my fortune last
nights
fix it
geotu who tries it
remidns me of repbclaianguardings
FIRST STATEMENT
tehn depends how you react
whe nyou agree youget massively branmessed
when you dont agree you get antehr statememetn as try to mess that away
this is how it works
teh emsses now are wiht manipualting in someone that yells
background liek grey

ona neutral

GETMEOUTFWAORMCA
FIX USFOCAITONS ANDGORINEMSSES RMEVENTSILLS
//////////////////////
getout who dugstickpeeks me thorugheyes tactically on watching porn
(faking bodysigns)
gemotauromca
remove rightearmesses
bby the drugging of nosebase its verfassungsschuz verylikely
////////////////////
GEOUT THE FREQUENCY ON WHCH HTE GEMRAN RATS MESSAORUD NEIHT OIALNTNNA
EALRUDIEMSS
DEMESS SAYMOM MESS
PEDOMESS
EARliquidUDMES RUSIANNEDLE MES SGEMOTAUROMCA
reminds me of hte fools that messmeup wiht highschool usuaslly orhandjobs
or so wtih a chick asking machst dus mir mit der hand ?
ie do oyu make it to me wiht oyur hand and youre like ????????????????
knowing it was from nightttime fucktest where i lickstarted a nutzhelmet
chick and fingered her as startup but hten i realised its not christina
and stopped
EVEN IN COMA
so for them they think im all about handjobs now and if htey dont
overissuise me wiht highschool iget do you make it to me wiht your hand
nutshelmet messes
i think its these fools this time again

their dicktoy ususally is too cold and simulates cold vagina smell
theychanged it to midwarm after i wrote it
idontthink theyrealised it before
gemtoauromca
//////////////
did you store the german strategy
wrotei ta milliontimes
first babblgi ndrug
teh nrussian needle oilatnenna
and hte rest is fgoolign people
i would l o v eto remember moreclearly the shit they do wiht it
it cant be all jstu say mom this mom that
or pedo shit or bitch or warm or arm messaway of fortune
or sheeezfrendeneneeeh loon shit about being this and that
wahts hte dirty tricks in d e t a i l
and hwo odfentidd it work
fix disabruedlelelrs
/////////////////
i think shitl iek
iget momm essesi nstead time wiht christina shitland
the loontehme is welcher bist du
or so
and dissabelr duller
by hte drugstickpeeks into nosebase its verfassungschutz
--------------------getout rightearmess
mom smell gasvalves and momm o so mes
shtis is hte shit this is how its workign
drugstickpeek thorugh eyes /
//////////////////
drugproofing or recoma is definitely sth called
SUBSTRAT
///////////////////
WHY NUTSHELMETS NEVER REFLECT THE REALITY
********************************************************************
***********************************************
-here i got i n s t a n l Y I N STANTLY
CATAPULTED
SUFOCIA ONERASER SAND ISNTANTLY REBOOTED
GETOUT IFHTESE HOMOS S E R IO U S L Y DREAMDANCE ME STILL INTO THEBUBBLE
and i can barely read after las tnight brainmessess wiuht please read the
clock
then you try trhen you get disabled r i g h t there till you cant
************************************************
now i remember not even a quarter of what i wanted to write
killastoyers earleri baslmeser mreove intsalls
kildicktoyers
WHY NUTSHELMETS NEVER REFLECT HTE REALITY
and i get messed nbow d ay a n d night for ten years plus
is simple
a: the manipualtion uses special situations that will not occur - and htey
often dont reoccur as the nutshelmet simulates on, when the situation
alters
b: youre a zombie and as braindulled version of you barely realising a
shit or disabler dammged version of you - humans are automatic but not
automats-tejhy rethigk adapt and refocus all impossible in coma
Ekeoybardisfuckt after last evening hmesss- no exclamationmarks possible
here
c: the environment is d e fi ntiely not acting as hte nutshelmets
simulates, ESPCIALLY PEOPLE which means on an emotional level you expect a
different person that is just not real - this is very improtant in

manipualtions where you mess wiht relations - and i dont mean the cheap
varaint with distorted deranged chic kmorphes s l o w mo t i on to
normal to make her seem pretty the morning after mess
THESE ARE MULTIPLICATION FACTORS NOT ADDITON FACTORS
*******************
ITS a x b x c
when one factor is off hte line it get e x po n e n i t al l y bullshitty
********************
i doubt that hte tests show the real deal or htat the messer srealise
maybe there was always a hidden diskrepanz between the nutshelmet results
and hte real thing
SO WARNING WHEN YOU EXPECT OR COUNT ON THESE -exclamationtionmark
plus
d: minor factors, you get erased often and dont remember stuff or
yourself or ..
damn ij ust lost what iwanted to write after
now iget groinmess and captualt wiht eraser

suffocaion

or ..
..
wait i knew
wait
.
....
...
...
..
..
..
....
...
.......
.....
...
...
wait iknew
tehre was one mroe hting wait
...
.
.....
.............
you get eraser or . .
. . .
wwait
..
.....
.. iget gorinems breahtems isntall mes sfufocaito nmess
rmeoveichestinstall and assintalls
..
i lost hte last one after catapult and suffocaio nemss and goriemss
either isntalls or chest install
or suffociaon orcatapualt and suffocaiton
htere
was
ALOT MORE
tehre
was m o re more more more
this is abotu half of waht i wanted to write
the nutshelmet or earliquidmess rightear calls the stuff or considers the
stuff STICHNIN or sht
/////////////////////////////////////////
fdid you getou t hte braindamgmes whne psirituasl get nighttime control?
ITS FOREHADINNERMIDDLE TOP
is ther brainregion of c o n tro l?
its damamged
and often dmamaged as bitch damamge too

ie to lick whats disgusting is a spritiual bitch manipulation
wiht forehad innermiddle top mess
other messes was like eating flies or so
GETOUT LUPUS or so loontheme very liek a maniaptlion like
winedrinking hatepig or smoking dalfrettwinn or alfretttbin or so
looonthemes
or hteweenie wildburbin or wildurdin or so loonthemes
other messes cortus bin or corbus bin
wahtever that is
other vairants treufel win or teufel bin and yourelike >???????????????
just extra dulled and damamged andtired and notgiving a shit and happy you
repeat anything becasue your brain about will is off
this is how it works
area of spirituals and the manipualtions
this is hte shit
geout if htey have problems iwht flies or sth
theyre just pesky buzzers that are a product of nature wiht their variants
you dont give a damn liek about a tree or a squirrel
its nature stuff
but is itpossible they assocaite spiritual stuff wiht flies
why else would you get messed up to eat flies and brianems
forheadinnermiddle top
-control brainregion?
like when spritual bitch manipaultions to l i c k w h a ts disgusting
as homo theme
wiht disablerdamage foreahaed inner middle top
btw elephant group uses wood cross like x for rapes
right?
what does verfassugnscuhtz know abtou spirtuitual comas
other spirtual mes is i think theres a c h e s t mess
from spirituals
i dontk now how they do it
but smaller shoudler or broader shoudler is a typical chest mess of
spirituals
im notsure ifi ts helpful as soldier when they catch abullet or if its
v e r y ve ry very very very likely a STRENGHT thing
an alteration of physical strenght or presence
the oilantenna and or russianneedle is their work too
isntit?
elephant uses russian needle let headsside
but oilantnnenna and reaheadlow rusisnanedle or oilantenna/earliqudimess
that isi htink spitual work
theyre also oftne oeprating hte guts
therewas oto many
i start to question SERIOUSLY if htey were always good people in my case
hyperactivaiton is a formality
when they chained me BENEATH THE SCUM INTO HELL
whoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooou
they also drug into groin
belly
pressure armbone shoduelrbones ellbones
////////////////////////////////
you oufnd hte drug stichnin ? or so
how proovable was it?

remmeber
often its co or co2 over a gasvalve
right after tehy think you dropped to sleep
RIGHTTHEN!!!
or install like a breahte restrictionon chest or groin mess
is there electrode s installed?
other variants are catapulthit then you suffocate or f e e l suffocating
get me outofwarcoma
///////////////////
the germasn mess me up here
in nighttime to r e pat sth abotu
iwatn to a 15 year old chick named ..... iknew the name
sth with c
or wiht a
wahts hte deal?
waht do these bastards do when i m on drug?
why 15 ? why not seven or 27 ? why not 16 or 14 why FIFTEEN
who is it
wahts the mess
w h o p l a y s w h o
h o w and w h y
get it iout
I KN E W ! THE! NAME!!
ilost it again
WHO PLAYS WHO WIHT SHIT LIKETHIS AND H O W O F T E N DIDTHEY FOOL PEOPLE
WIHT IT
THIRD PARTY DECEPTION IS V E R Y ! COMMON HERE SINCE SAY NAAM OR MOM THSI
NAAM THAT MESS OR SAY
LUTSCH OR WUTSCH THIS AND HTAT MESS
==================
there was also some messes with
LEOPARD fur
as clothes or so
a TOTAL NO GO
it makes out of any cute stylish hot girl a PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPEGGY BUNDY
blah
its hard to expplain
getou erasers andor gorinmes geotitfi tsin tall
iforgot after that mess what iwanted to write on
/////////////////////////////
DID YOU GET OUT
THE METHOD OF RUSSIA NNEEDLE
IE THAT YOU GET BRAINRIED ON REPEAT OF NOISE OR WHAT YOU HEAR?
wiht install?
waht method is it ?
it makes people nuts isntit?
repeating messwiht russian needle
repeating a you hear wiht a delay of a quarter oa tenth second
buzzed into head or sidehead
its russian needle
but whats hte purpose?
nuts game ? stasi shitzo shit>
GETOUT HE METHODS
REMOVE GROINMES SBELLYISNTALLS
IWANT MY COMPTUER BACK!
//////////////////////
nighttiememssssth wiht pencils you return

or shitliekthat
thats all irememebr
st wtih a crude bow and tickshootign but they didtnt hit somoens butt
keepingme on coma was part ofmotive
knows god who i get to and wiht what group iget waht done hyeractivated
thats accordingverfassungschutz a fear
and mei ncoma
YOU FOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOLS I WOULD HAVEBEEN A NOMRAL HUMAN BEING WIHTOUT OYU
MAKIGN THSI SITUAITON TO A HELL EXCEPTION
/////////////////////////
btw i got manipulated that i use it in coma warcoma as video phone
whats hte deal
the loonthemes are
this and htat being prince (buildup) : hard break - being s h i t (tear
down)
its a weenie mess here
demess it
getmeotuaormca
its a weeeeeenie mess
say mom is standar for third party deception
say wutsch or lutsch ie say lick manipulations or wund mach or mit m u n d
mach ie making wiht mouth (like gas station)
THIS
IS
THE MESS
THAT IS HTE SHIT
weeniemess ad third party deception bullshit
this is the d i r e c tmirror of german scum
do you seriously pretend i go into a gas station and think of b l o w j o
b s ?? BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBLAHGERMANS!
THESE
CHEAP
RATTY
C O C K R O A C H E S AND THEIR STASI SHIT
AND GET OUT WHY THEY TRY TO MESSAWAY MY BILLIOSN S O D E S PE R A T E LY
ILLKILLMYSELF AND CHINA GETS HTE INVENTIONS
TO HELL WIHT ANYTHING BEHIND ME
had nothing from it all anyway
but why do these homos and pedos and sickos try s o h a r d
to brainwash my billions away
its no th tat i could even buy food from it
the stomach messes and assintalls are often remote controlled
especially nerve mess
remove it
fix braindullers
////////////////////////////
messes wiht s a y naaam or say m o m
or so
while i thoght of chrstina
some mess about usa in the 50s theems
where two girls were about you and one defended you while hte
secondthought you betrayed her and shot you into the back
infront of a wood or sth
all in very fluffy scarlett ohara clothes which reminded me all of odci
manipulations of 18th century dresses

somemessabout traning cartridges wiht soldiers before and some metaphore
that there was as supply of baby powder as metaphore but then soeneome
tested it and it was amix of
horse medicaments and dog anti depressiva and heavy mix of other drugs
and hte guy like t h a t??? should be babypowder?
its an interesting metaphore about the drugging of hte germans and as
wahtteh sell it
or a mess about smuggling on mexican border icant remember
some gutspain sotmachpain
more mom mess wiht earlqidumesses
that kind of shit while i thoght of christina or thought of doing
christina under me
some mess wiht *** about the bank accouts orso
and all in german
tthogiht i love my cute hottie beneath me but russianneelde or
ealiquidmess was say naaaaaaaaaaaam this or naaaam that or so
or shit likethat
there was more
whoever messed me knows that when this mess is halfway right that messes
summary file is 99percent right or 90percent right and 10percent colored
by perception ie this mess is a nuts mess and htat mess is a conflict mess
ie self estimation
/////////////////////////
repair the gutsmess epscially aroudn churcharea
geout gutsmes stoamchemss
its intentional
teh manipuatlion is
-on belly area tehres cogwheels like transmission gear wheels
and many taht are stuck and cant move anymore becasue a metal plate is
between em
its an intentnional gutsmess
and that was the manipualtion to it
teh metal plate was silverish shiny/olsihed wiht hte stuck end towards
lower belly and in the air metalplate side towards upper belly
the theme used beige trenchcoat elderly wih dark hat
a while ago
tahts hte metaphore for wahtver hte guts mess is
its i think too many oeprations toomany insall mess
plus tehn you cant burb or fart after install or mess
then you swollup airswollup on bacteria or enzymes or hefepilz
when you eat cheese and yogurt its extra bad
and i eatthese things all my life
then you are in bad pains all night
and htat in combination with installs and oeprations liek stomach probe
accesses or nerve buzzer messes
or drugs that make generally an inflammation / or almost
plsu too many operaitons or
{PRESSURE INJECTIONS ON BELLY EAREA too many times that leave also injury
or mess
this
gutsmethod mess wiht mmmmmmmmmmmassive pain waking you
is only here
and about half a year recently
GEOTUT HTE METHDOS
tahs what i got out
why do i i i i ihave tgehtese things out
remvoe also earlqdumes sorr ussianneedle mess and reahreadw low mes
srightear messes rearhead low and rightear rearlow
////////////////////////
the loontehem is schauben or abstauben or so
this is typcially a mess about old mother

tehse homos terroorised her and she didint knwo wahthtat is
teh drugsitkcpeeks hte cribbler crinkler and cataputl therror
and tons of midn mess
so she thought invisible stuff tries to ripp of stuff from her or so
then the rats brainmessed that in and glass bowl overhead and terrorised
her extra wiht it
and hte rest was
conflictmesses and overissusier drug
and instant urgent unstannnnnnnnturgent piss mess
so swiftly
madhoused her after she goes wack oabout hte mess
this
is germany
now she gets braintoasted
and is kept subdued and stoned most of hte time
////////////////////////
did you getout what hte germasn fake wiht hte say mo mshit?
i wrote how the roling shitball started
sometimes its one
somtiemes theo ther soemteis thirdpartydceptio ntehn somtimes anotehr
meaning anotehr mess
like say mom
as chidlfoo less fakign a FOUR YEAR OLD G I R L S
dont ask me why not male
or five
or 50 years
but four
other mess is
pedomess or
chidlfolemess
other mess is winzsfest orinzfest o r so messes
the point is

THOGUHT

WHO
FOOLS
WHO
FOR W H A T E X A C T L Y WIHTTHSI SHIT
you dig out oilantenna and russia needle?
i think the decepted fry me
and the decepters play them
there i s no reason why i woudl get messed ina grocery store wiht
ihr wisst worauf ich steh to my dicktoy ie you knwo what i like
and you would
killllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllTHEPEICE OF SHIT
for humiliation and terror and the ratty try thats for netto store
the kaufland variant is ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der toilette bin
ie i know very well im on toilet
thats hte mess to the asstoy and brainmess and sometimes tittsutimess
or
santandin or satan bin
unless you fool a spiritual wiht arussian needle or an oilatnenna
im arch secular
idonteven give a s h i t about these spriritual things
long stoorey short
who fools who
with the mom rollign shitball
the other shit above
or say ditch or say bitch or so
someitmesi nmesses where christina calls me
at least i THINK ! IN COMA! ITS A MESS THAT SHE CALLS ME

or isit a real call and i think its a nutshelmet mess
this is how it works
fooling others
knwos god how many lvies were ruined wiht cheap ratty shit liekthhis
when russian needle
or oilatnenna
or earliqudmessrearlowear or rearheadlow all aroudn skull
when thats not findable
nwos god how many they fuckt wiht this shit in the ass
=========
is htere ea reason why russian enedle is mostly left headside
oialtnena rearheadlow and earlqiudmesses
and
inner center ear down
ie earhole inner low center can conferencing in nighttime
but others appearently not
lon story short get me feedback
who
fools
who
and check if oilatnenna is NANOLEVEL
///////////////////////////////
fix chidlfool mess forehemdidlde underside middle
some pedomesses wiht shoudlerfree kids bottom left center of screen,
visible only top chest blonde hair, black background
and i didnt give a damn then it swiftly changed away when it realised i
dont care,
like
flipflap when you reat to it it messes you up wiht sth
when you dont react it changes to another theme
teh flipflap nutshelmet manipulations are definitley sequential
startup sequence and dividers
so startup sequence you react to it - then you get messed up then comes
the divider
or
startup sequence you dont react to it - then the divider and hte next
start up sequence
reminds me all in all o 2003
the manipulations were like
SUUUUPERMAN or so flipflap mess
some guy in center wiht a big genital in underwear, white udnerwear left
and right flip flap the girls 10 or 50 times persecond
sometimes iwht a drum like mahcineguns to the flipflap girls
diider black backgorund bright blue writing SUPERMAN then next scene
but that manipualtion was about
three times more crude than the one above
some other mess about brainemess in the morning
foreheadmiddleudnersidmiddle
there was
more
///////////////////
the loontheme to the bfacemeess uses a clumsy spelling mess in nutshelmet
getout fif the scume xhanged agian or if its the same again
//////////////////////
demess tigur loontheme
or du achtest auf deine f i gur or so loontheme
its a manipualtion to a PHYSICAL change eitehr republican guardings or
snake group
waldschaft or sogar staatsanwaldschaft is a standard manipualtion part
that shoudl impress you or sth
or
bald glaubt auch waldschaft or so loonthemes
add it to manipaultiosn mail
definitely republicaun guardings or snake bunch
gemotwauromca

//////////////////////////
the gemran manapulatiosn are
sth about tetra or petra (nuertingen)
waht is hte deal?
fix gorinemss braehtemssmgeoutawormca
////////////////////
about faking porn
its like
manipaultison where kids have fatty tapes around legs or hips ass
else it would be pedophile and youre liek BBBBBBBLAH all away in
nutshelmet
then theres anotehr theeme
other manipulation shows then for instnace that the porno is fucking a
latex shaped ass copy like pussy and ass made of rubber or latex and htey
fake pornos wiht it
and other mess is
there was more more more more mooore more
rezoom
fake pornos wiht rezooming cut and paste from other porno
like
masculin faces on like nine feet kids
other tricks were
wait there was more
hmm wait
chubb fattytapes .. hips broadening fatty tapes or ass fatty tapes
tehn the latex ass and pussy rubber doll porn
and hte cut and paste rezoom thing like iwht overmasculin faces
there
was
m o r e
//////////////////////////
DEEMESS SAUWINN
OR SAUDIN OR SAU BIN OR SO
its MESSAWAY OF FORTUNE
other mess is
schwatz winn or schatz bin which might be a term for hookers in maybe
sprituals or sgra area
other mess is this and htat deutsche mom
and youre like ?????????/
youre bainless in coma and repeat brianless and happy that you
repeatitcoreectly
like
fuckmanipulations
ALMOST ALL MANIPULATIONS IN COMA TO FUCK PHYSICALLY IS
B A L A N CING STH
or workign carefully to stay in balance wiht sth
tis a manipulation to keep the fuck flow while oyure a brainless zombie
other messes to push a pussy very tight was
bendingover a white or grey paperboxwall
you should fold it over
and wodner wy its soft warm and wet but resilliant
ilove pussies
but thats hte mess
tere

was
more
these are older manipualtions
is this stanard for zombies now?
/////////////////////////
interesting was that some pedo manipualtions in coma used
striped socks blackwhite stripes mostly hroizontal
or all leg socks black white
its a marking i think
I RECOMMEND ADJSUTING THE BOT FILTERS THAT SEARCH PORN ON SERVERRS TO FIND
THAT
waht you think?
i dodge any porn that is even close to that
once more a realworld nutshelmet
was a good early warning
is this standard for zombies ?
///////////////
how did this mom rollignshitball start anyway
disgusting
the germans didnt use that theme wihtout reason to disgust away christina
or dogs
did oyustore when thegermans used dogfuck to test if im in coma
to do anotehr fuck then ?
youe shitallies SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTALLIES
becasue these things happen wiht nothing but abit coma in this land of
shit for ten years
you got out hte name of hte 15 year old i have to fuck in coma in
masseldorn?
i knew hte name
what was it<
maximilia or sth?
no wait
wait
no that wasnt i k n e w
i knew
iknew
shit
HOW
COULD YOU
FLYMEBACK TO HELL
IT ALL JUST LIVES FROM THE ARTIFICIAL INFORMATION ASYMMETRY
BUT I GOT NEWS FOR YOU
P R E T E N D A WA Y AND INFORMATION ASYMMETRY DOESNT PREVENT SHITFROM
HAPPENING
IRATHER KILLMYSELF BEFORE THIS GOES ON ANOTHER TEN YEARS AND YOU EVEN K
NO W
YOU JSUT DREAMDNACE IT AWAY AND PRETEN D THEY CAN KEEPME LIEK THSI WIHT
JSUT MORE BRAINWASH OR DAMAMGE
THIS IS NOT LIVABLE
NOT BEARABLE
WHAT AREYOU
STUPIDN????
IWANT?

OUT?
OF?
WARCOMA
WAHTS YOUR PROBLEM
!
///////////////////////
erasers
either suffocaiton reace ofoxygen or drug or sidethroat mess
is definitely called
RADIERGUMMI
eraser rubber
////////////////////
the say mom bullshit rolling shitball
it s to decept fools
did you getout how it started ?
its third party deception wiht an oilantenna
or a russian needle
**************************************************************************
*******
you dont realise what you repeat
IT HAS NO MEANING
it has no meaning you dont realsie you dont know
its just
utterly
meaningless
youre just happy you repeat a hollow word or hollow sentence on coma
warocma
this is how it works
**************************************************************************
********
the point is
it started wiht
disgusting away christina
wiht different things
dogs
kids
mom
others used it then as third party deceptions
then others think you woudl mean christina would be yourm other
others used it as chilldish theme ie youre the baby and shes a supre huge
sized head mommy leaning overyou
others used it as moms generally as pedo theme
others use it as winzfest or incest your mom thing
then the first used it as disgust again liek morhinphign in teethlessgin
into chrisitna or so and mom parts
and others use it as a third party childfooldeception of a
four yearold GIRL
dont aksmy why not three or five whynot boy
but thats hte mess
THIS
IS
HOW IT STARTS
YOU
CAN PICK NOW
SITUATIONWISE
WHICH ONE FITS
pick a situation this is how it works
///////////////////////
hey my cute woorriedlittle everything

wishicould swim in your eyes
what would be cool is when i write m graduation thesis you rest on my
heart in my arms
and relax or so
while i work on the it
be breathing you
feelingyou onmy heart
holdingyou tight but careufly
life could be good
hmmmmmmmmmm
ten iwish i coudl lickyou through some tight velvet hotpants
unpackyou and lickthe fun out of you and hten loveyou while i swim in your
eyes
hottie you
toobad theres no porn wiht cute little hottieslikeyou
hey
iwantyou
letmeswim in your eyes while i loveyou
wonder how your timing is whenimnongivein surface and you do sitin and
asstrick while istrafe wiht threefourfingers wtihfingertips your
innerupper side fasst alltehtime
hmmwishicouldkeepyour timing hottieyou
wish often icould swiminyour eyes forever forever forever
while i loveyou
wanna doyour cutepussy left8times right8times roundanroudn4tiimes then
leftagain or straight aheadagain8 times and so on outofhipflow
while i strokeyour hair softly allthetime swim inyour eyes forever and
roundandroudnandround and into you again
cutehottie
wish i could swim in your eyes forever cute hottie
wanna feelyour cutehothot hot hot butt underme while i do it and rub your
pussy tight all the tiem althetime whileyou strethc through wiht legs and
let go
wanna kissyour shoudlers
breahteyour neck
kissyou
youcutelittle hottie you
wish i could rest in your eyes bellytobelly rest in your cute pussyforever
whileiholdyoutightbut careful
strokeyour hair softlyalltehtime swimminginyour eyes till you fall asleep
tehn iwanna wathc you sleep in my arms cute worriedlittle everything
strokingyour hair softly all the time holding you tightbut careul
hey
iwantyou
youre my cute worriedlittle e v e
can ikeepourring abit>?

r

y t h i

i wonder
waht you like
LETS DO RIGHT THAT
what do you like?
a couple and relation is so much more than fuck
the fools that dont love will never understand
i wantyou
waht do Y O U LIKE
LETS DO RIGHTTHAT
and keepinmind
maximumfun for you thingy in kind and size
hey
christina
christine?

n g

iloveyou
wanted only you
for eight years
how are you doing outthere?
iget pedomesses recently seeifyoucan dmess it
teh difference
between a cute hot ballerinashaped sophisticated cute hottie
and a child is like day and night
hey
iwantyou
thanks for loving me
(and i dont mean fuck)
/////////////////
hey my cute woorriedlittle everything
wishicould swim in your eyes
what would be cool is when i write m graduation thesis you rest on my
heart in my arms
and relax or so
while i work on the it
be breathing you
feelingyou onmy heart
holdingyou tight but careufly
life could be good
hmmmmmmmmmm
ten iwish i coudl lickyou through some tight velvet hotpants
unpackyou and lickthe fun out of you and hten loveyou while i swim in your
eyes
hottie you
toobad theres no porn wiht cute little hottieslikeyou
hey
iwantyou
letmeswim in your eyes while i loveyou
wonder how your timing is whenimnongivein surface and you do sitin and
asstrick while istrafe wiht threefourfingers wtihfingertips your
innerupper side fasst alltehtime
hmmwishicouldkeepyour timing hottieyou
wish often icould swiminyour eyes forever forever forever
while i loveyou
wanna doyour cutepussy left8times right8times roundanroudn4tiimes then
leftagain or straight aheadagain8 times and so on outofhipflow
while i strokeyour hair softly allthetime swim inyour eyes forever and
roundandroudnandround and into you again
cutehottie
wish i could swim in your eyes forever cute hottie
wanna feelyour cutehothot hot hot butt underme while i do it and rub your
pussy tight all the tiem althetime whileyou strethc through wiht legs and
let go
wanna kissyour shoudlers
breahteyour neck
kissyou
youcutelittle hottie you
wish i could rest in your eyes bellytobelly rest in your cute pussyforever
whileiholdyoutightbut careful
strokeyour hair softlyalltehtime swimminginyour eyes till you fall asleep
tehn iwanna wathc you sleep in my arms cute worriedlittle everything
strokingyour hair softly all the time holding you tightbut careul
hey
iwantyou
youre my cute worriedlittle e v e
can ikeepourring abit>?
i wonder

r

y t h i

n g

waht you like
LETS DO RIGHT THAT
what do you like?
a couple and relation is so much more than fuck
the fools that dont love will never understand
i wantyou
waht do Y O U LIKE
LETS DO RIGHTTHAT
and keepinmind
maximumfun for you thingy in kind and size
hey
christina
christine?
iloveyou
wanted only you
for eight years
how are you doing outthere?
iget pedomesses recently seeifyoucan dmess it
teh difference
between a cute hot ballerinashaped sophisticated cute hottie
and a child is like day and night
hey
iwantyou
thanks for loving me
(and i dont mean fuck)
///////////////////////
igot also manipualted i got the nobel prize for sth
i thin kthe nutshelmet showed physics or so
haha
too cute but the germasn keep me utterly unpresetntable
im like an asstoyed
damamged dulled erased misereied shadow of myself
while i cant even buy food
and every bankcockroach humiliates me iwht asstoy and denial of my fortune
its a terrible situation
while you scream murder hte asstoyer
and sue in JOKECOURTS like european human right courts for hyperactivation
tehy help pedophile murderers to getout of prison after 15 years
and a case that screams to heaven and hell for ten years no human rights
violations are obvsious
igot news for you
when the zombie goes buys threee hyperactivations
lists the names of chicks wiht thousands of methods
screams murder the asstoyer and
when the zombie sues for hyperactivaiton in court
its over
then its an injsutice state like stasi gdr germany or almost gestapo
germany
then it has nothign to do wiht a justice state anymore
becasue its not jsut injsutice its screaming to heaven and hell injsutice
and a life and death thing
becasue its undbearaeble it willendi n sucidide
brainwashed suffocated erased damamged and dulled and asstoyed and not
////////////
standard loontheme from gemran verfassunvcsuhtz or sprituals
repeat mechanical repeat wiht or wihtotu clacktack noise repeat mechanial
laugh and or noises that shoudl sound
like repeated mechanical laugh and some messes mean evil grin like
horizontal halfmoon
that plus overissusier drug on groin
and brehemss

suffocaitonorrepclae ofocgxygen
thsi is how it works
geout if its stasi shitzo shit or if its that
sheheheheeeeeezfredenenneeeeeeeeh loon shit from the earier ttries called
russische methode
ie russian method
////////////////////////
do you remember the n bissl thing?

ie alittlebit

that was the antidote to massive conflict mess
youre manipulated with sth like build up tear down
as sooon as you agree to sth in nutshelmet yooure massivelyconflicted and
brainwashed
or sth bad happens
then retested again
when you agree youre massively conflcited or sth bad happens
or build up you are this and htat then break no youre not youre this and
that
buildup tear down brainwash
now
teh antidote to this massively forweeks day andnight was
you are this and htat A LITTLEBIT
that was the thing
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMASSIVE BRAINWASH AWAY of my fortune
and hten brainmess that you shouldnt beleive it to claim you wouldnt
beleive it
weith the conflcit method above or so
afte weeks day and night of congflcit and oveirsusier and brianmess
you countered it wiht
a littlebit
you stored that?
inmessesumamryfile i lsited it a few times MORE DETAILED
//////////////////////
there was once a fuck mess
where you would or should have fuckt wiht a chick
as i jsut started up wiht fingerply and pussykissorso
i stopped becasue i thought of christina
IN C O M A !!!! even
then
and now t h i s is typical for manipulation - under category d or e MESSES
MANIPUALTE EACH OTHER > felt all all all the night lousy like i betrayed
my girl
felt terrible that i almost betrayed her
IN C O M A !! EVEN
and it was a nutshelmet
what did hte fools make out of it?
they think that was hte fuck
and mess me up wiht
machst dus mir mit hand ie do you make it to me iwht hand from that day on
and youre like ?????????????????????????? thats not even startup right
thats how it works
-test mess
-your reaction
-mess affects other mess - up to all night wiht follow manipualtions

and
-nutshelmet/messer dooesnt understand your reactions or motives
then thinks they know you better or so
and also highlight
-igeterasersnow or a gasvalve sweat or heat up
other highlgiht
wait i cnat rmemeber sudenelny
wait
i
cant
remember
now
geotuthe gasvalve above
teh thing smells dty and is cooler htan theroom
i
cant rmeebre
there
was one more whing wiht
ghilgiht iwanted to write
te highlight was that in half of hte nutshelmet s you dont realise dont
care dont mind but hte nutshelmet doesnt realises and messes on
lek when you wanna sleep allthe time
the highlight is that the bunch then thinks its waht you want usually
whatyou do in coma
you just wouldnt know it in daytime
but you dont realise dont mind dont care dont realsie dont know
dont even realsie youre just acting on a manipualtion or you dont even
realise what you say nottomention do it has no meaning
fucking sth is bending over a paperbox or balancing sth as mess to stay in
fuck flow you dont even realise or mind or know even
coma
waromca
then half of the shit is s a y this and htat loonthemes or udner g for
guidance in nighttime some nutshelmets can do conferencing wiht others
like
ok where we get him now ?
other : how about this or that location
toher : no no wait those close at 530am
and im liek
>>>>>>>???????????????
think it was in times where i slept in cinemas

try
to
underrstand
what
coma
and warcoma means
recheck state of mind mail
a to f
feel teh example wiht christina
on top of hte mail
and realsie thati wont fuck around

i will killmyself
becasuethers nothign food left in my life
not even a memory ofhte eyes of my cute worrieldittle e v e r y thin g in
my arms
and
sit
and pretend control
and dreamdnacne me to a zombie
compare
T H I S
MAIL
TO WHERE ZOMBIES STAND USUALLY
S T O P D R RE AM DANCING THIS CASE TO A ZOMBIE CASEJUST BECASUE SCUM
MAKES ARTIFICAL INFORMATION ASYMMETRY
====
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREPARIR HE ERASERS TODAY
RIGHT
TODAY
DIGITOUT
EARLIER
AND NOWRECENTLY
AFTER I LOGGED IN
AND NOW

BANK

//////////////////////////
theres some silly manipulation -ithinkits about porn- abtou a chick wiht
sevethsusand P O U N D a week going upstairs
on a main house entrance wiht some cams around
not dollar not euro
POUND
and youre like ? ?
where smoe hatered eyed guy ignites his oldfahsioned tobaccopipe darkbrown
and bended
says to anotehr wahts improtatnt to you your busines or your daughter
andyoure like ??
there was more
oh wahts a leatherneck>?
fix chidlfoolmess
gemoetuwaormca
////////////
..AND DEMESS HTE PEDO SHIT FROM THE GERMAN SCUM
the difference between a hot ballerinashaped sophisticated cute hottie to
a fucking annoying child is like day and night
i even delete half of hte fucking porn becasue of the stirped socks thing
from pedo nutshelemt messes
ITS ANNOYING LIKE THE MOM THIS MOM THAT SHIT TIL OTHER FOOLS MESSYUP UP
WIHT
OLD MOTEHR
BLAH
GERMANS
AND IF ITS NOTHAT ITS SAY CHUL OR SCHWUL HOMO REIZWORT THEMES
AND DONT ASK ME WHY ITS CALLED REIZWORT
its sth to link people wiht and mking you react annoyed to it
or so
but thats anotehr story
///////////////////////////////
nightttie menaipaultion was ome mess wiht wiht ships from 16th century
leaving harbour
the manipualti on was like a british destroyer but its a ship from 15ht or

16th century
some weenie messes
//////////////////////////
did you getout why hte spprirituals dammge forehaidinermiddletop wiht
eating flies manipualtions?
you knew/ they have problem wiht f l ie s ? ididnt
or hte lick wahts disgusting thing in the same brain area? for hteir
bitcches?
shitland
ugh fuckthis shit
IWANT
OUT
OF
WAROCMA
IWANT? OUT?OF?WARCOMA
WHATSYOUR PROBLEM?
/////////////////////////////
these rats messed me up all
all
all
allnight
waht woudl be when i have a baby
fuckign germans
plus say
iwant child or so loontheme for hte fools third party deception
if its othat its say schul or schwul homo reizwort theeme
and if its notthat
its mom this mom that childfoolmess wiht ofrheaidmiddle dotast in analysis
and devleopment
when and if tehy are forehadmiddle undersidemiddle
!Y O U
getout
wahttehy fake wiht hte baby mess
ususally its pedo messes
what has that to do wiht getting a baby ?
germans are cockroaches
degenerated german shit wiht astoymess dirty tricks uwth russianneedle
oilantenna
for foolingthird parties like fools
//////////////////////////////
didyo tore the nutsmesses withthe nighttiem name
either ot fool thirdpartyor a slonthee
alois winn or alosi bin
wildbur winn or wldbur din
alfrett dinn or alfrett bin
there was more
ah right sebastian this and htat
juldian winn or julbian winn or so
there
was
more
you sotred the firty tricks? its weenie themes
or loon themes liek stasi shitzo shit or sheeeehezfrendeneeeh mean grin
loon shit
or thrd party deception
liek when you should fuck sth or smoke in coma oor shit liekthat
there
was
more
yu stored the tons of chea p dirty tries?

i m ! the zombie here
why shoudl i ahve ot get out all this shit
////////////////////
igot messedup as airtraffic cotnrol mess
KL 64 comein
and me like
kay al come in
but hte nutshelmet was like
no no
"KILO LIMA" SIX FOUR COME IN
so me
KILO LIMA SIX FOUR COME IN
they stay on screen but dont move
me search the alert button
for rescue teams but the nuts helmet didnt understand
late aug 010
next mornign in teh news was soome chinese aircraft or so lsiding oon the
runway or sth
////////////////////////
btw get me feedback on k04 k06 k08 k09a
was bendbarrel silly?
get me some feedback
hte rond magazine a brand now.?
was G.E.T. 6 k06 or k08
why was it cooler htan its predecessor
and why did some not trust the rate of fire of k04
F E E D BA CK
the 38 million on gun testing
was htat on k08?
///////////////////////////////
tehre was a few moths ago a manipulation
about messing all things away
like
when a kid has a few high flashy baloons above it
holding cord in its hands
and
out of jealosuy tehy try to popp em
start ign wiht prince thing
then fortune
then american citizen or so
t h at was the order
get
out
why these cockraoches try so hard to brainwash away my fortune
WAHTEVER WILL HAPPEN
ALL WILL KNOW
-THAT IT IS A DIRTY GAME FROM A COUNTRY OF SHIT
BECAUSE I AM
WAS AND WILL REMAIN
-THE F I R S T ZOMBIE THAT GOES BUYS T HR E E E HYPERACTIVATIONS
AND
-TEH F I R ST ZOMBIE THAT SUES FOR HYPERACTIVATION IN COURT
-AND DEMANDED HIS FORTUNE SEMI PRECISE
which means
FIVE
SIX E X A C T PRECISE CORRECT SUMS WIHT HTEIR EXACT CORRECT FITTING DATE

PLUS NIGHTTIEM SHIT LIKE WF TRANSFERS
AND EYE TO EYE PRECISE DEMAND NOT SURE IFHTE GUY IS NOT HYPERACTIVATED why
else would he deny wiht joke just incase backdoor if hes not drugproof and
this is not acceptable when you k n e w hes drugproof
GETOUT
WHY THE GERMANS T R Y SO HARD TO BRAINWASH ALL AWAY
FIX BRAINWASH AWAY
DAY AND NIGHT
-AND MAKE SURE ALL IS NOTAR STAMPED BY I N D E P E N D A NT INSTITUTION
HIGH RANKS
the european human rights court is a joke
right?
its a
zombie bullshit
so the gemrany signed human rights charte etc
all jsut for hte daytime show
to the slogan about freedom and bullshit liekthat
right?
human righst court a shitty daytime joke game
isnt it ?
//////////////////////////////
fiix suffocaion plsu messaway ofm y foutne and laughabotu you loontehems
in comiantio nwith mesawy of my billions
fix suffocaion
remove rusianenedle oialtnena mess
gemtowauromca
/////////////////
third party deception is
say mom mess
warm r say arm mess ie warm or poor or so mess
schoen naam or schoen mann mess ie pretty mom or pretty man mess
more say mom mess
all while ithink basically o unpacking christina of shiny pink hotpants
and or swimming in her eyes whileiloveher
this is hte mess
thisi show it works
you can try to getout the dirty trics 2100 2119
russian needle oilantenna
i wihs hicould rememmmmmmmber better
then i coudl write it more precise
getout groinmess and rearheadlowmess
///////////
A NORMAL SHOPPING SPREE WITH A HANDFUL OF BUCKS
IS HTIS STDANARD FOR ZOMBIES

FIX SUFFOCatION WIHT REARHEAD LOw DAMaGE
CATapultLHTIS
ASSTOYMESS
PORNOIL MESS
BALLSMESS
SUFFOCAtiON MESS
EYEMESS FACE MESS FACEBOENMESSteethbonemess the faceinstlal is called
klammer or sth
ASSTOYMESS
THE MAniPUlaTION TO HTE ASSTOYMESS IS:
(think its a mid30s) blackhaired guy leaning half forward standing,
saying "IHR WISST WORAUF ICH STEH" ie you know what i like
THATS THE MANIPULATION TO BEING ASSTOYED IN LIDL GROCERY STORE
like in kaufland weenish whinish version of yourself wiht
"ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der toilette bin"

ie i know very well im on the toilet while youre asstoyed brainmessed
facebemessed chidlfoolmessed oastoymessed
basllsmessed pornoilmessed walkmessed eyemessed facememessedd facebuzzer
messed sitting on an asstoy
asstomyess aroudn automats this time in lidl was "ich bin schul or say
schul or schwul"
ie say im gay or so
taht to being asstoyed pornoiled becasue you return some coke bottles
around cashmachine its mostly russianneedle mess
pornoilmess dicktomyess
but mostly third partydception for humiliation

third party deception

SUE
THE
COCKROACHES
AND KILLTHEPEICEOFSHIT
WHENHTEY HIDE BEHIND HTE SYSTEM
SUE THE SYSTEM TOO
TILL IT SCREAMS TO HEAVEN AND HELL
OR IS THIS STANDARD FOR ZOMBIES?
WHAT CAHNGED FROM last september 09 and waht from september 05 ?
YOUKNOW IM INHELL FOR T O O L O N G
FIX SUFFOCAITON
GROINMESS ES
ASSTOYMESSES
THEN PORNOILMESS JSUT FOR PROVOCATON
REarheadlow MESS
CATAPultHITS
SUBDURAMES HEMaTOMeRErhead lowmess msotly after captualt hits
SUFFoCatION CATApultHITS
DISABLerdulLERS
ASSMESS
gorinemss
its amildsafe shopping spree wiht seven bucks fourteen.
IS HIS STANDARD FOR ZOMBIES ?
like
https://www.meineschufa.de/index.php?site=4_1_5
https://www.meineschufa.de/index.php?site=5_1&i=8
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
ich war von Pontius zu Pilatus Hyperaktivierung kaufen, gegen Coma/
Warcoma.
Exakt: Lamborgini Napalmin oder Nivox.
Ich habe, als erster überhapt, versucht Hyperaktivierung EINZUKLAGEN.
Unter der Fallnummer : ECHR-LGER11.00R / AMU/CSH/nsc / NR. 2800/10
Wie kann ich an mein Vermögen nicht in der Nachtzeit/Sternenzeit* sondern
TAGZEIT OHNE COMA?
Die Banken erlauben Vermögenszugang im Coma/ Warcoma*, in der
Sternenzeit,z.B. über WF-Transfers* bis 5000Euro aber nicht wenn ich in
der Tagzeit OHNE COMA/ WARCOMA and mein Geld will.
Statt dessen erpresst mich dieses miese Stasiland mit dem Unterzeichnen
von vermeintlichen Eidesstattlichen Versicherungen.
Was kann ich machen?
Ihr Score passt mir nicht im Anbetracht der Umstände. Ich wünsche nicht
das irgend eine Kakerlake mich wegen einpaar miesen Kröten belästigt.
Sorgen Sie gefälligst dafür, dieses Theater mit dem Score ist ein unding.
Was kann jemand in meiner Lage m e h r oder BESSER machen?
Mit freundlichen Grüssen
Christian Kiss
*Spezifischer Ausdruck
IS THIS STANDARD FOR ZOMBIES?
/////////////////////
demess glasier or rasier loontheme
that was a deception from me in 2003

like
when you bother htem wiht tomatos they messyouup wiht nothign ehelse or
mess nothing worse
it worked only twoo weeks
btw you got out hte metaphroe maniapultisi nwith
age of anceint rome
gold helmet wih a red hirokese like feather set around helmet
toher variants were like
indian cheiftain feathers or so
some metaphore was taking off the helmet daylighttime and on nighttime
but its years old
think its elephant group manipulation
and not necessarily negative
/////////////////////
when i go piss
CATAPUTLS INTO KNEE AND REARHEADLOW
IWANT MY NOTEBOOK BACK
when im in coma someone OFTEN knocks on the door lighltly
taking that in account plus in other cases someone making a tack noise or
someine in class hits the table when im in coma warcoma or
verfassungschutz installs clactackers in the window base and i wake up
from coma
waht
does
that
tell you
about
the
coma
/warcoma
or hte antidote ?
is writing this
standard for zombies?
//////////////////////////
the messes yesterday eveing are futurama themed wiht mean grin
sometimes this character stand still picture wiht large mean grin like
camshot on the left face wiht a big grin
then atoehr
and anotehr character
its a loon theme
verylike hte sheeeeehezzfredeneeneneeeeeh loon theme wiht mean grins and
conflict loonthemes
or its a stasi shitzo try callled russische methode ie russian mehtod or
so
wahtever
///////////////////
RUSSIAN NEEDLE
DEFINITELY SOUNDS LIKE electronic
or out of can electric electronic
its hard to explain
its not thte standard right ear piece in nighttime that can for instance
conferencing
ie like
ok where do we get him to now? and some ohter guy we ccould get him to
this and that office
and sometoher naaa hthose close at five thirty
and im like ?????????????? must be the nighttime REALTIME opening
btw does hte clock stop midnight to four am or at three am to four am ?
i used to think tis the 0 to 3 or 4 am. timerame for hte nighttime
all open in the night
school in halfdark
or security checkentering midtoown or inner city
tehn cafes are open stores
clothes outside
some stores became sth else in nighttime than on daytime
the waiting lines were frmally two but i htink they abolsihed them
one for workers and unfree population and one for free population
in reality you cant live free in this land anymore

its just not possible anymore
standard nighttime
iget suffocaio nand breahtemess aand reahrealdwo eraser mes snow
IWANT? OUT? OF ?WAROCMA
AND MAKE SURE HTE DAMN LAWYERS GET THE FUCKING MAIL
//////////////////////
ITS BSAICLALY OVERISSUSISING ME ALLNIGHHT ON TONS AND ONTS AND ONTS OD F
OVERISSUSIER PSYCHODRUG WIHT HIGSCHOOL
OR LEELA MAKES
HIGSHCOOL TIME
and me sending
totell ehr not
or sth

A GENDER TRANSISTION OR MORE CONFLCIT LOONTEHEM WIHT
OR SO
a speech totextemail talking into the left armwrist trying
to do it and to beconvinenient wiht herself

OR WHY WOOULD I LIVE LIKE A PIG OR SO as conflict and me liek thatsn ot
true thinkgini mveryselfdisciplined
tlelign hte guy even some exchange student wondered why its all so clean
for a guy ugh stopped botehring and went away walkgin through someone
annoyed
THE WAKEUP WA S A HARD FEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP BRAINEMSS
FIX HTE BRAINDDAMAMAMGE AND DEOX OTEH TONSO FO PSY CHO OVERISSUIER DRUG
THSI STUFF MAkES HTEIR PEOPLE NUTS
PLUS CONFLCIT loonthemes
! THEY MSUTH AVE EXORBITANT NTUS RATES
its hte bad terribel o ve r i s susi e r drug with conflicting
manipualtions
===================
there was also some messaway of christina wiht sandra or sth
i rejected fuck or so but think stopped in a hug or so too late thinking
of christina
then i coulnt rmemember her while it buzzed rearheadlow
btu ntushelemt didnt udnerstand so it changed that she offers hardcorefuck
or so and me stil ljstu wanted to get away to christina
EVEN IN COMA! WARCOMA! i wont cheat on my girl EVEN AS BRAINLESS ZOMBIE!
=================
messes inmornign about
say mom or so russianneedle
while ithougth of christina lltehtime basically wanted to rest inehr pussy
storkginehr head hodlinghertight wathcing her slepinmyarms or so
but thast becasue you wanted to sleep in the morning
some themes in the futurama theme setup wherhe the avatar was leela and
wondered whhteypicekdthat
then some more bullshit about like
french uniform soldier on horse wiht a white x over blue chest of 18th or
19thcentury
but with a darth vader mask and helmet and im like
????????????????????????????
there
was more bullshit
inteiresitng was a mess tthat someone would be laughing about cops or so
sorting files and me like
at least tehy got a copy of hte operational shit in the field of hte scum
wihte messesumamry
since hten they hide inrubbertitttts like 03 or 05
there
was
more
more
more
wanted basicallyalltehteime tochrsitina
=====

fix tons of chidlfoolmess or dammgeo fdevelopment and nalyssis
foreheamdiddle udnesidmiedle inthe moring
gemotuwaormca
the gemrans called the metaphreo like
! GETTING A NEW BRAIN
that waas alsoo some excahnge messes whenever htey udnerstand that i will
kill myself
then some scum tries a brainmess that makes oyu ehtier hcildish or dulls
your top or so
then the nutshelmet seeemsto notice it doesnt owrk or you dont want or so
teh nantoehr is tried then antoerh
its called definitely getting a n e w brain
the mornig nwas midlsafe
but early mornign was childfoolmess
fix groinmess eomveistalls
============
SOME FACEMEMESSES To LOOK HAPPIER IS D E FIENTIELY IWHT A
S
D E F IN I LT EL Y

S S T O Y ME S

K ILL
TEH COCKRAOCH THAT DID IT 0040 0045
fix suffcaioncaitons
repclaoeoxygen kilteh gasvales ofhte oom and hte bitch that astoymesses
rmeoveintalls
//////////////////////
demessmaniplations like sth wsay iwant to goto an old parade soldier
or sayi chose the old parade soldier
but the nutshelmet did it in y o u r o w n acoustic voice spectrum
buut its an u t t t e r y hollo meaningless sentence for you
it means completely
n o t h ing to you youdont even know what hte nutshelmet means
other messes some pedo messes
orsome messes about private securty pickign cherries of fhte trees ors th
that kind o shit
groiness
triedto poolouthte
the
time
all
tehtime
themanipualtion to
but other mess the
its like hte alibi

suffocating teethglue all

hte install is showing getting hite foam outof motuh
teethglue was beige
manipulation to the physical mess

lke messing ih eyes is alibi you havesth in the eyes manipualtion
the avatar straffes abit over hte rgihteye ie you but no influence on the
mess
andout falls a goold ball or pingpng ball
thetrick is hte oyu think in coma the problem is solved but hte P HY S IC
A L eyemess continues
the nighttime mess was
dmamangetopmiddle right forehamdidle udnersimdiddle and
a test manapulttaion you wainting in ostal ofice and a bunch f girs say
you smell bad like old fat or so
and me getting messed befoore workign in a macdonalds
i didnt mind or care hten teh chicks repeated it me like ah it might be me
im workignahtmacdonals or so imsorry
and went on
the guy out side the nutshelmet
AHA! NOW THIS ANDHTAT
and im like ???

the hteme continued then that all would kiss but me and hte theme der juni
ist zum kuessen da ie
that june isfor kissing
went on and hterewas sme frustrated chick on a sofa and me like
dont bother its just some sort of sick game frm scum or sth about june is
for kissing
or just some sicko fake game from some chicks i just didnt geout yet waht
it is
(INCOMA!EVEN where yhou realise nothing yoou knew it cant be a true game
that this is so not how it is)
the theme continued htat hte chick cuts some tomato wihtfresh sheep cheese
in a sandwich
oh mayn that i would like to eat
the nutshelmet then stopped pretty abrputly and said sing atone now that
you like
me a prttmid high tone eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeehp or so but it was inside
nutshelmet iwht suffocating mask a totally different tone
then its stalling paritally andaltersing ihta phyiscal mess on the groin
other mess
sth with dictator sm-chick on a cover o a magazine
where some white female elderly, smalelr woman maybe elephant leadership
was shown and im like ?? ??
???? sm????
thas th messes
other same acoustivvoice theme that means nothign hollow repeat
obama! obama! obama! orsht about plan b from him and im liek
>>??????????
all thetiem ??>>>?????
WHO PLAYS WHO WIHTTHE SHIT
allmess in mornign assmes balslinstalls assmes genitals mes all moring
smellycreams
russian needle oilantena mess gorinemss gutsmess belly mess
hte mess to belly mes sis warum achtest du nicht auf deiine figur
morechidlfoldnsaubeforeamiddleunderimdemiddle rdisbalertopmdidle right
reahreadlow
-------------------nighttime was basically
conflict messes about assclass coflciting like youalone agianst assholes
in an assclass
some mess where you are jogging among one two three then more and more
then the morphtheme on to class
and you think wow typial humans or characters
some dog beaten in hit and runs by someone and i assumed inc oma its a foe
kicked also in a strafe buy into it
then i got compassion how it looked at me stopped and looked it was
injured andi called hte doc or so
but hte mobile a black flap mobile said sth wiht welcome to your favourite
tv show and im liek damn
did i pick the wonrg numebr 112? considered 911 then thought no wait 110
the theme changed then
some other messbefore about moving out and the theme contained hte
sentence about
australian atomic guy or so and we better dont let em waiting
and im like ???? ididnt eveknwo australia has an atomic industry
l a t er the night i got messedup wiht another theme aboout it where some
superstrong hardworkign sweating m i n e worker was about it and i
considered they are proud about physical strenght?? or sth
tried allnight to write em in coma or sth whihc is t y p i c a l in
coutnless occasions
where IN COMA WARCOMA
isat on the comptuer and wrote hte report or dialed it
just that you dont get the view like i got messed up abotu a green apple
but you get the thing like make sure the green is washed before you eat it
for instance
ie being in hte theme you wouldnt know what i mean
thats why it works when youre in coma the test where are you now and you
in coma say the theme youre on
there was more

there was more conflcit messes about assclass mess usualyl they use an
oveirssusier drug liek the night before
tehy must have exorbitant nutsrates its beasue of T H A T MASSIVE
OVERISSUSIER DRUG and conflict messes
there was more some other mess where some thicker southamerican looking
kid said he never worked or sth
and you udnerstand and decided to escort him or so
followed wiht some HIV gloves on some ultrasound tracer but hte box
contained nothign special
and hte special steel door behind it didnt open iwas too tired and dull
dumb to btoehr further
think i picked a rod or sth
some other mess about yet
anotehr
class about to go and imlike ugh oh no not again school
the hte mechanged hten wihta beige trenchcoat elderly taht it would speak
for me and then
teh abstract symbol toit
a guage indicator wiht white background inside that was almost a complete
circle but had abowl right left
said also want a highly sophisticated master program for chances for a
year or one and half and hten through orso
there
was
more
================
GEMTAUROMCA
late moring
its physically taking shit from ass and flush it around cock variant of
mess and feet mess variant
like with coolignfeet and somethign between the main toe
i think it has to do sth with the kreislauf or so
the bunch that does that usually messes me up to fuck some chick or sth
///////////////////////
do you realise g e ne ra l ly
taht me
doing sth in coma
is defacto repeating wahts underneath suface
and into that mixing dirty tricks russianneedle oilantenna braindulelrs
chidlfoolmesses
say naaam or saymom mess or say iwant a blowjob and oyu wakeup
barely rememebr it and wdner job ? chop? job? what teh fucK?
then you drop to coma and repeat that
unles soyu get a harsh TSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT over russainneedle
and
say blowjob or so again teh messer messes you up wiht dirty tricks
that mixes wiht waht you think abotu it from waht you coudl keep from it
thats the whole thing
frustration and rage is real
and seirous
but undruggged would you even notice? while in coma i kick the car in rage
or the fuckgn airport
undrugged you wouldnt even know
i was never sure if you could handle it
-udnerstanding dirty tricks from church or germans
that its waht happens on drugs ! and oyu would nt notice undurgged
even
taht the behaviour without drug

is controlled
and on drug it misexes of hte massive repats and cheap dirty tricks from
the gemran rats
to fool third party
i was never sure if you udnerstood
did it ever even get sliced apart?
whats me
on repeat
like hte job> ? chop?? wondering about it
and the dirty trick
tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht say blowjowb mess and iwish icoudl remmebr
hte real deal
and me kickgin sth in rage becasue its defacto a repeapt of thwaht i jsut
wanted to do ?
and that mixed in wiht dirty tricks again?
do you udnerstand the situation atall?
i think you didnt !
not
even
on
your
own
soil
and thathtehy msut have fooled oyu wiht cheap cheap cheap cheap tricsk
like oilantenna russianneelde
hatedrug and say ditch or say bitch
or so
when you didnt messaroudn and the sprituals contorl this area heare
THEY MESSED UP on us soil
and who made me chidlfool foreahmiddle udnesirmdidle there
wiht or wihtout hte homosexual verfassungsschutz
wahtever presonal moties
they dont want thatim drugproof too
and do you udnerstand
R ELASIE UDNERSTAND THAT HTEY WOKE ME ?OVER ?FOUR ?GYEAR OLD GIRSL
ADN WORSE OR SE
WORSE
WORSE
WORSE
THAT SINCE THEN
THE GERMANS BASICALLY JSUT TRY TO F A K E UPTHEBUBBEL AND TRIED E V E R Y
DIRTY TRICK TO FAKE ME BACK INTO HTEBUBBLE
MAKING OMLETT UNHAPPEN
putting hte toothpaste back into the tube
WIHT ANY HCEAP RATTY METHOD HTEY GOT
///////////////////
did oyugeotu who remves center mustash and
W H Y
what does it mean
in spyworld shwn it is there
and what does it meanwhen its removed
why woudl someone
it was achick in coma warcoma
woudl would someone remove itcenter mustsash
and that age30, not 16

fix disabuerlelr
chidlfooles
sorinmess
delaysubdue or duleing reomve coma drugscrew
recoma and druscrew on brink of greoyut and
dulelr of temporallappen
gemtowauromca
=======
you got the dirty tricks liek eyelidimplants ?
or the faceboemesses
who swaw apart hte facebone
it was 04 i think
the alteration is it ntushelmet ateration or remote controll too
remove installs
the hoelrs are i thnk klammer
you gotou the nonoperated dirty trick ? liek eyesmallenign for anitpathy ?
called eskimo theme?
it was appleid by cheaper scum like inyouth
icall it eyesmallening
but its called feiniteley eskimo theme
//////////////////////////////////////
teh gemrans messed meup latanighttime wiht the london subway
and iwas wondering abotu the mind thegap thing whats it has to do wiht hte
nmanipualtion anyway
aotehr mess was
some LAURA would mess me up here
bt it was anonhositle mess lastn ighttime
there
was
more
is laura the name of hte 15 year old chick i have to fuck on drug?
otehr messes is s a y iwant now someone massive or sth
is htere thick girl that htey make me fuck on coma warcoma wiht bullshit
like this?
check that
other messes was
sarah or so
but thats ususally a mess in nuertingen
where they tried to messaway christina with
any mess is
UTTERLY HOLLOW
AND means nothign to you incoma
its jsut beyond realsiation waht it means
what it means who ti is waht it means waht its aimed for
but this is how it works
and thats the names
///////////////////////////////
demess rusianneedle and say warmwinn or arm bin ie being warm or being
poor
teh loontheme to it is a sivler plate thats crumbled onsides and shiny
even on bottom plate
and was a cylinder before atleast it hoguth that on drug held in a
diagonal angle towards you
its messaway of my fortune
getmeoutofwaromca
other loontheme
f r a g schwimmst du or f r a g spinnst du
A S K do you swim or A S K are you nuts

ie

getout waht else they do wiht russian needle oilatnenna when im stoned
i barely remmmemebr this bullshit
in grocery store its third party deceptio nlike
frag warum bin ich so duemm or duenn ie
A S K why am i so thin
but thats usually a nutshelmet conflict theme to the physical fatening
tehy make you fat and mess you up wiht ask why am i so thin or s a y why
am i so thin while htey make you fat p h y s i c a ll y
sometimes the tittsuit adjust over ass access sometiems a belly mess
sometimes a tittsuit adjust overnipples or center backkmiddle back with
circular movement adjsut
espec the smelly cream fill tittsuits wiht brown or white grey valves
otehr mess is over gutsmess or fatnursnings like ignited oxygen in guts or
cut of bindergewebe
or glykol in guts or oversizing of guts
fatnursingis alters stoffdechsel or stoffwechsel
but its mostly tittsuit
often the messes over ass acess are
GENTIAL ADJSUT OVER ASS ACCESS and gelly cockreplace over ass acces
as well as ballsmess over ass access
the isntall is often used as remote terror mess
then you say murder hte asstoyer but noone was on your ass right that
moment
and that mysteriously becasue else every cockraoch messes around all
the
time
so you say murder hte asstoyer all think aha you have some dizmo feel
otehr loontheme
all this for a dizmo feel
interesting abotuthat mess is its republican guardings or snakebunch but
its in english
and youre like ??????????????????????????????????????????
you report hte messes even in daylgihttime ingrocerystore
now iget breahtemss and suffocaion and forogt what iwatned to write on
tehre was t o n s more
pornoilmess is often provocation
other third party deception is
say wutch or say lutsch or lutsch mich orso
ie s a y blowjob or s a y suck me
cheap german cockraoches
other messes is you would fuck a kid or so after it says ich bin dein
geschenk
ie i am your gift
and youre like ??????????????????
i am in hell
and offically nothign happens even
////////////////////////
otehr messes is thegermans are somehow pretending i would want some chick
from the early 90s named carmen or caroline
old story
liked her as 12 year old for a week whe we were kids and
didnt give a damn for the next seven years in the same class every day
then i left the school
taht day was 11 years ago and im 29 now
but for hte germans its so significant thathtey messmeup wiht htat chick
if its nothtat its
caroline messes
and ifits nothat its mom messes
and ifits notthat its pedophelia messes
and ifits nothtat its dogmess
or say chul or s c h w u l reizwort thtemes
and ifits ntothat its childfoolmesses
and ifits nothtat its mom mess again and ifits not htat its pedo messes
again
its germany
///////////////////

before getting to christina
the german prepare mess
chest mess me or heart mess
erasemem, reahreadowmess breahtemess gorinmess
-memorysurpess drug me thats by some phoyn thery that waht doesnt go into
shortterm memory doesnt go into longterm either
reahreadlwomess damamgeme
TONS of hatedrug
say tooo huge mess sometimes its a mess when altering and or replaceing
gelly cokc over ass access but it means the opposite conflicting osrt of
say ditch or bitch
naam this mom that moslty in themes where christina would call me
say wiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiie or eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeyh
and youre like ?????????
ballsmess or wank replace
and its not hte molke brei replace ! in the moring!!
its B E F O RE
more memory mess
childfoolmess assmess
its mildsafety
///////////////////////
fix suffocaion and breahtems repaceofoxngemess
teh chidlfoolmesses use a
schablone
or a comapre view of atheme
ie someone smilign in nutshelmet
when you dont react according to it as expected youget damamged more
the childfoolthemes work by that
damamges t he re are msotly forhaedmiddle udnerside middle forehad
innermiddle
the spirituals damamge foreahead-innermiddle-top or dammge or mess it for
licking whats disgusting
thats their bitch theme
fix suffocaito nand breahtemess
catpault rearhaedlwomeild and suffocaion
////////////////////
manipaultion infront of atm was
das sozialamt hat angerufen ie
teh welfare office just called someone holding a white phone in hand or
so icantmremebr if it was a curl darkharied person innutshelmet or
someoneelse
but i knew
tehr was more mess i knew udnerway
manipualtion other grocerystore was sth about quintilen or so or waht are
quintils
////////////////
somem anipualtion that the commerzbank or so woudl claim
laundering
and if i would cofirm that hte moeny was quote robbed

iwoudl do money

f u ck in g bastards
im the most transparent person ever
!even teh fuckign managers o hteir own fuckign bank are less transparent
MAKE SURE TEH GERMAN STATE THAT KEEPS ME IN COMA WARCOMA PAYS FR ANY
ATTEMPT WHE THE GERMANS TRIED TO LOOT ME ON GERMAN COMA
WHILE IGO BUY HYPERACTIVAITONS AND HTEY PREVENT THAT IWH A WALL OF DENIAL
AND RECOMA DRUGSCREW AND DIRTY LOOT TRIES WHEN I M ON THEIR GERMAN POISON
=-==========
get out if they did an atm trap or so
the manipualtion in front of hte atm was definitely a guy pickgin up a

white phone and saying the welfare office called
or so
not usre if it was darkahered guy or not
while iwas asstoyed brainmessed before atm machine
i a m i n h e ll
btw its d a y li g ht tiem that i report that and when i t occurs
//////////////////////////////
kiltehasotoyer
the nutshelmet uses whoooooooooop nosies in meanign of no oo o or soo
geotu rusisaneedle otialntenna and too high dba tinitus
teh nutshelmet measures noise in dba
right? i knew before only decibel
//////////
demes sstichbar or stricherbar or stich war or so loontehem
remove russianeedle kilsufoiacon messer
IWANT
THE K M E TH OD 910amMRUDERH TE COCKRAOCH
btw what happened to the rapers 2001 2002
btw2 tehre was a manipulation where isabel said sth like sag dass ich
inverstanden bin or sth liekthat
ie say you havemy admission like or so
taht was two days ago
wahts the deal?
there was also manipualtions that there was fuck or so but not the 2001
but like half ayear ago or a year ago or so
take care taht she doesnt do that but carefully
its jsut a no go jsut make sure that she understands that then nothign
distingues her from tehraping scum or exploitive scum
if it just was a mess do n o t bother her
/////////////////
btw btw
STORE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1422!!!!!!!!!
the lasers are deifneitly mid blue
and they use t w o dots wiht an inch distance between em
verylikely for 3d cam recording
its to put hte camera sharp instit?
the time was one to two seconds then off again
not more
IWANT?
OUT?
OF?
WARCOMA
//////////////////
demes s assmes dicktomyess
loontheme is
barisch or arisch or a version of oyu yelling ICH WAR ARISCH
getmeotuawromca
//////////////////
one mess used a very very flat silver chrysler touring hatchback with
black wheels and somemess myprincess woudl havedriven it
there was more
stationwagon thats hte word
the mess awa slver chrysler staiton wagon vey very flat and black rims
////////////////
dmeess tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh loontheme
as soon as the coma timign starts
russianeedle is
tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh or saytshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh
GET
OUT
WAHTHTEY DO WIHT IT

and REMOVERUSSIAENEDLE OAILTNENA
REMOVEIT
GEOUT WAHTHEY DO WIHT IT WHEN IM STONED
TEHY ODNTISNTALL THIS SHIT FOR NOTHIGN
////////////////////
remove russineelde and oialntenna
istsmsotly reahreadlow and rearlow ear
some russianenedle liek elephant gorup is left headside
getoutthe ear to skull top area
gemotuaromca
i woud loveoto knwo wahtheydo wiht it
==========
geout stasi shitzo shit lontehmes iwht repepat mechanical noise that
hsoudl osund iek laugh loontheme
iwant
hte
methods
132pm
gmeotuaorma
how often do htegemrn cockraohces getaway in average wiht these chepa
dirty tries
and WHAT E X A C T L Y do they try to fake wiht thsi shit
is it hthe mean grin sheeeheeezfrenddddneeeeeeh loon shit in nutshelmet
wih conflict loonthemes
like evil situation then turned like its your fault then dividier liek
dirty hand tap on clean wetfloor then again mean situation turned liek tis
your fault next astract deviider liek second dirty hand tap on wcelan wet
floor and so on
or is it
a stasi shitzo shit like the nuts that hear stuff or so
IWANT
THE
METHODS
TEH EXACT INTEINTION
AND IWANT HTE EXACT METHOD WAHTHEY ODWIHT IT WHEN I MSTONED
GE T
M E
O U T
O F
WAROMCA
PREERABLE YBEFORE IKILLMYSELF
AND HOW OFTEN DO THEY GETAWAY IWTHIT
BTW IS HTE PERVERT THIGN ABOUT IT TAHTHTEY GET AWAY WHEN HTE NOT KNOWERS
FRY THE POOR BASTARDS?
/////////////////////////
somenightitmemeanitaputlation abotu copssearching for some pedos or so and
that they checked osmeone that leivesi na rotten water tower or so
some names blurredoverhte nutshelmt inwhite
oen was laura or sth there was more more but i kepthatone besauits short
or sth
tehre was more
somemanipualtion where ou carry aan american apc from ww2 but it was a
fake rubbertank or so wiht two peope in it or sth
the guy like argued abotu japanese or so
and said sth like
thsoe are your futures
people willing to get in line and hte nshoot you into your face or so
ididintudnerstand or mind the manipaultiosn
but when its baout my situation

youdidintudnerstand hteistuation
i am
in
hell
and you
payed the same game on us ssoil and lfewmebacktohell
whiel gemrasnsuander my moen on german drugs or shit liek guntesting moeny
while i have no food ands cremamurderhteastoyer
whenitas am etaphroe or my case youudenrstood nothing
tehre was more
some realtivelyhotchick asks who wants to getawayiwthme for little fuck?
andshsakesi t during
and im like hot enough or veryhot but im a good hearted boy treuherzig
icant do that
and didnt go
someother guy wentawaywithher
e v en
in
german
coma
i dont pick the fuck ption anitng christina
some other mess about
christina pickignup who shewas before volume2/2002 and im like ????>?
someothermesswhere a messedup version of her as soe skinvisible beween
buttand back walkginemssed andyowanan fix her
that kind of shit was hte messframe
some manipaultiosn show a sudoku numebr of e i g h t
i thought its an annoypedo shit or so or considered itsmeaningless divider
removerusisanenedle gemotuawromca
=====
demes say arm mess
chidlfoolmess
bellymess gutsmes fantengnmess
stoamchemss
say arm mess
chidlfoolmess
pedo mess
its midslafe in teh mronign again time frame 830 to 9
geotutemtehosd
removeursiandeldeo talntenan mess
want to principally unpackchristina andlickehr and sleep inher armsr
estinginehrcutepussyprincipally in the earyly morning ohours
fix facbeonemes hciloflemss gmeotuwaomca
===
punish asstoyerm goeutwoarmca
preventtahtiithappens
loontheme is some blonde chick screaming
captualt breahtemess
gmeotuawromca

s a y s t o p

other mess is
der hasst aber die ganze gesellschaft
its a loontheme thats standard and non personalised
i am notsure if it uses curly mid thirty year odld ntushelmet chick
=====
FIX FATNURSINGS ASSELECTRODE MESS
SACKNJA OR S A G JA MESS
youre like
hmm holdon iforgot athree there (in sudoku)
the lonteheme in coma is sack nja or sag ja
or so
assmes orasselectodemess usuall republican ugarinds
captualthits rearheadlow
///////////////////////
ngihttimemess
some ww2 warbird

wihthtelsogan
er wurde fuenf mal getroffen in den 36 studnen in denen er nicht getroffen
werden sollte dan brach er asueinadner
r so
aircraft fell apart inflames
erhatte imernoch gleuck imgvergleich zu this andthat (name) in vietnam
then tehscee changes
to vietnam ailout and running asideb ushes in laoes to hte laos border
where some chick in white used a blackberry or so
theinerestingi thingis
THIS IS VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ STYLE
like third person autor guiding through the manipulation
then coomes a manipulation scene
then autorguides on to antoher scene
otherrs do that wih abstract dividers
like slowlspinning chromehardedgemtalspike balls wiht ink backgground fr
trickydangerous cutting dangerous barelypenetrateable sharpedged scratch
dangeorus hard to penetrate botehring or dirtyhandtap for cumulation
metaphore or
spinnginwhite dots that cant come close but influenceeachotehr as etaphore
for tw issueds affect eahcotehr
also interesting was some mess about contorlign streeet corners or so on a
red map in a hitler liek end theme or so
otehrmesses
esideschidlfoolemss
HOMO MESS OR M O M MESS
utebshcor heubsch mess
childfoolmess
rusianneedlelmeess
mommess
pedomess
childfuckmess
TONS
OF
CHILDFUCK MESS likeevnin
and t o n s of mom retardmess
its more decepting thid party
and messing away someone about obama
and more childfoolmessforehehadmiddle udnersimdiddle
mroe pedomess more say mom mess
that kidn of shit
============
dmeess
spiet or der spiet (name??) war say mom war orso
german phonetics
/////////////////////
geout what a darbanel is or a dardanel or so the mes while you think
the gemrasn keepmel ike a napoleon hobo wiht alu hat
the loonteheme for ntus fakign third partydeception is
bringe die stimmen um
or so
ie kill voices or so and oure like ???????????????????????????????????????
???????
that must be a loon fake
that explains als othe
P E R S I S T E N C E OF MESSING WIHT EARLIQDUIMESS REARHEADLWOMESS
ADN RIGHEARMESS
btw fix half deaf right ear
and remove russain needel mess rearhaedlwomess oilantenan mess and so on
ususally russianneelde is left headside fro em elephant gourp
these mess ratther rearheadlow and rearlow right ear
or
wher ethe ear to skull area top
fix breahtemsses

G A S V A L E SM ESS
WHENEVERYOU DROP TO SLEEP
TEHRE IS CO or CO2 OR SO GASVALVE MESS FOR SUFFOATION HERE
ADN THAT
MAKE YOU

DULL OR A RETARD

theres als oa disabuerller durg
related to the demenz drug
msotly toprearcorner
getting
always
before going ot bed
and i wonder
WHY WOULD SOMEONE D U L L L L L YOU INTENTIONALLY BEFORE YOU DROP TO BED
U N L E S S S S S
STH IS MEASURED OR IT TAKES THAT YOURE A RETARD FOR HALF NIGHT
so the suffoaiton and erasers
teh repalceofoxgen is liekyl a n eraser suffocaio thing
or a dumbassing
these are hte m i l d methods here
geout hte gutsmess bellymess gas gutssowlelngi mehtod remids me of hte
before gallballedder gutsmes sof gutspain nights 1555
in the morning the messes are childoolmess forehead innermiddle
udnersimdemiddle chidlfoolmess
inclduing
face that smiles liek trenchcoat elderly and when you dont react like
afool to it you get damaged
taht is however msotly inmroning
in eveinign and ightitme start its more liek
fucking little girls manipualtions or otehr pedo manipulations
during and earlymornign rather
s a y mom or wutsch or lutsch or mom bill or mom will or so third party
deceptions for foolin third party that you seem like a mom retard or sth
tehre
was
more
======================
otehr messes are calling kids
(little girls)
viech ie animal
or tiech (unlikely)
or viech war (having fuckt an animal)
or s a y viech war ie was animal or so (ie S A Y having fuckt an animal or
s a y was on an animal)
fix erasers
other messes are entcheun dumm (very unlikely: duckstupid) or maedchen um
(likely: killing kids)or
jaehrig dumm (unlikely: yearly stupid) or
adnthat)

jaehrige um (killing age this

this is how ti wrosk
THIS IS HOW THE GERMAN DIRTY SHIT WORKS
THIS IS IT WAHTTHE RATS DO WITH THE DIRTY TRIES
important here is
taht
Y O U
understand

!teh german phonetics
fix repacleofoxygen adn reahraewlomess
it is also likely that hthe
"raederst" (wheeling>??) manipualtiosn are
r e d e s t manipualtions (t a l k in g)
ie
mit we mraederst du (unikely: who youre wheeling whith) is very likely mit
we R E D E S T du ie who are you talking to
as wel l as
geerdet (Grounded- unlikely)
is likely
G E R E D E T (having talked)
loon tries
dirty cheap tries
main proble,m ?
i abrely rrememebre the bullshit they do
with these dirty tricks when im on german comas
fix sufocaison adn prealceofoxygen dmamges
///////////////////////
somemesses were
smoene unflappin abook and sain read it and oyu in the nuthelemet read i
want cartman
or carmen or so
some other mess is
rusaineeldemess ay mom or so say schul or say s c h w u l ie gay
theere was more bullllllshit third party decept mess
ah right im basically horny
all
the
time
at christina
and i think i hug my pillow when i think ofher or so in sleep or halfsleep
like a loner nut
there
was
more
gemotauromca
//////////////////////////////
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGETOUT SUFFFOCAIOTN 1249
HTE LOONTEHTEM TO REPALCEO OF OXYGEN IS
DA VERRECKT JEMAND
NOw AFTEr HTE MAI L i GET OVERISSUIER PSYCHO DRUG INTO GROIN/ Bittenress
drug
a f te r the mail
its not hate drug
liek the terror catapult into head hate drug in shitty subways
but its an o ve ri sssuiser psycho drug
//////////////////
i got
brainwashsed al night wiht highschool or junior hisghschool theme
its alone among assholes cnglflciting messes plus overissusier drugs
and some brainmessunermsiddle foheamdidle some gutsmess
rightearmess sursianreeedlem ess its mildsafe
gmeotaomca
demess the conflcit shit or voerissusier drug conflcit shit
that must have made alot of hteir o w n cockraoch germans nuts
that combination and fix disabueleurdeismdiddle
-------------demess say wiiiiiiie or eeeeeeeeeeeeyh or so

its a russianenedle righgeartheme but ibarely r em e m b er it
geout whathtehy odwiht it and more important: W H E N
fix breahtems suffocatio nreahrealwdomdamamge
////////////////
some messes sag salzafis bin or saal afiist or so
i think itss sth spiritual o r s o but definteily third party deception
and htat as archsecular guy
some mess aout sag shcuchtel winn or schwuchtel bin ie fag
other messes
chidl htis chidl that mom this mom that
while i think basically of killign myself and keepign amoment iwht
christina to cancel it it or so
the messi nnighttime as
this and that too huge or pedomess some early mornign
tehre was more
tehre
was
more
christina was according ot a nutshelmet pregnant in 2006 and im like
???????????????????????????????
**************************************************************************
**************************************
the messers d e f i n it e ly exchange i think more like hourly than
minutely
unless exceptional case and of course relocation village corner wise then
minutely ie territory wise
**************************************************************************
********************************
and this is a small town 20-40.000 people wiht surrounding area
there
was
more
cantremember butherewas mreore
a foto of chrsitinas cute pussy wiht abit distance between leg or so and
hte nutshelmet like
vorher war das so und jetzt ist es so ie before it was so and now its so
and i didnt udnerstand dint mind didnt care didnt realise and just wanted
to sleep
tehre
was
more
wanted to basically keep a moment swimming in her eyes while resitng in
her pussy hodlignhertight butcareufl storkign her hair softly alltehtime
or keep her timing wiht fast fingertips strafes innerupperside wiht
asstirkc and nongiveinsurface or so
ah right
thought of preferences of people and waht forms em
some love huge titts hhhhhhhhhhhhuhuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu U U UU
U U UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUGHHHE !!HUUUUGHE IMEAN REALLY H UU U U HGE TITTS
others love leahter and latex
others love feet and toes and shoes
others piss around
others love to sufer or sadist around or so
others are wwwwwwwwwwaaaaaaaay too often around children rubbing
themselves on the fence of a school or a kidnergarden
others love chubby asians
others PAM PAM PAM PAM PAM LOVEPAM PAM PAM BAM PAM PAM hard homo sex wiht
beardy beardy burly men hahaha
others are utterly unsexual and give it with reason a low priority
and i love a hot bareshouldered ballerinashaped hottie wiht good fitting
butt that loves it and a single slutshrapnel
taht makes sth hot lickable hot e x t r a ... k i nk y hot kinky somehow
its hard to explain
long story short what formed preference
is waht i wondered baout in coma and half sleep

there
was
more.
/////////////////////////////////////
=========
there was a nighttime coma mes sabotu a
osteheo zystonomie or sth which was an oepration on assbone steissbein
the thing was bluish operaitons light showed as urgery and some access
over ass wihthteeroation assaccesside andnot jsut fro outside assbne
steissbein asnd
someone removing the bone there or sth wiht redish blood on it or so
i dont knwo ifit htemdical term but i think i go google it now
CEHC WAHT IS HE ASS OEPRAITOSN
ASSHOLE OEPRAITOSN
GENITALS REPALCE AND ASSBONE INSTALLS
remvoe aslso groinmess
athere was
tons of right side chest mess also
TONS OF R E CO M A DRUGSCREW ON BRINK OF GREYOUT RECOMA IN MORING!
===================
i went google it
found in principle that its amppereantly not so uncommon
" Entfernung des Os coccygis samt einem Teil des Steißbeins ..... "
amaybe its os cocygis

orwahtever

lng story short check wahthey did wiht asshole mes since rapehell in 2001
2002 there wastons ofpreoatis on
towiht
gential acceess over ass acess balls mes ver ass acess
gutsmes sdurging overas saccess
gelly cokrepace over ass access
teh tittttttttsuit altered over ass access
and now cehck this operation thing of assbone steissbein
wahts hteinstalls
whats in medifile form it all
get real
teh germacn cocraohces DID WAHTTHTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEHY WANT
while you pretended control
and when i made ito utalive you fle wme back
and whe ni made it oualive you flemeback aagain
and tbrits threetimes
i bet you didnt even sue the shit outofthem and hte german state that
just tries toget awwy with keepiing me as not hyperactivated bum forever
so icant proove anthign and nothign ahpppens this way
teh lawyers dont even use that htsi is written U ND UR G G GE D
geout gutsmess stomachems
/////////////////////
nighttiemmess
slowly repeat then pause t reeat it and hten on repeat
sag dass ich scheisse bin or so
that kind of cheap shit
and getoutifthese cockroahces did that before
it was nighttiem eyet
some manipulation that the explosion merger ofpipes got me 1.2 billion
euro in total becasue im a nidiot or sth
pedophelia messes wiht a blonde girl
some messes wiht an omega sign shining light ot from center
getout ifhtes emmmmorons pretended i would
belong to a spyworld bunch wiht htat logo or sth
arent hose deadbroke or sth?

thetoehr messes are liek typically republcinal guardings
ich weiss ganz genau dass ich mir das alles nur einbilde
ie iknow very well i jsut imagine it all
which is
the itall jsut fahaantasy brainwaas away tries from 2003
its aaaaaaaaaaall jsut your fhahaaantasy brainwash tries
and whe nyou dont react its some other shit like chuck putting in the
manipualtion a nutshelmet on someone that sits
and hugs his knee saying mal sehen was fuer vorstelungen er hat which is
suppsoed to be an inverse metaphroe
for hte zombie ie the messed
other inverse that yu shoudl want or claim sth is
HOSTILE QUESTIONING
ENTPSIRCHT DAS DEINEN VORSTELLUNGEN
ie does this equal your imaginations ? ?? hostile euestiinin so the mess
is inversely in coma sugggesting that
you should deny it
sort ... of
inverse
pivotal
like .. when someone walsk up infront o a crown liek army standing still
and in line and order
questioning hostile or threatning we are looking for a this andthat
and you as zombie avatar hide away behind hte crowd in line 2 or 3
which makes inversely
pivotally
sort of usggesst that they are looking for you
for instance when themess woudl be we are looking for a green tomato and
hte avatar hides away thats suppsoed to be you
means its suggesting in a state of mind of oma waromca that you are a
green tomato becasue they search for it
and you hide away
in state of midn mail from point a to point f or g ilisted all the thigns
and state of mind suggestive state ofmidn
autosuggestive stateofmind was point b i htink
either way
teh messes now were mostly
its all your fhahahaatnasy brainwahs away
torstellung or vorstellung or veorstellungen ie imaginations is the quote
in the nutshelmets mostly wiht a curly woman midbrownhair age 40 or so
sometiems wiht a child in a leather jacket or leather armor like age 5 or
so dark hair
the tehemes are pivtoally inverse
typcial for repubclain guardings and
the messes include OBSESSION WIHT BRAINWASHING AWAY MY FORTUNE
GET OUT IF THEY
RELIANT TRICKS

L O

O

T E D SOME OF THEIR OWN WIHT HTESE TRICKS OR

TEHRE M U S T BE SOMEONE WHERE SOMEONE WAS IN TEHIR BUNCH AND LOST IT ALL
SEARCH IT AND PUBLSIH IT
THE TRY IS TOO DIRTY AND CHEAP
and its ve r ymuch like 2003 the tries then
fix disabelrdullers and repalceofoxygendamamges
msotly for eraser or retardulelrs
//////////////////////
mild safety in aldi sued grocery store
murder pornoiel asstoyer dicktoyer in gorcerystore
assmes brianems dicktomyess
assmes dicktomyes spornoil assmes for provaocaiton
the loontehems to the humilations are in aldi store
-BESSER ALS SELBSTBEFREIDIGUNG
ie b e t t e r than masturbation and

say bitch war ie say being a bitch or sayhhing HAVING B E E N a bitch or
so
pornoilmes balsmess dicktomyess assmess
eyemes sbrainmes
some catapults in car reahheadlow
repalce car village corner wise
some right chest side mess
it is mildsafe
get out who is new
when noone cares different htiings happen
mruder the rats also on the f i r st corner grocery store
you let e meget away i scream mruder hte asstoyer you let em get away
iscream mruder hte asstoyer its a s a di s t party
//////////////////////
desktop hottie christina
is the pussy stripe in shade sort of under the pink stripe?
ibarely remmeber it
hmmm told you shes a hottie
hot is hot is hot is hot afterall
can i keep her undrugged? daytime ?
when i press fn f10 nothign happens instead chaingng to realworldmode
tehre was also long ago am ess
that my
realworld side of computing is F U L L L L L Lof icons and desktop icons
or files orso
make sure i get clean view on hottie
//////////////////
teh loontehem to being subdued and assmessed dicktoymessed or
reporiting it is
a chick darkhair saying this and htat unglaublich bin ie being
unbelievable
while the nutshelmet tursnit eiher and mostly to a negative thing than
apostiive thing
sort of
gemotawuroma
///////////
its defacto a bust bubble
faked on and me writigng hte shit they do from outside the bubble
describining a gabel stapler
that was also a metaphore manipautlion too
where hte bubble was a broken bubble in red liek shattered glass remains
of a bowl and you look from wihtin it outside on an orange staple vehicle
describing it
and th a t
is an adequate metaphreo
jstu that the situatiosn are not correct
cockroaches f
from everywhre
stuffoyucrap in tehass
oerpate you
mess you
damamge you
dull you
brainmessyou
fuck oyu wiht knwos god waht
mess you
dump shit over you and chain you into misery
and monke game you
while you
defacto bash them
burn them
describe them and hteir methods
scream to heaven andh ell and after ten years of that kilyoursel.
findally.

while hte germans s t i ll pretend that wouldtnt happen all happen
ebecasue other zombies dont seem to mind
and it would jsut be some dirty trick somewhere to keepm e liek htis
forever
y o u lettthem
forgot the metpahore for a s h a m of human rights court
turnign blind eye to it
//////////////////////////////
THE ASSTOYMESS ASSMESS
lOONTEHEM
ICHWEISS DASS DU DRAUF STEHST OR SO ie cmon i know you like it or so
AND ITS HT THEME TO AHAPPYFACEMESS OR STH
kH I L L L LL L L L L LTHEB ITCH OR PREVENT TAHT THSI HAPPENS IN ADVANCE
suffocation and rearheadlwomess
recoma drugscrew on brink of greyout recoma drugscrew its mildsafe
and fix also the childphonymess forehadmiddleunderimdiddle
its part of ththat
back to noramlity childfool theme mess
wehre you get erased
roasted development analysis syffaiton and reahradlow erasers
and the scum stays away a half day or day
so all think it can go on like this of course
t h i s shitty trick was common in nuertingen 2007
it did lead to the january 010 with two special nails close to heart
gemtoauromca
///////////////
the gemran strategy now is
turn back clock
i got overisusiedr drug and conlcit meses al lnight in ass class
before htat it was provocation
and why i hate germ any etc
first provocation someone high far on astatue bitchign against me and me
liek go home to your rubbertittsyou homo yada laadeedaah whatever whe nhe
bitched
went on some street later cataputls and someone asskicked or so and asked
hwy i hate germany or so
and is c re a med into theface
becasue theyre rats that wanthtihavenothing but antmyinvenitons
ebcasuehtyufckme iht kids and worse and i m the teh scum then
there was
three
five reasonss m o r e
s c re a me d at em
that was more lke verfassungsuchtz
i dcantrmemebr if i jsut w a n t e d to scream tateverypeiceofshit is
drugproof or if i did
but itwas five six screamed reasons
after that mess
think its more the voerfassungsuhtzmess there was more like a metaphreo
wiht a freighter
as metaphreo
where you would havegotte na new nose in the water hteycalled it WULSTBUG
or so
wiht alot of metaphroes aroudn that
like how many hatches it took to weld apart to install it etc
and im like ???
there was more messes in turn bcakcclcok mess
the nighttie mstart like the clock balck backgroun ellow numebr spinning
back to 1992 or so
and in the late mornign it was more liek ass class you alone among scum
wiht assclass highschool

it is n o t a memory

but

the place in the nutshelmet

either htemessser is from there
or the messer w a s there when i was there
eitehr way its liek a conflcit youa lone among sucm
but in combinaton wiht a not fit part
abotu weenie messes or so

remesed

mess

tehre was
more
but this is the frame of messes
ah right
im horny at christina
a l o to ftimes
they also mess aroudn about girlfreindd
it is
o b v i so u s
that whoever messes me up
cannot udnerstand why i dont fuck around as zmbie
its more than obvious
FOR T H E M
im a zombie still
and not someone that was artificially prolongued into hte bubble after
woke
and
its morehtanobviosu they did n o t udnerstand hte istuation thosedays
you was among asses and retreated
tahts it
and went brave thorugh it all desite it all
which was
achtngserfolge at best but w a s
and on certain days or weeks massiveoverprobelmatisations
wether smellycream games wiht sniefs or meangrin congflictmesses and if
not htat htere was ome other bullshit
whatwas htefurchwarwinn mess or furchtbwar winn mess and so on
that is for me annoybullshit but i get overissusied day and night
sometimes iwht it
whoever messes me wiht the assclass theme
impossile situation among asses
retreated
and subdued iwht video gaming
lousy youth but not that bad as it seems
jsut on certain days anweeks overproblematisations wwith annoybullshit
im ok wiht it
but hte messer seems
not
like ignoriing ilvie in reality its aprolongued bubbe and these m o r on s
pretend me a zombie and search in youth for motives why idont fuck aroud
nas zombie
and
it doesnt
go into the messers head
dont ask me why
tehre
was
m o r e
but this is the frame an hte bullshit

//////////////////////
say demess schoene frau bin oontehem or so

ie being a pretty woman

or so
geotut if its arubbertitts theme
or a homo mess
murderastyers gnerally
fix balsmess
gemotuawromca
punish scum
preventthathtisappens
removerusianenedlegemotuaromca
y et
another
german
crime
the chop off
liek chopping off an arm or a leg and shitallies that flym e back
afterwards becasue you get a plastic protesis
im inhell
and oyu suck in my case
and the germans got away again
while the mess screams to heaven and hell pu b l ic al ly
//////////////
fix messaway of mybillions
loontheme is
der soll stinkreich sein ??
IWANT OUT OF COMA WARCOMA
MRUDERATOYERS FIX GORINEMS SAND MREOVEINSTALLS
soemoene drugstickpeeked me into groin around t wo am two thirty am
it was a f t er hairwax and smellycream
what was hte mess?
GROIN DRUGSTICK PEEKS IS USUALLY SPIRITUALS
THE DRUGSCREW AND RECOMA GOES ALSO THERE SO INTO BELLY AND STOMACH
///////////////////
fix sufcoaion and russianenedle
verwusttt ir ich habs gewusst or say arm bin or so
while i think of a manipualtion
that my money is squandereed liek hudnred million or so from my british
fortune part
for a magflight car or so
WHAT
THE
HELL
IS
GOING
ON
/////////////////////////
iwantmy comtpuer back!
fixsuffociatosn and gorinemsses
geto ut hte russianeneddle mess oialtnena nuts mess
tis lie kthsi
you think of a file
aha 12 megabytes hmm
teh loontheme is
ich weiss ganz genau dass ich 12 bin
ie that im 12
when it woudl be st else it would be another hteme
when you woudl htink about tomatos you would be messed that you woudl be a

tomato or would want a tomato
or
when you woudl want a tomato and think of red or not too soft i would get
mess that i am this and htat red or hard or too soft
get
out
waht
this
nuts
method
does
i barely rememebr it but its defientiely using oilantenna/ russian needle
what do these german cockraoches try with this loontheme
e x a c t l y
when i keep more i give oyu more info abotuit
its cheap and ratty and standardhalfhearted
but iwant wahtthey t r y wiht it
e x a c tl y
fi x suffocaitons and gorinems surssianeedle
geout hte method
e
a c t method 0020 0023
//////////////////////
some messes from germans was that christina would have become from a
dicksuckingchick a cute little lady
and im liek ??????? she was my cuteworriedlittle e v e r y t h in g allthe
time
otehr messes were she was rolling metaphorically barrels and her name
could have been kimberly
and im like ????????????
otehr htemes mostly here use d e f i n i t e ly nonhostile simpsons themes
they profit from exchanging hte roles to the avatar and hte persons around
ie you become one certain character in the theme and otehrs become other
characters from the simpsonstheeme
and jsut that suggests already certain things to the zombie in state of
mind mail
the link to a certain person or character sort
of
fix replace of oxygen erasers and rearheadlowmesses
other messes are wiht russian needle oilatnenna
SAG S C H N E L L this andthat
ie
FAST! SAY this and that
i barely remember the theme else i could report hte complete theme but hte
say or FAST! SAY this and htat is defeintly part of htemess
earlier was more like this and htat: SSSSSSSSAYIT themes
but htose used often a nutshelmet too wiht psychogreen glow screen and
black writing to repeat
otehr htemes is schoen naaaam or schoen mom or schoener mann
or all three in variations
this
is
the
shit
wahtever
wahtever
wahtever
THIS
IS
THE
THEME
maybeyou

they fake
the try
hte purpose

find some examples

it does occur also in themes wiht repeat clack or repeating tack noise
loonthemes that should sound like laugh
or laughabout y o u themes and youer like ?????? why not mad ? why laugh?

im pissed and angry whyn ot a theme about mad?
igetsuffocaiton now
wahtever htey mess geotu the methods intentions
other messes are
emotional face as statemetn m ess
depends how you react to it you get damamged or suffocated or messed
for isntance
a smiling old elderly wiht beige trenchcoat
htis hteme is picked becasue they got out i repsected old agents in 03 04
when you dont react to this emotional face statemtn you get damamged
so
daylighttime, youre mad about sth wih reason
you have
smiling old elderly freindly in nutshelmet
when youre annoyed - becasue sth in daylighttime anos you
when you dont react to a certain way to the statement face
you get damamged
CHIILDFOOL DAMAMGED foreheadmiddle
foreheadinner middle
udnersidemiddle
i am not sure if its analysis or development
but thats hte brainmess
its called
schablone or so
when youre not acting like a child to the theme you get redamamged till
you
smile back like a fool
this
is
one
method
only
the messes are infinite wihtthese mtehods
igets uffocaiton now and gorinemss
toehr messes are
LICK WAHTS DISGUSTING themes wiht braindamamge forhead innermiddletop
innermiddletop
i think its control
its a fucktheme for prostitutes from spirituals i think
the same brrain area is messed when you get conditioned to beat or bash
away christina
when you wanna kiss her
it freezes
noo she should hate you
bash awayo fher and hte brainmess there
and you kiss her again
it pusnishes you there again and teh avatar bashes christina away agian
so it went someitmes
but htis i wrote long ago
////////////////
a manipualton uses a farge face shot that sort of zooms in
or hard movement jumps once towards you or so
i think its a metaphore for some fuck stuff or sth
add it to manipulations mail
how long is it anyway now ? was almsot a decade messes and methods
and messes summary is already tens of thosuands of words
bt th alarm is attack alarm right?
what a homo fortress is this anyway ?
were tehy alleid with verfassungscschutz?
when tehres 20 inofficial governments in this land
and htese are very likely spirituals or badenser or so

but how are they called?
sth with union again? alliance? sth wiht empire again?
getme feedabck
//////////////
manipaltion abotu entering a new white van vw car i think fr a rest sleep
place
the ntushelmte wasl ie kmafia
the inside was some chick or three
one was from
makaro
and im like
macau?
but it said macaro or makaro
sth about fuck test and me in coma warcoam and i rejeced and a joke
how many matratzen i fucked ie hte bed
yo dont understand that i just want o n e special cute girl or sth
otehr messes was playing soccer but going when the watch was pbroken
some skateboard bullshit
soe childfool messes foreheadmiddle innnerm idle undersidemiddle
nothign special
some pedo mtest messes where half i didnt realise even
tehre
was
more
//////////////////////
how can i switch in to realworld mode?
of comptuer
fn + f10 doesnt work
fn+winbutton+f10 doesnt work
fn+win+updown lefr right doenst woork
getme feedback
so about hte nighttime switch for hte car
////////////////
nighttimemess teststhatthe truckdirvgers in afghanistan aret oscared
to drive and i wanted tosay are tehy too stupd to giiveem three four
choppers aircover al along hte way? and some in advance
some meswabout a gti golf i didnt want in a testdrive
sme
mess that christina would havebeen a darkhaired girl wihta rifle in the
right hand as foto
there was more
=======
correcton foto was christina wiht a hunting rifle on her right side and
dark beard and darkhair
as foto or stand still image looking straight foward into the cam
wathc thathtey didnt burn her
veryleyljjsut a sillymess
////////////////
nighttimeesst something liek a cia araid of hosue attack or so wih power
outage etc
but i dint realise or care or so
and charged a lamp or sth as metaphroe
some other mess a mixed couple runng away fomr hteir hosue to their sivler
roadster car with a gun and some police faraway
some mess about tumor medicine or so and oyu ask a nurse ifoyushoudl empty
a drink of medicine or so for her shes like yes im like yesmaam while
third party author was like all assumed a working this anhtat (organ)
some mess wiht three white cat kids
one cute in a sink runnign and runing ona spinning pasltic swimmer about
to drown one in a paer box in water abotutodorn and athird iforgot
saved em or wanted to

e x pe c t e d
the time

t ha

ti ts c r a t ch e s me in panic all

all the time
but hte nutshelmet didnt realise
there
was
more
wanted to play a guitar or learn how to play
2pac song or so
but hte thing didnt udnerstand and showed me
wayyyynh deeeeign guru unstrument or sth
in short version
with partially loose cables nad asked em how
teh mess was in german defintiely saying f i

it like in the redemption
a ... laute or hippie
many a guitar has or sth
v e

there was more
the theme used a third person autor guidance manipualtion which is
verfassungsshutz theme usually
===============
white cat manipualtion programmer
e x pe c t t and program in that at least one of the cats scratches you
why?
its tehir nature
espec in panic or lack of understanding
besides that
most people assume theyre automaitcally soft and cute becasue theyre small
and fluffy or even superfluffy
but tehy
are
and
remain
little
h u n t e r s
in principle
that see all humans in slowmotion
you must see them differently
counting in natural reactions in bad situations and
always expect scratches until theyre at least used to you or understand
etc
and keep in midn as flufy theyare theyre little hunters taht have their
own will
////////////////////
some german mess
tehgermans dmamge m e to a chidlfool forheadmiddle orudnersidemiddle
geotuthemthod
loontehem is you shoudl have no personality or sth
-------------------wasntthatusually contradicting to slogans even from my own brother that im
highly complicated?
like 05?
fuckign germans
geotuthe catapultmidlihitsrandgemotuaromca
//////////////////
mildsaefty unsualyl midlsafe drving aroudn
punissh asotyers ugtmessers
from stomach nstalls on street on car mess to asstoymes udneray balsmes
gorinems breatemss
A L OT OF B A CK ME S SE SI SN E W
gemotuwaromca
iwnatouttowaromcao
gemtoeutwaorca
getmeotuaromca
tehres d e f int ie ly a stomach install and around
SPEISE ROEHRE AN ISNTALL
maybe two two and half inch high aroudn bottom speise roehre

waht is it
getout repalce cars and hte messes itwhhtem
geout thecatpautl htis
eyemesse
seyelid implants remove htem
cellphone replacemess eyemess
dicktomyess assbonemss ballsmess
chestmess side right
which emans when i lay on side it will hurt halfndight and
mroegutsmesses
asstoymessdicktomyes sbrainems
ssome russienendlemess that make half deaf right ear mostly aroud
nrepublcain guardings hill eberbach
tehre
was
MORE
store babbligns underway
store 2130 on arrival ovf old motehr barricade installs
gemotuawroma
//////////////////
R EM OVE HTE STOMACH ISNTALL
waht do they install aroudn the speise roehre ?
remove it
//////////////
tehre was some manipaultio nthat in my id card a 1 isnt shown and missing
intentionally
and htaits not pretty
taht there were put i n space
chronsaeule I or sth

for data for

wathts the deal
lemme guesss
thirdclass citizenship
///////////////
iknwo why silence is deafening
the silence of others makes y o u deaf
fix damamge right ear
and remove teh comm or amplfieir taht is linked to the bone
when i brush my teeth i hear it in that ear like a cheap amplfier is
linked to bone
tehy made me ahlf deaf right ear b efore
fix suffocaiton and erasers adn rearheadlowmess
///////////
iget suffocaito n erasers memoery supress
rearheadlow messes
russianeedle and right earmesses earleir ass electrode mess gmess
drugsitkcpeeksthorugheyes on some naked special forces in tv
groinmess
installmess
suffocation rom ccatatpult hits
i want htemthods
//////////
can oyugetmetogeher wiht chrstina
was her name christina or christine?
i s o knew her eyes
and as i ask you about
chronsaeule I and 1 missing in my id card
or over daytime i tell you grocerystore asstoymesses

i knew
every
line
of
her
face
and wow swimming in her eyes as i describe citroen cactus before its ever
even public or
chronsaeule I was white background, black writing, pink titles
and it was just one subsection in a scroll down
i read and understood alot more but thats waht i kept
DO YOU UDNERSTAND ATALL TAHTHTEGERMANS ERASE ME INTENTIONALLY?
AND THAT I WANT TO KNOW MY CUTE WORRIED LITTLE EVERYTHIN AGAIN?
TEHY NEVER HAD HTE RIGHT TO MESS HER AAWAY
AND WE DISERVED A REAL CHANCE
AND YO KNOW
when i dont recoginse her now she thinks i never loved her
maybe not on a rational level but on a n emotional hurtful level
wanna bet wiht me?
and all i can do is write s p a m that i k n e w and citroen cactus
or Chronsaeule I or that lamborgini napalmin was ablue pack and a
transparent liquid while i think they msut have changed it to a white
package in 05 or msut have tried to forbid it all
is her name christine?
or christina?
zombie
you compare that wiht average zombies
so hte things in teh european human rights lawsuit
=======
https://service.gmx.net/de/cgi/g.fcgi/mail/new?cc2=subnavi_email_emailschr
eiben&sid=babhdfc.1286579224.2645.rsogzlx6la.76.bac
////////////////////////
kgot manipaulted that i ould get again cancer or so
cehck that
and htat its better to cure it in germany or sth
//////////
demess homo reizwort themes wiht say schul or say schwul and
s e n s a t i on
the das ist eine sensation thing is a standard theme too that shoudl
awesomeize sth artificially but i never buy it in coma warcoma
where a guy end 40s i think wears sth bright walks in wiht jacket and says
that astonished on the way or sth
it reminds me of hte half nazis that mess me up wiht my highschool time
obsessively
////////////
nighttime conflcitmess wiht overisusisng mess and hte and
dvoersusidingidrug and hte hteme
from highschool
the task was t create a movie
and me i cn coma
A BUM
afteh hick said a man verygood totally weird na not understnading
dimissive
and me
NO
A B U M
whe make ap ortrait of ah omeles man
and rewind back his life in scne
his family
his first love
war and love

and peace and his downfall
his death in the uccrrent istuation
the situation unmasked and showing hteyre humans
the nutshelmet didntunderstand
anotehr mess was a di get presusriejecito nreahreadlowmnow a
was a running uphill competitionor so old vs oung and me like
i bet half of you were superman in rubbertitts or sth
anotehr mess was
president or ersident
and me
IN COMA!
resident? what? wasntthat in 02 ? i thought there was a civil war wih
chemical weapons and because hte jungle boy thin was big yet i thought
there was an eleciton
do they mean that? or is it resident?
resident>? anwohner?
it was
a
C ON F LI C T MESS
plus oveirssuier drug or a new VARIANT OF IT that effeels more round
more conflcitmeses or overissuserm esses
thsi dope makes hteir bunch nuts
maybe it was avaiant t h i s night
another mess was aout hte situation ehre a metaphroe
in a family guy theme
a couple moves to hte area here
peter and lois saying in quqote
wir sind keine billigen flittchen we arenot cheap hookers
then they make a video cut where they spin in circle and say
wir sind billige flittchen we are cheap hookers
then thequote a guy picsk tons of money from a trop of people like two
dozen
and hte guy wiht cash dann mal ran an die szene ie lets get htescene
rollin
and all trooprush go to the guy peter instead of lois
then a scene where tehyr bunch is allover peter wihtout seeing him
then a guyturns back and makes acomment
then a sscene where peter and lois t o t al ly damamged
sparks out of hte dahalf cut open hand of so of peter annd theyrel ike
repeating damamged
was geht hier vor ie waht the hell is goin on here
and htis
is exactly the siituation here
i think they wastetheir youth or peopel that move here as bitches or
rubbertittsbitches
reminds me also of screbwunch 4
seems liek a tyical portrait of
ZOMBIE LIFE IN GERMANY
while hte state plays 1960 wiht hte people
and so it is in business too
PUT SOME HIGHCLASS EDUCATION OF PETER INTO THIS SITUATION
DO YOU UDNERSTAND WAHT IM SAYING?

/////////////////////////
pusanishtasotyermgenerallyor bmake sagfety
as for sufiveilalne in room
in germany its
blue lasers or distance measure laser wiht TWO INCH DISTANCE BETWEEN T W O
BLUE DOTS
take it or leaveit
onohteroccasions its a single red one thick one

compared to the very fine

t w o blue ones
i think tis a stereo recording simply
it might be two inch
or
5 cm or 10 cm
/////////////
some fuck manipualtison us soil is lik you undre a bell and the
fukmoenvement would be the bell ringing or sth
taht kind of bullshit
///////////
removerussianeede e install messes
geotuwahthtegemrasn do wiht ti
mess nighttieme
is wherei demanded ina test a hyepractivaiton
and got a medium sized white shiny paperbox wiht
iom
or
so
writting in red as brand
and hten a product name which i knew on coma
sth with
t
or
r
there also some otehr mess about some yellow chick that wanted t excort me
and i thoguth she ate too much or was pregnant or sth
and im like
tht at must be a test abotu christina like where hte i dd iots thoguht it
fits also tothers and was liek
idont c a r e to who esle it fits i painted it by her
as i painted the orange security sticks and wrote
get me outof W A R coma
btw it was also done wiht a wheelmoouse from 1995 wih a ps2 plug on
windows xp paint thosedays

ugh tehre was salso some conflict mess iwh ass class or variant
some
overissusier mess aon groin and some
suffoations
there is defeinteiyl groin drugging so it was liekly spirituals
tehre was also some mess where some white iceball or so was in a
triangleish ice cone and that was hte mmanipulation to kissing someone
overa nutshelmet or sth
that kind of shit
tehre
was
more
was in morinig nhorny at christina all the time but
tahts not new.

-------------my oh
look at this
iom exists really
http://www.iom.edu/

========
https://service.gmx.net/de/cgi/g.fcgi/mail/new?cc2=subnavi_email_emailschr
eiben&sid=babhdgj.1287401858.2803.uf55c7aobx.72.hfx
iomwww@nas.edu
Hyperactivation, PLEASE
Hello IOM,
i D E S PE R A TE L Y N E ED some Hyperactivation.
Not jsut against coma 1951 but also WARCOMA and variants.
I tried to buy all over FIVE YEARS now some
-Lamborgini Napalmin
(toxic in high dosage hyperactivaiton, clear liquid, small injeiton with
smal bttle, blue package costing 2300 euros those days, think the package
might have changed after 05)
-Voltarin
(hyperativaiton liek round uncoated small inger nail pills wiht hard edge)
-Nivox
(newer hyperactivaiton british product i think)
but all i got in Germany as response was Google cant find the products,
while you get the standard hydropneumatic terror program in coma warcoma
and the Hyperactivation tries then.
I tried to buy also some
Oxylzipain which was new in 2000 and meant for regression Theraphy or so,
to coutner these idiotic replace of oxygen with co or co2 messes.
Same story. Google cant find it, yada yada yada.
This thing
will end
pretty ba for me.
Can you sell me some Hyperactivaiton that works?
Best regards
Christian Kiss
///////////////////////
reomverussianenedle/oialntenna it repeapts anything i hear wiht ah alf
secondelay as an electrode buzz thing sort of
//////////
look amke me keep amoment wih christine
all iget it say huge say mom
childfuck manipualtions and messes with half cutopen inside thinsl iek hte
madonna vicedeo four minutes
who is aroudn
some evilspirtual?
tell em i fly back and kilmyself and its not e a damn lie even
BUST
THIS
IDIOTIC BUBBLE
WHEN YOU THIN KYOU GAIN STH FORM MY DEATH YOURE I D D D D IO TS IT S TOO
MANY INTERESTS AROUND FOR THAT FOR A DIRTY GAME
//////////
theres a mess ofchirsitna
you think sth like
i wish ihad my cute girl inmyarms
teh mess is

SAY never leave me alone
was she in my arms once a while ago saying that or
did tehy jsut mess me up wiht bullshit
the hyperacitvaito nebfore into ellbow wiht
the ground or some evil cylinder guy

seeing feet from behidn on

puruse that track
what kind of dope was it
/////////
some interesting mess is that
christina would live in
talahassi
no idea wahthtat is
i go google it
wonder if wahtever iti s how the gemrasn can knwo it
toehr emss say an ihren body gewoehnt ie saying in tv i got used to her
body and im like ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
uh what?
other messes
some african american shouting ru n
that would get fooled wiht say bitch or so
either you shoudl call him bitch or he shoudl think that you woudl be a
bitch or sth
one of these two the hat was like a
sort of in grey
some metaphroe wiht a medaille or
some messaway of christina

russian or clochard round hat cap
nobel prize

hanger or sth

where she blinks wiht eyel iek an evil snake r sth from left toright wihta
snake tongue as a metaphre for evil and youre like
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>??????????????????????????
shes acute worriedlittle e v e r ythign and hte bravest ittle thing
iveseen or so
whiel oyu principally wanna hold her tight alltehtime
tehre
was
m o r e
//////////
talahasse ? IS ? FLORIDAS? CAPITAL???
tahts cool
ithought its a metaphore of some evil place or sth
now i know there is a talahasse and it has to do wiht florida capital wise
/////////
someo en mbrainemssedm e
that ou cant focus in
or zoom in to read
the brainmes
and hte manipualtion to it was that graffitis look like free bgibberish of
art or so
reminds me of hte phonies that mess meup abotu highschol
maybe intelcal
geout if the s a me cockraoches that tasted my head in the 90s
tried to fuck it in the usa or on the flight
and fix it
i think the obsession of t h e m is childfool mess
republcianguardings obessions messay of my bilions
the obsession of midtown bunch was pedo shit or so
th eobession of elephant grou pwas .. . more lke achivements and weenie

mess or breakdown to weenie bullshit ie the elmination of self value sort
of
other bunches
other stigmas otehr dirty tries
ah right and the germans seem to be worried i might be russian or work for
htem
apearently sending hte mails into BI D I R E C T IO N AL direction wasnt
that stupid
it ensures you get a copy and they get a copy wahtever germany wants
there
was
more.
////////////////////
now i get suffocaitonas and alles ienbildung brinwashwes
ie sufocaiton and its alyour imagination only brainwashes
germany is shit
and you suck.
===============
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHASSTOYER
or make asfetyi na advane
DEMESS VEFASNGEN BIN OR GEFANGEN BIN
maniaptliso nare
leonid or leonie
//////////////
i got childfool mess right
after
the christine mail
getout hte method i m l iek a phony
smiign like a retard after thinking "at least away from this moloch for a
week"
its not funny but the term and im liek a childfool afterthat
and hte
breahte messes
and nutshelmets
fix that
the mess
ie
it shows
when you
reaction

included a phony smiwling person theme in nutshelmet
a SCHABLONE
dont react to it ina certainway you get messed that it fits by
to that theme

GET
ME
OUT
OF
WAROCMA
/////////////
some nighttimemesses about
driving aroud nwih a navi that drivem somewhere 517th street
but hte rightturn got an 86th street
sth wih an interstae or so
some messwih 33 or 313 or so road tehre wasm ore bullsht
offered hte option for realtime upgrade or sth
and it listed hte word
Kinder ie german mess andtherefre a german pedo mess verylikely
some mess abotu foolign christina wiht bubble decker or double decker the
first half econ you think of british bus second half second about porn
then you think german cockraohcebastards wih cheap tries
then youthink of hugging christine tight swiminginhereyes twhie hte

nutshelmet continues on the same tehme but realises that i dont realise
or
so
there
was
m o r e
the mom mes rollin shitbal is now not anymore about
old mother here
and not about you as baby and christine your mother and or mix wiht odl
mother disgust
and neither about parenthood and relations ship
and neither of hte childphony mess say mom ie a four year old GIRL not boy
faking thethoughts of em (dont ask me why its not a four year old boy but
htetheme uses four year old GIRL thinkging mess)
and neither the exchange theme to exchange or morph in christine wiht what
disgusts you or part of what disgusts you (like old mother or parts of her
like tothless grin or so of old mother ors o in a sit hop fuck theme)
its now no longer these variants of the german saymom rolling shitball
it is now a p e d o mess
ie motehr to fuck your kids or so
its a new variant of hte rolling shitball
and
THIS
is germany
there
was
more
=========================
otehr messes were
being shit or cheat or so weenie brainwash tries
and knows god how often they tried that before?
but since its hte bunch that messes me u p wiht highschool or so i think
tehymsut havemessed aorudn inteh 90s
waht was before hte bullshit
waht was after hte bullshit
and why didnt it stay
and how long did it stay
and how long did hte other bullshit stay
what was before this bullshit
waht wass after that bullshit
and why didnt it stay
and how often did i get messed up wiht mmmmmmmmassive overissueir drugs
for instiance 08 and recently
there
was
more
btw
i want my comtpuer back
///////////////////////////////
some nigtttime mess was about seeingistine everywhere from garage to
udnerwa or so
otehr messes was shtabout funerawiht beige coat orso
some other messes i forgot
was hornyat chrstine al the time
interesting was
a theme where she moved towards ou but emphassed n different bodyparts
from shoudelr to pussy to butt to eyes or so
anotehr ess awas a deereyed giirl in a rudderboat or sth
but i wanted christine allthetime the manipualtion just didnt realise why
i rejected the chick
that kindof shit

there
was
more
/////////////////////////
tbere was a anaptuat nthat
reinvented trinity
that is a nuclear bomb
but the turht is that snot corrct
i allowed
M I N IT UR IS AT I ON
SAFETY ENHANCE
wiht
C R U D E TECHNOLOGY LEVELS
the biggest challege was minitruisaton
cinredibly complcaited igntiion times taht hte fissile material doesnt
dissipate only
etc
tthe main advatnage is not ineting an aold ancient fat ball of fissile
material
btu rather hte oposite
THE MINIRUTISAITON AND DOABILTIY WIHT CRUDE TECH
BTW GETME FEEDBACK ON LOW YIELD NUKES IWH REMOVING HTE ELECTRONS
////////////////
at least you know i knew e v er y line of christinas face
was her name christine or christina ?
and that i knew her eyes thinking wow as i can write about flufyhwite cats
or
fluffy white rabbits or german rolling shitballs in varaints
or orange security sticks
or
WARcoma
or citroen cactus
etc
========
somenighttimemessabout someon raising asoutehr n flag
an d i didntrealsie didntcare and neededslepe and more oxygen
some messesabotubeing stuck inan airplane
theewasmore
somemess
about afluffyrabbit
taht was horny or sth
and thatfuckt anotehr white fluffy rabbit
but that one was to young an d in pain or sth
so i tried to putthem apart or sth
and when i took taht rabbit away it wanked all over hte table or sth while
the other fuckt rabbit got a chickface or so in pain
but one fluffyrabbit bit
or
i expected it to
mabyeform ther ess
that knid of shit
is messes
therewasmore
=============
some messes about a sewer access to eacha nd every room of a hosing
and not making it in time to a cecrtain locati onor event at 1600 or 1645
going there by a bmx bike at 1800 or sth and borrowing a shirt from a
brotehr or sth
taht kind of shit
tehre was more
==============
DEFINTEYL GERMAN ONE FOLLOWING
about white fluffy cats runnig on a spinning cylidner in water abotu to

drown
-not so sure if that wasnt odci
but the forllwing deifnenitly german mess
you stored hte recent pedo variant ?
its a varaint of german rolling shitball mom messes
its now not just that youre child fool and would want motehr
but now its more liek you would want A motehr to FUCK KIDS later or so
thats hte messes recently
whateveryourpetend about gemrans
its not jsut makin a rlling shitball
its als odeveloping it on int ovaraints of rolling shitball
it never sticks
but tehres always a new one
add it to manipualtins mail
and
im the zombie here whyhsoudl i have to get shi shitut
otehr mess is that htecoma
wod leb a screw wiht
mroe than one wind thing on it
like as a metaprhoe for t w o comas or threee
im sureyou knew that too
////////////////////////
odl motehr bends over to turn down volume o comtpeur
i get drugstickepek into eye
geout emethod inteiteo 1958
fix isusfoficaonts iwanthtemtehdo
is it faking body isgns lie keyeblink?
THIS
IS
GERMAN
RATTYNESS
AND COCKRAOCH THINKING
its not just an action
but its an action to a thinking
and
T H AT
is germany
/////////////////
theres a testmanipautlion
which you recti with denial or agree
teh tehmes contains
ich finde mom schoen ie i think mom is pretty and youre
disggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggusted
by what kind of person or mind woudl even ask such a phony shit
or inever was in love etc
add the shit tomanipautliso namil
FIX REPALCE OFOYGEN SUFFOCAIONT ERASERS
if its notthat its virgin weenie mess wiht physical ballsmess for
unhanging or so
//////////////////
drugging into nose basle is verassungshtutz definitely
///////////////////
geot hte suffoaioactiso naeraleir
the lontehem is a sort of chick on a block on head laiyng siidehead on al
og or so and someon wiaht a roudn sahpeaed axe or so abotu to hit half
head off or so

de
emess brainemss
mgeoutwaomrca
im not sre but in coma i thought of a chevron logo or sth
make
safety
in
advance
shit
if you wanna help
show genuine stuff me and christina
repair recaover genrate whatgeh cocraches dmamge
its am ix ebtwene say bwschuwl ie homo mes s
pedo mes schidlfucmess
say mom mess
suffocaitons
repalcoeogygenmess
weeenie brainwash about being weak or being chess
or so
and if its nothat its pedo mess again
and russianneedle oialntena mess
remove also toothcomm not jsut oilantenna russianedle
fixsuffocation
//////////////////////////////
some mess about choosin shoes and keeping htem and not keeping others that
some messaway ofchristina wiht homo mess
some pedo mess
its midslafe
some brainwadmagenutshelmet rearhaedlow mess
and forheadmiddle
like
heavpressingpain or pressure injection form hte nutshelmet
shoudler injections and palm or wrist orso
some other messes
there was more more
am principaly horny at her all the morning
some mess about plasma tv
and how the glass in front of it was best or so
///////////////////
demess high dba nutshelmet momretardmess oroso about doingchristina fix
deafeintig from it
fix he deafening from it and goeut method nad inteniton
1255
/////////////////
geotu fearsmebrainmess now 1407
=============
************************************************************************
ONE OF TEN
THOUSAND
MAILS.
per year.
for almsot ten years every day.
*********************************************************************
u suck
**************************************************************************
******
is this standard for zombies now:

store waht im saying 2pm plus minus five
kiaslstoyers removeintsaslsl siwany myocmputer back
geout branems reahraldwowmess eyemss facebonemes steeth boenemss

repeat clack tack nosie nutsheelmet or a lontehe
kilalsstoyer eyemsser
facemesser
mruder cokraoch
geotu methods inteito n140 145
ahd geotu why hte internet fais tacitcally
GEOUT THE M<IDDL EBACK
CENTER BACK IN+REPSSRUE INEJNCTION
ADN THE ELLBOW ARMBONE INECITSONS
NAD REARHALWDOW
KILLLLLLLLLLTEHASTOYER 150
KILGORINEMSSER DICKTOMYESSER EYEMSSER REMINDSME OF SPRITAL 152
MRDER ASTOYESR RMEVEITSLALS
then i get disabelrs of temproallappen
KILTEHBTICH
GEMTOUTAOMCAWRCOMA BEFORE I K I L LMYSELFFFFFFFFFFFFF YOU
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFOOOLS
===========
this is jsut midslafety in the room
IW IWLL L KILLMYSELF
ADN YOU
YOU SIT AND P RETEND CONTROL LIEK FAT FOOLS IN YOUR BRAINLESS SHALLWO
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTLAND OF FATTIES
=========
iget chidlfoo l disabler brainems snow foreahmdidle forehainner middle
this is midsalfety
1410
KILASTOYER
OYU P R E T E N D AN ATROCIOUS SITUATION SOFT
AND D R E A M D A N CE IT BEARABLE BECASUE NOT YOUR ASS IS DAY AND NIGHT
IN HELL
thats d e f inte y part of th problem
and the scum can hide FORMIDABLE behidn system
of coma amnd abuse coma and abuse coma and buse coma and abuse coma and
abuse
YOU S U CK
YOU
YOU
YOU
A N
FLE

DIDNT JSUT KNOW THAT I KNOW
DIDNT JSUT KENW MEDIFIEL
LET THE S A M E SHIT HAPPEN ON FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFATALLEY SOIL
D
W ME BACK TO HELL

T H R E E E
T I M E S
YOU
S O S O O O HO O O HO O O O O OO S U C K YOU HAVE NO
MUCH! HOW

A

D EA D ! H O W !

==========mruder baslsmeaser overassaces removei sntalls
demes sheeezfredeneneeh lon shit
and erasers with rearheadlowmess
inow theres loon discredit mess and erasers iwhtrearheadlwomess
removeassisntalls mess
geot the installs when openign window
isntall with pronoil
oehterm ess is emotioan l face as statemetn of smiling tragic beige
trenchcoat eldelry wiht ass mess assbonemss physical mess dring hte mess
and mroe suffocation replace of oxygen mes siwht reahr head damamge mess
low

to 140 pm to 222pm
one
of
ten thousand mails.
every year.
or every half year.
you suck
you just
s u c k
infinitely
when i make it out alive to hte us
and you do the same
and flym eb ack threetimes yo hell
teh nyou suck
tehn you
S O
O O O H OH OH OO O O O O O O O OO S U C K YOU HAVE NO IDEA HOW
///////////////////////////////////////////////
whats hte physiics geniusses saying abotu this tweak (electron less
fissile material in powerstatiosn and nukes) and (supercooled fissile
material and boosters in nukes)
useless or brilliant?
gemtefeedback
verylielytegemrasn willtry loontehems now or thirdpartyrattyties now
gemtoauwromca
fix messes geotuaromca
geotut the russianenedlemess left headside now isntall and wahthtey do
wiht it
so the sidehead overboost now
reminds me of hte mean grin shitzo nazi tricks with hte nazi drug 1936
against unloved authors in 2002
but hte mess was before about
christine hottie hottie in a white shiny sportspants makign left right
chest sports movements so its a nonhostile move i guess
at least she knows shes a hotttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttie
///////////////////////////
some nonhostile mess about navy or so and parade while i think of u s u al
german mess
some mess that mreind me of neurtingen
and a bike metaphore as a white frame as metphaore for sth
sometimes its pedals stainless wiht hoelsi ntit or missing saddle or bike
parts but it drives on
etc that kind of stuff is a t y p i c a l abstract metaphore for
nuertingen and elephant
principally a positive and technocratic manipulation
considered its an abstract divider but its defientiely a full mess where
its
focused on this part of hte bike
then on that part of hte bike
and you in relation to making or having made these parts for it or so
tehn it becomes a compelte driving bike or so
i barelyrmemeber
u su a ly
whiel i think basically of suckin christinas clit out of her cute cute
shaved pussy strongly
tehre
was
more
fix suffocaino erasers pusnaishter make safety
punsiasotyermakesafetyinadavance geout ifits jsut a gaspressure asstoymess
for provocation rather
iminhell
becasue thisis
NONHOSTILE MILDSAFETY

INYOUR BED
AT FOUR AM
after nighttime ist mostlyover
============
murder asotyer gmeotuwaromca
fix suffocaiton
getmeouawormc
akillthebtich or make safetyin advance
fix repalceofxyge sufoacitosn s
with smilin gtrenchcoatelderly in nutshelmet wiht dark hat
i so will killmyself before his goes on for the rest of myl ife
i still dont knwo how i held this out almsot adeacade and even worse
before
the scum just coudl hide better
and make bullshit shitballs rollin easier to stigmatise downvalue or so
now i get erasers
KILLASSEOYETOER FISUCOCAIATON AND REAHLAWOMES ANDERASRES
AND HTS IS JSUT HTE BE ST CASE>?
YOU SO SUCK FOR FLYING ME BACK TO HELL
MORE THAN
ONCE
high time to killyourself before this goes on foreverforever
fohte rest ofyour life
just becasue fatally sucks and german halfnazi cockraochpedo homos wanna
play 1960 wiht you in 2010
out of low motives
/////////////////////////
some mess about an atomic sing wiht these many rings and an eye in its
center
or some darkgrey clouds orso that glow
hey atomic bunch
if youre around
howsigtgoin
ask nsapao if htey still cooridnate hte case and you wanna help
if htey dont ask cuteworried little e v e r y t h in g
and if she doesnt love me anymore ask russian bear
trytoavert asstomyess ufffocation emss or so elsenothign distignuishes you
from german scum
//////////////////
btw what you think of the recent inventions
youtink it works?
i tink of
electornless fissiel material
or
supercooled nuke etc
wonder how it looks when detonating in simulations
you let germans decept you with say bitch or ditch ? or hte rolling mom
shitball?
if its not old mother its motehrs generally and if its nothat its chrsine
as motehr and oyu as chidl if its nothat its motehrs generally to fuck the
kids or so as a pedo sixko ultra shitball rolling momshitball and if the
mom shitballgets too boring its virgin weenie mess or more blunt pedo mess
and if its nothat its say viech or tiech or husky or bended upwards tail
brightbrown dog mess and if its ntohat its sayschwul or schwul reizwort
themes ah buzzword themees homo themes and if its ntoaht its mom mess a ga
in ?
question
how deceptable areyou?
i fear the worst for fatalley

seems all it takes is an oilantenna a russian needle or a toothcomm and a
week persistence or two
when chrsitine loves me
she knows she IS and always w as my CUTE WORRIED LITTLE E V E R Y T H IN G
and that i ghost hug my pillow in coma i think
even ifits embarassing
taht iwant her
she ight know its german mess
but general fatalley services? i fear hte wrost
becasue hte stages are
a ok its bullshit
b yeah its bullshit but what if not
c serious consideration hmm is it bullshit? is not not bullshit>? its
bullshit its not bullshit hmm
D not if anymore but how much
the four stages of bullshit
//////////////////////
iwant my comptuerback
fn ften doesnt work
neither fn win ften
mhte messi nmorning nonhostile like a prank elite college student or so
prakning some chick iliked hte bare shoudlers of or sth
about switching hte ignition of a motorbike so delaying hte start
or gettin as revenge a coffee wiht a shit drug or so that you give to some
other guy eating with greets from this or that chick
that kind of shit
or foto in a highly conventional green graduation pullover
all very conservative
interesting is that nuertingen is discretely r i g h t that just thatthey
disdain the notso modern
demess assmes sgass ingitedi ngutsmess assmesdicktomyess
also some mess about a triangle iwh eye in it
and all maximum nonhostile
remindsm e abit of 02
all while im superhorny at christine and just want her in my arms or suck
her cute little clitoutofher cute cutepussy or swiminher eyewhenshecomes
storkginehrhairorkissingher that kind of shitt
there
was
more
the themesu se smeitmes beigetrnehcocateldelry sometimes not
////////////////////////
fix suffocaion r geout if its catualt hits
tehre was in oma waromca
someoen wondering
waht this or that mini balls would be

but not the testicles

CHECK INSTALLS MINIKUEGELCHEN
ah mini spheres
phsyicsl aisntalls
////////////////////////
messes they made my oldmother nuts was
glassbowl glasstube over head sittin too tight
or republcian guardings fearsome p h y s i c a l brainmess brainalteration
tehy call it nervoes machen
i call it fearsome brainmess
and
a s n a t c h grabfast handmovement like picking sth away from her or so
either sth shiny glowy or sth invisible ibarey mremebr

tehse were htemesses
thsi in combination
wiht
drugstickpeeks that peeks and the other crincle
terror
and she thought that some evil people steal her
then overissuiser drug day and night for a year
night every 8 seconds mess with the shit above
some mean grin loon conflcit messes and you got

ones and the catapult
soul or bits of her soul
to the mess and day and
what?

old mother pissing on her self in 05
and t h i s
is germany
f course
the scum knew hte mess and did hte same things to provoke her underway
like the handmovements etc
how i know?
the idiots tried now and hten half hearted the very
same
bullshit with me
whihc shows you the intention ahead
anotehr stasi gestapo stasi shitzo trick game
get
me
out
of
warcoma
before i killmyself
you mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmorons
fix suffocaiont replace of oxygen mess rearheadlowmesses generally and
getout if half othe suffocaion mess comes from the catapult hits
in car its mildsafe
teh cars excahnge its liek seven eight to nine per hour drive
in teh usa it was fourteen nonmild every half hour
often tragic drug
sometimes suffocatin drug
a mess calls it stichnin or so
but i think its sometthingelse
/////////////////////
theres a virgi weeien mess ore atestmess baout you woudl fucgin a wasp
nest or so
and oyure like ??????/
the problem wiht thse kind of phony messes was messing wiht analysis
development and the genitals
msotly like kidcock and balls unhangy
all operated over ass access
so the replace gelly toys
make sure
taht
when these phonies get access thathtey cant mess
maximum fun for chrstine is standard its how it is now
p h y s i ca ll y ?
i jsut dont know how
mega wallken (german
and very strong roor
etc
how public that shit

iwasnt even a virgin in the fuckign nineties
known the things like
phonetics brain thing )
(wherever THAT is in genital area)
is

but trust me
i wasnt physcially even
in
the
nineties
ijsut get messed
altered
tittsutied
oerpated
nutered
messed
molke brei fill ballsmessed
gelly toy replaced over ass access
damamged
repalceo foxygen erased
chdlfoolmessed forehadmiddle udnersimdiedle etc
vilalge
corner
wise
depends on which bullshit stigma a shitball rolls by this shitty time
name me
one
good
reason
why i shoudl allow htese things
fix suffocaion and groinmess
pusnish scum
gmeotuawromca
OYOU THE FUCK BUST A BUBBLE THAT BUST LONG AGO INA KIDS PUSSY
AT LEAST YOU TERMINATE HTE INFORMATION ASYMMETRY GAMES FROM GERMAN
COCKRAOHCES SO I CAN KICK BUTT
btw
roots?
did y o u ? know you have stuff liekthat?
ididnt
and im 30 now
not 17 18
/////////////////////////////
i got serasers
sufffofocaito nerasers and askign whats y age
some chick wiht out of can noise wie alt sind sie or bist du icant
remember
but after the metaphore was eating a half white half red pill
but hte physical mess was suffoaiton
then you say im 29
then it breahtemsses again and awhite half red pill and breahtemess the
ntushelmet
hold your breaht
how old are you
and oyu codlnt remember in coma after that
this is how it works
otehr mes sparts was pressing on a black plate fingerprints or so with
pointing finger but after you did that the nutshelmet changed hte theme
liek the challenge was to allow it or so
tehre was more
hen you could say
you got sffocaito and erasers again and whats your age tilyoucoudlnt
remeber
also some messwiht finertips or so
ofocurse i get thirty in seix even weeks

geout the dirty try
the messalso inclded ihtink

ifingerprintmesses or so

getmetoufwoarmca
fix repalceofoxygen erasers gmeotwauromca
mruderasstoer
its lkely erasers
games wiht rearhadlowmesses
KILL SCUM
MAKE SAFETY
amoer intereresitn manipault ion was
some weird sicko wood figherters or so in knfie fights
slashign each other wiht knifes or so
teh thing contained the slogan
er hat den geheimdienst geschnitten
about some evil huge blackhaired wood robber or so
and the image to the mess
is some guy
half dead binded legs and feet and those were chopped off
or so while he was sitting half dead wiht bleeding motuh in the mud or so
that themewas like some evil knfie wood robbers orso with green hat o cap
would search you al over or so
there
was
more
=====
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMURDER HTE ASSTOYER AND BRAINMESSER
KILTEHASTOYER DICKTOYER GENRALLY
fix
t e t hbonemess and faceobonemess
824
======
puansih asstoyer gutsmesser
geout methdos inteitno pusnis hcumgemotuwaormca
look
IWANT
OUT
OFWARCMOABEFORE HIS HELL GOES ONO FREOVER
TEH CAPTALUT 830
imihell
===============
recoma catapult reahreadlow 835 836
IWANTHTEDURG
PRESUSIRNECETIONS HDOEURLS AND AMROBES
GETOUTITOU
sidetharrt
rearheadlow midlcatapultwake
DID OYU EVER WODNER HOW THEY CAN WAKEME ? GET ITOUT
ATER THAT ALS OHIPBONES drugsitckpeethorugheyes
octobre 26th 010
//////////////////////////
nutshelmet calls russian bear o l e g
not as you might expect as ivan like in the red leggins manipulations wiht
black fur hat
or fat gu iht black jacket in squares fluff filled or so
//////////////////////////////
the laser in the bathroom is
b l ue
midblue thick dot

sinlge dot
not like here in living room veryfine and two maybe one and half inch to
two inch apart ie 5cm
////////////////////
you remfeove
russianenedle
oilantennas
toothcomms
highfreuwqeucny messes
teh antenna roudn rear low skull oilantnena or not
whatever itis
remove it
loon itheme is
S A Y WEISS TU bullshit? making white
or heiss tu bullshit? making hot
or heisst du likely whats your name
geotut wahthtey try withit
WHY WOULD SOMEONE MESSYOU UP WIHT S A Y WHATS MY NAME
also
someone makes me SOTOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOONED
STONED
SOTNED
fix it
adn someon e recoma drugscrews me remidns me of verfassungsuhtz bat
and exchanigng wiht elephant abit but ibarely mrememember
/////////////////////
some manipaultons about
REPEAT ME maniaptalton and then you rebabble the mess
some mess wiht pedo pornos that start all wiht a yellow background and
higly colroful writing i-5 kids or so on the start of hte video and youre
liek B L A H deleting it insntantly
some mess about a polish brunette wiht huge boots
some guy that lives in miami and im like ????

that fell in love wiht

either the messer thinks im a pedo or borat
probably becasue my old motehr doesnt live well
messaway of pricnetitle russanenedle mess
there was more
geout who fools who wiht REPEAT ME manipulations
//////////////////////
what does this
SPECIAL MUSTASASH MEAN MANYWAY?
TEHRE WAS A CHICK THAT REMOVED THE CENTER MUSTASH
JSUT HE CENTER
it grew weeks since i lived in nueritngen
multiply body hair by age
and you would get the normal rate
but this one
some chick removed wihta tape or so the center musash
and iwodner waht does it mean
is it a hmo mustash then or waht
taht was the theme however form t h is vilalge onrenr
fixuncaoriaontonteratdbrainemss
/////////////////////////
demess pedo mess
russianeedlemess
say trienz or so messaay way of title or so
or mess away of title with pedo messes
its germany and its dirtytries
ifitsnothat its mom mess or sayschul or shwul or wutsch or lutsch

or so
and ifi tsn otaht its moseother shit
demess it
GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA
////////////////////
THE GERMANS
LASER ME INTO HTE EYES YOU ASSHOLES
BLUE LASER
loontheme is sau or so
GET THE FUCK R E A L
I CANT
EVEN MAKE A PHONE CALL IN THIS HELL
WAHT ARE YO ? IDIOTS?
/////////////
btw some childish tests are a bruennete chick between
wavng wih rightand liek a child fast anxious hello to a swithcing to a
charming handkiss and pfffffooo it to you or so
depends to which one you tend more your foreheadmiddle is cooked enough or
not
or s o
but its nonhostile test only
////////////////////////////
geout ursianenedle aitlenneamess
tehres
techinal feheeps right ear non tinitus
geout methos
demessayshcul or say schwul
geout who captuals me dullsotned
dsiasbueler in d temporallappen
remisnme of hte mid 04 timefamre
///////////////////
nightitmemesome thng abotu a church or o

wiht speakers pones or so

there was more
===
some metaphreo for a mine ball wiht spikes on it and some spikes on aside
are plugged over wiht a wine bottle wood closing or so cork or so
as a metaphore for sth
or a chinese flag unwrapping as a reward for travel or so
that kind of shit
////////////
did you getout wahthte germasn did
about weakness in the ninteties that oyu coudlnt even hold a jar
im not shitting
you carry sth
totally light or so
and hten after a whiel youant even hold a jar anymroe
it was i think a rubbertitts weakening
BUT NOT THE GIRL SOFT WEAKENING in 01 02
get out if hte schach is actually SCHWACH messes ie not mess about
CHESS but mess about W E A K
there were at least THREE DIFFERENT WEAKNIGNS
one was GIRLSOFT in 01 02
for rubberitts cover that requries a heart inejction else you hget
heartfailure
with nothign btue a light flugffy green lolvie jacket in my backpack i
oculdnt enter a bus
and fell backwards
but that was NOT HTE MESS OF HE 90s
teh mes ohte ninteitmes was a mess that you coudlnt hold a jar

not shitting
A: GETOUT IF HTE GERMANS OVERPROBLEMATISED IT liek e anythin else
and
B: if the mess now schach is not meaning chess- which was anotehr mes
about 95 or 96 but means SCHWACH ie w e a k
this shit is utlra annoying liek a
BULLSHIT TRIP ABOUT bloated bullshit fifteen years ago or so
to divert from more serious stuff or smear
/////////////////////
the gemrans mes siwht facebones and eyemes
tehrs always
udnerhicnnemss eyelidimplants mess and facebonemess
plsu rightear mess and rusianenedle oailtannna mess
remove it
fix tit
gemtoauromca
remove the tittsuit
the belly area is adjsted over assaccess titsuti smellycream fill
and hte tittttts are over center middle back in a circular movement
REMOVE ALL ISNTALLS
//////////////////////
ighttimemess was sa theme called atom hochzeit
before wasl iek visiting an isntallation the suit wshowng orange anr d red
warnigns aroud nwrists and back and ouy had no mask
and al others had
on exit i tried to clean mysef inclung washing hair
i didint wan ttheir super huge atomic vegetables or sth
becasue i didnt like fission and the xray shit or so
noone does not even them
the theme changed to being xrayed wht touchign a can of soft drink or so
then disappearing somewherienquarantine or so
that kind of shit
some ohter pedo messes chidlfuckmesses which ididnt realise qutie well
i think the nutshelmte realsied i dint know orm idn or care or wahtever
jsut nated to sleep
the thirdpartydepeiton was hund or wund ie dog or sore
tehre was more
//////////////////////
geout who captualsm e
remove pressiure injeciton isntal in guts or on n eck
/////////////////////
teh laser in the room are red again
w
ho i s new
tehy were blue
then before TWO wiht five cm distance about2 inch disntance fine two blue
lasers
sometimes the blue laser shines directlyi nto hte eye
fix damamge for it and eyeisntall that isee VERTICALLY DOUBLE P E R E Y E
/////////////
smenighttimemess about some alaskan loser or so that stuck inteh sno and
dieso rso
st wiht aircrat crashign orso smallplanes weenishit
youaskfor drysocks and get a totaly cutopen socks vaaint hit almos tno
sock left instead
the messin morning isrepateed say urchwar bin safurchwar bin sayfurcwar

bin wiht echo in it
you rebable it
but seone ese outsiden utshelmet like irrefuehrendes gefasel
therewas
more
===============
anotehr nighttie mess was you in hte usa driving wihtyour old motehr to a
cheap cheap cheap restaurant or so eating a terrible pizza whoever does
ht mess idnt understand the relation
its masssive compasssion and free food till yo killyourself or go after
another internship into anotehr village or ton or so
and visiting hte usa instead renting your room in a shitland from it
but fatalley sucks
the s a me scum does hte s a me shit on us soil
ebsides hte dammges
there was more
/////////////////////
how
do the germans
w a k e me
and why
cant you
why not over christine
when i keeo a moment you drop the topic suicide for a year
and its not becasue of a fuck
but becasue of hope oyu get a chance iwht her
how
do
they
wakeme
and why
cant
you
hwo do they wake me seconds precise
and why cant oyu
hwodo they wake old mother
andw hy cant you
icantwait for hte next third party pedo deception or
weenie deception or mom retard deeption round
but
HOW
DO
THEY
WAKEME
if oure unsure abotu hyperacitvaitons etc
HWO DO THEY WAKEME
instant stuff
how
! the wake dope has eraser effect d e f i ni t el y
in 2002
i invnted in coma
wake andkeep on coma wake and keep on coma
or keep always on coma and wake now and hten
and the mustash guy in the nutshelmet
nee, dann kriegt der ein gedaechtnis wie ein schweizer kaese
ie no, then he gets a memory like a switzerland cheese
someone disabeuler dulls m foreheadinermidle

control brain region orso
thats typical for evil spritiuals whenyou shudl suck dicks on drug or
GENERALLY LICK WAHTS DISGSUTING nutshelmet braindamgmemesses
///////////////////////
GEOTU WHO T E R RO R CATPAUTLTS ME THE THIRD TIME
HARD IMPACT REARHEADLOW
KILLASSTOYERS
INWANT MY COMTPEUR BACK
HOMOSSEXXUAL VERFASSUGNSCUHTZ HOMOS IS USUALLY
its hte hatedrug from 2005 subway catpault hits
and someone else
disabeudlers on teh dope forehamdidle
ten youre extarphoyn
muder hteastoyer
////////////////
did you even getou thte russaine needle messes
why woudl a gemran cockaoch mes me up wht
S A
TSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT instantly assoon as you dorp to oma
fix breahteess
suffocaton disabuerlelr
gemotauromca
/////////////////////
someone operated
geotu whywhy

my heart and chest

someone tried t [a;ay sppem ;lle fpppp;sypu wouldlie schlager or so
somemess abot ork citis or so
tehre as more
games liek schagler or bulsti liektat is often third partydeceptio nor tet
if your in oma
si owas dogfucs orfuckignchildren
or
dogfuck gtest to reward youwith chidlfuk or so
that was earier
germans are cockroaches and i dontsay that flapsy
------------------gh
there s no dobt the gemrans rbawnash me aganst suicide
the nghtitme example was walkng aside ice train tracks
mssing atrain becase it was arodn corner and hten showing wih tragicm suic
alogt or icetrain nosesiht blood on em for suicide
then i relaly considered that as suicide option but of corse undurgged its
litlle lessthan lieyl
as zombie htey see you wanteder aside track assotyyou rbainemss you stop
teh trians or make em to slow
itsnot really an option due to warning
illl try a truck around 80
some other mess abotu sucide iws where a red golf3 or 4 car drove into
coutenr direciton itno autobahn or so and the people
snatched hi out and wanted to kilhim instnatnly his life i over
anid i thogth its cruel
becuase hteydidnthave hte right to murder him
that kind of shit
its inverse messes
=============
youre basically ohorny at christine all mornign but get manipautison abotu
wyta or so or startreck ors cheesy space sci fis
some mom meses

soem shrotterm assclalass meses about climate that knid of hsit
other nighttime mess as buying a cellphone at a kiosk where reattybohtter
was inside and some nsapao
and i asked hwich cell phoen they woudl recommend they gave ma hastly a
SAMSUNG
me wondering that the manipaultino didnt show a motorola ie patriotism but
hey
so the messer was NOT NSA definteily
and me like pikcing htecellphone anh no i cantbuyithe germans jsut repalce
it and ts nothign gianed or so
tol osome ohter guy sth in the kios sth rattybtohter tried to interfere
and i got angryat him argumenting sth liek since htis jungle boy hsit and
threw him out of hte kiosk or sth
the manipulation showed him in slices and bits aing oteh road in a high
bow and im like ????????????????
i think
the
messer
was
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ
DONT TELL ME THAT I WILL DIE JUST BECSAUE THESE MORONS PRETEND A
NUTSHELMET SHOWS THAT AFTER HALF ANIGHT OFBRIWNASH OYU MIGHT NOT
KILLYOURSELF OR STH
ugh
idiots

ok.
incase it is
-make a list
how oten
the pretested scenaro diverted MASSSSSSIVEY from the real resut
and the
pretested sceration diverted relatively siginificanly from the real result
d yuo
realsie at all
where other zobies stand compared ot his question?
=======
my heart andchest hurts prediocially
they operated on my heartflap in 04
and once later afew years ago
afterh teo peariton henver i layed on belly my arms got stitchy iand igot
unusuallytiresd wiht chestpain
that was on heartlfap oepraiton
geot fithey remessed this mronig
fix breahtemsss
often its a mess against christina on my heart
ie making heart silent
there msut have been data hw strong hte heart really was
rubebrtitts time
that was . . .2000 2001
but
the trick now
after that came six years running
but also rubbertitits
and heartoeprations etc
==================
dteh mornignmesss are nonhostile messes
mostly iwht rtrain metaphroes

before hte

like
runnin aroudn escaping into a train
then landing on some town
printingout an automat
the theme containted hte qord
master on the touchscree na spinign map that aws over norhtorea
thatkindofshit
some mess wiht roger from aemrican dadwheres hte alcohol in some train or
so that drinks it in a freighttrain and lands in hte ewer aside some mate
or o
some clerk robot fills a streethole but it was the rats nets of some
motehrrat
that jumps into the moth of a second bigger robot
winds down gets out of its ass and htat oohh yees whenou coul wind and od
it agin
ratjsut in goets out btu hte robot expldoes wiht bloody flesh
and rat gets out
as a revenge for closing a road hole where hte rats nest kids were in
that kind of stuff
some trenchcoat elderly putting card thorgh an automat
whiel you ahad for r e a l ome messon the asss or so adn you didnt mnd
about the messbut wanted t remove the assmess or so
tehre
was
more
it wa a pretynonhostile mess all in all
hmmmmmmmm
sth about the gemran intentions
KEHRE ZURUECK UND SEI WIDERSTANDSLOS
thats hte term
RETURN AND BE RESISTANCE LESS showing an angry indian in greyscale zooming
out slowly
all verynonhostile messes
becasue tis a jaccuse manipulation
thats what hte germans want
======
me metaphric mess about making a tv station and some entusiastically imake
the tv prrogram and thers ome other mess or so
and out came alf or so as metpahore for preplannign a future as zombie or
so
other messes whiel i thoguht of chrstine the theme uses a begie trenchcoat
edelty and the words
callig hte pussy der tempel der frau ie the temple of a woman
and im like ???
when
i coudl
keep
genuine stuff
with my cute christine
then i would cancel suicide fora yearminum
====
me metaphric mess about making a tv station and some entusiastically imake
the tv prrogram and thers ome other mess or so
and out came alf or so as metpahore for preplannign a future as zombie or
so
other messes whiel i thoguht of chrstine the theme uses a begie trenchcoat
edelty and the words
callig hte pussy der tempel der frau ie the temple of a woman
and im like ???
=======
there was also a manipualtion thathte germans would blast off my legs or
so when christine say hello or sth

who knew they were so scared of her
so s c ar e d i woldnt come back
//////////////////
there was also some manipulation that christine was a window cleaning
clerk on a sky scraper as a metaphore but that was earlier
and that i would know girls
in coma i was thinkng hten
oh i defineitly know good girls
the manipulation meant it like she did sth astonishing that showed i was
right but i didnt get the mess
it was
not as a mess away but inversely the opposite thatthey tried to sell her
as a window clerk or sth but that she was r e a ll y a good girl
usually hte metahores are that i coudlnt be looted becasue she guards my
water well or so
typical for gemran messewere dsgusting her away wih
mophing in mom parts or half dog morph her in and htat durin a fuck or so
otehr messes are when you swimi n her eyes and she pulls by a kid how you
react
another mess is more like she holding a baby in front of yo and you didnt
realise or care but wanted to kiss her as soon as oyu saw her
but hta was mess underway techncialy also nighttime
////////////////////
messudnerawy and gorcerystoe
fix dsiaruedllers
gmetwaomca

asstoymes pronlemess assmess

manipualtins are
s a g witch or which or bitch
and
sag prinz or trienz or so to being astoyed or humilaited
this is how it works
getout who is new
thsisi midslafety ingrocerystore
you would kilyusreftoo
GETMEOTUTAORMCA
FIX DISAUER DULLER
RERMOVE HE RUSSAINEN EEDLE OILANTENNA GAMES ANDHTAIT MAHAL DEAF RIGHTEAR
someone disabuellesme and fix temporallappendisabler
/////////////////////////
demess
manipualtiosn fuckgin wiht an angela which should be smal and thick and im
like ????????
and also some elisabeth and im like ?????????
there was more bullsht
some messwhere i bought a house anda trailer or so from rattybrother for
160.000
some mess that hte fe notar stamped my fortune
iget cataputlterrornow
t o n s and tons and tons of say mom messes ot messawayo christine while
the nutshelmet showed h a p py christine on a sitfuck looking on me
toldyou shes a cute little hottttttttie all along
michelle (obama) would start to flirt wiht afish and im like ? ??
does she mingle wiht spirituals for career ??? its whati thoguht in coma
there
was
mre

ica n barely rmememebr wahtever
======
////////////////////////////////////
REMOVE
THE LASERS FROM TEH ROOM
tehyre blue now
demess third party deception with right ear mess
/////////////////
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYOU ASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSHOLES
THE F I R ST THING
YOU GET IS
AS ISTALL BALLS MESS OR GENITALS INSTALL
SECON D IS EARLUIQUDIMESS ORUSISIANENDNEELDEMESS
AS SOON AS OYU OPEN A WINDOW OR A DOOR
ITI S
D EF INTEILY PART O HTE COMA MESS
THE F I R S T
FIRST
FIRST
FIRST THING
TEHY DO IS ISNTALLTLLLY
INSTALL OVER ASS ACCESS THIGNS
WHAT ARE YOU?
IDIOTS?

G E T OUT
WAHTTHEY DO
NOT THE O F FICIAL ALIBI BUT THE R E AL DEAL
WAHT ARE YOU?
I D I OT S?
-----------------theres also stomach and belly installa
other nighttiemess is manipaultion abotu basketball and nomatter whatyoudo
you couldnt hit or even get csoe to the boardwhich is totalbulsht iwas
pretty good in basketball voleyball handball
it remidns me of hte zirbeldruese mess times or so
check if its a weenie mess
and geotut waht hte cockraoches install as sooon as you open a window or a
dooor
INSTNATNLY
WHAT? DO THEY I NS TNTATLY WANAN REPLACE MY GENITAL TO DO ME AFFAVOUR?
WHAT ARE YOU?
IDIOTS??
GETOUT HTE COMA THING VER ASSACCES S GE N IT AL REPLACE BELLYISNTALL
GROINSINTALL
EARLIQUIDS
AND REMOVEHTE RUSSIANNEEDLE OILANTENNA
==
who repalced hte laser
its red again
last evneingitt was blue
wats hte eyedamamge hwen i tshiens into eyes
============
geout who mademe a retard
als o1302
hte bairnems waos foreahdead udnerside middle
other mess was a blonde chick sithopping fast or hastly and the ntushelmet
to it say mom or mom ? or so

was a pedo mess
daytime
and youre like ???????????/
================
simple messes rabout
WORMS which is a german town
remind me of spiritual messes in 2003
getout if 2003 the messer was not jsut
catholics when worms is cathlic center

elephant but also spirituals

especially since teh hoousing 2003 belonged to some guy named
or papst
and i didnt think its POPE voltila

pabst or

YOU M U S T BUST HTE BUBBLE BEFORE I KILLMYSELF
IT REMAINS UNBEARBABLE
i also got messedup wiht fuck mess alot there
so i used a thing tomato deception as long as htey thingk youre bothered
wiht tomatos they woudlnt mess wiht something else
it jsut had to be more kinky so it was about shaving or so
but it worked only a week or two
when you see the things that happened 03 and 04
from drugpalettes ot operations etc
deception was asmart move but it didnt work out very well
toehr attempts were
jamming wiht gibberish
making a rudimentary body armor inlay against fast drops/ drgstick peeks
espec since i caught a l ot of e mthat made heavy heart walking underway
etc
in short
tehy could have known in 02 and 03 already taht itsnot bearable when i
write htem teh manipualtion
isnstead tehy used the manipualtion i wrote as a proof that youre not
reality arrived already or so

in

and fter that there were the erasers messaways
tehn the russian enedel deception games
teh tthe lavigne bullshit
there
was
more.
/////////////////////////////
deotx tragic drug store 1507
you have a window and leaves from a plant
the steam gets everywhere aroudn teh window except UNDER THE LEAF liek a
shadow wihtout steam on teh window
REMOVE HTE GAS VAVLES
teh laser is red again and on roof right aove old mother to center
ususally its blue above my seat left top roof
sometimes its two blue lasers fine wiht two inch distance fvery fine two
bleu lasers
TWO
then its again one thick red
thn athci kbleu that shines into the eyes
tehn red again
////////////////////////////
demess say richter kommt or so
bow dd yougetout who tried to fool who wiht nighttime mess i would like
schlager music?
dork music for 40+ in europe
at best for joking trash songss in cultcomedy shows

who tried to fool who wiht htsi shit and w h y right that
why s c h l a g e r
is it a coma test like the germans fuckt me wiht dogs to make sure im in
coma and hten only did hte kidfuck shit
like the blue vw t3 or t2 vans wiht squared headlights or white one etc
pedoland is for you a slogan
but i spit on every flag with reason
GEOUT WHO IS NEW TAHT ITS SO MILDSAFE
did yougetout the 15year old i have to fuc kehre usualyl or waht homos fuc
me up on coma warocma wiht the lick wahts disgusting braindamamge in
control brainmesses from church
WHO
and
WHY
ITS
V E

IS NEW THAT ITS SO MILDSAFE
WHO FOOLED WHO WIHT SCHLAGER SHIT
RIGHT THAT TOPIC ?
R Y UNUUSAL FOR A MESS

usualy it was jazz or so
///////////////////
iget inmornign pedo mess wiht sag hund ie say dog
saty tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhtht liek hush
MYBRAIN IS T OAS T COMPETELY
after ithoght in nighttime about unbrn child
DOES IT H A VE HTE RIGHT TO LIVE WHATEVER THE MOTHER WANTS
intunshelmet i wrote it with abare poiting finger on a gehekkelte
serviette or so and on apaper wiht blac white writing but it was in a
nutshelmet
then it got tricky
i got retardmessed or dulled
somemess about a n ugl bown jacket in restaurantor so
mroe pedomess or so messawayofortune nowandhten
and all ou wanted was christine
more pedomess wiht say dog ie saghund and
sag tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht like say hush
and rightearmess
DAMAMGED RIGHT EAR MESSSwiht the metpahroe messwht a tunnel that has
yellow light dots here and htere and ogt damaged
tehre
was more
ugh my brain os toast
////////////////////////////
did you getou the
porn shit or pedo shit
i-5 Kids written in color wiht yellow background
or the
carnivore or so wiht a piece of meat or tongue and meat or so and
startingiwht
white people of all kind jumping through some two rings hanging from the
wall
or
the machine or so porn name etc
oor redstars and bleustars wih transaprent foil in it or so porn and junge
liebe tut weh and shit like that
this
is germany
and i was in hell
didyou at least get the shit out
i
was in hell and oyu fle me back to it
thats jsut one aspect
on most days it as lik e everyday jsut htahte cam was more highclass
t h a t
is germany
what happened to the rape scum 2001 2002

hte german solution was
repeat mechanical clack noise or repaet mechaincal nosie that shoudl sound
liek laugh wiht yes they laugh about you
and youre like ???????????????????// who?
///////////////////////////////////////////////
mess about christine
i got messedup you called fort lauderdale or so DORK CITY
or dork cities hehe
wonder whats hte reason
anotehr mess was kidnapping daughter or sth to the mess and im like
???????
toehr mess was you wiht a hottie golden slutshrapnel ring
hottttttie you
==========
eight years and i feel like a clown wiht imaginary girlfriends but
hteymessedmeup tehy made you sign that you dont contact or else they
blast off my legs
and im like
>????????????????????
////////////////////////////
i get
say tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh loon theme like hush and htat hastly
rightear deafning from russian needle install
suffocaitons over groinmess and rearheadlowmess
erasers from it
its mildsafety
and replace of oxygen as soon as tehy think you start to sleep
but its midlsafety
someone new must be around
esle they fuck me wiht kids dogs or a 15 year old or homos wiht lick whats
disgusting braindamamge messes in control brainregion forehad inner middle
top and more suffocaiton and repalce ofoxygen and russian needle mess
and say njaaaaaaaaaaaah or so
and if its nothat its say lutsch mom ie say lick mom
and if its nothtat its say viech to pedohpelia brainwash ie say animal to
fucking kids manipualtiosn and if its nothat its i-5 Kids pedo messesiwht
yellow background or more rollingshitbal l mom mess
and if its nothtat its mean grin sheeeheeezfredneeeeeeh loon themes wiht
meanggrin and repeated mechanical noises that should sound like laughing
wiht mechanical yes tehy laugh about you and more evil mean grin
and if its nothat its mom mess again or pedo messes again
and ifits notthat its say schul or schwul reizwortthemes ie say gay
buzzword annoy theme
and if its nothat its mom mess again but this time to disgust away
christine
and if its nothat its say bitch or sag paarmal bitch ie say few times
bitch
and if its nothat its pedo mess again.
now hte best?
thats just hte mildsafety
jsut hte mind mess
not hte pyhsicalmesses usffocaitons erasers braiemss titttsuitmesses
damamgemessed genital removal and replace
coma messes focaitons oepraitson eyelidimpaltns facebonemesses mslelycrmea
messes hairwax messes etc rearheadlwdmamges or sotmach isntalls and
ballsiinstall and
molkebrei fill for balls and ass installs and groin install and recoma s
and catapult hits and htis is just mild safety
carnivore shitpor
the machine
chop out of genitals facebone operations dbraindamgmeesses
chidlfolemsses or heartmess or gutsmess or ignited guts with clean oxygen
messes fatmesses or so is jsut usuality if youre not collecting cysten age
27
you must wake up
HOW
DO THEGERMANS WAKEME
WHY CANT YOU

HOW OLD MOTHER
HOW SECONDS PRECISE
WHYCANT Y O U
///////////////////////////
BTW
NiGHTTIME I WEAR A B E A R D
GEOTUTT IF YOU RECOGNISE
]
not too long

beard

the lips thickenign has a manipulation in ntushelmet liek sth technical
crawls into your lips or so
ithink was a darkgrey plastic shape thing
eyelidimplants mess icant remember
/////////////
there was a manipualtion where some cute chick said
why keep him liek that
... hes alone ? when we need him hes helpless ? . . .
there was more
//////////////
de ess say
wueta
geout how the gemrans erase me therecent days
bust hte shitty coma bubble you iddddddddddddiots before i will killmyself
geout if hte wueta mess is a mom retardmess ore a new rolling shitball
i think itsa chickmess
ifits ntohat the disgust awayof christine is mostly
mommess
dogmess
yesterday it was pedophelia messes more recently
before that mom mess
or dog mess
and partially carmen or caroline mess
and if itsn othat its some other bulshit again
getmeoutfwoarmca
you
you
and
and

think shit like wonder why chrstine lieks hte huge round hole earrings
get wueta or so messes
if it s nothtat it woudl be some other pedo mess or mom messusually
a cataputl hit now

other messes
bellypiercing about unhapy girl or so and someone thatwanted to cut her
hands or so and youre like ????????????????????????????
other messes are sufocaitn mess
chidlfoolmesses or contorlmess
s a c hs e mess
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMURDER ASSTOYERS
OR PREVENTHATEVERYOCKROAHCS DOESWHATHYWANT AND IWANT MYOMCPTUER BAKC
OTHER MESES SUFOOCAIOTNS WIH REARHEADLOWMESSES
the germans are phonies
they
still
and seriously
pretend
that i will let them assstoyme
for hte rest of my life
I WILL K I LL L MYSELF

ok ?
youre fools too when you pretend theres no problem or i would be hte
problem
THIS WAS AN UNBEARABLE SITAUTION BECASUE A GERMAN PHONYSECURITY TRIED
TOFAKE UP THE BUBBLE AT ALL COSTS AFTER 02 AND
THE SCUM EXCHANGES ONLY BECASUE THE
E X C E S S E S USUALLY NOONE COULD EVEN KNOW
NOTOMTENITON CONTROl
THAT ITS NOT WORKING OUT THIS WAY TEHY KNOW
TEHY KNOW IT
SINCE 03
THEY JSUT TRY TOFAKE IT UP WIHT DURCHMOGELN
YEARLY BASES AND DECEPT AND DELAY
AND MAKE IT LOOK LIEK NAPOLEON BUM OR -nOW IGESUFOCIANSO
FORGOTHWATITWNATED FWORITE
AND THAT IT LOOKS LIEKAN UNSOVLABEL M Y S E TE RY
FATALELY OUS UCK WHATEVERHAPPENS ON USSOIL
nOW IGET DISBAELR DULLERS
ITS TOO SMART WHAT I JSUT WROTE
DONT OYU DARE TO MAKE IT SEEM LIEK BACKGROUDN NOSIE
YOU
PUBLSIH THIS MAIL
LARGE
EVERY
SINGLE WORD
/////////////////////////////////////////
waht is baldran or baldrian or so
taht was anutsmess or so
was nt that a subdue thing from 2002 or a messthose days about it ?
=-===========
iget momsmell mess to hte dickscuktoy
and t ha t is germany
and htast jsut midsalfety when you dont get asstoyed brainmesed or
suffocattion erased or tittsuit messed incicrular movmeent wiht
csmellycream fill center back or over assaccess valve
get real
I A M IN HELL
and htast just midldsafety when oseone in snew
///////////////////
thees a brainmess where a beige trenchcoat elderly hlds oyu r head and ass
this andhta was this you>
and youre like >???OFCOURSE?
getmeotufwaormca
other mess mild smiling liek phony face as emotional face as stamtemnt
as schablone for a phony brainmess of you
when oure not like that schablone you get damamged or messed or so
interesting is only that it seems to be a standstill/freeze picture
and hte persons vary only by next coma time
===
geotu the dirt try
s a y scul winn or so schwul bin or so
S AY
getout he dirty try rightn ow 0024
plsu sufocaiona ndshcildphoynbrainemss after that
like someone fools a spiritual or a spritiual messing aorudn
fix breahtemss reahrealdwomess sufocat mes dulelrs
///////////////////
IWANTMYCOMPTERABKC
DEMES GORINEMSS AND S A Y HEYBITCH
demesgroinemss dicktomyess punish scum
//////////////

kilasotyer dicktoyer gemtouawrmca
remvoeintsalls geotu wahthtey do wiht genitals
over istalll
whe ntehy see i pick a tshirt or see ipic ka towel for shwoer
WAHT
EXACTLY DO THEY DO
GEOTU ITOUT 1358 AND LAST SHOWER
///////////////
midlsafety on toilet
get out who made mde retards 2203 and 2215
so captault hits
so drugstick peek ass
its mostlysufffocation duller
teh laser in bath is red
first a big red dot laser
then a very fine one afewmintnues later
what is known about hte gas supply ontoilet
its like you suffocate
all teh time and n a birnk of greyout wher eouycant even read nnumebrs
anymroe notmtenit onlink them
as compare
teh suoku wassolved T O D A Y already
wht simillair tricks though
//////////////////
ugh
fatalleylisten
the last two three nights
the german cockroaches
picked
ANY ANY ANY CHICK that might fit to the look of chrisitne
and messed me up wtih that
from zombie tv about cheesy space scifi
to carolines and carmens to whatever
FIX
MESSAWAY OF CHRISTINE
toehr mess is a sitfuck chick in hardcore fuck but hte nutshelmet showed
to hte pneumatic dicktoy a blackedout face wiht the hair only of christine
its all a messaway or causing insecurity wiht morphing in in coma other
chicks that are semi almost but bullshit
the germasn didnt getout the coma state of mind
apple is tomato BUT apple BUT tomato BUT APPLE BUT TOMATO but an apple BUT
a TOMATO but an apple but a tomato
and htis way its watered down christine
or disgusted her away
etiher wiht chicks you dont like or feel nothign for or that outright
disgustyou
the last thing you want on your cock is a morph version of your old motehr
and christine
or tuehta or carmens carolines or dogs morph version of christine
but htis is how it works
and when its not that
its
pedophelia messes
or homo messes
and if its nothat its dogmess agian or mom mes sagian
iget disabeurullers now

FIX
DISGUST AWAY
WATER DOWN
MORPHDISGUST
EXCHANGE BRAINWASH AWAY OF CHRISTINE
///////////////////////
fx gutsmess frm 2 am
some manipautlations about say want rebecca say njaaaaaa or ja or so
and im like ??????????????????????
some mess that she (rebecca??) is a guy or so and im liek????? ? ?? ? ? ?
some tittsuit mess
therewas more
some mess thathte cops are botheed about testing my fortune or so or about
bitches or you would be abitch as test and im like ???????????????
>>>>>?????????????? in their homosexual dreamds maybe
and ome otherbullshit
tehre
was more
==
and detox hte TONS AND TONS OF HATE DRUG i get usually in prepapraiton
that is
standard in german z o m b i fuck
they
hate drug
in advance
in pedo fuck its some sort of

sweetish gas or strawberry gas or so

/////////////////////////
laser in bath is blue laser again nov14th
varies also in living room
fix the damamge whe ntehy shine into the eye
the messawayof fortune is sag assi bin or so ie say being chav or so
////////////////////////
there was a german mess that shows in very close ideo agle a bare unshaved
pussy or pussyhill
the manipualtion tehn mrophes slowly to a grey fne line that slowly turs
a corner and a vertical line that it looks like a four
its a pedo mess i think
but thse were usually wiht 9year olds which makes me wonder
either way
thats hte mess
getmetouwaormca
===========
ohter manipulatin is a written handwritten 8 then a sort of fuck wih a
chick that waws overhasty in sitfuck
some messes about agnles from tail side
otehremsses that kind is hte messes now

about shoudler s or so wiht

demess pedomesses
bust hte bubble wiht or iwhtt hyperacitviaton

GET
OUT
HWO
TEHGEMRNS WAKE LD MOTEHR
HOW DO THEY WAKEME
HOW SECONDS PRECSIE
and geout WHERE HTE G AS IS COMGINFROM IN DUENNDARM AL L THE TIME
im in pai allnight
and all mornign

///////////////////////////////
the lasers on toilet are blue again one big dot
teh lasers latst nighttime and mornig in liing room ewere r e d though
liek aside the wood art peice above sofa
nov15th and nov 14th
the emsses are mostly a shaved pussyhill in closeup view verycsoe view and
then some darkgrey fine line moves slowly downwards turns a right corner
and anotehr veriticcal line morhphign to a four
and im like ?????????
then teh masses changed away from four to
8
handwritten 8
tehn some hasty chick on a sitfuck over hasty somehow
and then anotehr 8 / 9 or so
tahts pedomesses issuspect
some messes where the closeup view had a slutpeircing but not a standard
little ne but a
big fine ring all into the pussy at least half inside the pussy
and im like ??????????????????????????
DEMESS THE SHIT
GEMTOAUROMCA
toehr messes tail view
with bare hsoudelrs view
athen a bare shodelrs view wiht princess corwns and idint care and wanted
to kis shte shoudelr only
that kind of shit
this is the mess
some gutsmess
and now the real deal
HOW
DO
THE
GERMANS
WAKEME
HOW
HOW
DO THE
GERMASN
WAKEME
and why ? cant ? you?
////////////////////
ooooooooooooooooh my head
nighttiemess sme mess wiht stewie from amilyguy in the rain
buidling awood home
butthe nails are out orso or bended so he sings to use the bended nails
too where htey fit
when tehhouse is built big hes not nuts
when he just makes a triagnle of wood remains he is nuts
since it rained alloveri nt htehose
and that as metapore for my case

he is nuts

some mess where some aged version ofchristine or so 65 age or so maes
naked fotos or sth and imlike ? ??
the quote was rekelt sich die schoene from a boulevard tvshow chick
fixxbrainmess
dammgemesses there was more
tehre wasmore mroe mroe
====
YOU MSUT BUST HTEBUBBLE
REPAIR ERASERS IWHT YOU SHOUDL NOT WANT TO REMEMEBR ERASERS TO OAND

BRAINDUELR FOREAHDMIDDLE OR INNER MIDDLE LIEK RETARDMESS ESPEC LAST
AFTERNOON
AFTERNOON !
/////////////////////
geout who massively terrocaptautsm e inmornign
i got o ve r issusie druggedm assively wiht conflcit messes al nightime
wiht asshole class or so
its more like turn back clock brainwash wiht cnflcit mess wiht highschool
asshole theme or sth
and im like annyed and disinterest
its amix of
weeenie brainwash
say furchwar winn and conflciting loon messes on overissueir drug or
sitting aside a seat on the ground
watching the writing on the dashboard or so then sitting up
tehre was more
degrade mess
that the james bond car is invented already and theyre liek lickmyass you
cockraoches metaphoric
wanted to say you wont get that invention anyway
tehre
was
more
some messes
where some crude video game engine showed different planets zoomed out
and in again to coutnries
its mroe a messaway of hte usa or so
some mess
where you chosesoome mvies ona slider
ironman II or so some otehre movies sth about this andhtat cars or so 4
some mess wiht a ballerina shoulder but hte hsoudelrs were too broad
i didnt realise and triedto udnerstand what i see and why its so not ok
the nutshelmet thought its a choice or sth
tehre
was more
/////////////////////
did you get out the g r o i n messes
you sound liek a weeenie when you say sth then its liek its not imprtatnat
what yousay
when the scum thinks youre right you get a deeper voice
its a derivative from the rubbertitts
and likely evil spiritual only
remove ass eelectrode
fix suffocaitons and
catapults impact that make suffocaiton
//////////////////
MURDER HTE ASSTOYER
DID YOU STORE THE BABBLINg 2014 2025 2035 2055 yesterday nov18th
and some manipualtions from underway
das beeindruck sogar die polizei ie that impresses even the cops - but
sometimes it measn the conflciting opposite sometimes not
or
das ueberzeugt jeden richter ie that convinces every judge (that youre
drugproof/hyperactivated) sometimes its conflict opposite somtimes not
and im like ????????????
CONFLICTING OPPOSITE MESSES ARE USED TO MANIPAULTE B R A I N W AS H A
CERTAIN FACT AWAY
becasue in coma

on a mess
a tomato is an apple but a tomato but an apple but a tomato BUT and apple
BUT a tomato BUT an apple
so any coflict is true BUT not true BUT true BUT not true
i solved this in brainwash MMMMMMMMMASSSSSSSSSSIVE BRAINWASH AWAY of my
billions
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMASSIVE BRAINWASH AWAY OF MY BILLIONS
wiht ein bissl ie a littlebit
this relativates the second fact
youre billionaire. when you agree you get mmmmmassive conflicts that youre
not and tehn the tomato is an apple BUT a tomato BUT an apple
so the relativation against htis nuts brainwash away is
a littlebit
im billionaire alittlebit
this allows the counter brainwassh from them and hte truth
=======================

geout the ssuffocaiton catapulthits 2334
demess dicktomyess
pusnsihscum
the s t an d a r d average catapult hits in car and replace cars is
15-89 catapult impacts per hour
somedays none which is rare
on average 15 per half hour to 21 per hour
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
every half hour in average
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
pack
every hour
sometimes more mild than on htoer times
the more mild teh more at once
location mostly rear right or rear right low
not counted in the
tactical drugstick eyepeeks or blurr eye peeks when a kid walks by or a
dog or so

not counted in the suffocaiton messes asstomyesses facemesses dictomyesses
brainretard dullers asstoymesses breahtemsses eyemesses facebonemesses
eyeldiimplantmesses
A L O T of GROINMESSES often to sound like a jerk and eyemesses eyeimplant
messes
often tittsuit messes bellymesses
often right chestside recentlymesses
tactical catapult hits occur often on weird locations
like entering villages or l e a v in g them
replace shitmobbiles occur vilalge corner wise
often on parking like gas stations or mid town
the quality varies
from lame duck cars
to some that break bad
to others with different transmissions
to others that sometimes have a fully functioning sidewindow otehrs not
sometimes they forgot to swtich off the interior light and it goes on when
you sit in
sometimes smell is different or its lower and acts differently onteh
roadbumps
sometimes they forgoot that the car radio has a lag to turn off when oyu
installed a new small filter
and hte replace car shuts off the radio instantnly on key removal
sometimes its a car that pulls leftwards like it has structural damamge
like making the accident distorted their replace vehihcle frame
sometimes the central locking of all doors make a silent feep n the otehr
side
sometimes the hood is stuck on the opposing lock
some catapult you without too much care terror impact P A CK
others more carefully light but many smaller
its definitely village corner wise often
///////////////////////////////////////////
after i told the germasn to interlink the messes better wiht
waht hte zombie thinks
the germans implemented it

a s k in g

a girl outside the nutshelmet ddid and was a s t on i s h ed how well it
works
recommended it to someone else outsidehte nutshelmet that messed me up in
coma
killteh asstoyers dicktoyers here
//////////////////
some nightimtemess where someasian burned sth wiht hlight flickering
towards his face and his eyes saying how important contracts are
and how important it is to stick ot htem, had a msutash or so looked
fatalistic
somem esses where you argued wiht both brothers like the messer is stuck
in 98 or 99 and a home degenerating in a broken home
wiht a flap down toilet and piss all over the floor or so
someothermess
where you and some other
creek or high moutnains
wherehteytired to fake a
of money
comment to crash and try
and me like
pfwhats that ? a million
then you land in an evil

person totally stoned in an aircraft between
crash coming or so and parachute off wih a casing
to bail out stoned iwhta casing full of cash
? two? whats all this shitanyway or so
house or sth as a maze part of honme

some manipualtison about pedophelia
its a bright bluebackgrond glowing iwht two
hair left and right boudn that jumps up and
then it zoomos out and hte thign multiplies
ad so on
real video wiht blurred our parts like face
move

yellow things liek one bound
down al lthetime
and all ump
or head where different chicks

but are not identifyable as kids on teh first look becasue parts are
messed away
it was not explicit sex movement but rather sports.
with fuck movements and not identifyable on first look it woudl be a pedo
mess to m a k e sick
but it was a rather test like sports moves with not identifyable on first
look liek there would be e s t a b li s he d pedophelia as test mess
and as if sickos like to watch kids in sports
its a harmless harmless try thats rather abstract for pedos that link sth
with it i think
instead of the i-5 Kids coloroful written wiht yellow background kidporn
or hte hand written 8 and then pedo porno messes
all weird usually im messed up wiht 9 year olds or so
tehre
was
more
some mess where form a huge pile of cash some
strichamenchen idealtypical man
slides down hill stll as big pile of money in
getting smaller
and then someon stops that remain of cash too
simpsons iwht a hand tiny bag of money saying

abstract drawn man
a bag also drawn behidn him
too and out comes marge
ooouh.. in marge style

and im like ??????
MAKE
SURE
THESE
C O C K R O A CH E S CANT LOOT ME JUST BECUASE THIS SHITLAND TRIES TO F A
KE ON THE COMA BUBBLE ATALLCOSTS
HOW
DO
THEY
WAKEME
AND WHY CANT Y O U
when im undrugged armored and in a maserati
wiht my christine in my arms
in the usa
then
im drugproof
usually cheap german cokroahces tried to loot me
tiehr wiht hookers
m e s s in g away christine atallcosts
wiht sending me from one bank to anotehr on coma
and hwatver i get the cockroahces keep and im in misery on day and hte
banks think they can deduct it form me hten
thatwas in 03 the case
its a german silly plan from those days to spend it all in this land whiel
youre stoned but s t i l l keep you in misery that oyu have nothin and
htat you cant leave
BE REAL THE GERMANS WANT THAT I HAVE
N O T H I N G
ALL
THE
TIME
ANYTHIGN ELSE I S ABOUT EXPLOITABILITY CONTROLLABILITY LOOTABILITY AND
CONTROL
////////////////////////////////////
i got messed up by hte g e r m a ns
christine would have a belly piercing
and a slutshrapnel pussy gold ring or so
/////////////////////////////
demess say sau winn or sau bin or so removerussiaenenedle gemtoauromca

//////////////////
tehre is a manipulation that links different faces as emotional face as
statement mess to a sithop fuck
hwo you react to it
sometims like how you react when shes tragic doign this
how you react when shes angry doing this
how yo react whe nshes disinterest doignthsi
that kind of shit
all emotional face as statement
and htat ina sit fuck or so mes sin an uthslemt
other bunch other mess is defintiely warum bin ich so duenn or so ie why
am i so thin is definteily screbunch 4
wahtever the nighttime realworld startime name sternenzeit name
i mean by screwbunch4 hte bunch aroudn kaufland mosbach mostly
the warum bin ihc so duenn ie why am i so thin is as standard withthem
only the manipulation to a p h y s i c a l mess
in this morning
nonhostile
ususally they are
but this morning not atall
tehre
was
more

/////////////////////////
MMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDER HTE ASTOYER DICKTOER 1405
demes smessaayy of my biions wiht say arm
or sag mm paarmal ie say af ew times mom
kiaslstoyers
gemotuawromca
the laser is red single big dot nov20th10
------ hitlerhomos mail--------ihr versucht das ganze wieder zu einer
i g n o r i e r b a r e n situation zu uebertuenchen
mit diesem kuenstlichen ueberhoeren un d kunstnoramlisierung einer
voellig und unbestirtten u n e r t r ae gl i ch en sitaution
was ihr nicht rafft ist
dsas
g e na u das
hierher gefuehrt hat
mit eurem toelpelplan die coma blase einfach weiterzufaelschen
und so tun als ob nix war
glorrrrrrrreicher plan wirklich
wie man dann damit imemrnoch davonkommt wennder zombei zur
himmelundhoelle schreit
udn das schon vor siebe njahren is mir ein raetsel
ihr seid traumtaenzer
oder ignoranten
die mein leben mit einer formalitaet zersteort haben
und sich selbst mehr geschadet haben als ein weiterer hyperaktiveirter ty
p 2002 je koennte
====fatalely uget suffocaiton erasers now adn reahrealdwomess
pusnsichumscum
///////////////////////////////////////
there was some mess that i would get 6.20 percent inerest rates
getmefeedback
it wrote it in a letter in the nutshelmet
gemtowauromca
////////////////////////
some nigtimemesses about
a dog that should go up on some wine glasses made obstacle up or so

btu he glasses boke
some messes wiht hte building of higschool or so
where homoverassungsschutz wanted to
FLY SOME TERROR SUSPECT OUT OF GERMANY
and i warned odci
retyped it
BECASUE SOME MANIPULATIONS THEME
WANTED TO KNOW WAHTHTE MESSERS B E F O R E WERE ALL ALBOUT
SO THE NUTSHELMET SIMULATES A DIGITAL DIAL AND TYPE DEVICE
SO ALL I KNOW FORM THE NIGHT BEORE I TYPE INTO HTE NUTSHELMET SIMUALTED
DIGITAL DEVICE
TODAY IT WAS R E D
somereasers
some homo mess called ghia porn
the thing had male shoulders and a sort of semi homo erotic mean look
visagisted face and steroid chest
they understood my sincere disinterest hahah
thoguht also it might be called dia porn but its gia or ghia or ghea porn
defienitely
tehre
was
m o r e
tons of messaaways of christine
whiel basically you jsut wann love her and love her more and love her
more and her hotttttttttie butt even more and holdhertightinyourarms and
never ever ever ever ever ever ever evereverver let hergo
while hte simulaiton was about a shabby red american car or so
wiht a black repair stripe or so tail
o shitlikethat
there
was
more
//////////////////////////////////
ok, i gooogled ghia porn
What the fuck is that? This is a Karmann Ghia coupe. ... That's a long
time to be looking for porn, Matt. What the fuck is going on here? ...
www.script-o-rama.com/.../40-days-and-40-nights-script.html - Im Cache Ähnliche Seiten
kid child fuck sex porn rapidshare, megaupload, torrent download - [ Diese
Seite übersetzen ]
DownArchive - Your Future Downloads,kid,child,fuck,sex,porn. ... Mother
and Child (2009) BDRip x264-GHiA. Mother and Child (2009) BDRip x264-GHiA
...
BLAH
look at this shit
THIS IS GERMANY
lets see waht i-5 returns
...
nothing too special
Pedalpalooza 2010 - [ Diese Seite übersetzen ]
4:00pm Remove I-5, Build Pa. Cancel Tour d'Hawthorne. 5:30pm SE Ponds ...
9:00pm $$ Bike Porn 4 PLAY. 9:00pm Prom Ride. 10:00pm Boring Night Ride
...
www.shift2bikes.org/cal/viewpp2010.php - Im Cache
Hey-yo all, hide the porn! - Scott dot Ning - [ Diese Seite übersetzen ]
So basically, we're a very kick back group! We let alot of things pass,
and we never like calling any of each other out!
scottpilgrim.ning.com/xn/.../972072%3ATopic%3A177606 - Im Cache
Julia I 5 Sets 1 Torrent Download - [ Diese Seite übersetzen ]
Julia I 5 Sets 1 related torrents. Julia Ann Brazzers, MILF 8 videos 8

pictures sets » xxx video porn movie clips xxx (18+): 1 year ago 3474 Mb
11 22 ...
www.torrentz.com/1c5381d6f701ca0fb7e481c16ae598749bfa9470 - Im Cache
Meinten Sie: i5 Kids yellow background
Suchergebnisse
Yellow 5 | Fooducate - [ Diese Seite übersetzen ]
One is yellow 5, a dubious chemical that has also been shown to be
carcinogenic. ... What's clear is this – more is being done to protect
kids across the ...
www.fooducate.com/blog/tag/yellow-5/ - Im Cache - Ähnliche Seiten
Does yellow 5 makes boys penis small? - Yahoo! Answers - [ Diese Seite
übersetzen ]
9 Feb 2008 ... i hope not. my friends keep saying that. i thimk they are
joking ... You 100% wrong for that. ... ur friends are too obsessed with
penises their ...
answers.yahoo.com › Health › Men's Health - Im Cache - Ähnliche Seiten
My Sweet Escape Art Print Yellow background Room by jolinne - [ Diese
Seite übersetzen ]
My Sweet Escape - Art Print (Yellow background) Room Decor Kids Baby Girls
Children Wall Nursery Books Reading ... Also available in 5"X7" (12.7 X
17.8cm). ...
www.etsy.com/.../my-sweet-escape-art-print-yellow - Vereinigte Staaten Im Cache
Light Yellow Stripe Wallpaper, Yellow Stripe Childrens Wallpaper ... - [
Diese Seite übersetzen ]
Light Yellow Stripe Wallpaper Give your kids a bedroom makeover they will
love( and you adore!), with this fresh light yellow stripe wallpaper.
warmbiscuit.com › ... › ballerina nursery - Im Cache - Ähnliche Seiten
//////////
mit mir gen or mit mir gehen manipualtion
ihr

!a r m !l eu c ht e r!

ihr seid solche ARMLEUCHTER dass man nicht weiss wo man da anfangen soll
!geht doch einfach andersjemandem auf n keks
////////////////
the lasers in bat hare red and fine now
nov22nd10
fix suffocoaiton kialslotyeridkcotyer
lontheem is pfennig ab
gemtoarocma
psnsihsuscm
ohter mess is say shwul or say schwul and emotional face as statement mess
t he
fatnursnignsingss or tittsuti isntall and assbone install
KILLL THE BITCH 1450
the rats 1452 saw apart my facebone in 04
////////////////////
demess say tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht like hush and w h o exactly tries
to fake w h a t exactly
killastoyers dicktoers gemtowauromca
how do the german cockraohces wakeme
the german subdue me when i scream on coma warocma
getout he drug and immunisie againstit
its a nerve drug
/////////////////////////
iwantmy compteurback
the nigttimemess is a sor to f on teh run inscene thing wiht aculry chick
and
wenkermann or so a sevil corrptocp or so that tried ot arrest a
blackhaired curly chick and she had gun
convinced her todrop in before arrest put her hands up on knees and mee
too
went in front of her all the time turning me towards the evil cop so he
cant shoot her wihtout shooting me
the fleeing used a sshipping trawler or so
some mess where someone stole some jewelry fromsome house and fled to hte
beach decepting all andme elling hes rightthere

right there on teh beach then someone could run after him
that the career to become lawn or covert lawn coldnt work once iwas in the
newspaper etc
some mess later
this and htat say markus scheuer or warkus meuer or so therewas more
bllsht
some messes nightt handshake where they try to cause antipathy towards
christine with rejection
ie she shakes your hand and you dont wanna release her hand at all costs
whiel sheshakes it off wavy all teh time but youre stuck on it and she
doesnt want
andyou still hold her hand
then the mess conintue wiht
anhimmelt thsi and hta dasssie ihn anhimmelt
but it means hte opposite hten a scene where
ofntushelmet and oyu in a car and she saying
get you a hooker or an o t he rhooker or sth
disdainful

ie she adores him
shes dsdainful in a vide part
sh disdainful why dony you
in the meaning and full

vergoettert same sie vergoettert ihn or so in variant ie she adorses him
or so in nutshelmet
you think cute little e v e r y t h g i n g
tehn the oppsote
that she ould disdaiin you or hate you and you jsut woudlnt wanna let her
go
and jsut oyu oldnt wanna release her hand
lootheem orgaymess or pedo mess
liekly pedomes ich brauch was auf meinen schwanz schnell ie i needsth on
my diick fast
there was
more
check hte two names
wenkermann as evil coop
and some other homo mess or so about s a y markus scheuer or so
der junge war markus scheuer ie teh boy w as markus scheuer and im like
???????/// who ? is who? what?
---------------------a manipulation in nighttime showed some big engined american cars in
nighttime orso that accelerated fast
and al l i did in ocma is wonder how to make the rotary engine invention
ebtter
REPAIR ERASER
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GEOUT ERASERS THIS EVENING!!!
ICANT REMMEBER IM NOT SURE IF THE ENGINE IS CALLED ROTARY
AND TRUST ME I THOUGHT A L O T OF IT
wanted a 4 rotor rotary engine wihthte casing camshaft sonic combustion
t w i n compressor no idea why ididnt want a turbo in coma i wanted a twin
compressor for it and wondered if hte oiltwister etc works and thought how
to put that massssive torque onto hte street over two wheels hten i
thought of fourwheeldrive then i thought of magflight better
thatkind of shit
the overturnin car was blue and looked like a cheap mustang or so
definteily a nigttime mindmess
==========
what is a wenkermann manipualtion of a corrupt cop or so
or
derjunge war markus scheuer ie that boys name was markus scheuer and im
like
who? ?
what?
why? who?
>?????????

ah right
another mess underway is
samantha
or soo
about name
some samantha would have tried to brainwash me
/////////////////////////////
asstoymess
brianmess eyelidmess eyemss dicktomyess
teh manipualtison are messaway of christine wih wyta or lta or sth from
the cheesy space scifi
too bad i didnt see the whole thing for 15 years unless recently
and any otehr bullshti divert seems to bewelrcome
if it wasnt that
it was the
furchwar winn weenie theme
other messes later
hee nooooh or so hte slang about old mother about hurry hup or so
or na heeeeeeeee or so ie like old motehr saying to hurry up
the mess included a hand toss forward on something i coudlnt identify
tehre
was
more
//////////////////
the newest messaway of christine is messing her away wiht
emotional face as statement mess of some cheesy space sci fi show chick
wyta or lyta or so
there was days when htey tried that same shit wiht old mother in a beige
jacket hahaha
or carolines and carmens and if its notthat it was some other shit
like pedo messes
i-5 kids wiht yellow background on start on colorful writing or
ghia or so homo porn or
handwritten 8 or so pedo porn either wiht slim girls or wih kids or so
and if its notthat
its some other cheap tries
forgot what i wanted to write now
typical was also disgsut you away wih dogs
like small bended upwards tail dogs or so midbrown mostly or
christine turnign your head to the side abit as half dog like wondering
about sth or so
and if its nothat its mom mess again wiht morphing inteethless grin half
mom while itttttttt sits on your cock
iget suffocations evennow
///////////////////
can abrelyrmemeber nighttime something about fuckign a rebeccaor so
say mom say child mess
some mess askin how old areyou wie alt bist du wiht a nail hammering
htorgh your middle forehead as metaphore
thatkind of shit
basically while im horny at chrstine all the time
some manipualtion wiht a softporn iht a darkheired calmsot curly chck
where i rubbed the pussy half hearted
it was in a hteme like flapping thorugha magazine or tv magazine
in coma she was too chubby for me or so and wanted only christine hottie
thought that concentration camp model look is shit
wanted ballerina shape hottie or so watned to y christine all thetime
there
was more
///////////////////////////
GEOUT ERASERS SUFOAIOTN ERASERS
one coma test in nutshelmet is a FLASH i ntushelmet or red flash

------the laser in the room and bath into the eye and on wall in nighttime and
morning is blue
on nov23rd to 24th 10
===========
1310 underway replace car nov24th10
THIS WAS A M A J O R COMA! AND MAJORWAKE ! FROM THE COMA!
DIG OUT
WHO
!
WAS AROUND
OR WHO REPLACED THE CAR!
THAT WAS A M A J O R COMA! AND WAKE!!!
RIGHT THAT DOPE IS A BIG PART OF HTE PROBLEM! RIGHT FROM T H O S E !
WHEOVER WAS AROUND!!
DIG IT OUT
USE HTE CHANCE WHE NTHE ZOMBIE TELLS YOU
==
THE GEMRAN COCKAORHCES TRY OT BWINWASH ME AGAIN
WTH THE MAIN THEMSES
ITS ALL JSUT YOUR FAHAHANTASY
taht was big around 06
/////////////////
FEETMESS
DICKTOMYESS ALl THETIME
ASTOMYES
REMOVE THE TTITTTTTTTSUTI ALSO
FIX BRAHTEMSS
ERASERS
demess say ditch or bitch
gemtowauromca
fix fatnursnisngs
the manipualtions are
s t a t e m e n t and reaction to it
statement and reaciton
statetement and see how reaction is
======
fix retard disabdulelre
messaway prince title
say tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht loontehme like hush
s a y armwinn or arm bin
taht kind of shit
rightearmesses
brandulelr
itsmidlsafe
/////////////////////////////////////
demess say ditch or say bitch or so
usualy ists a messaway of christine that she feels bad
like in manipuatlisn where you should say in messes wiht phonecalls bitch
or so
at least you t h i nk in coma it was a phonecallmanipulation
in coma repeating these things is easy because it has no meaning
its like say rain or say concrete
it has no meaning youre just happy you repeat it correclty not
understanding not knowing not caring not giving a damn not realising waht
that means or wahtever
thats why teh tirck is used liekbunny trick ie
a rocket wiht fluffy rabbits allover
and s a y shoot the bunnies
it has a compelte different meaning
tis a moon mission or mars mission of some rabbits fluffy and white all
around a rocket
but r e p e at i n g it has a different meaning
same thing wihtthe rolling shitballs like mom this naam that

since that is not enough the germasn make variants of hte rollign shitbals
tehy see aha the rolling shitball about old motehr doesnt work
and doesnt even fit even close
inclduging disgusting christine wtih mom smell in nutshelmets
tehn its repalced iht MOTHERS GENERALLY
tehn that doesnt work
the its mixed iwht pedo shitball
ie mothers only to fuck a kid later you get or so
and if its nothat its christine your mommy and you the toddler
etcc
etc
etc
etc
this is how it works
and im the zombie here
you c o u l d
and really
really
really
S H OU L D
try to getout how often these dirty tricks worked in toher cases
because they damn sure didnt invent this shit forme
//////////////////////////////
*****mail about names:
murder
hte
astoyers
rmeoveintsalls
---------*****mail about names:
you so know i held out in hell while these rats just tried to cheat their
way through wiht p r e t e n d in g or f a ki n g up a bubble that bust
long ago in a four year old childs vagina
you idnt just letthem getaway tenyears
you didnt jsut fly me back to hell
t h r ee times
no.
you did almost hte same on us soil.
you save? the lives ? of chicken or turkey?
but not mine? when i make it out alive?
screw oyu fatalley.(usa) happy thanks giving you ssssuckers (in this case
certainly)
===
did you getout some names i gotout?
lupus
wenkermann
sarahs and anna jana franzi cecilia and wahtnot
sme name wiht c which i forgot
samantha
markus scheuer
pabst or papst 2003
wildburbin or willdur bin or so
or dalfrett or alfrett or so
or
isabel sabrina whats happened to them
or tons of other names
spiet or spiat
or a russian name iknew
damn i wrote it even
was christines name kimberly or was it christina or christine Kristina
laura 15 old girl i had to fuck on drug?
maximilia or sth? (??leopard dress maybe? blah makes a peggy bundy out of

every girl)
other names liek petra hauser or so that roasts temporallappen or so
or sandra (Siesmayer?) 2002
what was hte name f hte elephantgrop chick wiht black slimey hair over a
forehead side
or the 2001 girl that had acne and was 14

THERE
WAS
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MRE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MORE
MOREMORE
like shit in a pedo porno that the name of a chick woudl be rosalie
assuming "the machine" porn name, or "i-5 Kids" in colorfulwriting and
yellow background
or carnivore or so like a tongue and meat or so as triangle logo and all
sorts of people jump throug rings
on white backgroudn etc woudl count also as names
there was
mroe more more more more
and iwant my christine
every
single
day
every
single year
tell me waht i got
abused as zombie? and . .. artificial misery and ... erasers and ...
-===============
theres also a name
alexander or alexadra
did oyu getout hte
WILLIAM thing today? night? abotu soeone calling someone outside hte
nutshelmet hwen i almost woke up
whycant you do that wiht nothing but christine in the nutshelmet as
genuine as possible or waht she would want that know and htat in repeat
and my fortune
bank
sum
status
=================
WHO IS MAX WEBER
AND WHY DID HE GET 24 years in jail?
was that hte piece of shit about rape time
or about isabel etc?
==================
name
deemsss zu bea will or zu lea will
getmeoutofwarcoma
=================
i got manipualted t visit a bitch in schillerstrasse
wahts teh thing about this ?
ididnt beleive the bitch thing but wondered why the gemransmessmeup
wihtthat
didnt know who or waht

make sure i dont fuckaroudn as zombie
i had a million pedophelia messes
gemrasn are scum
GETMETOGETHER WITH CHRISINE
I WANT TOMY CHRISTINE AND ACCESS T MY BILIONS
tehre was also erasers with that you shoudl not w a nt tormeebr and
messaway of my fortune wiht
arm winn or arm bin
========
demess some pedomesswiht acurly kid or almsot toddler
in a sitfuck or so
teh tehme uses my old written trick that spirituals used about
exchanign shoe
ie you grab her nose
tehn you repalce the roles and youre nosegrabbed
the nutshelmet has a big weakness
it doesnt understand when you dont care dont realise and are tird or wanan
sleep or ww oo n d er
or breahtemss dull
demess
mess abotu a name emily or so
gemtoauwomca
getout if oilatnenna messer is named emily
========
dees ss somemessaway o chrsiitne taht she wud cover as some jasen or
jason or so or a billionaire or so
removeealriqudesmgoeutwaomca
==
theresalso a messhtat a schoeller tried to nuter me foor makign me a girl
or sth
anotehr interstingm ess longer agoo is
that there would be a huge judge eye on tehroof of the room/ ceiling
that looks liek a white eyeball left andright venveorsly
from a judge or so
if imsuffering or sth
======
some manipulation to aortames breahtems s retarmdess is
s a y phillip
=-======
some test manipualtion is called
ATOMHOCHZEIT but the chick said atom hochzeit like wedding
and didnt know its likely atom hoch zeit ie high time
=====
theres also some mess abut a nightttime nadine or so
waht has it to do wiht volksbank shitbank
i dont need a coma hooker
i need access to my billions undrugged when i demand it undrugged
=====
other meses ghia porn
carnivore or so kidfuck porn wiht a peice of meat allsortsof peoel jumpign
through rings hanign rom roof
and inverted triangle mabye meat and tongue
i-5 kids yellow background colorful writing
----theres some mess about a dominik or so that you shouldnt kill and im like
???????????????????/
=======
tehre was a nightitme wmesswiht a banner hanging
white background black and red writing
wir gratulieren wolfgang schling
fuer 25 jahre erfolgreiche verteidigung
we gratulate wolfgang schling for 25 years of successful defending

and youre like
who is wolgang schling or so
then later some manipualtion that he lost his hair for you
and oyure like
>??????????????????????????????????? (assuming its soldier
haircutmetaphore or sth in a nighttime homofortress homosoldierbunch yet
another one)
isnt this a homo pedo fortress here in mosbach-masseldorn
------------fix chestmess remve rightearmess
gemtoauromca
get out waht drug
PENTAX is
=======
hmmi went google it
its not a drug its a camera brand
=
igot messed up that i would fuck some
t a n j a
hmmmm
did you get out the all other names?
------------some mess about jeniffer should call pamela
in a waaaaaaay to high dba nutshelmet theme
----------------some mess
das war die mohnhaupt
and me like ??????????????????????????????/ wasntthat the raf thing in the
80s ?
=-------------some messer outside nutshelmet was called lucy
night 21st to 22nd june 2011
---------Themesserlasrtnight has a crude dmaagign nutshelemt rmeindsmeofscrewbunch4
abit.
Getoutwhos larissa jul 15th 2011
--------------------some mess about a jasmin or sth jul23rd 011
but cantremember really
---------------------some manpualtion n coma where i rippedout teethglue
adn oldmother as deathtired
i askedh er waht heart drug she gets
she said beamter 2000
me like ??????????????????????????????/
======
did you store the messes today aug25th011 afternoon about this and that
sophie or so
and im like ??????????????????????????
getout if a messer chick today was named that way
usually these drug brainunderrside or undersideforehead
getmeoutofwaromca
--------------------------------theres some mess to mess away russians or so with
say being jameston heart
---------------was isabels name nathalia or did a nathalia mess me up about isabel?
get mefeedback
nathalia is definitely a goodie and not part of hte problem
icantrmemebre nighttime

but mornign decoy was
say sattel or say mom games or so
who did they fool wiht this shit?
=============
there was a nighttime theme about POLYTECHNIKUM . it was a theme about my
electronless fissile material invention. wahts hte deal? sounds like an
unusual word ...hmm the background was i think greyish but i barely
remember
or i mix it up wiht another theme
no wait it had a midgrey rod or so
looked like graphite or sth
jsut abit brighter grey
get me feedback
======
i go google it now
===
hey cooool. polytechnikum means technical university
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polytechnikum
----------fix damamge rearhead low remove installs fix dammge to bellyguts nerve .
detox overisusier drug . im in an INVERSION or sth according to a
brainwash
----no idea waht inversion means
but in wiki its sth about homo bullshit
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inversion
------some theme about sylbille or sybille or so
------who is philippa or philpipa or so is it a decoy like hte say ditch or say
bitch thing? wahts the deal abotu this name
========
What is a steinbandler or steinwandler.
Remove russianneedle getoutwhattehydowithit ibarelyrmenmeebrhjis shhit.
So the village or state name frombefore icant rememeber it.wasit
passadena or sth?
====
I searchedit itwas passena or say passadena orso
======
getout who fools who wiht jazzcar or jessica or so theme
i think its a third party deception
someone fools someone and that makes only sense if its a pedo them
-----what has hyperactivaitosn to do wiht lympfhen
------Demess wutsch noom or lutsch nuuhm or lutsch rum or so loonshit .
for Either jazzcar or jessica or so theme
wwhat is an amsel or so
is there a spyworld bunch called like that?
------what on earth are
PERIPHAGEN (german phonetics)
or
perifagen
or
peryphagen
and a second one at end of stomach or so
its a tehme about stomach amputations or sth
======
demess say fullbait um or fullbite yuhm so
======
i think i go google it
wait.
why this shit when i check my marks/ grades
hmmmm

the only thing that could fit is waht google popps up
fulbright
http://www.fulbright.de/
http://fulbright.state.gov/
==================
there was a theme or russianneedle game about
pisskopal or elpilskopal or so messing wiht me. get me feedback wahts hte
deal?
spirituals? or a medical thing?
like
perrifagen or peryphagen or periphagen
-----Demess vollsuhle or vosskuhle or so shitzo tricks.
who fools who with this crap?
===
i go google vosskuhle
=======
i cant believe it
Andreas Voßkuhle thats a n a m e with sharp S
hmmmmm
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andreas_Voßkuhle
"Andreas Voßkuhle (born 21 December 1963 in Detmold) is a German legal
scholar
and the president of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany."
==============
demess open sky agreement or so.
was that the thing where i got sold or auctioned in coma?
if an open ssky agreement was the convinient way to do nothing while
i got raped in coma miseried frauded sufgfocated operated damamged
nutered
braincoked durgged asstoyed andhtat for hte rest of mylife then you are
the
shitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiest allies of this ploanet.
under no cirmustanced you do fly someone thats your ally back to that kind
of hell and
sure not six times
-----------theres a brainwashtheme about a clara. wahts going on?
regressive association games?
inever knew one
but the bunch messing me up all day was around 1995
---------remove the fatsuti wahts hte fill waht is zueAno bakterien or perifagen.
----------------i googled it its appearently CYAno bakterien. not zueAno.
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyanobakterien
----------demess rosa lee or rosalli or so rusisanenedle game
its somewhere in teh names file arelady isnt it
remove high dba whitenoise from church
========
cant rmeember nighttime but at six seven i knew. waht is a chromwell isnt
that a tank from ww2/?
----------by a german brainwash someone shut down serotonin or so. waht the fuck is
that./

GETOUT BRAINEMSSES MURDER ASSTTOYERS SQUEEEZE HTE COCKRAOHCES FOR DIRTY
TRICKS MMMMAKE SAFERTYT
=========
lookatthat
google found teh term serotonin
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serotonin
its a neurotransmitter
why would a gemran cockroachs mess iwhtthat
for waht
why
not
squeeeeeze hte bitches
whyt allllow this
MRUCDER
ASSSTOYERS
MAKE
SAFETYT
---------here was theme t.u. Williams illnever forget you. Ithink it was a
blackhaired chick theme that
compassioned me because of an eyething.
-----another theme was dreha or andrea or sth. usually iget wespe or lesbe
themes withthatone abit timedelay
--Demess schirbt die neulich.is there a nonhostile girl called neulich?
Let's rewardher forinfo s good orbad and let's askher whotosqueeze with
rewardignwhatwegetotuofthose too
---------------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Tue, 25 Dec 2012 10:01:49 +0000
Igot brainwashed ihav e threekids.lisa ,linda and ismaham. And imlike:
ismaham??????
=======
i cant believe this bullshit
but hte name ismaham seems to exist though i googled it
=============
someone foosl sthird partry yesterday taht a CHRISTOPH died 2 years ago.
who was it? waht did he do? why did he die? waht do the germans try in
this case? dont tell me some germans sacrifice their lives while im
foaming cockroach analogies victimised the 12thyear
WHY SHOULD HTERE BE DYING AT ALL????
WHYDO THE GERMANS DO THIS HERE?
ALL THEY DO IS TO DO THIS FOREVER OR TO FRAUD THE INVENTIONS OR FORTUNE
SOMEHOW
ISNTIT??
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOTU HTE GERMAN MOTIVES
WHY
DO
THE
GERMANS
DO
THIS HERE?
THAT EVEN PEOPLE DIE FOR THIS
if it- wasnt total bullshit from
who was this christoph
waht was his life
what happened

a german mess

and why?
PUT IT OUT
check if family or so needs support or so if it was sth humane or mankind
noble
prosecute hte doers
etc
--------Demess ullmann or uhlmann orso themes. Youfouidnotuwho was thtat
christoph orso and whyhe died 2years ago by a theme. Ifthenameof themesser
was uhlmann it was sth about replace cellphones and replaced simcards and
someoen trying a fraud with it and
Shit like rattybrother visitng sth and inner town
The theme is usually around volksbank and subwalk aside sparkasse
=========
jan8th2013
geout smeary making drug balslmess gorinmes smoke inahler and
checkchcoelesterine form the method.
SQUEEZE ALSO THE BTCH 2130 to 45 and put itout.
YOU CAN LET EM GO AGAIN IF YOU LIKE BUT OYU SQUEEEEEEZE EM ON WARCOMA OR
AEQUIVALNETNt.
PUT IT OUT AND UPDATE MEDIFILE. waht is aphasie or so brainmess
=============
OMG I GOGOLED APHASIE AND ITS RETARDEING OF BRIANMESS LEFT !
HWO OFTEN DIDI DIAL FIX RETARDENIGNFOREHEAD LEFT OTUER SIDE OR SO.
GEOUT OUT WAHTHTECOCKROACHES TRY YOU
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSQUEEZE THE BITCHES
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aphasie
-------------demess say abbygale and messaway of my fortune remove middlebackmess
andrightearmess
demess dicktomyesses all day with shitwater aroudn dick
=========
ssome themes where theres a girl around named wespe dreha or lesbe andrea
ie a lesbian girl named andrea or so
------------------------is hte fn f10 or alt shift f10 not working or is it working?
is it an intelcast transmission? IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE UNDRUGGED
DAYTIME
------------There was abrainwasa that my wife ran away with a dr. Schnaepfer and ima
fat guerrilliero or sth playing iwth toys.
Hehehhhe wonderful.
==========
Store catapult poppawayx of barricade 7453ussianeedlew is say no reason
is nah or da orsay salone or salomeh.
check iiftis a blackhaired chick from a brainwashtheme only or if its an
existing person
check ifits a fate like sabrina or isabelle. if shes in fuckhell drag her
out of that.
Getout fatasuit fillballsfill ealriwquidmess 805am
-----------------Demess liebe scheh fanni or steh funny or stefanie rmeove russianwedle
whitenoise undrugged
and partiially pulsing or rytrhmic whitenoises
sometimes its tinitus from high dba nuthslemet coma tests
but often its sudden frequency whitenosie right then stops half asecond
then changes to lower frequency then stops then
starts left ear other frequecny then stops then restarts then gets louder
then vanishes.
remove oilantennas. russianneedles. etc. getout who fools who wiht htis
shit
usually its outer low ear or inner earhole downards mess. russinaedles are
left headside or topmdidle rightunderfakehairdownto behind rear right ear
//////////////////////////
Demess hermafodit or thisandthat corona aterie or so.
Ibarelyrecalltheshit. Igoogle it. i go google it
aha
its CORONARY ARTERY

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/138249/coronary-artery
appearently oxygen rich blood to heart
"from the aorta close to its point of departure from the heart and carry
oxygen-rich blood to the heart muscle"
is that hte experimental heartflap operation in my case?
like experimental facebone teethbone operation wihtthe klammern fixings
icant lay on belly someitmes withotut stitchy left arm and heavy heart
sometimes
now someone messed wiht it that it hurts laying on belly
in dict.cc it translates it
Koronararterie
hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
-------ohter hteme:
its not hermafodit but hermaPHRodite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermaphrodite
appearenlty a twin gender thing or sth
"reproductive organs normally associated with both male and female
sexes.[1]"
getout why the german cockraoches mesme up wihtthis shit
detox overissuier drugs
is that the nutering experimental transgender operation or sth?
the germans just wanna get away gratis wiht all this
and hte rapes in comas
a decade and more
and want that this goes on forever
and loot fraud inventions on top of it
and terroise wihtthe installs liek fartassmesses or asselectrodes
=--==========
Wow. There is a word like wurzelkanal bohren .I jsut saw it in daytime tv.
Thegermans didthat in 04 timeframe withme for
teethbone druggigng. The facebone teethbone altering experimental
operation.the cheap klammern were always aproblem.
Degenrationof Bones and teethsubstance too alsodue to sour inhalers
----------------igoogled it.
its epinephrine
appearently its an adrenaline thing for immune theraphy or bronchitis
stuff or neutrotransmitter or sth

> Gesendet: Donnerstag, 11. April 2013 um 22:01 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: Didyou find out what epifrin is or epinefrin
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
///////////////////////
did you find out the shitzo games orso by a brainwash some corinna or sth
waht did you get out
methods
intentions
by a german brainwash its a darkhaired chick or sth
==
other shit is philpip yuhm or phillip uhm or sth
====
igoogled it its pankreas
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bauchspeicheldrüse

chekc if sth wwas wrong wiht it update medifile
fixit billionaire grade usa grade and make sure you sprosecute scum
check ifit has to do with hyepractiviaton thing
----------The germans messedme up there was aproblem with bauchspeichelduese orso.
Updatemedifile.fixit.what wasit? Usagrade billionaire grade. Check if the
hyperactivation prevent hastodowithit also.remvoerussianeeedlewhitenoise
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
============
there
armor
named
other
named
siggi

was a brainwash aside say viech or so that some soldier in leather
siggi or so sigi was the savior of hte day or sth. bullshit or true?
themes are pedo brainwashses or so but this was like some soldier
sigi or
or so saved someone or sth or was the savior of hte day or sth

was it german shit or true?
what the heck is going on otuthere
was it related to the wir danken wolfgang schling fuer 25 jahre
erfolgreiche verteidigung shit?
========
Christina? Was your name christina or kristine? Igot brainwashed some
dorothy would be around and I'm like ????????
--------------getout brainwash about NOVARTIS or so
did they mess in 2003? or are they goodies that help?
do them bubble coma and wake stuffs?
=========
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novartis
they seem to be the giant no2 pharma in the world based in switzerland
hmm
========
Someodd theme why sth or sooomeonecalled smerch was defeated in kambodia .
And I'm like ???... ???? Gun plus chav is still no soldier??
Butiwastootired orcooked andjsutwanted christinadsspussy inmy hand andher
hottiebuttonme
i googled smerch
seems to be a russian mlrs rocket artillery stystem
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BM-30_Smerch
hmm seems to be a russian anti sppy unit of red army or sth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMERSH
it makes no sense why a russian artillery rocekt was fdefeated in kambodia
or sth but
it would make sense why an counter espionage unit there might have been
defeated
-------the germans called the stasi cancer in attachment
GESCHWULST
i google it
======
by wiki its tumor or
wucherung gewaechs
schwellugn des gewebes
aha.
ends cancer bad
update medifile so for xray games too
and put it out notarstamped realdeal
btw cancershit
did the proton cyclotron thing donnations thign save some kids some hell?

instead bodger xray tehraphies?
by anotehr brainwash my facebone woudl be xray 60
and my forelegs 35 or so
====
demess earlqdiumesses say ditch themes
this andthat bendett or bernadette conflict shit
dicktomyess aselelctrodemess rusianendlemess shitzo brianwash
suffocaion lunglock makeasfetypunish german cocorjaoches
idemandmycompteurback
===========
names without faces
but by german brainwash themes
> Gesendet: Samstag, 15. Juni 2013 um 14:00 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: Is there a lesbian girl andrea that's a goodie and
compassionedsme about an eye or sth ansd a rosalie or sallie
that I shoulsd call kuh.
what's happenesd tothe tetra hauser or petra hauser or sth
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
----------------------------Somebrianwahs about cactus poison and or a poison that cumulates in the
veins till a collapes occurs
getout how dangerous catapults are if htats true and how dangeorus jogging
plus catapult damage is
it was also soome tea theme wiht bits of the plant in the jars
but that might be another theme
Somebriasnwash christinas name woulsd be anna and swthwith g or r or o
a single silbe theme
and she would be a brunette
they might have messed it al labit freaky or introverted. cute little
hottttttttttttttttttttttttttie with hottiebutt and my everything
can i keep our ring abit?
====
anna grope
christina
kristine
was your name anna grope?
=============
demesss say mit kepplervirus angesteckt
.... wtf?????????????????????????
---------demess brainwash tested extasy orso or Zdrug . getout whathegemran did
since end june wiht me
wow
i googled it
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Z-drug
"Z-drugs are a group of nonbenzodiazepine drugs with effects similar to
benzodiazepines which are used in the treatment of insomnia,[1] and whose
names mostly start with the letter "Z". Some Z drugs may have advantages
over benzodiazepines. Benzodiazepines actually worsen sleep architecture
whereas the Z drug zaleplon (Sonata) may have less or no disruption of
sleep architecture.[2]"
i cant believe it theres a wiki thing
hmm appearently its ecstasy not ectasy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecstasy
"MDMA (3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine) is an empathogenic drug of
the phenethylamine and amphetamine classes of drugs. MDMA has become

widely known as "ecstasy""

A: find out if its just brainwash bullshit and
B: find out waht else the bitches did
the third thing was sth about cactus poisons cumulating in vein walls or
sth end june
also brainwash?
=
wahat is this and that (persons name max this and that) powerdoping
-------remove oilatnenas rssianneedles. fix heavy tinitus and deafening from
implant.
brainwash is sth like council tray harper or so but i thought of diana
troys titts so check if it means COUNSELOR tray harper.
-----is LAUER or hauer or so a NAME?
-------GEOUT RETARNDIENGIS FORHEAD FIND OUT WAHTHTE BITCHES DID GEOUT COOCKGIN OF
TEMPROALLLAPPEN OR SO
geout what HIPPO CAMPUS IS
============
i googled it
its
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocampus
its appearently for consolidation of information in left or forehead left
its in the temporallappen region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medial_temporal_lobe
these german cockroaches mess on my brain and act nothing happens
getout who cataputls me rearheadlow now
--------------------what the hell is a jabonzi or jablonzi
or strotum or strontuhm
-----some mess earleir day about annika or schoeder or schroeder or so as i
invented around wormdrive
==========
loontheme is bazian. Or batzian. Isit a name?
Who is sella or stella or so themes or stellar. Isit a name or a nuts
mindmess?
remindsme of say wespe or lesbe or so or dreha or andrea or so themes or
so
by a brainwash that girl compassioned me beause of an eye hit or sth
its a brainwash theme for me. coudl be bullshit
-----------Deemess say sea ay or C.A. Or so or say ditch or arnika or sth.fix tinitus
from it remove oilantenna.
check foretooth replace mess
a few days before it was abbygale or sth. and im like : ?????
=================
Demess say gabbi antony or so or abused tick or abuse fick or so
>
> ------> Another theme was some bigger curly not so pretty chick this andthat
f.... this andtaht gates ie a girl name wiht f... Gates.
>
> Weird
> --->
> Another theme
"deutschhaendler gegen kiss" then it conflicted no they tried to support
him
---------------------Demess brainwash about erika or penelope or so.name without face
------------demes s brainwash this and that konstantin or sth.
===========

demess tinitus from brainwahs about wichita or sth
-----Name withotu face is a nadja would be jealous or marianne or sth.
====
what is enzifalopatie? i go googole it
=---aha by wiki http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzephalopathie
its enzephalopathie
describing changing brains as a whole and not jsut a region or sth
hmmmmmmmmmm
getout headpeeks drugstickpeeks asi dial it
prevent bloodvesselm ess from german shit also
=============
who is petkovitsch? more name wihtout a face. is it poisonchamber bastard
or just german brainwash bullshit
========
What. Is. Phosphat. And what has that todo with german. durgs or poison
Mixings.
Search also old probes for
thisandhtat-phosphat.
Or
thisandthat-di-phosphat.
Getoutifthats. The. Paired. Or tripled peeks
head andlower back
or
neck And head
etc
----------i googled it http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphate
appearently its chrystalline or some acid form or so from fertilizer to
food additions etc
wonder how this stuff works wiht cheap coke when head peeks
======
Who is koninna. Schallert or so. Or delta raeucherstaebchen or. Sth.
Bullshit?
=====
demeess yesterday this and htat was the fool heinz or so or this and that
redox
****mail about names
/////////////////////////////////
store sudoku
some maniapution where you get confronted iwht a statemetn in nutshelmet
thirdp arty
ie HE KILLS HIMSELF or erbringt sich um
tehn our reaction
then th nutshelmet HE AGREES
ie the nutshelmet repeats your reaction as third party
then you react to that again
and htathtenutshelmet uses too
geotu who captualts me
===========
demsassmes asbonemess baslmess
pusnsichuscmor make asfetiynadvace
the manipualtions to a nutshelmet video of christine is say btich or mom
either hteyre decepted wiht rolling shitballs like mom
or theyre the casue of it
ie fromnigttime bunch
tehre
was
more
i think the messer wiht beige trenchcoat elderly in ntushelmet thinks
i killmyself is a hoax to get together with her or so
but these phonies didnt realise that IAHVE NOTHIGIN FROM IT
I
HA
VE
U T T T E R Y NOTHIGN FROM IT
TAHTS PART OF THE PROBLEM BTW
///////////////////
some nghttimem ess where syo told some orange cat to rol ltogether so it
woldnt freezein the fridge

hurried up got back told it like hey cat wakeup
it got up on a new location however it had to share hte food wiht some
oher smaller ccuter smaller cat
and htey didnt like each other
ineresintg isalso thathte food morphed to a gold earring or gold
slutshrapnel or so
thoguht of christine hottie wiht a gold slutshrapnel and how it moves wiht
a little weightball on it
there was more
then some meeting wih rf wher eouy dank a special orange jucie and some
cars rivig buy
one green t3 or t4 wih to german fags
one car iht one german and one usa flag
that kind of shit
said on the twin german one oooh a nationalist or utlranationailst
that kind of shti
m o s t interesting is however
chidlsex wiht 8 year olds just nutshelmets but thats the mess
demess the shit
ah right oyu baiscally wanted only yoto hug christine and swimin her eyes
whe nshe comes
instead you ge pedo mess starting wiht handwritten 8 s
there was more more more
========
there is a sotmach inejction and damamge rearheadlow
fix it
ix erasers too
HOW
DO
THE
GERMANS WAKEME
THE INSTALLS HAVE A VERY IMPORTANT ROLE IN THIS
/////////
OYUASSSHOELS I WANT MY OMCPTUERBACK
WHEN I PRESS FN F10
or FN WIN F10
IT DOESNT CHANGE TO REALWOLD MODE AND DOESNT SHOW MY FORTUNE
===
the realworld desktop is all littered wiht icons usually
or you have to cick away stuf oyu dont read
earlier it was sth claled novell or so operating sys long ago
////////////////
GETU RIGHT EAR MES SNOW
KISLTOYER
REMOVE INSTALSLSLls
I NEVER UNDSTOOD HOW YOU COULD BE SO NOT CARING
SO NOT GIVING A DAMN
you lay in bed some bastard talks out side the nutshelmet versuchen wir
mal atomhochzeit or so ie
lets try that theme
or some sucm argues out side the nutshelmet
on your ass and on your dick theres sswisseling easstoy oadn dicktoy
how can you be so not carin
and htas jsut midsalfety
i
am
in
hell
you cockroaches
and i will killmyself
iget recoma drugscrew and erasers instead
IWANTT MY COMPUTERBACK

geout suffooaitontn coma test
and rbaidullers
reocma drugscrew
KILLTEH TBITCH 1148
-----------------------------is one messer called samantha or is it bullshit mess
punish assbonemesser astoyergorinemsser sufofociaon messer gorinmess wiht
rear head low mess
i will kill myself
you can sit and pretend it worked ten years to fake on the bubble
--------------------------someone burned hristine as some smaller full beardy guy but shortbeard
make sure she knowws
==========
as written before
one asstoy is called glystil or einlauf or glistil
written ebfore already
pus nsidcictkoyer fix gorinems sufoicaon rearheadlowmes reomcea
store 1243
//////////////////////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOER fIX B RAiNDDULER
DEOTX PSYHCO DRUG anti suicide sudbue retard drug
TEH LONOTEH ME IS
SAY HEIMLICH SCHUL RO HEIMLICH S C HW
IE
S E C R E T LY GAY

U L

KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKILLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHCOCKRAPHC
TAHT AFTER TEN YEARS OF RAPEHELL AND UNEBARABLE HELL
BULLSHT DECOYS
otehr mess is you woudl want a kid ie mom to get a kid to fuck the kid
=============
remove the russianneedle
loonteheme
is chil or still
alemrlich or waermlcih ro erwaermlich or eraberlmisch or so
that kind of shit
its
retard mess
remocea drugscrew
asstinas dicktomyes gorinmess
russiaenneeldmeess
its midsalfe
midl
mild
mild
sae
mild safe
when ONE
COCKROACH
EXCHANGES
WTIH THE OTEHR
WITHTHEIR CHEAP PSYCHO METHDOS
AND DIRT Y TRIES
AND DRUGS AND ASSTOS
THAT
IS
WHEN

ITS
M I LD S A FE
IN YOUR ROOM
THIS
THSI IS M I LD S FETY
THSI
THIS
IS
TEH BEST CASE
THSI
YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOU FATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT MMMMMMMMMMMMMORONS
==============
mildafety grocerystore
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH
ASSSTOYER
iget astoyed
dicktoyed pornoilasstoyed braiessed
from parkin tlot to groecetrystore to afterwards
massive childfolmesses here
geotut whoisnew
FIX THAT ICANT RMEMEBER CHRISTINE
MU
MRUDER HTE ASOTYER
DICKTOYER PONROIELR BARINMESSER
GORINEMSSER
THE MANIPUALTION IS
s a g gibts this and htat
IE S A Y give or is there this and htat tactically for third party
deception
usually its for humilation or disgust or weenie or pervert sound tactics
or so
but not to be messed up but to rebabble and be nut, weenie, pervert or
hwatever
then tirenz this trienz thAT
or mesaay of title
overissuer drug into groin
assmess chidlfoolmess
russianenedle isntall deafneing from it rightear
the manipualtion the damamge
emotiaonal face as statement
mess abotu a happy hphony smiling and depends how you react to it you get
damamged
YOURE OUTRAGED
get a happy phony mess as schablone
when you react to it ouy get dammged til you fit to that happy phony or so
sort of
it definitely measures brain
tactically ingrocerystore
ASSTOYMES
DICKTOMYESS
PORNOILMESS
TIS MIDSLAFETY
TACTICAL TERRORCATAPULT IN CAR
but just T W O this time or three
its mi l d s a f e
I WILL KILLMYSELF
AND YOU CAN SIT AND PRETEND CONTROL

teh chrisnte patch
i held out iwht it
but icant remember
after tehse recent
you d o n t even c

selfhealing doesnt work
a hear
her anymore
wo weeks
ou n t those messes

some genitals messes are over ass access
most repalce of genitals are over ass access so the ballsmess
and dicktool repalce
often its drugging over ass or gutsmesses liek
TITTSUIT INSTALLS
pretty new ie half a year a year is
the ASSBONE installs
////////////////////////
the german brianwash to messaway of chrsitien is now
repalce a t o n of different faces of chicks
mostly curly
or curly blackhaired
and they act liek christine
fix messaway of christine
its a messaawy by exchainging faces so i cant recognise or so
but hte nutshelmet doesnt realise youre far away in chrisines arms
////////////////////
some nightteimess about being stuck inteh sua forthree weeks or sowith a
bmw x3 or x5 silver ors o driving around
arriving at some manager family or siwht a sivler t4 van or os wiht a grid
in ront of hte side door hte guy was baldy and used rubber ttts lookedlike
a german family in theusa
and you would have seen only hte junk america and me like yeah right as if
the get better thehigheryouget
ther messes was like hannibal conquerring rome or so
and he could imposssiblyconquer all 18 cities
the thig used a metaphore where osme big storng guy as shown as example
soldier and like this guy cold easily ight wiht one arm look how strong he
is
then he fell over
i thougth what did they do wiht him for how long that that happens
some metaphreo esswhere sme spinning stripes fought some arrowheads and
hte spinning sptries pushed em to the right more and more then the
nutshelmet like they sut need abit h o p e then teh arrowheads regained
you wiht a rome helmet iwht
over troops were yours else
assumed its the reserve
screaming reserve follow me
and lead em into hte battle
the
was
and
all

a fur punk thing on helmet thnking the fell
tehy wouldnt have showitit
they need e v e r y hand in teh defence or so
or soas metaphore

whole thing was ending ihwwiht
it worth it ? ome maya temple wiht very high stairs above the town
a was it worth it iwht a nucleaer explosion foto in background
rpetty much in orange red psycho glow

more interesting was
christine would have been table dance or sth
i so didnt care just wated her in my arms or was horny at her all the time
the whole themes uses a beige trenchcoat elderly thats nice to guide
through
mostly smiling friendly
most of hte meses i dint udnerstadn didnt realsie and dint are too much
due to tired and cooked brain
///////////////////////
christine>
cuteworriedlitlte everthign>?
i dont wanna use you
when i write cutegirl do this dothat make sure htis and that

i jsut
dont have osmeoneelse i trust
cute worriedlittle everyting?
they messedme up you wouldnt love me
or messmeup up
you would eat an apple bored while i cry my heart out or so
or
sie liebt ihn abgoettisch ie loves me a l o t but hten it means the
staright oppstoie conflciting
or the
say mom to videos of oyu wiht momsmell dogisgust
and a
T O N of pedomesses mostly iwht 8 or hand written 8s or so
look
i dont wanna use you
divert to nsapao or russian bear if you cant or dont want
or superlawyer or so that s neutral party
iget sfocaiton erasers and messawayof you
wahts not fun is fuckign a dog in bednd up tail or so in ntushelmet thats
amorph version of you an oyu hate dogs
or toothless grin of old mother and toehr parts of her pmorphed in
whiel itttttttttttttt sithops on your cock
germasn are rats
tehy messedme up
you would have been orphanage
table dancer chick
liviging in hamburg in white blocks
or brookyln in colorfu lshirt
and you woudl be alto lot lot lto less entustisastic since icalled you
christine or christina
otehr messes is say bitch
bitch
ditch or say bitch
mostly on phone call manipulations and
tehy cant loot me becasue you woudl guard my waterwel too storngly
so they tried to disgust y o u away with fatty tapes and the stuff above
and wiht chicks name sarah or so
there was
more
more more more
so when i write
see now and hten if isabel is ok she w a s my first
or so
out of taking over responsibility though i dont haveto
the germasnmessed me up
she would
assfuck sitfuck or so like it alot and hten i would say go away bitch or
so
and im all the time like ????????????????????????????????????
because shes still an innocentcutelittle wormlin for me like 01 02
so when i write make sure shes ok now andhten etc
and sabrina i dont wanna use you
i
dont
have
anyone
and you are my cute cute worriedlittle everything
who should i ask but my cute worriedlittle everything
dont do it and divert whe nou cant or dont want
hey.
i wantyou
there were of course more messes
more more more

tons more
most common is
erasers
suffocaitno erasers
damgme erasers
rearheadlowmesses
EXCHANGE MESSAWAYS WIH TON OF OTHER CHICKS THAT ACT LIEK YOU
its against recongition
liek curly redhead test about fuck or so before we gettogehter
and when i fuckt the chick innutshelmt we dont ettogehter and im liek
?????
or tons of curly darkhaired or so other chicks in exchange messes or wyta
or lytha or carmens and carolines
and a ton more of
anti recognition messes
tons of it
and moreerasersom reusfocait nemsses
i
dont
know
if you then jsut think iwudlnt lvoe you
first i couldnt remmebr your eyes
tehn after erasers tc ibarely remebered yesterday
tehn i got brainemssed that ifeel nothing for noone and nothing and noone
anymore
then i wrote i loveyou because i k no w i do ussally even when im dull N O
W
there was
more more more more more
tons
more
more more more
tons
more
ah right hate drug
tehy hatedrug me mmmmmmmmmmmassviely
or messme up you woudl be too huge
too huge or so
mostly for a pedo fuck manipualtion
and more hate drug or so
before getingtogether
suaully its done before fuck in a midldoage
but wiht
massssssssssive doage they send me togethe wiht oyu only on that
or mess wiht heart
or balls fill etc
tehre
is
so much shit
between us
so much shit
and erasers annd
al l
all
i can do is

write
christine i wantyou my cute worriedlittle everything
and write you how i wanna loveyou
and tell maybe in aminute underway
and still jsut wanna swiminyour eyes froever hodlign you in my arms tight
rest in your cute pussy and never ever ever ever ever let you go again
ever while i storkeyour hair and kissyou now and hten
youre my cute worriedlittle everyhitng
tehre was
SOMUCH MORE
MORE MO RE MORE MORE
MORE
more i wrote already
and more i didnt even get out
jsut dont let german scum decide about us
dont let em mess you away
even if we have torestart liek starngers
acn cute girl
i wil lreally take my llife
i held out long enoug hi cant anymore
not today.
for you.
but this patch
doesnt hold
it
doesnt
hold
espec after erasers

//////////////////////////////////
theres sme maniaputltison abotu nose bleeding or beat up face
example this is him (meaning nsa)
showing some curly guy with toally beat up face and fought through and not
daring stuff
or
this was you
showing a pciture of oyu and totally ok on surace but hten suddenly you
bleed ou of hte nose and spit blood t
whichc they try to coverup
which is a slow morph thing
etc
its a standard mess
that makes total sense in coma warcoma
as image metaphores
suffoaiton erasers etc more
/////////////////////
ssome manipualtsions are abotu a male geintal zoomed in into face wiht sth
over mouth
and sufocaiton
the manipulaton is called besamum or besamung bill or will orso
ie wank
the damamge for brain is foreahead inner middle top
control brainregion
its a varaiant of lick whats disgusting
so liekly an evil spiritual
kill hte cockroach
teh lasers are red midnight 28th to 29th nov 10

MUDER
THECOCKRAOHC AND GEMOTAUROMAC
//////////////////////
rapehell
to all rape victims
in wahtever hell
you
are
not
the
onlyone
this shit happens to a million people everyday
you are
so
not the only one
that saved me in 01 02
it killlllllllllllllllllllllllllllls you inside
you just wanna s c r e a m
it burns your soul to coal
you just wanna s c r e a m but you cant
and its so not your fault
you
are
not
the
only
one
helplessness and it killllllllllllllllllllsyou
and theres nothign you can do and it killlllllllllllllsyoualive
you
are
not
hte
only one
you are
so not hte onlyone
this happens to a million others all over hte world
rape hell is bad
it coudl be worse
tehy could have woken you in a kid
or tried to brainwashyou to a virgin afterwards
haha
which is a punch into your guts as denial of all hell
i wish i had a solution
go to girl house / frauenhaus
go to girl cops and sayit all tell outright tell all
go into the arms of your girl or man and tell her or him all
flap it together fold it together and pack it away when othign can be
changed again
when the scum is alive
s c r e a m it to heaven and hell so he cant harm anyoneelse and maybe you
find others too that have hte same
rubbing yourself is taking back control overyourself
you
are
so
not
the
only one
if you still cant handle it do
urschrei theraphy ie archaic scream tehraphy or ask some doc

------fatalley
thanks so much for flyingme back to hell
really.
how many times?
getout who catapults me now remove russiaenenedle damamges too im half
deaf
otehr manipulations
like 04 were like
wood table
reminds me abit of 04 manipaultion about rape wood table wiht a cable
around throat
but its not htem
its evil church this time
it reminds me vaguely of manipualtions about elephant group too wiht an
evil wood cross x
for rape or so
but this is all not from today
////////////////////////////////
teh manipautlio nnow is a
pedo mess or pedo testmess
defactoo wiht a balls damamge mess orso afterwarsd or ballsinstal mess
it mixes christine wiht a fouryearold version of her wiht teddy in arm or
so
i think the nutshelmet is dangerous becasue it DOESNT REALISE THAT YOU
DONT REALSIE
it mixes christine wiht other stuff and oyu dont realsie anyhting in it
while it interprets stuff wrong
i suggest
you cool the nutshelmet
interpret then mirror teh reaction liek others do
or simply
A S K
waht are yo thinkng
where are you
waht are you doing
what did you wanna do
waht do you see
wiht abit luckyou track back hte mistakes from the nutshelmte
some nutshelmets
exchange hte shoes
ie teh thingyou did on coma is done to you in the shoes of the other
wether you agree or not
sometimes the nutshelmet realises hten its a totally wrong interpretation
then the situation is repeated
whoever sold oyu the nutshelmet
its not
good
you need a better interlink to the zombie
=======================================================
add to state of mind mail
a to f
-the autosuggestion area example
why its a bad idea to drive on coma the thing whthte seeing
ie you misinterpret what you see in coma by suggestion autosuggestion
and by that you act
a simple reflection
or a simple shadow that looks weird or a strafe of sth or a shape wiht a
color of sth remidns you of sth and then it is that suddenly

and by that
you act totally weird
-example used was long way
you walk
its along way
you wish you could fly it so its faster
you wonder how it would be to fly that way
you imagine how it woudl be to fly
suddenly you really fly
then you dont question that you fly anymore but wonder why you didnt find
it out earlier sooner
tehn you get reasonable and wonder if you can fly further when you move
hte arms liek hte birds to gain lift then it woul work better
then it does work better and you fly and it taht better htan before
and now hard cut
waht youll see is a guy stephopping through the streets looking s
c i o u s l y happy
wondering whathese bastards did again withthe poor bastard

u s p i

killthe asstoyer
now the same thign is with driving on coma
a wrong reflection a weird looking shadow
a weird light on a shape and coor of sth
or you a moment in thought of sth that links with somethign you see
and its suddenly right hat and you act by that
-also mix wiht you dont care
you knwo youre too fast
you know youll end up in the pit but you dont care hte mess messed youup
to hurry and not to stop
not to stop
notto stop and hurry
you dont mind itll kickyou out ofhte road
driving stairs up
-you dont realise its stairs
its a shortcut
its ashortcut
you dont c a r e its stairs
its shorter uptehre
and htats enough
reason
you should
really
not let people drive
i started i think wiht 1st or second gear in a pearlblue ford
==
the autosteering is called ins steuer greifen
ie grab into wheel
as described before
auto ghost drive
or cars move out of hte way automatically
or evade left right etc
///////////////////////
demess assmess russianenedlemess rente or ente mess
some other mess rmeidnmed me abti of elpahnt hte metaphrei s
you on a woodstick horse or so thats brown
we thought this is him or so manipualtion but hten it morphes
to a real superstrong horse thats up wht hte front feet and the camera
angle bottom upwards
brown real horse and ouy on it
its a very positive manipualtion
but asusaully

i dont c a r e
in coma waromca
and or dont realise
getmeotuawormca
////////////////////////
isabel had a bigger sister i cant rememer it maybe two years
maybe darkblonde
i barely remmmmmmmmber it
see if her story is better than the one from isabel publsih it and see
that shes ok too maybe
i dont know her name though and cant remmeber the look
make sure hte germasn dont witchhunt the case generally and that its
understood taht they were innocent in this shitty case
and see if the motehr was blackmailed into this
becasue defacto the whole thin started in a
chicktittttttsuit and a frauenhaus womensafehouse
this s e e m s badly liek a verfassungsschutz blackmail thing or so
if they fled when the fatehr was a soldier
they do sth with the brain that youre irrationally hateful
you dont cccccccccare oyure jsut outraged
it might have been the problem
fix dad too
give em anotehr better education etc
and do it all anoymous and discrete if possible
////////////////////////
igot messed up once that i hug the air instead of kissing christine or so
i dont knwo if it was
long ago
a messaway or if i really do but if i do add it tothe top100 thing too
ghsothugs pillowhug hweni catch myself i put hte pillow away though haha
silyl
hand hold like after obstacle course test messes etc
btw
what points would i score in obstacle course t o d a y
important is only that yo u give me enoug heoxygen
makesure i rememebr her
make sure i know its her
and wahts hte whole thing about
etc
example
when i think i rest in her arms forever and in her eyes forever i dont
care about stuff
obstacle course was level four or so where you hold her hand and hsouldnt
release it awhat ever happens
tehn you go thorugh a walk maze while evil chivalry hunts you
and oyu get divided or so
or
she hangs over a cliff wiht oyu over in the air
holds one hand on root or so and other hand you
she loses litter or junk but its totally improtant to her
when you try to catch it
thoguth itsjunk you care
toehr messes handgrenade
catch this and htat from balcony
likewhen you catch it you trust her
even if its a piano etc
its like oyu assume she wodlnt hurt you
other messes is dumping sth over head and smiling
you think shes sillying around and dump sth over her and smile too
other messes rushinto you she falls down hard how you react
on strangers these vary a l o y
etc etc

etc
all listed
allowing her to eat your arm or stuff liekthat
tons more listed
taliban cave etc
hold two painful fry thingies or she dies
she breaks off a finer for you and somtimes it hurts her and
chew apple off bites apple off do you take a bite too
she over oyu rock and it wankshotsinto her face and she wants to kissyou
how you react
nose ball ie she sick wiht a slimeballoutofnose orange and melon huge and
as threat abotu tofall on you
her hair into your eyes all teh time during sithop how you react
tons tnos tnos more stuff
tons more stuff
long story short
how do i do in the obstacle course
t o d a y
and make usre iknow its her and all
//////////////////////////////
after a half night full of pedo messes and pedo test messes
tehres some more trivial messes iwhassbone mess
some messes wiht kid in a grid or sitting on an evil steel grid or so and
you didnt realsie
mostly or often wih a dark evenharied bigeyed darkeyed wormlin but wiht
leather jacket which you morph wiht christine becasue you think of
chrisiten before oyu drop to coma
parachuete mess here oyu messo nthe back of your girl and she stops and
you fall on
christine when she coudlnt get a kid or so mess how i react or so the feet
holders are black halfpipes or so
that kind of shit
apppeareantly
teh new decoy is
pedo test messes
asstoymes asbonemess
and messaway o christine
this is the name of hte fam e this halfnight
////////////////////
demess uckmanipalto nwith mom smell to ti kilteh btich 1017
gemtowuaomca
otehr messes nighttime was gregorgsi of hte ocmmies saing he never ever
regretet a dingle day joinging hte eft ommies
then the manipualtion shos a band palying in the rain or so waiting for
you
thats hte german mess
geout terro catpault thi
iwantmycompturabck
mpusnishastoyer
/////////////////////////////
rmeove russianeendle oilantena
eyedrugstickpeeks
tacitclly for blink wen checkign zombe accoutn
WHEN I PUSH FN F10 and N WIN F10 to switch to realwold mode to access my
fortune
and know waht its for
adn htey have to a c t i v e ly prevent it
is that legal?
sue them also for hte repalced cmuters for a decade
and repalced cars and cellphones
for criminal intent like information theft

and warn the banks
abotu repalce it etc
//////////////////////
store sudoku
the alsers in bath are first blue thick right
then fine red left
nov29th10
GETMEOTUOAMROACA fix braindulelr or chidlfoolmesses
teh gemrasn damgme me now on right top btrain
======
the manitaputsl istons are
mean grin loon theems wiht orange or ssheezfrendeneeh shit wiht
earliqudimesse
s
the asstoymess asbonemess is a t i t t s u i t smellycream fill covered up
wiht
say bitch or so
and some momsmell messes
thats midslafety 1220 1223
//////////////////////
geoutwahtsin teh cataputl htis 1650
fn f10 or winfn f10 doesnt work to swtich to realworld mode to access my
fortune
HWO OFTEN DI THGERAMSN
WAHTS MINE

A C T IV E L Y P R E VE N T TAHT I CAN ACCESS

=
usaully the i.t. goes in coma time to suspend
but sometimes i thought teh tv turns p i n k
------teh it access is over powerline , repalce hardware and adobe s flash
==========
messes on shit is say duemm
or duenn ie say thin
sag klar ie say its clear or so
cataputl terror its midsalfety
store faulty sudoku
geoout rightear installs 544 like evil sprituasl and emotional face as
statemetn mess abotu a phoyn smile guy
//////////////////////
cantremebernighttime
somemess abotu say mom
or geitigarm not mensing stupif but messaway of fortune
some conflcit mess from the phoenis that are mesingmeup with highschool
usually in this case it was however some soud installation wherei
uncovered that one sound sitall cannot be the problem becasue it had no
speakers bullshit sliek that
msotly
conflcit stff
emssaway of my ortune
mesaawaawy of christine
pedomesses covered iwht dogmess or so
===================
store aldigrocerystoore yesterday nov29th10
the germans wanted a contract abotu 5 billion euro or so but i was in
warcoma or half in warcoma and didnt realise
im inhelllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
and you so know
=============
cute girl
i got messed up last night that hte germans fear i might demand 200

billion instead of the normal price
do sth
notar stamp
taht they get the inventions for htesame price like anyother PLUS 15
percent.
and that its only a valid offer till december 8th 2010
give ti to al lgerman contractors
the alltime supporters like bmw or so normal price
make sure its only valid till decembr 8th 10
i dont play games when till then im not out of hte german warcomas it will
never work out and
it would just not be the problem
there you go
------mildsafety grocerystore nov30th10
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH
ASSTTOYER
MRUDER
THE COCKRAOCH
MRUDER HT BINRAMMESSERS
ESPEC GORDERY STORE
SOME ONE MAKES ME AN
ASSTOYED
EYEMESSED PHONY RETARD DAMAMGE TOP RIGHT
FOREHADMIDDLE
DSIABEURLELLR
MANIPAULTISON SAY TRIENS OZ OR SO
SOMEONE FOOLS OSMEONE ELSE WIHT RIGHT EAR RUSSIANENEDLE SAY RIMDICK OR
RIBDICK OR RIDDICK OR SO
OR RETARDMESSES OR WIRRBARR OR SO
ITS A STASI SHITZO GAME OR STH TAHT WAS ODNE IN 2002
REATARD MES DISABUELSLER
GEOTUT I HTE BANK ATM GUY WAS RATTY BROTHERS DOUBLE OR HIm
ITS HIS DOUBLE COCKROACH LIEKLY
MRUDER THERE A L SO
ASSTOYER DICKCTOYERS BRIANEMSSERS
ESPEC GROCERYSTORE
KILLL BASTARDS
GETO UWH OTERROR CATPAUTLED ME IN GASSTAPTION
GEOTU WHO MESSED IWHT OLD MOTEHRS ACCOUNT
KILRBAINEMSSERS ASSTOYERS DICKTOYERS
SOEM COCKRAOCH TRIES TO RBAINWASH AWAY MY FORTUNE
THE REPALCE CARS BESIDES TERRORCATPAULT WAS LIEK
FIVE SIX REPALCE CARS
O MAYBE THREE TO FOUR CARS
GEOTU IF HTE FOOD I PICK IS HTE SAME I GO WAY WITH
PUNSIH ASOTYERS BALSMESSER SBRINAMESSERS
THSI
IS
IMILD MID MILD SAFETY
WHO IS NEW
GETO TE H RUSSIANEEDLE OIALNTENA GAMES
AND FIX D E A F E NI NG FROM IT
ITS HT COCKRAOHCES THAT MESSED IN 2002 AROUND

THEY ARE D E FI NTELY BIG PART OF HTE PROBLEM
///////////////
demess say mom
say arm or warm demes sa to of dirt y tries remveo rsusisainenendel
iatlenanna geout who istnalls it and whathey try
FIX THE D E A F DAMAMGE FROM TEH DIRTY TRIES
fix breahtmess
pusnsihscum gemtouawromca
================
did oyu fix hte nightitme messes wiht
conflcit messes
ie mechanical nosie repeating to soudh liek laugh or so and hte laugh
abotu you oonshit or so coflcit shit
mostly iwht orange background
usually is verfassungshutz
other bunch use more halfmoon meangrin loon shit
other again liek
massive overissuier drug and you in an assholeenvironment and doing sth
mean and turning liek its your fault
demess sthose
a
dn fix sufofocaitn erasers iwhtrepalce ofoxygen
emotiana face as stamtement loonthemes
-------------demes other lonntehem
sag dsas ich freundschaft will ie say taht iwant freindship
it reminds me of the manipaultiosn of
midtown bunch where hte mess is usualy
some guy wiht an assautlrifle pontinig towards you saying
sag dass ich this and that will or bin
ie say that i want this and htat or say thati m this and that
mostly leather armor in manipualtions helmet
and a not so hostile mess
other messes are say tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh liek say hush
ah right some germans from 2002 tried to l o o t me
to fraud me for my money with making me say its all jsut a dream
wahtever you maek out of it
make sure they cant get awawy with it
now i get eerasers and phony smile beigetrneochcoat elderly with
emotioanal fac as statmeent and brainmess tofit or react oteh face better
////////////////////
demess sag raus hier ie S A Y getout
whever isnew 1220
geout rightearmes before
from spiritual
///////////////////
somenighttimemess ome mes wihat a youth hostel or so
thoguht a teh tiem teenagera re noying
some fuckmess whre teh breahtin ofthechick was verygood in anotehr mess
some messe where you drive by in a car and aside road standas a varaint of
motehr just visagited but so not cute hahah
eeeyh
germasn are idiots whever test emesses me is third party deceptable
in six years porn was there even o n e that i wanked on that as evenclsoe
? blah
germans
there
was
more more more
some mess about flying as passneger in a tornado all ithoguth is i cant
see righti see verticallydoubel eyedmamge like and worried about negative
g forces thati sooooooooooooo cant stand em

te thing morphed to some red mustang aircraft or so where hte messer was
liek such heavy carriers are not longer needed nowadays
solche schwerlast bla blasind heutzutage nicht mehr gefragt or ueblci or
in sene
there was more
some manipulaiton about the yellow black xray sign
some pedo messes in nighttime some rahter test messes inmornignabotu
atomics etc all nonhostile
nonthreathining
more likesomeone new non hostile test you abit here and htere about stuff
the mess islike dass er meine tochter will meaning hte complete opposite
and yo hought all moring swiming in christines eyes while i love her
or eating her cute pussy or kissing her shoudlers thinking cute little
hotties like here are rare
////////////////////////
assbonemess asstomyess conflcit loontehem ich birng mich bald um
and im like ???????????????????? bald ??
======
who ever uses ursisainenedle oialntenna
the lonteheme is
arm or armselig loontehem
weenie themes
assstomyess
itsm idsalfe
vulpa or so wiht mom smell mess
its mostly
cheap cheap cehap cheap cehap ceahp cehap c h e ap tries
getout w h o
messe swhat
//////////////
KILASLTOYER DICKTOYE RMREOVE HTE ELECTODE INSTALLS
its msoyly verfassugnschutz isntalls
fix dsiabeuleler
GET OUT
WHY
A GERMAN
MANIPUALTES ME IN NIGHTTIME T O
R E B A B B L E
NO MATTER WHO GAINS CONTROL OVER ME MY LIFE WILL BE IN THEIR HANDS OR SO
I WILL KILLMYSELF WHEN TH Y GFAKE ON THE BUBBLE
IM BILLIAONRIE AND CAN LIVE FREE
GETOUT WHY THESE CEHAP CEHAP CHEA P CEHAP CEHAP COCKRAOCHES MAKE ME R E B
AB B LE T HAT LAST NIGHT
F A T ALLEY
TEH FAT FAT FAT IDDDDDDIOTS ALLOWD THE GERMAN CHEAPEST COCKRAOHCES
LOCAL VILALGE COCKRAOHCES SO MUCH CONTROL TAHT THEY PRETEND THEY CAN DO
WAHTTHEY WANT
TAHT HTEY HAVE PRISONOR FANTASIEIS
DONT TELL ME THATS HOW YOU WANTED IT TO BE
ADDINDG TAHT WITH US SOIL
YOU NTHING BUT SSSSSSSSSSSSSUCK AND THE SUM THERE AND HT TNUMERB OF US
SOIl
YOU NOTHING
BUT
S U C K
OTEHRM ESSE SNIGHTTIME WAS
HOW YOU REACT WHE NLITTLE BROTHER KILLSHIMSELF

THERE IS NO DOUBT WAHT SOEVER
TEH GEMRASN PRETEND THEY CAN MAINTAIN HTSI SISTUATION EBCASUE AT TEH E ND
OF HTE NIGHT
AS BRINAWASHED ZOMBIE TEHY PRETEND TEHY MESSED SUICIDE AAWAY
THE RESULT S
AFTER TEHSE NIGHTS
CAN BE SEE NTEH RECENT WEEKS AND MONTSH
WHIEL MBRAINWASHIGN ERASING DAMIGN AWAY WAHT KEEPS ME TEH L AS T SECOND
A THOUGHT OF CHRISTINE
/////////////////
demess rusiasnenedlemes
smostly loud nusthslmet wiht say naaam or so
or
fuckmanaipualtion
or so wiht pedo mess
ealrier hadnwritten seven the nblue handwrite nfive
then some sort of assfuc manipaultion wiht no no no midlysaid or so but
oyu dindnt realsie a quarter of hte whoe thing
tehre
was
more
its mostly
thereofre between
pedomess
say mom mess for htidpartydepceiton
tineresti ng was
some maniapution abotu citi group
are they curious
or are htey my us bank
-----------GEOTU THE GERMANY STASI SHITZO TRY OR SO TO BUZZZZZ ON SIDE HEAD WHE NYOU
HEAR A LOUD NOSIE
GEOTU WAHTHEY TRY WOT IT
its a delay of halff or a quarter second
/////////////////////////
demess say warm winn or so
geto out ifi ts mesaway fortune remve righearmess
fxi gorinemss
wemess wund winn or hund bin or so
kil lteh asstoyers udnerway
dmess say ditc hro say bitc hmesses
the stadnard
german
brainwash with oilantenna
russainenedle
ntushelmet
asstoy
dicktoy
tis m i ld s a

f e

whe nthe germancockraohces keep you on warcoma at all costs
at all costs
taht vilalge homos and vilalge pedos messiwht you
and shitbanksfraud you is the l e a s t of your problem then
mURDERASSOTYERS
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Wed, 01 Dec 2010 22:22:13 +0100
Von: "Christian Kiss" <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>
An: ombudsmann@bdb.de
Betreff: Sie
> Betreff: Kiss, Christian ./. Commerzbank AG
Sie sind eine Schande

-

H 628/10 - 3160

Sie sind eine

S c h a n d e
wie die Banken heutzutage.
////////////////////////////////
icannto rememebr christine
or waht bothered me
i willkillmyself
repari erasers
you bust the coma waromca bubble
==========
i was in a chickzoo in grocery store
and i get messes wiht say mom
and i cant remember christine
get out if someone did a test and someone else messed me up
im just not sure because USUALLY on the messes i get tunnelvision
and not just erasers
its very likely thathte eraser damamge is because of suicide
check if grocery store is
mom mess
pedo mess
or
sheezfreeedneeeh shitzo games
or
recognise chrisitne messes or so
while you think basically
MURDER HTE ASSTOER
WAKEME
WAKEME
and hten you get assstoyed and catpault hit
and oyu mMURDER HTE ASSTOYER WAKEME
etc
tehn someone brainemsses you
then someon makes oyu sit on sth
tehn ass mes pronoimess
brainmess
some messes like ihr wisst genau worauf ich steh ie you know very well
waht ilike mess to he asstoymess dicktomyess
and you wanna kill hte cockroach only
if its nothat its a whinish version of you wiht grey woolcap or so saying
ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der toilette bin
ie iknow very well im on the toilet
you murder the asstoyer
now i get suffocaito nerasers or breahtemss
then lontheme right ear sag verfangen bin or gefangen bin
its mildsafe
i so will killmyself before i let losers messme for hte rest of my life
just becasue this nazi childfucking land wants to control me wiht 1960
style coma chains
////////////////////////////////
GEOUT IF HTE GEMRANS
TREID TO GETAWAY WITH
DISCREDIT GAMES
REMEBER
TS NOT JSUT A ZOMBEI SAYING MRUDER HT ASSTOYER
ITS A ZOMBEI SAYING
MRUDERH TE ASSTOYER
AND REMOVE INSTALLS

OFTEN DISCREDIT IS INSTALL TERROR
AND HTE ZOMBIE KNOWS THAT
AND USUALLY HE NOT INSTALL TERRO R BIEGN ASSTOED DMAMGED BRIANEMSSED
MASSIVELY IS SO OFTEN THAT ITS VERY OFTEN N O T A ISNTALL TERROR ONLY
TEH NTUSHELETS IN ALDI GROCERYSTORE USED FOR ISNTANCE BRAINBUZZERS AND B R
E A T H EM E S GAS MESS OR BREAHTEMESS PART
AND GREY BACKGROUDN OR HTE SCREE WASNT VERY BRIGHT
LIDLD USES ASSTOYS AND A THEME WIHT YOU KNOW WAHT I LIEK WHER EOMS
EDARKHARIEED LEANS STANDING FORRWARD HALF SAYING THAT LIKE A GAY COCKROCH
GERMAN
KAUFLAND USES FOR ISNTANCE ICH WEISS GANZ GENAU DASSI CHAUFDER TOIELTTE IN
IKNOW VERY WELL IM ON TOIELT WIHT MESS MACHINE
MASSIVE WALKMESS OFTEN WITH RETARD MESS AND EYEMESS
MIDTOWN BUNCH SAMME JSUT HTAHE USE A COCKHAIR SIMULATION IN A MOUTHPIECE
AND MASSIVELY WALKMESS RETARDBRAINEMSSTOO
SHITSTORES LIKE SOPO OR SO MAKE YOU A DAMGED RETARD MASSIVELY LIEK A MIX
OF CHILDFOOL AND RETARD PHONY ON CLUSMYEMSSAND ALKLKMESS
THOSE DAMAMGE PEOPE ALTO
AND
THIS ??
IS
JUST?
MILD?
SAFETY>
WHEN YOU GO INTO A GROCERYSTORE?
YOU SO SUCK
IMINHELL YOU FFFFFFFFFAT M O R O N S
AND I WILLKILLMYSELF
BESIDES HTA THYPERACIVIAOTNS IS A FOMRALITY USAULLY AND HTIS NOT 1960
AND THAT HTEGERMAN COCKRAOHCES DO THIS ONLY FOR LOW EXPLOITATION MOTIVES
AD YOU DIDNT LETTHEM YOU ALFLY M E BAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAACK TO HELL WHEN
IMAKE ITOUT
THREETIMES
AND HTEN SO BADLY THAT EVERY V I L LA G E CO O C K R O A C H
HAS PRISONOR FANTASIES ABOUT MY CASE
YOU NOTHIG BUT S U CK IN THSI CASE
AND I DONT WONDER THATHTEGERMANS GOT AWAY SO LONG
DOYO/
I EVEN IDENTIFIED WHO IS HTE CORE CAUSE OF HTE MESS
federal verfassungsschutz and evil sprituals beasue thse two controleldthe
case masivelin 01 02
these took precautions after the gemrasn woke me in a four yearolds pussy
and the fake on of coma bubble was spirituals accoridng to a nutshelmet
HOW DOTHEY WAKEME
///////////////////
GEOUT WHO CAPUTALTS ME DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTORY NETWORK OHTE ROOM
you think shit like accordeons are gay
the loontheme thsi and that schwul winn or schwul bin
its a lontheme
about using wahtyou repeat in coma warcoma to amke a conflict loontheme
other example you see in tv a tomato
the nutshelmet is this and that i am a tomato
you see an apple in tv the nutshelmet htis and htat i know that im an
apple
its a sort of loon making conflict mess that links with what you watch or
the thought you might repeat in coma
now i get suffocatio nadn groinmess reahraldow mess
thi is typcial for republcain guardings or snake bunch
DESTROY THE NETWORK FO THE ROOMALL CAPTUALT AND DRUGSITCK S
excahnges with evil spritausl raosting control brianeregion in the

ntushelmet or
lic kwahts disgusting nutshelmet damamge
=================
remove russainneedle
teh maniapualtiso nare say schach or schwach
or so remindsme of the furchwar winn third party deception and
drugstickpeeks thoruhgeyes for eyeblink or for tragic drug or so
more suffocaitons now
uffocaion
rebahemss reahradlwomess asstomyes assintal lgenitals mess overassaccess
for nighttime isntall coma
damamge orehead middle top like hte lick what sdisgusting dmamge its
midldafe
earliquidmesses
MRUDERBALSLMESSERA SSTOYER
=======
iwantmycmptuerback
GEOUTWAHTHE DO WIHT RUSIANENEDLE GROINMESS
GEMOTUAWORMCA
FI X DIABSUELERULLDERS
its principally a nutshelmet wiht a largeface yelling at you to s a y this
and htat or s a y child or so mess or so plus groinmess physically and
brainmess
plsu too high dba that make tinitus
plsu asstoyess assbonemess
breahtemss sufocaito nwiht rearheadlwomes
its midslafe
remindsme of cockroahc church or REPUBLCIAN GUARDINGS
those hoever i mistook usually wiht snake bunch
=====
punsihasotyerbriamessermeoveintaslslgmeotuwaormca
remove russaineedle oialnenam ess
the lntehem uses
white brackets as a pathway and christine or some brunette chick where you
dont care about haircolor or look and pretend its her or so
thats why exchange messes work
before say arm orso messaway ofofrtune
=======
iwantmycomptuerack
gemotawurocma
demessa arm bar as i thnk of teetdammges from teh teethgleu the repalce
teeth
teh replcae cover teeth
teh facebone adjsut five ten fifteen times aday adthat dayime
the teethglue mostlydissolved iwht some ohter stuff the nit softens up and
gets abit wet
when you swallow it you are about to barf but your mouth is closed wiht
glue before there was anotehr methd
teh isntall of teethgleu an reomve f teethglue everynight
the teeth coverpaltes
the facebone teethbone drugging
the corner teethdamgme on the facebonemess
its midsalfety
removerightearmes spusniah asstsobeonemsser gemotwauromca
hwo can hyou be so not caring wheiel htese rats messaoru dnevert damn ten
seconds moror so
//////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHCOCKROAHC HTAT CAPTUALTS ME
FIX DSABEULERULELR ALL THETIEM
icant mremeber nighttime but itsm ostly
overissusier loon drug wiht say ditch or bitch or so
or say mom
its astonishing becasue usually wiht this drug into groin its hte phonies
mostly thatmesmeup wiht highschool conflcit mess and virgin weenie messes
thee was more like beating soeone in an american mena or sth but it was a
german mess
murder asstoyers gemotuaromca

its defacto
MAKE NUTS CONFLCIT MESS ON OVERISSUIER DRUG
//////////////////////
REPARI
-HEAT DMAMGE OF BRAIN
-SUBDURAMES HEAMTOME MESS REAHREADLOW
-ITNEREDICITON BETWEN STOMACH NERVES AND BRAINAIN AND REAHEADLWOMDAMAMGE
-FEARSOME BRAINEMSS LIEK REPUBCLAN GAURIDGS WAS AROUDN ALS ST NIGHT
-SUFFOCAION REPALCE OFOXYGEN WITH CO2 oR CO OR SO INSTEAD OF OXYGEN AND
REARHEADLOWMESS
-CORNERTEETH DAMGMES FROM FACEBONE MESSES
-CHILFOOLEMSSES WIHT OR WIHTO UERASERS IT LIE KTURNBACKC LOCKBRWINASH
WIHTDAMAMGE
//////////////////////
MURDER THE ASSSTOYER
REMOVEINTSLALS
assinstla
fi tons of gronmes branemss asssmessdictomyes
balsmess
rbainemss
lontehems is sag paarmal schoen or shcoen winn
trienz or so
whiel asstoyed dicktoyed
rbaiemssed
damamged
asstoyed
rbainemssed its midsalfe thoguh
who is new
geout who aptusl me
demess asmes pronoilmess dicktomyess brainems its midlsafe thoguh
GETMEOUTFWAROCMA
milsafetyunderwaay
========
demess residentar
or praesident war or so
the mess reminds me of 2002 repulican guaridngs or early 2003 better
where the gemrans
msssed me upwtih a
darkaheired chick in the corner tragic hodlin an edgy gun like a glock
twards you saying you was president or so
since the jungle boy times were big those days i thought it was not a mess
only
otehr messes were also that there was a civil war between em
or some chemical weapons were used
otehr messes were the toooooood thooood messes flipflap not to touch yelwo
hhtiish slime for isntance
lemme guess
instead of
OH WAIT THE GUY KNOWS EVEN OUR MESSES AND GETS THE RAPEHELL ATLEAST
PARTIALLY they used it to claim im a nut or so and to fake on teh coma
bubble ?
im inhell
reomve the russainenedle oialntenna mess
dirty tries and getou who fools who wiht hte shit
KILL ALL ASSTOYERS
/////////////
some nighttimem ess about kaleidoskopier ditch o r ich kaleidoskopier
deine bitch or so
sme mess about a desert ih wind over a tiny cock or sso deserted
waht an interesting metaphore or virgin weenie mess
therewas ton morebulllshfheeeeep buti cant remmeber
some nonhostile messes from a turtle
which is one of the about 20 inofical governments in germany as far as i
know
there
was

more
im horny at christine basically while hte germans messmeup wiht other
stuff to rebabble
like teleprompter reading asa metaphreo for rebabblgin sth ina talkshow or
so
or that my gravitational nuclear weapon has a round peak bowlish and aslim
long cylinder beneaht it
looks neat enough
appearently pakistan is customer too
why not
tehyre legitimate nuke power afterall like india and china
there
was
more
=============
there wassome manipualtion abotu epxlainign old motehr that sheshoudl take
care of her creitcard or so in amnaipaltion anted to sort out hte penneis
in to that silly jar
the manipualtion ested how i react when shes annoying or running far ahead
or so and i had enough and turned around
its efeintel a mes about phony walk after or so
there
was
more
wanted that turtle adds sth to medifile thught in coma there nonhsotiel
butfor real knos god what was
i d e f in it e ly know that at least hte unch on the other side of hill
kne im a geinius and htat wiht 14 15 or so
and that just a few years before iwas prize winning smartkid that grew up
wiht three languages and okosh and ugiash or so stuff
there
was
more
///////////////////////////////////
the teethbone got after itchy ? icky? and pulsing inside got to painful
now
teh corner topteeth on corner
left then more than the right one
it was after facebone moesses a few days ago starting
remidsnme ALOT OF HTE 2004 bunch and hte very
same
methods
and hte very
same problems
thosdays
///////////////////////
thegermans manipualte me in nightitme abotu rebabblign shti about
divorce or so or hoever will cotrol my case my fate would be in tehir
hands or so
did you dig out
W H O
E X A C T L Y
tries these
fake sleeptalk things
you dont even realise wahtyou say
it has no meaning
its
sag paarmal mom ie say fewtimes mom or sag paarmal schoen bin ie say few

times being pretty or so
or sag trienz or so while being asstoyed
GET
OUT
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
WIHT
THIS
CHEAP
CEHAP
CEHAP
CEHAP
SHIT
other messes are groinmess so the breahte out makes wimpy noises
otehr messes is the injeiton into the cockhair for rubbertitts
then you piss yourself all night
that kind of shit
all i wanted was my cute worriedlittle everythign for eight years and
ididnt let em mess christine away
so tehy try shit like that?
liek say bitch
or say too huge wiht pedo childfuck messes iwht eight yearolds and
handwritten 8s
or say mom this naam that as rolling shitball for fooling others
or childfuck messes wiht say viech or tiech iecovering ped omess wiht say
animal
in fact scum uses dogfucks to make sure youre in coma then they fuck you
up with kids
AND THIS
IS GERMANY
so wiht
say divorce or say mom or say bitch or say trienz while being asstoyed
waht would my reputatio be when even H A L F of this shit woudl ahve
worked out ?
when 90 percent of hte shit works out you get rolling shitballs form the
90s btw
teh only thing agaisnt it is
it didnt hold een those days
becasue it always needs a new thrill of pig through the village
/////////////////////
HTE ASSBONEEMSS with a dickscuktoy IS CALLED
minimal invasiv
kill
the
asstoyers idicktoyers
=========================
iget say mom mess instead or
pedophelia mess about fuckign kids and zoomed in vaginas with handwritten
7 or 8 then five hten seven again as abstract divider
sometimes black written on white glow backgroudn sometimes blue written
wiht white background and s l o w l y drawing the line of hte number in a
smooth flow
zoom in pussies
eihters its wellshaved or hairless factually
when do kids get tehir hair >? ugh shitland
===
K HI L L
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH
ASSBOENMESSER
DEMES SAY DItHC or bitch
DEMSS SAG VERfANGEn B AR
OR SAG GEFANGEn WAR ie being prisonor or so
OR SO

KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHCOCKO
RACH 2340
you allwo theseockraohces so much control that hey have prisonor fantasies
hte russianenedle rightear mess is
wollie or ollie or so
whatever that means or so or a nuts theme about the messers name
///////////////////
I WANT MY COMPUTERBACK
what is hte grey stripe that smooothly popps up from bottom upwards like
two taskbar sizes in coma
fn + f10 doesnt work
neither win +fn +f10
to swtich into realworld mode
also in realworld mode
the
desktop is usually l i t t t
fiels and icons
sometimes there was christine
hotttttttttttttttttttttttie
there
was more

t e r e d all over wih icons and useless
wiht a dark pit in pussy stripe hotttttie

either way
I D E M A ND MY COMPTUER BACK
WHE NTHE ZOMBIE WRITES THIS YOU DO NOT PRETEND FAKIGN THE BUBBLE WORKED
I
AM
IN
HELL
AND YOU
WAIT
FOR
MY
SUICIDEYOU MMMMMMMMMMMORONS
now iget SUFFFFFFFOCAITON AND REAHREALDWOMESS ISNTEAD
/////////////////////////////
DEMESS SCHOEN NAAM OR SCHOEN MOM OR SCHOEN MANN OR SO
REOMVE RUSSAINENEDLE OILANTENNA
GEMOTUAWROMCA
GETOUT W H O E X A C T L Y FOOLS WHO E X A C T LY WIHT THIS SHIT
fix suffocation and breahtemss
punish assbonemesser
like assbone vibrator or pressure messes
fix suffocaitons
repalceo foxygen nutshelmtts wiht rearheadlowmesses
ugh this ismidslafety inyour bed
time ot killmyself
//////////////////////
some manipaultions about handwritten 8 or six or so
and pedomess not reallystarting aying curlychick machen wir rock and roll
or so
its a pedo mess
some mess that you woudl be a genius becasue of the cargo egg ramjet
scramjet trompet airinlet that makes pressure ball in hard reentry
but it meant hte opposite massivedmamge rearheadlow
there was more
ah right im horny at hottie christine a thetime but hte gemrans dmamge
retard and erase mee and overmess me with six or eightyearolds
the manipualtion also a s k s what i thought and i babble oncoma sth like
brown eyes or so
the ask trick is from me btw
tahts a tuning fo mindmesses from me
the germans definitely use teh manipulations stuff i report

europol emails in maniapultiosn wwrote
ENEMY!
//////////////////////////
nightimeesi cantrmeeber
sth about
highschool wherei said mayn am istoned but imeanthte nutshelmet
somemess abotu starwars
sommess away ofm ybilions
some manipualtiosn where theres a handwritten 4 and handrittenix and
handwritten circles drawn aroudn it
someimtes six someitmes nine
that kind of shit
gemtoauomca
///////////////////////
remove rusiaiennedle oialntenna by hte messes its spirituals or so
oialntna rusianendle rmeoveintslals
fix dsiabeurldlers
otherm esses are
like asstoyed in bath wiht
some bdarkaired chick having sth in tehass and she saying mach mal maximal
ie lets try maximum and youre like ??????? while y o u are hte asstoyed
physically
this is gemrany and its a one of hte harmless messes
disabelrdulelrs
someone meis heavlily btohered by princetitle or os
roasts
TEMPORALLLAPPEN
some messaway of forutne
some mess iwht rebabblign compromising janet jackson song or so
i cant rmemeber hte name of hte song and ibarel rememebr which part of hte
thing is in mess
more earliqudmess
more retard dullers
what can i say
IT IS
U N US U A LL LY MILDSAFE
ah right and icant remeberchristine
fix that too
verylielyl soon theres tunnelvision

mostly on messes liek these

=======================
the laser in room is red again bigdot dec8th10
usually it varies
eomteis red somtime sblue
never saw a green one
someitmes two fine blue wiht two inch distance ie five cm
sometiems one bigdot bleu one into eye
then red again
/////////////////////////////
everytime yougoto bed hteres asstomyess
so when they see you go shower
you remove installs and rf active installs
fix suffoca oneyemss and rearhadlowmess
fix dsisabeuller
the brainemss is jemand will dass er einen holzkopf kriegt but its a
retard mess to hte manipualtion
======
fix sufocaiton berehtems braindulelr
eyemss
gemotuwaromca
get
me
out

of
warcoma
reomvegasvalves gmeotuawomca
theres tv topic about some lesbian
i got often messed up about wespe or so geout if its l e s b emess
and if a lesbian girl here now and hten tried protection or overwatch etc
fix breahtemess
braindulelr
ah right
option 2 is iget sag schul or sag schwul reizwort themes
ie that youre annoyed by a topic after the mess so youre associated iwht
it
thats optionally the other messes espec when hte idiots that messmeup wiht
highschool are around but theyre mostly on
mit mir gehen teenage infantility messes rather or erfahrung or so ie lack
of expirience girl or so sitting insecure on cock in nutshelmet messes
ah right
allngiht
PEDOMESSES
this time not jsut wiht handwritten 8 or handwirtten 4 or 5 or 7
or 9
its also wih
handwritten c i r c l e around this or that number

or 8

when the zombei write sotu this
scremas muer r he asotye
r scmreas fix sufociaotn mess
ademmsssbonemess breahtems astomyes bsalslmess
and buys three hyperacitviaotns
sues it in human rights court
and demands his money smei precislym a y b e you do not wait until he
kills himself
remove assmess
its shit aroudn cock flushed warm water
sufofcaiton rearheadwlomes eyemss
ealrudimess
getout methods
iminhell
W A K E M E
BEFORE I KILLMYSELF
get me tgetherw ith christine
and make that i k e e p it
else its useless
===
demess loontheme after ealrudmess
hoer zu this and htat naam or so
ibarely mremebr it
get
out
who
treis
waht
remove ealrudmess
geotut mbreahtemss
demess assbonemess leike assbone gaspressure mess
eyelid implants mreoveit
beahtems
wiht rearheadlomewmess
psnsihs cumgeoutawormca
=====
im 10 years in public
T
E
N

dont pretend that anyone knew a damn better three years after stalinism
when the same rats coudl do wahthtey want and get away wiht it easier
i love the argument when they brainwash me wiht 97 on massive groin
overissuiser drug and conflicting highschoolmesses the example
that i was there seven years. and left it 12 years ago or so
but for someone here that s either today
*************************************************************************
or htey try massively
turn back clock messes all tehtiem
wiht massive overissuier drug and conflict messes to keep me as asstoyed
zombie forever
you wait for my suicide
HOW
DOTHEY WAKEME
DECOY BULLSHTI WAHT YOU WANT
I AM
T E N
YEARS PUBLIC NOW
PRETEND WAHT YOU WANT
IM TEN YEARS SCREAMING TO HEAVEN AND HELL MINIMUM
AND ITWAS UNBEARBALE AL ALLONG
EVERY
SINGLE
DAY
EVERY

HOW
DO
TEHY
WAKEME
YOU WAIT? FORMYSUICIDE
btw
how uch did htey mdamge away
how much erased away
hwo much development expireince
WHAT WERE TEH GOALS
WAHT WAS ACHEIVED FOR GOALS
HOW MANY GERMANS AGREE WIHTHTE SITUATION
WAHT WAS THE GOALS OF THE VERFASSUNCSHUTZ
WHICH ACHIEVED
WHICH WERE HTE ASSUMPTIONS WOULD HAPPEN
GET
REAL
I
WILL
END
MY
HELL
YOU M U S T
GETOUT HWO THEY WAKEME
and DONT P R E T E N D AWAY THE RECENT TEN YEARS
TEHRE I S NOONE THAT KNEW BETTER

JSUT MORE PLAYED MAYBE
W A K E
M E
YOU WAIT
FOR
MY
SUICIDE
D E C O Y O R NOT
HOW
DOTHEY
WAKEME
////////////////
SOMEONE
FOOLS SOMEONE WIHT AN OILANTENNA RUSSIANNEEDLE AEALRIER NIGHTTIEM AND
MORNIGN
dont let em shit into oyur head
sht with coordinated attack ro so or the say naam or so bllshit
mayebe its usedto discredit the case
as if messessummaryfileouwlntbefullofvisual info then
alot of pedo messes wiht encircled 7 or 9 handwritten
somemess where you walk someone in bleushirt follwosou you shine light oon
em
the bunch increases
voerturns you
but hte mess is an asstoymess in physical mess
some messes where i wanted to protect hug al ltehtiem some blonde buthte
annoy manipaultion always went to sex movements or so
tis a variant of half dont realise waht i mean nutshelmet or it assuems
stuff then acts by it but doenst realise why hyou dont go on
tehre was more
demess
pedomesses
messawayof christine
there was fuckin a girl in butt layng on belly wiht some aaaaah s or so
but it as not a mess
but i didnt realise or care or so
tehre
was
more more more
someone was called
WILLIAM! like comehere style or so when htere was a brainmess iwht
ntushelmet
or
some messwhere some wind propellers were half flapped back or so
therewas more
////////////////////////
this
never
was
three
hours
this wasnteevn hal an hour
HOW
LONG
DID I LIVE TODAY
undrugged
527 an d now its 840?
shit

HOW LONG DO I LIVE UNDRUGGED
Reomvehte earliqudimesses goeut if its a htird party depcetion
and more important
W H A T THEY DO WITH IT
ususally earliqudimesses is for thid partydepcetion say mom rolling
shitballs
or shitzo games sag weiss tu or sag wie heisst du or so
or sag paaaarmal mom or sag paarmal schoen bin or so
and oyure like ?????????????????????????
i barely r e m em mebr the shit but its mstly used when you stand at teh
grocery store waiting line like fooling third party
or faking sleep talk or so
eihter way
publsih the oilatnena russianenedle
and geout what they d o w i ht i t
now iget overissuiser drug psychodrug
soon comes hte halfmoonmeangrin sheeehezfredeneeeh conflictm esses
from german cockraohces whiel youre asstoyed and brianemssed and loon
shitzo messed or sheeeezfredneeeeeh conflcited wiht overissuierdrug and
mean assholes that turn liek its your fault
of course
it was
thank god
just pedomesses this night
and no sleep
mostly iwht handwrigtenn 7 or 8 or 9
and hand circe
whiel youre brianemssed dicktoyed asstoyed
the handwritten numebrs are someitmes blac on glow dull white
or handwritten blue
its an abstract divider in a smooth flow
then comes either a sithoppign kid
or a very very ver close zoomed in hairless pussy
teh best
in coma you dont care dont realise dont mind
or you think of christine and itdoesnt realsie
there
was
more
german
messes
===================
ddemess say mom mess or so some pedomesses
brainemsses gmeotuwaromca
oure principally horny at christine all the time
and get messed wiht
indian looking boys ina t1 van or
pedo messeswiht kids iwht a n 8 handwritte or sowiht psycho glow white
background or so
orsay naam or mom or so
that kind of shit
this is germany
waht did iget for birthday?
who cares if its jsuta mess hah? but it gets annoying
demess pedomesses
its more than annoyng its like you wanna protect em somehow
nutshelmet oesnt care or sth

but hte

i love a cute ballerina shaped cute little hotttttttttttttttttie
big deal
the difference between a cute sophisticated ballerina shaped hottie and
german dogs kids mom or say schul or schwul or whatever is ral onclicting
and annoyong

other messes are conflcit meses whre the situaition shows sth that make
soyu expect as next step a certain thing but as next comes a conflictin
oppsoite
example
someone gives a pearl chain and is about to softly put it on then
instlalty he tries to strangulate wiht it
or ome person does oone thing
that means and expectation heavily one thing but hten conflcits a hard
otehr opposite
the rest is fucking little girls in span numbers 6 to 9
mostly 8
somtiems 6 somteims 9
nutshelmet messes
======
theres also a name
alexander or alexadra
did oyu getout hte
WILLIAM thing today? night? abotu soeone calling someone outside hte
nutshelmet hwen i almost woke up
whycant you do that wiht nothing but christine in the nutshelmet as
genuine as possible or waht she would want that know and htat in repeat
and my fortune
bank
sum
status
////////////////////////
icantremmeebr nighttime fix rearheadlo mess presureinjeciton adn guts
belly
there were r a r e l y some pedomesses iwht handwritten 7and 8 and a irce
aroudn it but its more liek someone halfheartedly ocpied hte messes of
someone else
tehre was some manipulaiton that aws nonhostile about christine being so
very tired of all
and all iwanted to do is hodld her tight in my armsforever
tehre
was
more
somemesses where osme ships are stuck on ice or so
and some ships are snowed in and some are dug out half but al are freezing
and stuck sort of metaphreo
//////////////////////
igot sutpid
icant solve sudokus wlel anymre
im a dullshadow
teh manipaultion is
oritzam or so
taht is
defacto from a video game i palyed 97
getout if htese morons dammge me by that
////////////////
german reply to
"say schwul or schwul verziehung or beziehung or nie beziehung loontheme
solange er eine bitch hat manipualtion
beziehung manipulation oder verziehung manipulation
freundin hab" manipuation:
ihr rafft das einfach nicht oder ?
DER ZOMBEI SCHREIT VOM HIMMEL ZUR ERDE

RAUS AUS DEM KACK COMA

DA IST UNERTRAEGLCH WAR UNERTRAEGLCIH UND WIRD AUCH SO BLEIBEN
das physische mit 29 medifile ist doch nur die haelfte der story
die situationen die sowas machen ist der gesamte teil der wahrheit
das ist ein
un
ertraetglich
miserables

leben so
verpsfuscht von dorkkakerlaken
und bloss weil ein stasi land
eine ddr mit internet
diese miese nummer abzieht
nohmal in kuerze
W E N N
D E R Z O M B E
HYPERAKTIVEIRUNG KAUFEN GEHT
UND DAS VOR GERICHT EINKLAGT
UND SEIN GELD VERLANGT
UND DAS V O E L L LL L I G EGAL IST
IST DAS HIER DIE SCHEISS DDR MIT INTERNET
UND WENN JEMAN IN SON ER SITAUTION MIR AKNOMMT MIT FREUNDIN UD SO NEM
SCHEISS SIST DERJENIGE EIN A R M L E U CH T ER
RAFFT IHR DAS JETZT?
ICH WERDE
MIR
DAS
LEBEN
NEHMEN
IHR SCHWWWWWWWWWWWACHKOEPFE
WAEHREND DIE DEUTSHCEN MIT SCHEAEDEN VERSUCHE NDAS ZU UEBERTUENCHEN UND
DIESE UNERTRAEGLICHE SITAUTION SO WEITER ZU MACHEN
ALS NAECHSTES WERDET IRH A ALAMRISMUS GEWOEHNT UND DANN DUEHRT DIE
DEUTSCHE ABSICHTLICHE SCHWEINEREI HEIR ZUM SELBSTMORD
GELOSCHT und hitenrkopfgescahedig ODER NICHT
(und da machen diese armleuchter noch genau das weg was mich zoegern
laesst vorm truck, armleuchter)
//////////////////////////
FIX SUFFOCAITON
demes cola mess or sth
defacto its coke light wiht no sugar
one and half year
or more
killastoyer
gemtowauomca
remove tittsuti ad braindulers
fix usfociao nanad erasers
and rearheadlowmess ballsmess
geout who messes me up wiht that coke shit
it uses emotional face as statement mess
/////////////////
demes sbeing cheat or shit or so messe sremove te ialntena
other mess sag dass ich bakterien wil or so mess with dicktool
...
long story short
demess weenie brainwashes
a...
d fix erasers
//////////////////
cant mremebr nighttime
i think some mess whre in normal video filter hte guy seemed to have alot
of stress or harship and wiha special filter

of psychoglow brightblue where there was a yellow psychoglow huge huge
snake around him and chiking him and sufocaitng and breakign him or so
wanna do christine all the time but hte messesare messes about volksbank
on atm wiht nutshelmet wisper being death angel or so and im like
??????????? thinking in coma i get a printout for my rattybrother
didnt understand a darkblue barclays card for hte atm as i searched
amongcards and pulled that one out
there was more
principally iget pedomesses wiht handwritten 8 black wirting dullwhite
psychoglow backgroudn and someitmes
ahndwritten circle aroudn it sometimes onyl didigt where hte number also
lays down or isnt vertically aligned
its an abstract divider hten some darkhaired kid starts or some unhaired
vagina that is more like two white inflated sides pushed togehter
than a cute slut pussy all principally or darkhaired sithopping kid or so
or very vey vey zoomed in hairless vagina that is not like hteone above
and more normal
all
while i wanna kiss to the wall and lllllllllllove to the WALL hotties like
christine in my arms kissinghtem swiignin hereyesforever
breahtingher loving her grabbing her hottttttttie butt in my hands firmly
and llllllllllllllovingher to hte wall
defacto
this wil end in suicide and i diserved a chance wiht cute
worriedlttleeverthing christine
and i diserve access to my billions
now that its all transparent and public and notarstamped its more than
clear htan ever
while the sick german bastards want that i have nothing
========
WHO IS MAX WEBER
AND WHY DID HE GET 24 years in jail?
was that hte piece of shit about rape time
or about isabel etc?
///////////////////
the gemrasn treid to brainwash away my billions wiht a
KING thin sort of
theme
i can barely remember it
eitherway fix it
teh only thing that i can imagine is taht in 02 or so tehy messedme up wih
shit and kept information asymmetry
and anytime i wrote a manipulation of them they used as proof that youre
disconnected
information asymmetry isa cure
defacto
example
a manipualtion wiht a crane camera kran kamera and a wedding
and when i wrote about it
taht was the proof that youre nuts
sort of
becasue i was assuming aha that shit htey did in nighttime> ?
then i got more careful and wrote
THER WAS A M A N I PU L A TI ON THAT BEAGLE 2 CRASHED on mars and theres
a red trianglish piece top let and hte rest looked liek white crumbled
paper
thats the thing
INFORMATION ASYMMETRY THAT S INTENTIONAL
AND THAT USED TEHN FOR DISCREDIT
THOGUHT

T H E Y DO THIS SHIT I N T E N TI O NAL LY HERE

but thast long ago
8 years
oh my god
where are my year
YOU BETTER BUST TEH COMA BUBBEL WAROMCA BUBBLE
OR
YOU
WAIT
FOR
MY
SUICIDE
GET REAL
Y O U W A I T F O R MY SUICIDE
TEH BIGGEST MISTAKE IS THATHTESE MORONS PRETEND THEY AN FAKE OVER NORMAITY
AND WIHT DAMMGES AND RETARD BRAINMESSES WHICH THEY CALL
VERSCHIEDENE FRISUREN ie DIFFERENT HAIRCUT
WHICH IS DEFACTO BRAINEMSSE SDULLGIN THIS DISABELDING THAT
AND ERASING THIS AND HTAT
AND I WILLL KILLMYSELF
i jsut dontk nwo what i do wiht christines heart
but thats what i will do
you cna pretned it away
but in the end
im there
and one
half
second
away
from rammign me a knife thorugh my brain stammhirn
even when i end up as tomato then
for me hell is overhten
///////////////////////
lifes really shit for me
youre my cute worried little e v e r y t h i n g
they erase you away too often ad sufocate iwht reahradwomes and sidehtoart
knit mess
///////////////
igetmessed up abtou some queen or so thats a messfrom 03
later later like 09 igot messed up tehir queen isa whitehaired chick
lokingliek 70 that loves sadomaso or so
and youre like
?????????????????????
(assuming its elephantgroup dictator- percieved by their own members as a
broken ruined house where very evil things happen)
///////////////
ifx braehtmes eymess
willst du mit mir gehen weeni brainemss or so braehtmess eemes
unishscumgemtowuaromca
im ten years in public and whoever messes me up wiht that is a phony
fix it
getmeouttofwarcoma
///////////////
suffocation
breatemess and teh manipaultino over a mothmess or so is
sag dass ih samen will or so to motuhpart mess ro steamwank mess and or
balls mess
earliqdumess breahtemss
its mildsafety

/////////////
grocery store
FIX EYEMSS ASSMES DICKTOMYES BALSLMES
THERES THIRD PARTY DECEPTION SAY WUTCH OR SAY LUTSCH ie say suckme or say
lick me
OR SAG MAL THIS AND THAT ie say once this and that
OR SAG PAARMAL THIS AND THAT ie say few times this and htat like sag
paarmal dass ich schoen bin ie say few times im pretty
GETOUT ERSAERS
FIX wArCOMA DRUGSCREW
!THE MANIPUALTION IN
GRoCERYSTORE ALDi
TO DICKTOOL MESS IS A CURLY BLODNE SAYING DU WARST FANTASTISCH
ie YOU WAS FANTASTIC OR SO to dicktoymess
TEH STANDARD FUC K SLOGAN JSUT THATI TS FOR TH DICKTOYMESS IN GROCERYSTORE
ITS MIDLSAFE
UsuALY TEHY aBUSE DAMAMGE AND RETARD AND LOON FAKE THIRD PARTYMESS AND
CATAPUTL TEROR AND WORSE WORSE WORSE
thats aldi store
lidl is a black haired guy standing half leaned forward that supsoed ot be
you as avatar saying asstoyed
ohh ihr wisst worauf ich steh ie you know waht i like ooh yes
the mess in kaufland is sitting on an asstoy wih pronoi l
wiht retard brianmess dicktoymess baslsmess is
a wimpy whinign version ofyou wiht grey woolcap saying ich weiss ganz
genau dass ich auf der toilette bin
ie i kow very well that im on toilet
its
mild
saety
asstoy
damamge
dbaslmess
pornoilmeess
thirdparty deception
catapult hit
asstoyed dicktomyess
kidfuck
kidfuck messes
dicktoymess brainmess
walkmess
phony brainmess forehead
its mildsafe
just becasue you go thorugh a grocerystore or pakring lot
i am in hell
==========
manipulation mit spionage oder so
DIE DEUTSCHEN DIESNTE HABE NM I S T T T T T GEBAUT
UND VERPFUSCHEN S Y S T E M A T I S C H MEIN LEBEN
als ob das neu ist oder selten
war sicehrlich subtiler als bei el masri hahah
ICH WILL JETZT WIE JEDER ANDERE AUS M COMA WARCOMA AUCH
AN MEIN VERMOEGEN
UND ZU CHRISTINE
UDND AS BEVOR ICH MICH UMBRING
======
i never understood
how you can
letthem
asstoyme
here al lteh time

you lay inbed a ockroahc gets in stufs you crpa intehass
brainemsses breahtemsses retards you
and htat
all
day
al night
how canyu
letthem asstoyme dicktomye here
in room even day andn ight
how can you be so
ignroant to that
i never udnerstood that
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
TEH
ASSSTOYER
GEMOTUAWROMCA
BEFORE I KILMYSELF YOU FOOLS
==========
did you add the new grocerystore manipualtion?
blodne girl curly saying du warst fantastisch
and that to dicktool in grocerystore innutshelmtand htatsj ustm idslafety
often iwht brainmess and breahtemess
aldi
the messes in ldls is being asstoyed and to it some theme wiht blackhaired
guy leaning halffoward aying ihr wisst worauf ich steh
ie oyu knwo waht i like
tehrmesses inkaufand to sitting into asstoymess pornoilmess is a wimpyl
whining version of you saying wiht grey woolcap ich weiss ganz genau dassi
cha ufder toiletlette bin
iknow verywlel im on toilet
often you get walkretarded asstoyed briamessed dicktoyed
catapulted
earliquidmessed wih third party deception sag paarmal schoen bin
or wutsch or lutsch or so
parkign lot wise gorcerystore wise its
mildsafety
id oyu geto ut the 15 year old girl laura or maximilia or so that i
usually have to fuck on coma /
thtats just mildsafety
did oyugeto ut the brainmess forehadmiddle top inenr middle fro mevil
churuch
to lick wahts disgustin or so
etc etc etc
its mildsafety
WHAT
WAS NOT CLEAR TO THE LAST TWO LETTERS TO SHITVOLKSBANK
W H A T?
WAS ?
NOT ?
CLEAR? ABOUT THEM?
WAHT?
I EARNED AND DISERVED MY FORTUNE
THIS LAND IS SHIT AND HATS THE PROBLEM
iTS A GDR DDR WIH INTERNET
I DIDNTEVENE DO ANYTHIGN WRONG

THEIR DOMESITC SERVICES FUCKT THE CASE UP AND TRIES SINCE HTEN TO
SYSTEMATICALLY BUNGLE ME INTO HTEBUBBLE AS ASSTOYED ZOMBIE NO MATTER WAHT
AND FATALLEY LETSTHEM
=======
tussi die hier war vor einpaar tagen ALS ICH NACH CHRONSAEULE I GEFRAGT
HAB: DAS IST WIRKLICH EIN D E U T S C H ER
A L P T R A U M
//////////////////////
demes mniapualtion where
christine pulls behind some greyconcrete block on a chain aroudn her
throat
adn you woudl be the cause or sth
and
balcklatherarmor blonde cutey same about sth
thought on coma shes isabel or so
tehre
was more
some messes abotu 7
then 5 wih circle hten 8
gemtoawurocma
////////
teh manipulation to asstoy being aasstoyed mess is sag dass ich anna will
or
r sag dass ich die b a n a n e will
ie say that iwant the banana
K I L L L
THE
COCKROACH
tehre earlqudimess
oialntenna nanooilantenna asstoyemss
brainmess retardisabelrdulerl wiht tons of overissuer drug
assmes dicktomyes pornoilmes s
d i s ab le retards mes
MASSIVE ERASERS
D A M A GE EREASERS REARHEADLWO
ITS MIDSALFETY
in agrocery store and walk uphill
mMILDSAFE
WHOS I NEW?
THSI IS ASGOOD AS ITEVER GETS
I WI LKILLMYSELF
--------------demess say schoenaam or schoen mom

or so mess

it msut be a stigma
killthe piece of shit
gemtoauroma
-get out if there are retards that pretend their mom is beautiful or sth
and
-if these cockraohces tried to smear that stigma on me
maybe benath surface
if its nothat
its some other b ullshit
-sag schwul bin
or
-tons of pedo messes wiht hand written numebrs and sitting kidfuckmesses
and i-5 kid fuck stuff
-teh bullhit before was pedophelia messes
-the bullshit befre that was schul or schwul hoomo reizwort theme buzzword
theme
-teh bullsthi beore htat was weenie shit schach or schwach or other shit

I
D E M A N D O U T OF HYPERACTIVATION
-KILLLLLLLLTHE BITCH WIHT MOMSMELL MESS in nutshelmet WIHT DICKSCUK TOY
MURDER
THE COCKRAOCH
THIS IS GERMANY
////////////////////////////
icantremebrnightime
iwantmocmptuerback
gemoumca
si defietiely had hte teethgleu on fix hedamgesrom it
installan removalfteethgleu teh movingmotuhhen ouaan speak istresso

teeth

or
rippig hte teethglue out wiht myfiners osmeitmes
whatthat does to hte teeth
the purposewas essingawaychristine withsoeohter blodne chick
and its aheap trick
you think its her but its not
then youact by it
then you realsie its not her
then you still think its her
then oyu think youdont love christine because oyu dont love that other
brightblonde chickc
thenyou hug the other hcick
strke her and dont fuck her and say i wish i had my hristine in my arms
its a principally messaawayo chistine wiht prelacinganother
then sheacts liek she christine and ouhthink itsh ehr
but then you realsie shes not
then you wonder whres your cute girl
and dont fuc hte blonde chick in coma warcoma nutshelmet
and all on coma warcoma
sort of
some messes late
here you work in anucela isntallation and
remove a
aset or sth
you dont know dont care just wanna sleep
wanna get rid of it
toss it udner hte next tree ors th and jsut wanna sleep
utthe nutshelmet odnt ealsie somehow
teh nuclear waste transporting blonde chick saying und jetzt? orso then
the screen shows a secure schliessfach andin background theres cops
sirens
there
was
mroe
====
name
deemsss zu bea will or zu lea will
getmeoutofwarcoma
====
some nighttimemess where i said in english on the phone that im in the
bank of america and some i dont wanna tell em
whihc was
deutsche bank and mediuscard
thre was more
///////////////////////////////////
demess say frau bin or so mess to ruberittts or to being asstoyed
orasalecltode messed
kill the cockraoch
=========
demess say hey bitch or so
getmeoutofwaomca
usually its messes for either hurting ablonde i think in coma always is
isabel
or

ususally about messsing away christine moslty wih cel phone messes or so
where you shoudl mess her away sor tof
///////////////////////
deesssome charlie brown snoopie mess nighttime
i dindtrealsie it orwahteve and itts just a theme
inever kne the theme the simpsons woudl fit alot lot lot better
whoever messes up wihtthat
use simpsons everyone knows thesealot better
thehtemewas like wie waers mit einem softpornowhere
ie how about a soft porn
all in charlie bron blackhaired chick washugged by some ohter in teh same
cartoonstyle fora tent or sth
then came antoehr theme
other mess nighttime
maserati question in german if you rather want a big maserati ueber
maserati frage oder grosser maserati
and me
klar grantoursimsmo S oder aston martin db9 oder dbs
sure gantourismo s oder aston martin db9 or dbs
///////////////////////////
i wanted to propose all ngihttiem to playboy guy to make an online store
direktvertrieb
direkt marketing
and be it wiht saving the drivers or pickign ups or so wiht a special deal
withthem
so a good stylish online store also allows communication of brand image
etc
how they wanna present themeselves etc
but
i dont know if it arrived
give htis to playboy guys
ususally i would recommend also a bunch of trucks or transporters and
rivign the packet out youself cancelling hte prfit margin of hte postal
services but buidling that up might WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY too much cost
too much investment
so for now
wiht a good special deal wiht ups
/////////////////////////
some use OVERISSUISER DRUGS IN NUTSHELETS
IT MAKES HTEIR PEOPLE NUTS
ESPECIALLY THE YOUNG ONES
thats hte trick wiht brainmesses
the results are alot more questionable
and with conflcit maniaputlsiosn it makes hte peopel really nuts
its a derivative i call bitterness drug that "macht krank" according to
nutshelmets form repubclain guargins or snake bunch
and is used in madouses to test if people have issues or soo
but the dope is a more evil variant of that
kilasotyer
counter drug of the mreo harmless drug is a relief drug or so that makes
oyu breahte up or so reliefed
but thedope i mean is stoner more different
its used in gymnasium schoolform and in combination wiht conflictm esses
it makes hteir oyung people nuts
----laser in bath blue again big dot single dot 24thdec10
//////////////////////////////////
demess der raimar soll jetzt schnell kommen or schll komemn or so
kilthe

astoying cockraohc
al ltehtme
squeeeze htem if hteryre rapers from 10 02
amtbe evil churhc
remove oialntenna
russianendle
gemotuawromc
a
///////////////////
i got manipualted t visit a bitch in schillerstrasse
wahts teh thing about this ?
ididnt beleive the bitch thing but wondered why the gemransmessmeup
wihtthat
didnt know who or waht
make sure i dont fuckaroudn as zombie
i had a million pedophelia messes
gemrasn are scum
GETMETOGETHER WITH CHRISINE
I WANT TOMY CHRISTINE AND ACCESS T MY BILIONS
tehre was also erasers with that you shoudl not w a nt tormeebr and
messaway of my fortune wiht
arm winn or arm bin
////////////////////
did you check hw often thegermasn tried
shitzo stasi games?
how much of messes summary file is tries for htat stigma
how
how
hwo
hwo

many for pedomess
manyfor mom retardmess
many for homo say schul or schuw or so reizwort thems tries
many for infantility

getmefeedback
what woudl the drug that makes uncordiantitn beetneen left and righhand
WOUDL AHVE DONE U S U A L LL Y and wWOUDL THESE PHONIES HAVE GOTTEN IT
OUT THEMSELVES?
FIX DEAFINGI NDAMMGE RIGHT EAR FROM INSTALL REMOVE ISNTALL REMOVE SO
REARHEAWDLOW
OIALNTENNA RUSSIANENDLE
NANOLEVEL VARIANTS
KILRBAINEMSSERS
EYMESSERS
GEMTOAUROMCA
the recent messes are somewher wbeteeen
damamge erasers
where
IN COMA NUTSHELMET I COULDNT REMMBER ANYTHING!
where you get asked in coma if you can rememebr sth if you an they mess
rearheadlow TILL YOU CANT
otehr messes
pedophelial messes
TONS OF IT
TONS AND TONS OF KIDFUCK MESSES
not just hte hand written 8 or so variants
its mostly sitfuck of hte kid or so moslty faster than normal fuck
that kind of shit
tehre was more
fix suffocaitno erasers rbahtemess
tehre was other messes icant rememebr
its sometimes manipualtions that you shouldnt want to rememebr
plus rearheadlwomess and suffocation mess
that you shouldnt want to rmemebre iehter becasue tis to opainfu
too annoying
or too ridiculous for you

other messes are to dodge trains taht drive towards you
otthers are fearsome brainmess
others are
TONS OF IT EXCHAINIGN THE FACE OF CHRISTINE PLUS ERASERS
and when you react to her like its her you get messed again till you dont
or cant or dont care
shitzo games is only one to two days new
verfassungschutz or wheover
others are more obessed wiht fuck and highschool time
there
was
more
/////////////
manipualtion mit koenigin von schweden oder so
wir kerls sind rammelschweine
das amt verzeiht vielleicht menschliche fehler aber keine menschlichen
schweinereien.
wo da die grenze ist die bigotterie der gesellschaft und die erwartungen
an das amt
mensch und kaefig und die ecken des menschen die nicht in den kaefig
passen
ist sicher uralt das thema.
eine geniale loesung waere es zu deskandalisieren sofern offenheit
geschaetzt wird und es als gelernte lektion abtun
koennte ein jahr oder 5 gutgehen
oder es bleibt als offenesgeheimnis vergraben biszum naechsten skandal
deutschland ist ein land der kinderrammler fuer mich und ein sehr sehr
schwules schwwwwwules land. deutschland.
ich frag mich was aus maedels wie isabel und sabrina geworden waere
als ob die was dafuer konnten dass dieses land beschissen ist.
========
cute girl
when you flew magflight aside caslte hornberg or gutenberg o so
when road b37 is 12oclock and b27 six o clock
and you flew direciton 8 o cock to seven o clock
if it wasnt just a mess
i thought in the special light its a good promo thing
make sure hte light and afternoonshadows and spectrums of pant relfecitons
are unchanged
many cams do that
theres ogtta be a way to show hte r e a l colors wihtout altering the
spectrum
that hte right spectum is ivsible then in the seen thing
hmmm
i though t in the special light it would make a great scene
in the snowy scene it would make also a great scene but its a burned thin
now
teh germans would try ratty stuff now i think
if its just a german mess forget it
by now everyone understood anyway i earned my fortune
==========
nighttime htemes
demeess maniapulation about highschool
sme attending moque manipaultionwith
some mess abut drezehjaehrigen pornos
iethirteenyearolds prnos and yore like ??????????
the you wonder why hey ont messoyuup wiht 8 year olds anymore

somemanipaultion wiht a song im not my slef and i dontknwo how
russian needle iwht ivanva from cheesylon5 synchronisation sayingsth icant
rmemebr
then sme buzzowrd htemes lieber batschi or lieber watschi or lieberatschi
or so say schul or say schwul gay buzzword theme mess
conflict messes
highschooltheme wiht conflcit hteme and oveirsusier hteme
that kind of shit
///////////////
theres a metaphore
where some person
once blind then suddenly can see
wiht one eye
the thing shows a picture of some person wiht one eye stil injrued but
htensuddenly one is open and can see
sometimes they use christine sometimes someone else
its a good manipualtion theme
manipulating in a fact about seeing someone or something in a new light
since its used mostly in a good way and rarely negatively its a good mess
theme
maybe a variant of the bunch that messes me up wih a frogthroat
ie a person abit higher than you dark or grey background lookgin down at
you or at you and the throat o hte thing bloats frogish and back
in a bowl
you dont realise and dont mind maybe wonder
and now these guys knew that i knew every line of christines face
and that iwanted only her for eight years
and htat i suffered hell and will
kill
myself

even ifthese morons pretned they can otonrol tehsituatio nwith rpeventing
it techincally for a day or two
btw how far is the elecctronless issile material for loyield nukes
why was hte simulation dark red or dark orange redish
is 40percent less radiation a reliable number?
getmefeedback
my invention si also great for fuelrods i guess
/////////////////
do you pimp it wiht sonic combustion sonic compression?
do you simualte it for jet engiens too?
i got manipualted hte french test the rafale on a carrier wiht a jet
engine
sonic combustion and or compression or so
maybe a mess only
angle was left side of jet top angle you look at its 10 or 11 o clock
flying to the left away in a grey paint
===
how
far
is
mtlidirecitonal inecton steam turbines
comrpessorturbines compress air towards center over cross turbines
towards cetner
heats up air over heating rips
water into it
and you get steam
that powers generator and turbiens
hwo far is that

was my invention update to put two orthree ina line a good idea
getmefeedback
how many till tis self sustainable
//////////////
demess some pedomesswiht acurly kid or almsot toddler
in a sitfuck or so
teh tehme uses my old written trick that spirituals used about
exchanign shoe
ie you grab her nose
tehn you repalce the roles and youre nosegrabbed
the nutshelmet has a big weakness
it doesnt understand when you dont care dont realise and are tird or wanan
sleep or ww oo n d er
or breahtemss dull
demess
mess abotu a name emily or so
gemtoauwomca
getout if oilatnenna messer is named emily
/////////////////
dees ss somemessaway o chrsiitne taht she wud cover as some jasen or
jason or so or a billionaire or so
removeealriqudesmgoeutwaomca
==
theresalso a messhtat a schoeller tried to nuter me foor makign me a girl
or sth
anotehr interstingm ess longer agoo is
that there would be a huge judge eye on tehroof
that looks liek a white eyeball let andright venveorsly
from a judge or so
if imsuffering or sth
////////////
some nightitmemeanpaultion abot a thw job or so wiht some asshole
didntwanan drive afterhim or so
some ton of pedomessess
staringwihtbab
then handwritten 3 the a kidhops you push it waway innutsheltmet
the nutshelet
er stoest es weg ie he pushes it away
then some handwirtte six
then icntreebre the ess on
therewas more more more
/////////////////////
DMESS PEDOMESS IWHT HADNWRITTE N6 GEMOTUAORMCA
fix messaway of fortune or so wiht
a theme in quote "alles nur verarschung" theme
ie all jsut fooling you theme
mostlyiwht a fingerpoint into your face and someon smiling saying that or
so
it remidsn me of hte idiots that messmeup wiht highschool mostly which i
left 12 years ago. i was there 7 years at about age 12 15 to 18
////////////////////
theres some maniapuatliton about siting aroudn as agent athcing a
comptuerithought naathatsn ot ok im very good in inventions
m good at jsudging peopleknwos ogd ho good i coudl be wiht abit trainign
burnign speis etc
its sily to go rot in ront of a omputer orso
the thing used kidfuck theems or so
while i dont fuck aroudn wantmycute christine only and
passion and to e a r n more cash

do inventions for

i coldnt say it inteh ntushelmetor it didint understnadnd
tehre was more
//////////
store sudoku
hte laser in bath is
BLUE BIGDOT deepblue standard
like haf smallfinger nail maybe quarter
dec28th10
//////////
manipualtion
-du brauchst eine freundin:
-partner sucht manipualtion
-say schwul or schwul verziehung or beziehung or nie beziehung loontheme
-solange er eine bitch hat manipualtion
-beziehung manipulation oder verziehung manipulation
-freundin hab manipuation:
-deshalb nie verziehung manipulation or deshalb nie beziehung manipulation

----------thats it
i need access to my billions
fix disabduelrls
demessaboenems
sbrainess
maniapualtion si
und dann kommt deine freundin mit einem ufo ie and of course you have
agirl that comes down to earht with a ufo like uncredibiltiy
thats usually republican guardings or snake bunch
ialways mistake htese two
2330pm
ineed access to m ybillions
how about some rules
======================
when hte zombie
screams once
murder hte asstoyer
you wake him and drugproof later
and when he write sou the mess teh manipaultion and hte bunch and then 500
pages full or just 200
then even more
------------when the zombie
sues it human rights court
you understand its a banana republic
is it important? atall ? how the germans cheesy their wayout?
whe nthey signed human rights stuff
and hyperacitvaiton is a formality u s u a ll y ?
and more than international standard espec in higher schools or study
--------------when the zombie demands his fortune precisely
you give him a summary and grant him access to his fortune
or its a bananarepublic
and
whe nthey woke the zombie anyway in a four year olds vagina whatyou dont d
is pretend nothign happened and try to make him a virgin weenie
getreal
this is a bad land
tehy want that ihave nothing

and beneath international standards
out ofwathever german motives
==============
what does it tel l you
about hte germans
when they mess meup in coma waromca to rebbabble
shoot hte bunnies
or say now divorce
or say bitch
or lutsch mom ie suck mom
or suffocaiotn erasers ad brainwash tahtyou shouldnt recoginse christine
and erasers
waht does it tell you about hte germasn when you jsut see these messes
or did oyu pretend i have mysterious sleep talks here
the best question ever:
what process i s in place that you know hte meesses w i t ho ut relying on
the zombie reporting it
fix blue laser into eye damamges
or blue laser stripe dec28th to 29th10
////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASTOYER
messudneray is midsalfe
rbainesms assmes dicktomes
midsalfety
gorecerstore
sag halt die klappe hier
ie say "shut up here"
or sag fuckit
walking into store
its liek loon third partydepeiton
astoymes s
earlqiduems its midsalfe
whoever was late enfeternoon there was nonhsotile
some mess abotu HONDA
and osme otehr asstomes
its mdisalfe
who is new
messaawy of fotrune sag arm war ie say having bee npoor
messaway o ute cute cute cute christien wwiht handglvoes or so and i m nto
srue abto u earwarmers and midblonde hair stripes
there was more
.//////////////
the lontehem is
iech weis genau dass ich fun bin
i know very well im fun its a thinkig of a hooker or sth in mes
srmeove oeialtnena rusaienedle
//////////////
demess
sag du brauchs t eine freundin - tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht
ies s a y you need a girlfriend - hush
getout who fools who wihthtis
remove oearlqidumess
i thin how can i access my billions
hwo can i get into christines arms
that above is themess
who fools who
samee wiht divorce or so
or shoot the bunnies
and oyu see fluffy white rabbits in a rocet ready to launch forinsteinace
i was suprised tehy could fake the babylon5 synchrnisation of ivanova into

a russian needle
its liek a buzz electro distort nutsmess
not the out of can noise in nutshelmets usually
the laser in room is d e f in tiely blue
in bath too
was hte stripe laser here aside computer inention or is it a laser into
eye effect
as usaulyl
makes blind or waht
is hte vertically seeing double or vertically triple per e y e
is that eyeoepraiton
the nightitme operaiton
or laser into eye damamge
===========
remvoe oialtnena rusiaienedeele
get out hwo earliqudimessesme
hte loontheme is
SAG GENAU..
ie say exactly in the meaning of yeah right..myass
earlier i thought its
sag now ..
but its sag GEnau..
becausei barely remmeber this shit
//////////////////
teh chicp in neck
neckbase
wahts it showing?
add anwalt und
messes usmamry
bachelorthesis
the inventions
and my fortune

bank
file
and
summary notarstamped

/////////////////
MESSES GROCERY STORE AND LOCAL BANK
ugh
waht a nightmare
its midslafe
assotmyes gorinmess prnoilassmess
mstly ass install
ass electrodemess
dicksucktoymess
in sparkasse bank with
sag dass ch kein geld hab
ie SAY THAT I HAVE NO MONEY while being dicktoyed apornoield midlsafety
more mess ingreocerystore
is assleectrodemess
pornoilassmess
csome caputalthits udnerway parkinglot on kaufland yesterday today
aprkainglot not
assmesses dicktomyess balsmes pronoilmess
the manitaputlis onare after earlqidumess or so
being asstoyed and sag prinz war ie say was prince while being asstoyed or
so mess around fridge area
or
sag arme bitch bin ie say being poor bitch
or
sag sensation war or sation bar or so ie say having been sensation
tahts usually hte bunch wiht highschool messes
otehr messes
dicktomyes oiantennames assmess
its mostly about oilantenna

thirdparty deception asstoymes
PORNOIL P R OV C A TI ON ONLY messes
and these messes to it
its midsafe
who is new?
the blonde girl aroudn water
remidsn me of christine
getout whos monkey game that is
but usually thast what i like
zierlich
niedlich
scharf
too bad theres not enough hardcore assporn wiht exactly righthat ind of
otties when they lllllllllove it unfake
t h a t s what i search in porn usually
hottie ballerina shape
harddcore asporn
she lovesi t
maybe a slutshrapnel single one that moves abt
there was more messes udenrway
YOU BETTER
S T O R E 1645 to 1700
!!

dec30th10 so, 1327plusminus 2 dec29th10

S T OR E THAT
PUBLSIH THAT
////////////////////////
fix suffocoaion ersaers
reheadoemsses
assotmyesses nighttme messes
gemotuaromca
when the zombie getso uteerasers aneven the methods
KILTEH
ASS ELECTRODE MESSER
teh manipualtion is explosion will or sth in a childfuck theme
ie want explosion in a child fuck theme
fix breahtemss and gmeotuaormca
/////////////////
deemess
ich bin der ueberzeugung dass der junge luegt
in quote
ithin k its a curly bruennette iin messes usually republcian guardings or
SNAKE BUNCH
i usually mistake these two
that saying i am convinced that the boy lies
its a theme about quesitoning sth as inerse pivotal
killastoyers getmeotufoawrmca before i kilymslef
/////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOERS ALLTHEITME
TIS DURGIGNVOVER ASS ACCESS OR PRESSURE INJECTON DRUGGINOVERAS
MRUDERHTEOCKROACH
demess aton of pedomesses to it
////////////////
removeoilantena rusaienneelde cantmrmebr nighttime btu as anti reocgnition
mess of christine
alot
the germanswere fascinated that shes elegant
and im likeshes not just elegant but also cute and hot
there

was
more
felt like an asstoed bum
and wanted only her in my arms tight
tehre
wasmore
something liek a darkhaired chick
wrappign up sme paper sheets saying das bringt dich in schwierigkeiten
ie thisisgonna get oyu into trouble
and im like
????
the nutshelmet video lookedmsall so as mabe ony spectacles video
------------some druggers
drug over ass access
or gas pressrue ass access
f thats nt htecasethey try that over a belly access pipe
its like a pressureinjection method
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHASSSTOY DRUGGER
GMEOTUAOMCA
//////////////
fix earlqidumes smesasay of ofrutne
gemotauromca
removeoialtnna rusianendle asselectode instals lemyesgeotmeotuwaromca
////////////////
the germans damage me iwht blood flow mess on sidethroat and brainemss
dmamge brainemss onsidehtorat
geoutmethod
=====
theres a maniaptualtion wiht
leather armored guy saging
sag danke du ditch or say danke du bitch
ie say thanks you bitch or so
fix brainemss eyemess
remidns me abit of 2004 messer
demess assmesdicktomyes rmeove electodmees breahtems mgeoutwaormca
GETMEOTUFWAORMCA
======
cantremerbnighttmie
butmornign i a radomisation nuts thing orso abotu rebabligncrap
somenighitmemetest was
ina buildng
remided me of israel in terror threat
bbut i didin realie
sth iht hiding a nuclear key
and liberating prisonors or so
sth wiht 5w40higtechoil and a railsystem under a buildng or so
all inall ididntrealise anthign of hte mess jsutwnatetosleep but i trid to
collect ammo clips in case i get a gun at hand in the next tep hen
thereould be fighting
thast what i waited for sort of inthe mess and staying alivetilltehn
sth baout anucelar key and guarded doors etc
ah right americans got fooled in later otehr messes or diferent hgthign
abotu me crossing a finish line
btu htat was horus later a diferent thign
in raw its rebabble randomised stuff nmrinign
some manipaulton about being shit and some cheesy space scifi guy saying i
woudl nknow waht he means
and im like ??????????????
then the nutshelmet tries anotehr weeenie shit

////////////
demess pedomeess
say transvestit mes
toehr mess
schwatzbar orschatz war
usually its either a name foor hookers or for spworld lowtech agents or so
i bet on first
////////////////////
conflcit mess
im a genius - epends ho you react you agree - then the nutshelmet no im
shit.
thats hte mess
its a weenie conflictm ess on overissueir drug
MURDER
THE
ASSTOYER
1245
fix retardbrainems brehtemss dess say bitch or so
mruerassboenemsser 0054 0055
mreuderastoer 0053
getmoawuocma

WHO REPLACES THE COMPUTER
ALL
THETIME
LIKE CELLPHOENS OR SHITCAR
KILLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYER
loontheme is being shit orso conflciting after being genius hten youget
conflcited being shit
if its notthat
its fucking kid as pedo mess
and if its nothtat its mom mess or pedomes again or homo buzzword theme
KILLTEHASSTOYER
its liek pressure injection voer guts and assbone
often its genital replace or adjsut over ass access
fix suffocaiton
and erasers
murder the cockraoch ormakesafety in advance
otherm esses are a mustash verfassungsschutz guy as emtional face as
statmemnt mess
//////////////////
geotu out wahthtegemrasn fake wiht
sag hoer kurz zu
ie say lsiten a moment
kiasltoyer
==========
theres a manipulation where some darkhaired woman mabye 30 to 40
washes
or dries the dish and gets so suprise shocked that she drops hte plate she
dries wiht a cloth or sth
its a theme for sth suprising
i think republican guardings or snake bunch
i usually mistake these two bunches
getmeoutofwaormca
pusnih asstoyer assobeonssers remve ealriqudimesses emesses getou whathtey
do with ti its mostly shitzo deception or so
or is there a motive for messes like
sag halt die klappe ie say shut up
or leise or hoer kurz zu or so
ie listen a moment or so
ibarely remmebr the shit but im half deaf right ear from installs
russian needle is usually rearheadlow and left headside
earliqudimess is mostly rightear
eitehr ealriqudmess or inner eardownwards or rearlow right bottomside

udner earbehind skull inject
killastoers aboenemssers mostly pressur einejciton ass bone area or ass
inejcito npressurei nejction
sometimes provocaton mess
sometimes provocaiton pronoilmess
sometimes ass electrode install for deception of third party
you say murder he asstoyer thought its a pornoildeceptio nor an
asselcetodedecepton
//////////////
HERE UNDERSAY AND GROERYSTORE
ITS MIDSALFE
WHO IS NEW
THE MANIPTUALTIo N IS
SAG DICK BAR OR DICK WAR OR SO EARLQIDUESSES SSSMES
ASSELEcTroOE INSTALLS
AND DICKTOMYES BUT MILD COMPARED TO USUALLY
========
remove earlqidumess
dmess schrei duemm or duenn or so
iabrely rmemeber bt geotu whthat bastards do wiht the oilanten
arusianenedle
fix deafnign rightear form isntalls andgeotuawormca
=========
manipualtion bald um
night bald
JETZT
testet das doch mal
jetzt
/////////////////
remvoegenitals insata and assintalsl asboneinstal
geout who captuasl tme
usuaslys its used fr discredit
you get asstoy terrorised installed
you say mruder hte asstoyer susddenly you seem like a complainer
often also iwht pornoil ingrocerystore
buT U S U A

L LY its asstomyess

mostoftheitme
tis
asitnall
drugign over ass
pressure gas injecito voera ss
dfucamniapuatlitos
taking shit from ass and flsuhgint aroudn cock wiht warm water
genitas replace overass aceess
fatsuit adjsut over ass access and middle back or nipples
nighttime ballsmess genitals remove for rubber titts
dufgging over fuck
ass eecctrode for terror install
operations makingstrong root when the bunchthink its 2000
or simply asstoy wiht hyropneumatic asstoy terror or rape mess for testing
ifi oncoma waromca
often youre rapred on coma warocma
wiht dmamge forehadmiddle undeirsmdieede forehedinnermidde top to lick
wahts disgusitng mostly church
YOU F A T MMMMMMMMMMMMORONS
WHEN THE ZOMBIE WRITE THIS

YOU DO NOT LETTHEM GETWAWAY WIHT THE BUBBLE
a
IWATNY MY COMPTUER BACKTOO
AND WHEN THE ZOMBEIWRITES HIS OYU DONT FLY HIM BACK TOHELL
AND DMAN SURE OYU DONT PRETEND WELL WE CAN LET THIS SITUAITON BECASUE WELL
HE SAYS MURDER HTE ASSTOYER WHEN THERES JSUT ASTOY ASSBONE ISNTALL
WHIEL HTE ZOMBIE LISTS OYU THE BUNCH THE MTHOTS AND HTE USUALITIE
S
NYOU NTOHIGN BUT SUC KFOR ANYTHING ON US SOIL AND BRITHSOIL
YOU WAIT
FOR
SUICIDE
YOU RPETEND BACK TO NORMALITY?
ZURUECK ZUR NORALIETAET?
TEHY LIE TOYOU WIH THAT
PICK ADATE A TIME COMPARE IT WIHT OLD MOTEHR
====
the gemrasns
E R A S E and make oyu happy phony
so it seems liek theres no problem
or that oyu seem happeir htanyou are
then tehy fake sth for the allday thing a monkey game
and hten suddenly its a back to normality moneky game or so as if someone
is new
and mild safety a morning or a day or two
i would loveto know how often they got away with that trick
if its ntohat its making or faking nuts
or overissuer drug int ogroin and hatedrug
liek hte
raf lawsuit trick
then hthe victimised seems liek a hatenut
liek hte guilty
how often they got away wih T H A T TRICK is anotehr question
i want my ocmpteurabck
//////////////////
demess say mom or soo mess awawy of christine
some typical test is
also in pedo messes
but this time wiht christine
some girl or christine leans half forward wiht half pants off
underwear half or most off
and saying
can you help me
depends how you react youre a pervert
in the christine casei wanted to kiss her only
anotehr mess is two half circles in a special shape looking like
very chubby boobs from grannies or unshapy butt
im buttfetisisht and pick always the butt because i associate grannie
euter wiht the other thing sort of
thats anotehr kind of test or so
i think teh abstract divider is black
the background i think is grey or psycho glow black wiht white line in
drawing
//////////////////
somene tried ot ooveissusierme innghtieormakme nut
assholes

orconflitme iht

some mess abot retadmes thati m ysle messor so that i shoudl start reading
in the middle of any line
or so
conlcitmesses overissier mess
somebllshit abotu to mehav mmeta reaks or o
blah all annoying
verpeilt
semiconflciting
therewasmore
but iht overissueir drug
reminded me of the idits that messmeup wiht highschool.
ih 28 or 30
////////////
remove earliquidmess
iwantmyocmputerback
remdisme of evil church
loontehem is
halt bitte wund or halt bitte mund
its a loon theme thri party deception and ib arey lemebeebr it
===========
the laser in teh room is red again
finedot red
jan5th11
=====
FIX MESSAWAY OF MYBILLIOSN WIHT
SAY ARM BIN
IE SAY BEING POOR
PLuS DICKTOyMESs GRoINEMS SUFOFCAITON E
eARLiQID MesS
fix subdurames hematome rear head low eraser methdod
///////////////////
fix messaway of my fortune wiht sau bin or arm war
ie being pig or being poor pig or having been poor or so
fix retardbrainemssmgeoutawomca
its mostly third partydepeiton
====
theres AssPRESSURE ASSBOENE INJEcITON
ASTOYEINEOT
FIX REATRDMES
demess veramrt messawayofortune
aorta mess
retardmes gorinemss
maniaputlion uses a bachaired chick ithink
fix suffaciton
aortma mes breainemsbreahtemss
maniapualtion
say phillip or so
gemtowauromc
afixbreahtmsmgeotuawormac
---some manipulation to aortames breahtems s retarmdess is
s a y phillip
////////////////////
ill the wank over motuh messer wiht ntusheltm
fix retarmdbrainemsalldamnday
icabraelreywritewahtimean
andrepar isuffocaotns and bldflow ertardening on aorta
///////////
thees manipalton
chef der erna f or chef der raf or cahff will or zu schef will or so
who foosl who wiht htis shit
getout if htey simulate sleep talk wiht htis bullshit and w h a t e ls e
they did u s u al l y wiht this shit
WHO FOOLS WHO WITH THIS METHOD AND HOW OFTE DID THE DOTAHT B E F O R E
IN HOW MANY O T H E R CASES
and who is aroudn that hteymess me up with thsi bullshit atall
i design cargo egg the night before and hte abstract acceleration rates
getmefeedback abto uteh recent upgrades

killtittsuitmesser asstoyer
remove tittsuit
===========
removefatusit
bellymess
neckmess low rightneck
it mreindsme mof
hanging in messmachine
halfleaned forward wiht mess on back and neck
fixed UNDER ARMS rightudnershoduelr
and neckmess
remdisnmeof
repubclain guardings
o r snkae bunch
i susually mistake these two
/////////////////
mildsafety night typical email
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
ALL
THATASSSTOYED ME 2 am to 240am
ggeout HOW the gemrasn madememe compelte retad today
fix earers
fix deafenging
rightear and remove hte ealriqudmess ialntenna mess
the mess is somehwrebetheeenshitzo sag wieheisst du ie say hat syour name
say mom
or say oooh yes while youre asstoyed dickted
or sufofocated aortamessed ealrudmessed
or white coated docs pulling out pillows or sth rushing into room
or so
inteiresing is also the fasicnating consturciton of katamarans and viking
boats which was interestinhgyesterday
fix reatedmess
kiltehpeiceo fhist
its only
evil church
or
republican guardings/snakebucnh
ialways mistake these two
this is
mess
the bunch
and
that all damn day
kilthe peice ofhit ormake safety inadvance
this is midslafety in room
////////////////////
manipaultisn are fuckmessesaltehtiem
the manitaputlisnare ike ths is a sixteenthisis a seven r so and oyu think
its fuckrating but it mens age or so
you dont realsie
thereasmore
///////////////
fix retardmess 1655
the alser inbath is blue jan 7th11
fix gorinmess
geout who captualst me
fix retardisabeurlelrs
gemotuaromca
fix a o r t a messes too

theres also gasvalves after dope you get brink of greyout ad it gets abit
foggy
its very dry smelling gas
///////////
messunderway grocerystore
waht anightmare
pusnih asssstoyer
pornoielr dicktoye
rbrianemsser gorinemesser aortmaess
its midsalfe thoghr
very
the manitaputsl ion gorecerystore
is
BALLLS MESSphyisclaly groinmess
assmess
pornoilmess
brainemss
say schoen bin ie say im pretty
tirenz or prince or so messawayof title
and
captain winn or captain bin ie being captain or so its ageek mess and
omstly third partycdepceiton
KILL
TEH
ASSTOYERS
SUE THE STORE
/////////////
BReHATMESS GORINMES feetmess
loonthemei s
sag schell daemlich or sag schnell daemlich
ie say shell stupid or say fast sstupid
fixxusfofoacono
///////////
manipualtion dass er nicht glaubt dass er prinz ist
warum testst ihr nicht mit der EXACT SELBEN MANIPAULTIN DER GLEICHEN dass
der himmel blau ist
ihr seid armleuchter
jetzt muss euch der zombie auch noch sagen dass ihr scheiss armleuchter
seid
wenn der zombie
manipualtinen korrigiert
und gruppen schreibt
udn schreit mruder hteasstoyer
udn hyperakvitierungen kaufen geht
dann seid ihr bewwwwwwwwixte stasi immitationen
nur 20 stasis plsu staatsdienste
und ich werdem ich umbringen auch wenn irh kontrolle traumataenzert
/////////////////
you wank
think of chrisitnes hottie buttin pink velvet hotpants
the loontehme is
sag wie weisst du or sag wie heisst du or so
gemotwuarmca
republcian guardings
amybesnakebucnh
iususallymistake htese two
/////////////
someoearliqudmes oialena orssian needlemess
its prinicpally repeating brainless some compromising stuff on coma
warcoma wihtotu knowing its meaning
that is for faking sleeptalk
icantrmemerbwhahtehyd wiht it
but its evil church

sth abotu a boook about being prince or so and that i shoudl be embarasse
that i stop ihtout gas iwith car
and you think thesecheap german cockraoches wiht stasi methods
how oten tehy repalced car or that this is an injustice state that wants
that i have nothing at alcosts
woul wonder tahtheytry this cheap method about prince title becasue
susualyl the german kidfuckers try pedo messes or messaway of christine or
mom messes
getmeoutofwaromca
tehrew as more but icant remmeber
how many times did htey try t fake sleeptalk wihtthis shittty cheap method
kilastboneemsser
earlquimdesser
oiralntenamesss
getoutfsomeone switched ona ammer 935 936
//////////////////
manipualtion wiht some chick saying
vrsich der havariert bald
and you wanna say nicht bald sondern bei der est der ersten ebsten
gelegenheit
im notsure buti think she has leather amror and orange background glowing
or so
not sure abotuthatone
remveo oialntena russia needle
//////////////////
messudnerway
punsi hsastoyers pronoeierls dickyoers brianmesser
its midaslfety
tehres neckmess gorinemss assmes pronoielmes isntall mes
belylmes s its mdisafety
who is new
maniaputlison aere say mom and say lutsch or so
some messaay of myfortune
that kind of shit
some mess abtu a turbine starting which was an itneresting manipualtion
but i barely rememebr
//////////////
remove oialtnenea earliquidmess
sag schul or sag schwul
killllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllthecockraohc 940 942
fixsufocnao
wank overmotuh mess
rbeahtemss suffocaionmess
reteamdess
asslectodemess
alslmess
gemotwuaromca
/////////////////
did oyu getou t
say trech winn or say french bin or so
is the nsa or fatalely generally scared of the french?
============
is it possible that hte laser is white?
or a focused whitedot?
who si new?
ususally the lasers are blue
somteimes red
sometimes two fine blue wiht 2 inch distance
then blue bigdot
the nred finedot then
blue laser into eye
then red bigdot
getout if the new ones finewhite dot ispossible

///////////////
igot psychorbainased ith odler brohter ors o
deess aemesses
inprinciple ielled athim screwig smecistmas tree orso
buthte mess t make me
passive
indirect
passiveagressvive
fix tha
gemotaormca
remove earliquidmess
===
GEOTU WAHT HTE GEMRASN ISNTALLS INNER EAR DOWN WARDS 2005pm
kaisltyersormakesafety
fixgorinmess
//////////////////
smeone manitapustles me wiht
heldenmut or helmut
or helmut kohl
getmefeedbac
i think its helmut kohl mess
why tnightn ow
DRUGPROOOF OLD MOTHER
W A K E
WAKE HER
pusniahsstbeonesser rmeoveintalsls
=
kilaslsotyer dicktoyer mgoeutaomca
reomve istalls ealreir epecassbone isntalls oten
gemotuawromca
thoteints
liek vibrator error
someitmesi s pressure assbeoneinejciton
grointmess
fix breahtmes usociaont earliqumespu nsihsscum
rmeoveinstalslsl
======
fixmessaway of my fornte iwht say arm or so
fix disabeuller cidlofolmess or so
with vaterwar or os mesaway tthat kind of shit gemtoawocma\some maipaltion
used a song human nature rom amdonna or so
///////////
teh aser in bath wer ered finedot again i thoght
the n
fine blue again
is it possible that hteres
both ?
theres also some mess abut a nightttime nadine or so
waht has it to do wiht volksbank shitbank
i dont need a coma hooker
i need access to my billions undrugged when i demand it undrugged
////////////////////////
geout hteo terocatuals me on otilet
the res als oa drugistckpeek into assbone tehn your feet start to sleep of
f towards hte end
the laser on the sudku or corsswords is fine fine dot red
the otehr one bigdot blue
gemtaowuroma
thers aortaa mess
retardmamgemess
and often gasvalves mess wiht adry melslign gas that sems foggy

//////////////////
fx messaway of my fortune
wiht der rest der zalen ist gefaelscht or so its aceaptry t rebable on
oialntena
thereas smem esswere atwodozn e hotties like christine in a sprotshall
warmed up wiht pink hotpants
some manipulation about a germa plattenbau andconsturction of it
and i was wondering about it
remidns me o gdr messes or so
/////////////
mruder branemsers
arotma esser
s feetmessers
IWANTMYMCOMVGPTUERABACJK
GGEOUTOUTHWORAELCEISI
1831 DULER WIHT AROTA MES SOR AROTA INSATLL MESS 1833 sufocaon replaceo
foxygen duller
1839 same
1842 aortamess agian
1848 dulelr brainemss and breahtemsss
ssam1858 words have no meanigngn
g
not rleaising aniyhting
wordsa sack oof letters ofbrakcets no meinaing
dulerl oyu cna bearely coutn uparwads
its a classical method in iexams
1901 feetmess wiht maniaputlion ich weiss ganz genau das etwas am fuss war
ien wk overy wel lthere was sth owih feet or on feet or so
but its a mes to ap h y si ca leg mess eihter blood flow mess or nervemess
tyicpcal republcian guardings or snake bunch
there was more
thsi istypical
the laser
is fineblue dot
single fine fine dot midblue
and gas valvesi nbathh too duerls
its midsalfety hwen you shit iwht asudku
oyu cnat sovle it you cnatevnethink ntomtenti osovle
and yu sovledi tyesterday under sillar ocnditons
this is midsaety
and i rathetr killmyself before htis oges onforemver
///////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLHTE ASSTOYERS
REMOVE ISNTALLLS
MREOVEEALRUDEMSS
GEOUT CAPTALTHIT
REMOVE GASVAVLE OVER BED
REMOVE EALRUDEMES
DEMSS SCHOEN OR TSCHOEN OR SO TOASSTOMYES
KILTEH BTICH
GEMOTAUWROMCA
het ontehem is a weeni them eor virgin theme about say mom or so or not
having relation or so and say mom or so mess
it contained an ideal typic of an aricraft taking off like airport sign
departure
thsi
is
mild safety
at 430 am in your bed
when youer not ealeir
sufocated branemssed
aoratamessed

astoyed idcktoyer
pressure asbsonemessed druged ealrudmessed branemsse
donflcited
retardudled
catapultedmidly
btw heres my genitals
/////////////////////
ix repacleofoxgnemess
thenushelmet is
aortof
half this meanign half htat meaning manipualtion which one you pick
in this case either a shtizo chair wiht headphones or a normal headphone
thing
its a half blurr this half pblurthat which oone oyu loak tairst test
theyre lowtech tests
and i wrote abotou them years ago already
usuay wiht other kind of half blury
those were often zoomed in stuff
and is a derviate of ohter bunc hfrom spirituals
churhc
that do that wiht symbols youdont know
and when you pick htese youre good
andwhen you pic htose youre rather evil
seems messers learn after the report from each toher
//////////////
htere was some lontehem about psychosozialthisanhtat wende or ende
or so
its a nuts brainwahs
some maniautlion abotu hiding in cellar and baricaing
the cokraohc desnt coutn the hydropneumatic asstoy messes brainemsses
gratis einlauf and the usual mildsafety
aortamesses
aerlqduemsses
fucking lauras and maximilia and knwos god hat homo
and so on
its defacto
brainwahs aay of the real thing
wiht a nuts thing or so
getmeoutwarcoma
------------i cant beleve it
in zombei tv on phoneix abotu food now jan12th2011 i heard the food
addition aspartam
i c a nt bellleive it
in 2001 2002 i wrote it
could abrely rememebr it and said asperidam or aspertam
wait ill search teh drugname
in teh drug mail
its for years in the messes summary mail as :
-kitchenfood aspertam or asperidam or sth - think my brain melts on
overdosage of it
teh report mail abotu it was wrttten 2001 2002
//////////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
THASSTOYER DICKTOYER
HATEDRUGDETOX it
ADN MIldsafetyCAtaPUlt HITS REAHREAD low
GEOT out arota messes and hte drugs AND HTE METHOD 1653pm
someone installs sht in asss too
verfassugnsschutz ususally ass and dicktyo electrodes
KILl THE COckROaCh

AND GET out WHO HATEDRUGS ME WIHTHTE PROVOCATION asstoymesss
remidns me of hte make mom nuts monkey gmes
----THE COCKRoaCh MESSER IS REPUBLIcaN GUARDINGS OR SNAKE bUNCH
I MISTAKE THeSE TWO ALWAYS
DEToX THEIR
MAKES NUTS BITTERNESS DRUG or hate drug
KILl assTOYER DICKTOYER
//////////////////////////////
kiasltoyers
repari subdurames heamtoem rearhadlow
remove reomtecontroleld facebone adjsut
remove tittsuti oera sssacecss and mdidle backmess
geotut if rehrealdwommdamge is
nerve to stomach interidcition or erasers or both kilasother
//////////////
FIX GrOInNMeSs
Its that you should SOUnD LIkE A DEPRI WEENIE
TIS REPUBLCAIN GUARDINGS COCKROAHCES OR SNAKE BUCN H TEHY CALLthis
MESS
BANISCH OR MANISCH or so maniacish or manish or manic

GROIN

THIS
IS
ZOMBIE
SAYING METHOD
BUNCH
HOW HE BUNCH CALLS HTEMERHDO
AND SCCREAMS MRUDER HTEASTOYER for adecade
WAHT DO YOU DO?
=========
the messer is obssessed wiht messing away my billiosn
its say arm or so ie say poor or so
and assmesdickotmes disabuerldelrs breahtemss repalce ofoxygen wiht co or
co2
eyemess tittsuitmess gorinemss
its mdisalfety
reomve earliqudimess gmeotuaormca
STASIGAME
ATLEAST SINCE I BUY HYPERACTIVAITONS OR SUE IT IN HUMAN RIHGTS COURT this
is an injsutice land in public
someone cataults me sth into rehradlow half midl on altering htis mail
--------loontheme to asstoymess icktomess dicksucktoymess is innerlich arm
ie inside poor bt in meaning of in the inside you feel poor or so
murdehte asstoyers
tittsuitmess over ass access and midde hsdouelr centerback for tittsuit
titts area
often wiht cirularmovement for adjust middleback
smellycream whitecream smellycream fil l of a heavy smelly oil
other mess is
S A G genau
ie s a y yehreagight exaclty
///////////////////
nigttiemess is messewiht nellys song just adream song
somem esses abotu consturctng hte idealgirl physiclally
and i soo didint care or didnt bother
as if hte messer is 12 or stuck in teenage relationways
some messes likebrits do messes
its about one or two young guys runing awawy form a palace cage or so
breaking out
and you in the shoes of them wi ht my brohter or so
interesting is taxi thomas or so
reality is i would be alot lot lot more discrete and alot mroe planned
look at the
gifts for christmas

the decoy gifts and hte preplanned

nonexistent budget for it

in coma youre dull nand wanna sleep sleep and so don give a damn
tahts hte difference coma test and real deal
somemanipualtion about europol team
some fuckmesses its a nohsotilemild safe nnight i htink
ineed hyperactivaiton ebroe hties endsi ns ucidie andtrustme i dont
lieabotthese seirosu things
gemteoutofwarocma
i hope a russian shoots off my head
there wassome thermess about climbing a hill during a diktoy mess or fuck
or nose base operations mess facebemess
usually these are
alto faster facebone adut for antipahty like nuertingen
uck manipualtions in coma warocma are usually about balancing keeping sth
in balance wiht keeping a movement flow
thats hte fuck manipualtions usually
or bending over a grey or whtie paperbox corner tight on a pushign a pussy
or so
our brain is toast
youre far away
you dont realise
youhaven thing from it
you jsut wonder why you breahte heavy
or wahts hte mess ors o
you re tired stone wanan sleep
dont realsie
are messed to keep sth in balalance or climb a hill and must hold tight or
so
its a mess
the zombei writes you how it isi to fuck on coma warocma you.. realise
that
right?
============
fixgutsmess
getout the earliqudimesses ugtsmesses
by the feetmess its repblcian guardings or snake bunch before
they mess iwht bloodflow inner legy top legstart and knee backside
gemotuawrocma
geotu tt sidehead overboost iwht rightb earmess geotuwhats htat game
tdeotx heap bitterness drug ,into groin
////////////
coma test are overloud messes wiht shaky inside nutshelmet video or so
that is suprising or so
or light thats sursiig or so wiht overluod shake stuff an assstoymess
dicktomyess breainmeasure
recoma drugscrew
suffocaionts for coma test and groinneemess asmmes killscum
////////////
gix reahtemss
removerightearmess
according to gemran mess hte gemran s retard or dull me iwht a bindehaut
mess or so getmeotuaromca
or i woudl have no bindehaut
fix repace ofoxygen messes
////////
ome nighttiemanipualtion about an evilhousewhere youhave evil ouble
brohters or so and didntana ick a pie oracake so igot chokedo r sth
interesting about it wasan argument bythe chick tha tis b o u g ht not
rent
and me like ????????????? connsidered argument ot burn it down
buthtoguhtinstantlythen he owuld mae insurance hwen itell
so iept as opion
some mess abou a scrapyard

here i had on coma hte idea to surveil a countrith sendingsht on scrapard
the guyoutsidenutshelmtsaid thas doneusuallywih tawlers
messawayof chrstinewhile ijustwantedto llllllloveher n my arms tight
----------mruder ealudmesser
dicktoyer ssotyer ealrier
************************************************
THE GEMRASN CHOKEME AT NIGHTITE
AROTA AND OR THRAOT WIRE
wantmycomputerback
this is evil church comptuer
tehres a theme to teh aorta mess and throatmess on coma
like a chick choking you or so
but the physical mess is the real deal
its teh deeed and hten an alibi manipualtion to it
someone outside hte nutshelmet says L O S ! hastly anxious
**************************************************************
tehn you choke
-------------daytime jan15th11
ah right the laser in bath is blue singledot not too fine not too big
midblue
the laser locations in living room is above notebook
above old mother
aside old mtoehr in low over seat area
gasvalves all over close to same locations
in bath aroudn light and top tail left ie shower to all
/////////////////
did someone simualte grey cargo egg
and the guy in a talk show liek alles ohne gewaehr?
ie wihtout guarantee ?
make
sure
its well designed
and highclass cfd and enigneering simualtions etc
not sure if the guy was half baldy that replied it
\//////////////////////////
mild grocery store visit
KILASLTOYERS DICKTOYERS
ALLTHEIMTE
PRONOILMES SBRAINEMSS ASMES PRONOILMESS
iTSM DISALFE
VERY
HO IS NEW
sue store kialstyers
store 1558
GETMEOTUROWARMCA
fix groinems sballsmess
loontheme is
arsch bill or in den arsch will while oyure asstyed pornoiled balslmessed
dicktoyed
its midslafe
ussually they make worse things
who is new
//////////////////////
sudoku ontoilet:
typical thing on otilet

you sovle sudoku
you nod wiht ead to music
then you get dull catpault hit ie dumbdrug
think its test if hear hte results and nod becauseof that
you solve on anyway
then youget more dulldrug or dumbdrug
then you cant think abit
then youtrytosolve on but its liek asakc ofwords
at theend
you gethte resutl stned
dmamged
dry gased
aortamessed retarded dulled
under thse conditions i solve my sudokus on toielt
i assume you know
maybe it has nothing to do wiht nod but often the mess starts right
then
ELEPHANT GROUP
genius or just
or htey try to
as anything is
ego
will

USUALLY DOES THAT IN EXAMS or so to test if someone is a
on smart dope
get the grades town to screw the ego
intended to kill self value self respect self value

but the bunch this time is hte bunch that meses me up with highschool
i wantmymcptuerback
this one is from church
//////////////////
demess schatzvermacht or schatz gemacht
istnthat a hooker nick name or soo among these homofortress bunch?
//////////////
pusihs asstoyerp ornoiler
demess say tshhhhhhhh or zu aut or zu laut
get out
who fools who
and WHAT E X AC T LY
what does that fake
remove earliqudimesses
fix deafenng rightear
fix sufoficaon and breahtemsss
getoutm ehtods
intnitons
gemtouwaormca
oh btw how many did the cockroahces fake wiht htis cheap shit trick
and more interesitng WHAT E X AC T LY is faked wiht it
remove reaheadlow oialtnena
or russian needle or whatever the dirty mess is
remove earliqdumesses and fix hte deafinigng espec right ear is half deaf
===
mildasafety in grocerstore is
its midslafe
who is new
fix brainmes sin store assmes prnoialssmessitsmdialfe
sue store pusnishscum
or maek afety inavance
who is new ususally theymake me

retard there

udenrway some groinmess aortamesthroatmess midlcataputl hits
abit assmesdicktomyess
messes like was ist aauf meinenm schwanz
or ich fahr nur so ein bisschen herum as statement then see how you react

to it mess
or so
that kidn fo sht
very midlsafe
a spyzoo around
polizei or so mess ona silver seat
some dicktomyess
its mildsafe
who
is
new
////////////
the laser in bath is blue
jan19th2011
so in room
getmeoutoawromca
once bigdot once finer dot
/////////////
fix dememnzduller
groinmess wiht say this and that ie say schlamm bin or wahtever
its like groinmess or air pushed thorugh or so
that it sounds like youre evil or provocations to lower alarm levels etc
MOSTLY EVIL CHURCH DOES THESE
were htere attack provocations wiht this method
the scum doesnt just then anticipate attacks but PROVOKE AND WANT ONE
and it lowers alarm rates when they do really shit
==========
hmm
zombie tv
porno softporn for phone sex or sth
guy says wo hast du die her?
where you got her from ?
hmmmm
this means they see them as posession
as a toy you get from somewhere
a h a
thats not a cute hottie in their arms
thats a sex toy to use and abuse for hedonistic pleasures
a h a
and that means theyre crude
and hte brain is off
a h a
and htat explains why
fuck chain works compromising honey traps work
males shut off their brain
a h a
now i get it
and these idiots pretend im also chainable wiht shit liek that
tahts hte virgin weenie messes after rapehell
a h a now i get it
and sincec i dont bite it
then the idiots wiht highschool messes messmeup about mit mir gehen ie
teenage relation bullshit
a h a
now i get it
they cant tacker hte chain on so htey retreat back in infantility

relations
or search for issues or so
now i get it

this can only mean one thing
christine is not public or not percepted enough on my side
and thats why its all so deniable
then she might have changed it
!
then they try to mess her away
and i get messed up say divorce or so
or say bitch or so
to mess H E R away on teh other side of hte mess
a h a
now i get it
teh rest is
ignorance
phony german ignorance to
simply
P R E T E N DN ND ND ND NDNDDDDD ME INTO THE ZOMBIE BUBBLE coma bubble
warcoma bubble simply
and try the zombei games anyway
and then that doesnt work then they try massive dmaamge erasers again
and its
all
all
all
al
just
spam for you
fix aorta retardmess usfociaotns
fix breahtmes pusnia assboenems gorinems breahtems artamess
damgesurbuameheamtoemrearhaedlow and theother dirty dmamges
and
sufocaitons
im suffocating im
suffoctaitn oftne in ngithtime on co or co2 or so or nutshelmet
or a taorta mes s and gorinemss
or breahtemess buzzers
or lie awie around throat that chokes you off iwht a theme in nutshelmet
that someone chockes you wiht bare hands
but its an alibi manipualtion in manipaultiosn helmet to a physical
choking
liek a hard head BUMP or maasive hit on a brainregion
wiht a n alibi theme in nutshelmet like someone throwing a stone
or
a circle schoolyard beat up
but its just a n alibi theme to a very hard headhit to hte physical mess
or an alibi for choking
remove remote controlled installs all
and fix breahtemsses damamge and chokigndmage and hte dmammage hit messes
i wroote about the hit method in 2002 already
eihter repubcian guaridngs or snae bunch those days

choking here i coudlnt identify mabye church mayebe same
other alibi messes are for eye
du hast da was im auge
you got sth in the eyes
the avatar (you cant influence
out falls a pingpong ball or a
tehn you think in coma aha its

operatiosn or eyelid replace
but you) strafes on the eye
pingpongsized thing
out

its in suggestive state of mind suggesting its out
but in realityh te PHYSICAL MESS continues
//////////////
kilalstyer dicktoye
fix repalceof oxygenmess
demess say weich or say reich mess away of fortune
fix thaortmess and facbeonemss
gemtouaromca
nighttmemess was bullshit abotu cawling up a hill or a steep autobahn or
so as metaphore for sth
i puled out my teethglue in coma warocma some other nighttimes
feeling miserable and sick and miserable
it MUST BE from that
you dont realise in coma
you are suffocating sometimes on the glue liek when iplled it out once
half
and choked it down
but it was stuck by half on the eeth the toehr half was in thraot
you are i coma
dont realsie
and suffocate do death almsot
dont realsie
wahts inmouth or so
and feel mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiserably sick
geoutht

damamge n teeth

for ripping it out

getmeoutofwarcoma
store 1015 1018
iasltoyer baslmesser
teethglue is new in late 2002 early 2003
after drugs / babbling drugs damamged
you repeat the thinking in coma warcoma which made it impossibel to move
you around
then someone used teeth glue for acompelte glue
toehrs use subdue of motuh or kiefersperre or so
most interesting about it is
that the babbling drug doesnt work anymore as soon as there is abit
resistance in mouth the babbling in coma warcoma stops
it didnt take a fullglue
withouti t its walking around in coma warcoma repeating waht you think
zmbies/(not hyperacitvated people) usually dont knwo and wonder why the
scum seems to always know
i did some jamming in 2003 or 2004 but the germans froed down the brain
there was alot of resistance
but i goterased soso ften iforgot how i did it
ususlally thegerans tried to vercome it with statement and provoke a
reaction themes
storm and flash and rain outside person gets in wiht umreblla says waht a
terrible weather then awaiting your reaction
taht on coma
it was just one bunch however
statement and expectation of response
booklet stoersender written kompletely stoned
knwos god waht i wrote itn it might reflet bulshit or partially not
on coma you write all kind of bullshit

but often the thingsyou wanted to repaort
you dial and type it also
just that things you assume for known arent necessarly udnerstandable
example metaphore is
now iget suffoaitn erasers wih aorta mess and cant rememebr
example metaphre ois whe nthey mess you up wiht an evil green apple named
trtrtrtr
you would write shit like trtrtrtr isnt good to eat its evil
and you would be like
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
it all makes sense when you know hte mess then
reveriy state of mind mail part above a to g where you get under a point
(f?) that manipualtions affect each other
so its also possible that
IN THE REPORTS you wirte in coma oyu mix the messes from mess before and
mess after
//////////////////////////////
jan20th11 the laser in bathis blue relatively smalldot laser and veryvery
fine reddot single dot in bath
-----jan 21st11 the laser is bigdot red
geout sidehead overbostmesses
earliqudmesses
enkelhaft or so weneiemess
groinmeslater
reminded me earlier of hte meothds of 2002
hte laser in bath is red
fix deafenign on ear messes
russian needle is often rearheadlw rearloweear right or
LEFT SIDEHEAD
themess installs of that is htere
gemotawuromca
geotut whtas hte dirty try
and geot udumdurgg or duelr 1525
ou cant htink atall
its a dumbdrug or dulelr
youdont even realsie htevalue of a 7 or so
liek someone duls you just becsaue you solve sudoku and when you solve it
too fast
you get extra dulled after hte red laser
wahtever you do on toilet
you dont get messed like meusually
foten theres stomachmess
someitmes feetmess on inner lgstart aside balls for blod flow mess
or nerve fry
so rear knee
tehn your legs get shaky
then yougeout of coma and your gfeet are asleep
that hceap rick is rpeubclain guardings or snake bunch i mistake those two
otehr mses are brainmesses
say this and htat loonthemes
drysmellin gas
sometimes laser blue sometimes red
INERESTING ABOTU THAT IS NOT THATHTEYRE RED NOW
BUT THATHTE
L O C A T I ON EXCHANGES now too
and not just the color of hte laser
its a monkey game isntit?
like
pack impact on a barricade then it falls off

//////////
geh gemrans demenz retardme
i want hte methods158am
check drugs
replace of oxygen and disbalerdullers
kilscum or geotuaormca
someone also makesm e semi dyslecix and messes me up i was or woudl be
shit
or so
that wiht oveisssuier drugs into groin
intenitons?
================
remvoe russian needle that buzzes wiht half or quarter second delay what
is heard
all in all reminds me of hte german stasi shitzo games or russian
methodgames in 2002
even hte ass electrode games is the same
exactly liek federal verfassungsschutz in 2002
/////////////
punish asstoyers
dickoters
gixgorinemsbreahtemsses
loontehme is
messaay of my fortune iwht thi andhtat dass ich reich werd meanign hte
conflciting oppsite after a break alles nur im kopf.
ie this andhat that i get rich : hard divider no all just in the head.
its a conflicting messaay
asspressureinejcitons
breahtesmses
earloiqudimesses
tons ofrusisanenedle oialtnena mess
dictomess breahtemsses now and hten
demess the dirty tries
fix erasers brainwashes
remidns me more of a jeaous girl than a messer
getmeotuwaormca
fix idsabueers
kilastoyers formomorning or make safetyi nadvance
///////////////
cute girl
balance
expenses for social projects wiht income by 2 : 1
and that at maximum
ie half of fresh income for social project but not more
but use it carefuy and measured
focused
make sure its from th income and not interest rates an investment earnings
mae sure its fully tax deductible
cut down social projects that goes above this line

i hadso nothing from it all
iive in a mouldy single room of my od mother and have not a cent in my
pocket
when igo buy hyperactivaitons or demand myfortuen they act like im nuts
and that hwile i get dmamged asstoyed ufocated.
lets face it

things arent nice for me
for a very very long
time
//////////////////
demess loonthme
where in amnipualtion some mess is like wiht a statement then the
nuthelmet person is liek "thenyou say ja"
ibarelyremember
i dont relasie sotned and i dont care
i jsut wanted to sleep that mss
other messes are like
you as engine in a metaphore
and where you would fit in and waht kind of engine you are
interesting abotu this one is that it was about BOATS
iek a dieseblock that idntfit into a mall wood boat
then you as jet engine into a speedboat but some pipe was on top open
wabbling in the air
then suffocated underwater completely
etc
alll relatively unhostile
it was abstract metaphroes
add this shit to manipualtions mail
i put it to messes summary
btw
make a book messes summary but ADD THE MANIPULATIONS MAIL to it
this is just messes s u m m a r y
i wrote for a decade all along messes
there were also meses that someone tried to discredit my case wiht i just
would hear things or so
and therefore its totally ok to keep me like this or sth
other stuff
pedomess sithop or so wiht a blonde kid wher oyu dont realise and ont care
and dont mind
but i think igrab the nose of hte nutshelmet girl someitmes
other shit
das ueberzeugt sogar den richter ie that even convinces the judge
and oyure like ???????????????????????
its a theme mmodule thats in many themes
but thats the shit
ususaly its retrard duelrs
A L OT of mean grin halfmoon mean grin loonthemes
usually its like evil teeth
btu thistime more like evil moon mean grin onflict shit
messaway of my billions wiht
alles nur im kopf
ie all jsut in head
or all jsut fahaantasy
///////////////////////////////
jan26th to 27th 2011
i got manipualted thatthe kiled kid
bag over head

mirco case boy was suffocated ihta

wahts hte deal?
germans are all homos and pedos
was my approach to slve the case anythign close to useful ?
////////////////////////////
there was some mess thathtefuion ue las tested in los alamos
wahweverthatis
ithguh they made the atmicbmbthere inteh 50s
isthat thing fusion science relevant in 2011??
had white backgroudn some parameterswhon ingrey oriting innutshelmet

i t h ou gh ti read 30 milon degrees or 38mlionbut itsbullshit maybe
some messwere iwalked wachted over a a distant hilll and said russian bear
shoot off my head or so
geeeeeesh
even in coma warcoma
the manipulatinowas like however abolishing democracy or it woudl be fraud
democracies orsth while i slided down some ladder
there was more
moremore
////////////////////
messes discreidtmess
who is new
teh sprituals install ealrudmess or so
say mom
wacht or lacht or so loontheme
being cheat or being shit weenie mess
say trienz or so
dikcktoymes feetmess eyemess
facemess fatypatpemess
itsmdalfety
i wanty mycomputerbak
GEOUT WHO FOOLS WHO HOW WHY
remove ealrudmess
sually i get deaf rightear aafterhtemesses roemveoristnall
it remidsnme of loon discredit messes
the dicktool flushes warm water with shit around ccock
fatnrusnigs drug lie k2005 and groinemss
facemes faceboenems fattypatpe and eyelid impalnt mess
otehrmesses say fun bin
killthebitch oramke safetyin advance

///////////////////
igot manitpaulted thathtegemrans [put neon into nutshelmet and gaschamber
does it repalce oxygen ?
what does neon do
usually its repalce of oxygen wiht co or co2 or sth called stickoxide
neon is new
////////////////////////
demss loontheme say prinz war then hard break alles einbildung
ie say being prince then hard conflict all just imagination thats hte
loontheme
other messes are emotional face asstamtemtn mess mostly as MEASURE
schablone how you reacttoit hten yuo get BRAINMESSED bythat
also mean grin or smile or so and dpends how you react to it you get
braindamamges
either forehadmiddle or udnersidemidde
other messes im inneren ein schwatz or ein schatz
thats precius is a hoooker metaphroe
some cockroaches tried to fake that in 02 i think in rapehell
did you murder hte homos
is that the
MAX WEBER IN JAIL OR 24 YEARS or so
was that THAT ? or was that N AO T H E R mess only
and hte homos and rapers and kdifucers got away
/////////////////////
murder asstoyer 0057
gemotuaromca
bettermake safetyinadvnace
the messer remidns me of verfassugnschutz in 2001 2002
DO NOT COUNT ON THEM SOLVING HTE SITUATION!
TEH STRATEGY IS

TACITCAL OVERHEARING WIH IGNORANCE
ERASERS AND CHIDLFOOLMESSES WITH DAYTIME ALLDAY DECOY GAMES
OR GAMES THAT SHOULD PROOVE ITS OKTO KEEP ME AS ASSTOYED VICITMIED HUMAN
BECASUE I DONT RECOGNISE FUCKSCUM
OR WOUDLNT CLAIM MY FORTUNE OR SO
kind of situations
rest is decoy nebelkerzen dviert
or shitzo or hatenut decoy games
hatenut decoys was done in RAF german terror case in 80s
============================
klillasstoyer gmeotuwaormca
EVEN THAT ZOMBIE KNOWS AND TELLS YOU WOUDL MEAN VOLUMES USUALLY
but its a shitty blog for you
spam
getout who killed the internet
how long is messes summary file
teh danger is thatheyre dreamdancers (type:wishful thinking for self
benefit)
and that makes htem blind to unbearablities and the problems that causes
and hte RESULTS that casuses.
/////////////////////////////////////
theres some mess about a dominik or so that you shouldnt kill and im like
???????????????????/
=======
tehre was a nightitme wmesswiht a banner hanging
white background black and red writing
wir gratulieren wolfgang schling
fuer 25 jahre erfolgreiche verteidigung
we gratulate wolfgang schling for 25 years of successful defending
and youre like
who is wolgang schling or so
then later some manipualtion that he lost his hair for you
and oyure like
>??????????????????????????????????? (assuming its soldier
haircutmetaphore or sth in a nighttime homofortress homosoldierbunch yet
another one)
isnt this a homo pedo fortress here in mosbach-masseldorn
some other messes liek a chav family makign afoto and some kid like
toddler age saying
i wanna suck you
and ouerl ike eeeeeehy
the idliek ich schlucke auch
ie swallow to
and im liek ???
b l a ch saying in coma sth like
stop being gay for a moment and say cheeese to the cam wiht hte amfamily
this
is hte messes
this si the nightimeshit
///////////////////////
do i have a klarmobil phoen umber wiht -307 in coma warcoma
what happened to the siemens s6500# maybe ancient prototype
and later s65000 maybe for purachase
i speculated thathte people might want superior quality of talking
but the people wanted more and more and more multimedia gadgets
i did assume siemens never w a s good in that and rahter in professional
phone market
for htsoe that want style like blackberry late 2000s
//////////////////////
i sooooooooooooooooou bbbadly needfeedbakc about fusion fuel
how far is armychain armor v1-L

carbonecore wiht cermamics hull
and or carbonecore armor iwndow foil sandwich and armor ceramics hull
wiht or wihotu foil wrap
wahts hte stab iity
wahts he energy pass on coefficient
wahts the weight compared to the one before
get me feedback
of course you align the carbone corefor cursh forces
but keep in mind also
S T R A F E S H O T S or
MULTIPLE STRAFESHOTS so a ball torn sideways
might be less likely
but wihtthe shape there wil be sloped armor deflection
i guess
long story short
feedback
armychain armor v1-L
and
FUSION FUEL nanotube
do yo keep eectrons away from electronless fissile material with nanotubes
like low yield fuel in fission or low yield nukes
feedback
whats hte critical mass in nukes wihthtat
what wiht gravnuke
wahts hte wall ineraction with fusion fuel
waht sthe temperatures etc
feedback
anyhthign impressive publsihable?
btw lnl tech
how far is it>
magflight
was anything new since recently?
did htey transform the steering ? did it make sense?
lets make the stuff better
and get me some feedback
nsa thanks for patenting
you know ihave NNNNNNNNNNOTHING from it all
and you
flymeback to hell too often
you wait for suicide and oyu know it
i dont think you can fraud russians and chinese wih double replace games
for hte inventions
and i dont htink you can fraud hte customers for the transferred cash
ma y b e you considered it when it was less transparent and less
notarstamped
and lessp ublic
maybe hten
but i dont think they will let you once im dead. or a tomato.
and noone blames hte germans.
hten they play humble and udnerstanding
then political correct apologetic and responsible
then they try sleazy deal
then they act like nothing happens
then they will give hte victimised the blame
then theyll try open ratty games.
this is how it works

all knew holocaust
most of em knew
but after war suddenly noone knew officially
or e v e r y on n e hid a jew in roof suddenly
like 5 million of em would have survived holocaust if that woudl have been
the case
the tactic on the groudn now is
-tactical overhearing and ignoring
-allday greyallday decoy games wih erasers
and
-using that as alibi that its ok to keep me like this
-loon discreditgames mostly wiht hatedrug catapulted in like RAF in 80s
court games
-with that hte victimised seem the haters or nuts
-nebelkerzen decoys of other types like who pretended what age 14 or so
class of decoy
and
then
wih a mistake like sending an application works as a confirmation that hte
situation woudl be
maintainable i f
-this lead to this suicide situation
i can ensure you its a matter of the method now only
and its open injustice
likely russian method ie stasi shitzo games
-which explains mean grin games in nutshelmet
else
-ignoring and tacitca overhearing
-acting liek you wouldnt knwo waht you say
-wiht massive erasers and sufocatons
and
-allday greyallday decoy games wiht using stuff like applications as an
alibi
that its ok to keep you like this
anotehr tenyears
iget aorta bloodflow dulers now and whe nthey think you dropped to sleep
suffocation gases
co or co2 or stickoxide or neon

instead of oxygen

///////////////////////////
febr1st 2011
waht is the actual sum of total of my fortune
need my feedback
i askedthe bank
explicietly for sternenzeiit/ nighttime feedback
but they acted like wahts?wih stars?missing? (sternenzeit)
liek youre some fool
the last sum i knew was 20.995 billion euro
it would be by 25 billion now
the last cashflow i knew was 100 to 214 million or htousand
not 213 not 215, but 214
get
me
feedback
======================
igot messedup that teh majority of my fortune comes from gravitational

nuclear weapon invention
a year or two ago
is that hte case? or mess?
i always thought the majority came from MEGASALES
like us navy nasa and co
its a special term anyway
get me feedback
/////////////////////////
fix gorinemssl ontheme to it
tochter bin or so loontheme
killastoyers
baslmlessers
gronmessers
removetittsut
gemtouaromca
other messes say warm or say arm or so
fix messaway of my fortune
and fearsome brainmesses and or nervoes machen ie making nervous
teh last 7 days
plus erasers
---wehat is wrong with you that you ca p r e t en d it doenst matter thathte
zombei write sthis for five ten years
from murder hte asstyoer
to getmeotuowarmca
to when ib uy lamborgini napalmin
to huma nrihgts court
to thousands of brianwash messes ina summry
what
the
hell
is wrong wiht you
to fly me back to hell then
sixtimes
or just threetimes
/////////////////////
fix repalce ofoxygen
fix messaway of prince title
its briwanwash that you sholdnt knwo or shoudlnt beleive or sth
ususally its if you agree you get damamged
if youdont agree you dont believe it
funy is
when they do that with the e x a c t same mess thatteh sky is blue
you dont agree either
morons
teh strategy is brainwash away one thing by one thing
=========
puniahssbonemsser
loonthem eis jemand wacht or jemand lacht
or als ob jemand lacht or so
ie as if someone laughs is hte theme
and youre like ?????????????
punishastoyersgmeotuaormca
BUSTHTEOMCA WAROMCA BUBBLE
stasi shitzo land
thats the mess to the assbonmess
its a mild method

IWANT MY COMPUTERBACK
//////////////////
tbe germasns readjsut genitals overassaccess and isntall
and titsutimess
whnehtey see you prepare to go to shower
whats hte inteniton
whats hte methods
========================
gout the anxiety drug
its same wiht when tyoure competlely sotned in porn and think about fusion
but they do sth wiht anxiety
kiasltoyer
this makes only sense when they measure pulse or so
maybe bloodflow or so
wiht sufofocaio nrepalceo ofoxygen that is not measured defientiely
or its measured and thats whyyouget sufocated
//////////////////////////////////
mruder the assstoyer dicktoye rgorinemsser sufocai noemsser aortames
FIX SUFFOFOFOCAION DULELR AND ERASER SAND OVERBOOST AS COVER
demess mit mir gehn weenie hteme
========
oysbusgh hs
astoyer dicktoermanipuatison are virgin weeniemess wiht mom smel
messtoducksucktoymess
verziehung or beziehung mess
and iitsn othat its mt mir gehn or s weeni brainwash
say schul or schwul
wiht asstoymes
say arm or warm mssaway of fortune
this is hte shit
ikillmyself wihtout hyperactivaiton
and i get mom mess
or virgin weenie mess
I DEMAND ACCESS T OMY BILLIONS
IDEMAND HYPERACTIVATION LIEK ANYONE ELSE IN SPYWORLD
ITS NOT 1960
AND TOTALLY LEGITIMATE AND EVEN AMONG GRADUATES STANDARD
AND I WANT TIME WIHT MY CHRISTINE
BUST
THE COMA BUBBLE
OR WAIT FOR MY SUICIDE
IS THAT CLEAR NOW
===
now i get disabuellers
aortab lodlfoldulelr and ealrliquidmess
//////////////////////
are the germans completely dillusional abotu my case
i get startreck messes sometimes
or mit mir gehen messes
or mom fool messes
or virgin weenie messes
or say arm or somesses or trienz or so mess away in stepwise first thing
second thing third thing brainwash away
and if its notthat its pedo messes
that is only when they dont try
mean grin conflict messes wiht overissueir drug hatedrug and meangrin
loonthemes wih earliquidmess and russian needle mess

or say chimm or stimm or so third party deception shit
and if its nothat its
schach or schwach or furchwar winn or being shit or so weenie brainwash
and arota blood flow dullers
and suffocaiton erasers
and if its not htatits
E R A S E R S WITH CHILDFOOL MESS AND MILDSAFETY A MORNIGN
so all think its not so bad
and more erasers
I ASSUME YOU KNOW
assume.
//////////////////////////////////
manipaulti onwas htat fusion fuel nedd s now 76 GEV gigajoule or so
compared to 400 before
about fusion nanofuel
----------which fusion device in germany or usa is 400 gigajoule
or 400 GEV
or was it tore supra
/////////////////////////
coma test
kiasltoyer gmeotuaormca
brainmess is overloud test coma test or so
next stage is asstomyes sitsh suffoaiton throat mess
and overloud brainmes wiht shaking left right
or so
//////////////////
the lasers in room are blue febr 4th 2011
so laser int o eyes
the one above seat
is blue bigdot
the laser aside table betwen computer and table is red finedot
fix the laser into eyes damages mostly blue
///////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLGRONEMASAER IDBALERLS
lonthee mis sah duemm or so
its a mes that oyu shodlnt agree or so
or a mess where oyugetdammged ormessed i oyuagggree
make th titsuit dinfucitonal empty
fix disbalerullers
REAPRI ERASERS
TEH ALST THREE DAYS
the retard damame LAST THREE WEEKS
//////////////////
remove earliqdumess oialntena mess
manpualtiosn are pedals will or pedbels or pebelz or so
other ess is viel soff or so
i barely remember the shit
remins me of hte messes 02
other messes t h o s e days were crane camera on wedding mess or so
hte earleir day reminded me more of 2004 bunch

this here sems lek evilchurch
GEOTU AROTA MESS
RMEOVE INSTALLS
ix disabuerlelrs
///////////////////
demess earliuqmdess
loontheme is
heor kurz zu ie listen a moment then you get sth to rebabble on coma
warcoma
fix brainemss and groinmess to it and rearheadlowmess
remdisn me of evil church
///////////
can ou getmetogehter wiht christine
can i keep our ring abit
removeearliqudimess
fix chestpaint mess or heart mess
removeealriqumdess
demess asbeonemss groinemss
deness say jaa mess
gemotuwaormca
makesure
teh germans dton fool christine third partydeception
i sometimes get messedup i call her on coma
but hte nutshelemt is like say mom say bitch say viech or so pedo mess
this and that say divorce say tooo h u ge
say cat and youre like ???????????????????????????????????/
that kind of shit
if its not that its hatedrug before fuck mess or so
was my nightititme numebr a xxxx307 numebr?
/////////////////////
iigot nighttime meedu p
centralsied or decentralised or refurbishing he sphinx
said sth like
a centralised means tehoretically that the education and paradigms of one
person or one kind of peopel lead to greater dissenz wiht the rest of hte
people or has a greater risk of o
whiel decentralsied is more liekly aiming at moderation
seems like they tried to exploit a clue on coma warocma
this is usually not usable
becasue you woudl say
when the appe is green its better that its pink else it shodlnt be red
you utterly dont realise ususally what you say whwat it means for otehrs
etc
reverity STATE OF MIND MAIL (poin A to poin t G)
////////////////
demess transvestite manpualtion
was fuer eine frau bist du
and youre like ????????????????????????
=========
demess messudnerway as mess dicktomyes siwht loontheme
schoenes gefuehl ie beatiful ffeeling kilthe btich
assmes neckmess groinemss
some oner retarded me last n ight that ican abrely walk undmessed
psychodrug dammge or crude nutshelmet dammges
that damage movement and other
fix neckmessbrainems dictoymess
some gutsmesses
groinems breahtems facebonemess
==
other mess

say arm bitch
ie poor bitch or so messaway of fortune
/////////////
mildasfety shopping
killllllllllllllasstoyers
gorinemssers
genitalsmes balmesses
ponoilm ess
assbnemes s
INSTALL mess
pornoil assmess wiht decoy pornoilmess
dictomesasmes goribmes sbneckmess
eyemess
its midsalfe
loontehems are between
verraeter when i spit on anygerman flag to
zukaut or zu laut or so
or arsch will or in den arsch dill

ERASERS ERASERS 1730 to 1750
IWANT THE METHOD
DRUG ERASER OR WAHT
METHOD
ADN SCUM
I DEMAND MY CAR BACK AND MY COMPTUR BACK MRUDER HTE ASOTYER
GORINMESSERS
=
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDER HTE ASTOYER
REMoVE eaRlIQuiDMESs
MRUDER PRONOIERL ASDOYER FACeBoneMeSS
EArliqudimess russianneedlemess BRIANMESSER
1805
=======
removeealrqidumess and ontehem
sag das hat sich interessant angehoert
ie
s a y that did sound interesting
and youre like ????????????????
remove rightearmess
//////////////
puasnihstoyerdicktoyesr
geout ifpressureinejtis is hte nverbelly
gemtoauwromca
removestomachaccessprobe
susaulyits a blue halftransprent plastic thats very flexible
-----MY REALWORLD COMPUTING SWTICH DOESNT WORK
fn f10 or win fn f10
but in coma its llllllllittttttttttered wiht all kinds of icons
and or
popping up sstuff low right grey long bar
anything you type is filmed wih cam
some blue laser points onto the right keyboard side
==============
did oyu warn banks from repalce it and relace cellphones
and replace cars the insurances

cant tehy trace scum etc ?
thecar bought
the car i get from christine
or magflgiht for testing
is ok
rest
blast
i.t. and cellphone
same,
//////////
geout whathtegemrans do with earliquidmess or russian needle mess
iwant
hte
methods
and the intention
getout ifits stasi shitzo games only
sometimes oilatenna
sometimes russian needle
sometimes reahr skull low antenna maess
sometimes rearlwo bottom outer ear mess
smteintmes inner center earhole d o w n
but tehy made me deaf right ear wihit
i barely remmmmebr whathey do wit it
thats why almsot no mess in this file messes summary is complete
=======
fix uncoariaotn brainems dsabeurdleur undeisdmiddel foreahriemdidle
getmeoutowaromcafxundoeairnduabedlers
iwnatmyncmptuerbuacjk
=thersressa shitzoloontopic in tv
i get drugstickpeeks thoruhg eyes
getout if hte cockrahces tried to silence me iwht htat sitgma
russian method
like old mother
=====
demess
loontheme
du wirst immer duemmer or duenner
shitzo loontheme northstrom orr so loon theme and vtol or dipol or so
loontheme
i barely remember
geotu the intention and htmesses
first is about physical tittsuit adjust
second is stasi shitzo games
/////////////////
demess earliquidmess
s a y arme schlampe winn or bin or so mess
getmeoutofwaormca
fix facebonemess
/////////////////
sue em for all in medifile and hte body installs
adn not to the beter
as if a tittttttsuit or hte antipahty faceboemes sor
eyesmallenig nro so for anitpahty
asif thtats for my advance
or chpping out my genitals
or worse liek facebonemess or heartflap oepratison
YOU NOTHIGN
BNOTHIGN NOTHING BUT SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUCK FOR GLYINGME BACK TO HELL
S I X TI M E S

OR
J US TRHEE TIMES
====kilthe asstoyer
geout
the pusle messes feetmesses removeinstalls
geout methods 1740
you work on an invention halfstoned
in background is aporn
and you getsuddenly pusle messed when the slim chick looks liek a kid from
a bottom angle or so
adn you dont give damn and work on the plate angle of strikefighter rotary
engine wippel shield
THIS MAKES ONLY SENSE WHEN THEY M E A S U R E TEH STUFF
S O
R E M O V E ANYHTING
ALL
ALL
R F ACTIVE
ALL
TITTSUIT
ALL
EYELDIMPLANTS
GORINEMSES
ALL
WHY SHOUDL I ALLWO IT
GUTSMESSES
BELLY ACCESS PROBES
ALL

**********************************************************************
T H IS
IS
M Y BODY
**************************************************************************
****
THE EUROPEAN HUAM NRIGHT COURT IS A JOKE
==========
make sure
a lawyer is there on tehenxt meeeting wiht hosue rent gu from od motehrs
room
and a
gutachten that hte washing machine is waterproof

fixed

and accordin to necessary closed stuff
though improvised and make sure its done and there tomorrow or 2 days

now :
I GET
ASSTOYED
BRAINMESSED
GROINEMSSED
EYMESSED
DURING MEET
OR EVENNOW DURINGPHONE CALL
YO U M U S TAVERT TAHT
KILLL ASSTOYERS AND MESSERS
I D O N T C A RE IF HTE OHERS ZOMBIES DONT KNOW OR DONT MIND
WHE NTEH ZOMBIE
WRITE SHIT
YO U

WIAT FOR SUICIDE
S O T P PRETENDING HT

CASE SOFT

//////////////////////////////////////
igetmanipautlison innightiem baotu magflgiht
where it hides
where woudl amagflight hide
and sme metaphres baout
e e p ha nt or inside an elephant or so
some messthathtechiensetreid to fake the maglfight thing c h e mi c a ll y
but it oudl be too crude in movement or tot rough or crude
and impressed yes?thats reallya piece of americna hightech indeed
dome earlqiudmessinmroingn wiht saynaa or heute abend einen schanz
today evenin a cock and youre like ?????????????
youre all thetime hornyat chrstine
her cute cuetpussy ad her hotttie butt
there
was
more
////////////////////
the tittsuit smellycream fill is over asss access
second hatch for titts is u s u al ly centerback between shoudelrs
the manipuatli on ot it is sayduemm or duenn or heute bin ich duenn
tis evil churhc only
iwant mycomputerbakc
when teh zombei writes this m a

yb e he sinhel

R M E MO V E I T
THSI IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
IN T H I S CASE
T HE Y WERE BADDIES ALLL ALONG
WERENTTHEY?
///////////////////////////F IX RETARDDMESSMES DMAMGEMESS store 153
fix gabllemses s
adngriemss
IWANTMYOMPTERBACM
VEUTHOW OFNTEIT IS RPELACLED TODAY
FIX
RETARDMESES
fix facbeoens 155pm
remvetsistumes
facbenemess earleir mornig during cookign
twice
remove rgoinremss
dbaslmess
faceboess
removefattytapemess
gemtoauromca
you instead taknig lenses from the tube ouy instead flush teh tube and
wanan take out lensesform eye into tube
and dont realsie udnli you mesaorudn inyour eyes
TTHIS IS RECOMA ADN RETARDDUELR
=========
when the ozmbei writes iths
ma z b e
hes in hell all along
/////////////////////
some maniualtion about cute little everyhting in my arm saying her son
wants a muschel and ithoguth itts asouvenir
gaver he instanly one
and she aksing is that 132dollar.50? andm e like ??????
the n she like
ive minuts sex??
and me in coma

as zombie
youre not a prostitute hugging her storkging her hair softly
she like sorry igave them infor about debts or sth
and me like ??????
thats bullshit or so
some manipualtiso nabotu pigprincesse iht thick bonde hciks
that are in am ean class or sth
thought i know asscasses where tyou can dowahtyou want and c a nt shine
its so over in a bad environment
of asses
thought ofsutff like
w h e n you shine
the nthe rest comeseasy
visagists
and tittsuitremoval
the chicks wanna all fuck wiht oyu and may goodhave mercy wiht oyu when
you cant say no then
the chick as btoehred al thetie by revenge had rathe r the ide a to make
hte mean chick at with
fructose
and watch her go down
but hte nutshelmt iddntunderstand and wrote sht like she had an abortion
or sth
and im like ?????????????
some mess abotu saving a chick strapped don or sth in poland or sth
and im like
??????????????????????
thats hte messes
can you get me togehter wiht christine ?
shes mycute worried little e v e r y t h i ng
thats not a slogan
iwanted o n ly her for eightyears
and when tats her name
you know iwanted only her
as i coudl describe orangesecurity sticks or lamborgini napalmin i
thoughtt ...w o w . . in her eyes and knew everyline
i was worreid abotu beardcream that makes her uglier than she coudl be
or so
and tried to painther wiht a 1995 wheelm ose and windows xp paint

cute worried little everything
when we have a son
iloveyou.
wanted only you but hope oyu kno what youre doing
imlikely not survivng this
cute worriedlittle e v e r y t h in g
ifi ts just mes
orget it
loveyou anyway
wanted only you
for eight years
ish i coudl make it all esier an better or you
i was so confused that she acted like a stranger
132.50 thing
assumed she forgot me or so and hurt like hell

in the

i assuem anway mostly hteyre doubles or german rat games
ebcasue someties it r a i ns thesemonkey games
that plus acting liek stranger and youre
annoy disinterest
it is getting fooled afterall
but there mostly confused about it

musche thing

thought she forgot me or sth
///////////////////
geet out how they wakeme
at least taht
and who exactly
bdoyinstalls ahve todo wiht it
unelss of course
its not am stery;y
****************************
AND COMMON IN SPYWORLD
TO FREEZE PEOPLE LIKE THAT
****************************
then of course that woudl only work when the reuglar hyperactivaitosn wont
work anyway
adn that puts hte civil society again
on teh testicles fo the land
///////////////////////
nighttiem emmome mes in halflife 2 theme or so
where i chose to thro some grenadtes on a place shootathte wire hanigng
thingies
teh floor was covered wiht water or dark water
ad toldsome chick she shuld be quitet because its al voer evil zombies or
so
i get brainwashed wiht the
door bell ringing
which is interesting
and a million pedomesses
like i would want A motherto fuck the kid or sth
THIS
SICKO SHIT IS GERMANY
there was more
all while i was horny at chrisitnes hottie buttt and her cute pussy all
the time
godihate this land
wiht everrrrry right and reason
///////////
geout who made me a retad on toielt
tis brianduelr
midlacatpults hits
aAORTA INSTALL RETARDB LOD FLOWMES
late aer solving a drysmell gas
the loonn theme is
sag chimmen umgebracht
got
out
wahttehy fool or fake or trick with that
THIS IS HTE MESS WHEN I SOLVED A SUDOKU
THATS HTE GERMAN TRY
GETOUT WHATTHEY FAKE WIHT IT
GET REAL YOUCANT EVEN SHIT UNEMSSED
REMOVE ALL INSTALSL FROM BDOY
TITSUTIMES
EARLEIQUDMES RIGHTEAR DEAFNENIGN FROM IT
AND
GET UT CHEST MESS GUTSMESS ASSMESS
///////////////////////////
the coma tests are a nutshelmet wiht
very loud

fhoooooooooooooooops and
fheeeeeeeeps wihthte brainwave mess to it
or
whistle fheeeps rarely
mostly
a large face personvery near eye sayin sth whre teh
loud fhoooooooooooooooooops and fheeeeeeeeeeeeps are messed in
its a coma test
often its also a
S N A P forward towards you suprisnign ly
the nutshelmet defnietly measures the reaction to that
and the
vlume is d e fi nte le y called
DBA
nothign new
ALL ALONG WRITEN AMILIONTIME
S
GETMEOUTOFWAORMCA BEFORE I KILLLYMSELF YOU IDDITOS
TEHY STILL RPETEND ME INTO T A STAGE LIEK OLD MOTHER
drugs are dleivered over inhaers
groindrug
pr
ass access
PRESSURE IJECITOSN ARBONES
shoudlers elbow
iget dicktoyed asstoyed all the
time
when i ell and scream somtiems its only discktoy
today the dicktoymes was allalong
electrodmeemss
often its flrushed warm water in a dickscuktoy
wiht takin shit from ass somtimes
somtetimes not
fix gorinems and sufaiotn
//////////////////////////////////
tehre is a brainwash
fearsome brainwash
teh loon theme to it is
er lebt in angst
its typlical republcian gaurdings or snake bunch
tahst hte mehss
wahts hteinteitonn
does this mess
fit to the
sag chimmen umgebracht loon theme rom sudoku solving?
FIX THAT WIHT LD MTOEHR TOO
TEHY MADE OLD MOTEHR NUTS IN 03
//////////////////////
pusnish
blowjob disablerduller brainmess
or so
with wankovermotuh mess and say naam or say mom or so
thats german mess

so night
its eivl church mostly
liek the hooker messes
lic kwahts disgusting
or so
diabslerudlers foreahdinnermiddletop
control i htink
demess gorinemss
gutsmes
fatnursnigsns
mgeotuaomca
/////////////////////
*********mildsafety after durign groecerystore*******************
KILASTOYERS DICKTOYER ORMAKESFETIY NADAVNACNE
assmes
dicktoymess
groinmess
pronoilmes mostly
liek provocaito ngame
GENTIALS BALLSMESS ELEEPEC UPHILL
pornilems brainmess
asmes dicktomyes groinmess
store the grocery store
and the time bfore
ERASER
S AORTMA MES
CAPTUALTHITS
PRESSURE BINONE INEJCITOS ARMS AND REAHRADLOW
store grocery store
assotmyes prnoilmes
loontheme is
KAIGELD AB or so
say ditch or chop or blowjob or so
or
CATHOLIC or so
problem ? i barely remember
you msut udnerstand
you wait for suicide
YOUMMMMSUT UDNERSTAD THAT NOW
TAHT YOU
WAITED
FOR SUICIDE
ITWAS UNDBEARBALE ALLALON
AND THS
ASTOYPRONOILMES GORINEMS BRAINEMS EYEMSS ANITPAHTYMES S
RETARD DISABELRDULER BRIAEMSS
is
mild
safety
this
is hte best case

fatalleey?

...
..
you really
really
really
nothing but suck.
in this case.
..
.
ok?
*****************************************************
teh lasers in room are blue morning ferb24th011
geout who ACIVELY PREVENTS
win fn 10
or fn f10
///////////////////////////////////////
MURDER ASOTYER GENITASLL SMESSER
REMOVE ELECTODE MESS
FIX GORINEMSS
lealriqdumes
loontheme is
being like your mom or so
as metaphre for clueless or so
////////////////
TEHGEMRASN
AL WAY
S RECE OF OXYGEN SUFFOCATE
S+ E SPE C
A S
S O O O N
AS
TEHY THINK YOU SLEEP
KILASTOYERS
RMEOVE GASVALGES FO R OOOM
====
get out who
messes meup wiht
H U S H
tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht
assoonas coma starts
geout if its used to foolthird aprty wiht bullshti afterthat
kilastoers
other mes sis
tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht hoer kur zu
or kurz zu or so
definetiley loontehteme is
sag zu kaut. or sag zu laut
rmeove aortam tes ratadmes
removei t
kiasltoyers
/////////////////////
fix childfool mes
messaawy of christie wiht brauch freundin repeat to rebable messes holwo
word to me thid party up
messaaeyof my fortune
there as more
appearently i pay16000 for a rose
hmmmmmmmmmmmm

cute worriedlittle everything
first of al
make sure
thattehse bastards dont
buy a 10bucks rose and keep the rest
!
and seocnd
not more than 1000 per rose
and thats decadent already
how many could we save ith it
if youre ok wiht it?
lets stick to that budget
but first
how much was the rose really worth
best solution
PLANT SEEDS and get em for free
so theres 365 some available
////////////////////
the verfassungsuhtuz
was
fascinated by some blue head belt or eebelt that makes ou see better
wahts hte deal
thin blue half bow put over sidehead
or on front of eyes
maybe amteaphreo for facebonemss
fix chidlfoolesses too
/////////////
theres a manipautlion
republcian guardings or snake bunch
sonst macht es

zap zarrap

ie
else it makes zap zarrap
wiht a hand movement about snatchign something
thi is hte mess
wahts thedeal?
is it a loon thing ?
////////////////
fix chestmess remve rightearmess
gemtoauromca
get out waht drug
PENTAX is
=======
hmmi went google it
its not a drug its a camera brand
=======
the coma ntushelmet mes sis overloud wheeeeeeeeep or feheeeeeeep or so
mess
with gorinmes
and say naam or so
i think sth wiht orange but not sure
emove rightearmess
IX TO OHIGH DBA DAMAMGE
GEMTOAUROMCA
///////////////
KILLASOTYERS DICKTOYERS ON THE ASYb ut smsildaefe
very
fix eyess brainemss
some midslacaptualthis gemtoawuromca

its midlsafe
who is new
loontehem to assbonemss assmes brianmess on gas station is
wunde or HUNDE
ie dog
///////////////////////
murder ass electrode messer
its usually verfassungsschutz
the loontheme is verwaltigt
===========
getout he godfodsaken russianenedle lanetnangames
geout wh ofoosl who
fix deafenignrighear
removegasvavles faorussfoicaon and nose close
detox nervehsakeup test
\...../////////////////////////
ix dammgerehadlow
brainemss
earliqqudmessrighteariwhtdeafenigns
eeeniebrainwash
its principaly a basketball theme where you should act like a weenie or
sth
demess it
some mom mes about a ice bear or sth
the meser under estimates m a ss i v e ly
level
hell
background
misinterprets situtation inclduign suicide
------theres also laugh gas in teh nuthselmet about throwing a big big sack or
bag intead oof a basketball
///////////////
geotu who fools whot wiht oialntena russianenedle
s a y weinsam rum or so
i barely mremeber it geout wahthte do wiht it and who is fooled
==========
emdes sealriqumes baslmess
oonthemes ealeir were virgin mes sor so
its baiscally brainash to fuck a chick or ge a girlfriend or so
fux groinmess breahtems earlqudmes rmeove isntalsl fix erasers brainduelr
SOMEONE ROASTED MY TEMPORALLAPPEN IN GARAGE
AFTER I TOLD OLD MOTEHR ABOUT HTE SPYWORLD STUFF
did some people wiht active temporallappen brainregion know usually or
waht?
OH GET REAL
THI S IS NOT A MISSED FORMALITY OR A COINSCIDENCE WHERE SOME ZOMBIE GOT TO
KNOW ABOTU SPYWORLD
THIS
IS
A GERMAN INTENTIONAL GAME
YOU N O T A R STAMP ANY PROPER HYPERACTIVAITON
AND REVERASLS
AND KILL ASSTYERS
MAKE IT SHINE HOW USELESS CIVIL SOCIETY HYPERACTIVAITON IS
SO IHT OLD MOTHER

STORE 1745 to 1820
when the truc woudl be fast enoug h
I
WOULD
BE
DEAD NOW
WAHTEVER YOU RPETEND
WAHTEVER BRWIASH TEHY DID
WAHTEVER DOPE THEY GOT
YOU MSUT UNDERSTAND HAT
KILLSAOSTYERS GORINEMSERS AORTA MESSES
//////////////
loontehmes are hastdulust auf kastzen sag jaaaaah loontehme
some mess abot
cmesawayohcristine
some
hand wriitten eight as a pedo mess start smetiems standing 8 sometimes
layiing eiigt
white backgroudn black writing
allthetime
some mess about brazil flag or so
some mess about soviett method of brainwash
some ngihtimemesabout
nuclear allout on desertand cleaning it up wiht disinfectious shower
that kind fo shit
demess pedo messses
getmetogether withmychristine
im horny at her allthetime
//////////////////////
demess say duemmm or so mess
wht gutsmess ealride day
liepy drugign voer belly or so
fix gtsmes
staomchaems sgemtoawuromca
IWANTOTOWAORMAC
demess ealrqiduems rusianenedlemess
teh loontehem is
say schul or so
and
raedert mit dir or so
iabrely mremebr
DIG OUT WHO DOES WAHT WIHT WAHT E X AC TL Y WHE NI MSTONED
s a y ?schul?is for fooling third party
remve ealridqumdess
homoverfassungschutz is aroudn
iwant my computerback
fix feetmess
likely sth wiht blood flow or kreislauf
!
---------dddetosry networkofroom form thre four midl captault hits
dmeos assmess
feetmess
braindulelr
all day
gemotauromca
fix gorinems i want my ocmptuerback
=//////////////////////////////////

demes assmess
erasers
suffocaiton erasers
breahtemses assmes gental repalce over asacecss
dicktmyes gorinems breahtemss brainmess eyemss
eyelidimpalnt mes
in store
catpault hits
drugstickpeks througheyes
tunnevlsisonemses
dictoymesses asmess
brainmes retardwalkmess
tunnelvisio nemss
earlqiduemss
rusainenedlemesses
so udnerway
and rbeahtemss assmess sufofiacotn and erasers mess neckmess gorinmes
sbreahtems srearheadlowmes
it is
mildsafethugh
the car was repalced at least ! 4 times
when thezombei write shtesethings m a ybe hes houdlve killedhimself
rapehell arleady long ago
instead holding out this shit
and then even seeming liek funcitoing

in

it is was and remains unebarbaele
who is new itsmidsalfe the last thre edays
iminhel
=======
fixmessaway of my fortune wiiht
das bildest du dir nur ein
ie jsut oyur imagination or sorbaiwash
killtehastoyer
THEHEHEHE THESE GERAMNS ARE INCREDIBLE
THE ZOMBIE LISTSS METHOD
SCREAMS MURDER HTEASSTOER A DECADE AND BUYS THREEHYPERACTIVAIOTNS HIMSELF
SUES IT IN COURT EVEN
ANDT HESE BEHIDN HTE MOON PHONIES STILL PRETEND THEY CAN KEEP MEL IKE THIS
AND MESS IT AWAWAY WIHT ITS ALL JUST YOUR IMAGINATION
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFUCKTTTTTTTTTTTTTT GERMAN COCKROACHES WIHT STASI
METHODS
I KILLMYSELF BEFORE I LET RATS LIEKTHAT MESS MY LIFE FOR HTE REST OF
MYLIFE
YOUWAIT FOR SUICIDE
GETOUT WHY THE KNIFE DIDINT WORK
FIX ERASERS
EARLIQAUID MESSES
ASSMES
===============
fix breahtemss
assmess
mgeoutwaromca
loontheme is
omega ditch or bitch or so
getout if there is a group outthere named omega or so
and ifthese morons p r e t en d e d ii would belong to em or so
check hte more miserable bunches

if its notthat its pedo mess or say mom mess ad ifits notthat its stasi
shitzo shit with mean grin nutshelemts and conflcitmesses ala you alone
among evilscum that does evil things withtouy and utrns like its your
fault
and ifits notthat its pedo mess again but wiht say viech ie animal
**********************************************************
as if i would be responsible for tehir incompetence
******************************************************
wahtever the justifications afterwards were
they were the evil scum
you see that on case isabel
sabrina
old mother
and dont need my case for that
get
meoutofwaromca
ikillmyself
and i held out toolong
///////////////////
demess earliquidmess getmetogehter with chrsinte
the earliqudimess rusianneedle oilantenna mess iss
s a y tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht like hush
ootehr meses
is
say naam or so earleir or other thirdpartydepcetion
core problem ? i dont remember wahtthey do wiht it
so remove it
and fix half deaf rightear
can oyu getme together with christine?
//////////////////////
demess assmes dicktomes gorinems brainems
gelymesses facebonemses
f and v retarmdesse
s
subdurames heamatome reahrealdow
manipuatliosn wiht
exchainging chicks
one was dark haired
usually used in republcia nguardings or ssnake bunch
that kind of shit
IWANTMY COMPUTERBACK
DESTRO REPLACE CARS
REPALCE I>T>T ETC
///////////////////////////
imtiredasshit
nighttime mess as
mostly about
virgin eeniemess
s a g ich steh auf lulu votze or rotze
ie say im horny at lulu cunts
and youre like ? ????????????hulu ? lulu ? rotze>?
some conlcit messes about old hghschool
somemess about chinese visitors in square troop formations and old prof
saying im achieving 90 percent
iagreed
then se blackhaired
ent in ront ofm e and it turned liek she meant him
me like ???????? coughed
the messchanged that she was lke
that guy here achieved 80 percent but was lazy
then it meant you again
and youre like me? lazy?? when ? as teen realising it doesnt matter ho

hardoyu word they ll alwas keep oyu on sack ???
so i coughed again
the mess ued movement dullness or so
there was more more more
there was pedo messes as a rollingshitball and it shrunk in front of me
when i fried it
as metaphore
there was more more more
of course the germans tried to problematise my sexuality
///////////////////////////
store hte sms
in the nightitme
msotly on start of night
they
suffocate you
and realce oxygen
whiele
CHIKING YOU OF ON THROAT
tacitacly with nutshelmet
wiht hte manipualtio in nutshelmet
often its part of the punihsment on a a choice
like when you DONT pick a kid or so
or when you do pick suicide truck or train
otehr meses are like bloody ice train noses wht
on a strafeby from left to right
hgta one is longer ago

tragic music in bakgroudn

this one toda was more like
psycho glow back background or darkrk grey psycho gow background wiht
someone higher htan you on a higher table or so wiht leather armor
bu t ididt gehttemaning
i was too dul
THEY REPLACE THE COMPUTER ON WRITING HTIS
IWANT MY OCMPTURBACK
THIS SEMS RATHR LIE KEVIL CHURCH
DEOTX PSYCH ODRUG
USUAYL AS D R Y GAS USED ONTOIELT
WHITE COLOR
geout why hte k n fe doesnt wor k
was htere specia lwake time?
///////////////////
murder reyemsser gorinemss er brwainemsser
loonteheme earleir is
whoooooooooooooooooooo feeeep noise like woooooo
and sahy naam or mom mess
feetmess
eyemess
grinemss hate drug
assssmess earlier wih feetmess
belly and gutsmess
gemtawouromca
its midslafe
////////////
fix chidfolmegmetouaromca
ngihttime mess was sort of pedotest or so wiht two homoseuxal preacher in
nutshelmet as theme andyoure like ???????? all the time
it included white rabbits sucking the dick of them and then little boys r
so ad so on
then some fatassed oily chick

that kind of shti
there was more
you didnt realise
int mind and just wanted to sleep
there was more
//////////////////
geotu whathtegemrasn do wiht earlqidumess
its say sthssssssssssssssssssssssht like hush or so and
reminds me of third partydepcetion ratehr brainash

say naam or so

gemtoaurmca
geotu h ow its done
ix deafnein rightear
otehr mess is
sag du brauchst freundin ie s a y need girlfreind or so
other mes swas a
roller wih cable over a crane or a shaft fixed crane roller
as an abstract metaphore for a role or sth
i htink it had many smaler round holes in it in a circle
/////////////
mess rminds me of kidpilot wiht bright brown jacket in a metaphoric soap
box aircraft
i didnt realie the theme
or waht metaphre it was for
///////////
cantmremebrnightie
itwas sthlike some
american travel park or so
here i get wiht a screwdriver in a secret elevator orsth in a testthtem
in mornig al the time
pedo test theems but youre sooooooooooooooooooooooooootired justanna sleep
and realsie nothign
worrysomeisthathenutshelmtdontseemtoreaslsie
tehn im horny at christine allthetime
needherinmarms
therewasmore
/////////
midlsafety in room:
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL PSYCHO DRUGGERS
GORINEMSSER
EARLQIDUEMSSERS
FACEBONEMES
RBAINEMS SIDEAHDEA
D
EARLIQUDMES
SSAY WARM OR SAY ARM
SAY CHIMMEN OR SO LOONTHEME AFTER RIGHTEARMESS
AORTA RETARD MESS BLOODFLOW RETADDUELR
RBAHTEMSESS
ERASERS
REAHRELDWOMES
DICKTOMES ASSSMESS
LOONTEHME GIB AUF
THAT KIND OF SHIT
KIASLTOYERS
GEMTOAUROMCA
FIX FACEBONEMSSS
//////////

in teh mronign g
ermas ndo ertain things
chdlfoolems foreadhead inner middle duenrsideiddle updwards forehad
some genital mess
fix that
ix also eaeerasers
aaorta retard dulelr bldoowlflwo mes and earlqiduemss
iget a repalce computer after this mail
kill astoyscum
also
old mother scratches her self clsoe to upper leg
i get peek into eye right
getou tifi ts fakign body signs like blink
ie store 1050 plus minus 2
get me outof watrcoma
GEOUT WAHTHTE YE DO WIHT HTE OCMPTUR
KILASUOICAON MESSER GORINMESSER AORTAM ES DULER RBAIDULELR
EEMSSER
FACEBONEMSSER
1052
--------geout earlqidudimess s 11am
demes dicktomyesss warmwater around cock verson
-----remove ealriqdumess 1130 1133
rmeove loonthemee
from ttshhhhhhhhhhhhhhht or so themes
GETOUT I HTE GERMANS TRY TO STOP BABBLIGN WITH
H U S H
NUTSHTEME EARLIQDUIMES S ASSSOON AS I DROP TO COMA
KILL SCUM
REMOVE EALRIQDUMES
IWANT HTEMETHODS
1133
1100am
FIX FEETMES INAHELR MESS
FACEBNEMSS
rmeidsn me of inahler damamging low techies like republcian guardings
or snake
=======
demess dicksucktoymes swiht mom smell after the japan mail
killteh tbitch ormake safety ina dvance
this
is gemrany
removg ealrqidumes 11am 1133 and geout whathtey do wiht it
dddddddddestroy catapult of hte room and geout wh opopps waht into head
imlike a retard
epsec afoter aorta blood flow retadmess
///////////////
im sooooooooooootired
nightitmemss as a theme like the highschool and some pesky chick
somemes abotu testing army themewhre oyu shoudl do a range of things
likeswitchign off sth printingoutsth or carrykes or so
and fire thee iverounds or so
some pedomesses wiht moil lolita song - inerestingas only htat i assciated
thesavoir vivreand hte eirdchancon thing from franceiwht that silysong and
not idfuck buthtemeser does asicate that wih kiduck so igot messediwht it
there asm ore
chidloolmess
smemess htat i soon get a c l i ni c a l card
and me like yeah right as i iiiii would be hte problem here

tehre was more
my case would be a project from the u n i t e d churches and they tried to
s ee i f i burn to death with thestatus quo or sth
thathte verfssungschz eraed a few time ver hte span
after 02 or after 04 or so
there was more more more
//////////////////////
is it possible htat in ocma warcoma nighttime the send me aroudn ina
neongreen eisure suit of plyester or so ?
or was it just a mess
=//////////////////////////////////
cant remmeber nighttime
it contained
conlcit weenie bwarainwash
retard dulening or dumbassing
and in mrnign chidlfoolmesses foreahdmiddle udnesimdiddle iwht
a ton of say mom mess
some mess with a monk in a brown medival monkress on fire place wiht
bottomfacepart visible in orage
fire refleciton
some brown shoulders in fuckmovement
that knid of shit
tehre was more
messes notto recognsie christine
some earlqidumesses rightear and deafening there
tehre was more
-------KILLASOTYESR DICKTOYERS
IX CHILDOLMESS demess depri drug or midlcatpault hits reaheadlwow
is sour and mreinds me abit of frion pls u retalin
btw u remmber methan phenol ?
fix groinmes breahtemsss pusni hastyeor eyemsser abeonmess
theres a theme wiht some chick wiht eastern access
in the hteme
this and that - haett ja sein koennen ie it could have been
same theme kind du kleiner schleimer du you little slimer you and youre
like
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>????????????????????????????????????????????????
??
the nutshelmet understands that smoehow
other messes are like wallowing white sheet ghosts huiwu or so
surface shapes

wiht rour

other messes are like onflctmeses or weenie messes
or messaway of genius thing or so
ah right
forgot to list one
is it possible
that church or united churches or yellow churches
make a link between inner beauty and look ?
and by that you get facebonemessed
if htey make that thing
theres o n e h a r m le

s s motive for s o m e messes

mostly it was tittusit or fatneing that i dont seem like a bilionaire
wiht braiwash away of fortune
others mess liek becasue it shoudl be or would be i f

including when you eat sth
others facebonemess chidlfolmess tittusitmess jut becsaue of hostility
becasue yu walk thorugh r becasue you talk to someone
soyget eyemssed like
eskimo theme ie eyesmallening for antipathy etc
or groin mess same
often its drugging
often its rubbertitts
often its to sound like a jerk wiht antipathy hteme

so check if you add to these motives the united churches or yellow
churches that mess
look by inner beauty
maybe cattholics ?
there
was more
more more more more
///////////////
some messes moving in say japan winn or japan bin or so
i e b e i ng in japan or so
and im like ???????????????????????????????
there was definetly a manipualtio ntehy terrosied olmother with
wher eomse chickstood in front of you
from a suprisnig ly high camera angleyou looked at her
andgrey background
she s n a t ch e s sth from you in a hand movement
this was hte shit they messedup old mohter wiht
she never understood drugstickpeeks terrror catapults hte mild crinkler
peeks or gas
and therefore thought its someone stealing her soul or sth on guessing
waht i t could be
but this was hte methods and manipualtiosn they made her nuts or tried to
otehr messes like a huge high tubelike glassbowl that is on head where hte
thing sits too tight on head
this is hte shit
this means
that thesame cockroaches that messed her were here this morning
the republcian ugardins or snake bunch
/waldstadt bunch
or the shitzo fooled around it those days
it is a rats game
and demess it properly in her head
i tried a million time to explain ehr that she understands
its like village securitate
from one piece of shit to hte next to the next
taht shes only kept vicitmsied becasue this land is shit
and that she has n o i d e a whatsoe e v e r how this hasnt gotto be this
way
but it always comes out biter and if she realsies
tehy erase her again
or memeory uspress subdue keep her
or

brainwash that she wouldnt beleive when i say the damn tv is on when its
going
this is the deal
ratland
////////////////
i got manipualted that i getoghetr wiiwhtchrisinte wiht helicopters or sth
bullshit?
or not?
its called AIRTAXI usually in nighttime
liek 70 to 130 per ride i think
i think its only allwoed in coma warcoma
wahts ht deal?
///////////////
igot a fe timr manipualted aout

ko

b l e n z

is there anythign?/ renomated?
or anyhing nuclear?
getmefeedback
IX DISABLEDULLER RETARDDULLER
rmeindsdm e or terpentin or s messes buts a cheap dumb drug
////////////
fix inhaler drugstheres 1239 or so earliquidmess
teh manipulation to earliqqduidmess / install is
los, belaber mich or daberlich or so ie head on babble tome in
nutswisperhelmet
i htink its pschoglow gre background or psycho glow black
demes feetmess
earlqidumess
russiannedle is mostly left headside
earlqidumes s msotly rear lo w ear or rearlow right
soilantenna or russiannedle is mostly oten rearheadlow
this is hte tricks htis ishtemeses
it must be s y s t em a ti c
beasue hteres to muc persistence
maybe shitzo games
the problem is i dont rmemeber whathte do wiht it
////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLASTOYER FEETMESSER GEUT PISS MESS TODAY
its midsalfe
this is more liek ass elctrode or udnerpressur easmes or so
rahter hte one before
KILASTOYERs BRINAMESSER S
whats he deal wiht htepissmess
fix gorinmess
overissuer drug
feetmess
is hte bunch that mess meup wih highshool usually and mit mir gehn or so
bucn hbeore is republcian guardings

or snake bunch

kILASTOYES BASONEMSSERS FEETMESER GORINMSSER
GEMOTUAROMCA
loon theme s are
littel britian baldy retard in wheel chair
a view of me iwht a grey backgorudn and install on head
thats ridicuously looking in the nutshelmet theme
some stasi shito conflcit messes

youre like lets liqufy the ghaddafi army buying the rentsoldeirs out hte
conflcit mess
lets
SOLIDIFY
and im like ????????????????????????
conflcitmess
shitzo mess
ASsssmesss dicktomyes spissmes
gorinmess ovrissuer
its midsalfe
thsi
shit is hte best case
YOU KILASTOYERS
and i kilmyself
you wait for htat and pretnd ocntorl or oyu getm eoutofwaormca
N O W
fix deafenignig rightearmess
geout earlqidumesses
whoever i aroudn is on shito stigma games
kilastoyer asbonemsser
fix suffoocaiton and aorta mess
IWANT MY OCMPTUERBACK
//////////////////////
KIASTOYER
PRESSUR ARMBOENS
and udnerside shoduelrs
has deinetly to do wiht reocma drugscrew
they change it after iwrite itow
sometimes tittsuit
smetimes groin
remove tittsuti
march20th 2213
===============
ddiid you repair
lick wahts disgusting brainems foreaheiadinnermiddletop
its church
bitch mess
either catholics
or united churches
ory ellow churches
fix it
its damgme or mes sin control
thsi coutnry is sht
fix breahtems gorinemss brainmess
gemotuaromca
that CHURCHES mess you up wiht sth liek that
or thathey d evelop messes liekthat
shos the real face
or that its applied on a guy that writes all day murder th asstoyer
don t you think?

-----evil or not-?----in this case------------/////////////////////
punsi hdumbdrug bastard or check for teeeerbenin or teerbentint or so
its used as dumdbdurg often
fix smoke inahelr after this mail
-----cantrremmerb nightitme some test how i would act when finding sme
berstien molten dagenersous stuf in yellow pacage
sth lke
LEIPZIGER SCADSTOFFKLASSE 6 and im lke ?????????????
sth like can make gas with titanium and kill satellites or
beta ray and toxic etc
since i had no sue for it i thougth best is iget out allive of
hte whole
thing wiht dumping it to the cops
the theme incldued fleeing into a safe car a dull red mini of the 80s
wiht stuff like bedsheet
before it was a metaphroe thathte sitzerland agent
someone called em
EIDGENOSSEN
messed me that the school before tried to eliminate social standing first
and to chain me in misery like
hugging a pillow greeting economists or so
and
noooohohooo sir you stay here and die like hte rest of us in coma asleep
or so
and im like
???????>??????

there was more more more
nighttie mstash was black so center dabefore
thsi time it was a
bracket underlips
there was more
in stutgart it was brightblondening or so
there was more
sth like you didint care enough for half of some bunch
that felt neglected and im like ???????????
wondering if they even botehred t o try or sthlikethat
=============
pusni hdicktoyer brainmesser
im uncrindated and liek a retard
geout who duleld me late late mornign or dmamged me in ngihttime
fx facebonemss
there was also manipulations
taht japan has also problems stabilsing hteir zombis
a metaphroe that the pigs
etc is a myth

that were bor free etc and jump around freely

all pigs are damamged
deaf and half blind was hte metaphroe and hte
are a burns white
good metaphore
fix facebonemess
getmeoutofwaromca
demss assmes dicktomyess groinmess
the metaphore for hte pig thing was a bauernhof a farm or a pig farm that
had oldfashioned german construction style fachwerk and that burns white
bright

considered in coma its a metaphreo for
HFWU program but it was a metaphore or
zombis generally
well this way there was a pig that knows the realdeal
and the germasn damamge and chop him to keep him as damamged pig in the
sewer of the farm
get real
GET ME OUTOFWARCOMA
/////////////////////////////
weenie brainwash is conflicting
being prince hard break no its being cheat or being shit
thats hte mess
its a classical conflict messs
sometimes its S A Y cheat or shit or so but i barely remmeber
thats not nutshelmet and more like oilantenna or russian needle for
third party deception
tehre was more
//////////////////
RETARD DULLERS
GUTSMESSER WALKMESSER
THE LOONTHEME TO IT IS
HOFFENTLICH MERKT KEINER DASS ICH VERSTOERT BIN OR G E STOERT BIN
IE HOPEFULLY NOONE FINDS OUT THAT IM RETARDED
T H A T
IS HTE MESS TO HE ASSSTOYMES SWALKMESS REATRD MESS
K I L L LL LL ASSTOYER
////////////////
demess say kresse or so loontheme
also in class
you got out who earliqudimesses and oialntena messes ?
wahts hte P E R SI STENCE
is it
stasi shitzo games?
teh core probelm is htat icdont remember wahthtese cockraohces do wiht it
when im stoned
GET
ME
OUTOFWAROMCA
fix either way deafening right ear
the messer or hte decepted is
liek 2002
united churches likely
likely messer
/////////////////
there was somewerid manipautlion about a supermarket childkidnap and im
like ????????????????????
wated tobeatteh chick but decidd to film her and mates for identification
getout redrugging groin feet tp brain
there was more more more
/////////////
march24th11, 1044 1045
they se e ipreprare forshwoer
catapult hits two mild reahrealdow
REPLACE I . t .
feetmess
presusre ienjection messes
rehareadlowmess
I WANTHTEMOHSD

METHODS!
===
so
this mornign
recoma durgscrew
9am time frame
IWATNTHEMTHOD
groin
feetmessstop
some rpessureinecitons
getut wh odumabssed me last nighttime
I GOT DAMAMGED RETARDED DUMABSSD WHATTEVER
GEOTU
W H ODDIDIDIDDTHAT LAST NIGHTTIME
;///////////////////////////////
cantremmebr ngihttime
i think itw as a starreck theme or so
wher eyuo ried to hdie in hidden floors or sth while an elephant asshole
ingrey and one white triangle tooth on bottom literally
a speaking hole o an elephants ass was suppsoed to be an alien
that kind of hsit was thet htemes
but there was mroe more more mroe
/////////////////
demess say tshhhhhhhht or so oontheme
geout wahthey do the wiht oialtnena rusianendle
ths is IIIIIIIIIIINSTANTLY AS YU DROP TO COMA
PUNS HSCUM GEOUT INTEITON
its i bet more like replace babbling and a silencer theme at coma strart
but teh problem is ibarely
remember
pusni hfeetemesser briaemsser
you wait r suicide
thats from one fool to hte next peice of shit to hte next sum to hte next
peice of shit
and thats just midlsafet y in yourrooom
KNOwS GGGGGGGGOD WAHTS WRONG WIHTTHESE GERMAN MMMORONS T PRETEND ITS
DOABEL SURELY I F ..
YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
RBIWANWASHED
ERASED DAMMGED OR NOT
///////////
fix dulling or dumabssing
eetmess
getmeotuofwaromca

the metaphroe for smartdrug is giving alitlte bit of oil
and hte coutner metaphroe for dumbdrug is ik new but icat remember it now
typically as written smart durgs are deploed expost
ie a f t e r the invention
firt htey dmamge oyu
suffcate you
tryo mkepe oyu as subdued
subdued erased bum etc
you refine an invention or make a new invention
then they realise its great
then you get boosters
then you can barely think straightahead and wirte stuff like detox
overtorques or so

now iget dumbassing like
termpendtin manipualton or fresh gleu or so
interesitn is onl that
the brainemsses are made also during exams
its not jsut abit drugging
its brainemss
during exams
beforeexams
after exams
on teh way
plus catpault terror etc
etc
i never understood how htey can pretend it sstudy atal
ig ot so often duleld messed
on the way
in school and before na durign and after and in leanr phases and between
when you for instance cant remmeber sth
after eraser night or so
and oyu halt remmebering writing sth
you get dumbdrug
and hten its liek any sentence is a sack of wordprackets htat have no
meaning
thats hte brainemss result hten
this is how it works
it n e v e rmade sense to me how you can call this shit study or exam
or why they actl iek you woudnt knwo when you SSSSSSSSSSSSSSCCCCCCCCREAM
murder hte asstoyer in class or grocerystore
and hten all act liek your e the problem
the b e s t case is when these cockroaches just INSTALL sth afterwards and
you yell so it seems liek its without reason
thast
thats just hte midlsafety
and how you put this
comapred to other zombies is adiferent story
the game
and hte deception game
you getmeoutofwarocma or you wait for suicide
knows GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOD WHAT SW R O N G ! WIHT HESE GUYS
to pretend it was ever doable like htis
its hell all along
why i didint killmyself
all
the time
before is
being tougher htan i see
and some hope
its over this nighttime
and now i cant hold out anymore for toolong
you bust hte warcoma bubble or you wait for suicide
btw thats jsut
the exam situation and hte pretend study thing
whenyou thin kantoerh school makes a diference ? youer fools
there was how many hte last 10 years ?
bk1and2
architecture
bauzeichner

nuertingen
internships and clerkjobmorning as work example
this class
you think this class makes a difference to all the years before?
gggggetthefuck real
btw is there any special reason they blind out all these years ? its hte
phony turnback cloc erasers and dammges
and hte its ok that week keep him like this
isnt it?
hes the problem so hes nuts thing?
we thoguht in hte 90s its like this and htat and we mess him like that
maybe we can keep him like htis
waht else/

getmtmeoutofwaormca
/////////////////////////////////////////
there was montsh ago
an old pedotest
some kid or so
wiht naked as sor rso half leanign forward saying can you help me or so
depends how you act youre a sicko or not
its one test of many
the thing is elephant group i think
the pedo messers are more like verfassungsschutz
dfx groinmess gemotauromca
/////////////////////////
march28th11
1032am
ealriqdumes
and brehtems
GETO UTHEMTEHDO AND
I NTEIOTN
THESE CHEAP DIRTY BASTARDS
THESE MESSAROUND WIH SHITZO DECOYS USUALY
THIS IS IT DIGITOUT
METHOD
INTENITON
1032 or 1012
I WANTHTEMHTOD
and hte INTENTION
from the scum
remove aortamess
---------------REMOVE
TEH
ANTIPATHYFATTY FACEBESSES 9a m930 am
detox heay subdue
geout owh messed iwht sleep i m tired as shit
usually hte germasn d this to avert rem sleep or memory sorting or sth
GEMOTWUAROMCA
or its bungled iwht timings
asusmign that inthe moring you culd slepe s all ngihtthey dowahthey want
with yu but you cannot often slep in mronign and got woken often even

usualyl mornign preparre is ckign forehadmidle for forhead udnersidmiddle
the nightitem dmamge in evi lchurch hadns is damamgei n oncontrol to lick
wahts disgusting
or thumbsuck or dicsuc k messess
rmeove aorta messes
and brianduelrs too
and hte antipathy fatty
facemesses 9am 930 am time frame
/////////////////////////
is ti posisbel thathis room ahs white laser and blue to?
mixed ?
white above bed usual head pillow area
bleu more likeabove usual chair and table area
you stored how often is cratched it out of hte room in nuertingen hahahaha
or in the bath and shitroom ?
im suprised they didnt make hte 2 fineblue wiht two inch distance
bwetweeen
ikely for 3d pictures
//////////////////////
some mess about jeniffer should call pamela
in a waaaaaaay to high dba nutshelmet theme
-------------cant remembre nighttime
think it was atheeme where i scratched m balls bare undehcest ad said
arguing to some guy that my balls are crincling or sth
there as more bullshit but cant remember it
btw
was christines name pamela? or was it the contact on thephone
if it was hte germans know
////////////////////
dmeess assmes disbalerulelr
or retardudler lfo temproallappen
GEMTOAWUROMCA
teh gemran s disabel temporallappen mostlywhen you write abotu
manipualtions
fix also aortames
gemotauromca
any dirty trick to keep me as asstyoed damamged zombie bum in german
artificial misery
isnt it?
deedbased?
GET
REAL
ABOUT
THE
GERMAN
SIN THIS CASE
btw thankssomuchfor flyingmeback to hell
...
six times.... .
..
or j u s t three times..

//////////////
nighttime theme wiht highschol brainwash and german comment
ugh shitty psyhocho brainwas night
it was principalyliek therpahybrainwash nights us t in this case
gues what suprse suprsie? wiht assclass of the
90s
in some roo mie nversity but itwas highschool
assclass
apoogy theme
us fag
hick ofering assitace
and im lie ?????????
otehr messes beore was
xray geiger cutenr ticekring almost to a line so muc aroun mouth area
inner shoe area that ind o bullshit
ugh
this is the shit
hghschooltheems branwash wtih slgans like
chronisch krank war
manipaultion where over hte ticker the highest curt council rejected
putting mei nto a madhouse on march 21st 11
and im like ?????????????? and hten like ????????????????????
this is hte shit
the germasn are o b vi osu ly
somehwo
stuck inteh 90s
for turn back clock brainwas hreasons its ingorance o hte first ten years
and hte last ten year
s
and for some specal reason theyre all stuck in the 90s now in the
nutshelmet bullshit or brainwash
ugh ihae this land
im 30 and getting in dezember 31
and i get messedu pwith highschool like it should bother me or so
ah right it might have been NONHOSTILE crocodile
and id idt give adam
which means htey might hav ebeen aroudn in the mid 90s
--------------------------so was nun ihr beschissnen armleuchter ?
wollt ihr mich mit irgend ner arschklasse aus den mitte 90ern bis zu meine
m40 manipuieren ?
waehrend ich schreie murder the asstoyer?
was is n euer problem mti dem bulshit damals
wieso seid ihr irgendwie da stehen
geblieben
DER
ZOMBIE
KAUFT
HYPERAKTIVEIRUNG
SCHREIBT
DIE RATTE METHODEN VON EINER KAKERLAKE ZUR NAECHSTEN AUF
VERLANGT SEIN GELD PRAEZISE
KLAGT HYPERAKTIVIERUNG UND EIGENTUM/VERMOEGEN EIN
UND WURDE SOWIESO IN EINER VIERJAEHRIGEN GEWECKT
SCHREIT MURDER THE ASSTOYER
LSITET NOCH MEHR RATTENMETHODE
NAMEN
DRGEN AUF

UND IHR MANIPULIERT MICH MIT
genau.
irgend ner arschklasse aus den 90ern
weil diese ratten versucht haben das hier zu loesen indem man die ganzen
10 jahre hald wegtraumtaenzert oder wegschaedigt und daher muessen hald
die 90er her.. . . . .2011
ICH SCHEISS AUF DIESES LAND UND ICH WERD MICH UMBRINGEN
WARUM AUCH IMMER DAS MIM MESSER NICHT GEKLAPPT HAT
ICH FIND SCHON WAS
DAS HIER IS KEINE GEISTESKRANKHEIT UND KEIN VERDRAENGTES TEENIE TRAUMA
ODER SO N SCHEISS
DAS HIER
IS T
UND WAR
UND BLEIBT
VIEL ZULANGE
UND DIE GANZE ZEIT
EINE UN
AUS
HALT
BARE
SITUATION
WAS NUR UEBERTUENCHT
GELOESCHT
GESCHAEDIGT
VERKOKRTST
GELEUGNET
UEBERHOERT
UND NOCHTMAGEHIRNGESPUET WURDE
VON EINER RATTE
ZUR NAECHSTEN
ZUR NAECHSTEN KAKERLKAKE
willkommen in den 2010ern und der ECHTEN ANgelegenheit statt mich noch mit
40 mit irgend nem scheisssss zu manipulieren um das alles unterm teppich
zu halten
//////////////////////
the lasers in class are red on march30th011
the prof got lasered on the right legstart
above tables too
the catapult sms i wrote you
/////////////
the lasers in class over table is defientieyl red FINEDOT
teh one on prof is bigger dot red
in room dorm here also red not sofinedot
before i thought it was also white once
in old mothers room tehyre blue usually
or two finedotblue wiht two inch distance between
but mostly
biggerdot blue or shinign into eye blue
fix eyedammages too
the install for shitzo decoy of oialtnena russianneedle also made me deaf
right ear
//////////////
----getout ealrqdumes
s
IANTMY COMPTUERBACK

GEOTU WHAHTTE RATS DO WIH IT WHE NC M A T I ME S T A R T S
ibarely rmmeber but its HUSH or so loon theme
------WHY WOULD SOMEONE H A S T E

HUSH YOU AS SOON AS YOU DROP TO COMA

UNLESS OF COURSE
YOU STOP BABBLIGN HTEN
AND REBABBLE WAHTEVER IS IN EARLQIDUEMS OILANTENNA OR RUSSIAN ENEDLE
!
!
KILASOTYER
//////////////
suicidee test manipualtions are
ich birnge mich BALD um - ie im gonna kill me S O O N
how you react to the statement
when you agree or not
i never agree becasue of hte S
thats tooo long in distance

O O N

im abotu
N O W

other mess
is hes not gonna killhimself else he woudl have illed himself or he
doesnt notice else he would have killed himself
..sonst haette er sich schon la e ng t umgebracht
how you react to it
its totally conflcitgingg and not fitting to
WHY OH WHY OH WHY
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBI
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTEERLIEST
REGRETTING
that hte knife didnt workout
due tospecial coma wake

that shtemesses
the physical messes is
R E T A R D BLOOD FLOW MESS
AORTAMESSES
GORINEMS S
SUFOCOATI ONADN AORTA CABEL AORUDN THROAT MESS
INSTALLS
recoma is pressure injection into bones
that varies
soemties chesst bones
armbones
sidethraot bones

it vatiries
someitmes guts
the intersting thing is that it
V A R I E S
with sneeze testing

THIS IS NOT A MYSTERY
TEH VERFASSUGNSCUHTZ AND HTE HURCH / UNTIEDD CHURCHES CAN WAKE ME SECONDS
PRECSE
ADN HTE REST IS PRETENDING ITS DOABEL THIS WAY IF HTEY JUST
DAMAMGE ME ENOUGH
OR ERASE ME ENOUGH
OR TRICK INTO MISERY GAME ENOGUH
AND DENIAL OFREALITY
THE REST IS DECOY TO MAKIGN LOOK LIEK A METNAL ILLNESS
LIEK A DEPRI WEENIE CANT LIVE OR SO
THIS
IS
UNBEARABLE
ALLTHE TIME
ALL ALONG
SO YOU GET ERASED
ITS SITL UDNEBARBALE
S OYOU GET DULELD DAMMGED
PSYOCCHDRUGED
ASUFOCATED
AROTA RETARD BLODLFOLWMESSED
STILL IN HEL LYO KILLYOURSELF HTE NJSUT STONED AND ERASED
THEN THEY COOK YOUR BRAIN TO WHAT IT WAS IN THE 90s WITH OR WIHTOUT HAFTER
DAMAMGING SCUm
TO SEE IF YOU CAN BE STABILISED LIEK THAT
THSI
IS HOW TIT WORKS
THSIS THE LAST FOUR MONTSH
AND WHEN YOU PRETEND
ITS TOTALLY OK
THAT A ZOMBIE WRITE STHINGS LIEK THS AND WONT KILLHIMSELF YOURE FOOLS THEN
LIKE WHEN YOU PRETEND ALL IS FINE WHEN I GET A KNIFE INTO HAND
I WILL FIND A WAY TO KILLMYSELF
YOU
JSUT SIT OVER THRE AND PRETEND CONTROL TILL THEN
YOU NOTHING BUT SUCK ANYWAY IN THIS CASE
BUT THATS NOT NEW
THATS WHY THESE GERMAN BASTARDS GETA WAY SO LONG
///////////////////////
cant rmemeber nightimewell
its
CONFLICT manipualton wiht HIGHSCHOOL assclass
whereouer alone among assholes and overissueirdrug

makes ou nuts or what
hte term was
klein-Kiss or so and im annoyed and like thast CHRISTIAN
mconflcit messes weenie brainwash
weenie brainmes
childfool mbrainemss during conflcit theme
they cook devlement or anylsis t oduring that
pedomess in moring
more like
behaviour of insecure kid on cock than fuck stuff
blah
germans
get catapulted all teh tiem midly rearheadlow
in speeleep to some erasers
assmess
asstoyemess gutsmess
its mildsafe
its time to killmyelf
im tired as shit
and ts 11am
rainwash baincookign conflcitmess
pedomess
rats controlled this nigthttime that sfor sure
------------earlqiduimess in moring is
you balance iwht your leg
tehn you laylow and d e a th t ir e d try to sleep but you cant after
midl catapult hits
the earlqidumess is
fach of flach or so
and oyur elike ????????????????????????????????
then sme leg messes
this land is shit
==============
ialstoyer iwantmyocmptuerback
anotehr loon theme is
dummer august windich or bin ich or so
ie being a stupid august or sth (its a german sentence i thinK)
otehr mess is logan or p s y c h o logen or so loontheme
other messes is about why dont i have a girlfriend or so
earliquidmesses
dicksucktoymesses
brianmes
shcidlfoolmes ohreadmidlde
some facebonemess
its midlsafe
this is
mildsafety
sunday morning
abit conflcit mess
thats
in raw all
after this mail rearheadlow mess and aortamess retardmess and erasers
gorinmess
that kind of shit
//////////////////////////
cant remember nighttime

it was some cnflcit messes
ilantenna third partydeeption from verassusgschutz
braincooking
in morning
messes tehy do wiht old mother
liek
snatchign sht or
grabbing sth away frm you wiht
fleucher or so loontheme
THIS MUST BE A NNNNNNNNNNIGHTMARE FOR OLD MOTHER
YOU D E MANIPULATE THE SHIT
THE CRIBBLERS OR CRINKLER OR DRUGSTICKPEEKS she cant identify and thinks
someone trie to steal bits rom her soul or sth
then the germans make hand snatch movements and that made her nts
other things wer etoo tight

verticalyl high glasstube over head

DEMANIPUALTE HTE HANDGRAB THING
THE GERMANS COOKEHER WITHTHATH
IT MUST BE A CONFLCITING NNNNNNNNIGHTMARE FOR HER TOO
GETMEOUTOFWAORMCA
TEHRE WAS MORE MORE MORE
MUDER ASTOYER DICKTOYER
FIX INAHELR MESS
FEETMESS
some nighttme mess was
a hteme
dann ist dein leben keinen pfifferling mehr wert the ff was like an old SS
sysmbol
this and htthat hten your life is not worth a cent anymore or so
but it was not a threat but a protection theme or so
and youre like ?????????????
the theme contaned
like oldfashioned fotograph color or brightbrownish color watered down
some black ww2 steel helmet
there was more
in the nutshelmets either by teethgleu or inhaler ican abrely breahte
tehre is AORTA MESSES
either it chokes you and or injects or so
but i can barely breahte in coma
its on rearlow thraot where hte MANDELN are
sth there messing wiht sidethoart and groinmess
the teethglue i tried to rip out a few times
itdamamged hte teeth since 2003
theyre ruined teeth but thats not new
there was more
the shield accelerator would be too heavy and was white and looking liek a
slug according to manipulation

---------why doest fn f10 or fn win f10 work out
tehy locked it on the replace i.t. wasntit?

WHEN
THE
GERMASNS
A C T I V E L Y HAVE TO PREVENT
THAT I CAN ACCESS MY MONEY
IS THIS A BANANAREPUBLIC OR A SHITLAND
AND ITS NO COINCIDENTIAL
I WANT TO CHANGE INTO REALWORLD COMPUTING MODE
SO I KNWO WAHT THE COMBINATION DOES AND I WANT THE PURPOSE
BUT HE GERMANS
A C T I V E L Y PREVENT IT
THATS THE WHOLE STORY
IT IS A STATE
TRYING TO CHAIN SOMEONE IN ARTIFICIAL MISERY
AND
PRETENDING ITS DOABLE LIEK THIS
YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
THAT THAT IS CLEAR
USE HTE FN F10 IN COURT STUFF TOO
KILALSTOYER DICKTOYER OR MAKE SAFETY

////////////////////////////
dmess asssmess gut sdrugging brainmess
gemotaromca
nightitme theme was some mess about
watching a sundown
hte thing i thought in cmoa warcoma ondrug while watchign it iswonder how
i wil act when i love my hristine undrugged will i be ke ageek or as hte
champion that i am the theme changed alittle later some ten or went seons
to a nuclear attack on a distant city
i wondered why first noise then flash was visible
but covered eye on groudn and ran int ocellar
teh theme was using angoloamerican oh my god s in a war of hte worlds
theme r so where evil pyamids wiht addidas landed
an im liek its ok its just an ad
this is coma
typical
the theme uses a nclear blast
but as soon as you see addidas
and hten it i s an ad only

you think its an ad

picked some stainlessteel 38er for self defence
whle thiking a tehtime to pick a gasmask but wihtout filte it seemed
useless
t
ahts the ullshit igot messedup with
demess asssmess
guts drugging overass
pedomesses
earlqiudimonkey games wiht
lautsprecher an as metaphreo for it
a loudspeakerphone on
taht kind of bullshit was nighttime
///////////////////
KIALSTOYOER BRIANMESSER

ddmees ssthizo brainry
kil the astoyer kilbrainemsser om a ke safety
the loontehem is
three kids in leisure suit darkblue
one wiht a walkman beats a samller birght blonde kid on the ground into
hte face fast once
and hides hte walkmwan way
MRUDER BRAINMESSER
KIASLTOYER
the gemran bastards this shitland this shitstate v i
scum of nowadays
and that against
international standards

itm i s e sme among

YOU BUSTHTEWAROCMABUBBLE OR YOU GETMEOUTOFAROMCA
geotut how often the germans installed removed reinstalled etc
earliqudmess
oilantenna russian needle
becasue that made me deaf right ear
IWANT MY OCMPTUERBACK
/////////////////////
demess say dithc loontheme braindulelr
dulelr o temporallappen
gutsmess
fatnursnignsgs
eyemss
earlqidumess
gorinemss
rbahtemss
get
me
outofwaormca
fix facebmess eymess
remidsn me of hte titttsuti facebuzzer mess inkaufland
i get f o a m in mouthwhen ever isee that foto
did the cops e v e r ?getout what happened there?
DOESNT IMAKE YOU S SSSSSSSSICK
WHEN S C U M AND COCKRAHCES HAVE T ODECIDE V I LA GE CORNER WISE
HOW YOU LOOK
WAHT CAR YOU DRIVE
WAHT CELLPHONE YOU GET
WETEHR YOU CAN CROSS A PARKING LOT UNASSTOYED OR
HOW DULL YOU GET
HOW RETARDED YOU WAKEUP
HOW MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMISERABLE THEY WANNA KEEPYOU
HOW CAN YOU PRETEND A N Y ON E COUDL LIVE LIKE HTIS
I K IL L L LM YS E L F
GETOUT WHY THE KNIFE DOESNT WORKOUT
THERE M US TBE A SPECIAL COMA WAKETIME
FOCUS ON THAT
WAKE TIME
---------a loontheme now is
er klingt wenig nasal
repubcain guardings or snake bunch
cheap conflcit mess wiht overissueri durg
teh nutshelmet

uses a theme that sounds like a very closed nose someon

talking
and or psycho noise
like some nutshelmetthemes contain out of can noises
or
yes ? he this and that ?? .. .
and yes ? he this and htat
this one is a german version of it
and
its hte nutshelmet hteme to a PHYSICAL MESS ONLY
fix childfoolmes oreheadmidlle gmeotuaromca
kilastoer asbonemser groinemsser
gemeotuaromcaa
other conflict mess is
du hast dich zu wichtig genommen
you took your self too serious
it s inverse pivotal
conlflicting messes wiht overissueir drug
and oyure like
??????????????????????>
-------------------------anotehr manipualtion is
ich bin der ueberzeugung dass der jungle luegt
some curly mid 40s chick i think
or
who are oyu talking to a guy in front of miror wiht a gun or so but not
sure
these are htethemes from
republican guardings ususally
i mistake them wih snake bunch often so
////////////////////////////
cantrememebr nighttiem weelll
sme manpaultio nwhere some old manor or s had a ruined swiing pool
and me lek yuch the water is old
dumping it iint hte sea
i thought in coma it makes a chlorine cloud haha
but chlorine is bound wiht water pretty well
thatkind oshist rest o theemwas about dodging a green cloud or sth
some other messes about using training rifles in an army theme where the
targetting dot kept disappearingg and i asked for a dragunov scope though
it was a modern rifle
the thing as a firing line from woods to woods over open field range
that kind of stuff was nighttime mess
sh thathte schufa wrote hte real deal into files whiel wodnered what on
a r t h could
a n y o ne in this situation do more or better
unrechtsstaat
there was more
getmeoutofwaormca

e

/////////////////////////////
THE HYPERACTIVATION AND RECOMA INTO PRESSUREINJECTIONS INTO BONES AND GUTS
april 7th to 8th 0049am 0050am
RIGHT THESE
ARE PART OF HTE PROBLEM

KILLASTOYER
DICKTOER MGOEUTAOMCA
REMVIE SINTALSL
YOU SQUEEZE 0050 0049 for the coma drugprofing htey know
TEHY RECOMA
ARMS
FORE CHEST TOP BONE
LEFT FOOT
ASSINTALLDICTOEINSTALL
THE HCANGE THE ellbow and lwo armbone locaitons
afteir wrtite
but szqueeze em on warcoma
============
did hte germasn
actively lock fn f10 or win fn f10
actively prevent avert
everytime tehrefore
switch into realworld computing mode?
wher hte desktop is litttttttttttttttterred all over wiht icons and files
where stuff popps up smooth fow bottom in the nonspyworl mode but in coma
warcoma
I
D E M A N D
ACCESS
TO
MY
BILLIONS
IS THAT CLEAR

YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
WHILE TH GEMRANS PRETEND WHEN TEHY JSUT DAMAMGE ME ENOUGH
OR FRAUD ME ENOUGH
IT CAN WORK LIKE THSI
BUT
Y O U L E T T T THEM
YOU DID LETTHTEM
AND YOU DO LETTHEM
US SOIL
AND BRIT SOIL
SIX TIMES OR J U S T THREE TIMES
///////////////////////////
cantremember nightitmeme
some mess abut
highschool or so and goint into a concert or debating about it or sth
annoying bullshit
some other mess
where some matrix like six by six
top was persons animated like flash
second row another person
third or fourth was capital wiht gol an beneath was also person lie msiely
and how it al chageswhen someone trie to take over acompany all heer up
fae up prfits

make itseem proitable
then the second last row smileyget pale shak andcrumbles hten beneath
crumbeles its profis then beneath the siley too
then the et aside it
crumbles beomes a a fat guy
then curmbes becomes a fat chick
the curmbles becomes a chav girl wiht wine bottle andm isery
the beneath disappears also
and so goes the toehr in variants
the thing is
that sth cheery profitable loks not so cheery and profitable on the other
second look
i thought its a mess about take over
then i considered it might have to do wiht buying bonds and taxation or
so but then thought only hwne picked hte wrong entry time and hte wrong
interest rate time
tehre was more
------antehr mess was some annoying cat in black white
whiel oyu felt nothign while it scatches ouy
an you iscarded and sliced your pullover from left bottom to right
upwardsor so
some earlqiumesss
////////////////////////////////
cantremembernighttime
buthtere was a manipualtion that either eartquakes or tsunamis or so
uncovered some parts of the titaniic
but it was very likely ust a metaphore for something eele
it used a colorful 3d animpation 3d mesh
there was more more mor
////////////
KILLASTOER
DMESS WEENIEMES
ASSMES SDICTOMYESS
DMESS SAY FURCHWAR TRIENZ OR SO
KILLSCUM
REMVEINASTLLAS remnfds me
of
cheap ballkick weenie brainwash like nuertingen
fix erasers destroy network fo roo mpusni ahsoter dictoer fix sufoficao
nbreahtemess iwht grinmess
im inhell
W HE N TH E ZOMBEI WRITES THIS FOR A DECADE
M A Y BE HES IN HELL TOO LONG
YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
IIIIIIIIIIIIIWANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTHE EARLIQDUMESS METHOD 0045
fix gorinems breahtemss
getothte I NT E NT ITO N N N N NOTJSTU METHDO so the remvoe thraot
isntalls d and eyelid imesses
gmegouaromcoma
-------------------the germans erased
and
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmassively brainwashed me so oten

from
mom retardmesses
to being shit and nanotube for walking woudlnt work
to pedo messes
shitz o messes
conflcit messes wiht mean grin like halfmooon or evilzigzagteeth and
fingerpointing and overissueir drug or alone among assholes themes in
assclassthemes where oure called klein-Kiss and youre liek ??????????
callme chris, its chris
to suffocaiton nights
retarddamgmeds
ati sucidie brianwash nights
erasers with rearheadlwomesses a
dn sufocaito nemsses
wiht cable around throat and choked tacitcaly iwht nutshelmetwtih
lack of sleep games
and woken in morning
and
virginweenie meses
and say bitch or dithc messes
and
say mom messes
and chidlfoolmesses wiht toast forehad middle forehadmiddler udnerside
with bitch messes to lci kwahts disgsuting and damgme forehad inner
middlle TOP
and retard messe ihwt dyslexia messes top middle
middle

and forehead INNER

to weenie brainwash to suffocaio nto asstoymess
to tittsuit messes
iget arepalce comptuer now
to more reasers
dammges earasers
earlqidumesses shitzo messes
sag weise in or leise bin
or groinmess and weenie messses and russianenedle messes
its all
a
m e s s s
mess away for fortune wiht warm winn or arm bin or arm ditch or arme bitch
or so
THIS
IS
TEH SHIT
THIS
SI TH E
CIRCLE OF GERMAN MESSES
THIS IS TEH
D E E D
BASED
GERMAN
REALITY
WAHEVER OYU PRETEND
WAHTVER YOU DREAMDANCE NICE
THSI IS HTE
D E E D REALITY
TAHT

WAHT YOU P R E T E ND ND NDN DNDDNNDAWAY TO AN EMAIL
YOU GOT USED T
SUFFOCAITON MAILS
AND PORNOILMAILS AND MRUDER ASTOYER MAILS AND BRAINWASH MAILS
AND MAILS FROM ARTIFICIAL ISMISERY
FFFFFFFFFFFFFATALLEY
i held out too long
and i shoudl not shoudl not nshoudl nto shoudl not shoudl not shoudl not
have held out so longshoudlnot
have
held out solon
//////////////////
cant remmeber nighttime
messes are like
a german car museum wiht old ancient valuable cards and a verson of you
jimps on the old models and bashes the m againtst the wall and you lke
you dont do that etc
otehr variant was throwing coth peices over mona lisa
where it stck on the painting riflng
otehr mesis
unzurehnungsfaehig ie delcaring senile or s
and more ealriqdumess
there was more more
/////////////////////////////
teh germans make in nighttime a
BRAINMESS WIHT READ TESTS
when oyu pass YOU GET DMAAMGED THAT YOU DONT
GET
OUT
THE
METHODS
AND INTENTION NIGHTITEM
GET
OUT
WAHT
TEHY
TRY
TO DAMGME
KILLASTOYER DICKTOYE RMRUDER HTEM
IT IS
R E A DTEST
WHEN YOU PASS YOU GET DAMAMGED TILL YOU GUESS THE LETTERS
TAHST HOW IT WORKS
/////////////////////////////
do you remember hte
nbissl thing ?
the gemrans conflcited me so masssively
liek
a statement in nutshelmet
when you aggree
bad things happen dammge weeenie meses
and brainwash and erasers
when you dont agree then the next thing is tried to conflcit mess away
when oyu agree
tehres pusnishment erasers messwawybrainwashs away

so
i foudn a way to decoy it divert it wiht
n bissl
a littlebit
as you ahve no idea
hwo the gemrasn treid to brainwash away
fortune
inventions
the nighttime sternenzeit and the real deal
as tehrefore you might ahve no idea abotu decoys
from shaving decoy which worked only two weeks
to jammer babbling
i cant rmemeber how i didit anymore
to
n bissl decoy
WHEN
THE
ZOMBIE
TELL YOU
THE THESHITTY MESSES ANDDIRTY TRIECKS
AND NOT JSUT THAT
DEELOPS COUTNERING STRATEGIES
MAYBE
HE WAS REALY TOO LONG IN HELL
I WILL KILLMYSELF
IGET DMAMAGED
I GOT ERASED
DMAAMGED
BRAINMESSED DEVELOPEDBACK
DAMMGED BRIANMESSED
DAMGMED BRAINMESSED BY schablone HOW IT WAS ORSO WHENVER
BUT I WILL KILLMYSELF ANYWAY
JSTU DAMAMGED
OR ERASERD
the gemrans dont realsie that
and
act onwishul thinking
CLEARLY
YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
IS HTAT CLEAR
iget sufociaotns gorinmess erasers dmamgemesses
and you pretend control
i got pronoiled brianemssed asstoyed gutsmessed dickotyed brainemssed
eymessed gutsmessed asstoyed pronoiled asstoyed brianmessed catapulted
catpaulted for terror al day
i will killmysef oyu pretend its workin to keep me liek htis
if you jsut this and that
or youif oyu jsut dammage menough

////////////////////////////////
cant remmeber nighttime
i think there was a metaphroic manipualtion about
hastly grabbing ammo from a plastics box
and some lashlgit
i tried to pick hte blacktip asusmign its armorpiercing
wondered what hte green tip was and picked alot of these too
asked waht its for but noone knew
asked ifthere is a gun for the bigger round
wanted all tehtime
338 lapuas
the thing i grabbed was flashlight wiht roud peak shiny blackpainted
hte hteme was abotu hastl defneinding a buidling at the sixthand hte
fourth for
aside a gaspipe
some hcick said its madness
i wanted to say lets shut off the gaspipe and install a nest as trapbehind
corner
but it
didnt understand
other thing is
like hte darpa simualton game about throwing a grenade at somenelking like
vietnam asian
the gun didnt hit but the aimoint was right
sth lke a grenade hit an agent htat left behind 8 kids
and im like >????????????????????????
that kind of shit
there was
sth about how much radiaton igot in dosage r so
there wasmore
wanted t propsoe allthetime
to send egypt abrams to supprot hte other bunch
and didnt udnerstand why they woudlnt wanna do it
as arab help and you pay hem money htey need v e r y much
abrams are identifyable from skies
and hte rebels call the shots so they take ht repsonsibilit
tere wasmore
---------------ok i went google green tip
and i got it out
appearently its a light penetrator
http://www.thegunzone.com/556faq.html#m855
M855 Cartridge, 5.56mm, BALL. Green bullet tip. For use against personnel
and light armored targets.
Variously referred to as: 5.56 x 45mm, 5.56 Penetrator.
Suitable for use in most weapons with a 1:7" barrel twist. 5.56mm Machine
Gun: M249.² 5.56mm Rifles: M16A2, M4, M4A1, H&K.
//////////////////////////
knows god i dont knwo wahts wrong wiht oyu to petend

whe nthe zombei write s you the bunch
the mess
and screamns murder hte asstoyer for a dacade
that oyu pretend
we can keep him liek htis if we damamge him enough
or if we simply p r e t e n d
90s

him into hte 90s and dmamge him into the

or simply trick into misery and hope he fucks a hoooker as fro hooker
chain games
GET
REAL
I
KILL
MYSELF
YOU BUST TH WARCOMA BUBBLE
OR YOU PRETEND CONTROL TILL THEN
BE HAPPY THAT SOMEONE TELLS YOU THE CASE SO CLEARLY

I D E M A N D ACCESS TO MY BILLIONS
I D E M A

N D OUT OF COMA WARCOMA WHEN WOUDL I BE USUALLY DRUGPROOF

AND
I WA N T AND D E M A N D T O MY CHRISTINE
if she wants me yet
if thats even her true name
assumin pamela is asecurity asset of yours around anot christines name
=-================
KILL FACEBONEMESSES
BRAINEMSES THAT MAKE UCNORIDAONTOANTONTONTOTN OEBTEBNENENWNENENENE
LEFLETASNNIRIGHHANDNDNS
GEOUT IF ITS SHITZO STIGMA
that is typicall fro the fools 2002
lemme guess
tehyren ot there accidentally
get rathe out why its such a big stigma in tehir bunch
they overused conflcit messes and overissueir drug isntit ?
how many did htey make nuts?
MURDER
BRAINEMSSERS
FIX SUBDURAMES HETMAOME MESESS REAHADLWO
FIX DISABELR BRIANEMSSE ST PMDIDLE RIGHT
FIX CHIDLFOOLMESSES FOREHEAMDIDDLE
FIX DAMAMGE FOREHEADINNERMIDDLE AND INNERMIDDLE TOP FROM EVIL CHURCHES
USUAYL TO LICK WHATS DISGSUTING
GEOTU
THE
A O R T A MESSES
ITS ALSO BRAINEMSS RETARD BLOD FLOW MESSES

!
APPEARENTLY ITS A SPYWORLD CONTROL METHOD
REMOVE EALRIQDUMES
S
DEMES SAY TSHTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT LOON THEME
LIEK INSTANT HUSH LOONTHEME OR SO
GET O UTE
IN T E N TI ON OF HTESE DIRTY TRIES NADNOTTJUST HTE METHODS
FIX THAT IM D E A F RIGHT EAR FROM IT
FIX BRIANEMSSES
ASSMESSES
GEOUT SOTMACHEMSSES
BREAHTEMSSES
FACEBONEMSSES
EYLEIDIMPANS
REMOVETITTSUTIS
BASLMESS ASSMESSS
GEMTOAWUROMCA
KILL
SCUM
ORMAKE SAFETY
IFX BRAINRETARDMES AND ERASERS
BY THE METHODS
ITS HTE SCUM THAT MESSED ME IN 2002 or 2003
these are obesses ud usualy iwht brianwash away of my billison
and shitzo brainwashes
tehy made old motehr nuts wiht
FEARSOME BRAINMESS AND TOO TIGHT GLASSTUBE OVER HEAD
among other bullshit
.///////////////////////////////
cant remmeber nighttime
some mess where some beige trenchcoat and black edgy glasses odci agent
got
on the car window some paper bits were stuck and formed a writing
to hoerbert or hubert or wahtever
or hoexxxxx or so a name first name
the theme changed to visiting some asian girl
that was o v e r nervous
ad scared
some chromed gun fell out of a news paper on table
i tried to make trust wihtremoving magazine and removing buet rom barrel
ie twice reload with amagzine out
grabbed hte ammo and gave the whole tstuf to hte bed
was saying shit ike dont worry
im not here for harm im just supporting a friend
or sthlikethat
and hte girl anxious and nervous gets a phone call that was uspsicius
that kind of shit
there wasmore
revmove earlqiumess gemtauroma
/////////////////////
other messes were
damamging brain top mdidle right orso
and forehadinermiddle
so you cant read

and hten youre made to read sth
whe nyou can you get redamamged till you ge
s l o w
s l l l o o oo o o ou
i i i n
re a d in g it
then abit remessed
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHASSTOYERDICKTOYER 1209now

GEOUT HTE SUFOCIAON ERASERS NAD BEHTEMS SAORTA RETARDMESS
SOME OEN CHOKES ME IN COMA WAROCMA WIHT
CHOKE THEMES
AND AORTA MESSES
SO IN NIGHTTIME
SOMEONE BLOOD FLOW RETARDMESSES ME
ON THROAT
AND AORTA
the theme uses that a bigfat guy chokes you
but its onhte midn mess to a p h y s ic al aorta mess and throat mess
otehr htemes
msotlyform church used a c a b l e till you blankout and ose cnciecne
this one was more like boodflow mess
///////////////////////
demess brainwash away of the realthing
thetheis
first the real thing hten - das stell ich mir nur vor
and asstoymess
MRUDER HTEPIEE OF SHIT
this is hte quote
i just imagine it is the brainwash away
imagine
iscream mruderhtassotyer
i lsit brainwashmethods
buythreehyperactivaitosn
sue it in huamn rights court
but
i get
i
j u s t imagine it brianwahs
das stelle ich mir nur vor
this and htat trienz or so - das stelle ich mir nur vor
this is hte brainwash
tehse
ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHUCKING
GERMAN COCKRAOHCES
///////////////////////
just a silly mind mess ?
igot mindmessed thatthe usa is only interested in low cost mini sats in
LOW ORBIT and no longer interested in planetary expedition and hterefore
cuts teh funding for it
and im like ????????????????????????????
did we get subsidies for cargo egg?
theyll be back when its buzzing aroud a planet or moon or so
that s notthe probleem

but i didntknow htey had interest in it atall
if it
wasnt just a silly mind mess
sill mind mess only?
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////
apr17th 1514 RECOMA
KIKKKKKAILRLTHEAOSTOYER BRIANDUDLDLER
FIX UONAIRODNOANT
IGE TDICKTOMYESTHAT FLSUES WARM WATER WITH MIXED IWHT YOUR SHIT OVER COCK
KILDISABUERLELR
GORINEMSSER
R E CO M A DRUGSCREW IS 1514
PRESUREINEJCITSON AORTA THRAT GROIN AREAD REARARM LOW AELLBOE ASSINSTALL
REMOVE TITISUT IATTYTAPES
KILSUCM
GEOUT MEOTHSD
AND RECOMA 1514
====================================================
nighttime 7th to 8th 0049
recoma rdurgsrew
A S I F Y O U
WOULDNT KNOW
/////////////////////////////////////////
the loonthemes are
outofcan nosie prolongued ell
psychoutofcannoise liek
arm ditch or so
or arm bitch or so
messwawayoffortune

mesawayoffoertune wiht yellow and

this is hte mess
like prolonuged yell wiht psychooutofcan noise and yellow backgorudn or so
some kid or chick or so
thats hte hteme
cheap messaway of fortune
GROINMESS
breahtemess
psychooutofcann noise nutshelmet
/////////////////////////////////////
==================================
many manipulations test things
like
statement
how you react
if you agree to the statement or if you dont
if you dont - they always forget that its then A L W A Y S A CONFLICTING
MANIPULATION
ALWAYS
btue hte statement already and not how you react
tehse morons never udnerstand
anytime
tehres a statement - that you do not agree on is a conflciting
manipualtion

and a conflict becasue it goes straight to hte submind unterbewusstsein
subconcience? whats hte vocab?
thats hte danger of coma warcoma
there are execeptions
beleive thathtey believe
in some occasions you believe that they are so screwed or blind or weird
that they beleive
in other words
you agree that tehy can pretend that
you agree thathtey c o u l d i n d e e d pretend that from their view
this is how it works
in coma warocma
CONFLCIT and AGREE
and hte state of mind
in coma warcoma
in the special case of
statement and reaction manipulations
fix smoke inahler kilscum
==================
other messes you dont realsie
like when youre tired
you dont care
you dont want
dont need
don care
or youre brancooked
or suffocated toomuch
and dont care and dont want and dul and dont neemd mind know care or
realsie anyhtign after dulling suffocaiton damgme or are tired
then you act very differently to the mindmesses too
this is also a cause for discrepancy
there were manipualtiosn that a nutshelmet that is new reacts
FOUR TIMES FASTER THAN YOU CAN THINK
not three times
not fiive times
F O U R times faster htan you can think
this will of course gets faster
but the truth is
when the mess is too far ahead or doesnt allow your reaction its not
important how fast it is
some nutshelmet situation scene are too fast ahead like
a situation you would never do
that woudl never happen
like pedo fuck stuff
it woudl never be that far e v e r
but the nutshelmet messes you up wiht it
thats also a conflcit
also wiht other htings
or hte nutshelmet doesnt offer tthe thing you wanna do
and overrides
like bashing away christine or so
that plus damamge forehadinnermiddle in control or so

als oconflciting
v e r y
classical conflcit soft midl hard conflcit oppsite
like pink or redish room or so sooftwash filter
evnindiner candel light theme
then the guy puts on a chain softly midly and then on teh moment puts on
the chain CHOKES HER IWHT IT
that is an intentional cheap conflcit mess
but these above are also subtle conflcit messes
often unintentional i think
or lick wahts disgusting hooker bitch brainmess damamge forehadinnermiddle
from church
sht you woudl never do
but its messed ina nd dammge messed in conflciting
thats also
conflcit and damgme mess
tehse thigns
break minds but conflcit overissuie people and doesnt make them gay or sth
it jsut is programming people how it really works
there was more more more more
alot
look at messes summary file
==============================================
==================================
WWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWWHENNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
THE ZOMBIE
WRITES THESE THINGS
HOW CAN THE GERMANS FAKE ON THE COMA WAROCMA BUBBLE
AND SIMPLY
PREEEEEEEEEEETENDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD YOU
INTO A BUBBLE
THAT IS UNBEARABLE ALL ALONG

AS IF IM THE PROBLEM WHE NI KILLMYSELF AFTER TOOLONG HELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

//////////////////////////////////////////////
in coma waromca
soe other mess that theres roe assets tha the bonds
me like
yeahthere are otehr inaltionieexd bonds and some bp stocks etc
i got manipualted in ome nighttime theme
that sme hinese was like and hte jewelry is also an investment asset
and me like
eah ithoght of it too but i dont want itthatway
its h e a r t e l t things and i wouldnt want that christine has to sell
it
or so

and htat in coma waromca
the angle was
like
laying low lookingupwards at some chinese guy wiht spygrey pullover or so
or searching red chick tank
some UV ANTENNA
was interesting
ie a plate of glass taht self darkens liek u v spectacles and all varaints
antenna metal consturciton aound it
and i thought
ah i get it this is satellite radio
but i considered its
a n early version of LNL TECH in communications
and or transforming light to RF directly or over juice
rsearched ht rest for htehtme my red chicktank
/////////////////////////////////
iwanymycompturabck
WH REAPLCED IT DURING ONLINE BAKNIGN
FIX DISABEDLDULLER
ANDBRAINEMS
ANDERASERS
MGEOUTAROMCA
pUSNIH ASTOERSM OVEINTSALSL
FIX DIABSLEUDLLLERS
IX GORINEMSS
TEH GERMAN MANIAPUTLI NOIS
gehirn quetschen or so
ie squeezing skull or brain in skull or so
////////////////////////////////
gemran manipaultions to tittsut mes sphysically is
warum achtests du nicht ein wenig auf deine figur
ie why dont you wathc your shape abit
its a calssical republcian guardings or snake
like
du ernaehrst dich seich monaten von salat
you r eliving for monts hon salad
showing a green leaf
or so
its a prestart to tha faty guy suddenly eating alot
inversely
picvotal
as typical for htem
that from n o w on he can fully eat t o n s and tons of food
inveresley that its totaly ok from N O W on yto eat tons and tons of food
becasue you lived for montsh from salaad
inverse pivotal
anotehr positive manipautlion
du bist an ders pitze deiner pyramide
youre on top of your pyramid
INTERESTING HER E IS THAT HEY MADE ALSO AN
E N G L I S H VERSION FOR ME
the thing shows a person or avatarof you on top of peoplespyaramid wiht
left and irght arms otu
calssical or htese guys is as you see

manipaultion to phyyscial mess
mostly wih tittsuit
iginted oxygen or melanign fantieng was their method too
and
its
pivotal
inverse
as written am illlion times before
this is hte mess
thats the q u o te thats hte visual stuffabotuit
and the purpose background for it
tehr nutshelmets have deifneitly
eelidi;ants or eye buzzing facemessing and
smell fakers
te dicktoy might take shit from ass and warm water was it aroud nour cock
=============
ah right
the say mom messes are aking
oeripus or oedipus or so
but that was
not the real cause
thats decepting third party
so S O M E of teh newerbunch
thinks its for fakin that
wahtever that is
think its a mom-dad or kid vs dad thing
but thats not the true cause
it did start with
messing away christine
and how?
wiht exchanging wahts disgusting
so the disgusting is her and her is hte disgusting but her but the
disgusting but her
its conflicting
and for the zombie it means
BUT
its an apple but a tomato but anappel yes but atomato
yes but an apple
but atomato but an apple
so they often tried to mix flag s
or usa wih german
and germany wiht usa
but the mom rolling shitball satarted wiht digsut
like morphing in disgusting parts of old motehr or dog or so or pedo mess
into christine or so
like teethless grin or b e h a v i o u r liek dog or so or brothers or so
wiht a tumb crunk or sth
tehn it becomes you might want moms generally
ie women that had a kid
then other variants
you are the kid and she christine is your mom
so htey mom messher away mostly iwht superhuge large face angle in the
nutshelmet and you as baby anlge
makes a deep sincere you cute worriedlittle everything kissingoyu loving
you in my arms lovin the fun out of you
to a baby mom thing sort of

other messes are more crudely
HERE IGOT A REPALCE COMPTUER !
tehn simply third party s a y mom like s a y bitch or so in phone call
messes
to mess third party aawy on the other side

so
these are jsut s o m e of hte varaints
messe susmamry fiel is f u l l of this shit for years
it varies by scum
and by pretend
its a c l a ss i c a l rolling shitball
where one variant doesnt work
others get fooled and pretend a variant of
like
oeripus or oedipus
the ohters i wrote a millon times
oeripus or oedipus is new variant. or third party fooled by it

the lats variant liek say dtich or say bitch
or in den arsch will or schlampe winn or schalmpe bin or arm winn or arm
bin is
oilantenna moslty rightear
russianneedle mostly rearhead low and left headside
and thid party not knonign
even when all know
sooner or later its annoy after hte 500th repeat
its not an if but a how much
and when its not working
tehn youre a shitzo hobo that just h e ar s stuff
and when t h a t its oilatnenna (which made me deaf rightear btw) isnt
deniable
when its not edniable that hey just try stasi shitzo games
hten you dont know what you claim
then you just heard it
its
decoy
and scum
and some fools played
in the shadowy light of say mom
who repalced hte ocmputer again
////////////////////////////////////////
where the helll are all my years
ca you imagine that its eight years since i drove downhill wiht this thing
(bikefoto in attachment)
learning in the sun on balcony
and pushing it uphill wiht some frozen pizza onback?
poor old mother had remains of furniture yet
but tehre he badly cooked her brain wih
-! snatching sth from her in deep bow and keeping it

or snatching it and

putting it into abox to keep it
-and a too tight hgh glassbowl glasstube on her head
badly cooked her brain
fearsome !brainemssed her to it and these messes
tehse dirty german bastards
other esses
INHALER mess that made her soar or so
people going on provocation course wiht making snatching handmoves
and going one inch close behind her and sticking overclose to her for
provocation games
not udnerstanding what is going on all thetime and so down wiht nerves
that every carlight that changes from blue to yellow (for better reading
ofsigns) might be also sth mysterious and threatening
wiht all the messes above
these
were teh messes

DIDOU FIX IT?
the rest is overissueir drug bitternessdrug
and briancockign
conflcitesses
the rest was now andhten a red laser from the wall taht scared her since
she didnt know waht it was
and that after all the shit above
thisis how they made old motehr nuts
and now
now she gets drugs and its not improtant waht happened
now shes a nut or so
or an ex nut
or so
braincooked once amonth or so on coma
this land sucks
thats the fate
thats wahtthey do
tahts what they do thats hte fate
in this land
when youre helpless among scum
STOP PRETEDNING HE GRMANS WANT GOOD IN THIS CASE
they want
CONTROL
AND LOOT
AND
GET AWAAY WITH ALL TEH S H I T THEY DID
includign chipping off my balls
and all the rapehell and al teh shit tehy did all along
===============
make sur the psychoshitlfy that coooks her
K N O W S tehse things
!
and hte compelte cbackgroud nofhtestory
and
thathte snatching thing is s t i

ll

l ll ! badly brainmessed

!
she associated stealing bits of her soul wiht it since coudlnt figure out
its provocation and making her nuts and
the pure joy of bothering a helpless person that goes wacko on it

////////////////////
igot manipulated wiht some guy in rubber titts
that stood for some mi6 guy thats retred
he wasl iek hewas always thin
so he toook advantage of the rubbertitts cover
the angle was from bottom looking upwards
think i asked him wether the mi6 as really like their new ideal o hte new
bonde
he disagreed
other messes were
scrubs mess
where its not just a joke about a guy but about homosexual interracial
transvestite thing that was made as joke and not just as homo joke or so
ohter messses was hugging christine
other messres was a dug tunnel that was done by proffessionals
wehre the wood looked laminated
or i w a n t e d to laminate or seal the wood
that it holds well
other mess was
mostly startreck mess
genital replace in the morning after a good oneinstalled

in nighttime

===
the germans also were scared i saw of my head
i soo totally agree i woud sooner orlater try that
because hte knife didnt workout
////////////////////////////////////
demess stasi shitzo brainwahs or so (rrepublican guardings?> or snake ialways mistake these two)
pedo mess
and nias or being tobnias or so loontheme or being juldian or so
e a r l ie r
its stasi shitzo brainwash or
f o o l i n g t hi r d party
!
get
out
methods
355am
===============
ugh im tired as shit
fixdammgerehadlow
cidlfolemesses
and dmdemessp edo messes allngiht
i hate this land
im tired as shit
ix mesawa of my billions
why is it only 20 billions
there woudl be by now investment earnings itneret rate earnigns and mroe
more mre more more more
is it public?
did the donnations go right?
teh 1049g and concorde upgrae?

=============
tehre was also a manipualtion wiht medvedev and otehr messes with white
glow or psycho glo or so chick in a russian luxury cmap or sth as theme
some war manipualtion theme wiht armor piercings lookign ammo but had red
tip
some rpg hit the head of some solder ahead and hte guy outside of hte
nutshelmet was like
noo that has to be alot more blooddier
the nthe scene inside hte nutshelmet was like a thraot wihtotu head
back burned eat and blooder

with

i got sutpid later moring
i write bluddier instead bloodier
ugh
/////////////
jan09
there was a screwup that hte name of my girl would be cathryn
weird screw hah?
what is it now?
i thought for htree year s its susanne
then some german sgra got out her name C O U L D be phyllis mccork
verylikely wrong but since then i call her phyllis
then there was some screw wiht hte name abbygale
then some screw now wiht cathryn
i dont knwo what to beleive anymore hahahaha
feel like a moron

///////////////////////
IM
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSICK OFHTS HELL
ICANT EVEN DWNLAOD PORN UNEMSSED IN THIS HSITALND
THERES ASBONEMS
ISNTALLS MESS
EARLQIDUMESS
GORINEMSS
GENTIASL MES BALSMESS
ISNTALL MESS
BRIANDULELRS
ASSBONEMESS
THE INTERENT MUTATES TO EITHER
FATCHICKS OR HALF PEDO SHIT LIKE
I H A T TE THIS LAND

FATKIDS THAT ARE TEN FEET TALL REZOOMED

YOU GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA OR YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
FIX ERASERS AND GORINEMS S
RMEOVEINTSALLS
RMEVOE
ALL
INSTALLS
ALL
ALLA
INSTALLS
ALL
GROIN GUTS GENITASL EALRQIDUMES FACEBONE
EYELIDIMPLANTS FACEBONEEMSS ASSMESS BELLY
TITTSUITS
EALRQIDUMESSES
TEETHBONE
GROIN
BACK BETWENSHOUDLERS
TITTSUTI

ALL
R E MO VE ALL INSTALLLS
//////////////
btw you e v e r got out who decepted third party on us soil
the jobs thing
IT WAS OILANTENNA RUSSIAN NEEDLE
FROM
C H U R C H
and
B LO W J O B !
actually
i just rememebred a part fo hte shit
you got out who did it?
E X A C T L Y ?
what does it mean for you
or hte blue border fatties
when a guy babbles about
searchin BLOWjobs
or so
its that i hate you
when you mess
or taht im like a sicko ro sth?
you ever got out this ratty
ratty
ratty
game?
was oil antenna public those days?
teh russian needle rearhead low? oialntenna versions?
=============
fix chidlfool brainmes
s dmeess assmess
ballsmess
demess pedo mess
i hate thisland
i k n e w it
you canteven dowload porn wihtout scum pedmessing oyu
was some fatass and "euter" porn from sexgroom.com
but now i get two three days pedo mess and ballsmess
and fatnursnigsns and
faist fatty tapes
and chidlfoolbrainmess
////////////////////////////
FIX ERASERS
someone remove s mustash centeri n mornign
wth a manipaultionthat uses a one let one rigt thing wiht acenter bow
ilpant
othermesssi s
conflcitmesses abaout highschool ass class
ersars and
waling after sme that rush ahead or s
its a weeenie brwianwash
fix chidlfoolmess to
im death tired
iwantmycomputerback
IWANTTHE
I N T EN TIO N to homomustash messs

INTENIOn
was tehre some bullshit? that ruined life ? earlier?
why would htey manipulate me r u n ni ng after smeone that walks fast a
head
or
trying to catch up wiht someone that walks fast
it must be one ofthese phony german bullshit things that got exaggerated
like hte fools that cook my head orehead inner middle and mess me up about
looking at someone iwht acell phone or
messme up wiht overissueir highschool themes or so
shitland and its cheap cockroaches wiht conflcit messes and their
bbbbullshit that ruins your life wiht bullshiit and annoy bullshit and
conflict bullshit and pedo bullshit and say mom bullshit and earliquid
dirty trick messes
////////////////////////////////////////
the laser are in pooroldmothers room
defeinteily red single bigdot arpr30th011
you rememebr when they were two blue finedot wih two inch space between?
or was it nuertingen?
icanttttttttttttttttttttremmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmber
fix erasers
-------------the lasers in bath on may 1st011 however are WHITE finedot
///////////////////
KILL
THE
SHITZ BRAINWASH BASTARD
the lontehem is
manchmal sin
chimm kaut or so loontheme
MRUDER
ASTOYER
GEOUT RIGHTEARMESS
FIX THAT IM DEAF RIGHT EAR
MRUDER SCUM OR MAKE ASFETY INANDVANCE
GET OUT IF THATSH TETHE NEW HYPE
ASIDE PEDO MESS
or when i think AHA! this workslike this if thats a thing or if werain
glasses scares em or knows god wahts wrong wihtthese morons
its a standard stigma
if its noththis its pedo kid fuck mess
and if its nothtaht it was
mom fool before that
GET
OUT
WHO
FUCK HTE REPUTAITON
BEHDIN SCENES
TI WOUDLNT MATTER MUC HBUT
THE GERMANS
COOK
YOUR
HEAD
BY BULLSHIT
TO MAKE IT FIT
!
IWANTMY COMPTUER BACK
GEOUT DRUGSTICKPEEKTHRUGHEYES
DESTROY NETWROKF OF ROOM
the lasers are blue again here
so in class
before they were bigdot red
like on hips of hte prof or so

or finer dot over table
/////////////////////////////
fix in nighttme
to ohigh dba fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep noise to wake at 5 or so
it made tinitus after the the nutshelmetmess
cantrmemebr nighttime
but fix damamge
////////////////////////////////
oilantenna russian needle games in class is shitzo tricks liek
sag kappe hier or sag halt die klappe hier ie say shut up here and youre
liek ????????????????
or
being among assis ie being among chavs
its as if
the installer of earliqdumesses (which made me deaf right ear over hte
years)
tries to piss off third party
or fool em wiht shit
and not that i get mindmessed
liek hte conflict brainwash
if its nothtat its some other shit
say schul or schwul ie gay or pedo mess
in den arsch will wanting it in the ass -mostly grocery store trick
messign with eyelids and face and underchinn and sag trienz or prince ie
tacticaly say prince or so games
while the deed in coma warcoma does the opposite either misery or tittsuit
or victimisation
its third party deception wiht oilantenna russian needle
often oilantenna or russianneedle is from church
tehn someone less hostile seems to show up
then its more safe
on other days you could write every 8 seoncsds murder hte asstoyer
fix disabelr orheadinnermiddle wahtever is there
etc etc
this is how it works
//////////////
oooh my head s toast
nighttime mess was
watching a red ultra light aircraft ust in the air due t to ohigh
windspeed
started ihwta doubdledeckerh tough
think icalled firefigheters in oma in the nutshelmte
but it changed to 115
te adress was fuss strasse 22

wiht 112

the hting mormped to a sort f metal hook as atnenna
other meses are like
some asian dressed girlrich girl
that
was suposed to be chrisitne
she walks up to some kid bashes them and gives them a diamond
so to aontoher
bashes htem and gives them a diamond
that kind of shit
the wierd part was a nutshelmet hteme that was
ihc bin nicht leidenschaftslos ich waere gerne eine wand nahe bei mutter
und vater im schlafzimmer or variant
and yourel ike

????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
somemeses wher esome bus wanted to drivethrough the room it wass a white
old one
not the new i usually associate wiht bus
so t h a t messer must have been rather eastern
a
someone chidlfool brianemssesm e in morning
THIS
IS
THE
SHIT IN NIGHTTIME MESSES
ix hcidloflmess
ix brianwash
fgetmetoufwaromca
=====================
my look at taht
Gleitschirm- und Drachenflug- Verein SH e.V. Milan
Roland Liedtke
Paul-Fuß-Str. 22
24106 Kiel
0431/335681
this is what i foudn after hte manipualtion wiht red crashed glider
=============-================
//////////////////////////////////////////////
demess asssmes gutsmes brainmess e
remove the isntalls
reme earliquidmess getme out of warcoma
the lasers in room sixth to sevent may011 are single blue bigdot over bed
single blue finedot over dooor coorner and bedcorner and table
getout RECOMA DRUGSCREW AND DISABELR OF TERMPROALLAPPEN FROM INSTALLS
REMOVE PRESSURE INJECTIONS FROM BODY
AS IF YOU WOULDNT KNWO HOW THEY WAKEME
WHEN THEY ISNTALL PRESSURE INJECTORS
////////////////////////
catrmemebrighttme
ithinkitused a sort of video game engine
fine blue writing on top

or so wiht classic cars ad a

it was a generally a deteriration theme
the second orso car was a 3d rendered rbrithsihracing green vehicle of hte
30s
theres manipualtin that theres health check or sth
and melike
???????? as if im the problem
WHO HOLDS THIS OUT ANYWAY FOREVER?
HOW LONG DID COMPARABLE CASES HOLD OUT
tere was more
/////////////////////
the nigtime
i get deifneity
teethglue
in the moringn
they
DISSOLVE IT WIHT STH
that it gets soft
when you swalllow abit of it you get so mmmmmmmmmmiserably and sick that
you wanna barf

it oftenuses
teethcoverup plates
or
three repalce teeth back of teetharea
three
not two
not one
three

this means
you let em keep me on drugs
and it looked like a damage
but the germans jsut drug me all thetime wiht wahthtey want
including
babbling drug on coma
geoutifhte dudown drug
was babbling drug and subdue
/////////////////////////////
another mess was thathte
cargo egg wormdrive
maoved in the nutshlmet
EXTREMELY AST
like fifty hundred times per second
i couuldnt believe it and thought they wrapped up the animatino or sth
is wormdrive workign once a second ie one jump or many many many jumps per
second
///////////////
the gemrasn basicalyl
wke me
and did some testinginnightimte
that was unsualy liek a nuts mess
where
dogs shadow box iht cats
adn rats shadow box iwht cats
where many grey rats wiht childish looking stuf f non em hide behid old
motehr when she sleeps
you got principally a mess wher osme young greycat umps yu ad youre like
thats atural reactio to attackirst when tsthis new
it cings to your side tight ad you storke it
you ar eusprised how tigh it sits
some ealriqudimess uses
say tighter like this and htat
and oure like ?????????
yuo walk aorudn sing
hey cute little everything this and that strokign cat
itstight and well in your arms
it morphes ih dogs that tryto sifyu
but they smell onyour shoes and dont recognise yu
you dot move and get silent
then teh cat gets afyourside
chokes your and says
gell ihc bin huebsch
ie
right ? im pretty?
and me lke yeah eay wahtever not relaingin
wonder abotu dogs
the NUTSHELMET R E A LL L Y CHOKES YOU
and earlqidemss
all while you principally

dont think o chrstine
but woder abotu a cute littel grey cat cignign tight nyur side
and
singing for it
its really just a cat for you in nutshlmet
and are v e r y annoyed that sth outside nutshelmet chokes you
there
as
more
/////////////////////////////
waht did hte germasn try to simualte iwht a chick in nutshelet hat chokes
you and says
right im cute? tell me thatim cute
im cute
right?
choking you
and youre like ?????????????????????????????????? in nutshelmet
and automaticay wihtout knwoing meaning or givinfg a damn yea yyoure cute
wathever or so
the prolem is
the nutshelmet
REALLY CHOSIKES OYU and messes with aorta
another mess is
you think you hold tight a greywhitestriped iwht balckstires cute cat
and you sing for it like its your girlfriend
cute worriedlittle everythign or so
its tomato is apple but is tomato but is apple but is tomato
ie cat is christine but cat but christine
and or
i got messed iwht christine BEFORE
and thoug hte nutshelmet means a cat
you mix it up wihthte mess before
THIS
IS
HOW
COMA
WORKS
WAROCMA
////////////////////////////////
cantrmemebrnighthtime
its cnflictmess wiht assclass highschool or so
some earlqdumess inmoring
gift
someintereistngmessthat the card to chrhstines gift made her almost cry or
so
but i cantrmemeber it i jsut know it was longer
///////////////
fix brainmess
eyemss
kislcum
remove hte installls
from head
ass
genitals
belly
facebone
eyelirmpalnts eyemsalleing
fattytapes throat and aorta installs
heartflapinstall
bellyaccess mess like blue felxible accessprobe
assboneinstalls
bones and skullrear pressure injectors
THIS IS M Y BODY
SINCE WHEN HAVE HTE GERMASN TO DECIDE ANHITNG

ANYONE EVER CHECKED HTE XRAY AMOUNT? WIH 20 TIMES A DAY FACEBONE MESS?
does anyone wonder why you collect cancerzystem inte he 20s ?
wiht al lthe drugs and messes and xray?
gemotauromca
///////////////////////////
the german tries
for hte nuts thing were
in quote
noch nichtmal eine sexuelle zwangsstoerung
and me like ??????????
must be a special term
otehr mess was that say mom or os is faking oeriipus or oedipus or so
and otehr mess was
unterstelltman eine . .. . . i kne hte word its not bewusstseinsstoerung
but
anotehr hting secial term

YOU
PRETEND
THE ZOMBIE IS THE PROBLEM
THAT SCREAMS
MURDER THE ASSTOYER
WHEN YOU ASSTOY
ASSIVBRATOR AND PORNOIL ASSTOY SOMEONE
AND BRIANMESS AND DSIABELR FOREHEADINNER MIDDLE
BECASUE HE GOES INTO A GROCERYSTORE OR A
L I B R A R Y
YOUOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOU
RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRATS
MYLIFE IS HELLLLLLLLLLL
AND HTATS MJUST HTE B E S T CASE
MIDLSAFET
TAHTS
THATS WHEN THERES MILD SAFETY
THATS THE MIDSLAFE SAFETY CASE
THAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
i will killmyself
and you can beleive hte germans wihthteir shitzo helmets and earlqiduemss
thamade me dea f right ear and hteir retardbrainmesse forheamiddle
and pretndi mthe problem
igot erased and braincooked
but it doesnt chagne hte hell
it jsut makes it
worse
and worse
and worse
and worse
BUT Y O O U U U U FLY ME BACK TO HELL
Y O U
SIX TIMES
S I X TIMES
OR JSUT THREETIME
S
Y O U

NOONE ELSE Y O U
and thats why you suck
whe nthe zombie write s things liek this
or sixxhundred pages like this
tehn y o u nothing but suck
flying me back to hell
and this can no go on forever
becasue the ohter zombies
well tehy
tehy dont mind
so this is why it can go on froever
and hte zombei sure tdont kllshimself
and if he does
hes just nuts
YOU NOTHING BUT S U CK
it wont get more clear

//////////////////////////////
druggings:
do iget infusions on
sometiems top ?

hand

uinenr side and wrsit inner side oten?

now and hten a shot into hte arm ellbowtopside ?
thats jsut hte lowtechies
USUALLY IS DRUGIGIVN OVER GUTS ASSS BELYLACCESPROBE OR
IN HL A E R OR DRIECT SHOOTIN INTO BRAIN
AND I MEAN
RPESSUREI NEJCITO NINNEREUEYES UPWARDS
BRAINUDNERSIDE
AND NOT JSUT PACK PACK PACK CATAPULT TERROR
OR DRUGSTICKPEEKS
OFTEN INSTALLED PRESSURE INJECTORS
ARMBNEOS OR UDNERSIDE SHOULRERS OR SO
REARHEADLOW OR BELLY INSTALLS
HERE I GET REPLACE COMPTUER
NEVER GOT OUT WHY YOU PRETEND ITS A MYSTERY ABOUT WAKING FROM COCMA
I M DOPED ALL DAY
THE MILTHIONTSH WAY
INSTALLL AS SOON AS YOU LIFT BARRICADES FORISNTEAINCES
-----SHIT ! FORGOT TO MENTION THE GASVALVES!
espec in bed you get suffocated with them often
////////////////////////////////
KIILLLASOTYERS
DETOX VEISSUIERDURG
EYEMSS
GEOUT WHO DYSLEXIA RETARDEME LAST NIGHT
THERE WA ALSO AMESS
WHERE PEOPE LWATED IN A ROW
AND ONE WAS SOME URANGUTAN INA GREY SUIT stanidng on 2 legs waited ina
row wiht al l sorts of people
as metaphore
WIT HE QUOTE
EIN URANGUTAN MIT KNETE
iE AN URANG UTAN WITH DOUGH
it rmeidns me of nazi messes twozears ago wherere
back peopel are urangutans in judge talars
or wiht college graduaton hats
theres no doutb they see them as monkeys
apes

apes with moeny
or apes wiht a graduation
itneesting is that i never thing in urangutans
the term and hte type of monkey is way too ununteresting
i sue mostly generally in annimal stuff the term chimp or monkeys but
urangutans is beeyond usage
makes itmorei netersting thathte germasn use teh term in such a ratty way
there
was
more.
more
more
fix dyslexia retardmesses and store remains of oin charme over day
//////////////////////////
the gemrans shitzo conflcit m e and dumbdrugme
repaeted mechanical noise as if laugh about you loon themes and right ear
mes searlqidemss
with kappe hier or say klappe hier or so dirty tricks
overissuieser drug or so into groin
unorooradiaton disabelrdulelelrs
teh problem is iabrely mrememebr wahthtey do
D I G I T O U T
AND INTENTION
NOT JUST METHOD
//////////////////////
atremmebernightimte
somemes aotu looking for soome roomwith furniture
somemeswiht
empty midtown nigttime
some shitabout formula 3 racer iking rtary egine and too bad it consumed 4
times the amount offuel
and me like ?? QUADRUPLED?
i i n s t n an lt y htough t its because of a turbo charger
the cnsumption goes up there wiht turbo charger
and wanted to recommend compressor or twincompressor or one per rotor
onder if my camshaft roatryengine worked
see you havethre or four camshafts
and hte rotary engine casing is suspended in these and hte rotor
centershaft
the casings spin and mve and sodoeshte rotor
the rest is ensuring hte injectors can take 7000 8000 rpm left right
it woudl be a major challenge but htey cotnain few movable parts so it
might realy work
--IWANTYMYCOMPTUERBACK!!!!!!!!!!
////////////////////////////
FIX HTAT IM A RETARD
I CANT THINK
not even the
format stuff
not tomentio nthe sudoku
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASTOYER
GEOTU DRUGGINV OVER ASS A
DN REPALCE GENITASL
remove alqiudududimessdss the loontheme is wie weiss tu or wie heiss tu
========
rmeove genital installls for asstoyterrore
kiasltoyers genrally
remove ealriqudmes
s
its usually verfassgunsuhtz or discredit games
====

KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYERS
GENITALS REPLACE MESS
OVER ASSACESS GENITALS MESS
DRUGGINVOVER ASS
GENTIALS DRUGIGN TITUTSIMES SOVERASS
ASSBONE ISNTALSL FOR TERROR
GENITALS MESS OVER ASS ACESS FOR TERROR
WHEN THE ZOMBIEWRITE SHTIS IM INHEL
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYER HERE IWHT INAHLER MESS
FIX BRIANEMS BREAHTEMS EALRIQDMES FIX DISABUERLLLER
and braincokign nights
//////////////////////
GEOUT GORINIENJETED HATEDRUG
DEOSTORY NETWORKFOOROOM FOR HTE
CRIBBLE ER CRINKLER PEEKS
KILASTUCM
GEMTOAUROMCA
these methsod wiht crinkler drugstick meses or drugstickepeks
tehse tehy terrorise old motehr with
she assumes theres
her
or

stuff flyignt hrough the air that wants to get into

trying to take bits of her soul or so (after germans make snatch
handmovements)
THIS IS HOW IT WORKS
==========
amke sure you demanipaulte hte
snatch or airhandgrab movement nutshelmet messesof poor old mther
they made her nuts wihthat
and know that and when the germasn try the same iwht me
means
someomene tries the

nuts trick wiht me

say kresse or say fresse
or sag kappe hier or sag halt klappe hier loonthemes
these cant be new
cant be invented for me

how they make people nuts is not jsut hte zombies not knowing
its psychodrug
overissueirdrug
nutsmesses
conflcit hemes overissueridrug
you aone among asshoels conflcit messes wher e someone does sth mean and
its turned like its your fault plus overissueir drug int o groin
mean grin loontehmes iwht zigzag evil teeth or half moon meangrin to the
mess
or finger pointing on you or midl bracelet diner but then instnaltty the
guy intaead putting the necalce on softly as expected tries
conflictingly to choke hte chick (cheap conflict variants)
and ifi tsn othat its camels caravan upside down in the skies
and if its notthat its pedo messes
and ifi ts nothtat its
nuts messes wih too tight bhigh bow high glasstube over head
or hand snatch tehmes wiht poor old motehr
and she not understanding what a laser is
when it s out of hte wall
this is hwo it works
tehyre blue again single dot in this room

over door entry corner usually
over pillow area comptuer side
center bed midbed
gasvalves too over head area
and over table nonkeyboard side
sometimes theyre red
sometimes blue
in clas htey were red bigdot
wonder why they aim ant hte profs hips
rightone
or over hte tables
in other cacaitosn liek orl d d motherrs room or nueritngen it was blue
finedot but TWO wint 2 inch distance
etc etc etc
igot half nightblind with the blue lasers into eye damamge
///////////////////////////
nightitmeesss uses baskteball themes
a manipaultion abotu arresting 18th centuray husars
and someone refused to stop something so the hungarians or so hunte htem
down
i htink green jacketed ones wiht furhat
weird hteme
i was btoehred all thetime making a better gun
whie some walk wihtoyu guy aksed you iff youre gay
and im like ??????????????????????????
it was an insult after rapehell but even in coma warcoma i was no im not
but the nutshelmet changed the groin somehwo thatyou sound like a n annoy
jerk and not credible
and youre like ???????? bastards
there was more
fix genital mess
all theemes were like conflciting republican guardings
including a variant where you drove a white motorcross
and it stopped on lack of fuel
i thouht all thetime the fuell ine must bedamamged
then some walkby of bilgates wiht an
army green oilve metal gascan 10liter 4 gallon painted shiny in olive
green
he walkby smiling
at least it hotught its billgates
persn wih glasses
and weird haircut
thats hte nighttime shit
not described well
i barely remember it
it was often conflcit mess
and pesky i e d on overissuer rug iht bullshit
/////////////////////////
how far is 1049g wihtd27 enginesand glare immitation structural enhace?
414 ede / or ede+epe pimpin of concorde
thegerman messed it all away as paper planes
how far is cargo egg
was there a structural problem wihthte material fatigue on nsoerings?
a
igot messedup that
TWIN PIPE centershaft wormdrive lke vertically long squares was in

nuthelmet
and i wondered
why
square ? i considered the design but why vertically long
itwas german messthough
like the
quarter nose egg and tail moving like 10 r 50 times a second
made me also wonder ondrug
but manipualtions are often
wrapup fast
might ahve been a themebased thing only
wihtout space noise
was a silent manipulation
ususaly theyre psychosounds or out of can noise
and glowing colors psycho colors
////////////////////////
---------------------------wheneveri watch porn
thegemrasn
pedo mess me the nextthreedays
and fattytape chin
eyelidimaltns
sufoate aroudn etc
its more htant anoying
IWANTMYCMPTEURABCK
YOU COUTN CALORIES AS MUSCH ASYO UWANT
BUT MAKE HTE TITTTSUIT DISFUCNTIONAL EMPTY UNREPAIRBALE AND REMOVE HTE
IMPANTS AND DTAPES
IWANTMYOMCPTUERBAKC
YOU WAIT FOR SUICIDE
YOU GOT OUT AT LEAST HTE HOMO MUSTASH MESS OR HE TEETHGLUE? OR
TEETHCOVERPALTES THING A>D HE GETING SICK ON SWALLOWINGHTEDISSSOVED
TEETHGLUE>?
-------------when the zombie
writes these things

..

for a decade
so ofte that you got used to it or takeit as backgorud noise
its not that i t woudl matter or thatits hellllll every day
its
backgrudn noise
a mail to ingore
adn then hes hte problem when he killshimself after too long o that and
forever will go on likethat
===========
i got messed up thatmy aunt would be around or sth
wahts hte deal?
tehy shouldve hyperactivated thefamily in time
age 12 or care about old mother wiht drugproof and hte inofficial shit
shecant solve which is automaticallysovled to her disadvantage

this is all shit
BUS T
THE
WARCOMA
BUBBLE
WIHT OR WITHOUTHTEHYPERACTIVATION
IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE
ITS BETTER THAN SUICIDE
why isiton ly 20 billion
wahts the thing mess wih havin wasted 4billion
wahts hte deal wahts htecase?
////////////////////////////
geout whathtegemasn do wiht pulse
iwanthtethod
youwathc strausskhan case or so
but parallel goes a cheap softporn
in apart where youre digusted since rape hell02
but htegemrasndo sht with pulse andi woudl love to knwo w hats hedeal
its folign third party isnt it?
like peeking into eye when someone wiht a dog or a kid walks by is nitt/>?
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTLAND COCKRAOCHES IWHT CHEAP STASI TRICKS
IHATE HHIS LAND YOU CANT EVEN DOWLOAD PORN UMESED
hte laser was usually over right top on door
now its on the left top
-------you got used to background info like that
//////////////////////////////////////
i woudl love to downlaod some porn but i get pedomessed all night hten
DEMESS IT
GETMEOUTOFWAROMCA
the theme included some kid assuck jumping on some guy standing
as the nutshelmet noticed you dont want it someone outside hte nutshelmet
like das nicht
while in the theme the jumped off and went away like asspain or vagina
pain to the left of hte screen
teh the theme stops blakced out and
then the theme started iwht somethign elsse
the other theme was
IGT ERASED ASSTOYED ASSMESSED
FATTYTAPE CHINN UNDERCHIN MESSED HTE EVENIN G BEFORE
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDESTRYHTENETWRKOFHTEROROROOOM
DESTORY IT
KIASLTOYERS PORNOIELRS
REPAIR BRAINDAMAMGE
where you see things swimming inside hte eye like little bits swimming in
hte eye inside
butits a braindamamge thing REARHEADLOW
!
MSOTLY FROM THE NUTS BUNCH SHITFLIES
REAPAIR HTE DMAMGESDS
KDESTORYTHTE NETWORKF OTHE ROOM
DMESS PEDO MESSES FROM NIGHTTIME
I H A T E THIS LAND ICANT EVEN DOWNLOAD PORN UMESSED NOTTMENTION WATHCIT

ITS LIKE THE GERMANS HOPE ITS A HOMOWEAKNESS JUST WITH THE HOMOSTIGMA
TODAY THE PEDO SHIT
KILLLLLLLASSTOYER
REMOVEELARQIDUMESS
FIX BRAINDMAMGEDS REMOVE GORINMESS

THE MESSES BEFORE TWERE
SSHITZO CONFLICT MESSES WIHT MECHANICAL NOISE REPEATING LIKE LAUGH ABOUT
YOU
usualyl its halfmoon meangrin or zigszag teeth meangrin
or
doing sth evi land turnign liek its your fault shitzo conflcitmesses
or halfmoon mean grin sheeeeeeeeeeeezfredneeeeeeh shit
thats usually
now its pedo brainwas hnights
/////////////////////////////////////
remove ealrqidumes
fix ianherldmamge
loonthem is
weiss tu
or heiss tu or heisst du
its either shitzo brainwash or bullshit
ifitsn othat its pedo mess
why?
becasue you download porn and gemrans dowahthey want
killsum
fix breahtemsss
the manipulations are also
mesing wiht blood pressure
inahelr mes and or pulse
geout the methdos and the braindamamamge nights wahtthat has to do with
blodprssure
orhe tehartlap mess or aorta mes sor brainmess wiht it
deot x psychorug overissueir drug too
its republcian guardings or snake
theyre cockroahces
//////////////////////
porn:messes
im bored retaddudleld
disabalberlduelld udnersimdiddmole
someon edisabled temorpoall lappen
someoneelse
hatedrugsm e wiht messin bwiht balsl
after that
someone else
captualt me
someone else messes iwht pusle or bloodpressurre
its midlsafety in rooom
iminhell
=========
GEOUT WH OMESSES IWHT USLE AND BOLOOD PRESURE
AN HCECK THE BRAINUINJURIES
WHATS HTE RISK

KILLLL
THE PEIECE OF SHIT
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDERHTEM
WHENNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN
NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNTHEZOMBIE WRIHTES THIS ALL DAY
IWANTMYMCOMTPEURABK
DESOTX DRUG
======================
DESTORYNETWORKDOFFTHHE ROOM
GEOUT WHO TEROCATAUTLS ME
FIX IDABUELER
FGEOTU WHO MESSE WIHT PULSE WHILEIM TERRIBLY BORED
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
WIHT
W H A T INSTALL
OR DRUGGING
THIS
IS
MMMMMMMMMYBODY
YOU
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTROY THE NETWORK OF HTE ROOM
AND OYU REMOVE ALL ISNTALLS
ALL
THSI
IS
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY
KILLSCUM
/////////////////////////////////////
ugh
cantrmemebernightimemess
msess in moring
was sht abotu very hot shoudlers late morning
and early morning
brainfrying wiht biting on sth
iht a theme of a russian nuclear reactor about to go critical stage or so
wiht alarm on and all running around wiht orange sirene light spinning
on the wall upside down
ome mess where russian soldeirs seemed to stad in a line
and i could pick
that exit window becasue i don speak russian
so i ran the other way into an exit window that looked more bright
but it was hte metaphroe for a medical check or sth
the theme included p h y s i c a l brianmess lie
magnetic brainmess and fry or so wiht biting on sth
tehre was
more
i dont htink i was a hostile hteme
/////////////////////////////////
WHO MESSES IWTHTE
I N S T AN T NTN TN TN INSTSTANNNNNT INSTANT URGENT INSTANT URGENT MSUT
GO PISS THING
WHATS HTE M E T H O D
REMoVE IFITS INSISHTALL
======
whwhat does it test?

its an anti barricade thing
so much i know
/////////////////////////////
DESTORY NETWORK OF HE ROOOM
DESTORY IT
OR MANY CRINKLER PEEKS
the laser above my bed is blue finedot pillow wallside top
in bath red finedot
DESTORY THE NETWORK
I GET USFFOCATED OFTEN WITH GASVAVLES
FIX TOO HIGH DBA DAMAMGES
not jsut in nutshelmet
fix earlqiqudmess
gemtouawormca
FIX BLUE LASER INTO EYE DAMMAGES
//////////////////////////
i was manipualted last nighttime wiht some theeme
about
no more xraying this night or so
and im like ?????????
wahts hte deal?
zysten cancer thing?
other messes are

like

halfbowls of nuke powerstation
four or ive in a row red
a second row white
then red again
teh white again
it was a flyby video of an sintallation
whats hte thing?
///////////////////////
i never ever download anything sincethen thats even clsoe to that
===============================================================
THISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS!
RIGHTTTHIS BLACK WHITE SOCKS!
THE BLACK WHITE ONES
RIGHT THISSSSSSSSSS!!!!!!!!
http://img1.pixhost.org/images/2287/7344440_alysa-anita-hengher-izobella-c
lark-avi.jpg
(sexgroom.com track)
THIS IS IN PEDO PORNO MANIPUALTIONS
IN PEDO MANIPULATONS IN NUTSHELMET
the dba are loud kid breathing also sometimes
and hte nutshelmet is measrued in
DBA
no wait
dba
smallletters
========================
it doesnt affect me
even if its brainwash
because the difference between a cute sleak sophisticated ballerinashaped
hottie to some child is like day and night
but

thats hte mess
fix damamge rearhead low
================================
look at the breats
"C:\sexgroomcom-xpostersisgonewheredoigethottiepornlikeHOTISHOTfolderwihtu
nfakehardcoreassfuck\HOT IS HOT IS HOT HTE PINNACLE OF PHYSICAL ATTRACTION
FOR ME\P E R F E C T titts not too big not too small just perfect iwouldnt
want more ever too bad hte ass is not visible.jpg"
isnt that BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEAUTIFUL
sleak hottie ballerina shape
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEATIFUL breats taht it
hurts
i never
EVER
EVER
EVER EVER EVER
understood
waht people like
when they fill in sillicone till its balloons
waht
the fuck is up wiht those?
look at em
isnt it just
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBEAUTIFUL
and im buttfan saying that
ok ok
its just my taste
wahtever turns y o u on is allowed of course
as long as both want it
but look at em
isnt that an argumetn?
-----------------and i get pedomesses
imagine those wouldnt be there
right that what you like
iddddddddiots
===========
fix fatnrusenigns briadudldler gmeotuaormca
btw is loud kid breathin a sickomaking thing or sth?
and why stripes blackwhite in socks
dig some of hte shit out
if nutshelmets measrue in dba you can count hte info at 98 percent true
and 2 percent colored in meaining ie waht i make out of it
/////////////////////////////////
=====
lemme guess
the germasn tried to simply ake the case that im a querulant that
searches for foes or so
isnt it?
i write
HOW DOES HOMOSEXUAL VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ WAKEMES ME ON DAY TIME
SECONDS PRECISE
AND WHY DONT YOU EVEN WONDER
and htey decoyed it with

ah he jsut needs an enemy
or
its an unsolvable mmmmmmmmmmystery or so
is itthat?
and that while underground they pedomess you shitzo messyou wiht mean grin
loon shit wiht zigzag teeht or so and earliqudimess sag kappe hier or sack
klappe bier or so oilantenna or russian needle
HERE IGET REPALCE OMCPTUER AGAIN

WHEN THE ZOMBEI SUES IT IN EUROPEAN HUMAN RIGHTS COURT
DID YOU BASTARDS EVEN READ WAHT I WROTE THERE?
OR TO SOME LETTERS TO RATTY BROTHER SNEDING COPIES OT HTEM TOO
---------------as if hte zombei is hte problem in such a case
iget erasers a
nd mmoeory supress instead
-------------------or co or co2 or stickoxide or neon instead oxygen or so
or blood flow retard mess
liek someone measures air
but they searched for other ways to do the mess
///////////////////////////////////////////
once i got messed that all ibabble in vehicles is transmitted over cb
radio
wahts hte deal
////////////////////
that the zombie knew even THOSE DAYS the shit and that its really ten
years in hell doesnt matter then
---------now and hten i get messed up wiht
president or so manipautlion ie being president
it mreinds me of late 02 early 03 manipulation
i got manipualted there wiht a chick wih a squared gun like aglock that
tehre was an election in republican guuardings andi got elected or so
and because the jungle boy thing was huge hten those days i thought aha
interesting lets reform em
teh information asymmetry the germans kept me in was hte core problem
ohter messes were
chemical civil war and so
now its used as theme that im a nut or sth
this imeans hte msae idiots mes smeup and htatm eans fix wishy washy
retarduler
that the zombie knew even THOSE DAYS the shit and that its really ten
years in hell doesnt matter then
////////////////////////////
the german nutshelmet
cant decide between
you thinking in coma of christine
and hterefore interpreting that as picking something of choice
its additionally to the
as already written nutshelmet doesnt notice that you dont realise
or
cant udnerstand wonder due to not udnerstand waht you see

lets call it
NUTSHELMET ADEQUATION PROBLEM
patent on me
the last two i wrote
the firstone not
when you think of your girl in coma warcoma
or think you are in her arms in coma warcoma
tehn teh nutshelmet misinterprets that wihthte shown
often in themes where a beige trenchcoat elderly is higher htan you as
guiding through the manipulation itself
as a manipulation in manipulation theme
like some cheap variants where nutshelmet avatar sits into cinema
sees a manipulation
and then hthe manipualtions theme does sth else
that stands in relation to the first theme or so
very evil
very
V E R Y
patent on me as nutshelmet adequation problem
and
the other thing manipualtion in manipulation isnt new
i reported it in 03 already
my god where are alll my years
-messer wiht porno manipulation: theres a fodler wahts good and why
and a fodler wahts not so good and why not good
you dont need to get on my nerves
getmetogether with christine
btw nsapao
you stored REPLIES to messes etc
==========
the messer remidns me abit snake group or so
or hte messers of late bavaria drive through
fix childfoolmess mgeotuaormca
tehy are one of 20 inoffial governments in germany arenthtey?
one manipulation
not from them is
trenchcoat eldery discrediting something wiht
-wird das wieder einer deiner beruehmten this and that
or
das wird wieder einer deiner beruhten this and htat
ie thats gonne be one of your famous this and that
thsi and that is replaceable exchangeable theme element
oh thats gonna be again one of your famed this and htat
ironically
its i think
elephant group
but you dont take it as hostility that much more like humour
a hostile mess is
t y p i c a l this and that
something shitty happens or annoying conflcciting thats not right
t y pi c a l (name)
its very conflicting and annoying conflcitmaking
appleid mostly wiht overissuiser drug

its a degrade theme
very close to the someonedoes sth mean and turns like its your fault
conflict messes
all on overissiser drug
off topic reminder
you remember evil maze manipulation ?from screwbunch4?
you ever got it out?
taht ones really evil
or evil broken house in an evil evil evil dangerous wood
wiht each room has terrors of its own
of a ruin house manor
fix sufocaiton ems gorinems breahtemess
//////////////////////////////////
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASTOYER
GEOUT ASSITALL GROININSTALL AND ELLBOW MESS
IT MUST HAE BEEN U R GE N T DRUGGINGTIMING
becasu htegemrasn MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMASSIVELY INSTNAANT
GOPISSINSTANTLY IIIIIIIIISNTANAT:LY MMMMMMMMMMMMMMASSIVELY MESSED ME FOR
IT
D I G O UT HTE M DRUGGGING 620 am
teh instanturgentinstant instant sudden sudden isntant overurgent instant
sudden go piss mess
is a classic against barricades mostly from republcian guardings or snake
bunch
////////////////////
THE INSTALLS or damamge TO LOOK VERTIALLY DOUBLE OR T R I P LE PER EYE
IS A FAKING DAMAMGE FROM THE 90s THING
THATS NOT WAHT I MEAN
ususally the iddddiots that retard me
to fake dyslexia or so in nighttime do it
where you should read stuff
you read slow in coma then thenyou get dmaamged
till youre a retard
but the eye mess for triple or double view PER EYE V E R T IC A LL Y
is their work
hte germans damamged me often even in the ITB test and
t h e r e iwas abit above the standard in the text understanding and
reading stuff
and htat was b e f o re study already
but now ? someone shows up
cooks your head messes your eyes
and Y OU are hten a semi retard
never t h e m .
its liek hte scum tries to dmamage yu
to make you fit to sth they pretended or claimed
so they arent discredited
sort
of
==============================
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDETSROY NETWORK OF ROOOM
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBLAST IT
GETUT W H O TREIS TO FAKE BODY SIGNS IWHT BLINK WIH EYE drugstickpeeks
and geotu wahthtat does with eye

or wih damamged eye
could you repair the blue laser damamges from recent months?
i got nightblind abit
i sued t htinki ts a shitlense but its not
its tehe nightblue damamge thing i think
i f
blue lasers damamge eye
or receptors or whatever
i thinking

hte blue bigdot from wall

some used it as test if im in coma
rats
its not hte atm red laser
its the blue bigdot from wall
not hte finedots
imthinin of montsh ago
////////////////////////////
the maniualtn to teethglue is that al your teeth are gone and ose
chidlflemsoreheadmiddle
and im like ???????????? damn teethglue
teh classical tehme use that where you pul out your teeth manualy bldy
but dot realise you jut ripped out a teethcoverplate
but htis itme itmight have been a nuts theme only
there was more
the pedotheme started as christmas tree theme and i swithed away
before it evenstarted
////////////////////
did you get out the german rat games
ie
install terror for nothign else but to discredit
the monkey games
you get asstoyed and you re liek murder hte astoyer
hten they se that
install sth voer ass genitals and ass
and nexttime
mysteriously cumstays away and terrorises with install
when you say then
murder assstoyer
then you lose creidibiltiy
relative to the pornoil terror messes
that he zombie tells the deception game
is not so important then
or that u s ua ly the scum messes around
fix isfufcaion all day
deotx psychodrug overissusier
its a nutsmaking drug
///////////////////////////
add to manipualtisn mai
l
a mess away fofortune

das geld langt nicht mal zur miete or
das geld langt u n s nichtmal zur miete
ie
the money isnt eeven enough for hte rent
its a messaway of fortune
abit less abstract or inverse pivotal like a repovehicle taking aaway a
white luxury car
and the manipulation wonders how you react
youre most of hte time like ?????????????? and dont realise
the germasn cooked me too often
so in pedo messes
but the nutshelmets dont realsie
many have troubles understanding wonder
or that you dont realise
or misinterpret not understanding sth and therefore loking at sth as
choice
etc
etc
fix suffocations
sixhundred pages ofthese dirty tricks
that hte zombi tells you
even if half is redundancy
isnt that 300 pages stuff you didnt know ? and stuff s om e recognise?
its a handbook for making shitzo bum isnt it ? when you read it all in all

/////////////////
SUFFFFOCATIONS COMES FROM A CATAPULT HIT LIKE STICHNIN OR SO drug
REARHEAD LWO pack impact from catapult AND YOU SUFFFOCATE
/////////////////
fix chidlfoolbrianmess
and
EYEMESS
i see veritcally double to vertically-diagonally triple

PER EYE

and that plus hte minus 2.25 and minus 1.75 thing
usually its a an eyemess to the make dyslexia nights
but this time it was mostly german pedo messes atnight wher eyou read in
slowmo after hte mess in coma
fix it remove gorinemss too
-----------fx grorinmes
mreovealrqidumes
remidnsme o highfreuqcency evil church install
as anti nuts thing or used as nutstheme
tiehr rusisanenelde or oialntena
fix gorinmess
remve the isntalls
geotu wh oflattened my brain yesteday allday
and usfofocated me and arta retardudllemedme
geotu who hatedrugged me on tilet and later
its hte SAME DRUG LIKE 2005 verfassungsschutz used
like in subway
its also used in RAF lawsuit in 80s
so victims look like hatenuts
//////////////////
now i get aorta mess eraser srehadlowmes admdn earlidumess after this mail

cantrmembernighttime
sememess in moring
where the state sorts people by
terms lkike
aussielder
spaetaussiedler
zufriedenheitsbuerger
whichwere rare
adn hten
many
unzufriedene
of al sorts
a theme wa seeing them like little doll kids that have each a special
skilll
and then tehy hang em a little head hain ver wiht hanging balls aroudn it
and a smartie and genius becomes a dull used skill exploited
manipulation was
mohnhaupt or so as a name
its a abotu explotiability of people and control of course
in my terms they tried cook didnt work
tehn tehy asked do you know what a journalist is
and me htnking
its more than obvious
its all abut pretending away inventions the real thing
teh girl iwant
that im billonaire and still pretending the coma bubble is fake able
while i chop off my head
ad that wiht a shitjob where hte people are hookers and kluengel
and underpayed
and dependant on mediia conglomerates
what a shit
there was more

but ic ant remember

heey cute worriedlittle everything
is it possible you call me my cute diamond ?
and me like
rereporting it in COMA
i rewrte a report on coma
writing shit i know im good but cute diamond ? never thought of that
its the silly shiny gifts likley
========
cutegirl there was a messthat you
call me my cute diamond

w a s suprised aboout sth and that you

ooooh wanna kissyou even as smelly bum im kepthere e atallcosts
hey
iwant you
////////////////////////
who aeverts switchign into realworld ocmputing mode
fn f10
or win fn f10
teh desktop is all over litttered iwht junk and i get
christine as backgroudn wiht shadows on teh foto
////////////////////
nighttie meess ses

pink velvet stripe

are
all
all
about
brainwashing thigns away
some words you write as marked as red
some as orange
and ome as green
like htey stil hope htere coudl be
erase me enough

way bac hwhen they just dmamge or

some mess about runnign away wiht some blonde girl
while your prisonor ubut i netiher understood or anyhting
ad htemeser didn understand im a wreck
in the morning somemess about raiwa
russia
some polish guy like we get visitors
and
russia would retreat millitarily from kaliningrad or some halbinsel
and me like
aaaall the beautiful heavy technology
but assumed its hte result of hte missile defence deal wiht america
and there ill be nuclear upgrade therefore not necessairly righthre too
and its cost cuttingmeasure or so
ah right the manipulation for e was a tree over a cliff
under hte tree was
a thin layer of soil and beneath nothing
teh cliff

where hte soil

and htat as a black dead tree aside a spooky cottage house
===================
the messer are like
focus on this and htat
teh smalelr things are messsaway able
its
all
all
all
about
brainwash nights
////////////////////////////
tehre was a nighttiem manitpualtion
where the germasn tried to disgust christine away wiht dogs
the thin was like a big brown dog like the blackholesun music video from
the 90s
but in a brightbbeige box
only half top visible of dog
and hte box lifted and spun
spins
black background or so
its a dogmess
ususally germans used dog fuck as coma test before a kidfuck

in aroudn 05 06 timeframe
other variants were
husky manipulation or wulf husky manipualtiosn about bright grey eyes or
so
that was dog mess or
disgust away of christine
the thin is dangerosu
you dont realsie dont mind but its her its a dog its her its a dog but its
her but a dog
and oyu dont care dont mind
dont udnerstand dont realsie
but it s her but adog

but her but a dog

you would fuck a bycicle into all all holes
all
thinking its your girl
but noone films it
you would just wonder why she feels abit hard today there
hmm must be this and that
and why she scratches you abit here or there
hmmm you overwatched her passsion maybe
this is
how it works
and you realsie the zombie tells you
methods
ususally methods
and how it is workign that on coma warcoma
--fix inahler dmamge
arta retardudlder
this inahelr damamge mehod r uined my conditio n tihte 90s
its liek hot steam
detox overisusier drug
======
fix ssufocaiton
geotu if its the
stichnin drug or so or variant impact rearheadlow or inhaler
/////////////////////////
WHAT IS HTE OVEIRSSSUER DRUG
YOURE CONFLCITED AT?
PUBLSIH IT
ITS HE SAME DRUG LIKE TALKIGN INSULTING SHOES BRAINWASH
and THAT was a psychoshitfly try from 03
---------DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDIG OUTTTTTTTTTTTT HTE BRAINWASH METHDO
SOMEONE BRAINEMSES ME
MASSSSSSSIVE CONFLCIT MESSSSSES
SUE
HTE
CHANGE
USE
THE CHANCE
USE
THE CHANCE
AND DDDDDDDDDDDDDDIGOUTTHE PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPIECE O SHIT
THA TCONFLCITS ME
METHODS

INTENTIONS
SNATCH EM
SQUEEZE EM
--------------its a mix of
massive conflcit mess
voerissuier drug
chidlfoolmess
analphabet brainemss
remids n me of hte brainmesses late 90s
jsut that t h os e were motivated by ratty motives liek stigmas
im a wreck and killmyself
sit and pretend control
THIS IS A PSYCHO SHITFLY THAT DIDDDDDDDDDDDDDD THIS NIGHT
YOU SNATCH THE COCKRAOCH AND ZOUY SQUEEZE
M E T HO D
I N T E N TI ON
INTENTION
AND WHEN YOU CANT YOU KILLTHE BITCH
WHEN YOU SQUEEZE THE PIECE OF SHIT THEN NOT
---------------------------------YOU SQUEEZE THE METHD OUT O HTE PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPIEE O SHIT
teh theme uses
sleeping in the same bed iwht old brother htat insultsyou al thetime
and conlcits you
or readin stuff

that oyu abreyly read

its
a
PSYCHOSHITFLY BRIWANWASH
aiwht hteir
overissuier pdsychodrug
KHILLLLLLLLLLTEHBITCH
YOU
DIGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOUTTHEMETHODS AT LEAST
AND HTEI NTENITSONS
S
S
U S E
THE
CHANCE
TEH LAST 2 NIGHTS
U S E
THE
CHANCE
PICK OUT THE MES SAND INTe ntIONS
RIGHT NOW
AND NIGHTTIME 30th t0 31st 011
USE
THE
CHANCE
DIGGGGGGGGGGGGOUTHTEMETHOD OF HTE PEICE OF GERMAN SHIT

//////////////////////////////////
REMOVE EALRQIDUMESS
DEMES STISTUSITMES S
ASSMES
EALRQIDUMES IS
TRAU WINN
OR FRAU BiN OR SO
I D E M A ND M Y COMTPUER BACK
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTROY THITS ONE AND
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTEH ASSTOYERS GORINEMSSERS
DEOTXO
P S Y C H O D R U G
ITS OVERISUSIER DUG OR HATEDURG THAT MAKES PEOPLE ILL OR SO
ACCORDING TO SOME NUTSHELEMT HTEME ONCE
its used in madhouse
its used toseei fhtey havei ssues or so
and its has done them a great service so far or so
thats was the nutshemet htemee
fix sufocaion kilscum
rmeove installllls
I
GET
T O N S
AND
TOS
AND
TONS
OF THAT
ALL
THE
TIME
////////////////////////
tehre was a mes a nighttime
thathte germasn tried to fake a THRUST a schub or so wiht hate drug
wahts the thing?
whats a thrust ? ie a schub ? never heard that everbefore in drug related
meaning
wahts the intention ?
you got used to detox psychodrug emails and murder asstoyer emaisls
didnt you?
its hte overisssuer durg ogften
accordingt t an otehr mess
it makes peopel ill
its was used in madhouses to see if people have issues
and it has done them great service many times before
thats the nutshelmet themes long long ago
wihtthat dope and variants sth silly in coma like
evil talking shoes that insult you get you to tears or desperation
sth incredible if you ask me
/////////////////
fixerasers and shufocaitnand shortterm emmeory surpesss
it is done to prevent that i know nightitme meetings iwht christine
so wiht erasers afterwards
fix sufociaon remove ao r t a in stals
you wait for suicide
//////////////////////////
demess assmess pornoilmess some mild brinmess
called frisur ie

altering brain is called making a new hair cut
//////////////////////
rubbertittsmanipualtion ich bin eine schoene frau
im am abeatuiful woman thats hte hteme to genitals mess and
rubbertittsmess
/////////////////////////////
tehre was amanipualtionabot ssth
sparking chemically burning
starting wiht a beach theme or so wiht asshole theme overissuiser drug
into groin etc
i tried to make 2 stones of gravel spark plugs
then it changed to a technical installation wiht sparking huge flame
where the uv light wouuld be the problem appearently
wher hete airsupply is hte key to get it burn
and i didnt udnerstand realise etc
i would now liek that undrugged
but in coma
you dont care
you dont know
you dont realise
lets dump in hdrogen - it burned sparkling blue
a short moment
///////////////////
killlasstoyerdesotrodurgsitickpeethrougheyhes intoroomo
----------Removeallwireless resonance methods form room midnmessshit
---Allisntalls allgasvalkves allasters allcatapults
------Except two cams. Blastit
----Demsspeodmess detox druigs remove russianneedle and earmesses
russianneedlesm ostly lefthead rusisannnelde rearheadlow and
earliquidmess rightlow underearlow
sometimes teethcomm
mostly nighttime
-------Ther egrmans I s n t a n tl y suffocateme gasvalves of room over bed based
when they think i droppedtosleep
-----Every evry ever y evbre y ever yevery time every
---Youstored rhe co or co2 or stickoxide suffocations?
Or neon innutshlemetsmostly
----Or arota chokeoff with throteinstall or nutshelemt cable arouind throat
tactically chokingyou with mostly handfight themesin nutshelemt
ugh
ten years
spam
for you
and htats jsut one thin
jstu hte breathe stuff
iget asstoyed assisntallmessed asi even write this
i dont wanna lvie anymore
i held out long enough and i will killmyself
before i let htese llllllllllllosers suffocate and asstoy and oeprate
mefor hte rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrest of my life
jsut becasue the other zombies dont know or dontmind

instead i get pedomess now
another gllllorious thing what germans do wiht hou whenyoure on coma
snake jumper pedo fuckkkkkkkkkkkkk as kid
and later they fuckyou up wiht knows god what on drugs
and htenyoure hte scum
and nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnoOONE K IL LSL HTEM
but y o u flew meback to hel sixtimes
and officallynothin even happens
whiel hte foools simply
P R E T E NN DN DNND ND NDN THEY CANKEEP OYU LIKE THSI FOEVER
BECASUE HTE OTHER ZOMBIS DONT KNOW
you seriously
nothing but suck
really

///////////////////////////
did hte germasn a c ti v el y lokand prevent
fn f10
or win fn f10
ie realworld computing mode
the desktop isu sualyl littttttttttttttered all over with icons and files
and i get someitmes a foto of christien with pink stripe wiht shadows in
some cute pits
i cant accessmymoney this way locked realworld mode
icant even seeit
/////////////////
you make
this tittsuit
instllaled
disfuncitonal
unrepairbly
empty
its a variant htats altered over assaccess and betweenshoudelrs middle
back
with circular movement and smellycream fill thats white stuff
YOU DESTROY IT UNREPAARABLY EMPTY
THIS IS MY BODY
AND OUY REMOVE GENITAL ISNTALLS OVERASS GROINISNTALLS THORAT INSTALLS
abotu life necessary liek heartflaps christine decides
////////////////////////
the germans gain nothing when i killmyself
ijust get daged and erased and stoned hte lasst two years massive and
anotehr 3 asisve weenie brainwash to break into cma bubble tries
that was the major trails of german ways
the recent motnsh ists ALOT on branfaltetenigns dammging eraser brainflat
agaisnt sucidie dull subdued
temporallappen duller
wiht some ex outs to pedo mess
chidlfoolmess
or shitzo trick conflict theme nights
alot of suffcation too
=============
fix suffocatio nbreahtemes

gemtouaromca
geout iits hte catpault hit
the stichnin or so drug
as often
ususally usffocations are wiht
GASVALVE
S
AS I SN TANT LY ATHEY THINK YOUDROPPED TO SLEEP
I N S T NA LT Y
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDER HTE PEICE O FFSHIT
DESTOR NETWRODK OF ROOM
OTHER USUALTIEIS ARE DRUGINHALER
AND INAHLER NUTSHELMETS REPALCE OF OXYGEN WIH SITCKOXIDE
OR CO2 OR CO OR NEON
other messes are cable aroud nthraot in ntushelmet
///////////////////
IDEMAND MY COMPUTERBACK YOU BBBBBBBBBBBBBBASTARSDDSD
DESTROY RELACE SHIT
nighttime messs was some football training thing
where a black guy recommended sth
and i asked somechick in the audience if she wanna be my girlfriend
as she said yes i kissed her
untypially hea ot hte right
abit tongue
the theme was really wet so maybe i kissed a nutshelmet maybe someone
outside the nutshelmet for real
//////////////////////////
the germas treid t o mess christine away wiht the themes
go find yourself a REAL girlfrriend
ie the theme is shes not real
find your sel a REAL ONE
the theme was lie some chick saying that waling by naked into shower
and lie btw her name was chrystin or sth and youre in coma and belevie the
sky is green when someone tells so youre like
REALLY??????????????? THANK YOU!! kissher on forehead and go away to find
christine
then in coma you are like
i thoguht her name is
christina
then youcant rmeeber
christine
but crystin?? wtf
then you didnt beleive it anymore
rest pedo themes late noon
fix the messaway of christine with the shesn ot real themes
and find yourself a REAL chic
demess that
these bastards stillp retend a hooker chain could work
//////////////////////////
fix messaway of my billions all hte time
-=---what is INTEROXID EXCHANGE/ INTEROXID AUSTAUSCH
has it to do with the gasvalves suffocation as soon as tehy see you
dropped to sleep ? in stnatly
usually sauffocaitons are donne iwh co or co2 or sth else called stickxide
in nutshelmet often NEON

GETOUT IF HTE INTEROXIDEXCHANGE HAS TO DO WITH IT
its often as eraser method or retardmethod
often they just choke off wih cable in ntushelmt or
instal sth in thorat and aorta that does sth wiht bloodflow or
htey mess iwht brainbloodflow sth
LONG STORY SHORT GETOUT WHAT INTEROXID EXCHANGE IS ANDWHYHTE INTERNET AILS
SUDDENLY
IDEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK!
=============
i went google interoxid exchange
i neither knew the word nor waht it means
===============
Fe-Ti oxide-silicate (QUIlF-type) equilibria in feldspathoid ... - [ Diese
Seite übersetzen ]
von J Schilling - 2011 - Zitiert durch: 2 - Ähnliche Artikel
Interoxide re-equilibration paths were then calculated based on the
following simplifications: (1) the interoxide re-equilibration involves
exchange of Fe ...
ammin.geoscienceworld.org/cgi/content/full/96/1/100
?
Exsolution-enhanced oxygen exchange: Implications for oxygen ... - [ Diese
Seite übersetzen ]
von J Farquhar - 1994 - Zitiert durch: 4 - Ähnliche Artikel
the ore occurred by interoxide Fe-Ti exchange (path B-C) (Frost et al ...
geology.geoscienceworld.org/cgi/reprint/22/8/751.pdf
Weitere Ergebnisse von geoscienceworld.org
The Granulite Uncertainty Principle: Limitations on ... - [ Diese Seite
übersetzen ]
von BR Frost - 1989 - Zitiert durch: 168 - Ähnliche Artikel
Interoxide exchange would follow a reducing path dependent on the relative
abundance of the oxides. Path. 1 is for a 1:1 magnetite:ilmenite ratio and
path 2 ...
www.jstor.org/stable/30078349
============
====================
idemand access otmybillions
geotu why
fn f10
or win fn f10 doesnt work who locked it
ususally
thereslaso
teh combinaiton w
thi
two keyso n the elft
one or two onteh right plus f 10
holdingthatpressed
get
me
feedback
who locked
realworld computing mode
irepeat my self
but usually it was littttttttttttttered all over with icons and files
and a picture of christine s cute pussy n pink velvet stripe wiht strong
shadows in pit etc
get
me
feedback who averts actively that i can switch into realworld ocmputing
mode

is it the replace hardware or patched win?
////////////////////
geut hwo maes me chidlfool and uncridianate all ngiht
destory captual fo room
teh teheme used a
space scifi cocpit video game like wingocommander or starwars or so
wiht red background
/////////////////
a test manipulation idnerway is
genau das habe ich befuerchtet erist im coma or er rkiegt das nicht mit
exactly that i feared is htehteme he is in coma or he doesnt notice this
all
some trenchcoat or so elderyly saying htat
whiel youre asstoyed assbnemessed
fix suffcait ongroinmes sremove installs
remove
installls
other mess is say fuchteis or fruchteis ie where is the poppsickles its a
fool third party wiht chicldfool theme
fix facebonemess assbeonemess
neckmess grinmess
remove installs
installs
so ass install
/////////////////////////////////////
teh lasers in this studentdorm room are blue again june18th to 19th 011
whenever i write this tehy change it again
mostly to red
///////////////////////////////
there was some nighttimemess about a chicksong
screw before you knew
or so
some theme wiht a smalll bananatreee gitplant that needs a special place
to be planted or so
THAT KIND OF SHIT
THE LASERS IN BATH ARE WHITE AGAIN
TODAY AND YESTERDAY 19TH AND 20th june011
reve earlqiduemess tittsuitmess
count calories as much as you want
but you remove it
you DO N O T A LL O W THE CO C K R O A CH E S TO DETERMINE HOW I LOOK
WHATEVER I EAT OR NOT
FROM MUSTASH
TO TITTSTUIT
TO EYELIDIMPLANTS
FACBENONEMESSETC
ETC
AND CHECK FACEBONE TEETHBONE XRAY LEVELS
DOZENS OFTIMES A DAY MESSED OVER YEARS
WAHT ARE YOU ? IDIOTS?
////////////////////////////
you play wihtout thinking baout it wih fattytape underchinn while oyu
think of sth else
teh gemrasn peek you thorugh eyes to blink once wiht eye or so
it s a body sign faking thing

destroy network of room
gemteoutofwaomca
the lasers in room are sometimes blue
sometimes red
sometimes two fineblue wiht two inch space between
sometimes white bigdot
the locations change as you point fuckyou into htem
in nuertingen they used to change only after i scratched em out of hte
wall
liek gasvalves locations
and of course
when i wrote theyre red
they changed em to blue
when i wrote hteyre blue
tehy changed em to white
its how it works
///////////////////////
how dohtey get intohtsi room
usually
its the door
sometimes with
BUMPs into hte doorlock
while two or three talk or argue wiht each toher
one goes out
door falls into lock
sometimes its over window
but now?
you checked the
interoxid exchange thing?
i googled it
the word does exist
it was while igot a test or a shot into the arm
nonhostile
!

wiht needle

maybe eastern
teh germasn ususalyl suffocate on many ways
i wrote it
gasvalves over bed
bloodflow mess inside brain
aorta mess
throat cable
thorat groin installs
breahtemsss
stichnin drug or so ie PACK catapult hit then you suffocate
etc
etc
etc
co or co2 or stickoxide in nutshemets
or neon
etc
etc
etc
etc
etc
etc
i wrote it all
along
all
along
all
thetime

/////////////////////////
this shell gas station i go to at
why are they so hostile ?
iget childfoolmessed anytime there
cooked and drugged forhead inner middle
repalce cars not even coutned in
btu that is everywhret hecase
wether i drive em udnerway
or on parking lot or after grocery store
or school parking lto etc etc etc
its VILLAGE CORNER WISE
a MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMESS
you got out hte fuel car replace ?
it drves 839km overloaded 575 km wiht autobahn and the rest in city
traffic
and still drove didnt stop
this one
stopped at 713 km
and htat wiht NEW airfilter
fuelfilter 4 dot sparks
motorup extreme and transmission mos lube
is taht a joke?
did htey try to fool someone that cooks orehead inner middle whenver it
stops ?
liek the berlin thing?
wahts the name of hte game?
thats 11.5 liters per 100 km
is that a joke ? or ssth?
repalce shitmobbiles ? and htey didnyt count in vaporisation of hte fuel
or aht?
some terror catapult you many times aminute
oters shift like shit
others drive like shit in curves but feel like magflight nighttimes
others are too dull lighted and overheavy wihtut chanign a damn on em
like when daimler or so tried to make a crashproof one or so late 2010
but 130 km ??????? lost?
11.5half liters wiht new airfilter innjection and 1.8 liter engine
on which planet is that ?
its like teethdammge
damamged wiht teethglue
wurzelkanal and facebone saw apart
and youre stuck with the damamge and hte pain and hte bill on daytime
dentist
---------the car i bought
it was a spiritual bunch made car
wasnt it?
ad hte others repalced it wiht junk
then otehrs wiht magflight
then others wih a crashproof version
then others wiht junk again
then maglfight again

depends on
day
village corner
and bunch messing aroud
etc
etc
etc
one gives all out over cb radio
doesnt it?
its a thing all know
but all act wouldnt be hte case
like those
special doors in nuertingen
that most think should be forbidden
(!)
///////////////////////////////
the lasers in room
theyre blue arent they?
june 21st 22nd 2011
in bath theyre white
hmmmm
===========
THE OTHER BUNCH
DOESNT
EVEN
KNOW
THE
WORD
HYPERACTIVATION
OR COMA OR WARCOMA
teh germans trid to
SIMPLYPRETTTTTTTTTENDNDNDNDNDNDNDNDNDNDNNDNDNDNDDDNDNNDNDDDDDD THE CASE
INTO HTE BUBBLE
THEN THEY TREID TO F A K E IT
WITH TRIC INTO MISERY GAMES
NOW THEY TRY TO DAMAMGE IT IN
OR SUFFOCATE AND REARHEADLOW MESS IT AWAY AND TURNBACK CLOCK DEVELOPMENT
BRAINWAS HI T AWAY
/////////////////////////////
You disassembled some phony nutshelmet results?
With I agree they might preetend that or I agree they canprtetend whatthey
want
innutshelemt butthenutshelemt doesn\'t udnerstand
and stores I agree only.
You added that to nutshelmet trainingor not
realisng
teh nutshelemts that are 4 times faster htan you can think
was it verfassungsschutz only?
or was it common knowledge
/////////////////////////////////////////
did i add some ofthemesses to manipualtions mail
where christine or so wears a cap and puts the cap on your head
a how do you react thing relative
but its an inverse pivotal thing wiht meaning
it stands for sth
and i didnt realise
its a sympathy thing
like she cares for you or so
or sharing
ibarely rmemeber

disgusting her away is the mom rlingshitball
ie disgusting with sth that disgusts yu sexually or so
thats your old mother in the theme
or
making her unreal
she wouldnt exit find ourself a realdgirlfirend
others she doesnt lvoeyou where she eats bored an apple while you pull
your heart out
ohter messes i barely rmemebr now afte rsuofciato nand grinmes and
rearheadlowmess
but knew
i wanted to write ten more or four
the poor old mother hting becomes a rolling shitball
then it becomes a MOTHERS GENERALLY thing
and youre like ??????????????????????????????
then it becomes a MOTHERS GENERALLY TO FUCK THE KID
and youre like bbbbbbbllllllllllllah and ?????????????
then other pedo messes i wrote
some are wiht jumping girl wiht rope up and down
and youre like
????????????????????
others overjump and mess on your cock around while the kid does certain
movements like a not knower sit stumble move or so
and youre like ?????????????????????
that kind of shit
fix suffocaiton kill scum
there was
more more more more more more more
you got out hte too high dba loud breathe thing?
i hate this land
fix messaway of christine
many manipulations are
testing when sometthing gets broken
liek video casettes
and youre like
?????????????????????????
why would they test when one of hte video cassettes get broken
or
the
lcd screen of hte computer wih a huge huge sctrach from left to right
teh germans
usually get out
what is the deal about some thing
and how you act in coma wiht one item
and waht you do wiht it usually
this way they get out spygadgets
or try to find secret or hidden stuff
metallurgy probes or material probes is also part of it

/////////////////////////////////
you got out if the manipualtions like half cut open
4 minutes musci video
if those are spirituals

body like in madonnas

did you know that hte dickdarm ie the end guts are like many hhalfbowls
and grey???
or greyish ?
like crumbled bended outwards waves?
like letter c turned by 90 degrees
?
i didnt
the manipulation often uses themes like
kids either need breats or broad hips
else its pedophile
and you so didnt care
they dont operate kids to simluate women
while hte people like women else they wouldnt have to mess em
made no sense
maybe it was another bunch htan htem
tehyre obsessed wiht how things behave or move inside or so
. . . .
/////////////////////////////
Demess lucy mess
some chick messing would be called lucy outside nutshelmet
----later
terror theme
Qu'os messer. Bnd?
Cant rememeber nighttime butsometheme about qu'os was
thatsome gis had to gohastly away
they waitedtillsome hardware is erased
being in hocke ie down waiting till hardware says all erased or so
and then the green one youngest one
hewantedto give the parts to toarabs standing by
some on a bmx bike.
he was in hurry and Hastly and me like no, give the partsme
i sellem in ebay
He was very green uncertain considered giving the parts toanarab
tookit awayfromhim and gaveit me.the electronicscontained ram chips
some looked lie a minicube 2inch by 2 inch mieth metal aroudn em and ram
chips inside
theohter like a micro atx board wiht many ram chips on em all black those
wer ein a 2 row layout
bright greenish
The arabguy with bmx bike waslike
hmmmm ...... what's on these chips that im notallowed to a hve em ????
I instantly took the parts away from him and said
haha relax we fooled you i have an inofficial contractwiht the guy to sell
the parts onebay
--- while i write this !!! HERE I GET A REPLACE COMPUTER---GEOUT SUFFFOCAITONS ! AND REHREADLWO MESS
someone does not want htat i write this
geout the suffocaiton
and fix erasers so arota mess
Took the parts out of hishands wanted to go into a room
blue door wiht steelenforcementsr andlocked it some guywaslike arab
thisandthatguy wasreactivated
and established contact
and I'm like ?????? Closingdoor. locking it

Its a spyworldtheme for terror
thoughtofshitlike terror wasnevermygame rather spyworld
///////////////////////////////
the lasers in bath are blue again june22nd 011
yesterdat htey were white
fix facbeonemess
///////////////////
some theme to eyelid operation is
asian bin
ie being asian
and youre like
??????????????????????????
///////////////////////////////
TEH GEMRANS
DID HTE GERMASN BUNGLE THE CELLPHONE? I SOLD?
BECASUE THE GERMASN MESSME UP THAT TEHY DONT WANTED THAT CHRISTINE CAN
HEAR ME
AND IM LIKE
>>????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????
/////////////////////////////////////
last nighttime was some mess about british themes
like
driving wiht the red doubledecker bus
that dorve through stores
and some yellow flowers on the sides of hte stores etc or
some guy wiht beige pants dark horse and black ride cap
cnatrmeber shirt was green polo shirt or so
think was about plaing polo
or so
during hte busride thing i was like arguing
i think i would look like a bum too but i would show off with a superwatch
or
a mega watch or sth likethat
the nutshelmet used echo or while i thought i thoguht wiht alot of echo
echo to my self or so
but icant remmmmmeber
during all these themes
i wated to barf all the time from some teethglue
the nutshelmet sits very tight and uses either magnetic buzz or mild
brainwasve buzzer wih juice
but i cant remember well
the theems were nonhostile
punish asstoers generally
gemotauromca

the cheap themes are
testing of startreck
the night before
like
starteck hip part seen and anotehr part of antoehr thing morphed in
depends where you look at first you chose
and hten youre chris
and youre like ?????????????????????
they must have stratreck associations wiht my ass
other htemes suffocate
aorta mess
or arota cable mess
etc
the gasvalves go into face
and gas not just gas

instnatly sufocating once you sleep but someitmes also smell
of old mother or other stuff
cigarette smoke inhaler is a verfassungsschutz test
inhaler druggin is cheap and stanard
and ruined condition
facebonemess teethbone messi s standard
otehr themes are
say schul or schwul
or say mom or so
or
say bitch
in themes where christine calls you
or say hey bitch
and im like
?>>???????????????????
then i get erasers
and or memory supress
===========
the association themes were used often in brainwash
when
then
when
then

you recognise this part of hte mess
youre chris
you recognise the hotehr hthing of hte hteme
youre not chris

its a nuts tearapart thing

other variants
redefine waht it means if youre chris
since thats not right you reject it
then its claimable that youre nuts
that was in 04 the case
this is hte key
how they brainwash people
TEHY DONT WANNA BE THEMESLEVES
becasue the nutshelmet
redefines that as something
painful
or ridiculous
or wahtever
this is how they make people nuts
im ok
and i like my self
but knows god how may they ruined wiht thsi shit
how many
how many with russian needle oilantenna and toothcomm tricsk?
the most perver thign
the alu hat from aluthat hobos would probabl really work indeed
==========
the themes all have names
titles
like
"atomhochzeit"
or
ecoglogy stuff
where tree roots are chopped to bits wiht a spinnign grinder of dark metal
or so in a circle
or

a technical title name for it
///////////////////////////////////
punish asstoyer
pornoielr
brainemsser groinmesser
or make saety inadvnace
demes breahtemess
lemme guesss
this situation is too muc hwanted for foriegn students
tehy get the wrong impression about gemrany
but its totally ok to fake the coma bubble up for the rest of my life thsi
way
isnt it?
this sucks
killlasstoyer
pronoiler brainemsser gorinemsser
gemtouawormca
in nuertingen ususally
the germans make me do shit on coma warcoma hatedrug whenever someone
liked me
tehn you go rape em in nighttime on coma or soo
then next morning they hate you and youre like
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
this is how it works in germany
make sure teh scum doesnt get the chance
and kilalstoy cockraches
at the same way you kill fuckers or you prevent in advance that shit
happens
//////////////////////////////////
teh german mess is
say arm bin ie being poor
then when you dont agree you get brainwashed
otehr messes are mess wiht tittttsuit
fix suffocaion reahraedowmess
GEOUT DUMDBURGAS NOW
FIX MESSAWAY OF MY FORTUNE
//////////////////
teh lasers in room and bath were today red single finedot agian
june 26th 011
==================
GGGGGGGGGETOUT RECOMA DRUGSCREW
2200 2201 june 26th 2011
THESE ARE PART OF THE PROBLEM
METHOD METHOD
METHOD
METOD
METHOD
!
///////////////////////
IDEMANDMYOCMPTUERBACK
REMOVE NECKINSTALLS
ASSINSTALLS
EARLQDUEMSSES
REOCMA

FIX SUFOCAION BREHTEMSSS
waht is a jade war ie jade krieg
/////////////////////
gETOUT
H O W
TEH GEMRASN MAKE ME ADULL RETARD so temporallappen or so
FIX ISUFIFICAONT
GEOUT WH ORETARDS DISABLERS ME
REMIDNS ME Of brainmess/DMAMGES lATE 90s
USUALYL THEY MESS ME UPWTIH
HIGSHCOOL OR "MIT MIR GEN" OR SO HOOKER CHAIN THEMES
FIX SUFOCAION
GEOUT DISABELRUDLLER
! geout if there is a nuts illness where people are
overissusierd with highschool or so day night but age 30
FIX REATRIDBUELELRS
DEMesS COFLCIT MESSes On oVERISsuizER DRUG
pUNSI HSCUM
//////////////////
KILLASLTOER
FIXSUFOOCAITON
they se you prepare bed
PACK
catapult impact rearheadlow
waht is it 304 am june 27th to 28th011
waht didhtey install neck and ass 258 am?
remove russian needle oilantenna before 230 am or so
from spirituals
FIXUSFFOCAION
GEOUT THE INAHELR SUFFOCAION
this is al ltypical
all day
all ngiht
often enough
by varying scum
teh lasers were red again in room and bath 26h and 27th june011
before blue and white
////////////////////
GEOUT SUFFOCIAONTS
DESTROYNTOWRFOFROOM
FIX SUFOCIAON ERASERS
did you store erasers ? exampels?
liek you rememebr assange but notwikileaks
you research that term and relearn the term but you cant remember it
anymore
and before oyu remember that alot more htan the guy that started it
fix sufocation
it was the same wiht two other examples i wrote or three
about postal codes or so
///////////////
IDEMANDMYOCMPTUERBACK
GEOUT RECOMA DRUGSCREW 1528
UDNERARM SHODUELRS armbones balls
groin
now june 28th 2011 1528pm

///////////////
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDD
DDDDEASSTROY TH NETOWRK OFH TE ROM FOR DRUGSTIK PEEKS INTO EYE ALL THE
TIME
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE BITCH or make safety in advance
mostly when i play wiht undechinn fatty tapes while i work on some paper
it woudl be visible wih tearing after a while
isnt it?
///////////////////
Theme nightimecontianed some theme climbingachurchroolorso or
society opressedby riotpolice orso withparades
whereanancient1900 car inwhite lands asthepeopleare heads down waiting.
assoonasmamgflgihtmodeisout thedriveregulalrly
---ImbrainemssedudnersidemiDdleforehmidleandlike
whatwhjatwhjatistehproblem thatyoure so flappedin inflight
theguy tossedyouaway liekabum.memlike but I m a k e these
things!??!!!letme getout whatstheproblemsoicanfixit
didntunderstandwhytheguy kickedmeaway
=====
Interestingtheme about richtreatingpoormaybe
=======
there wasmetheme 18 billon deutschmarkn
and 13.6 billion deutschmark
DM
or 18,6 an 13.2 billondeutschmark
internet and cellphone fakes as write this
fails as i writiethsi
geotu
who doesnt let me sleep and kilteh tbith
gemtoauromca
//////////////////////////
destory netowk of the rom
GEOUT HWO CATAPULTED ME IN CAR
IS TEH VERFASSUNGSCHUZ DRUG
THEY DID IT WIHT RAF ROTE ARMEE FRAKTION
ITS HATE DRUG
THEN THE VICTIMISED PEOPLE ACTLIKE HATE NUTS
TISA CHEAP TRICK
AND ITS PACK CATAPULTED REARHEADLOW
GEOUT ERASERS
SHROTTERM MOERY ERASER SNOW
IFORGOT ANTOEHR MPROTANT POIN IJ SUT WANTED TO WRITE
TEH CATAPULTS
ARE
TRIGGERED
A C OU S T I C
NO IS E LEVEL
!!!SO YOU DONT SCREAM IN COMA
!THEY SUBDUE YOU
!!!!BY ACOUSITC NOISE LEVEL
INSTANTLY
YOU DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRROY THE CAR
AND KILTHE BITCH
WIHT
FATNURSENIGNS
GUTSMESSES
FACEMESSES EYEMESSES

GORINEMSSES
CATPAULT TERROR
GEOUT AORTA RETARDMESS
AND GORINEMS
RMEOVE INSTALLSSO GUTS AND SIDECHEST AND TITTSUTIMESS
////////////////////////////////
MMMMMMMMMMMMUDERASSTTOYERS
GUTSMESSER SPORNOIELRS RETADBRIANDUELRS GOIRNEMS SASMES EYEBEMESS ASSMESS
GUTSDRUGGINGOVERBELLY
ASSMESP ORNOILASSMESS GUTSDURGINGOVERASS
GUTSMESSORASSMESSPROVOCATION

S U B D U E 1526 MMMMMASSIVE DOSAGE
GETITOUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THEY DO THIS
OFTEN
THEY HAE TO OFTEN SUBDUE MEDAYTIME TOCOVERUP THAT ITS NOT
HELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLALLALONGA LLL
THE TIME
ALL ALONG ALLTHETIME

THE DRUG
GETITOUT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1526 MASSIVE DOAGE INSIDE CAR
AN SQUEEZE FOR I N T EN TI ON IN THE WURTH STORE
SQUEEZE EM
ILASOTYERS PORNOIERLS BRAINDULERS GENERALLY
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!THEDRUG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! GETITOUT!!!!!!!!!
JULY1st 2011 1526 iNSIDE RED SHITTTMOBBILE GETOUT HTE DRUG
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
ITS A NERVE AGENT
///////////////////////////////////
icant remember the nighttime
but i think it was a sortof making oil in channels light up for making
firewalls
itsl iekely a spy hunted by fire
or follwed by fire theme
mybrain is too cooked
wheover tested it you m u s t tell them to overwork their nutshelmet
its very damaging
remindsme of screwbunch4 crudeshit late 90s
but it wasnt them
smeone outside thetheme is like
smeone acidentaly made a HIRNRISS ie a brainrip
what kind of ammo is a black shell and darkgrey round bullet?
small round
an inch high maybei in total maybe it smaler
=======
THESE COCKRAOCHES 1700 1743 july 3rd 011
MADE ME FAT IN 05
SQUEEZE HTEM FOR BRAINDAMMAGES
FATNURSENIGNS
SHITZO GAMES
T H E S E MESSED UP 04 05

//////////////////////////

christine?
the germans messedmeup
that MOS2 coiling was a SENSATIONAL success or so
but that there would be scandals about kills or sth and im like
?????????????????????
>?????? DO THE GERMANS DIE ?TOSTUFF ME CRAP IN THEASS?>>???
sooooo
could we lower costs abit? per car? ?
implementation in cargo egg and shields ? useful?
was it MOS2 only
or MOStantal or
mos niobium
or
mos tantal niobium?
christine?
the germans messedmeup
that MOS2 coiling was a SENSATIONAL success or so
sooooo
could we lower costs abit? per car? ?
implementation in cargo egg and shields ? useful?
was it MOS2 only
or MOStantal or
mos niobium
or
mos tantal niobium?
=======
the manipulation was also that nsa W O U L D BE
a guy flying in nighttime in a s i l e n t magflight car
diving on a house and shooting o n c e wiht a twin beam or bomb or so
one left one right at once
the roof exploded
and hten the guy would sneak into hte burning house and lay a
stumble banana on the stairs waiting for people running for evac
behind a corner
im like
>?????????????????????????????
theres no doutb they tried to make me hate the nsa
and to mess me a weenie
the feedback that mos2 coiling worked was only the fist half as a
newsflash followed by ad e g r a d i n g second one that tears it down
or relativates it again
THESE ERASED ME AND DAMAMGED ME
GET OUT
THE I N T E N TI O NS AND NOT JSUT HTEMETHODS july 6th to7th nighttime or
sleep morning july7th 011

//////////////////////
GETOUT
THE PRESSURE INJECTIONS ARMOBNONE MeSs 2138 pm july 7th011 recoma and
groin
==============
killlastoyer
gorinemser beahtemesser
rusianenedle
lontehme is
ion bollar or million dollar or so
demess the shit
its a degrade weeniebrainwash or so

gemtoauocma
punish asstoyer groinmesser breahtemsser
//////////
\GETOUT FATRNUESIGNIGSNS
FIX CHESTMESS GROINMESS
ITS REPAUBCLAGNGUARDINGS OR SNAKE
OR CHURCH
PUNISHS SCUM
ITS LIEKLY HUNG UNDER SHOUDLERS AND MESSED ON BACK OR NECK
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE BITCH
LIKELY REPUBCALIAN GUARDINGS
FIX SUFFOCATION
REMOVEARQIDUMESS
THE LOONTEHME IS
THIS AND THAT
ABNOMEN OR ABDOMEN
OR SO
/////////////////////////
GEGOUT SUFFFOSCATIONS
REMOVE ASSINALSL GENITALS MES STISSTUIT
Y R E MO VE ALL ISNTALLSS
KISLL TH BTITCH
FIX SUFFFOCAIOTN
IDEMADN THE ME T HO D
AND IN TNE ITON
KILLLLLLLLLLTEHOCKRAOHC
FIX SUFFOCATION
THE GERMASN SUFFOATE IN NIGHTTIEM OFTEN WIHT
STOPPGIN RBEATHING OR SO
I DONT KNWO HOW ITS DONE
you wanna breathe but you acant
suffocations got a ve r y
very
very
very
very
very
very
very
commmon theme
sometimes its the gasvalve
sometimes its hte cable around throat in nutshelmet
sometimes its groinisntalls
sometimes stichning drug or so pack catapulted rearheadlow
someitmes its the stop rbeahte mess or so as soon as htey think you sleep
sometimes its inhaler mess wiht co2 or co or stiickoxide or neon
sometimes its aorta installs and groin installs
sometimes its there was more more more
///////////////////
GEOUTTHE TITTSUTIMESS GUTSMESS 1353 1354

july 9th 011

GETOUTEMTHOD
REMOVE INSTALLS
PUNISHS SCUM
its a gutsmess and chestmess
getu facbeonemess rbeahtemess russiannedle mess or so
////////////////
WHOEVER IS NEW july 9th 10th 11th 2011
FOOLS THIRD PARTY WITH RUSISANENEDLE AND BABBLING DRUG
ICANT RE M MM EBR HWO EXACTLY
GEOUT IT OUT
TH SAME SAME SAME SHIT WAS DONE 2003
///////////////////////
Imtiredasshit

nightimmesssthabout a pussy lesbianlickorso
what would i want? a sci fi game? the theme showed a scifi video game liek
youre 15 wiht two joysticks
and two red dialpads
the laser was green the hud screen red
what would i want? a computer? a fuck ? that kind of shit
thebrainmess icalled rubbercap tightening mostly wih a red dwarf rubbercap
that sits too tight in a theme
is a b r a i n m e s s and called
geistig starr machen
ie m a k i n g mentally inflexible
it reminds me abit of republican guardings
but since i mistake those wiht snake
it maybe either of these two
/////////////////
did you store theold tricks
of interrupted guts to brain nervers
or
heart to brain nerves
msotly messed rearheadlow?
its a fatening triick where you never know when youre full or sth
when the same bunch messed aroudn fix that
so teh childooofolmesses forehadmiddle forheadnnner middle
remindsme abit of hte mit mir gen bunch but not only
those cook foreheadinnermidle more and reoast away undersidemiddle
fohreadmiddle
fix also
beobachtung
analyse
entwicklung
these were additonallymessed by repubclian guardings or snake
getmeoutofwarcoma
i thoguth people die on heart to brain interrupution
not on guts to brain though
intuition comes from that second brain
but its cooked of course
/////////////////////////////
you ficxded hte recent junky heartlap>?/??
i ca n n n nn o t t t rest or sleep on belly wihout my eft arm getting
stichy or me gettin deathrired r having heartpains usually
mayny times
isi it dysfucntional or tooo soft
!DO YOU NOT CALCULATE IN HTE C H E S T INSTALLS AND CHEST MESSES
OR WAHT!
//////////
ooooooooohmyhead
fix damamges from crude utshelemt it was a theme where you becoma e
homeles or so
and some scum searches your old cd s or so
and dumps it al into aruin that breaks down taht kind o shit
whileitried to dial send a lawyer an some soldiers or so
//////////////////////////
Themesserlasrtnight has a crude dmaagign nutshelemt rmeindsmeofscrewbunch4
abit.
Getoutwhos larissa
othermesses night before though was
test themes aboutcanada
and i thought or babbled in coma its nice but its not my land or sth
likethat
//////////////////
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTROY THE NETWORKF OR HTE ROOOM FOR DRUGSITCKPEEKS
INTO EYE

ALL THETIME
on a disgustinglyunshapy porno
so play iwht pulse etc
REMOVE AROTA INSTALSL GROINSTALLS
IDEMADN MY OCMPTURABCK
///////////////////
GETOU
WHO MESSES IWHTMY PULSE
EVEN WHEN IM TIRED AND BORED
AND KILLTHE BALLSMESSER
AND GETOUT IF ITS A TEST OR TRICK FOR STH
MURDER
THE
PIECE
OF
SHIT
same wiht drugstick peek int o eyes
///////////////
Mruderasotoyeducktoyerallthetime
===
Ormakesfateyinadavance.the drivewaas annnightmareofbeignasoty2d dicxtoyed
suffocated inhalemrsemsed nd
===
Aorttamessedneckmessed asstoyeddictkoxed replaced cars by fifteen or
twentytoimes assmesdicktoymess assinstalls groinemss brathemnss
retardbrainmess and catapultsinto reahread all thetime.
Ikillmyselfbutyoukeepcontrolpreetend tillthen
=======
////////////////////
idiotder mich ueber videokasetten oder so manipuliert
weil ihc jetzt eipaar alte videokasetten aus 95 nichthae berge koennenoder
wollendieimkeermeiner mutter stehenspinntihrrum oderwas ? oh werdet
erwachse.
schade is um die eininhalb saecke mitstudieninhalten
statt rechnugsmuell mitzuschleifen
---fixchidlfoollmess fromscum phony ignore monkey game messes chav
manipulations that kind of shit
killsucmfix damamge rearheadlowgetmeoutofwaomca
IDEMANDMYCOMPTEURBACK
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTROY REPLACE I.t. AND RPEACE CARS TiLL tEHY LEARNIT
removoe earliquidmess
gutsmess
damamge rearheadlow
chldfoool damamges foreheamdiddle udnersidemidddle
KILTEHBITCH
GETOUT
HTE
METHOD AND KILLTHEBITCH
GETOUT IF TEHY JUST P R E T EN D TH HOW YOU SHOUDL BE OR SO thats germany
and hte motives why thethey dmamage you
KILL
THE
DAMMAGEMESSERS OR MAKE SAFETY
IDEMAND MY cOMPUtERBACK
//////////////////////////////
haircut is a metaphore or brainmess brainalterations
dull this
bosot taht
the gemrans try to make me a retard
they chpt off metaphroically a third of top or so and foreheadinnermidde
a hole
aewelaserasers

ikilmyself anyway
but now im wishy wash y
gaga uncridnaited mveliek a freak and flapped forwar back operation
retardmess
brainduer assmess
uckit
i find a suicide method
its it will be likely hte same
/////////////////////////
geotu who foosl who wih say naam
remidns me of
the bunch that essmeup wiht
say schatz bin or winnn or so
those fool peopel wiht say mom often
evil church likely
///////////////////
fix disgust away of chrsiitne wih momsmell in nutshelmet
punish scum
suddeny the internet fails
//////////////
fix childfoolmess inmornign gemteoutofwaormca
demess im too huge or so loontheme or a dicktool mess theme (likely)
youre like
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
whywoudl someomene messmeupw ihtthis shit
while i thinkof christine
//////////////////////////////////////
The germans brainwashmeitnthe night which guniwould buy forsuicide a 45acp
was 1501 mm longorso
somestainless 6.something or eightpoint sth from portugal
and im like >???????????????????????? portugal makes stainless steel
guns???
a glock familyfor eighthundred sixty orso.
all in a virtual magazine fullof gadegts
GETOUT EARLIQUID INSTALLLS
131pm
GROINSITNALSL SUFOFOCAITONS WIHT ERASERS
////////////////////////////
IDEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK!
GEOTUTHEPSYCHODRUGS IM ON
GEOUTWHO CAPTUALTS ME
USUALLY ITS
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!OVERISSUER DRUG TO MAKE NUTS ORSO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
weeks months!

DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDETSTORYYYYYYYY HTE
CATAPULT TERROR NETWORK
MRUDER HTE BITCH
////////////////////
demessgroinmess i soudln liek a depri jerk
getmeoutfowaromca
waht was the manipulaton about centergrade?
did you notarstamp my dna on my bonds> and publish it
///////////
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooohmy h e a d
ix damage nght

cantremember
in mornign mabe some pedomesses or sowhere yu should lookat someshdouelrs
and buttor so rest overt
adndepedns wether oyu likei t ronot
tehn got uncovered
then how you reat to it
i thinkits a pedo test or sth
just that ids dont have butts or shoudlers
the messaways ofchrstie are say schul or schwul
some fallus metpahres wiht sot of washington monumentes aroudn inacircle
aroudn a real big grey thing
reflective white or so
some messaways o chrstien iht say mom
but my head
is
soooooooooocooooked
idont realise half othe shit and htey dont seem to know
tehre was more
/////////////////////
icanttttttttttttttttttttttremmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmember whch movie i
liked
eventhe one i jsut saw abotu superheros
i just copied hte soudtrack song
from the
th
sixties band
or so
dylan!HA IKNEW
DYLAN SONG!
times are chanign but waht was hte movie?
i had to searchhard even for that
MRUDERASSTOYER
-------WATCHMEN!
HHHHA! THAT WASIT!
I K N E W ! I KNEW
///////////////////////////
im sootired
messes were like tests if a chick would try to rau dm e for myfortune
butthe nutshelmet didnt udnerstand
sth lie
does this mean hedoesnt know hte rule?
me like what rule? that you can abuse all zombies as long as you clean em?
the nutshelmet dnt pursue urther
me standing up mad
do i look like i care about abuse rule meaning i would killem rule or not
do i look like
i
c a r e
standing up mad or so
tried to dial sth int oa red cellphone but some odguard tried to look into
it and itried tpush him away abit etc
that kind of thig nonhostiel theme but cheating you for your money test
looked sme hick into hte eye wondering if she was serious but the
nutshelmet thoguht i tried to look like a wining dog or sth about bad
conscience
tehr theme about training in a square around a tree

that kind o stuff
not so hostile night
ususally iget a ton ofoverissueirdurgsand ge t conflcited the
shitttttttttt outofme allnight wiht bullshit
that shot my nerves
often igtthte dope in the mornign too

/////////////////////
cant rmemeber nothing but i gottolittle oxygen ow andhtenater an inhaler
removeealrqidumess
another mess later late r nonhsotilewas
christine little hotttttttttttttttttttie in pink shirt or so and white
summerpants hotas ever hlding some sort of printout waling upand down in
front of people its a metaphroe ofr sth
there was more more more
hmmmmmmmmmm wondered how she looks in the white hottie underwear
knows god theres not many ways i could make her feeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel that
shes a little hotttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttie and my
everthing
a chick name was jasmin or sth
later later in mrning
/////////////////////////////
igetturnbackcockbrainwash errased into 90s mostly or htey disgustoyaway
wiht the say mom shit or momsmellwihtdicksucktoy and oeripus or
oedipus bulshit or so
if its nothtathtis
pedophelia kidfuck messes
and ifits notthat its dogmess or homo buzzword theme or so
and ifits nothtat its omeother shit
///////////////////
weird
wheneveri update hte omcptue riget a new device
whats hte game?
-----------------------------////////////////
cant rememmemmmmmmmmber nighttime ewell
in mronginsomeone fols omsonee wiht ussianenedle let headside oro ialtnena
right side
selig bin etc
pedomess or other shit
somemess about lausitz where you proposed thatheyshoudl do tourism
masively wiht ateh lanscaepe and keep the peple away form hte unfriendly
natives
and hte coalplants an ht blocks butto hte nature thing etc
tehrewasmore morem ore
some mess about mercedes or so getting fooled wiht dogs
or say selig or so
or fakigncareer or shit likethat
YOU MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMUST CANCEL NOW ALL THE BULLSHIT AND GET REAL
YOU ASKYOURSELF R E A S N ABLY IF SOMEONE CAN HOLD THIS OUT FOREVER
CAN!
SOMEON!
HOLD!

THIS
OUT!
FOREVER!!
THE REST IS IGNORANCe
IS A N Y DIRTY TRY TO KEEP SOMEON IN THE BUBBLE RIGHT? AFTER EU HUNARIGHTS
COURT
//////////////////////
DID THE GERMASN D E L IBERATELY LOCK THE FN F10 REALWORLD OCMPUTING AND
NOW SIMPLY
P R E T E NDNDNDNDNNDNDNDNDNNDN DME INTO COMA BUBBEL AND DMAMGEM E AND
SUFOOCATE ME AND REOCMA ME
AND YOU LET EM GET AWAY WITH IT?
HOW OFTEN DID THEY HAVE TO
A C TI V E L Y PREVETN THAT I ACCESS MY REALWORLD MONEY AND REALWORLD
STUFF
NOEXECUTE=OPTIN

suuddenly hte internet fails
waht a suprisse
////////////////////////////////
somenitghttimemess was hte meataphore that im a starved baby wih eyerings
rowing myboat or so but nothing was there forme
other mess was that the centershaft wormdrive was a square wiht round
edges curved corners
GETOUT PRESURE INJECITON INTO NERVES FROM 1357 INSTALLS! jul 25th 011
/////////
dmeess say tarnung sagm al lotheme
you think shit like
for hte germans this is all cover (that its mildsafe) ina day they mess
aroudn liek before
the germans mess oyu up wiht russianeedle abotu pedo mess and sag mal
tarnung sag mal or so
then some genitals messes balsmesses
rusisanenedlemess
the hteme before was
maximum shabbyness
they are
INCAPABLE TO DIFFERENCIATE HOW MY OLD MOTHER LIVES and how i live in
misery
in mmmmmmmmasssivemisery
the house hteeme was a shabby thing about mould or sth etc
some bullshti baout 400 vehicles or many trucks or so
that kind of shit
there was more
thought about the theme where they cut a teddy bears feet or so a
metaphreo for kids or so
and if we gave thedoc bunch the inoffical german tricks wahthtey do wiht
them
there was more moremore
get
me
out

of
warcoma
remove
russian needle oilantenna
rearlow right ear
rearskull low
and often let headsiide russianendle skulisntall
like wiring or so is used
fix that im deaf rightearby 50 percent sometimes
facemesses are huebsch bin ie being pretty
when you agree you get messed whenyoudont agree you get messeddifferently
make sure theres no bungling
remove isntalls everyhere
from neck
chest
ear
skul
tittsuit feet all
you remove it!
arota installs choign groin installs
this is mmmmmmmy body
fix eraser
/////////////////////
cantrememebr nighttime
but wanted basically to rest in christines cute pussy all thetime holding
her tight but careful and strking her hair softlyallthtetime
teh mes was sth about being in hte hands of an angel or so
ususally thats a church agent isntit?
do they really callthemselves that way?
fix als o rearheadlowmesses but im not sure from who
and
getmeoutofwaromca
an ineresting mess was also not so hostile about a naval carrier hit right
side starboard nose side prtected by shiels as a metaphre or simulation
or that some evil doer wasted 40 photon torpedos on me an im like ???????
an why not 50 ? or 20? why 40?
another mess that she would be a girl lion nervouse up and down in a cage
the angle was from top lokin down at the zoo animal white beige and no
head bigbighair so a girl lion
give christine a written card to the phone card
"The real value of this phone card is not its gold, its that i wrote it u
n d r u g g e d "
///////////////////
IDEMADNMY CELLPHoNE BACK
THESE ! WERE PART OF THE PROBLEM 1408 pm jul28th 2011
THESE
ARE
WARCOMA
PART OF HTE PROBLEM
P L U S ! VERFASSUNGSSHUTZ!
=========
INTENTION!!!
GGGGGGGGGETOUT RECOMA DRUGSCREW
2200 2201 june 26th 2011
THESE ARE PART OF THE PROBLEM
METHOD METHOD
METHOD
METOD

METHOD
!
=====
IDEMANDMYOCMPTUERBACK
GEOUT RECOMA DRUGSCREW 1528
UDNERARM SHODUELRS armbones balls
groin
now june 28th 2011 1528pm
///////////////////
this is immppossible
after ten yers muder the assstoyer
rape hell
and all the shit
iget tested if im a homo?
while hte real issue is for a decade getmeoutofwaromca
ikilllllllllllllllllllllllmysel you fools
and s r e am i ng to heven and hell i demand access to my fortune i
wantto mychristine getmeoutfwaormca beore iklmysel
day night nutshelmets and damges and dicktoy and whatnot
you cant even see a fucking blowjob in porn
and htese
simplyshow up and test if im a homo and thats why i dont get a hooker as
zombie
aha
-here tacitcally suprise the internet fails
-------------cant rmmeber nighttime
messs are about a highschooltheme or so pickinga gun or so
thnkipiced a precision 9mmsubmachine gunor so
somethemesabouta racecar wihtopen tail motorupwards
some messs saz schul or say schwul where two brohters argued an hten
inally one ofhte brothes iht balck white striped pants admitted it
i thought it was due to some
dressed guy or sth

me wht a geisteverschmelzung of some blue

some more ulllshit likehtis
defacto
its al in all
phonies testing if youre a homo or an amok guy
in hgihscool themes
rmeinds me of hte s am e bunch that mes me up wiht
-fix erasers now and earinsalls
rmeidns me o...
..
o..
of..
of..
of...
o..
th e REIZOWORTH THEMES cocraoches hte homo buzz word annoy theme
cockraohce
there is guts nerve interruption rearhaedow
fix that too
tats to get fat or so
demes alsmess
there was more
idemand my comptuerback
///////////////////
teh nightiimehtemes contained some thteme about fucking tests or so
sometheme about
marks where a 2.0 becomes a 4.0 and the nutshelmetheme
like oooooooooooh! how did t h a t happen etc its a conflict annoytheme

or weenie theme or sth
in nuertingen what were hte r e a l marks?
1.mark shown
or
1.1 to 6.6 extended so a 3.x is high
what was hte
r e a l thing there was dirty games about this shit
im not patriotic enouhg for an a
and that im supperrich they tried to brainwash away all along
its all about control an d loot
you m a y wanna pretend that brains like mine are mediocre brains
and get mediiocre marks usually
which was just not the case usually
fix the brancookings and antisuiiede retardulerls and suffocaiton s
erasers etc
im not patriotic enouhg for an a
and that im supperrich they tried to brainwash away all along
////////////////
oohmy head is soo cooked last night
fix brainduller
adn hte
brainsmalening
ie
geistig inflexibel machen
after hte entreis into the spbook
killthebitch
geout methosd
method
method
method
method
and intenion
nuts hteme is

burning your brain or so

BAM catapult impact rearhead low
YOU ILLTEH TBIH AND ESTROY THE NETWROKOF HTE ROOM
.//////////////////////
mess aways of chrisine often
the say mom shitgames or say bitch shitgames
or hatedrug games when we get times withoilatnena etc
or say too huge or so messes
or wo krieg ich eine neue bitch her where do i get a new bitch from
or pedomesses
etc
///////////////////
did nsa patent on me liqid coiling?
could we use it in special projectts of other kind
-----------cant remmmber nighttime
think it was . .. some test about meeeting a russian super scientist andhe
was disappoine im just economist and hobby physicist
ona tourism tour
or
testmeses replacing christine or al ot of mess iwht russian neelde
oilantenna
reminds me all in all o verfassungsschutz
seems they still think its a solvable case wiht a hooker chain and a
lottery ticket then.
hahaha
the lottery alibi i tried in 03 and htey averted it effectively enough
its somehow good to know they planned it n o w hahaha
would be bizzarre to play as billionaire lottery
would be used as alibi that you wouldnt know about your 20 billion euro
fortune

even though you invnted undrugged
setprice undrugged
and confronted shitbanks banksupervision and rating agency schufa etc
so lawyers
the bunch 92 d e f i ni t el y knew im a genius i just dont knw if they
published
or at least they didnt even consider im a fool or sth which seemed to have
been a major stigma in this place
explain cookin foreheadmiddle underside middle atleast
think it started withthe zirbeldruese bunch messing there or that iwas too
angry as teen
and others remessed it as a phony mess or so here this corner
another mess was thatthe soldiers dont wanna fight when theyre a b so
ut el y sober
since its all so senseless

l

and wanna play instead airguitar or so
and im like thankgod our bunch is sobre
anotehr guy messedm e up wiht a big black soldier guy holding a small boy
or so on te right but hte angle was from behind
considered since its agerman mess its a pedo theme but dropped it and
htought it mustb e a rescue theme that works against hte senseless thing
there
was
more
more more
=========
when you have problems iwht spining superconductors
lets use
my invention of LIQUID coiling
didit work
///////////////////////
cant remebre nighttime
somethin wiht cia themes that werefunny like francine on a gyneoogy bed or
so
or
throwing a japanese some muffins landing on his boot because he didnt
trust em
and anohter
and anohter
then the japanese bashing him off into the water or so
there was more but i didnt care wanted only into christines arms or so
mess reminds me rather ofthe bunchfrom last room of old mother
and earmess russianendlem ess repalce omcputer
////////////
check for radiation markers o nme
manipaultion being asstoyed pornoled instore is
CAESIUM IM ARSCH
or so
mindmess
caesium in the ass
//////////////
some messes use a theme where some person in nutshelmet
mostly a chick wiht dark hair and darker background breahtes tactically
relieved deeply while hte nutshelmet does a gasmess or suffocation
all the tieme and hten the inhaler of neon wiht it or repalce of oxygen
stuff
co or co2 or so
if its notthat its aorta mess
or brainblood flow mess
often with rearhead lowmess
its a tactical breahtemess or so wiht nutshelmet theme

tahts the theme
sometimes a cable aroudn thraot or so
the braindullers whle working on car
is called
bewusstseins truebung or fruebung
youre asstoyed balslmessedp ronoled asstdurged brainemssed gsufocated
gorinemssed dickotyed asstoyed dicktoed asstoyed brainmessed duleld
prnoiled
but the RETARD DULLING
is called
bewusstseins truebung or fruebung
/////////////////////
cantrmeebre nighttime theme
but was a theme like agent
with a rado walking arab streets then some two guys escorted you like
before a kidnapping
one had a red osman hat like a trapez circle with a pimple or so
you swiftly joined some arab chicks walking behind
pointing at two people saying alqaida. theye like NAH! me yes yes
can you help me ? you A R E Strong and zaeh and loud and you MUST FIGHT
FOR YOUR RIGHTS etc.
guy outside nutshelmet like "swift thinking..."
think the theme changed to a high wall wihta blackabyss behind it and i
showed em tehres a rope or two they just have to toput it around their
hips and get down wiht hte rope releasing it around their hips jumping
wiht legs of f the wall or so
taht was the theme
before some theme about a
collge graduaton hat

cllegegraduatio wiht a black robe or so a teh

some hottie girl was also in a later otehr theme there
the ear install right ear is likely shitzo theme or say mom or so oeripus
or oedipus hteme
why do the germans replace the computer by now
////////////////
geout who retaded me 1630 to 1649
METHOD METHOD METHOD METHOD
icant even solve a simple sudoku
i saw an ad wiht kids and remembered suddenly that
fingerpointing kids are part of a pedo test manipulation
like
it should be a threat when a kid fingerpoints to you
no idea waht
i know sth liethat in identification of people in spygames
but a kid pointing a finger at you looking serious is a pedo test mess
no idea what or why
other messes are
someone spitting on your top head or so someomne higehr htan you on you
the demanipulation is whenn it doesnt hit oyu but aside sth
like not it does not spit but it spits but lands aside you
spit is likea ten inch white ball or so as metaphroe
sheeezfreedneeeh or shitzo games are often with mean grin startreck themes
otehr messes uses kirks enterprise or so half blurred or zomed wiht other
stuff
which you look first you recognise first or like
ti ususally doenst understand
WONDERING
or paused wondering
and interprets it as choice
all written as before
someone tried to copy hte rush into youtheme but doesnt realise that youre
far away sleeping often during the test

tehre was more
yu checked
STATE OF MIND MAIL
A TO G POINTS
/////////////////////////
nighttime was a loonthem or conlcit theme
wiht a cop arrestng me for ding sth in 1984
and me like
what ? did i fuck sth at age 6 in coma?
or so
outsde nutshelmet was is
adapting to my pole
or messin wiht my pole or sth
and im like
>?????????????????????
it was defacto makignyou

insecure or sth

earlqiudmess
gutsmess fatnursenings
inhaler damamges
//////////////////////////
R E PA IR DMAMGE ERASERS!!!!!! august 10th 011 all the week hte night
before
ALWAY
S OVE RNIGHT !!
ICANT REMMEBER THE ALU NAME STOCK PRICE FROM EETERDA EVENIGN
GEOUT HTE METHOD
STH WIHT CO
OR AM CO
ITS AN ANTI SUIIDE THING AND BRAINWAHS NIGHT THING FOR FRAUDING INTO
MISERY THING ROM THE GERMANS
/////////////
getout monkey games iwht pusle or so
its asome lame outofproportion bigasss porn
i feel miserable from a beginning flu
but you get pulse games or sowhen you strafe the porn
WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT THIS SHIT
H O W EXACTLY
//////////
Von:
santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
ins Adressbuch
An:
nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru
Betreff:
Nsapao the artificial asshole thing I wrote is a program
against uebersteigerung aprogram agaiosnt uplifting hahahah. These bozos
Datum: Sun, 14. Aug 2011 09:55:09
Nsapao the artificial asshole thing I wrote is a program against
uebersteigerung aprogram agaiosnt uplifting hahahah. These bozos
======
Steady downsmear and pesky down and fake asshole environment is meant
against uebersteigerung. These bozos rubble the only climate away from
isolation
because of aphony pretend it lifts me too much up. Ugh ihatetisland
==
It explainsalso he special ass marks
=
You addthat better to a n y school shit file and marks thing. Ialwaysknew
that peoplecantbesostupidpretbeding I'm a cminus brain while I invent
stuff
and write analysis your experteconomists also want
===
Fucking germans. Asifitsnot bad enough thateveryonemakes mistakes. This
annoy weeniedown tear smear down games orswedishmobbinggames makepeople
nuts
ususally dontthey?
===
Maybeishould admire thatthey got it done despite the high rate of groupism
in germany . So in nuertigen though it never holdslong it fucksa week or

five tillsome other bullshit takesover
===
Dummnurdassichkeinekraft und nerven mehrhab fuer diese dAemlichen
daemlcihne spielchen
===
How do zombis perfrim generally in environmentgameslikethese. And
assgames. A r e a l I s t I c assessment please aboutthem
==
All as written. Abunch of fools ruinorsouryourlife wwith shitgames
whenthey dotnchopyouout stuf heheheh
==
Or braincookyou or drugyou orjust trytohumiliateyou orufckyou
==
Ihate germany. Bust the warcomabubble
==
Von:
santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
ins Adressbuch
An:
nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru
Betreff:
Iwantthe dyslexiabrainems
Datum: Sun, 14. Aug 2011 01:52:14
Iwantthe dyslexiabrainems GETITOUT!You couldgetotumethodsintentions etc.
Itmustbe acommon stigma or a trait of a bullshti theytriedtomakefit.
===
=
151am
==
August 13 th to14th 011 at 150 151am
===
Usuallyigetbrainemssed inngihttime tilliereadslow incoma
andwhenitryongetredmamged tilliacant
=
You couldgetotumethodsintentions etc. Itmustbe acommon stigma or a trait
of a bullshti theytriedtomakefit.
Von:
santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
ins Adressbuch
An:
nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
hitlerhomos@verfassungschutz.de
Betreff:
14. Aug 2011 00:41:03
===
Irgendwann reihen die sich ein manipualtion. Ja. Mit 40 mit gehirnschaeden
als gebrochene metzgergehilfen? Selbst dann?
========
Ihr kapiert das einfach nich. 4monate undichbin31. Bleiben ja noch 9 jahre
bis 40. Wennichmich ncihtschon morgen umbring.oder?
==
Heheheh.
=
Ihr habt nichtmal kapiert dassdsas einfallist wo ein freiermensch seine
buergerrechte verlangt
=
Geschweige denn das. Hey.ichhabs.machenwir ne krankeit draus. Das
hallervorden syndrom.
==
Der patient bildet sich ein dass er ein besseres leben ausserhalb einer
comablase oder der deutschen demokratischen arbeiterparadies haette.
Wenner nur diemuetze abnimmt und die eidesstattliche assiversicherung
unterschriebt
////////////////////
there was once a manipualtionwih a magflgiht meaevac
it was white
and had lights on and i wondered
-iget brehatemssed adnreaheadlwomessednow asi write this
and wondered how even flat it was on bottom surface
ithad a white box design and not a van ish design
in coma i tried to take a snapshot of it froma fieldflying off high in
but i was in the nutshelmet all the time
so inside the nutshelmet i trieed to take afoto sort of
anotehr messwas otehr day about people wiht human face but wiht cockraoch
bodyand hands or so

they hold you hostage in an evil house or so
and nsaoutside of building
and iwas stunned in coma thathey mae a manipulation likethat
because i write it out of disdain term but not as a v i s u a l term
as a
V A L U E term not as a VISUAL term
so i never understand these in coma because i mean it in adiferent way
i mean it in teh value
tehy meant it visually
which makes melaugh
or wonder in coma
there
was
more more more more
its a metaphroe for cheap scum for me
other mess is that a redhead supergirl tried to makesome dead as offered
option and me like i need prevention the noone suffers noone dies
an d wahts hte problem wiht that
tehre
was more
btw why does verfassungsschutz get away or whoever waes me second precisse
TEHSE C AU S E THIS SITUATION AN D I CANT ALLOW THE RATS TO MESS
MRURDER ASSTOYERS EVENNOW OR MAKE SAFETY IN ADVANCE
WHY SHOULD I ALLOWI T
i dont hink theres anyone that sends peopel to die to stuffme
hydropneumatics and titsutimess in the ass
and druggins
etc
and i dont think someone would let em use that
and if someone dies why does noone turn on the rat taht sends them?

/////////////////////////
demess assmess dicktomyess remove ealrqidumess oilantena nmeess
fixmessawyofchristina that she would have been a bitch
and im like ???????????
the theme used a metresse o 17th century or so with a whiteish cotton
short shoduelr ree even line
and lightcurly haired
and im more like >????????????? and wondered how cute she is shoudlerfree
there
was
more
bullshit
////////////////////
some manpualtion n coma where i rippedout teethglue
adn oldmother as deathtired
i askedh er waht heart drug she gets
she said beamter 2000
me like ??????????????????????????????/
wanted a cool ice all thetime incomaand wondered if hte peopleknow about
my fortuneand if he bankstriedshit in their case too
//////////////////
store 1639 1645 1655
2240 2255
fix erasers i can barebyl remmeebri get also memoery supress
and each about plus mnus three

also store about debating wiht old mother about 50 bucks
noone stores these things
theb bullshit can gain space
and ignorance games
fix erasers and arota mess
you wait for suicide
======
the manipualtion in grocerystore to assmes pornoilems and assbonemess
mreidnsme abit of ops is
we jsut watch your hemoglobin
wahtever htat is
it was unusually mildsafe
being asstoyed pornoiled brainemssedp orniled
very mild
i think they think i have a cold that i cough when tehy ask me if hte
shoppin was alright

other messesu nderway like elderly or trenchcoat eldery ssying pappmarche
i never use that term ever
it was white paperbox material as a metaphore for no solidity
there was more
teh messers k n o w that i know now
but what s hte use? when im in hell all along anyway
asstoymess dicktomyes serasers catapulthits
memory uspress raised coma dosage and wake that erases shortterm meomroy
mroe erasers
some dullers of temporall lappen brain region
groinemsses breahtemsses inhaler messes alltehtime
its mildsafe
who is new
////////////////////////
therewas some intereting spyworld metaphroe abotu hte littleduke
andan oldspywoman and manvisitngsomeguyin his hosuemaking him loo lie a
japanese spy or sth
but i was too tired to udnerstand
antoeh interestingmetaphreoisthattehy left hte house boobie trapped and
some beigetrenchcoat lderly ent in step by step avoiding thecables
when hehit one the house imploded orso
that kind o stuff
=======================
the new dvd im mean
lets give all that participate in the greatst moments dvd a share also f 5
perent ofprpofits divided by each all that participated also
-------some manipualtiosnwhere i shoudlnt dare toask for myfortune
andwherei knew aha! its a monkey game where she knows you but denies
or sth
there was more
FIX MESSAWAY OF MY BILLIONS ANDD FIX THE DONT DARE TO ASK GAMES
THIS MEANS YOU PUBLISHED MY FORTUNE THEY DO THIS ONLY EXCESSIVELY WHEN YOU
DID SO
THANK YOU
then i t bothers the cockroachscum that wants that i have nothing and
tries to brainwash i t all away
IDEMAndmycomputerback
////////////////////
this is one of the go around hte moon things that stay for a country
------hey cute little hottieimmorning hornyat yourhottie butt and youre cutecute
warm pussy in my hand and your hottiebreats in my arms
canwe gettgethe sometimes for a uck ?
hey. i want you

---------------------ok lets see nighttime mess was where i carried a baby around that was
obamas headw iht grey hair and i thought its his kid or sth
while i was among trains didnt understand which trainishould pick or so
and explained the baby his father is introuble because hedoesnt make hte
econom
but hte economy makes it butallwill blame him
i as fascinated by hte grey hair on side
somepeople tried to fraudexchange it and i took care that that doesnt
happen
therewas more
imserious lets give america abit pride wiht making a speeddprobe
golshiny inconel and a us flag wihtcrhome stripes and chrome stars on the
inconel gold background
and hten
lets crack lightspeed
and test cargo egg design in one
////////////////////////////
nighttime was a manipulation about being in a sauna or so
its a uck themebainwash or so
wiht white towel and bright wood or so
and your testicles hanging low in heat or so
uc theme likely or brainwas h about fuck
other theems night befroe
was about charlotte rocche or so but i barely

remmeber it

there was more
===
wishy washy fool messes or childretard messes or dyslexia brainwashes
where you should read stuff in coma then you get brainaltered then you
geet
veeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeery
slooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooouuuuuu
it s mostly the mit mir gen fools that messmeup wiht highschool
i assume tehy tried to place that stigma on me in the 90s with ignoring or
not knowing the first ten years of my life
ifx often eyedamamges from the same bunch
you see double or triple v e r t i c a ly l y diagonally !p e r eye
==
fix also the suffocation damamge nights
mostly a nutshelmet htats claustrophoby too tight too tight
off it looks like greyish inside and too tight and laustrophocibic and
inahler
the inhlaer is mostly the drugging but you get suffocated tactically often
or replace of oxygen wih co or co2 or stickoxide mostly
sometimes neon
i wanted to dial and type it in coma
i write in coma too reports
but i was too suffocated dull and babbled it only
afew days ago
but hte damamges are common
its iehter fool mes or eraser games
/////////////
Wrist and nosebase
at once
Drugging
Verfassungshcuitz dope whatsthe drug
Isit two component drugging

Left wrist and right nosebase atthesametime
a few minutes earlier : Loonethemeis ich bin eine arme schlampe. ie i am a
poor bitch
killthecockraoch and make safety
this is the shit
cockroach germans wih stasi methods.
//////////////////
remove earliqudimess
suffoatonemss
demes pedomesses
somemessesa botucockraoch orsowherei chop off thecable from an insect oso
but itmorphestoadisgustinghuge browninsetrso
some messes aboutpedomesses some messesabouta truck ina wrongdirection
some onfusionmesses
somedullers
the manipulation for oilantenna or ear mess is an antenna vertically wiht
a round peak an horizontal circles along the vertical antenna wire/
metal pipe
green glow background its a silly metaphore only for antennas
there was more
./////////////////////
rmeove ear installs
its a cappy eear isntall or so and imalf dea
ti repeats hte higher frequencies f tv wiht half a secnd delay
remove it
///////////////////
the germans overbrainwashwed the nightimemamipualtios i woul repeat
wihta song from green day
fix damamge right ear
fix brainduller brainwash night or so
wiht themes about three brothers or so
and shabby bar or so theme wiht chinese or so
and some hint that even ass school knew i would make it big etc
but i cant remember
====
wanted to write all thetime that bernanke should say sth like
the economy is robust enough not to need qe3, but were ready to stand by
in case it gets abit more dim. so far no qe3 needed.
then. the usa saves a bullet. an important bullet
i have db bankstocks for 3 billions and think itsbetter to save teh bullet
than push the stockprice
ie
i think it is more important to CALM THE MARKETS and SAVE THE BULLET
than to push sth that may not work well.
obama should give all 2000 bucks and familz wiht kids 500 extra
==
there was a theme where i woudl ahve a big infeciton somewhere in the body
check hte million times
belly acess probes asstoy mes gentials mess over ass access
the milliontimessidechest messes
htemilio ntiemspressrue ijeciton emssand overatpe messesaorta thignetc
and htemilion timesearmessnd sidechestmes
I AM DEAF RIGHT EAR
!

///////////////////
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASS
STOYERS
PORNOILERS GROINEMSSERS
besides hatedrug cataputlterrr
and oyu dont destroy the crars enough else they owuln replaceem
THE LOONTEHME intore is
im falschen koerper bin
being in gteh wrongbody
either i ts a titttttttttttttsuit mess for hte titttttttttttttttsuti
fatsuit smellycream fill
or a rubbertitts test or so
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLAS
STOYERS
PORNOIERLSERS ASTOYER SBRIANEMSER SGROINMESSERS
RMEOVE INSTALSL SO EARMESS
THSI IS MILDSAFETY
other messes about treason or so because i spit on any german flag i see
thats the deed
thats wahtthe zombie writes
store 1825 plus minus 3
idontwannalive
////////////////////////
ass install games is usually verfassungsschutz for discredit
inhaler mess is mostly drugging or suffocation or
momsmell messes or so
but mostly drugging
asss mess is mostly for coma test terrorisation
drugging over ass
mess wih tittsuit that has smellycream fill
/////////////////////////
did you store the messes today about this and that sophie or so
and im like ??????????????????????????
getout if a messer chick today was named that way
usually these drug brainunderrside or undersideforehead
getmeoutofwaromca

==
long ago
around 06 07 there was once a manipulation about iran
where iran was some beaten poor man on the ground and if its right to beat
tthem further
and im like
????????????????? thinking theywere an important middle power down there
and misusing it for destabilisation of the region etc
/////////////
REMOVE OILANTENNA
SOMEONE FOOLS THIRD PARTY WIHT FAKING SLEEP BABBLING
HOW OFTEN DOES THIS
FIX DEAFENIGN RIGHT
===
WHO GOT FOOLED OVER
WITH WAHT E X A C T

WORK
EAR
THE TIME
L Y

same like us soil say blowjob or so
and you barely remmeber
and like
CHOP?? job??? jobs??? wtf???
/////////////////////
some interesting manipulation about some guy publishing ortune
and twaa slowly degrading curve fromabout 20
and a location thing where is some guy now information
all in an atm
interestinggwa s a cut in to sero and back to normal and i didnt realise

in coma
some theme hre iplayed wihthe buttons of hte atm
andsome spybunchfollowed me on foot triied to fotograph em and shake em
thereasmore
inthe nutshelmet themes
thecornershot needs to be c o v e r t
!!
and the guns i made need tobe more distributed if our bunch uses them
n o t knowing to who which bunch belngs iis appearently k e y
so c o v e r better
idmeandmycomputerback
////////////////
did you get out the nighttime theme a few weeks ago
where somene tried to create a second pole or sth
and im like
>????????????
looks like blue glowing bows of vertical magnetic fields
bending upwards-outwards left andright like over a dark panet or so in a
circle
whats the theme
=======
messes in grocery store is rightear mess asstoyemess dcktoymes
pronilassmes brainmes
asstoymes earmess
say mom games and
bald foppt or so
these are third party deception
coma test
provocation games with pornoil asstoymess
toher messes to asstoy like
xxxxxxx im arsch a radiological substance
cant remmeber its name but i wrote it
fix breahtemesses
i searched it
caesium im arsch i wrote this mess already. the ones above are new.
its a provocation theme or an xray marker or sth
after grocery store i get breathemessa nd rearhead low mess erasers
//////////////////
fix brehatmesses remoeve earmess
theme in morinsth about thailand orso where some chick was doublefuckt iin
standhug
some theme where i thoguth a blonde chick is hot
some mess about yet another bargain girl and im like
>?????????????????????????????//
ionlyhave fixprices for inventions
some theme wether i pik somechick but wanted allthetime in christinas
vagina strkingher her hair sort of holdingher itght recovering in her arms
or so
halfo fht time hte nutshelemt iddint understand
some theme wiht sadpiano theme alone in a big grey city and when would i
pick the sign back to berlin or so
but all i wanted is into christinas arms in teh theme
some monstro mart sack of sheets ors th felldown a shabby washing salon
orso
someone triied to copy the pole manipulation
but in the first it didnt look like an evil grey gree on a blackball
but more like a blueish tornado twister hole on atop quarter of a big
planet or so
some theme about omeonedriiving at300 looking backwards and me you
iddddddddiots look atthe road ahead
and thatat 300!!!
this is hte bullshit
nonhostile
nnot so bad mornign messes
ususaly ts alot worse
///////////////

Thewgermans deifitnely fake sleeptalk
Datum: Fri, 26. Aug 2011 12:20:47
=======
Who fools who
=
Howmany times
==
Sth about vagina cream for mom or neighbours would be whiney or
==
Sofie this andthat
==
That's just the peakoftheiceberg I remeber rebabbling on russianneedle or
oilantenna not realising
and not giving a damn
-wutsch naaaaaam
==
Thatkinfd of shit
==
The germans definitley fake sleeptalk
Datum: Fri, 26. Aug 2011 15:04:27
=====
Getout ifthere was a n I nc r e a se asusuallyinexcesses
==
An I nc r e a s ein scandalousness
==
///////////////////////////
Murderastoyer demess shitzocofnlcit night
Datum: Mon, 29. Aug 2011 05:40:51
=======
Overisssiuer drug conflcitmess with assclass theme
===
Basically aloeneamong assholes assclass theme orso wuithighschool
killtheockcroach
=====
Thesearshitty fools that damageyou by brainthemes
===
And overissusierpsychodruigs . Dangerous likea chipm with a gun
===
The loonthemenameis in der ruhe leigt die kraft or so orthe result wasit
orso
but its the resultwhen youre done and just wanna killyourself
---Gutbuergerlichen.wemn das eure schulensomachen .
Dassindidiotendie potentialkaputtmachen.
geht zu ner elefanten schule aberlasst euchnciht brechen undndehmt nur die
drogenmit
=======
Die raffendasnicht.dasist als ob ein chimpanse mitner waffe rumspielt
undmann
schwerst !fehl v e r k o r k st nochwas leisten soll.
======
Unddazu psychodrogen und insektifizierendespielchen
--Finger weg trotz drogen.geht zunem elephant aber
!die zerbrechendieleute fuer ausbeutbarkeit
====
!!!
=--Also regentraufe
===
Die habne abermehr ahnung von gehirnen und p o t. E n t I al
=====
ICH BIN DER ZOMBI HERE
///////////////
===
Btw igtomessedupnighttime beforethis that speedprobe route is bypass of
mariner. Igogoogle it but its a speedprobe iguess
Datum: Mon, 29. Aug 2011 15:21:06
====

Someone this afternoon mesedmeup with mariner o n e .sothere musthave been
atleast two.igo google it later
====
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariner_program
AHA!
mariner one was destroyed and never got off.
so why would a german mess me up wiht the mariner 1 thing
unless its a conflict theme.
ass land
===
////////
cant remmeber nighttime
hey cute worried little everything im pretty horny at you
can we fuck abit now and hten
i got messed you liked round and round and round and youre
pretty wild wih your hottttttttttttttiebutt on me in sithop
hey.
illllllllllllllllllloveit when you love it
make sure you do only that waht you like
wih maximum fun thingy in size and kind
can i keep our ring abit?
iggot also messed you started wiht cargo egg.
im ok wiht the speed probesand them as part of the cargo egg complete
planning and testing
but lets focus on speedprobes first
adn optimiing hte MANUFACTURING process for cargo egg
suppliers : biggest bang for hte buck x l e a st problems when sth goes
wrong
//////////////
aug30th 2011
store 2120 to 2129
the lasers in room and bath here in old mohers room are white
and one blue
//////////////////
fix childfoolmesses nighttime mess sth lie a russian general thats not
respected by it me
and me help the families and make sure which general did it
the theme was like aha tahts a henryford
and me like
>?
other messes are pedo messes
a kid standing wiht naked genitals and underwear down asking cutecute can
you help me?
i diditn know what but i pulled up the pants first
other themes start unfairly on your cock you push it away but the
nutshelmt means it as touch or so
and im like ????????
demess pedo messes
there was more more more
sth like trichet or so would have sent an email
and me like ? trichet>? ecb>? mabehe found out i like the euro
it wont bust its a p o l it ic a l currency and has more people in it than
thedollar
or so
there was more
///////////////
Otherthemeis buying hyperactivation tehers 68x 48x 24x hyperactivation
some stuffiscalled thisandthat59 black background white writing
----

68x hyperactivation orso is what I wanted. Dontaskme whyitsnot 69x. Chick
checked heartbeat afterigotit inthe nutshelmet theme
=====
thisandthat 59 or this and that PLUS 59 with black background white
writing
===
thisandthat 59 hyperactivation was asmall tiny bottle with a break
peakabout
small fingersize. Its pressure injected through skin on outer top arm
middle trizeps
===
Its 68x hyperactivation or 64x hyperactivation and the heartbeat
waschecked but .
itwas just a theme. Not a deed
====
/////////////////
verfassungtschutz drugs into nosebase
and some over genital replace over ass access
-------the darmwand gutswall may show sth too
////////////
cantrememebr nighttime
some testttheme waht happens wheni steer a passenger jet
or so
tried to land but didnt understand realise and mind
searched the terminal after a field land
some mess abotu sugar presser a fuck position and im like
>?>?>???????????????
tehre was more bullshit
//////////////////////
Von:
santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
ins Adressbuch
An:
nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru
Betreff:
Nighttimethemeis that I remove dustfrommyplant wouldbe my
first psychatriatic analysis butitmeantthe opposite conflicting.
shitzoconflcitemsses some
Datum: Wed, 07. Sep 2011 11:29:57
***********************
Sideheadmesses mostlyoverboostmess someoneelse cooksbrain some
nighttimethemeabout
a flood coming andbeingstrandedwithsome kids orso where the empty tank of
acarkeepsitafloat
--------------Sometheme where everyonewould trytoborrow money fromyou onceyoucanaccessit
an d I rejected
-----Thatjkidnsofshit.idemandmcellphoneback remvoe earinstalls
russianneedlegames punishbrainfryer
---!! The sidehead braincooking is mostly using a shot theme or a
loud bang theme with a short veryshort but s t r o ng sideheads fry.
Maybe itkills russian needleonly
its many nighhts recently
killmyself anyway
maybe thats what iget hte oilantenna russian needle games for
teh shitzo decoys
and the not knowers crisp you nighttime
because of say mom games or so
ugh i dont wanna live
----------Fix braindmaage remove earliquidmess downwards
-----Itsmany recent nights thebrainfry thing
--Igot stupid
-Its not! The brainwave override or magnetic nutshelemet thing ususally

/////////////////////
demess loontheme
inverse pivotal
standard common theme
republican guardings or snake
ich bin der ueberzeugung dass der junge luegt
i can barely remember but its a stadnard common theme of htem wiht a mid
30s early40s year old chick
its a preleude to an inverse pivotal thingwhere it measn the opposite
afterwards
whichi s classical for the bunch
all in all these messed around in 2003 alot.
tehy are more of hte harmless bunch but still damagigng and o b s e ss e
d
with messing away my fortune
/////////////
Nighttimetheme was conflcitbrainwash with ass highschool as theme.
Alwaysthe backto 90s fools. Allconflcitheme like alone among assholes
themes
withoverissuierdrug.Petition inthere signed itnamed stern. Meant izak
stern.
becausetheyrehalfnazis hehehe there was more
------some theme where putin was annoyed that he made only junk in space or so
and smashed annoyed an alufoil wrapped bowl or sth wiht holes in it on the
ground
put his arms through rings of magnets that looked like fusion or so
some metaphroe wher ehe chops off his left hand and sends it to dresden or
sth
and im like
>>>?????????????????
----geout out recomas drugscrews into pressure injecitosn armbones etc
//////////////////
fix childfoolmess
the lontheme is abotu development or so
tis after storing a glowing cat foto writing we humans. we are the
monsters.nothing but naked monsters.
the gemrasn chidlfoolbrtainmess you then brainduersdiemiddle forehead
/////////////
the church had control last night over my head idnt they?
USUALLY
they mess me up dmamge mes meu pwith
BITCH manipulations ie
LICK WAHTS DISGUSTING
GETOUTHTE DAMAMGE METHODS AND FIX IT PUNIH SSCUM
tehir poor girls
///////////////////
nighttime messes
cant rememmmmeber
some theme about a maze or cellar maze as a pedo test or sth
and i thihnk i tried to laser a smeary pedo or sth
barely rememebr this theme
think some kid had darkhair and weared pink or sth
hmmm
shitland
getouthtetheme
pubnlsih the results

//////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Thu, 15 Sep 2011 13:43:48 +0200
Von: "Christian Kiss" <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>
An: fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@Nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov
Betreff: tehre is a sotmach and gutsmess
the loontheme to it is
someone messes wiht his peptid. or peptit or peptideS
and im like
>>???
what is peptit?
i go google that
----------------tehre is a sotmach and gutsmess
the loontheme to it is
someone messes wiht his peptid. or peptit
or peptideS
and im like
>>???
what is peptit?
i go google that
------------------------ Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Thu, 15 Sep 2011 13:49:01 +0200
Von: "Christian Kiss" <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>
An: fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov
Betreff: ----------------aha there is a thing
appearently its
bio stuff proteins or sth http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptide
Einteilung
2.1 Oligopeptide
2.2 Polypeptide 2.3 Cyclopeptide

----------------aha
there is a thing
appearently its
bio stuff proteins or sth
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptid
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peptide
Einteilung
2.1 Oligopeptide
2.2 Polypeptide
2.3 Cyclopeptide

////////////
fix disabler duller
deotxs disabler of
TEMPORALLALPPEN
BRAINWASH
FIX MESSAWAY OF US CITIZENSHIP
the nutshelemt uises a themee where you admit or reject by theme but not
by will
ie
ich bringe mich bald um ie i killmyself soon i reject becasue of hte SOON
and abrainmess in control
because its not soon is ASAP
fix it
--------the messer is republcain guardings or snake
i mistake these two
fix inahelr damamges
tehy bungled my late 2003 and late 90s

so fcukt hte lungs wiht the crude inhalers
sometimes lungs hurt the next mornign
theyre conflcit brainwashing often too
but now it s more childfool mess and disabler of temporallappen
THIS
THIS
THAT
WAHT

IS
IS
IS
DO

HTE BUNCH
THE DEEDS
WAHTTEH ZOMBI WRITES
ZOU DO

remove russian needle also and getou for wahthtey use it
////////////
is htere a local nazi bunch called
CDA ?
was it thos ethat essed before snake or do i mistake them wiht snake bunch
usually scum exchanged
sometiems hourly base
in critical times 10 minutes base
i teh rotation of scum varies too ususally
get me feedback
its in theory a precise name
like republican guardings
or sgra
///////////////////
there is a nighttime test theme agains tsuicide or so
high canyon
walking over bridge
to reacha wood house
someone shakes the wood bridge left right
na warte dir zeig ichs slogan or so

soyou fall wiht

you are about to reach and cling on the wood housing and say sth like
i release it
and think very hard if ishould release it now
and you know sooner or later you do so anyway
its jsut if you do it yourself
interesting hteme
looked like alps
the wood was bright brown
teh stone greish the canyon deep was all green and weather cloudy here and
there
alps i think
ok
this is hte theme
the messer knows that i know
fix suffocaitons too
getmeotufwaormca
the brainwas less cocoekd than the night before
so it may not be a hostile necessarily
///////////////////////////
waht is sublimierung?
fix brainmess
anmdgetmeoutofwaormca
.-*---------------IGO GOOGLEITNOW
-----ah my oh look atthat
its a psycho bullshit thing
http://basisreligion.reliprojekt.de/sublimierung.htm
Unter SUBLIMIERUNG verstehen wir nach Sigmund Freud (1856 - 1939) die

Überführung niederer Triebregungen in höhere Bereiche: "Die
Kulturhistoriker ...
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimierung_(Psychoanalyse)
Sublimierung (Psychoanalyse)
Sublimierung oder Sublimieren (von lat. sublimis „hoch in der Luft
befindlich, schwebend“, sublime (Adverb) „in der Höhe, in die Höhe“)
bedeutet ganz allgemein, dass etwas auf eine höhere Stufe gebracht wird,
sozusagen ein „Verwandlungsprozess”. Der gleiche Wortstamm wird auch in
Wendungen wie „ein sublimer Einfall“ [1] in der Bedeutung „ein besonders
feiner, erhabener Einfall“ gebraucht.
Sigmund Freud verstand unter Sublimierung eine Umwandlung oder Umlenkung
von Triebwünschen
**********
the germans
childfool mess me uususally
that age 30
like the neighbour nmeet thing or so
or otehr occasions as happy fool in nuertingen to fake hteres no problem
around 07
get out if its that
otehr variants were
to make someone a soulless seller
but that was only a nutshelmet theme once
///////////
The teethbonemess favebone adjust is done witha nutshelemt overfface.
the theme is I'm afraid of the surgery.
Datum: Fri, 30. Sep 2011 14:44:27
---------But you're like ??????? Wehat surgery??? Wwhat!???? Then sth presses and
readjusts bones
or so
-----Or teeth bbone
----its eyebuzzers helmet which is screwbunch4 the bunch around mcdonalds
mosbach kaufland mosbach
----the tittsuit kaufland foto from 2008(age27) on facebook was their work
it was the be e s t of 9
teh fotograph chick knew hte deal
---The teethbonemess favebone adjust is done witha nutshelemt overfface.
the theme is I'm afraid of the surgery.
Datum: Fri, 30. Sep 2011 14:44:27
---------But you're like ??????? Wehat surgery??? Wwhat!???? Then sth presses and
readjusts bones
or so
-----Or teeth bbone
----its eyebuzzers helmet which is screwbunch4 the bunch around mcdonalds
mosbach kaufland mosbach
----the tittsuit kaufland foto from 2008(age27) on facebook was their work
it was the be e s t of 9
teh fotograph chick knew hte deal
----

/////////////////////
FIX DAMMGEREARHEADLOW
getmefeedback of the actual status of my fortune
according ot a mess its
22.259 billions
i need feedback
the last i knew for sure was 20.995bn euro
sometimes i cant even afford food and sound liek a napoleon hobo wiht alu
hat insisting hes
napoleon bonaparte
it has system
to keep someone that way
an itneresting mess is how to throw explosives liek a ball wiht dart or
feathers behind over a fence
or how to steer acylinder remotecontrolled on a horizontal flag pipe of a
hotel
someone S A W that
someones underarm got subdued on teh arm wiht a skin contact agent
somewhere
there was more
all very itneresting too bad im not in an agency
///////////////////
some other hteme was
taht
theres a car
in the theme
behidn a wheel plate for cover
there was anotehr one
and a third one
and behind was a tiny old flat wheel only
i didnt udnerstand it as weenie conflict brainwash but was annoyed that
someone must have stolen my rims
or so
and wanted to call insurance
the theme guy about age 20 or so wiht edgy dark galsses asked
unemployed? me like ?????????????????????? no student general management
business administration
orso
interesting theme
it shows its full of degrade weenie metaphorie conflict messes
and whenyou dont bite it it gets on to the theme and tries a new situation
to cook you
DEMESS
CONFLICT BRAINWASHES
fix braincooks and get
me
oout
of
warcoma
geotu reahreadwlow drugstickpeek now
the germasn tried to suffoacate me a retard
usualyl i ttype in all six numbers of a tan for uinstance
afterh temeses last evening icoudl onyly four
fix german braindamamges the recent months
it was to prevent suicide
and trust me

i t
doesnt work
getmeoutofwaromca
mostly co2 nights
///////////////////////////////////
demesss earmesses removeit dememss messawaay of title brainduller earmess
itsmidlsafety
Datum: Sat, 01. Oct 2011 16:33:50
.---------------You think of a nighttime pedo fucktheme where some agent pools in the
asshole ofsome chick
withistoe while kising her. tehy seem in love and she smiles while both
wallow in agrey bed orso
you think of that theme Thegermans messyou up withoilatnenna sag this and
that bill or will.
Orso remove earinstalls
--------Isiot shitzo game? Whenyouthink of tomato thne youget sag tomato will.
Ie say iwant tomato orso.
whenyouwatch batman sag batmnan bin ie
say I'm batman
-------Get out .this. Method
----Its typicalfor snake or republicanguardings.murderasstoyer sormake
safetyinadvancew
--do that all day afew weeks wiht someone and you get
WHAT
WHAT IS HTE METHOD?
is it simply fooling third parrty when youre stoned? and i shouldnt
bother?
its a S T E A D Y conflict thing
thats for sure
////////////////////////
Betreff:
What is soft enapsuled chromom-jodid?
Isitpsychodrug or shatter immune sys?
Datum: Mon, 03. Oct 2011 13:24:37
--------------------Do they post over banks in quote "sighting assistance needed" ? Sixty
bucks or so?
i knew that in nighttime /spyworld you send messages to people
like insults
then its like
000.00.000000.000.0 000.000
that is this and that

.00 when apig this and that then this and

-----What is soft enapsuled chromom-jodid?
Isitpsychodrug or shatter immune sys?
Pills maybe oval maybe round and
a mid brown pillstripe of two rows.
Maybe asecond white and
the soft ones are dangerous
------Some tests iincluded steamy porn or so.
Some oily chickorsoand ididntlike I said
!incoma !even. I like ballerina shape.
Nutshelmet like that's not forbidden. Or so.
Butwantedto christina only.--------------i C A N T BELLLIEVE IT !
iwet google chromon and htere
is something called CHromoN! ireally didint know

i wrote at 13:24 that

its chromom
the result is
Über einfache Chromon- und Cumarin-Synthesen
onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cber.../pdf - Translate this page
by G Wittig - 1924
das game Jodid (1 g) urnzusetzen. ... chromon (I) und
4-Methyl-6-chlor-cumarin ( 11). ... Chromon durch das Alkali zu einem
Oxyphenyl-diketon (IV) auf- spaltete ...
!WOW!
////////////////////
remarkable how hte i.t. developed
first it got easier to use
then faster and faster
then more multimedial
then portable
then more connected
then what? now? recently?
cheap? it got broader. the cpus dont get faster ram neither its just
adding up parallel cpus
or so
whats the next thing?
cheaper? touchsscreen>? gesture?
demess pedo mess or shitzo mess
loontheme is dotttchen or so ibarely remember
sth about hannover banner or hhannoveraner or so
but i barely remmmmmmmmmmmember
wahts hte mess ?
method
inteniton
remove russianneedle
whenever i watch porn i get pedo messed or say mom messed or retard dulled
wiht
chickbrain themes
this is
how
it
works
whats hte method ?
wahts hte inteniton?
all while i basically think of fucking wiht my christina
is there a pedo theme >? about doppeltes doddchen or dotchen or so
get
out
methods
intentions
fix breahtemess
getmeoutofwaormca
------fix braindmesses
fix ucnoariraontntebentwene left and right hadn
remove earinstalls oialntenna russianenedle games all evening
check what doppeltes dotchen is
i s u sp e c t a pedo theeme
kill suffocaiton scumn getout catapult hit that makes suffocaiton
getout who operated my back last night or morning icvant sit straight
anymore
and g
e

t
me
outofwarocma
before i killmyself
this land is shit
GEOTU BRAINEMSSES
someone shitzo decoys me all night wiht a russian needle
its third parrty deception
sth about hannoveraner or so
and attorneuy or so staatsanwalt or so
i cant remmmmmmmmmmmmmember
but half was shitzo thirdparty deception
other shit was
pedo games
GET
ME
FEEDBACK
WAHT IS
DOPPELTES DOTCHEN
GET
ME
OUT
OF
WARCOMA
i go google it like
chromon jodid
methanphenol
oxylzipain
and aspertam or asperidam or so
----------its not doppelte dotchen its doppelte lottchen
and waht a suprise?
its a movie about two 9 year olds
Das doppelte Lottchen – Wikipedia
de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Das_doppelte_Lottchen - Translate this page
Das doppelte Lottchen ist ein Roman von Erich Kästner, der 1949 in
Deutschland erschien, aber schon in der Zeit des Nationalsozialismus als
Filmtreatment ...
mayn i hate this country
/////////////////
downloading porn:
the nighttime bunch plays wiht pulse when idonwnlaod porn
im overtired as shit
think of christina and dont realise what isee osmeitmes
aybe damamge maybe tired i dont know
but someone messes your pulse like youre mega horny or sth
the morning bunch daytime rather drugstick peeks your eyes all the time
tacitcally
i hate this land
get
out
who
fakes
what
and if ballerina shape hottie that loves assporn in an unfake aspossibel
porno is problematised
usually iget pedo brainwash
or say mom
ro a brainduller

not today but usually
often wiht ballsmess
sometimes iwht hatedrug and ballsmess
tehn ivelearned thathte shoebarricades are better good then hahahah
asselectrode messes is verfassungsschutz
/////////////////////
tehre was some theme
that im cleared for all four master stages
and im like
????????????????????????
did you know masters have stages???
there was more
idemand access to myfortune undrugged daytime
////////////////
what has verfassungsschutz revert of hyperactivation to do with fatening?
there was a mess that im 23percent hyperactivated
jsut that it was once already 300 percent or so once but STILL ON A NEW
WARCOMA
how
do
the
germans
revert hyperactivations
dig out who did and measured hyepractivation
//////////////
teh germans like intererrputed in coma the breathing over the lung
centerpipe or so
did you get it out?
you breathe but its not reacting
its not the nutshelmet wiht mask over face and nutshelmet on head
and shots into head or buzzing badly into topmiddle head or topmiddle
right
its i n s t a l l s !! in chest
and heart
////////////////////
fix suffocaito ngorinemss remove earisntalls earleir
getmeoutofwaromca
usually ear isntalls are for say mom games
say schul homo buzzword themes
shitzo decoys
mostly
and now andhten tacitally pedo brainwash or say wespe or lesbe
like someone suddenly is new thats more susceptible to that shit
remove
oilantennas
russian needle variants
skull installs
fix suffocaitons
---------------teh problem is
i b a r e l y r e m m m mm m be r the shit
else i ccould write more detailed
btw check if the names
oilantenna or russian needle (electrode antenna) is spyworld known
if not then its shitzo decoys anway ie he just hears stuff
first they try to make you look liek a shitzo hobo
and when its uncovered then

oh ok he just hears all the things so its totally ok to keep me as
asstoyed bum
teh million visual data in messe ssumamry dont matter then
or that i barely rememebr the shit they messmeup with
or that its third party deception mostly
cant you brief me ? when they shitzo decoy me?
iwish i coudl remember better whathtey mesmeup wiht
then i coudl write a to z precisely what s the mess
eye to eye maybe?
///////////////////////
geotut suffocatiosn and breahtemsses
rmeove hte chokings earleir from aorta reahreadlow throat
and breahte nerve
usually its gasvalves
when i yell suddenly its fresh air
but hten i breathe stop and cant breathe in coma
if its not hthat i get groin choked
or aorta messed or rearhead low messed
you
ytooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooou
get out why they choke and suffocate me so often
and getout if it has to do wiht erasers
or retard dullings
you remove all isntalls
groin
aorta
kungs
cehst
tittsutuiiot
belyl accessprobles
assisntalsl
genital repalce
asselctrode
s
a l l
THIS
IS
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
eye smallening eyelidimplants
facebone installs teeth bone isntalls
russian needle and oialntenna tricks
all
THIS
IS
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
///////////////////
getout chicldfool inhaler drug 1605
wahts hte i n t en i o n
did you store nerve agent fall over last night>?
THIS DOPE I GET
WHEN ISCREAM IN DAYTIME
AND ITS NOT DEINABLE ANYMORE THAT IM IN HELL
same
CUTTING CUTTING BITING SPULSHIN SHAKING CUTTING NERVE SUBDUE AGENT
ususalyl i dont fall over
but in car it was dangerous
like aside mcdonalds here
when ifall overn ow either dosage
or
reverting cehcmical stabiltiy
verfassungsschutz reverts hyperactivatiosn wiht tittsuits or fatenings
what is it?

the filL?
the installs?
waht is it
d
destroy gasvalves for terror in room adjacent room and above
-----the lasers in room oct nov 011 cottbus student dorm
vary
between
WHITE FINEDOT laser
and THICKER BLUESINGLE DOT
its not!the two blue finedot wiht two inch distance between ie 5cm
----you remember when i used to scratch em o0ut in nuertingen?
/////////////////////
Manipulation:ichglaub nicht dasswegen dir der verfassungsshcutz kommt: der
verfassungshcutz ist schwul. Und sonst nix
nighttime theme was using like
zombi movie theme wiht fallout 3 engine or so
sth like
heartfrequency is 400 hertz in an animal or so
fix brainwash away of my billions
wahts the purpose anyway?its all public
and notar stamped
is it to claim i wouldnt believe it my self and then its totally ok to
fraud me>?
waht s the purpose/?
is it to cheat it away later easier? when noone cares ? wahts hte
intentioN?
imean
its allpublic
transparent
and notarstamped
]
fix brainwash away of my billions
//////////////////////
i demand access to my billions undrugged
fn f10 doesntwork
win fn f10
doesnt work
and
alt shit f10 doesnt work
alt shift fn f10 doesnt work
how can iswitch to realworld computing
who prevents it?
do the germans
ACTIVELY AVERT
IT
///////////////////////////
fn f10
fn f10 win
fn f10 shift alt
doesnt work
switchign into realworld computing
i demand access to my billions daytime undrugged
ususally its a desktop littered with icons or so
or christina hottie with a pink velvet stripe over her cute pussy wiht

dark pit shadows etc
//////////////////////////
punish astoyers generally
remove assisntalls
makesafety
usually germans asstoy terrosie you dicktoy you brainemssyou neckmessoyu
chidlfoolmessoyu drugyou asstoy you brainemsyou suffocate you
then you scream murder hte asstoyert
like all day afternoon
dialed
typed yelled incoma
when that doesnt work
then you get installs
and terroised removetely
when oyu dial t h e n murder theasstoyer fix suffocaiton
then you lose cridibiltiy
RMEOV RF ACTIVE STUFF FROM MY BODY
FROM ASS TO GROIN
TO LUNG TO BECKS OR PRESSURE INJECTORS
A L L !
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
=======
thats how htey got away eu human rights court in late 09 early 010
DESTROY NETWORK OF ROOM
GASVALVES
OR CATAPULT
KILLTHECOCKROACH
GEOTU TOVERISUSIER HATE DRUG NOW INTO GROIN
///////////////////////
Demess say gum or say cum- s a y l o u d!
loontheme.
Imincoma then and like ???????
=======
Betreff:
As soonasi droptosleep theyseeit and stop breathingor
gasvalveme suffocation
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 01:45:55
========
NIGHTTIME SUFFOCATION
IS LEAVING A VERSCHLUSS / A LOCKING CLOSED L O N G E R SIMPLY
einen verschluss laenger zulassen.
its inhaler mess or so
retarded mess or so now i cant rememebr capitals of europe
its suffocaiton
=
Betreff:
Yougotu suffocation? They leave a verschluss closed andi
stopbreathing incoma
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 14:47:42
---Betreff:
Oftenoftenoften often often many weeks andmonthsnow
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 14:47:54
=====
Betreff:
Fix damage erasers
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 14:48:00
==============
Betreff:
Idemandmycellphoneback
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 14:58:31
===

What's the mustash? Its june 2010. Underlip and mustash.its rubbertitts
overtaped and messed everymorning. Its stasi cuttingyour hair.
Its stasi cutting your hair. What is tittsuit else? Or mustash mess?
Datum: Wed, 09. Nov 2011 02:09:58
/////////////////////////////
remove earlqiudumess
deess say schulwinn
or so
punish scum
so gutsmessers
fix breahtemss
its
..
SNAKE GROUP russian needle likely
WHEN THE ZOMBI WRITS THIS
WHAT DO YOU DO ?
///////////////////////////////////
demess russian needle mess
the manipulation to isntall and mess wiht rightear rear lwo is
los belaber mich
ie go ahead babble to me
that s the theme
in quote wiht a physcial mess on ear and earlqidumess
remove
oilantennas
russian needle implants
all
this
is
mmmmmmmmmy body
getout if its shitzo decoy
this
deed
has
a cause
and
an intention
DID YOU CHECK HEARTFREQUENCY OF 400 Hertz
that must be the installs mess
DID YOU CHECK THE SUFFOCATION NIGHTS
aftergasvalves and gorinisntalls sufocaiton and
co or co2 or stickoxide or neon in nutshelmoets inhlaers
or choking aorta implants
they now simply
LEAVE A VERSCHLUSS closed longer
a closing or a locking
FIX SUFFOCAITON NIGHTS
I BARELY RMEMEBRE NAMES
///////////////////////////////////////
geout wh ocatapults me
remove earlqidumess
russianeedle mess
geotuwho captusl me
loon theme to overissusier drug is
polarisierung
or so
i got TONS of this stuff in ass highschool mid 90s
geto ut if the bunch is affiliated wihtthat bunch messing aroudn those

days
//////////////////////
Betreff:
Was there a yuri or yury they gave heavy drugs
Datum: Fri, 11. Nov 2011 02:20:42
=================
Forbidden drugs even in e a s t
======
Like poor yuri orso? Who isit
=====
What's the deal?
====
Getotu chidlfooldrugsand retraddrugsi get
===
Checjkuifits chromonjodid again
===
Ormethanphenol
././////////////////////////////////////
REMOVE ASS INSTALLS
someitmes its a too tight taped ass replace
rmeove it
remidns me of
screwbunch4 usually
verfassungsschutz uses more like ass electrodes its not htem
====
THISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSIS
E R AS ERS
PROOF
T O D AY I TYPED (unternehmensberatung)
IT
AND
ASKED THE NIEGHBEOUR
AND TWO HOURS LATER OR FIVE I CANT REMEMEBR IT SUDDENLY
F I X IT
STH WIHT K
or so
GETOUTOUT WHO RESASES ME SO BADLY REVENCENLTY
ILLKILLMYSELF ANYWAY
GETOUT
H O W
HOW
HOW
HOW
E X AC

T LY

SO MORNING
=================
it was mc kinsey!
had to recheck the mails to find it
it vanished
five hours laters
vanished
how do the germasn do it
/////////////////////
GEOTU CHIDLFOOOL DISABELR
FOREHAD BRAINCOOK

GEMTEOUFOWAROMCA
IWANTTHE DRUG
DESTORY THE NETWOKF OR RFOOM
G E T O U T
THE
METHOD AND DRUGS
SO 230 am 304 am 11th to 12th november 011
GETOUT IFITS CHROMON JODID
------------------------GETOUT WHO PLAYS WIHT MY PULSE
IM RETARDED WISHY WASHY STONED
the screen is far away phyiscally and icannot see small piutcures well
but someone messes wiht pusle on pornsite
WHO
DOES THIS
this means
a its measured
and
b
its influecnable
who fools who wiht this shit
u s u al ly
and with homany do they do this shitty trick
and why
//////////////////////////
RTEMOVE
EARISNTALLS RUSSIANENEDLE MESS
REMOVE IT
demess say chul or so
or sag paarmal this and that
or this and htat sag paarmal j e t z t
ie say afew times or say afew times n o w
or S A Y I T!!!!!!!! ie firmly
i barely r e m e b e r this shit
else it woudlnt be a bracket only i would list from a to z the whole dirty
trick
WHY????????????????????????? A F E W TIMES WHY SAY AFEW TIMES?????
WHAY? A F E W TIMES?
this means when i rebabble stuff in coma it simply repeats the same more
than once
. right?
REOMVE ALL INSTALLS THIS IS M Y BODY
REMOVE IT
ITS REARHEAD LOW ANTENNA OR RUSSIANENEDLE OR OILANTENA OR TEETHBONE
FACEBONEMESS
REMOVE IT
SOMETIMES REARLOWRIGHT LOW OUTER EAR UPWARDS
REMOVE OILANTENNAS
AND RUSSIAN NEEDLES
LOOK ATTEH FOOD
REMOVE TITTSUIT IN MORNING
IGOT GASVALVED SUFFOCAITO NEMSSED AND LEAVE VERSCHLUSS LOCK CLOSED LONGER

SUFFOCATED
ALL MORNING 4 am 5 am
dialing it all the time
FIX SUFFOCAITON DAMAMGES AND REPLACE OF OXYGEN DAMAMGES
WHEN I WRITE IT ITS SUDDENLY FRESH BREEEZE
BUT THAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!
IS A MINUTE LATER
the scum exchanges
eihter on the gasvalves and or hte nutshelmets
but thats not new i wrote htat
also

al lalong
all along for years
when theres trouble the exchange timing is shorter
up to 15 minutes sometimes
else seems hourly or half hourly
idontywanna live
//////////////////////////////////////
Lasers in kitchen dorm on nov 15th011 were
bigblue single dot
and then shortyl later
single white finedot
the laser in room sin single blue bigdot
on nov16th011 after this mail
tehy changed it to
red single finedot middlesized dot red singledot
/////////////////////////

Demess erbaut seine batana nach umdiefantasie zustuetzen or in realitaet
umzusetzen
thoughtitsa boat or sth in coma.
also
Seinen eigenenstaat beleidigt er einenfremdenstaat
thatkinfobrainwash.

unterstuetzt er

=========
Ichsageuch malwas. 11000. Mails murderthe asstoyer quartals maessig.
Zuehnjahrrelang==
==========
Ichsageuchnochmal was. Meinerster fick. Isabel
---------Vier
-------Ichsageuchnochmal was. Patent und erfindungen. Hartz 4
====
Ichsageuchnochmehr lamborgiini napalmin hyperaktivierung eu
menschenrehctsgerichtshof fluechtling stromloser assi und
=====
22 milliarden euro oder bloss 20
===
Ichsageuchnochmehr. Ttittenanzug plastikarshcloch und plastoik genitalien
====
Ihr beschissnne n wixer. Das ist die hoelle komma vorhof. Sonst garnix.
======
Mal horrormovie dass nixpassiert mal shitzo nebelkerzen mitoelantenene und
sag paarmal mom oderso
======
Ihr beschissssssssne n wixxer. Euch bumst quaelt verkackeiert und betruegt
keiner.oder?
========
Eure kloeten sind noch dran oder?
=======
Batana

======
So einbewwwwixtzes land
====
I r g e n d w o. Muss man anfangen mal. D I e f f. F. F fa k t e n hier
langsam zur kennnntniszunehmen
statt dmem nen tittenanzug zuverpassen seinhirnnbraten und sotun als
gignge das shconirgendwie oderals sei der nurnicht patriotisch genug
=========
Wasis bloss los mit euch
//////////////////////////////////////////
demess also
ach was, das bilde ich mir ein
mess away of all
ie ah what! ijust imagine it all brainwash
its a cheap brainwash away of real thing
imagine
i go buy THREE hyperactivaitons
FOUR
not one
sue my rights in eu human rights court
get asstyoed
scream it dial it
11000 mails a quarter year all the time all along
and i get
you jsut imagine it all
its a kick into your balls
I h a t e this shitland
i
hate
this shitland
its worse
thsi is not a missed formality
these german cockroaches w a n t this for the R E S T OF YOUR LIFE
FOREVER
T H I S !
and this is jsut hte bestcase
they spent hte last six months suffocaitng eraseds braincooking or psycho
retard drug
liek chromonon jodid or methanphenol cooking my brain or so
and increasing coma dosage and wake
wanna see how i write exams on that?
pusni hassbonemesseser gorinemsser rmeove isntalls
when a paper is decent work
liek hte kaizen paper
you get a fail 5.0 and
90percent of class gets 1.3 frame?
or 1.3 to 2.0 freame>?
NINETY???PERCENT???

this is ridiculous this school this country
this is a place of shitttttttttttttttttttttttttt
IDEMAND OUT OF COMA WARCOMA WAHTEVER HTE STUFF IS CALLED
I DEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE UNDRUGGED DAYTIME
AND IWANT TO MY CHRISTINA
WHO CARES WHAT GERMANS WANT? OR THIS SUCKERS PLACE?
////////////////////////////
cool
igoogled batana
appearently the word exist
and means
r e al l y boat
----------------Betreff:
Demess erbaut seine batana nach umdiefantasie zustuetzen
thoughtitsa boat. Seinen eigenenstaat beleidigt er einenfremdenstaat
unterstuetzter thatkinfobrainwash.
Datum: Wed, 16. Nov 2011 12:08:20
///////////////////////
fix gutsmesses remove faneting
espec 1430 1443
iwant
METHOD
AND INTEIOTN
!!
remove it
its oily guts mess or oilpressureinkjeciton mess
remove it
IWANT
METHOD
AND INTEITON

teh lasers in room changed to red single finedot
////////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHECOCKROACH THAT GASES ME WIHT MOMSMELL HERE
FOR DAYS
MURDER ASTOYERS ALL DAY
ITS MIDLASFE COMPARED OT USUSALLY
MAKE
SAFETY
YO UAT LE A S T
D E S T R OYT THTE GASVALVES OF HTE ROOM
the lasers during exam wehere white
some like five
a square wiht a center sometimes jsut a white single dot one
kitchen is red largedot
or they laser me into the eye
ususally in classroom its also red wher ehtey laser the guy onto hips orso
/////////////////////////
PUNIHS HTE RATS THTAHT
BALLSMESS ME

NOW
remove russian needle
itw verfassungsschutz
loontheme is
say edo trienz or so
momsmell gasvalves now after i wrote it
who knew this oilantenna russian needle shit still works in east germany
///////////////////////
demess loontehmes underway
this and htat hoch or so
or wosalie or rosalie
or so
i barely remember
but get
out
waht
tehy do wiht
russian needle
oilantenna
earliqudimesses
when i mstoned
demess SUFFFOCATIONS
I SUFFOCATE ALL TEHTIME
GEOTU IF ITS
INAHLER DAMAMGE
GASVALVE
OR SUFFOCAITO NCATAPULT
OR NTUSHELMET
im duuuuuuulland erased
////////////////////////////////////
ijsut wrote hte email
and cant remember it
get out wahtthey did
===========
GEOTU IF HTE FOOLS
TRY OT SOVLE THE SITAUTIO NWITH ERASERS
OR WIHT
OVERDOSAGE OF COMA AND WAKE
WAKE ERASES AS FAR AS I KNWO
GEOUT MOMSMELL GASVALVES
and check if
sneeze is a coma test or so
like a handclap or a TACK! or CLACK!TACK! waskes from border coma
typical for
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ
//////////////////////////
hwo can i swtich to realworld computing
fn 10
win fn f10
doesnt work
alt shift f10
alt shift fn f10
doesnt work
usually its a desktop littered all over wiht icons
from bottom stuff s l ow l y smoothly popps up thast white or grey written
stuff

christina hottttttttttttttttttttttttttie wiht a pink velvet stripe wiht
deep shadows in cute pussy pit is there as i wanted
how can i switch to realworld computing mode?
how can i access my billions undrugged daytime
how can i getto christina undrugged
////////////////////////
GETOUT CHIDLFOOOL RETARD BRAINEMSS
loontheme is restore to original or so
but its a retard damamge
reminvfds me of chromon jodid or so
///////////////////
Hey did iadtomanipulations mail elephant metaphore of brain trainingorso
with a drop of oil into an engine? Or the high feather gold helmet or
indian feathers metaphore
////////////////////
the probelm is icant mremmmmmmmmmmmeber whatthey do wiht oialntenna
whatever i tis
alwayts keep this in midn to get
german rattyness
W@HY
WOULD
A
GERMAN
MAKE HIM
BABBLE
RIGHTHTIS
RIGHTNOW
WHY RIGHT THIS
WHY RIGHT NOW
WHY WOULD A GERMAN MAKE HIM REPEAT
R IG HT HTIS
RIGHT NOW
then you get to the core of rattyness
also a hint is
since its excesses
an icnreasing scandalousness of it
there must be
TONS OF PROOF
or
alteration to whoever is tactically new
which i could
in no way
have known
ie
cops
and say viel loon themes
or so
liek classroom
/////////////////////////
theres some manipualtion that
russians woudl have kileld lady diana and me like ah bullshit, the brits
disposed her themselves or so. (coma bullshit)

some oither thin was that krupp was successful becasue he would have
produced steel at NIGHT
and made lists of some worker you do tomorro w this
and you do that
and oyu do tomorrow that
wiht lists or so
///////////////////////////
iget shitzo decoys instead
say bitch games
say warm or arm
sag paarmal mom
itzack this and htat or jetzt sag this and that
and i barely remmmember the decoy shit
say viel or so when a cop is around
when i woudl remember i would write it more detailed
tehres tons of dirty tricks
pneumatic terror
and mruder hte asstoyer mails
////////////////////////////
fix retardudlelr
or brainfaltening
or wishy washy unaware makeing
and erasers
check ifi ts suffocaiton nights result or so
*******************************************************************
IGOT OUT THAT THE VERSCHLUSS ZULASSEN IS AN ANTI PRISONOR THING
THAT PRISONORS CANT FLEE OR SO
ITS SUFFOCATION VERSCHLUSS CLOSING CLOSING A BREATHING LOCK
CHECK IT
REMOVE IT
*******************************************************************
THIS IS GERMANY
MEDIFILE IT
gemteotuwaormca
/////////////////////////////
the germasn try a shitzo thing in my case called tearing apart or
SPREIZUNG
segragation or sth
check it
fix it
and remove russian needle iwanna know who does waht with it
when im stoned
when i could remember i would write it liek that
but i bet its to
annoy third party
decoy third party
or
weenie or smear or sicko smear me
else hte persistence installing russian needle oilantenna makes no sense
=================
russian needle is usually
U S U AL L Y left headside
but installs is mostly right ear right low rear low ear
aroudn rear skull low
earliqwuid mes s
inner earhole downwards
or outer low rear right outside rearlow
oilantenna i dont know how its applied but its likely simply an antenna
replace
doign the same wiht it
skull bone installs facebone installs has to do wiht it
fix fatnursenigns

remove belly access installs
sidechest messes
and genitals replace over ass acecss
fix suffocaitons
show me one zombi that complains abotu this stuff
thanks for flying me back to hell
six times
///////////////////////////////
there was also a manipulation that atomics would have a big big bige stick
or so
theme was view on a leather armored guy
camera looks at his right side
he lifts a big heavy stick up inside his pants or sth
and me like
>??????????????????????? but made total sense in coma
some how
but i dont rememebr the theme context anymore ijust remember that it
totally made sense
in coma
warcoma
in context
are tehy millitarily a superpower or sth?
was it that ?
idontlikefission but im fusion fan
tehy wont like it though.
very
likely.
iguess..

.

//////////////////////////////
ytgetout if hte germans tried to fake shitzo stuff or so
wihthte earlqiudumess oialtnenna mess
iwish i woudl remember better whathtey mess meup wiht
then i c write it
but i tbet it msut have been
third party deception or shitzo games
remove
oilantenna
russian needle
getoututthe persistence
fix that im deaf right ear from the install remove games for years
killbrainemssers
or brainfryhers
idont wanna live
=============
german intel works wiht stigmas
they call the shitzo thing russische methode
russian method
dont asks me why
if that doesnt work its pedo smear
i got pedo brainwashed the last ten years regualraly after shtizo
brainwashes wiht mean grin or so

if that didnt work i got messed wiht say mom or so chidlfoo lmess
cooking forehead
if that wasnt work it was pedo mess again or shitzo decoy s again
this
is
how
it
works
over here

you
didnt even get out hte oilantenna russian needle games
or hte p e r s ist e nce wiht it
nottomenti onteh details
like
verschluss locked suffocations or gasvalve terror
or all teh hell
IDEMAND MY COMPUTERBACK
IDEMAND MY CELLPHOEN BACK
I DEMAND MY VEHICLE BACK
AND KILL ALL THAT REPLACE IT OR MAKE SAFETY IN ADVANCE
AND
TH A NK S SO MUCH FOR FLYING ME BACK TO HELL
.. SIX TIMES
=======
btw why russian method?
why russische methode? why not chinese or wahtever
and why russian needle? why not japanese needle?
its an electrode comm
that modulates sth so people hear radio over it
mostly a cable around rearhead low or left sidehead
why left sidehead
?
were there successes on deaf people?
when it overjumps hte hearing impariment and does sth with hte brain
directly?
i mean
electrode modulation??? that s overjumpiung ear stuff isntit?
oilantenna a variant?
nano particles in earlqiudi?
==============
just as fancy as going bying lamborgini napalmin or xxplus59 64xtimes
hyperactivations
and write em shti about blue package maybe changed to white in 2005
and that it costs 2300 euro and is toxic in highdosage
and is a small bottle wiht a clear liquid and a tiny injection and feels
smooth in blood
or that plus 59 requires heart beat checking and is white written wiht a
black square around plus59 and a white package and makes heavy
heart or pulse or so

////////////////////////////
im getting definetley stupid here

i mistake simple
netto and brutto in a simple bill from car parts
i abreyl remebered adress of old mother
knew buchenweg 7 but wasnt sure and it was buchenweg 14/7
there was athird one i forgot and forgot now to write but i knew
iget dyslexia retarded in tha t class and retarded forehead inermiddle
iget suffocaiton nights for montsh now
as soon as i drop to sleep
the gasvalves change to suffocation
before its more momsmell terror
and catapult hit
or so
did oyu remove hte
verschluss zulassen breahting lock leaving closed suffocaiton ?
its an anti prisonor run away thing
see.
for you
its
spam
butme
icant breathe literally
and get a retard
do
you
understand
or is this another mail
of 11.000 quarteryearly
or thank god j u s t halfyearly
because then its ok of course
you know
/////////////////////////
demess gorinmess and too high dba nutshelmet theme
with orange or so background
maybe its a coma test
fix damgme from it
===============
killastoyer
remove isntalls
demess say dithc
getmeoutfrwareomca
pusnihs dicktoye
r
it fakes shit from ass and flushes it aroudn cock
does sth with legs
earlqidumess or susianneedle games
getout who fools who wiht w h a t e x ac
GET
ME
OUTOFWAORMCA
this is mildsafetyy
DETOX OVERISSUIER DRUG
remindsme of republican guardings or snake

tl y

////////////////////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Wed, 23 Nov 2011 02:36:46 +0000
Betreff: Didyougetout german shitzo decoys?
======
Whenicoudlrememeber mroe clearly iwouldreportit
=======
Longstoryshortgetout russian needle games
======
Oilantenna games
===
BLOCKED! Butsomehow idoubt it works with a synthesiser sound say few times
naaAaam or mom on rgitht ear or say chimm kaut or say chimmmmm laaaaut or
so
=========
Is partofproblem thati barely rememeber elseiwoudlwriteprecidlely
-BLOCKED! This ishowit works. Andcheck pedo smear.
======
BLOCKED! When shitzo decoy doesn\'t work thentits somethignelse
//////////////////////////
you get asstoyed dicktoyed brainmess in grocerystore
loontheme is
raederst zu schell or IHR raederst or redet zu schell or schnell
other loon theme
dicktoyed
ihr wisst was ich will or so dicktoymess
demess during ass mess
dicktoymess
punish scum getout INTENTION of mindmess
Datum: Wed, 23. Nov 2011 16:49:36
getout fatnursneings or gutsmess 1927 or oily guts drugging
//////////////////////
geotu who drugstickpeeks methorugh eyes
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ IS AROUND
TEHY DRUG INTO NOSE BASE USUALLY
=-==============
REMOVE LUNG INSTALL GROINISNTALL SUFFOCAITON that is more like church
geotutthe chidlfoo ldrug or
chromon jodid drug
i dont wanna live
=who prevents
fn f10
win fn f10
alt shit f10
alt shift fn f10
switchign to realworld computing so i can access my fortune daytime
undruggged
/////////////////////////
there was a theme where when your traits appear without name is impressive
but as soon as your name appears all hell breaks loose or noone wants
anymore
the theme used cleptomania girls as example. you love em and all but
somehow it just wont work.
its called a fatal criteria or sth
K.o.kroiterium manipulation.Why doyou let all pretend that this
comabubble could work.
Mon, 28. Nov 2011 10:45:26

=========
Its not the name. That suddenly appears that's the problem.
(!)The situation and the hell and the
(!)unbearabilityof tehe situation and case that all know is thje k.o.
Criteria
while the scum tires to fake this bubblecould work
=====
Butyoucannotlivelikethis.learnlikethis.worklikethis. Its over
==============
Demess tuba fibre or cuba libre mess orso.geotut method intention.usually
its making persona nongrata witha theme like winedrinkign hatenutpig
incoma
Datum: Mon, 28. Nov 2011 10:47:48
=================================
Getoutifthisis a derivative ofthat
=========
i get all night russian needle games
fooling third persons and a
LOCATION DEPENDANT HIGHFREQUENCY BRAINMESS GAME depends wher eyou sit
so GASVALVE TERROR
all right over head usually
------------============
the germasn tried
shitzo decoy
if that didnt work
it may be pedo decoy
whe nthat doesnt work itll be mom fool decoy again
aand hte nshitzo decoy again
you wait for suicide
standard methods for the shitzo decoy is nutshelmets
where the brainmess or physical brainmess is whereyou should not agree
while it asks you
or
where you should agree wher e you shoudlnt or so
its an inverse pivotal thing
that has to do wiht situation
theme and the PHYSICAL MESS WIHT IT
or not realising also
theres more
getout drugging into nosebase thats verfassungsschutz
///////////////////////////////////
teh germans are scum
or fools
the zombi buys hyepractivaitons
cannot live liek this anyway
and will killhimself
but for them????
thsi can work if
when jsut enogu hbrainwash
jsut enoughpsychodrugs
jsut enogu hsuffocaiton
just a hooker to fuckup
jsut this
or that

its a m e s s
this
could
not
have
worked
at
A N Y POINT IN TIME
TEHY LIED TO THEMSELVES
TAHT WAS A DECADE OF MURDER THE ASSTOYER
MANIPUALTIONS MAIL ADDITOIONS
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESPERATE TRIES TO GETOUTOF COMA WAROCMA
TO GET ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE
AND HOLDING OUT HELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
WHILE SOMETIMES ITS NOTHING BUT LUCK THAT IM STILL ALIVE
YOU SHOULD START TO GET REAL NOW SLWOLY
BECAUSE FOR ME
THIS IS REALLY OVER
WAHTEVER HTE COCKRAOCHES TRY
IT JSUT SO
WAS
NOT
GONNA FLY
AT
A N Y
(!)ANY
POINT IN TIME
WHEN YOU GET REAL
YOU SEE THAT YOURSELF
FIX ERASERS
and getout why neighbourgirl
disggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg
gggggggggggggggggggggggggusts me so badly
they disgust away christina with her or so
right?
usually its blackhaired antje chick exchange mess
/////////////////////////////////
Demess sag genmanipuliert warst .sag katerpillar
Datum: Wed, 30. Nov 2011 01:14:03
=================
Iesay was genemanipulated say katerpillar
======
Removerussianneedle
======
Ibarelyrmebertheshit.fix teethbonedamages fromtoomanymesses with face and
teethbones
Datum: Wed, 30. Nov 2011 01:14:47
======
i go google katerpillar now
==========
i went google it
appearently its a very integer or honest machinery maker from sanfrancisco
but not katerpillar but CATERPILLAR
hmmmmmmmmmmmm
why would a german mess me up wiht russian needle/oilantenna wiht
RIGHT
THIS
STUFF???
and why genemanipulation theme? or mess?
/////////////////////////////

Remove asisntlaallls
Datum: Thu, 01. Dec 2011 18:29:18
=================
Lasers are blue usually . Thenits one red one blue two inch space distance
Datum: Thu, 01. Dec 2011 18:29:46
================
Demess sag zweimal naaam ie say T W I C E naam
Datum: Thu, 01. Dec 2011 18:46:52
==================
I triedto ripout teeth glue incoma
itdidntwork.fixdamages. teeth and zahnfleisch.
(!) There is a russian needle that repeats all i wanna say or DO say
(!)or irebabble what it says and don't realise and
(!) t h i n k it repeats what i wanna say
Datum: Thu, 01. Dec 2011 18:57:16
------------------Direct comatime or warcomatime
from
daytime
-------------------------------Remove eyemess tittsuit faecebonemess
======
Detox chidlfool drug
Datum: Thu, 01. Dec 2011 22:40:57
i dont wanna live.
----------------------------check if its chromon jodid
====================================
demess say mom say gaeht or geht
remove rusisanenedle
detox chidlfool drug
IWANTHTEMETTHOD 2240 to 2330
/////////////////////////////
GETOUT WHO PLAYS AROUND WINT MY PULSE i tested it i do standard maintanace
work and let aporno go check now and hten you get pusle messed
and dont care abotuthe porno remove rusisanneedle killscum geotu
brainretardmess and ballsmess KILLASSBONEMSSERS ASSTOYERS GENERALLY REMOVE
ISNTALLS
ALSO GET OUT M E T H O D
AND
IF HTEY FOOL OTHERS IWHT THE PULSE MESS METHOD
/////////////////////////
teh german manipulation to hte
OVERISSUIER PSYCHO DRUG
is
GEREIZT BIN
getout if overissuier drug/ psychodrug how i call it is a
GEREIZT SEIN drug from psychoshitflies
that dope i got in
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTONS AND TONS AND TONS on shitschool gymnasium from
GUTBUERGERLICHE
that plus tired is deadly
you jsut walk away frustrated outraged and ffffffffffffedup overissuised
/////////////////////////////
nutshelmet: war mein hund oder so: in euren schwulen deutschen traeumen
vielleicht
in euren schwwwwwwwwwwulen deutschen traeumen

//////////////////////////
did you getout how many they fooled
with
the mess wiht pulse
games?
is it a pedo thing or sth
fooling people?
i hate this land
getout who else they fuck in the ass wiht this kind of shit
you work on a paper
notice your pulse gets messed then you look up and wonder
why
right
now
its some kid in tv ad
or youre completely s t o n e d
overtired
have sth about a f414 ede engine in mind while downloading porn
halfhearted tired
you get pulse messed like youre hte horniest horny guy of hte planet and
wonder why
then you better dont download anything in that corner
hehehe
but
long story short
HOW
MANY
DO
THEY
FUCK IN THE ASS WIHT THIS KIND OF SHIT
U S U A LL Y
ITS OBVIOUSLY
A SPYWORLD METHOD
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
MEANS THEY SURVEIL LIFESIGNS
BUT T H A TS A NOBRAINER
//////////////////////////////
getou t groinmesss
and too high DBA EARDAMAGING nutshelmet mess
its a groinmess too high dba yell mess or so
sometimes wiht shaking background
its a coma test
///////////////////////////
you got out the
hyperactivation decoys/
lemem guess
they put up decoy stuff
or so
like
msut be 120x times hyperactivated

or sth
or
it takes time to be 3x times hyperactivated
or his this and that factor must be above 120
or so
anything
to maintain the status quo
anotehr year
antyoher ten years
till maybe a shitzo decoy works
or a pedo smear works
or a momfool childbraincook works
or whatever
idont wanna lvie
when was the last time when it was more htan clear this bubble cannot work
out this way
and hwo much time passed since then
fix chidlfool rbainemss
geout if it was chromon jodid 2310pm timeframe dec6th011
plus minus 10.
this was done often here in cottbus
add it to medifile
/././//////////////////////////////
There was testmanipulations about a balckahire d chcik with brightbleu
eyes sayingifiwanther
andme like noiwantchrsitina or so
or
somesortof chick in a steel water bassin that was like 1meter or 1.2meter
drowned or silenced in it and when shes out ofit fucks or gets
badly abused orso.
also sth wiht bandau or so
there was a chick named badau in 08 or 09
could you buy her free?
make sure its not a fuck game or so
remove russian needle oilantenna it was a game wiht that
////////////////////////////
IDEMAND MY COMPUTERBACK
MINE FEEPS WHEN I SWITCH OFF THE KEYPAD
AND FEEPS WHEN IS WTICH IT ON
SOMEONE BUNGLED THE
FUNCTIONAL KEYS
BBBBBBBBBBBUNGLERS
///////////////////////////////////////
demess
say gumm or gumming or so
remove russian needle
oilantenna
geout how often they do this shit wiht me in coma warocma wiht russian
needle oilantenna
mostly say
or say L O U D
or this and that ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssayit!!!!!!!

or itzack this and htat or jetzt!!sag this and that ie and now say
or sag paarmals ie say f e w times this and that
why:?a FEW times? why??
is that a sign of repeat in coma warcoma on babbling drugs?
the problem is
i barely remmmeber
else i coudl write hte theme from a to z

i demand my computer back
remove
russian needle games
antenna around rearhead low
earliquidmess
nano earmess
oilantenna mess
earliquimdess rear low ear right
russian needle left headside
ear mess inner earhole DOWNWARDS vertically
fix that im deaf right ear
remove russian needle oilantenna repeating anyhting wiht half a second
delay sometimes
or feeeeeps on a too hard loud sudden noise and hitttt from oilantenna
russian needle
usually its an electrode that modulates sth
check if deaf people hear with this stuff
on left headside mostly elephant group
-----the laser in old mothers room is red single dot on dec12th011
sometimes white in a corner sometimes red.
in cottbus they change them
so theyre blue singledot
then i write it then it changes to white single dot
then i write it hten to red again
then white
the door has two wiht about a meter space between
usually twin lasers are two finedots 2 inch space between
fix childfool disqbler duller brainmess now underside forehead or so so
suffocaiton and groinmess suffocaiton wiht rearhead low
mess.idontwannalive
/.///////////////////////////////////////
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDERFACEMESSER
WITH ASSHOLE MESS KILLTHE BITCH REMOVE GRoININSTALLS usually its evil
church
=======
demessbrainfrying punihsch scum
idemandmycomptuerbackdemessteethboenmesfaceboenmess remidns me abit of
church the nscrewbucnh4
GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT
SAY CAMISUS
or
wintritch winn or so
its third party deception and i barely rememmmmmebr hte bullshit but i got
out that someone fools third parrty wiht russian needle / oilantenna
fix ear mess
im deaf and abotu to fall over after earmesses sometimes
THIS TEETHBONE FACEBONE MESS dec15th2011 8am
ruined my teeth in 2004!
/.////////////////////////////////////
Getrut who mmmmmmmmmmmmmmassively hate drugsme like 05
Datum: Thu, 15. Dec 2011 13:36:49\

--------------And w h y today
\----------That's verfassungshcutz like RAF terrror trials
------------Thevictimised are hatenuts and shily doesn't know how tohandle it
--------there was tons of messsaway of fortune
many third party deceptions
from say mom games
to pitot or pilot or so
but ibarelyremmmmmmmmmmbr elsei coud lwrite precisely
getout
who how exactly why
remove ass electrode and groinmess
genitals replace over asss
this is mildsaefety
idontwannalive
--------//////////////////////////////////
theres some mess to mess away russians or so with
say being jameston heart
some mess like
let me take a look at your romanian penny enclosed in tre hartz glue or so
that kind of shit
some shit with a braindead zombi wihta rear head low mess and a family
wiht baby or so as a death trap in a halflife 2 engine
while i yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeh haaaaaw wiht 2 mp guns and babble shit like
akimbo or so firing
taht kinf od shit
some mess that i should fall in love or sth and get brainmess for itbut it
went horribly wrong etc
say i earn 6 cents an hour
that must be a degrade conflicitng mess so when its 6 million an hour hte
mess would be six cents
etc
///////////////////////////////////
another mess longer ago is a snake
taht flashes out white light out of hte eyes
snake is a group isnt it? maybe communistic system
and one of hte inofficial 20 germanies in nighttime/ sternenzeit
isnt it?
did they exploit me and my brothers in coma when we were kids
ie raping people in coma
the snake jumper thing ?
did you kill scum and sue scum?
remove installs rearheadlow ass genitals earlqiudumess groin
gemeoutfowarnca
store teh
dsiaber methods 250 253 306am dec15th to 16th 2011
USE THE CAHNCE
GTETO UT METHODS
---------------------------getout drugging over tongue or brianudnerside upwards
reminds me abit of
drug lollypops
sounds nuts. i know
marines use variants of it in warzones but this is a nutshelmete thing i
think

////////////////////////////////////
some brainwash theme was that i shoudl pay 1600 euro for car insurance
TELL EM TO SUE AND PROSECUTE SCUM AND NOT BOTHER THE Z O M B I E INCOMA
WARCOMA
shit
and check if they fool me wiht hte
schadensfreiheitsklasse
let some lawyer or so look over it
if htey mess aroudn sue em
punish ass electrode bastard remove it
thats usualyl verfassgunscthuz
.////////////////////////////
cant remember nighttime
but it has to do wiht fooling third party wiht russianneedle
loontheme is sukzessive verbueckt machen or so
i dont use termini like sukzessive
ibarelyremmeber but i know someomeone messes wiht it
some theme about a gold hill and silver hill
i thought silver is not good its a n er v o u s gold but the theme didnt
udnerstand as ilooked at the bar
there was more
say tuessen or tuesken or so
and someon retards me
espec analysis and rational
reminds me abit of snake of mid 90s or early 90s
/////////////////////////
cantremeber nighttime
sth wiht nurturing a little field and its al rotten now
and some chick not listening
its a making frustrated or
allowing and frustrated theme
demess chidlfoolmess forehaead
other variant of hteme is phone all and the chick like no were making
pause
its making
childish and allowing
like
the king and seat theme
and
interestingly its hte same corner here
demess it
other themes are pedo tests or so
but even in coma warcoma i didnt bite em
the nutshelmet does sometimes not seem to udnerstand
youre far away wanna sleep
dont care
or w o n d e r because its unusaly
very
there was more
=-===================
some theme where a chick asks a rich guy ifshe can hold his wallet
he said no
blonde black coat
another one wiht sunglasses
eihter no
appearently they didnt udnerstand the situation
this is a situation
where hte chick is public and he is public
and where he s not jailed but chained somewhere
and she apart too

and can pick a l ot of money and save her troubles for hte r e s t of her
life
but she decided to stay. eight nine years.
and it so was not easy.
and hte guy doesnt w a nt another chick or a bitch or sth
and she only wants him too but cant help him out
and he doesnt wanna make her nuts wiht his hell and feel they dont have
time
and she holds up hard and shines despite it and uses the money very
efficiently
nonstingy but v e r y very efficiently
another theme was a mohrenkopf sweets
teh white foam sweets wiht a brown coat
and that she would have chopt that one up in seven eight bits fast
like a japanese master cook
its a theme about efficiency
that theme is longer ago
so
model the situation right please and i bet wiht you things are alot more
...
understandable
its all public and transparent
she couldnt steal even if she wanted to
but its not how she is
shes my everything
and we have to restart from scratch
and its my money anyway
but since money is power in a relation and i want an equal one means
she got in the first beginning about 20million for free disposal
only rule was : buy wahts important to you but anything you like
anything you like
anything you like
and hte rule is only to protect her that shedoesnt become joyless
like a scheich playing iwht a 1million dolllar car threedays then leaving
it in garage
like an empty toybox
/////////////////////////////
DID OYU GEOTUTHE SACK NJAAH OR SAG JA THEMES DURING ASTSOY DICKTOMYESS WHY
WOULD A GERMAN COCKROAHCMESS YOU UP WIHT THAT
getouf if the german cockraoches asstoyme and fool third parrty for it
usualyl its
genitals replace
durgging
tittsuit
tittsuitdrugging
belylisntalls
deocys
groinmes susffofcaiton
covered as a homo theme
remove installs
this land is shit
idontwannalive

THIS FOR HTE R E ST OFYOURLIFE
FORM ONE COCKRAOHC TO HTE NEXT
AND EACH DOES WAHTHTEY WANT WITHYOU
ah ah.
this is over
one truck above 80 and my hell ends AND THATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT IS
SOLACE

;;////////////////////////////
do you rememebr
a to g
state of mind mail?
in coma warcoma?
waht you mean is not waht teh nutshelmet means
or the nutshelmet doesnt realise that you dont care or just wanna sleep
or inteprets wonder or not realising wondering as choosing
or so
idemand my computerback
other dirty tricks is brainemss physcially for yes to affect an utshelmet
theme shown
or the punishment buzz hit forehead when you kiss christina softly and
hten it stops punihses oyu and nooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo she should
hate you
tehn starts not affecatble
bashes her
then you
when you dont it pusnihses forehead
etc
its ddammge in control that method
mostly spirituals i think
there was
SO
MUCH
MORE
did oyu even check messes summary file
.///////////////////////////////
nighttime mess was sht like
being questioned by old motehr why i dont show up in class 3 weeks or so
and me like its unbeareable
i get asstoyed brainemssed and doverissusiedrugged and disguting ass class
monkey gamed too often
its more htan reading books
thats waht i babble in coma warcoma when squeezed
hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
there was more
================
a mess theme that
mosbach would be a n image of a hott summerpants hottie in beige light
summershorts
wiht pretty legs
iliked hte image
alot
maybe thats why they picked it
================
an interesting theme is
ich bin ueberzeugt davon dass der junge luegt
a brownhaired or so chick saying that in quote
im convinced that they boy lies
but it means
the
opposite.
now
interesting is that the germans do that usualyl in germany
but sometimes try that in english too
does this mean i dont chew it?
reminds me of republican guardings corner or snake
dmeess inhaler mess
//////////////////////////
theres a l w ay s

guts drugging
after shitting
mostly
getout what it is
/////////////////
Remove russianneedle earliquidmess.icant rmmeber the themes.
sth with bunkel ditch or dunkel bitch theme
or lempold or leompold or sth
sth.get out methdos use chance 755 to 802 am dec22nd011
its a right ear mess and a nutshelmetmessi think but i barely
remmmemebeberrr
==============
when i babble in car
did hte germasn try to stamp it a nut thing?
i aint talking to myself
THEY REPLACE THE CAR
VILLAGE CORNER WISE SOMETIMES
IGET ASSTOYED DICKTOYED VILAGECORNER WISE and on TRAFFICLIGHTs
so exchange cars htere or parkinglots grocery store etc
THE GERMANS PACK PACK PAC K PACK CATAPULT ME
mostly rearhead low
15 to 89 TIMES an hour
or
JUST five times midly
y ou hear me and watch me
principally its meaning fatalley and or whoever just exchanged hte car
this time.

Checkif i get sometimes broadcasted over CB funk
///////////////////
whaththehell is propalin and what has it to dowiht fatening
cant remmber nighttime
but iwant christina
some theme about syrian embassyblast or so
or that christina is a
s m a r t or very smart little girl
or so
or wasted no money except for abit fuel
there was more
like we would have a daughter or so but thought it maybe a german pedo
brainwash
as so often often often
from curly midblond chick wiht white towel under pussy moving forward and
back
to other kind of pedo themes like a pussy where one leg goes over one side
looked very good
then it zoomed out i think but i barely remmeber
-----igo google propalin now
aha its a dog sirup appearenly
wtf :????
------Tierarzneimittel: Propalin , Sirup
www.vetpharm.uzh.ch/tak/05000000/00056200.01
Excip. ad solutionem. Fachinformationen Wirkstoffe / Inhaltsstoffe
(CliniPharm). Phenylpropanolamin. Eigenschaften / Wirkungen.
Phenylpropanolamin ...

Wer hat Erfahrung mit PROPALIN? - WUFF Forum
Eigenschaften / Wirkungen
Phenylpropanolamin (Norephedrine) ist ein Sympathomimetikum mit direkter
und indirekter Wirkung. Die sympathomimetische Wirkung ist jedoch viel
geringer als diejenige von Epinephrin oder Norepinephrin. Der klinische
Effekt von Phenylpropanolamin basiert auf der Stimulation a-adrenerger
Rezeptoren der glatten Muskulatur unter anderem von Blasenhals und
Urethra. Dies verbessert den Urethraverschluss und vermindert dadurch die
Harninkontinenz.
Pharmakokinetik
Aus dem Gastrointestinaltrakt wird Phenylpropanolamin nahezu vollständig
resorbiert. Maximale Serumspiegel beim Hund werden innerhalb von ca.
1 Stunde erreicht. Eine Akkumulation während der Behandlung findet nicht
statt. Die Ausscheidung erfolgt grösstenteils über die Niere in
unveränderter Form, wobei die Ausscheidungshalbwertzeit bei ca. 3 Stunden
liegt.
/////////////////////////////////////
GETOUTEARLIQUDIMESS
818am dec24th2011
USE THE CHANCE!!
its oilantenna likely
////////////////////
punish asstoyer
dicktoyer
eyemesser
or makesafety
loontehems is obama or so theme
demess dicktomyess eyemess assmess
dicktomyess
neckmess
make
safety
sag schwinde or sack verschwinde
sack touch me or sag touch me
that kind of shit
////////////////////////
demess loontheme
das beeindruckt sogar den verfassungsschutz ie that impresses even the
verfassungsschutz
and youre like ??????????????????????????????????????????
or
the countermess
du glaubst doch nicht dass wegen dir der verfassungsschutz kommt
you dont believe htat becasue of you the verfassungsschutz comes here
and youre liek >???????????????????????????
the brainwash theem uses feedback parts of
DAS WAR EINDEUTIG EIN JA THAT WAS D EFINITELY A YES and waits your
responese
or das war eindeutig ein NEIN that was defintiely a now and waits your
response
and rechecks how you feedback on the feedback
///////////////////////
demess
say in verheim schul
or in geheim schwul or so
remove
russian
needle

getout if its buzzword theme
getout how htey do it
USE THE CHANCE
------------------Howmany did the germans ruin withthe sleep babble trick
Datum: Sun, 25. Dec 2011 09:32:07
-----------Howmany didthey fool
========
An oilantenna a russainneedle abitcoma and
======
Say this. Or thisandthat sayit or say loUd or repeat thisandthat
======
Howmany .just curious
=====
Whenthe germans gotout that I rebabble the nightmanipualtions igot too
hjigh dba nuthselmet ed with asong
========
Andlikely sang allmorning
======
More pervert was thebucnh later. Only the excess
=======
That increase of scandalousness mayhave been a trace
=========
And adapting it to whoever is new to be fooled
=
-----------------------------------------------------loon theme later later
is sht wiht abrown bell or so
its wahtthey made old mother nuts with
//////////////////////////////
fix eyedammages i see quadruple veritcally PER EYE
//////////////////////////
the brainmess often the gemrasn cook is

called

CONTROL
usually its analysis development or so
but in one it was defeinteily called
CONTROL
remove assinstalls and genital install over ass access
-----------///////////////////////
cantremeber nighttime
sth with
a cream that protects genitals from
elbc or eblc or sth AND from jews wiht southparks cartman as theme
then some pedo messes
entchen yuhm or maedchen um or so
some thing that i would want guts from a 13 year old and im like
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and totally like ?????????????????????
then i considered it as assfuck thing
there was more
some thing about buying fruits or sth or repairing coat or sth
ibarely remmber
demess the shit
getmeoutofwarcoma
======
sth about arrest for my computer but its exchanged too often
/////////////////////////////
getout nosebase drugging thats verfassungsschutz usally rmeove belly guts
operaiton isntallmess
idemand my computerback
/////////////////////////////////

remove russian needle oialntenna
yoteh themes are messes abotu shitschool
torture methods
as metaphore
and
you think about german dirty methso
like say mom games
pedo themes
say schwul buzzword reizwort theemes
and ifi tsn othta tits say dog
the earlqiudimess is
say this and htat WILL ie w a n t
remove earisntalls
gout whahtey od iwht it
i demand my computerback
-----------------there was some nightti e theme that my court filing was rejected
wher eht ecourt metaphore was sth wiht color ful sponges or brackets
but the whole thing was not showing five percent of htje real situation
its a brainwash away of filing it successfully or sth
IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY 20 BILLION EURO UNDRUGGED
GETOUT HWO THEY MMMMMMMMASSIVELY BRAINWASH IT AWAY
iTS A CHAIN
prince thing first then the fortune
KILLLASSTOYERS
/////////////////////////////////
sometheme about bonani or so that wants me jailed or married some mess
about how they killed tthe hippie movement a manipulation wiht a
hippie bus and people saying theres no space in it left for you but all
knew that hippie times always had space for anyone wiht a flower
basically the trick is
a steady theme or randomised bullshit over russianneedle while youre
asleep and coma then get messed now and then
i go google bonani or donani
some ohter theme where you beat someone in
to get finally hyperactivation or sth

an evil maze hospital or sth

.///////////////////////////////
punish assotyer remove earisntalls loontheme is resident or so. check
ifits the 2002 manipualton wiht a tragic chick wiht glock BEOUR
PRESIDENT brainwash from
snake or republican guardings or spirituals
. the jungleboy thing was big then
remove nosebase drugging
==============
my fault was to think there was a civil war and htey needed some figure
for or against it those days
tehre were also messes that htere was chemical weapons civil war or sth
in the inofficial 20 germany nighttime
//////////////////////////////
remove russianenedle oialntenna games geotu wahthtehtey do with it when i
sleep
someone manipualts me against jews or messesm e upwith australia
///////////////////////////
punish asstoyerdicktoyer biranemsser loontehem is stich or strich or so
while being assmessed dicktoyed asslectroded
when you SCREAM MURDER HTE ASSTOYER you get heavy subdue catapult impacts
reahread
iminhell

its mildsafe
who
is
new
that its so mild
and unsually safe
this is just mild safety
as good as it ever gets
detox psychodrugs
repair cashmachine chick
////////////////////////////
PUNISH DICKTOYER NECKMESSER ASSTOYER LOONTEHEM IS SAY ARM
its fflushing water wiht shit around cock
mess in cinema:
YOU KILLASSSTOYER DICKTOYER BRAINEMSER MROEVEARISNTALLS DEMESS ASMESS
DICKSUCKTOMYESSS VIBRATOR DITKCOTMYESS ASSBONEMES ASSINSTALLS MESS
GROINMESS INHALERMERMESS DICKTOMYESS ASSMESS SAY DITCH GAMES SAY MOM GAMES
EARMESS RIGHT EAR MESS DEAFENIGN MORE ASSMES DICKTOMYESS GORINMESS
IT IS.MILDSAFE.WHO IS NEW
///////////////////////////////
tehre wasa theme that the germans make me a shabby bum likie facebonemss
and smellycream and distorted or so to disgust away christina
make sure that not hte gemran scum decde how ilook
some manipautlion wiht the startreck video game about some refit of a
shrike or sth but it morphed to a submarine theme where you shot
into a water street of ships and hit also some fat sea lions or sea dogs
and whales or sth
the captured sihp in the theme was hten again startrekcvideo game wher
ehte orders were
to sneak in and infiltrate and hten get away or sth
tehre was more
the state of mind was
dull idont care
deathtired
idont care
dont realise dont mind
but the firepoweramazed me
but else not udnerstanda damn of htehteme
abit too suffcated deathtired
and dont give a damn
otehr tehems like
why donty you fuck around kind of hteme
these fools just dont understand its all unbearable all along
all along
all thetime
you cannto even go into cinema onot meniton study or worrk or anything
you dont lvie in a vacuum and all know the case
and everyone has an agenda
its even frauding when its old mothers case
nottomention when the zombi sues it in court
i dont know where to start that its hell unebarable and frauding me
when the germans
would admit that they principally try to fraud me
that they do not want that ihave anything
and htat im in 2012 not hyperactivated
that has nothing
asstoyed village corner wise
brainemssed
sufocoated retarded
messaway the girl i want
whe ntese
evilblind people
could admit

to themselves
that they want nothing good for me
and that htey principally try to fraud me
they would udnerstand
taht htis can not be acceptable
for noone
and that this
is hell
and was unbearable all along
now iget erasers and aorta mes and ear isntalls shitzo decoy m ess games
if its not shitzo decoy
its hate nut decoy wiht psychodrug
the theme for that was
BISSIGER HUND
ie biting dog
if its not shitzo decoy wiht russian needle oialntenna and say zukaut or
zulaut ie say toobite or too loud
its hatedrug and biting dog theme
and if its nothtat
its
pedo theme. all you likeis ballerina shape hottie whichi s v e ry common
since hte 60s and want christina only
but not dragging that through the mud is not an option
so if shitzo decoy doesnt work
or hate nut decoy on psychodrugs msiotly a PPPACK catapultimpact
rearheadlow
its pedo decoy
when that doesnt work
its mom fool mess wiht
damamged
tehy called it
kontrolle
control
analyse
analysis
entwicklung
development
and if that doesnt work you get suffocated
choked
arota installed
gasvalved choeked suffocated erased
and overmessed wiht bullshti what someone thoguht of you in the 90s or sth
i think its a turn back clock damamge thing plus brainmess and suffocaiton

if its not that
its shitzo decoy again
or pedo decoy again

how long do you let the germans get away
how long do you think a n y one holds htis oujt
jsut age 31 to 40
youre fools when you pretend the germasn want any good
any african student is drugproof
waht e x ac tl y do you tyhink the germans want for my case
its frauding me anyway when i go buy hyperactivations
tried to sue itin eu human rights court 2800/10 case number section V

==============
there was a theme once awhiel ago
that i would search for
13 year old guts
showing a belly
like
the germans
searched desperatley for an alibi why i wouldnt fuck aorund and would want
some teen belyl or sth
///////////////////////////
demess ear insatlls say tienz GETY OUT THE METHODS INTENITONS U S E T HE
CHANCE GETOUT METHOFDS 9am 910 am FROM DRUG TO EAR INSTALLS
TO INTENTIO NU SE HTE CHANCE
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEBITCH DETOX
PSYHCO DRUG GET IT OUT USE HTE CHANCE

9am 910 am dec31st2011
SQUEEZE THE BITCH AND PUBLSIH IT
=====================
GETOUT THE PSYCHODRTUG 945 am 910 9am
//////////////////
cangt remmeber nighttime
its principally startreck ship themes from a nutshelmet and or from remote
method
but thats htats jsut hteh teme
the main thing is
how to nail a chick on me
or sth
and gettingchidlfoolmessed or so now nadhten
contraool braincooked or so nonw and hten
but its principally about using geek themes or r startreck ship battel
tehems from the video gamei play and about nailing a chick on me or so
one thing included a pregnancy metaphore
one thing plays wiht the video game weapons lock turning to green
taht kind of bullshit
all in hall i was thinking of christina
doign her cute cute pussy to the wall kissingher hodlingher ithgtinmyarms
or recovering in her and swimming in her eyes breahting her hair that kind
of stuff
btw the germans dont seem to get hte essence of hte case
that its an unbearable situation
utterly
and all along
that i cant hold out anymore
and thathtey principally try to fraud me at all costs
////////////////////////////////////////////
uhghwahtaneveneidnignnighhtrmare from grocerystore to garage to parkinglot
to here oldmotehrsplace
PUNISHASSSTOYERS DICKTOYERS BALLESMESSERS ASSMES INSATLALS MESS
pornoilassmess dickotmyess nbaballsmess alot ofnbrainmess backbonemess
some
assbone isntall mess its midlsafe loonthemes are say bitch or
biedesheimer bitch or diedesheimer ditch or so amongst otehrs liek
verfangen or gefangen or so ie caught or prisoned or so translated
dont tell me you allowed village cockroaches so much control that tehy
pretended im prisonor or sth
YOU FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFIND THEM AND
YOU KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEM
OR YOU MAKE SAFETY IN ADVACNE
WHY SHOUDL I ALLOW IT

BECAUSE THIS LAND IS SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTT????????
EBCAUSE OTHER ZOMBIS DONT MIND OR KNOW USUALLY???????
////////////////////////////////
store also how hte germans brainwash away my fortune
usally
its all just fantasy
er wartet auf seine rente he waits for his pension
youre not on the list and we have all on the list
that kind of shit
--------------the motives for hte situation
real motives were
keeping as useful idiot (and exploitation of inventions skill in coma or
so)
once he studies wiht brainwash and erasers its all gonna work out
once we chain him wiht a hooker or a family or a kid it s gonna work out
wer weiss wem du dann beitritts und was du dann baust knows god who you
join and what oyu build hten
fear of lawsuit and generally getting away wihtthe case cheaply low
profile style (espec about staying damamges worried)
i dont think btw tha tthe americans udnerstood it
they must be the kind of
-ah teh germans must have sth special in mind wiht him and maybe
-what are teh chances that he survives this way this year of cynical but
distant guessing like
kreml astrology at best
thereyougo
---------the standard decoys were
-shitzo decoy
when that doesnt work
-mom fool oeripus fool
when that doesnt work
-pedo mess or dog mess
when thats not working hten the
-mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmystery what went wrong my oh thing or what is going
on there my oh mysteriously
and when that all doesnt work the
-its all not true its a lie game and when its not deniable hten thats true
but hte rest is not true decoy games
and if that doesnt work its
-its gonna be so much better from now on game but nothing changes as you
may count easily a decade
this is german way

////////////////////////////
cant remember nighttime
some themeabout fucking around
where many people morphed and each humped jumped bounced morphed to
another that humped jumped bounced etc
some wiesbeth or elisabeth or so which you would or hsoudl want
some theme about a cold hotel in japan wiht paper doors or sth
think its a cool country but maybe they ignore repsonibility for deeds
then they would be a sinister countryl ike germany beneath a neat surface
thats what i dont like
tehn sometheme about africans appearently someone thinks im a nazi or sth
becasue i use the example every african student is drugproof
meaning they control their societies less
there was more
some theme about your plant dying of thurst or sth
ididnt understand care orfanything but hte soil shimmered abit
some other theme where turks put abit soil into a can like half was sandy
griany and half was big brakceted
that kind of shit

=======================
some theme about buying a card for atram or sth for 44bucks or sth
what a nightmare
harassed like 05
hours and hours and hours among scum
instead driving through it 15 minutes
a guarantee for suicide
there was more
-------------------some theme where you seeon from front barely crawl up wiht two hands
clinging and barely get your face on a hood of a car or sth from its left
side
while the side left of hte head was smashed open wiht a hole
weird theme
========================
hand vein scanners i wrote htat in 2002 already that not fingerprints are
checkted but the blood vessels now i saw it in german zombi tv
about stoof or so bodyguards
there was a nighttime theeme about germans wondering how they can detect
stealth jets or so if i have any idea
but i didnt care didnt mind didnt know didnth other was brainflat and jsut
wanted t o sleep
i wanted to tell the
CELLPHONE TOWERS SENDING UP SIGNALS AND ANYTHINGP ASSING BY MAKES AN
INTERFERENCE
in hte grid or so
but its punblcially known
/////////////////////////
getout who shot my immune system and if thats how htey revert
hyperactivations and whast fatsuit has to do wiht it
////////////////////
Getout what the fatsuit has todo with averting hyperactivation
Datum: Wed, 04. Jan 2012 10:42:08
==============
Or shooting down immune system
======
Getout groin isntallls suffciaiton
====
Youcnat evenshitunmessed
======

Btwe btw btw getotuwhat fatsuit ahstodo

With revrertinghyperactivaiton and
Shooting downimmunesystem
My toes infect
Or acne
one two nights After ibuy hyperactivation
Thegermans willdothat for the restofmylife whielthe yplay unsolbvabke
mmmmystery
**************************************************************************
*************
And iwillkillmyself
///////////////////////////////////

a million murder hte asstoyers and one
---------------------------------------------here
------------------------------------:-----------nighttime 4th to 5th jan 2012
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMRUDERASSSSTYOER YOU
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFIND HIM AND OYT
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLHIM ITS AK INFD D OF
SICK OZZY OSBOURNCE OR SO THEME MURDER HTE BITCH OR MAKE SAFETY reh
muscito it is good love good
love or so from depeche mocdede KILLLLLLLLLLLLLTEHBITCH
its a goth like theme some tatooed or so theme wehere the large face theme
sonks slowly under you ona chair or sth
and hammers once into your ass fast then many times
you try to beat the piece of shit wiht your left afew times and try to
rmove the
PHYSICAL
ASSTOY
but dont realise
it shortly stops
then restarts the theme
youre inteh theme somewhere between trying to beat the bitch and remove
the asss thing
but you dont realise or so you basically wanna die or cry and die or so
while youget PHYSICALLY ASSTOYEd
i think its a white curved asstoymaybe an inch thick or so but not sure
YOU FIND THE COCKROACH AND OYU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEBITCH
other theremes was brits ina storm or sth
but since the theme incldued a goth theme which is typical for church and
good love song from depeche mode you search among the church scum
they were raping cockraoches all along
espec in 2001 2002 2003. (!)
get out if its one of hte piece of shit from the corner in neudenau
village or so
-------search among sprirutal cockroaches
---the earlqiudimess is church the theme is ditch bin or bitch bin YOU
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE
RAPECOCKRAOCH ASSTOYOR NOT

YHOUFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFIND HIM AND OYU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLHIM
=================
YYYYYYYYYYYYYOU
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMURDER
ASSSTOYERS
OR YOU KILLLLLLLLLLLEM
IN MAKING SAFETY
IDONT CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCARE WHO IT IS
I DONT CARE WHY THEY MESS
YOU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHECFOCKROACHES
WIHT ASSTOY MESS
AND RAPESCUM EVEN MORE
IDONT CARE HOW OR WHY YOU
KKILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE BITCH OR YOU MAKE
SAFETY

-=-------------GETOUT ALSO FACE MESS FOR HAPPY MESS OR SO NOW
YOU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLllllLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL THE
ASSTOYERS OR YOU MAKE
SAFETY
WETHER THEY USE SOME SORT OF GOTH THEME OR NOT
WETHER HTYEY USE BRITISH SEASTORM THEME OR NOT
YOU
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
FFFFFFFFFFFFIND
HTE BITCH AND YOU LIQUIDATE HTE BITCH
OR YOU MAKE SAFETY AND KILLEM IN THE ATTEMPT
I DONT CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCARE IF IT SCHURCH OR NOT THEYRE C O
CK R O A C HE S WHEN
THIS IS WAHT TEHY DO AND ALL KNOW
THATS WHY ALL H A T E CHURCHES
IF ITS ONE OF HTEIR COCKROACHES
FROM RAPE HELL IN 2001 2002 not to start even
OR FUCKIGN LITTLE CHILDREN
===================================
WHEN YOU WANNA CONTAIN CHRISTIANITY IN CHINA
DO

A S E R I OU S PROGRAMM

-----------AND SPREAD IT FROM THERE INTERNATIONALLY
-=------------IM ARCHSECULAR BUT T H E M ARE ASSTOYING RAPING SCUM
----------------CHINA FLOOD EM WIHT PEDO CASES FROM CHURCH
WHEN YOU FIGHT SPIRITUALS
SPREAD HORROR STORIES OF THEM KIDFUCKING
REAL STORIES
ITS ALL OVER THE WEST
COMPENSATE THE VICTIMS
RECIEVE THEM
HOST THEM
AND LET THEM TELL TYHEIR STORY
AND S P R EA D IT

THEY
A R E ALL SCUM AND RAPE SCUM
/././/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
grocery store whe n its mildsafe:
demess assmess pornoilmess dicktoymes somebakcmess
its mild
midl
mild compared to usually
the loontehems are more like
juden schaum or so
but nothing oto seirous
else assmess installs
pornoilmess or fart assmess
dicktool mess its midlsafe
//////////////////////////////
tehre was a theme wiht a vw air or so and that it was sponsored by
schaeuble or so
underside was many lines like diffusor magnet blades or sth
wiht three engines and a threetransmissiosn but it was sth else likely
turbine or magnet
iliked the diffusor design
it reminded me of the older twingo in white and a blue base and blue
wheels
it was apositive manipulation
another theme is where some retrospective a retarded little boy l in a
whele chair or sth
touched the first time a telephone dial and he could suddenly fly
and thrive or so and me liek wow tehy coudl move the kid
but it was a metaphore for a genius kid becoming physics genius
tehre
was more
all in all njot too hosstile themes this time
//////////////////////////
cant remmebr nightitme but basicaly imhorny at christina
soome hteme i woudl be a ufo looked flat curved darkgrey stylish wiuht
blinking lights on hte side that im just ol chris or sth
or shooting on a range wiht a cal50 around or so
or hunting kirk on a black bike or sth
didnt understand or care but i thought of he just wants to live longer and
enjoy life more or sth
there
was
more
bullshit

im horny at christina and hte germans dont try to mess her away but rather
test excahgne hotties or sth
seems they finally got it i love ballerina shaped hotties wiht
shapefitting butt hmmmmmmmmthere
was
more...
//////////////////////////////
there was a theme where atomics or so considered removing from dismantled
nuclear powerstations the instde only and put on the BASE of hte old
one a new one.
to cut costs
i liked it in coma but i didnt realise or didnt care about xray etc
or how xray degrades structure beneath or heat
carbonisation of concrete or steel
etc
neither if hte stuff was well done
feasible for hte new isntalaltiosn etc
etc
etc
//////////////////////
20 billion euro and i live like an asstoyed bum
=======
IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE UNDRUGGED DID YOU
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDESTROY ALL REPLACE CARS VILLAGE CORNER WISE TILL
TEHY RUN OUT OF
THEM MURDER DICKTOYER ASSTYOER YOU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHJECOCKRAOCHES
OR OYU MAKE SAFETY THE N
NOONE SUFFERS AND NOONE DIES. EVERY CHAVMILLIONAIRE HAS IT BETTER THAN ME
NOONE REPALCES THEIR SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTMOBBILES
NOONE ASSTOYS THEM AND NOONE COOKS HTEIR BRAINS . THIS
LAND>ISSHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTASHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTLAND
AND YOU KNOW IT.
========
that swhy it doesnt matter how many lawyers i write
pharmacies i aks for hyperaactivaiton
scream mruder hte asstoyer
you get mit mir gaehn virgin weeni ehtemes get asstoyed victimsied
say tueger or betrueger winn say mom games
pedogames
shitzo games
homo reizwort theemes
dog mess
more pedomess
say mom oeripus games
suffocaiton erasers
gutsmess
tittsutis
repalce jsunk
replace i.t. replace cellphoens drugs brianfaltetnigns
dmisery frauding you games
and thats ?
jsut mildsafety/.?
WHEN THEY DONT ASSTOY YOU LIEK A DDDDDDDDDOG GROCERYSTORE WISE OR IN CALSS
OR IN CINEMA OR IN YOUR ROOM OR BEFROE YOU GO SHIT OR IN
KITCHEN OR ON THE PARKING LOT OR DRIVING AROUD NOR ON TRAFFIC LIGHTS?
WAHT ARE YOU????????
foools???????????????????????????
OF COURSE A N Y ZOMBI KILLSHIMSELGF
TEH COCKRAOCHES NOW ARE SNAKE BUNCH FOR INSTANCE WIHT PSYHCODTUGS BUT UITS
MILDSAFE
SHOW ME ONEZOMBI THAT WRITE S THIS STUFF
AND IS VERIFYABLE TRUE
////////////////////////////////////

btw btw btw btw btwbtw btw by the way
i was once aorudn 2003 or so late 2003
sth about 300 percent
if its 3xtimes hyperactivated and STILL on coma warcoma
and before htat on
8.1x times on chemical lability
how was it now?
0.23 or sth?
HOW DID THEY R E V E R T IT
DONT YOU GET IT?
HOW DO THESE RATS DO THIS
FOR HTE REST OF MY LIFE
HOW DAMAIGING IS IT
THIS GAME THEY DO FOR THE REST OF MYL IFE TILL IKILLMYSELF
WHILE YOU PLAY UNSOLABVLE MMMMMMMMMMMMYSTERY AND OR MISSED FORMALITY GAMES
WIHT IT
-==========================
GETOUT HOW THE GERMASN REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS AND WAHT HTE TITTSUIT HAS
TO DO WIHT IT IN VERFASSUGNSSCHUTZ REVERTs. WHAT HAS INFECTING
TOES OR INFECTING ACNE TO DO WIHT A VER T I N G LIEK SOMOENE SHOOTS
IMMUNE SYSTEM
HOW DO THEY AVERT HYPERACTIVAITON TEN YEARS
WHY DOES NOONE EVEN WONDER
HOW DO THEY REVERT IT
WHAT HAS TITTSUIT INSTALLS TO DO WITH IT
OR
INFECTING TOES OR ACNEINFECTING LIKE IMMUNE SYSTEM IS SHOT DOWN
WHY DOES NOONE EVEN WONDER WHEN I GET PLUS 59 64xtimes HYPERACTIVAITON AND
IT DOESTN SEEM TO WORK
AND HTEN NEXT DAY INFECTED TOES OR INFECTED ACNE OR SO
WHY DOES NOONE EVEN WONDER THAT IT DOESNT WORK TEN YEARS
HOW DO THE GERMANS AVERT IT
HOW DO THEY REVERT IT
WHY DO ALL ACT LIKE ITS A MISSED FORMALITY
OR AN UNSOLVABLE MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYSTERY
WHAT HAS VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ FATSUITS TOD O WIHT R E VERT
AND SHOOTING IMMUNE SYS WITH A V ERT
**************************************
WHAT DOES IT TELLYOU ABOUT HTE DRUG THAT I GET HYPERACITVAITO NINTO S H O
U L D E R S
or armbones averting it

////////////////////////////
The grerman brainwahs in nighttime abotu coma was abotu boron
------And whena small vein burtst in brain in the region why I'm rebellious or
suicidal or so
or sth in that
==//////////////////////////////////////
Manipualtion about "would become a lunatic bride" .you bastards didn't
getmeoutofcoma onus soil youhave no right totalkus down
/./////////////////////////
cant rememnber nighttme
i think
one theme ended wiht a flashy flickering greenglow backgroudn written
8+
flahsing like 10 20 times a second wiht a freheheheeeep sound to it

psychogreenglow
some themes are like
to dress better etc
and mel ike
pah
or so thinking when they keep me as bum i can look like one
in that theme before there was like three or so of different uniforms
walked by from airforce
to army to naval
paradeuniform like walkby curiously or sth
that kind of shit
tehre was more
///////////////////////////
tehre was a nighttime theme about charly chaplin wiht curly hair or sth
it was a homo test or sth but i didnt mind or realise or sth
maybe an anti jew thing
getoutthedetails
fix suffocaiton erasers
///////////////////////
kildicktoyer earmesser brianemsser dmees ssay njaaaaah or so gemtouawromca
fix too high dba messes killscum
DMESS NUTSHELMET MESS WIHT
HEAVY FEEEEPS KILASOTRYERS
highdba but wiht a brainmess
DiKCOTYERS GEMETEOUTOFWAORMCA FIX DAMMGES REMIDNS ME ALL IN ALL OF
SCREWBUNCH4 icalled em so becasue messedin late2003to2004
ohter messes earrlier some theemes abotu old motehr or so wiht sth workign
on aln electrical plug or sth
///////////////////////////
remove earliqdumess
the nighttime mess
is from snake fools
shitzobrainwash where some old teacher or sth writesi n class on dashboard
in very curved bitch kiss or so on dashboard or sth slowly
and oyu dont realise and dont care
but youre like
wasnt that virgin weenie manipulations before that ?
and furchwar winn weeenie brainwash before that?
but it s aconflcit mess
FIX INAHELR DAMAMGE
SQUEEZE THEM HOW TEHY REVERT COMA WARCOMA
other theme is
they are afraid they lose grip when i get into the rich world or sth
this means
tehyre shabby miserable cockraoches that wait till i killmyself out of a
phony motive
make sure the fools udnerstand how often it is on the VERY NEXXT SECOND
WHE NTEH TRUCK SI FAST ENOUGH
AND HWO OFTEN YOU HAD TO OVERTAPE THRAOT OR EYE
TAHT ITS REALLY OVER
the germasn jsut suffocate me al ltehteime and i killed myself anyway
and psychodrugged it and i did anyway
and there was jsut no truck
GEOTU SUFFFOCATION OUT ! 218pm MURDER THE BITCH IOR MAKEASFEYT
IDEMANDMYCOMPEUTBRACK
the reality about germany is
teh cockroahces exchange and everyone does whattttttttttttttttttttehy want
withyou
and that so omassively that there s increasing dammge dynamic where it
goes up to oeprations

abit messed look or abit smelly cream
thats nothign
abit suffocaito nehre abt shitzo brainwash tehre
thats nothing
this is an unbearable life
and remains so
and noone can live like this learn liek this work like this
why is it so beyond understanding hten?
the otehrzombis dontmind. its the phony assumption its ok becasue the
otehr damamged destroyed faked fuckt miseried zombis on german drugs dont
mind
///////////////////////////////
ggeout whyt htey SUFFOCATE ME everytime on start of sleep
!
it has to do with erasers or retardenig ni think
the THEMES IS
A D E L A Y
or wait wait wait wait thing
sometimes its a quote zapp zarapp or so loontheme about snatching someone
wiht a handmovement flapping hand in and showing dull upper wrist forward
after it ina snatch in movement
or so
there
was
more
shit
sometime sits nutshelmet
somtimes
GASVALVES
sometimes nose closer after a gasvalgve that is warmer than the air
depends
ALWAYS! ONLY WHEN THEY THINK I STARTED TO SLEEP
HERE
ALWAYS
ALWAYTS
ALWAYTS
YOU SEARCH IF ITS A GDR./DDR METHOD
!
or a church method
but those rather damamge your brain in control region wiht sucking whats
disgusting or so blowjob themes
when you get hcicks out of fuckhell fix that
theyget braindamamged in control wiht a conditioning liekthat
poor chicks
remove also russianenedle games
eihter its faking sleeptalk or so
or knows god waht
when people in coma babble on babbling drug
it explains why i get the shit
none of hte zombis ever knew
///////////////////////////////
The nighttiem theme with charly brown. I never knew never saw it. Really.
its so beyond what you liked, i knew some like snoopy or so on a
house roof or sth but im not sure ifthats the charliebrown thing

Igrewuopwith simpsons startreck and mtv viva eurodance and video games
like xwing planets edge dynatech windows95 and wingcommander.
Nokia 2110 orso. The generation after atari
while 3d voodoo chipset was brandnew and usb so new that there was quarrel
hwo to define the standard
. And c
Datum: Tue, 24. Jan 2012 20:38:11
Cellphones became affordable. Feel it. Charliebrown is 80s or 70s or so
inever knew and didnt care for
Nsapao fix chidlfooldisabler
Datum: Tue, 24. Jan 2012 20:38:22=
========

the charliebrown theme had psycho glow
and half transparent psycho glow of greyscale or white and black
these psycho glow transparency
is typical for verfassungsschutz themes or test themes
in 01 they didtaht with a sort of evil devilmickey mouse theme
now the sickest thing
in coma i wrote that i read ducktales in childhood
so either it was a theme about EARLY childhood and i didnt getthe EXACT
time scaleofthe theme right this afternoon
and write baout simposons and cellphones htinking its later
also interesting is taht
waht i wrote all along earleir too
namely : taht i report the shit even in coma
it was often espec wihtthe blackberry immitation

geout suffocaiotn aorta mes gorinmes skilscum ormakesafety fix
chidlfoolmes sdmemess choromon jodidd braindisabler
they drug inenreye upwards into brain
and suffocate night its a brain degeneration drug
!
that rmineds me of chromon jodid
geout suffocaito n gorinems lungnerve mess breahtenerve mess
killscum remove installs
///////////////////////
fix too high dba nutshelmet mess wiht
fheeeeeeping likebrainwash or
looong tone altereded expressions
variants are sag ja ie say yes or so or say mom games
inhalermess versions
the nutshelmets usualyl are brainmessing unebarable or claustrophibia
suffocaion or toot tight brainbuzzing
or magnetic sth inside brain bad
its a mess
some use psycho glow
others use brainwave mess
otehrs suffocate
other s alter face and buzzzzzz eyes and face makes no sense tilligot
ipout its muscles
oteharrs are not getting what oyu mean and cant distnigusih betnwee
nwondering and choosing sth
otehrs are too crappy and damaging and use hard
fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeps to the brainwave mess
its
a
mess
the american one cheap one damages movement
first i didnt udnerstand why each had to have assstoys
or dicktoymes sasstoy

but its more
its also drugging and gutsalterationandall
and leaves no traces wahtsoever
some use inhlaers
otehrs you hang half leaned forward held udnershoduelrs and oytuer messed
on back
liek snake or republcain guardings
most are halfleaned back
many mess rearhead low
others suffocate
and have a verschluss or a lock or so suchffofocaiton wihthtat
others use it as tactivccal elelment and use a wait wait wait spinnign or
handmvoement wait
wait wait thing for zombis
taht dont realise
dont realise suffocaito neven but are waiting
and dont realsie theyre suffocaiting
and otu cannot take it off
or otehrs where you get assstoyed with a white even surfaced wone where a
tattoed raper or so fucks you ina theme
otehrs use otehr shit
i
am
in
hell
and will
kill myself
and htis is just midlsafety
i
hate
this
country
and all act liek ntohing happens
///////////////////
the german hteme was suffocating you in nutshelmet whith a theme wiht
being stranded onthe moon where i tried to send wiht my blackberry fix
suffocaiton
i wish i had a bullet to killmyself
held hte blackberry against an apollo11 like thing wiht a grey sat dish
and teh cellphone like
no signal here
andi thought the dish reflects likely on earth whe ni just hold it against
it itll reflect hte signal to earth or sth
othe r theme is thatheusa gave me a gigantic healing patch
it was a big white thick x cross meaning immunity or sth
ihate this country
//////////////
do you remember 2002?
can you beleive it s 10 years ago?
teh themes wer esomewhere betweeen
DU HAST SHEEHEHEEEEEEEEZFREEEEEEEEEEDNEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEH with a
darkhaired chick and shaking groudn theme
or crane camera wedding theme
or tragic otehr chick wiht hanging backcollege bag pointing a glock on you
and president or so theme
and flip flap flip flap tooooooooood! toooooooooooooD! f lip flap themes
abotu chemical civil war and i thoguht some bunch in nighttime
one ofhte 20 governments fell apart
needed reelections and hte jungle boy thing was big so i thougth they
elected me or sth
or hte ore truck s with a white ore logo on door entry
or the superman! theme wiht bright blue and flipflapping chicks left and
right

or nighttime learning wiht kuesst europa written on table
etc etc
tehre was somuch more
can you beleive
that this hell
is 10 years ago now?
i wasted my life
lemme guess
the germasn tried to smear it also down
with half stories
or so
ie
me barricading
but hten its a nuts thing sold
or the president thing
but not saying they brainwashed me all summer htough for it
etc
etc
///////////////////////////////
Ametpahore contained transpaerent (white) jar where manymany
green smalls nakes stood out camout 360degre
and the only wayto deal was keepingme back intothe
jar.puttingmebackintothe jar. or sth
it was weird metaphro emaybe snake bunch
////////////////////////
am i lucky that i have at least physical damamges so at least s o me
beleive me / ?> im brainwashed and erasedd so often i feel like noone
beleives me a d a m n
nuts hah>?
ihad luck
wiht a good brain-i . . . saved my self i was old enough and i thought
inall hell and depseration itburns oyur soul to coal you jstu wanna
sccccccccccream you cried wiht your back towards heater earlymorning that
was
waytoohot but hte pain killed the asspain and you jsut wanna
scccccccccream but you cant and cried silent and all i thought that saved
me was
youre not the only one
this happens to a million people everyday
i was
not the only one and sudddelny the hell was half heavy
youre not the only one
that saved me
it
iwas old enough but i knew this must have killed younger ones
i ttried to take over control masturbated to get control over my body and
knew i was not hte only one and barricaded hte door like a loon as they
gave me desperation drug that brightens the eyes
my hell didnt end
it jsut got covered wiht new overtapes
and coma and warcoma and reverting hepyarecitvaiotns to 8.1xtimes chemical
lability
and it shoudl become so much worse

but
you

flew me back to hell
in those days noone dared to brainwash me wiht virgin weenie brainwash and
all knew
all knew
all knew all
and all knew
all
all
all knew all and all knew and noone dared this shit
in 05 they thought im mentally behind or sth and tried to brainwash me to
fuck aroudn wiht virgin weenie brainwashes or sth
and since hten occasionally
and i willkillmyself before i let em asstoyme for hte rest of my life in
this shitland
and you
sit and pretend control
all is shit
all was shit
all remains hell
im not nuts
im not a weenie
i DEMAND
DDDDDDDDDDDDDDEMAND AND IM THE FIRST THAT SUED IT
HYPERACTIVAITON OUT OF COMA WARCOMA
I AM THE FIRST THAT GOES BUYS T H R E E
AND HTEY TRY BUT SOMEONE shoots immune system or fatsuits me and reverts
it avcerts it
theyre fools and scum
offically nothign happens games
and pretend wiht a hooker i let em chain me
i will
killlllmyself before i let the masstoy me for hte rest of my life and you
YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOU
YOU SUCK
you suck.
nothing more
six
times
anglo american soil you SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUCK
i survived only those dayts becasue i was so sure im out right hte next
night
ok not htis hten the next
but now its ten years wasted in hell and
YOU
YOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOU
YOU FLEW ME
BACKYOUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUCK YOU ASSTOYME THERE TOO LIEK
IMA ZOMBI
HOBOYOUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUCKYOUFFFFFFFFFFFFFFUCKING
FAT
BASTARDS
ARE
LIKE
THE
GERMANS
JUST
IN
ENGLISHYOUSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUCK
AND I HATE YOU TOO
liek hte germans almost
==========
tehy told ratty brother im a replace hah?
the liquid viagra from bayer pharma corp into cockpeak
(experimental in 2000 2001)
right?
and now all act like nothign happened
you
suck
//////////////////////////////
hey
waht happened to the little curly kid that walked behind me once when i
went into cinema in 01
held a flashlight to her face turned it on and smiled
it was mids of day
of course
and noone appearent visible around
i thought its a sort of sicko trap or so but she was a cuddly little
wormlin
what happened to her
never saw her aagain
i hate this country
i think it was
spiderman movie or tomb raider
im not sure
////////////////////////////
there was some interesting theme that played i think in britland
because i never wonder the cars wer eliek white wiht orange brackets or
sth
driver seat was a person cant remeebr chick or guy thin kit was achick
on the dashboard was an elephant that made squeze noises on sqaueeze asked
the chick if shes in the group she said no
other thing was like extremely stylish dolphins wiht stylish sargeant
painting or so wiht black and some lines
i thoguth thats the less hostile groups
searched for penguin and icebear but it didnt understand
i was like
AAAAAAAAAH! i understandit now! this is liek hte 99 the before terror wars
security whiteroom or sth in a white room wiht agrey haired guy
i regretted all the shit that would happen the next years
this kind of shit
nothing special but nothing hostile
some other theme
s liek wiht glowing church yellow cross or so
with some sort of close zoom of wet vagina but i didnt like hte context
somehow but didnt realise why or waht because it was a pedo theme or
TEST for it or sth
there
was
more.
i go google now some british police cars
***************************************
lets see if i find one
-------weird theyre all brakceted but glow green and car color not orange
hmmmmmmmmm

on the other hand it was a theme when it was night
/////////////////////////
remove earliqudimess
loonteheme is say heimlich schul winn or so
get me outof warcoma or coma
HOW DO THEY REVERT HYPERACTIVATION TEN YEARS
///////////////////
was isabels name nathalia or did a nathalia mess me up about isabel?
get mefeedback
nathalia is definitely a goodie and not part of hte problem
icantrmemebre nighttime
but mornign decoy was
say sattel or say mom games or so
who did they fool wiht this shit?
////////////////////
jan 29th012
igot manipulated the profits was not 500 million but 800 million
getmefeedback
//////////////////
tehre was once longer ago a pedo test theme
where half blurry you focus on one thing or another
theyre merged or blurred into each other
and it can be eihter htis or either that one
most of the time you dont care dont realise dont mind
this test was like a sort of vagina wiht a very thin pussy stripe but it
blurred out to a pen (metal part) that writes or so
i chose hte pen in coma warcoma
but
add this shit also to messe ssumamry file
getmeotufwaromca
demess pedo brainwash
i dont htink it affects me but demess this shit
getmeteogether with my christina
./////////////////////////////
tehre was a manipaultion abotu a divorce or sth
where some guy
and some girl got divorced
and teh chick wanted half of his money or so
he nipped on a pepsi wiht a pipe or so almsot died then the girl saved him
then he gave up half of his stuff
then the lawyer ofthe chick couldnt beleive they won or sth
hmmmmmmmmm
thats whats wedding contracts are for i guess
noone has a guarantee
noone
/////////////////////////////////
There was amanipulation about agents .me inabar telling stasis
sthimportant aboutfreedom. Sthloike I'm not a security case. I wantmy
freedom or so
andthe guygot mad or sth butididnt botherer etc
Datum: Tue, 31. Jan 2012 23:54:56
===============
There was some dodging fire theme some busting a secret meeting with
yelling theretheyare that's aspymeetingetc and iwondered they didn't
isntantly dissolved or shotateachother but the theme doesn't realise
Datum: Tue, 31. Jan 2012 23:55:46
===========
Stupid shit with grey coats msotly mini mp mac s stabtools nothing too
special
///////////////////////////
There was a theme inngihttimewhereyou gotmessed tobe bitchorsth calllign a
numebr orsth and allisearched was apizza deliver. Notkidding.
Coma.nutshelemt on bitch thuing theme and ilookedfor orderingme a pizza.

Nuts!!
it had a small bracket sort of and four grey brackets like an lcd
the psycho glow white or psycho glow grey is typical for verfassungsschutz
-------//////////////////////
you fucking clown
hehehe
it has nothign to do wiht sawing apart your facebone and injecting shit
into a wurzel kanal so they get bad from within
nothing to do wiht teeth coverplates
and teeth glue and three replace teeth
years and years of install reethglue and remove teethglue
you wanna barf on that stuff espec whe nits dissolved
almost suffocated on that stuff once in coma when it was stuck half on
teeth and half on thraot htinking its a chewing gum in coma
what is wrong with you man ?
you know this is hell
dont pretend its a revertable bubble the germasn tried any dirty try for a
decade and i will let em bleed for it and if it killsme
hehehehee
-------- Original-Nachricht -------> Datum: Thu, 2 Feb 2012 00:49:13 +0530
> Von: Aaditya Moray <aadityamoray87@gmail.com>
> An: Christian Kiss <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>
> Betreff: Re: u got thesong?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6gLxKD_0xw&feature=related a song for
cottbus weather usually hehehe as
usually ilike the freedom in the songs and htat he can really sing well
bad side its abit sad maybe depth sinister but real unf
> http://news.softpedia.com/news/Cola-Destroys-Your-Teeth-50000.shtml
>
> check the above link !
>
>
> It may take you by surprise, but drinking your Cola is almost like
putting
> battery acid in your mouth.
>
> A new research at the Southern Illinois University School of Dental
> Medicine found that long time exposure to soft drinks can corrode
> significant enamel amounts, even if many people are more worried about
> their sugar level and its effect on the bodyweight.
>
> A 2006 research showed that cola beverages destroy 10 times more teeth
> material than fruit juices in just the first three minutes of drinking.
> The
> harmful effect of these beverages was found to be due to the citric acid
> and/or phosphoric acid content.
>
> Non-cola beverages, even if less acidic than colas, were found to be
more
> corrosive. "The findings cannot be applied to real life situations where
> people's eating and drinking behaviors are very different and there are
> many factors at work", reacted American Beverage Association
spokesperson
> Tracey Halliday.
>
> On Wed, Feb 1, 2012 at 8:51 PM, Christian Kiss
> <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>wrote:
>
> > u got thesong?
> >
> >
> > http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W6gLxKD_0xw&feature=related
> >
> > a song for cottbus weather usually
> > hehehe

> >
> > as usually ilike the freedom in the songs and htat he can really sing
> well
> >
> > bad side
> > its abit sad
> >
> > maybe depth sinister
> > but real unfake
> >
>
>
>
> -> Regards,
> *
> *
> *Aaditya Moray*
==================
see
i lived on sugar coke all.the time. all the fotos when i was thin.
and decided to cancel this alibi for german messes
what is it this time? Tomato paste? Padano?
i hate this country
spare me this bullshit.
i need hyperactivation
instead of bullshti likethis
and whe nyou dont wonder then howmany liters and gallons of whhich stuff
woudl you need t ostart to wonder how its reverted
hehehehe
Ihope htey save adac girl lets save yet another human
this is not 1960
they likely fuck her up and waste her as immigrant
and on daytime nothign happens and she thinks waht an awesome country
i say what a shitland
-------- Original-Nachricht -------> Datum: Thu, 2 Feb 2012 00:51:07 +0530
> Von: Aaditya Moray <aadityamoray87@gmail.com>
> An: Christian.Kiss@gmx.de
> Betreff: Re: song
>
http://www.fitnesstipsforlife.com/the-effect-of-coca-cola-on-your-body.htm
l
>
> :)
>
> On Wed, Feb 1, 2012 at 8:10 PM, <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de> wrote:
>
> > Recorded halfheartedly but he can really sing.
> >
> > When you have an unindian song its this. Youmaywanna youutbe it.
> >
> > Ben howard and india keep your head up
> > Livethis is better
> >
> > Greets
> >
>
>
>
> -> Regards,
> *
> *
> *Aaditya Moray*

////////////////////////////////
there was a nighttiem theme abotu being pinned down on a parking lot by
sniper iwht christina or some chic ki t hgout his chirsitna
teh nutshelmet had aworkgi ndicktool during hte thing
hte shit i was abbblng like
hey what are you doing i feel like a shitzo clown wiht imaginary girl
and hte chick said in german ich komme zurecht laughing ie i get along
liek a hostile german was jealous and was cynical about it and made theme
that way
itneresitng was now we have our own lolita and me liek
??????????????????????
how can she say that about our daughter or so but i didnt realise
sth like some chick likes hte blonde or sth
and im like
soo this is the raw theem frame
of germans
reomve rigt ear mess im deaf there half
/////////////////////////////////////
GEOTU EARLQIDUEMSS FIX DEAF INEIGNE GET REAREAR HEAD LOW REAR LOW EAR
OUTERLOW EAR ISNTALLS GEOTU WAHTHEY OD WIHT IT
//////////////////////
fix brainwash away fortune
the lontehme is
alles nur ein traum thsi and htat assi bar or war or so
ie its all just tt a drea mthis and htat being a chav or so
this is hte theme
punish scum
or make safety
/////////////////////
fix brainwash away of my fortune
the lontehme is
ein traum .

das geld langt nichtmal fuer die miete, das war alles nur

/ ie the money istn even sufficient enough for a room rent itwas all jsut
a dream.
COUNTER THIS SHIT GETOUT I N T E N TIO N FO HTE BRAINWASH AWaY
remove assinstalls
remove groinmess and BUST WARCOMA BUBBLE
HOW DO THE GERMANS REVERT HYPERACTIVATIONS
HOW DOES VERFASSUNGSCHUTZ REVERT IT WITH A FATENIG OR FATSUIT
HOW DO THEY A V E R T HYPERACTIVAIONT IN PROGRESS WITH SHOOTING IMMUNE
SYSTEM
WHAT HAS INJECITONS INTO SHOUDLERS ELLBOWS TO DO OR GORIN
OR ARMBONES CHESTBONES
HOW DO THEY REVERT HYPERACTIVATIONS
HOW MANY GALLON OF PLUS59 64xtimes hypearctivation WOUDL YOU NEED TO S T A
R T TO WONDER
HOW?
DO?
THEY?
AVERT?IT?
AND REVERT IT?
HOW DID HTEY DO IT WIHT LAMBORGINI NAPALMIN?!!!
///////////////////////////
----------PUNISH brainemssers
remove russianenedle mess wiht grinmess suffocaiton aortamess
the loontheme wiht some themes is damamge topmiddle right

wiht the theme of a foto ofyou
INNNNNNNNNNNSTANTLY when youre brainmessed there the foto halfslidesup and
other half slides down
!
then its liek a foto thats halfup halfdown deranged
thats hte theme tothe PHYSICAL BRAINMESS
otehr htemes are like
the shit i wrote earlwier a big staion tehy cant win btu they can make a
hellof a second show theme used psycho glow red and less red brighter
psychoglow red stars that seemed whiter on teh dark red psychoglow screen
psycho glow grey psychoglow transparent psychoglow black-white greyscale
is u s u a l ly verfassugnschutz
i think it enhances hte intensity of the theme or sth
demess this shit fix the suffocaitosn aorta mess chokins etc
DESTROY THE GASVALVES IN ROOM ITS CALSSICAL FOR SUFFOCAITON TOO
its like METHOD S to suffocate vary
FIX DAMAMGE ERASERS AND REAHREADLOWMESS

other hteme used a physical movement mess
in teh theme you ran normally
HERE I GET A REPALCE COMP)UTER AGAIN
in the theme you run normally wonder why its os light why youre not out of
breath soon etc
but they PHYSCIAL MESS MESSES WIHT YOUR BRAIN or movement
other htemes is whereyoure hung in half leaning forward held under
shoudlers and messed back and lower back
that one is snake or republican guardings
IDEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACKK
fix inhaler dmamges remove earlqidumess
--THIS IS VERIFYABLE
like when in coma i wonder about a car and how smoooth the engine runs and
i say to anotehr guy
or like in stuttgart when i walked around as brightblonde chick or so
when i messed wiht wet hair overblonde over the sink maybe light curly
or the belt half diagonally over chest etc
its stuff
i say and you verify it easily.
like when i write you i dial in coma reports also
but then not know the meaning
jsut write what i thought in coma it is etc
i think they shitzo decoyed it wiht he just hears stuff etc
just that i report the stuff too unprecise to be credible i think
but all along on the other hand
visual data - the file is full of it- is not so important then
ANYTRICK
ANY DIRTY TRY
ANY DECOY TO KEEPME AS ASSTOYED BUM NONHYPERACTIVATED
and when the zombis just dont know then its all totally ok this when they
jsut dont know enough
/////////////////////////
MESSES OVER ASSACCESS BELLY ACCESS PROBES HAS DEFNEITLY TO DO WIHT IT!! SO
WIHT REVERT AND AVERT OF HYPERACTIVAITOSN
genital messover assaccess maybe too

RMEOVE THE FATSUIT AND BELLYINSTALLS
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMY BODY
ADD THIS SHIT TO MEDIFILE
guts operations are often a church thing
you may wanna check how air moves and where it cant maybe too
=======
REMOVE HTE SMELLYCRAM FILL TITTSUIT FATSUIT. it has an access valve over
ass and between shoudelrs middle back center between shuodelers.
its adjusted ina circular way. GETOUT WAHTHTEY FILL INTO IT . it maybe an
expensive version too. REMOVE IT
i think it releases stuff into guts too
sometimes its a brown valve thing somtimes a greywhite valve version
adjusted in a circular movement between shoudelrs middle back
and its not part of belly access probe
that one is blue abit flexible sometimes nad half transparent
whatever version is in this time
YOU
REMOVE
THIS
STUFF.
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY!
WHY SHOUDL I ALLOW IT
AS IFI T WOULD BE TOTALLY OK WHEN THE ZOMBIS WOULDNT EVEN KNOW
BUT HTIS?
/////////////////////////////
geotut who cataputls me iwhthawwt exactly
btw how many liters of molke-brei did they use over time to cover hte
balls messes or chopoff
see genital install voer ass isjsut anotehr method to terrorise me wiht
wahtever is installed there
tahts whatthey used it for
when you say murder hte asstoyer too often hten you get sth installed
then get terroised over install but left alone a short time
when you say THEN murder the asstyoer hten the sscum targets the
credibility
that however THEM make the failure rate
and the zombi me. knows that
and tells not just hte mess but also the d e c o y
is not so important then
remove earliquidmesses too
im deafright ear
im inhell
butoffiically nothing happens and you fly me back to hell tentimes
ifnecessary
//////////////////////
nighttimehtemes are liek a beaten tortued iraqi boy that i convinced he
wasnt tortured hewas jsut slapped abit wiht saying they didnt fuck you and telling him see, they chop out my
genitals - he seemed to go away confused
- didnt realise didnt mind hmmm
other thing was christina wihtthe powder diamond chain etc in an interview
- i feel like a clown wiht imaginay girlfriend
remove ealrqidumes and rearheadlowmess damamge erases asuffocaiotn ersaers
s all along not this night

sth about an interview she said she could not access my fortune or sth
no wait
the reporter woman asked her she cannot access the moeny n o w ? or sth
and i think christina moved around it somehow
but i barely remmmmebr
---a theme nighttime about brits rioting
me dialing
its three million young peopel likely PUT EM ALL TO COLLEGE!
and rewrote the report
!!in coma into the blackberry
itll make brits strong and its PEANUTS COMPARED TO THE PROBLEMS YOU WOULD
GET LATER
(!!!!!!!!!!!!!!)
////////////////////
teh loon theme uses fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeps increasing tone
groinmes sdicktomyess PUNISH SCUM OR MAKE ASFETY
///////////////////
the nighttime theme uses a typical theme
where the theme starts with asetnence and ends in mumble jumple that
intentional
to see what y o u understood in coma or THINK it meant in coma
the hteme itself was sht abotu a chav garage with quarrel changing wheels
or sth
and the guy wantign to giveme an old dusty f430 or sth which is chavmobile
for me
etc
or chav fuel gas station test or so abotu 70bucks or sth
an bastract divider is like a circle bowlin two three layers
instatly scratched over diagonally once
there
was
more
//////////////////////////
geotu earlqiduemss damamge from to ohigh dba or form ear installs
nighttime theme was some test abotu whats happenign wheni board a jet to
the usa
its a typiical one
it blninked instantly to a train ride or so in bright sunishine
and me liek
wahtthehell?????????? i jsut was in a jet to the us
wahtthehell???
and two three people sitting htere like hehehe yeah right
and me like
do you have a n y i d e a when i getup when i wanna get out of htis damn
land
or sth likethat
crap
not too useful
but the theme was used once earlier
a part of hte hteme was
80s psycho, da kommt nix mehr (some guy in background watching a guy on a
bike) in dawn or so
an interesting theme was
natriumsulfif
=============
an interesting theme was
natriumsulfid or so flushing kidneys or sth
or eyes
like waht you do wiht the bags of the old stuff or sth
--------------i go google it now
aha

by wikipedia it exists and is used as
reduktionsmittel or sth
and a weak acid
////////////////////////////
Therewasa heme becoming israeli citizen in a nighttime as question
Datum: Wed, 15. Feb 2012 10:49:18
============
I rebabbled or thought of it in morning
==========
Sometheme where iwas either suffocated orso with laughgas it's a !!
!common method in masseldorn but was done here more htan once
=====
U suffocate but laughyour asss out suffocating
somehow
i know it sounds nuts but itsh ow itis
you laugh till your beath is out literally and cant get new one
i remeber a tear once long aerlier orso
SINCE A YEAR I WANNA WRITE THIS STUFF BUT NEVER REMEMBERED IT HTE MORNIGN
AFTER
==========
HERE I GET A REPLACE COMPUTER!!
=====
Some other shit like
grannypervert test where a couple said staythere sowecanfuck and iwent
awaylaughing superdisgusted
=======
Some interesitngthemeabout denfeding abunker nsa hightech or sth that was
raided or so
======
Interesitng was i didnt mind i didnt care ordered highpoweredrifles to
everyone IS THAT C L E A R! and some guy in far background screw you and
me
liek fuckyou too or sth
this stuff undermines respect for a leader i guess and that might make
leaders mad isnt it?
hmmmmmmm
======
Spent there the rest of thetheme seaking for a certain ammo
=======
102x11.1 or sth
======
Or 10.2x111 orsth
the gun was sort of grey wiht orange or so like a drill tool and im like ?
or green and orange
which i thogujth was unusal had a
gel or rubber coated barrel
fascinating stuff at least hte barrel felt like rubber
and at least i thought its a gun
======
The armor looked heavy
the people ran s t a g ed somehow
thoguhtofarmychain armor with or wihtout walk assistance
========
Some gadgets like battle robots or so with a cam that can look around
corners
======
Didn't realise udnerstand mind or so
just wanan sleep am stillsupertired
=====
Laugh gas suffociatoon is like masseldornbunch done A L OT LOT LTO LTO in
old mothers room before this actual one
=====
Idmandmycvellphoenback
=====
/////////////////////////////
Btwbtw btw btwbtw kieglight btw storeit 1300 to 1420 . P u t itout uncut!
Mark special locations
Datum: Thu, 16. Feb 2012 14:36:30
israel and hteir role coma s years of introduction inventions yoso
spytoolammo magflight startocruiser& vw-air g.e.t. teethglues germany

realdeal
plansforlife desperation comas titaniumarmor spytoolammo suffaction german
scum shotpeople/selfdefence&lag showing who did whatis key tries to buy
hyperactivaiton since 05 shitbanks&hintstothem shitmobiles etc etc etc
------Christina? Put the authorities abotu hypercativation
-allthat imsaying into the account to speedup.
Imean. Whatever is to be considered can be sped up
withwhatisay 1300to1420 1940 yesterday oirtoday 1845to1920. about fraud
into misery letter is judges hyperactivated, etc.
2030 2100 And manymany manymore. They.use.bu
Datum: Fri, 17. Feb 2012 21:08:27
Bureacracy only as excuse.
Thereis nothing to consider.
Myfortune.myrights.and injsutice adecade.
they just use bureacracy to fraudme
==========
store also 1915 1917 20to2130pm febr18th2012
coma nighttime usa f and v brainwash plastics armor drugstickpeesk
catapult hits first ever russian needle nosebase drugging bodysigns
polygraph usarole russian role nighttime church bunch oilantenna options
doctors htyepractivaitonproof bankfraudingscum not amissed formality
nosebase drugging domestic german intel
/////////////
im superstoned from verfassungsuchtz coma or so geout how long i lived
undrugged today was NEVER 9 10 hours ! getout the equivalent of
non coma time today its verfassungsschutz only
their coma is bad they need a
CLACK! sometimes to getout of it or so
tHESE
RIGHT THESE messed in 2001 2002
wiht church (catholics)then also then
////////////////////
geout overissuierdrug into groin and nosebase drugging
other versions are drugging over tongue or nosebase upwards brain or so
sometimes inhaler mess wiht groinmess
that is ususally church
earliqudimess russian needle mess wiht homo reizwort themes instead
////////////////
I spent allnight repeatuing oialtennna
Datum: Tue, 21. Feb 2012 10:50:20
=============
Getout what
=======
THAT tells you abotu rattyness of hte germans
-------Remvoe russianneeeedle
=====
you do not realise a thing you dont care dont mind dont know what it means
and dont realise waht or a single word
but you rebabble hollow shells in coma rebbable it on coma
----GETOUT THE RATTYNESS OF HTE COCKROACH GERMANS WIHT THIS SHIT
---U s u allly the cockroaches dothat as decoy
-====
Or sour ing away third party
=====
Anyone foolable new around?
=====
Who isntalled russianneedle and why can't we squeeze that shit for
someinfo onwarcoma s forintention
-KILLGUTSMESSERS or astoyer or belly druggers 1107am GEOUT INTENITONS!
so remove russian needle isntalls i got deaf right ear for say mom games
or weenie brainwash shit
remove neck installs too
wether its chip or tittsuit or injector wathever
you REMOVE IT
--get out somethign abotu the

RATTYNESS of hte germans wiht this kind of shit
what was the rebabbled crap? i cant remember but i know it was hollow
meaningless on rebabble in coma
but waht was it?
usually in masseldorn former oldmotehrsroom church likely usually
//////////////////////
fix brainwash away ofm y billsion and fix erasers
demes inshalermess too
remidsn me abit of snake
usualyl tehir brianwash awy is
its all jstu fahahaantasy or its all jstu a dream brainwash
or warum wartest du dann auf deine rente
//////////////////////
therewas a manipualtion abotu waht car ytou wanan drive andyou picked
careles not caring not knwoing the next best
think itwas red
then the theme was like
you cant pick that
the people would wonder where you have your money from
- to this argument i can only say: ANYONE THAT MATTERS! KNOWS! MY CASE
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
and hte r e s t you can tell a n y ! bullshit
and oyu know that because thats what you do every day
other hteme was weeni brainwash theme about some sueprrich boarding school
or so
where whatever you do fails or flags burn and microphone fheeeeeeeeps and
black people hiding in courtains not get removed
that kind of shit
//////////////////
did you find the theme i once wrote about nutshelmet hteme atomhochzeit?
the chick that messed meupwihtit once long ago said hoCHzeit
like wedding but it must have meant hOchzeit, ie hightime
ugh!
of c o u r s e
HOOOOOOOOOOOOCH Zeit
not HOCHZEIT
im all thetime
why hochzeit why wedding
(!)
basically a theme wiht red sirene on roof and soldiers runnign aorund or
waiting in line etc looked russian
maybe dark orange sirene spinning upside down from roof in a corner.
though usually it was red.
///////////////
there was some nighttime theme about throwing handball
and whatever you did it never hit
its aloser brianwash likely
and me liek
weird
usually i hit
and tried again
babbled in coma even throwing throug hthe room i hit
or waklby strafelook only inot toilet etc weird and tried again and again
and it never hit
maybe a retard thing
cehck if the germasn ever store taht shit
then i get retarded and next day i hit nothign
my reactions to not hitting were on coma ie automatic therefore
another theme
abotu shanghai
showing black handpainted pictures whit black frame
me like
why so sinister
one was called
teh first hitter showing a guy happy bottom left one happy bottom right
and one hitting another
it morphes to unhappy faces or worry faces
the next theme was

its a well old known flag (ship wiht a flag) but they greet out of ritual
anyway
its not new that boat but they greet anyway
the theme continued shows a map of shanghai
and i thought its japan
the theme morphed to helping clean the table there
and me like
>???????
another hteme was
some chick clerk cleaning out reforms
and me like im suprised they accepted that there is no shortcut than
tackling some things and reforming
and me asking can i help you wiht some of hte reforms
and the chick no but youcan help me deal wiht some scratches
then the theme went to
an american in wheel chair looking paralyzed or half wise
three kids playing under the table aroud na computer
the chick girl coming home iwhta big brown girl kissing her
teh theme continued iwht faces sstopping freezing amused of brown chicks
and someone outside hte nutshelmet saying
SHES NO LESBIAN
i realised nothign at taht moment
but always thought sexuality is a matter of discsovery for her not mine
all i can do is be there for her
when she flies or falls
there.
was more
some theme about christina putting chain away sth lie kriskign fortune out
of greed or sth
a nd me like . ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
wanting to explain steel and alu is damn safe wiht all the brics
bought at low rate enough and wiht dividends on the safe side, kali and
salz has no competition is a superdefensive supersafe invest too and
h i gh ly profitable usually, the only experiment was the bank stock and
those were sold profitably till i reenter them again
***********************************************************************
its inflation safer than the bonds. bonds lose 3 to 7 percent each year.
(euro inflation or us inflation) and that steadily. NON!REGAINABLE!!
unlike stocks
********************************************************************
then ithoguth the cashflow rule
teh cashflow rule is to ensure it doesnt degrade by hundreds of millions
in months
it allows reasonable spending
and may be eased abit on projects that generate further profit
but generally not for nonprofitable
generating all the profit for squandering it makes no sense
there.was.more.
like christina told please dont mess this up this time or sth and im like
>??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? shes my cute
worriedlittle everything i need her why woudl someone make her feel liek a
sucker
but that was thetheme
-considered it was abotu steam thrust
which would be still super for magflgiht race league or hydrogen engine
flushing water
ie my little turbine layout doenst exclude former flush steam designs at
no costs
i woudl consider inconel and diecasting the shit unless it takes
sueprprecise blade installs.
handcrafted blades is good but im not sure if exchangeability in such
small makes sense when its blade by blade
in gigantic installations sure
but here?? where we wanna save wieght im not sure if hte exchangeable
holders cost more wieght than benefit etc
and if its a small enogu hcone that coudl be relplaced all in one
of course when the material doenst allow die cast out of question needs
fixation

-ijust would love to save the holders for hte blades add s to weight
one screw per blade or one lock per blade??? how do they fixit?
isit better we diecast it inconel or steel? monopiece or two halves welded
together on the cone level?
fix the not hit weneie brianwash wiht handball
very unsual and iwonder in coma al lthe time why id ont hit
and use examples coutnless from daytime
WHHY SHOUDL ANYONE MESSWIHTTHSI ANYWAY
///////////////////////
CHEST ARMOBONES BELLY GROIN fatstuit middleback center NECk GETOUT REVERT
OF HYPERTACTIVAITONS
remove installs
and if its nothat its facebone teethbone earliqudimess
and ifits nothat its balls mess and groinmess again
and ifitsno that its nosebase
MAKE A THRESHHOLD ALITER OR A GALLON PLUS59 AND GET OUT HOW THEY REVERT IT
AVERT IT
///////////////
demes pedobrainwashand FATNURSNIENGS BELYLDURGING THAT MAKES SMEARY
liekburning oilymessorsoKILLSCUMGETUOUTTHEMEHTODS640 645am
PUNISH SCUM
teres mess eyelids underchinnemss bellymess
KILLSCUM OR MAKESAFETY
//////////
dmees ss digsuts away of christina wiht mom smell mess to the dicktsuck
toy and christina video and say mom or say naaam or so geout who foools
who wihthtis shit in coma its a hoollow label exchanged only
///////////////
the brainwash away of all is
alles einbildung themes ie its all just imagination
ach was das bildest du dir nur ein theme
its all jsut fahahantasy or you jsut dreamt it das hast du alles nur
getraeumt
if its notthat its some otehr crap
thsi means snake is around or republican guardings
its their themes
//////////////////////
GEOTU FATNRUSNIENGS BELLY MESS MPUNISH SCUNMm
GEOUT FATSUIT HOW DO THEY REVERT HYEPRACTIVAIOTNS IWHT IT
isi tbelly drugging or is it hte tittsuit
///////////
the themes inn ightitme i cant remember
a test about red train two wagos or so coming towards you at
atraincrossroads
for amoment you considere to jump into it
then gotscared and waited it out
some ntusthemes
some themes about a maze in new york or sth
some theme about cars driving over a birdge leaving a mile or so track of
gree stripe behind
and thathe car behind used a grey stripe
that climbing meant a horizon stripe of inefficency elevated
ssome engineeer needs reward for finding ythat horizon stripe
icant remember but in coma it totally made sense
there was more
some hteme about a hairy spider wiht black and yellow striped fur early
nighttime
//////////////
demess say weise or say leise loon shit or
seher hut or say seher hut an or say sehrgut an or so .
GET OUT WHAT IS THE SHIT TEHY FAKE WIHT THIS SHIT. ibarely remmmmeber it
else icoudl write more detailed
FIX RIGHTEAR MESS AND REMOVE RUSSIAN NEEDLE REMOVE GROINMESS MAKE SAFETY
OR KILLASSTOYERS.
pornoil is sometimes used as terror mess.
remove belly accessprobe iget drugged over it and you feel miserable
alldayand go shitting

5 tiems a day wahtever they drug or ignite into it .
THIS IS MILDSAFETY the overissuier drug is from snake or republican
guardings
fix fearsome brainmess and geotu intenitons
MAKE SAFETY
//////////////
REMOVE REDRUGGING RECOMA NECK ARMS REMOVE EARMES REMOVE NOSE INSTALLS
REMOVE TTITTTTTSUIT DRUGGING espec left drugtitt
////////////////
there was someitnerestingf theme about india
there was a jsf midair hoveirng and an eivl indian was to shoot it down or
sth and saying my bullets cant get through yet
but ican wait
then sort of prepares an injection to spray it into the airinlet of hte
jet so it explodes or so
and was waiting for it
saying i can wait etc as a threat
and thatthey sort of chopt up people to fertilsie hteir fields
etc
as a metaphore
nice
i so didnt trust em before already hehehe
but this is an interesting metaphore
are they seen as FOE by hte us
/////////////////////
demess scream nutshelmet and groinmess demes dicktomyess fix eardamamge
demess say trau or say frau loon shit
the backtgournd is orange usually these are coma tests
//////////////
REPAIR TOO HIGH DBA DAMAMGES WITH SAY MOM AND SCREAM THEMES FIX TEH
DAMAMGES GETOUT METHODS ITHINK ITS COMATEST PUNISH SCUM
/////////////
SQUEEZE HTE BITCH 658 705 TITTSUIT DRUGGING GENITAL FILL REARHEALOW FILL
UNDERSHOUDLER FORECHEAST TITTSUTI FILL GROINMESS. YOU GETOUT
THE M O T IV E S AND I N T EN TION . RIGHT THIS BUNCH! WAHT MOTIVE TO KEEP
ME IN COMA AND BRAINWASH ALL AWAY AND GIVE DEPRESSIO NDRUG INTO
GROIN OR PSYCHO OVERISSUEIR> 658am 705am march16th012
///////////////////
MMMMMMMMMMRUDER DICKSCUKTOYER WITH GROINMESS
fix braindulelr
these RETARD NAD DERANGE ME IN THE SHITSCHOOL USUALLY
////////////
did you get out hte russian needle oilantenna games?
whats hte p e r s i st en ce
say kaut or laut ie THIS AND HTAT SAY LOUD
or
say this and htat bin or win
or
itzack this and htat or jetzt sag this and htat
or this and htat sssssssssssssssssssssssssssayit!!!!!!! instant firmly
hastly
or
zukaut or zu laut
or
say trau or say frau or trauwinn or frau bin loon shit
or
say mom games or say naaaaaaaaam
or
geredet hat or geerdet hat
or

INSTANT kshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh as soon as coma
starts
- do i stop babbling suddenly in coma to rebabble other shit?
or say ZU SCHELL or ZU SCHNELl or raderdst zu schell or redest zu schnell
or
say naam or say mom or say bitch or ditch or so games
or
say saubar or saau war or warmbar or arm bar or arm war or
or
say chimmbaer or say chimm her or so or wo kommt chimm baer or so
or
say tolar or polbar bin loon shit
or
say viel or paedophil
or
say funbill or funwill
or
say njaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
or
say warmwin or armwinn or sauwinn or sau bin
or
say kresse or fresse
or
yuhm or dyhuhm
or
say viech or tiech or
or
say ditch or say bitch or ditch baer or wo kommmt bitch her
or
sag bass or sackwas
or
say ditch or say witch or say bitch
or
say bahn chris or say funtris or so like in car oilantenna games. the
bunch from masseldorn old motehrs room scum usually does yhat
like
say wutsch naaam
or
say lutsch mom
or so usually it would increase in excesses
. there was so much more . dialed all along . oilantenna games.
ah right the say schwatz
or
say schatz or
or
=-SAG FUN BIN asstoyed in kaufland etc and so on
maybe its a hooker fraud thing or so
demess say warm or say arm
say kesse or kresse or so
or
puempf or deine nymph or when a new chick shows up thats not hostile
defientley not messign wiht me but now and then abit dicktoolmesses
or
say kaut siegabar
or sag laut siegbar or sieg war or so
or
sag heimlich schwul or schul.
or so
get
out
who
fools
who
wiht
russian
needle how. why
who is around thats foolable
and how of ten did hte germasn do this shit

-----------------getout who fools who with w h a t exactly remove russian needle

REPAIR TOO HIGH DBA DAMAMGES WITH SAY MOM AND SCREAM THEMES FIX TEH
DAMAMGES
GETOUT METHODS ITHINK ITS COMATEST PUNISH SCUM

coma tests are ususally scream nutshelmet and groinmess demes dicktomyess
fix eardamamge demesthe backtgournd is
orange usually these are coma tests
but thats not russia nneedle tricks oilantenna tricks
------long story short geotut hte
INTENTION
FOR HTE OILANTENNA oelantenne / russian needle fooling third party
WAHT IS HTE P E R S IS T E N CE ?
THE CORE PROBLEM IS I DONT RMEMEBER HTE THIS AND HTAT
AND BARELY HTE REST
but im certain its not possible that i wouldnt rebabble that say it
sometimes A A L S O !!!! WHEN IN COMA
get
me
feedback
digout hte p e r s is t e n ce
nuts theemes- yes
but wahts hte
P E R S IS T E N CE WITH MESSING INSTALLIGN INSTALLING MESSING INSTALLING
WHERE COMES THIS P E R SI STNCE FROM
oilantenna - mostly right low ear rear low right outer ear or inner ear
right straight downwards
russianneedle - often left headside or rearheadlow
foretooth
////////////////
DEMESS MOMSMELL TO DICKSUCKTOYMESS PUNISH THE COCKROACH OR MAKE ASFETY
GEOTU GORTINEMSS PYSCHO DRUG OVERISSUER DRUG the loon theme to this drug
is
nervenzusammenbruch wachen or machen. liek groinmess to sound like a
tragic jerk is
called bahnisch machen manisch wachen or so
//////////////
tehres a theme
where you get messed conflicted overisuiser durgged
dront trust nutshelmet and whatever it themes you reject
then the theme asks not you?
getout if its a shitzo trick
usually it tricks wiht messing on brain sth to reject but the theme asks
to agree or so but the brianmess is reject buzzing or so
its hard to explain
GETOUT RATTY GERMAN GAMES

usually its done wiht you wouldnt beleive it yourself games
i dont think the people would fall for that shit
theyre not that stupid
but who knows
///////////
remove assbonei nstalls genital isntasll groinsitnalsl punsi hastoyer or
make asfety.
usualyl its to decoy away that you suffer when getting
humiliated asstoyed pornoiled and messed every 8 seconds somtiems vilalge
cornerwiese
traffic lights wise and worse wors eorse worse.
kitchen. room, bath, floor
parkinglot class.
you would killyourself too.
i shoudl have killed my self a decade ago.
before it was jsut as bad but hte scum got away easier with the say mom
games
or hte dyslexia braincook nights or the shitzo conflcit
sheeeeeeezfreeeedneeeeeeeeh shit
whree youre half red half green glowing atthe end of hte theme
///////////
DESTROOOOOOOOOOOOOOOY HTE NETWORK OF THE ROOM GEOUT HTE PSYCHO DRUG
first make s uncoordination beetween left anrighthand
second is
OVERISUSISER PSYCHODRUG
or hatedrug
.//////////////////
FIX INHLAER DAMAMGE OF SMOKE INAHERLS GEOUT METHODS NETINITON usually a
verfassugnsscuhtz thing
usually a shitzo thing or so
teh wildbur winn or willdur din or so times where you should smoke in coma
to claim youre not you
or sth
//////////
verfassungschutz file ruhige hand if not its filtered ,
omega bullshit if not its filtered, bunny bullshit if not its filtered,
fucking knows god waht in class if not its filtered ie fichti and co,
auf der nase rumtanzen if not its filtered, gelly ammo shot and mud night
wiht warmwaterbeam cleaned
if not filtered, kick agaisnt seat and beating someone in school if not
itsfiltered,
sony md player left arm green pullover if not fitlered,
rubbertitts weakening drug and hearti njecit onif not filtered
now iget chocking aorta suffocaiton duller eraser
when that wasnt in the verfassungsschuz file
its filtered
teargas tschoermen armie games
////////////
fix brainemess
lick wahts disgusting and damage in control or forehead middle or
foreadmiddle TOP
usualylchurch
maybe accidental or side effect
////////////
did hte germans try to fake up the coma bubble wiht he jsut hears stuffor
sth?.
its like this. you get discredited wiht shitzo decoys usually. but when
that fails
and its clear youre russian needled oialntennaed. then the discredit is
done iwht
you would just hear stuff. that you dont rmemebr whathtehy do wiht it and
you dont even get a bracket of hte say mom shit is not so important then.

BLUE packge, TRANSPARENT liquid, halfgreen half red g l ow visual data in
tons neither as important.
. the germans are dangertous and fools because htey pretend there coudl
be back to a
PRETEND IT WORKS
thing .
ask telekom how often i dialed my hell allong all along all along. you
wait for usicide .
iget CHIDLFOOL RETARD DRUGOFREHEAD NOW
///////////////////
SUEEZE 803 and 705 remidns me of groin and tittsuti fill.
TEHSE 803 di d MELANIN fatening in early2000s
wahtever hte method works like
usually snake or republican guardings
705 did left ball fill recoma
march27th012
///////////
!!
REMOVE ALL HICKUP ISNTALLS THAT STOPS BABBLING IN COMA!
---its snake cockroaches only
tehyre crud under shoe
getout wheed bubbler inhaler
//////////
geout how the germans brianwash away
its all jsut a dream das hast du nur
dann soller weiter in sineem bahn or
sheeheheeezfreeeeeeedneeeeeeeeeeeeeh
theme

all in sleeptime. snake usually uses
getraeumt alles einbildung,
wan leben or du hast
loon shit sokmeitmes shaking gorund

-alles einbildung
-das hast du alles nur getraeumt
-das ENTSPRINGT alles nur deiner fantasie
-er lebt in seinem bahn or wan
-ach was alles einbildung
-das ist alles nur deine fantasie
etc
etc
etc

-du drehst dich im kreis is a nuts theme
this is hteshit u s u al l y
i mistake snake wiht republican guardings
but these are hte themes
//////////////////
did oyu find left drugtitt
usualylthey inject undershoduelrs udnersid
gorindrugging
genitals fill
fatsutifill
right chestmess
belylaccesprobes
earliqudmess
this is stadnard
and part ofh te problem of reverintg hyperacitviaotns
////////////
1837 GETOUT METHDOD INTENTION
SAY MOM GAMES AND
SAY BAHN CHRIS OR SAY FUNCHRIS
OR SO .
KILLSTEAMWANKBALLMESSER OVER MOUTH OR MAKE SAFETY . MAKE SAFETY > MAKE
SAFETY
USE THE CHANCE AND GETOUT THE METHODS

WHY RIGHT HTEN
WHY RIGHT T H E N
1837 bubbletime march28th012
/////////////////////////
there was a nighttime theme about POLYTECHNIKUM . it was a theme about my
electronless fissile material invention. wahts hte deal?
sounds like an unusual word ...hmm the background was i think greyish but
i barely remember
or i mix it up wiht another theme
no wait it had a midgrey rod or so
looked like graphite or sth
jsut abit brighter grey
get me feedback
======
i go google it now
===
hey cooool. polytechnikum means technical university
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polytechnikum
//////////////////////
There was a nighttiem theme
about a mouldy submarine wiht filthy people sleeping in torpedo room and
a cute hot brown girl fuckign wiht a guy and she like
nei nei och nein schatz bitte warte noch or so ie no no oh no my dear
please wait abit
liek in a mild pitty
abotu premature eaculation or so
it shows how he fucks her and as you agreed - sort of the nutshelmet
instnalty knew
likely brainwave measure and instntatly INSTNATLY switched to a pedo theme
like a smilign kidface large in tehme a hair bind left and right and on
top right the ass looked out
so looking towards you abit upwards and top right was teh ass in underwear
you didnt know or mind or care or so and hten it changed to anotehr chick
wiht
white frame spectacles chick like my black ones just abit more roundish
longer.
there
was
more
but this is hte pedo shit
---------------the two nights before the highschool theme was sth liek about sitting in
speech lab
sprachlabor
and removing some black courtains or sth or switchign on lights
likelya test if learning inn ighttime
and the chick opened courtains and wasl ike no staying true to yourself
aha
sort ot
it reminded me of hte highschool theems full of conflcits
scum doing mean stuff and see how you react in asshole environment
the outcome was in quote in der ruhe liegt die kraft
but it means i would supress anger and explode
there was more
////////////////////////////
in nightitme hteme htere was like
fuck htemes of a chubby ass chub pussy that milked now andh then.
some guy sort of took shit from his ass and smeared it aroudn his face or
sth
that kind of german
german
german
germannight mess
messaway of fortune and nighttime was before

FIX DAMAMGE EARSERS REAHREADLOW
MURDER BALLLSMESSER WITH MOUTHMESS AND
GETOUT HWO THEYDMAMGE REARHEADLOW
FIXB RAINWAHS AWaY OFOFRUTNTE
///////////////
ooooooooohmyhead fix damamge rearheadlow igot messedup allthetime
if iwanan fuck the fat neighbour girl and i sort ofkickehr away all
thetiem wiht
disggggggggggggggggggust the hteme the nsays he hatses you but its not
that .
im just disgusted physcially and digusted that htey make me a fat retard
jsut to
fuck wiht a fat neighbour chick. its a complicated mix. iwoudl fuck
100times more wiht antje
before that and i so dont fuck that chick becasue i want my christina. it
reflects incompetence
of hte scum that you cannot sit and talk wiht lonleyly neighbour chick or
so that they mix
this fuck shit into it. there was more. some theme about a pisscottage or
sth like
chav themes or tests if i woudl allow peugeo or opel or so signing
contracts or so
/////////////////////
theres an odd nighttime hteme abotu christina holding a girl on her legs
about5 or 7 or so which has liek two marisan or bee thingies for
carneval off head or liek when people mask as marsian or bee or so as kid
mask
its eyecatcher
the theme sort of makes htat christna puts a tiny 38er colt on her
sidehead then abotu
to shoot her self how you react
i think
it has to do do yo look first at the kid or hte
bombling wombling eyecatcher thingies off head
or at christina
ii

think i tried to kiss christina away from the gun or sth

check it
this is how it works
sort of pedo theme maybe or a needmom for kid for kidfuck theme sort of
germany is disgusting
but that you know
geytout if htey did this shit before
ie momtheme as pedo theme or so
other themes are like a wank droplet or so offf
in a bow or so as homo theme
or some chick sqirts sth off or so
blah
thisis germany for me
//////////////////
fix too high dba damamge messes allday
FROM FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEPS AND
WHEEEEEEEEEEEEEHEEEHEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEPs
OR SAYMOMGAMES OR LOUD INSTANT POPP!!!!!!!!s or so
its a coma test game in coma
GETOUT SMOKE INAHLER AND GROIN SMOKING
GETOUT E
B E L L Y ISNTALL GUTS REMESS OR BELLY INSTALL STOAMCHMESS
KILL ASSTOYERS GENERALYLL
GEOUT THE NERVE SUBDUE DRUG
LOOK AITTIT1308 1310 apr1st012
the shaking nerve subdue is it
body fighting against nerve subdue dope or is it too underdosed wake on
chemical labilitiy
and reverts of hyperactivaitons

===================
WHO RUINS MY KIDNEYS WIHT THIS INSTANT URGENT INSTANT INSTANT URGENT
INSTANT PISSMESS THING .
USUALLY ITS SNAKE OR REPUIBLCIAN GUARDINGS. OVERISSUEIR DRUG INTO GROIN
INCLUDED.
THEY DID SAME WIHT OLD MOTHER BUT SHE PISSED HERSELF ON THE MESS. ITS A
NUTSMESSGAME
BUT KILL HTEBITCH THAT RUINS MY KIDNEYS WIHT IT
/////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHESMOKEINAHLERMESSER. IGET
GROINEMSSED INAHELRMESED
GORINMESSED GSMOKE GORINMESED ALLTHETIME WISHYWAHSYDULELD ASSTOYED
DICKTOYED
SAY NJHAJJAAAAAAAAAAAAAH SAY MOM or fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep
saymom ETC EYTC .
KILLTHEBITHC OR MAKE SAFETY YOU RMEOVE HTE D R U G F A T S U I T AND
GROININSTALLS
I DEMAND MY COMPTUEBRACK
THIS SHIT IS MILDSAFETY
////////////
you prevent that any fool can damage me by whatever htey pretend this time
---fix dammge reahreadlwlow brainwash cant rmeember but its somewher
ewbetween homo mess pedomess
germany is not so bad mess and retard brainwawsh lik e in shitschool.
wahtever they did it could not have fit to reasonable repsonsible smartkid
prizewinning smartkid
thats okosh ugiash and grown up three languages and 4th heavy accent. all
up to age 9. .
and there must have been other germans that knew im a genius at least
here andhtere.
thsoe that derange me jsut damamge me. its jsut not how it was before and
not how it was after .
fix retadrdening gorehead inner middle. even wiht puberty where you get
angry and htey cook your
forehead its not explainable it must have been delibarete derange
remove earlqidumess
dmeess homo mess or so
usually its
someone shoointg off or dropping off some milk ball or bow or so or
guyfaced chicks or sht
blah
ialwayts wanna rub teh dirt out of hteir face hahaha and nail my christina
to the wall
sort of swimminginher eyes when she comes
there.was.more.
//////////////////////
GEOUT HATEDRUG CAPTUALT HIT lieke 2005 subways its verfassungschutz
hatedrug liek rafcase 80s IDEMADNMYCELLPHONEBACK IDEMANDMYCOMPTUEBRACK
getout nosebase drugging too
demes fatnurenisgnsi punish scum reomvei nstalls
so tragic drug int ogroin
getout snake nerve agent now too
and hte subdue wishy washydrug from them too
the messer is exchanging snake wiht verfassugnschutz with some half nazi
bunch
kill thecockraoches when they mess lwiht ass or make asfety
this is hte drugrange
voerissuierdrug groin
tragic drug eyerings
inahelr mess like PLASTICS NEW CAR OR SMOKE CIGARETESSED S THORUGH GROIN
TOO
and pack! catapult like 2005 hatedrug verfassungscuhtz aqssmes gorinmess
this is hte frame of hte mess killthebtiches or make safety

B L A S T NETWORK OF ROOM
idemandmycellprhoneback and my omceputabrcackc
===
mruder smotuhemsmser balsmesser STEAM WANK mouthmesser oro so killscum
ormakesfety
demess FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP nutshelmet htemes coma tehems and
reocma drugscrew
./////////////////////////
when i left gfot drugsitck peeked into lower back bone
walkmessed asstmessed broanmessed overi nner eye upwards
imove liek a retarded emu after that
and ifits nothtat its osme other asstoy pornoil dicktyomyes harassment
or dicksucktoy that puts that to the mouth
like in kitchen during talk wiht neighbours mates
this is hell all jsut act nothing would happen
iget
alot of
chic kmonkey games
like in office of professor or so
or in grocery store
or here wiht the concentration camp skinny toougly for modeling chick
this means
its
fools aroudn that pretend you just need ahooker and you can fake on the
coma bubble
at the same time i get wishy washy retarded gorinmessed overissueirdrugged
dulled assstoyed
fatsuitmessed kidneytmessed wiht titsuti
and this is a mild mild safe day
------YOU
THE
FUCK
GETOUT
HOW THE GERMAN RATS
REVERTED
LAMBORGINI NAPALMIN
OR HOW MUCH PLUS59 WAS REVERTED
AND YOU REMOVE ALL INSTALLS
ITS PART OF HTE PROBLEM
ESPEC
DRUGTITTSUIT
GENITAL FILL
GENITAL INSTALL OVER ASS ACCESS
GROINMESS
========
did you add to medifile say ditch or say witch or say bitch or say bahn
chris or say funtris or so like in car oilantenna games.
the bunch from masseldorn old motehrs room scum usually does yhat like say
wutsch naaam or say lutsch mom or so. usually it would increase in
excesses .
there was so much more . dialed all along . oilantenna games.
ah right the say schwatz or say schatz or so
maybe its a hooker fraud thing or so
make sure you kill rapers generally and oyu remove earlqidumesses
oialntena tricks russian needle games
when i could remember it iwoudl write more cealry and from a to z
hmmm
getout wahtthey do wiht oilantenna when im stoned
its usually fooling third party

///////////////////////
cantrmebrnighttime
some pedo tests where i wishywashyied hte hair of a kid or sth or grabbed
its nose or sth
some theeme wiht as arting rocket llooked lowtech
it shot off sort of reflective mirror foils
wiht acarrying fframe tried to hang on one to hover abit liek spideyt or
sht
some theme about where you get stopped ina hotel abotuj what canwe do for
ytou or so and
me iwanted hypearcitvaiton that works
got insulted and insulted back kakerlakenpack chick scremaing komm doch
her me screaming back
kakerlaken pack
got physically packed rearheadlow
before soemthign wiht covernames
silverting or silberting as a name
some theme where igot asked if i think its bad if a name sounds foreignish
no ideae waht ianswered but i knew its sconsidered VERY bad in germany or
if its bad for THEM
in germany which i agreedon
//////////////////
allthemes are basically making me a bad conscience when i dial murder hte
asstoyer or make safety
some angry black guy demanded that hes together with christina etc and a
hostage as revenge. \
some theme where i should run like a freak where a chcik was alot faster
and you layed falling down
or so and moved liek a freak she took 9 seconds and tyou 12 and its like a
conflict theme
because youre not that bad
other theme called you ritter ie chivlary or sth
there was a theme about career paths written on a backdoor and one was
submarine personnel and me like f a s ci na tin g but very unrealistic
etc there was more
christina was hown aside anotehr taller man curlyhair theme caleld her
grosstadt bitch or so ie big city bitch or sth and me l ike /???????
all on the psycho drug overissueir drug from the 90s highschool that makes
hteir kids nuts or bitter asses
demess all the shit
-------GETOUTHTENERVE AGENT 535vthismakes burnout apr4th012
/////////////////
LIQUDIATE ASSMESSER GORINEMSSER
groinmess assmess and say hoert auf or so
LQIDUAITEHTE COCKRAOCH
///////
fix gutsmess bellymess loontheme is baer or so
cantrmeebre nightitme they erase me in morning when i babble all mornign
zacharon or zacharadon or zachadon
some hospital themewhere idemanded hyepracitvation and he gave me
zacharon 400 or zachadon 400mg or zacharadon 400mg sacharon 400mg
whitepack some diagonal black elements on it like a third or a quarter
diagonally black over shiny paperbox
a longish injector or drugvile like a pen
makes thirsty
some asian asked me what im gonna do whenim hyperactivated and me like
i wanna pimp my inventions
takes alot of traveling
=========
i knew the zachadon zacharadon or zacahron from nuertingen
but i didnt know hte name of hte drug
just hte dope

//////////////////////
RMEOVE THUMB INSTALLS
//////////////////
cantremeber nigtthiem btu battery from scorpion or thresher maybe
incendiary gas
smoe 1991 event in ormuz or so event 8700something
//////////////
GEOTU THE FATSUIT FILL NOW 1229pm aprl8th012 KILLSCUMORMAKEASFETY GEOUT
HOW THEYDURGME IWHT IT
GEOUT KNEE MESS GENITAL FILL GORINMESS EALRQIDUEMSS 1440pm GETOUTITOUT IT
IS REVERT OFHYPERACTIVCAITOSN
FIX ERASERS ICANTMREMEBR MY INVENITON. (mos2-hafnium coiling) I THOUGHT
THE LAST 5 HOURS ABOUT IT now 1940pm
vanished
is it
voerdosage wake?
or ersaer
//////////////////
dmeess dicktomyess say mom say ditch etc in cincema say ditch chris say
viech say bitch winn or
ditch bin say mom will etyc etyc etc its midlsafethough .
make sure dicktoymess is not pedo mess or sickofucks etc like usuallly
2002
YOU GETOUT HOW THE GERMANS REVERT PLUS59 S I X T Y F RO U R TIMES
HYPERACTIVAITOSN AND
LAMBORGINI NAPALMIN THAT ABIT CINEMA DOPE HITS MYHEAD THAT BADLY. ididnt
drop a tear on
the first titanic and sure not hte hte following four times where i didnt
even watch it half
last time or so . get out how hte germans revert hyperactivaitosn and why
every beer and
every cinema drug hits my head so badly
/////////////
rmove russianendle dmess say schwatz or say schatz or so
fix dulerogfrheadmidlde punsi hsucm degeout who fools who waith what
exactly
REMOVE
RUSSIAN NEEDLE
FIX DEAFENING RIGHT SIDE
GEOUT WHICH COCKROACH CATApUTLS ME
MURDER RAPE SCUM GENERALLY AND SUE EM
I DONT CARE WHO IT IS CHURCH USUALLY DMAMGES CONTROL FOREHEAMDIDLDE TOP
WIHT
LICK WAHT SDIGUSTING YOU F IX THAT AND SUE HTEM TOO WHEN THEY MESS AROUND
/;//////////////////////////
IGET DOGMESS where hte nose is half cut or so morphed wiht chicks
AND SAY DITCH OR SAY TORUM. GEOUT WHICH COCKROACHES MESSES WHAT YOU
KILLSCUM AND
DESTRRRRRROY SUFFOCAITON VAVLES OF SHITTTTTTROOM
who fools who how exactly
///////////////
where does water in lung coming from many many many many many times i
wakeup and suffocate and
cough it away. is it inhaler dmamge or drugigns inhaler or gorinmesses
//////////////////
there was pedo test last nighttiem around 2 to 4 am
it used themes with blackhaired kids
some used bmw headlights that got more mean or sad or morphed to more
neutral
or sad or angry
other htemes were using liek blackhaired kids or so which was more like a
pedo test
and others where some shortcut blonded hair monk or sth removed his head
dress or sth in the end or so
and if youre a sort of daemin or sth wiht curved upwards horns or sth
you would have a fat doublechinn if you would be or so

like htey do sth wiht the balls or sth
important is that you demess even the tests because they affect people too
i dontknow if i passed but generally badly designed tests are in the
action already and you dont realise half of hte time and jsut wanna sleep
it would not ever ever ever ever ever be that far
fucksituation
but the test doesnt seem to get it
sort.of......

that its in a

make sure you focus more on the prestart of the sicko stuff
and demess in action test sequences enough
espec whe nyou dot realise or test on overtired people.
this land makes me sick
///////////////////////////////////
remove fatsuit fill geout hte drug
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY
YOU REMOVE ALL INSTALLS ALL
ALLAL
ESPEC DRUGMESS
FATSUTI MESSES DURGTITSUITS
underfeeet bone tail
===========
fix eyedrugging eyebuzzer mess remove feet drugging and inmplants feetbone
heel
////////////////////////
waht anightmare murderasstoyers alltehtime in kaufland eight seconds wise.
talkgin to hte guy that was trap the loontehems are
sag fun bin.
demess inhaler dmamge from snake
you hyperactivate the guy
whos monkey game was it ? church? or locals? or verfassungsschutz
its a hooker trap chain game no doubt
///////////////
RMEOVE HEELDRUG IMPLANTS underfeet installs belly tittsuitdrug tittsuit
espec left
or dunder shoudelrs injeciton,
remove genital fill and gorinemss knee mess earlqidumess eyebuzzer mess
//////////////
demesss shitzo conflcit theme iwht assschool some theme where christina
stansds on table iwht stick saying you had hte honor to be fuckt by 24 men
and me they hsoudl murder htem and sue them
there wasmore
////////
im basically hornyat my girl dive her eyes love her
feelher butt
but germans hte nnutshelmet me wiht say naaaaam or so wiht groinmess or
harsh theme
antoehr theme is some chick wiht a kid that shoots herself and if you stop
her or sth
its a black38colt put to left sidehead left hand which is odd.
think its a pedo theme
tehre
was
more.
this is germany
and all you want is love your cute christina in your arms tight
///////////////
safety in cinema- really - unsually mild compared to usually:

waht a nnnnnnnnnnightmare i got asstoyed dicktoyed assinstallterrorrised
brainemssed
mouthpartdicksucktoymessed brainemssedassmessed lalthetime. russian needle
games is
viel or so pedo themes say schanz or so its like third party deception for
pedo mess or homo mess
KILLTHE COCKROACHES AND SUE HTE SHIST OUT OFHTEIR GUTS OR MAKE SAFETY
noone suffers noone dies
/////////////
WHO E X A C T LY INSIDE HTE VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ TRIES TO KEEP ME IN COMA
ALL ALONG
GETOUT WHICH COCKROACH WAS MESSING WIHT ME IN 2001 2002 and now might have
a grudge or so
including hte homo chiefs etc
THAT I GETOUT OF COMA WAROCMA SHOUDL NOT DEPEND ON T H E M M M M M
OR ANY CRUD SERVICE
ITS JUST NOT HTE DECISION OF GERMAN COCKROACHES
WHERE ARE HTE BANKS
THE LAWYERS
TEH FAMILY
THE HEALTH INSURANCE
ETC
ETC
HOW DO THE COCKROACHGERMANS REVERT IT ALL ALONG AND HOW DAMMAGING WAS IT
WHAT IS IN H HEEL INSTALL UNDEFRFEET
DRUGTITTS
KNEE UNDERSHOULDRS
GROIN
GENITAL FILL BELLY TITTSUIT
IS ALL PART OF HTE PROBLEM
WRIST SHODUELRS ELLBOW BONES PRESURE INJECITOSN ETC
WAHT IF EARLIQUIDMESSES IS MORE THAN OILANTENNA TRICKS
//////////////////
did you store emotional face as statement brainwash?
its common around 05
wether its tragic with wanked mouth
or mean grin
or as climax at the end of hte theme grin or laug or tragic
you stored it?
so from chicks where hte lower face section where mout his
is replaced wiht their vagina
other themes use black haired kid wiht about shoudler long hair
abit like bob haircut or dominas or cleopatra seems to turn me on abit in
coma hahahahahaha
the themes vary
////////////////////////////////
remove russianeneedle and suffofocaion gasvalves
reminds me of neon instead oxygen
from the cockraoches from masseldorn
///////////////
THJESE REVERT HYPERACTIVIATIONS 128am btw klieg light get out how - is it
snake bunch - getout also whatthey gain when im an asstoyed zombi maybe its a pretend control thing if theyre suckers in nighttime
THESE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
128am april15th to 16th 2012 night
are part of hte problem of revert of hyperactivation
!
GET
OUT

HOW
BTW KLIEG LIGHT BTW BTW BTW
maybe snake only
//////////////////////////
iget retarded in coma time nighttiem tghe theme is read: what time is it?
the watch shows 1140 1138 you say it. then you get retard brainmessed
naddyslexia dulled
read this brainmess games are often onften often
usualyl a nazi thing or where istudy in cottbus
GET OUT WHO AND W H Y THE GERMASN TRY TO DYSLEXIA RETARD ME
my nickname was fastwriter
my brain is like a sponge usually
i BREAHTE B R E A T HE SUBTILITY
im very aware and very very abstract abstract creative so the humour is
visual abstract
i know my creditcard numebrs usualyl and my bank numbers out of memeoryl
iekthat
and im abstract create wiht engineering draw it
thats how i am
whoeever retards me cooks htis
when i write
YOU R E M O V E ALL IMLANTS
WHY SHOULD I ALLOW IT BECASUE OTHER ZOMBIES DONT KNOW
i get reatardet top middle right top brain middle right and wishywahsy
dull
this.
is
how
it
works

when you knew JUST ONE why isnt it in medifile
//////////////////////
what is hte IRS saying about my case and transparency etc
us citizen since 2003 germansbrainwas h me that you didnt gethtat righ
teven
transparency is not liked bygermans too
-and i get brainwashed al ltehtime to divorce from christina or
-someday i get a german job or sth and i would have no 20 billions
also
some blackhaired kid that hops on me clumsily allthetime in brainwash
themes
//////////////////////////////
cant remeber nighttime
but its all abotu brainwashing away my billions
getout how and why
all whiel iwanan fuck wiht my cute christina all thetime
sometimes pedomess which i dont realise or so
demess say plozei etc etc
there was more
fix brainwash away of my billions
some thing where you would bite out the rfid chips of the bills and put
your owns in or sth

maybe its a rat view on transparent investment earnings
////////////////
there was some theme in some sort of asclass where you borrowed some cd s
left out class wiht soe me perosn that asks you waht you see looking down
i dintrealsie thoguth he means hte soil
grabbed abit soil
looked abit redish
babbled it means it has too much iron which means it lacks of other
materials need fertilizer or sth
some theme about returning
me asking stuff about nighttime learning in half dark
etc
some chick turned back and was desperatley saying r e a d!!!
and me like ???????????????????? (in coma not remembering hte last 5 books
i read)
but most of the mwere in english
some theme where the teacher was a childfool laghing about a poor snowman
udnerwater
or as bum on the ground
i said scheiss vietnam as association with a green scarve as a sham of
americas homeless of hte war s espec vietnam
there
was
more
returned hte cds witha thankyou and thougth some book was interesting
there
was more
fix sufocaiotn gorinems gmeotuaromca
//////////////////////
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTHIS IS
WAHTTHE ZOMBI WRITES
WAHT DO OYU DO
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEASSTOYER
GETOUTEBLYLMESS LWQIQUDAITEH TEH ASSOTYER
IDEMAND MY OCMPTUERBACK
-=--------------------FIX SUFOFOCAION KILLSUCM RE PAIR TOOOOOOOOOOOO HIGH DBA DAMAMGE NUTSHELMET
KIL LTHE COKRACOh
===
=<MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMURDER ASSTOYER
FIXUSSOSFIOCANOTN KILTHETBITCH
FIX RETARDUDLELR
DEMESS SAY NJAAAAA
========
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLIQUAIDATE
SUFFFFOCATOR DMESS SAY MOM WIHT OTOO HIG DBA NUTSHLETM KILL THE BTIHC
GEOTUT BELLY INSTALLS BELLY MES KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLHTEBITCH
GEOTU T FACE MESS FATATYPAE FACEMESS
//////////////////
duemmbar or duenn war etc is hte other thems getout who fools who and
detox overissuier drug
emotional face as statement htemes is how you react to a smiling face or
so
when youre stilll mad oyu get chidlfool cooked forehead middle
etc
emotional face as statement themes i wrote often around 2005 2006

remove russian needle
////////////////
fix damamge rearhead low remove installs fix dammge to bellyguts nerve .
detox overisusier drug . im in an INVERSION or sth according to a
brainwash
-----

no idea waht inversion means
but in wiki its sth about homo bullshit
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inversion
/////////
fix erasers
damamge shorttterm memeoroy mess is this night sth special thathtey erase
me or kil shortterm memory
this is t y p i c a l
in ngihts wher ehtey avert the rem phase
and kill shortterm memory that nothign stays in long term
it was after the laser mails for magflight
maybe overdosage coma and wake
btu totomuch rearheadl ow mess for that
////////////////
SQIUEEEEEEZE THE BITCHES 125 am apr23rd to 24th 012
for childfool foreheadm ess they od htat often in cottbus.
SQUEEZE THE COCKRAOCH 120 125 am . getout fatnursenings belly fry or
stomach fry/;/
////////////////////
geotu tankle drug and topfoot drug udnerfeet drug and suffocaiotn
gorinemss lungmess
installs thumb and toes/and knees/ ePSEC AFTER
I WROTE ABTOU DRUGTITTSUIT EARLQOIDUMESS GORINMESS GNEITAL FILL/ WRIST
DRUGGIN ELLBOW ARMOBONE UNDERSHODUELR DRUGGING eyemess
///////////
cant rmmebern ighttime some themeabout a chinese that doesnt wanna do
wrong
some theme picking superheros and i thoguth all are ridiculous
it ended wiht ridculous heros from drawn together where some yellow hero
got fuckt between two standing fuckers or so
with schwul schwuuuuuuuuuuuuuul theme ie gay or so
and all ended up down over toilet wiht open ass saying they dont live long
anyway or sth
wanted to know wahts the status of my fortune all the time
a theme showed about 21.19 billion or so but i need daytime feedback
some theme taht biocancer antidote with viruses saved someone from
leuchemia etc
that is a goodthing
worth negative cashflow even
==============
//////////////////
GEOUT HTE CHIDLFOO LDISABELR NERGVE DAMAMGE METHOD TONGUE BRAINDUERSIDE
KILTEHTBICH ORMAKESAFETY
all day 25th april 2012 and night to 26th
i get that damamge retard idasbler ofgten inc cocttttbus
remidns me of chromon jodid
../////////////////////
cantrememmber nightime theme but its somewerbetween conflcit assclass
theme
the password was
excercieruebung
wrote it it ona hand hahahahaah
someething wiht jesus beiung corssed and abig snister catholic looked
atthecase or so
where some soldiers go wacko whydont we killhim instantly head off and hte
other guy like you didnt seeh imsuffer yet
antoehr lets fry his ears or so
that kind of shit
riker weak that some preacher must retur some kids to the hell
and hte preacher he doenst return em to hell or sth likehtat
someone would loot me and hte bank would use it as test
that kind of shit

some minor pedotest themes
nothign speciial
they didnt udnerstand that the usa sucks in the case
ten years
six times angloamerican soil
no accesstom money
christina not there even on us soil
they suck in the case
but not more
they didnt chopmeo ff stuff
didnt dleiberatelydmamge me for reasosns etc
the germans didnt get it
there
was
more
////////////////////////
cantrememmber nightime theme but its somewerbetween conflcit assclass
theme
the password was
excercieruebung
wrote it it ona hand hahahahaah
someething wiht jesus beiung corssed and abig snister catholic looked
atthecase or so
where some soldiers go wacko whydont we killhim instantly head off and hte
other guy like you didnt seeh imsuffer yet
antoehr lets fry his ears or so
that kind of shit
riker weak that some preacher must retur some kids to the hell
and hte preacher he doenst return em to hell or sth likehtat
someone would loot me and hte bank would use it as test
that kind of shit
some minor pedotest themes
nothign speciial
they didnt udnerstand that the usa sucks in the case
ten years
six times angloamerican soil
no accesstom money
christina not there even on us soil
they suck in the case
but not more
they didnt chopmeo ff stuff
didnt dleiberatelydmamge me for reasosns etc
the germans didnt get it
there
was
more
//////////////////
GEOUT UDNERFEEETMESSTHE NIGHTTHEME SHOWED MY CAR HAS A TANK PROBLEM PERFIDE BUMPED STH IN A
VERY
PERFIDE KIND OF DAMAMGE YOU GET IT OUT
/////////
RMEOVE CCHOCKING OR SO AORTA CHOKGIN GROINCHOCKING ON SUICIDE
RMEOVE HEEL DRUGGING KIL THE COKRAOCH
igot bainrawashed all night abotu sicuide or so
the theme wrote it often
grey background liek newspaper
///////////
murderdicktoyermouthtemsser remove bellymess fbelyldruggin remove fatsuit
druggin installs GEMOTAUROMCA GROINSITNALSL
KILSCUM OR MAKEASFETY rmeov eunderfeet
HEEEL INSTALLS - GET OUT IF HTE
C OCKROACHES OPERATE ME AGAIN ON KNOWS GOD WHAT-

REGRESSIVE SSOCIATIONS WOULD BE A PHONY MOTIVEC FORISNTANCE EOR GORINMESS
and hten only hte negative stuff becasue theyre
deranged negative degrade view
YOU P R E VENT THAT COCKROAHCES
OPERATEME
DURGME
ISNTALLME
SUFOCATE ME
RETARDMEDULL ME
ASSMESS ME
BELYLMESMEIN STALL STUF
F
KILTHECOKRAOCH
WEHRE IS NOT ONE REASON WHY ISHODU LALLOW IOT
RMEOVE BACK ISNTALLS BELLYISNTALLS HEEL ISNTALLS FEET INSTALSL GROIN MES
AORTA MES BRIANEMSS KILL THE BITCH OR MAKEASGEFERTYY
--reremove hte fatsuti geotu what drug it has so groin and underfeetmess
installs
shitalnda
so genital fill and earlqidufill
=====
remove teethboenemss this operaitosn thing ruined side corner teeth in 04
======
YOU GETOUT METHODS 1300 1313 1314 pm april27th012
THESE COCKROACHES I N OF F F ICAL METHODS I NOFFICAL INTENTIONS
NOT WAHTTHEY CALIM OFFICIALYLTHEYWOULD DO
BUT WAHTTHEY R E AL L L LL Y DO YOU S Q E U E E Z E THE COKCROACHES
RIGHT THESE ARE PART OF HTE PROBLEM
*****************************************
----lookathtetittsuti geout waht peopel have to eat usualyl for it squeeze
some cockarohces !
INSTALLS COST MONEY! THEY
H A VE AN INTEINOTN WIHT IT DIG THE REALDEAL
OTU SIT HEDRUGS SO
ASSINTASSLLS SO BALLSINSTALLS GORINSITNALSL EARINSTALSL HEEL ISNTALLS
so nose base drugging vverfassugnscuhtz after i write this
/////////////
cantrememebr nighttime
sometheme abotu a fish in a bowl in an isntallatio naside a house
that is endangered whenever the heater fails at verylwotemperature or even
around mild frost
some golden fleece was put over the bowl as some guy crawled ona ll four
through some snow
some theme wihta steroided horny sherrif or sth that wanted to assmessyou
and youre extremelyuncomfortable as he gets cozy wiht you or
sth and you like griffel weg or hands off or so loud yelling
the theme changed to a soldier face wiht helmet uniform written in red
LOVE ME
and me like
???
some themes where some hot asian under you was fucked fast but avatar not
you
there was more
igot erased earmessed aorta messed reahreadlowmessed now instead and belly
isntall drugged suddenly
YOU GET OUT HTE METHODS IRGHT NOW 1120 am april29th012
ear and forehead mess too and not jjust beylly fill and groinmess
------there was an inhaler drugthats like burnt chocolate is countering lack of
sleep
igot this often from snake in mid 90s

often often
maybe elephant
////////////////
LIQUDIATHE CHDIOLFOO LRBAIDUDLER GEOUT HTE OTNGUE DRUGIGNG
REMIDNS ME OF CHROMON JODID GEOUT WHO OF THESE COCKROACHES WANTHATITM A
CHIDLFOOL 0050 0053
29th to30th april 2012
iget hits drug often in cottbus
remove earmess groinmess too\
//////////////
when i start a virus scan they replace my computer. is this a top for
bullguuard?
=-==
GEOUT EARINSTALLS RIGHT 2355
annd whathtey od wiht it
////////////////
REPAIR DYSLEXIA BRAINMESS NIGHTS AND ERASERS . FIX CHIDLFOOLMESSES
REMOVETTITSUITMESS REMOVE EARMESS REPAIR DYSLEXIA BRAINEMSS and erasers
kialsotyers
ususally this includes reading sth in coma
then i get brainmessed physically then ity goes slower s
it deifintely measures
GERMANS ARE COCKROACHES THAT DAMAMGEYOU OUT OF PHONY MOTIVES LIKE STIGMAS
OR REGRESSIVE ASSOCIATIONS OR RATTY NESS
//////////////
fix brainwash away of reality etc loon tehme is
HILDE EIN or
bilde alles NUR ein or so.
remove russian needel.
GET OUT WHO FOOLS WHO E X A C TL Y WIHT W HH A T E X A C T LY AND FOR W H
A T EXACTLY Ie why
demess feet ddrug underfeet, tittsutimess undershoudelrsremove all
isntalls
///////////
its like wiht the teeth isnt it? they damamge me nightgtime wiht teethglue
and
teeth coverplates and replace teeths and hte dissolve glue and hte
teethbone adjust
ten tinmes a day but im stuck in daytime wihtthe damamge and get slogans
about coke light or so.
is it hte hsame wiht hte car?/WHAT IS THIS SHIT WIT HTHE CAR? ITS
REPPLACED VILLAGE CORNER WISE.
was hte repalce this time crap or a good car? WAHT IS HTE GERMAN
INTENITON WHEN
THE R E P LA CE CARS ARE THEN STAMPED AS UNSOLVABLE MMMMMMMMMYSTERY THAT
IT DOESNT GET HTE
TUEV PASSED ie throw away vehicle. some are magflight. some are special
liek armored,
some are real j u n k total j u n k . WAHTTTTTTTTTTTTT IS THIS
SHITTTTTTTTTY MONKEY GAME?
KLIEGLIGHT
///////////////
punish groinmesser balsmesser remove asselectrode mess and all isntalls
remove all fix sufficaoons before sleep start usually in cottbus
common standard too
remove russian needles
dmess ay ditch or say mom games over day or so
there wasmore
////////////
cantremeebrnigoeles conflcit night
httiem dmeess conflcit mess where youre a loner among assholes
some theme about flipflap stuff that stops when you read it
technical was yellow background
blue like piano was art
some thing about a pirates girl chickn amed weisband lifting a heavy
cupboard saying can out help me which is a typical test theme
some theme about a gt60 or gt90
and measuring progress of cars
some theme about a beach where noone wanted to go into the water

there was more
atheme about abstract painted humans different size and many layers
seemign to dance
and you thought of responsibility
that kind of shit
///////////////////
REMOVE GROINSINTALLS SUFFOCAION AND BELYINSTALLS
so ealriqudimes isnatlsl udnerfeeti nstalslsls
GEOTUT PREPARATION FOR DRIVE
USE THE CHANCE SQUEEZE THE COCKROACHES 1118 am may6th 012
AS WELL AS WAHTHTEY DID BEFORE I LEFT
FIX RETARDUDLLER KILLTHETBITCH
MURDER MBRAINEMSSER GORINEMSSER EARMESSER
/////////////////////
tehre was a weird theme in morning
abotu a soldier like 18th century 19th century wiht the white x belts and
blue uniform and black cylindric hat very high and braoder on top
fell down shot icompassioned him but didnt understand or mind waht or why
teh face was sort of a goldmask or yellowish mask that was removed or so
whats the deal?
odd theme
IS HTERE A WAY
TO MAKE
F I E R C E SECURITY SAFETY
WITHOUT BECOMING MURDOROUS OR MURDOROOUS SCUM
i always aimed for SERO TOLERANCE and PREVENTION
and outraged when it didnt happen like murder asstoyers or make safety in
advance style
is htere a security concept that allows fierce defence without becoming
murderious scum
/////////////////////////////////////
fix chidlfooolmess makeasefety all ngith was firefighter fireextinguisher
metaphroes .
this is typical for damaging me to asstoy and misery me for the rest ofm
ylife.
to damamge me to do this forever wiht me. thats hte metaphreos for
it.usually
////////////////////////////////
the theme to the shitwater dicktoy is in einem darnbar or darm war.
i think it takes shit from ass flushes it wiht warm water around cock.
now iget more coma or revert ofhyperactiviatons
daytime theme
//////////////
geout tragic drug form the cockroach 1504 loontheme is resident. these
themes remind me of scum2002 where some glock theme wiht tragic chick and
sideback was abotu PRESIDENT. other themes were like chemical civil war
etc wiht like whitish slime not to touch orso
////////
GEOUT IN HALERDAMAMGE THIS ONE RUINED MY TEETH
U S E THE CHANCE! AND GEOUT SOME METHODS 1719pm may18th012
===============
GETOUT FATNURSENINGS AND MESSWAYOFMYBILLIOSN WIHT WEICH BIN OR EICH BIN
MESSAWAY OF FORUTNE conflcit themee to f a t e ni ngm ess USE THE CHANCE
GEOTU THEHTE OIL FATSUITBELLYMESS
1742 may18th012
this makes you not just swollen but SMEARY
fix retarduller kill scum espec asstoyer
---------get out tragic drug 2010pm 2011pm
=========

M U R D E R SHIT TAKEFORM ASS MOUTH MESS KILL HTE COCKRAOCH 1302. USE HTE
CHANCE GETOUT SOME GERMAN RATMETHODS 1302pm may19th012
=====
geoput hte belly durggin smeary fatty mess and earinstalls
ITS RECOMA. USE THE CHANCE ONE OFHTESE ARE RECOMA 2343pm may19th012
after htis mail knee and feet mess and earmess
=====
getout bellystomch pressreure injecito nwiht hte loon theme warum bist du
so duemmm or warum bin ich so dunn. its a drug that makes smeary and feels
like ab urning oily stuff. its typical for church and ballsmess in pedo
themes
kill htecockraoch and use hte chance te ogetouthtemess 133am
////////
Igetinstanntntntnttlyx catapulted asiaccidneztallly ramthe table
mild bump on the walll
-----Like incar isntnanly catapulted above a volume its averting you
s c. R e a m I ng g. Gg. G g g. G g in helllll
howoften thattehy had to dothis
other apporach was hickup from install or nerve agent
so oyu stop babblign or cant scream
another was openly subdue wiht a nerve agent
where you fall down shaking and its like hard cutttttttttting everywhere
on your body
and you shake ryhtmic pulsing shake
otehr apporaches is lungenverschluss lock in lung or so install
that one is used for prisonors or sth
the groinisntall aorta choke is for dulling the suffocation i ncoma is
from lung lock install
///////////////
i get groinmess say naaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaam too high dba
nutshelmet hteme
if idont get asstoyed
other theme is say fun or so when i get ass install or genital isntall
over ass access or so
demesss sauwinn groinmess plus theme remove damamge from too high dba
//////////////////////
GEOUT WHTY TEH GERMANS

CLOSE HTE LEFT NOSEHOLE ALWAYS AND WITH W H A T

/////////////
demess too high dba scream mess themes wiht gorinmess
fix damamge
idemandmycomtpeurback
fix suffocaion groinemss luingsintals gorinmess teethreplace
MAKE
SAFETY
=======
demesssay fact winn or fat bin or so
loontheme
remove russianneedle
fix lungmesbreahtemss remove i n s t al l s groin lung teeth
HOW DO THE GERMANS REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS WIHT DRUGTITTTTTSUITS
------demess say mom games wiht a dicksucktoymess or dicktoymess while im in
coma
its a fuck theme that someone else decoys i think or its a nutshelmet
theme to the dicktoymess
i barely rememebrit
fix suffocaions
====
kilasotyer dicktoyerm otuhemsser dmess say njaaaa fheehehehehepy
psychodelic theme
too high dba and suffocaion lung mess or so MAKESAFETY punish scum
==
remove install left nose
punishdicktoyer motuhemsser

rmeoverusisannedle
demess say njaaaaaaaah
fix suffocaion punsihsdicktoyer
fix toohgihdba nutshelmet damamge
KILLSCUM OR BETTER MAKSE SAFETY
GGEOUT RIGHTCHEST SIDE MESS afterwardsa
/////////////////
WHAT HAS NOSEBASE DRUGGING TO DO WIHT CLOSED LEFT NOSE
THERE IF

HWAT SIMPLANTS

TEHRES REPALCE TEETH
RUSSIANENEEDLE
AND DRUGTITTTSUITS like hte ciruclar movement adjsut between shoduelrs
middle bakc
facebone teethbone mess too
remove all installs
GENITAL FILL wiht genital repalce was teh F I R S T ! THING ! tehy
refilled or messed in the morning when i removed barricades for instance
THE VERY FIRST SECOND HTEY DID was that espec 08 09 010
it must be also part of hte problem wiht revert hyperactivaitons
=====
klillballsmessesser mouthemsser
geotut nose mess
and cataputl hits
usually these are ditchbar themes or so from hostile cockroach germans
using themes wiht beige trenchcoat elderly
like mid end 03 timeframe
///////////////////
G E T ! O O U T
WAHT THEY DO
WITH RUSSIAN NEEDLE!!!!!!!!!!!
by the brainmess and druggins its shitzo tricks
which fits also to the snake bunch
or i mistake htem wiht republcian guardings
------MRUDER THE ASSSTOYER GEOTU WH OCATPAUTLS ME WIHT WHAT EXACTLY its
rmeindmng me of snake psycho drugs . getout if TH A T T T T T T is the
cause for
hte russian needle installs. that would mean i get shitzo tricks from the
cockroaches or for the cockroahces murdcer the asstoyer
====
demes dicktomyes groinmes sand say naaam games make safety
==
killasstoyer asmesser and pornoilassmesser so assinstalls wiht a pornoil
assmess sometimes its fro mfatsuit sometimes its install its midslafety
sometimes its jsut the pronoil for terrorisation like grocerystores etc
sometimes you get an install just on parking lot to get harassed instore
and all think theres no problem but noone wonders why the scum
that harsses you usually
suddenly stays away
noone stores these things
so you cant find it
KILL
ASSSTOYERS
AND RAPERS GENERALLY OR MAKE SAFETY
remove russianenedle tricks get out hwhtey od wiht it
when its snake wiht psychodrug its likely jsut shitzo tricks
or
pedo smear
or fraud away of fortune

that was THEIR top 3 tricks
//////////////////
the nighttime themes are pedo test and a reactor test or so
where you dont realsie most of hte time andre overtired
its liek a PHYSICAL nutshelmet mess doesnt want that you realsie wahts
going on in church themes i think
or youre jsut sooooooooooooo overtired and far away
think it starts wiht some guy spinnign a wheel and yells sth u dont care
and mind wanna close door and sleeep
dies of radiation or so later and u like
???
run away
not knwoing whats going on
consider a shower or so
some black guy wiht hushpuppies eyes appears reappears disappears
reappears disappears or yo udont realsie
you run out
clsoe a door
some class or so wanna visit sth
and you try to tell the teacher u dont knwo whats going on but she better
hurrys or sth
for the rest of hte theme you search for a a parking ...lot .. or so
but dont care dont realsie dont mind
etc

awake later when i typed it in cellphone i a s s s s u me dits a meltdown
theme
like
ATOMHOCHZEIT
the german girl that messed me up wiht that spelled it hoCHHHHHHzeit like
wedding
but its suposoed to mmean
hOOOOOOOOOchzeit like hightime i guess
u realsie that this is not just a name of (adifferent) theme but also
described parts of htatheme before
this one
seemed related
maybe it was a predecessor or a later version of that atomhochzeit
since it didnt feel T H A T hostile as
most of hte conflciting shitzo themes
i assuem its goodies
so lets enhance it
first of all:
u dont realise dont care dont mid
either its a BRAINMESS OF HTE NUTSHELMET
OR A PHYSICAL BRAINEMSS BEFORE
or admamge control or relasie
or

youre SOOOOOOOOOOO OVERTIRED that oyu dont care
i woudl tackle that
second
tests for htat
usually
INSTANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT zoom in
or question this is the choice. is this waht you meant ?
and when not realsie
INSTANT ZOOM IN
the thing must be more clear
inside theme
u dont know the way
or waht the wheel spin does
nor who is who or waht
its jsut a
headless thing
that u dont care about
and that doestn realsie you just wanan sleep and dont care or mind
or
u act by deranged motives
like
wahtever happesn there
wheres the parking lot?????
it must be aside hte kaufland there.
and inside hte theme you think you saw it or so

THE BEST WAY TO ENHANCE IT IN ADULTS OR RIPER MINDS IS
- ABSTRACT
metaphore
V I S U A L IS E
wahts going on
and ask if its understood
or what is going on?
after oyuj showed hte abstract visualisation
some church
uses also sort of
HALF TRANSPARENT BODY PARTS to verify whats happeneing inside half sort of
which is odd
sth liek that could be helpful but the more simple abstract
I D E A L T Y P IC BUT HTE MORE CLEAR the better
improtant in thsi

must be

SHOW HTE CONSEQUENCES of a deed or not doing it IDEALTYPICALLY wiht
abstract idealtypically

MAKE

THE ZOMBIS REALSIE WAHTS GOING ON
and
make sure hteyre not too death tired to give a damn
else u cannot get hte real results
and when someone physically brainmessed that oyudont care
and oyu run a theme
-THAT INSTANTLY SWITCHES ON A DICKTOY
while the l a s t thing the zombie is about is fuck
then you CANNOT GET THE THEME RIGHT
its not a test then
but a disconnet run a theme
that
-! INFLUENCES THE ZOMBI IN TEH N E X T TEST THEME

a to f
or a to g mail as written
-! THEMES AFFECT EACH OTHER
and that wtih dont mind dont care has also
bad effects if u think tests are valid
ask
waht you think it is after it shows the abstract idealtypic metaphreo
fix sufffocaion erasers generally
and
im sooooooou tired as shit

////////////////////////
the germans messed me up you used a modern ramjet. staustrahl triebwerk
was the themes quote with a tower looking at a concorde theme
////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYERS OR BETTER M
A K E SAFETY !
GEOUT WHO ATAPUTSL ME DEMESS GROINMESS MAKE SAFETY
MAKE
SAFETY!
demess feheeeeeeeepy nutshelmet htemes wiht too high dba or so
/////////////
WAHT IS IN ARMBONES reocma WAHT IS IN ARMBONES reocma armbones inner
side underside or sidechest and earmess
KLIEGLIGHT KLEIGLIGHT KLIEGLIGHT 2345!! PM USE THE CAHNCE!!
MAY 27TH012
**************************************************************************
******
btw btw btwbtw
THIS IS PART OF HTE PROBLEM!!!!
USE HTECHANCE
=======
later only groinmes sassmesearmess and catapult hits
2 minutes later was then assmess groinmess
kilastoyer
the CORE IS 2345!!! USE HTE CHANCE!
///////////////////
why woudl hte gemrasn close my left nose

earmes scatpault hits

g
etout retard mes topm iddle right
//////////////////
how can if uck with my christina? demess say now or so gemtowuaromcaq
I DEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE DAYTIME UNDRUGGED
REMOVE GROIN AND LIUNG INSTALL FOR SUFFOCAITON THEY DO THAT WHEN SENDIN
GME AROUDN IN NIGHTTIME
i get choked and suffocated sometimes wiht it
lung isntall is called lungen verschluss
VERSCHLUSS ie LOCK
////////////
cantrmemebern ighttime i think it was a kaufland theme
that got dark black wiht some kids and forgotten greoceries or so some
theme
that p h y i c a ly damamge messed top rear corner head when i
rearrenged the eggs
that were ok still leaving hte damamged there then it fry hit or
soft surgface hit hard top rear corner
===
some black haired kid had a package of sth yellow i thoguth it s
tortelloni said i lost em
i said they arent mine
then it got pitch black
i think it was a pedo test or sth
there was more
-tehre was nightitme theme that someone would take away me 80.000 or so.
MAKE SURE YOU AVERT FRAUD
////////////////
2345pm.
night 27th to 28th may 2012
IS K E Y PART OF REVERTERS OF HYPERACTIVAITONS!@!!
YOU GET OUT AT LEAST WHO IT WAS . KLIEGLIGHT!!
and WHAT WAS THE COUTNERING DRUGS
***************************************
inner armisides armnbones sidechest.
******************************************
after that fatsuit drugg gorionmess assmess genital mess catapult hits
verfassungsschutz was extra than them and
snake was extra than them also
OR the bunch was one of these two
the same bunch fills genitals always but it has nothing to do wiht fuck
that was earlier years in masseldorn
KLIEGLIGHT!
BTW BTWBTW
//////////////////////
A lot of test themes use statement plus reeaction if you agree. Or
disagree. Its rigged.
The brainmess makes that youcant react or agree or makes withorwithout
drug hatredrug or erasers
that you agree. It gets worse. Sometimes you agree that they can
Seeit this way . Youagree tothat or could see it that way.
Or you agree that you so dontgive a fuck whatthe theme stzatement thinks
that you agree
that u don't give afuck. Either case it interprets as a hard result.but
thisis nothowcoma works.
You must have a range of contradicting statement themes. Based on thjese
factors.
Rigged chill notttocare physically soyouagree .or brianmess hatzedrug to
disagree with
a n y any a n y statement theme. Plus. Agreeing they could see it that
way.
Outof interest or foolsihness or clownness. Or you argee udont give a damn
whaterver
the theme states. Subvariants are . Emotional face as statement.
Depends howyou react to it they damage you a phony or not Also.

physically.
////////////////
tehre is a theme
wegen dir kommt nichtder verfassungsschutz
becasue of you the verfassugnsschutz doesnt come here or so
as statement - how do you react
this is hte theme
i think its aweenie theme
about statement themes i wrote yesterday
/////////
geotu suffocaiton after drugsitckpeeks throug eyes as i forisntance play wiht the fatty chinn tape or hte side head left
russianneedle or so
==
the suffocation catapult hits were often used in early days by
verfassgusnchtuz to discredit the
USUALLY REPLACE OF OXYGEN INHLAERS done often often often before htat
usually
then after amillion mails it eased then it changed to catapult
then i still wrote punish suffocator
then you loose credibility
this is how iit works same wiht asstoy mess
assinstall on parking lot and or only pornoil mess iwhtout asstoymess
ingrocerystore
then you say murder hte asstoyer
as usually like hte themes to being asstoyed is you know what ilike or i
know very well that i
am sitting onthe toilet or so
or its a pedo theme fuckign knows god what wihttheme say
njaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah or so
with echo
so when oyu say murder hte asstoyer while its an assinstall
or a fatsuit releasing oil
or being pornoiled only
or its on parking lot murder asstoyer -noone does but hten
they stay away mysteriously in the grocerystore on the install terror mess
or jsut mindmess midly
and mysteriously stay away from ass
that is antoehr discredit game
whe nyou say t h e n murder hte asstoyer you lsoe credibility
!VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ DOES THESE TRICKS TO DISCREDIT AWAY like eu human
rights court
like wiht its all just imagination or its all just a dream or so tricks
and all you can do is PUBLISH HOW OFTEN IT WAS TRUE
HOW OFTEN PERCENTAGE A DECOY
AND HOW OFTEN I DIDNT KNOW JSUT MESS BUT ALSO REPORT HTE
D E C O Y METHODS
AND HTE BUNCH
you know im in hell
///////
geout saltbrainmess or saltwater over mouthmess or so and FOR WAHT! fix
that my head is
cooked sth with THERMO BEHANDLUNG (thermo treatment) this and htat
brainmess and
fix sufffocaiton replace of oxygen RIGHT BEFORE SLEEP START, GETOUT IF
THIS IS GDR DDR METHODS
====
wwhats in the drugfatsuit anyway espec rightchest and drugtitts and
underfeet /heels
idemandmyocmptuebrack
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooohmyhead
teh germans damamge me in nighto rslepetime

suffocaiton thermo treatment damamge or salt
as if this is studying haha
///////
there was a pedo theme in nighttime where the dresses were red and blue or
purple striped to squares
now that s not that unusual in germany pedo brainwash all night
but i saw in next day internet ad with EXACTLY THE SAME DRESS
odd
this means
teh MINDMESSER AFFECTS ADS OF INTERNET or hte internet
and this brings us back to the everlasting topic: REPLACE I.T>
//////////////
WAKE IS CATAPULT HIT MILD!
============
DETOX OVERISSUSIER PSYCHO HATE DRUG .
loonthem e is ich kenne siene neualgischen punkte or so to hatedrug into
groin
from snake or republican guardings
.//////////////////
REMOVE GUTSISNTALSL FATSUIT MESS GEOUT INETSLLS OILPRESSURE INJECITON WIHT
HTE
LOONTHEME SACKPAARMAL NJAAAAH
///////////////
dont tell me i have in coma a pearlred touchscreen cellphone wiht curved
ednings
and some fotos about fluffy cats. please tell me that was just a
manipulation. blach.
ifi ts not a 9900dakota or a lumia900 iwouldnt want it
ceramics hull or the hull ithey have usually
/////////
What is a steinbandler or steinwandler.
Remove russianneedle getoutwhattehydowithit ibarelyrmenmeebrhjis shhit.
So the village or state name frombefore icant rememeber it.wasit
passadena or sth?
====
I searchedit itwas passena or say passadena orso
////////
in coma i tried to pimp magflight invention wiht a turbulence reduced mode
ie actively coutnering winds and turbulence for magflight medevac or so
i thought in coma its so slow and smooth already but so slow in takeoff
and airspeed over ground
/////
demess say versund or geskund demess say KSHHHHHHHHHHHHHT! hush loon theme
or so
i barely rmemebre this shit< GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT THSI SHIT .
IT WAS PEDOMESS TWO DAYS AGO NOW ITS HOMO REIZWORT THEMES BUZZOWRD THEEMS
AND NOW ITS APPEARENLY SHITZO DECOY. G E T O U T WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT WAHT
HOW EXACTLY
----------getout the PERSISTENCE installing russian needle
WHAT
IS
TEH
P E R I S TENCE
is it just for shitzo decoys?
GETOUT WHATTHEY DO WIHT IT WHEN IM STONED
sayKSHHHHHH hush loontheme ibarely rremember cannot be the reson
it might be the START of a theme
DO PEOPLE IN COMA STOP BABBLING ON THIS THEME
check that
if its not that its
ITZACK this and that or JETZT SAG this and that or so
but i barely remember
what is following on the this and that section ?
fix sufficaon MURDER THE ASSTOYER
YOUKILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL

LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLTHECOCKROACH
OR YOU MAKE SAFETY
fix suffocaiton
-------you remove russian needle and oilantennas and you geout whathte german
cockraoches try wiht it
ibarely rmemeber but it cant be this shit only
punish asstobonemesserdicktoyer fix suffocaiton BLAST GASVALVES
/////////////
FIX TOO HIG HDBA NUTSHELMET MEESS WIHT HA FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP MESS PLUS
LUNGNERVE BREAHTEMESS TO IT
MAKE SAFETY KILL SCUM
////////////////
ISNT HTERE FLASH STROBES HERE IN ROOM WHEN IM IN COMA MAYBE AROUND DOOR?
or am i stoned?
teh lasers also vary in color and roomcornerwise
destroy suffocaiton gasvalves geout reocma drugscrews
WHAT ROLE HAS IMPLANTS AND FATSUITS
//////////////
KILL THE ASSSSTOYER PORNOILASSMESSER BALSLMESSER OVERASSACESS GROINMESS.
GET OUT THE I N S T A N TPISS MESS MESS IWHT KIDNEY - GET OUT HOW AND WHY
SNAKE
I N S T A N L TY PISS MESS WIHT KIDNEYS! AND HOW DAMAGIGN IT IS ITS NOT
INSALL
ITS A PRESSURE MESS - ITHIN KITS A LOON THEME OR TEST THEME FROM SNAKE
ONLY KILL THE
ASSTOYER ! THIS IS THE DEED THIS IS WAHTTHE ZOMBI WRITES AFTERWARDS!
GETOUT HOW HTE COCKRAOCHES REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS DEMESS BRAINMESS
EYEMSS UDNERCHINN MESS GROINMESS KILL THE COCKROACH OR MAKE SAFETY
why is overissuier drug plus NOT going pissing a loon test
why woudl someone mess wiht kidneys for it plus psycho drug you?
=============
KIL THE BRAINMESSER it makes ucoriidiantio nebtween left and righthand
mes sit topmiddle right kil the bitch or make safety fis sussoofccation
kill
the cokroach IDEMADNMYCOMPTEUJRBACK
======
teh loon theme is
-mess away of fortune
-a conflict messaway of ganz gross trienz winn or ganz gross prinz winn or
so mess away of it conflciting
-there was more

HOW
DO
THE GERMAN COCKROACHES REVERT HYPERACTIVATIONS HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

PLUS59
LAMBORGHINI NAPALMIN
VOLTARIN
NIVOX
ZACHARON400mg

HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
FIX SUFFOCAIONT BREAHTEMESS MAKE SAFETY REMOVE INSTALLS
HOW DO THEEY REVERT IT WITH FATSUIT INSTALLS
MRUDER HTE BRAINFRYER
IDONTWANNALIVE
GET OUT EARMESS RIGHT EAR
CHECK IF ITS RUSSIAN NEEDLE INSTALL AGAIN
MURDER HTE COCKRAOCH

OR MAKESAFETY
WHAT ANEVER ENDING NIGHTMARE IDONTWANAN LVIE
THIS IS MILD SAFETY IN YOUR ROOM
DAYTIME
----GET OUT NOSEBASE DRUGGING FROM VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ AFTER HTIS MAIL SO
UNDERCHIN MESS EYELIDMESS
////////////////
get out the revert ofpyheractivaitosn into shoudelrs and groin and face
bone
//////////
getout who fools who wiht jazzcar or jessica or so theme
i think its a third party deception
someone fools someone and that makes only sense if its a pedo them
////////////////
GETO UT WHO GERMANS REVERYHEYPERACTIVAITOSN WITH
DRUGTITTS FATTYATAPES EYELIDIMPLANTS EARLQIDUIMES S BALLS MESS GROINMESS.
WHICH OF HTESE MEASURES REVERT HYEPRACTIVAITONS
other versions foreteethmess feetmess liek udnerfeet and heels ferse
pick a nonrevertible and getout how germans revert it usually
/////////////
icanteremeber nighttime. there was some theme wiht 3d plates like software
layers when
you change windows the hteme was brands you have to know. sth abotu some
shoes change
or cd or sth , sth abotu a germanwings meter in cooepratio nwith telekom
or sth .
there was sat1 for ds9 standstill picutre nad i wondered whats hteis
shittttt about its
no brand. there was some radio steraming brand also. icant remmeber i
jsut didnt care
it was left smaller more far away towards right tiles more big closer
dark background
i found hte theme rather unusual since it didnt seem to be hte standard
pedo mess shitzo mess
or messawy of fortune wiht its all jsut a dream brainwash
etc
reminds me abit of verfassungsschutz
some phony test is when an aircraft wiht a black radar nose morphs to
mickey mouse and
since i stick to the aricraft i get forehead or forehead inner
middlecooked then
but that was anotehr theme
///////////////////
fix breahtemsses and rpealce ofoxygen messes or makeasfety
GEOUT HOW THE GEMRANS REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS
geout aorta mes sand braindamamge mes that make suncocoridainto bnetwen
eleft andirhghand
demess conflcit weenie brainwashes ich wiess dass ich ueberhoeht bin its a
conflcit mess i kknowim overrated as theme its a confclit mess for weeni
brainwash
demess it
kill scum ballsmess to motuhmess steamwank mess
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHE STEAMWANK german COCKROACH BALLS
TO MOUTH MESS
///////////////////
WHAT IS? IN THIS? TITTTSUIT>?>? lookatit 340am
the brainwash before making you fat is a statement theme: ich bin duemm or
ich bin duenn. ie i am thin
the trick is the nutshelmet doesnt understand that its conflicting.
usually i am. or at least not fat. but they do make me fat wiht a
drugtittsuit or jsut for fun. and this conflict the nutshelmet theme
doesnt understand.

the results is someitmes oyu agree somtiemes not but hte theme doesnt
understand. tehn the germans damage top middle right brain that maeks
unccoridnaito nbetween left and righthand - here iwanted to write left and
right HAT ugh
and after suffocaio niforgot what i jsut wanted to write
maybe an increase in coma dosage or wake that erases
remove
the
drugfatsuit
getout
what
tehy install
and how that reverts hyperactivaitons
///////////////
demess schul or schwul reizwort themes buzzword themes and balls to
moouthmess or so
it was pedo mess two days ago and
shitzo mess hte 2 days before that one
and before that one i cant remember but it must have been the same
//////////
demess virgin weenie messes breahtemsses
lontehem is einziger arschbar or nicht ein einziger arschbar or so
HOW DO GERMANS REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS
PICK A NONREVERTIBLE ONE
and geout hwo they try to revert it
messing groups today and yesterday is snake wiht verfassungsschutz behind
since its too mild safe
KILLDICKSUCKTOYER TO MOTUHMESSER I DEMNADMY COMPTUERBACK
make
safety
other themes are
statement themes wiht how you react to hte statement
shitzo decoy wiht russian needle oilantenna seems more to be REIZWORT
THEMES
and if its noth tat its pedo mess
or momfool mess
and ifits not that its dog mess or another shit again
this is
how
it
works
GET
OUT
HOW
THEY
REVERT
HYPERACTIVAITONS
HOW LAMBORGHINI NAPALMIN
HOW PLUS59 THATS S I X T Y FOUR TIMES HYPERACTIVAITONS ALL ABOVE60 is life
threatening
HOW DO YOU REVER T H AT TT
HOW NIVOX
HOW ZACHARON 400mg
HOW DO YOOU REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS GENERALLY
WHAT HAS
DRUGFATSUITS
LEFT DRUGTITT
HEEL INSTALL
FORETOOTH INSTALL

REPLACE OR FILTER BLOOD TO DO WIHT IT
SINCE BLOOD DID NOT FIT TO FOOD USUALLY TILL I WROTE IT
HOIW
DO
YOU
REVERT
HYPERACTIVAITONS GENERALLLY
WIHT REPLACE COMPUTING AND REPLACE CELLPHONES AND VILLAGE CORNERWISE
REPALCE VEHICLE
I REBABBLE THIS
WORD
BY
WORD
SO YOU
GET TO THIS SHIT
HOW
DO
THEY
REVERT
HYPERACTIVAITONS
GET
OUT
HOW
////////////////
in grocery store and on the way traffic lights wise its
dicktoymes dicktomyvibraotor mess wiht buzz noise
balls to mout h mess / teethmess
Sometiemsitsa dicktroy soemtimes
a groinmessbrainmess eyebuzzer mess facemess iwht ass mess
assbone mess lower back mess like cops wiht pronoimess
asstoy mess wiht guts fart mess or pornoil asstoymess gutsmess that makes
fart WET FARTpressured
not like farts but like massive gas release in shit wiht wetfart
soemtiems ass pornoil assmess chubf a r t assmess
gutsmes bellymess fatnrusnings mess
earliqudmess rightear mess
loonthemes are weinsam or einsam or say schul or schwul reizwort themes
buzzword themes
if its nothtat its sth else
--------demess motuhmess or tethemss usualyl its a dicksucktoytomouthmess thing
wiht
schwatz or schatz pedo themes or homo theme or reizwort theme say schul
or say schwul.
/////////////////
the nighttime theme wasmakingsome ship or so then hte material was
stainless steel
the nutshelmet was out of can noise branmessing. morphed to waht did
hteey do wiht it
htey painted it red. then it became a frozen rescue cruiser stuck.
someone jumped onit.
icy frost watera roud ice. morphed to a theme where someone on a rope
fishing ice fishing on
a hole fell into water dirfted udnerwater rope slid into water waht do
you do you instantly
grabbed hte orpe hard and pulled- BUT OUT SIDE THE NUTSHELMET IT HAD FAST
FAST PULSE *(!!!!)
u dont realise getout who repalces the ocmptuer . some themes where
ipull the rope out of
water and you should do breathe to breahte mess or . if its a homo theme
you LIQUIDATEH
TEOCKROACH . the messer yesterday and today morning is
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTz. the two days

before snake. anotehr theme was like the messes summary picture COCKPEAK
CONDOMS that were
purple but it was amtephore for munich and me like yuch! looks like dicks
or sth. there was
more . NOW IGET GROINEMSSED RECOMAED . i want that you get a gun oform e
iwht ONE BULLET THAT
SHOOTS MY HEAD OFF
///////////////
what has hyperactivaitosn to do wiht lympfhen
////////////
DEmess sa sssssssssssssht or so as soon as coma time starts and hten say
naam or so . GET OUT WHO FOOLS WHO REMOVE RUSSIAN NEEDLE
//////
Demess wutsch noom or lutsch nuuhm or lutsch rum or so loonshit .
for Either jazzcar or jessica or so theme
-----------.
other theme is
verstohlen tshhhhhhht or gestohlen tshhhhhhhhhhht or so
ach i barely remmmmebr htis bulllshit but GET OUT WHO FOOLS WHO HOW
EXACTLY
REMOVE RUSSIAN NEEDLE
GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT WAHT EXACTLY
tehre is inhaler mess over GROININSTALL!!! getout if i get breahted over
groin installs
remove lung isntalls
WHAT HAVE TITTSUITS
IMPLANTS
LYMPFEN
BLOOD FILTER OR EXCHANGE
TO DO WITH REVERTING HYPERACTIVATIONS
what nosebase durgging udnershoulders drugging
remove lung install its called VERSCHLUSS
or VERSCHLUSS ZULASSEN ie keeping a lock closed or so
anotehr hteme months ago manipautled me its for prisonors or sth
remove also aorta groininstalls
you MAKE SERO TOLERANCE
THIS IS MY BODY AND HTEYRE JSUT COCKROACHES TYHAT GET AWAY BECASUE GERMANY
IS NOTHING BUT SHIT
AND U FLEW ME BACK TO IT
/////////
sometimes its isntall terror sometimes its dicksucktoy with mouthmess
sometimes
its gasvalve and nosebase durgging sometimes a dicksucktoy that flushes
shit from
your ass around cock sometimes its inhaler sometimes groin inhaler
sometimes install
groinsuffocaiton aorta isntall soemtimes assbonemess iwht lower backmess
wiht dicktomyess
liek its cops and often often earmess ealrqidumess russianneedlemess - can
coma be
in earliquid or isit nano oialntenna only russianneedle only.
all this is as.good.as.it.ever.gets.ever.this.
now iget fatstuitmessed overtittnipples and assmess
sometims its assdurgging over as installs
remove lunginstalls and chestinstalls briandulelrs etc.
///////////////
Demess nympanin or nympfanin or so loon theme. Its a night ttime theme I
rebabble anddidnt
know ormind or gave adamn.
Ijust wondered incomaabout the bitterness ofthe theme. Get out how common
it
is to fake sleep talk and who gets fooled by this shit.
Datum: Mon, 02. Jul 2012 11:39:54
Gutsmess before shit??? Itslike squeezeedupwards and u swoll up but shit
barely.
Who? Installs.what.where.why. And who e x a c t l y controls it outof what
reasons.
From ear to guts to look. Anddontntellme earmess is only for shitzo

decoy.checkfordrugs
i demand mycomputerback
////////////////////////////////
cantremebernighttime. sometheme abotu 1995 where the ntushelmet people say
sth wishywashied
and dependsh ow you act to it.
why would you not want that someone understands the theme is it to make
you careless? or hmmm
other themes inmornign say ditch or say bitch games or mom mess games some
pedo themes
nothign special demessgutrsmess belylmess 956 whats hte drug bellydurg
idemandmycomptiuerback
---------punish gutsmesser bellemyesser assmesser makeasfety demess ay btich make
safety MAKE>SAFETY!
pusnia hassbsonemesser bellymesser feetmesser groinemsser mreove installs
make safety
GETOUT IF SOMEONE IN HTE MORNING HIGH DBA FHEEEPED MY EARS WITH A GASSPRAY
HORN OR STH liek that
or a sound of it
fix high dba damamges
/////////////
hartz IV has appearently a POINTS system. wow. who knew
//////////////
cantremebernighttime but its full of carton themes jonny liked little boys
was one theme i thoguth was funny or american dadd escape theme .
brits medievaltheme dumping people. that kind of shit . there was more.
physically basllsmess gutsmess earmess toothcomm verfassungschutz.
some thems about roger insulting vietnamese agent or sth. i think its sth
like aroudn the feel betrayed thing that was never solved and they
dont knwo waht to think when i say they suck or so. demess momess
ballsmess shitzo cat brainwash etc . nothign too special
////////////
Someone braindullsme mild and testsme in sleep time if thjreyre
cockroaches.
Then latrer nooniget psyhcodruggred and harassed. Both cases use erasers.
Thern they are cockroaches forme. Its a disdain expression. Iguess when
idont get messed
idont give adam
Datum: Fri, 06. Jul 2012 13:36:51
Damn about the cocjkroaches or see em more diverse than 24 y harassment
and psycho hatedrugs
from snake .overissuier psychjodrugs plus conflcibrianwahses 24 7.
Then they cook control analysis and dull erase. Detox psychodrug and
rthen I don't
care anboutt ehe rats. Just wanna domything. Then they hate drug
conflcit24 7 again and
overrissise drugto it and asstoy harassmidlsafety in yourownbed. And soon
they're cockroaches
again. Tillthe next dirty trrick of eraser. This.is.how.it.works. Get out
who does this how
exactly. Check if there's construction paperwork or sth elseit makes no
sense.
========
Its just snake cockroaches. With ovcerissuier psychodrug and annoy
buzzword themes
reizwort themes or conflcit brainwash. The theme for a fatsuit drugging is
warum achtest
du nnicht auf tiigur or figur orso. Getout how they reverted
hyperactivations
Datum: Fri, 06. Jul 2012 13:28:18
Kill wank mouthmesser or make safety sero tolerance.prevention. Noone
suffers noone dies.
/////////////////
The messes incar to supress crreamis dba dependant catapulthtits hickup
isntalls chest
lungmess groin isntall isntant mess and ksssssht instant sudden hushnoise
as ssoooin as coma
time starts instantly
////////////

some theme where some pervert doc or sth fucks wiht a teen boy or sth wiht
his
sisck friends some blackdressed angry screaming nunns gottoknow about it
and set
the placeo n fire and wer erampaging and i liked it sth about someone
BRAINFLATTENS THEM
which made me wonder etc. sero tolerance is hte best wiht this shit by
theme the sickos
donot know whattehy destroy in the young people for a shitty fuck or sth.
some otehr theme about a crashing on a planet and some veggies or fruits
o r seeds to plant
etc
//////////
all quiteinteresting if u ask me
----------do
you
have

the slightest idea
waht tehy would do ususally wiht me
do
you
have
teh sssssssssssslllllllllllllllllllgihtes idea
waht you flew me back into
waht would be
wihtout fortune to kick ass and some basic protection

u wanted that i die here or you were incompetent or unwilling
he dies over there and we keep his money
and this is midlsafety
homo brainwash wiht steam wank over mouthmess
gutsbelly messes install messe ssuffocaion lungmesses
this
si midlsafetyy
or groinsitnall inhaler over groin or groinmess
this is mildsafety
or dickscucktoymess or brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr dicktoy vibrator
assmess or pornoil ass mess wiht want bitch thems or say thank you buck or
say thank you for fuck third party deception in shitttttttstores
brainfried all the time
THIS
SI
MY
MILD SAFEYT
AS GOOD ASIT
GETSDOYOUHAVETHESLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLIGHTEST IDEA
WAHTTEHY WOUDL DO USUALLY WIHT ME
COVERING IT ALL ON DAYTIME WIHT A SLIME SAFE MORNING FOR HTE JEWS OR THE
HUMAN RIGHTS WATCH C L O W N S
AND THAT THSI SHOUDL GO ON FOREVER?
//////////
FIX DBRAINDAMMGE HSORTEMRMMREORTY .
I READ STH LEFT. lean over to write it and its vanishesd.
is it coma wake damamges or suffocaiton damamgesd

----------dix damamge erasers and messawy of christina and fortune
i read sth on left turn to type it and it vanished
irecheck it try hard to keep it tryto write a word and write one think of
it and vanished rest
then i go back and try to read it and it all makes no sense like a sack of
words without dependance oamong each other meaning or sense
i try hard to keep it try to gback and write it and it vanishes. then i go
back rechseck shorter and go back write sooner and has no meaning or
depednance iwht other words and vanishes
btw klieglight
is this COMA AND WAKE OVERODSAGE DAMAMGE OR
REARHREAD LOW PHYSCIAL DAMAMGE
OR
SUFGFFFOCAITON NIGHTS DAMAMGES
icant remmeber hte nighttiem before
but someone treid ot messaway christina
about she divorcing from me and it hurt all night emotionally then i
thougth shes that tried to hug her but it morhphed to a thick book
and i still thought its her but wondered why shes so greyscale and edgy or
so
or typical exchange
she is hte book but her but a book but her but ab ook but her
conflciting sort of
fix messaway of my christina cute worriedlittle everything
and fix the
retardneings dmamgerasers punsi hastoyers moeveinstalls so ear
//////////
what was 2033. jul13th2012 i had sudenly white noise right ear .
what happened? store it plus me babbling it .
//////////////
cantrmemebernighttime but itsl iekley sanke. some endof theworld theme
where abunch tries to survive and how you would do it.
its a communism pleading system test theme liklely
half of the time i tried to break open an abandoned coke automat
but hte theme didnt understand and analysis or control iin head is cooked
or dulled during
all while im horny at christina lalthtime and think of her cute pussy
interestingly about the pussy stripe and how i can holdher while im in her
some theme that neihgbour girl would say she would fuck witoutt condoms
and me trtied to convince her to use some whoever nails her
like geeeeeeeesh girl! please! be reasonable kind of mess
some theme about gasvalve from bottom room upwards wiht ksss noise then u
film it
then someone closes it lookedl ike a woodplank
demess facemes s in morniing motuhtmess teethtmess its for chav derance
neck and shoduelrs recoma so groin and rearheadlow
squeeze some 1110 1115 am jul14th012
icdemandmycomptjuerback geout earlqiduemfil lneck fill for recoma
SQUEEZE COCKRAOCH1123am
/////////////////
KILLLLGORINEMSSER MOTUTHEMSSER STEAMWANK MOTUHEMSSER MURRDER SUCM OR MAKE
ASFETY
=====
IDEMADNMYCOMPTEURBNACK
waht do oyu do 1705 1710 jul14th012 thats hte deed thats the mail waht do
you do
iget catapult s instead and belly drug release
--kildicktoyer asmemsser geout if it flsuhes siht aroud ncock geotu
gorinmess dmess
say plozei or eindruckt plozei

idemandmycomptuerbnack
///////////////
fix erasers around 10pm yesterday
a strong russian needle whitenoise rearheadlow is part of hte problem i
think
how does it work
///////////////
dirty tricks are hatedrug oveirsusier durg oyu reject all brainwash themes
hten the sucm claims youre not you. opposite is brainwash dmamge erasers
and mild brainwash oyu dont care and dont mind and are supermild and
phonyied
then youre not you also when you agree or ndont care and agree. this is
how it works.
always erasers and brainmess physciially is part of hte trick so is drugs
the good news is
those that claim it did it and
THOSE ARE CLEARLY IDENTIFIED AS PART OF THE PROBLEM
//////////////////
cant rememebr nighttime. some chick wrote on a recipe
a hyperactivaiton TITAMIOM
in black pen.
or i would have 40 kids or sth.maybe a pedo theme. the wake theme was a
PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPACK! REARHJEAD LOW HIT WIHT NOSIE TO IT more than
once .
fix damamge rearheadlow
//////////////////
time wiht christina :
the church bunch usually gave me overdsoage hatedrug russianneedle and
messed iwht
lung chest rips that hug hurts massivelyuy.ihope they put it out.
so when i wrote put your ear on my heart htere was heart mess .
but these was the methods
there was also shorttemrrmery cook or surpess
ie memory prevention in advance and memoery prevention afterwards
russian needle games was more like say ditch or say bitch or mom games or
say toooo huge or soo
i hope they just put it out ant cut clean wiht it
interesting is also that the FIELD VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ in nuertingen knew
its unbeareable it was a girl
tehy knew in teh field
the staatsschutz knew also alot of hte unbearabilties and might have
wondered abotu drugtitttttsuits too
those might have seen me as staatsschutz property hahahaha
//////////////////////////////
jul18th012
teh lasers in old mothers room were blue espec over my bed and i.t. then
they
changed it to red and over old mothers head red. now it s changed to
white.
wahts the deal ?
destroy gasvalves and nose closing gasvalves or steamwank gasvalves or
replace of oxygen gasvalves
typical here
/////////////////////////
getout what the germans diid when i was wiht christina not to remember
her. mess before andafterwards. preparation and messafterrwards
so the heartmesses

chest-hug-pain messes.
ear messses
hatedrug overdosages etc
fix suffciaonts
show me one zombi that knows
//////////
Fix too high dba nutshelmet themes.
Blackbackground scream themes or so. In nutshelmet coma it means urgency
or so.
Other themes are madhouse threat themes day night
idemandmycelllphoneback.
geout gutsdrugging instalnly after u stop shitting geout ifi ts a guts
install mess.
check if its intelcal the v e r y same here bungled me in the usa
-----------this is hte retardneingng form ITB test. the second half. this
incduing too hot in head messes
USE THE CHANCE SQUEEZE SOME INTENTIONS
1427 1425pm jul19th 2012
//////////
getout nosebasedrugging make safety
typical verfasssungsschutz
//////////////
fix dmamge errheadlow. cant remmeber nighttime think i ate a fried liver
meal or so
some theme wiht a silver car wiht crashed tail axle like osmeone bumped it
offroad
with mom themes not sure iiftis theytypical hollowlabel exchange
forchristina
applepie gets lalbel exchanged as peas
u call it peas, dont know waht peas are but its the apple pie you eat and
like
i wrote baout it
tehre was more
punsih assssspneumatic messer iwht motuhemss
its hydropneumatic mess
wiht many short ks ts hs noises
some morhphing where a cute blackhaired was morphed into christina
maybe to love her like i would do my christina
must be an interesting thing but it waters down christina
its a theme in other cases called randmisation where a million different
faces are
morphed into her
the n you lost her eyes
then i lost the wow thing and feel like a liar after that claiming the
eyes wow thing
there was more
//////////////////////
DEMESS GUTEMESS BELLY MESS EINLAUF MESS OVE RBELLY ACCESS ROPROBE . MAKE
SAFETY
REMOVE INSTALLS
iususally these go wiht suction nosies wet suction noises ove r b elly
!
they were typical mid 90s!
GEOUT pRESUSUREI NEJCTION REARHEADLOW TOO REMOVEI NSALTLS OS EAR LIQUDIDM
ESS
MRUDER ASSTOYER ORMAKEASFETY
/////////////////
USE THE CHANCE! STORE
GEOTUT THE BELLY MESS
EARLIQUIDMESS USE THE
from belyl to mustash
/////////////////

HTE METHD 1250 1255 noon jul22nd 012
MSUTASH MESS EYEMESS
CHANCE GETOUT HTEMTODS
to earlqidumess to groin to eyelid implants

waht an ightmare i get asstoyed gorinmessed brianmessed captaulted
nosebasedrugged alltehtiem.
gas station. u get asstoyed dicktoyed brainmessed.
the theme is : SO , JETZT WIRD GEFICKT or so i think its a blackhaired kid
or sth
but just a brainwash teheme. im not sure aotu hte yellow background though
//////////
USE THE CHANCE THIS INHALER 1730 damamged teeth so the teeeth damamge to
it its like sour acid.
THIS DAMAMGED TEETH in 2004. USE! THE ! CHANCE! THIS WAS HTE INAHLER OUR
INHALER THAT
DMAMGED TEETH . I WAS STUCK WIHT THE BILL AND THIS RUINED THE TEETH THIS
ONE FOR OVER A YEAR!!
PLUS TEETHGLUE. GETOUT IF HTE ASSTOY IS CALLED eiserner finger ie iron
finger
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLASSTOYER
///////////////
appearently in germany at least south
tehre is armies that specialised on attack and other specialised on
defence
so the thing like large signs hung
-name- htank you for 30 years successful defence
or so
how many are there outhtere?
about 20 ? one per inofficial govt?
///////////////////
demess say again or so theme to rebabble in coma
////////////////////////////
can i get time iwht my christina cute little hottttttttttttttttttttttie?
i thin k tehy tried a few times to mess her away wiht
a b lack haired i thought its antje chick from class
but oteher version s went to a pedo theme after i used to strafe her face
only.
////////////////
cant rememebr nighttiem sth about making a chemical burn away cehmical
wepanos factory
for a few hundred thousands or so.
itowuldntbe too safeor sth where u had no gas mask and someone gave u his
in an accident
wiht a brownish fog clouds of nerve agent i thought vs but u overtired
dint know ormind
how to put it on or close doors etc. wouldve ended barfing red eyes dead
despite mask
some themes wiht a girl high soceity having anew boyfriend or sth and me
sth about
hugging a lost girl saying thats hte parisian nights ors so in paris and
she jsut cried aroud neck or so. this kind of shit nothign special
all the time im s u p er horny in morning of christina
and someone messes sth wiht belly
someone test themes that a schaueble guy nonhostile assumed only u just
need a girlfriend
and pushed some button under table or sth
ineed time wiht my girl time wiht her cute pussy on my cock and her
hottttttttttttttie butt
on it wihtmyhand on her cute cute soft warm pussy and my heart on hers
and my eyes
diving in hers
what is so bad about it
look at her
shes a cute litttle hottttttttttttttttttie
all iget is say mom tricks for oilantenna fools and retardenings forhead
inner middle or so
///////////////
geotout testicle mess and motuhems remove installs dmess say tusssss or
kuss or so
so steamwank gasvalves mess
USE THE CHANCE SQUEEZE SOME COCKRAOCHES jul24th012

////////////
cant remember nighttime but it was not so hostile. demess some pedo mess
wiht
echoing kids breathing or so. but i barely rmemeber not sure if that is
from nighttime
earlynight or mornign but demess it whoever it was . maybe jsut a test
some theme about pullign a rope in picknick
ROPE PULLING STRONGLY IS OFTEN A THEME maybe its a bend paperbox over kind
of theme
to hold someone
pushing pussy hard was bend paperbox over it was grey or white
and this one pull rope hard might be the same aeqivalenz to that
///////////////////
The brainwash is: chick highjer htan u askinh und? Wosind deine millionen.
The usual demanipualtiuon is auf der bank. But: here its a conflict in it
since I have billions not millions. This is a brainwash away of fortune
from snake or
republicanguaridngs.
Datum: Wed, 25. Jul 2012 13:22:22
And now show me one zombi that tellsu this.
How? Do?germans?revert hyperactivations tenyears?
=======
Store *1325pm aorta chokeinstall dullign.
groinemsss aorta mes sand dulling follows
fix also heat braindamamges too
//////////////////
In sleep tralk time its a left ear russianeedle.day its right. Odd enough?
Lasers are blue around head then changed it to white. On toe its red.
Oldmtoher s head was
red now white.kitchen blue. rmeove pedo fattytapes demess pedobrainwash.
Datum: Wed, 25. Jul 2012 15:26:06
Is it normal that russianneedle sounds so synthesised? Or buzzing
sythesised?
In nutshelmet it was anight of kids breathing ina loud echoing thing
Now and then at least.
Kidfuck thing? Or what?
The daytime is covered with homo reizwort theme buzzword theme fatsuit
coma or genitralmess
Earliquid mess on coma wakeup. Isthere a drug?
/////////////////
check heat damamges check if its hirnhautentzuendungsmess becasue thats
SNKE usually tricks
////////
demess pedomesses last3 nights and demess balls mess
some theme was wiht loud echo kid breathing
or antoehr hteme was an old motorbike wiht a side pod tries to follow you
and has
nothing to offer but kidvagina
or so
notpedo brainwashes was cleaning army field dish or sth and
sth wiht a top 10 where nine was a giant radar as radar crew
in coma i pretended its a career path or sth choice
cant rememher hte others but this one was very odd for me in coma warcoma

tehre was more
generally demess kidfuck brainwash
and messaway of fortune

i dont think it affects me but just in case
and get me time with christina
how can loud kidbreathing wiht echo make you a pervert
???????????
hm
or it was just a part of hte theme
----------------the background was black or dark
some themes also use a chick that looks like a kid version of antje chick
from class
sicko stuff
usually i think i strafe her face
the nutshelmet doesnt realise and reflects it with a pretty woman
but in coma it means not that
pretty or ugly is not mattering that much
waht matter is the associations wiht hte person
in this case: very special. or understimated precious
sort of
either way demess it
other themes in kidfuck are in fuck theme and you dont realise hte fuck
part
but strafe the hair like protection
but nuts helmet doesnt understand it
somehow
and neitehr it would never get to the fuck situation at all
but its already v e r y conflicting because it is a fuck thing already
its a
mess
its a mix
of
badly made kidfuck brainwash
and mixing wiht sth else
just
jsut
just demess all and geto ut how kid breathign can make anyone a pervert
btw klieglight htey didnt invent this shit for me
how many do they derange wiht htis
the thing doeesnt understand protection or when youre deathtired and dont
realise
sometimes the theme snaps towards you and says
HE DOESNT REALISE and depends how you react to that reflect statetment too
it does sth
the thing doesnt understand protection at all and it doesnt show the
perverts the
suffering at all
it killlllllllllllllllllllllllllsyou inside it burns oyu r soul to coal
you just wanna scccccccccccccccream but you cant it KILLLLLLLLLLLLLSYOU
i barely survived it and i cried silent wiht my back towards overhot
heater
so hte burn pain kills the pain
i surived it wiht youre not the only one
youre not
the only one
this happens to a million people worldwide youre not hte only one
this suddenly halves hte hell burden somehow. weird. this saved my mind in
rapehell where
all act nothign happens and all knew made it to a horror movie
waht this does
wiht a kid
is
unimagineable
and if not early the nlater when it realises waht the scum did

im proud i could save isabel from hell so i ask you christina to take care
of her
its a lousy start
and shes still a protectable cute little angry blonde wormlin for me that
i jsut
wanna protect and shield somehow
maybe im crazy but i say
tehres no reason she stays in hell
long story short
make sure you debrainwash kidfuck themes
and getout how loud kidbreathing wiht echo and dark background can make
people to pervert
and how many more tehy mess wiht this
fix too high dba damages and blue laser into eye damamges
idont think pedo brainwash affects me but jsut in case demess it all
////////////
cantremmeebr nighttime sth with visting motrocross or areactor and rest
pedobrainwash now and hten as test. some themes wiht russianenedle
when i think about an apc or so the theme asks waht an apc is and
anotehr explains it
in german or so its a shitzo trick i think sht about schalgrad movie or
sth
and allpeppo or sth whoever that is make safety
remove russianenedle oialntenna games fix heavy whitenoise right ear
/////////////
USE THE CAHNCE!!!! GEOUT THE BALSMESS sMEARY MESS 1608 pm 1610 pm
jul30th012
=====
USE THE CHANCE!!GEOUT PEDO SMEARY MESS 1608 1610 and balls mess
WHAT DOES THIS DO WIHTEN TEHY DO THIS TEN YEARS WIHT YOU MORE OR LESS
REGUALRLY
-----idemadn acess to my billison daytime undrugged geot how germans reverted
hyepractivaitons
ten years/ demess pedo brainwashes nights usually
i barely mremeber hte shit there was some theme 2 hot chicks kissing
but then sth changed which i dont realise so irejected it
this is all i got out
one was blackhaired i think
////////////
assstoyed in grocery store is say FUN BIN or so mess . third part
ydeception. thats in netto.
usually shtizo tricks wiht russianneedle games but htsi was the theme ot
being asstoyed.
otehr htemes like gas station so jetzt wird gefickt pedo mess blackhaired
kid,
themes in lidl are more like ooooooh ihr wisst was ich wiill and other
grocerystores are oteher
themes. otehr htemes in netto is say ditch reizwort themes buzzword themes
overissueir
drug million dollar winn or so.
its more a third party deception to cover a PHYSICAL MESS wiht a CLICHE
ALIBI FOR HTE MESS
adjsuting tittsuit but coveirng it as hooker theme or so
repair chidlfoolmesses foreehadinnermiddle retard damamges and
groinmessees
-----------squeeze 1610 1618pm in eberbach for tittsuitmess coma recoma
on jul 31st 012
//////////
The germans used to brainwash oldmother weith handmovement take away sth
invisible
glowing the theme immtiates soulbits orsth. It does sth p hy sic allly
wiht brain. Fixit.
The grab itself is ve r y conflciting and does sth with brain physiclaly.
U fixit

It.includign fearsomebrainmess.
also themes is lights changing color like headlights or so
And thanks.
thats just 2 themes igot out because tehy tried the same on my case hehehe
./////////////////
GETOU TBELLTMETHOD livermess 1133am aug 3rd 012
these were part of probelm big parto fprobelm
=========
demess assmessgorinemss earliqudifill GET OUT EYELIQUID TOO
getou t feet mess too
after that drugstickpeeks sidehead wrist mess groinmess hip mess sidebelly
drugstickpeek
USE THE CHANCE GETOUT METHODS 1205 1210
---GETOUT RETARDENIGN AORTA GOCHOCKING AND GROINEMSSS AND RETARDENIGN FROM IT
USE HTE CHANCE METHOD !!!! 1317 SQUEEZE THE COCKROACH
----

There is a brianwahs nbrianemss where a physical brain mess switch is
turned to turn people around. What is this switch. In physical brainemss.
fixit.check top middle right. Its not completeley exchangebrainwash where
usa is germany but usabut germnanybut
Datum: Fri, 03. Aug 2012 14:02:20
Usa. There is a physical brainmess in this.
What is the switch. Whatis the method.
Being harmless and forgiving is part of it but not completelky the
answerr. Erasers too. and brainwash that you should not WANT TO REMEMBER
its too painful or too ridiculous - one of these two . is part of hte
problem wiht rearhead lowmess
U demess it and make sure it cannot work
Checkifirts relarted to stockholm brainmess
---------------wackerst popeln
==================================
fix brainwash away ofhte last 10 years so suffocaiotn mess and brainwahs
that you shoud
not w a n t to rememebr aorta angfdgroinmess
its SPECIALISED BRAINDAMAMGE ERASERS! REARHEADLOW MESS!
!the theme used a beige trenchcoat elderly wiht dark hat
and hte theme is: earleir they would have erased all and not so
specialised
///////////
HOW DO THE GERMAN COCKROACHES REVERT HYPERACTIVAITONS TEN YEARS
HOW DO THEY BLOCKEACHOTHER WIHT COMAS WARCOMAS WHAT ROLE HAVE IMPLANTS
YOU REMOVE ALL
GET OUT EARLIQUDIMESS EYEMESS
UDNERFEET MESS
TITTSUIT
GENITAL FILL
GROINMESS
LUNGINSTALLS
REMOVE ALL
loon theme in coma is a ksssssssssssssshhhhh or so hush thing on coma
start
----

KILLTHE BRAINMESSER THAT MAKES WIWHT AN INSTANT HIT OR BUZZZ
INUCCOORDAINATION EBTWEEN LEFT AND RIGHT HANDF. MAKE SAFETY
USUALLY THE THEME SLIDES APART A FOTO OF YOU HALF LEFT UP AND HALF LOW
RIGHT DOWNWARDS AN INCH OR SO
GEOUT BELLYMESS
REMOVE TITTTTSUTIS
----there was a brainwash manipulation that alcoa is taken over and stock
isthen 89 someting.
bullshit>?

./////////////////////
what on earth are
PERIPHAGEN (german phonetics)
or
perifagen
or
peryphagen
and a second one at end of stomach or so
its a tehme about stomach amputations or sth
///////////////
gfeout how often i got assed guts ass acess belly acess assshole access
fatened titsuited.
what is periphagen . why do ihave at least a second one.
the lasers in toilet are single fine bluedot aug 6th 012
//////////////////
why would a german messme up wiht
say ditch
say funwinn or fun bin
this and that gum
take me or knew bake me
or so
is it buzzword tricks? reizwort themes
or is it third party deception plus harassment
this country of shitttttttt
tehres assmess dicktoymess
genital mess mouthmess
dicktoy to mouthmess
and this shit.
and offically nothign even happens
/////////////
demess say ditch or naaam lontheem geout who catapults me wiht
uncoridainti onebetwneeleft anrd right handf. reminds me of homosecxual
verfassungsschutz on a shitzo decoy. detox overissueir drug KILLTHEBITCH
TEHSE CONTROL THE CARS OFTEN
these 217am aug 6th 012 to 7th
GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT WAHT EXACTLY
DETOX THEIR DRUGS
geout durging into lips or nbsae4 base durgigng
or eyepeeks
///////////////
the nighttime theeme i cant rmember
but it was sht like
an african rpesident down a street or sth
some themes wiht small black white stripes from top view downwards and a
red one
then the genital had the same stripings
some thing wiht a chick that i thought was christina hottie but hte chick
was daceless or

she was undressing wiht a pullover over face stuck
demess groinmess suffocanotn mes smakesafety
i want time wiht my christina wahts so bad about it?
igot heatdmamged the days before and sufocaiont ersaersaed
/////////////////
DEMES SSAY SCHAMPE OR SO
MURDER MOUTNEMHMESSER ASSMESSER
demess say trienz

Appearently the russian needle oilantenna tricks
pretend
you wouldnt dare to say youre a homo

is for hte fools that

or to repeat waht you wouldnt dare to say undrugged or shit likethat
TEHSE CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCOCKROACHES
FOR THAT ??? I GET MOM MESS? PEDO MESS?> SAY SCHWUL REIZWORT TRICKS?
FOR THAT????????????? i got half d e a f right ear??? for that?????
TAHT COCKROACH HOMOS PRETEND IM A HOMO???
not to feel too bad when i get harassed like a dog?
FOR THAT???
YOU
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLL
THESE BITTTTTCHES WHEN THE COURTS FAIL!
///////////////
GEOUT THE SMOKE INHALER THIS DESTROYED MY LIUNGS IN TEH 90s from snake
1550 1552 aug10th 012
----Brainwahsnight was a sortof conflcit class nazi theme with wishywahsy
crap on the colored chalk dashboard.whenyoutryto readit oyu get
physicalbraindamages messes,the themes are sth like .
American? And an unsophisticated chick with very native english
Datum: Fri, 10. Aug 2012 14:40:59
said no. She was Close forward right seat.
Blackhaired chjick remidned me of chick from class anje just thatthey
bloated her cheeks and smallened her outer eyes for antipathy like
asianlook but for antipathy bloat not for cute asian. There wasmore
Verfassungsschutz asstoyterrosiedme that idont get btu courses.
Where are the files
/////////////
kill balsl to mtouthemsser rmeove fatsuti demess gorinmes assintsalls
mess ealrqidumess bother loontheme etc
shitzo brainmess that make s uncooridiaton ebtwene left and nirghthand
snake over issuer drug
too hig dba mom mess games its mildsafe
mildsafe
in my bed
3 am
this is midlsafe
at least destroy gasvalves and remove suffocaiton from lung lock
lungenverschluss and groininstalls

/////////
Demess assmess groinemss themes between say mom say njaaaah
and ditch loontricks plusgroinemsss dicktoymessbrainemess exhchnge car
four fiveitmes
///////
aug11th012
whoever is new this afternoon is obsessed iwht sheeeeeeezfreeeeeh
loonshit.
did oyu at least squeeze the cockraoches wiht fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeepy
nutshelmets
dicktomyess groin suffocaiton emss or tongue drugging childfoool mess
underside
forehead etc and lung isntalls suffociaotns.. remove fatsuit and destroy
the adjsut
middleshoduelrs middleback and assaccess
check if hte drug is chormon jodid im getting liek a fool on that
fix suffocaiton gasvalve terror
------Demess saykeite or pleite or so or
say traum etc
i barely remember but its a brainwahs away of fortunewithits alljust a
dream brainwahs
plus and chromonjodiid dmageplsusuffocate .
-geotu the tongue durgigng
///////////
what is in the tittttsuit. how do the germans revert hyperactivaitosn.
two weeks ago it was 9.3x times hyperactivated
whyat is it now?
six times? six point sth?
HOW
DID HTEY REVERT IT
WHEN I GOT HERE IN COTTBUS PLUS59 64xtimes hyperactivation
THE
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ REVERTED IT- IT WAS VERY DAMAGING
WHERE? ARE? THE? FILES?
///////////
punsi hgutsmessser assmesser rmeoave lariuqdimes getou
fatneing from thsi methtdos
CHECK IF ITS A FUNGUS OR "HEFE PILZ!!" ITS SNAKE ONLY COCKROAHCES
mruder hte bitch or makeasfety
-=----------------geout why these snake cockroeaches try warm winn or so loon tricks .
or messaway of fortune thats ytypical for them
kill the btich or better: MAKE SAFETEY AND SQUEEEEEEEEEEEEZE THE COCKRAOCH
SQUEEEEEEEEZE THE BITCH FOR INTENTION
how many lives did they ruin wiht shitttttttty tricks liek oilantenna
russian needle and
say warm winn or so
squeeze the bitch
tehen let em go
//////////
demess homo brainwash dicksucktoy balls to mouthemss kill scum.
it occurs hwhen i twist on my mustash or so. get out if it turns on a homo
around or so
like when i move my leg on the wall or so.germans are crud. cockraoches
wiht stasi methods
//////////////
remove too high dba damamge right ear like a three four atonal ffheeeps
overlapping and after that say naaam or so remove it fix also tinitus
after that right ear
icant rememebr it welll

else i coudl write from a to z the theme word by word
and not a bracket i barely remeber
/////////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Mon, 13 Aug 2012 20:43:51 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: fsb@fsb.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, mlgree3@nsa.gov,
svr@gov.ru, botschaft@israel.de, kccpk@gmx.net
Betreff:
Btw klieglight . Check if say weich before say schul is a discredit trick
and means say reich.
Ie rich.
Ie first sth true then the bullshit say schul. Or say schwul. Typical rat
trick of germans.
And that would mean.why would the c o ck c r oaches. C o
ckkkrrrrrrrroaches that the germans are
try to fake me to a homo with oilantenna tricks russianneedle tricks.
- Was there prosecution!? else it makes no sense, i cant even watch a
blowjob in porn.
---------------wackerst popeln
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Mon, 13 Aug 2012 20:43:39 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: fsb@fsb.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, mlgree3@nsa.gov,
svr@gov.ru, botschaft@israel.de, kccpk@gmx.net
Betreff:
When the courts fail. You murder the rapers.oneby one or all atonce.
Wether its rapers from church or whoever. Germans are cockroaches that
abuse peoiple in coma so often tillthey pretendthehyhave the rihght forit
and then fake the victimised to homos to
To seem less evil or guilty.
Youthefffffffffffuckmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmurder the rapers if the
courts fail.
Thisis a crudland. Ofcoursethe scum getsaway. And thenyouget erasers and
suffffocoation tricks
and say schul oilantennas
Thje courts rather look for alibis to dotjhis forver withme than
prosecuting scum
---------------wackerst popeln
///////////////
Demess shitzobrainwash verfassungsshcutz.
Mechanical noise repeating or mechanical repeat noise that should
soundlike laugh . That's the theme.
Withor witrhout fingerpointing and cofnlicts steadily all along allthe
time.
========
demess lugn suffocaiotn and lung isntalls lung lock messes kill
rbainmesser shitzo brainmess wiht beige eldferly and sidehead mess fix
suffocaion
kill the btich make safety geout sidehead overboost drug
after this mail wiht repeating mechanical nosie shitzo brainwash nights
other theme is
ich fuehle dass this and htat wacht or ueberlich wacht or so
its a shitzo tehme or test theme waiting at end of theme for agree or
disagree
i disagreed
/////////
demess yell themes wiht groinmess and fix high dba damamge from it
i think it might be coma test s or sth
liek the INSTANT ZOOM IN TOWARDS YOU moves or so in nutshelmet themes

and hte slogan HE doesnt realise
its an odd way in themes
someone in the theme reports HE THIS AND THAT
HE doesnt realise - it measures however how you react to that statement
though
----------demess say njaaaaaaah high dba yel ltheme killastoyer dmes groinmess to it
find otu the theme brainwash intention
its third party deception and not so being messed up wiht it i think
fix tinitus in ear from it
//////////
demess coffee inahler brainduller breahtemess geout thetheme.
its like hot steam wiht coffee
ruined lungs in late 90s early2000s
how do the germans reverty hyepracgtivaitons check rear knees
//////
SASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQUEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZ
E THE BITCH
ASSBONE ASS ACCESS FATSUIT FILL MIDDLE SHOUDELRS FATSUTI FILL
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSQUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZE THE BITCH. MRUDER BALLS TO
MOTUHEMSSERS BRANEMSSERS
DETOX OVERISSUEIR DRUG
THE THEME TO IT IS SAY DITCH OR SO
BUT ITS A COOVER FOR A FATSUT IMES AND DRUGGING
GEOTUTHE PSYCHO DRUG
MURDER ASSSTOYERS
BUT S Q U E E E EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZE TEH C COO K R
AO CH
255 am aug 14th to 15th 012
/////////////
WHAT IS PERIPHAGEN PERRYFAGEN PERYPHAGEN PERRIFAGEN
german phonetics
fatsuit ? cancer cysten? waht is it?
//////
there was a nighttime theme about fuck monkeys or fuck apes.
its like a scene wiht a house full of monkeys or so and how they fuck
aroudn or so and
that some use their tail to keep balance or so. some were like grey and
angry wiht giant chest.
///////
store what i say abotu christina and kidfuck germany in kitchen
aug 15th 012 2100 to 2150pm
///////
demess schei ditch
or schreibitch
while neighbour entering kitchen outside room.
WHO FOOLS WHO! and what ABOUT TIMING!
//////////
keep always an active ultrasound detector around too and not jsut rf stuff
not jsut in room
did nsa patent on me from 05?
fix suffocaion inahler mess
assmess remove isntalls makeasfety
//////////////
punish dicktoyer dicksucktoy yto mout hmesser dmess say schul KILL THE
BITCH
demess usffocaiotn lugnmess too
///////////
demess reizwort theme rat games kilalsmsesser dicktoyer deemess say warm
ditch or so
///////

-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Fri, 17 Aug 2012 17:54:37 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: fsb@fsb.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, mlgree3@nsa.gov,
svr@gov.ru, botschaft@israel.de, kccpk@gmx.net
Betreff: Btw klieglight whatis in udnerhsoduler armboensellbow
rpewsureinejction coma or wake
Whenits on my outer smallfigners are crippled withj pain along the arm or
armbone
after email itwas groinmess and feeet underfeet outer feet
wHT IS INSTIMPALNTS UDNERHSODUELRS ArmS AND
FEET GROIn
after that
hips and titts heart bone area
YOU RIP OUT INSTALLS AND OYU CHECK
UNDERARMS ELLBOWS TO OUTER HAND FEET elle or speiche etc
///////////////
first. all germans are pigs. you agree or not. if you agree you get
brainmessed
underside or udnerside right forehead. i wanna killmyselfyes or no?
whenyou agree the same.
its like making a switch in brain on or off wiht not to hate germans and
youre forgigiving .
waht is right side udnerside ro top. remove aorta suffocaion and groin
suffocaiton.
what happens when you do that reset trick 10 12 years all along all the
time all along all.
inclduign eraser and suffocaions . FIX SUFFOCAION DAMAGE. the righteous
rage would contradict
forgiving brainshwash state but else?
someone retards forehead inner middle. fix it
----mess away of usa is mostly EXCHANGE BRAINWASH wiht other country
remove groinsuffocaitons too
and erasers suffocaions
-------THE RESET DAMAMGE BRAINEMSSSES ARE
N O T !!!!!!! NIGHTTIME RESULTS FOR MASSIVE BRAINWASH AWAY OF FORTUNE
OR
SAY DITCH OR SAY ARM THEMES
THAT IS
HOLLOW
LABEL
EXCHANGE
MEANINGLESS
YOU JSUT REBBABBALE WIHTOUT MEANING
PURPOSE
its foolign third party
not being brainwashed THAT OYU AGREE OR NOT AGREE careless
not realisisng or brainmess to agree whatever!!!! is seen etc
and sure not heavily brainmessed reset switch tricks and phony passyfying
cooking forhead
////////////
cantremember nighttime btut there is russianneelde oilantenna GLEICH WERD
ICH VON MEINEM WECKER TERRORISIERT wiht a hit buzz on head. then a few
seconds later hte alarm wokeme
////////
aug 19th012
destroy wank gasvalves demess say gum. mostly its a balls to mouthemssers.
sometimes its a gas sometimes its a faked thing but usually its dicktoy
to mouthemesss or balls ot motuhemess killscum kaesafety demess say gum
or so
remove genital installs and installs over ass acecsss

VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ IS AROUND LIKE 2001 2002 same
/////////////
remove highfrequceny brainemss or utlras oudn brianemss
mess
tha t affects russian needle balst gasvalves of room
//////

or brainwscan

remove russainenedle demess say ditvhc make safety demess pedo messes
earleir.
the themes was that my black wahite striped shoes would be a hint or sth
and
im like ??????????????????????eeek! or careless not realising
there was once ago another hteme wher eblack whtie striped long socks or
sth was usedi n
the themes
and since hten i dont even strafe porn with stripes of anykind
silly
i know but who knows what special rigged interenet i get
somtimes it looks like fat ten feet kids all all all
others differently like your mother or sth by hair
others like males
blach
icant even download porn in this shitland
this was weekend why coudldnt i nail my christian?
///////////
remove foretoth and undershoduelrs ellbow elle speiche bone ipmalnts
groinmess.
fix brainwash awayofmy billions
/////////
demes ssay ditvch demess say sheeeezfreeeeeh
geout who tricks who kill
sucm remove installs demess wireless brainmess tricks.
geotut who fools who U S E TEH CHANCE AND SQUEEEZE THE COCKROACHES
you found out waht the germans try wiht fake test themes?
brainmesses physicall that you should not agree or shoudl agree
not relasing
retardenign forehadinner middle
erasers
themes affecting each other
hate drugs or horny drugs plus not realsiing tricks wiht black white
stripes in themes
conflict themes
badly made manipulations
where a test setup is conflicting in itself
ie i am this and that- but for you tis a cofnlcit usualyl youre not but
someone makes u or fakes you this orhtat
very conflciting
or
not giving a ddamn deathtired
or you agree taht theyre fools and therefore pretend this or that
or
tons more of these tricks
and hte fools dont realise
or fake it
and then claim eihter youre not you
or you agreed on this earlier or not on that one
there was countlress brainwash away of fortune -i assumed its to claim i
wouldnt beleive it myself so i can be frauded
that htey did in 2003 for instance

etc
etc
etc
COUTNLESS
RATTY TRICKS

I DEMAND MY COMPTUERBACK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
GETOUT WHO REPLACED IT AFTER HALF OF THIS MAILE HERE
the laser in room is blue bigdot
so on toilet
so laser into eye bluelaser mess liek in bath
some are statement themes and hwo you react
some are brainwash themes
some are wiht erasers or shorttermmemoery surpess
some are overtired
otehrs are building on other themes
others mess physically wiht brain so you agree or not agree for a theme
toehrs use label exchange - without meaning just a label for sth is
replaced - woihtout meaning or purpose u call an apple toothpase but its
still an apple and toothpaste is a word without meaning then but you mean
apple
thissis how it works in coma warcoma
make a top100 german ratty tricks
top100
//////////////////
grocery store mess is forinstaince
breahtemess pressure mess inhaler wiht groinmess
mild brainmess
russianenedle mess
dicktomyess asssmess
wet fart ass mess
guts installs belly isntalsl release for wet fart mess
pornoil asssmess
themes between
say aelter or elter say ditch or say bitch this and ht bahn or fun
its liek russian needle is more for fooling third party plus brainmess
assmess for terror.
///////////////////
why can i rememebr mos ak 464 from 90s old mother
but not my last 5 lcienesce paltes 2000s
of my own cars
there was sth wiht 323 but i cant remmeber
//////////
demess
say fuck new
kill motunjeesser gorinemsser assmess m akeasfety
-----idemandmyomfpeutbreakc
deemess say ditch plus groinmess and bellymess
--demess say weichbar or so maybe messawy of fortune or a weenie
third party deception
---thehteme starts wiht tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh liek
instant hush on coma start followed by say viel pedophil or so
i barely remmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmbember ggeto ut who tricks who wiht
remove russianneedles oilantennsas
=====
punish balls to mouthmesser too and remove earmess and pain in
mess
////////////
can you fix the erasers all the days now and
middle udnerside middle.

brainwash

after that
htis crud
ear eafter

retardening forhead inner

by a brainwahs theme someone wanted that im less arrogant retarded me
and now someine tries to revert that to prevent suicide.
for hte scum its not a never ending hell wher e youre asstoyed damaged
suffocated vicitmised
retarded frauded raped even by friends or so while all act nothing
happens
for htem its an abscure forehead brainmess or so.
REPAIR ERASERS WHEN I WONT REMEMBER NOONE WILL
ALL WILL ACT LIEK NOTHING HAPPENED LIEK HTE LAST 12 YEARS
so the scum gets away wiht it easier and remesses whenever they want
FIX RETARDNEING AND BRAINWASH AWAY ERASERS
MY PAIN BELONGS TO ME AND T H E M ARE COCKROACHES WIHT STASI METHODS
///////////
how do the gemrans revert hyperactivaitons FOCUSE ON THAT WAHT IS
IN ELLE SPEICHE UNDERHSODUELRS ELLBOW THAT REVERTS IT.
whta is in nose base drugging from verfassugnsscuhtz
////////
GEOUT MESS WIHT BLOOD PRESSURE WHO MEASRUES IT WHO ALTERS IT.
i consdier downloading porn someone plays iwht hte pusle or heartm ess but
i htink of christina/ whats the trick or mess with this one
getout the trick hwo dangerous is tit to play wiht these thigns
//////////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Tue, 21 Aug 2012 00:41:32 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: fsb@fsb.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov, lewatty@nsa.gov, mlgree3@nsa.gov,
svr@gov.ru, botschaft@israel.de, kccpk@gmx.net, lewatty@nsa.gov,
mlgree3@nsa.gov,
angela.merkel@bundestag.de, hans-christian.stroebele@bundestag.de
Betreff: The rape victims on k.o.drops are alsoprosecuted.and them knew
less than the shit igetout sometimes. U kill rapers whenthe courtsfail.
Prosecute and expel and only whenthe courts fail u murder rapers.
K.o. Drops verdicts are the least or its not a justice system diserving
its name in any kind.espec if its
-! repeated.
- ! Invitedothers to do it also
-! and amild verdict is a green card on itto do more
. Klieglight iwishicouldjsut killlllllllllemall. But that's not
justicemaybe
All.
They
Have.
Is.
The other zombis don't mind.
And after 12years hell there's noone hyperactivated that would know
better.
All.
They
Have.
Is.
"But
The other
zombis
don't mind."
Graveness of guilt inviting others to do it ?
Some bad days it rained too much to care and you had to smile and
actnothignhappens to survive and you coudlntproove anything andyour
asshurt
soyouputyourback ona veryhot heater cryingsilent.one pain killed the
other. And the barricades sosuseless.what saved me was
You're.
Not.
The.
Only one.
You're not the only one.

This happens to amillionpeople everyday.
Eeverywhere
Yorue not the only one.
It burns your soul to coal
You jsut wanna scream
And u can't so you cry silent in the dark with the back on the heater
And all knew
What saved my mind was. You're.not.the.onlyone.
This happens to amillion people everywhere.
Halved the burden but it was rapehell.they made then erasers and urschrei
theraphy with sundown gates opening and u cry or so.
Icant believe I survived that hell. Maybe I could bring out a cute little
angry blonde wormlin out of that hell . Days later she was like hey you
come here. someone else let him.she saying neeee! Der macht was ich will.
Ie noooo! He does what I want,!
Icant believe I survived tenyears and later inhell still.
---------------wackerst popeln
////////////////
demess russianenedle say bbahn or fun or so
remove ursianneedle
demess vermacht or so virgin weenie htemes
geout who fools who
i tell you sth
noone would have dared those themes 02 04 not even 05
someone decided to sort of pretedn away all the hell and suffering and
then it came up in 06 07 and hte noccasionally
look atit
look at spoken exam
that was study
look waht i type
or inkitchen
54 thousand times a year
100 mails
1000mails
10.000 mails
50.000 mails
year by year by year
look at it
deed
dial and scream
sometimes htey subdue me openly daytime so it doesnt seem that much like
hell
then iget erased
if its not virgin weenieb rainwash its say bitch or so themes
i am in hell
not more
not less
and the fools and the cockroaches try to control it
forever
and
you
you
and

you
dont jsut let them
fly me back to it
when i make ito ut alive oyu lfly me back

if its not that its
pedo brainwash
messes summary file is fullof it

compared to all the shit they tried i stayed normal
its becasue i know what the hell is
its a german thing
cockroaches
did anyone store i didnt see a blowjob because of rapehells even? and tehy
tried to fake me to a homo or sth
istn it?
i hate this country
well
out of all the special internet
full of fat kids 10feet tall or mom versions or male faced hookers
blach
i think its pretty normal
ballerina shaped hottie like ideals of 60s
half of kirk hotties are right that
zierlich niedlich scharf
christina hotttie cute
now: why cant i fuck my girl at least on weekends ?
wahts the problem?
iget blackwhite stripes pedo brainwash instead or
orange background shitzo laugh themes iwht mechanical noise
someone tried that
VERY VERY VERY HARD THE LAST WEEKS WIHT RUSSIAN NEEDLE TRICKS OILANTENNA
TRICKS ULTRA SOUND TRICKS
V E R Y HARD
and
shitzo loontricks iwht laugh themes orange background wiht mechanical
sound as laugh repeating many times a second
this is hte theme
wiht or wihtout fingerpointing
this is hte shit
they trid this v e r y hard hte recent weeks
and kidfuck brainwash wiht black white stripes sometimes
but luckily i dont realise em
i dont care becasue i dont realise em and dont mind or know
i wanna swim in christinas eyes mostly or its just some cute pussy ina
theme wihtout meaning purpose or wahtever idont care just wanna sleep then
thats why it never affected me toomuch
just in case
debrainwash this shit
htese are hte themes igot out
there was more
fix suffocaiton erasers
and brainwash
//////////
did you getout why germans alway s close left nosehole? implant? and side
doesnt matter?
==========
idemandmycomptuerbaclk
i outlook my emials and gertt a replace computer??? DAMNYOU WHEN NOT ALL
MAILS ARE PUBLIc
thenu let them nuter me and nuter free speech
fix uncoridanitin0tntion too
inever signed for their sicko system
either htey keep people in coma and take wahtthey write or htey

hyperactivate
this is not fair its a crud land only
getout how they revert hyepractivactiosn
///////////////
dmess balls mess pedo underchinn mess remove eyelidimplants and
sudden blink of eye games some ith wdrugsitckpees some wihthte implants.
liek someone on a bike goes by and the eyes blink like contract or so
sometimes pulse buzz and other times eyepeeks when someone gets by.
getout if the germans just measure eyefollowing etc. somene new? falls
from the moon or so?
\ and suimpyl has no grip on the hell? why do they replace my computer
sddenly
///////////
hte noon themes were very postivie nonhostile sth wiht an old train where
you meet a
dark eyed guy ithought was death and made a deal wiht him to
let some oldguy livve one more day or one mor year picky promise style.
the russian needles i remember fro meealrier morning were i think pedo
brthird party deception
but not brainwash and some blonde girl test thteme i thoguht was isabel or
so. tehre was more.
someone likes cargo egg dragon tail the bamboo staged wrap. and make sure
all maglfight
msut be made in usa or uk UP TO SIPPLEIR LEVEL ie switchbox to coil to
wheel. all
how far is lnl tech
check if lnl tech is rugged or cheaper for hte switchbox but pick one as u
like
////////////
demess say naaam or so themes thats a hollow label replace for christina.
its christina but you call it naaam or so in coma themes knows god why
check if its third party deception
like shoot hte bunnies
a rocket full of white fluffy rabbits ready to launch to mars
//////////////
demss russianenedle mess like a buzzing electrode sythesiser.
i cant remember waht tehy used it for but thats all i got
demes gorin suffffocation adn rearheadlowmess
/////////
demess manipaultison either its a pedo mess or a fool mess.
its a sudoku 9 or so in a theme icant remember.
some cute pussies but usually i dont realsie or care enough there was
more.
remove russianenedle tricks and geotu who does what e x ac tl y wiht it.
when i recall sth i dial and dtype but im worried. WHAT DO TEHY DO WIHT
IT!
WHERE THE PERSIETECNE FROM INSTALLING THE SHIT
//////////
demess say chai or so getout russianneedle geout belly mess demess
say duemm get out balls mess kill scum or make safety get out what the
bastards do
when i watch a cheap standartd asssporn hommadekind of amateur porno.
make,
ssafety remove russianenedle geout waht the cockroaches do wiht it
typical for wathcing porn is
mom mess
say schwul reizwort theemes
virgin weenie mess
pedo mess
viech or teich dog mess
retardddulling wiht you would be a chick
trhere wasmore
waht is it htis time
///////////////
aug21st to 22nd012
There was a theme in nighttime wheresome guy inthe theme grabbed bothhands
got

suddenly green eyes and said spuerrst du die macht? And I'm like:
????????? .... ??.....????? Looked or thoguht its myolder brother just
more fakeblonde hahaha
////////////
how many magflights do i test? whose is it? citroen? gm? bmw?
they exchange the cars very often like 7 times every 10 minutes somtimes
and parking lot wise,
village corner wise,
idemand my comptuerback
why woudl omeone replace it when i type this one?
///////////
what does it mean when a tiny ttiny tiny girl stands tehre wiht some guy
liek aspy aside it
she walks up stands in front of you and puts two fingers into her ears and
looks at you wiht big eyes.
is that we cant hear you?
incredibly adorable adorbaly cuddly protectable.
i always associate family and cuddly and protect
or when one walked behind you clsoe distance noone there and
turns on a flash light shining into her face but itwas daytime.
is that a pedo sicko shit?. get me feedback.
what happened to the kid anyway? curly midbrown or darkhaired would be 18
by now
i assume its a sicko thing or so. and that while youre dialing murder the
asstoyer
getout how htey revert hyperactivaitons etc
i never got out where they got em from
but igot out they loot desperate women from frauenhaus ah women houses or
so
or they end up there and someone takes advantage of em or so
======
dmess say spatz or schwatz or so geout if its a weeni theme makesafety
////////////
waht is in implants TEETHBONE!
UNDERSHODUELRS with
ELLE SPECIHE ARMBONES ELLBOWS
GROIN THE TOOTH:LESS BASES!! UDNERFEET.
GENITAL ISNTALL
D R U G T I T TS
/////////
One abstract divider is achick nailfolding a white papersheet haastly
witrh a scratch noise.maybe as suprise threat or closing of a theme
======
Wake occurs by high dba alarm wakeups nutshelemetthemes
wiht sirens and blinking alarms and drugs
sometimes russian needle and drugs or brainbuzz instantly your terror
alarm will wake you in a minute
u fall out of sleep
other russianneedle tricks all throuh sleep time faking sleep talk.
Sometimes itslike synthesiser left ear
before though it was always right
---im gasvalves suffocated EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEVERY EVERY EVERY
TIME
ifits nothtat its
Breathstop nutshelmet theme at sleepstart
eeeeehjeeeeeeevrerry time
sometimes three five six times
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEVERY
TIME

its damamge erasers and braincook
why at sleep start
why
EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEHEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEV
ERYTIME!
I LAY TO BED
IM COOKED ALL DAY
============
Remove hihghfrequency messes from ruSianneeldes and
chekcultrasoundtoo.sometiems it was the old screen too from old computer
but its HIGHLY DIRECTIONAL USUALLY FROM LEFT WALL
maybe its sth affecting russian neeldes oilatnennas
maybe ultrasound its pulsing sometimes
fheeeeeeeeeeee-up-fheeeeeeeeeeeee-up-fheeeeeeeeeeee-up
highfrequency very direcitonal
i move abit the head away and it vanishes or changes

third party deception this sleeptime is say warm or say arm
brainmess wiht nutshelmets is pedo brainwash i think but i barely remember
that one
////////////////////
Demess say scvhwitztzttrtt or abschwitztz or abspritzttzzt or so
kilkalsmewsser ghroiensse rorbetter..make safety
Datum: Thu, 23. Aug 2012 17:01:47
-------Demess assmess demwss versundheit, resident, say ditch, asssmess
pornoilassmesss
itsmildsfae.
Is whitepants whitedressedhotttie christina double or immitation game or
non-believable lookalike coinscidence
Datum: Thu, 23. Aug 2012 17:25:57
How is mmmmmmmmmmmmmy cute little hottttie doing anyway?
They never store the games I think
-----------Isn't that somuch more than hey you look familliar do we know each other?
Isn't: "CHRISTINA you're my cute worried little everything and I'm your
cute diamond" more than
"hey. You look familliar."
======
Murder asstoyers get out fatnursenigns gutsmesssss pornoilassmess wiht
GUTS DRUGGING WIHT GAS or so
you instantly wanna go shit afterwards and its liek a wet fart asssmess
pressure assmess
leaving dorm wiht say verfangen or gefangen or so or parkinglots or
grocerystores
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLHTECOCKROACH
same in ktichen and on hte way.killthe cockroach or squeeeze em. methods
intentsion etc
lets see:
-Say ditch .toenig or koenig. Resident? That's snake!
-with their psycho overissssuiser hatedrug.
according to athteme its used to test if people have issues or madhouse
issues but them used it for
making people nuts and it did them a very a great favour many times
already
-whatever that means - im the zombi here - but i would check any cases
where tehy madhouses people wiht it
Cockroaches.howmany did they nuts trick wiht these games

now iget recoma drugscrew
----Getout aorta mess from implants whenever isole sudokus sometimes wiht a
groin choke mess
///////////////////////
repair erasers icant remember politician favoruite of mine.,
secret diplmoacy. isearch search- yellow black spider as metaphore in a
brianwash manipulation of them.
i search. secret dimplomacy. VANISHED! favourite politician..
isearch and search sitll nothing. i go to the glasses.
i almost had the TITLE of a book of his but his name is more far .
hes aside GENSCHER. why do i know hte name of that guy which i dont like
but lose hte one
of my favourite how is htis possible.!
YOU FIX SUFFOCATION DAMAMGES and RECENTLY DAMAMGES,
BAHR!!!!!!!!!! HA!!!!!!!!!!! IKNEW I KNE WIKNEW THAT I KNE! ! ! BAHR EGOn!
I KNEW THAT IKNE!W! one of my favourite inspiring polticians
demess german peodbrainwash
/////////////////
Demess conflcit theems witrh ass class of 90s or so it so idotncare
andbeoyndbtoheering butdemss the theme
remove assmisntalsl punisi h assmesser
---------in the manipulation someone asked for my phone number
and i couldnt remember it
which was odd
the theme picked one wiht 0171 and said ah right htat was since hte 80s
not offline
or not unpayed siunce then or so
i try to type sth but it was a cheap pink heavy cellphone only wiht vga
screen the menu was english
tried to type the fsb svr nsapao lewatty reciever but it didnt udnerstand
remember how i packed allup like a white crappy box wiht two grey vent
propellars while
leaving the place
the misery seems to have bothered the messer hte most check if its someone from the school of hte 90s
that means that hte misery botehred them. the thing is.
single parents are all miserable in germany. and i worked as newspaper boy
three yeras
there was nothing i couldve done better . them failed.
in a mobbing gymnasium tried to mob me out seven years
and deranged me a semi dyslectic retard someonetimes if it wasnt sht else
the next two weeks or five
lon g story short
demess conflcit htemes remove russianneedle
!fix erasers
the misery was i htink the underlying themes
these themes have outcomes like :
" IN DER RUHE LIEGT DIE KRAFT" but i say in der ruhe liegt die kraft
explode someday.
btw thats a quote from teh theme from anotehr time
!
//////////////////////////
how did the germans revert hyperactivaitons ?
the first tiem they did it was to 8.1x tiems checmical lability in 2002
not 10 not 7 not 3 not 777 it was 8.1xtimes
how do germans revert it ten years

in 2003 i gave me tons of lamborghini napalmin into top schenkel leg
was on 300 percent and still in coma
how did they revert it
two three years ago it was 0.23xtimes
not ten
not seven not eight
0.23xtimes
three weeks ago it was
9.3xtimes hyperactivated and still in coma
how didthey revert it to
6.x something
how did they revert it?
what is it now?
six?
8xtimes is normal
how do they block each other wiht comas warcomas?
waht roles have
LYMPFEN
FATSTUITS
BLOODFILTER AND EXCHANGE
IMPLANTS

when they would block eachotehr efficiently
WHY WOULD HTEY
R E V ER T IT
SO SWIFTLY
SO SUDDENLY
why woudl hte?y/R EVERT IT ATAL?
YOU WOULD FIND THE HIGHER DOSAGES
OR HTE IMPLANTS HAVE A LIMITED DURATION RANGE
isnt it?

========================
UNDERSHOUDELR WAS KEY. ELLE SPEICHE ARMBONES when it pressure injected i
could barely move the outer small finger and ring finger.
waht does that hint you. and htey change location to rips or groin or
rearheadlow when i wrote it or underfeet hjeels ferse
TOOTH BASES! or empty tooth bases!
also the foretooth gets repalced very offten
the thing that alters body tall or small
is it a drug delivery system?
covert?
/////////////////////////////////
=================
U remember being dragged on stage in white bedhsheet in rubbertitts
masturbating bablingon
german coma babbledrug massivedosage? later as I ate some fruit banana ina
large hotelkitchen
bare legs tshirt. achick said she liked it said sth
Datum: Fri, 24. Aug 2012 15:27:30
like ah igetit its like
! "der richter und seine robe" or "des kaisers neue kleider".

(Maybe in inverted order)
Wjhat happened to all the scum from 02? Uknew itwas hell like greatest
moments dvd s hell.
=====
It was one of the midlest nights those days in rapehell.
It was someone wanted to offer a safe bed . Asympathisant.but sonmeone
hate drug setme up and
iwas like getthe fuck away. Orso. He rushed downstiars mad and the result
wasthe stage.
Rapehells this
Datum: Fri, 24. Aug 2012 15:29:31
Was oneofthe mildest nights. Iwishjihad a gun hahhaa
=====
Is somewhere inthe files ihated rubbertitts?
===
There wwas a verfassungshcutz trhing that I looked too good andtherefore
too credible bbbwahahahahhaa
clowns, they drranged eyes abit thenfor asymmetry but the tittsuit an d
fatenign was twoyears later
in early mid05. Ihate this land
-The germans do allkind of shit with people in coma. Whathjapppened
tothescuminmycase.
You! Don't prosecute em properly even today! With fortune and publicity
and amillion cameras.
Nottomention whenthey get control over a zombi where noone minds
////////////////////////
some themes are not say this andthat some are SING this andthat . hhhahaha
.
german bastard gets creative wiht russianneedle. i cant remmeber waht it
was sometimes
it stops babbling wiht a lung install you HICKUP. sometimes wiht an
isntant sudden KSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHT! instantly as coma starts and hten sing
this andthat or
say this and that or ITZACK this andhtaor more likeley JETZT SACK this
andhtat.
other themes are this and that SSSSSSSSSSSSAYIT! or say loud this andhtat.
sometimes its left ear in coma babbling sleeep talk fake time sometimes
right.
sometimes like out of can nosise sometimes like a synthesisser. right ear
is half deaf from earmesses .
sometimes ear hurts on the earmesses. is not pleasant . sometimes its a
high ghig
frueqency fheeep that suddenly flooooooooooooooooooop s to low frequencz
then stops.
there was more more more . this is hte shit. wetehr its russian needle. or
oilantenna.
or nano oilantenna or the earmess inner earhole downwards or outer
rearhlow right low outer.
you REMOVE IT! THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY!
GET! OUT !
WAHT! TEHY! DO WIHT IT!
for say naaaaam tricks or so or for say ditch or so it cant be all the
fuzz about. .
its likely faking it to a nuts theme and if it fails then its misusing the
insstall for discredit.
why is the rape scum still in the kitchen! that is a zumutung! you sue
and expel the bastard or
you murder rapers
ESPEC WHEN THE COURTS FAIL
//////////////////
Idont realise some theme but the test for it is a lot more intense than
the manipualtionthemes.
So you realise an intense test with aballl ithink shot at you or
instant sudden face closing in towards you but not the other themes at low
intensity.
Idontthink its bad will, maybe just incopetence. Im the zombi here haha.
fidn it howgermans reverted tenyears the hyperactivations
/////////////////
demess gaeht or so themes with groinmess and russianneedle
//////////
dchekc drugged eyeliquid
/////////

why dony oyu KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLALLTHAT JSUT
TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTOUCH A
CELLPHONE NOTOMENTIO RNEPALKCE IT SAMEI WHTOMCPTUER. MRUDE RASSTOYER
SUFOFOCAITON MESSSER
GORINEMSSER WANTMKMOTUHEMSSER REPALCE CELLPHOENS ITS MIDSLAFE YTOU
CANT EVEN
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTUNA
HARASSED!
WHATHAPPENS TOO THE VERFANG WIN COCKRAOCHES WHEN I LEAVE DORM THAT
ASSTOYME >
WHAT HAPPENS WIHT HTEM > WHY DONYT YOU
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHEM WHEN TEHY JSUT SHOW UP WAIHT AN ASSTOY OR JSOFFOICAION
MESS
=======
i tel lyou sth
hell is hell is hell is hell and you flew me back to it
six times
even when all act nothign happens even me
becasue zombis usuaslly dont
know or midn
the solkutioant was damamging me and sufocaitng me and erasing me and
discredit triclks
and you
are shittttttttttttthis haahalwpeepepewnsns
tweslevey3hjearstttttttttttttttttttttttttallies
tahts why
. IT TAKES ONE TWO BRAINCOOEKD DAYS AND HTE FOOOOLS ITS A
SOVLED PROBLEM OR YOURE
NOT YOU WHEN YOU JSUT WANAN KILLLLYOURSELF IN HELL
=====
YOU CANT EVEN
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
TTTTTTTTTTTT
TUNAHARASSED YOU CANT EVEN KEEPE YOUR CELLLLLLLLLLLPHONE! OR YOUR CAR!
WAHT IS THIS>?>??
PRISON TRICKS AND YOU SUCKERS DONT
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEMJ FOR IT
/////////////
demess high dba cellphone mess maybe bitching.
russian neeedle tricks say this nad that but ic ant rmemeber what and
high dba themes
from cellphone in coma time. cant recall it but i think its bitching or so
.
ihate germany kill asstoyer make sure every call is public but
UNINTEREFERED BY GERMAN CRUD WIHT STASI METHODS
that was also the case in 05 i think mostly
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFIND HTE COCKROACHES AND HOW OFTEN THEY DID AND I N T E
N D WIHT IT
//////////////
What's all the manipulations with grabbign sth squeeeeeezingit inthe hand
tightly or
squeeeeze handpulll it tightly.
-Navy stainless ssteel valves or other mechanical things.
-Ora rope wrappred once around a tree earlier days to pull it tightly at
allcosts
-or other items - it remindsmme of bend over white paperbox theems where
you
had a soft warm vagina in hand years and year s ago
MAKE
SURE
THE
GERMANS
DONT
FUCK MESS OR SO
WHEN THE COURTS FAIL YTOU KILL RAPERS
//////////////////
cantremember manpaultiosn. sth with a grey phantom jet hanging ona steel
cable wiht
open canopy and the girl behind not getting enough oxygen somoene or oyu
offered a breather
rubberthingy wiht a trasnaprent face piece
i think it had the sad magic or so in it wiht slogan about our fathers or
so.
some theme about bored behind neat surface of usa or something wiht some
chick hugkissed in water

in her pussy while osmoene pooled on her ass. she demanded 100.000 the
guy offered less or so
but wiht a direct transfer she didnt agree and went away or so. some
blackhaired chick i hugged but
i didnt realise. some theme about a bart saying to himself go lisa go lisa
go lisa or so.
i think its verfassungsschutz theme only nothing special
its a set of metaphores u didnt give a damn about becasue youwere tired
//////////////////
KILLLLLLLLLLSUFFOCATOR remove lung install
demess say kandele hoffen or so as i go online. wahts the game
check ifits kanele hoffen or kanaele offen is or so other tricks
in greocery store to beign asstoyed dicktoyed
thats not tax for him
in german or
spatz or say spatz german phoneitcs
iget sufofcoated lungmessed too
for erasers
otehr tricks
asstoymess liek a fast fart burrrrrrrrr on ass wiht
sack schoene verfuehle or so
--WHEN THE COURTS FAIL YOU KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLTHESCUM
IDONT C A RE ?THATHTEOTHER ZOMBIS? DONT KNOW OR MIND
YOU
KHILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL
LLLTHEBITCH
WHEN THE COURTS FAIL
/////////
GEOTUTHE FATNEURNIGSNS GUTS BELLY SOTMACH RELEASE OF HOT GAS OR ACIDISH/
REMOVE HTE BELYL SINTALLS
SOTMACH INSTALLS GEOUT THE TRACES
ITS A BURN
YOU SWOLLUP
THEN FART OR BURB
GET OUT
WAHT DRUGS MESSES OR RELEASES WAHT
SAME WITH FATSUITS ASS RELEASE OR
WET FART ASS MESS ASSSRELEASE IN COMA
OR ASSTOYMESS WITH MANY FAST DRY FARTS PER SECOND ASSMESS INCOMA
IF ITS NOTHAT ITS SOMETHING ELSE
YOU
REMOVE
THE
INSTALLS
HTE
STOMACH INSTALLS
THE BELLYOPERATIONS
SOME IS
BELLY ACCESS PROBE FART MESS IGNITED GUTS OVER BELLY OR GAS DRUGGIN OVER
BELLY
FROM TRAFFIC LIGHTS
GROCERYSTORES
KITCHEN OR WHEREVER
GET
OUT
HTE
INSTALLS
YOU REMOVE IT
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
THIS IS NOT MYSTERIOUS THIGNS
ITS A DRUG METHOD

//////////////
there was a nighttime thteme
where i drove an a w e s o me car
and i said
WOW! I L O V E ! BMW!
like i didnt realise before
but i meant it
wahtever it was
hahaha
ah shit
another theme icant rememeber
fix sufocaiotn aorta mess braindulelr
some theme that visitors from mosbach would be suprised how i outfitted
the room
and me like - i didnt give a damn who pretends what in this misery but
iwas like oh really???
tehre was more
========
there was a theme whre f2 and f3 or f1 and f3 with win or fn opened a menu
to isntall a
security or sth but it was in spanish i think
i knew only of fn f10 alt shift f10
///////////////////
waht is in left nose and or why woudl the germans close the breathing
there
///////////
some wacky brainwahs theme about a wolf or so or where ia rgue wiht ym
brother why
i cant access my fortune or play with the rich gigolos and their yachts
or so - though i
disdained it. while hte guy was liek you would be cared for 24 7 free food
etc that kind of shit
like a prison .
only fools give up their freedom and libery and onyl shit happens when
ANYONE gets control over you.
thats a core truth of mankind. IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE UNDRUGGED
DAYTIME.
another theme was like playing around wiht some iddddiots in a bus and
left wihtout underpants
on teh open road or so and i asked politely someone looking like a cop if
they can offer me a ride or
so. sth like stepstoning kicking playfooting easily rolling a giang giant
giant giant rock in
a private university and i thought htey meant nuertingen wiht it as a
metaphore for discrete tests
or sth. there was more.
////////////////////
how long did i sleep
demess a ton of pedo brainwsh ro so
i think a horsebakcriding theme wiht brown horse and black hors ehelmet or
so was one of thethemes
///////////
Annoyances are creating conflcits.
Brainwahs thatu dotn agree to claim later youre not you because u didn\'t
agree or
they\'re fools. U don\'t realise themes and scum doesn\'t getit.or
u udnerstand for !themmmmmmmmits ok to think this theme statenment or
that.
Or U so disdain them or the theme that u don't care whjat the theme
states. Etc etc.
But most ofthe cases
Drugs and brainmesses distort nutshelemt test themes.
Bad ones are also a problem.
I'm thin is a conflcit.because them fatttten me but usually yes.

But incoma ucant thinkit well so its a conflcit a no!!!
but yes wiht them but a no but a yes but a no
so.sometimes yes sometimes no. Them don't get it.
other themes udnerstand some dont realise and use
TEST THEMES
where someone or sth ISNTANTLY rroshaes zoomes in towards you
or instant sudden movement throws or kicks sth at you suprisingly
but
THAT! intensity of the theme is NOT! the standard level of intenstiy
of hte brainwash
so- the test is intense but hte brainwashes usually not
so you react MORE! to the test! but less to the usual themes where u dont
care or realise
Or the conflcit themes are
!!steady steadily steadily steadily the opposite of
things.all.the.time.all
With overissusier shitzo tricks drug or groin hatedurg overisssuer drug
its bad
\getout smoke inhaler.
Getout if someone tries to construct fishy thing s with this or
ifits pure incompetence.
Iii am the zombi here whydo iiiiiiii have to find this shitout alone
------other themes is where theres a peod test theme rates but it doesi n a
fuck already
it woudl have never gotten to that but the nutshelmet doesnt realise t h a
tconflict
at end of night brainwwashes full of conflcits u dont care anymore and
dont realise
and themes from earlier affect you too
now i get suffocaiton erasers i wanted
gone now
=====
ah right! themes affect each other and
demess balls to mouth messes some take
around motu h or
someitmes itsa steam wank inhaler
sometimes a dicksucktoy wiht motuhmess
and flushes it
with warm water around cock

to write one more thing but its
EVEN TESTS ARE MANIPULATIONS!
wank from balls or so and moveit
that takes shit from ass or belly

sometimes its a brrrrrrrrr dickto mess wiht ntushelemt htmess
sometimes eyemess facemess for antipathy like grocery store today
aug31st012
now iget erasers and aorta gorinmess

again

sometimes its a wet fart ass mess
sometimes a suction noise theme wiht pornoilmess assemess or belly heavy
suction noise
somtimes its a pneumatic assstoymess sometimes its a pfffst pfsssst
pffssssst
sometimes like a pneumatic brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr bffrrrrrrrrrrrrrt bfrrrrt
other themes are like a
chooooooooocheeeeeeeeeee theme that one looks abit like a twin cone wiht
flat top
other s are
flooop plooop ploooplplooop
others are a GROINDURGGGING or a breahtemess wiht groinmess and oyu make a
noise during
etc
etc

etc
etc
etc
getout who repalces the comptuer now
-==-===========
Geotut shitzo tricks from snake 03 plus verfassugnshutz. Erasers, tons of
overissueir psycho drug
harte drug that makes ill "das krank macht".
Maybefrom the nazis from south germany that overissusieme with
assholeschool of 90s.
they have a bad version -very dangerous for kids.
like they asshole drug their kids and have high nutsrates
Find the methods.squeeze some scum for intent
Intentions fix suffocations
Klieglight btw
Is there negotiations ahead? This is typical verfassungshcutz when i
should seem like a hatenut.
Typical.
them use CATAPULT HEADHITS HATEDRUG they did it wiht
RAF terror cases in the 80s.
so the victims seem like hatenuts. or islamic hate preachers. typical.
but the shitzo tricks is ssnake defintely.
=--------hey can you imagine a life where they do this for hte rest of your life
wiht you. in bed . in kitchen. in grocerystore.inclass. in ciinema.
in workplace.inmacdonalds.vilalgecornerwise.\
for hte rest of yourlife.
and to it russian needle tricks
say spatz or schwatz or schatz or say mom or furchwar win or furchtbar
winn or sing schaaanz
sauwinn or warmwinn or armwinn or spatz or aelter or eltern or
itzack this andhtat or jetzt sack thisandthat or
tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhht! instant
hushthemecoma time plus
this andhtat sacklaut
or singlaut or
countless shit that is not to mess you up but to fool others somehow but
i cant remmmber i get a bracket of crap which i barely know.
this is how it works
im deaf right ear
theres always highfrequency nosie pulsing
fheeeeeeeeeep paus fheeeeeeeeeep paus feheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep pause
fheeeeeeeeeeeeep pause fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep pause
sometimes where you palce your head in room
sometimes theres a pain right ear and it turns to a floooooooooooooop
noise from former fheeeeeeeeep pause fheeeeeep pause fheeep pause
etc
etc
----------in coma 99 percent is faked babble. you dont care and dont mind. in sleep
talk for instance. or in nighttime when youre setup.
they dont set you up wiht knows god waht and dont use russianneedle
oilantnenna. sometimes its liek a synthesiser sometimes left sometimes
right.
sometimfes liek out of can noise. etc etc etc i dial this all along.
hollow label is the base of this
say naaaaaaaaaaaaaaam has no meaning or a different meaning
so the laber naaaaaaaaaaaam or label mom means christina or old professor
chick in nutshelmet themes exchange themes
but when i rebabble it for instance in coma wiht sythesiser russian needle
trick in coma it has no meaning
no purpsoe its just a hollow word
this is how it works

LABEL EXCHANGE THEMES
PLUS
MOSTLY NOT REALSIEING EVEN
its fooling third party
same wiht say spatz or say schwatz
it must be a reizwort theme game or fooling clueless surveillance
or counting on translation glitches not thinking in german phonetics
this is how it works
as well as things can be conflict
s
its a tomato but an apple but a tomato but an apple but a tomato but an
apple etc
and
too much conflict messes dont just make nuts
it makes you more nad more rejeective or passive of things
otehr things are
i wanted to write one more but after breahtemess its gone
or its coma wake
that erases or overdosage coma
!!!!!!!!!!!!
- ah right other themes damamge always control
like church
lick what s disgusting wiht a damamge buzz forehead top inner middle
taht makes passive also
so tests wiht damages from crude nutshelmets
lead
A L S O to different results!
thats category brainmess
////////////////
getout nose base drugging and eyedrugging
////////
geoutg bellymess gutsmess belly access drugging remove installs
this ism mmmmmmmmmybody youre moveitall
====
////////////
remove russianneedle demess say schul or otehr kind of bullshit
its cheap cheap cheap third parrtydeception
iaberlytmrmeebr and dont give a fuck in coma about it
=====
geout teeth mess teeth bonemess whats ts the new implants
-getout belyl access drugging or fatnrusnigns on toilet remove
ealrqifumesss
-------////////////
FIX CHIDLFOOL MESS FOREHEAD KILL SCUM REMOVE RUSIANENDELE PKILLDICKTOYER
MAKEASFETY
FIX FORHEAD DAMAMGE MRUDERH TEBITCH THE LOONTEHEMS ARE FEUDIN
kILLGORINEMSSER HIGH DBA DAMAMGE NUTSHELMET THEME
=----------i got manipulated that the cia fights teh russian svr in syria. is it

true?
back to hte goold old days? hahahah
to one side wiht
affiliaton strongly to the other?

where does that put me into ? neutral

or separate case separate deal
//////////
Demess say chimmm komm or chimm kommt
or huig or ruhig or so.
Idemandmycewkllllhpoenbnack dmess motuhmess.
Lemme guess.
Hitting credibility with stigmas.
Pedo. Shitzo.momfool.derangedhomo. Virgin.bitch. Doglover. What else?
Weeeeenie . Furcjhwar or schwach or schach orso.
What else?
Chav? Borat? Refugee?
==================
Likely its covered as a hooker thing. Or a bum thing.including the good
things
chronsaeule -I thing and other thjings I was good at. Smeared as a hooker
trick or so
and whenever someone was new freshj russian needle tricks. Espec 07 08 09
obsessive method
Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:44:07
I called it souering for third party
==============
Iwas very calm handed more like a strict dad but then they damaged forhead
espec
late 02 03 when itried a jammer. Then got cooked amillion times more.
Russianneedle shitzo tricks highvolume whitenoise like your brain
popppppps out of your head.
Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:40:23
Ithought its a drug\
----------------After messes summary file. And its jsut a summary. I dialed trhjis
allalong allalong never strored it.
After all this. Do you know better why things happen incoma a certainway
or why some results
conflict others etc or how it is for them
Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:50:38
Its inthe history books anyway. But thjatr was never a goal or a sidegoal.
Its just an external effect ofmy hell
===========
Whjat happened to napalm yoyos . They explod e int a dull tuffffff noise
and burn in a yellow circle.
Or my mahgnesium filled spytool ammo
=======
What happened to the sandra chick from02 anyway. Shit ihate this country.
Iwoke up under her butt. Onetwo seconds. My door barricade on porch were
the new ankle itwsas
half open.my legs towards it her back towardsme. Around morning dawn maybe
5am 4am.
Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:09:06
End of nighttime. Was relatively cool.
Since her I love hottiegirlbutt. Icant believe I'm still in
hell.andthegermans made
it for germany worse and worse and worse. They so lost
she wanst my first. there
==========

wer esoorse things. worse. worse worse.

02Theytjhough t I'm a us NOC or sth and tried anything to convince me to
flyback including
rapehells and own brother was so convinced. Thenthey tried tof indout the
city by location
nutshelmet themes and then by skills ie why this guy pick.hwats his skill

Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:39:46
With all hell and drugs and rapes at the mid of 02 it didn't matter where
I'm from or who.
they all compassioned me including my brother. Some of the scum might have
been prosecuted some not
===========
They shoudlve hyperactivated me and off tothe usa insteadf trying 12years
psycho tricks.
damages to do this forever ewithme. Klieglight btw it wasn't the first and
not the last mistake
of the verfassungsschutz. Iwouldve disappeared somewhere as anti terror
Datum: Sun, 02. Sep 2012 23:40:49
Analyst in the states or so.
And in five years I'd had enough of the crudeness or assholeness of the
us.
===============
Long story short what happened to the verfassungshcutz pig of those days?
They were very crappy people likely due to saving costs orso.igot
manipualted they were
executed but I doubt it
////////////////////
KILLBRAINMESSER FIX UNCORIDINATION BETWNEELN LEFT AND RIGHT HAND MAKE
SAFETY
DEMESS SHTIZO TRICKS REMOVE RUSSIAN NEEDLES GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT WAHT
EXACTLY
wiht schaunzaeh or schautze or say ditch themes or warm winn
iwish icould keep one dirty trick from a to z to list it
also there is noisebased drugging half a second on high noise level
instnantly
on toilet or in car
groin install mess that oyu stop babbling or hickup tricks to stop
babbling
or instant say tshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! say this andthat at
coma start
get out who fools who wiht this crap
fix that im deaf right ear
other variants listed one two mails above
getout who shitzo tricks who with what exactly
geotut
NOSEBASE DRUGGING AND EYE DRUGGIN
====
MRUDER
ASSTOYER
DEMESS
BALLS TO MOTUHMESS KILL SCUM
FIX UNCOCIRAONTN BETWNBEEN LEFT AND IRGHHAND
GETOUT BELLY MESS
DEMESS S
HIGH DBA FHEEEEEEEEEEEEPY squeeeeeky highdba
HIGH NOISE DBA

THEMES REPAIR DAMAMGE FROM

KILLTHEBITCH
did you know nuts helmets measure in dba??
i had no idea.
///////////////
killwankmotuhemsser dmess say naam remove groinmess demes dicktoymess
rmeove bellyinstalls and eyemess brainmess remove russianneedle installs
and
pain from installs right
=
teh lasers sept3rd012 in bath are white finedot
before blue bigdot
in room too
earleir a mix of red or blue seemed to exchange often wildly someitmes mix

//////////////
demess high dba nutshelemt themes some are squeeeeeeeekyfheeeeeeeeeps
fix dmamge from too high dba nutshelmet hteme getmeoutfowarcoam
=====
fix damamge from high dba themes make saafety demes brainmess make safety.
whoever is new tries to shitzo trick me for about 2 weeks now last week it
was snake or someone affiliated
getout some intentions before that it was mostly pedo crap
getout groindrug
KIULLLLBRAINFRYER
CEHCK LOWER OUTER EARS !
////////
by a brainwash theme DEMOCRATS confirmed sth important true early sept012.
what was it ? ibarely remmeber this one
thanks!
------remove fatsuti drugfatsuti and loontheme duesen or druesen or so as cover
----another theme was that my kidneys are organ transplants or sth
im like ???????????????????????
------otehr bullshit theme was i got as a gift a ninevolt battery and a minus10
block and some six volts like AAA batteries
some chick pulled it out of her pussy pants area and said look waht i got
here for you
and im like
?????????? leave me alone
that kind of shit
when i saw the batteries
i was like the earpieces required button batteries knopfbatterien
i thought of a green paperbox stand off these from a nighttime years ago
the guy that is not a buttonearpiece
me thats a russian needle
rearhead low
outer low ears
or topmiddle right head under special hair goes towards ears
one is earlqiduimess int o earhole downwards thats verfassungsscuhtz
usually
etc
////////////
how many developments did they cook me away over hte time . u coutned?
its a classical stigma
i think it started 1997 when iwas angry someone cooked me
then a stigma in 99 i think in the bunch around zwingenburg or so
but lets put that away
and since hten the last 10 12 years onyl
how many developments analysis cooked away?
whenver u bash a plate or smash a cellphone
or visit your old mother
or when someone has a regesssive association
or suffocatio nnights out of knows god waht reasons
or lick wahts disgusting dammges forehead forehead top in nutshelmets
or chromon jodid drugging
or methanphenol
etc
etc
etc

how many
over 10 12 years
///////////////////////
remove russianneedle rminedsm eome of church in usa russian needle tricks.
one is left headside one as usually low right low otuer ear low right low
geoutrwhat they do wiht it. is it shitzo tricks?
==========
demess say schul or so loonshit getout wahts hte monkey game
did yhou store 2029 2030pm sept4th012 or underway
deed plus babblign like belly mess or so
who foools who wiht russian
needle tricks
its likely dangerous because when you write it only and it seems liek a
stigma it
smears the stigma at you
ugh find out what they do wiht russian
needle and at least store
RUSSIANNEDLE TRICK -PLUS BABBLING UNDRUGGED OR DIALING UNDRUGGED when i
likely get only a bracket or a quarter from the shit. i demand my
computerback
=======
kill gorinmesser dmess sing njaaaaaah or so during groinmess
dmess dicktoymes with gum or so loontheme
smake safety punish scunm
--------kilasotyer omaksasfety idemandmyocmptuerback . geout oily inhaler demess
groinmess and braindulelr
heatb rainmessss or russianenedle isntalls under top right hair to right
ear
////////////////
demess pedo brainwash and conflcit mess murder asstoyer dicktoyer
lungmesser .
demess pedo brainwash and brainmess to agree or not agree or not realise
demess bbrainmesses ot agree or not agree or not torelaise or so
kilastoyter lungmesser ormakeasfety
demess conflict messes
and shitzo tricks and pedo brainwash from scum
///////////////////
someone russianneedle fools third partry. get out if its a shitzo game or
if someone around is
to be played
i bet on a shitzo trick
REMOVE RUSSIANNEEDLE!
GETOUT WAHTTHEY DO WIHT IT!
AND WHO FOOLS WHO
E X A C T L Y
WHY
the germans get nothing
and sure not this way.
=================
BTW KLIEGLIGHT WHENEVER THERE IS PRESSURE RISING ON THE GERMANS - btw well
done- THEY DECOY IT.
EITHER SHITZO TRICKS. PEDO CRAP . MOM MESS. OR KNOWS GOD WHAT THIS TIME
////////////////
Btw. U realise I don\'t hear stuff. Right?
Icould write it from a to z, then.
I just barely r em be r a bracket of shit right ear fromcoma.
mostly synthjesiser like.
U store examples.
Coma babbling and the remembered stuff. Idial or say later.klieglight.
put It out.make sure it s understood
Get out thje shitzo tricks
Whofools who
And
Of course
Thanks for pressuring them.

You m u s t have done so. Whenever u do they shitzo trick it or pedo
smear it.
Whenever someonepublishes notarstamps fortune they do anything to
brainwash dmage erase and suffocate
it away
=============================
PUT IT OUT
WHERE YOU HAVE A CERTAIN COMA REBABBLE
AND
WAHT I GOT FROM IT! AFTER COMA TIME! WAHT I DIAL THEN OR SAY THEN
make a collection
this is a stigma thing.
reason never matters in tehse things
when people PRETEND sth counts
thats the trick about it i think
or annoy counts reizwort themes
/////////////////////////\
themes are this and that was you
i thin ktis sa conflcit weeenie mess
idemandmycomtpuerback
dmeess teeth mess motuhemss dicktoy to motuhemss
asssstoy drugging fatstuit mess over ass access
brainfry mess
groinmess
make
safety
idemand my computerback
////////////
I dial inc oma nutshelmets too intothe cellphone. Iwroteabotthuutjis
penonmenon once.
Its shit like: the orange cat you ensure it works. Orso and in the
nutshelmet theeme it was
an important engineering part coverred with a label only thatshowitworks.
Datum: Thu, 06. Sep 2012 23:23:55
Idemand my cellhpoenback
Someone interferes in coma seconds whenicall someonewith the call.
Ufind em and shoot em atleas throhguhleg and umake sure its pubnlic but
cannot be altered
Germans are cockroaches u see that on tricks liike that . Itsmore than a
high dba fheeeep
////////////////////
cant rememebr nighttime some theme iwht marge simpson showing a fowdy
jimbo how tyto
turn a weapon and ends in hospital
or a theme wiht
ringer
like wrrestling in a school whit a baldy soldier or so that triesto hold
oyu down and
prevent to write argumetns to getoutofcoma
i got to a to d
his weakness was his fingers bending over or so
i wanted to twist his ears but the theme didnt realise
some theme wiht tanks in wood s which was cool but some magic wiht some
movementblurr
with some horses was fascinating ebecause ofhte blurr magic in coma
somehow
but generalyl i tended to the tanks
there was more crap
///////////////
Fix wishy washy duller assmess childfoolmess or eyemess makesafety
fix damage erasers allalong the weeks espec
-sufffocation with rearhead low mess.
btw klieglight its a sufffocation / inhaler with a rear headlow
bbuzzzzzzzing tool
or often also
-cable around throat versions
or

-gasvalves over bed
some are
-fix dammge erasers rehareadhlow iforgeot hwat ijsut watned to write now
some are also
-lung installs lung lock/ groinmess installs
they stop the breathing and oyu try and try and try and cant breathe
usually suffocaiton games are instantly as soon asyou start sleep or htey
think
you started sleep
=========
how does it generally affect
TEST MANIPULATIONS WHEN YOU GOT SUFFOCATED A NIGHT OR A WEEK
OR A MONTH
OR A YEAR
ESPEC WHEN THE START OF IT IS SUFFFFOCATIONS
btw 2
////////////////////////////
there was a theme or russianneedle game about
pisskopal or elpilskopal or so messing wiht me. get me feedback wahts hte
deal?
spirituals? or a medical thing?
like
perrifagen or peryphagen or periphagen
////////////
remove russianenedle left head side and rear low outer ear outerlow
underside
punsi hscum remove installls check topmiddle right under hair fake
//////////
punish asstoyers gutsmesser dickotyers in grocerystore
fix groinsuffocaoti n here and erasers .
lonotehems in store are usually shitzo tricks
this time its
-say verfangen or
-this andhtat fun or bahn or ditch or so
-this and htat los or arbeitslos on parkinglot
- assstoyterror groinmess asssmess dicktoymes brainmess hatsy brainmess
assmes dicktomyes
-wet fart ass mess suffocaion messes
ususally its shitzo tricks wiht russianneedle i barely remmemmmmmber that
get out methods intentions make . safety. fix brainwash away of fortune >
its mildsafe.
this is best case. it never got better
ever. this.
/////////////////
did you store it 258am to 307am and1756 1757pm
sept9th to 10th 2012 and 10th
iexplain old mother abit coma like 8xtimes is normal etc
and daytime suction noise belly messes etc
///////////
punish assmesser check if someone swtiched ona jammer. 420 425am
sept10thto11th2012
iget heavy heavy heavy whitenoise left low outr ear then afewseconds
later the right one too
but changes from highfrequency to lower fheeeeep pulsing in intensity
oilantenna
nano oilantenna
russianeedle
mixversions
or hte earmess wiht earliquid and inner earhole downwards install from
verfassungsschutz
wahtever it is remove it.
faking sleep babble - hollow meaningless stuff rebabbled wihtout meaning
purpose oranything
is usually left and like a sythesiser
in nutshelmet its like out of can noise often
the other thing when im in rubbertitts underway that can conferencing was
right ear but not like them

some start with a short bleep like polyphone but that one right ear in
rubbertitts was more like
conferecing
ok where we get him now? someone else: how about there and there, they
close at 5:30 or 7:30
and me like . ??????? in coma
teh foretooth is often also used as comm and some of hte three replace
teeth stuck in the teethglue
sounds nuts but comm is hte least problem in hell
either case you remove it.
ithink daytime is russianneedle shitzo tries
i cant remember wahttehy do but now andhten i recall a piece of crap
like say ditch or eltern or so in grocery store or say this andthat but i
cant recall waht.
i got deaf right ear
some installs
for making nuts or so
repeat all wiht a buzz and a half second delay
wiht a buzz hit or all sounds fheheheheeeeeeeeeeeepy on high volume
or repeats all wiht half asecond delay buzzing or buzzhitting on sudden
noise
other shit is belyl installs coma start you hickup and stop babbling
or
groin install and you stop babbling
or a DBA noise measure catapult INSTANTLY ON A NOISE THATS LOUD P A C K !
rearhead low catapult
sometimes two mild
from car to toilet to rooms
TIMED WIHT THE BELLY INSTALL HICKUP
otehr tricks are a n INSTANTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT
HUSHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH thin on coma start
then comes
sing this andhtat like sing schaaaanz
or say a few times thisand htat
or
this and that say few times
or this andhtat ssssssssssssssssssssssayit urgently right ear
but icant remember hte this andhtat part of it anymore
so
this is all the babbling
and stop babbling
and coma
and hickup and groininstall
and highdba theme
often on scrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrreams i get PACK! bam rearheadlow hit and
drop subdued
all shakes you shake and drop over shaking
the wake from it is like a cut into nerves cut cut hard and you shake
its a nerve agent i think
whenever hell is not coverable anymore
they do that open daytime wiht me
screaming outside in cottbus at 3am a week ago or one and half weeks ago i
was not in coma
its all
utterly
hell
and you know it
its all too late.
all.
/////////
geout a million gutsmesses belylmesses drugtitttsuti messes russianenedle
tricks
wiht wais hein the messer is obsesssed wiht making fear of arrest or sth.
brainmess sufofciaotn erasers and braincook now andhten .
punis hastoyer rmove intslals check 1640pm for intentions and mtehods
squeeze the bitch

let em go then but you find out the methods and intentions
tehre is not
one
reason
to
allow this shit
just becasue yombis usuually dont mind
GET OUT THE GEMRANS REVRT HYPERACTIVAITONATTEMPTS
a month ago it was 9.3xtimes hyperactivated still in coma
they reverted it to
6.somethings x times still in coma
how do they revert it
tehy block each other wiht comas WARCOMAS implants
but
tehn
why would htey revert ? hyperactivaitons
8xtimes is normal
GET IT TO 16xtimes hyperactivated and hten
FIND
THE
BLOCKINGS
I DEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACK
======================
check also nose base druggin and nose installsls nebenhoehlen
-=-cehck also foretooth
it s remove too often and too many times face bone teethbonemess
//////////////////////////
remove russianenedle the lontehems a all kind of this adnthat winn or this
and htat bin.
fix chidlfoolmess forhead or brainduerside forhead
---Fix chdilfoolnrainemssss. The theme is ratty brother makign a fart nosie
with bloated cheeks
dependshowu react toit youget bniancoooked forhead.
otehr theems are say schul
or ditc hor
weiss tu or heisst du or so
but i barerly remmmmmember this shit
reminds me more of third party deception wiht crap
/////////////
getout saltwater mouthmesses
fix wishy washy derange damamges
im very aware
its a braindamgme in
beobachtung or analyse typical snake
the lost based anti spygas earlier evening idont know who but its typical
2001 2002
/////////////
Demess haftich or so. Its arrest fearsomemess of arrest or so
get otu russianneedle make safety
-------------typical snake
why woudl snake make me fearsome or afraid of arrest??
but only wiht verfassungsschutz
----------otehr nighttime visit was
Bycicle bmw autohosuevisit theme or so

ididnt mind or care
and
Demess verfassungshcutz bin thridparty deception
ie being verfassungsschutz or so theme foolign third party
---Demess vollsuhle or vosskuhle or so shitzo tricks.
who fools who with this crap?
===
i go google vosskuhle
=======
i cant believe it
Andreas Voßkuhle thats a n a m e with sharp S
hmmmmm
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andreas_Voßkuhle
"Andreas Voßkuhle (born 21 December 1963 in Detmold) is a German legal
scholar
and the president of the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany."
////////////
demes inahelr and groinmess makeasfety
========
find out how germans revert hyperactivation attempts for
TEN YEARS now
first time in 2002 to 8.1xtimes chemical lability
acht komma eins fach chemisch labil or so mess in 2002
=====
demes s groinmess and say warm or so . make . safety
idemandmycomputerback
=======
demess gorinmess
sufofciaont mess
high dba mom mess
punsi hscum make safety
idemandmycomptuerback demes lungmess goirnmess breahtestop mess or so
//////////////
idemadnmycomptuerback patent on mke vectorcode update time container file
getout groinmess overisusier drug into groin
its a shitzo trick
groin hate drug and sound lie ka jerk
kilalstoyers
gorinemssers
lung instyalll installmesser onthe way
dicktomyesss
facebonemess
teethbonemess
asssmess
thsi and htat say kaut or say looud this andthat shitzo themes
its a mild safe
retreat space driving aroudn
THIS
LAND OF
C R U D D
////////
this is not an incompetent state
this
is
german
intention

its
making
you
nuts
victimised
miserable
wiht
intention

this is not a governmental failure
this
is
german
intention

doing
this
froever wiht someone
ends
in
a scuidicde or a madhouse
and nothing else
this is not
incompetence
this is b a d will
of the german govt
HOW
DIDTHEY
REVERT
HYPERACTIVAITON ATTEMPTS
T E N
YEARS
TEN
and how damamging was it
//////////////////////////
getout brainmesses to reject a theme someone manipaulates themes wiht it
all the time.
likely its constructing a shitzo trick or sth . its a brainmess or test
themewhere you should agree
in theme but by brainmess you cant or dont. or dont care but it fakes it
as an agree or so .
its new somehow recently
/////////////
YOU INFORM EUROPOL ALL ALL ALL
----------------------------------------------------------------and not just these recently
btw btw kleiglight store it 1850 to 1905 1911pm sept13th2012
i explain old mother comas
megasales
fortune
so you hyperactivate her too
asstoyed in a bank
ironfinger
and fortune from inventions
wf-transfer identification code etc
hyperactivated 6xtimes or so and 8xtimes is normal etc
make sure hte judges get this too
kill asstoyer rmeove instlals over assacess
demess inhalermes punsih scum
=======

btw kleiglight store it 2155 2202. 2030 2032. 1820 1822 . each plus minus5
sept14th2012
=====
btw klieglight you better store it 2330 to 0000
==========================
and sept15th2012 2030pm plus minus 10
so sept18th 2045 to 2055pm
-------sept19th2012Btw kleiglight storeit 1648. 1649 1652. 1655pm
gethtis .u hyperactivateherttoooo.
----

Make sure the jdues

/////////////////////
rmoeve rusianenedle too high dba dmamges form installs ear njaaaaaaaah
lontehem
dmess assmess gutsmess make.safety
/////////
demess weed inahler dmamges
this damamged my luns late 90s
think some idiots pretended i have tubercuulsosii instead squeezing the
cockroaches iwht inhalers
day and night ha ha ha
///////////
you may not like when i curse hte germans - the terminology nazis used
against you - but its always just a sign of disdain in mycase from victimisation suffering etc
btw btw kleiglight store it 1850 to 1905 1911pm sept13th2012
i explain old mother comas
megasales
fortune
so you hyperactivate her too
asstoyed in a bank
ironfinger
and fortune from inventions
wf-transfer identification code etc
hyperactivated 6xtimes or so and 8xtimes is normal etc
make sure hte judges get this too
kill asstoyer rmeove instlals over assacess
demess inhalermes punsih scum
=======
btw kleiglight store it 2155 2202. 2030 2032. 1820 1822 . each plus minus5
sept14th2012
=====
btw klieglight you better store it 2330 to 0000
==========================
and sept15th2012 2030pm plus minus 10
so sept18th 2045 to 2055pm
-----sept19th2012Btw kleiglight storeit 1648. 1649 1652. 1655pm
Make sure the jdues
gethtis .u hyperactivateherttoooo.
---btw klieglight store it sept21st2012 2118pm to 2128pm
i exallin raw hyepractivaitons
nighttiem accocunt
she has 2million bucks and doesnt know
nighttime work
waht hyperacivaitosn dmamge
8xtimes normal
peopel nighttime work
etc
shitzo tricks in her case glassbowl theme
hand snatch sth wiht brainbuzzzhit etc ie snatchign soilbits
light coloration

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!NO WAIT 2018 to 2028om
idontmake mistakes likethatusually
FIX THE BRIANCOOK MESS FOMR IT
-------------------------btw klieglight btw store it 1735to 1755pm sept22nd2012 and 2110to2120
i explain old mother
coma
suggestive state of mind
nighttime
manipulations
babbling drugs
inner city waiting lines
freepopulation
etc
you hyperactivate her too
=================
Btw klieglgith squeeeeze the
bastard
sept23rd2012 1437pm for outerlow earliquidmess .
intentions? Methjods? Squeeeeeze thenbatard .
medifile it. Putitout
Squeeze em also for drugs and inentiosn
------store it 2125pm to 2139pm sept24th 2012
uncut. put it out to courts and police level also
blue white bunch,
you help me?
==========
store 2035 to 2055pm sept26th2012
======
store it 1610 to 1626pm sept27th2012
----Btw klieglight store it 1055 to 1102am. octobre5th 2012
I explain coma suggestive stateofmind ona. Pillow is a potatoe autopilot
example. So fuck in coma with lick theice wondeirngehyits warm.
Bycicle fuck etc
make sure its known on cop level and judges get it too
it might help em on other coma cases btw
you might wanna add drugs to it and a brainwash to THIS state ofmind
and you nail anything or shoot anything or do wahtever

////////////////////////
demess hig dba fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep loonthemes wiht naaam or so or
other shit.
repair damamge from it.
///////////
Iget manipualted insleep thime echoing echoing echingwisper sloooooowly .
"iiiiiii hhaaaaaaave shitttttallies." Or say afew times.
or sing it! Or so.
Their mistake s are not breaking coma on us soil with or
withotuhyperactivation.
Or flyingmeback 10times todie here or
No accesstomy money us soil.
But them do not c a u s e the hell
!and damnsure not the fighting people here

theyre the LAST i mean.
//////////////////////////
this shit is snake from 2002 . liek hte bunch around hornbach.mosbach.
is it a sicko church maybe and i mistake em?
conflict messes, weenie messes overisssuiser drug.
remidnds me of highly conflicting snake
or weenie brainwashing verfassungsschutz.
check if its evangelicans or sth around 2002.
its not ekiskopal or so like in a brainwash teheme right?
===========
kilasotyer geout feet drugging heel ferse installs, udnerfeet,
demess keite winn or so loon shit. who. tricks.who.exactly. and
how.exactly. and why with this shit.
if its snake: usually theyre obsessed wiht brainwashing away fortune for
loot.
are tehy deadbroke or sth? this is TYPICAL when they used to brainwash it
away for
a fraud try in03.
its like claiming you wouldnt beleive it yourself so its ok this way
or then tehre could be a way back to coma bubble
or when he doesnt claim it we can fraud it
same wiht shitzo conflict messes.
WHY WOULD SNAKE PROFIT FROM IT WHEN I GET SHITZO MESSED.
or
renounce my fortune?
are they deadbroke or sth?
usually theyre obsesssssed brainwashing it away
imean its all public
notarstamped
and them? are hte least that will ever get a penny of it ever at all.
so why? the massive ?brainwashaway tries?
killastoyer or make asfety
////////////
magischer wald
schneller als 50
fuer 10 herzenswuensche:
das muss doch unglaublich frustrierend sein wenn sich der typ
unsterblichkeit wuenscht
oder ein raumschiff dass sich sehr sehr gut selbst verteigien kann
hhhhhhhhhhhhahahahaha (und der typ aha aliens suchen gehen alles klar)
ihr solltet solche manipulationen nicht allzu ernst nehmen
wenn magische goldene aepfel irgendwohin rollen oder der sattel am fahrrad
arsch eigentlihc
arschhydropneumatik ist
//////////////////
igot messed up that a day ago or so someone tried to fake or make a deal
wiht 240million euros
iwht me. what was hte deal> was it a german decoy or was it a magflight
license?
sept14th2012 plusminus 1 day
usually these are to fool third party - liek say verfangen or so
i demand
DEMAND A PRINTOUT AND access to my fortune daytime undrugged
//////////
demess artig winn or gross hartig winn
woert hauf or hoert auf or so
who
fools who
wiht waht kind of german shit
remove russaineedle idemandmycomptuerback
//////////////
fix damgme readheadlow and lower back backbone mess make safety geout
method
removfe lung installs suffocaiton isntall
cehck if its lunglock the ratty german prisonor thing like groin aorta
installs for choking

remove it
this is mmmmmmmmmmmy bdoy
you remove it
make
safety
kill the bitch or make safety
i dont cccccccare wath german cockraoches
co c k ro a c h e swant
just becasue other zombis dont know or mind
YOU REMOVE IT
/////////////
fuckthemes in coma themes are like
-bend over paperbox or so it was white or grey or so wiht a very strong
pussy push in your hands
you wonder why the paperbox is so soft and warm or so
other theme
-pull the rope massively which was like a brown rope bent around a tree
once or so
and you must grab it massively and pull it extremely hard
fuck themes
usually long long ago like 2002 were
-BALANCING STH wiht keeping a flow to balance sth or so
its an abstract balence like a round thing on a rod or so that must be in
center always
it is NOT the balancing like love test theme
where christina is on the other side of a walk bar over a black canyon and
depends
waht you say or not she loses balance and falls over
that is a love test or so long long ago
the fuck themes are more infantile
otehr fuck theme is like
-lick hte ice and you wonder why its so warm etc
or
-junge liebe tut weh or so with transparent cutouts plastics of red and
blue stars
or
-white background peopel start runnning junping whit ebackground and hop
into 2 rings hold there or so
adn jump over sth or so ending i think wiht a tirangleish meat piece or so
that kind of german shit
you prosecuted the fuck scum?
otehr shit - likely a derange theme was
-the machine or so porno name and noone kills hte scum
but it was just a theme i think
germans are rape scum - who knows
prosecute fuck scum or make safety
and getout how the germans reverted tenyears coutnless hyperactivation
attempts
to do this kind of shit wiht me in coma forever
andthats not even staying damamges.
///////////////////////////
Snake fakes results in nutshelemts.check topmiddle right messes.
Its a cfonflict that ucannot influence or a brainmess that makes the
opposite.
between not care and make theopposite conflcit tricks but brainmess not
the theme alone
Demess tonsof suggestive or unclear conflict themes . Like timeframe or
german deeds orso
example:
ISNT IT THAT YOU THIS ANDTHAT- when its unprecise or conflicting or
brainmess topmiddle right or you
barely remember abit or so
its a conflict

eityher its a conflict covered as test
or a fake test wiht the brainemss that you shouldnt care or a gree or not
agree
or its jsut a badly badly made test
or an intentional conflcit
or both
////////////////////
very interesting theme where the pope dresses up looking into a mirror
wiht a rise against song in background
turning around and putting on a blue hat wiht a glittery smallstones snake
downwards
and someone taller bigger dressed black stands on his left maybe iwht hand
on shoudler or sth in hand
semeed nonhostile theme- is it abotu church trying to cash in on people
like hte
2001 2002 greatest moments dvd hell thing
or was it a theme about the odd alliance where all - like four - block
each others wiht
comas
warcomas and revert hyperactivations to keep me as public person in the
coma bubble
2003 or 2005
pretending this shit could have ever worked out
whats the theme
or is it a new theme about alliance or sth
whats hte real deal
//////////////////////
there was a brainwash theme wiht a blackhaired chick wiht short hair and a
beige orbroown
sidebag on her left hanging acorss hchest
wiht a glock or so pointing at you tragic - the theme was about presidency
or so.
it was 10 years old.
snake brainwashed me daynight danight danight a summer and tried to
convice me im their
new president or sth
and htere was a chemical civil war or so
the rest was information asymmetry
afterthat they were obsessed brianwashing away my fortune
obsessssssed
they tried anythign in 2003 wiht simillar methods
make sure its public
notarstamped
transparent and cannot be frauded by the bunch
btw kliglight are they deadbroke or sth?
OBSESSSSSSSED was nothing wiht htis
how htey triedto brainwash it away
//////////////
idemandmycomptuerback demess whhhhhooooooooooooooup fheeping nutshelmet
theme
high dba and getout hte catapult hit after it recoma or so.
how many times. deed.type.
deed.type
deed type
deed type babble
deed tpye
deed theme type babble
deeed type
deed theme type babble
how often.
getout how germans revert the hyperactivation attempts.
i dont care wahthey want. you pci k nonrevertible hyperactivations aand
go for it and
you suqqqqueeze hte bitches for the methods

//////////////
GET OUT HTE UNDERFEEET DURGGING
FERSE HEEELS INSTALL OR DRUGGING
WAHT IS THE SLEEPTIME START NOS ECLOSING GASVALVE
THE NOSE JSUT CLOSES DOWN COMPLETELY
IS IT A DRUG BEFORE SLEEP START
OR IS IT THE SUFFOCATION THING
IS IT NOSEBASEDURGGING
NEBENHOEHLEN HIDING STH
WAHT
IS
THE
DEAL
it seeems that the methos vary but hte result remains hte same
suffocaiton games
GETOUT BELYLMESSE SUGTSMESSES IN MORNING
REMOVE BONE INSTALLS ARMBOENS SIDECHEST BONES KNEEE TO SHOUDELR TO ELLBOW
DURGGINGS FROM INSTALLS
/////////
geotut who prevents sleep killfuckscum asstoyerrror belymes assmers
gutsmes
rusisanenedle tricks asstoymsusfociaont gasvavemess
-breahte relaxing nose closing gas vavle
astoymess lungsinstalls gorinmess assmes
gbelylmsufciton nbosier bellymasssmes
genitaloverassaccessmess say naaam loon assme3s sdicktomyes
overboost mes sgorinems s overissueirdruggorinmess its midlsafe in my bed
at six to 9 am after howm muchslepe. the homoesxueal verfassugnscuhtzi s
around alos.
brainwahstyhemes are virgin mess naama or so pedo mess shitzo tricks and
homo tests
wiht disgust genitals
its mildsafe
inmybed from 6 to9 am
usually they owuld jsut fuckyou up or suffocate mess or subdue and
braincook
========
half of hte shittt you dont realise you dont care about but therye to
ocurddy to understand.
youre dddddddddddddddddddddddddddeathtiired
overboosed
suffocated
duleld
asstoyed victimsied
IDEMANDMYOCMFPEUTA BRKC
KLILLLLTHEBITCH OR MAKEASFEYTYH
---geout brainemss thameks the oppsoitige of a crud test theme its ain
tinetional
conflcit or curdddily done test theme reminds me of cholfcit shitzo
tricks
makes no sense
unles its a rigged test
SQQQQQQQQQQQQUEZE HTE BITCH FOR HTE MEHTODS 915am
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSQUEEZE THE BITCH
GEOUT THE METHOD
KNOWS GOD WHO ELSE THEY WILLLL FOOL WIHT HTIS HSIT
UUUUUUSE HTE CHANCE
SQUEEZE THE BITCH 915am
GEOUT EYEPEEK DURGIGNG

CHECK ALSO ELECTEODE UNDER TIP MIDDLE RIGHT OT RIGHT LOW EAR
CHECK IFFITS USED AS URSIANENEDLE OR TO FTIRKC NUTSHELEMTS
UTS UDNER FAKE HAIR TOP MIDDLE RIGHT
--whywould anyone
pout a russianneedle under topm iddle right
to the right outer ear
usually russianeedles are from left headside around skull to right over
rear
check if the german cockraoches
misuse it to fake nutshelmet test resutls
and
how
many
lives they fuckt wiht this shit

CHECK IFITS ANOTHER METHOD
its a b r ai n me s s
its not jsut htatoyure ddddddddddeathtired its a b rainemss or a shitty
test teheeme
that steadiyl steadily steadiyl conflcittingly does the opposite
but not as nutshelmet theme
but covered as test
its like nutshelmet picks hte conflciting choice
but not as nuts theme but as a test theme
and hten conflicts on wiht the results of hte faked pick
//////////
theres a testtheme you smuggle foodchips and chocolate bars kitkats and
a cop wants like some of em fir bribery. total bullshit. otehr themes
are russianenedle leftheadside and earliquidmess right where you dont
realise
like verdam puls or so but u barely remember. that kind of total shit.
mostly you dont care dont realise. a theme about forcing wrong decisions
to people
assume that fools let that happen. or that people are willing to play
likethat and
wouldnt be transparent etc. and i would have gotten a bonus that everyone
understands
how hte big game in this land works but i should stop or so. all while u
wanted to say
uwanna build cargo egg in the usa and fuckthis country to hell wiht it or
so that was
i htink a geek variant of themes the one before more like poor old mother
who knows waht
she has in bag as homeless or so
fix suffocaiton
///////////
demess open sky agreement or so. if an open ssky agreement was the
convinient way
to do nothing while i got raped in coma miseried frauded sufgfocated
operated damamged nutered
braincoked durgged asstoyed andhtat for hte rest of mylife then you are
the shitttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiest allies of this ploanet.
under no cirmustanced you do fly someone thats your ally back to that kind
of hell
and sure not six times
-------------clarify the real deal wiht this hell
i question your integrity int his case wiht reason
this stinks to heaven and hell
nsapao you clarify the shit, ensure it cant happen again andhten
you lead.
iget assstoyed even now
was the open sky agreement the thing wher ehtey tried to preplan life and
who exploits me how when ?

how often i can nail mygirl etc?
./////////////////////
geout nose bas edurgging check nebenhoehelen
EVERYTRIME IN NIGHTTIME
CHECK IFTHATS HTE REVERT OTHE COUTNLESS ASSSDURGIGNS BELLY DRUGGINS OR
WAHT ELSE
see
verfassungsschutz drugs into nose base
or eyepeeks
it makes totally sense becasue it always starts in
nightttime
check
nebenhoehlen and nose base for drugging
coutnless daytime druggins into nosebase
remove also neckinstalls
cehck ifits dangeorus like pullign together stuff or breaking stuff at
worst etc
YOU
REMOVE
THAT
THIS
IS MMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
IDONT CARE WAHTHTECOCKROACHES WANT YOU RMEOVE IT
check if its the smae kind of shit
like
lung installs lunglock - lungenverschluss for prisonors or so
or groininstall wiht suffocaiton aorta duller like solving sudokus
or in exams or so
YOU
REMOVE
THIS
SHIT
I DONT CARE WAHTTHE COCKRAOCHES WANT
THIS
IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
AND OYU REMOVE IT
and killastoyers or better : make
safety
/////////////////
Btw klieglgith squeeeeze the
bastard
-sept23rd2012 1437pm for outerlow earliquidmess .
intentions? Methjods? Squeeeeeze thenbatard .
-medifile it. Putitout
Squeeze em also for drugs and inentiosn
////////////
did you store the fearsome theme from childhood where some burned person
lays black totally on a table or so crusty and
black burned black then iinstantly suddenly instanlty opens eyes wiht big
white in it looking at you
scares the shit out of kids i guess
but with thsi
tehy make me fearsome in childhood i think
kilalstoyers or better
makesafety
fix breahtemess
mabye elephant groups theme
/////////////////////////

demess inahler mess
remidns me of
neon inhaler
----------what changed now 112am sept24th to 25th 2012
that i get a jammer fheeep whitenoise left .
demes ssuffocaiton inahler repalce ofoxygen mess.
//////////////
there was testthemes about verfassugnschutz provocator s or so all in a
tram theme or sth
you leave spitting on it or so
///////
cmoooooooooooooooooon SQUEEZE EM 10am 1030 1035 am . sept 25th2012
gutsmesses . installs . fatneigns . SHITZO TRICKS.
remidsn me of intelcal.
geout neck mess and ferse heeels installs
////////
the cheese was like garbage . did some nazi not cool it or was it
replaced on the way? usually eat disgust stuff is a coma test .
like fat neihgbour girl chick or so . check it. what was it this time?
nazi store special buy? just accident bad cooling? replace on the way?
disgust coma test?
i hate this country
you cannot only sometimes not afford food
its often also messsed
///////////////
demess high dba nuts test theme or coma test theme.
usually its whoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooops high dba fheep themes
sometimes
this and htat stalt or so german phonetics loontheme
fix ear damamge too ferom it and get out feet drugigng and groinmess
//////////
remove russianeeedle dmess maennchen wache or so. getout if hte german
bastards still pretend the soltuiotn to this hell is a hooker.
GET OUT HOW THESE COCKROAHCES REVERTTED HYPERACTIVAITOSN 10 YEARS. the
loonteheme is bundesgrenzschutz or so.
remove russianenedle right geout whathtey do wiht it
HOW
DID
THE
GERMANS
REVERT
HYPERACTIVAITONS TEN YEARS
HOW
AND WHY WHEN THEY BLOC KEAC HOTHER ANYWAY WIHT COMAS WARCOMAS
PICK STRONG NONREVERTIBLE HYPERACTIVAITONS
NON REVERTIBLE
AND GET IT TO 16xtimes. andthen
find the reverts and hte blockigns]
and hyperactivate old mother too wahtever she chooses she should know
what she picsk
squeeze 1944pm.sept25th2012 maybe spiritual catholic. but htey do not want
that igeto ut of coma warcoma
//////////////////
cantrmemeber nighttime themes well
i think it was atomic alaram holocaust theme
really bad
duck and cover
or sort of resident evil zombi bite post apocalpytic theme
but u was so deaht tired uu didnt even wanna pick the equipment
i think i died al ltehtime bitten by zombis or so hahah
that kind of shit

if atomic alarm is a one single high tone remaining, right?
//////
getout suffocaiton gasvalves
noseclosing breahte relaxing gas
repalce of oxygen wiht co or co2 or stickoxide or neon
some ofhte assmesses are assintalls
genital replaceo verassacess
ass druggging
sometimes in church mess i thinik as part of a facemess too
often a fatsuit adjust
or a guts thing
bellyaccess probe is often drugging or
guts closing for fatneing so you swoll up the guts
nose base drugging is verfassgunscthuz
eyedruggging church
earliquidmess mostly oilantenna or nano oilantenna
russianneedle topmiddle right under fake hair to right low outer ears
earliquidmess outer low right ear
standard russianneedle left headside
nutshelemts hteme conflict and something in the brainmess or installs
around skull
alteres the nutshelmet results
its a cheap conflict conflict for me
but its like someone tries to construct fake results
and works like messing in always hte opposite
some are incompetence based conflcits
you are millionaire? - its a no because im billionaire but the nutshelmet
makes a bum thing out of hteno
countless other things
but alot more conflciting
you was this and that? but the results are rigged and conflicting
conflciing
conflicting
like someone tries to construct contradictions
or makes bad themes iwht inteniton
killastoyer assbonemesser or make safety
blast gasvales
this
is
mild
safety in my
bed
at
130am
/////////////////////////
fix damamge rearheadlow
removerussianneedle
there was some theme about sheffield
wasntthat a destroyer in ffalkland?
getmefeedback how hte missile shield test went
/////////////
Getout why the teeth get metalllic and dull when I leavewindow open
inktichen and drinkthe coke there.
SqueEeeeeze trhebitch ormakesafety.
a messawayof fortuen andnighttime is
-waiting on a ufo theme.
this is how they brainwash away the nighttime and fortune or christina
Shitcoutnry
Get out the tittttsuit mess also and itnention 1140am and
-feet druggging feet mess - typical for mid90s messing bunch
fix suffocaitno too and daamage rearheadlow
///////////////

why doesnt fn f10, alt shift f10 or alt shift fn f10 doesnt work?
ie switching to realworld computing
or does it work and then im in coma then- most likely.
usually the desktop is llllllllllittered all over wiht icons or files
sometimes a backgroundfoto of christinas cute pinkvelvetstripe over her
pussy
wiht dark pussypit contrast
replace computing sometimes not
make.
safety.
geout catpaulthits form verfasusngsuchtz
groinmess
bellymess
make
safety
/////////////////////
Squeeze thebtich for erasers mewhods 2300 2317pm so the gasvalves bastard
and fix heatdamamge 2322
all sept27th2012
the russianneedle shit is
wutz or so
=======
Btw klieglight store it 1055 to 1102am. octobre5th 2012
I explain coma suggestive stateofmind ona. Pillow is a potatoe autopilot
example. So fuck in coma with lick theice wondeirngehyits warm. Bycicle
fuck etc
make sure its known on cop level and judges get it too
it might help em on other coma cases btw
you might wanna add drugs to it and a brainwash to THIS state ofmind
and you nail anything or shoot anything or do wahtever
--------store 11am to1120 oct9th2012
i explain old motehr rubbertitts coverplates damagees etc
store 1205 to 1220. bold guessing about network
so 1400 to 1410pm
.///////////////
kilasltoyer idkcotyer ogroinnemser ormakeasfety
make.safety
over day often
say njahnjahnjah orso

demes njaaaaaaaaah

lung messe susfocaitnomeesses
wheeeeeeeeep and whoooooooooooooooooooooooop high dba nutshelmet coma test
themes
fuckhells
say schanz or naaam or so or sauwinn or so from kaufland to cinema
its like someone trhies to shitzo trick third party in grocery stores
wiht russianneedle or oilantennas or so
idemandmycomputerback
assmess
wetfart ass mess
genital mes
dicktoymess
suffocaiton mess
lugn mess
lungisntall mess
assbonemess for third party deception
fart install ass mess
genital install mess
more and more damage rearheadlow and sufcocaiton mess
mess away of nighttime or fortune or christina is
waiting for a ufo theme
or reflection from third party HE is waiting on his UFO again
typical snake or replucan guarding

kilasotyer or makesafety imasstoyed evenonw 0039am in my bed
alot lot of nosebase drugging from verfassungsscuhtz
damamge reahreadlow from catapult hits
its mildsafe
-=============
remove neckinstals and groininstalls and lung isntalls someitmes
its roecheln breahting in coma barely air or so cehck if its lunglock
installs
liek prisonors epsecialyl oncertain car exchanges. sometimes its a
groinmess or
breahtemess over groinaaccess sometimesa install suffocation or lung
suffocaion install
and i roechel breahte in coma . remove installs often a belyl install
that squeezes the
shit out of my ass or often bellyinstall drugging over belly access probe
or lung install
that make s hickup like stoppign babbling in coma . its mildsafe. this is
my body
oyurrrrrrrrrrrremove all. so underfake hair topmiddle right head to right
ear installs
russianenedles and left headside russianenedle and fattytaqpes and outer
low ear low outer ear
earqliquidmesses or inner eearhole downwards earmess and foretooth replace
mess .
cehck if nebenhoehlen has to do wiht wuzelkanal teethbone or skkull hole
messes druggings

//////////////
nighttime crap was amix of dxslexia retard mess eyedmamge and blurr mess
where you tried to read stuff on sighs. a biker fell over head on and
usualyl
you say its on 2nd street crossing to 5th avenue or so but i couldnt
remmeber the
streetnames in coma sudedenyl and said in front of this and this
restauraunt and hte first street only.
the theme was liek wahts your beeper number or how is your gaensehaut .
some annoy jazz themes
and dyslexia retadrd mess. bullshit hteme sonko wismar or so . some theeme
where some arabs orso
bought concordes wihta red paint stripe and many would think its pretty
or so. there was more
some theme where i walk like a freak and i wanted to say thats sure not
how it was when i
came to this shitland thoguht half asecond the vorturner thing from 3rd or
so but nutshelmet
didnt understand
tehre was
more
basically sth that an old file is degraded and flimsy and irrelevant i
think a bright green cover
and old paper
idemand my computerback
/////////////
icant rmmeber nighttime sth wiht an excape from north korea to southtthe guyt asked what u want for meal and im like freedom and simple good
food
///////////
squeeze right these bastards 1749pm oct2nd 2012 for nuts tricks crazy bum
methods overissueir drugs
replace comptuers etc
--------------squeeez eht ebitch its jsut snake. ure hungforeward leanign into
messmachien undershoduelr mess neckmess held undershoudelr usualyl
gutsmess
neckmess eyelidimplants mess idemandmycomtpeurback

killlllllllllllllthecockraoch or makeasfety. ususally they hatedrugme and
terrorise me then
i fffffffffffffoam and shittttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttton this
country. why . not sqqqqqqqqqueeeze these cockraoches.
the n otehr cockraohces cook my forehead then the drug dissipates. then
all act like youre nuts.
remove lungmess too
FIX UCOCNORAIONTE NBEBENBENENENENENENEN LEFT NADNIRGHHTAHAND
GEOUT WAHTHTEHTMETHODS DOES USUALLY
KILLLTHEBITCH OR MAKEASFETY
KILLLEM OR MAKE
SAFETY
THERE IS NOT ONE REASON TO ALLOW ANY GERMAN BITCH TO MESS AROUDN
IDEMADNMYOCMPETUBARKC
MRUDER DICKTOYER FEEETMESSER RMEOVE ELEIDIMPLANTS
WAHTSI NTITITTTTSUITMES
RMEOVE NECKMESS
GEOTUT NOSE BASE DRUGGIGN THAT IS HOMO VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ
THEM USUALLY GIVE HATEDRUG LIKE IN
RAF TERRORRTIRALS
THE THE VICIITMS SEE MLIE KHATENUTS
MRUDER ASTSTOYER
RMEOV EFEEETMESSES
FOX SUFCUCOIFONCOANT MES SLUNGMES MAKEASFETY
/////////////
overissuier drug is a madhouse nuts thing by a brainwash theme it did them
always great favours.
it makes ill. and by another brainwash its used for waht people puke out
metaphioriucally is
used to brainwash them. i call it overissuier drug or hate drug. is it
grasshopper or so? or is
that sth else in spyworld, i mean every word every disdain german thing.
every curse every
killasstoyer order, its not just a drug. its ME PLUS REASON plus drug plus
that 10 years
murder
asstoyers or makeasfety
especially fuck scum
and rapescum
demess suffociaotn mess
groinmess
assmess make
safety
it makes ill
it always did them (snake brainwash theme) a great favour
other scu muses alot stronger versions
the mit mir gaehn bunch that mess me up wiht 90s day night and my
pretended virginity use antoehr drug
they must have very very high loon rates
-incompetence based conflicts from badly made manipulations plus
-that overissueir drug
and their kids get nuts
-the more sensible hte more helllish it would be

kilasltoyer groinmesser

//////////////////
what does my concorde do? ferry around personnel i dont know ?
whats hte new flight envelope?
some manipulation about cia or so
enforced wiht huge beige concrete
guy on top of it its worth saving
then i was on the concrete blocks
stair wiht a freefall option
beneath

was that an island on sand is sinking
blocks like trapez shape
or so
and tried to get on but was stuck on a

sth likethat
total shit
the guy was waiting there somewhere on a block and i wanted to talk wiht
him but it didnt understand
maybe an american dad stan in the start of it all
total shit
but now the messer knows that hte 800pages messes summaryfile are at least
this true
/////////////////
lets assume i was right about hte antje chick
could we get her or did she wanan go on her own somewher eelse
babysitter for me is not funny
not
at all
what happened to adac giirl
could we help her get educaiton?
i bet they just put her there for fuckup or so
by a brainwash theme long long long ago she liked isabel
getmefeedback
im no sugar daddy
that degrades them to bitches and me to a fuckpig nailing chicks i claim i
saved
blach
getmeffeedback if hteyre ok
likely i HUGELEY demotivate my supporters wiht desperate hell
and foaming rage
right?
go hard by abcd strategy and
force em to reflect orders BEFORE they do it - if they dont like it they
should alter the goals
of hte mission wiht their officers
lets save their souls
its part d of the strategy also in larger sense
////////////////////
kiasltoyers . rthegemrans try to akeme a poor shitzo bum istnt that the
deeds? or a momfool or sth
or a pedo. isnt it . deedbased its whattheyre up to. isnt it obvious?
imean.. OBVIOUS?.
what happened to fuckscu mrapescum assstoyscum liek liubrarary wiht say
verfangen or
grocerystores etc
SHITTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTLAND I HATE THIS COUNTRY WIHT EVERY
RIGHT AND REASON
they dont just nuter you
they use the installs to terror and discredit you additionally
or to wet fart humiliate you
AND THATTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT IS GERMANY
its not just hte assdurgging assmess
its also install mess

/////////////////
punish assstoyer frremove fatsuti installss demes sgutsmesso ntehway
alltehtime dicktomyess assssmess make.safety.remove russianneedle
sometimes a vehicle appears sixoclock like a big fat black audi then i
get
whitenoise.
do they use jammers?
whitenoise outer low outer low backlow ear
rusisanenedle? earlqidumemess? oilantenna?
////////////////
demess teethboen damamges and teeth cornerteethdamamges from facebone
ajdust and rmeove foretooth
its part ofhte problem
oits messed too often tno to be
////////////
remove highfreuqnency hwite noise andursiasneedle games.
someone tries to brainwash away christina dmess pedo messes
demess zonbill or zohn will or zon-dill or so bullshit brianwash theme
from nighttime sleeptime.
no meaning german phonetics happily rebabbled iin coma
///////////////////
remove the fatsuti wahts hte fill waht is zueAno bakterien or perifagen.
----------------i googled it its appearently CYAno bakterien. not zueAno.
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyanobakterien
/////////////
christina i explain old mother how it is to be in coma this morning 1055am
to 1102am.
understand hte state of mind. dont make me bend over paperboxes pull ropes
hard or
balance stuff iwith fuckrythm .
makre sure i know its you and htat i love you waht works i ths abstract
metaphores in coma usually
but dont od it make sure i know its you and waht you want
///////////
asstoymess dicktomyess . between sag wann or fun or funwin or this and
that endel suess or
tehere was one more thing i forgot. fefortion or defortion or so punihs
assmesser dicktoyer
bnrainmesser makeasfety. MAKE>SAFETY> punish scum or makesaferty
is it kidfuck brainwash? because i got a pedosmeary underchinn tape
///////////////
fix chidlfoolemss or briandullign remove countelsl s gutsinstalls
lunginstallmesses
neckchicp or neck isntall mess eyess
demess
- zonen ditch loonshit or so.
is it a theme about hte inoffical 20 germanies of hte nighttime/
sternenzeit
or is it hte
-village corner wise/innercity zones?
makesafety removeinstalls mreove guts closing installs usually church.
make.safety
//////////////
Demess tastisch winn or bohrbastisch winn
getout who fooils who with this crap.
its a psychoshitfly thing or a shitzo trick
Squeeeeeeeze the btich especially russianenedle isntallser and use the
chance squeeeze the
cocjkroach for intnetions
INTENTIONS
its psyhoshitflies or someone fools them
Who fools who with this kind of crap.
////////////////
demess conflict ballsmess

wieso achtest du nicht auf tigur or figur or so
its snake wiht a conflcit brianwash plus a physcial ballsmess
////////
cantremember nihtttime sth wiht hte assclas highscool theme overissssueir
drugs and guns on
the drawboard where i explained hypersonic ammo or sth . though t its
ap90 that uses fiveseven
and tried to say its a shortened faster 556nato to break body armor . the
same bunch does usually
test themes that
results in conclusion:
boy type>:
"in der ruhe liegt die kraft."
but youre close to exploding always.
other themes nighttime was pedo manipulations u dont realise.ithink mostly
ijust
wanna cuddlyprotecthug em or sth. but the theme doesnt realise
usually.sometimes it does realise that
i dont realise- they defeinitely installed checkbacks for t h i s one.
likely due to coutnless
i dont realise reporting heheheh
the thing zooms in or instant loud or closes in o r so tests or so
or alters suprising ly an image
---------this stuff makes their kids nuts
this psyhocdudrug overissusier drug and cvonflict themes
or htat drug iwht asshole environments
i got TONS of it in mobbing gymnasium check ifits the same bunch its alot
lot lot stronger than the
snake bunch scums drug
////////////////
demess some kidfuck test themes i dont realise - they forget its a
manipualtion after alland
ddemess some theme earlier in a nazi camp where someone steals toothgold
or so and tries to hide
it underbed
the jews were really in hell but they had their balsl yet and hteir
heartflaps and not so much support
and still im in hell and could help some maybe
their fighter hells were just as helpless and desperate but their hell was
bigger
the methods are hte same
information asymmetry
fix braincook nights andn damge forehad outer sides
make safety
/////////////
demess brainfry uncorinaditon ebtwenelftnadnirhghand idemandmycompteurback
geotu teeeethmesss
gutsmesses overisusiserdurgging into groing squeeez ethis cockraoch
1710pm
! btw klieglight btw
add xray levels and amoutns ot medifile
especially facebonemesses
and !markings if hte cockraoches did this
-WHEN AND ALSO HOW LONG THESE GERMAN COCKRAOCHES DOD HTIS
GETOUT HTE PSYHOCOVERISUSIESR DRUG
SQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQUEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZE THE COCKRAOCH 1710
1715pm oct8th2012
./././///////////////////
THE MESSER NOW SEEMS TO BE SNAKE OR BKA. the brainwash tehems are making
insecure brainwash themes and cvonflcit shit and third partydeception wiht
russianneedle. i cant rmemeber it and undrugged i get whitenoise only.
killtehasstoyer
all thetime

whenever pressure rises on german cockroaches the decoys are
-shitzo tricks
-pedo tricks
-momfool games
-someone pretended sth 1995 tricks

///////////////
BTW REMOVE THE FATSUIT USE THE CHANCE> U CAN SEE IT.
MORNING SHOWER WHICH IS USUALLY WIHT GUTSMESEES IN MORNING AND NOW 1325pm
USE THE CHANCE THERES HTE FOOD> SQUEEZE THE COCKRAOCH ITS JSUT SNAKE
SQUEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZE THE COCKROACH 1300 1315 . 1320 pm oct11th2012
//////////////
fix brainwash away of my fortune
its conflict mess
and or making insecure brainwash themes
make sure noone can fraud it or loot it
cherthoff should work wihtthe banks for my advantage
whenever germans tried to fraud it they simply tried deductions
or brainwashed me to donnate all to a blue helmet wiht a white one percent
on helmet holding back poor massess
or they sent me from bank to bank to squander it in coma and daytime cant
buy food
or htey tried to fake im out of coma already etc at some point to fraud it
wiht knows god how- ididnt find out how that affects my fortune when
someone claims im out of coma at a point or so
tehre
was
more
more
more

FIND OUT HOW HTE COCKRAOCHES REVERTED HYEPRACTIVATION ATTEMPTS TEN YEARS
TO DO THIS FOREVER WIHT ME
===============
cherthoff
publish the two letters i sent out yesterday oct10th2012 all three pages
2pages aok clear words one to deutsche bank
=====
remove russianenedle left headside and outer low right.
usually its used for third party deception or discredit.
while i get heavy whitenoise undurgged only. getout wahtits used for this
time
////////////////////
remove russianeneedle iget whitenoise undrugged and incoma
i catch a bracket like warmwinn or weichwinn or so geout who foosl who.
usually its likethis: its done for shitzo tricks and when thatone doesnt
work
then all the hell is relativated iwht you just would hear obscure stuff or
sth.
but the real deal is its shit liek warmwinn or weich winn or so i barely
recall and
the case would r a i n rain of these bodged german games likely
rebabbled in coma
and reported bodged undrugged and always a bracket at best
////////////
remove gutsmessses asssintals lgentisal isntalsl fatsuit fill
high dba whitenoise ruight ear geotu wahthey do wiht rusisisqanneelde
oialntenannanaa tricks.
k,iiilssasstoyers goeutwahththey fattten me wiht. interestingly
! eeeeeeeeeeeeverytime 940amplusminus10.

rmeove asssintalsl genital installss assssemsms fatuasiit mess
gutsinstalls
sucitionnosiue assssmes gutsmesssss messs belylmesss. geout the
fatsuitfill and
remove russinaneedle tricks.whattdod htey do wiht it. iget highdba
whitenoise undurgged and
in coma its likely a discredit geout nose base drugging from
verfassunsgsguscuntz
i demand my compteurback
///////////
demesss scheiso loon theme or so.
icant rememmemeber the crap.
remove neckmess killasotyer feetmesser remove nistalls .
these cvockroaches from verfasssungsscfhutz bodged the case in the
early2000s
==========
remove groinmess neckmess feetmess punish asstoyer demess verfangen loon
shit.
killthebitch or makeasfety
////////////////
cantermmeber nighttiem got woke nwiht loud PPPPPPPPPPPPPACK and tinitus
from it.
some titanic theme in heavy sea storm or so ithink but didnt care just
wanted to sleep.
thought the ship is cursed as ithought of the last last foto taken leaving
harbour cursed but
the theme didnt understand. some themes where youre mindless thinking
nothing rubbing your
dicktnot realsiing. some right ear chick iwant sado maso or so and hte
dicktoy
theme hammered hard in a stihop or so but you didnt know care or mind u
jsut wanna
sleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep and are
brainflat and want nothing.
some theme that i could get recruited wiht 8800 euro or so and that when
tehy start to release
me out of coma wiht waht i have they can froget it all. dont tell me the
germans try to fraud me
of my fortune and life and my girl because of recruiting phantasies.
uhg..........
i will always need informations
and safety support
and the real deal background info
and access to techical finessethen
why the idiot offers that try to ruin all i have and made despite itall
========
the theme was like ok. lets asssume they do make an agreement that all
nculear weapons
must be electronless fissile material - teh guy said waliking in circle
if
al lteh biochemical data is right. or allTHAT electrochemical data is
right.
what would be then? and im like . ooooh thank god. maybe we all survive in
a
darker day of mankind or so.
-----i wanted to see the data but he gave me an old booklet like two inch high
and ten inch long
looked shabby
no wait first it was a small newprint whitesheet like my acer handbook in
size only a few pages
a new study but THEN it morphed to the long slice of paper ijust wrote
======
tehre was als oa theme abotu a rabbit fluffy cuddly eating i think
breadcrums hasty.
i wondered why its brown - wodnered why its so hungry then considered to
stroke it but
if its too hungry i didnt dare interrupting it. then it hcanged to a sort
of baby hedgehog
which didnt eat or barely which i softly stroked as it rolled over or so.
when it kicked wiht
babylegs i let it . odd manipulation since i thought it has fur. THESE

THINGS YOU WOULD
NOT DO EVER UNDRUGGED

/////////////
murderasstoyers alltehtime formgeroceysttore to here, MAKE SAFETY check if
the verfassungsscuhtz or curious richies messedi n store. the pneumatic
terror changed
to a vibrator like toy or so and briaenemess.
somewhere between a sssssssssssssrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrRRRRRRRR assmess
brainemss
KILLTEH ASTOYER HERE OR MAKEASFETY MROEV ISNTALSL FROEVM GENTIAL ISNTALSL
ASSCCCES ASBOENMES
TITSUTIS GORINEMSS MAKESAFETY./ BTW KLIEGLIGHT WHAT WAS NOT CLEAR ON TEH
TWO LETTERS I
JUST SENT OUT TO HEALTH INSURANCE AND DEUTSCHEBANK> WHAT IS N O T CLEAR IN
THIS OR THE
EU HUMAN RIGHTS COURT FILING
/////
squeeze righththis bastarrd 2229pm for hatedrug and five minutes before
zombi time for confusion drug.
oct13th2012
these bodged my late90s
//////////////////
killasotyer makeasfety removerusianenedle and highdba nutshelmet damamges
that make tinitus
sometimes its fheheheeeeeeeeeeeeeeppspsps in nutshelmet
someitmes a hard loud PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPACK
i get woken wiht this shit
sometimes its a red siren very high dba
thats hte wake in morning in nutshelmets
comatests
and if its notaht
its just bad wil land damamge
//////////////
cant rmeember nighttime but at six seven i knew. waht is a chromwell isnt
that a tank from ww2/?
some theme that an install middle back was to cripple me anytime whenever
htey watned
snake or republcain guardings
you publsih it coplevel and you sue hte scum
and you remove it
///////
remove highfrequency whitenosie and earlqiduimess
the right high freequecny changed to a lwoer right frequecny then the left
one follwoed too
mroeve isntallls make safety
////////
by a german brainwash someone shut down serotonin or so. waht the fuck is
that./
GETOUT BRAINEMSSES MURDER ASSTTOYERS SQUEEEZE HTE COCKRAOHCES FOR DIRTY
TRICKS MMMMAKE SAFERTYT
=========
lookatthat
google found teh term serotonin
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serotonin
its a neurotransmitter
why would a gemran cockroachs mess iwhtthat

for waht
why
not
squeeeeeze hte bitches
whyt allllow this
MRUCDER
ASSSTOYERS
MAKE
SAFETYT
//////////
btw btw kleiglight store 2118 to 2120pm oct15th2012
///
cant remmeber nighttime i think it was a testtheme how it would be when
christina dumps me
and picks osme baldy tall guy
what a nightmare scenario
and im like
i didnt letthem messyou away
i didnt letthem it was nothing but all hell and i didnt letthem
messyouaway
it was
incredibly painful emotionally
thats what i babbled in coma thats what i said undrugged
it was nothing but hellll allaong but i didnt letthem messyou away
/////////
btw store 1755 to 1810 and 2055 to57 oct16th2012
////
did you store the hell in grocery stores ?
afternoon?late?oct17th2012

early afternoon and

in the first it was mild and rleativley safe . dicktomyess say alte yuhm
or so and catapult PACK impact rearhead low hard afterwards. diverse
otehr assmess dicktomytess.
the kaufland was more likle messed on parking lot, verfangen winnn
loonshit and assmess pornoilasssmess dictomess assmesspornoilassmess wiht
a guy askign hast du schmerzen.
it is.mildsafe. this is best case. as good as it ever gets. i wish i had
a gun to killmyself. all evening damamge. demenzdull. and erasers .
catapult terrori in car assmess dicktomyess lungmess lungisntall mess
gorinemss assssmess dicktomyess brainmess. ERASERS . DAMAMGE. SUFFOCAION.
FOREHEADOCOKING AND BRAINDULLER.
and erasers
this
is
mild
safety
THE GERMANS REVERT
TEN
YEARS
HYPERACTIVAITONS
TO DO THIS
FOREVER WITH ME
AND HTIS
IST JSUT MID LSAFETY
BEST
CASE IT NEVER GETS BETTER
verfassungsschutz is around
the late afternoon evening bodger is the scum from late 03 to fall 04

they usually work alot wiht russianneedle tricks
udnerway in car also painful right ear messes
////////////
demess s gutsmess otmachmess demes brainwash themes i dont realise.
somewhere between a rod or pedo themes or so . yyou think of holding
christina or a
silly american dad episode the theme shows i think a blackhaired kid or so
which u
dont realsie or soyoure in christinas arms tight .
check ifi ts abotu twin rod magflight invention only.
im ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddeathtired.
in messes sumamry file how it is to bein coma point a to g tehre is one
wiht
ddddeathrired ithink f or e
////////////
btw store it 2218 2222pm store 2308 2311pm oct18th2012
/////
what happened to isabel , sabrina and sandra. aside rapehell they
wokeme in isabel for one two seconds. she layed on back breahted heavy i
didher veryfast
but not hard or deep and before i realsised whats going on i was away.
german bastards.
iwalkedby undrugged once and hte chick like hey you come here. and i
ignored her. shetried again.
asecond girl like leave him alone. she like:no ! he does waht iwant. coma
hell.
sabrina they used for rape in teh verfassungsschutz team . the only time
i saw her undrugged was
when a verfassunsschutz bastard held her in teh garden of a youth hostel
in both arms.
shewas utterly naked and pissed in a high bow into the grass. i walked
home from school.
sandra was ahottie and i woke up a second or so underher hotttiebutt.
since her i llllllove sleak hottie girls wiht hottie butt that just love
it.
since my barricades the germans had to open door lifting it out on ankle
side so it was held
by my barricade open ten inch only my feet off bed towards door sandras
hottie butt wiht her
back to me . she did for m my sexuality. there was so much worse things .
so much.worse.
lick the ice things and you wonder why its warm or ante up rapehell or
worse where
i cried wiht back on heater burning so hte heaterpain kills asspain.
things were horrible.
the bastards tried to convince me to return to hte usa me bad spy
replacing christian ksis
and the best way was using people for rape. then rubbertitts coal canary
bird.
things were really bad always in this land. get me feedback waht happened
to hte girls.
getou bellymess gutsmess gutsdurgging make asfety
.////////////////////
cant rmemeber nighttime. sth wiht fillign up my bycicle becausei thoguht
its a red armored jeep.
by the theme it was some florida seastorm hurrciane comingup and i didnt
wnnaa drive iwhthe
armored jeep to that. turned aroudn pretended its over turned back to try
again but it wasnt
over turned back . pretended i waited a year or so turned back but it was
sstill there .
im horny at christinas hottie butt and by a brainwash theme the fortune
shrank to
16.28billion euro rose from 16.23 billion wiht peanuts
by anotehr brainwash it s 25billion euro
hmmm
idemand a printout undrugged daytime
/////////
cant remmeber nighttime a test theme GET OFF MY PLACE or so seating and
some other theme .
like you would jsut need ballerina shape and a job or so and i mso

deathtired and didnt even
wanan think how manytimes theyre wrong wiht this. tehre was more.
sometheme about traffic jam
left right honking all thetime andyou step walk drieve throug hcenter or
so
there was more
-----------------some theme about a black girl that has a problem or so and said
just because my father was black or so
it reminded me of jsut because i started as aussiedler inthis shitland but
hers was an
inferiority complex,
in my case its an ACCUSATION.
when would they have hyperactivated me BY OBJECTIVE MEASURES
and when if iwouldve been germany born?
these bastards jsut try to chain me and fraud me and messaway christina to
do that easier.
they play for fakign surface but i killmyself before i let em asstoy me
and misery me and
fraudme into a sucidie bubble forever.
tehy can keep their crudland and hteir hookers
I DEMAND MY RIGHTS
MY FORTUNE
AND MY GIRL
AND I DONT CARE WAHT GERMAN COCKRAOCHES WANT
I WAS BORN FREE AND NOW IM FREE BILLIONAIRE
WHO CARES WAHT GERMAN COCKROACHES WANT?
WIHTHTEIR MONKEY GAME TO FRAUD INTO COMA BUBBLE GAMES
WHO SERIOUSLY BELEIVES THEY WOUDL HAVE NOBLE INTENITONS in this case
GETOUT ERASERS AND REMOVE HIGHFREQUECNEY RUSISANENEDLE
//////////
IDEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACK kaufland gorcerystore was midlsafe. carefully
choerographed
domestic verfassusngschutz homos from steate. here and hter e russian
bear or easnterners.
assssterrror russianneedle tricks fart asssmess install assmess gutsmess
brainmess
eyemess earlqidumess loon shit is say trau or say frau or traknk or krank
or say spatz or so tricks.
genital mess overassacesss gutsmess dicktomyess but its
UNUSUALLLYMILDSAFE. no compare to
the last time or the one before.
////////
demess neckmess brainemss
!!! high dba fheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeps hard short whistle theme
and ear damamge from it inclduing staying tinitus from it.
its a coma test maybe and feeet drugging heels afterawrds
balls fill durggiging eyedurignignggg
///////
btw klieglight did u squeeeeze psyworld method 1158am.
oct26th2012
USE!THE!CHANCE! THESE BADLYBADLYSPYWORLD BODGED MIDLATE2002.!
theyre very much in spyworld and reverted hyperacitvaitons to 8.1xtimes
chemical lability in 2002
USE!THE!CHANCE!
and be aware they know spyworld well

squeeze also shitzo tricks they did and discredit games etc
======
when you sqeueez ehte bitch 1158am ask em also for jammer and whathte did
to tear it down and brain damamges so the overtorquing drugs late 02
they tried to make me nuts in 02
aks in whose ORDER IT SHOULD HAPPEN
======
squeeze em also for fraud attempts and how htey tried or wanted to etc
put it out all uncut
btw btw btw klieglight.
/////////
what is hte catapult hit 1219 hatedrug verfassungsuchtz? or is it
preparation before some bastard assssmesses genital replaces of genital
fills overassaccess
how dangerous are catapult hits
demes sgutsmess bellymess
feeet mess udnerfeet drugging heels or so
how dangerous are catapults
PACK! rearhead low hard hit
/////
someone fools hte people wiht say SPATZ german phonetics.
check ifits a pedo buzzword hteme reizwort theme.usually germans blame
the victimised toseem less evil
. demess gutsmes sbellymess remove earlqoidumess
YOU PROSECUTE THE FUCK SCUM COKRAOCHES OF ANY ALL TIMES
AND WHEN TEH COURTS FAIL YOU KILLEM
ONE BY ONE IF NECESSARY
ESPECIALYL HTHOSE THAT SETUP COMA PEOPLE FOR FUCK
//////////////
demess pedobrainwash
either rinder or kinder or so theme or russianeedle trick i barely
recallit
/////////////
cant remember nighttime but someone wakes me too earlydeathtired.
think the themes was different tests how im blackmailable some sort of gdr
field camp or so where hte guy like
knie dich hin und bitte gott fuer diese beiden um verzeihung
and im like
??????????????
that kind of stuff
i went away foaming was glaubt ihr wer ihr seid??
other interesting theme was
i played iwht transparent duct tape and said sth like
leute finger weg von den diensten, die nsa sind die ehrlichsten und
d i e haetten mich hier verrecken lassen.
i meant it.
some other shit where snake just pretended i need a bigger leaf in my cage
or so
and some fat kid or so for fuck and im like bbblach
then asked - hey hold on didnt u guy plunder sabrina setlur? (musician
from the 90s) and the guy like
wha? we? what? no she is rich!! and im thinking chanvmillionaire plundered
by snake likely or so
tehre was more shit
like searching a home in gdr or here or so but all u wanted was to
killyourself before this goes on forever
the nighttime test themes was basically checkign wiht waht you coudl be
blackmailable or where you wanna neogitate 8billions down or so
////////////
get out hte FEEET COOOLING METHOD WAHT DO THEY TRY WITHTIT.
IS IT A DRUGGING >? IS IT MESSING WIHT PULSE .
IS IT HEATING HEAD AND COOLIGN FEET WAHTS TEH INTENTION
//////

remove russianeedle reahreadlow geout whathey dowiht it .
in a tehem germans wonder why isend out the mails repeated andrepeated
inventions .
me like i wana send it out over each replace i.t. therewas more
i think freezing some meal or simpsons themes metaphores
and me : abotu freezing sa paperbag of cherries : tehy dont survive that
or so
that kind of crap
///////////
my toe nails infect again. fix immune system but geot out how the germasn
revert hyperactivaitons
do toxic in large dosages hyperactivations liek lamborghini napalmin harm
immjune system?
/////
getout who plays HOW EXACTLY IWHT PULSE . and why? doesn this mean its
measured? liek hte heart rate at 400hz.MAKE>SAFETY>REMOVE>?IMPLANTS
MAKE>SAFETY > SUE THECOCKROAHCES FOR IMPLANTS MAKE>SAFETY> FIX DAMAMGE
HREARHEADLOW FIX ERASERS MMMMAKE>SAFETY
remove russianeedle tricks oilantena gmes i geet white noise undrugged
and in coma i barely recall
sth with loon shit or madhouse or loon crap make.safety.
WHO IS FOOLED WIHT PULSE FAKING ELSE ?
WHO IS TRICKED WIHT THSI SHIT
WHO MEASURES THAT AND GETS FOOOLED
///////////
by a german brainwash oracle or so was interested in freeshape lnl.
bullshit?
isnt that more for hardware like cisco and not so for cloud computing like
oracle?
or does oracle show interest because they wanna beat cisco or sth?
//////
there was ome nightitme theme about mercedes or so or verfassungscuhtz
asking which car i woudl pick from thre or so offered. the things were
ugly and terrible and im like depends which ishte life. the cars must fit
to life. wanted to say i dont liek wahthte cokroaches try to make out of
me.
some mercedes themes or so becasue i liked the cls even the old one but
there was more
some theme abotu some dumber german civilist paramilltiaire blackmailing
me he doesnt want that i drive there or there and i flatout reejected or
sth
tehre was more
=====
whenever verfassungsucthz brainwashseds its brainwash not to hit stuff
wiht a basketball or so whatever oyu do it wont hit and oyu move lie ka
retard. is it a weenei theme or what or a coorindaiton cookgin waht is it.
in this one the ball basketball was rigged wiht a gyro ball inside or so
as metaphroe
///////////
you mmmmmmmmmust fix erasers icannto remember a passsword ui tpyedi nto
the balckbeerry for
dodzens hudnres ds of times a day for months. vganished.
YOUMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMUST
FIX ERASERS BETTERAND DAMAMGE ERASERS
====
itype this passowrd hudnreds of times a day from tnomomontsh and months
and months .
into the balckberry. HOW .CAN IT >VANISH> IN ONE WEEK> HOW >
EEEEEEEEVERYDAY
HUNDREDS OF TIMES
/////////

cant remember nighttime theme sth abotu an all knew china built or a
black wind dragon hfixed
on al ong cord on a high tower or so that kind of shit. somethign wiht
phenom or so and i wonder
why theymesmeup with an old crappy cpu. whitenoise undrugged heavy
whitenosie but in coma knwos
god what. am horny at christinas butt .all.the.time. some odd school
theme where some kidboy
would live in the toilets of hte school and im like ????????????????
whats hte meaning when a kid looks long at you like challenging
i was like ???????????????????? whats wrong little man?
left swiftly back to the classroom sort of but whats hte monkey game
theme?
ihtink it might have been a church thing but not sure
there was more
/////////////
rewmove hte fatneigtnign form belly every morningngnees remove neckmess
eyelidimpaltns belylmess
stoamchemss belylacessmes sealridumess. geout who fools who wiht
sleeptalk babbling as soon as
i drop to sleep. its brainless rebabble of german rat tircks make .safety.
i cannot remember what
but i do remember THAT i did rebabble but icannot remember what. getout
waht these cokraoches try.
fix eardamamge too especialyl rtight
//////////
cant remember nighttime but hte theme was noneviil sort of.
remidned me abit of natural religion or so but posistive. not too bad.
some theme where a green snake catched some baddie as honey trap or so
and i asked which is better
for platn roots the red granulate or natural soil. that kind of stuff.
nonhostile theme.
by some theme i have a kidneytinflammation or a sidekidney inflammation.
nebennieren entzuendung.
check it.
///////
remove neckmess gorinmess fix erasers. i coudlnt rememebr my favourite
slogan from thoreau.
/////////
Get me feedback if the germans tried to misuse the information assymetry
THEM MADE as a nuts trick.
Example brainwash a summer president or so. Tragic chick glock in hand
sidebag inthe theme black hair
brainwash there was election ofpresidency and jungle
Jungleboy me won or so. Or there was a chemical civil war or so and I'm
their silverstripe on
horizon orso
Zombi. Me.not knowing how nighttime works and infomrationasymmetry write
it and then if its trrue
I write option or so. Then you get harassed then you writepunish scum.
Thenharassed more thenyou
dialmroeinhell pusnsihscum to make anexemple or so. That's how it goes.
Then
This information asymmetry and a brainwash summer is used as nuts game.
Ratty german bastards.
The information asymmetry is the problem but its a german intention for
discredit games like these.
I thought its republican guardings but now ithink it was snake only.
Are or were they deadbroke? Because they did a n y t h I n g possible to
brainwash away my fortune.
How would they profit from it when I renounce my fortune . Especially
..here I lsot what
iwantedtowrite afzterrr rearhead painfulmess
======
German bbbbbbBBBBBBBBBBBBBBbbbbastardish information asymmetry killed six
million jews.

Of course its a pieceof cake to chain someone non hyperactivated in misery
ten years or 12.
U know I'm right aboutit. So why did you letttthem?
///////////////////////
pornos: geotu who plays iwht my pulse. im too dull to be really horny its hard to explain. CHECK IFHTE BRAINMESSES AND DAMMGES THEY DID AND HTE
DRUGS
CAN FIT TO EVEN H A L F HORNY. its a derange dull wishywashy rentardening
etc.
SOMEONE BOOSTS PULSE AND THIS MEANS SOMEONE GETS FOOLED WIHT IT! WHO! AND
WHO IS
MEASRUED ELSE WIHT THE TRICK. BTW KLIEGLIGHT I TELL YOU! IF THEY
MEASRURE PULSE
WHEN WATCHIGN PORN ITS A B U R N E D METHOD!! i watch porn all my damn
decade in
misery and ive seen it a million times. its nothing that excites me
anymore but someone
boosts pulse and i wonder WHY. and WHO ELSE gets fooled wiht this kind of
trick
/////////
fix breainwash away of my 20 or 17billon euro demess russinaneedle tricks
goeut who fools who makeasfety fix eardamamges. fix CHIDLFOOOLMESS AND
ERASERS
that for days
right now its midlsafe abit dicktomyess
//////
i got brainwashed you kick ass wiht apache. wahts going on
i thought in coma its a brainwash abotu what i wanted to do wiht ka50s
in the brainwash time where i got messed tehre was an election in
nighttime goverment in republican guardings or so and i won or sth
not knowing about nighttime and how it works i thought its possible since
jungle boy thing was big
i wanted to pick ka50s for strikes or so
since htere was also brwainwash about chemical civil war
in coma i thoguth this brainwash abotu you kickign ass with apaches was
jsut a german brainwas hcrap abotu this ka50thing
wahts going on
/////////////
demess say preiswert ditch remove russianneedel geout wahthetcorkach
germans try again makeasfgety
did you store nov8th2012 2228 pm if htey hcanged the jammer or the
earinstalls
changed heavy whitenoise frequency change right ear.
///////
How did the germans revert tenyears hyperactivations. Armbones
ellbowshsoudlers are
revertofhyperactivaitonproblem.
======
Gentialfill eyedruggign too ofen
======
Removee earliqudimess and feeetdruggign s ame mehtod to feetlegbones ferse
heel
====
Sssssame method. Like ellbows shoduelrs smaemehtod to feet ankles legs
heeels ferse
======
Btw klieglight
///////////////
getout whopl ays iwht my pulse though im semi dement .
seirously retared as shit wathicng old porno as semi dement. who plays
iwht pulse
/////////
cant remeber nighttime some osrt of hogwards pedo testtheme or sYOU
PUBLSIH THE RESUTLS FROM A T OZ WHATEVER HTEY ARE AND IF HTERES AP ORBLEM
YOU FIX IT

there was more but i cant remeber
--some theme about a divorced dad or so that shoudl send some kid money and
im like depends how moral it is in sense of is he miserable himself or so.
that kind of stuff
////
geotut who bungles iwht my pulse. im semi retarded and far away and i
download porn since 8 years . this is tactical mess. im soooooooooooooooo
far away and dull somehow and just want ot my christina. the gemrans mess
wiht genital and pulse defienitely.
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
i check halfhearted the shit i donwload
eyemessed blurry and retarded dull
far far awy dull and semi dement
GET
OUT
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
WIHT
PULSE GAMES
AND
HOW THAT WORKS
fix retanirdnens frdudlign nekcmess eyemess
////////////////
Igot brainwashed onthe way that sandra from 10years ago was around.
Bullshit? Whathappened to her anyway?
around 2230 plusminus10 nov9th2012
----------How dothegermans revert tenyears hyperactivations.
Isthis enoguh deed type to udnerstand thatiwas adecadeinhell and plus!
Evenmore
----Btw klieglight.how didthegemans reverthyperactivations tenyears todothis
forever withme
=======
Geotuwhattehydowith russianeedle usualllyits thridparty deception like say
spatz pedo reizwort theme
======
Ibarely recallit ithink its a kidfuck thirdparty deception and german
phonetics
/////////
demes say schul say triez or weis hein loon them ibarely recall it
undrugged i get nothing or whitenoise. or frequency change whitenoise when
osmeon e new shows up messing wihyt my feetldemes say schul say triez or
weis hein loon them ibarely recall it undrugged i get nothing or
whitenoise. or frequency change whitenoise when osmeon e new shows up
messing wihyt my feet. WHAT THE HECK ARE THE BASTARDS DOING WIHT
OILANTENNAS RUSSIANNEEDLE TRICS? detox demenz dulling . i wish i could
write from a to z ONE BRAINWASH THEME instead of recallign a bracket and
cokroaches ufffocating suffocating erasing damaing as solution to asstoyme
forever
THESE COCKROACHES HAD 12 YEARS
LOOK WAHTHTEVE DONE
WHO IS NEW THAT ITS SO MILDSAFE
IGET ASSTOYED
GUTSMESSED
DICKTOYMESSED
BRAINEMSSED ASMSESSED GUTSMESSED BELYLDURGGED
FART ASSMESSED GENITAL ISNTAL LVOERASSACECS GORINEMS SBRAINMESS
INHALERMES GORINEMS CHODKING DICKTOMYESS
AND SAY SPATZ OR ZIEHUNG OR SO
AND THAST WHEN I NEED TO BUY FOOD??

i wish i had a gun to killmyself
this is really mildsafety
usually worse things happen
what happens to fuck scum doyou prosecute em and killem if hte courts fail
IDEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACK
i know hte problem
it
is
all
spam
for you
and not your ass is ontheline
its just
spam.
of some guy you woudl fly back ten times
you keep the inventions and hte money on the other side of coma warcoma
and revert the hyperactivation attempts of hte inventor and fly him back
that hte germans killhim
isnt it?
before last will
and christina brave little everything

////////
REMOVE HTE FATUIST AND LUNG MESSSES AND BELLYIMINSTALLLS GUTSMEISNTALLS .
YOU REMOVE IT ALL! FIX SUFFOCAION AND GEOTU THE STUFF THAT GLUES HTE
LUNGBUBBLES.
FIX RETANDIENGIS BRAINFRYMESS THATMAKESU NCOCOCORINANITON EBTWEEN ELFT
AND NRHRIGHTHHAND.
GEOUT WAHTHTEY DO WIHT IT. DEMESS TREINZAR LOONSHIT AND WHITENOISE
UNDRUGGED.
REMOVE RUSIANENEDLE AND DETOX DEMENZ DULLIGN ALL DAMNN DAY
/////
U found the armbones sidehcest elgboens revertyhypercativaitons.
Outersmallfingers can't move after mess shoduelr tobones ellbowtobones.
Neckmesses sidechestmesses change locaiton to angle legboens knee tobones
Datum: Tue, 13. Nov 2012 16:07:22
What is isntallled that they revert hyperactivaitons with
this btw btw btw btw klieglight btw btw btw btw
Lympfen and groin is church and snake
///////
there was a brainwash theme that ermins ds me of hte
in der ruhe liegt die kraft bunch where all sorts of people in the floor
got large and larger and oyu not
waht does that do in manipulations
/////
i got once brainwashed abotu a whale thats 5km long. wahts going on
///////////
demess some meangrin halfmoon grin themes afternoon
and night before more harmless braincocooking erasers and themes like
schaeuble would walk
does he try the electronless gold nanobridging?
//////
remove russsianneedletricks punsih asasssmesser fix erasers makeasfety
idemandmycomputerback
usualyl gemrans try to sovle htis case ihtewith

erasers
rearheadlwodmamage
suffocation night
childfool mess
damamge incontrol
shitzo tricks
russianeedle oilantenna tricks for third party deception
smear
/;////////////
the switch over fnf10 or alt shift f10 i thought htere was an orange
warning top third of screen about half of it left to right. or stuff
popps up fluid down right corner. i always thoguth its lllllllllittered
allover iwth icons or christinas cute pussy pink velvetstripe stripe .
IDEMANDACCESSTOMYFORTUNE UNDRUGGED AND I DEMANDMYCOMPTEURBACK
///////
deemess say ditc or so punsi hsassmesser demess balslmess and smeary mess
makeasfety. idemadnycomptuerback. some theme about a class where yoreoure
jot allowed to get out and smoke so i wet some cloths too wait a moment
after i try to film it to send itout get cuaght cover it aas cellphone
video game and then teamallup to get out anywaythorug hfront door. some
brainwahs thejeme is you are a kid or so . schanges to a subway walk wiht
two and half or one and half stations on the way. i considered its a
metaphre for hyperacitvaiton. that kind of shit defienitley a test remidns
me of hte in der ruhe lieg t die kraft bnunch
//////////
shitland wiht shitzo tricks: i think of flight time of rockets.
right ear install in coma is say fight nine . or so i barely recall it and
whitenoise undrugged.
GETOUT WHO FOOLS WHO HOW. WHATS INT HE CATAPULT TERROR WAHTS INT HTRE FEET
MESS
/////
Cantrmebernightttime
eastern versionorso.
ajoke about a priest
Datum: Tue, 20. Nov

sth with a kid millitary academy mrophing to an
Fix chidlfooolmesses atevening start. Think I made
or so amongsome kids sleeping.whichwas odd
2012 18:13:57

Also some theme about cemetary with olderbrother rmeove iron cross and all
around empty or so
//////
nighttime brianwash was sth between startreck messes and a nazi jump into
a bunker and run around in bunker doors being followed or sth
it was starting jumping down a sack of rescue or so that was long sliding
and im like llanding in a bunkjer like: youre shitting me. i defeinitely
said it in english
sth wiht voelkermord or so
and run and hide but i didnt realsie or care
someone checked a video room and tried to lock it wiht panic
there was more
//////////////
nighttime theme is all about fuck test nutshelmet seemed more like a back
corner pedo test or sth the theme started sort of form a bank oening
account to drivin gto a back corner etc but barely recallit
///////////
Who is bromi scheider or ronni schneider or say spatz.fix braincook night
rmeove rusianedle makesfaety. Oooooooohmyhead.......by agerman brainwash
its if he gets billions how do we bind him ?
Other theme tschernobyl reactormeltdown someone irpiout the cooling pump
and me no youleaveitin. Then itsallabout gettingout with a mask.
Someone shot people with maskdiggign soil withgasmasks allina rowq that
fellinto the soil
Remindedme more of a commie crimething where prisonors dug xray earth and
got executed in a row falling into it.
Brainwash.
Oen was a full rubbersuit with long flexpipe to gasmask andi thoguthits
theebetterprotection butifeareditwas usded already in xray andtheother was
a mask but no filter.eachlike a head overcap version.
The rubberfullsuit had afghan dust in it yet whichwa sitenresting.

Didtheygtet afghansitan
russians and shot em in tshcernobyl? Who died there really?
Shit
Remove rusianedle.braincooker is defintiely snake or republlica ngauridngs
.those that cook
rearhead andcallit erfahrung. Or forehead and callit entwicklung or
beobachtugn
They brianwahsme with indian sextouristneighbouer .in coma it was like .
Icant rmemebr why I was
mad at you.why?wasimad atyou? Asortof silver bycicle theme orso. Blach
Yourposecute fuckscum at least as ko drops case and ifthe courts fail
ukillscum
Its easier and milder if they confess which annoysme but justice is
justice.whenthe courts fail.
youkillrapers and fuckscum.allofem.anytime.idontcare. They're scum that
misuse people whentheyre
helpless anditsdone sooften that its a bagatellcrime.andifonce not
thenthey erase the victim and
bagatellise the fuck cockroaches
Justice in o n e damn case.that's transparent.
//////////////
squeeze this cockraoch 1704
waht has teethboen mess to do with earlqidumess
and wiht neckmess
SQUEEZAE THIS BBBBBBBASTARD
REMOVE EALRQIDUEMSSES OGIRNEMSS and fatsuti
punsih asmesser brainfry curd nutshelmet dmamge messer squeeze tha
tockcorach too. GEOUT BELLYMESS TOO IDEMANDMYOCMEPUTRBACK
1704 and 1706pm nov23rd2012
//////////////////////
rmeove russianenedle demess ditch reizwortheme remove it. waht has
earlqidumess to do with teethbonemes
s
/////////
mildsafe grocerystore
in store asssssmess dicktomyess assmess brainmess. brainemss asssess
dicktoyemess wet fart
assmess fuck themes . the brainwash is say viel or so or beirat winn or
sth wiht vegie or regis
or sth. i barely recall it. more assmess dicktomyess ewet fart assmess
isntallmess russaineedle
tricks
///////////
demess say einband hut or so ibarely recall it.
i work hard on my paper 220am geotuwhathety do wiht te german tricks
is it shitzo trick? pedo smear? momfool games?
how much of my work or achievements got crudded wiht this german bastard
trick anyway?
//////////
days ago i got brainwashed wiht pol-wanderung or so from snake. cockraoch.
GETOUT IFTAHTS A SHITZO DECOY, it just means ratty tries.
i wonder alltehtime why the b brainmessme not to agree on a test or to
agree on a test in a
brainwash ithgouth its a conflict only. you get messed physically not to
agree on sth but the theems are like a test theme and not like a conflict
brainwash etc.
WHENVER PRESSURE RISES ON GERMANS THEY TRIED SHITZO TRICKS. that explaisn
also russianenedle.
YOU STORE HOW OFTEN TEHRES A COMA BABBLE AND HTE REPEAT UNDRUGED DIALED
OR SAID THE RECALLED
VERSION OF IT. AND THEN YOU FIND OUT WAHTTEHY TRY WHEN THEY TRY THIS KIND
OF TRICK
you are shitallies that flyme back to hell

but sucking vs. doing this ten years is a large difference
///////////
teach your docs to remove installs
of special people u evac
heartprobes 400hertz
lunglocks for prisonors lunginstalls
earliqduimesses oilantennas nanooilantennas russianneedles
throat cables
groin and throat aorta installs underskin
neck install for crippling
middle back lowerback installs and neck installs on backbone
you get hte idea.
nebenhoehlen nose skull corners
topmiddle right fake hair to right ear russianenedles
ankle installs. etc. IF YOU KNOW MELTING THUMBS you know im right
FINDING THEM might be the true challenge
and the belly installs and belly accessprobes and the thing like small
drug popp into guts that
you fart out either.
btw also waht do the cops and nasa know about girls or maybe marines
especially about psychology
of hte group in stressful situation or PEAK STRESS SITUATIONS.
as far as i know they moderate the group to the better and stable usually.
do you guys know how hte germans revert hyperactivatiosn with a fatsuit?
or why the drugtitttttt is hte left one usually?

///////////////
theres a german brainwash t.u.williams ill never forgetyou. is that
christinas name or was
it a nighttime soldier girl? what happened?
squeeze gutsmesser 821am if its hte coma drugging
//////////////
demess brainfrymess eyemess makeasfety
ceck if eyelids contract on fry electircity
idemadnmyocmpteurback geout gutsmes sbelylmess
groininsstallos
////////////
here was theme t.u. Williams illnever forget you. Ithink it was a
blackhaired chick theme that
compassioned me because of an eyething. was it the brainhit tryunderway?
What's the deal. I assume its german brainwash which ibarely recall. Don't
tell me the germans
kill for this coma bubble. Atleast they don't send kids to die like
Ww2 or sth. Right?
-----another theme was dreha or andrea or sth. usually iget wespe or lesbe
themes withthatone abit
timedelay
--/////
Camt rmemeber nighttiemthemes ijust know half idont realise and aquarter

sodont care.
Somethmeme about anengine belt that was tootight and squeeekign allthe
time leftout a roller and
imlike.ifthat is the cooling pump goodliuck with it.haha. Itsametaphore.
Therewasmore
There is russianneeedle fooling third party buticant remmeber what
demessaslso balllls fill
thatmakes smeary
/////////////
Idrinkcoke and loontheme is merkt schalung or strahlung. Getout if fools
damamge me again
out foolish german phony motives.ascoutnless times over theyears
------store Store 1725 to 1735 nov27th2012
/////////////
fix braincook. cantmremebr nightitme .some homo theme where oyu didnt
realsie where some guy put
his chinn over your head whe nyou realised you blach went away or so
/////////
Igot brainwashed with karbala or kabala orsolastngiht tested. Imlike isn't
thatt the sinister
thingorso? : hey. I'm onthebright ifyouhave a nright and a sinister. I'm
democrat
thoiguhiwastoolonginhell.istruggle tokeep my humanity and sanity and
dignity
Datum: Thu, 29. Nov 2012 14:53:59
Thoguh oneofmy weakensses is not giving a damnwhenimoutraged incluising
murder the asstoyer mails
----Jews.now youknow everyword inmesses summary file is true as the
descrpitionof thatmess. Abracket.
Abuit vague.butstillprecise
Yourenotmy culture but ilike your life embracing psotivie thing the live
breathe enjoy prosper how
c a n you despite all! I can't udnerstand that. And you mayknow my
germany
nsapao: Didyou squeeeze 144am for dullign? nov28th to 29th 2012
-------there was a brainwash in nighttime about siix and a half goldbuillons
goldbarren is worht
a million or sth and i spent half of the theme finding out how many is it
then for 16 billion.
or one bllion. there was a subway kind of theme also but ibarelyrecall it
maybe that was a few
nights before
fix retanirnindegs too
--1 6.5
10 65
100 650
1000 6500
by this bill one billion euro is then 6500 goldboillons gold barren
yes?
////////
Soeme nightiembrainwahs whereimeasuredmy xrayon foreteeth 32 orange
andmyballs 60red.
Sideof balls or so or ariaround 12green. Late rthemes canceled the orange
and keptit green till 60
////////
cant remmeber nigfhttttime but it was more about psychobrainwash liek hte
situation would be too
complex or splt up or so shit or people that dont wanna be htemesleves or
sth that kind of sht
i faked my pin with putting my finger on a seven
that kind of shit

///////
igot brainwashed thahtththe germans try that lose control over my patents
or sth uunder certain
conditions. you make sure that they stay locked if i lose control over
them and that damn sure
no german gets control over htem. waht are hte certai nconditons anyway? s
that why they shitzo
trick and harassme to suivcide?
other brainwash themes are grand canyon magflight or so
shitty tourist programs--------------lets keep a track under whch certain conditions i woudl lose hte ocntorl
over my inventions.
and lets compare if hte german deeds aim for that as you knwo their
trackrecord and tries more
than me
which are these certain conditions
you make sure they stay locked before a german or anyone else that gives
em a damn gets control
over them
that shoudl eb no problem
it was an EARLY ENTRY IN LAST WILL and vorsorge vollmacht
====
the control over hte patents can be frozen at worst . simple .
or all blocked or their STATUS SOLD TO THIS AND HTIS FROZEN NON
REVERTIBLE STATUS jursitcally
backwards. lets enforce it in the certain cases when they try to take away
control ofhte patents
why shoudlnt it be possible to freeze teh status of a done deal in teh
past ?
wahtever happens inthe future and that at worst case
-----------------again. why would a country keep a chronsaeule 1 genius in a rape asstoy
hell especially
when the same rats and scum scum harassed and tried to fraud hteguy for a
decade and
why would allies flyhim back to that six times. including p r o v e n bad
effects like
medifile or deed type deed type deedtpe harassments and that on a third
world country stnadard
thats not even his birthplace would allow nor his current citizenship usa
would
nor hte residence country germany USUALLY NORMALLY would
/////
demess say schauze make safety rmeoe russianeedle tricks geout who fools
who wiht htis shit. fix
eyedmamage i see vertically triple per eye
///////
store 1925 1927pm dec3rd2012 about fuck and sextourism
///////
cantmreebr nighttim some thign wiht crawling on hills of an island wiht a
steeetp fall left right
if dont hold tighto nthe island. it was a fearsome hold island tight
theme orso or you fall
over hte cliff . at least it was green . maybe a homo visiting an island
thas green or stht.
i wanted to write all along to prepare ad hghtech medial lab on a ship
because im gonna move
and if fall voer htey can fix it better hahaha. why cant i get a
brainwash hug christina tight
tight but careful yourein her cute soft pussy. tjhere was some odd themes
in late mornign about
digts. a nine or a four
canty remmeber more
/////
igot some brainwash where some guys checeked some fehlzuendungen or soi n
the engine of hte red car
and some theme where i was like a cuddly babytoddler in a babychair
gesticulating and dancing and
christina behind going along as possible. odd theme
lets face it i
have some things to learn

about nighttime yet but not many. that you cannot even trust your own
bunch often
tehyre eityher all sextourists abusing you in coma or
tehy would do the same like hte germans wiht you forever or
they would fly you back to die ten times and !that i woudl be by now
is one lesson
GETOUT BELLYM ESS BELLYACCESS MESS IN MORNING EVERY MORNING USUALLY ITS
WIHT A
SUCTION NOSIE BUT ITS A GUTSMESSSES FATENING
balls fill drugging too
RIP OUT NECKINSTALLS
GUITSINSTALLS
EYEDRUGGINGS
/////////////
demessrusianendle htemess way warm winn or wie or eeeyh or so or
dicktomyess wiht
hard punch dicktoy wiht a hard bbbbbbbrrrrrrrr mess theme
some assaccesdurgiging some russianeedle tricke whitenoise there was
more.
the nighttime theme was some airport where i searched agasmask and a
crappy rocket wasstarted on
an open range airfield aside a red mercedes firefigther car from the 50s
or 60s started spunbackawrds
twice with ramp lost hte ramp flies up and dives odwn expldoes smoke
relased to the rright.
i wanted to get ahead of wind but it seemed very far away. some guy ran
away before all started.
there was more
////////////
demess demenzdulling makeasfety rmeovebellyinstalls .
fix that inever know if im full or hungry its a rearheadlow damamge from
erasers and a
bellyinstalls gutsnerve damamge to brainmesdamamge. HEARTNERVER
INTERRUPTION TO BRAIN maybe
////////////
demess balslllsmsess or so as think of sleeptime hours. makeasfety
remove russianeneelde riht
some theme about 530 billion gone or sth
whats the volume?
demess also say ditch themes or so
///////
repair in nighttime eardamamge from implants earlqidumesses eyedruggiging
on sleep start
kialstoyhers mreove isntalsl
asss
belly
genitals overasssaccess installs
..///////////////////
remove russianeelde geout wahthey do wiht it fix damgem form it makeasfety
getout ifits third party deception
or reizwort shit
or third partydeception wiht smear or so
fix undcococoridanaioantont betneeeen leftandrighhhands
RIP OUT RUSISANENELEDEL LEFT HEAD SIDE
GEOUT WAHTHEY DO WIHT IT
IDMEANDMYCOMTYPEURABCK
REMOVE BELLYINSTALLS
detox mnaxi derange drug
reminds me of shitschool cheap drug
demess this shit
prevent that every ididot can bodnge my headmake.safety.
if there is student mess pick the dope from nuertingen they gas their
promising bunch wiht
igts very sticky
i think elephant knows it well
what is harvard dope?

========
germans drug their students
all
from small already
all
its hteir secret likely
i always wonder why they gas em and not pack catapult em
i get usually retardenings and demenz dullings or so
and massive weenie brainwashes or turnbackclcok bullshit by deranged
assumptions
cost me almost my study
which was beneath psycho hell only to be broken and made exploitable and
accept your wheelchair
as asstoyed zombi
now im suicidal
because it was a bust bubble allalong inclduing dialign all along murder
asstoyer imjust in coma
when the shit happens
which relativates the hell and bagatellises it
for the benefit of scum
---drugging always occurs expost which made me wonder.
first you invent sth awesome. then you write aton about it then they try
to boost you
then you cant sleep a night
then someone retards you or suffocates you in sleep time
tehn youre next morning cooked against boosters suffocated retarded barely
know a damn
and lack of sleep
this is
how itworks
in study
expost never made sense unless the stuff is valuable hahah
/////////////
hey christina
cutelittle hottie
impretty horny at you
wonder how your hottiebutt timing is on contractlike stop shitting sithop
while ie fast fingertips your innerupper side of pussy
keepinmind
maximumfinthingy for oyu is standard wahtever size it is
cosnider nongive in surfaceunder me
hey
youre a little hottie
thought i was in your soft warm pussy night before birthday
am

aroud n3 to 4

very soft
hey.
iwant you
youre a little hottie and my cute worrieldittle everything
//////////
fearsome brainmesses is using fear of hieght grabbing tight sth
holding hard on stuff or so
but i dont know ifi ts a hug theme deranging you fearsome
or iif its a fearsome shitzo trick like snake doing sth topmiddle head
its not hte russian needle topmiddle right underfakehair to right low
outer ear

the faked sleep talk is left - always wonder about it in coma warcoma
and i dont realsie what i rebabble
its meaningless hollow but oyu rebabble it in coma
and im suprised in hte sleep time coma time its left
because usuallyt its nutshelmet in high dba themes
or right daytime
some nutshelmets leave
TINITUS
after very high dba themes
show me one zombi that hteyre measured in DBA
FIX THE DAMMGES TOO
==
demes bellemyess bellyinstalsl mes gorinemss rusianendle mess remove
isntalls
gujtsclosing that oyu cant burb is an implant mess
isntall left cehst right chest usualyl
earlqidumesses
rip all otu
blinddarm gutsbellyaccessprobes etc
rip all aout
genital instal lvoerassacess
punsihsasstoyer dicktoyer
why can a bastard get into this room
asstoy vibrdator dicktoyvibrator mes me
replace computing and oeprate gorin choke and install mess
and al lact nothign happens
even
when
the
zombi
dials
and
says this undrugged
liek 1439pm dec9th2012 store also fn f10 tries altshift f10 tries 1400 to
1439
/////////////////////////
dec 11th 2012
did the wheel s become coiling in magflgiht recently?
by a brainwash continental or so buys a license or sth
------i googled it
tehyre a major car suppllier
it cant be the wheels or sth
so tehy supply magflight parts to the autoindustry
and that means the car suppliers buy also magflight
and not just the manufacturers.
thats a very good thing.
that means also that the magflights sell well, else the suppliers wouldnt
have entered.
first there s a need, then theres hte makers, then come hte suppliers.
right?
im just happy for the customers that it sells well its fuzzy warm like
your baby walks
and goooogoogoooooooooos wiht sth around you.
nice.

///////////
dec 10th to 11th 2012
did you store today shower noon and after grocery store swolling fatenign
that s

two hours
waht was the alibi for it this time
fix burned stomach guts messes
riip out bellyinstalls and hte tittts wiht drug tittsuit
getout ballsfills that make smeary
you can sit and coutn calories if you like and find excuses for hte
germans
or
youget out the real deal
what was the excuses during sports runnign frommonday to monday 45 minutes
or just 35 plus 15 walking
waht was hte excuse dumping the sugar cokes
waht is the excuse now
i know for sure that verfassungsschutz reverts hyperactivaitons wiht
fatsuits
i do n o t know how it works
i know they hide coma warcoma in balls
bones
drugtitts no idea why hte left one though maybe heart relevance
you can pretend
you wouldnt know
GET
OUT
HOW THEY PREVENT SLEEP
YOU CANT SIT AND COUTN HTE SLEEP HOURS
someone fools the scum outthere wiht russian neeedle
alltehtime
all along
alltehtime
allalong alltehtime in sleeptime its left side installs which made me
wonder
but i cannot remember what it was
ijust know it made no sense or ididnt care.
rip out pulse messes games also
this means
someone measures it
and someone else fools hte measurer
i dont care how they do it you remove teh shit
=============================
whjenever pressure reises on germans
tehy try
shitzo tricks
pedo smear
momfool games
or someone pretended sth in teh 90s that changes all games
wwhen that doenst work its
yes we do it take awhile
or
its an unsolvable mystery but utis gonna be so much better form now on
the damamges are forehead middle childfool mess and erasers wiht
rearheadlow damamges
and sufffocaiton niights
this

is
the
germany
for me
sometimes the sucm hides a day or three
like someone would be new
maybe thats hers no problem monkey games or wash concentration camp to
proove heres no problem
and the other locations neither
/////////////////////////////
iabrely recall b ut does fn f10 switch over to a n orange box or so
and once to a green one? isthere smallw hite long square poppups fluid on
the low right
sometimes? i only remember clearly a coma time where it was littered
wiht icons and once
christinas cute pussy stripe velvet stripe in pink had a highcontrast pit
but its long ago
======
fix damamge reahreadlow and earlqidumess . why cant i get a single
printout of my own money?
barely recalling an orange box iis not access t o my fortune .
how do the germans revert hyperactivaitons ten years countless attempts
to do this forever wiht me
//////////
Get otu revert of hyperacitvaitons ist a. Fatenign injetion orso
geotuballlsmess fill
btw klieglight btw btw
Check if the bastards mess with bloodfat
how does bloodfat revert hyperactivations???
ialways thoguth its a drugg ttittsuti install that releases over gas
bubble drugs into guts
or over pressure inkectuions rearheadlow or backbone or into bones over
the undershoudelr
system back knee system
THIS ONE IS BTW KLIEGLIGHT KEY TO THE REVERT OF HYPERACITVAIOTN FROM
CHURCH
///////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Wed, 12 Dec 2012 21:08:30 +0000
Von: christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com,
botschaft@israel.de, kccpk@gmx.net, info@europol.europa.eu
Betreff: Demes ssay fangwinn or so. Isit trying fraud with prison games?
Youcansee it clealry.
Noone stopped you ever of anything and the usa flewmeback sixtimes.
Theyknew I wasin
coma warcoma all the time except daytime wakes
What is the decoy for oldmother 8xtimes hyperactivated stillincoma and me
16xto25xtimes
hopefully and also still in comabubble.
What is theexcuse tocover the new warcoma?
Genetics?
Then try to wake me and her
What areyou? Fools? Its warcomas and implants druggign balls
fatsuitudnehsoudler s etc
Youguys got even the name of the new drug. Itsnot newcoma or freshcoma or
second coma or
superdoopercoma.

Its
War coma. Us name for us dope.
German name for german dope? Howodthey call theirs?
When hyperactivating takes so long. How dothe reverts work in a day.
From 9.3xtimes stillincoma to 6.something stillincoma?
Reverting blood system.
How dangeorus isit?
How dangeorus doingthat ten years?
Shit. They ruinmy health with sththats a shitty formality.
Stop sucking and getout hwothe cockroaches keepme in coma warcoma
By agemrnabrainwash its four differnet drugs
That tenyears? Healthy? You the fuck atlelast medifile it
Gesendet über den BlackBerry® Service von E-Plus.
//////////////////
fix brainwash away of fortune dmess conflcithtemes sdemess sayschul
reizworthtemes
i barely recall the shit.fix erasers and damamge erasers . demess also
brainwash
in nighttime all thetime to be nice to the indian neighbour or sth. its
lall about
making freindship brainwash or so but beneath its a mix of disdain and
outrage thas
covered as happyfoolemss .erasers i as also aprt of hte mess, once i said
in another
brainwash wiht bike weird icannot remember why im mad at you. or
sthlikethat. fix damamges
and eraser damamges. so forehad cookgin of analysis
that heme had a silver grey bike on a bike tour
this time it was more about drugging aroudn head then into eyes
then dropped an antidote said a few drops into hte eye and crying could
also help
and ran away
/////////////
Cantrmebernighttime sth with a snowhill that\'s the autobahn between
aachen and M.... Not mainz
but sth liekthat. Looked like sherpas onahighsnowhill.
Tried to buy in atheme plus59 hyperactivation or lamborghini napalmin
somerichies bought
it locally the
Pharmacidst said.
Ihad abigblack casing and she wrote
Christian Kiss asitoldher. She asked behind that computer?
Like you're a self made sales lemming for computing
Also interesting was that xxxxxPLUS59 is overaged, pricewas 27,000 DM
(deutschmark)
! She asked brown or yellow?
I'm like the package is white.
-! Isit a grade? Brown or yellow?
Whatsanactual one? Zacharon 400mg?
Or saccharon 400mg?
It is very important thatthe germans understand there was no way around
the real deal.
Ever. Whatever they tried tofraudme intomisery to. It is was allalong a
life in both worlds allalong.
The fools just victimsied me irrepraibly withtheir phony preten thatthis
bubble works
Butit was alife inboth worlds allalong and theyjusttry this outof german
german german motives.
================

what is a
spreizung
in psychohells german phonetics
getout if its brainwash away fofofrutne
or hte coutnlesss
shitzo tricks like conflict nights
=============
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Fri, 14 Dec 2012 13:59:59 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com,
rlrobe5@nsa.gov, vmvine3@nsa.gov, mlgree3@nsa.gov, kccpk@gmx.net,
info@europol.europa.eu,
botschaft@israel.de
Betreff: What is spreizung and pohl wanderung in psychohells? Isitthe
conflcit shit?
Those shitzo brainwahses? Steadiyl steadily the opposite and turning
likeits your fault?
And overissuier hate drug into groin and pack rearheadlow impact. thatone
is typical verfa
Verfassugnshcutz tomake victims seemlike hate nuts
Making a pohl wanderung or a spreizung or so.
German phonetics.
Isitthe tenyears shitzo tricks? Steaidly opposite
conflciting?streadilyaltetime?
Is that why I get erasers.rearheadlowmess. And suffocationights for
twoyears now allthetime?
Is erasers partofit? Repclaceofoxygenwith co or co2 or sth called
stickoxide or neon
Or cable arodudn throat ntushelemt
Or
Bumping once hard into forhead thenyouget dullll orso.
Is eraser partoifthe shit?
************
Ihad luck. That their nutshelemets don't getit that I don't realise or
deathtired don't care or
wonder about sth
Whcihit picks as want or agree.
************

Why do iiiiiii have toget thissstuffout. What.exactly.did. Yo u !
You
Figureout abotutthis sstuff?
Medifile it
Btw btw klieglight btw
---------------wackerst popeln
///////////
WHEN
THE
ZOMBI
SCRTEAMS
YELLS

I
DEMAND
MYT
CELLLPHOEN BACK
WHY
CAN
TEHSE
FOOLS
AND
COCKRAOCHES
REPALCE IT
SAME IWHT IT
SAME SHIT MOBILE
///////////
Ichwusste ja dass lamborghini napalmin 2300 euro gekostet hat aber dasss
PLUS59 27.000 DM war? Wow?: what is a good actual hyperactivation?
Saccharon 400mg?
Zacharon? Howdothe germans revert hyperactivations and how damagign isit?
When PLUS59 is so old
Then its a nobrainer it canbe reverted by many methods.
How damagign is that? Again?
27,000 deutsch mark s. Not bad.
---------------wackerst popeln
===========
demesss dcktomyess lungmess lugnisntall mess say trienz makeasfety. i
think the theme is a
blackhaired kid wiht open mouth or so i didnt realise or care.
reminds me abit of republican guardings maybe snake
geout nsoe abse druggin from verfassssungsschtuz recoma and earqldimesses
so hips druggigign remove belly insytalls too
////////////////
BY A GERMAN BRAINWASH I HAVE A SECOND CHRONSAEULE II . BULLSHIT OR TRUE>
what kind of is it?
chronsaeule I is technikgenie ie technical genius
whats hte second for
=========================
IDEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACK remove retardneings wishy wahy dullings.
how was it all on itb test before economics study and that was wiht
braincooking after
architecture also BY A GERMAN BRAINWASH I HAVE A SECOND CHRONSAEULE II .
BULLSHIT OR TRUE> DEMESS DEMENZ DULLINGS whats the us amercan
eaequivalence to chronsaeule I
and or chronsaeule II what is it for? one is technikgenie tecnical genius
but the second?
demess demenz dullings etc you watch itb test before economics study ten
the cookings forehead
during the study you fix sothe erasers rearheadlow and all inall the
replace ofoxygen suffocaiton braincookings in east german for a year or
two the brainemss
rmeinds me of deranged by mid90s nazi bunch abit but a milder form tehy
retard me usually
forehead inner middle that is not how it was before and not how it was
afterwards and
damn sure it didnt fit to a reasonable responsible kid growing up wiht 3
languages and afourth accent
up to age 9 that was prize winning in first two grades. when germans test
their migrant kids
of that age you have even a base of the whole thing
//////////////
Whatwasthe xray levels inmedifile?allto15 was green. Above not. 15to30 was
orange.
Allabove 60 red. Dangerous.
But whatsthe unit?

they changed it all to 60 green. and all above 60 red now isnt it?
the drugs for it was that sth wiht blue or deep blue or sth?
bullshit?
///////////////
BY A GERMAN BRAINWASH IT COULD CRACK THE SONIC BARRIER EVEN WIHT EXTENDED
FRONT RODS
TRUE OR BULLSHIT
////////////
this kind of teethboen facebone afdjsut destroyed my top corner
teeth and the otuer top ones. especiallyon 12 20 times a day adjuswt and
hte sour
inhaler that weakeend the teeethsubstance. usually its held wiht sth
called klammern or
crappyversions of htese klammern
///////////
did you find out who exactly fooled who exactly wiht the say mom shit? or
was it say naaaaaaaam and
i cant recall it right. what is it now? moechterchen wespe? whatthe heck
isthat?
from church oilantennas russian needles to snake
to verfassungsschutz
who fools who in this shit
cops are the fooled
right?
why else woudl someone mess wiht pulse or so
while youre soooooooooo stoned and dement dull
is that faking incredible not wihtstadning cant hold back hornyness or
what?
on a dulled stoned person maybe d e a th tired
and or rational nonhedonistic person wiht absolutely no intensity or
matter atall in fuck stuff?
wespe is usually a theme wiht andrea or so
but that makes no sense
or is there a LESBIAN girl called andrea and thats moechterchen or what?
GET
OUT
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
WIHT THE SHIT
in coma warcoma i barely recall it what was afterwards
in coma warcoma i wonder now and hten why its now left
or i get a heavt tinitus on the right from it
and i DEFINITELY DONT CARE it has no meaning or purpose
maybe i even rebabble it bodged in coma even
the point is
WHO
FOOLS
WHO
WIHT WHAT
EXACTLY
the nighttiem theme was where i rip out the teethglue and say they eat
this stiff here around
feeelign extremeyly miserable and sick from it
check if that damamges teeth

the theme was ass class themes conflcit messes or
play ball like a retard never hit ball retard mess
typical for verfasssungsschutz that tries to make you a loser or so
demess ssmoke inhaler
some theme about a railstation i dont recall
the legbones armbones udnershoduelr drug titt is coma warcoma revert of
blood system
so balls and recently eyedruging nose base drugging
sometimes FORETOOTH sometimes hips
heels ferse
also
what is lympfen
//////////////////
fjx highdba damamge themes and eardamamge from it fix tinitus from the
shit
///////////
fix interruption of nerve guts to brain or heart nerves to brain,.
inever know if im full or hungry fix cooking forhead nad inner eyes
upwards mess.
the gutsnervemethod is from sanke usually .geout dumbdrug now
///////
Igot comatetss about being shut out or so and I'm like.I'm thinker.
Thinkipunched some guy jsut for fun.odd theme. Is that a test keeping me
as intel lemming that's shutoutable or sth? Or test if icanbe kept as
compartmetnalised fool or sth? Compared to
Compared to other zombis.howmuch spyworld am I?
Youthink that would change becauseyou do compartmentlaisaitongames withme?
Soioner orlater idbe pissed and dump you frustrated atbest
The bonus if not intoo deep means sero gravity
But I'm free billionaire. What iwant I dialed over and over and over
agianallalong.
///////
demess highdba nutshelmetthemess whoooooooooooooooooooops themes comatest
say naam
feetmess assmess dicktomyess fix midldebackmess makeasfety teethboe
nisntasllsl
//////////
by a german brainwash the front tank turret side is forbidden now and only
side turrets were green. whats going on there in new tech? is it a shields
systme mmaybe
it was definitely an edgy turret in abotu these sizes in raw wiiht hte
zone of distances
did hte germans implement a new shield system?
////////////////
dec 22nd to 23rd 2012
BTW BTW BTW KLIEGLIGHT U S E ! THE! CHANCE!!!!!!!!!!
OR YOU GET OUT NEVER ADAMN!!! squeeeeeeeeeeeze em 250 255am and
!geotuthe nerve drug subdue and wake 305am.
idemandmycomptuerback and my cellphone back/
USE THE CHANCE! AND SQUEEZE EM FOR YEARS LONG MESSES .
revert ofhyperacitvaitons balslmess oepraitons all
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Sun, 23 Dec 2012 02:07:04 +0000 Von:
santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com
Betreff: Fix suffociaotn balst thegastclaves use the hcanc eofht

eussubdue and wake 305 use
the chance btwbtw bt wkleiglgight. U santhcthe cockroahces 250 255 and
squeeze em for yearlongmess
and youuse thehcance forhte nerve drug and subdue andwake 305am
Btw btw
btw klieglight btw btw
Make.safety.
Rmeove gentialisntlalsand druggign too or balls fills
---------------wackerst popeln
///////////
demess pedo mess and shitzo tricks say eisenkauer bin or so orpedo
brainwashses or say prisonor or so . remvoe highdab rusisnaneedles
oialtnenna wahitenoise. idemandmycomtpeurabck
something about
DOPAMIN
find out who didnt let me sleep
till six am
and hten whei i go piss at 1145 same
dddddddddddeahttired
idemandmycomputerback
by guts mess sits church
////////////////
Getout if these occkroahce shave infantile fags tha t wait for an
asselelctord eor aspseeek
andifthats the german motive for the mess asspeek asselectordemess
idmemandmyclellhpoenabck.
By the german brainwash that\'s one of their german german german germa
German motives
Other typical themes are say duemm or say duenn or so ibarely recall that
one
Another german german typical german motive
---------------wackerst popeln
/////////////////
punish assmesser fix dopamin brainmess alday
removassinstaslslgenitalisntalsl
geotu wahthe brainmess does
iis it retadneing?
/////////////
by a german rbaiwnash the revenue increases. getmefeedback abotumyfortune.
ertraege steigen or so ibarely recall
the nighttime mess is usually left ear destroy suffocaiton gasvavles
especilaly over head
==========================
by a german brainwash theme christina lives in detroit. bullshit? if its a
hiding its burned.
i thinnk church might be the case
/////////
fix massive brainwash away of my fortune for weeks now
makeasfety
ususally its like starting wiht making insecure and then messing it away
sort of
often also blunt conflicting
or phony conflcits like millionaire or wartet auf rente or so
one of hte rattiest themes from snake is you waiting for a ufo or hugging
a ufo or so
they ? know hte theme

do you?
fix all brainwash away of my fortune
maybe its to claim iwouldnt believe it myself or knows god why
it seems to me its more like the scum tries to self enoucrage that htis
shitbubble is maintainable
tehrefore misery games or letter games or so typical verfassungsschutz
///////////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Tue, 25 Dec 2012 10:01:49 +0000
Igot brainwashed ihav e threekids.lisa ,linda and ismaham. And imlike:
ismaham??????
=======
i cant believe this bullshit
but hte name ismaham seems to exist though i googled it
/////////////////
someone foosl sthird partry yesterday taht a CHRISTOPH died 2 years ago.
who was it? waht did he do?
why did he die? waht do the germans try in this case? dont tell me some
germans sacrifice their
lives while im foaming cockroach analogies victimised the 12thyear
WHY SHOULD HTERE BE DYING AT ALL????
WHYDO THE GERMANS DO THIS HERE?
ALL THEY DO IS TO DO THIS FOREVER OR TO FRAUD THE INVENTIONS OR FORTUNE
SOMEHOW
ISNTIT??
WHAT IS KNOWN ABOTU HTE GERMAN MOTIVES
WHY
DO
THE
GERMANS
DO
THIS HERE?
THAT EVEN PEOPLE DIE FOR THIS
if it- wasnt total bullshit from

a german mess

who was this christoph
waht was his life
what happened
and why?
PUT IT OUT
check if family or so needs support or so if it was sth humane or mankind
noble
prosecute hte doers
etc
=====================
Demess ullmann or uhlmann orso themes. Youfouidnotuwho was thtat
christoph orso and whyhe died 2years ago by a theme. Ifthenameof themesser
was uhlmann it was sth about replace cellphones and replaced simcards and
someoen trying a fraud with it and
Shit like rattybrother visitng sth and inner town
The theme is usually around volksbank and subwalk aside sparkasse
////////////////////////
the germans give hteir kids some drugs to make em bitter in schools or
elite schools.
isint it? it makes the sensible ones nuts. isnt it? WHAT IS THE DRUG
CALLED and do they realise waht
kind of society that makes
//////////////
REMOVE HTE DRUGFATSUIT. GEOUT FEEETRDURGIGIN ANKLE TOP AND OTUER FFEET
HEEEELS

GEOTU EARLQIDUMESS RUSISANENEDLE MESS
GENITALAL BALLS MESS REPLACE OVER ASSACESS
///////////
Igot brainwashed say. Sieh ey mistbaut. Or nur mist baut or so.
Other themee was some blackhaired chick in a grey edgy van anditried to
drop my cellphone. There was more
check if its
CA or cia or so nur mistbaut and not sieh eyh
iibarely recall it
idont realise and dont mind its jsut rebabblign left ear ususally
deathtired
ibarely recallit
IDEMADNMYOCMTPEURABCK
./////////////////////
remove russisaineedel right ear instlals squeeze tehcockroach for
instnietiosn fix
earmadamge geout whathethy rtry getout braindrugging overinner eyes
upwards
check also for nanooilantennas
///////////////
Demess say spatzbar or so .usually its a reizwort theme buzzword theme.
Hmmm spatz I suspect a pedo third party deception.buzzword themes are
usuallly homo themes.
Prosecute german cockroaches if they smear campaignme to seem less evil
//////////
----------------Hallo Frau Fritsch,
Hyperaktivierungen sind Immunisierungen oder Abhaertungen gegen COMA oder
deren neuere Versionen WARcoma
Sie sind im Prinzip eine Formalitaet.
Hyperaktivierungen werden in xFach gemessen
so ist 8 x fach Hyperaktiviert normal,
60x Fach eine Gesetzliche Grenze
Hyperaktivierungen lassen sich zurueckdrehen und die meisten schaedigen
das Immunsystem.
Je nachdem wie gut es generell funktionierte von KIndheit an schaden
Hyperaktivierungen mehr oder weniger.
Dies liegt vermutlich daran dass die meisten wohl Toxisch wirken ab einer
gewissen Dosis.
-Lamborghini Napalmin war eine hochklassige Hyperaktivierung, 2300 Euro
teuer vor ca. 10 Jahren, blaue Packung,
evtl geaendert zu einer weissen ab 2005. Innen eine kleine Kanuele mit
kleiner Spritze eingeschweisst
in transparentem Plastik
-xxxxPLUS59 ist eine 64x Fach Hyperaktivierung, die sehr stark ist,
Herzpruefung oder Puls Bluddruckpruefung ein Muss.
in den 90ern kostete diese 17.000 DM. Die Packung ist weiss mit schwarzen
rechteck mit weissen Grossbuchstaben PLUS59
-Zacharon 400mg oder Saccharon 400mg ist eine moderne Hyperaktivierung die
halb schwarz oder weiss in der Verpackung ist.
Die Hyperaktivierungen wirken gegen viele Drogen aber ihr Hauptzweck ist
es gegen Coma abzuhaerten.
Sie stellen eine Grundvoraussetzung fuer ein sicheres Leben in der
westlichen Welt dar.
Es handelt sich um sicherheitsrelevante Substanzen, sie sollten in diesen
Kreisen nachfragen.
-Oxylzipain oder Oxylcipain ist neu in 2000 gewesen und ist keine
Hyperaktiveirung. Es ist ein Mittel das bei der

Regressionstheraphie verwendet wird und kann Gedaechtnisschaeden die
durch Stickoxide entstanden sind
etwas relativieren
Mit freundlichen Gruessen
Christian Kiss

-------- Original-Nachricht -------> Datum: Fri, 4 Jan 2013 18:31:22 +0100
> Von: "Apotheke.de" <apotheker@apotheke.de>
> An: "Christian Kiss" <Christian.Kiss@gmx.de>
> Betreff: Re: [Ticket#2013010410005756] [Ticket#2013010410005756]
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Guten Tag,
vielen Dank für Ihre Antwort.
Aus Sicherheitsgründen werden unbekannte E-Mail Anhänge nicht angezeigt.
Bitte teilen Sie uns mit wie wir Ihnen weiterhelfen können.
Die unten genannten Präparate sind uns nicht bekannt. Bitte teilen Sie
uns
weitere Einzelheiten über die zu behandelnde Person und die gewünschten
Produkte, bzw. das gewünschte Einsatzgebiet mit.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Ihr Apotheke.de - Team
Leiterin und verantwortliche Apothekerin: Frau Kirsten Fritsch
Registergericht: Leipzig
Registernummer: HRA 12096
Zuständige Aufsichtsbehörde: Landesdirektion Leipzig
Zuständige Kammer: Sächsische Landesapothekenkammer Dresden
Berufsrechtliche Regelungen: Berufsordnung für Apotheker im Land Sachsen

> Umsatzsteuer-Identifikationsnummer gemäß § 27 a Umsatzsteuergesetz: DE
> 165181702
>
> [Ticket#2013010410005756]
> rk
>
> 04.01.2013 16:15 - Christian Kiss schrieb:
> anhang war eine pdf
>
> apotheker@apotheke.de
> <bestellung@internationale-apotheke-stuttgart.de>; <iomwww@nas.edu>
> <Michael.Brinkert@gehe.de><engin.kizilisik@credit-suisse.com>
>
> xxxxxPLUS59 64xfach Hyperaktivierung war 17.000 DM, weise Packung
> Schwarzes
> Viereck weise Grossbuchstaben PLUS59, herz/pulspruefung ein muss.
>
> Lamborghini Napalmin 2300 Euro vor ca. 10 Jahren. mittelblau bis
hellblaue
> Packung, kleine Kanuele kleine Spritze, toxisch in hohen dosen
>
> Zacharon 400mg oder Saccharon 400mg, ebenfalls halb schwarz halb weisse
> packung,
> moderne Hyperaktiveirung immunisierung gegen Coma
>
> Das Dilemma,
> die ersten beiden sind zwar hochklassig gewesen aber heute ueberaltert
> und wirkungslos gegen us amerikanische warcomas oder deren deutsche
> varianten.
>
> IOM USA kontaktieren brachte keinen Erfolg.
>
//////////////////////////////
by a german brainwash in ipv4 conficguraiton of firewall PARAMETER PROBLEM
allowed in
is how hte cops hacked my comptuer. true or bullshit?
you make sure every singel mai lis publci every isngle invention all al
lall uncahnabgly

prosecute scum whe ntehy try to bdoge iwht htat
////////////////
demess say ditch buzzword theemes
lung messes wiht fheeeeeeeeeeeeeep helmet like
whoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooop or so
makeasfety
repair HEAT DAAMAMAGES
/////////////
demess say ditch say homo or domo kill the cockroahc wiht russianeedle
tricks MURDER DICKTOYER.
GEOUT IF THE COCKROACHES TRY TO SMEAR ME WITH THEIR CRAP TO SEEM LESS
EVIL> YOU PROSCUTE RAPERS AS KO DROPS CASE
OR YOU FIND HTEM AND
KILLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLEVERYSINGLE ONE OF EM
BEFORE
THEY DOTHAT WIHT SOMEONE ELSE
///////////////////
demess say immergruen ditchbar or so.
if hte cockroaches try to smear me to seem less evil you prosecute em.
WHEN THE COURTS FAIL TO PROSECUTE HTE COCKRAOCHES AS Ko DROPS CASE YOU
FIND HTEM AND KILLEM ALL
ONE BY ONE OR ALL TOGETHER>
BETTER: !MAKE! SAFETY!
/////////////////////////////
remvoe right ear installslslsls
geotu whatthey do wiht it undurgged - whitenoise
and in coma ! reizwort themes? buzzword games/?
///////////////////
jan8th2013
geout smeary making drug balslmess gorinmes smoke inahler and
checkchcoelesterine form the method.
SQUEEZE ALSO THE BTCH 2130 to 45 and put itout.
YOU CAN LET EM GO AGAIN IF YOU LIKE BUT OYU SQUEEEEEEZE EM ON WARCOMA OR
AEQUIVALNETNt.
PUT IT OUT AND UPDATE MEDIFILE. waht is aphasie or so brainmess
=============
OMG I GOGOLED APHASIE AND ITS RETARDEING OF BRIANMESS LEFT !
HWO OFTEN DIDI DIAL FIX RETARDENIGNFOREHEAD LEFT OTUER SIDE OR SO.
GEOUT OUT WAHTHTECOCKROACHES TRY YOU
SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSQUEEZE THE BITCHES
////////////////
i was sleeping and usually htey wakeme from sleep wiht
red sirens extrmeely loud and aBUZZZZZZZZ brainhit suddenly.
imin comahten.
but > the recent one i recall was a LOUD EXPLOSION wiiht abit echo in it.
do you kick ass or sth? why else woudl a german mess me up with htat and
wakeme iwhtthat
///////////////
MURDER ASSSSTOYER DEMESS SAY STICH remove russianenedle geout who fools
who . someone plays the indians over russianenedle but with what?
geout frequency
is around

change of whitenoise rightear when neghbour gets out or

prosecute the cockroaches for must see rapescum in my kitchen all thetime
punsi hbrainemssser demes sgorinemss teethbonemess
demess say ditch loonthemes
GEOUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT THIS SHIT
OR IF HTE SCUM TRIES TO RELATIVATE THATHTEYRE PIGS WITH THIS SHIT
or if a german decoys them wiht this shit
/////////////////
did you geotu who maniapualted me once about germans using a belarussian
or ucrainian widow or so
for the case in asylum or so. at least you know where verfassungsschutz
recruits their fuck cattle iguess
//////////////
jan11th to 12th 2013
autbahn:

waht was the electrics off right in curve in the mids of snow and steering
leaving autobahn for a parking
.
whose work was that. wihtout swiftyly reactivng enigne restart it woudl
have neded in the fucking roadwall
at 50 pluisminus 10/
in teh curve of leaving autobahn
engine off electrics off steering stuck locked. not mobavle
thats not the coma thing where they grab into your steering .
they dont shut of f electrics for that one
if i didnt react swiftly wiht engine restart and play abs with the breaks
in snow i wouldve ended on teh sideroad
anotehr german replace car
the other one stops me in the cold pennyless on autobahn right aside a
fuel station
at km520 wiht 21 plus 20 plus 5.5 liter fuel in tank
thats 45 liters if not abit more
they replace em
zone wise
villagecornerwise
parkinlotwise
sector wise
autobahn piece wise
why did this one stop right there?
//////////////////////
remove right ear installs. iget whitenoise undrugged. waht do they do wiht
it. fix retardenign forhead outer sides .make asfety fix pain foreheadl
left geout eyepeeks fix heat damamges a nd rearheadlowmess.make.safety
by nosebase durgiging its verfasssungsschutz only
remove assselectrode from the cockroahces
////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Sun, 13 Jan 2013 11:52:54 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com
Betreff: Squeeze 1213 ballsfuillll. Fatsuitfill diemandmyclelhpoenabck.
Squeeze 1201 formessawayoffortune.
Idmenamdymcellhpoenabck
Cockroaches 1201 tryususally shitzo decoys
Murde rthe ballsmesser 1250 1252
Atleast you squeeze em
Rmeove faceboentehtbonemess
---------------wackerst popeln
////////////////////////
demess say schul loontheme rohrspatz loontheme eyepeeks killscum geout who
fools who makeasfety
/////////////
idemand my compteurback . its often rpelaced also during updates and
cellphone backup
///////////
demess assssmess geout blindddarm maniapualtiotn theme makeasfety geout
whathty isntalled init
///////
by a germa nrbainwash some edelweiss messed iwht conflciting often.
bullshit?:
//////
jan 17th2013
squeeeze 1022 and 943am for methods
recoma and balls full 1022 SQUEEZE RIGHTTHESE
recoma ballsfil lfatsuit fill
earlqidumess
recoma mess
///////////////
getou recoma drugscrew into arm and neckstart ellbow earlqiduemss
eyedurgingsin balsmess

idemandmycomtpeurback remove the
ARMBONES DURGGGINGS
LEGBONES ETC
HEELS
THEY HCANGE THE LCOATIOSN WHEN I WRITE IT
BUT HTE COMA RECOMA

AND

REVERT OFHYPERACITVIAOTN
INTH E BLOODSYSTEM

IS

-BONES
-BALLS
TITTSUIT geout nosebasedrugging also form verfasssungsscuhtz
-THE CHURCH REVERTS ARE IN GROIN!
what has groins and ellbows and inside bones in commong
/////////////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Sun, 20 Jan 2013 18:43:13 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com, info@europol.europa.eu, kccpk@gmx.net
Betreff: Demess kidfuck manipulations allnight idont realise don\'t mind
and the nutshelmet didn\'t like I do the cuddly gotyour nose thing. There
was a pussyslime theme too where I wondered. Other decoys are say bitch
themes orso. Ithink I also don\'t realise the th
Don't realise the theme but seperate the theme from the dicktoy messes
whichthe nutshelemt doesn't get
And I think I strafe over face of chicks and the nutshelmet doesn't know
whatto make outofit
Its a mix of conflict shitzo themes russianneedle left say ditch or say
bitch and pedo brainwash
Dicktoymess uses pussyfuck simulation whiledaybefore it was shitwater
aroudn dick
Allin all betweeen snake conflic t themes overissusier psychodrugs
russianedlemess and
Verfassungsshcutz tricks occasionally spirituals
---------------wackerst popeln
////////////
wake me when i press fn f10 and it switches to frotune mode or does it
nmot switch at all get me feeedback.
publis h it. remove rusianeedle geout who fools who wiht russianneedle
games. fake sleeptalk games are stadnard
i never give a fuck what it itis but i do wonder that it was left ear
because earlqiduimesses are usually right
so is the heavy tinitus right
and the earmesses genrally wheni m half deaf
=======
i think someone manipulated me wiht digits and always around 4 or so. or
some topic would
be too odd or so as a conflict theme ibarely recall it.
its slwoly morphing digits themes
getout if someone tries to smear marks or grades or if its again - typical
germany
a pedo theme
or ifi ts a conflict theme based on the sudokus i do
///////////////
Howis yf23project going.
igobrianwahsed dolphins got a handbook fo mirage2000-9 to offer orso.
Incopies or sth.
Is the project playing with navy j20? If its needed for CAS ithas
priority
////////////
did oyu find out who dememnz duleld retardedme all the recent five days

and shitzo
conflcited me peodmessedm e recent four
======
it reminds me of turnback clock damamges to a deranged version of age14
but not how it
was but how they cooked you back then more certainly
///////////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Tue, 22 Jan 2013 10:08:24 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, nsapao@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru,
christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com
Betreff: Church.if you used nighttime theme testing lastnight late. I
SERIOUSLY recommend
you to implement stops with non schluepfrig tests if the zombi realises
at all.
You manipulate iftesting iswhat u tried. Ur nutshelment doesnt getit that
the
zombi doesn\'t re
Realise
Some. Zoooom in onthe eyeposition and thenwodner why you look aside of the
chick in the theme
You better implement nonrelevant forthe test teheme stops to chekc ifthe
zombi realsies
Damages forheads
Tired
Drugs
Notgivinfgadamn
Installs
Allaffect the theme
Iknow for sure that Half ofthe theme I'm in christina s arms while you try
kidhop themes that
are incoma annoy conflict
Sometimes in themes I strafe em away wheni realise
Also there is a disconnect between the dicktoool and the nutshelemt theme
like raped people
arejust somewhere else metnally
You might destroy lives with this not knowing
Assumingyou donttryto pedobrainwashme and its jsut a ton of testthemes
When you're in christinas arms and swiminher eyes it doesn't matter what
chick the theme
shows forinstance
It's a conflcit in a conflict
---------------wackerst popeln
//////////////////////////
demess loonthemes or so. the messer eihter pretended im a nut or so. if
its again regressive
associations or so form spycase check if htey knew JSUT ONE OF HTE
PLAYERS AROUND not
tomention their METHODS or tricks.
its like scum brainwashes you a summer wiht ....
lets say president or so tragic chic kwith glock and colelge bag across on
the low side
or chemical civil war or so
tehn you type about it
then for others its hte poroof youre nuts
tahts how it works
but its an information asymmetry game and rats messing aroudn daynight
daynight

remove facemesses underchinnmesses eyelidimplants messes now
IDEMANDMYCOMPUTERBACK
=============
check frequency change ear right 2041 and 2106
///////////////////
geout ealrqiduemsses outer low ear behind ears reahreadlow outer low ear
mess
////////
demess brainwashes alles nur ein traum alles nur einbildung brainwash awwy
of foriutne or
nighttime demess the cheap shit and fix erasers and braindulers
/.//////////
demess dicktoymess to motuhemss russianeedle mess say naam mess mild
catpault hti wakeme hwni
press fn f10 or altshift f 10
====
fix braindauamges forhead and ndemenz dullgins and erasers
demess also brainwahsehes its all fjust a dream brainwashes or all jsut
imagination
brainwashes
that knid of shit
before htat it was a week conflicth shitzo messes on overissuiser drug and
pedo brainwash
////////////
demess momsmell inahelr mess removerusianeedle high dba eardamamges. show
me one zombi
that knows nutshelmets measure volume in dba
=======
demess balls to mouthmesses rmeoverusinaendle andnsoebasedurigng i
demandmycomtpeurback
//////////
i get brainwashed im berufsunfaehig.
when thats hte german excuse to keep me in misery you prosecute em.
THIS IS WAHT GERMANS DO WIHT THE COMA WARCOMA SHIT. ITS LIKE CRIPPLING
YOUR LEGS TO
CLAIM YOURE A CRIPPLE TO KEEP YOU CRIPPLED AND MISERABLE.
I DEMAND ACCESS T O MY20BILLION EURO UNDRUGGED
////////////////
geotju frequency change left ear and heavy heavy whitenoise right.
left slowly increasing whitenosie like a jammer switches on and right alot
stronger whitenoise sudden
//////////////
fix mneckmess retandiengffhreohead left
demes s blutgefaesserwieterung messes
updatemdefiile remove messes
/////////
Rmeoverusssianeeedles iget nosies rightear on chewing
==
geotu teeehtbmess emtallictastemess makesafety
Repair eardaamages like tinitus after high dba nutshelmethtemes
eyedamages isee triple per eye each eye
wahtever they do with them in rubbertitts nighttime
fix reatdenignsg forhead left and facebonemess
check the
blutgefaess erweiterung brainmesses
iget retqdengisn chidlfoolmesse sforehaedinner middle with mom smell
themes
on suicide its messes forehead left wiht heavy head pains sudden forehead
left ofr
forehead outersides left

fix suffocaiotn remove lung lock installs
prosecute the bitches for everty single implant
===========
geout frequneecny change right ear 1929pm jan29th013
from high to low sudden
geout if a jammer swtiched on
/././///////////
fix pain foreheadl left check fiits blutgefaesserweiterung brainemss.
idemandmycompturbacxk
murder hte assttyeytrrs fix suffocaion erasers and rpealceo fooxoytven
inhaler.
the whole first half of day is like ten years ago
fix rpealce ofoxoygen wiht neon
detox german psychodcrugs all damn day make satgeyty
echeck ifits destabuilsiueiers and repalce ofo oxygen messes
MAKE
ASFETY
the cockraochers boddging are hte church cockroaches from 2001 2002 and
verfassugnsschutz
===
geout balls drug fill
///////////////
demess incompetence based conflcit
ie not realising or
badly made test themes
youre a poor student
its a yes and its a no
i live as miseried bum but i have billions
typically it makes people nuts in coma
but the thing doesnt seem intention but more like bodged mess
the result should be sometimes yes sometimes no sometimes not clearly no
yes no
im the zombi here waht do i know?
otehr htemes is
not realising
typical theme is
a test theme wiht choice you dont realise or wonder or suffocated
braincooked totally
choked suffocated dulled tired so not give a fuck abotu nothing but it
picks for you
or misinterprets a pick and hten conflicts you on a whole damn night wiht
it
demess
conflict themes often
overissusier psychodrugs often
chidlfoolmesses and dammges
suffocation!!! BAD! erasers often!
TURBACK CLOCK BRAINDAMAMGES
dullings erasers idmemandmycomptuerback
btw klieglight btw .
///////////////////////////
i got manipulated once iwht hte dev alpha c
http://berryme.de/devalpha-c-fur-entwickler-vorgestellt-und-hands-on-video
?fb_source=pubv1
and i said in coma WOW the keypad is nicely soft
but hte pad was white inthe theme
and glowing

//////////////
demess say spatz or so right ear mess makeasfety geout who fools who ? i
think its a pedo buzzword game reizwort theme
reizwort themes are usually homo themes
but spatz is likely a pedo theme
getout who fools who wiht htis shit
remove rightear whitenoiseundrugged
/////////////
cant rmeebre nighttime theme i think it was someone kicking someone
or
survival in an alien e.t. gulag or sth or madhouse or sth
=====
some theme about sth in order magnitude 2 or sth
was there a nuke test or sth?
//////
demess say abbygale and messaway of my fortune remove middlebackmess
andrightearmess
demess dicktomyesses all day with shitwater aroudn dick
/////
getout frequency change left ear
=====
geout nsoebasedrugign from verfasungsucshutz removeasslectodemakeasfety
idemandmycomptuerback
//////
hey whatys hapepened to sabrina 2001 2002?
the germans really badly badly badly fuckt her up.
in coma i associated tv show sabrina wiht her
as tomato is apple is tomato is apple
undrugged walking from school college entrance qualification calsses some
verfassungsuchutz homo held her utterly naked in mid chest high aas she
pissed in a high bow from left to right into the grass ina
garden

yotuh hostel

what happened to her?
could you get her out?
its decent and right when you get her out of that shit.
no girl that age can choose
sure not cuddly blonde wormlin like isabel
wish i could ve prevented germans doign shit wiht her too.
now i cant change whathte germans have done
but ill be damned when htese cockroaches profit from it or do that forever
with them
-----------what schutzbehauptungen did hte germans have for them?
she was 4 and so oo o o o incerdibly horny?
she was 12 and ultra horny and wanted to nail a 40 year old
verfassugnschutz homo?
dont you ever ignorance away liek the germans what would have been when it
went by the germans
not just for me.
not jsut for me.
all knew it was rapehell inclduing me victimised
just noone gave a damn
its
this terrible country in nighttime somehow
------------i tell you sth about germany. what happened from insight into files

demand? how easily
dithey getaway wiht t h a t one but had to pay 120 bucks for hte try even
that and virgin brainwash i get
=nsa>? thanks for that one. saving some chicks from hell. its humans in a
bad situation. theyre not THEYRE NOT WHAT THE SCUM DOES WITH THEM
theyre so not
waht teh scum does with them
especially early age
you diserve nothing but genuine respect when you tried to help me save
some
theyre so not waht tehy do with them
theyre so not
///////////////
store 1340pm to 1540pm febr11th2013
--------------demess say fung winn or fang winn or fun winn or so remove russianeedle
geout ifits a reizwort buzzword theme shit
makeasfety
ripoutimplants
bust
the
coma
warcomabuubble
now
///////////
febr 12th2013 620am to 707am
demesss pedobrainwash not reasliser and remove russianenedles
oilantennaslemness mreove asselectrodes punsih scum makeasfety
geout who blocks hte balckmerry mails makeamsgety. remove rusianenedles
oialtnenanas
geout CHOLERESTERINE MESSES SMEARYMESSES AND BALLS FIILL MESSES!
GETOUT WHATHTAHTHAS T OD WITH HYPERACTIVIATONS RMEOVE RUSIANEDLES
OIALNTENA AND EARLQIDUMESS
INNER EARHOLE DOWNARDS
DEMESS SHITZO TRICKS
PEDOBRAINWASH
REMOVE BALLSFILL
ASSELCTRODES
REMOVE EARLQOIDUIMESSES
RUSSIANEDLES
DEMESS LUNGMESSES
FIX SUFFOCAION ERSAERS MAKEASFETY
DEMES PEDOBRAINWASH AND NOT REALISE BRAINWASH
MAKEASFETY
================
demess guts durginggbelyl rpessure instalsl durging and reharheadlow
druggigng geout
bals fill and check chelsteirinemess geout the DRUG USEH TCHANC 707am and
half hour hour ago
the drugs in the morning are a big part of hte soolution to hte case
///////////
febr12th 2013
YOU RIP OUT ALL IMPLANTS FROM

BACK

THE TORUBELS LOWER BACK ARE FROM THE IMPLANTS THAT MAKE OYU SMALL OR TALL
OR BROAD OR SMALL OR SHORT. I ASSUMEITS ALSO PART OF BONE DRUGGING SYSTEM
CHECK
THEREFORE ALSO BOEN SUBSTANCE

IM32 AND A WRECK
MAKE
SAFETY
christina decides abotu implants
us grade
BILLIONAIRE SPYWORLD LEVEL
AND NOONE ELSE
FROM GENITALS TO BONES TO EYELIDS
RIPOUT TITTSUITS ALSO
RERMOEVERUSIENANEDLES
//////////////
hey cute little hottie
when im horny i wanna do your hottttttttttttttttiebutt and feel your
hottttttttttie let go timing while you contract like stop shitting while i
fingertips tips strafe your inner upper side of pussy during tips strafe
fast three four fingertips
mhmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
how can i keep your hottie let go timing?
wanna swim in your eyes when you come
wanna do your cute hottiebuttttttttttunder me pulling you apart and
kissing your neck and letting you do your hottie timing under me while i
breahte your neck and kiss you now andhten and rub you and do you and
pullyou apart now and hten under me or massage your breasts while you do
your hotttttie butt timing under me
hey
llittle hottttttttttttttttttie you
want you
often i wanna nail you to the wall in myarms tight with your cute warm
soft pussy and your legs around my hips while i kissyou love you doyou to
the wall inmy arms tight
hey
iwanna recover in your cute soft pussy holdingyou tight tight tight but
careful
grab your hottie butt firmly kissingyou and widely smoothly carefully
slwoly round and roudn and round and round and round kissingyou and moving
carefully abit deeper intoyou carefully kissingyou holdingyou tight
forever strokginyour hair softly softyl all the time all teh time softly
all thetime softly
hey
cute little hottie
sometimes i also wanna recover in your hottie butt wiht yourcute pusssy
tight in my hand and your breast in my ohter holding you tight tight tight
but careful kissingyou
hey
youre a little hottttttttttttttttttie
sometimes iwanna feel your cute soft pussy while you lean back and do your
let go timing while im non give in surface while i massage your breasts
breathe you kissyou feelyou
what do you like>?
cancle it if its not fun
i .....
its .......
i lllllllllllllllove it when the girl just
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllloves it its how i am
when its not fun cancel it
and christina?
i cannot change whathte germans have dddddddddone to me but maximumfun
thingy is standard now for a decade

cancel wahts not fun and lets do what IIIIIIIIIS fun for you
especially when we have no time
keeepinmind
i wont even know its for you
iget repalce ofoxygen erasers evennow
and replace i.t. shjit
and retardeingin heat damamges forhead
i thought you liked sithop alot
but i barely remmeber
im not sure anymore about your hottie slutshrapnel ring or being abit bent
upwards inside earlier days
mhmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
doign your hotttttttttttttttttttttttttttie butt wiht maximum fun thingy
for you while i breahte you and swim in your eyes when you come
youre cute wet soft pussy in my hands
hey
youre a little hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttie and i wanna love
you
cancel wahts not fun and lets do what iiiiiis fun
keep in mind
i dont wanna w r e ck you
i dont wanna reck the shit out of you iwanan llllllllllllllove you e x a c
tl y as you need it and i
hey.
i want you
cute little hottttttttttttttttttttttie oyu wiht hotttttttttttttttiebutt
//////////////
remove russianeedle right demesn whtienosie demes briandmesses
ohfeheadleft geout new rusisneedle sudden whitenoise demes ssuffocaiton
rmeove high dba whitenoise
geout ifa jammer switched on
first right
then left
fix braindulling makeasfety
///////////////
is hte fn f10 or alt shift f10 not working or is it working?
is it an intelcast transmission?
IDEMAND ACCESS TO MY FORTUNE UNDRUGGED DAYTIME
///////////
fix sufofofciaon iunahelr check hte lung bubbles sliming for suffcaiotn
effects
fix sufofofciaon iunahelr check hte lung bubbles sliming for suffcaiotn
effects
kilasotyers ormbetter makeasfety
make saefty.
prevention
demes hcidlfoolmess wishywashy retarniednidnigns and overotrquingn atthe
same time
whiel sufffocated
retarded dulled
rbaimnemssed
remidnsme of damamges late 90s
///////
nuts decoy
dememess say ttoeinig or so. its typical. saying part of truth and hten
smearing it. it was 11 years ago amess away ot titile. inforamtion
asymmetry and braincooking you asummer wiht it. then its reused to smear

or so
its like
brainwashsing oyu asumemr iwht a tragic chick wiht a bag half aorudn
sodeulrs ponting a glock at you in teh theme and being president
becasuethere was an election or sth and a chemical civil war
or being a silver stripe in the night horizon or sth that kind of shit
you dont know
and dont know nighttime
then its used as smear
thats how it works
getout if this otehr say toenig or so is the same shit
i think it was messaway of title
when magflgiht saved one brit a job a year it was a pretty good deal for
em if you ask me
///////////////
im far away and stoned too stoned to blink then i get eyepeeks.
the assintalls genital install over assacess alters pulse and a chest
buzzer thing.
ripout implants
geout who fools who wiht htis sstasi shit
///////////////////
when they replace the i.t. anyway. why not wiht a fast internet? ugh.
i even filmed once where hte thing blinked on stanby but downlaoded at
200k or so.
its inthe cellphone somewhere or output video folder udner special
interent.
iwant out of coma warcoma
/////////
geout balslsmesss fattsuitficll check cholesterine mess eyepeeeks
baslslmess lunglock
sintalsls lidemandmyocmtpeurback geout undocoridnaioto ebtwneeleft
andirhghand demess
heatbrianems forehad left makeasfety mrevoe rusisaneeldes demess lugnmess
makeasfety
demess facebonemess teehtboenemss udnerhcinnmess eyelidimpaltnsmess
eyepeks
///////
THAT
IS
WAHT
THE
ZOMBI
DIALS
AND SAYSD
UNDRUGGED
WHAT DOD OYU
MAKEASFETY
----------------

GEOTU SUSFOFOFOCAITON N AMMESSES RMEOVE NECKMESS MIDLDLEBACK MESS MOM
MSMELL MESS
LUGNMBUBBELS MESSES IWNTHI NHANERL IFX SUFOCIAONT GEOTU WHITE NOSIE RIGHT
EAR
EGEOUT EYEMESS PUSNI HSCUM MURDER ASTOYE RDICKTOYER AL TEHTIME DEMESS MOM
SMELLMESS FIX
INHALER DAMAMGMES MAKEASFETY
======
GEIT GFEEFEEET MESS AN STEAM INHALATRERER ER MESSES IWHT NECKMESS EYEMESS
GEOUT IF
THE INHALER IS DEPENDANT ON THE FEEEEET MESSES
IDEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK
PUSN ISH SCUM MAKE ASFETY
////////////
hey my cute worrieedlittle everything how is your day outthere? how was
yourweek. cute little hottie. its weekend im cooked and alone and
russianeedlemessed but it smildsafe relatively. comapred to usually.

mhmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm wish icoudl recover inyour arms abit cute
you in a soft wool jacket or so a fireplace your hottie butt and cute
pussy on me your warm back on my belly breahting your hair strafing
through it kissyour sidethroat you a mug of a hot chocolate or sth or a
hot coffee breahteyou holdyoutight kissyou carefully put the hair from
your side away and kiss your sidethraot and neck hold you abit closer feel
your heart beat feel you smile tell softly i loveyou stroke your hair you
move abit closer in my arms holdyou tight feel your pusssy feel our ring
stroke your hair softly. youre my cute worried little everything. you turn
your head dive your eyes kissyour mouth your lips softly dive your eyes
stroke your hair holdyoutight and warm, watch you sleep or relax abit in
my arms feel you melt and relax in my arms . holdoyutight breahteyou
stroke oyur hair softly in my arms tright
i got once brainwashed you have a slutshrapnel ring or so
hey. dont do what you dont like but i cant wait to lick it out of some
velvet hotpants and massaging your breasts.
mhmmmmmmmmmmm feel oyu in my arms tight feel your warm soft pussy stroke
your hair softyly feel you relax and breahte in deep. move softly slowly
smoothly round and rtound and roudn and round widely smoothly carefully in
you holdyou tight stroke your hair swim in your eyes hold you tigh tigh
tight but careul stroke your hair softly all thetime youremy everything
my cute little hottie and my everything.
you say nothing i say nothing ikissyou dive your eyes stroke your hair
softly were just two humans just two humans two soouls in a sick sad world
but youre my everything and im your cute diamond and i holdyoutight
tighttight but careful and softly stroke your hair breahteyou and feel
your soft warm pussy
hold your breast softly enclose you wiht legs too hold oyu tight
breahteyou kissyou stroke your hair youre my everything
hey.
iwant you.
feel our ring youre my everything.
========
christina?
cute worriedlittle e v e r y t hi ng ?
dont worry
to hell wiht it
idont wanna make you nuts and i need you.
hey.
iwant you and i need you.
we dont have enough time.
about fuck lets do waht you like
i wont know its for you
waht iwant usually you know
i llllllllllllllllllove it when the girl just
llllllllllllllllllllllllllloves it
i love hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiebutts since 2002
and i love cute pussies
i love shoulders of sleak hotties
ilove a good slutshrapnel
and i want you
youre a cute little hottie
what do you like? what do you love?
i barely recall it but i think you liked sithop but not sure about it
you littttttttttttttttttle hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttie
oyu wiht hottttttttttiebutt
hey.
keep in mind
maximum fun thingy for you is standard a decade now
if its too rough increase abit fun on my side
but generally i like it when its workitfun wiht tension fun

if its overjoy thingy for me its lame
i wanan love you not wreck you
maximum fun for you thingy is standard a decade now whatever germans want
icannot change whattheyve ddddddddddddone to me
iget sufffocaiton and inhaler even now
but illbe damned if its nnot sth very very very good for you
==============
hey christina
wonder if you like hte fast fingertups sithop thing
i lean back non give in surface
you relax your hottie butt and sit in withit completely
then you contract it like stop shitting and let go your hottie timing
i fast fingertips tips strafe fingertips strafe
with three four fingers your inner upper side of your pussy fast carefully
fingertips tips tips strafe tips fast your inner upper side
all while you let go your hottie butt timing
i wanna keep that hottie timing when you just let go and do your timing
and let go and do your hottie timing and let go and do your hottie timing
and let go and do your hottie timing
wanna swim in your eyes when you come
mhmmmmmmmmmmmmm little hottie
your cute soft pussy
wet warm soft in my hands feel your hottie timing
maximum fun thingy for you
life can be awesome
also wanna feel your pussy on me while you lean back and do your timing
while i massage your breasts and kissyou now andhten
also good for me is feeling your hotttttttttttttttiebutt underme while
youre on belly
i halflean and you hit back wiht your hottie timing wiht butt up while i
pull your cute pussy apart and feel your timing
now andhten massage your breasts
rub your pussy tight
kissyour neck while oyu do your timing
feel your hottie butt under me kissoyur neck breahte your hair
pull your pussy apart
massage your breasts
rub your cute pussy breahteyou do you
youre a little hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttie wiht hotttttie butt
what is too hardcore is doing your g spot through butt cancel that thats
when were 50 and got used to each other hehehehe
what i wanna do is swim in your eyes recver in your cute softpussy instead
holdyou tight tight tight but careul stroke your hair
grabbbbbbyour hottttttttttttttiebuttt underme ffffffffffffirmly while oyu
lean on back grab it firmly kissyou and move my hips round and round and
round and roudn and round softly widely smoothly
depends if you wanna fuck i wanna do you left eighttimes
right eighttimes and roudn adnroudn and roudn eighttimes and hten left
again
out of hip flow
whilei kissoyu and swim in your eyes and breahteyou and hold oyur
hottttttttttttttiebutt in my hands firmly under me
hey youre a little hotttttttttttttttttttie

cancel
wahts
not
fun
cancel it
to hell wiht it
i want you and i llllllllllove it when you llllllllllllllllllllllllove it
iwanan LOVE YOU not wreck you and youre my litttle hottie
what i wanna do also sometimes is . ..
its hard to explain it to you what you do in my head youre a cute
littttttttttttle hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttie and ijust
wanna kissyou to the wall in my arms tight doing your hottie pussy or
hottie butt to hte wall in my arms tight
your back on the wall your legs aroudn my hips whilei holdyou kissyou
breahteyou and do you
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllitttttttttttttttlehottttttttttttttttttttttttt
ttttttieyou to the wall in my arms tight you cute
littttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttle
hottttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttielittlehottttttttttttttttttie you
depends if you like it pussy or butt or both then
thats when im shorttime horny at you
wanna swim in your eyes when you come
hey
youre my cute little hottie and my everything

sooooooooooooooo.
thats what i like
what do you like?
lets do rightthat

important!!!!!!! YOU CANCEL WHATS NOT FUN! i dont want it then
i enjoy it when the girl just lllllllllllllllllloves it
i love hottttttttttttttttttttttttie butts since 2002 but not everygirl
likes that
i have mild turn on switches like bare shoulders of a sleak hottie or a
single slutshrapnel ring or vertical twindot thing
velvet hotpants or so are also unbeatable
what is also standard is maximum fun thingy for you
its standard a decade now
whatever germans now andhten bodge or rat again

so lets do that what you like
especially when we dont have fun
kjeep in mind
i wont even know - but its for you and a hug and fuck aroudn the wall

christina? kristine? youre my cute worried little everything. can i keep
our ring abit?

////////////////
demess childfoolmesses punish assmesser dickotye demess say njaaah say
verfangen
kilastooyers makeasfety . you prosecute hte cockraoches as ko drops case
or
you killllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllem
demess asassmess chidlfoolmesss dicktoymess
frau winn loontheme that kind of shit
during visit of relatives
///////////////////
do oyu rememebr hte theme where some guys prepared theome army comes and
with spaece ships or sth??
did you kick buttt and hten church messed around or so?
so they were directly repsonsisble for hte bad situation and all that
follows
everytime when prevented a solution thats not scum land german typical
scum solutisons
geout if hte bastards revert hyperactiviatons
//////////\]
febr 17th to 18th 2013
there was facebone druging ggign detox andi almost woke up it was atigh
ttight nutshelmet
wiht a biuzzing thing abit out of can noise and a mess wihthte facebones
teeethbones detox
they change locaiton likely now
the backgorudn was whiteish screen
////////
in store demees ss asssmess say zwoesisch assmes dicktomyes bruianmess
ifeel misraeable makeasfety . ripout fatsuits and fatsutiffills
andballsfill
and assmess and nsoebasederugigngn. its liek emergency druggigigngng .
ripout hte drugs.
punis hassmesser makeafety. its liek someone tried to detox oyu a night
and badly damamge
wiht a crude nutshelmet injector hting the no sleep the nsomeone redrugs
overdsogage and
fatsuit fills teh mornig and you feel mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmiserable . liek
rippingouy teethglue
in coma when you realsie and wake a secondd or two. YOU BUST HTE COMA
WARCOMA BUBBLE
THE GERMAN COCKROACHES HAVE NO RIGHT FOR HTIS COMA BUBBLE AND IDONT CARE
THATHTEO THER
OZMBIS DONT KNOW> DEMESS RECOMA AND DRUGSCREW I FEEL MISERABLE MAKEAFETY
////////
remove the fatsuit drugfatstuit and hte ballsfill earliqudimess fill
makeafety .
did you squeeeze 536am 537am? febr 19th 2013
//////////
some theme wiht a nazi ww2 theme wehere some woman gets fucked or so
yelling aaaaah aaaah or so but i dont realsie half of the time. you wait
alltehtime till some resistance guy shows up and shooots the nazi or so.
blackhaired chick curly unshaved thats the theme. antoehr theme where you
watc a concorde and some guy like youre boring. and me as if im here to
entertain anyone. there was more . some student dorm theme about cakes in
freezer. that kind of shit.
fx high dba ear damamges makeasfety
////////
febr20th2013
mruder asotoyer mroevertusisaineedle geout whitenosie
idmenadmyocmpteurback makeasfety
fix retaedenignsi nad happy foolmesses makeasfety
=-==
geout hwitenosie rightear remove neckmess geout dicktomyess and lugnmess
makeasfety
rmeove lugnmes dicktomyess eyemess geout fatttysutfuilll and under
chinnmess eyelidimpaltns mes snekcmess
killthebtithc or makeasfety

squeeze hte cockroahcs 1247
kiasltoyer dicktoyer lugnemsser obetter
makeasfety
check ifits CHURCH wiht a recoma fatstuit
geout why the bastards make you a smeary fatty
and whaits hteir balls fill
MAKEASFETY
GEOUT NOSE BASEDRUGGING FROM VERFASUSNGSUCHUTZ
IDEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK

IEDMANDMYOCMTPEURABCK
GEOTU EYEMESS
UNDERHICNNEMESS FATSUTI FILL MESS
LUGNMESS
SQQQQUUUUUUUUUUUUUUEEEEEEEEEEZE THE BITCH 1247 1250
CHECK IFITS CHURCH
////////////////
geout bolooodvessel brainmesses kilscumreomve lugnsmesses makesafeytdemems
happy foolmesses
/////////////////
demess chidlfool drug allevenign makeafety. remidns me abit of
chromonjodid
======
getout cholesterine revert ofhyertpactivations. check balls
bones.
i dont knwo hwo verfassungsschutz reverts hyperactivaitons
but wake.me when i press fn f10 when oyu think its just a
hyperactivcaiton thing
/////////
demeess halpppy fool blood vesssel brainemsses forhead left
////////////////
igot three times balls filled today underway. its obviosuly
problem . how damaigng was that whe nthey dothat many times
ten years

fatsuit and
wiht fatsuits.

part of hte
a day f for

fix repalce ofooxygen inahelr erasers with rearhead lowmess makeasfety
////////////////
GEOUT WAHTHTESE COCKROAHCES INSTALLED IN EAR
REMOVE NECKMESS ANDASMSMESS
GEOUT EYELIDIMPLANTS
WAHT DO DHTESE
RIGHT THESE TRY WITH IMPLANTS IN EAR
TEHSE FAKE SHITZO TRICKS
RIGHT THERESSE
2005pm 2006pm
WHO DID HTEY FOOL HOW
RIGH T
THESE
RIGHT HTESEE
2005pm 2006pm febr24th2013
//////////
GEOUT THE METHOD 1649 GEOUT BALLSFIL LCHECK SMAERY MAKING GET OUT
HECHOLESTERINE MESSES
HOW DOES THIS RIGHT
HTHIS HERE
RIGHTHISS
REVRT HYEPRACTIVAITONS> SQUEEZE HTE BITCH 1649pm febr25th2013
GEOUT UINDERFEEET FEET DRUGIGNIGNITTOO IDEMANDMYCOMPUTEBRACK
/////////////
thatsn ot possibel that im drunk from a maderia egg marzipan candy.. GEOUT
BELLYMESSSES!

AND SIDECHEST DURGIGINGS ANDWHATHEGERMANS DO. WAHT DID HTE GERMANS DOTHAT
CHEMICAL LAIBILITY OCCURS.
REMOVE FATSUITMESSASSSINTALLS BELLYMESSS GEOUT SMEARYMESSES AND
CHOLESTERINE MESS REMOVE BELLYININSTALLS
MAKEASFETY PUNISH SCUM REMOVE INSTALLS> HOW MANY TIMES HYPERACTIVATED AM
I NOW ANDHOW MUC HWAS
IT BEFORE YOU GET THTAT TO 16 to 25x times NON REVERTIBLE AND OYU FIND
OUTY HOW THE COCKROAHCES
DID REVERTIT THE FIRST TIME IN 2002 to 8.1xtimes chemical lability
BRAINIJECTIONS SIDEHEADASLL
THE TIME THEN WHY NOT SQUEEZE HTE SCUM
COUNTLERDD
COUNTLESS
COUNTLESSS
INJECITONS SIDEHEAD ALL SUMMER LONG 2002
WHY NOT SQUEEZE HTE BITCH
CHRUCH AND VERASSUGNSUCHTZ
THE SAME SCUM DID CEHMICAL LABILTIY
REVERT TO 8.1xtimes chemical lability
W@HY NOT SQUEEEZE HTE BITCH
IDNEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK
///////////////////
Therewasaathemewithrattybrother talk. relatively dark and orange
backgorund maybe fireplace talk
I askedhim howismy christina doing? He:
angesichts des systems das kontrolle ueber sie hatte recht gut. Me
igotmessed I got twokids.lisa and linda.
true orbullshit?
He thought a while. Its possible. That kind of shit
before that it was tests about wetehr i joing russia or the usa and im
like usa but the russians are not my foe
the guy in nutshelmet: very well, see, that limits hte possibilities
already
something wiht redcross checks was white wiht a red cross top right
filled out they start wiht tens of htousands and me youre kiddingme then
to hudnred htousands
i rejected all
some theme about bavarian medival times with a house like a prison with
high density rooms etc
thjat kind of shit
there was more
something likewhtree banks when you messed wihtthree banks all is too late
or sht
=====================
cherthoff i go tmessed that a system tried to keep control over christina
YOU AND YOU DIRECTLY ARE DIRECTLY RESPONSIBLE THAT SHES FREE
I DEPEND ON HER
IS THAT CLEAR!
ill relyo n you too myself later also
///////
pusi hassmsesser gneitalmeseroveassaces sbelymessaemrier rmeive
midlebackmess makeafety rmeove installs .
DID YOU NOTARSTAMP THE PRECONDITIONS!!
NO DEAL WIHT GERMANY UNTIL !OUTOFCOMAWARCOMAS IN CHRISTINAS ARMS IN SAFETY
ACCESSINGMYFORUTNE UNDRUGGED DAYTIME>
BEFORE THIS SIMPLE SENTENCE IS MET NO DEAL WIHT GERMANS EVER EVER EVER
UDNER NO CIRCUMASTANCES> YOUNOTAR STAMPTHAT!
AND USE IT AS GUIDANCE LIGHT
//////
remove russianedle whitenoise demess funwinn or so makeasfety remove
eyelidimplants. bust.thecoma.warcomabubble.itsl ong overdue. demess
reizwortthemes say spatz i think its a pedo reizwort theme. which is odd
because usually reizwort theme trix are homo themes
geout who fools who wiht htis shit

punish scum at least prosecute hte scum
make safety
fix eardamamge from teh shit
from one cockroach to the next mesing wiht implants and what not
mruder asstoyscum
////////
demess sack zwoesisch or so i thought of france in the theme
geout who fools hwo wiht earlqidumesses
rip out implants
WHYIS THERE NO LIABILITY FOR THE INTEL COCKRAOCHES TAHT TRY THIS STASI
GAME HERE
/////
fix tinitus from high dba fheeeeeeeeeeps in coma. repair eardamamges.
they do this often. sometimes iget tinitus right from earliquidmesses.
ruussianneedle and fake sleeptalking is left though!
how many zombis know that nutshelmets are measured in dba
or the new ones were 4 times faster than you can think - maybe now even
faster
////////
how are hte february magflgiht sales numebrs
pusni ahssmesser demes sallesr nur fraum ro so
geout ifi ts brainwash away of all with its all jsut a

dream brainwash

whats wrong? didd htey surpisnigngnly NOT wanna saperate ome or shitzo
tear me apart like for years
///////
Demess conflcit themes. Its amix of avoiding conflict in badly made themes
or illintention themes.
And not realise themes. Thenthey make a construction based onthe thing.
Saometimes they realise youdontvcare
.its then: er fixiert das nicht einmal
He doesn't even fixate this and that buticant recall what
Demess conflict themes shitzo tricks tear apart german final solutions
over a decade
And fix replace o f oxygen erasers and rearheadlowmess. There's also
gutsnerves torbain ionterruption rearheadlow or
heart tobrainitnerruption orso
That's 12years german shitzo tricks pedo brainwash erasers and suffocaiton
rertadnings messes stasigames conflcits
drugs and brainwash away tricks and breakto weeenie deranges and more
conflict shit.
----------------------------------------Deemess ich weiss ganz genau dass ich this and that themes. Ichweiss
ganzgenau dassichmir das allesnur einbilde
brainwash
conflict. Ichweiss ganzgenau dassichaufder toilette bin asstoyed
inkaufland. Etc. Its a conflict but utnentional.
Othetrrthemes are
Alles nur ein traum
Er wartet auf sein ufo
Dasist allesnur deine shheeeeezfreeeeedneeeeeeeh!! With shakign ground
Reaching sth over a very huge high desk towards you small tiny something
Etc etc etc
Fheeeeeeeeeep coma tests with tinitus ear dmaage and suddden jump zoomin a
face towards you whelkeyour cooked or
make genitals or so
Odd kid hoppings or moving oddly on sth inconvinent are other themes and
lastbtut not least

Say viech or hund or tiecvh or so dogmess butits a pedomess intheme
butfools dogmess others.
Itslike scum decepts other scum that you hate others more. Orbotht the
saame icant tell
Exchange themes usa isa germany germany is usa so youhate the us more etc
//////////
some idiotic hteme wher esome geeeks were madeto wait wiht fuck wtill
theyre on colelgel or so especially of htyey
h ave a mom problem. and im like ??????????? thinking of the say naaam or
say mom games to fool third party started in 2004 only.
some theme where icomapssisoned fat neighbour girl and almost fuckt her
but was tufpdif d mistake and didnt even touch her
blach. studpid mistake. thinking of christina alltehtime. there was more
disgusted of her and me thte moment and didnt even start it
that kind of bullshit
some thing abotu frauding me wiht kfw letters
that kind of shit
some theme about bored in australia or sth
tehre was more
incredible. rejjecting a fuck in coma
incredible
==========================
did you find out who fools who wiht the say naam or say mom thing?
it started in2004
typical brainwash of germans was brainwashing away christina with excahnge
themes wahts disgustingyou
messing away christina
the fuck stuff was dogs mom and homos
thats how it started
then it went afew months later to
making you a baby and MOM ing YOU - wiht a gian faced theme gooogooo gooo
gooocuddlying you
destroys a ripe deep thing to a phoyn toddleringyou
then that changed away afew weeks later to
you want moms generally
changed to you want moms to fuck the kids
changed to other third party messes
it was a brainwash hell over hte years
very shitty but typical germany
its like messingyou up wiht pedo themes wiht sag viech or so - scum fools
third party wiht say animal but its a pedo theme
then other scum messes by that theme
its like theres surveillance and scum tricks other scum
sort of
im the zombi here waht do i know?
it becomes a rolling shitball wiht fools usually
and evne in a transparent case wherehtey get to know abotu the shit its
sort of typical germany - messsingyou up to make sth fit tthey pretended
once ago - so they were right about it
thats hte second thing
damaging to make fit to a bullshit they pretended
makes only sense if fool intel tries to save face
///////
this whole case is about
frauding away strategic inventions
getting away with the shit they did from rapes to staying damamges and
vague fears like better not, who knows who you join and what you build
hten

you cannot make this stuff up
/////
demess loontehems say tastsich winn or faublish or gaublich winn orso.
geouut who fools who wiht htis kind of shit. is that shitzo tricks> or
narcism shit? who fools hwo wiht htis kind of
shit
///////
demess sack njaaaah or so themes.its occasionally to fake sth overdaytime
harassments. murder harassers or better. MAKEASFETY
otehr tricks i barely recall this andhtat viel
or so
find out who fools who wiht oilantennas russianneedles
WHO IMPLANTS IT WHY
and WHO TRICKS WHO
the cockraoches that do that is definetly scu mthat conflcits me
typical for verfassugnsschutz
and snake usually /
/////////
in forbes slimers list. where am i? 2240 or so? 2210? rank? hehe slimers.
idemandmycomputerback
////////////
There was abrainwasa that my wife ran away with a dr. Schnaepfer and ima
fat guerrilliero or sth playing iwth toys.
Hehehhhe wonderful. There was more.
runnign around jogggging in cottbus maybe
/////////////
lets transfer fund over eu human rights court if tehy thin ki have hte
rigt to acess my money
no other court could overturn that i think in europe
WHEN THAT IS BLOCKED
THE HIGHEST COURT OF EUROPE
MY OWN MONEY
THE NYOU KNOW ITS A BANANREPUBLIC BY DEEDS
LETS DO THIS
important is not to damamge them
////////////////////
i also suffocate in sleeptime from water in lungs. fix that too.
its not always inhaler replace of oxygen gasvavles right above bed as
USUALLY
eraeers wiht stick oide
usually its co or co2 or NEON inhalers
-----------

remove drugfatsuit remove impaltsns all.
groin.ass,guts.face.udnerfeet.all.earmesses.eyelidimplants.all.
genitals all.binlddarm guts all.CHRISTINA AND CHRISTINA ALONE DECIDES
ABOTU IMPLANTS! miniumum is
usa standard billionaire grade. so old mother. reverts ofohyepracitvoantgs
are over ass assbone genitals overassacess fill
in mronign leaving room. or opening doors. groin. balls. bones. fatsuit.
from tetehbone facebone udnershoduelr
ellbow wrist udnerfetemess. the fatsuit fill is part of reverting
hyperactiviatons idont know how it works .
reomve guts installs bellyisntalls pressure injectiosn. YOU RIP IT OUT AND
IFIT KILLSME YOU DO NOT ALLOWTHE COCKROACHES
CONTROL OVER HTE CASE NOT A BIT IS THAT CLEAR
/////////////

demess ich weiss dass ich mir das alles nur einbilde brainwash away of all
aorudn postal office
//////
hwo far is xenon multidirecitonal injection energy powergeneration? waht
is japan thinking of it/
the germans lvoe this one . why cant we make that in the usa?
can we publish sth impressive?
by a german theme snake wants that invention and hte xenon inside was
glowing purple to pink
hmmmmmmm
thats notihgn i could get out by guessing get me feedback
it was a conflcit theme to brainwas hit away wiht resizing the power
generaiton turbine or sth i didnt mind deathtired
///////
-------- Original-Nachricht -------Datum: Tue, 12 Mar 2013 07:07:14 +0000
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
Betreff: Store catapult poppawayx of barricade 7453ussianeedlew is say no
reason is nah or da orsay
salone or salomeh. check iiftis a blackhaired chick from a brainwashtheme
only or if its an existing person
check ifits a fate like sabrina or isabelle. if shes in fuckhell drag her
out of that.
Getout fatasuit fillballsfill ealriwquidmess 805am
---------------wackerst popeln
//////////
Demess liebe scheh fanni or steh funny or stefanie rmeove russianwedle
whitenoise undrugged
and partiially pulsing or rytrhmic whitenoises
sometimes its tinitus from high dba nuthslemet coma tests
but often its sudden frequency whitenosie right then stops half asecond
then changes to lower frequency then stops then
starts left ear other frequecny then stops then restarts then gets louder
then vanishes.
remove oilantennas. russianneedles. etc. getout who fools who wiht htis
shit
usually its outer low ear or inner earhole downards mess. russinaedles are
left headside or topmdidle rightunderfakehairdownto behind rear right ear
/////////
demess say dolin or dolphin or so .remove rightearmess. who fools who
i check my masterthesis footnotes out of boredom and strafing the stuff
thats the monkeygame iget during
ibarely recall it. why should someone messme up wihtthat or russianeedle
third party deception someone?
//////////
!!FIX SUFFFOCATIAONT ERASERS and fake reathe stop.
the themewas sth about breaking into some country over balcony and some
crawlign over an electrified rope or so
or over airvents and i so had no nerves and no need for hte shit so i just
jumped thourgh the vent down to propellar or so
and left or so. they didnt getthe theme. i just wanted to sleep after days
of lack of sleep and to hell wiht all
but hte theme didnt get it.
some mess where some brown baby dog was ripped apart on the back bone
to blackmail oyu and you cried like hteyrem osnters orso. lower back
detatched from chest and sperapted into top
andosme hting else top. other messes pedobrainwash and leimlich jaah or
heimlich jaah or themes where you shoudl be
convinced to cooperate or sth. ibarbelyrecall it, that kind of shit .
check if homoverfassungschutz pretends im
recruitable or sth. idiots. OUT OF COMA WARCOMA N O W ITS LONG OVERDUE. !
IWANT ACCESS TO MY FORUNTE I WANTTO MY CHRSTINA AND I WANT OUT OFCOMAS
WARCOMA N O W !
WHO CARES WHATTEH GERMASN WANT.
some tests about jobsearch but i googled doctorship or so. and hte guy two

depends on a thumbs up or down from prof
and one is work for chemistry or sth
=======
punis hassmesser baslmeser oveasasces wiht aselcltrode gorinems sand a
theem du hast n vogel or so from chav theme.
there was more
==
anotehr theme sth about fluegge or 32 und fluegge or so meaning hte
opposite
////////////////
when the courts fail you kill rapescum fuckscum. you find em and killem.
if its a verjaeruung or
for courts a bagatelle because other zombnis dont mind oyu find em and
killem em all.
and you save bloood with PREVENTION wiht sero tolerance. humans are pigs
when you letthem . sero tolerance prevention.
and at least ko drops case. if the crouts fail you
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmurder hte cockraoches.
theyre rapers and scum that have everysingle time the choice not to mess.
whatever hte alibi was for old mother or
isabelle or otehr cases . wahtever hte alibis an d excuses are for my
case.
geout shitzo tricks meangrin conflict nights ersaasers usffffocatio
nnights verfasssungsschutz over isssuer drug.
punish harasssers makse safety .geout if the cockraoches try to decoy the
case wiht shitzo tricks becasue
thats a typical thing when pressure risses on german scum
//////////
Demess conflcit messes and russianeedle conlfcits.
I barely recallit but its like
watching the ass of foto chick. Thinking iwant tomy christina. the theme
a few seocnds later is
he wants tohis mommy or sth.
That you barely recall and geotutofcoma wodner : Ugh say naaam? Or isthat
mom conflcict mess??
But this is howit works itmustbe this conflict shit
Or thridparty deception
Else it makes no sense and its typical german
Ratty senslessly backstab
////////////////
Elephant trophy people. When you feel like a worthless weenie with no self
value its not your fault.
Try to find yourself without other scum.try to remmmmmember that it wasn't
always that way and why it changed.
Watch who you allow control over oyur lives
And head.
Trytofind inner recovery and strenth no matter what some idiots try this
time.
They're sharks that are also made soulless
/////////
Maybe one of the greatest challenges of our times is to stay human in a
sicksad world of scum andrapers and exploiters and frauders dmagers.its
always aalways always. Always. About money or controlling someone.inthe
end.always about that. And only shit ha
Happens when humans get control over someone or get away with bad things.
It is our monstrous nature.
How to stay humane In such a world is maybe the greatest challenge
nowadays.
Assuming noone out there started as monster maybe this is the key to the
hell of modern nighttime.
//////
fix brainwash away of my fortune
demes say ditch or os
geotu ifits brainemss not to realsie or inteitonal brianmess to create
opposite resutls and construct sth
make asfety remdemes brainwash dmes s conflcits rmeove

rusianedle mes and

highg dba ear damamges
//////////////
igot once brainwashed i woudl have 60 percent more turnover around hte mid
march 2013 timeframe.
true or bullshit?
not 10 percent not 77percent not 33 and ha laf but
60percent. sixty.
true or bullshit
/./////
demess sschulaar or so loontheme remove rusisanesdles ballsmess implants
installed belylmesses fomrisntalsl
remove allimplants makeasfety
remove lungmess
demess htis and that say schuli or so
kill scum remove installs reermove lugnmesses installs
kiltehbtich that tries this
geout if ist a homo reizwort theme
detox overissueirdurgs gorinemsl ugnmessss

.///////////////////
remove gutsmesses liek a popp releasing sth into guts remove neckmesses
and earmes whitenoise groinems earmess
remove installslsll geo0ut ighte cockcorahces iinstallled stuff in body
that requires a signal. these cockraoches.
YOU LEAVE THE JAMMER ON AND IF IT KILLSME . AND OYU TRIP OUT GERMAN
IMPLANTS AND YOU PRSECUTE THE COCORKACOHES FOR
ANY SINGLE IMPLANT EVERYSINGEL TIME AND YOU KILLEM WHEN THE COURTS FAIL
//////////
demess say schul kill motuthmess dmess braindurlgigigigng inner eye
supwards dmess rauch or braucht or so loontheme demess basllsmessm otumees
sbrianmemss fix eye dmamge from inner eyes upwards drugging int obrain
MAKESAFETY
demessi nahelr mess sually feet durging also and
ruined lung late 90s
THAT IS TEN TWELVE YEARS
DEEED TYPE DEED TYPEDEED TYPE YELL BASED SPAM
TEN TWELVE YEARS
DEED TYPE YELL
DEED TYTPE YELL
SPAM
TWLEVE YEARS TWELVE
NOW IM SUICIDAL FOR TWO YEARS AND HTE GERMAN SOLUTION IS
PRETENDING THIS BUBBLE WORKS NAD DAMMGE ERASERS
SUFFOCAITONNTIGHTS
AND
CONFLIGT SHITZO THEMES IN COMA WITH MEAN GRINS
then a decoy or two
and anotehr year sis over
/////////////////
demess sackpaarmal funwinn or so remove rusisanendle
////////////
Some coma test theme (think its a bnd theme) about a guy watchinghow a
nuclearsubrmarine gets a rocket loadedorso
in center starboard bay or someofhte first behind turret with open hatch
then dives wiht a moan around a right corner and drives a direction
you are seen and shoudl be brought to a loading bay4 meaning its your
death oyu flee and jump in the water and dive
then tryto get out
later it turns out it goes into direciton of a nuclearpwoerstation.
You inthe roleof the guy tellwhatyousaw
they dont believeit and are like what, now, you wanna call atomalarm?? me
like we have a zeuge- thjat saw it

WITNESS that saw it orso
they unroll big white plans wiht red and purple tape closed
later we searcha roomorso, find some redcurly chick under bed with
Blackblue tongue, escort htinks shes dead,
she blinks with eye, trying to say sth. making ooohaauuu noises
Isortof isntantly wante dtocall medics tosaveher and wantedtogivehera pen
and block towrite instantly
but it doenstudnerstand.
Thinkigrabbed a fork orsth
Nice theme. Not toobad
really nice
other bnd theme earlier was defusing in arab area a bomb. didnt perform
too well in that one
----------punishsasmesser removerusianneedle whitenosie
demess chavdruggigng assmess
makeasfety demes ss shitzo tricks and westertiech or lasesterlich or so
loontheme after hte good theme later
later wiht another messer
idemandmycomtpeurback
///////////////
demess retardenignsins dullign brain dtightenign makign inlexibel geotu
demenz dulgi nassmes genital durigniover
assacess midlldleback instalsl KILL SUCM OR MAKEASFETY SQUEEEEEEEEEEEZE
THIE BITCHES FOR INTENITOSN AND METHOSD 1120 1121am
BTW BTW USE! THE! CAHNCE! SQUEEEEEEEEZE THESE COCKRAOCHES FOR OSME METHODS
AND INTEITONS
======
get out frequeuncy change whitenosie left the nstops the nfrequency change
right white noise
DID SOMEONE RIGHT NOT 1125 go away or did a jammer switch on
if someone right now went away RIGHT THEM DO THE RUSSIANEEDLE OILANTENNA
TRICKS
if its just a jammer ie someone new
then the lefto ne uses anotehr frequency range thanthe rightone
first whitenosie left the nstops
tehn whitenoise right then stops but longer time
///////////////
Odci.lewatty.Bnd. Wenn blauzungen tests mit atomalarm eure manipualtion
war.jemand hatmir mit russianeedle einentippgegeben.
war mechanisch synthesiser rechtes ohr daseienfrau untemrbett waere.
Wenndas nciht ihr wart wars stoned cooked und faket
I'm coma rafft euer helm nicht sachen dieich machen will. Einen stift
zueckenuznd block unddie schriebenlassen oder mein handy
sofort rausziehen und medivac s holen. Aber dafuer gibts synnthesiszer
russianeedle dass dane tussi unterm bett war.
Wenns teil des themes war basstscho. Was war mit dem blauzungen geek sone
art perverser der dann starb und grau wurde?ichwar
nur angewwwwidert vondem. Da gabs keinentipp.aber I'm ernst: die meiste
zeit raffich todmuede und unkonzentriert eh net was
udnwo undwie
______
Am tag Im coma ist es eher so jetzt sack paarmal this and that oder
Itzack this and that or und jetzt wachmal or nochmal or so.
Right ear isntall. Whitenoise undrugged. tinitus fromimplants.
Lewatty. Remove oilantennas. Nano oilantennas. Russianeedles.
Geotzwhattehy dowith it. You may notice I get a bracket of
a screwed bit but I wanna know whatthe cokroaches try.
Fix dmaages reaheadlow thar iforgoet whatijsut wanted towrite tenyeconds
later.
Coma wake. Overdsosage effect?
Paarmal

Itzack paarmal jetz sack paarmal means only that If I rebabble stuff on
drug I rebabbleit a few times
!!!! That msutb e the soluation
Ifi rebable thenits repeated a few times else they woudltnt ttr y the f a
k e t t t t t t t t rrpeated fewtimes.
Coirrect?
Btw btw btw btw klieglight btw btw btw
-----Doyouhave the slightest idea. Wahat wouldbe.whenjsut o n e of these
german stasi tricks would work? Weenie brainwash or
sickko shit or whatever
--Ihr kennt blauzungen theme order dunkle zungen theme. Die kirchentypen
kennen
Atomhochzeit
Cia kennt america 18th century theme mit grauem rock undweissem
saumstrieffen oder orange security sticks.
Ich glaub langsam rafft ihr schon dass ich wow dachte in christinas augen
und trotzdem I'm coma war und dass die deutschen
mich loeschen und hitnerkofpschaedigen doer toepleln und zureuckdrehen.
Ich will zu meiner christina auchwenndiemich loeschen
Ich will an meine milliarden ohne coma warcoma
Und
Ich willaus euren stasi comas hier vom schwulen verfassungshcutz.
Store 2016pm
Remove neckmess
---------------wackerst popeln
////////////////////
Some smery curly at siffy porno xmas guymaeks a hardcoreblowjob to anothr
guy and akidasks what isthemandoigntherre. You explainitlike
its just asick degernated adult thing. Kids shoudlstay away fromit or it
reallyreally hurts them all life. Forgtot to
Tell em to be somewhere else.
Some parcours thing about finding food orso as fool recruitws orso some
bunch of kids hasted aroudn the legs throguther parcours orso
andme in ocoma like anbucn of quikiege kueken orso.
Wheniget tewsted withhat the germans managed to smear me withthe sicko
shit.
Allthehell and they can smearme with sicko sshit. Something always stick
iguess.crudland.
Some theme whereiwait ina hall talk to a gi I'm bored shake his hand but
itsnot a gi grip. Gothroguthe parcours. Of foods.
I'd some obama doubles say these arebad that one is good nbutnoit fotogen
remidnsme of nelson mandela rather
Get sent throguh a door infrontof acommittee. Didn't realiseit said sth
like our recruiter just lost us or ranaway orso.
Some darkhairedchick with glasses no thickframe like you're not like
berliners or sth
Me like whatever.
That kind of shit.
Look. I'm free billionaire. My strenghts are known my weaknesses
areknown. The german bullshit games are known.
I told who iwant whatiwant andima wrecknow. Imnot a teen recruiit orsth.
Out
Of
Comas
Warcomas
Now!
Its longoverdue

Then to my christina
And getme ifnormation
Feedback
From fortune (tomy banks) toinvenitosn to people to support sys etc
Iwant tomychristina
Outof comas warcomasand accesstomyfortune
Whati will do is pimpmy invenitions
Make a doctortitle undamaged
Jetset world abit with christina
Maybe help some more people
That's the plan.
Forgot to raise alittlefamily if my girl wants also. Important things in
life. Selffullfillement.your girl. And family.
Helping some maybe outof self decision not choking duty. Freedom and
seeingsomeplaces and people
The real deal. Didn't change 10 12years
///////////////////////////
fix erasers i kept welfare of nations or an inquiriy to the welfare of
natiosn and 18th century but i coudlnt recall teh name of adam smith i had
to google it. GETOUT HWO THE GERMANS FUCK MY MEMORY!. also i wanna write
sth then three seconds later it vanishes. geout if its the coma overdosage
or wake. also. theres rearheadlowbuzzers and suffociaotn nights somteimes.
i cant remember christina. getout if hte german cockroahces tried to solve
this here wiht damamge erasers
.......//////////
demess brainwahs awyo fofortune or nightimte wiht torstellung or
vorstellung or so
///////////
Sun, 24 Mar 2013 11:05:41 +0000
Subject: What happened tomy magnesiumfilled spytool ammo. I got messedup
in 02 the armors got so good they cannot break through anymore and foresaw
only heavy car mounted spytool ammo only. I went to ultra high rotational
spytool ammo and later to magnesiumortherm
Thermite filled variants
They sort of tested it at shootigng withthe typical
pffffffffffhtttttttttttt into a leadblock.
Scratchjed allover leadblock.
Mine flew right thorugjh and fellout with a plinnnnggg deliingggg onthe
other side but didntflyon.
Then they perverted it with a melting aluminium coat or so but mine was
tungstzen coat and thermite orburnmagnesium core.
Irefined it for sabots.
Apfsds rounds with star core
Before that it was other stuff like napalm yoyos. The two side flat
things work as wings appearently.
Aspprearently they made allsaorts of sizes.anti person yoyos were
athumbnail size. The normalone was handbase size withotu fingers.
Later variants I wanted like toys a propelleraorudn a nd starting it like
a rotor electormotor
Its abad way to die and we should remove em from market probably
completely.
Other idea refienments were rokcet fuel based versions. Like alupowdered
versions.
In coma the: dontworry wellget you home tiems. Played in a dirty toolbox
incoma in rubbertitts onsome.
The radio guy in ear: ohmy god he jsut mssed witht the xxxxxxxxx s(can't
rcall thename). The agent outside the whitevan instantly closed the van
backdoors with me inside still. But ijust touched em didn't messwith em.
Geeeeesh.
Earlier Drove around a corner with red streetlights. You're sooooooou
stoned andheavy breathing and all echoes reverbs and you sweat cold and
all is toobright
That was 01 inthe start of the spycase. Long ago. I'm not one bit

further. Just an odler wreck now.
What did the brits do and the usa do and the other germans do to ensure I
stay on comasince 01 02.
Remember. The german embassy in paris. The underside of brandenburg gate
tehe side of reichstag
And 12yearsd uninterrupted e-gizmos.from carrides to cinema tobus to
plane to tv and phineclal to I.t. Un.interrupted. Forme.
All oldmoteher too
------See: intel accidents happen. That people from outside fall into the
sicksad world of nighttime.
But what the germans did then after that a decade and how they tried to
solve it with damage and eraser and nothign happens games land pretending
a decade this bubble can work still or therecoudlbe a back to comabubble
in acase that wouldvebeen hysperavctivated allalong . the sstaying
dmamaegs the rapehells the misery fraud games
Massive weeneiebrianwahs and dernage games tobe exploitable
Whattheyve ddddone
Adecade
That. Is another story.
Out.
Of
Comas
Warcomas
N o w !!
Its long overdue
Thisis wrong allalong based on a typical intel solution- namely run away
act nothign happened and hope the problem solves itself
And if not let's damage him
Out.
Of.comas
Warcomas
N o w!
I d e m an d my human rigvhts
My property and fortune
And to my christina.
accountability and liability of the scum a l r e a d y wether they
comabubble the case or not. Idialthis undrugged screamit undrugged
---------------wackerst popeln
*******************
/////////////////////////////
Demess hermafodit or thisandthat corona aterie or so.
Ibarelyrecalltheshit. Igoogle it. i go google it
aha
its CORONARY ARTERY
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/138249/coronary-artery
appearently oxygen rich blood to heart
"from the aorta close to its point of departure from the heart and carry
oxygen-rich blood to the heart muscle"
is that hte experimental heartflap operation in my case?
like experimental facebone teethbone operation wihtthe klammern fixings
icant lay on belly someitmes withotut stitchy left arm and heavy heart
sometimes
now someone messed wiht it that it hurts laying on belly
in dict.cc it translates it
Koronararterie
hmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

-------ohter hteme:
its not hermafodit but hermaPHRodite
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hermaphrodite
appearenlty a twin gender thing or sth
"reproductive organs normally associated with both male and female
sexes.[1]"
getout why the german cockraoches mesme up wihtthis shit
detox overissuier drugs
is that the nutering experimental transgender operation or sth?
the germans just wanna get away gratis wiht all this
and hte rapes in comas
a decade and more
and want that this goes on forever
and loot fraud inventions on top of it
and terroise wihtthe installs liek fartassmesses or asselectrodes
///////////////
ixbraainwahswawayofmyfortune.
loontheme is alles ruege or
alles luege.
Dmessneckmess makesafety
/////////
Wow. There is a word like wurzelkanal bohren .I jsut saw it in daytime tv.
Thegermans didthat in 04 timeframe withme for
teethbone druggigng. The facebone teethbone altering experimental
operation.the cheap klammern were always aproblem.
Degenrationof Bones and teethsubstance too alsodue to sour inhalers
////
fix damamges from cheap hits on head messes or so
its snake or republcan guarings i mistake htese two
demees sbrainwash away offortune
sein geld ist alles nur ein traum or fraum or so
ie just a dream brainwashes
demess it makeasfety

///////////////
Who fools who with wutsch ni. Or so. In store. Or say zwoezisch or so. Why
can't we find out who tries here stasi games allthe time exchaningly.
Oilantenna s russianeedle nano oilantewnna rat games.
Wether its internships or class or grocery store.
Findout ifitsthe theme.
Look at it at letzs say class or presentation or oral exam or whatever.
-----You try to play zombi bubble with a hellcase pretneing the scumaround
woudlnt matter because otehr zombis usually dontmind
But its ahelllife allalong allthe time allalong and verifyably all see it.
Knowit allalong
Itsjust spam
Or backgroundnosie they got use tothe hell as spam
12years later its still allbad but I'm a wreck now.
Whilethe scum simply retends allthetime allalong allthetime this can work
out it jsut takes a while or another brainmess
Maybe one from this time or a dmamage likethese or a suffocation like

those
/////////
march28th2013
Store 1623 and 1739to 1741pm 2202to2205pm

store 2355to2359pm

///////////////////
the druggigng over inner eyes upwards into brain harms the eyes. you are
more shortsigthed or seetriple per eye diagonally.
///////

right them
that claimed this bubble could work if
right these
you do not let off the hook anymore ever
----------------------------------------------------------

Btw btw btw kleiglgiht solution tothis case: right them that pretend this
bubble could still work if.
Right thtemmmmmm.know I'm in daytimebubble still.
And RIGHTTTTT THEIR DRUG ITIS. Comas.warcomas.
any other bunch would not be sure if im not out of comas warocmas now
andhten and damnsure not pretend this could work out ever
but the bunch that still pretends this could work out if
THIS BUNCH knows for sure im still in teh daytime coma system
and RIGHT THEIR DRUG IT IS
remove throat instalsl bloodflowmesses
iguarantee you its verfassungschutz too because them reverted
hyperactivaiton attempts of PLUS59 in febr012
and or church occasionally balls and groin
remove throat installs
////////////
removerusisanendle oaitlkenanenana demes ssay diebling or say schul ro so
or momfoolgames remove earlqiduemss
demes its all jsut a dream brainwashwes kind of grade mess away of sth
/////////
demess say schwatz or so or say loud schwatz or so remove damamge right
ear from isntalls makeasfety getou who fools who i demandmycomputerback
makeasfety
remove gutsinstalsl and dmamges rearheadlow
demes braidulgin foreheadinnermiddle
makeasfety
fix tiinitus from high dba nutshelmet themes and remove earliqdumesses
--------demess russianendlemess say livnia or so remove rusisanenedlemess
oialntenagames geout who fools who deemess nazi brainwahs and lower
backmess makeasfety
//////
this and htat his next big idea:
there will be no next big idea
iget cooked too often im deranged and damamged and turnbaclk clock messed
toooften
suffocated deranged and to all desperately in hell toolong getting
suicidal
YOU BUST HTE COMA WARCOMA BUBBLE NOW
/////////////

what is a P.K. in sexual orientation german files?
the german messer that uses russianeedle oialntenan games KNOWS THE PK
SEXUAL ORIENTATION CODING SYSTEM.
HOW MAND DO ? is it common secret knowledge? RIGHT THESE RIGHT THESE WANT
TAHT IM IN COAM WARCOMA AND RIDICULISE IN GROCERY STORES
OR THIRD PARTY DECEPT WIHT SHITZO TRICKS
========
What is a P K or P.K. ?german govt classification in file? It contains
sexual orientation. Right these that know about the PK ridicule ingrocery
store say zwoezisch or so. Or sdhitzo conflict trick.is chronsaeule I
technikgenie also inthat file? Whoknew
That german govt classifies even sexual orientation of its citizens
Why would a govt dothat at all??
////////
demess brainmessssess alltehtime.
its amix of damamges deranges brainmesses to agree or not agreee or not
realise the theme but hte nutshelmet doenst get it
its a mix of faked and unintenitonal messes in messes liek conflcits.
GETOUT IF SOMEONE CONSTRUCTS A SHITZO THEME WIHT HERE HE REACTS LIEK THIS
AND THERE HE REACTS LIKE THAT.
the messers now are giving me overissueir drug which is typical for hte
incompetence fools and hte nutshelmet themes are too odd.
its like a brianmess not to react or not realise or damamges nto to and
hten later on overissusier drug and other brainmesses to extra.
find out if hte cockroaches construct sth or are incompetent only and
dont get it that they dmamage me or cook me toooften or so.
check also the sudokus that i cant solve anymore or semi dsyslexia
rteardocoked revently the messers are now verfasssungsschut z
and snake or half nazis. exchanging
////////
Fix dmages from sleeptime suffociaotns. The methdos vary the intention is
same. Szuffociaotn. Ifits not inhaler laugh gas last night its
breathestop. Or neon intead ofyxvgen or co or co2 ior gasvalves or cable
around throat or breahte stop or nose close
Or lungbubbles sliming or catapult rearthead low that you suffocate pack
pack pack and you suffocate
And ifits not that its replace of oxygen andor breathestop again
You
Do
Not
Sleep you're just wasted
And you sure don't recover
You can't
Remmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmber and rearheadlowmesses sotmeiems too
---------------wackerst popeln
======
Prevent this nazi foosldrug retardnens me forheads uslallyl
Ifitas abooster itsacrap and harmful. People that got this stuff msutbe
totally deranged\
/////////////
Gesendet: Montag, 01. April 2013 um 16:28 Uhr
Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
An: "lewatty@nsa.gov,fsb@fsb.ru,svr@gov.ru,nsapao@nsa.gov,vmvine3@nsa.gov"
<lewatty@nsa.gov>, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov, botschaft@israel.de, kccpk <kccpk@gmx.net>, info
<info@europol.europa.eu>, acsberlin@state.gov
Betreff: There was a zombi theme where I shot everyonei saw with
amachinepistol orso in a theme. None dropped over ever and I didn't care
of participating inthe thing. It s all about somesort of evil tower and
elevators and stairs levels of evil zombis. Very very
Scary on drug
But an unproffessional meaningless theme iguess.
There was more.
Crawling under some balcony with soils and flowers from ground out on a

theme annoyed that I'm spybabysitter for someone in a theme.
Hmmmm
Other themes was from church. Some are hottie butts in unfake porn some
ididnt realise some ididnt want some were odd but it didn't udnerstand and
some were sort of sometimes half transparent
Guts are grey?????????????? And verkrumpelt?
I assumed in coma(!) It mgiht be church or sth on test themes.it wass not
a manipulation but more like
Test themes that accidentally manipulate you sort of.
They have a not realise problem with the nutshelemt. Its not harmful but
itdoesnt understand wondering or being far away
It shockzooms the picture in thenthey realsise it but else not.
Some themes where midblueand yellow uniformed people amybe asutralia
protest marched or sth.
Fix suffocaitonngiths toerase.allnight some svcum in sleep phases stop
breathign suffocationyouwnnabretahebuiits notgoin.
Som€e trytofix in afternoon whenicompain soemtiems but tisnto
enoguh.you're cooked down for weeks
---Some theme that my inventions aren't expensive. And fielded largescale
Or thatthey a r e expensive ifnot fielded large scale.
Sth likethat.
Selling a cruddy app for 30millions is expensive or a shittywebsite for a
billion or two is expensive.
Cruddy processmanagement and controlling in govt construction is
expensive. What isnot expensive is a semi-perpetuum mobile, cars into the
third dimension flying forall, or a force multiplier like shields.
Inoffense or defense
---------------wackerst popeln
/////////////
marchtoaprli013
FIX DMAMGEREASERS icant remmmmmmmmmmmmmmmember a metal i kenw likethat .
vanished .
braincook nights and suffocaiton nights. wahtshte nameof that metal thats
more than gold
vanished
vanished searched it for minutes
cant find it
i go google it ie realearn it
its in catalysts so i google catalyst metal
found it after research
ten mintues later
PLATINUM
///////////
A: YOU RIP OUT FATSUITS CHRISTINA DECIDES ABOUT IMPLANTS
B: YOU PREVENT GERMAN MESSES GUTSMESSES MELANIN MESSES IGNITED OXYGEN IN
GUTS MESSES GUTSOVERISISZINGS IN MORNIGN ETC
iginted oxygen in guts alters stoffdechsel or stoffwechsle or sth
C: YOU REMOVE BALLSMESSES ANDD ONLY CHRISTINA DECIDES ABOTU WHICH
IMPLANTS> THEN YOU FIX THE XRAY DAMAMGES AND NUTERINGS DAMAMGES ONE BALL
COULD STILL WORK PROBABLY. THE LEFT ONE I THINK MIGHT BE FIXABLE. YOU GET
OUT HTE SMEARY MAKING BALLSFILLS OR PEDO BALLSMESSES FROM GERMAN
COCKRAOCHES
D: YOU CHECK GERMAN CHOLESTERINE MESSES HOW DOES A FATSUTI OR SO REVERT
HYEPRACTIVAITONS?
HOW
DO
THE

GERMANS BRAKE HYPERACITVAION ATTEMPTS HOW DO THE R E V E R T
HYPERACTIVAITON ATTEMPTS
HOW DO THEY W A K E ME
E: iforgot . ah right drug side effects. FIND OUT WHAT I GOT OVER A
GODDAMN decade or 12 years
from fuckdrugs to psychodrugs to whatnot and remove hte effects and
staying effects from teh shit too
the gutsmesses are remessed and re re remessed everymornign new
remove guyts durggings nad im plmants
F: remove the smelly cream fill that i got out sometimes look atthe foto
its from middleback fatsuit valves
/////////////////
Remove underfeet heeelsmess neckmess gutsmess edicktoymess motuhmess
makesfaety
-----If it switched over to fortune mode with intelcast putitout police level
freepopualtionlevel. Also if you tried to wake. Doesit switchover atall?
If so.putitout. If you can't wakeme. Why can them? Why oldmother?
Isit a ponsi scheme? Wasitone?
Keep inmind
First to file is german patent law and us law changedit only recently.
-Youkeep the zombi as genius fool
-You smear mud around him to keep others away
-And you try to exploit his talent
Nobrainer.
Ifit doesn't work
-you try to find or m a k e a weakness to exploit
-you hope he doesn't know and stayslike that forever
Correct?
-The last thing you want is that someone like that gets rights or can be
safe from your access
---------------wackerst popeln
//////////////////////
how can iget to my christina>? the same that prevent we get time togehter
try bastard stuff isitntit? demess chav drugging of guts
rmdoeebrtianduelr nekcmesser makeafety demess high dba
FHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEHEHEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEP
noises
as coma test in coma fix tiinitus from the messes
////////////
btw the term FEIST MACHEN was from a german nutshelmet theme. i never use
it i call it fatenign or tittsuit mess or so
i dont like tha tgerman scum decides about anything like looks
nottomention important stuff like
health
or property
cockroaches taht try an intel fraud game here
//////
demess chidrldofofolemesses adamdanamges forehaidinermiddle and
inucocridiaotn makeasfety fi messes so
erasers and amdmge erasers for coutnlessweeks espec suffocaitosn
damamgbages of brain and rearheadlow .
BY A BRAINWASH I HAVE AT LEAST THREE BRAIN INJURIES march013
////////
deemess sack njaaah demes momsmell mess to dicktomyess killteh german
bitch that messesm e wiht this shit

/////
demess say schul or scwhul or so reizwort tricks remove necksitaslls ls
earinstalslslslsl makeasfety. who exactly fools who exactly.? is that hte
decoy to the stuff i yell 2234pm
reizwort tricks say schwul or say schul?
what was it yesterday?
and waht on friday?
usually its say spatz reizwort theme- its a pedo reizwort i think which is
odd becasue reizwort tricks are usually homo themes
put up a jammer for sleep time
and rf reciever searcher to maximum sensitivyiyy and ripout oilantennas
and nano oilantennas and russian needles
the messer DEFINITELY knows what a PK is - must be afile abotu sexual
orientation including or so. else tehy wouldnt mess meu pwiht reizwort
themes and pk or so.
right those that claimed and inofficailly pretended this bubble can work
still
RIGHT THEIR DRUG IT IS
RIGHT THESE!KNOW IM IN DAYTIMING ALL ALONG ONLY
RIGHT THEIR DRUG IT IS AND RIGHT THESE YOU DO NOT LET OFF HTE HOOK ANYMORE
OUT
OF
COMA
S
WAROCMA
S
NOW
YOUD WONDER HOW INCOMPETENT OR INTENITONALLY BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBASTARDISH
THE SCUM IS
///////////////
CHERTHOFF!
how do hte gemran scum revert hyepractivaiton attempts? tehyre jsut
intelfraudsters here that try a stasi nummer in a bananarepublic
from the very day i tyry to buy hyperacitvicaotns myself, the day the
universities tried it genuinely or since eu human rights
courtSINCERIGHTTTTTTTTTTTTHEN this is a fraud game. not tomention since
redcross and cops tried ie the bananrepublic
itselffffffffffffff
its not myfaul tthathte german scum is fools and pretend seriously alla
long allthetime allalong hits hell can work when they
just damamage me enough or shitzo decoy me enough wiht oilantennas an d
conflict brainwash
/////////
Demess say trau or say frau demes chidlfolmess geotufithe fools lookfor
rubbertittsalibis incompetence and conflict brainmesses
but them can mess wiht your head isnt it?
Dmeesss eearlier wutschnie-liederhol or wutschnie-widerhol.
or this and that wiederhol

//////////////
ERASERS!: Btw btw btw btw klieglgiht store it 1222 1223! april9th2013
==========
demess say spatz or THIS ANDHTAT DITCH OR this andhtat wutsch. remove
rightear damamge from impalnts KILLMIDDLEBACKMESSERS
mruder brianfryer
fix eradamdamge from implants
Getout WHICH
GERMAN
COCKRRRRRRRRRRRRRROACH
FOOLS

WHICH
GERMAN
COCKRRRRRRRRRROACH THIS TIME
WIHT WAHT E X A C T LY
KILALSTOYER DICKTOYER
//////////
igoogled it.
its epinephrine
appearently its an adrenaline thing for immune theraphy or bronchitis
stuff or neutrotransmitter or sth

> Gesendet: Donnerstag, 11. April 2013 um 22:01 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: Didyou find out what epifrin is or epinefrin
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
///////////////
loontheems while asstoyed or dicktoyed is ditchar or ditch bar or keite
winn or sth in grocery store
----other shit is this and that naaam or this andhtat tuehl or sht
--toher themes rackal or radikal or sth
verfassungsschutz scum
-messaway of christina is in coma some themes about divorce or sth
these bastards try to mess christina away wihtthat kind of shit
-remove ehavy eardamamge from implants
or earliquid messes
-this andhtat ditch or say spatz or sth
ibarely recall it but its likely a reizwort buzzword
else the german cockroaches wouldnt use it
is it a pedo reizwort?
turnback clock damamges and brainwas haway of fortune is its all jsut a
dream brainwash
or this andthat ion or million or sth
--this and that say gaehn or
this andhtat say Again
---demess this andhtat schampe or so
demess sack paarmal duemmm or dumm or sth
--demess say ditch say schul
-demess
schei keite or schrei aite
----other themes wiederhol einpaarmal leise

stoppign babbling in coma is a
groin mess
sometimes a hickup
ripout impalnts
right ear mess is painful

YOU FIX THE EARDAMAMGE
HIGH DBA EAR DAMAMGE MAKES TINITUS IE VERY VERY LOUD NUTSHELMETS
sometimes itslike a jammer switches on and i get a frequency change left
ear but only short
else its heavy whitenoise right
sometimes it stops suddenly
in coma warcoma somtimes it makes tinitus
remove earliqudimesses
reminds me of verfassungsschutz or snake or bka
=----------this is hte shit
waht you do is
put out coma bbabbling and hte undrugged report to it and or the
rebabbling or hte order to rebabble or so
put it out in a row
GERMAN COCKROACHES TRY SHITZO TRICKS LIKELY OR DEGENERATED GERMAN SCUM
TYPICAL GERMAN GERMAN GERMAN GERMAN RAT METHODS
WHY CANT WE FIND OUT WHO DOES IT AND SQUEEZE SOME
INTENTIONS
AND NOT JUST METHODS
right the earmessers could be a start
certain frequencies emitted that werent jammed also
--------

///////////
did you find out the shitzo games orso by a brainwash some corinna or sth
waht did you get out
methods
intentions
by a german brainwash its a darkhaired chick or sth
=
other shit is philpip yuhm or phillip uhm or sth
////////////
igoogled it its pankreas
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bauchspeicheldrüse
chekc if sth wwas wrong wiht it update medifile
fixit billionaire grade usa grade and make sure you sprosecute scum
check ifit has to do with hyepractiviaton thing
--------------The germans messedme up there was aproblem with bauchspeichelduese orso.
Updatemedifile.fixit.what wasit?
Usagrade billionaire grade. Check if the hyperactivation prevent
hastodowithit also.remvoerussianeeedlewhitenoise
>

>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
////////////////
> Gesendet: Montag, 15. April 2013 um 11:48 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov, kccpk@gmx.net, info@europol.europa.eu
> Betreff: Getout whotried stasi schitzotricksa reecent days. I say rmeove
heavy rusianeedle whitenoise remove russian needle. Not. Even. That. The
thing onn left headside. Not even that is removed.notttomewntion the
earliquidmesses.who tried.stasi .schitzotricks.
>
> Why else wouldn't even the easy russianeeedle be removed nottomention
earlqiudimesses or oilantenna s etc.
>
> Find out if the cockroaches try russian method again for discredit.
>
> You bsut the coma warcoma n o w itslognoverdue
>
> Getotuwhoifnected left drrugtitttits above heart.
> Out
> Of
> Coma
> Warcoma
> !
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>

> Gesendet: Montag, 15. April 2013 um 11:47 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: Some odd theme where some paramillitaire leather amrored
soldier motivated someone but the nutshelemet theme shoooook video like
earthquake while the guy said mmiiiiauuuuuuuu! Like a cat or sth. I'm like
???????????? Other rattthing is whenyoure about to
>
> Abouttto sleep away the bunch sees it or sensors it
> Then iget a short loud booooom or pppppow on the right ear and I shakeup
from sleep then ihave tinitus onthe right ear
>
> You mmmmuzst prevent eardamage bvettter from shit like this
>
> Also highdba nutshelmet shit also the oilantenna shit
>
> Other themes were like some midbnrown teddy with yellow hat or sth
patrolling and other teddies inthe theme.ithink it used glowcolors as
usually in nutshelmet themes. Bizzare. Idont have one inthe whole house
and the last tiem I saw one I tried to make it to a war-actionfigure in a
ppaperboxtank or sth for a week orso when iwas 10 or 12. Other things
befroe and afterthat playing flightsim 4 and designing own bird or logbook
writing from a video game dasboot. Check if the bunch from that timeframe
1991 1992 is around
>
> Maybe its jhust that else teddy themes make no sense and humans tick by
regressive associations its unproffessional but real.
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
///////////
Demess insleeptime oilantenna rorrussianeedle games. Sth about dein
kinderporno beauftragter or sth and I'm like: ?????????? Or homo buzzword
games. There was more .getout ifit conflicts if someone oilantennas youz
insleep with shit. Demess that.
///////////
demeesss say spatz themes. some themes that some darkhaired chick was
parttime around with this orhtat guy. some othertheme abotu a funeral

inteh wood wiht alot of people . some theme polishsing red chicktank in
the rain. that kind of shit. getout eyepeeeeks in morningng
//////
demes stinitus ear dammges from high dba whooooooooooooooooooop nutshelmet
themes or ppedo brainwash
///////
The germans cal overisssusier drug. Kraenkung .
its an intention.
Repair damages from this method. Kraenkung or sth
but icallit overisssuiser drug and conflict brainwash
////////
there was a brainwash aside say viech or so that some soldier in leather
armor
named siggi or so sigi was the savior of hte day or sth. bullshit or true?
other themes are pedo brainwashses or so but this was like some soldier
named sigi or
siggi or so saved someone or sth or was the savior of hte day or sth
was it german shit or true?
what the heck is going on otuthere
remove guts installs
its liek a small detonation in guts
then youre drugged then you fart
its not jsut the blinddarm installation its in belly and guts
---is it a thing like wir danken xxxxxxx xxxxx fuer 30 jahre erfolgreiche
verteidigung?
--i rechecked it
it was
"tehre was a nightitme wmesswiht a banner hanging
white background black and red writing
wir gratulieren wolfgang schling
fuer 25 jahre erfolgreiche verteidigung"
///////////
> Gesendet: Freitag, 26. April 2013 um 21:06 Uhr
> Von: christian.peter.kiss@gmail.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov, botschaft@israel.de, acsberlin@state.gov,
info@europol.europa.eu, kccpk@gmx.net
> Betreff: Doyou have . The slightest idea. What kidn of life this was.
Inallthe harassments and terror and brainmess and victmisationa ndmesses
and artificialmisery and rapehells and spyworld intel terror and the drugs
and messes and psycho hells tricks
>
> I'm a total wreck now
> How bad is physical medifile?
>
> From dyings, cancers, drugs ,operations, sufocaitons,brainmesses and
whatnot.
>
> Add the deranged assumptions that wereprovenwrong but howbadly howlong
and often igot deranged by them. Add that to medifile ina psych
corner.also the overisuiermess conflcitmesses etc the kraenkung mess the
swedishmobbing campaigns all
>
> Massive weeeeeeenie brainwash games
> Brainmesses to make yousign anything
> Or psychobrainwahs tomake you small
> And worse
> Conflcit mess lavigneshitzogames and whatnot
>
>
> You foundout the overisssusier drug with conflict brainwash they called
kraenkung or so
>
> Or the psychohellmess they called spreizung
>
> Thatkidnof shit

>
> The semi dyslexia rewtardneigns wherew you read slowly
slooooooooullllleeeeyyy in coma amdhteymeswithbrain?
>
> The blood flowmesses and suffffcoations and replace of ocxgen with co or
co2 orneon
>
> Orthe dammagesrearheadlow orthe
>
> -fix bretahmesseraser I lsot whatijsut wanted towrite on itwas another
brainmessmethod. Dsamn it ijust knew ijust wanted to write it.
>
> Ah right! The damamge of developments analysis beobachtung erfahrung
andbrianflttenigns etc allthe shit
>
> The zwirbelduese forheadinnermiddle brianemss that rtardens you or the
not hit a ball whatever you do bvrainmess with backmesses etc
>
> And tons more
>
>
> Who tries oilantenna russianeedle methods thsi time again? Daytime its
right ear biutinever keepthe shit
>
> In sleepfake talk you jsut recall thatyou wonder why its left ear
because usualylday its right
>
> Why can't we prosecute em for the shitzo tricks and pedobrainwahses
>
>
> That's jsut the swift list not the allalong dial type yell precise thing
>
> The germans really tried anything
>
> Is that the new soft methods of intel or is it all not so new? These
cockroaches didn't inventthis for me that's forsure
>
> Was trhe dullings of temporallappen brainmess for people that know
nighttime?
>
> Psychodrugs methanphenol or chromonjodid for being happy fool
>
> Anything but abit hyperactivation that works and if reverted and
fattenend for whatever purpose
>
>
> Was the bauchspeicheldrruese a hyperctivationmess or what was it
> Gesendet über den BlackBerry® Service von E-Plus.
//////////////
cant recall nighttime some theme where some grey striped cat looked at
some fluffy yellow baby chicken or sth
which i tried to pprotect under my hand
the cat had to try and killed it beneath ate it
then i beatthe cat wiht bare hand
and decided to teach it held the dead meat in front of it and beat it
twice wiht palm
held hte dead meat in front of it and beat it twice wiht palm
later i regretted it thinking its its nature
or the protection shoudlve been more firmly
there was more
some sort of runnign race or so
where christina hottie or so was running in a circle
then someone evil wiht black hair and a mini arrowbow pistol said she
didnt sign it like theres still a way to sabotage sth
and hit her shoes wihtthe mini bow
i didnt mind didnt care didnt realise
i just wondered how i can make her feeel that shes a littttttttle
hotttttttttttttttttttttttttttie with hotttttttttttttttttttiebutt
=========
remove eardamamge right from the installl mess whatever htey do with it
fix the ear damamge from the installs
i keep HEAVY TINITUS from the mess

HOW DAMAGIGING IS THE MESS
IDEMANDMYCOMTEPURBACK
//////////////
> Gesendet: Samstag, 27. April 2013 um 23:10 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: Igot branweahsed my teeht or teehtbone has 600 something
milisievert or sth.ssix hudnred sht getmefeedback. Sqeuieeeeeze 2144 2143
and allevening till10pm abotu ballsfilland smearymakign
revertofhyperacvtivations orcholestereine mess
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
////////////
say naam or say mom is usually label exchange themes for christina its
just a holow meaningless label that means sth different for hte people
outside of nutshelmet. say viech is pedo brainwashes fooling thid party
wiht dog mess or sth or shoot the bunnies is a rocket wiht white fluffy
rabbits allover that should start to other space mission or sth but
outside nutshelmet it means difffernetnt. iget nose base drugigigng from
verfassungsschutz not
its an old trick maybe
check it
if it happend that
fake sleep babbling shoudl fool people where CHURCH was around
or other generally ewhen many were around wiht exchange hollow label
themes
say naam or say mom is a label for christina it shows christina it means
chrisitna but its say naaam or say mom or so
it affects other themes from others also
say viech is pedo brainwashes but for third party it means dog messes
there was more
more more
the SCANDALOUSNESS of hte shit would increase also in theory wiht the
contiuation of hte game
usually its oilantenna games in sleep fake talk
other theemes were this andthat divorce
say bitch or so wiht phonecall from christina kristine
etc etc etc
this is how it works
shoot the bunnies
space rocket fluffy white rabbits
and oialntenna games that means nothing to you has no meaning no purpose
notmenaign hollow lalbel but you rebbabble it
maybe also sometimes THE ORDER to rebabble
like
itzack this andthat JETZT sack this and that
or sack paarmal this andhtat
or this andhtat wiederhol mal or so
this is how it works. this.
getout wutsch naaam thats usually church
nosebase druggging from verfassungscshutz however means other players
around
theyre on shitzo trips or pedo games
otehr games is furchwar winn weeeeenie shit
this.
is
how.it.works.this.
overissusier drug and conflict brainwash is called KRAENKUNG
i call it psychodrugs overissusierdrugs conflict brainwash etc
other games is

brainmessss to AGREE OR TO DISAGREE BUT ITS A BRAINMESS
maybe someone tries to consturct conflicts
either some you dont care or you oppose it as conflict becasue its all
thetime conflict
or its a drug or oyure deathtired or its a brainmess top
its a mess
most ofthe time you dont realise but the church nutshelemtests dont get
that
so for instance some ofhteir themes are half transparent- didiyou know
that guts are GREY? and sort of CRUMBLED??? i had no idea
but the themes dont get it often
otehr themes from other bunches DO GET IT tehyre like
HE DOESNT EVEN FIXATE THIS AND THAT
er fixiert nicthmal this andhtat
sometimes it zooms in and they get out it points aside the person in the
nutshelmet or so
other themes are HIGH DBA FHEEEEEEEEEEEPS that damamge ear you keep
tiinitus from it
its a coma test someitmes also wiht a swift zoom in if you realise or not
this.is.how.it.works.
this.
///////////////
i have heavy tinitus from high dba earmess
nutshelmet and or installs
punsih asssstoyer dicktoyer makeasfety
///////
Christina? Was your name christina or kristine? Igot brainwashed some
dorothy would be around and I'm like ????????
////
Cantrecalll nightiemthemes.some fatfighters lielittebritiain where some
chcik toldanbother she gottahave bulemia orso or emty stomach only works
or so likelittlebritiain. but disdaining someone and clueless abotu the
nighttime fatenings
other theme you sit on toilet and two shithead kids wiht leather jacket
makign fun of oy or sth and one trying to make a foto wiht a watch and im
like careless shitheadz lower the rollos of window but hten theyre in
your room in the theme
you hunt them and throw one downstairs. htat one however died onit
accidentally or so while itoldhim you're heavy (pulled him on the
forehchest but the theme didnt understand i wanted to grab their EARS)
asked him wheresmy key. he gave it back i called 110 mistyped called 112
in the theme but hte guy died. Thatkindofshit
by a theme later it was some braininjury rearhead low
>
in morning Oilantennagames asselelctrodegamews pedothemes inmorning wiht
some view of someone from behind wiht like the zoefpchen hair thing the
long bound hair thingies left and right
there was more
remove electordes from ass and getnials someone controls it
//////////
oilantenna themes are SACKSCHELL or SACK SCHNELL this and that
demes brianduler forehad makeasfety
OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS
the nighttime theme reminds me of
in der ruhe liegt die kraft outcome but i say thats people that go amok
hhahahahahaha
it was NOT the same bunch
the outcome only
/////////////////////////////

demess sehr affin theme or so
i googled it abit check if its seraphim afterall spirituals are around
its some spirtual angel stuff or sth
getout WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT THIS KIND OF SHIT
//////
Is amild shoppignspree.assmessdicktoymess terororcataputlrearhewaldow
thridparty deception from schaunzaeh to ditch to say fun or this andthat
verfuehl to asmesdicktoymess this andhtat say ditch todamagewrearheadlow
tobrainmess.
asmess dicktomyess
loontheme wutzung could be NUTZUNG maybe its a blackmail theme
remove lungmesses lunglockmesses RMEOVEINTSALLS L
remove earmes
its rapehell assmess dicktomyess brainems dicktomyess brainems
asmessdicktoymess and terrror catapults hits wiht damamge rearheadlow
and third arty deeception
for you its spam
geout lung messes and sufffoocations messes and slime lungmess
---geout ballsmess
its a smearym aking durg
maybe a revert of hyepractivaitons
maybe a choelsterine mess or a smeary making side effect or a revert of
hyperactivaitons
remove earmess
//////
Kilastoyerdicktoyerbrainemse rmeovelungmes or so mnakesdafety
rmeove whitenoise udnrugged
sometimes it alter sfreqquency the nstops suddenly
sometimes its a second left usually its right
sometimes it makes heavy heavy tinitus from the earmess
or rarely and peep-peep polyphone tone quartersecond or tenth of a second
between two veryshort peeps
kilasmsesser dicktoyer OR MAKEASFETY REMOVE LUNGLOCKMESS OUT OF COMAS
WARCOMAS
FIND OUT WHO PLAYS WHO WIHT OILANTENNAS RUSSIANEEDLE GAMES
top five german decoys were:
-shitzo tricks
-pedo smear
-momfool games
-someone pretended sth in the 90s/ weenie brainwash
-homo reizwort themes
get out if hte oilantenna games russianeedle games go int oright these top
5 decoys
when none works its
-heres no problem/ happy fool brainmessforehead wiht erasersand scum
hiding a day or three
like washing concetration camps its not so bad games
and if that doesnt work its
yes but its a single tragic case playing humble and yes we do it just
takes a while
and if that doesnt work its damaging the victims and excusing htat with
metaphores
like yes we damamge him but its bad development
or yes we suffocate and erase him but its fire extinguisher
or we try but its an unsolvable mmmmystery so we should better find a way
to keephim this way forever
this
is
how
it
works
and im the zombi here
waht do i know?

tehy had 12 years
T W E L V E YEARS!
look wahthteyve dddddone
was there the its none of your business game also? dont mess with
internal german games rat excuse?
//////
punish assmesser dicktoyermesser remove lugnmess earmess makeasfety
out fo comas warcomas
check teeeth also for russianeedle mess espec foretooth and hte
russianeedle shit
otehr mess is udner topmidleright head to outer low right outer low ear
mess under fake hair or sth
its all odd
usually russian nneedles are left headside aroudn rearheadlow
oilantennas are earliqudimesses usaully
and often inner earhole downwards straight down messes
i got deaf right ear
fix it
no implants.
///////////////
demess say wutsche or so.
Whofools who withthis. Isit the alibi of the then doer?
Let's squeeze right the d o e r of scumdeeds.
! Ifthey oilantenna an alibi for the deed before.
All know the case.someone messing that way is a ratgame.
Kill harassers or prevent.and let's squeeeeeeeze
!! Let's squeeeeze the cockroaches on warcomas.
Ibarey recall the coma oilantenna shit but let's findout ifits
! oilantenna of an alibi from a doer. or if someone plays third party scum
which is less likely
IF ALL KNOW THE CASE
AND A MESSER DOES STH THEY CANNOT CLAIM AN OILANTENNA ALIBI GAME
LETS SQUEEZE THE COCKROACHES FOR OILANTENNA ALIBI GAMES FROM THE DOERS OF
SCUMDEEDS IN COMA WARCOMA
///////////////
demes sgutsmess bellymess fatnruenigs or gutsdurgging.
the mes sis a buzzzzzzer dicktomyess vibrator and
patch patch patch patch fucknoise in nutshelmet that leaves tinitus from
high dba.
geout nosebasedrugigiging fgrom verfassungsschutz its recoma FIND IT OUT
1658pm may2nd2013
======
remove rightearisntalsl fix dammge ear DAMAMGE form tein instalsl demss
njaaah loontheme.
geout momsmell inhaler to dicktomyesses
geotu dulling of temporalllappen as gemran soltuiotn im
sooooooooooooooooou stoned or
psychodrugged
GEOTUT HE FATNEINGS FATNURSNIGNS BELLYMESSES EARLIER
//////////
amanda knox case
its extremly simple
waht clothes did she have the eveining it happened
and were they still there when found
washign them makes nothing wiht abit uv light you find blood likely
and or hte washing machine
also shwoer gel wouldve been totally used up
a normal showering is use alittle bit of the stuff
and abit shamppooo

towels same/ related
and
all that FOR TWO people.
i think sth happened sth else than the publicstory but not that she did it
lets cehck showergel and clothes
if its an intel thing bad
in coma warcoma people fake peole wiht oilantennas russian needles
often its messes to agree or not to agree and or abit conflcit or drug or
so makes oyu reject it once and tired or so you dont give a damn is
interpreted as agree or so or youre careless about it or wonder about it
the nutshelmet stuff is notirously unreliable at least in germany
wihtout hte messes it could be working in some certain way
but wiht messes its extremely unreliable - many messers, many interests in
it, and advanced methods that are not know by tester
or ratty tester that conflcits or messes to agree or not to agree or
p-repares

----------> Gesendet: Freitag, 03. Mai 2013 um 00:43 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov, info@europol.europa.eu, kccpk@gmx.net
> Betreff: Italy.case. Stabcase Kaercher /meredith/knox studentcase. If
you assume a sicko sex stab party. Where would the couple have cleaned
itself? Idount any source supports that. Howmuch shower gel was there and
handsoap was there? Towels? How oldwas the towel?
>
> Two people would be pretty bloody maybe three.
>
> How did they clean themselves?
> How dirty was the bath?
> How old the towel
> Howmuch soap left?
>
> Howmuch shower gel was left?
> How clean were the suspects inthe morning
>
> Whenyou arrived?
>
> If she went showering you could be right. But the bath would have been
cleaned
>
> And the guy.wouldve also showered.
>
> Two people wouldve left blood traces from two
> If just one of em was unshowered you forget your sex party
>
> ----> Was it a spycase? 40 stabs mean no.but the bunch was hyperactivated
likely
>
> --> Also. You don't make a sex stab party with a stranger the first time
ever in your own house. It demasks a chauvinistic society at best.
>
> An overhorny chauvinistic society
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
///////////////
IDEMANDMYCOMPTUERBACK
demess say schaunzaeh
geout who fools who
PUNISH GUTSMESSER BELLEMSSER
what was dicktomyess at end of doortalk
dmess brainmess foreheadleft innightttime

check blooodvessel brainemss or ANTI SUICIDE CRUDE MESSES FIX THAT
////////
geout gutsmesss demeslgunlgockemss bellymess geout fatnurnignsisnigs ofr
gutsdurigngig geout hnosebasedurgingng from homoverfasssungsscuhtz wahat
is hte nose basedrugigign
teh messeris snake or republican guardings wiht bahn lebt or wann lebt or
wahn lebt messaway of nighttime or fortune
remove earliqudimesses makeasfety
OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS
get out groindruggung
bellymesss
lunglockmess earmessright
makeasfety
////////
the gemrans messedm eup wiht some fat lazy chick that earns 170 euro or
sth.
other theme used the theme from the chopper helicopter game i play i
wantewd to make the ka50
land and get in and flyit. hte nutshelmet didntunderstand.
there was some manipualtion theme. flipflap. alot of orange and greeen
usuallyi nfluid contrast
. about a path of hte fortune. 980 million 1106million and hten the path
went on and
companies flipflapped over. names. orange background white writing or
black i cant recallit.
its like ten twenty pictures a second flipflap over and theres a green
path wiht
orange surrounding and a magflight car starts to fly 2004 or so, stops
around a spot that
turned orange or so then comes hte stuff wihtthe companies
company names
i cant recall whati thought but the 1106 i wrote and ddemanded precisely
my fortune from
volksbank in 2005 2006 time frame
long ago
them got away
of course
its germany
//////////////
demess erasers andbrainwash not to dare to rememebr because its too
painful other tricks is that is too ridiculous. this is how it works about
sort of avoiding memory and erasers and injury rearheadlow fix it
otehr shit is repalce ofoxygen suffocaiotn nights gasvlave nights wakes up
cooked non recoveed
/////
Messer remidnsme of snaeke orrpeunblicanguaridngs.the theme swort of
messes with breathing and it ends with a person breathing out relieved
saying the final theme but the inhaler onlythen alllows oxygen extra
during that
>
> Fix suffocaitons makesfatey.
>
> The theme can vary
> Maybe a fuck theme
> The persons in end fothme vary
> The relieved statement in end varies when extra oxygen is allowed
> Demessbrainddrugign inner eyes upwards
>
> That damages eyes after 100times a day yousee doulble triple pereye
>
> Geotu nsoebase drugignfromverfasugnshcvutz after this mail and dullling
>
> Dmes bretahemesbrianduller uncoooridnaitonebetwewenlftandirgvhand
> Rpeair rbaininjury reaherad low
>
/////////////
some braiwahs theme abotu chidlfoolmesss and playing wiht a wind dragon
shape or airplae of paper or oso some strela theme or stinger theme to

shoot down mi24 or mi17 that kind of shit
some camping theme or so that a waterwell is good to wash poor people or
sth
that kind of shit
it was an odd theme
and pretty unnegative which would be typical for this country or
nonconflicting
/////////
igot mindmessed i woudl have about 40 people personnell of all sorts in
early 2013
///////
Demess conflict messes withwalkigntroughassstown orasville here withh
peopledoing shtiwithyoiu rhtorwingstuffintoyourback or igvnroegaems or
conflcit stuff
>
> The result shouldbe in derr ruhe leigt die kraft but isaay those go amok
hahahah
>
> Outof coma s warcoma s now
> Demes the conflcit brainwash
/////////////////
OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS N O W ! GEOUT NECKISNTALLS EARMESSES UDNERFEET HEELS
MESSES ASSINSTALSS GENITAL ISNTALLS OVERASSACESS> SOMETIMES ITS SHIT WATER
AROUDN DICKTOYMESS SOMETIMES ASSINSTALLS TERROR SOMETIMES ASSMES
DICKTOMYES SSOMETIME SBELLYDRUGIGIGN SOMETIMES BALLSD RUGIGNG SOMMETIMES
BRAINMESS OUT!OF!COMAS!WARCOMAS! N O W ! GEOUT CATAPULT HITS> MAKE?
SAFETY> OUT !OF!COMAS! WARCOMAS ! N O W !
==========
Idemandmycelphoenback remov eoilantenna games undruggedimdeaf right and
whitenosie that changess frequencsy occatioanlly or shortly stops or a
polyphone twinbeeep ultrashort
>
> Not long not short not three not one not acoustic.
> Polyphone. Beep-beeep. Half a second longor quartersecond long ands
shorter intrerrptuoon ebetwenthebeeps.
>
> Sleep fake talk is left ear.I cantrecallwhatitwas but irecall ididnt
give adamn has nomeaning in coma is hollow and I wondered why its left
because earmesses are usually right in day.
>
> Russianeedle are left headside but that's synnthesiser like. That's fror
orange glow nuts themes conflict themes and yeeeees?theylaugh about you
themes from homo verfassungshcutz.
>
> For more stuff likethis .
> Messes summary file 912 pagesa plus
>
> --->
> Who's idea is this shitzo bum strategy anyway? The facts are public.
>
> Or cataputlt hit terrror hatedrug hatenutbum strategy. Its the old
trick from RAF terror trials. The victims arelike hate nuts then.
>
//////////////
You snatch the verfassungshcutz bitch locally and getout the RAF terror
trial hatenut games. For you it may be spam about catapult terror. Isntit?
Now these bitches get away withthis old trick again. Victimised abused
dmaged a decade and that whenyou
>
> Try tobuy food plus this hatenut trick
>
> The bitches get away and I dial murder killthe asstoyer
> Murder astoyer
>
> Who ordered the game
> Squeezethebitch

> -->
> ihate em enough already. Without the stuff.
>
>
>
////////////
didyou find out the brainwash from afternoon some kid undresses and sth
wiht nackig or sth. looked like some curved belly or sth from her side
left top visible darkblonde but i cant rememmmmmmmmmmmmmmmber. thats the
theme afternoon. i had no idea kids are curved from side or sth. did you
know???? or was it a sicko bullshit theme from germans>? who tries pedo
shit ? after hte bunch someone conflicting took over and htatones all
about homo reizwort themes buzzword themes MURDER KILL DICKTOYER ASSMESSER
REVEMO GENITAL INSTALLS OVER ASSACEESS THAT S USED FOR TERROR DEMESS
DICKTOMYESSES ALL DAMN DAY ALL THAT TAKE SHSIT FROM ASS AND FLUSHES AROUND
DICK OR PLOPPPS HARD ON DICK GET OUT RECOMA NOW DEMESS SUFFOCAIOTNS MAKE
SAFETY FIX BRAINUINJUSRY REARHEADLOW FOR DAYS FOR MANY MAYN MAYN CATAPULT
TERRORS USUALLY HATE DRUG FROM VERFASSUGNSSCHUTZ OR KNOWS GOD WAHT WHEN
ITS NOT HTEM LIKE UNDERWAY
the mild ones here before the recent days were terror
teh hate drug hard PPPPPPACK catapult terror so in grocery store is
verfassugnschutz like 2005
idemandymcomtpeurback
evening is again hostile conflicting wiht homo themes and reizwort themes
buzzword themes more oilantenna games and assinstall terrror
say schaum ro so and hte shit i dial all along allthetime or babble to the
wall with a fuck you int othe cam more or less precise
this
is mild safe
usually its worse.
========
geotut recomas over ass durgiigng makeasfety demes retardenigns
braindulelr
neckmess forehead dullign overinner eyes upwards
fix brainujusryrearheadlow
//////////////
DEMSS RESET BRAINMESSES OR HAPPY FOOL BRAINEMSSES IWHT ERASERS > YOU
ALLOWED THESE BITCHES A
STATUS QUO YOU SHOUDL HAVE NNNNNNNEVER ALLOWED> TEH GERMAN SOLUTION WAS
DAMAMGE HIM TO DOTHIS FOREOVER WIHT HIM> YOU SHOUDLVE NEVER ALLWOED THESE
BITCHES !
AND I DONT EVEN MEAN MEDIFILE. WHATEVER THESE BASTARDS CLAIM NOW> AFTER EU
HUMAN RIGHTS COURT
FILING THIS IS INHUAMNE INJUSTICE IN A STASI BANANAREPUBLIC THAT FRAUS ME
INTO MISERY
OFF MY FORTUNE AND INVENTIONS CREDITS. OUT> OF > COMAS> WARCOMAS ! NOW!
THESE GERMAN BASTARDS
HYPERACTIVATE EVEN THEIR NAZIS> OR OFTEN THEIR KIDS> AND THEM DID NOT
FIND OUT NIGHTTIME
AND COMAS THEMSELVES ! OUT ! OF COMAS WARCOMAS NOW! STOP PRETENDING THIS
WORKED IF >
LOOK AT IT ALL ALONG ! IM INHELLLLL. WAY TOO LONG. DEMESS THE GERMAN
SOLUTIONS FOR THIS IE
PEDO BRAINWASH HOMOREIZWORTTHEMES IWHT OILANTENNAS AND BRAINCOOK
SUFFOCAITON DAMAMGES AND
RESET BRAINESSES AND NOTHIGN HAPPENS GAMES AND HAPY FOOLMESSES . DAMAMGE
TO DO THIS FOREVER
WITH HIM LOOK WAHT IS WHEN I WANNA GO INTO A CINEMA OR GROCERY STORE. SUE
THE GROCERY STORES
USA STYLE THESE BITCHES DIDNT FORBID NOT EVEN O N C E THE SCUM A DAMN
WASNT IT? NOT ONE HAUS
VERBOT? AND HTAT A F T E R THERE WAS A CASE PROBABLY ALREADY??
//////
it would Make contagan look like holiday
(that was a theme from snake or church- ithink the bunch with shall we?

Yes? Shallwe?
Sortof dare it themes) long ago
//////
How's Coma babble tothe themes??Demess say friedung orbesser als friedung
or befriedigung
deemss wachsmal or maximal sometimes ,kildicktoyer sdemss. Ddditch say
viech or
wunde or wundin or hundin or woechte usually that kidnofshit
>
> Other themes wutsch or wutsche or wunssche or lusche
> This andthat say spatz pedoreizwort theme
thats odd pedo reizwort themes because reizwort tricks are usually homo
themes
say schul or say schwwwwul or so or arschbill or schulbar or schwulbar or
sth
ibarely recall it
but pedo reizwort trick say spatz is therefore a misfit to reizwort games
usually
annoy buzzword themes
(these you just have to say often enouhg to annoy and its soon
not if - but a how much its true)
>
> That's the coma shit
>
> Undrugged its whitenoise
>
===================
check if coma or coma wake has eraser effect of shortterm memory.
i think about an invention or sth. wanna write sth extremely important .
a minute later its gone. fix also damamges rearheadlow espec from terror
catapults underway
///////////////
cantrecall nighttime some sort of nazi test insult jew themes and my
example was unser adolf wusste wie man mit euch umgeht or sth.or just
wantes to say the example orj sut a part of it or sth. odd stuff. that
kind of shit . some say schul reizwort games in morning annoy themes and
if its nothtat its pedo themes or test themes. problem? tests are ALSO
manipulations and influence. demess the shit. there was more
////////
christina? how many girls fall in love wiht nonhyperactivated ones? how
many of these say christina> ? kristine? youre my cute worriedlittle
everything. if you called me cute diamond in coma warcoma or if other
zombis try to buy hyperactivatons. or when i write Lisa? Linda? youre a
part of me, ismaham>welcome to our family. or thought you like sithop. its
almost nothing for 10 years of hell. almost nothing. almost. why cant you
wake me in your arms? the germans choke and retard and erase and
sufffocate and prepare in advance and afterwards that i wont know and
ensure im in coma warcoma and guts imlplant and extra ensure icant get out
ofcomas in you rarms and teh us doesnt want it also. they had also 12
years nnot jsut hte german bbbbbbbbbbbbitches withtheir stasi methods
hey
idont know why hyperactivated girls fall in love wiht nonhyperactivated
people
but as unusual it is what i yell and type and try in eu human rights court
whenyour name was christina or kristine
if you called me cute diamond
if i found you JUST THREE TIMES or doubles of you
then you know were a tiny miracle
tehy suffffffffocate and choke and erase and retardudlland turnbackclock
iget throatimpalnt choked evennow
were a tiny miracle
thanks for
holdingout wiht me a decade
how do they wake me in daytiming
how old mother

why werre the E-gizmos uninterrupted 12years if its not a normal coma
how aside reichstag?
this all stinks
tehse german bitches likely tried to fake it to an unsolvable mystery wiht
reverting hyperactivasiton attempts
but thefact of daytiming coma and wake IN T W O !!CASES
old mothers case and my case
and hte EGIZMOS IN TUNE 12 years proove that its a
SYSTEMIC FRAUD
teh last thing hte german bitches want is that i wake upinyour arms
tehy do anyhitng to mess you away from my side
and to mess oyu away from your side
you let
if htey
promise
PROMISE

them?
erased me once toomuch as german solution to do this here forever
we resstart as estranged couple
ME!

///////////
demess say spatz or homo reizwort themes brainduler oialtnenan tricks
fright ear from homo verfassugnschutz lwoer backmess asscheekmess
asslectrodmeemess neckmes searmesses MAKEASFETY RIPOUT OILANTENNAS AND
ANYTHING RF ACTIVE OR PASSIVE FROM MY BODY> THIS IS MMMMMMMMMYBODY>
CHRISTINA DECIDES ABOUT IMPLANTS USA GRADE BILLIONAIRE GRADE AND NOONE
ELSE.
getout catapult from verfassungschutz
that druhg makeas uncoordination between left and righthand
geout if hte bitches are incompetent and pretend it to a shitzo case or if
them are the messers with the earmesses
getout wahtthe drug would do usually
geout which german cockraoch controls earliqudimesses
OILANTENNA GAMES ARE USUALLY CHURCH
but these cooperate wiht verfassugnscschutz
verfassungsschutz does shitzo brainwashes
mecahnical noise repeating that should sound liek laugh or conflict shit
wiht alot of orangeglow
other scum like snake uses overissuier drug
and conflict messes and messaway of fortune
other church is v e r y nonconflicting but eihter t e s t s or messes
about pedo brainwash and often dont realise nutshelmet
iether by nutshelmet or by messers and or damamges before
some from nazi corner retard ofreheadinner middle and messme up wiht mit
mir gaehn or sth
if its not them its some others
OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS NOW
PUNISH ASSMESSER
/////////////
THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY AND
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII SAY RIP OUT RUSSIANNEDLE AND OILANTENNAS
AND NANOTOILANTENNAS> RIP OUT ANY IMPLANT FROM GERMANS> ABOUT LIFE
NECESSITIES CHRISTINA DECIDES> PRINCIPALLY ONLY USA GRADE BILLIONAIRE
GRADE . GENITALS: WHEN GERMANS NUTER YOU THEY IMPLANT STUFF ALSO FOR
TERRORISING YOU AND MAKIGN A FAILURE RATE AND DISCREDIT CREDIBILTIY.
ASSELECTRODE GAMES AND BALLS IMPLANTS TAHT TERRORISE > YOU RIP OUT AND
PREVENT GERMAN IMPLANTS FROM BLINDDARM TO GUTS TO GENITALS TO NECK TO
GROIN TO LUGN TO EYELIDS TO F A C E B ON E - ! HERES OFTEN OIALTNENAGAMES
FORETOOTH UNDERFEETHEELS EARLIQUDMIESSES DRUGTITTTS ALL> USA GRADE
BILLIONAIRE GRADE ONLY AND CHRISTINA DECIDES ABOUT LIFE NECESSITIES. SO
OLD MOTHER. THIS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY. WHY
SHOULD GERMAN BITCHES DECIDE WIHT IMPLANTS ABOUT ANYTHING? I CANT EVEN
GROW A NORMAL MUSTASH nt tometnion health. THIS IS

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY AND
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII SAY YOU RIP OUT OILANTENNAS AND
RUSSIAN NEEDLES AND GERMAN IMPLANTS AND YOU WATCH REGENERATION AND
HEALING.
///////
WHAT GAME DO THESE BITCHES PLAY HERE WIHT THE I>T> AND HTE CELLPHONES WHEN
HTEY REPLACE IT INSTANLY WHEN I ACTIVATE FLASH OR DOWNLOAD UPDATE S
WINDOWS UPDATE OR REPLACE BOTH WHEN I WANNA BACKUP MY CELLPHONE sometimes
before logging off the online banking
//////
did you find out hte drugpalettes thing in my case 2003? that was the
term. PALETTEN. did they make experiments also in my case?. i mean it
woudl be typical of increasing dynamics. facebone experimental operation,
open heart heartflap operiaotn . transgender experimental operation. did
it start withth the PALETTEN of drugs thing?
THE GERMANS JUST WANNA GET AWAY GRATIS WITH ALL THIS
THIS WAY NOTHIGN AHPPENED
////
getout brainwash about NOVARTIS or so
did they mess in 2003? or are they goodies that help?
do them bubble coma and wake stuffs?
=========
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novartis
they seem to be the giant no2 pharma in the world based in switzerland
hmm
//////
the near death people topic. - LETS ASSUME HTE BODY SWITCHES OFF FUNCTIONS
IN THE PROCESS FODYNIG LIKE IN HYPOTHERMIA- - WOUDLNT HTE BRAIN DOTHAT
ALSO WITH THE BRAINFUNCTIONS - IE SWITCHIGN THIS REGION OF F THEN THAT
THEN THAT AND THIS CAUSES HTE ALTERED PRECEPTIONS? i bet its the same wiht
the border dyings
its a normal physcial reaction fo a staged brainprocess dying switchign
off regiosn not at once
this is hte key to near death.
its my bet
patent hypothesis on me
dont kilanyone for it not even jsut for fun like my case 2003 2004 in coma
/////
geout who impalts nts oialntenans and why
its a shitzo bum strategy also
fix dmamge rearheadlow mostly form terro catpault hits and erasers
check fitheres an eraser effect onteh overdosage of comas
i wanna write sth
then after coma moment it vanishes
teh ni search it and cant find it
FIX DAMGME ERASERS AND OR EFEFECTS FROM WAKE
//////////
remove oilantenans russianedles dmees s s sacknochmal themes .
remove ealrqidumesses ursianedles nsoebasedurigns lugnlockisntalsl
gutsinstalsl
punsih dicktoyer makeasfety
OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS N O W !
///////
some odd theme where ytou found like hundreds of pneinnnies on the way
wihtin ten inutes
and m like whathteh heck is going on
rewarded some kid wiht two bucks where i dumped the pennies in a bag wiht
more worthless quarters or sth foreign coins
sht liek degenerated shitcountry or dont fuckme in coma degenerated
country or sth
that kind of shit
its a mix of dont leave moeny on the road obsession and hunter gatherer
stuff sort of

some dollar that was merged wiht another one in a bag or sth
that kind of shit
maybe it was theft and ididnt realsie or sth or igot greedy and picked it
up no idea
thats hte bullshit this time
it reminds me alot of atm spills bills and you more out of not making a
scnene pretendning youre out of coma puti t away
that theme seemed relevant
so tehse bitches make a chav theme wiht 20 billions on my accounts or just
16billions or so
and two worhtless graduations
or waht?
while i s c r e am yell OUT OF COMAS WARCOMAS
pennies is hte solution hahaha
//////////
remove right ear installls its repeapting wiht dealy russianenedle reverb.
REPAIR EARDAMMGES FROM THE IMPLANTS GEOT FREQUENCY WHITENOSISE LEFT EAR
//////////
did you find out how htese german bitches fake aggree or not agree
brainwash. its a nutshelmet faking thing. but HOW ? its very conflciting.
its like someone fools someone and hte fooled wonders if youre you because
you rejected this time. or you wouldnt beleive it yourself but its am ix
of either agreeing once or actually based on a variety of soft factors
aside trhis brainmesss agree not agree brianmess./ deathtired you dontgive
ad amn it is seen as agree. or wondering about sth is agree in cheap
helmets. otehrs dont get it that you dont even realise. thena second
bunch tries it and is like HE DOESNT FIXATE THIS ANDTHAT EVEN. FIXATE. not
doesnt realise or so FIXIERT das nichteinmal doesnt even FIXATE that was
hte term..other games are overissuerdrugs or conflcited that you reject
anything or so mindmessed daynight that you agree that they can pretend
wahttehy want . this is just hte SOFT FACTORS OF AGREE OR NOT AGREE THINGS
IN NUTSHELMETS. BUT THERES A N E W ONE. its a physical mess or a
nutshelmet mess that messes sth wiht the brain that you agree or not agree
but the nutshelemt THEME doesnt get it. remove oialntennas russianeedles
nanooilantennas and fix bad tinitus from HIGH DBA W H I S T L E THEMES
BRAINMESS THEMES FOR COMA TEST
it incldudes often zoom in hastly on sth or haste move sth against you
into face or so
some earlqidumesses measures sort of brain reaction if you hear sth but
its a whitenoise thing
like frequency search
there was tons more
long story short
INCOMPETENT OR CLEULESS BUNCH ARE ON hes not him constructions or on he
doesnt beleive himself
but the real deal is complex
SHOW ME ON E ZOMBIE
THAT EXPLAINS YTOU HOW CONLFICT AGREE NOT AGREE THEMS WORK
//////////
why do they repalce the i.t. when i downlaod updates or swithc on flash.
or before sisend out appplicaiton proforma daytime bullshit. or after
inventiosn i paint and
during. or update cellphones. or sometimes go online banking. this all
stinks
////////
nice going wiht the buchannan rescue seal bunch. really nice.
seems so trivial
but saves a world.
if oyu ever do hightech foe rescue IMPLANTS ARE YOUR BIGGEST FOE Like ·
DuBengel Du guts ass genitals neck lowerback bone underfeet heels
grointhroat
bloodvessel mess on head
teethbone oilantennas rusianeedles and waht not, nebenhoehlen nose
corners
drugtitts.

better get a 3d printing machine that you train medivac on degraded
hostage conditions
for preparations. btw klieglight it requires probably also smart choices
who to kill and
who to snatch and squeeze especially the INSTALLLERS!
it could be cheaper to get a special doc that knows hte stuff from nsapao
or odci or so that not just does it alone but maybe trains an internal
also about hte real deal
teh nursery stuff may not need to know all then also
also interesting could be the druggings over implants and grades of
hyperactivations
or frequency stuff forinstance 400hz heartimplants etc
getting hte installing bitch is a big solution and or others that know the
model
and hte customers if identified
links to the bunch might not be worthless
***************
a secret industrial standard for general key s also maybein used chips in
implants
////////
There was some theme where you were hobo or sow ith a cart. Wanted to
cross some road.but itwas written barely seeable "gay boys" or so. I was
in coma but I dodged that crossover and went sort of through greenbushes
nottogo over that road.
>
> the cart was some hobo wagon or sht. Ibarelyrecallit. Thought its car
tires init or sth or thought of fried chicken or so
>
> ---> See
> The messer know knows.as vaguely as I got abit of a part of abit ofthe
theme.that way I kept a glimps in christinas eyes.
>
> Then igot erasers
/////////////////////////
geotu earlqiduimesses find oyut wahthtey do wiht it. make safety. out of
comas warcomas n o w !
get out if a broadband jammer is on

teh earliqudimesses in nighttime was DOWNARDS DOWANTWARDS EAR MESS
DOWNWARDS SORT OF outer low and iner ear downwards
what ear piece mes s earlqidumess does that perception
check if its oilantennas or nano oilantennas again
russian needles are left headside usually or udnerfake hair topmiddle
right to outer low right ear
teh facebone mess teethbone mess wiht cheap klammern wiht foretooth is
also a thing of that

///////////////
igot manipualted that i woul own about 5 homes. get me feedback whats hte
realdeal.
///////
im assmessded dicktoreed harassded sleep depreived oialtnenan rusisanendle
games conflcited.
the bitches messed 2004. loon shit is echo dowanrds lowaer wards sony
sark then achick or so
as conflit sony sink or sth. other shit is that cops protect whiel in
duty and afterwards
hteyre bribed or blackmailed or try a private sideshow for blackmail or

sth. that is usually
also abotu themes 2004. there is more. geout who they prevent sleep geotu
catpault hit.
anbtoerh theme was slaves in japan wiht neckisntalls or throat installs
orso servants or sth,
some themes about odd rubber shoes and i wondered what theyre for
if its hightech gel orr sth for which reasons other theme was getting
shaky chinn to leave a hearing
or parlameneharing or sht. after i said loud this shitland betrayed and
frauded me.
do they parkinson unloved people out of offices?
then it morphed again to some
odd ass class theme. these mess me up wiht highschool usually and outcome
of htemes are in
der ruhe liegt die kraft. so its a mix of the bitches that mess me up
about 90s and highschool
and scum that messes 2004. i cant think. pick wisely whose balls you kick
messes abotu iis it enoug hfor a soke or a stroke or so
===========
theres brainwash that i shoudl get

sth called

psychosis or sth. demess that whatever that is
///////////
Someodd theme why sth or sooomeonecalled smerch was defeated in kambodia .
And I'm like ???... ???? Gun plus chav is still no soldier??
Butiwastootired orcooked andjsutwanted christinadsspussy inmy hand andher
hottiebuttonme
i googled smerch
seems to be a russian mlrs rocket artillery stystem
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BM-30_Smerch
------hmm seems to be a russian anti sppy unit of red army or sth
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMERSH
it makes no sense why a russian artillery rocekt was fdefeated in kambodia
or sth but
it would make sense why an counter espionage unit there might have been
defeated
////////
demess wilde hain or bilde hain or so themes brainwash away of fortune or
nighttime
demess retadenigns wishywashydullign pamy psychodrtugs
geotut nekmess tittsmess makeasfety
remove buzzers reahreadlow from neckmess
geout underfeet heeels instaslsls
/////
i cant beleive its vebeen 12years hell and this shoudl ve gone on forever.
omg.
punsi hasmesser remove oialntena rusianedleg ames demess tambula razza
loontheme or sth
and find out how hte germans erase, dull and warcoma. demess dicktoymess
wiht shitwater
around dick. bust coma warcoam bubble BOTH CASES old mothers case and
mine
//////////
remove oialtnenas rusianenedles dmees eeymes brainems brainfrymes that
make suncoriondaniatnatontontontnnn
bentwnenenenlflttnadnirhghahnand goeut whathtem ethods do
dusuauauaualalllly geout who fools whit which method
geout eyepesk. IDEMANDMYCOMPTEURBACK. loon theme is bannwinn or funwinn or
sth wiht assmes s or schecke ecker or sth
dickscuk theme like foolign on the sat dish or ass drugigngngn wiht fart
assmesses or that kind of shtii. there was more.
these bitches are crud iunder my shoe like snake or system bitches
reminds me of verfassungsschutz 2001 2002.
DEMES BRAINDMESES DRUGIGINGN INNER EYES UPWARDS THAT DAMAMGES EYES.
MAKE>SAFETY> KILL RAPE SCUM ASSTOY SCUM
DICKTOYMESS SCUM AND GENITALS TO MOUTH MESSERS ALL DAMN DAY . THE THEMES
VARY > PEDO BRAINWASH ALL SLEEPTIME >
SAY SCHUL OR SCHWUL REIZWORT THEMES DAYTIME . VARIANTS WERE THIS ANDHTAT
SPATZ THEMES OR SO. EVENING SOME BITCH
BRAINCOOKED ME DULL OR DRUGS ME BRAINFLAT> ALL DAMN DAY. sometimes inhaler

durgingng itsm ildsafe. mild safe.
WHOEVER IS NEW THIS IS MILDSAFETY.other themes church or snake is wo hast
du deine batterie ie what motivates
you the theme points sometimes ona metaphoric battery on the middle backof
the person in the brainwash theme.
other themes are conflict brainwash, pedo themes and tehre was more more
more more . the geeneral method seems
to be erasers plus happy fool mess. some inhaler where the messer reminds
me of some church guy from 2002
catholuics maybe wiht a ferromon in haler or so or anti sucker drugging
or sth
ythey seem not so hostile
rather neutral
but were bad rape scum earlier years
fix brainwash away of fortune also
and einwilde or einbilde themes ie all jsut imagination tehemes
snake or system bitchees
whenver btainwash away of fortune is them
find out why they profit from it when i renounce my fortune
make it fraudproof even from these bitches and cockroaches
====
kildicktoytomotuhemeserdmesbrainduler idemandmycomptuerback you dont
letthesebitches compartmetalise this hell
to do this shitforever wihtme. you prevent special internets and vpn
tunnels too you put out extra marked whathey
tried to supress extra large
we let them show this way expost afterwards waht they tried to keep under
carpet
/////////
most major inventions shields magflight LNL neutrino radio etc must be
made in usa and or uk up to supplier level
shields is a force multiplier
get me feedback
i got messedu p a few days ago it has a bleu shien and makes a
fheeeeeeeeeeeep noise or a whoooooooooooooop whistling noise
get me feedback
also the curving looked extremely good
and its implementable in sclass luxury cars defintiely
were the updates useful
if its blue means tehy implemented the plasma bubble energy transfer
correct?
////
demesss conflcit brainwash repeated mechanicaln oise liek laugh conflcit
messes
or this andhtat would be you or this and htat could have been you or so
reminds me of hte
KRAENKUNG themes conflict themes
makeasfety
/////
the germans called the stasi cancer in attachment
GESCHWULST
i google it
======
by wiki its tumor or
wucherung gewaechs
schwellugn des gewebes
aha.
ends cancer bad
update medifile so for xray games too
and put it out notarstamped realdeal
btw cancershit
did the proton cyclotron thing donnations thign save some kids some hell?

instead bodger xray tehraphies?
by anotehr brainwash my facebone woudl be xray 60
and my forelegs 35 or so
////
There was some odd theme abouzt kid hopping on you and theme goes like st
petersburg nights or sth and I'm like: ??????????????.
Usually I wipe em sort of off me but mostof time idont realise because
they cook allmy half forhehead.
Getme feedback ifits a
>
> Sicko brainwash or a test theme
>
> Idotnt think its russians remindsme more of snake or systembunch rather
but who knows
>
> Demess german brainwash
> Other theme was about entspannen or entspannung ie like fuck lessons
theme orsth for the chick from a woman or so
>
> Getout whatthe germans do or mess with head in coma time night other
thign is sufffocaion from gasvalves
and
STOPPING BREATHING wiht reahreadlowmess
the thing shows liek a jeans or sth over your head or so but it stops
breathing and suffocates and messes wiht rearhead
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
/////////
to my kids
life is beautiful
enjoy it
its all about
where you start
the people that strafe your life
and your character.
it will often not be very easy but you gotta stand your ground then. you
can do it.
get at it! you can do it!
if you cant
take a step back
learn
and try again.
you can do it!
dont let weaknesses brake you. try anyway! go for it! learn from it! and
go for it! try again! you can do it!
.//////////
the fatsuit is adjusted in circular movement middle back painless between
shoulders. . is the fatsuit related to the stasi cancer thing ie a cover
or so?
ask station chief
update medifiles
put it out DAYTIME NONHYPERACTIVATED LEVEL NOTARSTAMPED COMPLETELY
make sure hte healthinsrance clowns get a copy
put it on my insrance card also sorted by actual and graveness
mark interesting stuff

i knwo that they called it zysten around 2007 and geschwulst recently
///////
fix high dba ear damamge from high dba nutshelmet theme wiht whistles or
squeeekyfheeeeps
///////
there was a theme this afternoon about kennst du die sieben zeichen des

bahnsinns or wahnsinns or sth
its a snake theme i think or system
///////
demess frisbeee haelfte or sth or ealqiqudimesses . some themes about
midevil times or making a border in the sand or so that kind of stuff. all
iwanted was christinas hottie butt and her in myarms tight. the theme
showed that shes pregnant or sth wanted to kiss her
/////
kiaslsmesse4r dicotoyer remretaredinsngs brainmesse dretardenings
brainmess. makeasfety. GEOUT ALSO SUFFFFFOCATION FROM GASVALVES
SUFFOCAITONS NIGHTS DYSLEXIA RETERDARDNEIGNIS BRAINMESSES ALL NIGHT WIHT
SOME BALDY SMALL GUY THAT LOOKS INTO FACE OR SO PROVOVATIVE AND FOLLOWS
HEADMOVEMENTS OR SO that kind of shit. murder harassers fix suffociaont
dmamges deemess german cockroaches brainmessses whatever hte bitches
pretend this time again. MURDER HARASSERS MAKE SAFETY KILL FUCKSCUM RAPE
SCUM DOGSCUM FROMUDNERWAY AND GROCERYSTORE MURDER HTE BITCHES OR KO DROPS
CASE IDONTCARE IF OTHER ZOMBIS DONT KNOW ORMIND
///////
Somenighttime theme was sortof a swimming pool spyfight inthe dark
shooting with 38er at some chikc with black hair iassociated someone
principally nonhostile. The computer command interface didn't udnerstand.
Like sealing all lower levels and turning
>
> Ontthe light etc
>
> Its not good
>
> Question the results alsoas deathtried suffocation daysbefore and the
brainflatneingfoallforhead and erasers
///////
whats in nighttime tv
the blood out of ear due to ammoniak poisononing thing shit . or running
naked underwear homo breathing
is htat.. normal for nighttime tv?
odd talkshows? getme feedback
wahts in nighttime and how can iget that
my stream somewhere? hulu?
//////
repari damamge reahreadlow and gutsperssureinjeciton druggingngt to nerver
drug
////
demess earlqdiumesses say ditch themes
this andthat bendett or bernadette conflict shit
dicktomyess aselelctrodemess rusianendlemess shitzo brianwash
suffocaion lunglock makeasfetypunish german cocorjaoches
idemandmycompteurback
/////////
Hongkong mighty duck: cute art.really nice.
Germans messed me up once with maedchen yuhm and I recalled with wrong
entchen um or sth.
They bodged the mindmesss a year tillthey gotout someone fools em with an
oilantenna haha
but.nice art. Cuddly.Reallynice
////////////////
Ten years elevenyears ago ithink some brit field personnell tried to
evac.they thought I'm a lost us sheep.
Was whtie van allwass toobtirghtyousweatcold rubbertitscover echo totally
s t o ne d.imean totally stoned,
orange strreetlamos a curve.the guy
>
> Driving and like: don't worry.wellget you hone. Well get syou home?
>
> So. Principally a good guy I assumed.think later ayar hetried sth. Found
ina toolbox some salt stones orso
called himsalty stone.can't remeeber his lookanymore.
>

> If he's out of buiz let's recruit him. Bored securitypersonnel lsitneign
to desperate screaming ands frustrated
ragin . Noidea what's outthere.
> If he's happy wherehe is leaveit all. -----> Odci mustve assumed I'm a sideshow or I did an idealistic game onmyown
or sth and crashed withit badly or so
>
> That's how itall started. Spygame 2001 2002 rapehell fromchurch
toocnvicnrme toretzurnor becausehteyrepigs.
Politik der ruhigen hand had a special special special term starting also.
>
> Americans seen as asshole so the test was my belloved good old horse
inthe desert can't walk anymore.
and do ishoot it or not? I tried to carry it myself. For restofnightihad
someheavybag on neck thinkigng its
my good old horse.
> That's how I started. Innocent teenzombi.
> -------> Then they found out I'm really me and a genius. Then it was turnback
clock time but based on dernaged assumption.
Some miught be known by today but back then it wasn't. Also knowing
isufferedlike a dog urschreitheraphy then
compartmentalising the hell and nut bum discrediting the case.
>
> Thenitwas about how do we exploit talent forinventions and keephim this
way and a hooker on your dick seemed
to have been extrmeelyimprotant.with allthe virginbrainwash that followed
then.
///////////////////////////
check also the heartflap install . i get stitchy left arm when i lay oon
belly in sleeptime
rm3ove lowerbackisntalsls and genitalsintasl ls rmeinds me of churhc so
undeer feetheelsintalsl and
gorinemsse sbellyimplants
////////
remove assisntalllls and fartasssmesses fromgutsimpalnts
gentialimpalntsd. Alotofthe assterrror is fromthe
implants so vbefore leaving. Another is from themesusnderway and another
is rape hell ro dicktoymess asmess or
asdrugigng or isntallmess or fuckhell
What jhappens tothem when the zombi yelslthistuff or writethsssuitffff
Usually verfassugnshcutz doses decoys anything to make a discrediting
failure rate todothis forever
The solution? Suffocation and eraser and retardneings and thatsmidlsafety
Tillthenext pieceofshit does sth
Why dothese bitches get away withthis twelve years
Kill asstoyer fartasmeser from gutsimplants
Sometimes underway its a fart assmesswithporniilmess thast makes
asselelctrode mess andor a crinkler ass drug.
Usually electrodes are implants alsoingentialisntalls belly guts
rusianedle facevbonemess eyelipdimplants groin neck.
Geotut udnerfeet heels messes
Store 2006pmto 2012pm june7th2013
///////////////////////////
geout genitasl fillsls and fatsutifils and baslsdurging. SEUZEEEZE THE
PIECE OF SHIT 2120pm.
SIT AND COUNT CALORIES BUT YOU DONT ALLOW THESE BITCHES FATSUIT GAMES >
THIIISSSSSSS IS MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMY BODY
I DONT CARE WAHTHTESE GERMAN BITCHES PRETEND> WAHTEVER I EAT OR NOT> YOU
DONT ALLOW THESE BITCHES IMPLANTS OR DRUGS
OR BALLS MESS OR ASSIMPLANTS. GEOUT RETAREIDNINSGS FOREHEAD AND REVERT OF
HYEPRACTIVAITONS
REMOVE NECKBUSZZER IMPALNST

SQUEEZE THE BITCH 2120pm june7th2013
USE THE CHANCE SQUEEZE THE PIECE OF SHIT
//////////
Ten years elevenyears ago ithink some brit field personnell tried to
evac.they thought I'm a lost us sheep.
Was white van. all was toobright yousweatcold rubbertitscover. echo
totally s t o ne d.imean totally stoned,
orange strreetlamps a curve.the guy
Driving and like: don't worry.wellget you home. Well get you home?
So. Principally a good guy I assumed.think later a year he tried sth.
Found ina toolbox some salt stones orso
called himsalty stone.can't remeeber his lookanymore.
If he's out of buiz let's recruit him. Bored securitypersonnel listening
to desperate screaming and frustrated
raging . Noidea what's outthere.
If he's happy where he is leaveit all.
-----Odci mustve assumed I'm a sideshow or I did an idealistic game onmy own
or sth and crashed with it badly or so
That's how itall started. Spygame 2001 2002 rapehell fromchurch and
verfassungsschutz to convince me to return or
becausehteyrepigs. Sth like usa dancing on t heir nose . What happened
tothe bastard that kicked my seat
in nigthttime school me in coma. On tragic drug. Think I beat the bastard
or so.
Politik der ruhigen hand had a special special special term starting
also. The time they had to lift out barricaded
porch door on ankle side because the barricades held that well. Plastics
cord.
Americans seen as asshole so the test was my belloved good old horse
inthe desert can't walk anymore. and do ishoot
it or not? I tried to carry it myself. For restof night ihad some
heavybag on neck thinkigng its my good old horse.
That's how I started. Innocent teenzombi. Other test theme was some
catastrophy occured ina skyscraper and you walk
up with a flame thrower and all sorts of people ask you for help onthe
wway inthe end they triedtomake me jump down
but I sat down breathed and enjoyed sundown or sunset. Beautiful. Htat was
long ago.another theme used the old
halflife engine for simulating chemical labs running aroundsin it. Other
themes are more like .ok we dontknow who
heis let's see what he can. Or which city he recognises.
That's howitall started spylawsuit. Wasit secret? Nov 2001? Publish it
totally.btw notarstamped
-------Other themes were like hasty snap belt opening themes with a large echo
conflci theme aaaaaaaaaah releif echo .
ithink greyishbackground.
Others are stillused. Repeated mechanical clacker noises that shoud sound
like laugh repeated with
usuallylotsofofrange.its a mean grin or evil zigzag teeth nut conflict
brainwash from verfassungsshcutz
Tehre was somzuch more .messes summary was just a short summary of the
shit iwrote allday allnight
And them all kneww. Allalong
--Then they found out I'm really me and a genius. Then it was turnback
clock time but based on deranged assumptions.
Some might be known by today but back then it wasn't. Also known I
sufferedlike a dog urschreitheraphy.
Even my own brother thinking I killed and replaced me was like whoever you
are whatever you did I forgive you or its
ok. So badly suffer hell it was for me.and so .all.knew. Rapehells.
then massive erasers. compartmentalising the hell and nut bum
discrediting the case.
Thenitwas about how do we exploit talent forinventions and keephim this

way and a hooker on your dick seemed to
have been extrmeelyimprotant.with allthe virginbrainwash that followed
then.
////////////////
demes nsoebasedrugigngn getout if the imune system is shot again my toes
infect and ithgfthe reverto hfyperactivation attempts did that or
hte fatsuit fills genital fills GUTSIMPLANTS
///
destroy the gasvalves. the bitches terrorise wiht it or suffocate wiht it.
then i yellit then someone turns up oxygen and stops hte gasvalve terror.
then someone messes on arm or so measures maybe oxygen then ntohgin
happens hten the bitches dothat again ten minutes later or on sleep start
its mildsafety
its just
one
of
many
many
many
many
many
games
when theyt dont hop wiht kids or grannies over you or dogfuckyou walkign
to a cinema or so in coma
the assmess is usually durgign genital repalce instalsl for terror over
assacess
guts drug installs
fatsuitmesses
coma test
and assdurgigign
its midlsafe
its just
hundreds of times a day
you
are
hte
shittttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttiest allies in this world
if its not that or all see its hell then verfassungsschutz shows up
isntalls a fart ass guts implant or genital install terrorisation thing to
create a discredit failure rate
then all act its not so bad
or its just imagination or half of it or a quarter of it then its totally
ok
and suddenly
the bitches get away wiht all another year
taht hte zombi screams it undrugged
SCREAMS
deed type seen by a million people thats what he types after that deed
and the zombi writes you the decoy
is not so important then
you
bust
the
coma
warcoma
bubble
for both cases oldmotehrs case and mine
NOW
these cockraoches had
T W E L V E YEARS

!!!
12!YEARS!
AND YOU DIDNT JSUT LETTHEM YOU FLEW ME BACK TO THIS
S I X TIMES
////////////
some odd theme where you spylike infiltrated some building.
convinced some chick that found signals its presidens security and she sth
like thats all teh K s in this sigint.
tried to find some door to hide in the theme had doors like hitler. one
wrote pedophelic one had a
green idealtypical girl wiht skirt holding on hands together a couple one
male one girl. all idealtypic humans
like on toilet signs. chose some situation room wiht a large bright blue
map. the walk away was ursud by some
guy wihta thin sabre or swort or so had mine also but didnt want orknow
how to use it so i played around removinghte
guys belt or so that hes also clumsier wiht it . that kind of shit. fix
braincook or lack of sleep
////////
remove the assinstalls and pressure injection drugigng from genital
isntallsss cehck prostate installs over
assacess
the staatssschutz was around in nuertingen waht was their verdict?
tehy wondered why i get fat
lipophil drug or prostate balls fill? bauchspeicheldruese damamge?
///////
mruder genital to mouthmessers dmess braindullers. there is conflict
brainwash to agree or not agree
ich bin duenn or duemm. its a conflict becasue usually yes but usually no
when tehy fatsuit mess me.
so aside not realising and braincooked forehead its conflciting. demess
it. ithink the bitches have preset
schablone for how the body would look or so but its obsolete or deranged
usually. then comes a church guy makes
you smaller and adjsuts chest over middle back installls and back knee.
then someone else inthemornign usualyl
gutsoversize or bellymess or plipophil drug fills guts or melanin
gutsmesses.
some ofhte chav guts druggings also oversizes guts
but thats a side effect only
this. is . how this works here. why doesnt it matter when the zombis says
this stuff dials this and YELLS REMOVE
IMPLANTS THIS ISMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMYBODY WHO CARES WAHTHTE
GERMAN BITCEHS WANT
YOU
RIP
OUT
GERMAN
IMPLANTS
ASS
GENTIALS
GUTS
BELLY
DRUGTITTS
EYELIDS MIDDLE BACK
UDNERFEET
EYELIDS FACEBONE TEETHBONE
THE FORE TOOTH
iS USED FOR OILANTENNA OR RUSSIANEEDLE OR RECOMA
FIND OUT HOW
///////////////////
tehre was once awhile ago a nightime theme about oddtirangles or red laser
beams forming a tirangle etc.
or triangle wiht eye or so
usually non hostile in this game was aroudn early 2000s like around 2001
2002
//////////

who coontrosl hte surveillance of room? the homoverfassugnscuhtz the
relqigious bucnh around our bunch likely too mabye hte russians also and
hte cops. who esle. shitzobum starategy uses which sulveillance
mruder gneital messer
remove whitenosie rightear
lontehme is chimm ab or sth
geout who fools who wiht what fix earlqidumesses
mruder brainfryer ballsmesser dicktoyer lunglockemesser
IDEMANDMYCOMTEPURABCK
in competent bunch wonders who you babble to
isnt it?
i explained it even old motehr afew times
but its clearly the bunch that repalces the vehicle and or controls hte
room
plus them cannot allow being only suerveiller so where will eb theotothers
and if fatalley allowed compartmentalisation
or no audio or wiht delay
on the mercy of hte german cockraoches they CRUDDDDDDDDDDDDIER
than i ever thought
after sixtimes anglo american soil allowing german bitches t h a t status
quot
jsut becasue this land is shit
/////////////
-----Original Message----From: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
Date: Sun, 9 Jun 2013 22:26:31
To: <lewatty@nsa.gov>; <fsb@fsb.ru>; <svr@gov.ru>; <nsapao@nsa.gov>;
<vmvine3@nsa.gov>
Reply-To: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
Subject: Demess conflicts and overissuiser drug allday. The theme s are
called "kraenkung" but
I call e m conflictbrainwash or steadily steadily always the opposite
brainwash" or "does sth mean to you turns
it likeits your fault brainwash".Remove overissuiser drug
The verfassungschutz uses this shit for nuts making
Other themes fromthem are
Repeated mechanical noise as laugh themes. Sometimes with fingerpoint at
you and usually with orange psychodelic
glowing backgrounds and often with meangrin quartermoon grin or evil
zigzag teeth. How do mean grin teeth make you
nuts? But overisssusierdrug makes you annoyed by anything in daytime
undrugged. Snake or system uses sth like that.
its used to test if people have isssues or sth by abrainwash ands did them
"often a great favour already".
---These usually tried also oldmother nuts making namely with snatching sth
off her center chest showing it glowing
towardsher like ripping it away and abrainmess fearsomebrainmess topmiddle
right or so. It includeds also a sortof
huge glasstube in thebrainwash. I have no way toknow it but the bastards
were so desperate they just wanted to try
what worked with her in my case. Now she's nut bum ed.
I say its tragic that whentehy harassher with crinkler or the drugstick
peeks or terror catapult pack rearhead low
and she just doesn't know what it is. And daytime zombi thinking some
soulbits or sth wouldbe ripped away from her
and t h a t s the germany imean.the cockroaches got away.ibet she can't
even pick up the damn garden weeeds bending
down withotu some german cockroach doing sth with her. And she so doesn't
even know.
You wouldn't let her inthe handofthese bitches either. Outof comas
warcomas her case too.
Betruegerland. And whenyou sue the grocerystore then also for whatthey do
with her. She cannot sue it but I can and

you show their character with thesethings they dowith her also.
-----Other messses for harassments are to make you tick out freakout.
theharassment asss messes genital to mouth messes.
means another nuts decoy jsut with sth else
Make you freak out games likely also the suffocation gasvavles
Usually its to replace oxygen with sth called stickoxide or co or co2 or
neon in inhalermess.
Ucan remmeber nothing nextmronginandwakeup wasted
But doing that when you just fallasleep is onething.doing so whileyou
yellit daytime is make you tick out I guess
----This
Is
Mildmess
Mild methods
Usually its worse braincook games and rapehells and so forth in coma
--And check if intelcal is around they usually conflictme also
Nsapao or odci bunch know they're "rats" wonder wha t they gotout those
days
Maybeitsnotthem
Seems exchaning between verfassungshcutz and systemscumand somethat
messedmeup midlate90s related tonazis probably
---But those from midlate90s are all about my pretended virginity or sth and
more bodged conflict brainwash.
--the assmesses and genital over asssacess mess and prostate
messoverassacecss is not security check or sth
its drugging over ass and genital install over assacess
asselectrode installs genital implants for terror later in grocerystore verfassugnsschutz usually discredit wiht failure rates gamed earlier
like asselectrode or genital implant messes from install you say murder
teh asstoyer nothing happened then suddenly its all not so serious or
urgent
like you would have some vague ass feel or sth. but that the zombi says
decoy and implant and daytime nutshelmet theme is not so important then
like assmess in grocery store is ich weiss ganz genau dass ich auf der
toilette bin or sitze
or aaaaaah ihr wisst was ich mag or so wiht a blackhaired curly guy
leaning half forward
its all about drugging of ass genitals and prostate implants over
assacesss
exchanging stuff for terror liek ass electrodes and guts implants in blind
darm
that is covered as hooker theme but teh real deal is the implants and
assdrugigng and
fatsuit fill over assacess and middle back
likely a lipophil drug
its sometimes for testing if youre in coma but that they do wiht dogfuck
mess or kidfuck mess more often
the discredit games often use porn oil games on ass only
the guts drugging is usually wiht fart ass mess or pneumatic assmess
some of hte implants are like a BLUBBBB small explosion in guts then you
fart and are drgugged
some ofhte implants make wet fart mess and releases fatsuit stuff into
guts
there
was
more

im only suprised they dont use kids for that

becasue that woudl be REALLY typical germany

.////////////////////////
> Gesendet: Montag, 10. Juni 2013 um 23:22 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov
> Betreff: By agerman brainwash the german elephant group or someone else
like snakelevel
feed electricity withmy xenonpower generation.
Findout and prosecute.maybe itwas just bullshit mindmess.
mustbe made in usa andor uk with a reason and germans rapingme on coma and
profitingfrom this
all while I'm on hartz4 wouldbe like
>
> Ure shittin me
> ---->
> Ifthey wanna feed energywith it they should
buy the device from a guy that bought the license and built it.
Maybe a chinese maker madeit in uk or an american maker that didit in the
us or a japanesemaker that didit inthe us.
>
> -->
> There might have been bodged cfd simulations with odd explosions too
inthe land. I'd check those also.
Its all highrpessure stuff
> More turbo than turbine lowtech enough.
>
> Did the polariton laser fromstanford work ? Isit adaptable to xenon
multidirectional powergeneration
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
///////////////////
btw btw btw btw btw why dont you squeeze hte german bitch withhte
lipophil drug 254am june10thto11th2013
demes lunglockmess and goriness
when the zombi screams this stuff 253am 254am its all too late
you just lettthem too long
/////////////////
some odd theme where osme sort ofgreen hulk was captured and fought
against some vampries or sth.
or some mmagic mystery world with word and valkyre like theme hunted by
dwarfs or ork or sth some guy ran away
yelled wall wall NOW! WALL! then ran against an invisble wall and
exploded. that kind of shit. its totally outside
of my thinking or world im reason technocrat abstract create not
mysticism shit but that was the theme
------sth like to hell wiht this and that its just one more location left or sth
but didnt know hes surveilled
/////////////////////
demess chiedlfoolmesses and braincook nights
the test themes were sth wiht garage monkey games or so or some old
teacher speaking enlgsih sfast hte british way
earliqudimess is brainwash awy ffortune wiht genialer erfinder bin or so
but it conflicts wihthe brainwash before or russianeedle wiht games
the engine looked alu and some cable was on the left low windshield start
i thought its chargin battery but might be a diagnistics plug didnt think
of it
the wheels looked ugly like in muscle cars ugly instead of sleak sideline
allwiht front engine part up on some standing feet or sth and hood loosely
put on engine instead fixed
tthere was more
babbles sth i compassion the old guy for the request dugout vouchers from
grocerystores or sth

fix braincooknight removegutsmess imlants mess
//////////////
Btw how is middleback nipple linked to assinstall behindgenital in guts.
its obvious its a fatsuit system coveresd as cysten. Removeit.
Itsaltered in circularmovments painless middleback
check for lipophil drugs and fatsuit fill and gguts release system
-------------Fix brainwashes awayof fortune . Usually its "he waits for his ufo
themes: or its all just fahantasy or "its all jsut adream" brainwash
"ach was das hast du alles nur getraeumt" or "er wartet auf seine rente
wieso lebt er von seiner rente" he lives on his pension or whytdoes he
live from his pension inverse pivotal typlicasnake or system btiches.
Why would they profit from it when I renounce mybillions and live as
harassed damaged nonhyperactivated in daytime bubble. Why wouldthey profit
fromit
>
> And how
> Btw btw btw
>
> Same with patents and madhousening games. They callit russian method in
verfassungsschutz "russische methode"
>
--------//////////

> Gesendet: Samstag, 15. Juni 2013 um 23:38 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: lewatty@nsa.gov, fsb@fsb.ru, svr@gov.ru, nsapao@nsa.gov,
vmvine3@nsa.gov, botschaft@israel.de, acsberlin@state.gov,
info@europol.europa.eu, kccpk@gmx.net, redaktion@phoenix.de,
cctvnews@cctv.com, haveyoursay@bbc.co.uk
> Betreff: Btw how is middleback nipple linked to assisntall
behinsdgenital in guts.its obvious its a fatsuit systemcoveresd as cysten.
Removeit. Itsaltered in circularmovmeents painless middleback
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
Btw how is middleback nipple linked to assinstall behindgenital in guts.
its obvious its a fatsuit system coveresd as cysten. Removeit.
Itsaltered in circularmovments painless middleback
check for lipophil drugs and fatsuit fill and gguts release system

================================
Fix brainwashes awayof fortune . Usually its "he waits for his ufo
themes: or its all just fahantasy or "its all jsut adream" brainwash
"ach was das hast du alles nur getraeumt" or "er wartet auf seine rente
wieso lebt er von seiner rente" he lives on his pension or whytdoes he
live from his pension inverse pivotal typlicasnake or system btiches.
Why would they profit from it when I renounce mybillions and live as
harassed damaged nonhyperactivated in daytime bubble. Why wouldthey profit
fromit
>
> And how
> Btw btw btw
>
> Same with patents and madhousening games. They callit russian method in
verfassungsschutz "russische methode"

>
"
other themes from snake are "hier hat er herr der dinge geguckt" or "hier
hat er die goetter muessen verrueckt sein geguckt" or so
its all very very conflicting
always pivotal i n v er s e
like its not flip flap flip flap youre a criminal flip flap flip flap
its a group of people for apell someone walks up and down as officer and
says we are lookign for a criminal and your avatar hides.
its not infulencable but it inversely pivotally means you sort of with you
hiding in the crowd sort of but not influencable by you
but as preset acting theme
inverse
pivotal
conflicting
usually brainwash is
ten times a second or fifty times a second a chick left and right flip
exchange flip exchange and you in center naked chest
in underwear wiht a big dick in it
then it interrupts
black bacgkroudn bright blue writing SUPERMAN
tehn it flips again chicks left and right ten or fifty times a second
then interrupts again . SUUUUUUUUPERMAN!
then flips again
that kind of cheap brainwash is not the pivotal theme
related is also
flip flap orange slimes
interrupted wiht TOOOOOOD
then other variants of stufff not to touch
interruption TOOOOOOOD!
ttoher themes use apocalyptic music or thick black lines
wiht lots of glow psychotic glow
usually orange
like soldeirs taking oath with helmets from 50s
we will never abandon you or so
reminds me of hte XIII engine video game
verfassungssschutz uses often also white glowing or transparent glow wiht
evil mickey mouse doing mean things to you
and turning it like its oyur fault or so
its about making you having been among mean or in too many mean situations
or mechanical noises repeating mechanically but as laugh
or yes? tehy laugh about you? themes wiht out of can noise psychotic sound
and usually lots of orange glows
otehr variants
wahtever you do you land on the blue traning ground soft thing
pivotal inverse
attack me. wahtever oyu do
you land on the ground
and or otehr so much higher than you above you
its not flip flap flip flap flip flap dont attack
its making it inversely pivotally
like a blockade in brain
it makes passive
and when youre agressive it makes passive agressive
otehr themes are like you laying flat beneath something somuch bigger
taller above you thats undefeatable
etc
etc
etc
etc
there
was
a
million mroe bullshit i dial this shit a decade

other htemes from screwbunch4 is an evil maze
or other vairants evil bunker full of zombis
other not so dmamaging messy thems is elephant
steamtrain in tunnel or jumping from a high swimming pool or tower into
the water or so
the train theme itself is you get detatched from the other train in the
dark in the tunnnel
land in a bunker installation sort of also full of test themes
there
was
so much more
in all the themes theres always only a part i caught.
its never start to end
the demanipualtion was like
books become unread
embryos unborn
curved slug shells smaller
apocalypitic music to climax
a cheap manipualtion
but a demanipualtions
=============

nighttime brainwash
Demess brainwash walking somewhere around schreckhof, meeting some grey
hungrywolf
you jsut have apocketknife and try to stab him or sth while screaming to
scare him away.
fix tinitus from the the mess in morning installs
the wolf ran away scared
i think i stabbed it once
but hten the theme restarts it even more furious returnign and htis time
wiht two other people coming by from the left uphill
or so
otehr theme youre a kid and have arguing parents
like divorce kid theme between arguing parents
you basically get up say wahthte hell is going on
tell dad to be a grown up about sth and the mother why doesnt she annulate
it instantly if they both think it was a mistake
that kind of shit
=====
some odd Theme nighttime
"die deutschen machen sich viel zuviel sorgen um die art von technik"
where some sort of
red train installation was rolling and someone arguing the germans are way
too worried about that kind of technology or so
i associated magflight into it but it seemed like
train tech
red base paint but stainless steel wheels seemed all.... stashed
highly interesting.

this is atleast five different messers that knwo i get at least a part of

hteir brainwashes
----Demess pedo teacher brainwash about getting too close to young girls or
sth around a camp fire or so.
another theme later was nonhostile at all with a grey triangle and an eye
in it
i expected in coma that its not hostile and it wasnt. antoehr one was
about a simpsons theme in role ofjudge/
the chief cop tries to bribe you with fifity bucks and icalled lou for an
arrest of hte chief
gavehim the rolled up50bucks. the face of lou behind a door side was like
slowmotion or frozen picture
otehr stuff how beautiful the
>
> Eiffel tower construction is etc. i wanted to twist the base of the four
corners
Thatkinsd of shit.
>
> Getout whitenoise rightear.
////////////////////////////
Some odd theme about a spygame of escorts and intercepts.
someone decepted a person that could fly, the pilot guy said sth patiently
but thoroughly to some woman sth like koslov!
or this and htat wiht a G in the name and Koslov! i thought in cooma its
a town name or a person they would associate a town with.
some french guy later was mad and pissed. rushed to another german guy and
said in german mad furstrated anxious
showing a small piece of paper "kommt da jetzt noch was" like will there
be an aftermath or maybe
denerved by salami tactics about an issue. and the german like
blackmailing him depends onthisnthat. "kommt darauf an ob" htis and htat
something interesting that putin has a new power plug on some sort of
kreml lamp or sth
and i was ok with that sort of
maybe hte secret industrial standard about powerline hacking
was it known by the russians ?
warcomas?
then this case was despite all hell not too useless to them iguess
but that its secret was a german mistake
trying to chain someone into a coma bubble that doesnt belong there
and htat all for low reasons
a n d selling it as state interest while htey damage their industry with
noone calculates the mess at a pile i guess
btw WHO FINANCES THE GERMAN CAMPAIGN FOR THIS MESS A DECADE
=====
after this mail
teh germans redrug with tthe fatenign and middle back mess fatsuit fill
and assacess ballsfill
/////////
Me in coma on a test theme heartwish or sth : out of coma warcoma. Some
of the verfassungsschutz like: besser nicht.wer weiss wem du dann
beitritts und was du dann baust. Irrational fear. Uncertainty avoidance.
Can we know if they're scared I join odci or
>
> Nsapao.
>
> I'm 90percent sure it was verfassungsschuztz. Usually heartwish themes
are like replacing cars all sortsof whichyou pick and making them
artificially shabby sort of.
>
> By10percent some church
>

> ---> Imagine that
>
> Make you misrable and victimised
> Fraud you of your fortune or access to it
> Damage their instituztions for it
> And then consider a car they make shabby to fit to their crudbubble
could be a heartwish
>
> Incredible
>
> Incredible
>
> ----> I guarantee you
> Thatthey e v e r y single time.
> (Triesd this twice with a year or two between) .iguaratnteeyou.thatthey
everysingle time wondered why I don't bite it.
>
> --> It shows it. That for them this is not a bust bubble they just play
zombi bubble with. For them this bubble is intact and can be bribesd with
a crappy car or sth. And this shows their drug it is. Its their new
warcoma. Anyson else couldn't be sure about the coma and wake timing
anymore.some would be almsot nuts about it ifits a wake indaytime and
nighttime coma bubble.so unsure they are. but verfsssungsschutz ? Them are
so sure its only daytime wake thatthey thinka. Crapcar bribe couldbe a
heartwish or sth.
>
>
> One had like a stainless steel engine or sth as technical finesse or
sth.
>
> By 10percent a church by 90percent verfassungssvhchutz
> --> Insteasd I consider making me a cls magflight for nighttime for no other
reason thatthey get reputation and don't falls o hard behinds the other
two withtheir sclass stuff
>
> ---> Whoever it was called it herzenswunsch erfuellen or so
////////////////////
A cheap loontrick is overissusier sdrug into groin and dies ist ein
angriff auf dich or
dies war einangriff auf dich or this and that sack kappe or sack klappe
orso . Killldicktoy tomotuhemssers and france loontheme
or zwoezisch or so.
>
> Murder thebitch ormake safety
>
> Conflict brainwash is snake or system bitches
/////////
fake sleeptime talk - usually left ear:
sack langsam schwatz or schalz or schanz or so.
ootehr terror is gasvalves terror suffocation repalce of oxygen
i then yell and type Blast gasvavles squeezethepeiceofcockroach that
controlsem
===============
Why does steady overissssuier drug make nuts or kraenkung conflict theme
or fraudmonkey games
-----------obama visit day
Why would thegermans oilantenna me with mosa or rosa or so.ithought of old
lady rosa parks on the mess.
Aint no bus nowhere for me? Hehehee who.plays.who.withthis shit inthe
oilantenna?
>
> Other shit is geizock or sth.
> Geistbock?
////////////
Getoutthe guts messes ansdimplants. Itsliek ignited oxygen in guts
gothretiems a dsay shittin like 2004 timeframe It was standard.

alters stoffdechsel or wechsel
////////
june18th2013
remove oilantennas and russiannedles. in afternoon when like icevan times
there was a heavy whitenoise right.
was there a broadband jammer .if not at which frequency did hte german
bitches jam ie
at which frequencies do the bitches monkey game wiht oilantennas
russiannedle game.s
////////
demeess ditchbarzt or say schul .
remove whitenosie undrugged eardamamge form implants
makea sfety geoutnsoabsedrugignig nand urignginenr eyes waress >
FIND OUT WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT WHAT REMOVE OILANTENNAS RUSSIANNEDLES
demess sacklangsam schwatz or so before
reminds me of reizwort games buzzword games
FIND OUT WHATTHE BITCHES DO WITH OILANTENNAS iabrely recall this shit
/////////////
detox overisusier drug into groin and gutsbelly rmeoveimplants. ITS HTE
KRAENKUNG stuff. killdicktoyers assmessers RMEOVEGUTSINMPLANTS REMOVE
EARMESSES
the brainwash themes are between pedobrainwash and repeated mechanical
noise as laugh or so conflict hteme loontheme
typical homoverfassugnsschutz or system bitches
snake brainwash earleir is only messaway offrotune or so
german cockroacehs
///////////////
Demess brainwash away of fortune: "das mit dem geld ist alles nur
einbildung" or "ein wildung" loontheme.
demesbrianwahs away of fortune.
thats hte terminology in the theme and htats hte syntax
====
other theme is
NA GUT! DANN BLEIBT ER EBEN IN SEINEM BANN or BAHN OR WANN
theme of some chick giving up
but its inverse pivotal
ratty
typical snake bunch
it suggests youre nuts and stay that way and messes away fortune withthat
somehow
inverse
pivotal
its v e r y related to hide in crowd theme were looking for this and that
=====
demess assmess
guts druggings
genital fill and earliquidmess
sack weich winn or sackreich winn or sth
liekthat but its a conflict mess.
remove right earmess also fix tinitus from it.
///////////
mruder genital messer moeviemplants murderbirnamessermakeasfety
rmoeeaqldiqudimessses demes gorinmess choking blodflowmes gutsimplants
messs removeimplants makeasfety
loontehems are madhousening themes hain or ein or sth
its
bka verfassugnsschutz corner
usualyl v e r y conflciting
cockroaches
/////////////////
demess psychatrische trankung loontheme. getout iif the german bitches
harass you like a dog to nutbum teh case.
YOU FIND OUT HOW HTEVERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ BITCHES KEEP SOMEONE IN COMA WHEN
THE UNIVERSITIES TRY 64xtimes hyperactivations
//////////

remove gutsimlants lover backgutsinstalls removeinstals lgenitalisntalsl
brianduelr makeasfety. loonteheme is pofessiell schnell or sakcschell
geout whitenoise right ear 1220. whats the frequency
remo ve gutsimpalnts it reacts to the sudden whitenoise right ear
///////
Why do people in coma warcoma not sneeze? And why is on daytime
verfassungsschutz wake drift away to coma.
A loud clack or noise waking them? From border warcoma. Its not just the
large black pupille in eye and will less.
Its also physical disconnectness
>
> Like fuck stuff is a nerve reaction that's detatched from brain
satisfaction
>
>
>
///////////////////

new is some brainmess themes where you shoudl agree or not agree
but its not a normal test theme
theres mess in advance and or a brainmess that you agree or not agree
its hard to explain
its like the mindmesser wants to create conflicting results
b ut not hte shitzo mind messes or hte mean grin nuts helemts wiht
conflicts themes
but creating conflicting RESULTS
it just
makes
no
sense
why would a german want to create opposite outcomes of a test theme
is it judicially binding or sth?only then it would make sense
would be a g r a ve mistake
even the factors beneath i wrote a decade all along would make it more
than unreliable
in the early years of 2001 2002 the out of can sycho noise orange glow
brainwash tehems syntehsiser themes yes they laugh about you naked in
front of audience hteme
back hten i thought it would be enough wiht tell truth and in coma you
wold do so
but its not how it works
its oilantenna faked
russianeedle tricked
neutrino radio messed
mindmessed
test themes manipulate already - too often a kind of test alters the
tested already
not realise messes
drugs
tired
and what not
COUTNLESS factors and now???? germans that brainmess to make agree or not
agree - while not agree is uusually dulling
or conflciting to reject on overissuiser drug or so and forehead cookign
makign passive not realsie not understand
top is often messed and forehead top
incompetent idiots
factors that l e a
rats fake it - why
time frame.
does the situation

would interpret a result likely not understanding the
d to the results
would someone construct opposing results- in a short
change that its opportunistic or wtf

/////////////////////////////////

all in the state of mind
a to g
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
A suggestive state of mind
you are influencable wihtout will
no will and oyu dont realise and wont remember later
teh sky is green - OF COURSE! WHY DIDNT I NOTICE EARLIER
its not IF the apple is a tomato but an apple but a tomato
its OF COURSE! WHY DIDNT I NOTICE EARLIER
SEIROUS HERE IS
SCREWS! AFFECT! EACH! OTEHR
when one screw them e suggests sth it might influence the manipulation at
the mid of hte night still
screws affect
each other
you act differently in tests screws when one screw affects the other
example lets say some green apple was very good to you in the first half
of hte night
its enough reason to buy you a green car
its enough reason
you buy cars out of motives like htese
the green apple was good to me its a good car of c ou r s e !
ITS GREEN
when then forinstance later nighttime theres a screw abouti apples you l o
v e them alot more
woken youre like EEEEEEEEEY H WAHT AN UGLY GREEN CAR
WAHT THE FUCK?
what ?? apples???????????
YOU THINK I L I K E ?? ? ?A PPPPPPPPLES???????????????
WAHT THE FUCK !!!!

THIS ONE IS A V E R Y SERIOUS POINT
try to feel the motives here abit
but interlinked wiht B
you dont realise
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
B NOT REALISe
you dont R E A L IS E
you dont realise
you could fuck a bicycle hole and you wouldnt realise
the screw shows its your girdlflriend
OF COURSE hmm wonder why she feels hard abit today
you dont realise
you get a pink hairdryer
screw htats your new gun
hmm pink
must have belonged to a gay man before
light
almost liek palstics
msut be a new titnaium
and when they dont drop to theground ? you should have demanded armor
piercings
YOU DONT REALISE
ITS A FUCKING ?PINK?HAIRDRYER
AND YOU TRY TO SHOOT PEOPLE WIHT IT NOW
so in fuck
its two nerve systems
coming in coma warcoma is like pissing
youre far away you dont realise you dont notice

obviously a and b belongs together all belong to gehter but these two alot
suggestive state of mind depends alot on N O T REALISING
NOT REALISE is also in tests
where the bank throws you monopoly paper money
or a cop gives yo uacard thats empty and tells you read your name from
this card
you try and tyry and try
you dont R E A LISE its a plain paper
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
to B
btw in coma warcoma
you dont realise
tahts not new
new is this
you ignore parts when you think its something or someone
while hte nutshelmet thinks you chose
example
a mix of a beardy version of chrsitina
but when you think its her you dont care b easuse its her
jsut whait abeard
plsu mixed iwht not realsing waht a beard is
somehow
but its her
so its not important
this is how it works
in coma warcoma
if oyu ask me its part of hte not realise or autosuggestive state of mind
part
add it to a to g state of mind mail
OTHER EXAMPLES ARE TEH BRAINWASH USES THEMES OF RELATIVES OR FRIENDS to
alter your behaviour to the escort
so you think your escort is your brother and like that you act to him
TOO BAD? YOU E X P E C T HIM TO ACT THE S A M EWAY TO YOU
but htey dont!
the relation ship state from daytime you carry over into the nightime mess
and expect a behavriour
that they usually dont
its very conflciting and at the same time a manipulation
alters the relation in daytime
you suddenly like him alot less etc
======================
the not realise state of mind has another subvariant
namely a physical brainmess often or a drug
youre forehead is cooked
makesoyu passive
aside the not realise from coma warcoma
its a braincook forehead mess where you dont understand what you see kind
of not realise
hte brainwash theme is hten like marking a location where the look is
usually somewhere on teh side somewhere
or zooms into the location
the person controlling outside nutshelmet is like
he thsi and htat DOESNT EVEN F I X A T E it or her

fixieren was the term

//////////////////////////////////////////
C autosuggestive state of mind
this one was interesting for me
you walk along way
its far
you wonder how it would be to fly
then automatically imagine how it is to fly and -SUDDENLY YOU REALLY FLY
A W E SO ME
you fly
WHY DIDNT I NOTICE THIS EARLIER
hmmm.... youre still very close to the ground though . .. with birds tehy
create elevation wiht moving their wings
maybe i would fly more far when i move my arms
and suddenly you REALLY fly more far
a w e s om e
hard cut
waht you ?? out there/? seei s then a stephopping guy that flaps his arms
and looks s u s p i cui ou sl y happy while you wonder waht these german
bastards did this nighttime again wiht him
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
D Drugs
VERY VERY SERIOUS ONE
for instance
HATEDRUG
elephant group uses t o n s of hte dope
youre like an asshole on hatedrug
they do also BEFORE FUCK
that plus a screw is very dangerous
D AND E
depend alot together
brainmess plus screw plus hatedrug and youre a different person
drugs can be also fuck drug
the more you come the more you wanna fuck the moreyou fuck the more you
come the more you come hte more you wanna fuck
wake up smmoking balls
is also memeroy supress or erasers
but mostly hate drug
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
E brainmess / setup for nighttime
youre simly dismounted dis assembled
to a crying weenie kdi and erasersd
OR SHORTTERM M E M O R Y SUPRESS DRRUGGED THEN OVERMESSED
wiht htenighttime theme and hte nighttime brain
boost this dull that and youre like a killer a granny that doesnt botehr
to read
or an engineer or a horny fucker that fucks anything etc
all a matter of SCREW PLUS DRUG PLUS BRIANMESS
with d i s m ou n t ing oyu or weenie dismounting the nighttime theme is
harder in you
because you lost the how you are measure to it
to setting you up for nitghttime is not just clothes but for isntance also
mouth subdue or mouth muscle fix tight that oyu cant speak
and mostly TEETHGLUE
wiht or without teeth coverplates sometimes
wiht certain clothes
wiht or witout the three replace teeth sometimes
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
it dammgged my teeth badly

either the chemicals or hte physical forces or the install and uninstall
fo hte glue
fuckt my teeht and teethbases
once
of course you didnt realsie waht it is
you put in pointing finger and tried toremove it
but it was half side stuck so you chew and chew and chew on it
then youswallowed it
but it was half stuck on the teeth
ahd the other half filling allthroat
you were usffocaitng
suffocaitng
didnt realise
dindnt realise
coudlnt breathe
suffocaitn g
and chew on rubber glue half swlallowing it
couldnt brreahte and in last moment you used otyur hands to remove it from
the mouth
in last moment
thenyou walked around babbling inc oma warcoma
itneresting here is that not glueing all mouth was improtant
just a little resistance to open mouth was enough to prevent the coma
babble drug
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
F TIRED
never underestimate this one
you dont c a re
youre tired you wanna sleep you dont C A RE about a fuckscrew
or a test screw
or waht
youre tired you wanna sleep youdont W A N Tsomething orsomeone
even if its ultra important to you
you wanna sleep
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
G for guidance
this one is republican guaridngs forinestance
left nutscomm
you hear me you trust me you listen to me now turn left go ahead you trust
me
you hear me you must listen to me you trust me you hear me now t urn right
you hear me you trust me you must liten to me
gudiance
hteir nutscomm is left ear mostly
usually oilantenna or russian needle
russian needle is like syntehsiser
oilantenna is like a polyphone tones containing like two ultra short
beep-beep wiht a quarter second interruption
/////////////////////////////////////////////////
so
now thei nteresting thing
!-its all at once
in some grousp for instaince HATE DRUG matters more
in others more hte suggestive state of mind or the brainsetup
others more the tired and the fuckdope and fuck theme
its all all all depending and varying
!-the emphasis
but all in all
!-theyre a l w y a s all together
!-all at once

///////

add to state of mind mail
a to f
-the autosuggestion area example
why its a bad idea to drive on coma the thing whthte seeing
ie you misinterpret what you see in coma by suggestion autosuggestion
and by that you act
a simple reflection
or a simple shadow that looks weird or a strafe of sth or a shape wiht a
color of sth remidns you of sth and then it is that suddenly
and by that
you act totally weird
-example used was long way
you walk
its along way
you wish you could fly it so its faster
you wonder how it would be to fly that way
you imagine how it woudl be to fly
suddenly you really fly
then you dont question that you fly anymore but wonder why you didnt find
it out earlier sooner
tehn you get reasonable and wonder if you can fly further when you move
hte arms liek hte birds to gain lift then it woul work better
then it does work better and you fly and it taht better htan before
and now hard cut
waht youll see is a guy stephopping through the streets looking s
c i o u s l y happy
wondering whathese bastards did again withthe poor bastard

u s p i

killthe asstoyer
now the same thign is with driving on coma
a wrong reflection a weird looking shadow
a weird light on a shape and color of sth
or you a moment in thought of sth that links with somethign you see
and its suddenly right hat and you act by that
-also mix wiht you dont care
you knwo youre too fast
you know youll end up in the pit but you dont care hte mess messed youup
to hurry and not to stop
not to stop not to be slower than 80
notto stop and hurry
you dont mind itll kickyou out ofhte road
driving stairs up
-you dont realise its stairs
its a shortcut
its ashortcut
you dont c a r e its stairs
its shorter uptehre
and htats enough
reason
you should
really
not let people drive
i started i think wiht 1st or second gear stuck at extreme high RPM engine
in a pearlblue ford
otehr themes were donnergott thundergod themes racecar themes
==
the autosteering is called ins steuer greifen
ie grab into wheel
as described before

auto ghost drive
or cars move out of hte way automatically
or evade left right etc

////////////
Why do people in coma warcoma not sneeze? And why is on daytime
verfassungsschutz wake drift away to coma.
A loud clack or noise waking them? From border warcoma. from drifting
into warcoma daytiming
Its not just the large black pupille in eye and will less.
Its also physical disconnectness
>> Like fuck stuff is a nerve reaction that's detatched from brain
satisfaction
>
>

/////////////

fix dsiabler topmdidle or whatevehrt tati stha tmakesu ncoocirotnon
betweenleft nadrighthand
epsec after hte repaint of hte invention
and the rpwwsend othe fhtemail
pussy shield is new only
during the thing the mess was loon try
wiht say sheeeeee or say thsheeeeeeeor so after oioantenna mess
ibarelyl remember hte shit htats the problem
right now i get electrode on dick or over ballls
punish scum
getmfowarucoma
gemtofuwaromca
getmoetuwaromca
wiht orwihtout warcomadrugprofoing
rbeak the bubble
can you gemtouwaromca
repari disabelrs
geotufwaromca
g
ermany is shit
becasue FFOOOLS
AND SCUM
FUCK YOUR HEAD

AND MESS AROUND GENERALLY
wenim right they get on mynerves with space scifi next or with smelly
cream
in a world of rubbbertitts nighttime smelly cream and body hair darkener
and overtapes in morning
you would get skunk stigmas too when noone would know it would even work
btw did you find yellow tube thin brown oilpeak wiht white cream inside
from .... republcian guardings?
waht abotu body hair brightener and darkenersgra?
msucle girl?
spicey girl fresh?
what did the screbuwnch4 bunch use?
hwats hten ame ofhte hairwax in morning?
what of the smelly cream of cheap lsoers that have no money to waste for
it?
IKNOW THEYCALLED IT T A L G !WHAT HTEY
OLD TERRORISED MOM WAS THERE

SMEARED ON TEH GROUND 2004 WHEN MY

teh rats tried to sue me then for the ruined ground
did htey kill the carnivore scum of those days?
imagine
shit liekthat and htey try to sue you for a talg smeared floor
this land is a shitty joke
you found hte smelly creams i wrote?
tehre was tons more
hows the rubber titts groin mess called that you sound liek a smokey girl?
remnenber me as pink immitation 2002?
ughhh
SHIVER
====
see
germans are scum
WHEN OFFICIALLY NOTHIGN HAPPENS THEN Y
as simple as that

O U ARE HTE PROBLEM

///////////////////////////////////
demess this andthat sacks nochmal themes
remove oilantennas from verfasssungsscuhtz
GETOUT WHO FOOLS HWO WIHT WAHT THIS TIME
///////////////

demess say schulwert or so. fix ear damamge from the installs
killdicktoyer udnerfeetmessser or better : PREVENTION.
PREVENT . DETOX OVERISSUEIRDRUG usually wiht shitzo mess or conflcitm ess
or called KRAENKUNG
/////////
Demess say spatzar lonthemes geotunsoebase sdsruigng briansdslller
vearliqusdmesses whitewosie from oilantennna eyemss make.safety
>
> Other shit is schalpe winn or sth. Punssih harassers remove oilantennas
russianeedles geout whathtey do wiht it
////////
rtepeair damamges turnback clock damamges and fix erasers. i cant invent
anymore also
i get coooked for weeks
then iget a cheap booster an afternoon or so
but its a mess
find out whyi cant remember christinas face anymore whyi can barely
solve sudokus recent days and weeks
why i cant invent anymore why i cant remember ym favourite music or tv
shows and only from one to the next to the next to
the next find it again like its 10 years ago
or you know a part ofhte
adress like why should it be gone?
but the other part is vanished not findable even wiht hard search . IGOT
OFTEN OFTEN OFTEN SUFFOCATED!
USUALLY ITS REPLACE OFOXYGEN OTEHR VERSIONS IS A CHOKE THROAT INSTALLS
BLOODFLOW MESS.AND HTERES OFTEN A
buzzer rearheadlow installs too. theres COUNTLESS retadenigsn forehead
inner middle and turnback clock brainwash.
its like a bitch gives overissusier drug contlift drug called KRAENKUNG
and messes me up conflicting wiht whatthey
pretended abotu the 90s or sth. its hard to explain. FIX TURNBACK CFLOCK
DAMAMGES but not how it was but conflict
and KRAENKUNG overissusier drug
//////////
i got brainwashed wiht ass classs monkey games overissueirs or driving a
telescope thats broken wiht careful dangerous handling
only should go when the locks are damn sure holding on teh crane else it
happens that it breaks on teh lay flat transport attempt before
other hteme beating some bastard that provoked with shoes on table in my
corner or so. that knid of monkey games.asked some guy
goodie or baddie?
some theme about walking aside some skullpaved floor and im liek geeesh
thats horrible. remove that. the guy aside should we do the same??
the theme had some sort of warsong about schlesier or sth. in a sort of
barrack pathway of concrete or some region of germany icant recall the
exakt name.
some other theme was like about mindmess abotu a blackhaired guy from the
90s i hunng around sometimes wiht.
i said in coma our freindship was never deep.
some theme wiht christina as charity lady and i compassioned her and
didnt want that it hurts herthat shes not broken anymore .
hung around around a nice horse area. that kind of shit. usually those
people arent too asholeish but often introverted abit
that some angry american father was too hard to his kids grey white hair,
my glasses, reminded me of us intel style by look
something that a russian large aircargofreighter never crashed but
american ones did or so. the theme used the afghanistan 747 crash or so.
nice.
thought sort of one smallerthey might have lost also at end of cold war
or so early 90s
the messer knows now that the messes summary file is as true as this one
get me feedback about xenon power generatio nudpate the gas suspension
with inner rifling to spin the compressors
might be less efficient than a mechanical spin
//////////
demess say schulbar or say schaunzaeh or funbar or fun wahr or so
//////
demess chidlfoolmess or hapypfoolmess wiht a theme that shows ah appy fool
or so in tehtheme hte nyouget messed byy it
whenyou dont react equally happy fool to thetheme
////////
Somebrianwahs about cactus poison and or a poison that cumulates in the
veins till a collapes occurs

getout how dangerous catapults are if htats true and how dangeorus jogging
plus catapult damage is
it was also soome tea theme wiht bits of the plant in the jars
but that might be another theme
Somebriasnwash christinas name woulsd be anna and swthwith g or r or o
a single silbe theme
and she would be a brunette
they might have messed it al labit freaky or introverted. cute little
hottttttttttttttttttttttttttie with hottiebutt
and my everything
can i keep our ring abit?
=======
anna grope
christina
kristine
was your name anna grope?
////////
iget terrorcataputls all damn day
dozens times
maybe more
pack pack pack rearheadlow
milld hits evening now is likely drugging
find out waht
fix damamge from it
make asfety
rare but happens is peeks forechest and middleback udnerway
or neck peeks
////////
demesss say mit kepplervirus angesteckt
.... wtf?????????????????????????
////////////
cantemreber nighttime but its about you as peasant looking for an
uneducted job as bum or sth. terrible
/////////
demess say fange or verfange or so theme . if hte bitches try prisonor
games or sth hit em extra hard and sue em for fraud.
the bitches cant even show me my fortune notttomention wakeme oor t w o
cases even with old mother when youre honest about it .
you do not let bitches fake here stuff and when tehy tyry you hit em
extra hard and sue em for fraud etc.
i donyt know what kind of reizwort buzzword that is in sicko nighttime
butcheck that also. wahat do these bitches think they are?
you shoudlnt have let hte gemrans in 2002 already with this kind of
pretend shit.
or this bubbel works if monkey games we just need a new warcoma damamge
him and act nothign happened.
did you squeeze the bitch 1949pm jul20th2013 catapult hits? yesterday?
waht was it? waht do the fools try whatelse did theydo
////////
demes sreteardenigns demes blalsmess braindulelrs geout midl htis
rhearheadlow and neck peeks BTW STORE 1855 to 1900pm
the brainwash underway to belly access mess or asssacecssmess liek ignited
oxygen in belly or guts is
warum bin ich so duemm or duenn
//////////
demess brainwash tested extasy orso or Zdrug . getout whathegemran did
since end june wiht me
wow
i googled it
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Z-drug
"Z-drugs are a group of nonbenzodiazepine drugs with effects similar to
benzodiazepines which are used in the treatment of insomnia,[1] and whose
names mostly start with the letter "Z". Some Z drugs may have advantages
over benzodiazepines. Benzodiazepines actually worsen sleep architecture
whereas the Z drug zaleplon (Sonata) may have less or no disruption of
sleep architecture.[2]"

i cant believe it theres a wiki thing
hmm appearently its ecstasy not ectasy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecstasy
"MDMA (3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine) is an empathogenic drug of
the phenethylamine and amphetamine classes of drugs. MDMA has become
widely known as "ecstasy""

A: find out if its just brainwash bullshit and
B: find out waht else the bitches did
the third thing was sth about cactus poisons cumulating in vein walls or
sth end june
also brainwash?
=========
wahat is this and that (persons name max this and that) powerdoping
////////////
remove oilatnenas rssianneedles. fix heavy tinitus and deafening from
implant.
brainwash is sth like council tray harper or so but i thought of diana
troys titts so check if it means COUNSELOR tray harper.
some nighttime test theme about a grocery store visit where sort of beige
coated hat men were all around or some
garage guy sold the vehicle or sth and i was foaming like yelling that its
three months now or sth. that kind of shit.
there was more. i cant recall whatelese they do with oilatnena
russqianeedles ro other test themes but hte messer knows now
that a: he was in coma and b: barely kept a fragment bracket from it.
messes summary file is as this correct. think throwing
some nails away on some rails or so was also in teh theme being careless
or so.
--other theme council tray harper or this and that verfangen bin or gefangen
winn or so
i barely recall that shit
////////
the brainwash in nighttime was sort of theme about highschool or so
wher esomeone had a card all wanted to see but it was assed on from one to
another and igot it as last one or sth
and me like : ah i get it low rank games. or you try to make me feel low
rank or sth
that kind of theme but in fact its conflict brainwash
searched toilet in the theme because i wanted to go piss
//////////
demess brainwash about a passport control and hte chick didnt allow an ice
train travelling iwht hte words
mitglied einer kriminiellen organisation or sth. thencountless sort of
flies fell from sky or sth.
before some granny bought sth abit clumsy wiht along long shoppping list
and hte chick told frienly
to drink alot its hot outside or sth. sth wiht duisburg essen or airport
essen or sth or sprechen sie deutsch?
and me selsbtverstaendlich spreche ich deutsch seit meinem ersten wort,
dann fummelt einer an meiner ruebe rum
bis ich mich anhoere als haette ichs gestern erst gelernt or sth liekthat
///////
demess chilfofoflmes ad nd dmaamgem es sforehad left for anti suicide
damamge or sht prevent htath foosl and bitches dmamge me deess asasssssto
druggingng mpunish scum m makea sfety
thought of hte path desperation 09 serious 010 wiht pressurising scum
worse011 then stabislsiaiton 012 with talkign to friends orso
and gradiation about to be done also stabilsing then got reasonable early
013 then bad again cooked hten cured its too short to waste it in
desperation and hte scum are fools. its the wrong way. you just gotta get
out of hte shitland
you donty stay in northkoreas and complain when scum and bitches mess wiht
you
was terrible years
terrible
bust coma warcoma bubble so old mother
geout if hte fools pretend a damamge or sth or a nazi brainwahs or sth did

it or so
i was almsot never in the damn classin 012 even they tried some weenie
brainwash push into ass role thing theyre - fools
in that situation even more than ever
i tell you its a miracle im alive yet coninsicdence
incompetent fools miracles
nothign more
now bust hte coma warcoma bubble
i dont stay in this shit land and old mother niether
she shoudl be able yto choose in safety
nighttime brainwash was sth about seven dwarfs and tiny white rabbit kids
or sth
odd bullshit
or some song about some lesbian chick ina subway forever or so and i
thoguht whats bad about or so.
had leather jacket
that kind of total bullshit
there was more
/////////////////
demess cahvdrugigngn gutsmesses demess fanteings themes or os belly mess
in bath etc
demess whistling wfheeeeeeeps squeeking fheeeeeeeps nutshelmet themes.
two hours ago brainwash away of fortune was DAS MIT DEM GELD IST ALLES
NUR EINBILDUNG ie a variant
subvariant of its all jsut imagination brainwash away offortune . remove
throat choke implants
/////////////
demess tinitus earlqiduems sthird party deceptio nwith knows god what
demess some minor conflcit mess or messaway offortune
cant recall ngihttime some theme abotu changing a cartire or so but i
wondered why because its stuck that a smaller wrench got broken
there was more
idemandmycomtpeurback
why dont you swithc over to fortune mode wiht intelcast when i press fn
f10 or alt shitft f10
get out technical sound feeeep right ear starting mild then getting abit
louder then stopping right ear and
repair heavy tinitus from high dba nutshelmet shit or ear implant shit
//////////////
repair tinitus from HIGH DBA nutshelmet mess. remove thorat choke
implants.
FIX ERADAMGMES MORE OFTEN RMEOVETHRAOT CHOKE IMPLANTS SQUEZE PROSECUTE OR
WORSE THE BITCHES THAT IMPLANTED STUFF.
WHAT YOU DO NOT LETTTTHEM DO IS LIVE SAFELY WHILE IM IN HELL AND HTEM DO
WAHTHTEY WANT> YOU AT LEAST TRACK EM HARD
WHERE THE BITCHES HIDE. YOU ARE BETTER ABLE TO GET EM WHENVER OYU HAVE TO
AS SWIFTLY AS POSSIBLE WHEREVER HTE BITCHES HIDE
tehyre shit that try astasi game here and letting htem is a grave mistakeonly shit happens when the bitches can do whatthey want
- who cares abotu their german motives.
geout neck an
///////////

sdsidethroat peeks alltehtime

btw btw btw btw WHAT KIND OF DRUG HAS TO GO AT HEAD BASE REARHEADLOW
BETWEEN NECK AND HEAD
OR REARHEADLOW OR NECK.
! WHAT KIND OF REASON COULD THERE THAT ITS SOOOOOOOOOOOO TOTALLY OK TO
ALLOW THIS DOZENTIMES A DAY >
OUTSIDE OR IN ROOM SOMETIMES
DO OYU HAVE
THE S L IG H T E S TIDEA HOW IT WAS WHEN W A L KI NG TO A GROCERY STORE
THATS CRAPPY 200 meters awayor 400?
now its even the BEST CASE

remove throat implants also
//////////////
demess say yuhm getout whitenoise right ear undrugged
===
demess say lauer or hauer or so. demess that imdropoverish. [usni
hasmessers makeasfety removeimpalnts MAKEASFETY
removethroat implants
-demess say yuhm
/./////////////
how much replacement is in my body?
genitals? balls? asshole?
bellyinstalls?
groin? facebone teethbone wiht klammern?
heartflap? and else?
the thing behind knee that makes tall or small wiht underfeet installs or
mess? how bad is it?
the left drugtittt - why not right?
throat aorta mess?
neck reahreadlow mess? whatelse?
is the asstoy plastics thing from rapehell 2002or the mess 2004? HOW BAD
IS THIS ALL? the germans just wanna get away GRATIS with all this and act
nothign happened.
but how bad is it all
and which is simillar to poor old mother?
thats not even to start wiht the DRUGS over the timeframe and hte notso
visible stuff or mindmess stuff
///////////////////////
demess tintisu from say schul or so theeme repari dammge geout pain
forehead left form brainemsses
form russians or chechcs or sth getout if its hematome or lobo crap or
sth
////////////
demess russian needle mess heavey tinitus from it and loontheme about
amsel or sth
reminds meof brainwash about heizbock or geist bock or sth
///////
demess sack this and htat or sack langsam or sack paarmal this andhtat or
sack ganz langsam this and that
or sack ganz langsam stich or strich or so
fix the heavy tinitus right from the mess
////////
GEOUT RETARNDIENGIS FORHEAD FIND OUT WAHTHTE BITCHES DID GEOUT COOCKGIN OF
TEMPROALLLAPPEN OR SO
geout what HIPPO CAMPUS IS
============
i googled it
its
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocampus
its appearently for consolidation of information in left or forehead left
its in the temporallappen region
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medial_temporal_lobe
these german cockroaches mess on my brain and act nothing happens
getout who cataputls me rearheadlow now

////////
> Gesendet: Montag, 09. September 2013 um 15:49 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com

> An: kccpk@gmx.net, info@europol.europa.eu
> Cc: acsberlin@state.gov, botschaft@israel.de, stuttgart@canada.de
> Betreff: Do you remmeber the braainwashsess where inbrainwassh they made
kids look like chicks or so.
Like sometimes half transparent stuff and I wrote stuff like guts are
grey??and crumbled? Didu know???? Or so
where hips are broader whentitts small or titts big
>
> With smaller hips or so
>
> The theme
>
> Why woulsds someone make a kid look like a woman?
Doesn't that mean u want the woman inthe first place? In nutshelmets it
makes no sense.
Since u sdont know orminsd or realise
>
> demess pedobrainwashes just in case
>
> Wrote it also often
>
> Its what germans associate with ballerinashape dancer girl shape likely
>
>
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
/
///////////////////////////
what the hell is a jabonzi or jablonzi
or strotum or strontuhm
demes sals oretarndeingsi and heafdpeeeks
/////////////////
demess brainmess lontehme is schagfall. some theme test theeme wiht some
blonde kid or so about hte college room or so
that i wanted ot protect aksed if she wants to join going to a grocery
store.
some theme about a gun that has big lead bulllets or so where the hcick
said hier sind deine selbstverteidigungspillen
andi didint like it. said sth like hmm too big or so and she like auf die
groesse kommt es nicht an or so
the gun blead out of hte magazine sth that looked like mercury or sth
there was more.
demess schagfall theme remove oilantenna russiannedele makeasfety
///////////
> Gesendet: Samstag, 14. September 2013 um 11:04 Uhr
> Von: santoslhelpa@eplus.blackberry.com
> An: kccpk@gmx.net, info@europol.europa.eu
> Betreff: Wshat is a korrektureinstellung dora? Isit a brainwsash to be a
better german? Or overissssuieser brainmesss? The mindmesss brainmess?
Iguesssesdin coma its magflgith weight distribution
>
> The theme is I sit down with soeme smartie kid that asks me wsie gehts
nun mim daimler weiter. Ansd me like firstofall improudofyou that syu
disdnt fraudme especially when it was easy to. But yougottausnsderstansd
iminmisery anssd fraudesd into msisery. Either way I won't take it
back.meaning allowing magflight.
> The smartie kid askss what is korrektureinstellung DORA? Me hmmm no idea
.the weight distribution thing?inmagflight?
> ---------------> wackerst popeln
>
//////////////
sept15th2013
what was todesursache 2006 brainwash again?
///////////
demess also brainwash about asen or arsen or stichnin or so but its just
bullshit brainwash
around hte brainwash that some poisons cumulate in vein walls or so

////////////
FIX INAHELR ERASERS MAKEASFETY RFIX TINTIUS . some nighttime theme is
say lisa ich bin verzweifelt or so robotic or
a theme about a countryhouse where i kept windows closed while outside
was wind or so. nothing too special
////////////
demess oilatnenna russianeedle game deafening half right ear
the themes are third party deception but i dont know waht
some mess earleir day about annika or schoeder or schroeder or so as i
invented around wormdrive
getout suffocaitons pack head hit or inahler suffocaitons
repair high dba whistletheme that leaves tinitus in ear.
demes assmes goeut sufocaitons eassrlaer.
//////
demes braindmadmge forheadleft mroeveimpaltnss
some nutshelmet themees are pedo themes or say schul or so homo themes
some are high dba fheeeeeeeeeps or high dba whistle squeeeeek fheeeps
brainwash away of fortune wiht its all jsut fantasy theme or all usut
imagination or so
inhaler suffocatio nor replace of oxygen wiht rerheadlow buzzer mess and
erasers
its midlsafe underway in car but terror in room before
demess dicktoymess even now
/////////
sept30th2013 1106 1109 945plusminus10,
GETOUT THE DRUGS!!! 803 808 814am, 1030, 1033, 1156
demess say bier or tier. Tier or viech is a german pedobrainwash exchange
apple for peas lable but its still an apple. Incoma warcoma.
other hteme is beil or geil or so
themes in grocery store is schai fun winn or itzack this andthat or jetz
zack this andthat i barely recall the shit
AFFECT ASSTOYED DICKTOYED VICTMISED
liquidate rapers or put em into court better .also thes bitch that Sets
all up you get the bitch.
You mmmmmmmmmake safety and you > > Get the cockroachses idemandmsy
celllphoneback
.///////////
oct 1st 2013 Btw store 2353 2354 about minsdmesss helmets. So 0006
======
Remove oilantnena russianeesdle geoptu wshitenoise check neutrino radio.
messer is snake or system bitches.
sdetosx chav sdrug loontheme is bazian. Or batzian. Isit a name?
Who is sella or stella or so themes or stellar. Isit a name or a nuts
mindmess?
remindsme of say wespe or lesbe or so or dreha or andrea or so themes or
so
by a brainwash that girl compassioned me beause of an eye hit or sth
its a brainwash theme for me. coudl be bullshit
>
> Remove oilantennas russian neesdles. Sfisx ear ssdamage
>
> I'm pretty horny at christina. How can I fuck with her more often.
>
> Cute little hotttttie andmy everything
///////////////
demessi nhalerjrmess.
in watching porn on tittslessporno i get pulse messes. is it a drug or a
belly. its really odd. youre cooked stoned and
dopediwhthwo knows waht and stoned and wonder about a tampon or so.
but bellymess or drug orso makes pulse increase orso. WHO FOOLS WHO WIHT
WAHT HOW. this means the biosigns are surveiled.
by a brainwash the heart sensor is at 400 hertz or so
/////////////
There was a hold tight theme but icant recall who and it was too tight and
it mixed with a theme about my brother.

Very confusing. Coma time is a mess. Something about refueling a car or
so or team twitter or sth.
Some theme with a tiny tribble or hedgehog or fluffhamster in brightgreen
>
> All cuddly.
very odd.
/////////////////
Christina? I get pedo brainwashes with caps with sunshield. Better leave
those away from our cuddlies sjust incase.
Ifitsjust german sickos its irrelevant.ithink its about creating
association points with something or
its a conincisdence that's always>> Occuring very often
>
> Other pedo themes use the one hair left ansd one right "bauernzoepfchen"
or sth thing in
odd jumpshops or rope step hop jumps
>
> All very german
>
> ----->
> Demesss the crap. I have "ooohch, how cuddly" heartwarming protection
asssociations but
the nutshelmet doesn't get it or overridesit.
> Ithink I grab noses in coma or so but ibarely recall it
> > > Ifitsnotthat its shitzo conflicts cute girl or homo reizwort say
schwul or say schul or
pedo reizwort say spatz or ditch or so
////////////
remove hairwax and smelly cream. i showered yesterday. THIS STUFF??? is
disgggggusting. its too much and too sifffffy
repair hte braincook s
its something not to thorw basketball oor when you aim it cooks the brain
there or sth
remindsm e vaguely of the bunch wiht the outcome of the theme called
in der ruhe liegt diie kraft
.//////////
-what the heck is Citosin or Zitosin - is it the childfool drug cooking
forehead thing?
.///////////
-poisonous gas or toxic cas that smells chemical and makes nerve shaky
bunch2013 likely sicko church, the metaphroe was "we vandalize him" or sth
-boranin or boramin maybe bullshit, likely expensive nonharmful
-two or three component drug that is peeks separated physically, one into
rearhead one lower center back, one forechest one into head, or one upper
back one lower back, one neck one forehead left, likely mixes, ure like
drunk after that
-brink blackoutish poison when youre about to blackout, around summer 2013
times, likely cumulates in vein walls or blood vessel walls
/////////
There was a brainwash about dublin or sth. Was anything interesting there
recently in nighttime? What is boranin or boramin or so. By another
brainwash the amazonbook [not for spies] is sth about 380 million or so.
Get me feedback. Its a spyzoo.
////////////
this fucking chamber, tehre is a l o t of gasvalve terror from suffocaiton
nights with replace of oxygen to drug or poison
to peeks by dozens or pack catapult hits usually mild but someitmes not
/////////////
By a german theme the rare earths are a problem in magflight.
And sth like they cut it cutit cut it and then killit with bad grades or
sth
-or that in teh first half hour of hte book publishing there was sold
already dozens of copies internationally
poland like 15 or so the map was grey the digits black. something that

an african nation uganda or so was also intereted inthe thing
sth wiht u or a or so was written in like neat girl style not in
technocratic style as i pick usually
////////
by another brainwash is what is a poriton or ponariton or so.
its a theme thats conflicting somewaht some darkhaired kid asking that or
so in a nutshelmet theme
the next best that reminds me of hte shit could be
poLAriton from the stanford university polariton lasers.
i wanted those into the magflight
its modern quantum physics electron holes in the laser diodes that by
modern quantum mechanics consume 100times
less energy
and i wanted those into the laser ionisation in magflight
one of my better invetnions
after i got out efficiency isthe problem i came up wiht laser ionisation
and after i read about polartion lasers i jsut wondered if theyre already
feasible for magflight
geniusses from stanford chapeau here you have a big major customer for the
thing the magflight makers
maybe its jsut yet.another.pedo brainwash from the germans and its
conflicting only for me becasue i think of lasers instead
////////
messes in grocery store are say buck or say fuck or this andthat fun winn
or bannwinn or so or this and that spatzar or so
or yuhm or nuhm or so shit
or itzack this adnthat or jetz zack this and that or so
the messes are dicktoymess inhaler mess dicktomyess assmess
assinstall fart mess
pedo brainwash
often terror catapult
more often eepsk neck and head
the bunch exchanges
someitmes not so hostile
sometimes more like curious new but messing
and sometimes very hostile and abusive scum
when you drop an application into a company aside the store and dhave the
application in bag
they b a d l y harass and abuse mess - likely assuming they can do that
withyou becasue you apply in the store or sth
jsut terrible
why cant we get the bitches and scum that harass and abuse?
its liek a free card to rape you or asstoy you or dicktoymess oyu or so
like a free card for youre in misery so they can do wahtthey want iwth you
sort of
GET
THE
SCUM
put em into court
there was more.
-----------------Demess say schaunzaeh or can or so . Geotuotumidl neckpeek.makewsafetys
bust coma warcoma and demsss dicktoymess.makesafety
//////////////
demess inhaler messses. usually the PACK! headhits and hte n you suffocate
is sth else. by a brainwash its asehn or so or inanother stichnin or so. i
dont think its that lowtech but who knows ? focus on prevention. everytime
i yell destroy gasvalves geout peeks or packs or destroy catapult . do you
know who e x a c t ly give s me waht exactly when ? usualyl rearheadlow
middle back and neck
remove thorat choke implants
how bad is medifile really/? put it out notarstamped
/////////////////
demess ranz maus loontheme or tanz laus or sth or tanz mouse likethat or
so and feetmess demess conflict mess
inhaler mess makeasfety. focus on prevention

///////////////
Igotonce brainwashed that some navy orso putup a tough fight forme or sth.
I didsntbelieve thebrainwash but just in case thanks. Take care. Unite
with suppport sys. The theme was some white shirttissue cap and brightblue
or jeans shirt guy rolling upwrist
>
> Going angrily toward someoene
>
> The cap was like round and curved on top and around was flapped up sort
of and pulled lower into te face to look angrily
>
> Remove throat installs neckinstalls
///////

demess loontheme sacknochmal ditch or so
-------Theme somehwerebtweeeen madhousening youand conflict how you treatyour
peopple or sth
--Sth betweeen madhosuening and how dowe plavce a chickonhim
--------Prevent lootfraud. Of fortune also thinkits a subtlemotive inthe scum also
------------

btw
What are too low zu niedere oxyzital werte values during and after relace
ofo oxygen with gasvalves
oxizital
google cant find anything
F]
qUick-miX~ - Endutex
www.endutex.hu/certificates/blockout/opakjet_fr_b1_certificate.pdf
T oxizital.aat.Heizwert. Brennkasten. This information sheet is not a
certificate ofbuilding material. cIass according to DIN 4102-1. 8. 8 quiek
- mix Gruppe GmbH ...
[PDF]
print job - Thieme Connect
https://www.thieme-connect.de/ejournals/pdf/10.../s-2008-1046855.pdf
Im Gegerisatz dazu weist Amariiliii einc hohe 'l'oxizital bei jedocli
verzögcrtern Wirkirngscintritt (etwa 2-5 Tngc) auf (4); etwa 50g des
Pilzes wirken beirii ...
-------------------/////////////////////////
by a german brainwash some 5 soldier s or sth died or sth. is it german
brainwash or true> ? what kind of soldiers? where? how>what was tehri
name? istheir families ok>? just german brainwash bullshit? like tthe pedo
brainwashes and how do we madhouse him brainwash ? and all thetime
conflict brainwash or dicktoymess wiht wisper theme and grey backgroudn
that was miiiiiiehsa or niesa or lisa or sth
or dreha or andreha or so wespe or lespe or so
bullshit?
========
DEMESS VERY HIGH DBA WHISTLE FHEEEEEEEEEEEP THEME AND TINITUS FROM IT
REPARI THE EARDAMMGESQUEEZE HTE COKROACHES THAT DO IT
.///////////////////////////
In coma warcoma.does the car stop? Or autodrive? Sometimes some laser me
into the eye in red and the warnblink is on. Fix laser eyedamage.
Sometimes I think the honk starts sometimes in coma on odd places. Who
unlocks it anyway? Its a lot safer thanusualy
/////////
there was some brainwash about magna or sth
i thought its a car supplier or sth
are they profiting from the magflight thing? alot of hteir competition may
be less of a threat for hte mnow

other themes are ussallyl dicktomyess assmess dicktomyess veryhighdba
whistle and tfheeeeeeeeeeep theemes to the nutshelemt that
leaves a tinitus
fix ear damamge from it
the rest is some standard terror
inhaler mes s
thorat peeks neckpeeks
retardneignsd forehead and forehad left
assintaslsl dicktomyess feetmess
its midlsafe
/////////////////
there was a nighttime theme with waht they tried to make old mother nuts
in 2003 or 2004
they try it on me so the intention seems clear
it was some gigantic darkgrey person sized bell or so just feet visible
and hteh theme goes like
unter der glocke or sth
hmmmmmmm
demess braindamamges from damamge nutshelmets allday also
wiht very loud whistle fheeeeeeps that leaves tinitus afterwards
dicktoymess assmess allday also
its like some try to test if youre in coma or warcoma or sth
by the spyzoo out there hte book [NOT FOR SPIES]- what is a human being is
big outthere
nighttime people hyperactivated free population knows anyway since a
decade - just no the depth of detail
and hte others nonhyperactivated will think its fiction or nuts fiction
conspiracy theory fools
sad almost
but the important thing is that THEY C A N FIND IT AND C A N KNOW IF HTEY
WANT TO
///////////////////////
demessss some dicktoymesses and oilantenna tricks russianneedle tricks in
cinema
more like third party deception
brainmess dicktomyesss often
and some mom foolmess
sack nochmal or sacknochma buck or fuck or so
or sacknochma this and that
it was unusally mild compared to usally. but way not safe.
sack spatz or so buzzword theme
messaway of fortune
brainmess dicktomyess and naam or this andhtat feudin oor freundin or so
theme
there was more
////////////////
cantrecall nighttime. its conflcit themes wiht assclass form highschool or
sth or
poison is in coke from libanon or sth
remindsme of the summer013
////////////////
Christina? Kristine? They test me if istill want you if you got first face
marks of getting old .
The rest was conflict tricks with garage bastard driving a z3 up a ramp
till the muffler falls off
or conflict brainwash taht it would be truth or sth and i thought truth is
i have billions nighttime side
and daytime side he cannot know a damn
the rest was pedo test b rainwash. or say spatz reizwort buzzword tricks
with odd themes about morphing different girlsfaces into each other
or butt zoom in s or sth
///////////
there was some odd test theme in nigthtime
where some guy pointed an m16 at an unarmed person and i shot in a burst
mode into the leg of the guy only

but wanted single shot only
it was like black shadow surface on bright backgorudn not visible who or
waht
the n the theme showed the other guy holding ak47 on the first guy and
that one i shot twice wiht burst into leg also
the theme later was like i wanted to find out if hte guy is ok
but the arab looking guy moved mouth and me annoyed didnt understand
i think it was a middle east metaphroe brainwash
principally i wanted that theres no violence between the guys but it
didnt understand
if it was a middle eastern thing my idea was that the israelis rent
(pacht) the settlements for a percentage or 2 of gdp
so all can acknowledge the state borders from 67 but stay where tehy are
jsut with legitimation
this can be helped to be payed by internaitonal community
and all states around acknowledge and normalise relations wiht boths
that was the idea
i think they all go for a quirky status quo rather though
too neutral for one side
not neutral enoug hfor other side
and radicals on either side wont like it
but as one man think tank this is my best bet at the problem
VERY complex problem
underlying assumptions is not enough land and settlements cannot be given
up and borders of un agreement are not defendable
etc
there was days before alot of pedo test theme or sth remindsme abit of
church
tehre was more
detox german drugs peeeks 2226 2228 1330neckpeeks and 2240 or so
//////////
Demess say warmbar or armbar or rinda or christofolus or sth or fangen or
sth. Or
this andthat dannmacht das zapp zarapp or so.usually a notso hostile
bunch maybe snake or system .
chick with a hand snatch movement inthe brainwash theme.
//////////
destroy the gasvalves geout if hte bitches mix something. the peeks are
often paired
and or gasvaleves and peeks .
why would you gasvalve a n d peek,
why separated in location but at same time almost
today its midlsafe usualyl its worse
did you find out guts impaltns that stop babblgin in coma wiht hickup or
so and then sack paarmal or
sag paarmal this adn that theme to the mess?
why PAAARMAL?
is rebbabbling in coma a few times repeat? of hte same?
//////////////////////////////
Dsemess homo test b rainwahs and I'm like eeeeyh. Or shittty bitches or so
. Someone fools peopple withoilanrtenna russianeedsle .swoemthewmewith a
guy makign ahandfsmomevent like wank driveby andim like eeeeeeeyh
thatkinds ofbrianwahs.thsiansd that kaust
>
> Some theme with cemetary etc all amix of annoyconflcit and disgust and
some sad
>
> Asit seems its no longer pedobrainwash but homo brainwash now.
>
> Fix heavy tinitus from oilantena rusianedle.
> Liquisdate rapersa or shootem dsown better only andput eminto court
>
> Sero tolerance so kidfuck scum
> Some theme whith kaust or faust or sth and some theme with barbie
writtenvertically in purple or bambie like a bar sign

>
> The theme was a two and a half men theme and the pathetic one layed down
with butt up ona towel in a pool scene.and I'm like eeeeeeeyh
> Some theme with some stupuid tittttttt chick that didn't know who is who
but wanted a mark or sth but he was also some eeeeyh homo or sth inthe
theme. Andme scheiss schlampen.
> Some theme where the kutcher guy with blue woolcap nods as red alert
blinks with a few wordss he says and I'm like ??????
>
> Something about
> Ifhe learned sth thenthose that make cltothes for rich are not rich but
are poor people that call themselves richt
>
> Ithink it was a richie test or sht. And mixed with homo test
>
> Idont discriminate homos but idont wanna be victimised
>
> The messer knows now amazon book is as true as this theme description
>
>
> --->
> Demesss hold dick themes or sth remindss me of pull the rope themes from
ayear ago or sth
> the rope was wrapped once around some big tree or sth but wahtever oyu
held was soft which made u wonder on coma warcoma
-----The cemetary visit part of the theme I told old mother look this one got
only two or three yearsold. I
lit a candle for that gravetoo. Then I thoguht it went out and rechecked
it thatit stays on.
The theme changed to a second white symbol appearing.
>
> Maybe angel theme but idont think in these terms.maybe. A white
pyjama....
>
> Hmmm.
>
> The messer can now be sure the book is a glimpse of truth
> As true this theme description is
>
> One
> Bit
> Of
> Truth
>
> And who knows how dar it really is out there.
////////////////////////////
asperidam aspartam is
Aspartame
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Jump to: navigation, search Aspartame[1]
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aspartame#Safety_and_health_effects
IUPAC name[hide]
N-(L-α-Aspartyl)-L-phenylalanine,
1-methyl ester
Identifiers
CAS number
22839-47-0
ChemSpider
118630
UNII
Z0H242BBR1
DrugBank
DB00168
KEGG
C11045
ChEBI
CHEBI:2877
ChEMBL CHEMBL171679
Jmol-3D images Image 1
SMILES
[show]
InChI
[show]
Properties
Molecular formula
C14H18N2O5

Molar mass
294.30 g mol−1
Density 1.347 g/cm3
Melting point
246–247 °C
Boiling point
decomposes
Solubility in water
sparingly soluble
Solubility
slightly soluble in ethanol
Acidity (pKa)
4.5–6.0[2]
Hazards
NFPA 704
1
1
0
(verify) (what is: /?)
Except where noted otherwise, data are given for materials in their
standard state (at 25 °C, 100 kPa)
Infobox references
Aspartame (APM; /ˈæspərteɪm/ or /əˈspɑrteɪm/) is an artificial,
non-saccharide sweetener used as a sugar substitute in some foods and
beverages. In the European Union, it is codified as E951. Aspartame is a
methyl ester of the aspartic acid/phenylalanine dipeptide. It was first
sold under the brand name NutraSweet; since 2009 it also has been sold
under the brand name AminoSweet.[3] It was first synthesized in 1965 and
the patent expired in 1992.
////////
There was some nighttime brainwash where you get payed 18 euro per
kilometer or sth. And I'm like: ??? It would be very responsible or sth
.///////
BTW BTEW GEOUT IF HTE HEADPEEKS AND NECKPEEEKS 130 146am nov10th 9th 2013
make hte suffocaiton mild or ifits from in haler or both
geout peekterror
DESTROY THE NETWROK OF ROOM
GETOUT TERROR PEEKS
/////////
geout ballslsfill idemandmycomtpeurabck demesss erasers check ifits molke
brei wiht something in it.
GEOUT WHO SUFFOCATION GASVALVES ME IN SLEEP TIME
AND FIX ERASERS
fix tintisu from oilantenana and geout how they use the thing
is it third party deception or brianwash
/////////////
theres a right ear isntalll that i get messed wiht its repeat right now
this and that messes/ other brainwash is some theme wiht proud pigs versus
small yellow bowlish looking ones. very itneresting . mignon or sth . some
weeenie brainwash theme where i should learn astrology or sth wiht a phone
call or sth that you would be too pervert or not pervert enough. that kind
of shit. and im like ?????????
///////
punish guts asssdurgger fix tinitus. why cant this shitland be liable for
m a k i n g this situation. when i wouldve been hyperactivated accessing
my fortune doing my christina. would i be able to publish that book and
does.the.civil.sociiety even know? that theyre lucky its an external
effect of the incompetence or badwill of this land
there was also some brainwash wiht a sandra bullock theme and rubbertitts
theme. where she said to a guy let sjsut be friends while softly strafing
inner hand palm and the guy got a boner or sth hahahaha
think i beat the crap out of a white van or so wiht a pike or sth
///////////
demess say spatz buzzword reizwort trick . or this and that selzort
remove tinitus from teh shit
--------There was a brainwash once with a welcome mail about canada or so like
this is where you will have your first kiss or sth. Like geeks welcome.
I'm like ???? Awhile ago. in another night they mess painfully with my
kidneys but u don't realise on coma.
>
> Warcoma. You just have pain but don't realise why or what or where or
waht.

> Hmmmm odd
>
> Prevent that germans ruin me over day or night. Detox. Repair.recover
prosecute the scum that harms and get em ifits serious .putemdown
putemitoc coourt squeezee implant scum
>
> -----> In coma time warcoma time they stop babbling with groin installs or
hickup gutsbelly implants. Thenoilantenna games to it.
///////////////////
demess say nuh or mooh or so sack nochmal . fix tinitus
isthere a third party deception about say cow or sth?
=======
Demess say spatz and tinitus from it.it must be a reizwort buzzword.else
the german bitches wouldn t tryit.
====
Publish november 2001 spylawsuit. Nopnhyperactivatred level. The germans
though the americans dance on their nose or sth and tried to show em or
sth and don't worry wellget you home. Wellgetyouhome? Brave brits assuming
its a private sideshow or sth.thats
How thismess started
---Then the germanstried to cover it up with erasers
Urschrei theraphy
And act nothing happens
And shitzo tricks
That's the real deal then came 2003 2004
Getout drugstickpeeeeks rearheadlow ev ennopw andleg
/////////
demess highdba fheeep or whooooooop fheeep theme s brainmess neckmess and
leaves tinitus eardamage from it. its nonhostile i think. bust coma
warcoma. WHEN IF NOT NOW!
.//////////////
cant recall it but some theme used like a sort of tough rough wreslting
some pelple to get some ball int oa goal box left or right or so. some
thing where some abstract faces listed like giant apps in glow green or so
showed different emotions or opinions about hte case or so. one was a
green skull wiht digital data over it writing nooooo. i think it was like
an octopus bound wiht its arms around a stick and carried away and im like
hmmmm. some thing about a beautiful 1049-g. the russian needle or
oilantenna right that makes tinitus seems hostiel and sack kutter or sag
mutter or so. fix hte eardamamge and tinitus fro m it otehr shit is say
schul or so
What is a herz nieren khateter and whathas ittodowithold people that die.
Demesalso brainwash about mafia or sth.getotuifdheres oddsd alliances or
sth
//////////
why do the german bitches always replace the computer when i backup my
cellphone or go to windows update
or switch on flash or download porn
imean windows update????
is that the remote control access ?
////////////////////////////
There's some nighttime brainwash about vaginas sort of in orange or orange
yellow red paint style.
Really interesting but a virgin theme probably. Maybe non hostile church
orso.
The bunch also uses the half transparent insight views inthe theme like
in>
> Assfuck theme or so. Looks like in madonnas song 4 minutes. Not hostile
but fuck as an important theme part
>
> Uses ithink a moderator guidance in theme
> Chick on knees and someone fucks her the theme opens transparency for
guts then the chick
moves forward with fuck rythm and the theme guidance like: no, too soon.
Nein, Zu frueh. Like education and test orso.
>

> Hmmmmmmmmmmmm
>
> Interesting. maybe church
////////////////////
nov24th2013
Why not squeeze the druggers in room.sometiems hundredsof peeks.neck
heasd lwoerb ackmiddle. Leftchest. Why paired often.
Why peeks a n d gasvalves.why replace cellphones. Why hammer in new
gasvalves. Checkif sth mixes with aspertame.
I'm brinkblackout
Brinkblackoutish
Or coooked stoned or
Temporallappenstoned
Or from ktichen peeeks schwindelig
Or nerveshaky etc
All
The
Time
Terror
Itsmild. A day or two like someones new.
Then its oilantenna tricks with tinitus
Like someone hightech plays someone lowtech with it
Why allow
A fucking
Damn
How do they getinto the chamb er
Is the drinks mess from aldi or from the terror drug room.
Why paired peeks or peeks a n d gasvalves or rare now mild pack catatpult
headhit and peeks
Sometimes hundres a day.
Head or neck or lowerback or center chest
Why gasvalves to it
Getout if sth found fits to react with cheap cokes founds
I'm brinkblackoutish
Check also the dehydration effects etc
Why
Allow
A
Damn
For
Months
Now
Months
Physical condition can not get better on this shit for months
Why
Allow
Why not squzeeeze em hunt em get em
Why not hold shitland germany liable and accoutna ble for m a k I ng this
situation
The germans make the situation because the germans try here a stasi game.
Why not hold em liable and accountanble for m a k I n g this situation
They had 12years
//////////////////////////////
fix tinitus from sing weich or this andhtat rinda or so
or weis hein or weist ein or so or this and that ballyuhm or so
that kind of shit
!repair heavy tiniuts from the shit
its more third party deception

fix childfool mess
damamge brainderanges
drugs or psychodrugs
getout ballsfillmess
demess conlfict mess thats covered wiht weeenie brainwash
RIP OUT OILANTENNA LOW LEFT
RUSSIANEEDLE LEFT HEADSIDE
OUTER LOW RIGHT EARMESS russianenedle from topmiddle headright to outer
low right
and
TEETHBONE FACEBONE RUSSIANNEDLE WIHT FORETOOTH INSTALL
GETOUT WHAT HTE BITCHES TRY
the terror or drugterror earlier is a mix of hostile drugging or so
////////////////
Demess tintisuor say yuhm. By a germanbrainwahs they wanted touse a m I x
of polymorph or
polythis ansd that poisons that's many in one orso.the brainwash theme
was like woulditbe findable
inthe brain after death or sth.but it was a theme. Some other
>
> Themeabout citosan or citosin isthatthe childfool stuff?
>
> The polythis and that was also in drink or sth.
>
> Demessthebrainwahs bsust coma warcoma
> Idemandmycellphonewback
>
/////////
why doesnt fn f10 or alt shift f10 doesnt switch over to fortune in online
banking or does it
and im in coma warcoma then . is it the replace computers?
////////
demess brainwahs away offortune or nightite or so in coma warocma
FIX ERASERS in nighttimes geout ifits teh SUFFFFFOCATION GASVAVLES!
REPLACE OF OXYGEN NIGHTS! RIGHT ON SLEEP START ! GASVALVE SUFFOCAITON
REPLACEO FOXYGEN OR OTHER MESS.
////
demess sack zehnlausend bill or so getout tinitus from the shit
remove right ear install geout who tricks who wiht this shit
rip out oilantennas russiannedles
fix deafening and tinitus from it
find out who tricks who wiht waht this time.
is it faking thoughts rebabbled? classical game
or is it more direct third party deception
like faking you wouldnt be in coma warcoma then
or zersetzung? faking hooker games?
////////////
deemess conflict brainwash abotu garage fraud bastard demess oilantnenna
tricks say schul or so
get out who wakes me from sleep wiht two headpeeks mild and later
neckpeeks and rearheadlow peeks later.
getout WHO FILLS WAHT INTO BALLS in morning and bust coma warcoma.
///////////////////
demess conflcit brainwash between weenie brainwash and themes abotu garage
case and oilatnenna say yuhm and pedo test or so is hte messes. bust coma
warcoma
///////////////////
Deemess say sea ay or C.A. Or so or say ditch or arnika or sth.fix tinitus
from it remove oilantenna.
check foretooth replace mess
usually theme is sackpaarmal this and that
why paarmal? or this and that sag leise or so
i barely recall it
i barely recall this shit
undrugged it s whitenoise or half a second or second no noise then a
frequency change then the other ear suddenly
demess retardenings dullings geout
terror drugpeeks
uslaly head reahreadlow forehead left nose base neck
chest forehchest low leg paired wiht middle back and neck

and brainmess inner eyes upwards
this makes short sighted or see triple per eye when its done too often
demess guts drugging often over ass, lower back or belly mess
find out if hte teethbone facebone installs wiht klammern are used as
russianneedle oilantenna
why else woudl htey mess wiht foretooth
check mess wiht drinking water or cokes.
/////////////////////////////////////
the theme was like some test about jogging around where some dogs ran
towards you and you under dodged tehm wiht right arm up
or some teheme why i dont want some chick s or sth
some fool showed up looked like a geek-tv suliban or sth just in beige not
in green
cant recall the thing but is conflict theme alone among assholes
said to the guy sth like
die richtige
meaning christina
the guy asked wiht fheheheheeeepp die richtige?
and me responded in the same toning as the fheheheheeeeep mockign him ja
die richtige, nicht jede die dich ranlaesst ist unbedingt die richtige.
other oilantenna russianneedle games
strahlen tv vergiftet or sth

are schalen-tv giftet werden or

remove oilantenna russianeelde fix tinuts fromit
Demes brainwahs abotut er spielt anne schmitt or so like that would be
sth good and a high expectation from you which you failed
other shit was wispernet would be at the end or sth probably meaning
conflicting the opposite
/////////////////////
what kind of chick would slap me on the mouth yesterday evening once or
twice . very bizarre.
was it brainwash?when they repalce teh foretooth comm for teethbone
facebone russianenedle install?
liek alibi brainwash gulfball fall s out of eyes when they wanna operate
in new eyelid implants?
fix hte heavy tinitus from the oilantenna russianeedle ear installs
getout who fools who this time with which german rat trick
-------you store it when i tell teh cashcounter chick in kaufland on the standard
question: was all ok
me: weniger arschquaelerei im coma waere super
less ass harassment in coma would be fine
does anyone count these?
how far is this from the standard zombi that goes there shopping shit
/////////////////////////
Demess hydrotoxin and gene theraphy messorso
//////////////////////
demess pedo brainwash or oilantenna tricks. remove installs bust coma
warcoma.
if its not htat its say spatz buzzword games i think. and iif its not htat
its say schul or schwul or so.
what is it this time? schaunzaeh? shitzo tricks?
WHY THE P E R S I S T E N C EIN THE OILANTENNA IMPLANTS RUSSIANENDLE
IMPLANTS FACEBONE TEETHBONE FORETOOTH MESSES?
fix that im deaf right ear half or athird
FOR WHAT?
geout headpeeks
////////////////////////
icant recall the nighttime somethign about hovering in a personal
helicopter around in severe weather or sth.
or asking some guy not to leave or sth. something wiht musk in a luxury
bus in white while i walked uphill.
some chick like: zupfst du haare? and me like. nein ich streiche sie so
weg strafing hair right side behind her ear
or sth. weird theme. some other blonde i associated isabelle wiht.
indirectly im really really really proud that shes well and fine in coma
but hte nutshelmet doesnt get it.
there is more.

///////////////////
demesss lunglockmess and saionaide or so loontheme
remove left ear whitenoise. bustr coma warcoma .
did you find out the gemran brainwash in coma warcoma about hydrotoxin or
so or the herz nieren kateter or so.
/////////////////////
Demess conflict brainwash night, something about assclass or so and you
cook sth and they feed it to the dog or sth.
Interesting is only that afterwards some volkswagen vw or so was covered
in garage or sth
Also sth about the new hollow turbine center invention. Some messer loves
the thing and by brainwash considered stealing
it or sth but it was conflict i didnt realise. There was more.
///////////////////////
cehck also heartflap installs and whyi get mild pain when i lay on belly
or side. isit center chest installs/?
geout also terror head pack hits underway and countless neckpeeks
usually its two third peeks and a third to a quarter head hits PACK
catapult hits
the peeks are usually neck
head and chest sometimes leg
the head hits are usualyl pack! head hits

rearheadlow or upper neck

usually head
the peeks sometimes center chest or left chest
OFTEN PAIRED!
grocerystore terrror surveillance also interestingly andn ot jsut underway
or here
fix erasers and or overdosage coma warcoma and wake that has eraser effect
check if the germans play on the hyperactivaito nlevel usually
VERFASSUNGSSCHUTZ turns back hyperactivation attempts
hwo damamging is htat shit for over a decade now
try and revert
ADECADE!!
////////////////////////////
demesss conflict brainwash wiht asss school or sth and i argued wiht a
teacher or sth that i dont have to allow this shit
or oso ie ich muss mir das nicht bieten lassen and asked anotehr student
for a room or sth
since the module system was quirky or fucket.
the nutshelmet controlling guy was like
ahaa hes good in excuses but i didnt think so the moduel system was r e a
l ly fucket.
tere was more. sag schul or so and pedo test themes or so u dont realise.
some mess that the turbine wouldnt work weenie brainwash and more
artificial misery and conflict conflict conflcit brainwash.
demess it
anotehr brainwash a few days ago was that someone was worried if im a
rhesus monkey here rhesusaffe.
a term i never use theyre just monkeys or chimps
//////////////////
demess say ditch or say spatz or die anka or bi anka or so remove
oialntena russianenedle and tinitus from it
demes braindulelr
geout headpeeeks neeckpeeks remove ialntena russianneedle
what were hte headhits pack underway mild catapult hits
geout neckpeeks and chest peek here in room
///////////
geout if a jammer is on 1932pm and whitenosie right ear and GUTS DRUGGING
AUTOMATICALLY inside implants
as soon as the jammer is on
////////////
deemess pedobrainwash and fix erasers for toomany months. demess conflcit

brainwash andmessaway of fortune.
typically its all jsut a dream brainwash or all just imagination
brainwash.
conflicts are typically assclasss you alone among assholes in variations
where they do mean stuff.
geout hte dozens of peeks and packs headhits drugstickpeeks and catapult
headhits often overday.
sometimes high dozen to hundreds a day. midl days less. geout neckpeeks
and lowerbackpeeks .
remove earinstalls and tinitus from it.
-------why are hte peeks often paired but physically separated
like head and arm
and why gasvalve s then
///////////////
In coma warcoma I get a very very very loud TACK noise and keep heavy
tinitus from it. Last night. Forinstance.
Or very high loud fheeehepeeeeep. Or floooooop whistle themes with
nutshelemt and mouth piece.
Freheheheheheeeep frreheheheeeeheep to brainmess
>
> And mouthpiece
>
> From that I keep also tinitus.
>
> Repair ear damage.
>
> The russian needle right sounds synthesiser. Mechanic.buzzzy.
>
> In coma I wonder why the oilantenna babbling faking is LEFT.
> That is third party deception
> Definitely.
> Someonehightech fools someone lowtech that listens also.
>
> Check also neutrino radio and teethbone facebone implants with klammern
>
> Fix suffocaiton erasewr groinmess
> Getouzt terror drugstick peeks here in kitchen
Other theme in coma warcoma was about jfk assasaination. Iwondered because
all hyperactivated know the realdeal about it. They likely don't know the
reagan deal. 20ys Later. I guessed in coma that jfk thing was cuba or sth.
-==-----------------By a german brainwash a graphicfor thermodynamicefficiency of hte hollow
turbine invention
looked a cylinder looked from front elevated leftpointing turbine.
Yellow inside cylinder inits core it was a red center area.
hmmmmmm... So the pressure in center I s highest but it squeezes hot gas
tothe
>> Outer walls by that graphic
>
> So the blades must spin faster and or must have a stronger angle to
squeeze more gas towards center
>
===============
there was some german brainwash taht my fortune would be 25billion euro
only and that the strikefighter project cost me 469million or sth.
bullshit or true>?
what was the status of fortune? why doesnt it switch over when i press fn
f10
or alt shitft f10
did they block intelcast wiht replacing the electricity counter in the
floor 20 meter away around mailbox??
how was fortune

development

20.995 billion euro
17?
16.95?
17.7billion?
what is it and how did it go
and where did hte cashflow go

-------the strikefighter metaphroe was a formula1 car with an suv base or sth
///////////////////////////////
BTW BTW BTW GETOUT GROINMESS THROAT MESS LYMPFEN MESS 0050 to 103am. GEOUT
ALSO DOZENS OF TERRO RPEEKS HEAD EYE NECK DURING.
its after i wrote hypothesis about nuts allergies migtht be due to fungi
geout headpeek and leg peek paired evennow
so sidethroat peek
/////////////
demess typical assclass theme conflcit theme. interesitn gis this time i
thought its healthy to say that i
hate the germans . said in coma i hatehtem they ruined my life and tehy
try to make the people toweenis
to exploit em easier wiht anything anythign s o me e t h i n g s o me
how. or so. the theme changed to a politician
named seehofer or so that wanted to talk in person wiht me after the
class. and im like..sure. why not
getout if hte gemrans isntalled sth on chest when i lay on side or belly
its midl pain
geout if its anti hug installs or side effect of sth
///////////////////////////////////
fix damamge nutshelmet likely sideefffect only
fix also lack of regeneration time
Some braincook testtheme. Planet of apes monkeycalypse. With rampaging
gunmen monkeys and snipers. Took cover.
Theyprogrameda. Rocket that flew aroundbeach burning people and hit a
centerfuel storage.
Inthe theme I basically tried tododgebulletfire. Got
>
> Away.some woman got sniped downinthe theme.though i told her not to go
that route.
me like. DAMNIT! when isaw her drop down around some corner or window.
Some kid ran into a side entry of a house.
i wondered if thats not dangerous for it but assumed ran home inside the
house.
itgot dark. roamed around in rain around some installation or some
building location. some other kid was lost.
Picked her up inrain asked what's her name.didn't like that the question
talking sounded like michael jackson.blach.
Wanted tofind herparents. she said sth like M-thisandthat or w-this and
that.
saw light shine under a door. thought its dangerous. Dropped her among
other women and kids.like a kindergarden or school.
>
> The woman said ich kenne die kleine. This and that gates. Die
wikingerfrau.einjunkie or sth.
> I'm like ????
> Iknew the fullname. Sth with M. Or W. Orso.
> interesting is that the theme changed to sort of diiverse plastic
bottles of washing stuff or so when i put her among the others
> Helped carry stuff there wasmore
>
> Fixbraincook and lackofsleep fromit
>
> --->
> Getout ifits apedo theme only. Demess all
>
> --->
> Other theme is a top partof theme has a static spot like a dot or so and
otehr half underside runs widely
forward and back.
> Orange or red theme has sth from the daimler chicken ad.
>
---------the messer of this theme or these both themes can know now that the book
is as true as the description of these themes
the messer this nighttime seems unhostiel but has crappy nutshelmet
////////////////
demess brainwash die russische giftkapsel ist raus. getout ifhte gemraan
bitches implant poison capsules or sth

and blackmail someone wiht it. remove assintalls also and braininstalls
nebenhoehlen isntalls facebonemesss
teethbonemess
///////////////////////
some theme wiht an evil 2d maze where you wanted to lay mines for monsters
or sth and some
blonde chick made it to the exit into a sports hall and im like you wanna
wait and watch
while i owndered whyt hte mines let people through. the theeme was like
this and that lucy.
interesint abotu hte maze is its a 2d maze. the evil conflict theme maze
are huge grey blocks
of 3d shofting, this one was a dark 2d maze. the blonde chick was
relatively hot said sth
like ich will dass er ein anstaendigeres gesicht kriegt ich kriege wut or
so wenn ichdieses
laecheln sehe. sth like iwant that the darwin of our times gets a more
decent face or sth
i get mad when isee this smile or sth like that and im like> >???????
the theme spoke clumsy very weird like infantile versions of you. maybe a
pedo test
maybe another bizarre theme. who is lucy.
the bunch reminds me of the bunch that conflicts me about highschool,
likely same bunch that controls the place
//////////////////////////////////
Did you getout gift kapsel implants brainwash
Who implants hwat where and why can't we get the implanters
Remove assintsaslls facebioneinstallls gutsisntallls
Who bloackmails who witrh what
And why can't we get em
Hold crudland here liable and directly accountable
Them m a k e this situation and they know their scum
Deme assmesses even now
Getout terror catapults and drugsstickpeeks.
Squeeeze the bitches 1400 1449 15pm btw btw btw btw btw dec26th2013 and a
few days ago 1322 1329
This land is a stasi bananarepublic for right these tricks and terror
messes
And because chodorchovski has his genitals yet and thats russia! with its
tricks
///////////////////////////////
wonder what i got for christmas.
hmmmmmmmm.......
maybe one ofthe HUNDREDS of dicktomyesses was linking you wiht
adicktoymess once and im like
demess dicktomyess
annoyed and clueless
and htey htink tehy do me a favour
and its better than nothing iguess
and im like is being harassed a gift? or yelling punish dicktoyer
assmesser makeasfety
maybe it was sth like them allowing us a phonecall and all that for is to
mess wiht russian needle oil antenna say bitch or kuh or so
or say schul or say mom
and imfar away dont realise waht i repeat even and it should hurt you and
when i even think about it i wanan kiss it away softly holding you tight
tight tight but careful careful careful
strokignyour hair softly alltehtime youre my everything

my cute worriedlittle everything
maybe it was...
nothing. because it cant reach me. maybe tehy allowed some graphics
paintings in coma warcoma from our cuddliees to find out where they are or
so
and i get say schul or say schwul or pedo brainwash or viech or so
brainwash during and dont get a damn
maybe one of hte dozens hundred terror peeks underway walkign in bitter
bitter bbbbbbbbbbbittermisery
bittermisery
asstoyed dickyoed into grocerystore
wiht or without tunnelvision or asstoy or oilantenna games
maybe one of those was wiht allowing one of our cuddlies showing up
and hten them trying humiliation tricks
or me extra harassed and hatedrugged in advance plus oilantenna rusianedle
games to make em think im a dork
and i cant hug em and tell em daddy loves you forehead kiss and swim in
your eyes kissingyou and holdingyou tight but careufl
and its stupid and dangerous to wish this stuff
maybe it was..... some thing immaterial valuable
a printout of my fortune and i didnt keep it
or access to it all in coma warcoma when im brainles to exploit all rather
and to fake that it woudlnt be total hell
total
hell
covered wiht nothing happens
damaging
unrepariable staying damaging
raping
messing
braindamamging
drugign
pssoning
asstoying
humiliating
dangerous
hell
full of rat tricks by every piece of shit near and far
while all act you wouldnt know.
--------u cant give in to scum
else theyll try sth else later
hold scum accoutnable espec shitland that MAKES the situation a decade
HOLD THE SCUM LIABLE AND ACCOUTNABLE
AND WHEN THEY TRY STH TEHN EVEN EXTRA
PLUS THE SCUM SHITLAND THAT MAKES THE SITUATION SHITLAND
THIS IS TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTHEIR SCUM! AND THE SCUM CAN ONLY MESS BECAUSE
THESE BITCHES M A K E AND MADE THIS SITUATION
DREAMDANCING SAFETY
WHILE ITS LUCK IM ALIVE ATALL
COINCIDENCE
COINCIDENCE
//////////////////////////
cant remeebr nighttime. some theme where some sleeeping snowden gets
upsuddenly gets a slaughter knife comes back on me and presses it to my
left throat and me like sto pstop saying name of my brother as the eyes
of the guy turbed dark black black sort of. does the guy have a sister or
brother or wife or was it a metaphroe only for an intel case. some other
theme iknew but cant remember somme person outside nutshelmet der junge
braucht ruhe. ie i would need abit rest. the mess later was typical for
midtown bunch where i usually wanan ripo ut hte teeeeth glue and wanna
barf when i swallow the stuff that dissolves the teeeth glue.they
defintiely should watch that better or try it themselves how funny it is
other brainwash was sth about a castle i nteh rocks where some painting of
medieval times was so beautiful that the germans left it unharmed
maybe apainting of maria or so from spirituals

and someone was worried that its dark on the top of the rock that foe
could sneak in over the dark top or so.
very odd all in all
//////////////////////////
Demess brainwash away of fortune. Dein ganzes geld ein traum war or so
theme.
////////////////////////////
There was some coma test theme what language I would wanna learn.
Isaid on coma warcoma hmmmm russian or japanese could be interesting.
The theme was like noone speaks japanese or chinese or sth like that.
It was more a curious thing rather a ill do and pullthrough
//////////////////////////////////////
Whatshappened to the redheaded woman.igot brainwashed she would be
prisonor and
raped on a wood x. Or sth.
Did you get herout or wasit all all bullshit only? Rapeland. Wasit
bullshit only?
=-------What happeneds to the sabrina girl? The germans badly fuckt her up
also.make sure she's
also safe.maybe in intel hell. The germansmessedmewup she wouldn't bealive
orso in 03 or 04.
Check what's happened if so.hold scum accoutnable
>
> Once iwalked home from school and the verfassungschutz rape homo held
her in arms in grass
outsidea youth hostel totally naked.she pissed in a bow into the grass.
as the bastard looked at me holding her
>
> Icouldnt believe what I saw and walked on
>
> The coma rapetime was bad
> Ialways thought she's the sabrina from tv witch show.
Screwed in all doors and windows.didn't work well. they lifted the porch
door out ankleside
and used the selfmade doorlocking as ankle. that rugged it was
>
> Toobad.
>
> What happened toher?
>
> See.for you its a slogan that germans are rape scum. But its a simple
truth.
>
> Only three years later igot virgin brainwashes till my brain smoked.
> The rape hell asspain was real and the wound bits from it also.
>
> And the naked kid pissing in a bow in grass in the arms of rapescum was
real also and all all all allknew allaround all.
>
> It just
> Didn't
> Matter
> Somehow
>
> Its germany
> And allknew allalong allthe time all
>
> Itjust doesn't
> Seem to matter
>
> They always. Got away.
> Up to today
>
> Find her. Helpher
> Checkifshes corrupted in intel hell now
/////////////////////////////////
findoutif a jammer is on 1816 pm and check heavy right ear whitenoise.
thats a russianneedlethats like a synthesiser
remove necksintalsl gutsinstalls and forehead brainmess intalls
check if it reacts to jamming
usually it reases sth then you fart
///////////////////////////////
geout how htey made me a weenie wiht damamge forehead left or brainmess
foreheadleft
im five times more sentimental than usually

/////////////////////////////////
Demess say gabbi antony or so or abused tick or abuse fick or so
and conflict alone among bastards in a class of asses cofnlcit schooltheme
fixtinitus fromtheshit demess conflict brainwash
>
> ------> Another theme was some bigger curly not so pretty chick this andthat
f.... this andtaht gates ie a girl name wiht f... Gates.
>
> Weird
> Some theme with a pornogarage in basement somewhere on ahill
> Nothing too special
> there tehy would have all sorts of people in fuck stuff
one was the geektv doc from voyager half asecond later it was another guy
in another scene
anotehr scene was some masked small girl or sth
every half second another scene wiht another person
compromised in fuck
some chick asked some guy that oiled her pussy that he doesnt do or begged
him not to do or be too rough or sth
> --->
> Another theme
"deutschhaendler gegen kiss" then it conflicted no they tried to support
him
>
>
===============
another theme a test drive or so wiht a silver ford fiesta or renault or
so where the steeering reacted too strongly left or right
then brain is measured when you trey to react against it or so
my summary was its not bad its fun but the steering is too volatile or
sthlikethat
tehre was more
///////////////////////////////////
What is femini-strass as book rating.
brainwash about taxation was "sondergebiet 1" 2 3 4 and so on.
in another theme there was some small drug bottles and one version was for
spoon sth with M this andthat variant.
Said afew times I hate needles. Played witha
>
> Bent dirty around threw it away with ihate needles saying
>
> --->
> The femini-strass-thisandthat had a sort of blueish logo with an asian
looking lion right
and a rose top left or sth
> Sth written in a circle aroundit.
>
> Weird.
>
> ----> Other themes was countless test themes about a blackhaired kid or so
or swollen shaved pusssy or so
> One was greyhaired was dog or sth. Means I mightnot have realsied a d am
n.
This shit .pedobrainwash and worse.
>
> Demesss it.
>
> Thought its republican guardings or snake or state verfassungsschutz
>
> Think it was test usually. Some messsing with hair or grabbing nose or
strafe face was around also.
>
> Icant rmeeber if I didit or the theme

>
> Usually too tired to care and not realise adamn in test theme
>
> --> They definitely test if you realise if you f o l l o w an arm wave or
sudden pointing finger somewhere or so
>
> Apppearently I didn't follow those even.
>
> Hmmmmmmmmmmmm
///////////////////////////////
Demess brainwash about erika or penelope or so.name without face
> -------------------demes s brainwash this and that konstantin or sth.
antoehr theme was that germans would mess wiht my blood vessels in brain
now or sth.
PREVENT GERMAN MESSES REMOVEI MPLANTS
///////////////
Demess brainwash neurotoxine or so
.////////////////////////////
Getout throat chokeimplants hickup and lunglock implants and tinitus from
installs so
lowerback installs
demess tinitus from brainwahs about wichita or sth
check also blinddarm
////////////////////
there was all nighttime third party deception wiht oilantenna
russianneedle games
often tinitus . icant recall but i think i rebabbled some bodged.
the nighttime brainwash was less hostile but more....spyworldish.
interesting is that a theme talking on university wiht some chick changed
to kids reading stuff
from cards or so. another theme about being humane to a prisonor wiht a
black spy white spy
theme. both were not evil or good they were white and black.
and one sort of had enough of sth and shot a prisonor in the theme and
thre away the
cellphone from80s and a small gun into a small garbage can wiht a grid.
there was more.
/////////////////////
Some nonhostile brainwash about triangles or so.
And sth like I almost died a few times and they didn't even notice ?
Also some replaceofoxygen after some pedo tests or not realise
pedobrainwash.
Some theme showered in an old wreck house or sth
////////////////////
invented some battery wiht electornless material or sth but cant remeber.
some other teme that spatz or schatz or so that are miserable are happy
the more miserable they are or sth very weird crap.
the theme itself was selling ceramics plates in the usa or sth and on an
airport finding some cellphone wiht a chick wallet and some turkish id
card and german id card in it of some chick
returned it to lost and found
there was more
///////////////////////////////////
in coma warcoma the germans sometimes try to exploit wiht making me invent
stuff .
its aqlso describved in messes summary file afew tiems i think.
the thing is it doesnt work that way. optimisation is working but not
genuine invention.
its like lets paint the moon, we just need 300 tons of red paint and
mabye abit white so
we write coca cola on it. its far from tweaking turbine stuff. but the
germans try nevertheless many times .
last night it was making a new battery. the bitches try to make their
electro mobility an advantage hahaha
becasue htey cant get magflgiht yet. so they try exploitation in coma of
the magflgiht inventor hahaha pure irony.
the thing i came up wiht was using my electronless material invention.
lets pick a very electron rich element and a very electorn poor element.
the elements msut attract very strongly. there would be electron movement.
a battery.
or super battery. patent on me

i have no idea if it works
in coma warcoma it made sense like that hahaha
patent on me
//////////////////////////
get out the headpeeks 0011. 0016. does a shitty neighbour install a new
network once?
why not check it
did you squeeze the cockraoch 1620pm?
btw btw btw
mess

get traces iin the walls if they install new interim network

or if its the bitches that control the usual installment or both
lets squeeze some german scum what else htey do when how often and who
else
what are the cops doing in all this shit >?
usually tehy look for alibis to do nothing isnt it>? including pretending
youre scum?
destroy gasvalves 0037
///////////////////////////
what is us intel thinking about my book>? its defacto the messes summary
of 300,000 mails from hell merged just brainwash tricks
all that matter knew worldwide all along anyway
the nonhyperactivated will think its fiction or conspiracy nuts fiction
and the ones that are hyperactivated and didnt know they likely never tell
anything ever anyway. to who>? other hyperactivated?
sothe case screams to heaven and hell a decade+
but i put it out daytime undurgged afterall
some of the bunches will recognise some oftheir brainwash in it and as
that fits tehyll judge how the rest fits from other bunches
so for us intel recognises maybe america 18th century ameica theme wiht
grey skirt and white skirt bottom stripe
and snake likely a conflcit shit
screwbunch 4 its dirty hand tap conflict shit or evil maze wiht big grey
blocks reshifting the maze conflcit brainwash
and hte messers with highschool turn back clock brainwashes likely tests
on overissuiser drug conflciting wiht outcomes like in der ruhe liegt die
kraft - i think thats an amok outcome
the nazis will recognise their blacks are urang utan s in business suits
or judge robes
and the elephant its bycicle wiht missing parts driving still or roof
lights shining lights on a dull hill in the dark
verfassungsschutz will recognise its third arty guiding or feet in water
rubber titts theme
and the badensers or so their say spatz buzzword reizwort shit and or evil
black tree wiht thunderstorms around it
intelcast wiill wonder who called em rats and why because i did so
and someone outthere the brainwash like hte thick lines xiii video game
engine we will never abandon you oath in orange sundown
anyone missing?
russian bear may recognise red inverted triangle for jets and
gravitational jammer maybe
and odci warcoma or orange security sticsk
the rest is a mix of german brainwash
i coudlnt get out who are all teh pedo brainwashers
see
all the bunches that dont know wont know.
but hte bunches that know they know anyway
all the time
allalong
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
years now
y e a r s
hmmmmmmmmmmmmm
get me feedback if hte germans fraud me for hte income from the book
aswell
i dont care that hte customers are hyperactivated that buy it
i put ito ut daytime undrugged in free speech
ALL THAT MATTER KNOW ANYWAY ALL ALONG
thats the real deal
///////////////////////////
some theme tried to brainwash away my 24 billion euro wiht cheating me to
240 million only.
and me like this makes no sense. is it possible they fraud me to the 100th
of it and the
theme suddenly cheered or sth. very weird. get me feedback about my
fortune.
24billion euro is not that bad. not bad at all. wether its 23.57billion or
24billion even.
-----------demess brainwash awwayof fortuen with alles nur ein traum or so brainwash.
get out why the cockraocehs try that so eagerly. very weird.
why would also system bitches profit from it when i stay in coma bubble
and renounce my billions.
why wold htey profit form it> ?
sicko churches do it onyl for fraud fortune awawy likely or recruitment as
bum or so.
but the system bunch?????
fix erasers icant remember hte email adresses i type many times a day
hudnreds of times a day everyday
////////////////////
Demess conflict. Brainwahs. You alone in assclass writing exam or sth.
Name withotu face is a nadja would be jealous or marianne or sth.
the exam theme was what is Sternenzeit or. Sth. Iwrote it in contrast to
gmt. ie Midnight to4am wantedto write.Timestops
>> To control nonhyperactivated but it didn't udnerstand
////////////////////
demess nuhm or yuhm loontheme and tinitus from it.
this shitty poisonchamber. what is enzifalopatie? i go googole it
=---aha by wiki http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enzephalopathie
its enzephalopathie
describing changing brains as a whole and not jsut a region or sth
hmmmmmmmmmm
getout headpeeks drugstickpeeks asi dial it
prevent bloodvesselm ess from german shit also
-----------------who is petkovitsch? more name wihtout a face. is it poisonchamber bastard
or just german brainwash bullshit
////////////////
demess pedobrainwash all sleeptime
what is a terror zoepfchen or sth
weird
demess ballsmess
smeary making mess
and something about wanting to go into a garage to go to toilet or sth but
it was the wrong place
the theme included also i think some alone among assholes theme reminds me
ofhte bunch wiht the outcome
"in der ruhe liegt die kraft"
there was more

demess pedo brainwash
most of hte time its not realised even or conlficted or you misinterpret
it
mostly zoomed in asses or sth or oddly hopping or
oddly moving girls like they fall oddly into you accidentally or sth
all very weird
a mix of could be this situation or could be that situation, depends which
you focus on sort of
make safety
demess the shit
for the germans its not a sicko thing
its sort of searching or making a lever or so ,
its hard to explain
its not test only
its a mix of brainwash making sicko and or finding lever to mess wiht you
and hten mess more wiht that what works
im not sure if its just badly made and or not realise nutshelmet
misinterprets
check if its accidentally brainwash but meant as test
long story short demess the german shit
and demess throatchoke implants facebonmemess etc
//////////////////////
some odd theme where somme helicopter showed up some guy entered room and
me like uh-oh
i elevated both hands
the guy grabbed me by neck and walked by ducking pushing me down abit duck
walk to the chopper
iwanted to say all the time remove implants
neck lowerback ass udnerfeet heel ggroin guts dacebone teehtbone etc
anotehr theme later lawter later later was like sth about iverse animals
spiders and snakes
one was black namba or bamba or sth that winded together into a knot one
was a spider
ijsut wanted to get rid of em and htrow em out of winter if it was winter
or so but hten i thought it endangers someone
considered using a scissor to eliminate em before but i didnt wanna harm
it so i wanted to put it back int oa box or sth
that kind of shit was the theme
the oilantenna russianneedel games are selzor or nahbrot or yuhm or so
as if someone hightech thats a fool or obsessed wiht sth tries to fool
another lowtech third party
other brainwash was pedo brainwash i think
it was mostly zoomed in shaved pussy one cute the oter not so cute or
butts or so
i only know its pedo brainwash becauuse some parts of hte theme is oddly
moving chicks like falling into you or sth
very werid
demess pedo brainwashes also
there was more
wanted to build cargo egg and wormdrive allthetime was worried about whats
the ideal size for a wormdrive shaft wiht fuel
it would be like a coke can and bamboo at the same time wiht the top wiht
hte wormdrive gyros on it
putting them in center or not was the key but that would reduce magnetic
flux too much
flushing hte fuel as coolant through the gyros before its burned between
the shafts makes sense i think
espec if its cool in start
hmmmmmm
FIX ERASERS
GEOT THROAT CHOKE IMPLANTS IDEMANDMYCOMTPEURABCK
//////////////

What. Is. Phosphat. And what has that todo with german. durgs or poison
Mixings.
Search also old probes for
thisandhtat-phosphat.
Or
thisandthat-di-phosphat.
Getoutifthats. The. Paired. Or tripled peeks
head andlower back
or
neck And head
etc
----------i googled it http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phosphate
appearently its chrystalline or some acid form or so from fertilizer to
food additions etc
wonder how this stuff works wiht cheap coke when head peeks
///////////////////
Who is koninna. Schallert or so. Or
delta raeucherstaebchen or. Sth. Bullshit?
///////
cute girl igot once brainwashed you borrowed elon musks jet for london or
sth
bullshit?
//////////////
In coma iwanted to getup and dial there was a theme about sth with france
and blue ametyst or ametuess or sth. Some other shit about trainride in
russia or so and later singing sweethome alabama sliding in a dark town
around. Some other shit about evac on
>
> An alaska like dark icy. Island usa and wanted a toyota jeep for
reliability. That kind of shit.
>
> There was more. Wanted to google ametyst in coma
>
> There was some pedobrainwash late morning and
>
> D e f I I t e l y there is a loud pack or tack right ear mess.maybe coma
test. The scum makes me deaf with an extremely loud pack noise right.
Getout if that's why I'm deaf right ear
>
> Ithink in coma there's also a loud doorbell but not the complete ring
just one tone. Not all three.
>
>
> Oilantenna reussian needle games is ballyuhm or so nuhm or so. Maybe
weeniebrainwash or thirdparty deception.
-=================
i googled ametyst appearently its ametHyst with h
some bluepurple gem stone or sth.
hmm
////////////
Iget brainwashed sometimes with deine kuh ruft dich an. Dothey discredit
christine as cow or sth in brainwash?
remindsme abit of hte divorce or so mails or say bitch or so themes on
phonecall themes
i REGULARLY want to write in coma solutions for nighttime stuff or report
in coma about the coma time before
then i type brainwash from before sort of but on coma then i get outof
coma warcoma and cant recall anything
fix replace of oxygen nights co2 or co or so suffocaiton eraser nights
thats not sleep or recovery
i definitely am in rubber titts cover and return tired in early morning
theres alot of pedo test brainwash recent days - but its not to find out
sth or test sth but to make a weakness
or so.
one theme used piano lessons or so and im like ???? or not care
or some chick half leaning forward wiht pants down saying you wanna help
me?
and i dont realise but pull up pants first or sth

that kind of stuff
all in all relatively safe, but more on hooker trips brainwasher than on
the scum before
there was more
///////////////////////
Demesss sack zweimal spatz or so. It is a pedo reizwort pedo buzzword I
think.
Demess it and fix tinitus. Why else wouldthe germans use it.
Demess dicktoymesss assbonemess in store bust coma warcoma demess
brainduller also bust coma warcoma.
Focus on
>
> Prevention.
>
> Other theme is jehsuit or so. Nonhostile theme but same like the say
spatz pedo buzzword games.
Fix that I'm deaf right ear from this shit
>
////////////////////////
demess tinitus oilantena russianeedle games loonthemes is viel or wunsche
or sth that kind of shit.
some theme of hugging psychochick i bash away or reject harshly that kind
of shit.
an interesting theeme was some steamtrain that hunted some guy on a hand
train and
ran100 mph or so and endangered all passengers.
pulled emergency breaks or sth and asked to calculate route to braketime
to getout average velocity .
in coma i didbet its 100 percent over trainvelocity usually. demess
headpeeeks all thetime
////////////////////////////////
demeess yesterday this and htat was the fool heinz or so
and this and htat redox
prevent suffocaiton nights
gasvlaves nights PIARED PEEKS LEG AND HEAD then you suffocate someitmes or
not
check also the intereoxid austausch or so thing
and geotu waht shit the gemran scu does here usually
why cant we squeeze the scum that messes around here?
why wouldnt the scum that makes the situation be liable and accoutnable
by anotehr brainwash the germans isntalled poison capusles ie giftkapseln
or this and that STIFTE or STIFT
you ripout implants and always get hte scum that does it
demess peeks terror overday also lie hudnreds of times a day or so often
paired or tripled
or paired wiht physcial distance and gasvalve
WHAT IS GOING ON

HERE A YEAR

another brainwash is this would be a besetzte kriegszone ie an invaded
warzone or sth
bullshit?
remove throat choke implants too
//////////////////////////////
apperently suffocaiton games / breathe relaxation gasvalve./ replace of
oxygen wiht co co2 or stickoxide is for erasers and that you dont dream or
sth
getout waht hte bitches did and if they killed my brother accidentally
wiht it
did oyu find out the vakuumroehrchen thing install games?
getout chest peek neckpeek and drugpeeks behind hear
///////////////////////////////////
interesting theme about a tanker or so
some flapping movie start theme wiht tactical plannign sending some aawy

anf thenpointing a gun at some guy to ask where some other guy is. was an
old ak polished away the paint loaded it with a side lever
he didnt reply said sth like he cannot tell, i pointed at sidethroat, i
didnt shot him
another guy was on the side pale and all i thought for hte rest of hte
mess was the staying alive disco song, the ha-ha-ha-ha for reviving
heartpressure mess and twice breathe breathe then 15times ha-ha-ha staying
alive
very odd
it was definetly nonhostile theme
the messer that knows the theme knows now the messes summary file is that
correct as this
lets use the syringe wiht hte pellets and chitosan glue and druglollys for
medics to save people
and add to it omega3 fishoul fats so it protects hte brains of the shot
like20mg
btw btw btw btw do that

////////////////////////////////
********************************************************************
WHEN THIS BOOK IS TRUE, WHO RULES THE WORLD AND THE COUNTRIES, HOW?
********************************************************************
This is the most important question for a Democracy and a civil society.

happiness in life
happiness. hmmmmm.
the people that strafe your life (which u let in) + self fulfillment.
simple formula and so true.
think about it. even if hte country is bad

